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METEOROLOGY.

A GLANCE AT THE SCIENCE.

THE purpose of this article is to pre-

sent, in a brief and simple manner, the

leading principles on which the science

of Meteorology is founded, rather, how-

ever, in the spirit of an inquirer than of

a teacher. For, notwithstanding the rap-
id progress it has made within the last

thirty years, it is far from having the au-

thority of an exact science
; many of its

phenomena are as yet inexplicable, and

many differences of opinion among the

learned remain unreconciled on points
at first sight apparently easy to be set-

tled.

Meteorology has advanced very far be-

yond its original limits. Spherical vapor
and atmospheric space give but a faint

idea of its range. We find it a leading
science in Physics, and having intimate

relations with heat, light, electricity, mag-
netism, winds, water, vegetation, geologi-
cal changes, optical effects, pneumatics,

geography, and with climate, control-

ling the pursuits and affecting the char-

acter of the human race. It is so in-

timately blended, indeed, with the other

matters here named, as scarcely to have

any positive boundary of its own
;
and

its vista seems ever lengthening, as we

proceed.

VOL. vi. 1

Without dwelling upon the* numerous

consequences which flow from meteoro-

logical influences, let us see what is prop-

erly included under the subject of Me-

teorology. And first, of the Atmosphere.
This is a gaseous, vapor-bearing, elastic

fluid, surrounding the earth. Its volume is

estimated at gath, and its weight at about

igooths, that of the globe. It is composed
of 21 parts in weight of Oxygen and 77

of Nitrogen, with a little Carbonic Acid,

Aqueous Vapor, and a trace of Carburet-

ted Hydrogen. There are numerous well-

known calculations of the proportions of

the various constituents of the atmosphere,
which we owe to Priestley, Dalton, Black,

Cavendish, Liebig, and others
;
but that

given by Professor Ansted is sufficiently

simple and intelligible. In 10 volumes

or parts of it, he gives to

Oxygen, the great supporter of life, . 2.100

Nitrogen, (not condensible under 50

atmospheres, and not respirable or

combustible,) ....
Aqueous Vapor
Carbonic Acid ....
Carburetted Hydrogen

10.000

and he adds a trace of Ammoniacal Va-

por. It is usual to state the proportions
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of air as being 1 Oxygen to 4- Nitro-

gen.
It is a curious fact, that, while there

are six varieties of compounds of nitro-

gen and oxygen, but one of these is fit-

ted to sustain life, and that is our atmos-

phere.
It is well enough to note, that, when

we use the word volume or measure, in

speaking of the atmosphere or any gas-

eous body, we adopt the theory of Gay-

Lussac, who discovered that gases unite

with each other in definite proportions

whenever they enter into combination.

This theory led to important results
;
for

by knowing the elements of a compound

gas, we easily determine its specific grav-

ity. It has been attempted to apply the

principle to organic bodies
;
but it has not

yet been carried to a full and satisfactory

conclusion. It may be noticed, too, that

Dalton affirmed that simple substances

unite with each other in definite weights

to form compound substances, thus sup-

porting the idea of Lussac. These dis-

coveries were made about the same time,

Dalton having the credit of originating

them. Various modifications of the prin-

ciple have been from time to time pre-

sented to public attention.

Whether the constituents of the at-

mosphere are chemically or mechanical-

ly combined, one of the things about

which the learned are not fully agreed,

it is found to be chemically the same in

its constituents, all over the world, wheth-

er collected on mountains or on plains,

on the sea or on the land, whether obtain-

ed by aeronauts miles above the earth or

by miners in their deepest excavations.

On the theory of its mechanical combi-

nation, however, as by volume, and that

each constituent acts freely for itself and

according to its own laws, important spec-

ulations (conclusions, indeed) have arisen,

both as regards temperature and climatic

differences. It should be observed, that

volume, as we have used the word, is the

apparent space occupied, and differs from

mass, which is the effective space occupi-

ed, or the real bulk of matter, while den-

sity is the relation of mass to volume, or

the quotient resulting from the division

of the one by the other. Those empty

spaces which render the volume larger
than the mass are technically called its

pores.

Has the composition of the atmosphere

changed in the lapse of years ? On this

point both French and German philoso-

phers have largely speculated. It is com-

puted that it contains about two millions

of cubic geographical miles of oxygen,
and that 1 2,500 cubic geographical miles

of carbonic acid have been breathed out

into the air or otherwise given out in the

course of five thousand years. The in-

ference, then, should be, that the latter

exists in the air in the proportion of 1

to 160, whereas we find but 4 parts in

10,000. Dumas and Bossingault decid-

ed that no change had taken place, ver-

ifying their conclusion by experiments
founded on observations for more than

thirty-five years. No chemical combina-

tion of oxygen and nitrogen has ever

been detected in the atmosphere, and it

is presumed none will be.

The atmosphere possesses, as may be

readily imagined, many important char-

acteristics. One of these is Weight.
This is demonstrated by simple, yet

decisive experiments. The discovery of

the fact is attributed to the illustrious

Galileo, but to modern science we owe

all the certainty, variety, and elegance
of the demonstration. A vessel contain-

ing a quantity of air is weighed ;
the air

is exhausted from it and it is weighed

again. An accurate scale will then de-

tect the difference of weight. A cubic

foot of air weighs 1.2 oz. Hence a col-

umn of air of one inch in diameter and a

mile in height weighs 44 oz.

The atmosphere is supposed to have

an elevation of from 45 to 50 miles, but

its weight diminishes in proportion to its

height. The whole pressure at the sur-

face of the earth is estimated to be 15

Ibs. to the square inch; a person of

ordinary size is consequently pressed up-

on by a weight of from 13 to 14 tons.

Happily for us, the pressure from with-
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out is counteracted by the pressure from

within.'

The weight of the air is of great impor-
tance in the economy of Nature, since it

prevents the excessive evaporation of the

waters upon the earth's surface, and limits

its extent by unalterable laws. Water

boils at a certain temperature when at

the earth's surface, where the weight of

the atmosphere is greatest, but at different

temperatures at different elevations from

the surface. At the level of the sea it

boils at 21 2. On the high plains of Quito,

8,724 feet above the sea, it boils at 194,
and an egg cannot be cooked there in an

open vessel. At Potosi the boiling-point

is still lower, being 188, and the baro-

metrical column stands at 18. Indeed,

the experiment is often exhibited at our

chemical lectures, of a flask containing
a small quantity of water, which, exhaust-

ed of air, is made to boil by the ordinary
heat of the hand.

Fahrenheit proposed to ascertain the

height of mountains by this principle,

and a simple apparatus was contrived

for the purpose, which is now in suc-

cessful use. The late Professor Forbes

of Edinburgh, whose untimely death the

friends of science have had so much rea-

son to deplore, ascertained that the tem-

perature of boiling water varied arith-

metically with the height, and at the rate

of one degree of the thermometric scale

for every 549.05 feet. Multiplying the dif-

ference of the boiling-point by this num-
ber of feet, we have the elevation. The

weight of the atmosphere, as indicated

by the barometer, is also a means for as-

certaining the height of mountains or of

plains* but correction must be made for

the effects of expansion or contraction,

and for capillarity, or the attraction be-

tween the mercury and the glass tube,

at least whenever great exactness is re-

quired. Tables for the convenience of

calculation are given in several scientif-

ic works, and particularly in a paper of

Professor Forbes, Ed. Trans. Vol. 15.

Briefly, however, we may state, that be-

tween and 32, 34 thousandths of an

inch must be allowed for depression or

contraction, and between 32 and 52

33 thousandths. The weight of the at-

mosphere is not only affected by rare-

faction, but by currents of air, which give
it a sudden density or rarity. Those who
have ascended mountains have experi-
enced both these changes.
A common experiment to prove the

weight of air is that of the Magdeburg-

Hemispheres, a simple contrivance of Ot-

to Guericke, a merchant of that city. It

is a part of every complete philosophical

apparatus. It consists of brass caps, which,

when joined together, fit tightly and be-

come a globe. The air within being ex-

hausted, it will be found difficult to sep-

arate them. If the superficies be 100

square inches and the height of the mer-

cury be 30 inches, the atmosphere will

press on these hemispheres with a weight
of 1,475 Ibs, requiring the efforts of sev-

en or eight powerful men to tear them

asunder. One of these instruments, of

the diameter of a German ell, required
the strength of 24 horses to separate it.

The experiment was publicly made in

1650 at the Imperial Diet at Rendsborg,
in the presence of the Emperor Ferdi-

nand III. and a large number of prin-

ces and nobles, much to their astonish-

ment.

As compared with water, the air (the

barometer indicating 30, and the ther-

mometer 55) is 833 times lighter.

It is this weight of the atmosphere
which counterbalances that of a column

of mercury 29 inches in height, and a

column of water 32 to 34 feet in height.

The old quaint notion of Nature's abhor-

ring a vacuum was found to be practi-

cally only an assertion that the air had

weight. The ordinary pump, commonly
called the suction -pump, is constructed

on this principle. The weight of the at-

mosphere at the level of the sea is found

to be the same all over the world.

"We find the atmosphere with another

characteristic, Elasticity.

However it may be compressed, air

returns, on liberation, to its original vol-

ume, and while thus perfectly elastic it
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is also the most compressible of bodies.

This elasticity arises from the repulsive

force of its particles, and is always equal

to the compressive force which it bal-

ances. A glass vessel full of air, pla-

ced under a receiver and then ex-

hausted by the air-pump, will burst in-

to atoms. Water, on the other hand,

is almost the reverse. Twenty cubic

inches, introduced into a cannon whose

sides are three inches thick, cannot be

compressed into nineteen inches without

bursting it. This non-elastic property of

water, with another, that of communicat-

ing, when under the action of any force,

an equal pressure in all directions, led

to the invention of the hydraulic press.

The elasticity of the air enables fishes

to rise and sink in water, through the ac-

tion of the air-bladder.

The sudden compression of air liber-

ates its latent heat, and produces fire.

On this principle the pneumatic tinder-

box is constructed.

Brockhaus says that air has as yet been

compressed only into one-eighth of its orig-

inal bulk.

For every degree of heat between the

freezing-point and the boiling-point, 32

and 212, the expansion of air is about

<njffth part, so that any invention which

seeks to use rarefied air as a motive pow-
er must employ a very intense degree of

heat, enough to fuse many kinds of met-

als.

To the celebrated Mr. Boyle and to

Henry Cavendish, both of Great Britain,

we are indebted for most of what we know
of this particular property of the air.

Density, or closeness, is another quality

.of the atmosphere. It has been found to

be 770 times less than that of water, and

770 cubic inches of air weigh as much as

a cubic inch of water. It is in direct ra-

tio with its elasticity, and there are tables

by which it may be determined at differ-

ent altitudes. At the surface of the earth,

this density is indicated as 1
;
at 2 miles,

as
;
at 5 miles, as

;
and so on, the dif-

ference being in a geometrical progres-
sion.

As we proceed in the consideration of

our general subject, we shall find, under

the appropriate heads, that density is not

without material influence on reflection

and refraction, on transparency and the

transmission of light, the presence or ab-

sence of moisture, and the amount of

heat at the earth's surface, and we

might add, on health, and the increase

or diminution of the vital energies.

Temperature is another branch of our

subject, and one involving a series of sub-

ordinate topics on which volumes have

been written, and to which are still de-

voted the labors of the most learned men
of our day. In this place, merely an out-

line can be attempted.

Temperature is the degree of heat or

cold in the particles of all bodies, which is

perceptible by sensation, and is measur-

able by their expansion or contraction.

It is the key to the theory of the winds,

of rain, of aerial and oceanic currents, of

vegetation and climate with all their mul-

tifarious and important differences. While

the inclined position of the earth on its

axis and its movement in its elliptical

orbit influence the general amount of

heat, it is rather to the consequences of

these in detail that we are called when

we speak of temperature. If the sun

shone on a uniformly level surface, ev-

erywhere of the same conducting and

radiating power, there would be but lit-

tle difficulty in tracing the monotonous

effects of temperature.
The reformer Luther, as eccentric as

he was learned and sincere, is reported

to have said, that, if he had been consult-

ed at the Creation, he would have placed
the sun directly over the centre of the

world and kept it there, to give unchang-

ing and uniform light and heat ! It is

certainly much better that he was not

consulted. In that case, every parallel

of latitude would have been isothermal,

or of equal mean annual temperature.

The seasons would have been invariable

in character. Some portions of the earth

would have been scorched to crispness,

others locked up in never-changing ice.
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Vegetation, instead of being universal,

would have been confined to a narrow

zone
;
and the whole human race would

have been driven together into one lim-

ited habitable space, to interfere with, in-

commode, and destroy each other. The

arrangement is best as it is.

We find very important modifications

of temperature, occasioned not only by
astronomical influences, but by local caus-

es and geographical characteristics. For

while, as a general rule, the nearer we

approach the equator, the warmer we

shall be, yet temperature is greatly af-

fected by mountains, seas, currents of air

or water, by radiation, by forests, and by

vegetation. It is found, in fact, that the

lines of temperature, (the happy concep-
tion of Humboldt,) when they are traced

upon the map, are anything but true

zones or circles.

The line of the greatest mean warmth

is not coincident with the equator, but

falls to the north of it. This line at 160

W. Long, from Greenwich is 4 -below

the geographical equator; at 80 it is

about 6 north, sweeping along the coast

of New Granada
;
at 20 it comes down

and touches the equator ;
at 40 E. Long.,

it crosses the Red Sea about 16 north

of the equator, and at 120 it falls at Bor-

neo, several degrees below it
;

and the

points of the greatest heat, in this line,

are in Abyssinia, nearer the tropic of

Cancer than to the equator. On the oth-

er hand, the greatest mean cold points,

according to the opinions of Humboldt,
Sir David Brewster, and others, do not

coincide, as would seem natural, with the

geographical poles, but they are both to

be found in the northern hemisphere, in

Latitude 80, 95 E. Long, and 100 W.
Long, from Greenwich. The western is

ascertained to be 4 colder than the east-

ern or Siberian. If this be the fact,

but it is not positively admitted, an

open sea at the pole may be considered

as probable, on the ground of its having
a higher mean temperature than is found

at 80. Kaemptz places one of these cold

points at the north of Barrow's Straits,

the other near Cape Taimur, in Sibe-

ria. Burghaus, in his Atlas, transfers the

American cold pole to 78 N. Lat. It

is perhaps too early to determine rigor-

ously the true temperature of these

points.

A noticeable fact also is this, that

places in the same latitude rarely re-

ceive the same amount of heat. Que-

bec, in British America, and Drontheim,
in Norway, enjoy about the same quan-

tity, while the former is in 47 and the

latter in 63 N. Lat. The' mean winter

temperature of Pekin, 39 45' N. Lat.,

is 5 below the freezing-point; while at

Naples, which is north of Pekin, it sel-

dom, if ever, goes below it, and Paris,

500 mile's farther north, has a mean win-

ter temperature of 6 above the freez-

ing-point. The city of New York, about

11 south of London, has a winter tem-

perature of much greater severity. The

mean temperature of the State of New

York, as determined by a long series of

observations, is 44 31'.

The mean temperature' of countries

is found to be very stable, and but very
small variations have been detected in

modern times. But that there have been

important climatic changes, since the

Christian era, cannot be doubted, unless

we doubt history. Not many centuries

ago, it was a common thing for all the

British rivers to freeze up during the win-

ter, and to remain so for several months.

If space permitted, an interesting state-

ment could be made of the changes which

have taken place in vegetation in Green-

land, and throughout certain northern

parts of Europe, also in Palestine,

Greece, and other southern countries,

while we know that the earth's inclina-

tion upon its axis has been unchanged.
Mrs. Somerville remarks, that, though

the temperature of any one place may
be subject to very great variations, yet it

never differs from the mean state more

than a few degrees.

Without this atmospheric covering of

ours, it is considered that the temperature
of the earth at its surface would be the

same as that of the celestial spaces, sup-

posed to be at least 76 below zero, or
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possibly, says Humboldt, 1400 below! The atmosphere absorbs some portion

Human life, without our atmosphere, could of the light which it receives. It is not

not exist for a single moment. all reflected or refracted or even pene-

It is computed, that, if the annual heat trative.

received by the earth on its surface could Objects seen under various degrees

be equally distributed over it, it would of light, either convected or retarded by

melt, in the course of a year, a stratum different media, appear near or distant,

of ice 46 feet thick, though it covered the distinct or confused. Thus, we are often

whole globe, and as a consequence the surprised at the apparent nearness and

amount of unradiated heat would render brightness of an opposite shore or neigh-

it uninhabitable. boring island, in some conditions of the

The relative position of the sun affects air, while at other times they seem dis-

temperature, rather than its distance. In tant and lie in shadowy obscurity,

winter the earth is three millions of miles The looming up of a vessel on the wa-

nearer the sun than in summer, but the ter is another common instance of the

oblique rays of the former season reach principle of refraction,

us in less quantity than the more direct It has been noticed by almost every
ones in summer. one, that, during the warm and moist

The distribution of land and water, nights of summer, the moon, as she rises

the nature of the soil, the indentation above the horizon, appears much larger

of bays, the elevation of land above the than when at the zenith. So the setting

sea-level, insularity, etc., all, as we have sun is seen of apparently increased size,

already suggested, have a modifying in- Sir John Herschel asserts that the ap-

fluence on temperature. pearance is an illusion, and so do some

others. Professor Carey says, that, if we
The atmosphere possesses also a re- look through a paper tube at the moon

fleeting and refracting power, arising when on the horizon, the paper being
from its varying density, and, perhaps, folded so as to make the aperture of its

in the latter case, somewhat from its len- exact size, and then look again at it when

ticular outline. it reaches the zenith, we shall find there

But for this property we should have is no difference.

no twilight. The sun, instead of sending On the other hand, an experiment is

up his beams while 18 below the visible offered by a German Professor, of the

horizon, would come upon us out of an name of Milo, of this kind : If we look

intense darkness, pass over our sky a through a tube so constructed as to have

brazen inglorious orb, and set in an in- one side filled with spirits of wine and

stant amid unwelcome night. the other with common air, the half of

Reflection is the rebound of the rays the object seen through the former will

of light or heat from an opposing sur- be found to appear much larger to the

face at the same angle as that at which eye than the other half seen through the

they fall upon it. These are called an- latter.

gles of incidencp and reflection, and are It is laid down, that, where extraordina-

equal. ry refraction takes place laterally or ver-

Refraction is the bending of a ray pass- tically, the visual angle of the spectator is

ing obliquely from a rarer into a denser singularly enlarged, and objects are mag-
medium. This may be observed when nified, as if seen through a telescope.

a rod is placed slantingly in a vessel of Dr. Scoresby, a celebrated meteorologist

clear water
;
the part immersed will ap- and navigator, mentions some curious in-

pear bent or broken. This is ordinary stances of the effects of refraction seen

refraction. Terrestrial refraction is the by him in the Arctic Ocean,

same thing, occurring whenever there is Many remarkable phenomena attend

a difference of density in the aerial strata, this state of the atmosphere, known as
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the Fata Morgana of Sicily, the Mirage
of the Desert, the Spectre of the Brocken,
and the more common exhibitions of ha-

los, coronas, and mock suns. The Moun-
tain House at Catskill has repeatedly
been seen brightly pictured on the clouds

below. Rainbows are also due to this

condition of the atmosphere.
We might occupy the remainder of

the space allowed us by enlarging on

various topics which belong to this part
of our subject. The twilight gray, the

hues of the evening and morning sky,

the peculiarity of the red rays of light,

the scintillation of stars, their flashing

changes of colors, are all meteorological
in their character, as well as strikingly

beautiful and interesting.

Polarity of light is another of the won-

ders of which Meteorology takes cogni-
zance. The celebrated Malus, in 1808,

while looking at the light of the setting

sun shining upon the windows of the

Luxembourg, was led to the discovery
that a beam of light which was reflected

at a certain angle from transparent and

opaque bodies, or by transmission through
several plates of uncrystallized bodies, or

of bodies crystallized and possessing the

property of double refraction, changed its

character, so as to have sides, to revolve

around poles peculiar to itself, and to be

incapable of a second reflection. The

angle of polarity was found to be 54.

The beam of polarized light was also

found to have the peculiar property of

penetrating into the molecules of bodies,

illuminating them and enabling the eye
to determine as to their structure. The

production of beautiful spectres, prismat-
ic colors of gorgeous hues, and the most

remarkable system of rings, has follow-

ed the discovery, and important results

are expected from the continuation of the

researches. It has already enabled the

astronomer to determine what heavenly
bodies do or do not shine with their own

light. The subject is still under investi-

gation.

notice of the meteorologist. The receiv-

ed opinion is, that there is no inherent

color in any object we look at, but that

it is in the light itself which falls upon
and is reflected from the object. Each

object, having a particular reflecting sur-

face of its own, throws back light at its

own angle, absorbing some rays and dis-

persing others, while it preserves its own.

In this sense it may be said that the rose

has no color, its hues are only borrow-

ed. If the idea should be carried out,

it would certainly destroy much of the

poetry of color. Thus, in praising the

modest blush which crimsons the cheek of

beauty, we should destroy all its charm,
if we attributed it to a sudden change in

the reflecting surface of the epidermis,
a mere mechanical rushing of blood to

the skin, and a corresponding change in

its angle of reflection !

Without light, however, there is no col-

or. Agriculturists and chemists under

stand this. Plants without light retail;

their oxygen, which bleaches them.

The theory of color has never been

fully agreed upon. Some writers main-

tain that the character of its hues de-

pends on the number of undulations of

a ray. Goethe's theory is substantially,

that colors are produced by the thin-

ning or thickening and obstructing of

light. Brewster contends that there are

but three primary colors, red, yellow,

and blue. Wollaston finds four, red,

yellowish green, blue, and violet. But

this, as well as the consideration of the

solar spectrum of Newton, is more the

specialty of Optics. The atmospheric re-

lations of color are more apposite to our

purpose.
The color of the clouds, which may

be occasionally affected by electricity, is

owing to the state of the atmosphere and

its reflecting and refracting properties.

The color of snow is white because

it is composed of an infinite variety of

crystals, which reflect all the colors of

light, absorbing none, and these, uniting

before they reach the eye, appear white,

which is the combination of all the col-

Color from light comes also under the ors.
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Wind, the atmosphere in action, though itude. The region of calms lies be-

not picturesque, is always wonderful, of- tween these trades, and beyond them are

ten terrible and sublime. The origin of what are styled the Variables. In the

wind, its direction and its force, its in- former the seaman finds baffling winds,

fluence on the health of man, his busi- rain, and storms. Occasionally, from

ness, his dwelling-place, and the climate causes not yet fully explained, north and

where he perpetuates his race, have at- south periodical winds break in upon
tracted the profound attention of the them, such as the Northers which rage

greatest philosophers.
in the Gulf of Mexico.

To the rarefaction of the air at the There are many curious facts connect-

equator, and the daily revolution of the ed with the Trades, and with the Mon-

earth, is attributed the origin of the Trade- soons, -or trade -winds turned back by

Winds, which blow from the east or a lit- continental heat in the East Indies, the

tie to the north of east, north of the equa- Typhoons, the Siroccos, the Harmattans,

tor, and east or south of east after we are land and sea breezes and hurricanes, the

south of the equator. The hot current Samiel or Poison Wind, and the Etesian,

of ascending air is replaced by cold winds The Cyclones, or rotary hurricanes, of-

from the poles. fer a most inviting field for observation

But why are we not constantly sub- and study, and are an important branch

ject to the action of north winds, which of our subject. But we are obliged to

we rarely are ? Because of the diur- omit the consideration of these topics, to

nal motion of the earth, which at the equa- be taken up, possibly, at some other op-

tor equals one thousand miles an hour, portunity. The theory of the Cyclones

The polar winds in coming down to may be justly considered as original with

the equator do not have any such ve- our countryman, Mr. Redfield. Colonel

locity, because there is a less compara- Reid, Mr. Piddington, and other learn-

tive diurnal speed in the higher lati- ed Englishmen have adopted it
;
and so

tudes. The air at the poles revolves much has been settled through the la-

upon itself without moving forward; bors of these eminent men, that intel-

at the equator, the velocity, as we have ligent seamen need fear these storms no

mentioned, is enormous. If, then, says longer. By the aid of maps and sailing-

Professor Schleiden, we imagine the air directions they may either escape them

from the pole to be carried to the equa- altogether, or boldly take advantage of

tor, some time must elapse before it will their outward sweep, and shorten their

acquire the same velocity of motion from passages.

west to east which is always found there. We have yet to ascertain the causes

Therefore it would remain behind, the of the many local winds prevailing both

earth gliding, as it were, from beneath on the ocean and the land, and which do

it
; or, in other words, it would have the not appear to be influenced by any such

appearance of an east wind. Lieutenant general principle as the Trades or the

Maury adopts the same explanation. It is, Monsoons,

indeed, that of Halley, slightly modified. The force of air in motion gives us

The warm air, ascending from the the gentle breeze, the gale, or the whirl-

equatorial regions, rushes to the poles to wind. At one hundred miles an hour it

be cooled in turn, sliding over the heavy prostrates forests. In the West Indies,

strata of cold air below. thirty-two pound cannon have been torn

The northern trade -wind prevails in by it from their beds, and carried some

the Pacific between 2 and 25 of N. distance through the air. Tables of the

Latitude ;
the southern trade, between velocity of winds are familiar to our

10 and 21 of S. Latitude. In the At- readers,

lantic the trades are generally limited

by the 8th and 28th degrees of N. Lat- Let us next advert to the connection
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of the atmosphere with Vapor and Evapo-
ration. The vapor rising from the earth

and the sea by evaporation, promoted by-

dry air, by wind, by diminished press-

ure, or by heat, is borne along in vesi-

cles so rare as to float on the bosom of

the winds, sometimes a grateful shade

of clouds, at other times condensed and

gravitating in showers of rain. Thus it

enriches the soil, or cools the air, or re-

flects back to the earth its radiated heat.

At times the clouds, freighted with mois-

ture, present the most gorgeous hues, and

we have over us a pavilion more mag-
nificent than any ever constructed by
the hand of man. These clouds are not

merely the distilleries of rain, but the

reservoirs of snow and hail, and they

are the agents of electric and magnetic

storms.

Notwithstanding their variety, clouds

are easily classified, and are now by
universal consent distinguished as fol-

lows.

In the higher regions of the air we look

for the Cirri, the Curl Clouds. They are

light, lie in long ranges, apparently in

the direction of the magnetic pole, and

are generally curled up at one extrem-

ity. They are sometimes called Mack-

erel Clouds. They are composed of thin

white filaments, disposed like woolly hair,

feather crests, or slender net-work. They

generally indicate a change of weather,

and a disturbance of the electric condi-

tion of the atmosphere. When they de-

scend into the lower regions of the air,

they arrange themselves in horizontal

sheets and lose much of their original

type. The Germans call them Winds-

bdume, or wind-trees.

The Cumulus is another form of cloud,

which floats along in fleecy masses, in

the days of summer, but dissolves at

night. Sometimes it resembles a great

stack or pile of snow, sometimes it has a

silvery or a golden edge, as if we saw a

little of the lining. Sometimes they lie

motionless in the distance, and are mis-

taken by mariners for land. They rest

upon a large base, and are borne along

by surface-winds. Their greatest height

is not more than two miles. They car-

ry large quantities of moisture with them,

and, when preceding rain, fall rapidly in-

to other shapes.

The Stratus, or Fall Cloud, is horizontal

in its figure, lies near the earth, and its

length is usually greater than its breadth.

It floats in long bands with rounded or

sharpened points, and is seen rising from

rivers or lakes, at first as a fog. In the' O

morning it indicates fine weather. The
Fall Cloud never discharges rain.

This comes only from the Nimbus,
which is quite unlike the others. It puts
on a dark gray color, has irregular trans-

parent edges, and increases rapidly so as

to obscure the sky. It appears to absorb

the other clouds, to be a union of their

differently electrified particles, which are

attracted to each other, form drops of

water, and descend as rain.

Of the first three forms we have three

modifications or varieties. The Cirro-

Cumulus is a congeries of roundish little

clouds in close horizontal position, vary-

ing in size and roundness, and often, to

use the words of the poet Bloornfield, ap-

pearing as

" The beauteous semblance of a flock at rest."

The Cirro-Stratus is more compact than

the Cirrus, the strata being inclined

or horizontal. It is sometimes seen cut-

ting the moon's disc with a sharp line.

The Cumulo-Stratus, or Twain Cloud, is

denser than the Cumulus, and more rag-

ged in its outlines. It overhangs its base

in folds, and often bears perched on its

summit some other form of cloud, which

inosculates itself with it. Sometimes a

Cirro-Stratus cloud comes along and

fastens itself to it parasitically. It is

one of our most picturesque forms of

clouds.

Within the last two years we have

twice observed in the city of New York,

during the summer afternoons, large

masses of clouds coming over from the

southwest, and hanging rather low, which

could not be well placed in any of the

classes already described, or recognized
as such by meteorologists. They consist-
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ed of a great number of hemispherical

forms of large diameter, hanging vertical-

ly from a Stratus cloud or plane above

them, and to which they appeared at-

tached. They were regular in shape,

and very distinct
; they barely touched

each other, and were of a gray color.

They might be compared to a hay-field

turned upside down, with innumerable

hay -cocks hanging below it. Unfortu-

nately, the circumstances under which

the spectacle was observed did not ad-

mit of any resort to the barometer, ther-

mometer, or anemometer. Should fur-

ther observations verify these remarks, it

might perhaps be proper to style this va-

riety the Hemispherical.

Dew is another atmospheric product.

It is the condensation of the warmer vapor
of the atmosphere, in calm and serene

nights, and in the absence of clouds, by
the cold surface of bodies on which it rests.

In some countries it is copious enough to

supply the want of rain. The earth ra-

diates its own acquired heat, grows cold-

er than the atmosphere, and so condens-

es it.

What is thermometrically called the

dew-point is that degree at which the

moisture present in the atmosphere, on

being subjected to a decrease of temper-

ature, begins to be precipitated or con-

densed. It is the same as the point of

saturation. Daniell calls it
" the constit-

uent temperature of atmospheric vapor."
It is our criterion for ascertaining how
much moisture there is in the air, and at

what degree of heat or cold it would be

precipitated. When the air is saturat-

ed, a dry bulb and a wet bulb will read

alike.

The dew-point has been a puzzle to

most persons. Very few treatises ex-

plain it satisfactorily. The definition just

given, though explicit, is not quite enough.
For it will be perceived that an ordinary
subtraction of the degrees of temperature
on a wet thermometer, which had cooled

down by evaporation, from the actual

temperature indicated by a dry ther-

mometer, will not give us the dew-point.

For example, if a free or dry thermom-

eter indicates 63, and the one with the

wet bulb has by evaporation cooled down
to 54, the difference would be 9. The

dew-point would not be 54, but that

degree to which the mercury would fall

in the free thermometer, for the atmos-

phere to become saturated with the quan-

tity of moisture then actually existing in

it. It would be 46.8.

This dew-point, which figures so large-

ly in all well-kept meteorological reports,

is the key to many important conditions

of the atmosphere, affecting health, vege-

tation, and climate.

It is found that the air at different

degrees of heat has different degrees
of elasticity, different degrees of tension,

and different degrees of capacity to hold

vapor. Dalton, by a series of experi-
ments with barometer-tubes, into which

he introduced air and vapor at certain

temperatures, found what its force was

upon the mercurial column from de-

gree to degree. He also experimentally
determined the ratio of the weight of

moisture and of air, the former being

five-eights of the latter, in other words,

how many grains of moisture additional

could be held by the air, advancing from

degree to degree of temperature. This

being ascertained, a table of factors was

constructed, in other words, a set of fig-

ures contrived, which should, by a multi-

plication of the subtracted difference be-

tween the range of the dry bulb and the

wet bulb of the thermometers, furnish

the amount of deduction from the former

which would indicate the dew-point, or

the point to which the mercury in the

dry thermometer must fall to show how

much more moisture the air could hold

without its condensation. These tables

of factors have been constructed at the

Greenwich Observatory, and are gener-

ally used.

The Hygrometer, invented by Mr.

Daniell, gives the dew-point by inspec-

tion.

It is an error to suppose that dew falls

like rain from the air; it forms on the

body which is cooled down below the
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temperature of the air. It differs in less in that of the trades. There are, how-

quantity with the radiating or cooling ever, tropical countries of great extent

surface
;

that which has absorbed and where rain is scarcely ever seen,

retained the most heat during the day The influence of man upon rain is seen

radiates the most at night and furnishes in the progress of civilization, the de-

the most cold in return. struction of forests, and the drying-up of

Hoar-frost, such as we find on our meres, swamps, and water-courses,

window-panes, or on the grass, is the Forests undoubtedly affect the distri-

moisture of the warm air cooled down bution of rain, and the supplies of streams

and frozen, and is produced when the and springs. Their cooling influence pre-

cold at the surface is below the freezing- cipitates the vapor passing over them, and

point. What we in common parlance the ground beneath them not getting heat-

call the action of frost, and which in this ed does not readily evaporate moisture,

climate is well known to be very power- Lands, on the contrary, which are cleared

ful, is not particularly injurious to organ- of forests become sooner heated, give off

ized bodies. larger quantities of rarefied air, and the

Mists are the vapor near the ground passing clouds are borne away to local-

rendered visible by the temperature of the ities of greater atmospheric density,

air falling below that of the vapor. When The Canary Islands, when first dis-

we see our breath in a cold morning, we covered, were thickly clothed with for-

see a mist. Where the surface is com- ests. Since these have been destroyed,

paratively warm and damp, and the air the climate has been dry. In Fuerte-

is cooler, we have mists, which, if dense, ventura the inhabitants are sometimes

are called fogs. These are found plen- obliged to flee to other islands to avoid

tifully on the banks of Newfoundland
; perishing from thirst. Similar instances

and with icebergs on the one hand and occur in the Cape Verdes. Parts of

the Gulf Stream on the other, we must Egypt, Syria, and Persia, that once were

always expect to have them. wooded, are now arid and sterile des-

erts.

The distribution of rain, which is one In the temperate zones these results

of the offices of the clouds, is another of are not so immediately apparent. It is

the more important features of Meteor- now much in doubt whether the climate

ology. The amount of water taken up of our country has changed its character

by evaporation into the atmosphere is within the last two hundred years. Jef-

almost incredible. It is calculated by ferson and Dr. Rush both contended that

Lieutenant Maury that there is annually it had. Our oldest inhabitants assert

taken up in the torrid zone a belt of that in their day our winters began
water three thousand miles in breadth nearly two months earlier than they do

and sixteen feet deep. Rain occurs regu- now.

larly and irregularly in different parts of The general laws laid down in relation

the earth. In some places it may be cal- to rain are these :

culated upon to a day ;
in others it is quite 1. It decreases in quantity as we ap-

unknown. Latitude and longitude may proach the poles.

indicate the points of distribution, but 2. It decreases as we pass from mari-

the causes are dependent on tempera- time to inland countries,

ture, winds, locality, and, what may seem 3. It decreases in the temperate zones

a strange assertion, upon the conduct of on eastern coasts as compared with west-

man himself. The greatest quantity falls ern coasts, but within the tropics it is the

near the equator, diminishing towards the reverse.

poles. Much more falls on islands and 4. More rain falls in mountainous than

coasts than in the interior of continents, in level countries.

more in the region of the variables and 5. Most rain falls within the tropics.
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The rainless regions, not deserts, are

parts of Guatemala, the table-land of

Mexico, the Peruvian coast, parts of Mo-

rocco, Egypt, Arabia, Persia, etc.

The electric character of the air is an-

other subject of interest, and a leading

one in Meteorology. What can be more

magnificent, what more awful, than those

storms of lightning and thunder which

are witnessed sometimes even in our own
latitudes ?

Faraday, who as a chemist and philo-

sophical writer is of the highest authority,

professes to have demonstrated that one

single grain of water contains as much

electricity as can be accumulated in eight

hundred thousand Leyden jars, each re-

quiring to charge it thirty turns of the

large machine at the Royal Institution.

It is not intended that .this astound-

ing statement should be received without

some grains of allowance
;

but a very

elegant and scientific writer, who adopts
it without hesitation, adds,

" We can from

this crystal sphere [of water] evoke heat,

light, electricity in enormous quantities,

and beyond these we can see powers or

forces for which, in the poverty of our

ideas and our words, we have not names."

Flashes of electricity have been de-

tected, during warm, close weather, issu-

ing from some species of plants. The

Tuberose and African Marigold have

been seen to emit these mimic lightnings.

(Goethe is the authority for this.) To

atmospheric electricity we doubtless owe

the coruscations of the Aurora, one of

the most beautiful of our meteors.

The usual forms of lightning are the

zigzag or forked sharply defined, the

sheet-lightning, illuminating a whole cloud,

which it seems to open, heat-lightning,

not emanating from any cloud, but appar-

ently diffused through the air and with-

out report. There are also fireballs which

shoot across the sky, leaving a train often

visible for seconds and minutes. These

last, when they project any masses to the

earth, are termed aerolites.

Atmospheric electricity has much to do

with the distribution of rain, the precipita-

tion of vapor, the condition of our nervous

system, and, according to Humboldt, with

the circulation of the organic juices. At-

mospheric electricity has heretofore been

a great obstacle to the success of the

Magnetic Telegraph, and curiously dis-

turbs its operation ;
but there has recent-

ly been invented an instrument called

a Mutator, which is connected with the

wires, and carries off all the disturbing

influences of the atmosphere without in-

terfering with the working current. On
the other hand, artificially created elec-

tricity has led to important advances in

many of the arts and sciences.

Ice is water frozen under a very cu-

rious and peculiar law. Hail is the con-

gelation of drops of rain in irregular forms,

always sudden, by some attributed to

electricity and currents of air violently

rarefied by it, and by others to rain-drops

falling through a cold stratum of air and

suddenly congealed. Snow, the ermine

of the earth, is the crystallized moisture

of the air, and is in subjection to un-

changing laws.

Water contracts as it grows colder, un-

til it falls in temperature to 42. It then

expands till it reaches 32, when it be-

comes solid, though its density is actually

diminished, and its specific gravity is re-

duced to .929, while that of unfrozen wa-

ter is 1.000. Of course it is much light-

er, and it floats. This admirable arrange-
ment prevents our rivers being frozen

up and our lakes becoming solid. Ice

thickens because it is porous, and allows

the heat of the water to pass up and the

cold to descend; but this is happily a

slow process, as ice is a bad conductor.

Salt water freezes at the temperature of

7, 25 below freezing-point. There are

many things to be said about ice, wheth-

er as glaciers, or Arctic bergs, or, as it is

found sometimes, contrary to its general

law, at the bottom of rivers and ponds,

its geological movements in the transpor-

tation of boulders, and as an article of

luxury ;
but we are compelled to leave

them for the present.

Snow, which, in its crystallization, sur-
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passes the most perfect gems, is invari- Climate is dependent on temperature,

ably found arranged in determinate an- winds, the elevation of land, soil, ranges

gles, to wit, 60, and its double, 120, of mountains, and proximity of bodies of

and formed of six-sided prisms. More water; and it is also the expression, if we

than one hundred kinds have been de- may so term it, of the changes in the

scribed by Dr. Scoresby and others, and atmosphere -sensibly affecting our organs,

all these are combinations of the six-sid- Humboldt refers it to humidity, temper-

ed prism. The uses of snow, from its ature, changes in barometric pressure,

non-conducting qualities, whether as ap- calmness or agitation of the air, amount

preciated by the Esquimaux as a mate- of electric force, and transparency of the

rial for huts, or by the agriculturists of sky.

our own climate as sheltering the seed, When mountains range themselves in

are too well known to require any par- lines of latitude across a continent, they
ticular remarks. Strange as it may ap- are barriers to civilization, to the min-

pear, the proximate cause of the forma- gling of races, and the union of states,

tion of snow is not yet fully agreed upon Thus, the Pyrenees have always kept

by the learned. France and Spain apart, the Alps and

the Apennines have secluded Switzerland

The connection between Sound and from its neighbors. In our own country,

the atmosphere is an important one. Providence has placed our great moun-

The air is a conductor of sound, and in tains on a northern and southern axis
;

some conditions one of the best. A bell the slopes, the direction, the prevailing

rung in an exhausted receiver gives no winds, the facilities for transportation and

sound. In the Arctic regions ordinary travel favor no one of our northern, south-

conversations have been distinctly heard ern, and western States more than an-

for the distance of a mile and a half. other.

Climate affects vegetation and the dis-

All that we have thus far said in this tribution of animal life, and thus greatly

article bears directly, in some form or modifies commerce,

other, on another of the great features Whatever of importance is accomplish-
of Meteorology, one of its great objects, ed in those countries where climate has

and an unceasing topic, namely, Cli- overpowered a race is best and princi-

mate. pally done by the men of the temperate
The term Climate, in its general sense, zones, who carry with them persever-

indicates the changes and condition of the ance, courage, and ability, and maintain

atmosphere, such as we have been consid- their ascendency, true to their type, while

ering. It has something to do with all of they have their life to live,

them
;
it is not entirely controlled by any. But with our own eyes we may per-

Thus, places having the same mean an- ceive how much climate affects agricul-

nual temperature often differ materially ture. The humidity or dryness of soils,

in climate. In some (we quote Mrs. their natural or acquired heat or cold,

Somerville) the winters are mild and the the prevailing winds, the quantity of

summers cool, whereas in others the ex- rain, the snows, the dews, all affect the

tremes of heat and cold prevail. planter of the seed and the tiller of the

Climates are not found coincident with ground ; they increase or diminish the ag-

lines of latitude
; they are quite as often gregate of the products of countries, the

found parallel to lines of longitude. If value of their imports and exports, in

you connect the extreme points of the short, their material power, their resour-

mean annual temperatures by a line pass- ces, their influence, their very existence,

ing round the earth, you have a zone, The climate of our own country is ex-

but never a true circle. The curves are ceedingly variable. The transitions from

longitudinal. heat to cold are very sudden, the range
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of the mercury is very great. In the

North, we have almost the Arctic win-

ters; in the South, almost the peculiari-

ties of the tropics. Of the State of Penn-

sylvania it has been said, that in this re-

spect it is a compound of all the coun-

tries in the world. Mr. Jefferson and

Dr. !Rush, as before observed, insisted

that our climate has changed ;
and Wil-

liams, the historian of Vermont, contends

that New England has deteriorated in

its seasons, temperature, harvests, and

health, since its early settlement. Our
winds blow from every point of the com-

pass, but a due north wind is very rare.

Our great western lakes have a large

influence on our climate. Some learn-

ed men have asserted, that, if they were

land, their area being about ninety-four

thousand square miles, the region would

be so cold as to be scarcely inhabitable.

Such is an outline of our subject. The

science itself is by no means systematiz-

ed. Many things are taken for grant-

ed which may yet be disproved. If, says

Humboldt, we perceive a want of connec-

tion in the phenomena of certain sci-

ences, we may anticipate the revelation

of new facts, whose importance will prob-

ably be commensurate with the atten-

tion directed to other branches of study.

What we want is a larger class of ob-

servers, and not only those who are pro-
fessional persons, but those who would

commune with Nature, and seek to in-

vigorate their minds by the acquisition

of new ideas, and a recourse to rich and

pure sources of enjoyment.
But more than this. It is a require-

ment of the present age, says the same

authority, that there should be an equal

appreciation of all branches of mathemat-

ical and physical science
;
for the mate-

rial wealth and the growing prosperity
of nations are principally based upon
a more enlightened employment of the

products and forces of Nature.

Much attention has of late years been

paid to this subject. Many distinguish-
ed men in Europe have connected their

great reputations indissolubly with it, and

it is absolutely true that more persons
are engaged in a common effort to pro-
mote this science than any other of our

time. In Paris there is a large and flour-

ishing society where the most brilliant of

its savans combine their efforts. In Lon-

don, that which was established in 1850

has met with remarkable success, and a

most unexpected crowd of supporters.

The finest instruments, the most accu-

rate observations, and entire uniformity
of purpose have been the result. In

Germany, equal zeal prevails among its

naturalists. There are more than eight

hundred stations throughout the world

where regular observations are made,
and upwards of three hundred and sixty

of them are in the United States. The
Smithsonian Institution has been also a

wise patron of this science, by its numer-

ous publications, its lucid directions for

observing meteorological changes, and the

bestowal of standard instruments in large
numbers to efficient and well-placed ob-

servers. By a recent arrangement, a

portion of this work is to be performed

by the Pateht Office.

Observation, and accuracy in observa-

tion, are the foundation of this science.

The results are compared to the leaves

of a book, which will some day be ar-

ranged and bound together in one vol-

ume. The instruments in use are deli-

cate, ingenious, and indispensable. Their

history, uses, and importance would be

topic enough for a separate article.

While at the first view Meteorology

may appear to occupy but a limited

sphere, upon a closer examination it will

be found to embrace almost all the sci-

ences, and to be commensurate with Na-

ture itself. It is continually influencing

us, by its agencies' appealing to our sens-

es, ministering to our wants, and govern-

ing our conduct.

Its influence upon its votaries is equal-

ly remarkable ; for, as a rule, they are dis-

tinguished among the learned, their char-

acters are in harmony with their pursuits,

and they are recognized everywhere for

disinterestedness, philanthropy, and pub-
lic and private virtue. While Mental Phi-
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losophy has made but little progress since his exertions, and, by the development of

the times of Plato, and the world is but some of its simplest principles, united the

little better for scholastic disputations, intelligent, the learned, the enterprising,

Natural Science has civilized man, elevat- and the virtuous of all nations into a rec-

ed his condition, increased the circle of ognized and a noble brotherhood.

TREASURE-TROVE.

ONCE, the Castle of Chalus, crowned

With sullen battlements, stood and frowned

On the sullen plain around it
;

But Richard of England came one day,

And the Castle of Chalus passed away
In such a rapid and sure decay

No modern yet has found it

Who has not heard of the Lion King
Who made the harps of the minstrels ring ?

Oh, well they might imagine it

Hard for chivalry's ranks to show

A knight more gallant to face a foe,

With a firmer lance or a heavier blow,

Than Richard I. Plantagenet ;

Or gayer withal : for he loved his joke,
As well as he loved, with slashing stroke,

The haughtiest helm to hack at :

Wine or blood he laughingly poured ;

'Twas a lightsome word or a heavy sword,

As he found a foe or a festive board,

With a skull or a joke to crack at.

Yet some their candid belief avow,

That, if Richard lived in England now,
And his lot were only a common one,

He ne'er had meddled with kings or states,

But might have been a bruiser of pates
And champion now of the "

heavy weights,"

A first-rate "
Fighting Phenomenon."

A vassal bound in peace and war
To Richard I. was Vidomar,

A noble as proud and needy
As ever before that monarch bowed,
But not so needy and not so proud

As the monarch himself was greedy.
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Vicomte was he of the Limousin,

Where stones were thick and crops were thin,

And profits small and slow to come in.

But slow and sure, the father's plan, did

Not suit the son. Sire lived close-handed
;

Became, not rich, but very landed.

The only debt that ever he made

Was Nature's debt, arid that he paid

About the time of the Third Crusade,

A time when the fashion was fully set

By Richard of running in tilts and debt,

When plumes were high and prudence low,

And every knight felt bound to "
go

The pace," and just like Richard do,

By running his purse and a Paynim through.

.

Yet do not suppose that Vidomar

Was ever a knight in the Holy War :

For Richard many a Saracen's head

Had lopped before the old Count was dead
;

And Richard was home from Palestine,

Home from the dungeon of Tiernstein,

And many a Christian corpse had made,
Ere the time in which the story is laid.

But the fashion he set became so strong,

That Vidomar was hurried along,

And did as many a peer has done

On reaching a title and twenty-one,

And met the fate that will meet a peer
Who lives in state on nothing a year.

Deserted by all, except some Jews,

Holding old post-obits and lOUs,
Who hunted him up and hunted him down,
He left Limoges, the capital town,

For his country castle Chalus,

(As spendthrift lords to Boulogne repair,

To give their estates a chance to air,)

And went to turning fallows
;

At least, he ordered it, (much the same,)
And went himself in pursuit of game

Or any rural pleasure,

Till one fine day, as he rode away,
A serf came running behind to say

They'd found a crock of treasure.

No more he thought of hawk or hound,
But spurred to the spot, and there he found,

Beyond his boldest thoughts,

A sum to set him afloat again,

The leading figure, 'twas very plain,

Was followed by several Os.

Oh, who can tell of the schemes that flew

Through his head, as the treasure met his view,
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And he knew that again his note was good ?

He may have felt as a debtor would

Who has dodged a dogging dun,

Or a bank-cashier in his hour of dread

With brokers behind and breakers ahead,

Or a blood with his last "
upon the red,"

And each expecting a run.

What should he do ? 'Twas very true

That all of his debts were overdue
;

But the " real-whole-souled
" must use their gold ,

*

To run new scores, not to pay off old.

That night he lay till the break of day,

The doubtful question solving :

Himself in his bed, and that in his head,

He kept by turns revolving.

THAT selfsame day, not very far

From the country castle of Vidomar,
The king had been progressing :

A courtly phrase, when the king was out

On a chivalrous bender
; any route

As good as another : what about

Were little good in guessing.

That night, as he sat and drank, he frowned,

While courtiers moodily stood around,

All wondering what the journey meant,
Till a scout reported,

" Treasure found !"

With a rap that made the glasses bound,
He swore,

"
By Arthur's table round,

I'll have another tournament !

"

No more, as he sat and drank, he frowned,

Or courtiers moodily stood around,

But all were singing, drinking ;

And louder than all the songs he led,

And louder he said,
" Ho ! pass the red !

"

Till he went to bed with a ring in his head

That seemed like gold a-chinking.

'Twere wrong to infer from what you've read

That Richard awoke with an aching head
;

For nerves like his resisted

With wonderful ease what we might deem

Enough to stagger a Polypheme,
And his spirits would never more than seem

A trifle too much " assisted."

And yet in the morn no fumes were there,

And his eyes were bright, almost as a pair
VOL. VI. 2
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Of eyes that you and I know
;

For his head, the best authorities write,

(See the Story of Tuck,) was always right

And sound as ever after a night

Of " Pellite curas vino !
"

As soon as the light broke into his tent,

Without delay for a herald he sent,

And bade him don his tabard,

And away to the Count to say,
"
By law

That gold was the king's : unless he saw

The same ere noon, his sword 1 he would draw

And throw away the scabbard."

An hour, for his morning exercise,

He swayed that sword of wondrous size,

'Twas called his great
"
persuader

"
;

Then a mace of steel he smote in two,

A feat which the king would often do,

Since Saladin wondered at that coup
When he met our stout crusader.

A trifle for him: he "trained to light,"

Grown lazy now : but his appetite,

On the whole, was satisfactory,

As the vanishing viands, warm and cold,

Most amply proved, ere, minus the gold,

The herald returned and trembling told

How the Count had proved refractory :

Had owned it true that his serfs had found

A treasure buried somewhere in the ground,

Perhaps not strictly a nugget :

Though none but Norman lawyers chose

To count it to.rt, if the finders " froze
"

To treasure^trobe, especially those

Who held the land where they dug it,

For quits he'd give up half, down, cash
;

And that, for one who had gone to smash,

Was a liberal restitution :

His neighbor Shent-per-Shent did sue

On a better claim, and put it through,

Recovered his suit, but not a sou

At the tail of an execution.

Coeur gazed around with the ominous glare

Of the lion deprived of the lion's share,

A look there was no mistaking,

A look which the courtiers never saw

Without a sudden desire to draw

Away from the sweep of the lion's paw
Before their bones were aching.
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He caught the herald, 'twas by the slack

Of garments below and behind his back,

Then twirled him round for a minute
;

And when at last he let him free,

He shied him at a neighboring tree,

A distance of thirty yards and three,

And lodged him handsomely in it :

Then seized his ponderous battle-axe,

And bade his followers mount their hacks,

With a look on his countenance so stern,

So little of fun, so full of fight,

That, when he came in the Count's full sight,

In something of haste and more of fright,

The Count rode out of the postern ;

And crowding leagues from his angry liege,

He left his castle to storm or siege,

, .
His poor beef-eaters to hold out,

Or save themselves as well as they could,

Or be food for crows : what noble should

Waste thought on such ? As a noble would,

He prudently smuggled the gold out.

In the feudal days, in the good old times

Of feudal virtues and feudal crimes,

A point of honor they'd make in it,

Though sure in the end their flag must fall,

To show stout fight and never to call

A truce till they saw a hole in the wall

Or a larder without any steak in it.

The fight began. Shouts filled the air,

" St. George !

" " St. Denis !

"
as here and there

The shock of the battle shifted
;

There were catapult-shots and shofe by hand,
Ladders with desperate climbers manned,
Rams and rocks, hot lead, and sand

On the heads of the climbers sifted.

But the sturdy churls would not give way,

Though Richard in person rushed to the fray

With all of his rash proclivity

For knocks
; till, despairing of knightly fame

In doughty deeds for a doubtful claim,

The hero of Jaffa changed his game
To a masterly inactivity.

He stretched his lines in a circle round,
And pitched his tent on a rising ground

For general supervision
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Of both the hostile camps, while he

Could join with Blondel in minstrel glee,

Or drink, or dice with Marcadee,

Aifd they consume provision.
-

To starve a garrison day by day
You may not think a chivalrous way

To take a fortification.

The story .is dull : by way of relief,

I make a digression, very brief,

And leave the " ins
"
to swallow their beef,

The "outs" their mortification.

Many there were in Richard's train

More known to fame and of higher degree,
But none that suited his fickle vein

So well as Blondel and Marcadee.

Blondel had grown from a minstrel-boy

To a very romantic troubadour

Whose soul was music, whose song was joy,

Whose only motto was Vive Vamour I

In lady's bower, in lordly hall,

From the king himself to the poorest clown,

A joyous welcome he had from all,

And Care in his presence forgot to frown.

Sadly romantic, fantastic and vain,

His heart for his head still made amends
;

For he never sang a malicious strain,

And never was known to fail his friends.

Who but he, when the captive king,

By a brother betrayed, was left to rot,

Would have gone disguised to seek and sing,

Till he heard his tale and the tidings brought ?

Little the listening sentries dreamed,
As they watched the king and a minstrel play,

That what but an idle rhyming seemed

Would rouse all England another day !

'Twas the timely aid of a friend in need,

And, seldom as Richard felt the power
Of a service past, he remembered the deed

And cherished him ever from that hour :

He made him his bard, with nought to do

But court the ladies and court the Nine,
And every day bring something new
To sing for the revellers over their wine

;

With once a year a pipe of Sherry,
A suit of clothes, and a haunch of venison,

To make himself and his fellows merry,
The salary now of Alfred Tennyson.

Marcadee was a stout Braban9on,
With conscience weak and muscles strong,
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Who roamed about from clime to clime,

The side of virtue or yet of crime

Ready to take in a regular way
For any leader and regular pay ;

Who trusted steel, and thought it odd

To fear the Devil or honor God.

His forte was not in the field alone,

He was no common fighter,

For in all accomplishments he shone,

At least, in all the lighter.

To lance or lute alike au fait,

With grasp now firm, now light,

He flourished this to knightly lay,

And that to lay a knight.

Ready in fashion to lead the ton,

In the battle-field his men,
He danced like a Zephyr, and, harness on,

Could walk his mile in ten.

And Nature gave him such a frame,

His tailor such a fit,

That, whether a head or a heart his aim,

He always made a hit.

Wherever he went, the ladies dear

Would very soon adore him,

And, quite of course, the lords would sneer,

But never sneer before him !

Perhaps it fared with the ladies worse

Than it fared with their gallants ;

For he broke a vow with as slight remorse

As he ever broke a lance.

Thus, tilting here and jilting there,

He fought a foe or he fooled a fair,

But little recking how ;

So deadly smooth, so cruel and vain,

He might have made a capital Cain,

Or a splendid dandy now.

In short, if you looked o'er land and sea,

From London to the Niger,

You certainly must have said with me,
If Richard was lion, Marcadee

Might well have been the tiger.

A MONTH went by. They lay there still,

And chafed with nothing but time to kill,

A tough old foe. Observe the way
They laid him out, as thus : One day,
'Twas after dinner and afternoon,

When the noise was over of knife and fork,

And only was heard an occasional cork

And Blondel idly thrumming a tune,
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King Richard pushed the wine along,

And rapped the table, and cried,
"A song !

Dulness I hold a shame, a sin

Against good wine. Come, Blondel, begin !

"

Blondel coughed, was " half afraid,"

Was " out last night on a serenade,
And caught a cold," his " voice was gone,
And really, just now, his head " " Go on !

"

He bowed, and swept the chords "
Brrrrang"'

With a handful of notes, and thus he sang :
' D

BLONDEL.

LIFE is fleeting, make it pleasant;
Care for nothing but the present ;

For the past we leave behind us,

And the future may not find us.

Though we cannot shun its troubles,

Care and sorrow we may banish
;

Though its pleasures are but bubbles,

Catch the bubbles ere they vanish.

There is joy we cannot measure,

Joy we may not win with treasure.

When the glance of Beauty thrills us,

When her love with rapture fills us,

Let us seize it ere it passes ;

Be our motto,
" Love is mighty."

Fill, then, fill your brimming glasses !

Fill, and drink to Aphrodite !

Of course they drank with a right good will,

For they never missed a chance " to fill."

And yet a few, I'm sorry to own,
Made side-remarks in an undertone,
Like those we hear, when, nowadays,
Good-natured friends, with seeming praise,

Contrive to damn. In the midst of the hum

They heard a loud and slashing thrum :

'Twas the king : and each his breath drew in

Till you might have heard a falling pin.

Some little excuse, at first, he made,
While over the lute his fingers strayed :

" You know my way, as the fancies come,
I improvise." There was ink on his thumb.

That morning, alone, good hours he spent
In writing despatches never sent.

RICHARD.

THERE is pleasure when bright eyes are glancing
And Beauty is willing ;

but more
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When the war-horse is gallantly prancing
And snuffing the battle afar,

When the foe, with his banner advancing,

Is sounding the clarion of war.

Where the battle is deadly and gory,

Where foeman 'gainst foeman is pressed,

Where the path is before me to glory,

Is pleasure for me, and the best.

Let me live in proud chivalry's story,

Or die with my lance in its rest !

The plaudits followed him loud and free

As he tossed the lute to Marcadee,
Who caught it featly, bowing low,

And said,
" My liege, I may not know

To improvise ;
but I'll give a song,

The song of our camp, we've known it long.

It suits not well this tinkle and thrum,

But needs to be heard with a rattling drum.

Ho, there ! Tambour ! He knows it well,
* The Braban9on !

' Now make it tell
;

Let your elbows now with a spirit wag
In the outside roll and the double drag."

MARCADEE.
/

I'M but a soldier of fortune, you see :

Huzza !

Glory and love, they are nothing to me :

Ha, ha !

Glory 's soon faded, and love is soon cold :

Give me the solid, reliable gold :

Hurrah for the gold !

Country or king I have none, I am free :

Huzza !

Patriot's quarrel, 'tis harvest for me :

Ha, ha!

A soldier of fortune, my creed is soon told,

I'd fight for the Devil, to pocket his gold :

Hurrah for the gold !

He turned to the king, as he finished the verse,

And threw on the table a heavy purse
With a pair of dice

; another, I trow,

Still lurked incog, for a lucky throw :

" 'Tis mine
;
'twas thine. If the king would play,

Perchance he'd find his revenge to-day.

Gambling, I own, is a fault, a sin
;

I always repent unless I win."

Lejeu estfait.
" Well thrown ! eleven !

My purse is gone. Double-six, by heaven !

"
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At this unlucky point in the game
A herald was ushered in. He came

With a flag of truce, commissioned to say
The garrison now were willing to lay
The keys of the castle at his feet,

If he'd let them go and let them eat :

They'd done their best; could do no more
Than humbly wait the fortune of war

And Richard's word. It came in tones'

That grated harshly :
" D n the bones

And double-six! Marcadee, you've won.

Take back my word to each mother's son,

And tell them Richard swore it :

Be the smoke of their den their funeral pall !

By the Holy Tomb, I'll hang them all !

They've hung out so well behind their wall,

They'll hang out well before it."

Then Richard laughed in his hearty way,

Enjoying his joke, as a monarch may ;

He laughed till he ached for want of breath :

If it lacked in life, it was full of death :

Like many, believing the next best thing
To a joke with a point is a joke with a sting.

Loud he laughed ;
but he laughed not long

Ere he leaped to the back of his charger strong,

And bounded forward, axe on high,

Circling the tents with his battle-cry,
"
Away ! away ! we shall win the day :

In the front of the fight you'll find me :

The first to get in my spurs shall win,

My boots to the wight behind me !

"

* * * They have reached the moat
;

The draw is up, but a wooden float

Is thrust across, and onward they run
;

The bank is gained and the barbican won
;

The outer gate goes down with a crash
;

Through the portcullis they madly dash,

And with shouts of triumph they now assail

The innermost gate. The crushing hail

Of rocks and beams goes through the mass,

Like the summer-hail on the summer-grass ;

They falter, they waver. A stalwart form

Breaks through the ranks, like a bolt in the storm :

'Tis the Lion King !
" How, now, ye knaves !

Do ye look for safety ? Find your graves !"

One blow to the left, one blow to the right,

Two recreants fall; no more of flight.

One stride to the front, and, stroke on stroke,

His curtle-axe rends the double oak.

Down shower the missiles
;

-

they fall in vain
;

They scatter like drops from the lion's mane.
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He is down, he is up ;
that right arm ! how

'Tis nerved with the strength of twenty, now !

The barrier yields, it shivers, it falls.

" Huzza ! Saint George ! to the walls ! to the walls !

Throw the rats to the moat ! cut down ! spare not !

No quarter ! remember Je su ! I'm shot !

On a silken pallet lying, under hangings stiff with gold,

Now is Cceur-de-Lion sighing, weakly sighing, he the bold !

For with riches, power, and glory now forever he must part.

They have told him he is dying. Keen remorse is at his heart.

Life is grateful, life is glorious, with the pulses bounding high
In a warrior frame victorious : it were easy so to die.

Yet to die is fearful ever
; oh, how fearful, when the sum

Of the past is lengthened murder, and a fearful world to come !

Where are now the wretched victims of his wrath ? The deed is done.

He has conquered. They have suffered. Yonder, blackening in the sun,

From the battlements they're hanging. Little joy it gives to him

Now to see the work of vengeance, when his eye is growing dim 1
9

One was saved, the daring bowman who the fatal arrow sped ;

He was saved, but not for mercy ;
better numbered with the dead !

Now, relenting, late repenting, Richard turns to Marcadee,

Saying,
"
Haste, before I waver, bring the captive youth to me."

He is brought, his feet in fetters, heavy shackles on his hands,

And, with eye unflinching, gazing on the king, erect he stands.

He is gazing not in anger, not for insult, not for show
;

But his soul, before its leaving, Richard's very soul would know.

Death is certain, death by torture : death for him can have no sting,

If that arrow did its duty, if he share it with the king.

Were he trembling or defiant, were he less or more than bold,

Once again to vengeful fury would he rouse the fiend of old

That in Richard's breast is lurking, ready once again to spring.

Dreading now that vengeful spirit, with a wavering voice, the king

Questions impotently, wildly :
"
Prisoner, tell me, what of ill

Ever I have done to thee or thine, that me thou wouldest kill ?
"

Higher, prouder still he bears him
;
o'er his countenance appear,

Flitting quickly, looks of wonder and of scorn : what does he hear ?

" And dost thou ask me, man of blood, what evil thou hast done ?

Hast thou so soon forgot thy vow to hang each mother's son ?

No ! oft as thou hast broken vows, I know them to be strong,

Whene'er thy pride or lust or hate has sworn to do a wrong.
But churls should bow to right divine of kings, for good or ill,

And bare their necks to axe or rope, if 'twere thy royal will ?

Ah, hadst thou, Richard, yet to learn the very meanest thing

That crawls the earth in self-defence would turn upon a king ?

Yet deem not 'twas the hope of life which led me to the deed :

I'd freely lose a thousand lives to make thee, tyrant, bleed !

Ay ! mark me well, canst thou not see somewhat of old Bertrand ?

My father good ! my brothers dear ! all murdered by thy hand !

11Yes, one escaped ;
he saw thee strike, he saw his kindred die,

And breathed a vow, a burning vow of vengeance; it was I!
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I've lived
; but all my life has been a memory of the slain

;

I've lived but to revenge them, and I have not lived in vain !

I read it in thy haggard face, the hour is drawing nigh
When power and wealth can aid thee not, when, Richard, thou must DIE !

What mean those pale, convulsive lips ? What means that shrinking brow ?

Ha ! Richard of the lion-heart, thou art a coward now !

Now call thy hireling ruffians
;
bid them bring the cord and rack,

And bid them strain these limbs of mine until the sinews crack
;

And bid them tear the quivering flesh, break one by one each bone
;

Thou canst not break my spirit, though thou inayst compel a groan.
I die, as I would live and die, the ever bold and free

;

And I shall die with joy, to think I've rid tjie world of thee."

Swords are starting from their scabbards, griin and hardened warriors wait

Richard's slightest word or gesture that may seal the bowman's fate.

But his memory has been busy with the deeds of other times.

In the eyes of wakened conscience all his glories turn to crimes,

And his crimes to something monstrous
;
worlds were little now to give

In atonement for the least. He cries, in anguish,
" Let him live.

He has reason
;
never treason more became a traitor bold.

Youth, forgive as I forgive thee ! Give him freedom, give him gold.

Marcadee, be sure, obey me ;
'tis the last, the dying hest

Of a monarch who is sinking, sinking fast, oh, not to rest !

Haply, He above, remembering, may relieve my dark despair
With a ray of hope to light the gloom when I am suffering there !

"

The captain neared the royal bed

And humbly bowed his helmed head,

And laid his hand upon the plate

That sheathed his breast, and said,
"
Though late

Thy mercy comes, I hold it still

My duty to do thy royal will.

If I should fail to serve thee fair,

May I be doomed to suffer there !

"

I've often met with a fast young friend

More ready to borrow than I to lend
;

I've heard smooth men in election-time

Prove every creed, but their own, a crime :

Perhaps, if the fast one wished to borrow,
I've taken his word to pay

" to-morrow "
;

Perhaps, while Smooth explained his creed,

I've thought him the man for the country's need
;

Perhaps I'm more of a trusting mood
Than you suppose ;

but I think I would

Have trusted that man of mail,f '

If I had been the dying king,

About as far as you could sling

An elephant by the tail !

GOOD subjects then, as now, no doubt,
When a king was dead, were eager to shout
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In time,
" God save

"
the new one !

One trouble was always whom to choose

Amongst the heirs
;
for it raised the deuse

And ran the subject's neck in a noose,

Unless he chose the true one.

Another difficult task, to judge
If the coming king would bear a grudge

For some old breach of concord,

And take the earliest chance to send

A trusty line by a trusty friend

To give his compliments at the end

Of a disagreeable strong cord.

And whoever would have must seize his own.

Thus a dying king was left alone,

With a sad neglect of manners
;

Ere his breath was out, the courtiers ran,

With fear or zeal for " the coming man,"
In time to escape from under his ban,

Or hurry under his banners.

So Richard was left in a shabby way
To Marcadee, with an abbot to pray

And pother with "
consolation,"

Reminding 'twas never too late to search

For mercy, and hinting that Mother Church

Was never known to leave in the lurch

A king with a fat donation.

But the abbot was known to Richard well,

As one who would smoothen the road to hell,

And quite as willing to revel

As preach ;
and he always preached to "

soothe,"

With a mild regard for " the follies of youth,"

Himself, in epitome, proving the truth

Of the world, the flesh, and the Devil.

This was the will that Richard made :

" My body at father's feet be laid
;

And to Rouen (it loved me most)

My heart I give ;
and I give my ins-

Ides to the rascally Poitevins ;

To the abbot I give my darling sins
;

And I give
" He gave up the ghost.

The abbot looked grave, but never spoke.

The captain laughed, gave the abbot a poke,

And, without ado or lingering,
"
Conveyed

"
the personals, jewels, and gold,

Omitting the formal STo J^abe anU to 2!$olfc.

From the royal finger, before it was cold,

He slipped the royal finger-ring.
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There might have been in the eye of the law

A something which lawyers would call a flaw

Of title in such a conversion :

But if weak in the law, he was strong in the hand,
And had the " nine points." He summoned his band,
And ordered before him the archer Bertrand,

Intending a little diversion.

He called the cutter, no cutter of clothes,

But such as royalty kept for those

Who happened to need correcting,
And told him that Richard, before he died,

Desired to have a scalpel applied .

To the traitor there. With professional pride,

The cutter began dissecting.

Now Bones was born with a genius to flay :

He might have ranked, had he lived to-day,

As a capital taxidermist :

And yet, as he tugged, they heard him say,

Of all the backs that ever lay
Before him in a professional way,

That was of all backs the firmest.

Kind reader, allow me to drop a veil

In pity ;
I cannot pursue the tale

In the heartless tone of the last strophe.
'Tis done, and again I'll be the same.

They triumphed not, if they felt no shame :

No muscle quivered, no murmur came,
Until the final catastrophe.

The captain jested a moment, then

He waved his hand and bowed to his men
With a single word,

"
Disbanded,"

And galloped away with three or four

Stout men-at-arms to the nearest shore,

Where a gallant array not long before

With the king in pride had landed.

He coasted around, went up the Rhine,

So famous then for robbers and wine,

So famous now as a ramble.

The wine and the robbers still are there
;

But they rob you now with a bill of fare,

And gentlemen bankers " on the square
"

Will clean you out, if you gamble.

He built him a Schloss on something- Stein,

And became the first of as proud a line

As e'er took toll on the river,

When barons, perched in their castles high,
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On the valley would keep a watchful eye,

And pounce on travellers with their cry,
" The Rhine-dues ! down ! deliver !

"

And crack their crowns for any delay
In paying down. And that, by the way,

About as correctly as I know,
Is the origin true of an ancient phrase
So frequently heard in modern days,

When a gentleman quite reluctantly pays,

I mean,
" To come down with the rhino."

29

A LEGEND OF MARYLAND.

"AN OWEE TRUE TALE."

THE framework of modern history is,

for the most part, constructed out of the

material supplied by national transactions

described in official documents and con-

temporaneous records. Forms of gov-
ernment and their organic changes, the

succession of those who have administered

them, their legislation, wars, treaties, and

the statistics demonstrating their growth
or decline, these are the elements that

furnish the outlines of history. They are

the dry timbers of a vast old edifice
; they

impose a dry study upon the antiquary,
and are still more dry to his reader.

But that which makes history the rich-

est of philosophies and the most genial

pursuit of humanity is the spirit that is

breathed into it by the thoughts and feel-

ings of former generations, interpreted in

actions and incidents that disclose the

passions, motives, and ambition of men,
and open to us a view of the actual life

of our forefathers. When we can con-

template the people of a past age em-

ployed in their own occupations, observe

their habits and manners, comprehend
their policy and their methods of pursu-

ing it, our imagination is quick to clothe

them with the flesh and blood of human
brotherhood and to bring them into full

sympathy with our individual nature.

History then becomes a world of living

figures, a theatre that presents to us

a majestic drama, varied by alternate

scenes of the grandest achievements and

the most touching episodes of human ex-

istence.

In the composing of this drama the au-

thor has need to seek his material in many
a tangled thicket as well as in many an

open field. Facts accidentally encoun-

tered, which singly have but little percep-
tible significance, are sometimes strange-

ly discovered to illustrate incidents long
obscured and incapable of explanation.

They are like the lost links of a chain,

which, being found, supply the means of

giving cohesion and completeness to the

heretofore useless fragments. The schol-

ar's experience is full of these reunions

of illustrative incidents gathered from re-

gions far apart in space, and often in time.

The historian's skill is challenged to its

highest task in the effort to draw together

those tissues of personal and local ad-

venture which, at first without seeming
or suspected dependence, prove, when

brought into their proper relationship with

each other, to be unerring exponents of

events of highest concern.

It is pleasant to fall upon the course

of one of these currents of adventure,
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to follow a solitary rivulet of tradition, near Havre de Grace. In that day the

such as by chance we now and then find tradition was repeated by a few of the

modestly flowing along through the ob- oldest inhabitants who dwelt in the region,
scure coverts of time, and to be , able to I dare say it has now entirely run out of

trace its progress to the confluence of all remembrance amongst their descend-

other streams, and finally to see it grow, ants, and that I am, perhaps, the only

by the aid of these tributaries, to the pro- individual in the State who has pro-

portions of an ample river, which waters served any traces of the facts to which I

the domain of authentic history and bears allude.

upon its bosom a clear testimony to the There was, until not long ago, a nota-

life and character of a people. ble cavern at the foot of a rocky cliff

The following legend furnishes a strik- about -a mile below the town of Port

ing and attractive exemplification of such Deposit. It was of small compass, yet
a growth, in the unfolding of a romantic sufficiently spacious to furnish some rude

passage of Maryland history, of which no . shelter against the weather to one who
annalist has ever given more than an might seek refuge within its solitary cham-

ambiguous and meagre hint. It refers to ber. It opened upon the river just where
a deed of bloodshed, of which the only a small brook comes brattling down the

trace that was not obliterated from living bank, along the base of a hill of some
rumor so long as a century ago was to be magnitude that yet retains the stately

found in a vague and misty relic of an old name of Mount Ararat. The visitor of

memory of the provincial period of the this cavern might approach it by a boat

State. The facts by which I have been from the river, or by a rugged path along
1

enabled to bring it to the full light of an the margin of the brook and across the

historical incident, it will be seen in the ledges of the rock. This rough shel-

perusal of this narrative, have successive- ter went by the name of Talbot's Cave

ly, and by most curious process of devel- down to a very recent period, and would

.opinent, risen into view through a series still go by that name, if it were yet in ex-

of accidental discoveries, which have all istence. But it happened, not many years

combined, with singular coincidence and since, that Port Deposit was awakened

adaptation, to furnish an unquestionable to a sudden notion of the value of the

-chapter of Maryland history, altogether granite of the cliff, and, as commerce is a

worthy of recital for its intrinsic interest, most ruthless contemuer of all romance,
and still more worthy of preservation for and never hesitates between a speculation
the elements it supplies towards a correct of profit and a speculation of history,

estimate of the troubles which beset the Talbot's Cave soon began to figure con-

career and formed the character and spicuously in the Price Current, and in a

manners of the forefathers of the State, very little while disappeared, like a witch

from the stage, in blasts of sulphur fire

and rumbling thunder, under the man-
CHAPTER I.

agement of those effective scene-shifters,

TALBOT'S CAVE. the quarrymen. A government contract,

more potent than the necromancy of the

IT is now many years ago, long famed wizard Michael Scott, lifted this

before I had reached manhood, that, massive rock from its base, and, flying with

through my intimacy with a friend, then it full two hundred miles, buried it fath-

venerable for his years and most attrac- oms below the surface of the Atlantic, at

tive to me by his store of historical knowl- the Rip Raps, near Hampton Roads
;
and

edge, I became acquainted with a tradition thus it happens that I cannot vouch the

touching a strange incident that had ref- ocular proof of the Cave to certify the

erence to a mysterious person connected legend I am about to relate,

with a locality on the Susquehanna River The tradition attached to this spot had
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nothing but a misty and spectral outline, in our woods. They had survived their

It was indefinite in the date, uncertain as master, no one could tell how long,

to persons, mysterious as to the event, but had not abandoned the haunts of his

just such a tradition as to whet the edge exile. They still for many a year saw

of one's curiosity and to leave it hopeless the wilderness beneath their daily flight

of gratification. I may relate it in a few giving place to arable fields, and learned

words. to exchange their wary guard against

Once upon a time, somewhere between the Indian's arrow for ,a sharper watch

one and two hundred years ago, there of the Anglo-Saxon rifle. Up to the last

was a man by the name of Talbot, a of their appearance the country-people
kinsman of Lord Baltimore, 'who had spoke of them as Talbot's hawks,

committed some crime, for which he fled This is a summary of the story, as it

and became an outlaw and was pursued was told to me. No inquiry brought me

by the authorities of the Province. To any addition to these morsels of narra-

escape these, he took refuge in the wilder- tive. Who this Talbot was, what was

ness on the Susquehanna, where he found his crime, how long he lived in this

this cave, and used it for concealment and cave, and at what era, were questions

defence for some time, how long, the tra- upon which the oracle of my tradition

dition does not say. This region was then was dumb.

inhabited by a fierce tribe of Indians, who Such a story would naturally take hold

are described on Captain John Smith's of the fancy of a lover of romance, and

map as the "
Sasquesahannocks," and who kindle his zeal for an enterprise to learn

were friendly to the outlaw and supplied something more about it
;
and I may

him with provisions. To these details reasonably suppose that this short sketch

was added another, which threw an ad- has already stirred the bosoms of the

ditional interest over the story, that novel-reading portion, at least, of my
Talbot had a pair of beautiful English readers with a desire that I should tell

hawks, such as were most prized in the them what, in my later researches, I have

sport of falconry, and that these were the found to explain this legend of the Cave.

companions of his exile, and were trained Even the outline I have given is sugges-

by him to pursue and strike the wild tive of inferences to furnish quite a plau-
duck that abounded, then as now, on this sible chapter of history,

part of the river; and he thus found First, it is clear, from the narrative,

amusement to beguile his solitude, as well that Talbot was a gentleman of rank in

as sustenance in a luxurious article of the old Province, for he was kinsman

food, which is yet the pride of gastronom- to the Lord Proprietary ;
and there is

ic science, and the envy of bons vivants one of the oldest counties of Maryland

throughout this continent. that bears the name of his family, per-

These hawks my aged friend had often haps called so in honor of himself. Then
himself seen, in his own boyish days, he kept his hawks, which showed him to

sweeping round the cliffs and over the be a man of condition, and fond of the

broad expanse of the usquehanna. They noble sport which figures so gracefully in

were easily distinguished, he said, by the the annals of Chivalry,

residents of that district, by their pecu- Secondly, this hawking carries the pe-
liar size and plumage, being of a breed riod of the story back to the time of one

not known to our native ornithology, of the early Lords Baltimore; for fal-

and both being males. For many years, conry was not common in the eighteenth

it was affirmed, long after the outlaw century : and yet the date could not

had vanished from the scene, these have been much earlier than that cen-

gallant old rovers of the river still pur- tury, because the hawks had been seen

sued their accustomed game, a solitary by old persons of the last generation

pair, without kindred or acquaintance somewhere about the period of our Revo-
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lution
;
and this bird does not live much whose title was certainly as little adapted

over a hundred years. So we fix a date to awaken the attention of one in quest
not far from sixteen hundred and eighty of a picturesque legend as a treatise on

for Talbot's sojourn on the river. Algebra. It was called " The Landhold-

Thirdly, the crime for which he was er's Assistant," and was intended, as its

outlawed could scarcely have been a name imported, to assist that lucky por-
mean felony, perpetrated for gain, but tion of mankind who possessed the soil of

more likely some act of passion, a Maryland in their pursuit of knowledge
homicide, probably, provoked by a quar- touching the mysteries of patents, war-

rel, and enacted in hot blood. This Tal- rants, surveys, and such like learning,
bot was too well conditioned for a sordid necessary .to getting land or keeping what
crime

;
and his flight to the wilderness they had. The character and style of

and his abode there would seem to infer this book, in its exterior aspect, were as

a man of strong purpose and self-reli- unpromising as its title. It was printed
ance*. by Messrs. Dobbin & Murphy, on rather

And, lastly, as he must have had friends dark paper, in a muddy type, such as

and confederates on the frontier, to aid no Mr. Dobbin nor Mr. Murphy of this

him in his concealment, and to screen day would allow to bear his imprimatur,
him from the pursuit of the government though in 1808, I doubt not, it was

officers, and, moreover, had made him- considered a very creditable piece of

self acceptable to the Indians, to whose Baltimore typography. This unpretend-

power he had committed himself, we may ing volume was compiled by Chancellor

conclude that he possessed some winning Kilty. It is a very instructive book, con-

points of character
;
and I therefore as- taining ipuch curious matter, is worthy

sume him to have been of a brave, frank, of better adornment in the form of its

and generous nature, capable of attract- presentation to the world, and ought to

ing partisans and enlisting the sympathies have a title more suggestive of its anti-

and service of bold men for his personal quarian lore. I should call it
" Fossil

defence. Remains of Old Maryland Law, with

So, with the help of a little obvious Notes by an Antiquary."

speculation, founded upon the circum- It fell into my hands by a purchase at

stantial evidence, we weave the network auction, some twenty years after I had
of quite a natural story of Talbot

;
and abandoned the Legend of the Cave and

our meagre tradition takes on the form, the Hawks as a hopeless quest. In run-

and something of the substance, of an in- ning over its contents, I found that a Col-

telligible incident. onel George Talbot was once the Sur-

veyor-General of Maryland ;
and in two

short marginal notes (the substance of
CHAPTER II. which j afterwards foun(j in Chalmers's

STRANGE REVELATIONS.
|<

Annals ") it was said that he was noted

in the Province for the murder committed
AT this point I leave the hero of my by him on Christopher Rousby, Collector

narrative for a while, in order that I may of the Customs," the second note add-

open another chapter. ing that this was done on board a vessel

Many years elapsed, during which the in Patuxent River, and that Talbot "was
tradition remained in this unsatisfactory conveyed for trial to Virginia, from

state, and I had given up all hope of whence he made his escape ;
and after

further elucidation of it, when an acci- being retaken, and" (as the author ex-

dental discovery brought me once more presses his belief)
" tried and convicted,

upon the track of inquiry. was finally pardoned by King James the

There was published in the city of Second."

Baltimore, in the year 1808, a book These marginal notes, though bringing
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no clear support to the story of the Cave, day, at the Church of St. Nicholas on

were embers, however, of some old fire the Patuxent, near the landing at Town
not entirely extinct, which emitted a fee- Creek, and we were to travel from there

ble gleam upon the path of inquiry. The across to St. Inigoes in his carriage, a

name of the chief actor coincided with distance of about fifteen miles,

that of the tradition; the time, that of Upon our arrival at St. Nicholas, we
James the Second, conformed pretty near- found a full day at our disposal to look

ly to my conjecture derived from the age around the neighborhood, which, being
of the hawks

;
and the nature of the crime the scene of much historical interest in

was what I had imagined. There was our older annals, presented a pleasant

just enough in this brief revelation to temptation to our excursion. Our friend-

revive the desire for further investiga- ly guide, Mr. Carberry, took us to Drum
tion. But where was the search to be Point, the southern headland of the Pa-

made ? No history that I was aware of, tuxent at its entrance into Chesapeake
no sketch of our early time that I had Bay. Here was, at that time, and per-
ever seen, nothing in print was known haps still is, the residence of the Carroll

to be in existence that could furnish a family, whose ancestors occupied the es-

clue to the story of the Outlaw's Cave. tate for many generations. The dwelling-
And here the matter rested again for house was a comfortable wooden build-

some years. But after this lapse, chance ing of the style and character of the

brought me upon the highway of further present day, with all the appurtenances

development, which led me in due time proper to a convenient and pleasant
to a strange realization of the old prov- country homestead. Immediately in its

'

erb that "Murder will out," though, neighborhood so near that it might be

^n this case, its discovery could bring no said to be almost within the curtilage of

other retribution than the settlement of the dwelling stood an old brick ruin

an historical doubt, and give some post- of what had apparently been a substan-

humous fame to the subject of the dis- tial mansion-house. Such a monument
closure. of the past as this, of course, could not

In the month of May, 1836, I had a escape our special attention, and, upon
motive and an opportunity to make a inquiry, we were told that it was once, a

visit to the County of St. Mary's. I had long time ago, the family home of the

been looking into the histories of our Rousbys, the ancestors of the present

early Maryland settlement, as they are occupants of the estate
;

that several

recounted in the pages of Bozman, Chal- generations of this family, dating back to

mers, and Grahame, and found there some the early days of the Province, had re-

inducements to persuade me to make an sided in it
;
and that when it had fallen

exploration of the whereabouts of the into decay, the modern building was

old- city which was planted near the Po- erected, and the old one suffered to

tomac by our first pilgrims. Through crumble into the condition in which we
the kindness of a much valued friend, saw it. I could easily understand and
whose acquirements and taste both appreciate the sentiment that preserved

highly cultivated rendered him a most it untouched as part and parcel in the

effective auxiliary in my enterprise, I family associations of the place, and as a

was supplied with an opportunity to relic of the olden time which no one was

spend a week under the hospitable roof willing to disturb.

of Mr. Carberry, the worthy Superior of The mention of the name of the Rous-

the Jesuit House of St. Inigoes on the bys, here on the Patuxent River, was a

St. Mary's River, within a short distance sudden and vivid remembrancer to me of

of the plain of the ancient city. the old story of Talbot, and gave new
Mr. Campbell and myself were invited encouragement to an almost abandoned

by our host to meet him, on an appointed hope of solving this mystery.
VOL. vi. 3
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CHAPTER III. have not the slightest chance of his good
opinion. The pedigree and history of his

A GRAVEYARD AND AN EPITAPH.
,

,
., .',...

master s family possess an epic dignity in

WITHIN a short distance of this spot, his imagination ;
and the liberty he takes

perhaps not a mile from Drum Point, with facts concerning them amounts to a

there is a small creek which opens into grand poetical hyperbole. He represents

the river and bears the name of Matta- their wealth in past times to have amount-

pony. In early times there was a notable ed to something of a fabulous superfluity,

fort here, and connected with it a stately and their magnificence so unbounded, that

mansion, built by Charles Calvert, Lord he stares at you in describing it, as if its

Baltimore, for his own occasional resi- excess astonished himself,

dence. The fort and mansion are often When we now questioned our venera-

mentioned in the Provincial records as the ble conductor, to learn what he could tell

place where the Council sometimes met to us of the old Proprietary Mansion, he

transact business
;
arid accordingly many said, in his way, he " membered it, as if

public acts are dated from Mattapony. it was built only yesterday : he was fotch

Calvert was doubtless attracted to this up so near it, that he could see it now as

spot by the pleasant scenery of the head- if it was standing before him : if Tie

land which here looks out upon the noble couldn't pint out where it stood, it was

water-view of the Chesapeake, and by its time for him to give up : it was a mighty

breezy position as an agreeable refuge grand brick house," laying an emphasis
from the heats of summer. on brick, as a special point in his notion

Our party, therefore, determined to set of its grandeur ;
and then he added, with

out upon a search for some relics of the all the gravity of which his very solemn

mansion and fort
;
and as a guide in this visage was a copious index, that " Old

enterprise, we engaged an old negro who Master Baltimore, who built it, was a real

seemed to have a fair claim in his own fine gentleman. He knowed him so well !

conceit to be regarded both as the Solo- He never gave anything but gold to the

rnon and the Methuselah of the planta- servants for tending on him. Bless you !

tion. He was a wrinkled, wise-looking he wouldn't even think of silver ! Many
old fellow, with a watery eye and a griz- a time has he given me a guinea for wait-

zled head, and might, perhaps, have been ing on him."

about eighty ; but, from his own account, This account of Old Master Baltimore,

he left us to infer that he was not much and his magnificent contempt of silver,

behind that great patriarch of Scripture and the intimacy of our patriarch with

whose years are described as one hun- him, rather startled us, and I began to

dred and threescore and fifteen. fear that the story of the house might

Finding that he was native to the es- turn out to be as big a lie as the ac-

tate, and had lived here all his life, we quaintance with the Lord Proprietary,

interrogated him with some confidence in for Master Baltimore had then been

his ability to contribute something use- dead just one hundred and twenty-one
ful to the issue of our pursuit. Amongst years. But we went on with him, and

all the Solomons of this world, there is were pleasantly disappointed when he

not one so consciously impressed with brought us upon a hill that sloped down
the unquestionable verity of his wisdom to the Mattapony, and there traced out

and the intensity of his knowledge as for us, by the depression of the earth,

one of these veterans of an old family- the visible lines of an old foundation of

estate upon which he has spent his life, a large building, the former existence of

He is always an aristocrat of the most un- which was further demonstrated by some

compromising stamp, and has a contemp- scattered remains of the old imported
tuous disdain and intolerance for every brick of the edifice which were imbedded

form of democracy. Poor white people in the soil.
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This spot had a fine outlook upon the

Bay, and every advantage of locality to

recommend its choice for a domestic es-

tablishment. We could find nothing to

indicate the old fort except the com-

manding character of the hill with refer-

ence to the river, which might warrant a

conjecture as to its position. I believe

that the house was included within the

ramparts of the fortification, as I perceive

in some of the old records that the forti-

fication itself was called the Mattapony

House, which was once beleaguered and

taken by Captain John Coode and Colo-

nel Jowles.

After we had examined all that was to

be seen here, our next point of interest

was a graveyard, which, we had been in-

formed by some of the household at Mrs.

Carroll's, had been preserved upon the

estate from a very early period. Our old

gossip professed to know all about this,

from its very first establishment. It was

in another direction from the mansion-

house, about a mile distant, on the mar-

gin of an inlet from the Bay, called

Harper's Creek
;
and thither we accord-

ingly went. Before we reached the spot,

the old negro stopped at a cabin that lay
in our route and provided himself with

a hoe, which, borne upon his shoulder,

gave a somewhat mysterious significance

to the office he had assumed. He did

not explain the purpose of this equipment
to us, and we forbore to question him.

After descending to the level of the tide

and passing through some thickets of wild

shrubbery, we arrived upon a grassy

plain immediately upon the border of the

creek
;
and there, in a quiet, sequestered

nook of rural landscape, the smooth and

sluggish little inlet
. begirt with water-

lilies and reflecting wood and sky and
the green hill-side upon its surface, was
the chosen resting-place of the departed

generations of the family. A few simple
tombstones some of them darkened by
the touch of Time lay clustered within

an old inclosure. The brief memorials

engraved upon them told us how invet-

erately Death had pursued his ancient

vocation and gathered in his relentless

tribute from young and old in times past

as he does to-day.

Here was a theme for a sermon from

the patriarch, who now leaned upon his

hoe and shook his head with a slow ru-

minative motion, as if he hoped by this

action to disengage from it some pro-

found moral reflections, and then began
to enumerate how many of these good

people he had helped to bury; but be-

fore he had well begun this discourse we
had turned away and were about leav-

ing the place, when he recalled us by

saying,
" I have got one tombstone yet

to show you, as soon as I can clear it oft*

with the hoe : it belongs to old Mastero

Rousby, who was stobbed aboard ship,

and is, besides that, the grandest tomb-

stone here."

Here was another of those flashes of

light by which my story seemed to be

preordained to a prosperous end. We
eagerly encouraged the old man to this

task, and he went to work in removing
the green sod from a large slab which

had been entirely hidden under the soil,

and in a brief space revealed to us a

tombstone fully six feet long, upon which

we were able to read, in plainly chiselled

letters, an inscription surmounted by a

carved heraldic shield with its proper

quarterings and devices.

Our group at this moment would have

made a fine artistic study. There was

this quiet landscape around us garnished
with the beauty of May ;

there were the

rustic tombs, the old negro, with a coun-

tenance surcharged with the expression

of solemn satisfaction at his employment,

bending his aged figure over the broad,

carved stone, and scraping from it the

grass which had not been disturbed per-

haps for a quarter of a century ;
and

there was our own party looking on with

eager interest, as the inscription every
moment became more legible. That in-

terest may be imagined, on reading the

inscription, which, when brought to the

full light of day, revealed these words :

" Here lyeth the body of Xphr Rousbie

Esquire, who was taken out of this world

by a violent death received on board his
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Majesty's ship The Quaker Ketch, Capt
Thos

. Allen Commander, the last day of

October 1684. And also of Mr
. John

Kousbie, his brother, who departed this

naturall life on board the Ship Baltimore,

being arrived in Patuxen the first day of

February 1685."

This was a picturesque incident in its

scenic character, but a still more engag-

ing one as an occurrence in the path of

discovery. Here was most unexpectedly

brought to view a new link in the chain

of our story. It was a pleasant surprise

to have such a fact as this breaking upon
us from an ambuscade, to help out a half-

formed narrative which I had feared was

hopeless of completion. The inscription

is a necessary supplement to the marginal

notes. As an insulated monument, it is

meagre in its detail, and stands in need

of explanation. It does not describe

Christopher Rousby as the Collector of

the Customs
;

it does not affirm that he

was murdered
;

it makes no allusion to

Talbot : but it gives the name of the ship

and its commander, along with the date

of the death. " The Landholder's Assist-

ant
"

supplies all the facts that are want-

ing in this brief statement. These two

memorials help each other and enlarge

the common current of testimony, like two

confluent streams coming from opposite

sources. From the two together we learn

that Colonel Talbot, the Surveyor-Gener-
al in 1684, killed Mr. Christopher Rous-

by on board of a ship of war
;
and we are

apprised that Rousby was a gentleman of

rank and authority in the Province, hold-

ing an important commission from the

King. The place at which the tomb is

found shows also that he was the owner

of a considerable landed estate and a near

neighbor of the Lord Proprietary.

The story, however, requires much more
circumstance to give it the interest which

we hope yet to find in it.

CHAPTER IV.

DRYASDUST.

I HAVE now to change my scene, and
to pursue in another quarter more im-

portant investigations. I break off with

some regret from my visit to St. Mary's,
because it had many attractions of its own,
which would form a pleasant theme for

description. Some of the results of that

visit I embodied, several years ago, in a

fiction which I fear the world will hardly
credit me in saying has as much history

in it as invention.* But my journey had

no further connection with the particular

subject before us, after the discovery of

the tomb. I therefore take my leave, at

this juncture, of good Father Carberry
and St. Inigoes, and also of my com-

panion in this adventure, pausing but

a moment to say, that the Superior of

St. Inigoes has, some time since, gone
to his account, and that I am not will-

ing to part with him in my narrative

without a grateful recognition of the es-

teem I have for his memory, in which I

share with all who were acquainted with

him, an esteem won by the simple, un-

ostentatious merit of his character, his lib-

eral religious sentiment, and his frank and

cordial hospitality, which had the best fla-

vor of the good old housekeeping of St.

Mary's, a commendation which every
one conversant with that section of Ma-

ryland will understand to imply what

the Irish schoolmaster, in one of Carle-

ton's tales, calls " the hoighth of good liv-

ing."

After my return from this excursion, I

resolved to make a search amongst the

records at Annapolis, to ascertain whether

any memorials existed which might fur-

nish further information in regard to the

events to which I had now got a clue.

And here comes in a morsel of official

history which will excuse a short digres-

sion.
t

The Legislature had, about this time,

directed the Executive to cause a search

through the government buildings, with

a view to the discovery of old state pa-

pers and manuscripts, which, having been

consigned, time out of mind, to neglect

and oblivion, were known only as heaps

of promiscuous lumber, strewed over the

floors of damp cellars and unfrequented
* Rob of the Bowl
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garrets. The careless and unapprecia-
tive spirit of the proper guardians of our

archives in past years had suffered many
precious folios and separate papers to be

disposed of as mere rubbish
;
and the not

less culpable and incurious indolence of

their successors, in our own times, had

treated them with equal indifference.

The attention of the Legislature was

awakened to the importance of this in-

vestigation by Mr. David Ridgely, the.

State Librarian, and he was appointed

by the Executive to undertake the labor.

Never did beagle pursue the chase with

more steady foot than did this eager and

laudable champion of the ancient fame

of the State his chosen duty. He rum-

maged old cuddies, closets, vaults, and

cocklofts, and pried into every recess of

the Chancery, the Land Office, the Com-

mittee-Rooms, and the Council-Chamber,

searching up-stairs and down-stairs, wher-

ever a truant paper was supposed to lurk.

Groping with lantern in hand and body

bent, he made his way through narrow

passages, startling the rats from their fast-

nesses, where they had been intrenched

for half a century, and breaking down
the thick drapery the Gobelin tapestry

I might call it woven by successive

families of spiders from the days of the

last Lord Proprietary. The very dust

which was kicked up in Annapolis, as the

old newspapers tell us, at the passage of

the Stamp Act, was once more set in mo-

tion by the foot of this resolute and un-

wearied invader, and everywhere some-

thing was found to reward the toil of the

search. But the most valuable discover-

ies were made in the old Treasury,

made, alas ! too late for the full fruition

of the Librarian's labor. The Treasury,
one of the most venerable structures in

the State, is that lowly and quaint little

edifice of brick which the visitor never

fails to notice within the inclosure of the

State-House grounds. It was originally

designed for the accommodation of the

Governor and his Council, and for the

sessions of the Upper House of the Pro-

vincial Legislature ;
the Burgesses, at

that time, holding their meetings in the

old State House, which occupied the site

of the present more imposing and capa-
cious building : this latter having been

erected about the year 1772.

In some dark recess of the Treasury
Office Mr. Bidgely struck upon a mine

of wealth, in a mouldy wooden box,
which was found to contain many miss-

ing Journals of the Provincial Council,

some of which bore date as far back as

1666. It was a sad disappointment to

him, when his eye was greeted with the

sight of these folios, to see them crum-

ble, like the famed Dead-Sea Apples, in-

to powder, upon every attempt to han-

dle them. The form of the books was

preserved and the character of the writ-

ing distinctly legible, but, from the effect

of moisture, the paper had lost its cohe-

sion, and fell to pieces at every effort

to turn a leaf. I was myself a witness

to this tantalizing deception, and, with

the Librarian, read enough to show the

date and character of the perishing rec-

ord.

Through this accident, the Council

Journals of a most interesting period,

embracing several years between 1666

and 1692, were irretrievably lost. Others

sustained less damage, and were partial-

ly preserved. Some few survived in

good condition.

Our Maryland historians have had fre-

quent occasion to complain of the defi-

ciency of material for the illustration of

several epochs in the Provincial existence,

owing to the loss of official records. No
research has supplied the means of de-

scribing the public events of these inter-

vals, beyond some few inferences, which

are only sufficient to show that these si-

lent periods were marked by incidents of

important interest. The most striking of

these privations occurs towards the end

of the seventeenth century, precisely

that period to which the crumbling folios

had reference.

This loss of the records has been as-

cribed to their frequent removals during

periods of trouble, and to the havoc

made in the rage of parties. The Prov-

ince, like the great world from which it
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was so far remote, was distracted with

what are sometimes called religious quar-

rels, but what I prefer to describe as ex-

ceedingly irreligious quarrels, carried on

by men professing to be Christians, and

generated in the heat of disputes con-

cerning the word of the great Teacher of

"
peace on earth." Out of these grew

any quantity of rebellion and war, tinc-

tured with their usual flavor of persecu-

tion. For at this era the wars of Chris-

tendom were chiefly waged in support of

dogmas and creeds, and took a savage
hue from the fury of religious bigotry.

The wars of Europe since that period
have arisen upon commercial and politi-

cal questions, and religion has been freed

from the dishonor of promoting these

bloody strifes so incompatible with its

high office. In these quarrels of the

fathers of Maryland, the archives of gov-

ernment were seized more than once,

and, perhaps, destroyed. On one occa-

sion they were burnt. And so, amongst
all these disorders, it has fallen out that

the full development of the State history

has been rendered impossible.

Mr. Rldgely's foray, however, into this

domain of dust and darkness has happi-

ly rescued much useful matter to aid the

future chronicler in supplying the defi-

ciency of past attempts to trace the path
of our modest annals through these silent

intervals. Incidentally the Librarian's

work has assisted my story ; for, although
the recovered folios did not touch the

exact year of my search, the pursuit of

them led me to what I may claim as a

discovery of my own. I found what I

could not say was wholly lost, but what,

until Mr. Ridgely's exploration drew at-

tention to the records, might have been

said to have shrunk from all notice of the

present generation, and to be fast falling

a prey to the tooth of time and the visit

of the worm. A few years more of neg-
lect and the ill usage of careless custo-

dians, and it would have passed to that

depository of things lost upon the earth,

which fable has placed in the moon. It

was my good fortune, in this upturning
of relics of the past, to lay my hand upon

a sadly tattered and decayed MS. vol-

ume, unbound, without beginning and

without end, coated with the dust which

had been gathering upon it ever since

Chalmers and Bozman had done their

work of deciphering its quaint old text.

It lay in the state of rubbish, in an old

case, where many documents of the same

kind had been consigned to the same ob-

livion, and with it had been sleeping for

as many years, perhaps, as the Beauty
in the fairy tale, happily destined, at

last, to be awakened, as she was, by one

who by his perseverance had won a title

to herself.

This manuscript was now, in this day
of revival, brought out from its hiding-

place, and, upon inspection, proved to

be a Journal of the Council for some

few years including the very date of

the death of the Collector on the Patux

ent.

The record was complete, neatly writ

ten in the peculiar manuscript character

of that age, so difficult for a modern

reader to decipher. Its queer old-fash-

ioned spelling suggested the idea that our

ancestors considered both consonants and

vowels too weak to stand alone, and that

therefore they doubled them as often as

they could
;
and there was such an act-

ual identification of its antiquity in its

exterior aspect as well as in its forms of

speech, that, when I have sat poring over

it alone at midnight in my study, as I

have often done, I have turned my eye
over my shoulder, expecting to see the

apparition of Master John Llewellin

who subscribes his name with a very en-

ergetic flourish as Clerk of the Council

standing behind me in grave-colored

doublet and trunk-hose, with a starched

ruff, a wide-awake hat drawn over his

brow, and a short black feather falling

amongst the locks of his dark hair to-

wards his back.

This Journal lets in a blaze of light

upon the old tradition of Talbot's Cave.

The narrative of what it discloses it is

now my purpose to make as brief as is

compatible with common justice to my
subject.
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CHAPTER V.

A FRAGMENT OF HISTORY.

CHARLES CALVERT, Lord Baltimore,

the son of Cecilius, was, according to the

testimony of all our annalists, a worthy

gentleman and an upright ruler. He
was governor of Maryland, by the ap-

pointment of his father, from 1662 to

1675, and after that became the Lord

Proprietary by inheritance, and admin-

istered the public affairs in person. His

prudence and judgment won him the es-

teem of the best portion of his people,

and the Province prospered in his hands.

All our histories tell of the troubles

that beset the closing years of his resi-

dence in Maryland. They arose partly

out of his religion, and in part out of

the jealousy of the crown concerning the

privileges of his charter.

He was a Roman Catholic
; but, like

his father, liberal and tolerant in opinion,

and free from sectarian bias in the ad-

ministration of his government. Apart
from the influence of his father's exam-

ple, the training of his education, his

real attachment to the interests of the

Province, and his own natural inclina-

tion, all of which pointed out to him

the duty as well as the advantage of af-

fording the utmost security to the free-

dom of religious opinion, the condi-

tions under which he held his proprie-

tary rights rendered a departure from

this policy the most improbable accusa-

tion that could be made against him.

The public mind of England at that pe-
riod was fevered to a state of madness

by the domestic quarrel that raged with-

in the kingdom against the Catholics.

The people were distracted with con-

stant alarms of Popish plots for the over-

throw of the government. The King, a

heartless profligate, absorbed in frivolous

pleasures, scarcely entertained any grave

question of state affairs that had not some

connection with his hatreds and his fears

of Catholics and Dissenters. Then, also,

the Province itself was composed, in far

the greater part, of a Protestant popula-

tion, computed by some contemporary

writers at the proportion of thirty to

one, a population who were guarantied

freedom of conscience by the Charter,

and who possessed all necessary power
both legal and physical to enforce it.

Under such circumstances as these, how
is it possible to impute designs against

the old established toleration, which had

marked the history of Maryland from its

first settlement to that day, to so prudent
and careful a ruler as Charles Calvert,

without imputing to him, at the same

time, a folly so absurd as to belie every

opinion that has ever been uttered to

his advantage ?

Yet, notwithstanding these improbabil-

ities, the accusation was made and af-

fected to be believed by the King and

his Council
;
the result of which was that

a royal order was sent to the Propri-

etary, commanding him to dismiss every
Catholic from employment in the Prov-

ince, and to supply their places by the

appointment of Protestants.

The most plausible theory upon which

I can account for this harsh proceeding
is suggested by the fact that parties in

the Province took the same complexion
with those in the mother country and

ran parallel with them, that the same

excitements which agitated the minds

of the people in England were indus-

triously fomented here, where no sim-

ilar reason for them existed, as the vol-

unteer work of demagogues who saw in

them the means of promoting their own

interest, that, in fact, this opposition to

the Proprietary grew out of a failing in

our ancestors which has not yet been

cured in their descendants, a weakness

in favor of the loaves and fishes. The

party in the majority carried the elec-

tions, and felt, of course, as all parties

do who perform such an exploit, that

they had made a very gigantic sacrifice

for the good of the country and deserved

to be remunerated for such an act of hero-

ism, and thereupon set up and asserted

that venerable doctrine which has been

erroneously and somewhat vaingloriously

claimed as the conception of a modern

statesman, namely,
" that to the victors
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belong the spoils." I rejoice in the dis-

covery that a dogma so profound and so

convenient has the sanction of antiquity

to commend it to the platform of the

patriots of our own time.

I must in a few words notice another

charge against Lord Baltimore, which was

even more serious lhan the first, and to

which the cupidity of the King lent a

willing ear. Parliament had passed an

act for levying certain duties on the trade

of the Southern Colonies, which were

very oppressive to the commerce of Ma-

ryland. These duties were gathered by
Collectors specially appointed for the oc-

casion, who held their commissions from

the Crown, and who were stationed at the

several ports of entry of the Province.

The frequent evasion of these duties gave
rise to much ill-will between the Collect-

ors and the people. Lord Baltimore was

charged with having connived at these

evasions, and with obstructing the collec-

tion of the royal revenue. His chief ac-

cusers were the Collectors, who, being
Crown officers, seemed naturally to array
themselves against him. Although there

was really no foundation for this com-

plaint, yet the King, who never threw

away a chance to replenish his purse,

compelled the Proprietary to pay by way
of retribution a large sum into the Ex-

chequer.
I have no need to dwell upon this sub-

ject, and have referred to it only because

it explains the relation between Lord

Baltimore and Christopher Rousby, and

has therefore some connection with my
story. Rousby was an enemy to the Pro-

prietary ;
and from a letter preserved by

Chalmers it appears there was no love

lost between them. Lord Baltimore writes

to the Earl of Anglesey, the President of

the King's Council, in 1681, "I have

already written twice to your Lordship
about Christopher Rousby, who I desired

might be removed from his place of Col-

lector of his Majesty's Customs, he hav-

ing been a great knave, and a disturber

of the trade and peace of the Province";
which letter, it seems, had no effect, as

Christopher Rousby was continued in his

post. He was doubtless emboldened by
the failure of this remonstrance againstO
him to exhibit his ill-will towards the

Proprietary in more open and more vex-

atious modes of annoyance.
All these embarrassments threw a heavy

shadow over the latter years of Lord Bal-

timore's life, and now drove him to the

necessity of making a visit to England
for the purpose of personal explanation
and defence before the King. He ac-

cordingly took his departure in the month

of June, 1684, intending to return in a

few months
;
but a tide of misfortune

that now set in upon him prevented that

wish, and he never saw Maryland again.

In about half a year after Calvert's ar-

rival in England, King Charles the Second

was gathered to his fathers, and his broth-

er, the Duke of York, a worse man, a

greater hypocrite, and a more crafty des-

pot, reigned in his stead.

James the Second was a Roman Cath-

olic, and Calvert, on that score alone,

might have expected some sympathy and

favor: he might, at least, have expected

justice. But James was heartless and

selfish. The Proprietary found nothing
but cold neglect, and a contemptible jeal-

ousy of the prerogatives and power con-

ferred by his charter. James himself

claimed to be a proprietary on this con-

tinent by virtue of extensive royal grants,

and was directly interested with William

Penn in defeating the claims of the Bal-

timore family to the country upon the

Delaware
;
he was, therefore, in fact, the

secret and prepossessed enemy of Calvert.

Instead of protection from the Crown,
Calvert found proceedings instituted in

the King's Bench to annul his charter,c

which, but for the abrupt termination of

this short, disgraceful reign in abdication

and flight, would have been consummated

under James's own direction. The Rev-

olution of 1688 brought up other influen-

ces more hostile still to the Proprietary ;

and the Province, which was always sed-

ulous to follow the fashions of London,
was not behindhand on this occasion, but

made, also, its revolution, in imitation of

the great one. The end of all was the ut-
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ter subversion of the Charter, and a new at having fallen heirs to such a princi-

government of Maryland under a royal pality ;
albeit Benedict Leonard's more

commission. How this was accomplished recent successors to these princely pre-

our historians are not able to tell. From rogatives may have reason to complain

1688 to 1692 is one of our dark intervals of that relentless spirit of democracy
of which I have spoken. It begins with which has shorn them of so many wor-

a domestic revolution and ends with the shipful honors. But we republicans are

appointment of a Royal Governor, and philosophical, and can make sacrifices with

that is pretty nearly all we know about a good grace.

it. After this, there was no Proprietary As it was quite impossible for this young
dominion in Maryland, until it was re- Lieutenant General to go alone under

stored upon the accession of George the such a staggering weight of dignities, the

First in 1715, when it reappears in the same commission puts him in leading-

second Charles Calvert, a minor, the strings by the appointment of nine Dep-

grandson of the late Proprietary. This uty or Lieutenant Governors who are

gentleman was the son of Benedict Leon- charged with the execution of all his

ard Calvert, and was educated in the duties. The first-named of these depu-
Protestant faith, which his father had ties is

" our dearly beloved Cousin," Col-

adopted as more consonant with the pros- onel George Talbot, who is associated with

perity of the family and the hopes of the " our well-beloved Counsellor," Thomas

Province. Tailler, Colonel Vincent Low, Colonel

Before Lord Baltimore took his depart- Henry Darnall, Colonel William Digges,

ure, he. made all necessary arrangements Colonel William Stevens, Colonel Wil-

for the administration of the government liarn Burgess, Major Nicholas Sewall,

during his absence. The chief authority and John Darnall, Esquire. These same

he invested in his son Benedict Leonard, gentlemen, with Edward Pye and Thomas

to whom I referred just now, at that Truman, are also commissioned to be of

time a youth of twelve or fourteen years the Privy Council,
" for and in relation

of age. My old record contains the com- to all matters of State."

mission issued on this occasion, which is These appointments being made and

of the most stately and royal breadth of other matters disposed of, Charles Cal-

phrase, "and occupies paper enough to vert took leave of his beautiful and favor-

make a deed for the route of the Pacific ite Maryland, never to see this fair land

Railroad. In this document " our dearly again,

beloved son Benedict Leonard Calvert
"

is ordained and appointed to be " Lieu- CHAPTER VI.

tenant General, Chief Captain, Chief
*1

' A BORDER CHIEFTAIN.
Governor and Commander, Chief Admi-

ral both by sea and land, of our Province I HAVE now to pursue the narrative

of Maryland, and of all our Islands, Ter- of my story as I find the necessary mate-

ritories, and Dominions whatsoever, and rial in the old Council Journal. I shall

of all and singular our Castles, Forts, For- not incumber this narrative with literal

tresses, Fortifications, Munitions, Ships, extracts from these proceedings, but give

and Navies in our said Province, Islands, the substance of what I find there, with

Territories, and Dominions aforesaid." such illustration as I have been able to

I hope to be excused for the partic- glean from other sources,

ularity of my quotation of this young Colonel George Talbot, whom we rec-

gentleman's titles, which I have given at ognize as the first-named in the commis-

full length only by way of demonstration sion of the nine Deputy Governors and

of the magnificence of our old Palatine of the Privy Council, seems to have been

Province of Maryland, and to excite in a special favorite of the Proprietary. He
the present generation a becoming pride was the grandson of the first Baron of
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Baltimore, the Secretary of State ofJames

the First. His father was an Irish baro-

net, Sir George Talbot, of Cartown in

Kildare, who had married Grace, one of

the younger sisters of Cecilius, the second

Proprietary and father of Charles Calvert.

He was, therefore, as the commission de-

scribes him, the cousin of Lord Baltimore,

who had now invested him with a leadingO

authority in the administration of the

government.
He was born in Ireland, and from

some facts connected with his history I

infer that he did not emigrate to Mary-
land until after his marriage, his wife

being an Irish lady.

That he was a man of consideration

in the Province, with large experience in

its affairs, is shown by the character of the

employments that were intrusted to him.

He had been, for some years before the

departure of Lord Baltimore on his visit

to England, a conspicuous member of his

Council. He had, for an equal length
of time, held the post of Surveyor-Gen-

eral, an office of high responsibility and

trust. But his chief employment was of

a military nature, in which his discretion,

courage, and conduct were in constant

requisition. He had the chief command,
with the title and commission of Deputy

Governor, over the northern border of

the Province, a region continually expos-

ed to the inroads of the fierce and war-

like tribe of the "
Sasquesahannocks."

The country lying between the Sus-

quehanna and the Delaware, that which

now coincides with parts of Harford and

Cecil Counties in Maryland and the up-

per portion of the State of Delaware,
was known in those days as New Ireland,

and was chiefly settled by emigrants from

the old kingdom whose name it bore.

This region was included within the range
of Talbot's command, and was gradually

increasing in population and in farms and

houses scattered over a line of some sev-

enty or eighty miles from east to west,

and .slowly encroaching upon the thick

wilderness to the north, where surly sav-

ages lurked and watched the advance of

the white man with jealous anger.

The tenants of this tract held their

lands under the Proprietary grants, coup-
led with a condition, imposed as much by
their own necessities as by the law, to

render active service in the defence of

the frontier as a local militia. They were

accordingly organized on a military es-

tablishment, and kept in a state of contin-

ual preparation to repel the unwelcome

visits of their hostile neighbors.
A dispute between Lord Baltimore

and -William Penn, founded upon the

claim of the former to a portion of the

territory bounding on the Delaware, had

given occasion to border feuds, which

had imposed upon our Proprietary the

necessity of building and maintaining a

fort on Christiana Creek, near the pres-
ent city of Wilmington ;

and there were

also some few block-houses or smaller

fortified strongholds along the line of

settlement towards the Susquehanna.
These forts were garrisoned by a small

force of musketeers maintained by the

government. The Province was also at

the charge of a regiment of cavalry,

of which Talbot was the Colonel, and

parts of which were assigned to the de-

fence of this frontier.

If we add to these a corps of rangers,

who were specially employed in watch-

ing and arresting all trespassers upon
the territory of the Province, it will com-

plete our sketch of the military organi-

zation of the frontier over which Talbot

had the chief command. The whole or

any portion of this force could be assem-

bled in a few hours to meet the emer-

gencies of the time. Signals were es-

tablished for the muster of the border.

Beacon fires on the hills, the blowing of

horns, and the despatch of runners were

familiar to the tenants, and often called

the ploughman away from the furrow to

the appointed gathering-place. Three

musket-shots fired in succession from a

lonely cabin, at dead of night, awa-

kened the sleeper in the next home-

stead
;

the three shots, repeated from

house to house, across this silent waste

of forest and field, carried the alarm

onward
;
and before break of day a
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hundred stout yeomen, armed with cut- This sylvan lodge was cheered and

lass and carbine, were on foot to check refined by the presence of his wife and

and punish the stealthy foray of the Sas- children, whose daily household occupa-

quesahannock against the barred and tions were assisted by numerous servants

bolted dwellings where mothers rocked chosen from the warm-hearted people

their children to sleep, confident in the who had left their own Green Isle to find

protection of this organized and effec- a home in this wilderness,

tive system of defence. Amidst such scenes and the duties of

In this region Talbot himself held a her station we may suppose that Mrs.

manor which was called New Connaught, lalbot, a lady who could not but have

and here he had his family mansion, and relinquished many comforts in her na-

kept hospitality in rude woodland state, tive land for this rude life of the forest,

as a man of rank and command, with found sufficient resource to quell the re-

his retainers and friends gathered around grets of many fond memories of the

him. This establishment was seated on home and friends she had left behind,

Elk River, and was, doubtless, a fortified and to reconcile her to the fortunes of

position. I picture to my mind a capa- her husband, to whom, as we shall see,

cious dwelling-house built of logs from she was devoted with an ardor that no

the surrounding forest
;

its ample hall hardship or danger could abate,

furnished with implements of war, pikes, Being the dispenser of her husband's

carbines, and basket-hilted swords, min- hospitality, the bread-giver, in the old

gled with antlers of the buck, skins of Saxon phrase, the frequent companion
wild animals, plumage of birds, and other of his pastime, and the bountiful friend,

trophies of the hunter's craft
;
the large not only of the families whose cottage's

fireplace surrounded with hardy woods- threw up their smoke within view of her

men, and the tables furnished with ven- dwelling, but of all who came and went

ison, wild fowl, and fish, the common on the occasions of business or pleasure

luxuries of the region, in that prodigal in the common intercourse of the fron-

profusion to which our forefathers were tier, we may conceive the sentiment of

accustomed, and which their descendants respect and attachment she inspired in

still regard as the essential condition of this insulated district, and the service

hearty and honest housekeeping. This she was thus enabled to command,

mansion I fancy surrounded by a spa- This is but a fancy picture, it is true,

cious picketed rampart, presenting its of the home of Talbot, which, for want

bristling points to the four quarters of of authentic elements of description, I

the compass, and accessible only through am forced to draw. It is suggested by
a gateway of ponderous timber studded the few scattered glimpses we get in the

thick with nails : the whole offering de- records of his position and circumstan-

fiance to the grim savage who might ces, and may, I think, be received at

chance to prowl within the frown of its least as near the truth in its general

midnight shadow. aspect and characteristic features.

Here Talbot spent the greater portion He was undoubtedly a bold, enter-

of the year with his wife and children, prising man, impetuous, passionate, and

Here he had his yacht or shallop on the harsh, as the incidents of his story show,

river, and often skimmed this beautiful He was, most probably, a soldier trained

expanse of water in pursuit of its abun- to the profession, and may have served

dant game, those hawks of which tra- abroad, as nearly all gentlemen of that

dition preserves the memory his compan- period were accustomed to do. That

ions and auxiliaries in this pastime. Here, he was an ardent and uncompromising

too, he had his hounds and other hunt- partisan of the Proprietary in the dissen-

ing-dogs to beat up the game for which sions of the Province seems to bo evi-

the banks of Elk River are yet famous. dent. I suppose him, also, to have been
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warm-hearted, proud in spirit, and hasty

in temper, a man to be loved or hated

by friend or foe with equal intensity. It

is material to add to this sketch of him,

that he was a Roman Catholic, as we

have record proof that all the Deputy
Governors named in the recent com-

mission were, I believe, without excep-

tion, and that he was doubtless imbued

with the dislike and indignation which

naturally fired the gentlemen of his faith

against those who were then supposed to

be plotting the overthrow of the Pro-

prietary government, by exciting relig-

ious prejudice agakist the Baltimore fam-

ily.

[To be continued.]

HUNTING A PASS.

A SKETCH OF TROPICAL ADVENTURE.

[Continued.]

CHAPTER II.

ON the 18th of April, having collected

such information bearing on our purpos-
es as it was possible to obtain, we left La

Union, and fairly commenced the busi-

ness of "
Hunting a Pass." To reach

the valley of the Goascoran, on the ex-

tent and character of which so much

depended, it was necessary to go round

the head of the Bay of La Union. For

several miles our route coincided with

that of the camino real to San Miguel,

and we rode along it gayly, in high and

hopeful spirits. The morning was clear

and bright, the air cool and exhilarating,

and the very sense of existence was it-

self a luxury. At the end of four miles

we struck off from the high road, at right

angles, into a narrow path, which con-

ducted us over low grounds, three miles

farther, to the Rio Sirama, a small stream,

scarcely twenty feet across, the name of

which is often erroneously changed in

the maps for that of Goascoran or Rio

San Miguel. Beyond this stream the

path runs over low hills, which, however,

subside into plains near the bay, where

the low grounds are covered with water

at high tide. The natives avail them-

selves of this circumstance, as did the In-

dians before them, for the manufacture

of salt. They inclose considerable areas

with little dikes of mud, leaving openings
for the entrance of the water, which are

closed as the tide falls. The water thus

retained is rapidly evaporated under a

tropical sun, leaving the mud crusted

over with salt. This is then scraped up,

dissolved in water, and strained to sep-

arate the impurities, and the saturated

brine reduced in earthen pots, set in

long ranges of stone and clay. The pots

are constantly replenished, until they are

filled with a solid mass of salt
; they are

then removed bodily, packed in dry plan-

tain-leaves, and sent to market on the

backs of mules. Sometimes the pots are

broken off, to lighten the load, and great

piles of their fragments miniature Monti

testacci are seen around the Salinas,

as these works are called, where they will

remain long after this rude system of salt-

manufacture shall be supplanted by a

better, as a puzzle for fledgling antiqua-

ries.

Six miles beyond the Rio Sirama we
came to another stream, called the Sira-

mita or Little Sirama, for the reason,

probably, as H. suggested, that it is four

times as large as the Sirama. It flows

through a bed twenty feet deep and up-
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wards of two hundred feet wide, paved
with water-worn stones, ragged with fray-

ed fragments of trees, and affording abun-

dant evidence that during the season of

rains it is a rough and powerful torrent.

Between this stream and the Goascoran

there is a maze of barren hills, relieved

by occasional level reaches, covered with

acacias and deciduous trees. Through
these the road winds in easy gradients,

and there are numerous passes perfectly

feasible for a railway, in case it should

ever be deemed advisable to carry one

around the head of the bay to La Union.

The traveller emerges suddenly from

among these hills into the valley of the

Goascoran, and finds the river a broad

and gentle stream flowing at his feet. At

the time of our passage, the water at the

ford was nowhere more than two feet

deep, with gravelly bottom and high and

firm banks, without traces of overflow.

We had now passed the threshold of the

unknown region on which we were ven-

turing, and although we had a moral con-

viction that the valley before us afforded

the requisite facilities for the enterprise

which we had in hand, yet it was not

without a deep feeling of satisfaction, al-

most of exultation, that, on riding to the

summit of a bare knoll close by, we tra-

ced the course of the river, in a graceful

curve, along the foot of the green hills

on our left, and saw that it soon resumed

its general direction north and south, on

the precise line most favorable for our

purposes. In the distance, rising alone

in the very centre of the valley, we dis-

cerned the castellated Rock of Goasco-

ran, behind which, we were told, nestled

the village of Goascoran, where we in-

tended passing the night. We had taken

its bearings from the top of Conchagua,
and were glad to find that the interven-

ing country was level and open, chief-

ly savanna, or covered with scattered

trees. There was no need of instrumen-

tation here, and so, ordering Dolores to

bring up the baggage as rapidly as pos-

sible, we struck across the plain in a

right line, in total disregard of roads or

pathways, for the Rock of Goascoran.

A smart gallop of two hours brought us

to its foot, and in a few minutes after we
entered the village, and rode straight to

the Cabildo, or House of the Municipality,

tied our mules to the columns of the cor-

ridor, pushed open the door, and made
ourselves at home.

And here I may mention that the ca-

bildo, throughout Honduras, is the stran-

ger's refuge. Its door is never locked,

and every traveller, high or low, rich or

poor, has a right to enter it unquestioned,
and " make it his hotel

"
for the time be-

ing. Its accommodations, it is true, are

seldom extensive and never sumptuous.

They rarely consist of more than one or

two hide-covered chairs, a rickety table,

and two or three long benches placed

against the wall, with a tinaja or jar for

water in the corner, and possibly a clay

oven or rude contrivance for cooking un-

der the back corridor. In all the more

important villages, which enjoy the lux-

ury of a local court, the end of the cabil-

do is usually fenced off with wooden bars,

as a prison. Occasionally the traveller

finds it occupied by some poor devil of a

prisoner, with his feet confined in stocks,

to prevent his digging a hole through the

mud walls or kicking down his prison-

bars, who exhibits his ribs to prove that

he is
" muy flaco" (very thin,) and so-

licits, in the name of the Virgin and all

the Santos, "algo para comer" (some-

thing to eat).

In most of the cdbildos there is sus-

pended a rude drum, made by drawing
a raw hide over the end of a section of

a hollow tree, which is primarily used to

call together the municipal wisdom of the

place, whenever occasion requires, and

secondarily by the traveller, who beats

on it as a signal to the alguazils, whose

duty it is to repair at once to the cdbildo

and supply the stranger with what he re-

quires, if obtainable in the town, at the

rates there current. Not an unwise, nor

yet an unnecessary regulation this, in a

country where nobody thinks ofproducing
more than is just necessary for his wants,

and, having no need of money, one does

not care to sell, lest his scanty store should
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run short, and he be compelled to go to

work or purchase from his neighbors.

The people of Goascoran stared at

us as we rode through their streets, but

none came near us until after we had

vigorously pounded the magical drum,
when the alguazils made their appear-

ance, followed by all the urchins of the

place, and by a crowd of lean and hun-

gry curs, the latter evidently in watery-
mouthed anticipation of obtaining from

the strangers, what they seldom got at

home, a stray crust or a marrow -bone.

We informed our alguazils that we had

mules coming, and wanted sacate for

them. To which they responded,
" No hay." (There is none.)
" Then let us have some maize."
"
Tampoco"

" What ! no maize ? What do you make

your tortillas of?"
" We have no tortillas"

" How, then, do you live ?
"

" We don't live."

" But we must have something for our

animals
; they can't be allowed to starve."

To which our alguazil made no reply,

but looked at us vacantly.
" Do you hear ? we must have some

sacate or some maize for the animals."

Still no reply, only the same vacuous

look, now more stolid, if possible, than

before.

I had observed that the Teniente's

wrath was rising, and that an explosion
was imminent. But I must confess that I

was not a little startled, when, drawing his

bowie-knife from his belt, he strode slow-

ly up to our impassible friend, and, firm-

ly grasping his right ear, applied the cold

edge of the steel close to his head. The

supplementary alguazil and the rabble of

children took to their heels in affright,

followed by the dogs, who seemed to sym-

pathize in their alarm. But, beyond a

slight wincing downwards, and a partial

contraction of his eyes and lips, the ob-

ject of the Teniente's wrath made no

movement, nor uttered a word of expos-
tulation. He evidently expected to lose

his ears, and probably was surprised at

nothing except the pause in the opera-

tion. My own apprehensions were only
for an instant; but, had they been more
serious than they were, they must have

given way before the extreme ludicrous-

ness of the group. I burst into a roar of

laughter, in which the Teniente could not

resist joining, but which seemed to be in-

comprehensible to the alguazil, whose face

assumed an expression which I can only
describe as that of astonished inanity. I

don't think he is quite certain, to this

day, that the incident was not altogether
an ugly dream. At any rate, he lost no

time in obeying my order to go straight

to the first alcalde of the village, and tell

him that he was wanted at the cabildo.

Reassured by seeing the alguazil come
out alive, the muchachos returned, great-

ly reinforced, edging up to the open door

timidly, ready to retreat on our slightest

movement. We had not long to wait for

the first alcalde, of whose approach we
were warned by a sudden scramble of

curs and children, who made a broad lane

for his passage. Evidently, our alcalde

was a man of might in Goascoran, and

he established an immediate hold on our

hearts by stopping on the corridor and

clearing it of its promiscuous occupants

by liberal applications of his official cane.

He was a man of fifty, burly in person,

and wore his shirt outside of his trou-

sers, but, altogether, carried himself with

an air of authority. He was prompt in

speech, and, although evidently much sur-

prised to find a party of foreigners in the

cabildo, rapidly followed up his saluta-

tion by putting himself and the town and

all the people in it
" at the disposition of

our Worships."
I explained to him how it was that he

had been sent for, placing due emphasis
on the stupidity of the alguazil. He
heard me without interruption, keeping,

however, one eye on the alguazil, and

handling his cane nervously. By the

time I had finished, the cane fairly quiv-

ered; and the delinquent himself, who

had scarcely flinched under the Teni-
%f

ente's knife, was now uneasily stealing

away towards the door. Our alcalde saw

the movement, and, with a hurried bow,
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and " Con permiso, Caballeros" (With
" But no tortillas ?"

your permission, gentlemen,) started after "No. We planted the last kernel of

the fugitive, who was saluted with "Que maize two days ago."

bestia !
"
(What a beast

!)
and a staggering And so it was. The little stock of dried

blow over his shoulders. He hurried his grass and maize-stalks stored up from the

pace, but the alcalde's cane followed close, present rainy season had long ago been

and with vigorous application, half-way consumed, and the maize itself, which is

across the plaza. And when the alcalde here the real staff of life, had run short,

returned, out of breath, but full of apolo- and that, too, in a country where three

gies, he received a welcome such as could crops a year might easily be produced
be inspired only by a profound faith in by a very moderate expenditure of labor

his ability and willingness to secure for us in the way of tillage and irrigation,

not merely sacate and maize, but every- Fortunately for our poor animals, Do-

thing else that we might desire. We told lores had provided against contingencies
him that he was a model officer and a like this, and taken in a supply of maize

man after our own hearts, all of which he at La Union. As for ourselves, what
listened to with dignified modesty, wiping with a few eggs andfrijoles, furnished by
the perspiration from his face, meanwhile, the alcalde, in addition to the stock of ed-

with - -
well, with the tail of his shirt ! ibles, pickled oysters and other luxuries,

The alcalde was very hard on his con- prepared for us by Dona Maria, we con-

stituency, and, from all that we could trived to fare right sumptuously in Goas-

gather, he seemed to regard them collec- coran. We afterwards found out, experi-

tively as " bestias" and " hombres sin ver- mentally, what it was not to live, in the

giienza" (men without shame). We con- sense intended to be conveyed by the

curred with him, and regretted that he unfortunate alguazil and the impetuous
had not a wider and more elevated offi- alcalde, and which H. declared logical-
cial sphere, and gave him, withal, a trago ly meant to be without tortillas. But we
of brandy, which he seemed greatly to could never make out why the alcalde

relish, and then again approached the should call the alguazil
" a beast," and

subject of sacate for our mules. To our beat him over his shoulders with a cane,

astonishment, the alcalde suddenly grew withal.

grave, and interrupted me with- Goascoran is a small town, of about

"Pero, no hay, Senor" (But there is four hundred inhabitants, and boasts a tol-

none, Sir.) erably genteel church and a comfortable
"
Well, maize will answer." cabildo. It is situated on the left bank of

'

Tampoco" the river to which it gives its name, and
"What! no maize? What do you which here still maintains its character of

make your tortillas of?" a broad and beautiful stream. On the
" We have no tortillas" opposite side from the town rises a high,
" How, then, do you live ?

"
picturesque bluff, at the foot of which

" We don't live." the river gathers its waters in deep, dark

A general shout of laughter greeted pools with mirror-like surfaces, disturbed

this last reply, in which, after a moment only by the splash of fishes springing at

of puzzled hesitation, the alcalde himself their prey, or by the sudden dash of wa-

joined. ter-fowls settling from their arrowy flight
"
So, you don't live ?

"
in a little cloud of spray.

"
Absolutely, no !

"
I have alluded to the castellated Rock

" But you eat ?
"

of Goascoran, which, however, is only a
"
Very little. We are very poor." type of the general features of the sur-

"
Well, what do you eat ?

"
rounding country. The prevailing rock

"
Cheese, frijoles, and an egg now and is sandstone, and it is broken up in fan-

then." tastic peaks, or great cubical blocks with
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flat tops and vertical walls, resembling The cabildo of Arainacina was very

the mesas ofNew Mexico. At night, their much dilapidated, and promised us but

dark masses, rising on every hand, might poor protection against the rain, which

be mistaken for frowning fortresses or now began to fall every night with the

massive strongholds of the Middle Ages, greatest regularity. We nevertheless se-

They seem to mark the line where the lected the corner where the roof appear-

volcanic forces which raised the high isl- ed soundest, and managed to pass the

ands in the Bay of Fonseca had their night without a serious wetting. The

first conflict with the sedimentary and evening was enlivened by visits from all

primitive rocks of the interior. The river the leading inhabitants, whom we found

is full of boulders of quartz and granite to be far more communicative than their

reddened by fire, resembling jasper, and neighbors of Goascoran. Our most en-

alternating with worn blocks of lava, tertainfng visitor, however, was a " coun-

further evidences of volcanic action. Al- tryman," as he styled himself, a negro

together, the country, in its natural as- by the name of John Robinson, born in

pects, reminds the traveller of the district New York, and now a magnate in Ara-

lymg between Pompeii and Sorrentoj in macina, where he had resided for up-

Italy, and probably owes its essential fea- wards of sixteen years. Although he

tures to the same causes. had fallen into the habits of the native

From Goascoran to Aramacina, a dis- population, and wore neither shirt nor

tance of twelve miles, the road traverses shoes, he entertained for them a superla-

a slightly broken country, while the riv- tive contempt, which he expressed in a

er pursues its course, as before, through strange jumble of bad English and worse

a picturesque valley, narrowed in places Spanish. He had been with Perry on

by outlying mesas, but still regular, and Lake Erie, and afterwards on board va-

throughout perfectly feasible for a rail- rious vessels of war, in some capacity

way. Aramacina itself is prettily situ- which he did not explain with great clear-

ated, in a bend of one of the tributaries ness, but which he evidently intended

6f the Goascoran, the Rio Aramacina, should be understood as but little lower

and numbers perhaps three hundred in- than that of commander. A glass of

habitants. Immediately in front rises a brandy made him eloquent, and he took

broad sandstone table or mesa, at the a position in the middle of the cabildo,

foot of which there are some trickling and gave us an oration on the people of

springs of salt water, much frequented by Honduras, in a style singularly grotesque

cattle, and corresponding to the salt-licks and demonstrative. In broken and scarce-

of our Western States. ly intelligible English, for he had nearly

Behind the town is a high spur of the forgotten the language of his youth, he

mountain range of Lepaterique, covered denounced them as " thieves and liars,"

with pines, and veined with silver-bear- and then asked them,
" Is it not true ?

"

ing quartz. We visited the abandoned Imagining, doubtless, that he was de-

mines of Marqueliso and Potosi, but the claiming their praises, the enthusiastic

shafts were filled with water, and only assemblage responded, "St! si!" (Yes!
faint traces remained of the ancient es- yes ! ) Not a crime so gross, nor a trait

tablishments. Extravagant traditions are of character so degraded, but he laid it

current of the wealth of these mines, and to their charge, receiving always the

of the amounts of treasure which were same vehement response, "Si! si!"

taken from them in the days of the We got rid of our paisano with difii-

Viceroys. A few specimens of the ref- culty, and only under a promise to visit

use ore, which we picked up at the his chacra, somewhere in the vicinity,

mouth of the principal shaft, proved, on next morning. But we saw no more of

analysis, to be exceedingly rich, and gave him, not much to our regret ;
for John

some color to the local traditions. Robinson, I fear, was sadly addicted to
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brandy, of which our supply was far too

small to admit of honoring many such

drafts as he had made the preceding

evening;.

One and a half miles to the southeast

of Aramacina is a ledge of sandstone

rock, with a smooth vertical face, which

is covered over with figures, deeply cut

in outline. This ledge forms one side

of a rural amphitheatre overlooking the

adjacent valley, and is by nature a spot

likely to be selected as a " sacred place
"

by the Indians. It faces towards the

west, and from all parts of the amphithea-

tre, which may have answered the pur-

poses of a temple, the morning sun would

appear to rise directly over the rock.

The engravings in some places are much
defaced or worn by time, so that they
cannot be made out

;
but generally they

are deep and distinct, so deep, indeed,

that I used those which run horizontally

as steps whereby to climb up the face of

the ledge. I should say that they were

two and a half inches deep. A por-
tion had been effaced by a rude quar-

ry which the people of Aramacina had

opened here to obtain stone for their

church.

Some of the figures are easily recog-

nizable as those of men and animals,

while others appear entirely arbitrary, or

designed simply for ornament. Enough
can be clearly made out to show the affil-

iation of the engravers with the ancient

Mexican families of Nicaragua and San

Salvador. The space covered by these

inscriptions is about one hundred feet

long, by twelve or fifteen in height. A
quarter of a mile to the southward are

other smaller rocks with figures, too much

defaced, however, to be traced satisfac-

torily. Vases of curious workmanship,
human bones in considerable quantities,

and other relics and remains, it is said,

may be discovered by digging in the

earth anywhere within the natural am-

phitheatre to which I have referred. This

is another circumstance going to favor

the belief that this was anciently a place

of great sanctity; for it is a universal

custom among all nations to bury their

VOL. VI. 4

dead in the neighborhood of shrines and

temples.

Although the immediate district in

which these aboriginal traces are found

does not seem to have fallen within the

region occupied by the Nahuatt or Mex-

ican tribes of Central America at the

time of the Conquest, but in what was

called the country of the Chontals, yet it

is not difficult to suppose, that, in the va-

rious hostile encounters which we know
took place between the two nations, the

Nahuatts may have penetrated as far as

Aramacina, and left here some record of

their visit, if, indeed, they did not suc-

ceed in effecting a temporary lodgment.
At any rate, there can be but little doubt

that a portion of the engravings on the

rocks above described, but particularly

those which seem to record dates, were

made by them.

From Aramacina to Caridad, the next

town on our course, and four leagues dis-

tant, the road is laid out on Spanish prin-

ciples, which are the very reverse of sci-

entific. Instead of keeping along the riv-

er-valley, it passes directly over a high,

rocky spur of the lateral mountains,,

through a pass called El Portillo, (The

Portal,) elevated fifteen hundred feet

above the sea. The view from its summit,

whence we were enabled to trace our

course up to this point, as if on a map,
in some degree compensated us for the

labor of the ascent. From here we could

also look ahead, beyond the town of Ca-

ridad
;
and we saw, with some misgivings,

that there the lateral ranges of mountains

seemed to send down their spurs boldly

to the river, leaving only what the Span-
iards call a canon or narrow gorge, walled

in with precipitous rocks, for its passage.

A shadow came over every face, in view

of the possible obstacles in our path ;
and

although we tried to reassure ourselves

by the reflection, that, where so large a

stream could pass, there must certainly

be room enough for a road, yet, it must

be confessed, we wound down the hill

of El Portillo to Caridad with spirits

much depressed. Moreover, a drizzling

rain set in before we reached the village,
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and clouds and vapor settled down gloom- known to us that it was greatly swollen,

ily on the surrounding hills and moun- and when we walked down to its brink

tains, rendering us altogether more dis- we found it a rapid and angry torrent,

mal than we had been since leaving New with its volume of water more than doub-

York. We rode up to the cabildo of le that of the previous day. This was not

Caridad in silence, and fortunately found an encouraging circumstance
;
for we had

it new, neat, and comfortable, with cover learned, that, if we intended following up
for our mules, ample facilities for cook- the stream, instead of making a grand

ing, and an abundance of dry wood for a detour over the mountains, it would be

fire, now rendered necessary to comfort necessary to ford the river, about a mile

by the damp, and the proximity of high above the town. All advised us against

mountains. Fortunately, also, we expe- attempting the passage.
" Mariana" (To-

rienced no difficulty in getting fodder for morrow,) they said, would do as well, and

our animals and food for ourselves, a we had better wait. Meanwhile the wa-

bright-eyed Seilora, wife of the principal ters would subside. Nobody had ever at-

alcalde, volunteering to send us freshly tempted the passage after such a storm
;

baked and crisp tortillas, which were and the river was "
muy bravo" (very

brought to us hot, in the folds of the angry). I have said that all advised us

whitest of napkins. After dinner and against moving ;
but I should except the

coffee, and under the genial influences second alcalde, who had taken a great

of a fire of the pitch-pine, which gave us fancy to us, and wanted to enter our ser-

both light and heat, our spirits returned, vice. His dignity did not rebel at the

and we did not refuse a hearty laugh, position of arriero or muleteer
; any place

when H. read from a dingy paper, which would suit him, so that we would agree

he found sticking on the wall of the ca- to take him finally to "El Norte," for

bildo, the report of the day's transactions such is the universal designation of the

on the Caridad Exchange,
" marked by United States among the people of Cen-

a great and sudden decline in railway tral America. He shared in none of the

shares, caused by the timidity of holders, fears of his townsmen, and told them, that,

and by an equally sudden reaction, occa- fortunately, all the world was not as timid

sioned by two dozen of soft-boiled eggs as themselves, and wound up by volun-

and a peck of tortillas" teering to accompany us and get us across.

Caridad is a neat little town, of about We gladly accepted his offer, and start-

three hundred inhabitants, situated on a ed out with the least possible delay. I

level plateau nearly surrounded by high need not say that we made rather an

mountains, the valley of the river, both anxious party. The unpromising obser-

above and below, being reduced to its vations of the preceding day, and the pos-

narrowest limits. To the northeastward sibilities of the mountains' closing down

of the town, and on a shelf of the Lepa- on the river so as to forbid a passage,

terique Mountains, which rise abruptly were uppermost in every mind; but all

in that direction, and are covered with sought to hide their real feelings un-

pine forests to their summits, is distinctly der an affectation of cheerfulness, not to

visible the Indian town of Lauterique, say of absolute gayety. As we advan-

its position indicating clearly that it had ced, and rounded the hills which shut

been selected with reference to defensive in the little plateau of Caridad on the

purposes. We had seen its white church north, we saw that the high lateral moun-

from El Portillo, looking like a point of tains sent down their rocky spurs to-

silver on the dark green slope of the wards each other like huge buttresses,

mountain. lapping by, and, so far as the eye could

Rain fell heavily during the night ;
but discern, forming a complete and insur-*

the morning broke bright and clear. The mountable barrier. Over the brow of

increased roar ofthe river, however, made one of these, a zigzag streak of white
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marked the line of the mule-path. Our

guide traced it out to us with his finger,

and assured us that it traversed a bad

portillo, over which the wind sometimes

sweeps with such force as to take a load-

ed mule off his feet, and dash him down
the steep sides of the mountain. Half

a mile of level ground still intervened

between us and the apparent limit of

our advance, and we trotted over it in si-

lence, pulling up on the abrupt bank of

the deep trough of the river, which foam-

ed and chafed among the great boulders

in its bed, and against its rocky shores,

nearly a hundred feet below us. A break-

neck path wound down to a little sand-

pit ;
and on the opposite side of the stream

another path wound up, in like manner,
to a narrow plateau, on which stood a

single hut, with its surroundings of plan-

tain-trees and maize-fields. I looked anx-

iously up the stream, but a sudden bend,

a few hundred yards above, shut off the

view; and there the flinty buttresses of

the mountain rose sheer and frowning,

perpendicularly from the water's edge.

The eyes of the Lieutenant had fol-

lowed mine, and we exchanged a glance
which expressed as plainly as words, that,

unless the mountain-spur which project-

ed into the bend of the river should prove

sufficiently narrow to be tunnelled, or

should fall off so as to admit of a side-

cutting in the rock, our project might be

regarded as at an end. To determine that

point was our next and most important

step. Down the steep descent, scram-

bling amongst rocks and bushes, where it

seemed a goat would hardly dare to ven-

ture, down we plunged to the water's

edge. Here the stream was not less than

a hundred yards broad, flowing over a

rocky bed full of rolling stones and boul-

ders, with a velocity which it seemed im-

possible for man or beast to stem. But

our alcalde was equal to the emergency.

Stripping himself naked, he took a long

pole shod wkh iron, which seemed to be

kept here for the purpose, and started

out boldly into the stream, for the purpose
of making a preliminary survey of the

line of passage. Planting his pole firmly

down the stream, so as to support him-

self against the current, he cautiously ad-

vanced, step by step,
"
prospecting

"
the

bottom with his feet, so as to ascertain

the shallowest ford, and that freest from

rocks and stones. Sometimes he slipped
into deep holes and disappeared beneath

the surface, but he always recovered him-

self, and went on with his work with the

greatest deliberation and composure. Af-

ter crossing and recrossing the river in

this manner three or four times, he suc-

ceeded in fixing on a serpentine line,

where the water, except for a few yards
near the opposite bank, was only up to

his shoulders, and which he pronounced
" muy factible

"
(very feasible).

"
But, amigo" exclaimed H., in an ex-

cited tone,
"
you forget that you are six

feet high, and that I am but five feet

five!"
11 No hay cuidado !" (Have no care !)

was the reassuring reply of the alcalde,

as he slapped his broad chest with his

open palm; "soy responsable!" (I am

responsible ! )

The mules were now unsaddled, and

the trunks taken over, one by one, on the

alcalde's head. Next, the animals were

forced into the water, and, after vehement

flounderings, now swimming, now stum-

bling over rolling stones, they were final-

ly, bruised and bleeding and the forlorn-

est of animals, got across in safety. Next

came our turn, and I led the way, with a

thong fastened around my body below

the armpits, and attached, in like man-

ner, to our stalwart alcalde. Long before

we reached the middle of the stream, not-

withstanding I carried a large stone un-

der each arm by way of ballast, I was

swept from my feet out to the length of

my tether, and thus towed over by our

guide. When all were snugly across,' the

laughter was loud and long over the

ridiculous figure which everybody had

cut in everybody's eyes, except his own.

H. immortalized the transit in what the

French call un croquis, but it would

hardly bear reproduction in the pages of

a narrative so staid as this.

Intent on determining, with the least
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possible delay, the important question, idea we liad formed of it from the descrip-

whether the mountains really opposed an tion of our guide, it was sufficiently pok-
insurmountable obstacle to our project, erish to inspire the most daring moun-

I left my companions and Dolores to re- taineer with caution. At any rate, most

saddle and get under way at their lei- of our party dismounted, preferring to

sure, and pushed ahead with the alcalde, lead their mules around the point to hav-

Striking off from the mule-path, we climb- ing their heads turned in riding past it.

ed up, among loose rocks and dwarf-trees Exposed to the full force of the winds,

and bushes, to the top of the mountain, which are drawn through this river-valley

My excitement gave me unwonted vigor, as through a funnel, and with a foothold

and my sturdy guide, streaming with per- so narrow, it was easy to believe that

spiration long before we reached the sum- neither man nor beast could pass here

mit, prayed me,
" in the name of all the during the season of the northers, except

saints/' to moderate my rate of speed, and at great risk of being dashed down the

give him a trago of Cognac. My suspense declivity.

was not of long duration
; for, on reach- A little beyond the Portillo, the road

ing the crest of the eminence, I found diverges from the valley proper of the

that we were indeed on a narrow spur, river, and is carried over an undulating

easily tunnelled, or readily turned by gal- country to the village of San Antonio del

leries in the rock, and that, beyond, the Norte, finely situated on a grassy plain

country opened out again in a broad of considerable extent, a dependency of

table-land sloping gently from the north, the valley of the Goascoran. We had

and traversed nearly in its centre by the intended stopping here for the night ;
but

gorge of the river. The break in the the cdbildo was already filled with a mot-

Cordilleras was now distinct, and I could ley crowd of arrieros and others on their

look quite through it, and see the blue way to San Miguel. A tall mestizo, cov-

peaks of the mountains on the Atlantic cred with ulcers, sat in the doorway, and

slope of the continent. A single glance two or three culprits extended their claw-

sufficed to disclose all this to my eager like hands towards us through the bars

vision, and the next instant six rapid of their cage and invoked alms in the

shots from my revolver conveyed the in- name of the Virgin and all things sacred,

telligence to my companions, who were We therefore contented ourselves with a

toiling up the narrow mule-path, half lunch under the corridor of a neighbor-
a mile to my right. The Teniente dis- ing house, and, notwithstanding it was

mounted, evidently with the intention of late in the afternoon, pressed forward

joining us, but soon got back again into towards the little Indian town of San

his saddle, having experienced, as H. Juan, three leagues distant,

explained,
" a sudden recurrence of pal- It was a long and rough and weary

pitation." ^ay, and as night fell without any sign

Rejoining my companions, I dismissed of a village in front, we began to have a

our guide with a reward which surprised painful suspicion that we had lost our road,

him, and we pursued our way to the Por- if a narrow mule-path, often scarcely

tillo. This name is given to the point traceable, can be dignified by that name,

where the path, after winding up the side So we stopped short, to allow a man on

of the mountain half-way to its summit, foot, whom we had observed following on

suddenly turns round its brow, and com- our track for half an hour, to come up.
mences its descent. It is a narrow shelf, He proved to be a bright-eyed, good-na-
in some places scarcely more than a foot tured Indian, who addressed us as " Vues-

wide, rudely worked in the living rock, tras Mercedes" and who informed us not

which falls off below in a steep and al- only that we were on the right road to San

most precipitous descent to the river
; Juan, but also that he himself belonged

and although it did not quite realize the there and was now on his way home.
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"
Good, amigo ! but how far is it ?

"

" Hay no mas" (There is no more,) was

the consoling response.
" But where is the town ?

"

"Alia!" (There!)
And he threw his hand forward, and

projected his lips in the direction he

sought to indicate, a mode of indication,

I may add, almost universal in Central

America, and explicable only on the as-

sumption that it costs less effort than to

raise the hand.

Our new friend was communicative,

and told us that he had been all the way
to Caridad to bring a priest to San Juan,
II

para hacer cosas defamilia" (to attend

to family affairs,) which he explained as

meaning "to marry, baptize, and cate-

chize." 'The people of San Juan, he

added, were too poor to keep a priest

of their own
; they couldn't pay enough ;

and, moreover, their women were all old

and ugly. And he indulged in a know-

ing wink and chuckle.

Meantime we had kept on our course,

and it had become quite dark
;

still there

was no sign of the village, not even the

flicker of lights or the barking of dogs.
" What did the fellow say about the

distance ?
"

inquired H., angrily.
" That there was no more distance."

" Ask him again ;
he couldn't have un-

derstood you."
"
Amigo, where is your village ? You

said just now that it was close by."
" Hay no masiTA, Senor J"

r

"What's that?"
" He says that the distance was noth-

ing before, and is still less now !

"

"Bah! he's a fool!"

Half an hour later, which to H.'s in-

dignant imagination seemed an age, we
reached the top of a high ridge, and saw

the first glimmer of the lights of the vil-

lage, on the farther edge of a broad plain,

a mile and a half distant.

" Estamos aqui !
"

( Here we are
!)

ex-

claimed our guide, triumphantly.

Our mules pricked forward their ears

at the welcome sight, and we trotted brisk-

ly over the plain, and, as usual, straight to

the cabildo, a newly constructed edifice

of canes plastered with mud, but, for a

tropical country, suffering under the slight

defect of having no windows or aperture

for ventilation besides the door. The

drum brought us the most attentive of

alguazils, and we fared by no means bad-

ly in San Juan
;
that is to say, we had

plenty of milk and eggs.

When supper was over, H. lighted a

pine splinter, and put on record his " Ob-

servations on the Standard of Measure-

ment in Honduras," which I am allowed

to copy for the information of travellers.

" Distances here are computed by
what may be called Long Measure.

League is a vague term, and, like x in

an algebraic equation, stands for an un-

known quantity. It may mean ten miles,

more or less, any distance, in fact,

over five miles. The unit of measure, as

fixed by law, is estamos aqui, (here we

are,) which is a mile and a half; hay
no masiTA (a little less than nothing)
is five miles

; hay no mas (there is no

more) is ten miles
;
and muy cerca (very

near) is a hard day's journey. As re-

gards spirituous liquors, a trago of bran-

dy, or ' a drink,' is whatever may be in

the bottle, be the same large or small,

and the quantity more or less."

San Juan is insignificant in point of

size, but its population seems to be well

to do in the world, in the relative sense

in which that term is to be interpreted

in Central America. Here we found that

the river forks, the principal branch,

however, which retains the name of Go-

ascoran, still preserving its general course

north and south. The smaller branch,

called Rio de San Juan, descends from

high mountains to the westward, having
its rise, we were told, near the secluded

Indian pueblos of Similaton and Opoto-

ro. We found the elevation of San Juan

to be nine hundred feet above the sea,

an altitude sufficiently great, combined

with the proximity of the Cordilleras, to

give it a generally cool and delightful cli

mate. The change in temperature from

that of the sea-coast, however, is less

marked than the change in scenery and

vegetation. It is true, we find the ever-
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graceful palm, the orange, plantain, and

other tropical fruit-trees
;
but the coun-

try is no longer loaded down with forests.

It spreads out before the traveller in a

succession of swelling hills and level sa-

vannas, clothed with grass, and clump-
ed over with pines, and miniature parks
of deciduous trees, sufficiently open to

permit cattle and horsemen to roam free-

ly in every direction. During the dry

season, however, this open region be-

comes dry and parched, and the travel-

ler passing over it then would be apt to

pronounce the whole country sterile and

without cultivation. But in little lateral

valleys and coves among the mountains,

sheltered from the sun, and watered by

springs or running streams, there are

many plantations of sugar-cane, maize,

rice, and other standard products of the

tropics, of unsurpassed luxuriance. We
sometimes came on these green places

unexpectedly, far away from any habi-

tation, and all the more gem-like and

beautiful from their rough setting of sere

savanna and rugged mountain.

We left San Juan early in the morn-

ing, crossing to the left bank of the river,

still a noble stream, a hundred and fifty

feet broad, and pure as crystal. A gov-
ernment tambo, or rancho, opposite the

town, on the bank, indicated that even

here the river was sometimes unfordable.

Hence the construction of this public

shelter for travellers obliged to wait for

the subsidence of the waters. These

government ranches are common on all

the roads, in the less populous parts of

the country, or where the towns are wide-

ly separated, and are the refuge of the

wayfarer benighted or overtaken by a

storm in his journey. They seldom con-

sist of more than four forked posts plant-

ed in the ground, supporting a roof ofpqja
or thatch. Occasionally one or two sides

are wattled up with canes, or closed with

poles placed closely together. They are

usually built where some spring or stream

furnishes a supply of water, and where

there is an open patch of pasturage ;
and

although they afford nothing beyond shel-

ter, they are always welcome retreats to

the weary or belated traveller. For one,

I generally preferred stopping in them
to passing the night in the little villages,

where the cabildos are often dirty and

infested with fleas, and where a horrible

concert is kept up by the lean and man-

gy curs which throughout Central Amer-

ica disgrace the respectable name of dog.

In fact, a large part of the romance and

many of the pleasantest recollections of

our adventures in Honduras are connect-

ed with these rude shelters, and with the

long nights which we passed in them, far

away in dark valleys, or on mountain-

crests, but always amongst Nature's deep-
est solitudes.

After crossing the river, our path, with

the perversity of all Spanish roads, instead

of following up the valley ofthe stream, di-

verged widely to the right through a clus-

ter or knot of hills, in which we were in-

volved until we reached a rapid stream

called Rio Guanupalapa, flowing through
a narrow gorge, over a wild mass of

stones and boulders. Here we break-

fasted, picturesquely enough, and, resum-

ing our course, soon emerged from the

hilly labyrinth on a series of terraces,

falling off like steps to the river on our

left. They had been burned over, and

the young grass was sprouting up, under

the freshening influence of the early rain,

in a carpet of translucent green. At a

distance of four leagues from San Juan,
after descending from terrace to terrace,

we again reached the river, now flowing

through a valley three hundred yards

broad, and about fifty feet below the gen-
eral level of the adjacent plateau. Here

we found another fork in the stream : the

principal body of water descending, as

before, from the right, and called Rio

Rancho Grande
;
the smaller stream, on

the left, bearing the name of Rio Chagui-
ton

;
and the two forming the Rio Goas-

coran. Half a mile beyond the ford is a

collection of three or four huts, called

Rancho Grande. Here we stopped to

determine our position. We were now
at the foot of the "

divide," and close

to the pass, if such existed, of which we
were in search. Immediately in front
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rose a high peak, destitute of trees, which

the people called El Volcan. It had

deep breaks or valleys on either side,

evidently those of the streams to which

I have alluded. Outside of these, the

mountains, six or eight thousand feet in

height, swept round in a majestic curve.

Were there, then, two passes through the

Cordilleras, separated by the conical peak
of El Volcan ? or did the great valley

of the Goascoran divide here, only to

waste itself away in narrow gorges, leav-

ing a summit too high to be traversed ex-

cept by mountain mules ?

Strange to say, the occupants of the

huts at Rancho Grande could give us no

information on these points, but to all our

inquiries only answered,
"
Quien sabe ?

"

(Who knows ?) and pointed out to us

the line of the mule-path, winding over

the intervening hills and along the flank

of El Volcan. Up to this time we had

had comparatively small experience, and

did not quite understand, what we after-

wards came to know too well, that a Span-
ish road is perfect only when it runs over

the highest and roughest ground that by

any possibility may be selected between

two given points.

We did not waste much time with the

people of Rancho Grande, but urged on

our mules as rapidly as possible. Turn-

ing abruptly to the right and leaving the

plateau behind us, we advanced straight

up the high ridge intervening between

the two valleys, and thence in a zigzag

course to the foot of El Volcan, a mass

of igneous rock, protruded through the

horizontal sandstone strata, the gradual

recession of which gives to the country

the terraced character to which I have so

often alluded. Leaving our mules here,

H. and myself clambered up amongst
rou^h and angular rocks, strewn in wild-^ O '

est disorder, to the bare and rugged sum-

mit of El Volcan. From this command-

ing position the view was unobstructed

all the way back to the Pacific. The

whole valley of the river, and line of our

reconnaissance, the Portillo of Caridad,

the Rock of Goascoran, the Volcano of

Conchagua, and the high islands of the

Bay of Fonseca, were all included in the

view. Rancho Grande and the fork of

the river appeared at our feet
;
and on

the right hand and the left, extending

upwards in nearly parallel directions,

were the deep valleys of the rivers Ran-

cho Grande and Chaguiton, that of the

former clothed with pines, while that of

the latter presented only a succession of

savannas, with here and there a group
of forest-trees. Our view to the north-

ward, however, was obstructed by hills

and forests, and our ascent of El Volcan

failed to give us a view of the Pass, which

we knew must now be near at hand. We
descended, therefore, and resumed our

course, anxiously, it is true, but with

few of the serious misgivings which had

beset us at Caridad.

The path wound around the base of

El Volcan, on the level terrace or shelf

from which it springs. As we advanced,

we could distinctly perceive that the val-

ley to our right rose gradually, with a

gentle, but constant grade. At a dis-

tance of three miles it had nearly reach-

ed the level of the terrace along which

we rode, and at the end of our fourth

mile the terrace and the valley merged
into each other, and the mule-path dip-

ping into the waters of the stream, now

reduced to a sparkling brook, resumed

its direction on the opposite bank. We
stopped here, in a natural park of tall

pines, and lunched beneath their shade,

drinking only the cool, clear water which

murmured among the mossy stones at

our feet. We needed no artificial stimu-

lus
;
our spirits were high and buoyant ;

we had almost traced the Goascoran to

its source
;
half an hour more must bring

us to its fountain-head, and then ? We
knew not exactly what then

;
but one

thing was certain, that nothing in the

form of a hill or mountain obstructed our

advance, for the light, reflected from a

clear sky, streamed horizontally between

the tree-trunks in front, while on either

hand the vistas were dark, and the out-

lines of gigantic mountains could be dis-

cerned towering to mid-heaven.

Half a mile farther on, crossing in
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the interval a number of little tributary Then, for the first time, I saw the great

streams, we came where the pines were plain of Comayagua, at a level some hun-

rnore scattered; they soon disappeared, dreds of feet below us, spreading away
and we emerged upon an open glade or for a distance of forty miles, in a rich

natural meadow. A high mountain, dark succession of savannas and cultivated

with forests, rose on our right; on the grounds, dotted with villages, and inter-

left was a long range of grassy hills
;
but sected by dark waving lines of forest,

in front all was clear! A government marking the courses of the various streams

rancho, built under the shade of a couple that traverse it like the veins on an out-

of tall fruit-trees, stood in the middle spread hand. At its northeastern ex-

of the savanna, and on its farther edge tremity, its white walls now gleaming
were the cane buildings of a cattle-Aaci- like silver in the sunlight, and anon sub-

enda, just visible through the wealth of dued and distant under the shadow of a

plantain-trees by which they were sur- passing cloud, was the city of Comayagua,

rounded, while the cattle themselves were unmistakable, from its size, but especially

dotted over the intervening space, crop- from the imposing mass of its cathedral,

ping the young grass, which here looked as the principal town of the plain, and

brighter and fresher than in the valley the capital of the Republic. Circling

below. Impulsively my mule pricked around this great plain, and, with the ex-

her ears forward, and broke into a rapid ception of only a narrow opening at its

trot. Soon she stepped across the stream, northern extremity, literally shutting it

which we had followed to its birthplace, in like an amphitheatre, is a cincture of

now reduced to a trickling rivulet steal- mountains, rising to the height of from

ing out from a spring,
" an eye of water," three to six thousand feet, a fitting

(0/0 de agua,} coyly hidden away under frame-work for so grand a picture.

a clump of trees draped with evergreen I returned slowly to the rancho, where

vines at the foot of the neighboring hills, my companions were preparing our en-

I knew that we were, at the " summit "
; campment, and communicated to them

the faint swell of the savanna, scarcely the result of my observations. Singu-

perceptible to the eye, which support- larly enough, there was no excitement;

ed the government rancho, it was clear, even H. forgot to inquire
" what was the

was the highest point between the two price of stock." But we took our din-

great oceans, and the cool breeze which ner in calm satisfaction, if four tortillas,

fanned our foreheads was the expiring three eggs, six onions, and a water-melon,

breath of the trade-winds coming all the the total results of Dolores's foraging ex-

way from the Bay of Honduras! My pedition to the cattle-hacienda, equally
mule halted at the rancho ; I threw the divided between eight hungry men, can

bridle over her neck, and went forward be called a dinner,

on foot
;
but I had not proceeded a hun- We spent the evening, a good part of

dred paces before my attention was ar- the night, and the next day until after-

rested by the cheerful murmur of anoth- noon, in determining our position and al-

er little stream, also descending from the titude, and in various explorations in both

foot of the mountain at our right, but directions from the summit. We foundO '

this time, after traversing half the width that we were distant seventy-eight miles

of the savanna, it turned away sudden- in a right line from La Union, and (bar-

ly to the north, and with a merry dash ometrically) 2958 feet above mean-tide

and sparkling leap started off on its jour- in the Pacific. We afterwards ascertain-

ney to the Atlantic ! In that direction, ed that the hut in which we passed the

however, a forest of tall pines still shut night is called Rancho Chiquito, and that

off the view, and it was not until I reach- name was accordingly given to this sum-

ed the summit of one of the lateral hills mit, and to the Pass, as distinguished from

that I could look over and beyond them, another break through the mountains, to
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the westward, which we subsequently dis- The lesson was not lost on us, in our sub-

covered and designated as the Pass of sequent travels
;
for we found it almost

Guajoca. universal, that the lower classes are utter-

After Rancho Chiquito, the first town ly indisposed to sell their domestic com-

which is reached in the plain of Comaya- modities. Their services may be pur-

gua, entering it from this direction, is La- chased
;
but their chickens are above

mani, a small village, it is true, but price. When, however, you have helped

delightfully situated in an open mead- yourself, you are astonished to find how

ow, relieved only by fruit-trees and the ridiculously small a sum will heal the

stems of the nopal or palmated cactus, wound you have made and atone for the

which here grows to a gigantic size, fre- loss you have inflicted,

quently reaching the height of twenty or From Lamani to Comayagua the road

thirty feet. The cabildo was in a state is direct, over a slightly undulating plain,

of extreme dilapidation, and we called subsiding gently to the north, and travers-

on the first alcalde for better accommo- ed nearly in its centre by the Rio Ha-
dations. He took us to the house of the nuya, fed by numerous tributaries falling

padre, who was away from home, and from the mountains on either hand. We
installed us there. It was the best house forded it at a distance of ten miles from

in the place, whitewashed, and painted Lamani, and were surprised to find it al-

with figures of trees, men, animals, and ready a large and deep stream, frequent-

birds, all in red ochre, and in a style of ly impassable for days and weeks togeth-

art truly archaic. The padre's two ser- er, during the season of rains. Half a

vants, an old woman and her boy, were mile beyond the ford we came to the Vi-

the sole occupants of the establishment, Ha de San Antonio, a considerable place,

and did not appear at all delighted to see and, next to the capital itself and the town

us. According to their account, there of Las Piedras, the largest in the plain,

was nothing in the house to eat
; they had Here we stopped at the house of the first

no tortillas, no eggs, no chickens,
" ab- alcalde, who gave us.a cordial reception,

solutamente nada "
(absolutely nothing), and an ample dinner, in a civilized fash-

All this was affirmed with the greatest ion, that is to say, we had veritable

gravity, while a dozen fat fowls were dis- plates, and knives and forks withal,

tinctly visible through the open doorway, In Central America, curiosity is un-

perched, for the night, among the bare checked by our conventional laws, and

limbs of the jocote trees in the court-yard, the traveller soon ceases to be surpris-

I pointed them out to the old woman, ed at any of its manifestations, however

and, producing a handful of silver, told extraordinary. When, therefore, a cou-

her that we were willing to pay for such pie of dozen spectators, of all ages and

as we required. both sexes, invaded the house of our host,
" Pero no puedo venderles" ( But I and huddled around us while eating, we

can't sell them.) were in no degree astonished, but con-
" Why ?

"
tinued our meal as if unconscious of

"No puedo" their presence. One yellow dame, how-

Dolores meantime took a stick, knock- ever, was determined not to be ignor-

ed three of the finest from their perches, ed, and insisted on speaking English, of

and quietly wrung their necks. I expect- which she had a vocabulary of four or

ed to see the old dame swoon away, or at five words, picked up in her intercourse

least go off in a paroxysm of tears
; but, with American sailors at the port of Tru-

instead of committing any such civilized xillo. We were hungry, and did not much

folly, she silently took up her slaughtered heed her
; whereupon she disappeared, as

innocents, dressed and cooked them, and if piqued, but soon returned with what

thanked me profoundly for the media she evidently regarded as an irresistible

each, which I handed her next morning, appeal to our interest, in the shape of a
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blue-eyed, flaxen-haired child, perhaps America does not necessarily imply that

three years old, perfectly naked, but the people at large are less virtuous than

which she placed triumphantly on the in other countries. Honi soil qui mal y
table before us. pense is a motto universally acted on

;

" Mira estos caballeros I son paisanos legs are called legs ;
and even the most

tuyos, ninito!" (See these gentlemen, delicate relations and complaints are spok-
child ! they are your countrymen !)

en of and discussed without the slightest
" Yes !

"
ejaculated the brat, to the attempt at concealment or periphrasis,

infinite entertainment of the spectators, It is no doubt true, that marriage is far

none .of whom appeared to discover the from general among the middle and low-

slightest impropriety in the proceeding. er classes
;
and a woman may live with a

.Of course, we had not come all the man in open concubinage without serious

way to the Villa de San Antonio to set detriment to her character or position, so

up our standard of what is moral or long as she remains faithful to him.* It

amusing ;
so we laughed also, and asked is only when she becomes "

light o' love
"

the mother to give us the history of the and indiscriminate in her conduct, that

phenomenon. It was given without cir- she is avoided and despised. And al-

cumlocution
;
and we learned, in most di- though the remark may sound strangely

rect phrase, that Captain of
,

to American ears, I have no question that

who traded to Truxillo, was responsible this left-hand compact, on the whole, is

for this early effort towards what H. call- here quite as well kept as the vows which

ed " the enlightenment of the country." have secured the formal sanction of the

So far from feeling ashamed of her esca- law and the Church.

pade with the Captain, the mother gloried * But few statistics relating to this subject

in it, and rather affected a social superi-
are in existence; but those few quite bear out

ority over her less fortunate neighbors, in these observations. According to the official

consequence. It is, however, but right to
ret s f th*

^strict
of Amatitlan in Gnat*

, ., - , \ . , mala, the whole number of births in that De-
say, that the freedom with which matters

partment for the year 1858 was 1394, of which
of this sort are talked about in Central 581 were illegitimate !

[To be continued.]

THE "CATTLE" TO THE "POET."*

How do you know what the cow may know,
As under the tasselled bough she lies,

When earth is a-beat with the life below,

When the orient mornings redden and glow,
When the silent butterflies come and go,

The dreamy cow with the Juno eyes ?

How do you know that she may not know
That the meadow all over is lettered,

"
Love,"

Or hear the mystic syllable low

In the grasses' growth and the waters' flow ?

How do you know that she may not know
What the robin sings on the twig above ?

* See " The Poet's Friends," Atlantic Monthly, vol. v., p. 185.
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MORE WORDS ABOUT SHELLEY.

THERE is a moral or a lesson to be

found in the life of almost every man, the

chief duty of a biographer being to set

forth and illustrate this
;
and a history of

the commonest individual, if written tru-

ly, could not fail to be interesting to his

fellows; for the feelings and aspirations

of men are pretty much alike all the

world over, and the elements of genius

not very unequally distributed through
the mass of mankind, the thing itself

being a development due to circumstan-

ces, very probably, as much as to any-

thing singular in the man. But there are

few good biographies extant
;
the writers,

for the most part, contenting themselves

with superficial facts, refusing or unable

to follow the mind and motive powers of

the subject, or following these imper-

fectly. For this reason, they who would

read the truest kind of biographies must

turn to those written by men of them-

selves, that is, the autobiographies ;
and

these are, in fact, found to be among the

most attractive specimens of literature in

our language, or any other.

The life of any man is more or less

of a mystery to other men, and one who

would write it effectively must have been

intimate with him from his youth onward.

When the biography is that of a man of

genius, the difficulty is greatly increased,

even to the writer who has been his life-

long familiar
;
for genius, by the necessi-

ty of its being, implies a departure in a

variety of ways from the thoughts and

rules of that regulated existence which is

most favorable to the progress and wel-

fare of men in the mass, at least, as

these are generally understood. But if

the life-long intimacy be wanting in this

instance, the task of the writer is the

most difficult of all, and almost always a

failure, save in some rare case, where

the writer and his subject have been men

of a similar stamp.

Few biographies are written by the

life-intimates of the dead. In most in-

stances they are composed as tasks or du-

ties by comparative strangers ;
or if now

and then by the friends or associates

of the subject, these are verylikely the

observers of only a part of his life, the

seri studiorum of his latter or middle ca-

reer, and unacquainted with that period
when the strong lines of character are

formed and the mental tendencies fixed.

Boswell's " Life ofJohnson
"

is considered

one of the best performances of its kind

in our language ;
but it is, after all, only

half a biography, as it were. We have

the pensioned and petted life of the rough
and contemptuous man of genius, whose

great renown in English literature, by-

the-by, is owing far more to that garru-

lous admirer of his than to his own works,

but we have little or nothing about those

days of study or struggle when he taught
and flogged little boys, or felt all the

contumely excited by his shabby habili-

ments, or knocked down his publisher, or

slept at night with a hungry stomach on

a bulkhead in the company of the poor

poet Savage. All the racier and stron-

ger part of the man's history is slurred

over. No doubt he would not encourage

any prying into it, and neither cared to

remember it himself nor wished others

to do so. He had a sensitive horror

of having his life written by an igno-

rant or unfriendly biographer, and even

spoke of the justice of taking such a per-

son's life by anticipation, as they tell us.

Others, feeling a similar horror, and

solhe of them conscious of the enmities

they should leave behind them, have

themselves written the obscurer portions

of their own lives, like Hume, Gibbon,

Gifford, Scott, Moore, Southey. These

men must have felt, that, even at best,

and with the fairest intentions, the task

of the biographer is full of difficulties,

and open to mistakes, uncertainties, and

false conclusions without number.

The autobiographies are the best biog-

raphies. No doubt, self-love and some
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cowardly sensitiveness will operate on a

man in speaking of his own doings ;
but

all such drawbacks will still leave his

narrative far more trustworthy, as re-

gards the truth of character, than that

of any other man : and this is more em-

phatically the case in proportion to the

genius of the writer; for genius is nat-

urally bold and true, the antipodes of

anything like hypocrisy, and prone to

speak out, if it were but in defiance of

hatred or misrepresentation, even though
the better and more philosophic spirit

were wanting. We should have better

and more instructive autobiographies, if

distinguished men were not deterred by
the self-denying ordinance so general-

ly accepted, that it is not becoming in

any one to speak frankly of himself or

his pwn convictions. We have no longer

any of the strong, wayward egotists, the

St. Augustines, the Montaignes, the Rous-

seaus, the Mirabeaus, the Byrons ;
even

the Cobbetts have died out. But the

Carlyles and the Emersons preserve

amongst us still the evidences of a stron-

ger time.

There are two sorts of biographies,
which may be described, in a rough way,
as biographies of thought and biographies
of action. It may not be a very difficult

thing, perhaps, to write the life of a poli-

tician or a general, or even of a states-

man or a great soldier. At any rate, the

history of such a one is an easy matter,

compared with that of a mere man of

thought, of a man of genius. In the

former case, we have the marked events,

which are, as it were, the stepping-stones
of biography, events belonging to the

narrative of the time, and the individ-

ual receives a reflected light from many
men and things. Dates and facts make
the task of statement or commentary more

easy to the writer, and his work more in-

teresting to the general reader. But the

case of the mere thinker, the man of in-

action, whose sphere of achievement is

for the most part a little room, and who

produces his effects in a great measure
in silence or solitude, is a very different

one. The names of his publications, the

dates of them, the number of them, the

publisher's price for them, the critic's

opinion of them, are meagre facts for the

biographer ;
and if the man of genius be

a man of quiet, sequestered life, the rec-

ord of it will be only the more uninter-

esting to the reader. It is only when

something painful has been suffered, some-

thing eccentric done and misunderstood

and denounced or derided, that the biog-

raphy rouses the languid interest of the

public. Indeed, so imperfect and false are

the plan and style of the literary biogra-

phies, that such opprobria are, as it were,

necessary to them, necessary stimulants

of attention, and necessary shades of what

would otherwise be a monotonous and in-

effective picture ;
and thus the unlucky

men of letters suffer posthumously for the

stupidity of others as well as their own
faults or divergencies. When biographers

have not facts, they are not unwilling to

make use of fallacies; they set down
"
elephants for want of towns." Dean

Swift is a case in point. Society has

avenged itself by calumniating the man
who spat upon its hypocrisies and rascal-

ities; and to appease the wounded feel-

lings of the world, he is attractively set

down as a savage and a tyrant. Mr.

Thackeray and others find such a verdict

artistically suitable to their criticisms or

their narratives, (a French author has

written a romantic book about the Dean

and Stella,) and so the man is still de-

picted and explained as the slayer of

two poor innocent women, a sort of

clerical Bluebeard, and the horrid ogre

who proposed to kilt and eat the fat Irish

babies. Thackeray's plan of dissertation,

indeed, was inconsistent with any dis-

placing or disturbing of the preconceived
notions

;
the success of it was, on the con-

trary, to be built upon the customary
old impressions of the subject. Every-

body is pleased to find his own idea in

Thackeray, liking it all the better for the

graphic way in which it is set forth and il-

lustrated
;
and the result shows the shrewd

artistic judgment of the critic, who appar-

ently (especially in the Dean's case) un-

derstands his readers rather better than
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his theme. As for Swift, though a fair er grounds also, is probablj due to him.

knowledge of the man may be gleaned Still, nobody has come forward to write

from the several biographies of him that his biography as it should be written
;
and

we have, his life has not yet been fairly we are yet to seek for the illustrated

written and interpreted ;
and we believe moral of a sensitive, unaccommodating,

the same may be said of most literary and impulsive being, rebelling against the

men of genius. rules of life and the general philosophy
It must certainly be said of Shelley, of his fellow-creatures, and shrinking with

and this brings us to the beginning of our a shy, uncomprehended pride from the

remarks. Not one man in ten thousand companionship of society. Shelley's dis-

would be capable of writing the life of that position was a marked and rare one, but

poet as it should be written, even sup- there is nothing of the riddle in it
;
for

posing the biographer were one of his thousands, of his temperament, may al-

intimate friends. Shelley went entirely ways be found going strangely through

away from the ranks of society, farther the world, here and there, and the inter-

away than Byron, and was a man harder pretation of such a character could be

to be understood by the generality of made extremely interesting, and even in-

men. An autobiography of such a man structive, by any one capable of compre-
was more needed than that of any oth- hendino- it.* O /

er
;
but we could not expect an auto- After a considerable interval, some no-

biography from Shelley. He felt noth- tices of Shelley have appeared, without,

ing but pain and sorrow in the retro- however, throwing much additional light

spect of his life, and, like Byron, shrank on the wayward heart and pilgrimage of

from the task of explaining the mixture the poet. Mr. C. S. Middleton has pub-
of self-will, injustice, falsehood, and im- lished a book upon Shelley and his writ-

petuous defiance that made up the great- ings ;
Mr. T. J. Hogg has given a sketch

er part of his history ;
and when he died, of his life

;
and E. J. Trelawny some recol-

he left everything at sixes and sevens, as lections of him, as well as of Byron. None

regarded his place and acts in the world, of these pretends to explain that eccentric

Accordingly, until lately, no one ventured nature, or harmonize in any way his acts

forward with a biography of the departed and his feelings; though a few things

poet, who has been for more than a gen- may be gathered that tend to make the

eration looked on, as it were, through the biography somewhat more distinct than

medium of two lights : one, that of his po- before, in some particulars. On the sub-

etry, which represents him as the lofti- ject of his first unfortunate marriage, we

est and gentlest of minds
;
and the other, are made aware that his wife was a self-

the imperfect notices of his life, which willed, ill-taught young woman, who set

show him forth a cruel, headstrong, and her own father at defiance, and threw

reckless outlaw, hooted at, anathema- herself on the protection of such a wan-

tized, (and by his own father first,) dering oddity as Percy Shelley. She was

driven out, like a leper in the Middle strong-minded, and brought with her into

Ages, and deprived of the care of his her husband's house her elder sister, also

children, in his case, however, the ten- strong-minded, a ridiculous and insuflfer-

dency to dwell upon and bring out the able duenna, whom Shelley hated with all

darker traits of biography does not ex- his heart and soul, and wished dead and

hibit itself in any remarkable way ; and, buried out of his sight, finding, no

on the whole, Shelley's character wears doubt, his unsteady disposition controlled

a mild and retiring rather than a defi- and thwarted by the voice and authority

ant or fiendish aspect. The world is in- of his sister-in-law, who, knowing that her

clined to make allowances for him, on father furnished the young couple with

account of his beautiful poetry ;
and this their chief means of livelihood, would be

is something of the justice which, on oth- all the more resolute in advising them or
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domineering over the migratory Louse- on him also, by a Nemesis not so very
hold. At last, these women grew tired strange or unnatural, as the world goes.*
of the moping and ineffectual youth who The subject of Shelley's character is

still remained poor and unsettled, with a a delicate and a difficult one, and Mr.

father desperately healthy and inexora- Hogg and Mr. Trelawny, especially,

ble, and all hope of the baronetcy very show their inability to understand it, by
far off indeed

; they grew tired of him the way in which they put forward and

and went away, the wife, like Lady By- dwell upon the poet's peculiarities. Tre-

ron, refusing to go back to such an aim- lawny, a hard -minded, thorough -paced

less, rhapsodizing vagabond. With her man of the world, publishing garrulously

natural decision of mind, aided and en- in his old age what he was silent about in

couraged, very likely, by her astute rela- his -better period, talks of the poet's oddi-

tives, she thought she saw good reasons ty, awkwardness, and want of .punctual-

for breaking and setting aside the con- ity, as if Percy were some clerkly man
tract which had united them

;
and no on 'Change ;

and Hogg, hilariously clev-

doubt the poor woman must have felt the er, says Shelley was so erratic, fragmen-

hardship of living with such a melancholy .tary, and unequal, that his character can-

outlaw. Having nothing in common with not be shown in any way but as the fig-

the devoted Emma, drawn in the ballad ures of a magic-lantern are shown on a

of " The Nut-brown Maid," she must have wall, Mr. Hogg's own style of descrip-

hated that wandering about from place to tion being the wall, "O wall, O wall,

place, living in lonely country-houses, O sweet and lovely wall !" He also tells

under perpetual terror of robbers in the us, to instance the poet's familiarity with

night, and subsisting for the most part the sex, a story of Shelley sitting with one

on potatoes and Platonism
;
and she must of his lady friends and being plied with

have especially hated the Latin Grammar, cups of tea by that fair sympathizer, the

She naturally thought, that, when she was poet talking and letting his saucer fall,

married, she should have nothing more to and the lady wiping his perspiring face

say to exercises and lessons
;
but she found with a pocket-handkerchief. Such scraps

a pedagogue in Shelley, and the honey- of silly gossip are not biography; they
moon saw her "

attacking Latin
"

for the may do for tea-table chit-chat, but show

purpose of construing the poet Horace, very feebly in the place where one looks

How she must have hated all poets ! She for something like a philosophical criti-

'had other ideas, ideas of ease, respecta- cism on the mind of so extraordinary a

bility, baronetcy ;
and her disappointment man as Shelley.

was greater than she could bear. Mr. Genius alone can do justice to genius ;

Hogg says, she had a propensity to strong and kindred genius alone will do it. There

courses, and would talk of suicide in a have been, no doubt, a great many writ-

speculative way. It is not difficult to dis- ers of biography who had no objection

cover the truth of that unfortunate union to compensate their feelings for bygone
and disunion. Shelley, betrayed by the slights or discourtesies, suffered from some

impulses of his enthusiast nature and the wayward or inattentive superiority, some

ignorant and deplorable credulity of a stroke of ridicule or malice. Literary an-

bookworm, allowed himself to be imposed tipathies do r^ot die with the dead. The

upon by a designing boarding-school girl posthumons impression of Margaret Ful-

and her relatives, and everything follow- ler Ossoli has been colored by some who
ed as a matter of course. The unhappy sneer at her ways and pretensions, be-

wife recklessly broke the bond which she

had as recklessly formed, and which the
* Since this article was written

>
Mr- Pea-

r>opt would havp* h hi r\ t 1
cock, an early friend of Shelley, has publish-

., , . '. ed a very different estimate of the character
spected all his life

;
and then her passion- of Harriet Shelley< See Fraser '

s Magazine
ate regret reacted fatally on herself, and for March, 1860.

"
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cause there -was probably something in colors with a cheer to the mast of any of

her manner which displeased them in a the great questions of the day, ethical or

personal way. She had certainly a very social, and therefore suffered the dispar-

awkward fashion of blinking her eyes, agements of those intelligent friends of his

and also " a mountainous me." It is very who have been taught to consider a well-

probable poor Edgar Poe has had his defined rigidity of conviction and mainte-

faults exaggerated by those who suffered nance, in the midst of all these phenomena
from the critical superiority of his intel- of our universe, telluric and uranological,

lect
;
since some of those notices of him as the test of everything valuable in hu-

which tend most to fix his character as man character and morals. And thus it

a reprobate, and appear in a laggard way has come about, that genius, with its na-

in the English periodicals, were probably tive instincts of reason, truth, and common

written by some of his own countrymen, sense, is doomed to pay the penalty of its

It was a painful consciousness of this lit- preeminence and its divergencies, and suf-

erary revenge that made H. W. Herbert, fer at the hands of friends and enemies

in his last agony, call on his brother-pen- alike, from the show of those false appear-

men for mercy on his remains, and that ances, insincerities, equivocations, which

induces many of our public men to bring are its natural and proper antipathies,

out their own memoirs or encourage oth-

ers to do so. It looks like vainglory, but Since the foregoing observations were

it is not such. The memoirs show a mor- written, the writer has seen a certain cor-

tal dread of calumny or misrepresenta- roborationof them in the interesting "Mo-

tion. Mr. Barnum, for instance, was more morials of Shelley," recently edited by La-

just to himself than anybody else would dy Shelley, and published by Ticknor and

be. He showed that, his doings were Fields. For, in the preface of this book,

only of a piece with those of thousands she takes occasion to speak of the misstate-

around him in society ;
and this not un- ments of all those who have hitherto writ-

reasonable extenuation is one that few ten on the subject of the poet, instancing

of his critics are apt to make use of in the fallacies of Captain Medwin's book,

commenting on him and his dexterities and also, in an especial manner, though

of living. As for Shelley, he might have vaguely enough, the incorrectness, amount-

shunned or slighted or overlooked Mr. ing to caricature, put forth by a later biog-

Trelawny in some painful or preoccupi- rapher,.one of Shelley's oldest friends,

ed moment, or offended the robust man by which she evidently means to indicate

of the world by the mere delicate shy- Mr. Hogg. At the same time, the nature of

ness of his look
;
he might also have puz- her Ladyship's book is, involuntarily, an

zled and bewildered Mr. Hogg, being, additional evidence of the difficulty that

perhaps, puzzled and bewildered him- seems fated to attend all attempts to set

self, by some subtile mental speculation, forth or set right the character of Shel-

unconscious that for these things he ley. Indeed, she appears to be in some

was yet to be brought to judgment and degree conscious of this
;
for she says,

turned into ridicule, for the coming gener- apologetically, that she has published the

ation, by these familiar men, these drill-
" Memorials

"
for the special purpose of

ed and pipe -clayed familiar men. He neutralizing the misstatements and spirit

might have tossed up a paradox or two of Mr. Hogg's work, and also lets us know

to keep the muscles of his mind in exer- that the time is not yet come for the pub-

cise on a cold day, and his rapid intel- licatiqn of other and more important mat-

lect may have run away from his hearer, ter calculated to do justice to the charac-

trampling on the conventions and plati- ter of Percy Bysshe Shelley,

tudes in its course; but Mr. Hogg does It is only natural to think that Lady
not think he had fixed notions concern- Shelley is not the person to write the bi-

ing anything. The poet did not nail his ography of the poet, whose relationship
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to her is such a close one. She would far one that can serve the cosmogony best,

more willingly leave the events of his In the next he rather surprises the read-

troubled life forever unremembered. In- er by exhibiting himself as the eulogist* o o

deed, when we find, that, in her long and expounder of Jesus Christ, but not

widowhood of thirty years, Mrs. Shelley after the manner of Saint Paul. No doubt,

shrank from the task of writing the life the secular and semi-pagan tone of this

of her husband, we can the more easily dissertation will jar against the orthodoxy
understand why any member of his fam- of a great many readers, to whom, how-

ily, especially a lady, should be the most ever, it will be interesting as a literary cu-

unfit to undertake the task. Nobody riosity. But it is meant to show the char-

could expect Lady Shelley to enter into acter of Shelley in a more amiable light

those painful explanations necessary to than, that in which it is contemplated by
it. Accordingly, in the work before us, the generality of people,
we do not find any light thrown on those To explain Percy Bysshe Shelley, by
places where a person would be most telling us he was inconsequent, absurd,

anxious to see it. Lady Shelley slurs and odd in his manners, is as futile as to

over the undutiful boyhood of the poet explain him by saying he was a strange,

and the terrible sternness of his Mira- wonderful genius, of the Platonic or Py-
beau-father. She merely glances across thagorean order, always soaring above the

the first foolish marriage and the catas- atmosphere of common men. To call a

trophe that closed it, as a bird flies over man of genius an inspired idiot or an in-

an abyss. On such subjects she cannot spired oddity is an easy, but false way of

set about contradicting anybody. interpreting him. The truth of Shelley's

But it is an ungrateful task to go on character may be found by a more matter-

speaking of short-comings in a case like of-fact investigation. He was naturally of

this, where the hardest critic in the world a feeble constitution from childhood, and

must sympathize with the feelings of the not addicted to the amusements of stron-

author, whatever becomes of the book, ger boys ;
hence he became shy, and, when

And yet the book will be very welcome bullied or flouted by the others, sensitive

to every one who regards it as a feminine and irritable, and given to secret reading

offering of tender admiration and grief and study, instead of play with those "
lit-

laid upon the grave of departed genius, tie fiends that scoffed incessantly." These

Though not exactly the sort of personal habits gave him the name of an oddity,

history one would wish for from another and what is called a " Miss Molly," and

hand, it is still valuable, as furnishing very the persecution that followed only made

interesting matter for a future biography, him more recluse and speculative, and dis-

We have in it several new letters of Shel- gusted with the ways and feelings of oth-

ley's, some letters of Godwin's, and others ers. He began to have thoughts beyond
of Mrs. Shelley's, together with a number his years, and was happy to think he had,

of touching extracts from the diary of the in these, a compensation for what he suf-

latter. There are also two papers from fered from his schoolfellows. With his

the poet's pen : one an "Address to Lord hermit habits grew naturally a strong ego-

Ellenborough
"
in defence of a man pun- tistical vanity, which he could as little

ished for having published Paine's "
Age repress as the other youths could repress

of Reason," and another an "
Essay on their muscular propensities to exercise

;

Christianity." In the first, with all a boy's and hence his eagerness to set forth the

enthusiasm, he opposes the high abstract threadbare heretical theories he had found

logic of truth and toleration to the hard among his books. For supporting these

government policy which tries to keep a with an insolent show of importunity, he

reckless kind of semi-civilization in order, was turned away from college, and soon

and cannot bring itself to believe, that, as left his father's home, with his father's

yet, the broad principle of license is the curse to bear him company. Had the
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baronet been in the way of a lettre de defect which shaped the sequestered phi-

cachet, like Mirabeau's father, he would losophy of the Cowpers, the Berangers,

certainly have had Percy put into New- and others, the manlier minds of litera-

gate and kept there. ture, including Byron himself, in some

The malediction of the old man seems measure, Shelley felt he was not fit for

to have clung to Shelley's mind to the the shock and hum of men and the great-

end, and made him rebellious against ev- er or lesser legerdemain of life, and so

erything bearing the paternal name. He turned shyly away to live and follow his

assailed the Father of the Hebrew theoc- plans and reveries apart, after the law

racy with amazing bitterness, and joined of his being, violating in this way what

Prometheus in cursing and dethroning may be called the common law of society,

Zeus, the Olympian usurper. With him, and meeting the fate of all nonconform-

tyrant and father were synonymous, and ists. He was slighted and ridiculed, and

he has drawn the old Cenci, in the play even suspected ;
for people in general,

of that name, with the same fierce, unfil- when they see a man go aside from the

ial pencil, dipped in blood and worm- highway, maundering and talking to him-

wood. Shelley was by nature, self-in- self, think there must be a reason for it
;

struction, and inexperience of life, impa- they suppose him insane, or scornful, or

tient and full of impulse ;
and the sharp meditating a murder, in any case, one

and violent measures by which they at- to be visited with hard thoughts; and

tempted to reclaim him only exasperated thus baffled curiosity will grow uneasily

him the more against everything respect- into disgust, and into calumny, if not into

ed by his opponents and persecutors, some species of outrage, and very nat-

Genius is by nature aggressive or retail- iirally, after all
;
for man is, on the whole,

atory ;
and the young poet, writhing and made for society, and society has a sov-

laughing hysterically, like Demogorgon, ereign right to take cognizance of him,

returned the scorn of society with a scorn, his ways and his movements, as a matter

the deeper and loftier in the end, that it of necessary surveillance.

grew calm and became the abiding prin- The world will class men " in its coarse

ciple of a philosophic life. It was the act blacks and whites." Some mark Shelley

of his father which drove Shelley into with charcoal, others with chalk, the for-

such open rebellion against gods and men. mer considering him a reprobate, the lat-

Very probably, though he might have liv- ter admiring him as a high-souled lover of

ed an infidel in religious matters, like human happiness and human liberty. But

tens of thousands of his fellows, he would he was something of both together, and

not have written, or, at least, published, would have been nothing without that

such shocking things, if his father had worst part of him. He ran perversely
been more patient with a youth so or- counter to the lessons of his teachers, and

ganized. But parents have a right to acted in defiance of the regular opinions

show a terrible anger when thwarted by and habits of the world. He was too out-

their children, and in this case the father spoken, like all genius ;
whereas the world

too much resembled the son in wilful im- inculcates the high practical wisdom of a

petuosity of temper. Turned out of his shut mouth and a secretive mind. Fonte-

first home, Shelley went wandering forth nelle, speaking according to the philoso-

by land and sea, a reed shaken by the phy of the crowd, says, "A wise man, with

wind, a restless outcast yearning for re- his fist full of truths, would open only his

pose and human sympathy, and in this little finger." Shelley opened his whole

way encountering the questionable acci- hand, in a fearless, unhappy manner ;
and

dents of his troubled, unguarded life, and was accordingly punished for ideas which

gathering all the feverish inspiration of multitudes entertain in a qiiiet way, say-

his melancholy and unfamiliar poetry. ing nothing, and living in the odor of re-

With a sense of physical infirmity or spectable opinion. With a mind that re-

VOL. VI. 5
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coiled from anything like falsehood and

injustice, he wanted prudence. And as,

in the belief of the matter-of-fact Romans,

no divinity is absent, ifPrudentia be pres-

ent, so it still seems that everything is

wanting to a man, if he wants that. Shel-O '

ley denied the commonly received Divin-

ity, as all the world knows, an Atheist

of the most unpardonable stamp, and

has suffered in consequence ;
his life be-

ing considered a life of folly and vagary,
and his punishment still enduring, as we

may perceive from the tone and philos-

ophy of his biographers, or rather his crit-

ics, who, not being able to comprehend
such a simple savage, present his char-

acter as an oddity and a wonder, an

extravaganza that cannot be understood

without some wall of the world's pattern

and plastering to show it up against.

It is, to be sure, much easier and safer

to regard Shelley's career in this way
than to justify it, since the customs and

opinions of the great majority must, after

all, be the law and rule of the world.

Shelley's apologist would be a bold man.

Whether he shall ever have one is a

question. At all events, he has not had

a biographer as yet. His widow shrank

from the task. Of those familiar friends

of his, we can say that " no man's thought

keeps- the roadway better than theirs,"

and all to show how futile is the attempt
to measure such a man with the foot-

rule of the conventions. Shelley was a

mutineer on board ship, and a deserter

from the ranks; and he must, therefore,

wait for a biographer, as other denounced

and daring geniuses have waited for their

audience or their epitaph.

CLARIAN'S PICTURE.

A LEGEND OF NASSAU HALL.

" Turbine raptus ingenii." ScAUGER.

[Concluded.]

THE next morning there was queer
talk about Clarian. Mac and I stared

at each other when we heard it at break-

fast, but still kept our own counsel in si-

lence. Some late walkers had met him

in the moonlight, crossing the campus at

full speed, hatless, dripping wet, and fly-

ing like a ghostf
" I tell you," said our informant, a good

enough fellow, and one not prone to be

violently startled, "he scared me, as he

flitted past. His eyes were like saucers,

his hair wet and streaming behind him,

his face white as a chalk-mark on Pro-

fessor Cosine's blackboard. Depend on

it, that boy 's either going mad or has

got into some desperate scrape."
" Pshaw !

"
growled Mac, "

you were

drunk, couldn't see straight."

"Mr. Innocence was returning from

some assignation, I suspect," remarked

Zoile.

" If he had been, you'd have encoun-

tered him, Mr. Zoile," said Mac, curt-

iy.

But I noticed my chum did not like

this new feature in the case.

After this, until the time of my receiv-

ing: the lad's invitation, I neither saw norD
had communication with Clarian, nor did

any others of us. If he left his room, it

was solely at night ;
he had his meals

sent to him, under pretence of illness,

and admitted no one, except his own ser-

vant. This fellow, Dennis, spoke of him

as looking exceedingly feeble and ill
;
and

also remarked that he had apparently not

been to bed for some days, but was mix-

ing colors, or painting, the whole time. I

went to his door several times, but was
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invariably refused admittance, and told,

kindly, but firmly, that he would not be

interrupted. Mac also tried to see him,

but in vain.

" I caught a glimpse of that boy's face

at his window just now," said he, one

day, coming in after recitation. " You

may depend upon it, there's something

terribly wrong. My God, I was horrified,

Ned ! Did you ever see any one drown ?

No V Well, I did once, a woman.
She fell overboard from a Chesapeake
steamboat in which I was coming up the

Bay, and sank just before they reached

her. I shall never forget her looks as

she came up the last time, turned her

white, despairing, death-stricken face to-

wards us, screamed a wild nightmare

scream, and went down. Clarian's face

was just like hers. Depend upon it,

there's something wrong. What can we
do?"

Nothing, indeed, save what we did,

wait, until that pleasant morning came

round and brought me Clarian's note.

I could scarcely brook the slow laziness

with which the day dragged by, as if it

knew its own beauty, and lingered to

enjoy it. At last, however, the night

came, the hour also, and punctually with

it came Dr. Thorne, a kindly young phy-

sician, and a man of much promise, well-

read, prompt, clear-headed, resourceful,

and enthusiastically attached to his pro-

fession. Mac tucked a volume of Shak-

speare under his arm, and we made our

way to Clarian's room forthwith. Here we
found about a dozen students, all known
to us intimately. They were seated close

to one another, conversing in low tones,

and betraying upon their faces quite an

anxiety of expectation. The door of the

bedroom was closed, the curtain was low-

ered, and the only light in the room came
from a shaded lamp, which was placed

upon a small table in the recess to the

right of the picture.

"What is this for?" inquired Dr.

Thorne, pointing to a sort of salver rest-

ing upon a low tripod directly in front of

the picture.
" Where is Clarian ?

"
asked I.

" He looks awful," some one began in

a whisper, when the lad's feeble voice

called out from the bedroom,
" Is it Ned and Mac ?

"

The door was pulled open, and Clarian

came towards us.

"I am glad to see you, my friends.

Dr. Thorne, you are truly welcome. Pray,
be seated. Mac, here is your place, you
and your Shakspeare," said he, indicating
the chair and table in the recess.

I had held out my hand to the lad, but

he turned away without taking it, and

began to adjust the cords that moved the

curtain.

" The tripod, Dr. Thorne," said he, with

a sickly smile, "is a a mere fancy of

mine, childish, but in the salver I

shall burn some pyrotechnic preparations,

while the picture is being exhibited, by

way of substitute for daylight. Excuse

me a moment," added he, as he went in-

to the bedroom again.
"
Blount," said Dr. Thorne, in my ear,

"
why have you permitted this ? What

ails that boy ? If he is not cared for

soon, he will go crazy. Hush ! here

he comes, keep your eye on him."

Then, as Clarian came out, and stood

in the bedroom doorway, quite near me,
I remarked the terrible change since I

had last seen him. He leaned against
the door-frame, as if too weak to support
himself erect

;
and I saw that his knees

shook, his hands jerked, and his mouth

twitched in a continual nervous unrest.

He had on a handsome robe de chambre

of maroon velvet, which he seldom wore

about college, though it was very becom-

. ing. to him, its long skirts falling nearly
to his feet, while its ample folds were

gathered about his waist, and secured

with cord and tassel. His feet were

thrust into neat slippers, and his collar

rolled over a flowing black cravat a la

Corsaire. His long hair, which was just

now longer than usual, was evenly part-

ed in the middle, like a girl's, and, comb-

ed out straight, fell down to his shoulders

on either side. All this care and neat-

ness of dress made the contrast of his

face stand out the more strikingly. Its
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pallor was ghastly : no other word con- speare's tragedy of '

Macbeth/ Act Third,

veys the idea of it. His lips kept asunder, Scene Fourth, and read the scene to us,

as we see them sometimes in persons pros- as you know how to read
;
I will manage

trated by Jong illness, and the nether one the accompaniments."

quivered incessantly, as did the smaller As he spoke, he touched the salver with

facial muscles near the mouth. His eyes a lighted match, so that a blue alcoholic

were sunken and surrounded by livid cir- flame flickered up before the curtain,

cles, but they themselves seemed consum- making the poor lad's face seem more

ing with the dry and thirsty fire of fever : ghastly than ever.

hot, red, staring, they glided ever to and " You must sit down, Clarian," cried

fro with a snake -like motion, as uncer- Dr. Thorne, resolutely,

tain, wild, and painful, in their unresting Clarian smiled again, that dim, uncer-

search, as those of a wounded and captive tain smile, and answered,

hawk. The same restlessness, approach-
"
Nay, Doctor, let me have my own

ing in violence the ceaseless spasmodic way for an hour, and after that you shall

habit of a confirmed Chorea, betrayed it- govern me as your learned skill suggests,

self in all his movements, particularly in And do not be uneasy about my ' cream-

a way he had of glancing over his shoul- faced
'

aspect, as I see Ned is : there is

der with a stealthy look of apprehension, plentiful cause for it, beyond the feeble-

and the frequent starts and shivers that ness of this very present, and to-night is

interrupted him when talking. His voice not the first time I have worn these ' linen

also was changed, and in every way he cheeks.' Read on, Mac."

gave evidence not only of disease of mind We sat there in the dim light, breath-

and body, but of a nervous system shat- less, awed, for all of us saw the boy's

tered almost beyond hope of reaction and agony, and were the more shocked that

recovery. Trembling for him, I rose and "we were unable to understand it, until,

attempted 'to speak with him aside, but at last, in a voice made more impressive
he waived me off, saying, with that sick- by its tremor, Mac began to read the ter-

ly smile which I had never before seen rible text, to read as I had never heard

him wear, him read before, until a fair chill entered
"
No, Ned, you must not interrupt our veins and ran back to our shudder-

me to-night, neither you nor the rest, ing hearts from sympathy. Then, as he

for I am very weak and nervous and ill, read on and painted the king and rnur-

and just now need all my strength for derer together, while his voice waxed

my picture, which, as it has cost me la- stronger and fuller, we saw Clarian step
bor and pain, much pain, I wish to forward to the salver and busy with its

show in its best light. Macbeth's terror lambent flame, till it blazed up with a

it means more than it did the other broad, red light, that, shedding a weird

night, Ned but" splendor upon all around, and lending a

Here he murmured an inarticulate, supernatural effect to the room's deep
word or two, recovering himself almost shadows, the picture's funereal aspect,

instantly, however, and resuming in a and the unearthly pallor of the boy's

stronger voice, countenance, startled our eyes like the
" Macbeth's doom is my picture. You painful glare of midnight lightning.

will wonder I preferred the solid wall to
,i T ,.-, ,1

" Thou canst not sav, I did it! Never shake
canvas, perhaps, but so did the genu- ,, .

- '

,Thy gory locks at me !
"

me old artists. Lippo Lippi, and Giotto,

and why, Orcagna painted on grave- As the reader thrust the terror of these

yard walls
;
and I can almost fancy, some- words upon us, all started back, for the

times, that this room is a vault, a tomb, curtain was plucked suddenly away, and
a dungeon, where they torture people, there before us, not in Clarian's picture,
Turn to the place, good Mac, Shak- it seemed, but in very truth, stood Mac-
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beth, conscious of the murdered presence.
Even the reader, absorbed as he was in

his text, paused short, amazed ;
and I for-

got that I had seen this picture, only knew
that it was a living scene of terror. Doubt-

less much of this startling effect was the

result of association, the agitation of anx-

iety, the influence of the impressive text,

the suddenness of the apparition, the un-

usual light; but in the figure of Mac-

beth, at which alone we gazed, there was

a life, a terrible significance, that outran

all these causes. It was not in the pos-

ture, grand as that was, not in the sin-

stamped brow, rough with wrinkles like a

storm-chafed sea, not in the wiry hair,

gray and half rising in haggard locks,

like adders that in vain try to escape the

foot that treads them down, nor in the

mouth, for that was hid behind the im-

potent guard of the upraised arm and

clenched fist, but in those painted eyes,

into which, all-fascinated, we ever, gazed,

reading in them all that crouching terror,

all the punishment of that spectral pres-

ence, all the poignant consciousness of

his fate to whom such things could hap-

pen, to whom already his victims rise

again,

" With twenty mortal murders on their

crowns,

And push 'us from our stools !
"

While I yet gazed, a sickening terror

pervading me in the presence of these

ghastly eyes, there came a voice, as if

from afar,
" Read on !

"
so consonant

with the tone of my emotions, that I look-

ed to see the figure itself take speech,
until Mac, with a gasp, resumed. Still,

as he read, the nightmare-spell possessed

me, till a convulsive clutch upon my arm
roused me, and instinctively, with the re-

turning sense, I turned to Clarian.

Not too soon, for then, in his own

person, and in that strange glare, he was

interpreting the picture to us. He stood,

not thrown back like Macbeth, but drawn

forward, on tiptoe, with neck reached out,

form erect, but lax, one arm extended,
and one long diaphonous finger pointing
over our heads at something he saw be-

hind us, but towards which, in the ex-

tremity of our terror, we dared not turn

our eyes. He saw it, more than saw

it, we knew, as we noted the scream

swelling in his throat, yet dying away in-

to an inarticulate breath ere it passed the

blue and shaken lips, he saw it, and

those eyes of his, large enough in their

wont, waxed larger still, wilder, madder
with desperate affright, till every one of

us, save the absorbed reader, recognized
in them the nightmare horror of the pic-

ture, knew that in Macbeth Clarian had

drawn his own portrait ! There he stood,

drawn on, staring, pointing
"
Stop !

"
shouted Dr. Thorne, his voice

hoarse and strident with emotion
;
but

Mac, absorbed in his text, still read, fling-

ing a fine and subtile emotion of scorn

into the words,

"
proper stuff!

This is the very painting of your fear:

This"
"

"Triple fool! be silent!" cried Dr.

Thorne again, springing to his feet,

while we, spell-bound, sat still \and wait-

ed for the end. " Cease ! do you not

see ?
"

cried he, seizing Mac.

But there stood Clarian yet, that red

light upon his cheek and brow, that fixed

stare of a real, unpainted horror in his

speechless face, that long finger still point-

ing and trembling not, there he stood,

fixed, while one might count ten. Then
over his blue lips, like a ghost from its

tomb, stole a low and hissing whisper,

that curdled our blood, and peopled all

the room with dreadful things, a low

whisper that said,
"
Prithee, see there ! behold ! it comes !

it comes !

" Now he beckoned in the air,

and called with a shuddering, smothered

shriek,
" Come ! I did it ! come ! Ha !

"

yelled he, plucking the spell from his limbs

like a garment, and springing madly for-

ward towards the door,
" Ha ! touch

me not! Off, I say, off!" He paused,

gazed wildly round, flung his hand to his

brow, and, while his eyes roUed till noth-

ing but their whites were seen, while the

purple veins swelled like mole-tracks in
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his forehead, and a bubbling froth began
to gather about his lips, he tossed his arms

in the air, gave shrieking utterance to

the cry, "O Christ! it is gone! it is

gone !

" and fell to the floor with a bound.

We sprang to him, Thorne first of

any.
" This is my place, gentlemen," said he,

in quick, nervous tones. Then, taking
the prostrate child into his arms, he car-

ried him to his bed, laid him down, felt

his pulse, and placed his head in Mac's

arms. Returning then, he veiled the pic-

ture, flung the salver out of the window,
and dismissed the huddled throng of

frightened students, warning them to be

silent as to the night's events. "
Very

likely Clarian will never see to-morrow
;

so be careful, lest you soil his memory."
" What does it mean, Thorne ?

"
asked

Mac, as the Doctor and I came again to

the bedside. " It is nothing more than

an overdose of canndbis or opium upon
an excited nervous system, is it ?

"

Thorne looked at the delicate-limbed

child who lay there in Mac's strong arms,

wiped away the gathering froth from

the lips, replaced the feebly quivering

limbs, and, as he lingered over the pulse,

replied,
" He has been taking hashish ?

"

" He has taken it, I do not say he is

under its influence now."
"
No, he has not touched any stimu-

lant. This is much worse than that,

this means epilepsy, Mac, and we may
have to choose between death and idio-

cy."

He was still examining the boy, and

showing Mac how to hold him most com-

fortably.
" If I could only get at the causes of

this attack, those, I mean, which lie

deeper than the mere physical disorder,

if I could only find out what it is he

has been doing, and I could, easily,*

were I not afraid of directing suspicion
towards him, or bringing about some un-

fortunate embarrassment "

" What is it you suspect ?
"
thundered

Mac.
" Either some cruej trick has been play-

ed upon the boy, or he has been guilty of

some act of madness "

"
Impossible !

"
cried we in a breath

;

t; Clarian is as pure as Heaven."
" Look at him, Thorne !

"
said my good

chum, "look at the child's baby-face,

so frank and earnest! look at him!

You dare not say an impure thought ev-

er awoke in that brain, an impure word

ever crossed those lips."

Dr. Thorne smiled sadly.
" There is no standard of reason to

the enthusiast, my dear Mac
;
and here

is one, of a surety. However, time will

reveal
;
I wish I knew. Come, Ned, help

me to mix some medicines here. Be
careful to keep his head right, Mac, so

as to have the circulation as free as pos-

sible."

WT
hile we were occupied in the front

room, there came a stout double knock

at the door, and when I opened it, Hull-

fish, the weather-beaten old constable of

the borough, made his hesitating appear-
ance. The Doctor gave me a quick

glance, as if to say, "I told you so," and

then returned the old man's bluff* saluta-

tion. As soon as Hullfish saw him, he

came forward with something like a sigh

of relief, and said,
"
Ah, Doc, you here ? 'Tar'n't a hoax,

then, though I was mightily 'feared it was.

Them students is the Devil for chivying
of a feller, beggin' your pardon, Mr.

Blount. Have you got him yonder, Doc-

tor ?
"
said he, his keen eye noticing Mac

and Clarian in the back room.
" What do you mean, Hullfish ? Got

whom ?
"
asked Thorne, making me a sign

to be quiet.
" The party, Sir, that was to be cop-

ped. I've got a blank warrant here, all

right, and a pair of bracelets, in case of

trouble."

" What fool's errand is this, old man ?
"

asked the Doctor, sternly.
" What ! you don't know about it ?

Lord! p'raps it's a sell, after all," said

he, quite chopfallen.
" But I've got my

pay, anyhow, and there's no mistake in a

V on the Princeton Bank. And here's

the papers," said he, handing a note to
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the Doctor. " If that's slum, I'm done,

that's all."

The Doctor glanced at the scrap of pa-

per, then handed it to me, asking, "Is

that his handwriting ?
"

It was a note, requiring Mr. Hullfish

to privately arrest a person guilty of a

capital offence, until now concealed. If

he was not brought to Hullfish's house

between nine and ten that night, then

Hullfish was to proceed to No. North

College, where he would be certain to find

the party. The arrest must be made

quietly. The handwriting was undoubt-

edly Clarian's, and I told Thome as

much.

"You see, gentlemen," said Hullfish,
" I wouldn't 'a' taken no notice of it, ef it

hadn't been for the money ; but, thinks

I, them students a'n't in the habit of sech

costly jokes, and maybe there'll be some

pinching to do, after all. So you mean
to say it's a gam, do you, Doctor ? May
I be so bold as to inquire what yonder

chap 's holding on to 'tother about ?
"

"'Tother' is dangerously ill, has a

fit, Hullfish. He is the author of that

note, very probably was out of his mind

when he wrote it."

"So? Pity! Very sick? Mayn't I see

him?"

But, as he stepped forward, Thorne

stood in the way and effectually inter-

cepted his view. The constable smiled

cunningly, as he drew back, and said,
" You're sure 'ta'n't nothing else, then ?

Nobody 's been getting rapped on the

head? Didn't see no blood, though,
that's true. Well, I don't like to be sold,

that's a fact, but there's no help for it.

Here's the young man's change, Doctor,

warrant sixty-six, my fees one dol-

lar."

Thorne carelessly asked if there had

been any rows lately, if he had heard

of any one being hurt, if they had been

quiet recently along the canal
;
and being

assured that there had been no disturb-

ance of moment, "only a little brush

between Arch and Long Tobe, down to

Gibe's," he handed the money back to

Hullfish.

"
Keep that yourself, it is yours by

rights. And, look you, mum's the word

in this case, for two reasons : there's dan-

ger that the poor little fellow there is

going to croak before long, and you'd be

sorry to think you'd given trouble to a

dead man
;
and what's more, if the boys

get hold of this, there'll be no end of their

chaffing. There's not a few of them would

like to cook your goose for you, I needn't

tell you why ; so, if you don't want them

to get the flashest kind of a pull over you,

why, you'll take my advice and keep
dark."

"
Nothing like slang, Ned, with the po-

lice or the prigging gentry. It gives

them a wonderful respect for your opin-

ion," said the Doctor, when Hullfish was

gone. But his serious, almost stern look

returned immediately, as he continued,
" Now to solve this mystery, and find out

what this wretched boy has been doing.

Come, you and Mac, help me to under-

stand him."

When we had told the Doctor all we
knew of the lad, he pondered long over

our recital.

" One thing is certain," said he :
" the

boy is innocent in intention, whatever

he has done, and we must stand by

him, you two particularly; for you are

to blame, if he has got himself into any

predicament."
" The boy has done nothing wrong,

Thorne," said Mac, sturdily; "he may
have been trapped, or got himself involv-

ed somehow, but he never could have

committed any crime'capable of superin-

ducing such an attack as this."

The Doctor shook his head.

" You may be right, my friend, and I

hope you are, for the child's sake, for it

will certainly kill him, if he has. But I

never trust an intense imagination when

morbidly excited, and I have read of

sojne strange freaks done by persons un-

der the influence of that infernal hash-

ish. However, trust me, I shall find out

what is the matter before long, and bring

the boy round nicely. He is improving
fast now, and all we have to do is to

avert another attack."
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Thank Heaven, in a day or two

Clarian was pronounced to be out of

-danger, and promising rapid recovery.

We had removed him to our rooms, as

soon as the violence of the convulsion

left him, in order to spare him the asso-

ciations connected with his own abode.

Still, the lad continued very weak, and

Thorne said he had never seen so slight

an attack followed by such extreme pros-

tration. Then it did my heart good to

see how my chum transformed himself

into the tenderest, the most efficient of

nurses. He laid aside entirely his brusque

manner, talked in the softest tones, stole

noiselessly about our rooms, and show-

ed all the tender solicitude, all the . quiet
" handiness

"
of a gentle woman. I could

see that Clarian loved to have him at

his bedside, and to feel his caressing

hand.
" You see, Ned," Mac would say, in a

deprecatory tone that amused me vastly,

"I really pity the poor little devil, and

can't help doing all in my power for him.

He's such a soft little ass, confound

Thorne ! he makes me mad with his cursed

suspicions ! and then the boy is out of

place here in this rough-and-tumble tilt-

yard. Reminds me of a delicate wine-

glass crowded in among a ruck of ale-

flagons and battered quart-cups."

But, though we rejoiced to see that

Clarian's health promised to be better

than it had been for months, we did not

fail to notice with regret and appre-

hension, that, as he grew physically bet-

ter and mentally clearer, a darkening
cloud settled over his whole being, until

he seemed on the point of drowning in

the depths of an irremediable dejection

and despair. Besides this, he was ever

on the point of telling us something, which

he yet failed of courage to put into words
;

and Thorne, noticing this, when, one day,

we were all seated round the bed, white

the lad fixed his shaded, large, mournful

eyes upon us with a painfully imploring

look, said suddenly, his fingers upon
Clarian's pulse,

" You have something to say to us, a

confession to make, Clarian."

The boy flushed and shuddered, but

did not falter, as he replied,
" Yes."

" You 'must withhold it until you are

well again. I know what it is."

Clarian quickly withdrew his hand

from the Doctor's grasp.
" You know it, and yet here, touching

me ? Impossible ! entirely impossible !

"

"
Oh, as to that," said Thorne, with a

cool shrug of the shoulders,
"
you must

remember that our relations are simply
those of physician and patient. Other

things have nought to do with it. And,
as your physician, I require you to with-

hold the matter until you are well enough
to face the world."

"
No, I must reap where I have sown.

I have no right to impose upon my friends

any longer."
" Bad news travel fast enough, Clarian,

and there is no wisdom in losing a friend

so long as you can retain him."
" I do not see the force of your reason-

ing, Dr. Thorne. I have enough to an-

swer for, without the additional contume-

ly of being called an impostor."

"For your mother's sake, "Clarian, I

command you to wait. Spare her what

pain you can, at least."

" My mother ! Oh, my God, do not

name her ! do not name her !

"

And he burst into the only tears I ev-

er saw him shed, hiding his face in the

bed-clothes, and sobbing piteously.
" What does this mean ?

"
said Mac, as

soon as we were where Clarian could not

hear us. " What have you found out ?
"

"
Positively nothing more than you

know already," answered Thorne.
"
Nothing ?

" echoed Mac, very indig-

nantly ;

"
you speak very confidently for

one having such poor grounds."
" My dear Mac," said Thorne, kindly,

" do you think I am not as much con-

cerned about Clarian as you are ? Pos-

itively, I would give half I awn to arrive

at a satisfactory solution of this mystery.

But what can we do ? The boy believes

himself a great criminal. Do you not

see at once, that, if we permit him to

confess his crime, he will insist upon tak-

ing himself out of our keeping, commit
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suicide, get himself sent to the madhouse,
or anyhow lose our care and our soothing
influence ? We cannot relieve him un-

til we restore his strength and composure.
All we can do now is to watch him, soothe

him, and by all means stave off this con-

fession until he is stronger. It would kill

him to face a charge now. I am inquir-

ing quietly, and, if anything serious has

happened, shall be sure to find out his

connection with it."

Though we rebelled against the Doc-

tor's conclusions, we could not but see

the prudence of the course he advised,

and so we sat down to watch our poor
little friend, gnawed with bitter anxiety,

and feeling a sad consciousness that the

disease itself under which he suffered was

beyond our skilfullest surgery, and one

that inevitably threatened the saddest

consequences. A man has grand pow-
ers of recovery, so long as his spirit is

free
;
but let him once be persuaded that

his soul is chained down forever in ad-

amantine fetters, and, though, like Pro-

metheus, he may endure with silence,

patience, even divinely, he is neverthe-

less utterly incapable of any positive ef-

fort towards recuperation. His faith be-

comes, by a subtile law of our being, his

fact; the mountain is gifted with actual

motion, and rewards the temerity of his

zeal by falling upon him and crushing
him forever. Such a person moves on,

perchance, like a deep, noble river, in

calm and silence, but still moves on, in-

evitably destined to lose himself in the

common ocean. And this was the prom-
ise of Clarian's case. Whatever was his

hidden woe, however trivial its rational

results, or baseless its causes, it had be-

yond remedy seized upon his soul, and

we knew, that, unless it could be done

away with at the source, the end was

certain : first the fury, then the apathy
of madness. He was no longer tortured

with a visible haunting presence, such as

had borne him down on that fatal night,

but we saw plainly that he had taken the

spectre into his own breast, and nursed

it, as a bosom serpent, upon his rapidly

exhausting energies.

Happily for us, ere Clarian was quite

beyond recovery, while Mac still tore his

hair in rage at his own impotence, while

the Doctor still pursued his researches

with the sedateness of a philosopher, and

I was using what power I had to alleviate

my little friend's misery, that subtile

and mysterious agency, which, in our

blindness and need, we term Chance, in-

terposed its offices, rolled away the cloud

from the mystery, and, like a good angel,
rescued Clarian, even as he was tottering

upon the very brink of the dismal preci-

pice to whose borders he had innocently

strayed.

I shall never forget that pleasant June

day. It was the first time that Clarian

had been out since his illness
;
and I was

his single companion, as he strayed slowly

along through the college grounds, lean-

ing tremulously upon my arm, dragging
his feet languidly over the pebbled walks,

and drinking in the warm, fresh, quiver-

ing air with a manner that, although apa-

thetic, still spoke of some power of en-

joyment. It was during the hour for the

forenoon recitation, and the elm-shaded

campus was entirely free of students. As
Clarian walked along, his eyes bent down,
I heard him murmuring that delicious

verse of George Herbert's,

" Sweet day ! so cool, so calm, so bright,

The bridal of the earth and sky !

The dew shall weep thy fall to-night,

For thou must die !
"

.

" ' For thou must die,' so sad ! And

yet the thought itself of death is not that

which saddens us so, do you think, Ned?"
he went on, I hearing his words without

heeding them, for I was looking just

then towards the outer gate next the Pres-

ident's house, through which I saw Dr.

Thorne coming rapidly, accompanied by
a stout, middle-aged man, having the

dress and appearance of a well-to-do far-

mer, "Not the thought, simply, 'Thou

must die,'
"
repeated Clarian, in his plain-

tive murmur,
" but the feeling that all

this decay and death is of ourselves, and

could be averted by ourselves, had we

only self-control, could we only keep our-
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selves pure, and so be ever near God

and of Him. There's cause for a deeper

melancholy, poignanter tears than ever

Jacques shed."

Dr. Thorne and his companion were

now quite near, coming towards us on

the same path, when I saw the stranger

slap his thigh energetically and catch

Thorne by the arm, while he exclaimed

in tones of boisterous surprise,
"
Why, there's the very little chap, as

I'm alive!"

I had half a glimpse ofthe Doctor's seiz-

ing his companion and clapping one hand

over his mouth, as if to prevent him from

saying more, but it was too late. At

the sound of the man's voice I felt Clarian

bound electrically. Pie looked up, over

his face began to come again that terri-

ble anguish of the night of the picture,

but the muscles seemed too weak to bring
it all back, he grew limp against me,
his arms hung inert at his side, a word

that sounded like "
Spare me !

"
gurgled

in his throat, a feeble shudder shook

him, and, ere I could interpose my arm,

he sank in a heap at my feet, white,

and cold, and lifeless. Before I had rais-

ed him, Thorne and the man sprang to

my aid, and the latter, bending over

with eager haste, took the thin white

hands in his own, half caressing them,

half fearing to grasp them, speaking to

him the while in tones of frightened en-
'

treaty, that, on any other occasion, would

have been ludicrous enough.
"
Come, now, my little man," said he,

"come, don't be afeard, don't be afeard

of me ! Dan Buckhurst won't harm ye,

not for the world, poor child ! Come,
stand up ! 'Twas all a joke. Come, come !

My God ! Doctor, he a'n't dead, is

he ?
"

cried he to Thorne, in horror.

" If he is, you have killed him, you
damned old fool, you !

"
responded Thorne,

impetuously, thrusting the man aside with

an angry gesture, and bending down to

examine the lad's inert form. " Thank

God, Ned," said he at last,
"

it is only a

swoon this time, and we'll soon have him
all right. We must get him to bed, though.

Here, Buckhurst, you are the strongest ;

stop whimpering there, you old jacka-

napes, and bring him along."

Buckhurst quickly obeyed, lifting Clar-

ian up in his arms as gently and tender-

ly as if he had been an infant, and fol-

lowing Thorne, who led the way to our

rooms. There the lad was placed up-
on the bed with which he had become

only too familiar, and the Doctor, by
means of his restoratives, soon had the

satisfaction of recalling breath and mo-

tion. ,As soon as the boy's sighs gave
evidence of returning vitality, Thorne

thrust us all from the room, including

Mac, who had now come in from class,

saying to Buckhurst,
" Now, Sir, tell them all about it,

and wait here
;
I shall want you pres-

ently." With which words he closed the

door upon us, and returned to his patient.

Mr. Buckhurst refused the chair ten-

dered him by Mac, and paced up and

down the room in a state of immense per-

turbation.

"
Well, I never !

"
said he, well, I

never ! It taken me all aback, Sir," ad-

ded he, turning to me. " Did you ever

see anything like it ? Why, he's jest like

a gal ! Dang it, Sir ! my Molly a'n't half

as nervous as he is. I hope he'll get well,

I raelly do, now. I wouldn't hev had it

happen for I dunno what, now, indeed !

"

And he resumed his walk, repeating to

himself,
"
Well, I never ! Who'd 'a' judg-

ed 'twas a child like that ?
"

" May I beg to know what you refer

to, Mr. Buckhurst?" asked Mac, with

considerable impatience in his tones.

"
Eh, what ? He's mighty delicate,

a'n't he ?
"

said the man, with his thumb

indicating the next room.

"Very delicate indeed, Sir, perhaps

you can explain the cause of his present

attack," said I, angrily ;
for I had begun

to think, from Buckhurst's manner, that

he had been guilty of some practical joke

upon Clarian. I saw the fire of a similar

suspicion blazing in Mac's eyes; and I

fear, had our conclusions been verified,

the worthy Mr. Buckhurst would have

fared very badly at our hands, spite the

laws of hospitality.
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" What ! did he ne.ver tell you V Of
course not, though, being sick ever sence,

and thinking me dead, too. Well, I'll

tell you : but mind, you mustn't banter

the child about it, for he can't stand it,

though it's only a joke. Might have been

serious, to be sure, but, as things turns

out, a pretty good joke, to my notion,

though I'm rael sorry he's been so bad

about it."

Mac rose, removed his coat, and march-

ed deliberately up to our guest.
" See

here, Sir," said he in his deepest bass

voice, which his dark frown made still

more ominous,
" do you mean us to infer

that you have been making that child

Clarian the victim of any of your infer-

nal jokes, as you style them ?
"

Buckhurst stared a moment, and then,

seeming to comprehend the drift of Mac's

words, burst into a hearty laugh.
"
No, Sir !

" he shouted,
" the shoe 's

on the other foot, thank the Lord ! The

boy himself played the joke, or trick,

whatever it was. Dr. Thorne tells me
he was kind of crazy, from drinking

laudanum, or some sech pisonous matter.

Howsever that was, I'm sure he didn't do

it in airnest, thought so from the very

first, and now I've had a good look at

his face, I'd swear to it."

" What did he do ?
"
asked Mac, hur-

riedly.

Buckhurst laughed in that hearty way
of his. Said he,

"
I'll wager you a stack of hay agin

them books yander you couldn't guess in

a week now. What d'ye think it was ?

Ho ! ho ! Why, why, the little rascal

shoved me into the canawl !

"

" Shoved you into the canal !

"
echoed

I, while Mac, looking first at him, then

at me, finally burst into a peal of laugh-

ter, shouting the while,
" Bravo ! There's your

'

experience
'

philosophy, Ned Blount ! Catch me teach-

ing milksops again ! Go on, Buckhurst,
tell us all about it."

"
Yes," said Mr. Buckhurst, apparent-

ly quite pleased to see that we laughed
with him. "It don't look like it was in

the nature of things, somehow, does it ?

Fact, though, he did indeed. Shoved me

right in, so quick I didn't know what the

Devil was the matter, until I soused ker-

splash ! and see him taking out over the

drawbridge like mad."
" When was that, Mr. Buckhurst ?

"

" Jest inside of a month ago, Sir, one

night."
"
Sapperment, Ned ! that was the time

of the ' herb Pantagruelion
'

! Well,
what were you doing on the canal at

that hour ?
"

asked Mac, slyly.

"No, you needn't, now, I see you
wink at him, honor bright. I'd been

up to town, to take a mess o' clams at

Giberson's, with maybe a sprinklin' of his

apple-jack, nothing else, and I was

on my way home, to Skillman's tavern

at the depot, you know, and I'd jest

stopped a piece, and was a-standing there,

looking at the moon in the water, when
he tipped me over. I tell you, I was mad
when I crawled out wet as a rat

;
and if

I'd ketched him then, you may depend

upon it, I'd 'a' given his jacket a precious

warming. As I said, he run off, but jest

as I turned towards the tavern, I see him

a-coming back, kinder wild-like
;
so I slip-

ped behind a lumber-pile, hoping he might
come over the bridge, so I could lay my
fingers on him. The moon was about its

highest, so I could see his face, plain as

day, white, skim-milk warn't a cir-

cumstance to it, and his eyes wide open
as they could stretch. I tell you, he was

wild ! He looked up and down a bit,

mumbled somethin' I couldn't make out,

and then what do you think that boy
did ? Why, he jumped in, clothes and

all, bold as a lion, plainly to save me
from drowning, and me all the time a-

spyin' at him from behind a lumber-pile !

He was sarching for me, I knowed, for

he swum up and down jest about there

for the space maybe of a quarter of an

hour. And when he give it up at last,

and come out, he kinder sunk down on

the tow-path, and I heard him say plain

enough, though he only whispered it,

jest like a woman actor I see down to

York oncet, playin' in Guy something
or other, she was a sort of an old gyp-
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sy devil, says he,
' I am a murder- "

Buckhurst, he wants to see you ; go

er, then !' Thinks I,
'

Sonny, all but the in there," said he, adding, in a lower

murderer !

' And as he stood up again, he tone,
"
Now, mind you, the child 's deli-

'peared to suffer so, his face was so white, cate as spun glass ;
so be careful."

and his knees so shaky, that I says to " Come in, Mr. Buckhurst," called Clar-

myself,
'

Dan, you've carried the joke ian.

far enough.' So I sings out to him, and The worthy farmer looked to right and

comes out from behind the lumber-stack, left, as if he would much rather have

but, Lord bless ye ! he jest peeped round made his escape, but, impelled by a shove

over his shoulder oncet, gave a kind of from the Doctor, he ran his fingers through
chokin' scream like, and put out up the his coarse hair, and, with a very red and

road as if the Devil was after him. I " I-wish-I-was-out-of-this
"

face, went in,

knowed it warn't no use to follow him, closing the door behind him.

so I got on a dry shirt and went to bed. " Phew !

"
said Thorne, seating himself

The next day I went home, and I'd somewhat testily, after having filled and

mighty near forgot all about it, only to- lighted a pipe, "Phew! So that's over,

day I came to see Dr. Thorne for some- and I a'n't sorry ;
it's as bad as reading

thin' to do my cold good, and he wantin' the '

Diary of a Physician.' The boy will

to know how I ketched it brought the be all right now, and the lesson won't

whole matter back again." hurt him, though it has been a rough one.
" You're an old brick, Buckhurst !" cried But no more metaphysics for him, Ned

Mac, giving the jovial farmer a thunder- Blount ! And, boys, let this be a warning

ing slap on the back, and a hearty grasp to you. He's too brittle a toy to be han-

of his hand
;

" and you shall drink the died in your rough fashion."

boy's health with Ned and me this day,
" You needn't tell us that, Thorne,"

or I'll know the reason why. Ned Blount, said Mac, drawing a long breath. " Catch

a'n't it glorious ? Said I not, you ill-omen- me kicking over children's baby-houses
ed bird, said I not,

l ll y a toujours un again, or telling 'em ghost-stories in the

Dieu pour les enfans et pour les ivrognes
'

? dark !

"

So you came down with Thorne to ease " He vows never again to touch brush,

the poor little fellow's mind, did you, crayon, or pencil ;
and if he is the devo-

Buckhurst ? That's right, and you shall tee you describe him to be, Ned, I would

see the picture, by Jove ! And you'll not advise you to oppose him in his deter-

say, when you see it, that such a picture mination. You must keep him here till

were cheap at the cost of duckings for a vacation, and next term he can exchange
dozen Buckhursts. Now tell me truly, his room. Macbeth's company will never

what do you think made him push you be very agreeable to him, I should judge ;

in ?
" and it will not do to let him destroy the

" Of course, it was the pison, Sir, a picture."

baby like that wouldn't harm a flea. I Thorne puffed away vigorously for a

thought maybe, until I see Dr. Thorne, minute or two.

that he done it out of mischieviousness, as
" That boy ought to turn preacher,

boys will do, you know, jest as they steal Mac. He touched me nearer just now
a feller's apples, and knock his turkeys than I have been touched for an age.

of'n the roost, but yander's not one of.11., , . , i His voice was a sweet tremble in mine ear,them kind
;
so he must a been crazy, and ,, , .. , . c

T,
* f Made tunable with every saddest grief,

. sorry he's been so bad put to Till those sad eyeS) so 8pirituai and clear,'
about it, I am, indeed."

Here the inner door was opened, and almost persuaded me to follow the exam-

Thorne joined us, with a moisture about pie of divine Achilles and ' refresh my
his eyes that he used afterwards to deny soul with tears.' He has that tear-bring-
most vehemently. ing privilege of genius, to a certainty."
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And so it seemed, indeed
;
for presently

the worthy Mr. Buckhurst made his re-

appearance in quite a sad state, mopping
his red face and swollen eyes most vigor-

ously with a figured cotton handkerchief,

and proclaiming, with as much intelligi-

bility as the cold in his head and the pe-

culiar circumstances of the case would ad-

mit of, that he'd " be dagg'd ef he hadd't

raver be chucked idto two cadawls dad

'ave dat iddocedt baby beggid his pardod
about de codfouded duckid ! Wat de

hell did lie care about gittid wet, he'd

like to kdow ? Dodsedse ! 'twad all

dud id fud, adyhow !

"

"And now you, my dear, dear

friends," said Clarian, turning his sad,

full eyes upon us, and calling us to his

side, and to his arms.

But I shall draw a veil over that in-

terview.

That night, after we had talked long
and lovingly together, and were now sit-

ting, each absorbed in his own thoughts,

and emulating the quiet that reigned
around college, Clarian softly joined us,

and placed an open book in Mac's hands.
" Will you, dear Mac ?

" murmured

he.

Then Mac, all full of solemn emotion,

read through the grand periods of the

Church Litany, and when he had finish-

ed, Clarian, with a thrilling
" Let us

pray," offered up such a thanksgiving

as I had never heard, praying to the

kind Father who had so mercifully ex-

tricated him, that our paths might still be

enlightened, and our walks made humble

and righteous.
"
Clarian," said Mac, after a pause,

when we were again on our feet, he

laid his hands on the boy's shoulders, as

he spoke, and looked into his eyes,
"
Clarian, would it have happened, if you

had not taken that foul drug ?
"

Clarian shuddered, and covered up his

face in his hands.
" Do not ask me, dear Mac ! do not ask

me ! Oh, be sure, my aims, I thought,

were noble, and myself I thought so

pure ! but 1 cannot say, Mac, I

cannot say.

" ' We are so weak, we know our motives least

In their confused beginning.'
"

"At least, Clarian," said Mac, after a

while, his deep voice wonderfully refined

with strong emotion,
" at least, the picture

was not painted in vain. Even as it is in

the play, Banquo died that his issue might

reign after him
;
and this lesson of ours

will bear fruit far mightier than the tri-

fling pains of its parturition. Ay, Clar-

ian, your picture has not been vainly

painted. And now, Ned," said he, ris-
'

ing,
" we must put our baby to bed

;
for

he is to wake early to-inorrow, and know

himself a man !

"

SPRING.

DOVES on the sunny eaves are cooing,

The chip-bird trills from the apple-tree,

Blossoms are bursting and leaves renewing,
And the crocus darts up the spring to see.

Spring has come with a smile of blessing,

Kissing the earth with her soft warm breath,

Till it blushes in flowers at her gentle caressing,

And wakes from the winter's dream of death.
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Spring has come ! The rills, as they glisten,

Sing to the pebbles and greening grass ;

Under the sward the violets listen,

And dream of the sky as they hear her pass.

Coyest of roses feel her coming,

Swelling their buds with a promise to her,

And the wild bee hears her, around them humming,
And booms about with a joyous stir.

Oaks, that the bark of a century covers,

Feel ye the spell, as ye groan and sigh ?

Say, does her spirit that round you hovers

Whisper of youth and love gone by ?

Windows are open, the pensive maiden

Leans o'er the sill with a wistful sigh,

Her heart with tender longings o'erladen,

And a happy sadness, she knows not why.

For we and the trees are brothers in nature
;

We feel in our veins the season's thrill

In hopes that reach to a higher stature,

In blind dim longings beyond our will.

Whence dost thou come, O joyous spirit ?

From realms beyond this human ken,

To paint with beauty the earth we inherit,

And soften to love the hearts of men ?

X

Dear angel ! that blowest with breath of gladness

The trump to waken the year in its grave,

Shall we not hear, after death's deep sadness,

A voice as tender to gladden and save ?

Dost thou not sing a constant promise
That joy shall follow that other voice,

That nothing of good shall be taken from us,

But all who hear it shall rise, to rejoice ?
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RUFUS CHOATE.

MR. CHOATE'S mind was so complex, to all the complicated questions between

peculiar, and original, so foreign in parties, involving life, liberty, and prop-

temperament and spirit to the more rep- erty, arising therein, that he is to know

resentative traits of New England char- and discuss our whole scheme of govern-

acter, so large, philosophic, and saga- ment, from questions under its patent

cious in vision and survey of great ques- laws up to questions of jurisdiction and

tions, and so dramatic and vehement in constitutional law, it will be seen what

their exposition and enforcement, so a field there is for the exhibition of the

judicial and conservative in always main- highest talents, and how few lawyers in

taining in his arguments the balance and the country can become eminent in all

relation of interdependent principles, and these various and important departments

so often in details marring the most ex- of mental labor. In their whole extent

quisite poetry with the wildest extrava- Mr. Choate was not only thoroughly in-

gancies of style, so free from mere vul- formed as a student and profound as a

gar tricks of effect, and so full of im- reasoner, but his genius produced such a

aginative tricksiness and surprises, so fusion of imagination and understanding

mischievous, subtle, mysterious, elusive, as to give creativeness to argumentation

Protean, that it is no wonder he has and philosophy to treatment of facts,

been more admired and more misunder- We propose to try to give some idea of

stood than any eminent American of his those mental characteristics and peculiar-

time. It was because of these unaccus- ities in which he differed from other law-

tomed qualities of mind that matter-of- yers, and to indicate some salient points of

fact lawyers and judges came slowly but his genius and nature which went to make

surely to Mr. Webster's conclusion, that up so original and interesting an individ-

he was " the most accomplished of Amer- uality. Immense labor and talent will no

ican lawyers," whether arguing to courts more produce genius or its results, than

or juries. In the same way, critically cor- mere natural genius, without their aid and

rect but unimaginative scholars, who "can instrumentality, can reach and maintain

pardon anything but a false quantity," the highest rank in any of the great de-

who " see the hair on the rope, but not the partments oflife or thought, With true ge-

rope," and detect minute errors, but not nius, imagination is, to be sure, paramount

poetic apprehension, admitted at last to great and balanced faculties; but ge-

the fulness and variety of his scholastic nius is always demonstrating its
vsuperior-

attainments. And perhaps the finest trib- ity to talent as well by its greater rapid-

ute to the power and subtlety of his in- ity and certainty in seizing, arranging,

fluence was, that, to the last, juries, who and holding facts, and by the extent of

began cases by steeling themselves against its acquisitions, as by its superior philo-

it, and who ended by giving him their ver- sophic and artistic grasp and vision,

diets, maintained that they were not at Though Mr. Choate was so much more

all influenced by him, so profound, so than a mere lawyer, it was in court that

complete, and so unconscious had been he displayed the full force and variety of

the spell this man of genius had woven his powers. Hie currus et arma. We
around them. shall, however, speak more especially of

When it is remembered that a great his jury-trials, because in them more of

lawyer in the United States is called up- his whole nature was brought into play,

on (as he is not in England) to practise and because of them and of his manage-
in all our courts, civil and criminal, law, ment of them there is and can be no full

equity, and admiralty, and, in addition record. The arguments .and triumphs of
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the great advocate are almost as evanes- petent judge ever saw his management
cent and traditionary as the conversation of any case in court, from its opening
of great talkers like Coleridge. In what to its close, without recognizing that he

we have to say we cannot be expected to was a man of genius. It mattered not

call up the arguments and cases them- whether the amount involved was little

selves, and we must necessarily be confin- or great, whether the parties were rich

ed to a somewhat general statement of or poor, wise or ignorant, whether the

certain mental qualities and characteris- subject-matter was dry or fertile, such

tics which were of the secret of his pow- were his imaginative insight, his knowl-

er. We shall be rewarded, if we sue- edge of law and of human nature, his

ceed in giving in mere outline some ex- perfection of arrangement, under which

planation of the fact, that so much of in- every point was treated fully, but none

terest and something of mystery attach unduly, his consummate tact and tactics,

themselves throughout the country to his his command of language in all its rich-

name and genius. ness and delicacy to express the fullest

A jury-trial is in itself dramatic
;
but force and the nicest shades of his mean-

mere eloquence is but a small part of ing, and his haggard beauty of person
what is demanded of a great advocate, and grace of nature, tfcat every case rose

Luther Martin and Jeremiah Mason were to dramatic dignity and to its largest re-

the most eminent American examples of lations to law, psychology, and poetry ;

the very many great jury -lawyers who and thus, while giving it artistic unity

were almost destitute of all that makes up and completeness, he all the more en-

popular eloquence. A jury-lawyer is of forced his arguments and insured his

course greater with it, but he can do en- success. How widely different in method

tirely without it. Almost all great trials and surroundings from the poet's exer-

appeal to the intellects rather than to the cise of the creative faculty in the calm

passions of jurors. What an advocate of thought and retirement, on a selected

needs first is thorough knowledge of law, topic and in selected hours of inspiration, .

and that adaptiveness and readiness of was his entering, with little notice or prep-

faculty which are never surprised into aration, into a case involving complicat-

forgetfulness or confusion, so that he can ed questions of law and fact, with only

instantly see, meet, reason upon, and ap- a partial knowledge of the case of his

ply his legal learning to the unexpected antagonist ! met at point after point by
as well as the expected points of law and unexpected evidence and rulings of law,

evidence as they arise in a case. Sec- often involving such instantaneous decis-

ondly, he must have thorough knowledge ions as to change his whole combinations

of human nature : he must not only pro- and method of attack
; examining wit-

foundly discuss motives in their relations nesses with unerring skill, whom he was

to the laws of the human mind, and prac- at once too chivalrous and too wise to

tically reconcile motives with conduct as browbeat ; arguing to the court unex-

they relate to the parties and witnesses pected questions of law with full and

in his cases, but he must prepare, pre- available legal learning ; carrying in his

sent, develop, guide, and finally argue mind the case, and the known or surmised

his case, within the rules of law, with plan of attack of his antagonist, and shap-

strict reference to its effect upon the dif- ing his own case to meet it
; holding an

fering minds of twelve men. It would exquisitely sensitive physical and mental

be difficult to name any other field of organization in such perfect control as

public mental effort which demands and never to be irritated or disturbed
;
throw-

gives scope for such variety of faculty ing his whole force on a given point, and

and accomplishment. rising to a joyousness of power in meet-

Whatever may have been Mr. Choate's ing the great obstacles to his success
;

defects of character or of style, no com- and finally, with little or no respite for
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preparation, weaving visibly, as it were,

before the mental eye, from all these

elicited materials, his closing argument,

which, as we have said, was all the more

effective, because profound reasoning and

exquisite tact and influence were involv-

ed in it as a work of art.

He had the temperament of the great

actors, that of the elder Kean and the

elder Booth, not of Kemble and Mac-

ready, and, like them, had the power of

almost instantly passing into the nature

and thought and emotion of another, and

of not only absolutely realizing them, but

of realizing them all the more completely

because he had at the same time perfect

self-direction and self-control. The ab-

surd question is often asked, whether an

actor is ever the character he represents

throughout a whole play. He could be

so, only if insane. But every great actor

and orator must be capable of instanta-

neous abandonment to his part, and of as

instantaneous withdrawal from it, like

the elder Booth, joking one minute at a

side-scene and in the next having the

big tears of a realized Lear running down

his cheeks. An eminent critic says,
" Genius always lights its own fire,"

and this constant double process of mind,

one of self-direction and self-control,

the other of absolute abandonment and

identification, each the more complete

for the other, the dramatic poet, the

impassioned orator, and the great inter-

pretative actor, all know, whenever the

whole mind and nature are in their high-

est action. Mr. Choate, therefore, from

pure force of mental constitution, threw

himself into the life and position of the

parties and witnesses in a jury-case, and

tney necessarily became dramatis per-

sonce, and moved in an atmosphere of

his own creation. His narrative was the

simplest and most artistic exhibition of

his case thus seen and presented from the

point of their lives and natures, and not

from the dry facts and points of his case
;

and his argument was all the more per-

fect, because not exhibited in skeleton

nakedness, but incorporated and inter-

twined with the interior and essential life
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of persons and events. It was in this

way that he effected the acquittal of Tir-

rell, whom any matter-of-fact lawyer,

however able, would have argued straight

to the gallows ;
and yet we have the high-

est judicial authority for saying that in

that case he did his simple technical duty,

without interposing his own opinions or

convictions. We shall say a word, before

we close, of the charge that he surrender-

ed himself too completely to his client
;

but to a great degree the explanation
and the excuse at once lie in this dramat-

ic imagination, which was of the essence

of his genius and influence, and through
which he lived the life, shared the views,

and identified himself, with a great actor's

realization, in the part of his client.

In making real to himself the nature,

life, and position of his client, in gather-

ing from him and his witnesses, in the

preparation and trial of his case, its main

facts and direction, as colored or inflamed

by his client's opinions, passions, and mo-

tives, and in seeking their explanation

in the egotism and idiosyncrasy which

his own sympathetic insight penetrated

and harmonized into a consistent indi-

viduality, he, of course, knew his client

better than his client knew himself; he

conceived him as an actor conceives char-

acter, and, in a great measure, saw with

his eyes from his point of view, and, in

the argument of his case, gave clear ex-

pression and consistent characterization

to his nature and to his partisan views

*in their relations to the history of the

case. We have seen his clients sit lis-

tening to the story of their own lives

and conduct, held off in artistic relief

and in dramatic relation, with tears run-

ning down cheeks which had not been

moistened by the actual events them-

selves, re-presented by his arguments in

such coloring and perspective.

As a part of this power of merging
his own individuality in that of his client

was his absolute freedom from egotism,

conceit, self-assertion, and personal pride

of opinion. Such an instance is, of course,

exceptional. Nearly all the eminent jury-

lawyers we have known have been, con-
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sciously or unconsciously, self-asserting, chievous and genial irony, when it touch-

and their individuality rather than that ed personal character, stamped and char-

of their clients has been impressed upon acterized it for life, and how keen was

juries. An advocate with a great jury- the edge and how fine the play of every

reputation has two victories to win : the weapon in his full armory of sarcasm and

first, to overcome the determination of the ridicule, (of which his speech in the Sen-

jury to steel themselves against his influ- ate in reply to Mr. McDuffie's personal-
ence

;
the second, to convince their judg- ities gives masterly exhibition,) we are

ments. Mr. Choate's self-surrender was thankful that his sensibility was so ex-

so complete that they soon forgot him, be- quisite and his temper so sweet, that he

cause he forgot himself in his case
;
noth- was a delight instead of a terror, and

ing personally demonstrative or antago- that he was loved instead of feared. Del-

nistic induced obstinacy or opposition, and icacy should be commensurate to power,

every door was soon wide open to sym- that each may be complete. It would

pathy and conviction. If an advocate is seem almost impossible that a lawyer with

conceited, or vain, or self-important, or a practice truly immense, passing a great
if he thinks of producing effects as well part of his life in public and heated con-

for himself as for his client, or if his na- tests and in discussing and often severe-

ture is hard and unadaptive, great abil- ly criticizing the motives and conduct of

ities display these qualities, instead of hid- parties and witnesses, should not make

ing them, and they make a refracting me- many enemies
;
but he was so essentially

dium between a case and the minds of a modest, simple, gentlemanly, and tender,

jury. Mr. Choate was more completely so considerate of the feelings of others,

free from them than any able man we so evidently trying to mitigate the pain
ever knew. Any one of them would which it was often his duty to inflict, that

have been in complete contradiction to we never heard of his searching and sub-

the whole composition and current of his tile examination of witnesses, or his pro-
nature. Though conscious of his powers, found and exhaustive analysis of charac-

he was thoroughly and lovingly modest, ter and motive, or his instantaneous and

It was because he thought so little of him- irresistible retorts upon counsel, creating
self and so much of his client that he or leaving behind him, in the bar or out

never made personal issues, and was nev- of it, malice or ill-will in a human being.

er diverted by them from his strict and One of the most touching and beautiful

full duty. Instead of "
greatly finding things we ever saw in a court-room would

quarrel in a straw," where some supposed have been in other hands purely pain-
honor was at stake, he would suffer him- ful and repulsive. It was his examina-

self rather than that his case should suf- tion of the wretched women who were

fer. Early in his practice, when a friend witnesses in the Tirrell case. His tact

told him he bore too much from opposing in eliciting what was necessary to be

counsel without rebuking them, he said : known, and which they would have con-
" Do you suppose I care what those men cealed, was forgotten and lost in his chiv-

say ? I want to get my client's case." alrous and Christian recognition of their*

Want of pugnacity too often passes for common humanity, and in his gentleman-
want of courage. We have seen him in ly thoughtfulness that even they were

positions where we wished he could have still women, with feelings yet sensitive

been more personally demonstrative, and to eye and word.

(to apply the language of the ring to the In jury -trials it would be foolish to

contests of the court-room) that he could judge style by severe or classic standards,

have stood still and struck straight from If an advocate have skill and insight and

the shoulder
;
but when we remember adequate powers of expression, his style

how perfectly he saw through and through must yield and vary with the circumstan-

the faults and foibles of men, how his mis- ces of different cases and the minds of dif-
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ferent juries and jurors. When a friend

of Erskine asked him, at the close of a

jury-argument, why he so unusually and

iteratively, and with such singular illus-

tration, prolonged one part of his case,

he said,
" It took me two hours to make

that fat man with the buff waistcoat join

the eleven !

"

All men of great powers of practical

influence over the minds of men know

how stupid and dull of apprehension the

mass of mankind are
;
and no one knows

better than a great jury-lawyer in how

many different ways it is often necessary

to present arguments, and how they must

be pressed, urged, and hammered into

most men's minds. He is endeavoring
to persuade and convince twelve men

upon a question in which they have no

direct pecuniary or personal interest, and

he must more or less know and adapt his

reasoning and his style to each juror's

mind. He should know no audience but

the judge and these twelve men. Re-

tainers never seek and should not find

counsel who address jurors with classical

or formal correctness. Napoleon, at St.

Helena, after reading one of his bulletins,

which had produced the great and exact

effect for which he had intended it, ex-

claimed,
" And yet they said I couldn't

write!"

The true Yankee is suspicious of elo-

quence, and "
stops a metaphor like a sus-

pected person in an enemy's country."

A stranger, who looked in for a few min-O '

utes upon one of Mr. Choate's jury -ar-

guments, and saw a lawyer with a lithe

and elastic figure of about five feet and

eleven inches, with a face not merely of

a scholarly paleness, but wrinkled all over,

and, as it were, scathed with thought and

with past nervous and intellectual strug-

gles, yet still beautiful, with black hair

curling as if from heat and dewy from

heightened action and intensity of thought

and feeling, and heard a clear, sympa-

thetic, and varying voice uttering rapidly

and unhesitatingly, sometimes with sweet

caesural and almost monotonous caden-

ces, and again with startling and electric

shocks, language now exquisitely delicate

and poetic, now vehement in its direct

force, and again decorated and wild with

Eastern extravagance and fervor of fan-

cy, would have thought him the last man
to have been born on New England soil,

or to convince the judgments of twelve

Yankee jurors. But those twelve men,
if he had opened the case himself, had
been quietly, simply, and sympathetical-

ly led into a knowledge of its facts in

connection with its actors and their mo-

tives
; they had seen how calmly and with

what tact he had examined his witnesses,

how ready, graceful, and unheated had

been his arguments to the court, and how

complete throughout had been his self-

possession and self- control
; they had,

moreover, learned and become interested

in the case, and were no longer the same

hard and dispassionate men with whom
he had begun, and they knew, as the

casual spectator could not know, how

systematically he was arguing while he

was also vehemently enforcing his case.

He, meanwhile, knew his twelve men,
and what arguments, appeals, and illus-

trations were needed to reach the minds

of one or all. He did not care how cer-

tain extravagances of style struck the

critical spectator, if they stamped and

riveted certain points of his case in the

minds of his jury. With the keenest

perception of the ridiculous himself, he

did not hesitate to say things which, dis-

connected from his purpose, might seem

ridiculous. One consequence of these

audacities of expression was, that, when

it became necessary for him to be itera-

tive, he was never tedious. They gave
full play to his imaginative humor and

irony, and to his poetic unexpectedness
and surprises. A wise observer, hear-

ing him try a case from first to last,

while recognizing those higher qualities

of genius which we have before describ-

ed, saw, that, for all the purposes of per-

suasion and argumentation, for convey-

ing his meaning in its full force and in

its most delicate distinctions and shad-

ings, for analytic reasoning or for the
"
clothing upon

"
of the imagination, for

all the essential objects and vital uses of
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language, his style was perfect for his truth and justice. Counsel themselves can-

purpose and for his 'audience. His ex- not know a whole case until tried to its

cesses came from surplus power and dra- end
;
their clients have a right to their

matic intensity, and were pardoned by all best services, within the limits of personal

imaginative minds to the real genius with honor
;
and lawyers are derelict in duty,

which they were informed. not only to their clients, but to justice it-

Every great advocate must, at times, self, if they do not present their cases to

especially in the trial of capital cases, be the best of their ability, when they are

held popularly responsible for the acquit- to be followed by opposing counsel, by
tal of men whom the public has prejudg- the judge, and by the jury. The popular
ed to be guilty. This unreasoning, im- judgment is not only capricious, it not

pulsive, and irresponsible public never only assumes that legal precedents, found-

stops to inform itself; never discriminates ed in justice for the protection of the

between legal acumen and pettifogging honest, are petty technicalities or tricks

trickery, between doing one's full duty through which the dishonest escape, it

to his client and interposing or misrepre- is not only formed out of the court-room,

senting his own personal opinions ;
and with no opportunity to see witnesses and

never remembers that the functions of hear testimony, often very different in re-

law and the practice of law are to pre- ality from what they seem in print, but

vent and to punish crime, to ascertain it visits upon counsel its ignorant preju-
the truth, and to determine and enforce dices against the theory and practice of

justice, that trial by jury, and the other the law itself, and forgets that lawyers
means and methods through which justice cannot present to the jury a particle of

is administered, are founded in the largest evidence except with the sanction of the

wisdom, philanthropy, and experience, court under sound rules of law, and that

that they cannot work perfectly, because the law is to be laid down by the court

human nature is imperfect, but they con- alone.

stitute the best practical system for the A man thoroughly in earnest in any

application of abstract principles of right direction is more or less a partisan. His-

to the complicated affairs of life which tories are commonly uninfluential or

the world has yet seen, and which stead- worthless, unless written with views so

ily improves as our race improves, and earnest and decided as to show bias. As
that every great lawyer is aiding in elu- the greater interests of truth are best

cidating truth and in administering jus- subserved by those whose zeal is com-

tice, when doing his duty to his client un- mensurate to their scope of mind, so it is

der this system. Our trial by jury has a part of the scheme of jury-trials, that,

its imperfections ; but, laying aside its within the limits we have named, coun-

demonstrated value and necessity in great sel shall throw their whole force into their

struggles for freedom, before and since cases, that thus they may be presented
the time of Erskine, no better' scheme fully in all lights, and the right results

can be devised to do its great and indis- more surely reached. The scheme of

pensable work. The very things which jury-trials itself thus providing for a law-

seem to an uninformed man like rejec- yer's standing in the place of his client

tion or confusion of truth are a part of and deriving from him his partisan opin-
the sifting by which it is to be reached, ions, and for urging his case in its full

The admission or rejection of evidence force within the limits of sound rules of

under sound rules of law, the presenting law, it almost invariably follows, that, the

of the whole case of each party and of the greater the talent and zeal of the advo-

best argument which can be made upon cate, and the more he believes in the views

it by his counsel, the charge of the judge of his client, the more liable he is to be

and the verdict of the jury, all are ne- charged with overstating or misstating

cessary parts of the process of reaching testimony. Mr. Choate never conceived
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that his duty to his client should carry so dramatically. Within this outer cir-

him up to the line of self-surrender drawn cle, attached and related to it by every-

by Lord Brougham ; but, recognizing his thing in the subject-matter of real poetic

client's full and just claims upon him, or philosophic importance, was his case,

entering into his opinions and nature creatively woven and spread in artistic

with the sympathetic and dramatic real- light and perspective ;
and between the

ization we have described, he could not two (if we do not press our illustration

faithfully perform the prescribed and ad- beyond clear limits) was a heat-lightning-

mitted duty of the advocate, necessari- like play of mind, showing itself, at one

ly,
with him, involving his throwing the moment, in unexpected flashes of poetic

whole force of his physical and intellect- analogy, at another in Puck-like mischief,

ual vitality into every case he tried, and again in imaginative irony or hu-

without being a vehement partisan, or mor.

without being sometimes charged with As he recovered himself from aban-O "

misstating evidence or going too far for donment to some part of his case or argu-

his client. Occasionally this may have ment to guide and mould the whole, so,

been true
;
but we see the explanation going into his library, he could, as com-

in the very quality of his genius and tern-
pletely, for minutes or for hours, banish

perament, and not in conscious or inten- and forget his anxieties and dramatic ex-

tional. wrong-doing, citements, and pass into the cooling air

His ability and method in his strictly and loftier and purer stimulations of the

legal arguments to courts of law are sub-
great minds of other times and countries

stantially indicated in what we have al- and of the great questions that overhang

ready said. His manner, however, was us all. His mind, capacious, informed,

here calm, his general views of his subject wise, doubting,
"
looking before and af-

large and philosophic, his legal learning ter," here found its highest pleasures, and

full, his reasoning clear, strong, and con- its little, but most loved repose.
" The

sequential, his discrimination quick and more a man does, the more he can do "
;

sure, and his detection of a logical falla- and, notwithstanding his immense prac-

cy unerring, his style, though sometimes tice, and that by physical and intellect-

fairly open to the charge of redundancy, ual constitution he couldn't half do any-

graceful and transparent in its exhibition thing, he never allowed a day of his life

of his argument, and his mind always at to pass, without reading some, if ever so

home, and in its easiest and most natural little, Greek, and it was a surprise to those

exercise, when anything in his case rose who knew him well to find that he kept

into connection with great principles. up with everything important in modern

While exhibiting in his jury-trials, as literature. Rising and going to bed ear-

we have shown, this double process of ab-
ly, taking early morning exercise, having

solute identification and of perfect super- a strong .constitution, though he was sub-

vision and self-control, of instantaneous ject to sudden but quickly overcome ner-

imaginative dips into his work, and ofas in- vous and bilious illness, wasting no time,

stantaneous withdrawal from it, of pur- caring nothing for the coarser social en-

posely and yet completely throwing him- joyments, leading, out of court, a self-

self in one sentence into the realization withdrawn and solitary life, though play-

of an emotion, thus perfectly conveying ful, genial, and stimulating in social inter-

his meaning while living the thought, and course, with a memory as tenacious and

yet coming out of it to see quicker than ready as his apprehension was quick, with

any one that it might be made absurd by high powers of detecting, .mastering, ar-

displacement, he always had, as it were, ranging, and fusing his acquisitions, and

an air-drawn circle of larger thought and of penetrating to the centre of historical

superintending relation far around the characters and events, it is not strange,

immediate question into which he passed though he may not have been critically
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exact and nice in questions of quantity ing them up to relations with what is po-

and college exercises, that his scholarship etic and permanent. But, though irony

was large and available in all its higher was thus the natural language of his mind,

aims and uses. it did not pass beyond the limits of the

It will naturally be asked, how such mischievous'and kindly, because there was

qualities as we have described manifested nothing scoffing or bitter in his nature,

themselves in character, and in political It was fresh and natural, never studied

and other fields of thought and exertion, for effect, and gave his conversation the

Fair abilities, zeal, industry, a sanguine charm of constant novelty and surpris-

temperament, and some special bent or es. He loved to condense the results of

fitness for the profession of the law, will thought and study into humorous or gro-

make a good and successful lawyer. Such test[ue overstatements, which, while they

a man's mind will be entirely in and lim- amused his hearers, conveyed his exact

ited by the immediate case in hand, and meaning to every one who followed the

virtually his intellectual life will be re- mercurial movement of his mind. It will

corded in his cases. But with Mr. Choate, readily be seen how a person with nei-

the dramatic genius and large scope and ther insight into his nature nor appre-

vision which made him superior to other hension of his meaning should, without

great advocates at the same time pre- intending it, misinterpret his life and cari-

vented his overestimating the value of cature his opinions, blundering only the

his work in kind or degree, showed him more deeply when trying to be literally

how ephemeral are the actual triumphs exact in reporting conversations or por-

and how small the real value of nearly traying character.

all the questions he thus vitalized into It has been shrewdly said, that,
" when

artistic reality, when compared with the the Lord wants anything done in this

great outlying truths and principles to world, he makes a man a little wrong-
which he allied them. Feeling this all headed in the right direction." With this

through his cases, at the same time that goes the disposition to overestimate the

he was moulding them and giving them importance of one's work and to push
dramatic vitality, they took their true principles and theories towards extremes,

position from natural reaction and re- The saying is true of some individuals at

bound, with all the more sharpness of or before certain crises in affairs; it is

contrast, when he came out of them. With not true of the great inevitable historical

such a nature, it could be assumed a priori movements, any more than the history of

as a psychological certainty, at any rate it revolutions is the history of nations. Hal-

was the fact with him, that a certain un- , ifax is called a trimmer. William Wil-

reality was at times thrown over life and berforce was a reformer. Each did a

its objects, that its projects and ambitions great work. But it would be simply ab-

seemed games and mockeries, and " this surd, except in the estimation of the mor-

brave o'erhanging firmament a pestilent al purist, to call Wilberforce as great a

congregation of vapors," and that grave man or as great an historical and influen-

doubts and fears on the great questions tial person as Halifax. Halifax saw and

of existence were ever on the horizon of acted in the clear light and large rela-

his mind. This gave perpetual play to tions in which the great historian of our

his irony, and made it a necessity and a own times wrote the history of the Stu-

relief of mind. Except when in earnest arts. Wilberforce was a purer man, who

in some larger matter, or closely occupied acted more conscientiously and persist-

in accomplishing some smaller necessary ently within his smaller range of life and

purpose or duty, his imagination loved thought. It would have been inconsistent

the tricksy play of exhibiting the petty with Mr. Choate's nature for him to have

side of life in contrast to its realities, just been "
wrong-headed

"
in any direction,

as in his cases it found its exercise in lift- Such largeness of view, such dramatic and
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interpretative imagination, such volatile most eloquent man in the Senate, his

play of thought and fancy, and such per- speeches would have been distinguished

ception of the pettiness and hollowness for amplitude and judgment in design,

of nearly all the aims and ambitions of and for tact and persuasiveness in en-

daily life we cannot expect to find co- forcement. They might not have had

existing with the coarser "
blood-sympa- immediate and commanding efiect, but

thies," the direct passion, and the dog- they would have had permanent value,

ged and tenacious hold of temporary and His speech upon the Ashburton Treaty

smaller objects and issues, which distin- indicates the powers he would have

guish the American politician, or with the shown, with a longer training in the Sen-

narrowness of view, the zeal, and the ate. More than ten years had passed be-

moral persistency which characterize the tween that speech and his two speeches in

practical reformer. There was, therefore, the Massachusetts Constitutional Conven-

in his nature a certain want of the stur- tion, upon Representation and the Judi-

dier, harder, and more robust elements of ciary, and in that time a great maturing

character, which, though commonly mani- and solidifying work had been going on

festino- themselves in connection with self- in his mind. Indeed, it was one sure testo '

assertion and partisan zeal, are indispen- of his genius, that his intellect plainly

sable to the man who, in any large and grew to the day of his death. We would

political way, would take hold of practical point to those two speeches as giving

circumstances and work a purpose out of some adequate expression of his ability

them. We admire him for what he was. to treat -large subjects simply, profound-

We do not condemn him for the absence ly, artistically, and convincingly. Many
of qualities not allied to such delicacy of his earlier and some of his later speech-

and breadth of nature. It is simply just es and addresses, though large in con*

to state the fact. ception and stamped with unmistakable

He had too little political ambition to genius, want solid body of thought, and

seek his own advancement. He never are, so to speak, too fluid in style. This

'could have been a strictly party man. obviously springs from the qualities of

His interest in our politics was a patriot- mind and from the circumstances we
ic interest in the country. While he have indicated. In court, the necessi-

recognized the necessity of two great ties of his case and the determination

parties, he despised the arts and in- and shaping of all his argument and per-

trigues of the politician. His modesty, suasion to convincing twelve men, or a

sensibility, large views, and want of po- court only, on questions requiring prompt
litical ambition and partisan spirit pre- decision, kept his style free from every-

vented interest, as they would have pre- thing foreign to his purpose. But, re-

eluded success in party management, leased from these restraints, and called

Had he spent many years instead of a upon for a treatment more general and

few in the national Senate, he never comprehensive than acute and discrimi-

could have been a leader in its great nating, his style often became inflamed

party struggles. He had not the hardier and decorated with sensibility and fancy.

personal and constitutional qualities of His mind, moreover, was overtasked in

mind and character which lead and con- his profession. His unremitting mental

trol deliberative bodies in great crises, labor in the preparation and trial of *so

He would not have had that statesman- many cases was immense and exhausting,
like prescience which in the case of It shortened his life. That his genius
Lord Chatham and others seems separa- might have that free and joyous exercise

ble from great general scope of thought, necessary to its full use and exhibition in

and which one is tempted to call a fac- literary or political directions, an aban-

ulty for government. But he must have donment of a great part of his profession-

been influential
; for, besides being the al duties was indispensable. This was to
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him neither possible nor desirable. The Union sprang from other sources than

mental heat and pressure, therefore, un- his. But we believe he acted from the

der which he wrote his speeches and ad- highest convictions of duty, and he cer-

dresses, and the necessity for the exer- tainly exposed himself with unflinching

cise of different methods of thought and courage to obloquy and misinterpretation

treatment from those called into play at when silence would have been easy and

the bar, explain why (with a few noble safe.

exceptions) they do not give a fair or full In what we have said of him as a law-

exhibition"*of his genius and accomplish- yer we are sure that in every essential

ments. But in them his judgment never respect we have not overstated or mis-

lost its anchorage. Unlike Burke, who was stated his powers and characteristics as

the god of his political idolatry, his sensi- they were known and conceded by law-

bility never overmastered his reasoning, yers and judges in Massachusetts. We
Through a style sometimes Eastern in have confined ourselves mainly to his

flush and fervor, and again tropical in jury-trials, because into them he threw

heat and luxuriance, were always seen the whole force and vitality of his nature,

the adjusting and attempering habit of and because we could thus more corn-

thought and argument and the even bal- pletely indicate the variety of his accom-

ance of his mind. plishments and the essential characteris-

We have said that his interest in poli- tics of his genius and individuality. A
tics was a patriotic interest in the nation, knowledge of them is indispensable to

He knew her history and her triumphs a just estimate of the man, and it must

and reverses on land and sea by heart, die with him and his hearers, excepting

Though limited by no narrow love of only as it may be preserved by contem-

ountry, he felt from sentiment and imag- poraneous written criticism and judg-
ination that attachment to every symbol inent, and by indeterminate and shad-

of patriotism and national power which owy tradition.

makes the sailor suffer death with joy The labors of so great a lawyer are as

when he sees his country's flag float- much more useful as they are less conspic-

iug in the smoke of victory. "The ra- uous than those ofany prominent politician

diant ensign of the Republic
" was to or legislator, unless he be one of the very

him the living embodiment of her hon- few who have high constructive or crea-

or and her power. He had for it the tive ability. There is little risk of over-

pride and passion of the boy, with the estimating the value of a life devoted to

prophetic hopes of the patriot. Men of mastering that complex system of juris-

genius are ever revivifying the common- prudence, the old, ever-expanding, and

place expressions and visible signs of ever-improving common law which is in-

popular enthusiasm with the poetic and terwoven with our whole fabric of gov-

historic realities which gave them birth, ernment, property, and personal rights,

He felt the glow and impulse of the and to applying it profoundly through

great sentiments of race and nationality trial by jury and before courts of law,

in all their natural simplicity and poetic not merely that justice may be obtain-

force. It is not now the time to discuss ed for clients, but that decisions shall

Mr. Choate's political preferences and be made determining the rights and du-

opinions. No one who knew him well ties of men for generations to come,

can hesitate to pronounce his motives And when such a life is not only full of

pure and patriotic. We could not come immense work and achievement, but is

to his conclusions on the policy and duty penetrated and informed with genius,

of our people at the last Presidential sensibility, and loving-kindness, it passes

election. Our duties to the Union forced sweetly and untraceably, but influential-

us to regard as paramount what he re- ly and immortally, into the life of the na-

garded as subsidiary. Our fear for the tion.
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THE REGICIDE COLONELS IN NEW ENGLAND.

BEFORE the restoration of Charles the erated and beloved by the people among
Second, in 1660, to the throne of his an- whom a refuge was sought,

cestors, he had issued a "
Declaration," Edward Whalley, a younger son of a

promising to all persons but such as good family, first cousin of the Protector

should be excepted by Parliament a par- Oliver, and of John Hampden, distin-

don of offences committed during the late guished himself at the Battle of Naseby
disorderly times. In the Parliamentary as an officer of cavalry, and was present-
Act of Indemnity which followed, such ly promoted by Parliament to the com-

as had been directly concerned in the mand of a regiment. He commanded at

death of the late King were excepted the storm of Banbury, and at the first

from mercy. Colonel Whalley and Col- capture of Worcester. He was intrust-

onel Goffe were members of the High ed with the custody of the King's person
Court of Justice which convicted and at Hampton Court; he sat in the High
sentenced him. It was known that they Court of Justice at the trial of Charles,
had fled from England ;

and one Cap- and was one of the signers of the death-

tain Breedon, lately returned from Bos- warrant. After the Battle of Dunbar, at

ton, reported that he had seen them there, which he again won renown, Cromwell

The Ministry sent an order to Endicott, left him in Scotland in command of four

the Governor of Massachusetts, for their regiments of horse. He was one of the

apprehension and transportation to Eng- Major-Generals among whom the king-
land, dom was parcelled out by one of the Pro-

The friendly welcome which had in fact tector's last arrangements, and as such

been extended to the distinguished fugi- governed the Counties of Lincoln, Not-

tives cannot be confidently interpreted tingham, Derby, Warwick, and Leicester.

as an indication of favorable judgment He sat as a member for Nottinghamshire
of the act by which their lives were now in Cromwell's Second and Third Parlia-

endangered. No one of the New-England ments, and was called up to " the other

Colonies had formally expressed approval House " when that body was constituted,

of the execution of King Charles the First, William Goffe, son of a Puritan clergy-
nor is there any other evidence of its hav- man in Sussex, was a member of Parlia-

ing been generally regarded by them with ment, and a colonel of infantry soon after

favor. It is likely that in New England the breaking out of the Civil War. He
as in the parent country, the opinions of married a daughter of Whalley. Like

patriotic men were divided in respect to his father-in-law, he was a member of

the character of that measure. In New the High Court of Justice for the Kind'so o

England, remote as it was from the scene trial, a signer of the warrant for his ex-

of those crimes which had provoked so ecution, a member of the Protector's Third

extreme a proceeding, it may be-presum- and Fourth Parliaments, and then a mem-
ed that there was greater difficulty in ad- ber of " the other House." He command-

mitting the force of the reasons by which ed Cromwell's regiment at the Battle of

it was vindicated. And the sympathy of Dunbar, and rendered service particu-
New England would be more likely to larly acceptable to him in the second ex-

be with Vane, who condemned it, than purgation of Parliament. As one of the

with Cromwell. But the strangers, how- ten Major-Generals, he held the govern-
ever one act of theirs might be regarded, ment of Hampshire, Berkshire, and Sus-

had been eminent among those who had sex.

fought for the rights of Englishmen, and When Whalley and Goffe, upon the

they brought introductions from men ven- King's return, left England to escape
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what they apprehended might prove the the magistrates. But they had scarcely

fate of regicides, the policy of the Court been at New Haven three weeks, when

in respect to persons circumstanced as tidings came thither of the reception at

they were had not been promulgated. Boston of a proclamation issued by the

Arriving in Boston, in July, and having King for their arrest. To release their

been courteously welcomed by the Gov- host from responsibility, they went to Mil-

ernor, they proceeded the same day to ford, (as if on their way to New Nether-

Cambridge, which place for the present land,) and there showed themselves in

they made their home. For several public; but returned secretly the same

months they appeared there freely in night to New Haven, and were conceal-

public. They attended the public relig- ed in Davenport's house. This was to-

ious meetings, and others held at private wards the last of March,

houses, at which latter they prayed, and They had been so situated a month,

prophesied, or preached. They visited when their friends had information from

some of the principal towns in the neigh- Boston that the search for them was to be

borhood, were often in Boston, and were undertaken in earnest. Further accounts

received, wherever they went, with dis- of their having been seen in that place

tinguished attention. had reached England, and the King had

At the end of four months, intelligence sent a peremptory order to the Colonial

came to Massachusetts of the Act of In- governments for their apprehension. En-

demnity, and that Whalley and Goffe dicott, to whom it was transmitted, -could

were among those excepted from it, and do no less than appear to interest him-

niarked for vengeance. Three months self to execute it
;
and this he might do

longer they lived at Cambridge unmolest- with the less reluctance, because, under

ed; but in the mean while affairs had the circumstances, there was small like-

been growing critical between Massa- lihood that his exertions would be effect-

chusetts and the mother country, and, ual. Two young English merchants,

though some members of the General Thomas Kellond and Thomas Kirk, re-

Court assured them of protection, others ceived from him a commission to pros-

thought it more prudent that they should ecute the search in Massachusetts, and

have a hint to provide for their safety in were also furnished with letters of rec-

some way which would not imply an af- ommendation to the Governors of the

front to the royal government on the part other Colonies. That they were zealous

of the Colony. The Governor called a Royalists, direct from England, would

Court of Assistants, in February, and be some evidence to the home govern-
without secrecy asked their advice re- ment that the quest would be pursued in

specting his obligation to secure the ref- good faith. That they were foreigners,

ugees. The Court refused to recommend unacquainted with the roads and with

that measure, and four days more passed, the habits of the country, and betraying
at the end of which time whether in- themselves by their deportment wherev-

duced by the persuasion of others, or by er they should go in New England, would

their own conviction of the improprie- afford comfortable assurance to the Gov-

ty of involving their generous hosts in ernor that they would pursue their quest
further embarrassment, or simply because in vain.

they had been awaiting till then the com- From Boston, the pursuivants, early

pletion of arrangements for their recep- in May, went to Hartford, where they
tion at New Haven they set off for were informed by Winthrop, Governor

that place. of Connecticut, that "the Colonels," as

A journey of nine days brought them they were called, had passed thence im-

to the hospitable house of the Reverend mediately before, on their way to New
Mr. Davenport, where again they moved Haven. Thither the messengers proceed-

freely in the society *of the ministers and ed, stopping on the way at Guilford, the
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residence of Deputy -Governor Leete. was used, it was break of day before we

Since the recent death of Governor got to horse; so he got there before us.

Newman, Leete had been Chief Magis- Upon our suspicion, we required the

trate of the Colony of New Haven, which Deputy that the said John Meigs might

was now, and for a few years later, dis- be examined what his business was, that

tinct from Connecticut. might occasion his so early going ;
to

The Deputy-Governor received them which the Deputy answered, that he did

in the presence of several other persons, not know any such thing, and refused to

He looked over their papers, and then examine him." Leete was in no haste

"
began to read them audibly ; whereup- to make his own journey to the capital,

on we told him," say the messengers,
"

it It was for the messengers to judge wheth-

was convenient to be more private in er they would use such despatch as to

such concernments as that was." They give an alarm there some time before

desired to be furnished " with horses, any magistrate was present, to be in-

Sec.," for their further journey,
" which voked for aid. He arrived, they write,

was prepared with some delays." They
" within two hours, or thereabouts, after

were accosted, on coming out, by a per- us, and came to us to the Court cham-

son who told them that the Colonels were ber, where we again acquainted him

secreted at Mr. Davenport's,
" and that, with the information we had received,

without all question, Deputy Leete knew and that we had cause to believe they

as much "
;
and that " in the head of a [the fugitives] were concealed in New

company in the field a-training," it had Haven, and thereupon we required his

lately been
"
openly spoken by them, that, assistance and aid for their apprehension ;

if they had but two hundred friends that to which he answered, that he did not

would stand by them, they would not believe they were
; whereupon we de-

care for Old or New England." sired him to empower us, or order others

The messengers returned to Leete, for it
;
to which he gave us this answer,

and made an application for " aid and a that he could not, or would not, make

power to search and apprehend
"
the fu- us magistrates We set before him

gitives.
" He refused to give any power the danger of that delay and their inevi-

to apprehend them, nor order any other, table escape, and how much the honor

and said he could do nothing until he and service of his Majesty was despised

had spoken with one Mr. Gilbert and the and trampled on by him, and that we

rest of his magistrates." New Haven, supposed by his unwillingness to assist

the seat of government of the Colony, in the apprehension he was willing they

was twenty miles distant from Guilford. should escape. After which he left us,

It was now Saturday afternoon, and for and went to several of the magistrates,

a New-England Governor to break the and were together five or six hours in

Sabbath by setting off on a journey, or consultation, and upon breaking up of

by procuring horses for any other travel- their council they told us they would not

ler, was impossible. An Indian was ob- nor could not do anything until they had

served to have left Guilford while the called a General Court of the freemen."

parley was going on, and was supposed The messengers labored with great ear-

to have gone on an errand to New Ha- nestness to shake this determination, but

ven. all in vain. For precedents they appeal-

Monday morning the messengers pro- ed to the promptness of the Governors

ceeded thither. " To our certain knowl- of Massachusetts and Connecticut,
"
who,

edge," they write,
" one John Meigs was upon the recite of his Majesty's pleasure

sent a-horseback before us, and by his and order concerning the said persons,

speedy and unexpected going so early stood not upon such niceties and formal-

before day was to give them an informa- ities." They represented
" how much the

tion, and the rather because by the delays honor and justice of his Majesty was con-
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cerned, and how ill his Sacred Majesty vided for them in a hollow on the east

would resent such horrid and detestable side of West Rock, five miles from the

concealments and abettings of such trai- town. In this retreat they remained four

tors and regicides as they were, and ask- weeks, being supplied with food from a

ed him whether he would honor and lonely farm-house in the neighborhood,

obey the King or no in this affair, and to which they also sometimes withdrew

set before him the danger which by law in stormy weather. They caused the

is incurred by any one that conceals or Deputy-Governor to be informed of their

abets traitors
;

to which the Deputy hiding-place ;
and on hearing that Mr.

Leete answered,
' We honor his Majes- Davenport was in danger from a suspi-

ty, but we have tender consciences
'

;
to cion of harboring them, they left it, and

which we replied, that we believed that for a' week or two showed themselves at

he knew where they were, and only pre- different times at New Haven and else-

tended tenderness of conscience for a re- where. After two months more of con-

fusaL .... We told them that for their cealment in their retreat on the side of

respect to two traitors they would do West Rock, they betook themselves, just

themselves injury, and possibly ruin after the middle of August, to the house

themselves and the whole Colony of of one Tomkins, in or near Milford.

New Haven." There they remained in complete secre-

"
Finding them obstinate and pertina- cy for two years, after which time they

cious in their contempt of his Majesty," indulged themselves in more freedom,

the messengers, probably misled by some and even conducted the devotions of a

false information, took the road to New few neighbors assembled in their cham-

Netherland, the next day, in further ber.

prosecution of their business. The Dutch But the arrival at Boston of Comrnis-

Governor at that place promised them, sioners from the King with extraordinary

that, if the Colonels appeared within his powers was now expected, and it was

jurisdiction, he would give notice to En- likely that they would be charged to in-

dicott, and take measures to prevent tjieir stitute a new search, which might en-

escape by sea. Thereupon Kellond and danger the fugitives, and would certainly

Kirk returned by water to Boston, where be embarrassing to their protectors. Just

they made oath before the magistrates to at this time a feud in the churches of

a report of their proceedings. Hartford and Wethersfield had led to an

The fugitives had received timely no- emigration to a spot of fertile meadow
tice of the chase. A week before Kel- forty miles farther up the river. Mr.

lond and Kirk left Boston, they removed Russell, hitherto minister of Wethersfield,

from Mr. Davenport's house to that of accompanied the new settlers as their

William Jones, son-in-law of Governor
pastor. The General Court gave their

Eaton, and afterwards Deputy-Governor town the name of Hadley. In this re-

of Connecticut. On the day when the motest northwestern frontier ofNew Eng-

messengers were debating with Governor land a refuge was prepared for the fugi-

Leete at Guilford, Whalley and Goffe tives. On hearing of the arrival of the

were conducted to a mill, at a short dis- Commissioners at Boston, they withdrew

tance from New Haven, where they were to their cave
;
but some Indians in hunt-

hidden two days and nights. Thence ing observed that it had been occupied,

they were led to a spot called Hatchet and its secrecy could no longer be count-

Harbor, about as much farther in a north- ed on. They consequently directed their

westerly direction, where they lay two steps towards Hadley, travelling only by

nights more. Meantime, for fear of the night, and there, in the month of Octo-

effect of the large rewards which the mes- ber, 1664, were received into the house

sengers had offered for their capture, a of Mr. Russell,

more secure hiding-place had been pro- There except for a remarkable mo-
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mentary appearance of one of them, and

except for the visits of a few confidential

friends they remained lost forever to

the view of men. Presents were made

to them by leading persons among the

colonists, and they received remittances

from friends in England. Governor

Hutchinson, when he wrote his History,

had in his hands the Diary of Goffe, be-

gun at the time of their leaving London,

and continued for six or seven years.

They were for a time encouraged by a

belief, founded on their interpretation

of the Apocalypse, that the execution of

their comrades was " the slaying of the

witnesses," and that their own triumph
was speedily to follow. Letters passed
between Goffe and his wife, purporting
to be between a son and mother, and

signed respectively with the names of

Walter and Frances Goldsmith. Four

of these letters survive
; tender, magnan-

imous, and devout, they are scarcely to

be read without tears.

In the tenth year of his abode at Hadley

Whalley had become extremely infirm in

mind and body, and he probably did not

outlive that year. Mr. Russell's house

was standing till within a little more than

half a century ago. At its demolition,

the removal of a slab in the cellar dis-

covered human remains of a large size.

They are believed to have belonged to

the stout frame which swept through
Prince Rupert's lines at Naseby. Goffe

survived his father-in-law nearly five

years, at least
;
how much longer, is not

known. Once he was seen abroad, after

his retirement to Mr. Russell's house.

The dreadful war, to which the Indian

King Philip bequeathed his long exe-

crated name, was raging with its worst

terrors in the autumn of 1675. On the

first day of September, the people of

Hadley kept a fast, to implore the Di-

Yine protection in their distress. While

they were engaged in their worship, a

sentry's shot gave notice that the stealthy

savages were upon them. Hutchinson,

in his History, relates what follows, as he

had received it from the family of Gov-

ernor Leverett, who was one of the few

visitors of Goffe in his retreat. "The

people were in the utmost confusion.

Suddenly a grave, elderly person appear-

ed in the midst of them. In his mien

and dress he differed from the rest of the

people. He not only encouraged them

to defend themselves, but put himself at

their head, rallied, instructed, and led

them on to encounter the enemy, who

by this means were repulsed. As sud-

denly the deliverer of Hadley disappear-

ed. The people were left in consterna-

tion, utterly unable to account for this

strange phenomenon. It is not probable

that they were ever able to explain it."

In the first years of the retirement of

the Colonels at Hadley, they enjoyed the

society of a former friend, who did not

feel obliged to use the same strict pre-

cautions against discovery. John Dix-

well, like themselves, was a colonel in

the Parliamentary service, a member of

the High .Court of Justice, and a signer

of the death-warrant of the King. Noth-

ing is known of his proceedings after the

restoration of the monarchy, till he came

to Hadley, three or four months later than

Whalley and Goffe. After a residence

of so'hie years in their neighborhood, he

removed to New Haven, where, bearing

the name of James Davids, and affecting

no particular privacy, he lived to old

age. The home-government never traced

him to America
;
and though, among his

acquaintance, it was understood that he

had a secret to keep, there was no dispo-

sition to penetrate it. He married twice

at New Haven, and by his second nup-

tials established a family, one branch of

which survives. In testamentary docu-

ments, as well as in communications,

while he lived, to his minister and others,

he frankly made known his character and

history. He died just too early to hear

the tidinjrs, which would have renewedO *

his strength like the eagle's, of the expul-

sion of the House of Stuart. A fit monu-

ment directs the traveller to the place of

his burial, in the square bounded on one

side by the halls of Yale College.
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TO THE CAT-BIRD.

You, who would with wanton art

Counterfeit another's part,

And with noisy utterance claim

Right to an ignoble name,
Inharmonious ! why must you,
To a better self untrue,

Gifted with the charm of song,
Do the generous gift such wrong ?

Delicate and downy throat,

Shaped for pure, melodious note,

Silvery wing of softest gray,

Bright eyes glancing every way,
Graceful outline, motion free :

Types of perfect harmony !

Ah ! you much mistake your duty,

Mating discord thus with beauty,
'Mid these heavenly sunset gleams,

Vexing the smooth air with screams,

Burdening the dainty breeze

With insane discordancies.

I have heard you tell a tale

Tender as the nightingale,

Sweeter than the early thrush

Pipes at day-dawn from the bush.

Wake once more the liquid strain

That you poured, like music-rain,

When, Jast night, in the sweet weather,
You and I were out together.o

Unto whom two notes are given,
One of earth, and one of heaven,
Were it not a shameful tale

That the earth-note should prevail ?

For the sake of those who love us,

For the sake of God above us,

Each and all should do their best

To make music for the rest.

So will I no more reprove,

Though the chiding be in love :

Uttering harsh rebuke to you,
That were inharmonious, too.
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THE PROFESSOR'S STORY.

CHAPTER XIII.

CURIOSITY.

PEOPLE will talk. Ciascun lo dice is a

tune that is played oftener than the na-

tional air of this country or any other.

" That's what they say. Means to

marry her, if she is his cousin. Got mon-

ey himself that's the story, but wants

to come and live in the old place, and

get the Dudley property by-and-by."
" Mother's folks was wealthy."

" Twen-

ty-three to twenty-five year old." " He
a'n't more'n twenty, or twenty-one at the

outside." " Looks as if he knew too

much to be only twenty year old."

"Guess he's been through the mill,

don't look so green, anyhow, hey? Did

y' ever mind that cut over his left eye-

brow?"
So they gossipped in Rockland. The

young fellows could make nothing of Dick

Venner. He was shy and proud with

the few who made advances to him. The

young ladies called nim handsome and

romantic, but he looked at them like a

many-tailed pacha who was in the habit

of ordering his wives by the dozen.
" What do you think of the young

man over there at the Verniers'?" said

Miss Arabella Thornton to her father.

"
Handsome," said the Judge,

" but

dangerous -looking. His face is indict-

able at common law. Do you know, my
dear, I think there is a blank at the

Sheriff's office, with a place for his name
in it?"

The Judge paused and looked grave,

as if he had just listened to the verdict

of the jury and was going to pronounce
sentence.

" Have you heard anything against

him ?
"

said the Judge's daughter.
"
Nothing. But I don't like these mix-

ed bloods and half-told stories. Besides, I

have seen a good many desperate fellows

at the bar, and I have a fancy they all

have a look belonging to them. The worst

one I ever sentenced looked a good deal

like this fellow. A wicked mouth. All

our other features are made for us
;
but

a man makes his own mouth."
" Who was the person you sentenced ?

"

" He was a young fellow that under-

took to garrote a man who had won his

money at cards. The same slender shape,

the same cunning, fierce look, smoothed

over with a plausible air. Depend upon

it, there is an expression in all the sort of

people that live by their wits when they

can, and by worse weapons when their

wits fail them, that we old law-doctors

know just as well as the medical coun-

sellors know the marks of disease in a

man's face. Dr. Kittredge looks at a man
and says he is going to die

;
I look at

another man and say he is going to be

hanged, if nothing happens. I don't say

so of this one, but I don't like his looks.

I wonder Dudley Yenner takes to him so

kindly."
"

It's all for Elsie's sake," said Miss

Thornton
;

" I feel quite sure of that. He
never does anything that is not meant for

her in some way. I suppose it amuses

her to have her cousin about the house.

She rides a good deal since he has been

here. Have you seen them galloping

about together ? He looks like my idea

of a Spanish bandit on that wild horse of

his."

"
Possibly he has been one, or is

one," said the Judge, smiling as men
smile whose lips have often been freight-

ed with the life and death of their fellow-

creatures. " I met them riding the other

day. Perhaps Dudley is right, if it pleases

her to have a companion. What will

happen, though, if he makes love to her?

Will Elsie be easily taken with such a

fellow? You young folks are supposed
to know more about these matters than

we middle-aged people."
"
Nobody can tell. Elsie is not like

anybody else. The girls that have seen

most of her think she hates men, all but
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Dudley/ as she calls her father. Some

of them doubt whether she loves him.

They doubt whether she can love any-

thing human, except perhaps the old

black woman that has taken care of her

since she was a baby. The Village peo-

ple have the strangest stories about her :

you know what they call her ?
"

She whispered three words in her fa-

ther's ear. The Judge changed color as

she spoke, sighed deeply, and was silent

as if lost in thought for a moment.
" I remember her mother," he said, "so

well ! A sweeter creature never lived.

Elsie has something of her in her look,

but those are not the Dudley eyes. They
were dark, but soft, in all I ever saw of

the race. Her father's are dark too, but

mild, and even tender, I should say. I

don't know what there is about Elsie's,

but do you know, my dear, I find myself

curiously influenced by them ? I have

had to face a good many sharp eyes and

hard ones, murderers' eyes and pirates',

men that had to be watched in the bar,

where they stood on trial, for fear they
should spring on the prosecuting officers

like tigers, but I never saw such eyes

as Elsie's
;
and yet they have a kind of

drawing virtue or power about them, I

don't know what else to call it : have you
never observed this ?

"

His daughter smiled in her turn.

" Never observed it ? Why, of course,

nobody could be with Elsie Venner and

not observe it. There are a good many
other strange things about her: did you
ever notice how she dresses ? '.'

"
Why, handsomely enough, I should

think," the Judge answered. " I suppose

she dresses as she likes, and sends to the

city for what she wants. What do you
mean in particular ? We men notice ef-

fects in dress, but not much in detail."

" You never noticed the colors and pat-

terns of her dresses ? You never remark-

ed anything curious about her ornaments ?

Well ! I don't believe you men know,
half the time, whether a lady wears a

ninepenny collar or a thread-lace cape
worth a thousand dollars. I don't be-

lieve you know a silk dress from a bom-

bazine one. I don't believe you can tell

whether a woman is in black or in colors,

unless you happen to know she is a wid-

ow. Elsie Venner has a strange taste in

dress, let me tell you. She sends for the

oddest patterns of stuffs, and picks out

the most curious things at the jeweller's,

whenever she goes to town with her fa-

ther. They say the old Doctor tells him
to let her have her way about all such

matters. Afraid of her mind, if she is

contradicted, I suppose. You've heard

about her going to school at that place,

the '

Institoot,' as those people call it ?

They say she's bright enough in her way,
has studied at home, you know, with her

father a good deal, knows some modern

languages and Latin, I believe : at any
rate, she would have it so, she must go
to the ' Institoot.' They have a very good
female teacher there, I hear

;
and the new

master, that young Mr. Langdon, looks

and talks like a well-educated young man.

I wonder what they'll make of Elsie, be-

tween them !

"

So they talked at the Judge's, in the

calm, judicial-looking mansion-house, in

the grave, still library, with the troops of

wan-hued law-books staring blindly out

of their titles at them as they talked, like

the ghosts of dead attorneys fixed mo-

tionless and speechless, each with a thin,

golden film over his unwinking eyes.

In the mean time, everything went on

quietly enough after Cousin Richard's re-

turn. A man of sense, that is, a man
who knows perfectly well that a cool head

is worth a dozen warm hearts in carrying
the fortress of a woman's affections, (not

yours, "Astarte," nor yours, "Viola,")
who knows that men are rejected by wom-

en every day because they, the men, love

them, and are accepted every day because

they do not, and therefore can study the

arts of pleasing, a man of sense, when

he finds he has established his second

parallel too soon, retires quietly to his

first, and begins working on his covered

ways again. [ The whole art of love may
be read in any Encyclopedia under the

title Fortification, where the terms just

used are explained.] After the little ad-
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venture of the necklace, Dick retreated As Dick sat at his chamber-window, look-

at once to his first parallel. Elsie loved ing at the mountain-side, he saw a gray-

riding, and would go off with him on dressed figure flit between the trees and

a gallop now and then. He was a master steal along the narrow path that led up-
of all those strange Indian horseback-feats ward. Elsie's pillow was unpressed that

which shame the tricks of the circus-riders, night, but she had not been missed by
and used to astonish and almost amuse her the household, for Dick knew enough
sometimes by disappearing from his sad- to keep his own counsel. The next

die, like a phantom horseman, lying flat morning she avoided him and went off

against the side of the bounding creature early to school. It was the same morn-

that bore him, as if he were a hunting ing that the young master found the flow-

leopard with his claws in the horse's flank er between the leaves of his Virgil,

and fattening himself out against his heav- The girl got over her angry fit, and

ing ribs. Elsie knew a little Spanish too, was pleasant enough with her cousin for

which she had learned from the young a few days after this
;
but she shunned

person who had taught her dancing, and rather than sought him. She had taken

Dick enlarged her vocabulary with a few a new interest in her books, and especial-

soft phrases, and would sing her a song ly in certain poetical readings which the

sometimes, touching the air upon an an- master conducted with the elder scholars,

dent-looking guitar they had found with This gave Master Langdon a good chance

the ghostly things in the garret, a quaint . to, study her ways when her eye was on

old instrument, marked E. M. on the back, her book, to notice the inflections of her

and supposed to have belonged to a cer- voice, to watch for any expression of her

tain Elizabeth Mascarene, before men- sentiments
; for, to tell the truth, he Jiad

tioned in connection with a work of art, a kind of fear that the girl had taken a

a fair, dowerless lady, who smiled and fancy to him, and, though she interested

sung and faded away, unwedded, a hun- him, he did not wish to study her heart

dred years ago, as dowerless ladies, not a from the inside.

few, are smiling and singing and fading The more he saw her, the more the

now, God grant each of them His love, sadness of her beauty wrought upon him.

and one human heart as its interpre- She looked as if she might hate, but could

ter ! not love. She hardly smiled at anything,
As for school, Elsie went or stayed spoke rarely, but seemed to feel that her

away as she liked. Sometimes, when natural power of expression lay all in

they thought she was at her desk in the her bright eyes, the force of which so

great school-room, she would be on The many had felt, but none perhaps had

Mountain, alone always. Dick wanted tried to explain to themselves. A per-
to go with her, but she would never let son accustomed to watch the faces of

him. Once, when she had followed the those who. were ailing in body or mind,

zigzag path a little way up, she looked and to search in every line and tint for

back and caught a glimpse of him follow- some underlying source of disorder, could

ing her. She turned and passed him hardly help analyzing the impression such

without a word, but giving him a look a face produced upon him. The light

which seemed to make the scars on his of those beautiful eyes was like the lustre

wrist tingle, went to her room, where she of ice
;
in all her features there was noth-

locked herself up, and did not come out ing of that human warmth which shows

again till evening, old Sophy having that sympathy has reached the soul be-

brought her food, and set it down, not neath the mask of flesh it wears. The

speaking, but looking into her eyes in- look was that of remoteness, of utter

quiringly, like a dumb beast trying to feel isolation. There was in its stony apathy,
out his master's will in his face. The it seemed to him, the pathos which we

evening was clear and the moon shining, find in the blind who show no film or

VOL. VI. 7
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speck over the organs ofsight ;
for Nature

had meant her to be lovely, and left out

nothing but love. And yet the master

could not help feeling that some instinct

was working in this girl which was in

some way leading her to seek his pres-

ence. She did not lift her glittering

eyes upon him as at first. It seemed

strange that she did not, for they were

surely her natural weapons of conquest.
Her color did not come and go like that

of young girls under excitement. She

had a clear brunette complexion, a little

sun-touched, it may be, for the mas-

ter noticed once, when her necklace was

slightly displaced, that a faint ring or band

of a little lighter shade than the rest of

the surface encircled her neck. What
was the slight peculiarity of her enuncia-

tion, when she read ? Not a lisp, cer-

tainly, but the least possible imperfection .

in articulating some of the lingual sounds,

just enough to be noticed at first, and

quite forgotten after being a few times

heard.

Not a word about the flower on either

side. It was not uncommon for the school-

girls to leave a rose or pink or wild flow-

er on the teacher's desk. Finding it in

the Virgil was nothing, after all
;

it was

a little delicate flower, that looked as if it

were made to press, and it was probably
shut in by accident at the particular

place where he found it. He took it

into his head to examine it in a bo-

tanical point of view. He found it was

not common, that it grew only in cer-

tain localities, and that one of these was

among the rocks of the eastern spur of

The Mountain.

It happened to come into his head how
the Swiss youth climb the sides of the Alps
to find the flower called the Edelweiss for

the maidens whom they wish to please.

It is a pretty fancy, that of scaling some

dangerous height before the dawn, so as

to gather the flower in its freshness, that

the favored maiden may wear it to church

on Sunday morning, a proof at once of

her lover's devotion and his courage.
Mr. Bernard determined to explore the

region where this flower was said to grow,

that he might see where the wild girl

sought the blossoms of which Nature was
so jealous.

It was on a warm, fair Saturday after-

noon that he undertook his land-voyage
of discovery. He had more curiosity, it

may be, than he would have owned
;
for

he had heard of the girl's wandering
habits, and the guesses about her sylvan

haunts, and was thinking what the chan-

ces were that he should meet her in some

strange place, or come upon traces of

her which would tell secrets she would

not care to have known.

The woods are all alive to one who
walks through them with his mind in an

excited state, and his eyes and ears wide

open. The trees are always talking, not

merely whispering with their leaves, (for

every tree talks to itself in that way, even

when it stands alone in the middle of a

pasture,) but grating their boughs against
each other, as old horn-handed farmers

press their dry, rustling palms together,

dropping a nut or a leaf or a twig, click-

ing to the tap of a woodpecker, or rustling

as a squirrel flashes along a branch. It

was now the season of singing-birds, and

the woods were haunted with mysterious,

tender music. The voices of the birds

which love the deeper shades of the forest

are sadder than those of the open fields :

these are the nuns that have taken the

veil, the hermits that have hidden them-

selves away from the world and tell their

griefs to the infinite listening Silences of

the wilderness, for the one deep inner

silence that Nature breaks with her fitful

superficial sounds becomes multiplied as

the image of a star in ruffled waters.

Strange ! The woods at first convey the

impression of profound repose, and yet,

if you watch their ways with open ear,

you find the life which is in them is rest-

less and nervous as that of a woman : the

little twigs are crossing and twining and

separating like slender fingers that can-

not be still
;
the stray leaf is to be flatten-

ed into its place like a truant curl
;
the

limbs sway and twist, impatient of their

constrained attitude
;
and the rounded

masses of foliage swell upward and sub-
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side from time to time with long soft

sighs, and, it may be, the falling of a few

rain-drops which had lain hidden among
the deeper shadows. I pray you, notice,

in the sweet summer days which will soon

see you among the mountains, this in-

ward tranquillity that belongs to the heart

of the woodland, with this nervousness,

for I do not know what else to call it, of

outer movement. One would say, that

Nature, like untrained persons, could not

sit still without nestling about or doing

something with her limbs or features,

and that high breeding was only to be

looked for in trim gardens, where the

soul of the trees is ill at ease perhaps, but

their manners are unexceptionable, and

a rustling branch or leaf falling out of

season is an indecorum. The real forest

is hardly still except in the Indian sum-

mer
;
then there is death in the house,

and they are waiting for the sharp shrunk-

en months to come with white raiment for

the summer's burial.
p

There were many hemlocks in this

neighborhood, the grandest and most sol-

emn of all the forest-trees in the mountain

regions. Up to a certain period of growth

they are eminently beautiful, their boughs

disposed in the most graceful pagoda-like

series of close terraces, thick and dark

with green crystalline leaflets. In spring

the tender shoots come out of a paler

green, finger-like, as if they were point-

ing to the violets at their feet. But when

the trees have grown old, and their rough
boles measure a yard through their di-

ameter, they are no longer beautiful, but

they have a sad solemnity all their own,
too full of meaning to require the heart's

comment to be framed in words. Below,
all their earthward-looking branches are

sapless and shattered, splintered by the

weight of many winters' snows
; above,

they are still green and full of life, but

their summits overtop all the deciduous

trees around them, and in their compan-

ionship with heaven they are alone. On
these the lightning loves to fall. One
such Mr. Bernard saw, or rather, what

had been one such
;
for the bolt had torn

the tree like an explosion from within,

and the ground was strewed all around

the broken stump with flakes of rough
bark and strips and chips of shivered

wood, into which the old tree had been

rent by the bursting rocket from the thun-

der-cloud.

The master had struck up The
Mountain obliquely from the western

side of the Dudley mansion-house. In

this way he ascended until he reached a

point many hundred feet above the level

of the plain, and commanding all the

country beneath and around. Almost

at his feet he saw the mansion-house,
the chimney standing out of the middle

of the roof, or rather, like a black square
hole in it, the trees almost directly over

their stems, the fences as lines, the whole

nearly as an architect would draw a

ground-plan of the house and the inclos-

ures round it. It frightened him to see

how the huge masses of rock and old for-

est-growths hung over the home below.

As he descended a little and drew near

the ledge of evil name, he was struck

with the appearance of a long narrow fis-

sure that ran parallel with it and above

it for many rods, not seemingly of very
old standing, for there were many fibres

of roots which had evidently been snap-

ped asunder when the rent took place,

and some of which were still succulent in

both separated portions.

Mr. Bernard had made up his mind,

when he set forth, not to come back be-

fore he had examined the dreaded ledge.

He had half persuaded himself that it was

scientific curiosity. He wished to exam-

ine the rocks, to see what flowers grew

there, and perhaps to pick up an adven-

ture in the zoological line
;
for he had

on a pair of high, stout boots, and he car-

ried a stick in his hand, which was forked

at one extremity, so as to be very con-

venient to hold down a crotalus with, if

he should happen to encounter one. He
knew the aspect of the ledge from a dis-

tance ;
for its bald and leprous-looking

declivities stood out in their nakedness

from the wooded sides of The Mountain,
when this was viewed from certain points

of the village. But the nearer aspect of
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the blasted region had something fright-

ful in it. The cliffs were water-worn, as

if they had been gnawed for thousands

of years by hungry waves. In some

places they overhung their base so as

to look like leaning towers that might

topple over at any minute. In other

parts they were scooped into niches or

caverns. Here and there they were

cracked in deep fissures, some of them

of such width that one might enter them,

if he cared to run the risk of meeting the

regular tenants, who might treat him as

an intruder.

Parts of the ledge were cloven per-

pendicularly, with nothing but cracks or

slightly projecting edges in which or on

which a foot could find hold. High up
on one of these precipitous walls of rock

he saw some tufts of flowers, and knew

them at once for the same that he had

found between the leaves of his Virgil.

Not there, surely! No woman would

have clung against that steep, rough par-

apet to gather an idle blossom. And yet

the master looked round everywhere, and

even up the side of that rock, to see if

there were no signs of a woman's foot-

step. He peered about curiously, as if his

eye might fall on some of those fragments
of dress which women leave after them,

whenever they run against each other or

against anything else, in crowded ball-

rooms, in the brushwood after picnics, on

the fences after rambles, scattered round

over every place that has witnessed an

act of violence, where rude hands have

been laid upon them. Nothing. Stop,

though, one moment. That stone is

smooth and polished, as if it had been

somewhat worn by the pressure of hu-

man feet. There is one twig broken

among the stems of that clump of shrubs.

He put his foot upon the stone and took

hold of the close-clinging shrub. In this

way he turned a sharp angle of the rock

and found himself on a natural platform,

which lay in front of one of the wider fis-

sures, whether the mouth of a cavern

or not he could not yet tell. A flat stone

made an easy seat, upon which he sat

down, as he was very glad to do, and

looked mechanically about him. A small

fragment splintered from the rock was at

his feet. He took it and threw it down
the declivity a little below where he sat.

He looked about for a stem or a straw of

some kind to bite upon, a country-in-

stinct, relic, no doubt, of the old vege-

table-feeding habits of Eden. Is that a

stem or a straw ? He picked it up. It

was a hair-pin.

To say that Mr. Langdon had a strange

sort of thrill shoot through him at the sight

of this harmless little implement would be

a statement not at variance with the fact

of the case. That smooth stone had been

often trodden, and by what foot he could

not doubt. He rose up from his seat to

look round for other signs of a woman's

visits. What if there is a cavern here,

where she has a retreat, fitted up, per-

haps, as anchorites fitted their cells,

nay, it may be, carpeted and mirrored,

and with one of those tiger-skins for a

couch, such as they say the girl loves to

lie on ? Let us lool^, at any rate.

Mr. Bernard walked to the mouth of

the cavern or fissure and looked into it.

His look was met by the glitter of two

diamond eyes, small, sharp, cold, shining

out of the darkness, but gliding with a

smooth, steady motion towards the light,

and himself. He stood fixed, struck dumb,

staring back into them with dilating pu-

pils and sudden numbness of fear that

cannot move, as in the terror of dreams.

The two sparks of light came forward

until they grew to circles of flame, and

all at once lifted themselves up as if in

angry surprise. Then for the first time

thrilled in Mr. Bernard's ears the dread-

ful sound that nothing which breathes, be

it man or brute, can hear unmoved, the

long, loud, stinging whirr, as the huge,

thick-bodied reptile shook his many-joint-

ed rattle and flung his jaw back for the

fatal stroke. His eyes were drawn as

with magnets toward the circles of flame.

His ears rung as in the overture to the

swooning dream of chloroform. Nature

was before man with her anaesthetics:

the cat's first shake stupefies the mouse
;

the lion's first shake deadens the man's
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fear and feeling ;
and the crotalus para- irritable state of mind and body, she had

lyzes before he strikes. He waited as in a had a governess placed over her for whom

trance, waited as one that longs to have she had conceived an aversion. It was

the blow fall, and all over, as the man whispered among a few who knew more

who shall be in two pieces in a second of the family secrets than others, that,

waits for the axe to drop. But while he worried and exasperated by the pres-

looked straight into the flaming eyes, it ence and jealous oversight of this person,

seemed to him that they were losing their Elsie had attempted to get finally rid of

light and terror, that they were growing her by unlawful means, such as young
tame and dull

;
the open jaws closed, the girls have been known to employ in their

neck fell backward and downward on straits, and to which the sex at all ages
the coil from which it rose, the charm has a certain instinctive tendency, in pref-

was dissolving, the numbness was pass- erence to more palpable instruments for

ing away, he could move once more, the righting of its wrongs. At any rate,

He heard a light breathing close to his this governess had been taken suddenly

ear, and, half turning, saw the face of ill, and the Doctor had been sent for at

Elsie Venner, looking motionless into the midnight. Old Sophy had taken her

reptile's eyes, which had shrunk and fad- master into a room apart, and said a few

ed under the stronger enchantment of words to him which turned him as white

her own. as a sheet. As soon as he recovered

himself, he sent Sophy out, called in the

old Doctor, and gave him some few hints,

CHAPTER XIV. on which he acted at once, and had the

satisfaction of seeing his patient out of
FAMILY SECRETS. .* , , . .,

r

danger before he lert in the morning. It

IT was commonly understood in the is proper to say, that, during the following
town of Rockland that Dudley Venner days, the most thorough search was made
had had a great deal of trouble with that in .every nook and cranny of those parts

daughter of his, so handsome, yet so pe- of the house which Elsie chiefly haunt-

culiar, about whom there, were so many ed, but nothing was found which might

strange stories. There was no end to be accused of having been the intention-

the tales that were told of her extraordi- al cause of the probably accidental sud-

nary doings. Yet her name was never den illness of the governess. From this

coupled with that of any youth or man, time forward her father was never ea-

until this cousin had provoked remark sy. Should he keep her apart, or shut

by his visit
;
and even then it was rather her up, for fear of risk to others, and so

in the shape of wondering conjectures lose every chance of restoring her mind

whether he would dare to make love to to its healthy tone by kindly influences

her, than in any pretended knowledge of and intercourse with wholesome natures ?

their relations to each other, that the pub- There was no proof, only presumption,
lie tongue exercised its village-preroga- as to the agency of Elsie in the matter

tive of tattle. referred to. But the doubt was worse,

The more common version ofthe troub- perhaps, than certainty would have been,

le at the mansion-house was this : Elsie for then he would have known what

was not exactly in her right mind. Her to do.

temper was singular, her tastes were He took the old Doctor as his adviser,

anomalous, her habits were lawless, her The shrewd old man listened to the fa-

antipathies were many and intense, and ther's story, his explanations of possibil-

she was liable to explosions of ungov- ities, of probabilities, of dangers, of hopes,

ernable anger. Some said that was not When he had got through, the Doctor

the worst of it. At nearly fifteen years looked him in the face steadily, as if he

old, when she was growing fast, and in an were saying, Is that all ?
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The father's eyes fell. This was not

all. There was something at the bottom

of his soul which he could not bear to

speak of, nay, which, as often as it reared

itself through the dark waves of unword-

ed consciousness into the breathing air of

thought, he trod down as the ruined an-

gels tread down a lost soul trying to come

up out of the seething sea of torture. On-

ly this one daughter ! No ! God never

would have ordained such a thing. There

was nothing ever heard of like it
;
it could

not be
;
she was ill, she would outgrow

all these singularities ;
he had had an

aunt who was peculiar ;
he had heard

that hysteric girls showed the strangest

forms of moral obliquity for a time, but

came right at last. She would change
all at once, when her health got more

firmly settled in the course of her growth.
Are there not rough buds that open in-

to sweet flowers ? Are there not fruits,

which, while unripe, are not to be tasted

or endured, that mature into the richest

taste and fragrance ? In God's good time

she would come to her true nature
;
her

eyes would lose that frightful, cold glitter ;

her lips would not feel so cold when .she

pressed them mechanically against his

cheek; and that faint birth-mark, her

mother swooned when she first saw, would

fade wholly out, it was less marked,

surely, now than it used to be !

So Dudley Venner felt, and would

have thought, if he had let his thoughts
breathe the air of his soul. But the Doc-

tor read through words and thoughts and

all into the father's consciousness. There

are states of mind that may be shared by
two persons in presence of each other,

which remain not only unworded, but

unthoughted, if such a word may be coin-

ed for our special need. Such a mutu-

ally interpenetrative consciousness there

was between the father and the old physi-
cian. By a common impulse, both of them

rose in a mechanical way and went to the

western window, where each started, as

he saw the other's look directed towards

the white stone that stood in the midst of

the small plot of green turf.

The Doctor had, for a moment, forgot-

ten himself, but he looked up at the clouds,

which were angry, and said, as if speak-

ing of the weather,
" It is dark now, but

we hope it will clear up by-and-by. There

are a great many more clouds than rains,

and more rains than strokes of lightning,

and more strokes of lightning than there

are people killed. We must let this girl

of ours have her way, as far as it is safe.

Send away this woman she hates, quietly.

Get her a foreigner for a governess, if you

can, one that can dance and sing and

will teach her. In the house old Sophy
will watch her best. Out of it you must

trust her, I am afraid, for she will not

be followed round, and she is in less dan-

ger than you think. If she wanders at

night, find her, if you can
;
the woods are

not absolutely safe. If she will be friendly

with any young people, have them to see

her, young men, especially. She will

not love any one easily, perhaps not at

all
; yet love would be more like to bring

her right than anything else. If any

young person seems in danger of falling

in love with her, send him to me for

counsel."

Dry, hard advice, but given from a

kind heart, with a moist eye, and in tones

that tried to be cheerful and were full of

sympathy. This advice was the key to

the more than indulgent treatment which,

as we have seen, the girl had received

from her father and all about her. The

old Doctor often came in, in the kindest,

most natural sort of way, got into pleas-

ant relations with Elsie by always treat-

ing her in the same easy manner as at

the great party, encouraging all her harm-

less fancies, and rarely reminding her that

he was a professional adviser, except when

she came out of her own accord, as in the

talk they had at the party, telling him of

some wild trick she had been playing.
" Let her go to the girls' school, by all

means," said the Doctor, when she had be-

gun to talk about it.
"
Possibly she may

take to some of the girls or of the teach-

ers. Anything to interest her. Friend-

ship, love, religion, whatever will set

her nature at work. We must have head-

way on, or there will be no piloting her.
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Action first of all, and then we will see

what to do with it."

So, when Cousin Richard came along,

the Doctor, though he did not like his

looks any too well, told her father to en-

courage his staying for a time. If she

liked him, it was good ;
if she only tolerat-

ed him, it was better than nothing.
" You know something about that neph-

ew of yours, during these last years, I sup-

pose ?
"
the Doctor said.

" Looks as if he

had seen life. Has a scar that was made

by a sword-cut, and a white spot on the

side of his neck that looks like a bullet-

mark. I think he has been what folks

call a ' hard customer.'
"

Dudley Venner owned that he had

heard little or nothing of him of late

years. He had invited himself, and of

course it would not be decent not to re-

ceive him as a relative. He thought El-

sie rather liked having him about the

house for a while. She was very capri-

cious, acted as if she fancied him one

day and disliked him the next. He did

not know, but (he said in a low voice)

he had a suspicion that this nephew of his

was disposed to take a serious liking to

Elsie. AVhat should he do about it, if it

turned out so ?

The Doctor lifted his eyebrows a little.

He thought there was no fear. Elsie was

naturally what they call a man-hater, and

there was very little danger of any sud-

den passion springing up between two

such young persons. Let him stay a-

while
;

it gives her something to think

about. So he stayed awhile, as we have

seen.

The more Mr. Richard became acquaint-
ed with the family, that is, with the two

persons of whom it consisted, the more

favorably the idea of a permanent resi-

dence in the mansion-house seemed to

impress him. The estate was large, hun-

dreds of acres, with woodlands and mead-

ows of great value. The father and

daughter had been living quietly, and

there could not be a doubt that the prop-

erty which came through the Dudleys
must have largely increased of late years.

It was evident enough that they had an

abundant income, from the way in which

Elsie's caprices were indulged. She had

horses and carriages to suit herself; she

sent to the great city for everything she

wanted in the way of dress. Even her

diamonds and the young man knew

something about these gems must be

of considerable value
;
and yet she wore

them carelessly, as it pleased her fancy.

She had precious old laces, too, almost

worth their weight in diamonds, laces

which had been snatched from altars in

ancient Spanish cathedrals during the

wars, and which it would not be safe to

leave a duchess alone with for ten min-

utes. The old house was fat with the de-

posits of rich generations which had gone
before. The famous "

golden
"

fireset

was a purchase of one of the family who
had been in France during the Revolu-

tion, and must have come from a princely

palace, if not from one of the royal resi-

dences. As for silver, the iron closet

which had been made in the dining-

room wall was running over with it :

tea-kettles, coffee-pots, heavy-lidded tank-

ards, chafing-dishes, punch-bowls, all that

all the Dudleys had ever used, from the

caudle-cup that used to be handed round

the young mother's chamber, and the por-

ringer from which children scooped their

bread-and-milk with spoons as solid as

ingots, to that ominous vessel, on the up-

per shelf, far back in the dark, with a

spout like a slender italic S, out of which

the sick and dying, all along the last cen-

tury, and since, had taken the last drops

that passed their lips. Without being
much of a scholar, Dick could see well

enough, too, that the books in the library

had been ordered from the great London

houses, whose imprint they bore, by per-

sons that knew what was best and meant

to have it. A man does not require much

learning to feel pretty sure, when he takes

one of those solid, smooth, velvet-leaved

quartos, say a Baskerville Addison, for

instance, bound in red morocco, with a

margin of gold, as rich as the embroidery
of a prince's collar, as Vandyck drew it,

he need not know much to feel pretty

sure that a score or two of shelves full
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of such books mean that it took a long

purse, as well as a literary taste, to bring

them together.

To all these attractions the mind of this

thoughtful young gentleman may be said

to have been fully open. He did not dis-

guise from himself, however, that there

were a number of drawbacks in the way
of his becoming established as the heir of

the Dudley mansion-house and fortune.

In the first place, Cousin Elsie was, un-

questionably, very piquant, very hand-

some, game as a hawk, and hard to please,

which made her worth trying for. But

then there was something about Cousin

Elsie, (the small, white scars began

stinging, as he said this to himself, and

he pushed his sleeve up to look at them,)

there was something about Cousin El-

sie he couldn't make out. What was the

matter with her eyes, that they sucked

your life out of you in that strange way ?

What did she always wear a necklace
V

for ? Had she -some such love-token on

her neck as the old Don's revolver had

left on his ? How safe would anybody
feel to live with her? Besides, her fa-

ther would last forever, if he was left to

himself. And he may take it into his

head to marry again. That would be

pleasant !

So talked Cousin Richard to himself,

in the calm of the night and in the tran-

quillity of his own soul. There was much
to be said on both sides. It was a bal-

ance to be struck after the two columns

were added up. He struck the balance,

and came to the conclusion that he would

fall in love with Elsie Venner.

The intelligent reader will not con-

found this matured and serious intention

of falling in love with the young lady
with that mere impulse of the moment
before mentioned as an instance of mak-

ing love. On the contrary, the moment
Mr. Richard had made up his mind that

he should fall in love with Elsie, he be-

gan to be more reserved with her, and
to try to make friends in other quarters.
Sensible men, you know, care very little

what a girl's present fancy is. The ques-
tion is : Who manages her, and how can

you get at that person or those' persons ?

Her foolish little sentiments are all very
well in their way ;

but business is business,

and we can't stop for such trifles. The old

political wire-pullers never go near the

man they want to gain, if they can help
it

; they find out who his intimates and

managers are, and work through them.

Always handle any positively electrical

body, whether it is charged with passion

or power, with some non-conductor be-

tween you and it, not with your naked

hands. The above were some of the

young gentleman's working axioms
;
and

he proceeded to act in accordance with

them.

He began by paying his court more

assiduously to his uncle. It was not very
hard to ingratiate himself in that quarter ;

for his manners were insinuating, and his

precocious experience of life made him

entertaining. The old neglected billiard-

room was soon put in order, and Dick,

who was a magnificent player, had a se-

ries of games with his uncle, in which,

singularly enough, he was beaten, though
his antagonist had been out of play for

years. He evinced a profound interest

in the family history, insisted on having
the details of its early alliances, and pro-

fessed a great pride of race, which he

had inherited from his father, who, though
he had allied himself with the daughter
of an alien race, had yet chosen one with

the real azure blood in her veins, as

proud as if she had Castile and Ara-

gon for her dower and the Cid for her

grandpapa. He also asked a great deal

of advice, such as inexperienced young

persons are in need of, and listened to it

with great reverence.

It is not very strange that Uncle Dud-

ley took a kinder view of his nephew
than the Judge, who thought he could

read a questionable history in his face,

or the old Doctor, who knew men's tem-

peraments and organizations pretty well,

and had his prejudices about races, and

could tell an old sword-cut and a bullet-

mark in two seconds from a scar got by

falling against the fender, or a mark left

by king's evil. He could not be ex-
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pected to share our own prejudices; for

he had heard nothing of the wild youth's

adventures, or his scamper over the Para-

pas at short notice. So, then,
" Richard

Venner, Esquire, guest of Dudley Ven-

ner, Esquire, at his elegant mansion,"

prolonged his visit until his presence

became something like a matter of hab-

it, and the neighbors settled it beyond
doubt that the fine old house would be

illuminated before long for a grand mar-

riage.

He had done pretty well with the fa-

ther : the next thing was to gain over

the nurse. Old Sophy was as cunning
as a red fox or a gray woodchuck. She

had nothing in the world to do but to

watch Elsie
;

she had nothing to care

for but this girl and her father. She

had never liked Dick too well; for he

used to make faces at her and tease her

when he was a boy, and now he was a

man there was something about him

she could not tell what that made her

suspicious of him. It was no small mat-

ter to get her over to his side.

The jet-black Africans know that gold

never looks so well as on the foil of their

dark skins. Dick found in his trunk

a string of gold beads, such as are man-

ufactured in some of our cities, which he

had brought from the gold region of

Chili, so he said, for the express

purpose of giving them to old Sophy.

These Africans, too, have a perfect pas-

sion for gay-colored clothing ; being con-

demned by Nature, as it were, to a per-

petual mourning -suit, they love to en-

liven it with all sorts of variegated stuffs

of sprightly patterns, aflame with red and

yellow. The considerate young man had

remembered this, too, and brought home
for Sophy some handkerchiefs of rain-

bow hue, which had been strangely over-

looked till now, at the bottom of one of

his trunks. Old Sophy took his gifts,

but kept her black eyes open and watch-

ed every movement of the young people
all the more closely. It was through her

that the father had always known most

of the actions and tendencies of his

daughter.
In the mean time the strange adven-

ture on The Mountain had brought the

young master into new relations with

Elsie. She had saved him in the ex-

tremity of peril by the exercise of some

mysterious power. He was grateful, and

yet shuddered at the recollection of the

whole scene. In his dreams he was pur-

sued by the glare of cold glittering eyes,

whether they were in the head of a

woman or of a reptile he could not always

tell, the images had so run together. But

he could not help seeing that the eyes of

the young girl had been often, very of-

ten, turned upon him when he had been

looking away, and fell as his own glance

met them. Helen Darley told him very

plainly that this girl was thinking about

him more than about her book. Dick

Venner found she was getting more con-

stant in her attendance at school. He

learned, on inquiry, that there was a new

master, a handsome young man. The

handsome young man would not have

liked the look that came over Dick's face

when he heard this fact mentioned.

In short, everything was getting tan-

gled up together, and there would be no

chance of disentangling the threads in

this chapter.
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ON THE FORMATION OF GALLERIES OF ART.

IT is barely fifty years since England artistic history ofthe world may be spread
refused the gift of the pictures that now out like a chart before the student, while

constitute the Dulwich Gallery. So rap- the artist with equal facility can trace up

idly, however, did public opinion and to their origin the varied methods, styles,

taste become enlightened, that twenty- and excellences of each prominent epoch,
five years afterwards Parliament voted A gallery of art is a perpetual feast of

seventy-three thousand pounds for the the most intense and refined enjoyment

purchase of thirty-eight pictures collected to every one capable of entering into

by Mr. Angerstein. This was the com- its phases of thought and execution, an-

mencement of their National Gallery, alyzing its external and internal being,
In 1790 but three national galleries ex- and tracing the mysterious transforma-

isted in Europe, those of Dresden, Flor- tions of spirit into form. It has been

ence, and Amsterdam. The Louvre was well said, that a complete gallery, on a

then first originated by a decree of the broad foundation, in which all tastes,

Constituent Assembly of France. Eng- styles, and methods harmoniously min-

land now spends with open hand on gle, is a court of final appeal of one phase
schools of design, the accumulation of of civilization against another, from an

treasures of art of every epoch and char- examination of which we can sum up
acter, and whatever tends to elevate the their respective qualities and merits, draw-

taste and enlarge the means of the artis- ing therefrom for our own edification as

tic education of her people, perceiving, from a perpetual wellspring of inspira-

with far-sighted wisdom, that, through tion and knowledge. But if we sit in

improved manufacture and riper civili- judgment upon the great departed, they

zation, eventually a tenfold return will likewise sit in judgment upon us. And
result to her treasury. The nations of it is precisely where such means of test-

Europe exult over a new acquisition to ing artistic growth best exist that inod-

their galleries, though its cost may have ern art is at once most humble and most

exceeded a hundred thousand dollars. aspiring : conscious of its own power and

We are in that stage of indifference in many respects superior technical ad-

and neglect that one of our wealthiest vantages, both it and the public are still

cities recently refused to accept the do- content to go to the past for instruc-

nation of a gallery of some three hun- tion, and each to seek to rise above the

dred pictures, collected with taste and transitory bias of fashion or local pas-

discrimination by a generous lover of sions to a standard of taste that will

art, because it did not wish to be put to abide world-wide comparison and criti-

the expense of finding wall-room for them. cism.

But this spirit is departing, and now our An edifice for a gallery or museum of

slowness or reluctance is rather the re- art should be fire-proof, sufficiently iso-

sult of a want of knowledge and critical lated for light and effective ornamenta-

judgment than of a want of feeling for art. tion, and constructed so as to admit of

To stimulate this feeling, it is requisite indefinite extension. Its chief feature

that our public should have free access should be the suitable accommodation
to galleries in which shall be exhibited and exhibition of its contents. But pro-
in chronological series specimens of the vision should be made for its becoming
art of all nations and schools, arranged eventually in architectural effect consist-

according to their motives and the spe- ent with its object. The skeleton of such

cial influences that attended their devel- a building need not be costly. Its chief

opinent. After this manner a mental and expense would be in its ultimate adorn-
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ment with marble facings, richly colored

stones, sculpture or frescoes, according to

a design which should enforce strict pu-

rity of taste and conformity to its motive.

This gradual completion, as happened to

the mediaeval monuments ofEurope, could

be extended through many generations,
which would thus be linked with one

another in a common object of artistic

and patriotic pride gradually growing up

among them, as a national monument,
with its foundations deeply laid in a unity

of feeling and those desirable associations

of love and veneration which in older

civilizations so delightfully harmonize the

past with the present. Each epoch of

artists would be instructed by the skill of

its predecessor, and stimulated to connect

its name permanently with so glorious a

shrine.
'

Wealth, as in the days of demo-

cratic Greece and Italy, would be lavish-

ed upon the completion of a temple of

art destined to endure as long as mate-

rial can defy time, a monument of the

people's taste and munificence. There

would be born among them the spirit of

those Athenians who said to Phidias,

when he asked if he should use ivory or

marble for the statue of their protecting

goddess,
" Use that material which is most

worthy of our city."

Until recently, no attention has been

paid, even in Europe, to historical se-

quence and special motives in the ar-

rangement of galleries. As in the Pitti

Gallery, pictures were generally hung
so as to conform to the symmetry of the

rooms, various styles, schools, and epochs

being intermixed. As the progress of

ideas is of more importance to note than

the variations of styles or the degree of

technical merit, the chief attention in se-

lection and position should be given to lu-

cidly exhibiting the varied phases of artis-

tic thought among the diverse races and

widely separated eras and inspirations

which gave them being. The mechanism

of art is, however, so intimately inter-

woven with the idea, that by giving pre-

cedence to the latter we most readily ar-

rive at the best arrangement of the for-

mer. Each cycle of civilization should

have its special department, Paganism
and Christianity being kept apart, and

not, as in the Florentine Gallery, inter-

mixed, presenting a strange jumble of

classical statuary and modern paintings

in anachronistic disorder, to the loss of

the finest properties of each to the eye,

and the destruction of that unitv of mo-

tive and harmonious association so es-

sential to the proper exhibition of art.

For it is essential that every variety of

artistic development should be associated

solely with those objects or conditions

most in keeping with its inspirations.

In this way we quickest come to an un-

derstanding of its originating idea, and

sympathize with its feeling, tracing its

progress from infancy to maturity and

decay, and comparing it as a whole with

corresponding or rival varieties of artis-

tic development. This systematized va-

riety of one great unity is of the highest

importance in placing the spectator in

affinity with art as a whole and with its di-

versities of character, and in giving him

sound stand-points ofcomparison and crit-

icism. In this way, as in the Louvre,

feeling and thought are readily trans-

ported from one epoch of civilization to

another, grasping the motives and execu-

tion of each with pleasurable accuracy.
We perceive that no conventional stand-

ard of criticism, founded upon the opin-

ions or fashions of one age, is applicable

to all. To rightly comprehend each, we
must broadly survey the entire ground
of art, and make ourselves for the time

members, as it were, of the political and

social conditions of life that give origin

to the objects of our investigations. This

philosophical mode of viewing art does

not exclude an aesthetic point of view, but

rather heightens that and makes it more

intelligible. Paganism would be subdi-

vided into the various national forms that

illustrated its rise and fall. Egypt, In-

dia, China, Assyria, Greece, Etruria, and

Rome, would stand each by itself as a

component part of a great whole : so with

Christianity, in such shapes as have al-

ready taken foothold in history, the Lat-

in, Byzantine, Lombard, Mediaeval, Re-
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naissant, and Protestant art, subdivided would become an incentive to munificent

into its diversified schools or leading gifts. Individuals owning fine works of

ideas, all graphically arranged so as to art would grow ambitious to have their

demonstrate, amid the infinite varieties memories associated with patriotic enter-

of humanity, a divine unity of origin and prise. Art invokes liberality and evokes

design, linking together mankind in one fraternity. The sentiment, that there is

common family. a common property in the productions
Beside statuary and paintings, an insti- of genius, making possession a trust for

tution of this nature should contain speci- the public welfare, will increase among
mens of every kind of industry in which those by whose taste and wealth they
art is the primary inspiration, to illustrate have been accumulated. Masterpieces
the qualities and degrees of social refine- will cease to be regarded as the selfish ac-

ment in nations and eras. This would quisitions of covetous amateurs, but, like

include every variety of ornamental art spoken truth, will become the inalienable

in which invention and skill are conspic- birthright of the people, finding their

uous, as well as those works more directly way freely and generously, through the

inspired by higher motives and intended magnetic influences of public spirit and
as a joy forever. Architecture and ob- pertinent examples, to those depositories

jects not transportable could be repre- where they can most efficaciously per-
sented by casts or photographs. Models, form their mission of truth and beauty to

drawings, and engravings also come with- the world. Then the people themselves

in its scope ;
and there should be attached will begin to take pride in their artistic

to the parent gallery a library of refer- wealth, to honor artists as they now do
ence and a lecture- and reading-room. soldiers and statesmen, and to value the

Connected with it there might be schools more highly those virtues which are in-

of design for improvement in ornamental terwoven with all noble effort,

manufacture, the development of archi- In 1823, when the National Gallery of

tecture, and whatever aids to refine and England was founded, the English were

give beauty to social life, including a sim- nearly as dead to art as we are now. A
pie academic system for the elementary few amateurs alone cultivated it, but there

branches of drawing and coloring, upon was no general sympathy with nor knowl-

a scientific basis of accumulated knowl- edge of it. Yet by 1837, in donations

edge and experience, providing models alone, the gallery had received one hun-
and other advantages not readily accessi- dred and thirty-seven pictures. Since

ble to private resources, but leaving in- that period gifts have increased tenfold in

dividual genius free to follow its own value and numbers. Connected with it,

promptings upon a well -laid technical and a part of that noble, comprehensive,
foundation. As soon as the young artist and munificent system of art-education

has acquired the grammar of his profes- which the British government has incul-

sion, he should be sent forth to study cated, are the British and Kensington

directly from Nature and to mature his Museums. Schools of design, with every
invention unfettered by authoritative ac- appliance for the growth of art, have rap-
ademic system, which more frequently idly sprung into existence. Private en-

fosters conventionalism and imposes tram- terprise and research have correspond-
mels upon talent than endows it with ingly increased. British agents, with

strength and freedom. unstinted means, are everywhere ran-

Such is a brief sketch of institutions sacking the earth in quest of everything
feasible amongst us from humble begin- that can add to the value and utility of

nings by individual enterprise. Once their national and private collections. A
founded and their value demonstrated, keen regard for all that concerns art, a

the countenance of the state may be desire for its national development, an

hopefully invoked. Their very existence enlightened standard of criticism, and
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with it the most eloquent art-literature of

any tongue, have all recently sprung in-

to existence in our motherland. All hon-

or to those generous spirits that have pro-
duced this, and honor to the nation that

so wisely expends its wealth! A noble

example for America ! England also

throws open to the competition of the

world plans for her public buildings and

monuments. Mistakes and defects there

have been, but an honest desire for amend-

ment and to promote the intellectual

growth of the nation now characterizes

her pioneers in this cause. And what

progress ! Between 1823 and 1850, in

the Museum alone, there have been ex-

pended $10,000,000. Within twelve

years, $ 450,000 have been expended on

the National Gallery for pictures, and yet

its largest accession of treasures is by gifts

and bequests. Lately, beside the Pisani

Veronese bought for $ 70,000, eight oth-

er paintings have been purchased at a

cost of $ 50,000. In 1858, $ 36,000 were

given for the choice of twenty, of the

early Italian schools, from the Lombardi

Gallery at Florence, not masterpieces,

but simply characteristic specimens, more

or less restored. The average cost of

late acquisitions has been about $6,000

each. In 1858, there were 823,000 visit-

ors to both branches of the National Gal-

lery. Who can estimate not alone the

pleasure and instruction afforded by such

an institution to its million of annual vis-

itors, but the ideas and inspiration thence

born, destined to grow and fructify to

the glory and good of the nation ? At

present there are seventy-seven schools

of art in England, attended by 68,000

students. In 1859, they and kindred in-

stitutions received a public grant of near-

ly $450,000. The appropriation for the

British Museum alone, for 1860, is 77,-

452.

To the Louvre Louis XVIII. added

one hundred and eleven pictures, at a

cost of about $132,000 ;
Charles X., twen-

ty-four, at $12,000 ;
Louis Philippe, fifty-

three, at $14,500; and Napoleon III., thus

far, thirty paintings, costing $200,000,

one of which, the Murillo, cost $125,000.

Russia is following in the same path.

Italy, Greece, and Egypt, by stringent

regulations, are making it yearly more

difficult for any precious work to leave

their shores. If, therefore, America is

ever to follow in the same path, she must

soon bestir herself, or she will have noth-

ing but barren fields to glean from.

DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.

NOVELTIES are enticing to most peo-

ple : to us they are simply annoying. We
cling to a long-accepted theory, just as

we cling to an old suit of clothes. A new

theory, like a new pair of breeches, (" The
Atlantic" still affects the older type of

nether garment,) is sure to have hard-

fitting places ;
or even when no particu-

lar fault can be found with the article, it

oppresses with a sense of general discom-

fort. New notions and new styles worry

us, till we get well used to them, which is

only by slow degrees.

Wherefore, in Galileo's time, we might
have helped to proscribe, or to burn

had he been stubborn enough to warrant

cremation even the great pioneer of

inductive research ; although, when we

had fairly recovered our composure, and

had leisurely excogitated the matter, we

mifht have come to conclude that the newO
doctrine was better than the old one, after

all, at least for those who had nothing to

unlearn.

Such being our habitual state of mind,

it may well be believed that the perusal
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of the new book " On the Origin of Spe- lows "
Struggle for Existence," a prin-

cies by Means of Natural Selection
"

left ciple which we experimentally know to

an uncomfortable impression, in spite of be true and cogent, bringing the corn-

its plausible and winning ways. We were fortable assurance, that man, even upon
not wholly unprepared for it, as many of Leviathan Hobbes's theory of society, is

our contemporaries seem to have been, no worse than the rest of creation, since

The scientific reading in which we in- all Nature is at war, one species with

dulge as a relaxation from severer stud- another, and the nearer kindred the more

ies had raised dim forebodings. Investi- internecine, bringing in thousand-fold

gations about the succession of species in confirmation and extension of the Mai-

time, and their actual geographical distri- thusian doctrine, that population tends far

bution over the earth's surface, were lead- to outrun means of subsistence throughout
\ O

ing up from all sides and in various ways the animal and vegetable world, and has

to the question of their origin. Now and to be kept down by sharp preventive
then we encountered a sentence, like Pro- checks

;
so that not more than one of

fessor Owen's " axiom of the continuous a hundred or a thousand of the individu-

operation of the ordained becoming of als whose existence is so wonderfully and

living things," which haunted us like an so sedulously provided for ever comes to

apparition. For, dim as our conception anything, under ordinary circumstances
;

must needs be as to what such oracular so the lucky and the strong must prevail,

and grandiloquent phrases might really and the weaker and ill-favored must per-

mean, we felt confident that they presag- ish
;

and then follows, as naturally as

ed no good to old beliefs. Foreseeing, one sheep follows another, the chapter on

yet deprecating, the coming time of trou- " Natural Selection," Darwin's cheval de

ble, we still hoped, that, with some repairs bataille, which is very much the Napole-
and make-shifts, the old views might last onic doctrine, that Providence favors the

out our days. Apres nous le deluge. Still, strongest battalions, that, since many
not to lag behind the rest of the world, we more individuals are born than can pos-
read the book in which the new theory sibly survive, those individuals and those

is promulgated. We took it up, like our variations which possess any advantage,

neighbors, and, as was natural, in a-some- however slight, over the rest, are in the

what captious frame of mind. long run sure to survive, to propagate,

Well, we found no cause of quarrel and to occupy the limited field, to the ex-

with the first chapter. Here the author elusion or destruction of the weaker breth-

takes us directly to the barn-yard and ren. All this we pondered, and could

the kitchen-garden. Like an honorable not much object to. In fact, we began
rural member of our General Court, who to contract a liking for a system which

sat silent until, near the close of a long at the outset illustrates the advantages of

session, a bill requiring all swine at large good breeding, and which makes the most

to wear pokes was introduced, when he " of every creature's best."

claimed the privilege of addressing the Could we " let by-gones be by-gones,"

house, on the proper ground that he had and, beginning now, go on improving and

been "
brought up among the pigs, and diversifying for the future by natural se-

knew all about them," so we were brought lection, could we even take up the the-

up among cows and cabbages ;
and the ory at the introduction of the actually

lowing of cattle, the cackling of hens, and existing species, we should be well con-

the cooing of pigeons were sounds native tent, and so perhaps would most natu-

and pleasant to our ears. So " Variation ralists be. It is by no means difficult to

under Domestication
"
dealt with familiar believe that varieties are incipient or pos-

subjects in a natural way, and gently sible species, when we see what trouble

introduced " Variation under Nature," naturalists, especially botanists, have to

which seemed likely enough. Then fol- distinguish between them, one regard-
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ing as a true species what another regards the lines converge as they recede into

as a variety ;
when the progress of knowl- the geological ages, and point to conclu-

edge increases, rather than diminishes, the sions which, upon the theory, are inevi-

number of doubtful instances
;
and when table, but by no means welcome. The

there is less agreement than ever among very first step backwards makes the Ne-

naturalists as to what the basis is in Nature gro and the Hottentot our blood-relations
;

upon which our idea of species reposes, or not that reason or Scripture objects to

how the word is practically to be defined, that, though pride may. The next sug-

Indeed, when we consider the endless dis-
gests a closer association of our ancestors

putes of naturalists and ethnologists over of the olden time with " our poor rela-

the human races, as to whether they be- tions
"

of the quadrumanous family than

long to one species or to more, and if to we like to acknowledge. Fortunately,

more, whether to three, or five, or fifty, however, even if we must account for

we can hardly help fancying that both him scientifically, man with his two feet

may be right, or rather, that the uni- stands upon a foundation of his own. In-

humanitarians would have been right sev- termediate links between the Bimana and

eral thousand years ago, and the multi- the Quadrumana are lacking altogether ;

humanitarians will be a few thousand so that, put the genealogy of the brutes up-

years later
;
while at present the safe on what footing you will, the four-handed

thing to say is, that, probably, there is races will not serve for our forerunners
;

some truth on both sides. " Natural se- at least, not until some monkey, live

lection," Darwin remarks,
" leads to di- or fossil, is producible with great-toes, in-

vergence of character
;
for more living stead of thumbs, upon his nether extrem-

beings can be supported on the same area ities
;
or until some lucky geologist turns

the more they diverge in structure, hab- up the bones of his ancestor and proto-

its, and constitution," (a principle which, type in France or England, who was so

by the way, is paralleled and illustrated busy
"
napping the chuckie-stanes

" and

by the diversification ofhuman labor,) and chipping out flint knives and arrow-heads

also leads to much extinction of interme- in the time of the drift, very many ages

diate or unimproved forms. Now, though ago, before the British Channel exist-

this divergence may "steadily tend to ed, says Lyell,* and until these men

increase," yet this is evidently a slow pro- of the olden time are shown to have worn

cess in Nature, and liable to much coun- their great-toes in a divergent and thumb-

teraction wherever man does not inter- like fashion. That would be evidence

pose, and so not likely to work much indeed : but until some testimony of the

harm for the future. And if natural se- sort is produced, we must needs believe

lection, with artificial to help it, will pro- in the separate and special creation of

duce better animals and better men than man, however it may have been with the

the present, and fit them better to " the lower animals and with plants,

conditions of existence," why, let it work, No doubt, the full development and

say we, to the top of its bent. There is symmetry of Darwin's hypothesis strong-

still room enough for improvement. Only ly suggest the evolution of the human

let us hope that it always works for good : no less than the lower animal races out

if not, the divergent lines on Darwin's dia- of some simple primordial animal, that

gram of transmutation made easy omi- all are equally "lineal descendants of

nously show what small deviations from some few beings which lived long be-

the straight path may come to in the end.

The prospect of the future, according-
* Vide Proceedings of the British Association

ly, is on the whole pleasant and encour- for ^e Advancement of Science, 1859, and Lon-
**

. don Athenceum, passim. It appears to be con-

aging. It is only the backward glance, ceded that thege celtg or stone kniveg are

the gaze up the long vista of the past, artificial productions, and of the age of the

that reveals anything alarming. Here mammoth, the fossil rhinoceros, etc.
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fore the first bed of the Silurian system

was deposited." But, as the author speaks

disrespectfully of spontaneous generation,

and accepts a supernatural beginning of

life on earth, in some form or forms of

being which included potentially all that

have since existed and are yet to be, he

is thereby not warranted to extend his

inferences beyond the evidence or the

fair probability. There seems as great
likelihood that one special origination

should be followed by another upon fit-

ting occasion, (such as the introduction

of man,) as that one form should be trans-

muted into another upon fitting occasion,

as, for instance, in the succession of spe-

cies which differ from each other only in

some details. To compare small things

with great in a homely illustration : man
alters from time to time his instruments

or machines, as new circumstances or

conditions may require and his wit sug-

gest. Minor alterations and improve-
ments he adds to the machine he pos-

sesses: he adapts a new rig or a new
rudder to an old boat: this answers to

variation. If boats could engender, the

variations would doubtless be propagat-

ed, like those of domestic cattle. In course

of time the old ones would be worn out

or wrecked
;
the best sorts would be chos-

en for each particular use, and further im-

proved upon, and so the primordial boat

be developed into the scow, the skiff, the

sloop, and other species of water-craft,

the very diversification, as well as the suc-

cessive improvements, entailing the disap-

pearance of many intermediate forms, less

adapted to any one particular purpose;
wherefore these go slowly out of use, and

become extinct species : this is natural se-

lection. Now let a great and important
advance be made, like that of steam-navi-

gation : here, though the engine might be

added to the old vessel, yet the wiser and

therefore the actual way is to make a new
vessel on a modified plan : this may an-

swer to specific creation. Anyhow, the

one does not necessarily exclude the

other. Variation and natural selection

may play their part, and so may specific

creation also. Why not?

This leads us to ask for the reasons

which call for this new theory of trans-

mutation. The beginning of things must

needs lie in obscurity, beyond the bounds

of proof, though within those of conjec-

ture or of analogical inference. Why
not hold fast to the customary view, that

all species were directly, instead of in-

directly, created after their respective

kinds, as we now behold them, and

that in a manner which, passing our

comprehension, we intuitively refer to

the supernatural ? W^hy this continual

striving after " the unattained and dim,"

these anxious endeavors, especially of

late years, by naturalists and philoso-

phers of various schools and different

tendencies, to penetrate what one of

them calls " the mystery of mysteries,"

the origin of species ? To this, in general,

sufficient answer may be found in the

activity of the human intellect,
" the de-

lirious yet divine desire to know," stimu-

lated as it has been by its own success in

unveiling the laws and processes of inor-

ganic Nature, in the fact that the prin-

cipal triumphs of our age in physical sci-

ence have- consisted in tracing connec-

tions where none were known before, in

reducing heterogeneous phenomena to

a common cause or origin, in a manner

quite analogous to that of the reduction

of supposed independently originated spe-

cies to a common ultimate origin, thus,

and in various other ways, largely and le-

gitimately extending the domain of secon-

dary causes. Surely the scientific mind

of an age which contemplates the solar

system as evolved from a common, revolv-

ing, fluid mass, which, through experi-

mental research, has come to regard light,

heat, electricity, magnetism, chemical af-

finity, and mechanical power as varieties

or derivative and convertible forms of one

force, instead of independent species,

which has brought the so-called element-

ary kinds of matter, such as the metals,

into kindred groups, and raised the ques-

tion, whether the members of each group

may not be mere varieties of one species,

and which speculates steadily in the

direction of the ultimate unity of matter,
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of a sort of prototype or simple element

which may be to the ordinary species of

matter what the protozoa or component
cells of an organism are to the higher
sorts of animals and plants, the mind

of such an age cannot be expected to let

the old belief about species pass unques-
tioned. It will raise the question, how

the diverse sorts of plants and animals

came to be as they are and where they

are, and will allow that the whole inquiry

transcends its powers only when all en-

deavors have failed. Granting the ori-

gin to be supernatural, or miraculous even,

will not arrest the inquiry. All real orig-

ination, the philosophers will say, is super-

natural; their very question is, whether

we have yet gone back to the origin, and

can affirm that the present forms of pla'nts

and animals are the primordial, the mi-

raculously created ones. And even if

they admit that, they will still inquire in-

to the order of the phenomena, into the

form of the miracle. You might as well

expect the child to grow up content with

what it is told about the advent of its in-

fant brother. Indeed, to learn that the

new-comer is the gift of God, far from

lulling inquiry, only stimulates specula-

tion as to how the precious gift was be-

stowed. That questioning child is fa-

ther to the man, is philosopher in short-

clothes.

Since, then, questions about the origin

of species will be raised, and have been

raised, and since the theorizings, how-

ever different in particulars, all proceed

upon the notion that one species of plant

or animal is somehow derived from anoth-

er, that the different sorts which now
flourish are lineal (or unlineal) descend-

ants of other and earlier sorts, it now
concerns us to ask, What are the grounds
in Nature, the admitted facts, which sug-

gest hypotheses of derivation, in some

shape or other ? Reasons there must be,

and plausible ones, for the persistent re-

currence of theories upon this genetic

basis. A study of Darwin's book, and a

general glance at the present state of the

natural sciences, enable us to gather the

following as perhaps the most suggestive

VOL. vi. 8

and influential. We can only enumerate

them here, without much indication of

their particular bearing. There is,

1. The general fact of variability;

the patent fact, that all species vary more

or less
; that domesticated plants and ani-

mals, being in conditions favorable to the

production and preservation of varieties,

are apt to vary widely ;
and that by in-

terbreeding, any variety may be fixed

into a race, that is, into a variety which

comes true from seed. Many such races,

it is allowed, differ from each other in

structure and appearance as widely as do

many admitted species ;
and it is practi-

cally very difficult, perhaps impossible, to

draw a clear line between races and spe-

cies. Witness the human races, for in-

stance. Wild species also vary, perhaps
about as widely s those of domestication,

though in different ways. Some of them

appear to vary little, others moderately,
others immoderately, to the great bewil-

derment of systematic botanists and zo-

ologists, and their increasing disagree-

ment as to whether various forms shall

be held to be original species or marked

varieties. Moreover, the degree to which

the descendants of the same stock, vary-

ing in different directions, may at length

diverge is unknown. All we know is,

that varieties are themselves variable, and

that very diverse forms have been educed

from one stock.

2. Species of the same genus are not

distinguished from each other by equal

amounts of difference. There is diver-

sity in this respect analogous to that of

the varieties of a polymorphous species,

some of them slight, others extreme. And
in large genera the unequal resemblance

shows itself in the clustering of the spe-

cies around several types or central spe-

cies, like satellites around their respective

planets. Obviously suggestive this of the

hypothesis that they were satellites, not

thrown off by revolution, like the moons

of Jupiter, Saturn, and our own solitary

moon, but gradually and peacefully de-

tached by divergent variation. That such

closely related species may be only va-

rieties of higher grade, earlier origin, or
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more favored evolution, is not a very vio- the present races of men upon these ear-

lent supposition. Anyhow, it was a sup- ly historical monuments and records,

position sure to be made. But this very extension of the current

3. The actual geographical distribution chronology, if we may rely upon the

of species upon the earth's surface tends archaeologists, removes the difficulty by
to suggest the same notion. For, as a opening up a longer vista. So does the

general thing, all or most of the species discovery in Europe of remains and im-

of a peculiar genus or other type are plements of pre-historic races of men to

grouped in the same country, or occupy whom the use of metals was unknown,

continuous, proximate, or accessible areas. men of the stone aye, as the Scandina-

So well does this rule hold, so general is vian archaeologists designate them. And
the implication that kindred species are now

>

" axes and knives of flint, evident-

or were associated geographically, that ly wrought by human skill, are found in

most trustworthy naturalists, quite free beds of the drift at Amiens, (also in oth-

from hypotheses of transmutation, are er places, both in France and England,)

constantly inferring former geographical associated with the bones of extinct spe-

continuity between parts of the world cies of animals." These implements, in-

now widely disjoined, in order to account deed, were noticed twenty years ago ;
at

thereby for the generic similarities among a place in Suffolk they have been exhum-

their inhabitants. Yet*no scientific ex- ed from time to time for more than a

planation has been offered to account for century ;
but the full confirmation, the

the geographical association of kindred recognition of the age of the deposit in

species, except the hypothesis of a com- which the implements occur, their abun-

mon origin. dance, and the appreciation of their bear-

4. Here the fSct of the antiquity of ere- ings upon most interesting questions, be-

ation, and in particular of the present Ipng to the present time. To complete
kinds of the earth's inhabitants, or of a the connection of these primitive people

large part of them, comes in to rebut the with the fossil ages, the French geologists,

objection, that there has not been time we are told, have now " found these axes

enough for any marked diversification of in Picardy associated with remains of

living things through divergent variation, Elephas primigenius, Rhinoceros tichorhi-

not time enough for varieties to have nus, Equus fossilis, and an extinct spe-

diverged into what we call species. cies of Bos" * In plain language, these

So long as the existing species of workers in flint lived in the time of the

plants and animals were thought to have mammoth, of a rhinoceros now extinct,

originated a few thousand years ago and and along with horses and cattle unlike

without predecessors, there was no room any now existing, specifically different,

for a theory of derivation of one sort from as naturalists say, from those with which

another, nor time enough even to ac- man is now associated. Their connection

count for the establishment of the races with existing human races may perhaps
which are generally believed to have di- be traced through the intervening people

verged from a common stock. Not that of the stone age, who were succeeded by
five or six thousand years was a short al- the people of the bronze age, and these

lowance for this; but because some of by workers in iron.f Now, various evi-

our familiar domesticated varieties of dence carries back the existence of many
grain, of fowls, and of other animals,

were pictured and mummified by the old * See Correspondence of M. Nickles, in

Egyptians more than half that number American Journal of Science and Arts, for

of years ago, if not much earlier. Indeed,
March '

1
,

8
,

60 '

, t See Morlet, Some General Views on Ar-
perhaps the strongest argument for the

ch(eolo^ inAmerican Journal of Science and

original plurality of human species was Arts
^
for January, 1860, translated from Bulle-

drawn from the identification of some of tin de la Societe Vaudoise, 1859.
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of the present lower species of animals,

and probably of a larger number of plants,

to the same drift period. All agree that

this was very many thousand years ago.

Agassiz tells us that the same species of

polyps which are now building coral walls

around the present peninsula of Florida

actually made that peninsula, and have

been building there for centuries whichO
must be reckoned by thousands.

5. The overlapping of existing and ex-

tinct species, and the seemingly gradual
transition of the life of the drift period

into that of the present, may be turned

to the same account. Mammoths, masto-

dons, and Irish elks, now extinct, must

have lived down to human, if not almost

to historic times. Perhaps the last dodo

did not long outlive his huge New Zea-

land kindred. The auroch, once the

companion of mammoths, still survives,

but apparently owes his present and pre-

carious existence to man's care. Now,

nothing that we know of forbids the hy-

pothesis that some new species have been

independently and supernaturally created

within the period which other species

have survived. It may even be believed

that man was created in the days of the

mammoth, became extinct, and was re-

created at a later date. But why not

say the same of the auroch, contempora-

ry both of the old man and of the new ?

Still it is more natural, if not inevitable,

to infer, that, if the aurochs of that olden

time were the ancestors of the aurochs of

the Lithuanian forests, so likewise were

the men of that age if men they were

the ancestors of the present human ra-

ces. Then, whoever concludes that these

primitive makers of rude flint axes and

knives were the ancestors of the better

workmen of the succeeding stone age,

and these again of the succeeding artif-

icers in brass and iron, will also be like-

ly to suppose that the Equus and Bos of

that time were the remote progenitors of

our own horses and cattle. In all can-

dor we must at least concede that such

considerations suggest a genetic descent

from the drift period down to the present,

and allow time enough if time is of

any account for variation and natural

selection to work out some appreciable
results in the way of divergence into ra-

ces or even into so-called species. What-
ever might have been thought, when geo-

logical time was supposed to be separated
from the present era by a clear line, it is

certain that a gradual replacement of old

forms by new ones is strongly suggestive
of some mode of origination which may
still be operative. When species, like

individuals, were found to die out one by
one, and apparently to come in one by
one, a theory for what Owen sonorously
calls

" the continuous operation of the or-

dained becoming of living things" could

not be far off.

That all such theories should take the

form of a derivation of the new from the

old seems to be inevitable, perhaps from

our inability to conceive of any other line

of secondary causes, in this connection.

Owen himself is apparently in travail

with some transmutation theory of his own

conceiving, which may yet see the light,

although Darwin's came first to the birth.

Different as the two theories will proba-

bly be in particulars, they cannot fail to

exhibit that fundamental resemblance in

this respect which betokens a community
of origin, a common foundation on the

general facts and the obvious suggestions

of modern science. Indeed, to turn the

point of a taking simile directed against

Darwin, the difference between the

Darwinian and the Owenian hypotheses

may, after all, be only that between ho-

moeopathic and heroic doses of the same

drug.
If theories of derivation could only stop

here, content with explaining the diver-

sification and succession of species be-

tween the tertiary period and the present

time, through natural agencies or secon-

dary causes still in operation, we fancy

they would not be generally or violently

objected to by the savans of the present

day. But it is hard, if not impossible, to

find a stopping-place. Some of the facts

or accepted conclusions already referred

to, and several others, of a more general

character, which must be taken into the
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account, impel the theory onward with

accumulated force. Vires (not to say

virus) acquirit eundo. The theory hitch-

es on wonderfully well to Lyell's uniformi-

tarian theory in geology, that the thing

that has been is the thing that is and

shall be, that the natural operations
now going on will account for all geolog-

ical changes in a quiet and easy way, only

give them time enough, so connecting the

present and the proximate with the far-

thest past by almost imperceptible grada-

tions, a view which finds large and

increasing, if not general, acceptance in

physical geology, and of which Darwin's

theory is the natural complement.
So the Darwinian theory, once getting

a foothold, marches boldly on, follows the

supposed near ancestors of our present

species farther and yet farther back into

the dim past, and ends with an analogical

inference which " makes the whole world

kin." As we said at the beginning, this

upshot discomposes us. Several features

of the theory have an uncanny look. They
may prove to be innocent : but their first

aspect is suspicious, and high authorities

pronounce the whole thing to be positive-

ly mischievous.

In this dilemma we are going to take

advice. Following the bent of our preju-

dices, and hoping to fortify these by new
and strong arguments, we are going now
to read the principal reviews which un-

dertake to demolish the theory ;
with

what result our readers shall be duly in-

formed.

Meanwhile, we call attention to the

fact, that the Appletons have just brought
out a second and revised edition of Mr.

Darwin's book, with numerous correc-

tions, important additions, and a preface,

all prepared by the author for this edition,

in advance of a new English edition.

VANITY (1).

(ON A PICTURE OF HERODIAS'S DAUGHTER BY LUINI.)

ALAS, Salome ! Could'st thou know
How great man is, how great thou art,

What destined worlds of weal or woe

Lurk in the shallowest human heart,

From thee thy vanities would drop,

Like lusts in noble anger spurned

By one who finds, beyond all hope,

The passion of his youth returned.

Ah, sun-bright face, whose brittle smile

Is cold as sunbeams flashed on ice !

Ah, lips how sweet, yet hard the while !

Ah, soul too barren even for vice !

Mirror of Vanity ! Those eyes
No beam the less around them shed,

Albeit in that red scarf there lies

The Dancer's meed, the Prophet's head.
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VANITY (2.)

i.

FALSE and Fair ! Beware, beware !

There is a Tale that stabs at thee !

The Arab Seer ! he stripped thee bare

Long since ! He knew thee, Vanity !

By day a mincing foot is thine :

Thou runnest along the spider's line :

Ay, but heavy sounds thy tread

By night, among the uncoffined dead 1

II.

Fair and Foul ! Thy mate, the Ghoul,

Beats, bat-like, at thy golden gate !

Around the graves the night-winds howl:
" Arise !

"
they cry,

"
thy feast doth wait !

Dainty fingers thine, and nice,

With thy bodkin picking rice !

Ay, but when the night 's o'erhead,

Limb from limb they rend the dead !

REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Popular Astronomy. A Concise Elementary
Treatise on the Sun, Planets, Satellites, and

Comets. By 0. M. MITCHELL, Director

of the Cincinnati and Dudley Observa-

tories. New York. 1860.

Ix this volume Professor Mitchell gives
a very clear, and, in the general plan pur-

sued, a very good account of the methods

and results of investigation in modern

astronomy. He has explained with great
fulness the laws of motion of the heavenly

bodies, and has thus aimed at giving more
than the collection of disconnected facts

which frequently form the staple of ele-

mentary works on astronomy.
In doing this,.however, he has fallen in-

to errors so numerous, and occasionally so

grave, that they are difficult to be account-

ed for, except on the supposition that some

portions of the work were written in great

haste. Passing over a few mere oversights,

such as a statement from which it would

follow that a transit of Venus occurred

every eight years, mistakes of dates, etc.,

we cite the following.

On page 114, speaking of Kepler's third

law, the author says,
" And even those ex-

traordinary objects, the revolving double

stars, are subject to the same controlling

law." Since Kepler's third law expresses

a relationship between the motions of three

bodies, two of which revolve around a

third much larger than either, it is a logi-

cal impossibility that a system of only two

bodies should conform to this law.

On page 182, it is stated, that Newton's

proving, that, ifa body revolved in an ellip-

tical orbit with the sun as a focus, the force

of gravitation toward the sun would always

be in the inverse ratio of the square of its

distance,
" was equivalent to proving, that,

if a body in space, free to move, received

a single impulse, and at the same moment
was attracted to a fixed centre by a force

which diminished as the square of the dis-

tance at which it operated increased, such

a body, thus deflected from its rectilineal
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path, -would describe an ellipse/' etc. Not

only does this deduction, being made in

the logical form,

If AisB, Xis Y;
but X is Y

;

therefore A is B,

not follow at all, but it is absolutely not

true. The body under the circumstances

might describe an hyperbola as well as an

ellipse, as Professor Mitchell himself sub-

sequently remarks.

The author's explanation of the manner
in which the attraction of the sun changes
the position of the moon's orbit is entirely

at fault. He supposes the line of nodes of

the moon's orbit perpendicular to the line

joining the centres of the earth and sun,

and the moon to start from her ascending
node toward the sun, and says that in this

case the effect of the sun's attraction will

be to diminish the inclination of the moon's

orbit during the first half of the revolution,

and thus cause the node to retrograde ;
and

to increase it during the second half, and

thus cause the nodes to retrograde. But
the real effect of the sun's attraction, in the

case supposed, would be to diminish the

inclination during the first quarter of its

revolution, to increase it during the second,

to diminish it again during the third, and

increase it again during the fourth, as shown

by Newton a century and a half ago.

In Chapter XV. we find the greatest

number of errors. Take, for example, the

following computation of the diminution

of gravity at the surface of the sun in con-

sequence of the centrifugal force, part of

the data being, that a pound at the earth's

surface will weigh twenty-eight pounds at

the sun's surface, and that the centrifugal

force at the earth's equator is -%-%-g of grav-

ity.

"
Now, if the sun rotated in the same time

as the earth, and their diameters were equal,

the centrifugal force on the equators of the

two orbs would be equal. But the sun's ra-

dius is about 111 times that of the earth, and
if the period of rotation were the same, the

centrifugal force at the sun's equator would
be greater than that at the earth's in the ratio

of (111)
2 to 1, or, more exactly, in the ratio

of 12,342.27 to 1. But the sun rotates on its

axis much slower than the earth, requiring
more than 25 days for one revolution. This

will reduce the above in the ratio of 1 to (25 )
2

,

or 1 to 625; so that we shall have the earth's

equatorial centrifugal force -%^-g X 12,342.27

-7- 625 = 'MtftV = 0.07 nearly for the

sun's equatorial centrifugal force. Hence the

weight before obtained, 28 pounds, must be

reduced seven hundredths of its whole value,
and we thus obtain 28 0.196 = 27.804 pounds
as the true weight of one pound transported
from the earth's equator to that of the sun."

In this calculation we have three errors,

the effect of one of which would be to in-

crease the true answer 111 times, of anoth-

er 28 times, and of a third to diminish it

10 times
;
so that the final result is more

than 300 times too great. If this result

were correct, Leverrier would have no

need of looking for intermereurial plan-

ets to account for the motion of the peri-

helion of Mercury ;
he would find a suffi-

cient cause in the ellipticity of the sun.

Considered from a scientific point of

view, some of the gravest errors into which

the author has fallen are the suppositions,

that the perihelia and nodes of the plan-

etary orbits move uniformly, and that they
can ever become exactly circular. At
the end of about twenty -four thousand

years the eccentricity of the earth's orbit

will be smaller than at any other time dur-

ing the next two hundred thousand, at

least
;
but it will begin to increase again

long before the orbit becomes circular.

Astronomers have long known that the

eccentricity of Mercury's orbit will never

be much greater or much less than it is

now; and moreover, instead of diminish-

ing, as stated by Professor Mitchell, it is

increasing, and has been increasing for the

last hundred thousand years.

Finally, the chapter closes with an at-

tempt to state the principle known to math-

ematicians as " the law of the conservation

of areas," which statement is entirely un-

like the correct one in nearly every partic-

ular.

It will be observed that we have criticized

this work from a scientific rather than from

a popular point of view. As questions of

popular interest, it is perhaps of very little

importance whether the earth's orbit will

or will not become circular in the course

of millions of years, or in what the princi-

ple of areas consists or does not consist.

But if such facts or principles are to be

stated at all, we have a right to see them

stated correctly. However, in the first

nine chapters, which part of the book will

be most read, few mistakes of any impor-
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tance occur, and the method pursued by vivid internal vision of the scenery, and a
Newton in deducing the law of gravitation practical acquaintance with the details of

is explained in the author's most felicitous life, of those far-off Eastern lands. On this

style. imaginative reproduction of the external

characteristics of the Orient she projected

her own standards of excellence and ideals

El Fureidts. By the Author of " The of character ; and the result is the present

Lamplighter
" and " Mabel Vaughan." romance, the most elaborate and the most

Boston : Ticknor & Fields. 16mo. pleasing expression of her genius.
There is hardly anything in the work

THAT large army of readers whose which can rightfully be called plot. The
mere number gave celebrity at once to incidents are not combined, but happen,
the authoress of " The Lamplighter

"
will A shy, sensitive, fastidious, high-minded,

at first be disappointed with what they and somewhat melancholy and dissatisfied

may call the location of this new romance Englishman, by the name of Meredith,

by Miss Cummins. The scene is laid in travelling from Beyrout to Lebanon, falls

Syria, instead of New England, and the in love with a Christian maiden by the
"
village

" known to New Yorkers as Bos- name of Havilah. She rejects him, on
ton gives way to "El Fureidis," a vil- the ground, that, however blessed with

lage in the valley of Lebanon. But while all human virtues, he is deficient in Chris-

so swift a transition from the West to the tian graces. One of those rare women
East may disappoint that "

Expectation
" who combine the most exquisite sensuous

which Fletcher tells us "sits i' the air," beauty with the beauty of holiness, she
and which we all know is not to be balk- cannot consent to marry, unless souls are
ed with impunity, there can be no doubt, joined, as well as hands. Meredith, in the

that, in shifting the scene, the authoress course of the somewhat rambling narra-

has enabled us to judge her essential tive,
"
experiences religion/' and the hero-

talent with more accuracy. Possessing ine then feels for him that affection which
none of the elements which are thought she did not feel even in those moments
essential to the production of a sensa- when he recklessly risked his life to save

tion,
" The Lamplighter

''
forced itself hers. In regard to characterization, Mere-

into notice as a " sensation book." The dith, the hero, is throughout a mere name,
writer was innocent of all the grave liter- without personality ; but the authoress has

ary crimes implied in such a distinction, succeeded in transforming Havilah from
The first hundred and fifty pages were as an abstract proposition into an individual

simple, and as true to ordinary nature, as existence. Her Bedouin lover, the wild,

the daisies and buttercups of the common fierce, passionate Arab boy, Abdoul, with

fields
;
the remaining two hundred pages his vehement wrath and no less vehement

repeated the stereotyped traditions and love, passing from a frustrated design to

customarj' hearsays which make up the assassinate Meredith, whom he considered

capital of every professional story-teller, the accepted lover of Havilah, to an abject

The book began in the spirit of Jane Aus- prostration of his whole being, corporeal

ten, and ended in that of Jane Porter. and mental, at the feet of his mistress, sa-

in " El Fureidis
"
everything really na- luting them with " a devouring storm of

tive to the sentiment and experience of kisses," is by far the most intense and
Miss Cummins is exhibited in its last per- successful effort at characterization in the

fection, with the addition of a positive, whole volume. The conclusion of the

though not creative, faculty of imagina- story, which results in the acceptance by
tion. Feeling a strong attraction for all Meredith of the conditions enforced by the

that related to the East, through an acci- celestial purity of the heroine, will be far

dental connection with friends who in con- less satisfactory to the majority of readers

versation discoursed of its peculiarities and than if Havilah had been represented as

wonders, she was led to an extensive and possessed of sufficient spiritual power to

thorough study of the numerous eminent convert her passionate Arab lover into a

scholars and travellers who have recorded being fit to be a Christian husband. By
their experience and researches in Syria all the accredited rules of the logic of pas-
and Damascus. Gradually she obtained a sion, Abdoul deserved her, rather than
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Meredith. Leaving, however, all those

considerations which relate to the man-

agement of the story as connected with

the impulses of the characters, great praise

cannot be denied to the authoress for her

conception and development of the char-

acter of Havilah. Virgin innocence has

rarely been more happily combined with

intellectual culture, and the reader follows

the course of her thoughts and so vital

are her thoughts that they cause all the

real events of the story with a tranquil

delight in her beautiful simplicity and in-

telligent affectionateness, compared with

which the pleasure derived from the ordi-

nary stimulants of romance is poor and

tame. At least two-thirds of the volume

are devoted to descriptions of Eastern

scenery, habits, customs, manners, and

men, and these are generally excellent.

Altogether, the book will add to the repu-

tation of the authoress.

Life and Times of General Sam. Dale, the

Mississippi Partisan. By J. F. H. CLAI-

BORNE. Illustrated by John M'Lenan.

New York : Harper & Brothers.

i

A

THE adventures of General Dale, Mr.

Claiborne tells us, were taken from his

own lips by the author and two friends,

and from the notes of all three a memoir

was compiled, but the MSS. were lost in

the Mississippi. We regret that Dale's

own words were thus lost
;
for the stories

of the hardy partisan are not improved by
his biographer's well-meant efforts to tell

them in more graceful language. Mr.

Claiborne's cheap eloquence is perhaps

suited to the unfastidious taste of a lower

latitude
;
but we prefer those stories, too

few in number, in which the homely words

of Dale are preserved.

Dale does not appear to have done any-

thing to warrant this
"
attempt on his

life," being no more remarkable than hun-

dreds of others. He saw several distin-

guished men
;
but of his anecdotes about

them we can only quote the old opinion,

that the good stories are not new, and the

new are not good. As there is nothing

particularly interesting in the subject, so

there is no peculiar charm thrown around

it by the manner in which Mr. Oaiborne

has executed his task. A noticeable and

yery comic feature is presented in the

praises which he has interpolated, when
ever any acquaintance of his is referred to.

We readily acquiesce, when we are told

that Mr. A is a model citizen, and that Mr.

B is alike unsurpassed in public and pri-

vate life ;
but the latter statement becomes

less intensely gratifying when we learn the

fact that Mr. C also has no superior, and

that there are no better or abler men than

D, E, F, or G. We were aware that Mis-

sissippi was uncommonly fortunate in hav-

ing meritorious sons, but not that so sin-

gularjy exact an equality existed among
them. Are they all best ? It is like the

case of the volunteer regiment in which

they were all Major-Generals. Occasional

eminence we can easily believe, but a

table-land of merit is more than we are

prepared for
;
and we are strongly led to

suspect that praise so lavishly given may
be cheaply won.

The Money -King and Other Poems. By
JOHN G. SAXE. Boston : Ticknor &
Fields. 16mo.

WE regret having overlooked this pleas-

ant volume so long. In a previous col-

lection of poems, which has run through
fifteen editions, Mr. Saxe fully establish-

ed his popularity ;
and the present vol-

ume, which is better than its predeces-

sor, has in it all the elements of a similar

success. The two longest poems,
" The

Money -King" and "The Press," have

been put to the severe test of repeated

delivery before lyceum audiences in dif-

ferent parts of the country ;
and a poet is

sure to learn by such a method of publica-

tion, what he may not learn by an appear-

ance in print, the real judgment of the

miscellaneous public on his performance.

He may doubt the justice of the praise or

the censure of the professional critic
;
but

it is hard for him to resist the fact of fail-

ure, when it comes to him palpably in the

satire that scowls in an ominous stare and

the irony that lurks in an audible yawn,
hard for him to question the reality of

triumph, when teeth flash at every gleam
of his wit and eyes moisten at every

touch of his sentiment. Having tried each

of these poems before more than a hundred

audiences, Mr. Saxe has fairly earned the

right to face critics fearlessly ; and, indeed,

the poems themselves so abound in sense,
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shrewdness, sagacity, and fancy, in say-

ings so pithy and wit so sparkling, are so

lull of humor and good-humor, and flow

on their rhythmic and rhyming way with

so much of the easy abandonment of viva-

cious conversation, that few critics will de-

sire to reverse the favorable decisions of

the audiences they have enlivened.

Among the miscellaneous poems, there

are many which, in brilliancy, in keen,

good-natured satire, in facility and variety

of versification, in ingenious fancy, in joy-
ousness of spirit and pure love of fun, ex-

cel the longer poems to which we have

just referred. We have found the great

majority of them exceedingly exhilarat-

ing reading, and, if our limits admitted an

extended examination, we feel sure that

the result of the analysis would be the eli-

citing of unexpected merits rather than

the detection of hidden defects.

Say and Seal. By the Author of "
Wide,

Wide World," and the Author of " Dol-

lars and Cents." In Two Volumes.

Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott & Co.

ANOTHER story from " Elizabeth Weth-
erell

"
is a welcome addition to our scanty

stock of American novels. Our real Amer-
ican novels may be counted on our fingers,

while the tales that claim the name may
be weighed by the ton. At the present

time, we count Hawthorne among our

novelists, and Mrs. Stowe, and perhaps

Curtis, since his
"
Trumps

"
; but as for

our thousand and one unrivalled authors,
" whose matchless knowledge of the hu-

man heart and wonderful powers of de-

lineation place them far above Dickens

or Thackeray," they are all, from Sylva-
nus Cobb, Junior, down to Ned Buntline

and Gilmore Simms, beneath serious no-

tice, and may be left to the easy verdict

of the readers of the cheap magazines and

illustrated newspapers, in whose columns

they have gained a world-wide obscurity.

Miss Warner's books have always a genu-
ine flavor of originality, and an acute, liv-

ing appreciation of Yankee character, that

give them a right to rank, unchallenged,
as real and valuable novels. In their sim-

plicity, their freshness, their quiet humor
and not less quiet fun, their frequent nar-

rowness and stiffness, and their deep and

true religious sentiment, they have the

real essence of the New England char-

acter.

In every novel there are three principal

elements, the Hero, the Heroine, the Vil-

lain, all three gracefully blending in the

Plot. We cannot especially congratulate
our authors upon their Hero. In a favo-

rite farce, the slightly bewildered Mr.

Lullaby observes musingly,
" Brown ?

Brown? That name sounds familiar!

I must have heard that name before !

I'll swear I've heard that name before!"

We have a dim consciousness of having
met "Mr. Linden" before, albeit under
a different name. A certain Mr. Hum-
phreys, whom we remember of old,

strongly resembles him : so does one

Mr. Guy Carleton. We were very well

pleased with our old friend Humphreys,
(or Carleton,) and would by no means hint

at any reluctance to meet him again ; but

a new novel, by its very announcement,

implies a new hero, and if we come upon
a plain family-party, when fondly hoping
for an introduction to some distinguished

stranger, we may be excused for thinking
ourselves hardly treated. Is it so infalli-

ble a sign of superiority, moreover, to

speak constantly in riddles ? This Sphinx-
like style is eminently characteristic of

Mr. Linden. Then again, our authors

have been too ambitious. They labori-

ously assert Mr. Linden to be a marvel

of learning, a man of vast and curious

literary attainments : but all that their

hero does to maintain this reputation and

vindicate their opinion is to quote trite

passages of poetry, which are all very

well, but which every gentleman of ordi-

nary cultivation is expected to know, and

which no gentleman of ordinary cultiva-

tion is expected to quote, things that are

remembered only to be avoided as utterly

threadbare. One unfortunate instance may
be found at the beginning of the second

volume. Mr. Linden's acquirements are

to receive peculiar lustre from a triumph
over no ordinary competitor, over the

intelligent and well-read Doctor Harrison.

Naturally, we expect something recon-

dite, and are by no means satisfied with

the trite

"
Cupid and my Campaspe played
At cards for kisses," etc.

Mr. Linden might as well have astonish-

ed the company by such a transcendent

proof of erudition as
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" All the world's a stage,

And all the men and women," etc.

Or, passing "from grave to gay, from

lively to severe," (for novelty in quotations

we find to be contagious,) have recounted

the wildly erratic history "of that false

matron, known in nursery rhyme, Insidi-

ous Morey," or quoted

" How doth the little busy bee."

After which he might have soared into un-

approachable heights of surpassing litera-

ry erudition, by informing his awe-struck

hearers that the latter poem was written

by Doctor Watts ! The fact is, any at-

tempt to give the novelist's characters a

learning which the novelist does not pos-

sess is always hazardous.

The Heroine, Miss Faith Derrick, is a

pretty, but not remarkably original crea-

tion, who taxes our magnanimity sorely

at times by her blind admiration of her

lover when he is peculiarly absurd, but

whose dumb rejection of Doctor Harri-

son, though a trifle theatrical, is really

charming. Faith is better than Linden :

Linden is
"
superbe, magnifique

"
;
but Faith

is
"
pretty good."

But the conception of the Villain is very
fine. In Doctor Harrison we hail a new

development of that indispensable charac-

ter. Of course, the gentlemanly, good-

humored Doctor is not to be considered a

villain in the ordinary acceptation of the

word; he is only a technical villain, a

villain of eminent respectability. It is al-

most unnecessary to add, that he is immeas-

urably more attractive than the real hero,

Mr. Linden.

We regret to say that the conception is

not carried out so well as it deserves to be.

Doctor Harrison descends to some low busi-

ness, quite unworthy of him, such as tam-

pering with the mails. This is not only mor-

tifying, but entirely unnecessary ;
inasmuch

as Doctor Harrison has a subordinate vil-

lain to do all the low villany, in the person
of Squire Deacon, who shoots at Mr. Lin-

den from behind a hedge (!), and is never

called to account therefor, a strange re-

missness on the part of everybody, which
seems to have no recommendation except
that it leaves him free to do this very work
of robbing the mails, and which, by his

failure to do it, is left utterly unexplained
and profoundly mysterious. All this is

very bad. The Doctor's meanness is ut-

terly inconsistent; and the bare thought
of a sober and uncommonly awkward Yan-

kee, like Squire Deacon, deliberately mak-

ing two separate attempts at assassination,

is unspeakably ludicrous. Moreover, we
are hopelessly unable to see the need of

having the unfortunate Mr. Linden shot at

all. Everything was going on very well

before, as nearly as we could see, and

nothing appears to come of it, after all,

not even the condign punishment of the

incongruous and never-to-be-sufficiently-

marvelled-at assassin, who is suspected

by several people, and yet remains as un-

harmed as if murder on the highway were

altogether too common an occurrence in

New England to excite more than a mo-
ment's thought.
This leads us to speak of the Plot

;
and

we are constrained to say that a more in-

artistic, unfinished piece of work we can-

not remember. There is a lamentable

waste of capital on Squire Deacon's sports-

manlike propensities. Why not have some-

thing come ofthem 1 We are not anxious to

have the man hanged, or even indicted
; but

we did expect a magnanimous pardon to

be extended to him by Mr. Linden
; and

although that gentleman was altogether

too magnanimous before, we should have

acquiesced mildly.. And what becomes of

Mrs. Derrick ? There we are in earnest ;

for Mrs. Derrick is an especial favorite

with us. It seems as if our authors had

become bewildered, and, finding them-

selves fairly at a loss what to do with

their characters, who drift helplessly along

through a great part of the second volume,
had seized desperately on the hero and her-

oine, determined to save them at least, and,

having borne them to a place of refuge,

had concluded to let the others look after

themselves.

What redeems the novel, and gives it its

peculiar and exquisite charm, is the exe-

cution of certain detached passages. We
have never seen the drollery of a genuine
Yankee to more advantage than in "

Say
and Seal." An occasional specimen we
venture to quote.

On Mr. Linden's first appearance at Mrs.

Derrick's house, where he is known only

as the new teacher, nobody knows and no-

body dares ask his name
;
and recourse is

accordingly had to the diplomacy of the
"
help."
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" '

Child,' said Mrs. Derrick,
' what on earth

is his name?'
" '

Mother, how should I know ? I didn't

ask him.'
" ' But the thing is,' said Mrs. Derrick,

' I

did know; the Committee told me all about

him. And of course he thinks I know, and

I don't, no more than I do my great-grand-

mother's name, which I never did remember

yet.'
" '

Mother, shall I go and ask him, or wait

till after supper?
'

" '

Oh, you sha'n't go,' said her mother.
' Wait till after supper, and we'll send Cindy.
He won't care about his name till he gets his

tea, I'll warrant

Faith, don't you think he liked his supper?
'

" '
I should think he would, after having no

dinner,' said Faith.
" ' There's Cindy, this minute ! Run and tell

her to go right away, and rind out what his

name is, tell her / want to know, you can

put it in good words.'
"
Cindy presently came back, and handed

a card to Faith.
" '

It 's easy done,' said Cindy.
'
I jest ask-

ed him if he'd any objections towards tellin'

his name, and he kinder opened his eyes at

me, and said,
" No." Then I said, says I,

" Mis'

Derrick do' know, and she'd like ter." " Miss

Derrick! "
says he, and he took out his pen-

cil and writ that. But I'd like ter know what

he cleans his pencil with,' said Cindy, in con-

clusion, for I'm free to confess / never see

brass shine so in my born days.'
"

Cindy's "free confessions" are an im-

portant feature of the book.

In Chapter VI., Squire Deacon and his

sister hold a brief Yankee dialogue, of

which this is a sample :

" ' Sam ! what are you bothering yourself
about Mr. Linden for? '

" ' How long since you was made a trus-

tee? ' said the Squire, beginning his sentence

with an untranslatable sort of grunt, and end-

ing it in his teacup.
" ' I've been your trustee ever since you

was up to anything,' said his sister. '

Come,
Sam, don't you begin now! What's made

you so crusty ?
'

" '
It a'n't the worst thing to be crusty,' said

the Squire.
' Shows a man's more'n half

baked, anyhow.'
" '

Well, what has he done? '

" ' Sure enough !
' said the Squire,

' what
has he done ? That's just what I can't find

out.'

" ' What do you want to find out for? What
ails him ?

'

" '

Suppose he hasn'fe done nothin'. Is that

the sort o' man to teach litteratur in Patta-

quasset ?
'

" '

Now, Sam Deacon, what do you expect
to do by all this fuss you're making ?

' said

his sister, judicially.
" ' What's the use of cross-examining a man

at that rate ? When I do anything, you'll know
it.

> M

The characters are all invested with re-

ality by skilfully introduced anecdotes, or

by personal traits carelessly and happily
sketched. But it is a costly expedient to

give this reality, when our authors bring
in pet names, and other "

love-lispings,"

which are sacred in privacy and painfully
ridiculous when exposed to the curious

light. Many of us readers find all this

mawkish and silly, and others of us are

pained that to such scrutiny should be ex-

posed the dearest secrets of affection, and

are not anxious to have them exposed to

our own gaze. It is too trying a confi-

dence, too high an honor, to be otherwise

than unwelcome. With this criticism we
close our notice of "

Say and Seal," in

which we have been sparing neither of

praise nor blame, earnestly thanking the

authors for a book that is worth finding
fault with.

How Could He Help It ? or, The Heart Tri-

umphant. By A. S. ROE. New York:

Derby & Jackson .

A FAIR representative of a class of books

that are always pleasant reading, although
written without taste, cultivation, or orig-

inality, because they are obviously dic-

tated by a kind heart and genuine earnest-

ness. In this volume the numerous he-

roes (so similar in every respect that one

might fancy them to be only one hero mys-

teriously multiplied, like Kehama) and the

fair heroines (exactly equalling the heroes

in number, we are happy to assure the

tenderhearted reader) are not in the least

interesting, except for sheer goodness of

heart. This unaided moral excellence,

however, fairly redeems the book, and so

far softens even our critical asperity that

we venture only to suggest, first, that the

utterly unprecedented patois of Mrs. Kelly
is not Irish, for which a careful examina-

tion of the context leads us to think it was

intended, secondly, that "if he had have

done it
"

is equally guiltless of being Eng-
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lish, thirdly, that, if our author, desir- metaphorical language which forms the

ing to describe the feelings of a lover staple of debate, we should make no re-

holding his mistress's hand, was inspired monstrance. We recognize the severe jus-

by Tennyson's phrase of " dear wonder," tice of an ideal avoirdupois in literary crit-

he failed, in our opinion, to improve on icism. We remember the unconscious sar-

his original, when he substituted " the casm of the Atlantic Telegraph, as it sank

fleshy treasure in his grasp." heart-broken under the strain of conveying

the answer of the Heavy Father of our po-

litical stage to the graceful "good-morn-
The New Tariff-Bill. Washington. 1860. ing

"
of Victoria. The enthusiastic mem-

ber of the Academy of Lagado, who had

WE do not propose to submit the Eng- spent eight years in a vain attempt to ex-

lish of this new literary effort of the House tract sunbeams from cucumbers, might
of Representatives at Washington to a have found profitable employment in

critical examination, (though it strikingly smelting the lead even from light litera-

reminds us of some of the poems of Mr. ture, not to speak of richer deposits. Un-

Whitman, and is a very fair piece of de- der an act thus dubiously worded, and in a

scriptive verse in the 6'Aoy-anergic style,) country which makes Bancroft a collector

or to attempt any argument on the vexed of the customs and Hawthorne a weigher

question of Protection. But there is a and ganger, the works of an Alison and a

section of the proposed act which has a Tupper would be put beyond the reach of

direct interest not only for all scholars, but all but the immensely rich. The man of

for that large and constantly increasing moderate means would be deprived of the

class whose thirst for what may be called exhaustless misinformation of the Scottish

roluminous knowledge prompts them to Baronet, who has so completely disproved

buy all those shelf-ornamenting works the old charge against his countrymen of

without which no gentleman's library can possessing an ingenium perfervidum, (which
be considered complete. Though in the Dr. Johnson would have translated by
matter of book-buying the characters of brimstone temperament,) and of the don't-fail-

gentleman and scholar, so seldom unit- to-spread-your-umbrella-when-it -rains -or-

ed, are distinguished from each other with you'11-spoil-your-hat wisdom of the English
remarkable precision, the desire of the Commoner, who seems to have named his

former being to cover the walls of what chief work in a moment of abnormal inspi-

he superstitiously calls his
"
study," and ration, since it has become proverbial as

that of the latter to line his head, while the severest test of human philosophy,

the resultant wisdom is measured respec- But we cannot suspect the Congression-

tively by volume and by mass, yet it is al Committee of a joke, still less of a joke

equalty important to both that the literary at the expense of those anglers in the

furniture of the one and the intellectual literary current whose tackle, however

tools of the other should be cheap. bare of bait, never fails of a sinker at the

The "Providence Journal" deserves the end of every line. They have been taught
thanks of all students for having called to look upon books as in no wise differing

attention to the fact, that, under the pro- from cotton and tobacco, and rate them ac-

posed tariff, the duties will be materially cordingly by a merely material standard,

increased on two classes of foreign books : It has been the dealers in books, and not

the cheap ones, like "Bonn's Library," the makers of them, who have hitherto con-

and the bulky, but often indispensable trived to direct public opinion in this mat-

ones, such as the "
Encyclopaedia Britan- ter. We look upon Public Opinion with no

nica." The new bill, in short, proposes superstitious reverence, for Tom's way
to substitute for the old duty of eight per of thinking is none the wiser because the

cent, ad valorem a new one of fifteen cents million other Toms and Dicks and Har-

the pound weight. Could we suspect a ries agree with him, nevertheless, even a

Committee of Members of Congress of a fetish may justly become an object of re-

joke appreciable by mere members of the spectful interest to one who is to be sacri-

human family, could we suppose them in ficed to it.

a thpughtless moment to have carried into However it may be with iron, wool, and

legislation a mildened modicum of that manufactured cotton, it is clear that a du-
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ty on books is not protective of American

literature, but simply a tax on American

scholarship and refinement. The imper-
fectness of our public libraries compels

every student to depend more or less up-
on his own private collection of books

;

and it is a fact of some significance, that,

with the single exception of Hildreth, all

our prominent historians, Sparks, Irving,

Bancroft, Prescott, Ticknor, Motley, and

Palfrey, have been men of independent for-

tune. If anything should be free of duty, it

should seem to be the material of thought.
If Congress be really desirous of doing

something for the benefit of American

authors, it would come nearer the mark,
if it directed its attention to the estab-

lishment on equitable grounds of some

system of International Copyright. A
well-considered enactment to this end

would, we are convinced, be quite as ad-

vantageous to the manufacturers as to the

producers of books. We believe that a

majority of the large publishing houses

of the country have been gradually con-

vinced of the inconveniences of the pres-

ent want of system. Many of them have

found it profitable to enter into an agree-

ment with popular English authors for

the pa3
rment of copyright, and works thus

reprinted cost the buyer no more than

under the privateering policy. But with-

out some definite establishment of legal

rights and remedies, the publisher is at

the mercy of a dishonorable, sometimes

of a vindictive competition, and must

run the 'risk of having the market flood-

ed within a week with a cheaper and in-

ferior edition, reprinted from the sheets

of his own which had been honorably

paid for. We do not pretend to argue
the question of literary property, the

principle of it being admitted in the fact

that we have any copyright-laws at all.

Our wish is to show, that, in the present
absence of settled law, the honest pub-
lisher is subjected to risks from the re-

sultant evils of which the whole reading

community suffers. The publisher, to

protect himself, is forced to make his re-

print as cheaply as possible, and to hur-

ry it through the press with the disre-

gard of accuracy inseparable from hasty

publication, while the reader is put in

possession of a book destructive of eye-

sight, crowded with blunders, and un-

sightly in appearance. Maps and plates

are omitted, or copied so carelessly as to

be worse than useless
;
and whoever needs

the book for study or reference must still

buy the original edition, made more cost-

ly because imported in single copies, and
because taxed for the protection of a state

of things discreditable in every way, and
not only so, but hostile to the true inter-

ests of both publishers and public.
We do not claim any protection ofAmer-

ican authorship from foreign competition,
but we cannot but think it unfair that Brit-

ish authorship should be protected (as it

now practically is) at the cost of our own,
and for the benefit of such publishers as

are willing to convey an English book with-

out paying for it. The reprint of a second-

rate work by an English author has not

only the advantage of a stolen cheapness
over a first-rate one on the same subject

by an American, but may even be the

means of suppressing it altogether. The
intellectual position of an American is so

favorable for the treatment of European

history as to overbalance in some instan-

ces the disadvantages arising from want
of access to original documents; yet an

American author whose work was yet in

manuscript could not possibly compete with

an English rival, even of far inferior ability,

who had already published. If, within the

last few years, a tolerably popular history

of France had been published in England,
and cheaply reprinted here, (as it surely

would have been,) we doubt whether Mr.

Godwin would have undertaken his labo-

rious and elaborate work, or, if he had,

whether he would have readily found a

bookseller bold enough to pay an adequate

price for the copyright. And it is to be

remembered that an American publisher

gives this preference to an English over an

American book simply because he can get

it for nothing, by defrauding its author of

the just reward of his industry or genius.

That an author loses his equitable claim

to copyright for the simple reason that by

publication he has put himself in our pow-
er is an argument fit to be used only by
one who would make use of a private let-

ter that had accidentally come into his

possession to the damage of the writer.

The necessity of some kind of equita-

ble arrangement was so strongly felt by
American publishers that a kind of un-

written law gradually established itself

among them. It was tacitly understood,
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that, when a publisher had paid an English

author for advance sheets, no rival Amer-

ican edition should be published. But it

already appears too plainly that an ar-

rangement with no guaranty but a private

sense of honor is liable to constant in-

fringement for the gratification of personal

enmity, or in the hope of immediate profit.

The rewards of uprightness and honorable

dealing are slow in coming, while those of

unscrupulous greed are immediate, even

though dirty. Under existing circumstan-

ces, free-trade and fair-play exist only in

appearance : for the extraordinary claim

has been set up, that an American book-

seller has an exclusive right to all the fu-

ture works of an English author any one

of whose former productions he has re-

printed, whether with or without paying
for it

;
so that, however willing another pub-

lisher may be to give the author a fair price

for his book, or however desirous the lat-

ter may be to conclude such a bargain, it

is practically impossible, so long as priva-

teering is tolerated in the trade.

We have said nothing of the advantages
which would accrue to our own authors

from a definite settlement of the question
of international copyright between Eng-
land and America. How great these would

be is plain from the fact that the editions

of American books republished in England
are already numbered by thousands. With
the growth of the English Colonies the

value to an American author of an English

copyright is daily increasing. Indeed, it

is a matter of consideration for our pub-

lishers, whether Canada may not before

long retaliate upon them, and by cheaper

reprints become as troublesome to them as

Belgium once was to France.

It is not creditable that America should

be the last of civilized nations to a< knowl-

edge the justice of an author's claim to a

share in the profits of a commercial value

which he has absolutely created. England
is more liberal to our authors than we to

hers, but it is only under certain strictly

limited, contingencies that an American can

acquire copyright there. Were all our

booksellers as scrupulous as the few honor-

ably exceptional ones among them now are,

there would be no need of legislative regula-

tion; but, in the present condition of things,

he who undertakes to reprint an English
book which he has honestly paid for is at the

mercy of whoever can get credit for poor

paper and worse printing. There is no rea-

son why a distinction should be made be-

tween copy-right and patent-right ; but, if

our legislators refuse to admit any abstract

right in the matter, they might at least go
so far as to conclude an international ar-

rangement by which a publisher in either

country who was willing to pay for the

right of publication should be protected in

its exercise. No just objection could be

made to a plan of this kind, which, if not

so honest as a general international law of

copyright, would be profitable to our pub-

lishers, and to such of our authors at least

as had acquired any foreign reputation.
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THE CARNIVAL OF THE ROMANTIC.

WHITHER went the nine old Muses,

daughters of Jupiter and the Goddess of

Memory, after their seats on Helicon,

Parnassus, and Olympus were barbariz-

ed ? Not far away. They hovered like

witches around the seething caldron of

early Christian Europe, in which,
" with

bubble, bubble, toil and trouble," a new
civilization was forming, mindful of the

brilliant lineage of their worshippers, from

Homer to Boethius, looking upon the

vexed and beclouded Nature, and ex-

pecting the time when Humanity should

gird itself anew with the beauty of ideas

and institutions. They were sorrowful,

but not in despair; for they knew that

the children of men were strong with re-

cuperative power.
The ear of Fancy, not long since, heard

the hoofs of winged Pegasus striking the

clouds. The long-idle Muses, it seemed,
had become again interested in human

efforts, and were paying a flying visit to

the haunts of modern genius from the

Hellespont to the Mississippi. They lin-

gered in sunny Provence, and in the dark

forest-land of the Minnesingers. In the

great capitals, as Rome, Berlin, Paris,

London, in smaller capitals, as Flor-

ence, Weimar, and Boston, in many a

village which had a charm for them, as

Stratford-on-Avon, Ferney, and Concord
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in Massachusetts, in the homes of won-

derful suffering, as Ferrara and Haworth.

on many enchanted waters, as the

Guadalquivir, the Rhine, the Tweed, the

Hudson, Windermere, and Leman, in

many a monastic nook whence had is-

sued a chronicle or history, in many a

wild birthplace of a poem or romance,

around many an old castle and stately

ruin, in many a decayed seat of revelry

and joyous repartee, through the long

list of the nurseries of genius and the lab-

oratories of art, they wandered pensive

and strangely affected. At length they

rested from their journey to hold a coun-

cil on modern literature. The long re-

suits of Christian time were unrolled be-

fore them as in a chart. They beheld

the dawn of a new historic day, marked

by songs of fantastic tenderness, and un-

wieldy, long, and jointless romances and

poems, like the monsters which played in

the unfinished universe before the cresf

tion of man. The Muses smiled with a

look more of complaisance than approval,

as they reviewed the army of Trouba-

dours and Minnesingers and the crowd

of romancers who followed in their train.

They decided that the joyous array of

early mediaeval literature was full of

promise, though something of its tone

and temper was past the comprehension
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of pagan goddesses. The legends of

saints and pictures of martyrdoms were

especially mysterious to them, and they

regarded them raptly, not smilingly, and

bowed their heads. Anon their eyes rest-

ed on an Italian city, where uprose, as

if in interstellar space, an erect figure,

with a piercing eye, pleasant as Plato's

voice. His countenance was fixed upon
the empyrean, and a more than Minerva-

like form hovered above him, interpret-

ing the Christian universe
;
and as he

wrote what she dictated, the verses of

his poem were musical even to the Muses.

Dante, Beatrice, and the " Divine Com-

edy," with a Gothic church as a make-

weight, were balanced in Muses' minds

in comparison with the " Iliad
" and the

age of Pericles
;
and again they put on

the rapt look of mystery, but a smile

also, and their admiration and applause
were more and more. To England they
soon turned, and contemplated the round,

many-colored globe of Shakspeare's works.

As playful swallows sometimes dart round

and round a lithe and wondering wing-
less animal, so they, admiringly and tim-

idly, attracted, yet hesitating, delighting
in his alertness, but not quite under-

standing it, flitted like a troubled and

beautiful flock around the great magi-
cian of modern civilization. Their glance
became lighter and less intent, as if

they were nearer to knowledge, the

pain of perplexity disappeared like a

shadow from their countenances, their

plaudits were more unreserved, and it

seemed likely that the high desert of

Shakspeare would win for our new lit-

erature a favorable recognition from the

aristocratic goddesses of antiquity. Know-

ing that Jove had made perfection unat-

tainable by mortals, they yet found in

the chart before them epics, dramas, lyr-

ics, histories, and philosophies that were

no unworthy companions to the creations

of classical genius, and they were jubi-
lant in the triumphs of a period in which

they had been rather ignorantly and

ironically worshipped. Their sitting was

long, and their review thorough, yet

they found but one department of mod-

ern literature which was regarded with

a distrust that grew to an aversion. The

romances, the tales, the stories, the novels

were contemned more and more, from the

first of them to the last. Nothing like

them had been known among the glories

of Hellenic literary art, and no Muse now
stood forth to be their defender and pa-

tron. Calliope declared that they were

not epical, Euterpe and Erato that they

were not lyrical, Melpomene and Thalia

that-they were neither tragical nor com-

ical, Clio that they were not historical,

Urania that they were not sublime in

conception, Polymnia that they had no

stately or simple charm in execution, and

Terpsichore, who had joined with Mel-

pomene in admiring the opera, found

nothing in the novel which she could

own and bless. Fleeting passages, re-

mote and slight fragments, were pleasing
to them all, like the oases of a Sahara, or

the sites of high civilization on the earth
;

but the whole world of novels seemed to

them a chaos undisciplined by art and

unformed to beauty. The gates of the

halls where the classics live in immortal

youth were beginning to close against

the voluminous prose romances that have

sprung from modern thought, when the

deliberations of the Muses were sudden-

ly interrupted. They had disturbed the

divine elements of modern society. Forth

from all the recesses of the air came troops

of Gothic elves, trolls, fairies, sprites, and

all the other romantic beings which had

inspired the modern mind to novel-writ-

ing, marching or gambolling, pride in

their port, defiance in their eye, mischief

in their purpose, and began so vigor-

ous an attack upon their classic visitors

and critics, that the latter were glad to

betake themselves to the mighty-winged

Pegasus, who rapidly bore them in retreat

to the present home of the Dii Majores,
that point of the empyrean directly above

Olympus.
And well, indeed, might the Muses

wonder at the rise of the novel and its

vast developments, for the classic litera-

ture presents no similar works. One of

Plato's dialogues or ^Esop's fables is as
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near an approach to a prose romance as

antiquity in its golden eras can offer.

The few productions of the kind which

appeared during the decline of literature

in the early Christian centuries, as the
" Golden Ass" of Apuleius and the " JEthi-

opica
"
of Heliodorus, were freaks of Na-

ture, an odd growth rather than a distinct

species, and are also to be contrasted rath-

er than compared with the later novel.

Such as they are, moreover, they were

produced under Christian as much as

classic influences. The aBsthetic Hellenes

admitted into their literature nothing so

composite, so likely to be crude, as the

romance. Their styles of art were all

pure, their taste delighted in simplicity

and unity, and they strictly forbade a

medley, alike in architecture, sculpture,

and letters. The history of their devel-

opment opens with an epic yet unsurpass-

ed, and their literary creations have been

adopted to be the humanities of Christian

universities. A writer has recently pro-

posed to account for their success in the

arts from the circumstance that the fea-

tures of Nature around them were small,

that their hornet-shaped peninsula was

cut by mountains and inlets of the sea

into minute portions, which the mind

could easily compass, the foot measure,
and the hand improve, that therefore

every hillock and fountain, every forest

and by-way was peopled with mytholog-
ical characters and made significant with

traditions, and the cities were adorned

with architectural and sculptured master-

pieces. Greece thus, like England in

our own time, presented the character of

a highly -wrought piece of ground, Eng-
land being the more completely develop-
ed for material uses, and Greece beino-

7 o
the more heavily freighted with legends
of ideal meaning. Small-featured and

large-minded Greece is thus set in con-

trast with Asia, where the mind and body
v

were equally palsied in the effort to over-

come immense plains and interminable

mountain-chains. But whatever the rea-

son, whether geographical or ethnologi-

cal, it is certain that the people of Greece

were endowed with a transcendent ge-O

nius for art, which embraced all depart-
ments of life as by an instinct. Every

divinity was made a plain figure to the

mind, every mystery was symbolized in

some positive beautiful myth, and every

conception of whatever object became

statuesque and clear. This artistic char-

acter was possible to them from the com-

paratively limited range of pagan imag-

ination; their thought rarely dwelt in

those regions where reason loves to ask

the aid of mysticism, and all remote ideas,

like all remote nations, were indiscrimi-

nately regarded by them as barbarous.

But guarded by the bounds of their civil-

ization, as by the circumfluent ocean-

stream of their olden tradition, they were

prompted in all their movements by the

spirit of beauty, and philosophers have

accounted them the very people whose

ideas were adequately and harmoniously

represented in sensible forms, unlike

the nations of the Orient, where mind is

overawed by preponderating matter, and

unlike the nations of Christendom, where

the current spiritual meanings reach far

into the shadowy realm of mystery and

transcend the power of material expres-
sion.

Thus art was the main category of

the Greeks, the absolute form which em-

braced all their finite forms. It moulded

their literature, as it did their sculpture,

architecture, and the action of their gym-
nasts and orators. They therefore de-

lighted only in the highest orders and

purest specimens of literature, refused to

retain in remembrance any of the unsuc-

cessful attempts at poetry which may be

supposed to have preceded Homer, and

gave their homage only to masterpieces
in the dignified styles of the epic, the

drama, the lyric, the history, or the phil-

osophical discussion. Equal to the high-

est creations, they refused to tolerate

anything lower; and they knew not the

novel, because their poetical notions were

never left in a nebulous, prosaic state, but

were always developed into poetry.
Another reason, doubtless, was the won-

derful activity of the Greek mind, finding
its amusement and relaxation in the fo-
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rum, theatre, gymnasium, or even the

barber's shop, in constant mutual con-

tact, in learning wisdom and news by
word of mouth. The long stories which

they may have told to each other, as an

outlet for their natural vitality, as extem-

poraneous exercises of curiosity and wit

and fancy, did not creep into their litera-

ture, which included only more mature

and elaborate attempts.

The modern novel was born of Chris-

tianity and feudalism. It is the child of

contemplation, of that sort of luxurious

intellectual mood which has always dis-

tinguished the Oriental character, and

was first Europeanized in the twilight of

the mediaeval period. The fallen Koman

Empire was broken into countless frag-

ments, which became feudal baronies.

The heads of the newly organized society

were lordly occupants of castles, who in

time of peace had little to do. They
were isolated from their neighbors by
acres, forests, and a stately etiquette, if

not actual hostility. There was no open-
air theatre in the vicinity, no forum alive

with gossip and harangues, no public

games, not even a loquacious barber's

shop. During the intervals between pub-
lic or private wars, when the Turks

were unmolested, the crescent and the

dragon left in harmless composure, and

no Christians were in mortal turmoil with

each other, it is little wonder that rest-

less knights went forth from their loneli-

ness errant in quest of adventures. What
was there to occupy life in those barri-

caded stone-towers ?

It was then that the domestic passion,

love, rose into dignity. Homage to wom-
an assumed the potency of an idea, chiv-

alry arose, and its truth, honor, and obei-

sance were the first social responses from

mankind to Christianity. The castle was

the emblem and central figure of the
c^

time : it was the seat of power, the arena

of manners, the nursery of love, and the

goal of gallantry ;
and around it hovered

the shadows of religion, loyalty, heroism.

Domestic events, the private castellar life,

were thus exalted
;
but they could hardly

suffice to engross and satisfy the spirit of

a warrior and crusader. A new diversion

and excitement were demanded, and soon,

in response to the call, minstrels began to

roam from castle to castle, from court to

court, telling long stories of heroism and

singing light songs of love. A spark from

the Saracenic schools and poets of Spain

may have flitted into Provence to kindle

the elements of modern literature into its

first development, the songs of the Trou-

badours. Almost contemporary were the

lays of the Minnesingers in Germany and

the romances of the Trouveres in North-

ern France. Beneath the brooding spir-

it of a new civilization signs of life had

at length appeared, and Europe became

vocal in every part with fantastic poems,

lyrical in the South, epical in the North.

They were wildly exuberant products,

because severe art was unknown, but

simple, naive, and gay, and suited to the

taste of a time when the classics were re-

garded as superstitiously as the heavens.

Love and heroism, which somehow are

the leading themes of literature in all

ages, now assumed the chivalric type in

the light hands of the earliest modern

poets.

Yet these songs and metrical romances

were most inadequate representatives of

the undeveloped principles which lay at

the root of Christian civilization. Even
Hellenic genius might here have been at

fault, for it was a far harder task to give

harmonious and complete expression to

the tendencies of a new religion and the

germs of new systems, than to frame in-

to beauty the pagan clear-cut concep-
tions. The Christian mind awoke under

a fascination, and, for a time, could only

ejaculate its meanings in fragments, or

hint them in vast disproportions, could

only sing snatches of new tunes. Its first

signs were gasps, rather than clear-toned

notes, after the long perturbations and

preparations of history. The North and

the South, the East and the West had

been mingled together; the heated and

heaving mass had been tempered by the

leaven of Christianity : and had all this

been done only to produce an octo-sylla-

bic metre in praise of fantastic and semi-
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barbaric sentiments and exploits? Had
there been such commotions of the uni-

verse only for a song ? Surely these first

creations of art, these first attempts at

literature, these first carvings of a rude

spiritual intensity, were only such as the

Greeks may have forgotten any quantity

of before Homer came, their first glory

and their oldest reminiscence.

One reason, perhaps, why mediaeval

literature assumed so light and unartistic

a form was, that by necessity it could not

be full-orbed. Religion could not enter

into it as a plastic element, but was fixed,

a veiled, external figure, radiating indeed

color and fragrance, but not making one

of the struggling, independent vitals of the

heart. Literature could play about this

figure, but could not grasp it, and take

it in among the materials to be fashion-

ed. The Church, through its clergy, held

jealous command of divine knowledge, be-

neath divine guidance, and left no develop-

ments of it possible to the lay mind, which

culminated in minstrels and romancers.

The Greeks, on the contrary, whose reli-

gion was an apotheosis of the earth, fram-

ed upwards and only by fiction of fancy
handed downwards, derived all their the-

ology from the poets. Prophecy and taste

were combined in Homer, Isaiah and

the king'sjester in Pindar. The care ofthe

highest, not less than the lowest depart-

ments of thought, fell upon the creative

author, and a happy suggestion became

a new article in the Hellenic creed. His

composition thus bore the burden and was

hallowed by the sanctity of piety, the key
to every human perfect thing. But the

Provencal celebrators of love and .chival-

ry had no such dignity in their task. The
solemnities of thought and life were cared

for and hedged about by the Church as

its own peculiar treasure, and to them

there remained only the lighter office of

amusing. The age was eminently relig-

ious, but the poet could not aid in erect-

ing and adorning its temples. Every fair

work of art must have a central idea
;
but

the proper principle of unity for all grand
artistic efforts not being within the reach

of authors, it followed that their produc-

tions were not symmetrical, did not have

an even outline nor cosmical meaning,
did not consist of balanced parts, were

poorly framed and articulated, and were

charming only by their flavor, and not by
their form. The cultured intellect will

not seriously work short of a final princi-

ple ;
and if a materialized religion, an

ecclesiastical structure, be firmly planted
on the earth by the same hand that estab-

lished the universe and tapestried it with

morning and evening, and if its gates and

archways, its altar, columns, and courts be

given in trust to chosen stewards as a di-

vine priesthood, then the highest problem
of being is not a human problem, and the

mind of the laity has nothing more im-

portant to do than to play with the flow-

ers of gallant love and heroism. Such

was the feeling, perhaps the unconscious

reasoning, of the founders of modern lit-

erature, as they began their labors in the

alcoves of that church architecture which

covered Christendom, embracing and sym-

bolically expressing all its ideas and insti-

tutes. Therefore some vice of imperfec-

tion, a character of frivolity, or an arti-

ficially serious treatment of lightsome sub-

jects marked all the literature of the time,

which resembled that grotesque and un-

accountable mathematical figure that has

its centre outside of itself.

Modern literature thus had its origin

in romantic metrical pieces, which, in the

next stage, were transformed into prose

novels. Two circumstances contributed

to this change, a change which could

not have been anticipated ;
for the Trou-

vere fabliaux and romans promised only

epics, and the Troubadour chansons and

tensons promised only lyrics and dramas.

But the mind was now obliged to traverse

the unbeaten paths of the Christian uni-

verse
;

it was overwhelmed by the extent

of its range, the richness and delicacy

of its materials ;
it could with difficulty

poise itself amid the indefinite heights

and depths which encompassed it, and

with greater difficulty could wield the

magician's rod which should sway the

driving elements into artistic reconstruc-

tion. This mental inadequacy alone would
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not have created the novel, but would on-

ly have made lyrics and epics rare, the

works of superior minds. The second

and cooperating circumstance was the

prevalence of the Christian and feudal

habit of contemplation, which made con-

stant literature a necessity. Nothing less

than eternal new romances could save

the lords, the ladies, and the dependents
from ennui. But to supply these in a style

of proper and antique dignity was beyond
the power of the poets. In the wild for-

ests of the mind they could rarely capture

a mature idea, and they were as yet un-

practised artists. Yet contemplative lei-

sure called eagerly for constant titbits of

romance to tickle the palate and furnish

a diversion, while the genius of Christian

poetry was yet in infantile weakness. The

dilemma lasted but a moment, and was

solved by an heroic effort of the poets to

do, not what they would, but what they

could. Yielding to practical necessities,

they renounced the traditions of the clas-

sical past, which now seemed to belong to

another hemisphere, abandoned the at-

tempt to realize pure forms, postponed

high art
; melody gave way to prose, the

romance degenerated into the novel, and

prose fiction, which erst had flitted only
between the tongue and ear, entered, a

straggling and reeling constellation, into

the firmament of literature. Hence the

novel is the child of human impotency
and despair. The race thereby, with

merriment and jubilee, confessed its in-

ability to fulfil at once its Christian des-

tiny as completely as the Greeks had ful-

filled their pagan possibilities. Purity of

art was left to the future, to Providence,

or to great geniuses, but the novel be-

came popular.

Thus the modern novel had its genesis
not merely in a contemplative mood, but

in contemplation which was forced by the

impetuous temper of the times to fail of

ever reaching the dignity of thoughtful-
ness. It was the immature product of

an immature mental state
;
and richly as

sometimes it was endowed by every hu-

man faculty, by imagination, wit, taste,

or even profound thought, it yet never

reached the goal of thought, never solved

a problem, and, in its highest examples,

professed only to reveal, but not to guide,
the reigning manners and customs. Rare-

ly did its materials pass through the fiery

furnace whence art issues
;

it was a work

of unfaithful intellect, prompted by ideas

which never culminated and were never

realized
;
and it did not rise much above

the "
stuffs

"
of life, as distinguished from

the organic creations of the mind. A
many -limbed and shambling creature,

which was not made a spirit by the pow-
er of an idea, it fluttered amid all the

culture of a people, amid the ideas and

modes of the state, the church, the family,

the world of society, like a bungler

among paint-pots ;
but the paints still re-

mained paints on the canvas, instead of

being blended and transfigured into a

thing of beauty. It was the organ of so-

ciety, but not of the essential truths which

vitalize society, and its incidents did not

rise much above the significance of acci-

dents.

What the novel was in knightly days,

that it has continued to be. There is a

mysterious practical potency in prece-
dent. All ideas and institutes seem to

grow in the direction of their first steps,

as if from germs. Thus, the doctrines of

the Church fathers are still peculiarly au-

thoritative in theology, and the immemo-
rial traditions of the common law are still

binding in civil life. Man seems to be an

experimental far more than a freely ra-

tional animal
;
for a fact in the past exerts

a greater influence in determining future

action than any new idea. A revolution

must strike deep to eradicate the pre-

sumption in favor of ages. Learned men

are now trying to read the hieroglyphics

of the East, the records of an unknown

history. Perhaps the result of their labors

will temper the next period in the course

of the world more than all our thinkers.

Destiny seems to travel in the harness of

precedents.

Thus, in obedience to the law of prece-

dent, the mild gambols, the naive super-

ficiality, the child-like irresponsibility for

thinking, which were the characteristics
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of the first European novels, have gener- them in design, dignity, and essential

ally distinguished the unnumbered and quality.

unclassified broods of them which have It was a favorite thesis of Fielding,

abounded in subsequent literature. De- often repeated by his successors, that the

signed chiefly to amuse, to divert for a novel is a sort of comic epopee. Yet the

moment rather than to present an ad- romantic and the epic styles have nothing

mirable work of art, to interest rather in common, except that both are narra-

than to instruct and elevate, the modern tive. The epic, the rare and lofty cypress

romance has in general excused itself of literature, is the story of a nation and

from thorough elaboration. Instead of a civilization
;
the novel, of a neighbor-

being a chastened and symmetrical prod- hood and a generation. A thousand years

uct of the whole organic mind, it has culminate in the former
;

it sums up the

mainly been inspired by the imagination, burden and purpose of a long historical

which has been called the fool in the fam- period ;
and its characters are prominent

ily of the faculties, and wrought out by types in universal history and in highest

the assistance of memory, which mechan- thought. But the novel is the child of

ically links the mad suggestions of its a day ;
it is the organ of manners and

partner with temporal events. It is in
phases, not of principles and passions ;

it

literature something like what a feast does not see the phenomena of earth in

presided over by the king's jester and heavenly or logical relations, does not

steward would have been in mediaeval transform life into art, and is a panorama,
social life. Let any novel be finished, let but not a picture. So long as man and

all the resources of the mind be conscien- heroism and strife endure, shall Achilles,

tiously expended on it, let it become a Godfrey, Satan, and Mephistopheles be

thorough intellectual creation, and, in-
types ;

for they are artistic expressions
stead of remaining a novel, it would as- of essential and historical realities. But

sume the dignity of an epic, lyric, drama, though the beck of curiosity lead us

philosophy, or history. Its nebulas would through the labyrinthine plot of a novel,

be resolved into stars. long as Gibbon's way through the Dark

Has, then, the mild and favorite bios- Ages, yet, when we have finished it, the

som, the fabula romanensis, which was bubble collapses, the little heavens which

so abundant in the Middle Ages, which had been framed about us roll away, and

has grown so luxuriantly and given so most rarely does a character remain poet-

general delight in modern times, has ically significant in the mind,

it no place in the natural history of liter- A contrast of any page of an epic with

ature ? Shall it be mentioned only as one of a romance will show their essential

an uncompleted something else, as an unlikeness. Note, for instance, the be-

abortive effort of thought, as a crude ginning of the " Gerusalemme Liberata."

melange of elements that have not been The first stanza presents
" the illustrious

purified and fused together in the focus captain who warred for Heaven and sav-

of the mind ? And were the Muses right ed the sepulchre of Christ, the many
in refusing to admit it into their sacred deeds which he wrought by arms and by
realm of art ? wisdom, his great toil, and his glorious

An affirmative answer can hardly be achievement. Hell opposed him, the

true
;
for an absurdity appears in the re- mingled populations of Asia and Africa

duction that it would cause in the quanti- leagued against him, but all in vain,

ty of our veritable literature, and in the for Heaven smiled, and guided the wan-

condemnation that it would pass on the dering bands beneath his sacred ensigns."

tastes of many most intelligent writers Such are the splendid elements of the

and readers. Yet a comparison of the poem, outlining in a stanza the finest

novel with the classical and pure forms type, objects, and scenery of mediaeval

of literature will show its unlikeness to heroism. The second stanza invokes the
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Muse,
" Not thou whose brow was

wreathed with the unenduring bays of

Helicon, but thou who in angelic choirs

hast a golden crown set with immortal

stars, do thou breathe celestial ardor

into the poet's heart !

" Then follows an

allusion to a profound matter of temper
and experience. He prays that " the

Muse will pardon, if sometimes he adorn

his page with other charms than her own
;

for thus, perhaps, he may win the world

to his higher meanings, shrouding severe

truths in soft verses. As the rim of the

bitter cup is sweetened which is extend-

ed to the sick child, so may he, by beau-

ties not quite Christian, attract man-
kind to read his whole poem to their

health." Such is the stately soaring of

the epical Muse, the Muse of ideal his-

tory. Scholars find Greece completely

prefigured in Homer, and the time may
come when Dante and Tasso shall be

the leading authorities for the history of

the Middle Ages, and Milton for that of

the ages of Protestantism.

In such comparison novels are insignif-

icant and imbecile. Though, like " Con-

tarini Fleming," they may begin with a

magnificent paragraph, and fine passages
be scattered through the volumes, they
are yet rarely stories of ideas as well

as persons, rarely succeed in involving
events of more than temporary interest,

and rarely, perhaps, should be called great
mental products.

Not less strikingly does the difference

between the epic and the novel appear in

their different uses. The one is the in-

spiration of great historical action, the

other of listless repose. The statesman,

in the moment of debate, and in the dig-

nity of conscious power, finds sympathy
and encouragement in a passage of his

favorite epic. Its grand types are ever

in fellowship with high thoughts. The
novel is for the lighter moment after the

deed is done, when he is no longer brunt-

ing Fate, but reclining idly, and reflect-

ing humorously or malignly on this life.

The epic is closely and strongly framed,
like the gladiator about to strike a blow :

the novel is relaxed and at careless ease,

like the club-man after lighting his pipe.

The latter does not bear the burden of

severe responsibility, but is a thing of

holidays and reactions. Still, as of old,

it answers to the contemplative castellar

cry,
"
Hail, romancer ! come and di-

vert me, make me merry ! I wish to be

occupied, but not employed, to muse

passively, not actively. Therefore, hail !

tell me a story, sing me a song! If I

were now in the van of an army and

civilization, higher thoughts would en-

gross me. But I am unstrung, and wish

to be fanned, not helmeted."

It has sometimes been claimed that the

romantic style is essentially lyrical. But

though the idea from which many novels

start was perhaps the proper germ for

one or more lyrics, it never attains in ro-

mance a pure and unincumbered devel-

opment. We may illustrate the different

intellectual creations founded on a com-

mon conception by imagining how one

of Wordsworth's lyrical fancies might
have been developed in three volumes

of romance instead of three stanzas of

poetry.

" She dwelt among the untrodden ways,
Beside the springs of Dove,

A maid whom there were none to praise,
And very few to love."

The first line, romantically treated, would

include description, soliloquy, and narra-

tive, to show that in solitude the maiden
had habits, duties, something to think

about and be interested in. The acci-

dental approach of some cosmopolitan
visitor would give occasion to illustrate

dramatically the contrast between life in

retirement and in society. Some nov-

elists also would inflict, either by direct

lecture or by conversation of the actors,

very admirable reflections on the com-

parative advantages of the two condi-

tions. The second line would perhaps

suggest only geographical lore and de-

scriptions of scenery, though historical

episodes might be added. The third

line would involve a minute description

of dress, complexion, stature, and wild

gracefulness. In a psychological inves-

tigation it would come out what strange
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and simple notions she entertained of the bliug question is suggested, whether it

great world, and what charming quali- may not be nevertheless a legitimate

ties of unsophisticated character belong- work of art. Though it be a melange

ed to her as she merrily or pensively of styles, a story told, in literature what

went through her accustomed tasks. The the story-teller is in society, yet why
fourth line, in which love is the text, should it not have the honor among read-

would swell into mammoth proportions, ers which the story-teller in all ages has

New characters would be especially ne- had among listeners ? Though by its es-

cessary in this culminating part of the cutcheon it assume a place among the

story ;
and though they should be "

very amusing rather than the instructive class

few," they would long occupy the novel- of books, why should not its nobility be

ist with their diverse excellencies or vil- recognized ?

lanies, their rivalries and strategies. It The answer is found in the essential

is probable that the complete develop- nature of art, in the almost eternal dis-

ment of the stanza a la romance would tinction between life and thought, be-

give a circumstantial history of the maid- tween actual and ideal realities. Unity
en from her birth, with glimpses more or amid diversity is the type of intellectual

less clear of all the remarkable people beauty and the law of the universe
;
to

who dwelt near or occasionally visited comprehend it is the goal of science, and

the springs of Dove. Thus the same con- to reproduce it in human works is the

ception would become a stanza or a vol- aim of art. Yet how hard it is to find

ume, according as its treatment were lyr- the central and essential idea in a world

ical or romantic. of apparent accidents and delusions ! to

It need hardly be shown that the nov- chase the real and divine thing as it plays

el is not a drama, not a history, nor fa- among cheats and semblances ! Hence

ble, nor any sort of philosophical treatise, the difficulty ofthorough thought, of faith-

It may have sentences, paragraphs, or ful intellectual performance, of artistic

perhaps chapters, in every style and of creation. To the thoughtless man life is

the highest excellence, as a shapeless ar- merely the rough and monotonous ex-

chitectural pile may rejoice in some ex- terior of the cameo-stone
;
but the artist

quisite features or ornaments
;
but com- sees through its strata, discerns its layers

bined passages, though they were the col- of many colors, and from its surface to its

lected charms of literature, do not make vital centre works them all together into

a work of art. The styles are mixed, varied beauty. To live is common; but

a certain sign, according to Lessing, of art belongs only to the finest minds and

corruption of taste. Novels present the the best moments. Life is a burden of

anomaly of being fiction, but not poetry, present multitudinous phenomena ;
but

of being fruits of imagination, but of art has the simple unity of perfect sci-

imagination improvising its creations from ence, and is a goal and aspiration. Life

local and temporal things, instead of comes by birth, art by thought, and the

speaking from a sublime stand-point and travail that produces art is ofttimes the

linking series of facts with processions of severer. The fashions of life are bubbles

ideas. Sources of history, guides of phil- on the surface, and pass away with the

osophical retrospection, they may come season
;
but the creations of art belong to

some time to be
; yet one cannot check a the depths of the spiritual world, where

feeling of pity for the future historian who, they shine like stars and systems in the

in searching the " Pickwick Papers
"
for physical universe.

antiquities, finds himself bothered and Story-telling is the most charming of

confused by all the undisciplined witches occupations, and, whatever its relation to

of Mr. Dickens's imagination. literary art, it is one of the graces of the

If the novel be thus excluded from all art of life. Old as the race, it has al-

the classical orders of literature, a trem- ways been in fashion on the earth, the
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delight of every cliine from the Orient page to page with immense loads of sci-

to the Occident, and of every age from ence, history, politics, ethics, religion, crit-

childhood to second childhood. We live icism, and prophecy, always regarded

in such a concatenation of things, our with kindness, always welcomed in idle-

hopes, fears, loves, hates, struggles, sym- ness, always presenting in a simple way

pathies, defeats, and triumphs make such some spectacle of merriment or grief, as

a medley, with a sort of divine fascina- changeful as the seasons or the fashions,

tion about it, that we are always inter- with all its odd characteristics, the nov-

ested to hear how anybody has borne him- el is remarkably popular, and not lightly

self through whatever varieties of fortune, to be esteemed as an element in our so-
c5

At the basis ofevery other character which cial and mental culture,

can be assumed by man lie the conceiver There is probably no other class of

and the teller of stories
; story-telling is books, with literary pretensions, that con-

the prima facie quality of an intelligent tain so little thinking, in proportion to

and sociable being leading a life full of their quantity of matter, as novels. They
events in a universe full of phenomena, can scarcely be called organic produc-

The child believes the wonders ofromance tions, for they maybe written and pub-

by a right instinct
;
narratives of love and lished in sections, like one of the lowest

peril and achievement come home to the classes of animals, which have no organ-

spirit of the youth ;
and the mystical, won- ization, but live equally well in parts, and

der-expecting eye of childhood returns to run off in opposite directions when cut in

old age. The humor, wit, piety, and pa- halves. Thoughts and books, like living

thos of every age abound in the written creatures, have their grades, and it is on-

stories of its people and children. ly those which stand lowest in respect of

Yet between the vocal story and the intellectuality that admit of fractional ex-

story in literature there is an immense istence. A finished work of the mind is

difference, like that between talking and so delicately adjusted and closely related,

writing, between life and art. The qual- part to part, that a fracture would be fa-

ities which in the story-teller make even tal. Conceive of Phidias sending off

frivolity weighty and dulness significant from his studio at Athens his statue of

the play of the eye, the lips, the coun- Jupiter Olympius in monthly numbers,

tenance, the voice, the whole sympathetic despatching now the feet, now the legs,

expression of the person are wanting now the trunk, in successive pieces, now

to the novel
;
it has passed from the realm the shoulders, and at last crowning the

of life to that of art
;

it loses the charm whole with a head !

which personal relations give even to tri- The composition of novels must be reck-

fles
;

it must have the charm which the* oned, in design at least, one of the fine

mind can lend only to its cherished off- arts, but in fact they belong rather to

spring. periodical than to immortal literature.

Considered as a thing of literature, no They do not submit to severity of treat-

other sort of book admits of such variety ment, abide by no critical laws, but are

of topics, style, and treatment as the nov- the gypsies and Bohemians of literature,

el. As diverse in talent and quality as the bringing all the savagery of wild genius

story-teller himself, now harlequin, now into the salons of taste. Though tolerat-

gossip, now threnodist, with weird ghost- ed, admired, and found to be interesting,

liness, moping melancholy, uncouth laugh- they do not belong to the system of things,

ter, or gentle serious smile, now relating play no substantial part in the serious

the story, with childlike interest in it, now business of life, but, as the world moves

with a good heart and now with a bad on, give place to their successors, not hav-

heart ridiculing mankind, now allegorical ing developed any principle, presented

with rich meanings, now freighting the any picture, or stated any fact, in a way
little story-cricket that creeps along from to suggest ideas more than social phenom-
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ena. They are not permanent, therefore,

because finally only ideas, and not facts,

are generally remembered
;
the past is

known to us more, and exclusively as it

becomes remote, by the conceptions of

poets and philosophic historians, the myr-
iads of events which occupied a genera-
tion being forgotten, and all the pith

and meaning of them being transmitted

in a stanza or a chapter. Poetry never

grows old, and whatsoever masterpieces of

thought always win the admiration of the

enlightened ;
but many a novel that has

been the lion of a season passes at once

away, never more to be heard of here.

With few exceptions, the splendid popu-

larity that greets the best novels fades

away in time slowly or rapidly. A half-

century is a fatal trial for the majority ;

few are revived, and almost none are

read, after a century ;
will anybody but

the most curious antiquary be interest-

ed in them after one or two thousand

years ? Without delaying to give the

full rationale of exceptions which vex

this like every other general remark, it

may be added briefly that fairy stories

are in their nature fantastic mythological

poems, most proper to the heroic age of

childhood, that historical romances may
be in essence and dignity fantastic his-

tories or epics, and that, from whatever

point of view, Cervantes remains hard-

ly less admirable than Ariosto, or the
" Bride of Lammermoor "

than the "
Lay

of the Last Minstrel."

In the mental as in the physical world,

diamonds and gems come by long elab-

oration. A thoughtless man may write

perennially, while the result of silent med-

itation and a long tortured soul may be

expressed in a minute. The work of the

former is akin to conversation, one of the

fugitive pleasures of a day ;
that of the

latter will, perchance, be a star in the

firmament of the mind. Eugene Sue and

Beranger both wished to communicate

their reflections on society. The former

dissipated his energies in the salons, was

wise and amusing over wine, exchanged

learning and jests, studied the drawing-
room as if it were the macrocosm, re-

turned to his chamber, put on kid gloves,

and from the odds and ends of his dis-

hevelled wits wrote at a gallop, without

ever looking back, his "
Mysteres de Pa-

ris." The latter lived in an attic year after

year, contemplated with cheerful anxiety
the volatile world of France and the per-

plexed life of man, and elaborated word

by word, with innumerable revisions, his

short songs, which are gems of poetry,

charming at once the ear and the heart.

Novels are perhaps too easily written to

be of lasting value. An unpremeditated

word, in which the thoughts of years are

exploded, may be one of the most admira-

ble of intellectual phenomena, but an un-

premeditated volume can only be a dem-

onstration of human weakness.

The argument thus far has been in fa-

vor of the Muses. Hellenic taste and the

principles of high art ratify the condem-

nation passed on the novel by the aesthetic

goddesses. A wider view, however, will

annul the sentence, giving in its stead a

warning and a lesson. If the prose ro-

mance be not Hellenic, it is neverthe-

less humane, and has been in honor al-

most universally throughout the Orient

and the Occident. Its absence from the

classical literature was a marvel and ex-

ception, a phenomenon of the clearest-

minded and most active of races, who

thought, but did not contemplate, whose

ideal world consisted only of simple, but

stately legends of bright-limbed gods and

heroes. A felicitous production of high

art, also, is among the rarest of exceptions,

and will be till the Millennium. Myr-
iads of comparative failures follow in the

suite of a masterpiece. We have, there-

fore, judged the novel by an impractica-

ble standard, by a comparison with the

highest aims rather than the usual attain-

ments of other branches of literary art.

Human weakness makes poetry, philos-

ophy, and history imperfect in execution,

though they aspire to absolute beauty and

truth
;
human weakness suggested the

novel, which is imperfect in design, writ-

ten as an amusement and relief, in de-

spair of sounding the universe. A novel

is in its nature and as a matter of neces-
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sity an artistic failure
;

it pretends to collective humanity the novelist may dip

nothing higher ;
but under the slack laws his brush, in painting his moving picture,

which govern its composition, multitudes Yet problems need not be fully appreci-

of fine and suggestive characters, inci- ated, nor characters or actions profound-

dents, and sayings may be smuggled into ly understood. It must be an engrossing

it, contrary to all the usages and rules of story, but the theme and treatment are

civilized literature. Hence the secret of as lawless as the conversation of an even-

its popularity, that it is the organ of aver- ing party. The mind plays through all

age as distinguished from highest thought, the realm of its knowledge and experi-

Science and art are the goals of destiny, ence, and sheds sparks from all the torch-

but rarely is there a thinker or writer who es of thought, as scenes and topics suc-

has an eye single to them. It is an heroic, ceed each other. The pure forms of litera-

self-sacrificing, and small platoon which ture may be reminiscences present to the

in every age brunts Fate, and, fighting on imagination, the germs of new truths and

the shadowy frontier, makes conquests social arrangements may occupy the rea-

from the realm of darkness. Their ideas son
;
but the novelist is neither practical,

are passed back from hand to hand, and nor philosophical, nor artistic
;
he is sini-

become known in fragments and potent ply in a dream
;
and pictures of the world

as tendencies among the mass of the race, and fragments of old ideas pass before

who live in the circle of the attained and him, as the sacred meanings of religion

travel in the routine of ages. The novel- flitted about the populace in a grotesque
ist is one of the number who half compre- mediaeval festival of the Church. Con-

hend them, and borrows them from all ceive the stars dropped from their place

quarters to introduce into the rich melange in the apparent heavens, and playing at

of his work. To solve a social problem, shuttlecock with each other and with boys,

to reproduce an historical age. or charac- and having a heyday of careless joyous-

ter, or to develop the truth and poetry ness here below, instead of remaining iu

latent in any event, is difficult, and not sublime dignity to guide and inspire men

many will either lead or follow a severe who look up to them by night ! Even

attempt; but the novelist will merrily such are the epic, the lyric, the drama,

chronicle his story and link with it in a the history, and the philosophy, as col-

thousand ways some salient reminiscences lected together in the revelries of the

of life and thought. novel. To state the degree of excellenceO C?

What, then, is the highest excellence possible to a style as perverse as it is

that the novel can attain ? It is the car- entertaining, to measure the wisdom of

nival of literary art. It deals sympathet- essential folly, is difficult
;
and yet it

ically and humorously, not philosophically may be said that the strength of the

and strictly, with the panorama and the novel is in its lawlessness, which leaves

principles of life. A transcript, but not the author of genius free to introduce his

a transfiguration of Nature, it assumes a creations just as they occur to him, and

thousand forms, surpassing all other books the author of talent free to range through
in the immense latitude left to the writer, all books and all time and reproduce bril-

in the wild variety of things which it may liant sayings and odd characters, which,

touch, but need not grasp. Its elements with no other connecting thread than a

are the forests, the cities, and the seven story, freaks like a spirit through every

ages of man, characters and- fortunes shade of feeling and region of thought,

how diversified ! All species of thinkers from the domestic hearth to the ultimate

and actors, of ideas and passions, all the bounds of speculative inquiry, and

labyrinthine complications and scenery which, by its daring and careless cornbi-

of existence, may be illustrated in persons nations of incongruous elements, exhib-

or introduced by-the-by ;
into whatever its a free embodiment in prose of the pe-

colors make up the phantasmagoria of culiar genius of the romantic.
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And some philosophers have styled ro-

mance the special glory of Christianity.

It is certainly the characteristic of critical

as distinguished from organic periods,

of the mind acting mystically in a savage
and unknown universe, rather than of the

mind that has reduced the heavens and

earth to its arts and sciences. The novel,

therefore, as the wildest organ of romance,

is most, appropriate to a time of great in-

tellectual agitation, when intellectual men

are but half-conscious of the tendencies

that are setting about them, and conse-

quently cease to propose to themselves

final goals, do not attempt scrupulous art,

but play jubilantly with current facts.

Hence, perhaps, its popularity since the

first conflicts of the Protestant Reforma-

tion, and especially since the great French

Revolution, when amid new inventions

and new ideas mankind has contempla-

tively looked for the coming events, the

new historical eras, which were casting

their shadows before.

When, some time, Christian art shall

become classical, and Christian ideas be

developed by superior men as fairly as

the Hellenic conceptions were, the novel

may either assume to itself some peculiar

excellency, or may cease to hold the com-

parative rank in literature which it en-

joys at present. Then the numberless

prose romances which occupy the present

generation of readers will, perhaps, be

collected in some immense corpus, like

the Byzantine historians, will be reckon-

ed among the curiosities of literature, and
will at least have the merit of making the

study of antiquities easy and interesting.

There is an old couplet,

" Of all those arts in which the wise excel,

Nature's chief masterpiece is writing well."

At a time when extemporaneous compo-
sition and thoughtless reading are much
in fashion, it will not be amiss to invoke

profounder studies, and slower, but more

useful and permanent results. Let it be

remembered that even the Divine Mind
first called into being the chaos of crea-

tion, and then in seven days reviewed

and elaborated it into a beautiful order.

A LEGEND OF MARYLAND.

"AN OWRE TRUE TALE."

[Concluded.]

CHAPTER VII.

THE OLD CITY.

LET me now once more shift the

scene. In the summer of 1684, the

peaceful little port of St. Mary's was

visited by a phenomenon of rare occur-

rence in those days. A ship of war of

the smaller class, with the Cross of St.

George sparkling on her broad flag,

came gliding to an anchorage abreast

the town. The fort of St. Inigoes gave
the customary salute, which I have rea-

son to believe was not returned. Not

long after this, a bluff, swaggering, vul-

gar captain came on shore. He made

no visit of respect or business to any
member of the Council. He gave no

report of his character or the purpose

of his visit, but strolled to the tavern,

I suppose to that kept by Mr. Cor'dea,

who, in addition to
-

his calling of keep-

er of the ordinary, was the most ap-

proved shoemaker of the city, and

here regaled himself with a potation of

strong waters. It is likely that he then

repaired to Mr. Blakiston's, the King's

Collector, a bitter and relentless ene-

my of the Lord Proprietary, and there

may have met Kenelm Chiseldine, John
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Coode, Colonel Jowles, and others noted

for their hatred of the Calvert family,

and in such company as this indulged
himself in deriding Lord Baltimore and

his government. During his stay in the

port, his men came on shore, and, imi-

tating their captain's unamiable temper,
roamed in squads about the town and its

neighborhood, conducting themselves in

a noisy, hectoring manner towards the

inhabitants, disturbing the repose of the

quiet burghers, and shocking their ears

with ribald abuse of the authorities.

These roystering sailors I mention it

as a point of historical interest had

even the audacity to break into Alder-

man Garret Van Swearingen's garden,
and to pluck up and carry away his cab-

bages and other vegetables, and ac-

cording to the testimony of Mr. Cordea,
whose indignation was the more intense

from his veneration for the Alderman,
and from the fact that he made his

Worship's shoes they would have

killed one of his Worship's sheep, if

his (Cordea's) man had not prevented
them

;
and after this, as if on purpose

more keenly to lacerate his feelings,

they brought these cabbages to Cor-

dea's house, and there boiled them be-

fore his eyes, he being sick and not

able to drive them away.
After a few days spent in this manner,

the swaggering captain whose name,
it was soon bruited about, was Thomas

Allen, of his Majesty's Navy went

on board of his ketch, or brig, as we
should call it, the Quaker, weighed

anchor, and set sail towards the Potomac,
and thence stood down the Bay upon the

coast of Virginia. Every now and then,

after his departure, there came reports to

the Council of insults offered by Captain
Allen to the skippers of sundry Bay craft

and other peaceful traders on the Chesa-

peake; these insults consisting generally
in wantonly compelling them to heave to

and submit to his search, in vexatiously

detaining them, overhauling their papers,
and oifending them with coarse vituper-

ation of themselves, as well as of the Lord

Proprietary and his Council.

About a month later the Quaker was
observed to enter the Patuxent River,
and cast anchor just inside of the en-

trance, near the Calvert County shore,

and opposite Christopher Rousby's house

at Drum Point. This was says my
chronicle on Thursday, the 30th of Oc-

tober, in this year 1684. As yet Captain
Allen had not condescended to make any
report of his arrival in the Province to

any officer of the Proprietary.
On' Sunday morning, the 2d of No-

vember, the city was thrown into a state

of violent ebullition like a little red-hot

tea-kettle by the circulation of a rumor
that got wind about the hour the burgh-
ers were preparing to go to church. It

was brought from Patuxent late in the

previous night, and was now whispered
from one neighbor to another, and soon

came to boil with an extraordinary vol-

ume of steam. Stripping it of the exag-

geration natural to such an excitement,
the rumor was substantially this : That

Colonel Talbot, hearing of the arrival of

Captain Allen in the Patuxent on Thurs-

day, and getting no message or report
from him, set off on Friday morning, in

an angry state of mind, and rode over

to Patuxent, determined to give the un-

mannerly captain a lesson upon his duty.

That as soon as he reached Mattapony
House, he took his boat and went on

board the ketch. That there he found

Christopher Rousby, the King's Collector,

cronying with Captain Allen, and up-

holding him in his disrespect to the gov-
ernment. That Colonel Talbot was very

sharp upon Rousby, not liking him for

old grudges, and more moved against
him now

;
and that he spoke his mind

both to Captain Allen and Christopher

Rousby, and so got into a high quarrel
with them. That when he had said all

he desired to say to them, he made a

move to leave the ketch in his boat, in-

tending to return to Mattapony House
;

but they who were in the cabin prevent-

ed him, and would not let him go. That

thereupon the quarrel broke out afresh,

and became more bitter; and it being

now in the night, and all in a great heat
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of passion, the parties having already suiting to the two members of the Coun-

come from words to blows, Talbot drew cil who had come on this inquiry ;
and

his skean, or dagger, and stabbed Rous- after they had left his vessel, in the pin-

by to the heart. That nothing was known nace, to return to the shore, he affected

on shore of the affray till Saturday even- to believe that they had some concealed

ing, when the body was brought to Rous- force lying in wait to seize the pinnace

by's house
;
after which it became known and its crew, and so ordered them back

to the neighborhood ;
and one of the men on board, but after a short detention

of Major SewalFs plantation, which ad- thought better of it, and suffered them

joined Rousby's, having thus heard of it, again to depart.

set out and rode that night over to St. The contumacy of the captain, and

Mary's with the news, which he gave to the declaration of his purpose to carry

the Major before midnight. It was add- away Talbot out of the jurisdiction of

ed, that Colonel Talbot was now detained the Province within which the crime was

on board of the ketch, as a prisoner, by committed, and to deliver him to the

Captain Allen. Governor of Virginia, was a grave as-

This was the amount of the dreadful sault upon the dignity of the government

story over which the gossips of St. Ma- and a gross contempt of the public au-

ry's were shaking their wise heads and thorities, which required the notice of

discoursing on " crowners quest law" the Council. A meeting of this body
that Sunday morning. was therefore held on the Patuxent, at

As soon as Major Sewall received Rich Neck, on the morning of the 4th

these unhappy midnight tidings, he went of November. I find that five members

instantly to his colleague, Colonel Darnall, were present on that occasion. Besides

and communicated them to him
;
and they, Colonel Darnall and Major Sewall, there

being warm friends of Talbot's, were very were Counsellor Tailler and Colonels

anxious to get him out of the custody of Digges and Burgess. Here the matter

this Captain Allen. They therefore, on was debated and ended in a feeble re-

Sunday morning, issued a writ direct- solve, that, if this Captain Allen should

ed to Roger Brooke, the sheriff of Cal- persist in his contumacy and take Talbot

vert County, commanding him to ar- to Virginia, the Council should immedi-

rest the prisoner and bring him before ately demand of Lord Effingham his re-

the Council. Their next move was to delivery into this Province. Alas, they
ride over the same morning to Pa- could only scold! This resolution was

tuxent, taking with them Mr. Robert all they could oppose to the bullying

Carvil, and John Llewellin, their secre- captain and the guns of the troublesome

tary. Upon reaching the river, all four little Quaker.
went on board the ketch to learn the Allen, after hectoring awhile in this

particulars of the quarrel. These par- fashion, and raising the wrath of the Col-

ticulars are not preserved in the record
; onels of the Council until they were red

and we have nothing better than our in the cheeks, defiantly took his depart-

conjectures as to what they disclosed, ure, carrying with him his prisoner, in

We know nothing specific of the cause spite of the vehement indignation of the

or character of the quarrel. The visit- liegemen of the Province,

ors found Talbot loaded with irons, and We may imagine the valorous anger

Captain Allen in a brutal state of exas- of our little metropolis at this act or crime

peration, swearing that he would not sur- of lese-majesty. I can see the group of

render his prisoner to the authorities of angry burghers, collected on the porch
the Province, but would carry him to Vir- of Cordea's tavern, in a fume as they lis-

ginia and deliver him to the government ten to Master John Llewellin's account

there, to be dealt with as Lord Effing- of what had taken place, Llewellin

ham should direct. He was grossly in- himself as peppery as his namesake when
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he made Ancient Pistol eat his leek
;
and

I fancy I can hear Alderman Van Swear-

ingen's choleric explosion against Lord

Effingham, supposing his Lordship should

presume to slight the order of the Coun-

cil in respect to Talbot's return.

But these fervors were too violent to

last. Christopher Rousby was duly de-

posited under the greensward upon the

margin of Harper's Creek, where I found

him safe, if not sound, more than a hun-

dred and fifty years afterwards. The

metropolis gradually ceased to boil, and

slowly fell to its usual temperature of re-

pose, and no more disturbed itself with

thoughts of the terrible captain. Talbot,

upon being transferred to the dominion

of Virginia, was confined in the jail of

Gloucester County, in the old town of

Gloucester, on the northern bank of York
River.

The Council now opened their corre-

spondence with Lord Effingham, demand-

ing the surrender of their late colleague.
On their part, it was marked by a defe-

rential respect, which, it is evident, they
did not feel, and which seems to denote

a timid conviction of the favor of Virginia
and the disgrace of Maryland in the per-
sonal feelings of the King. It is manifest

they were afraid of giving offence to the

lordly governor of the neighboring Prov-

ince. On the part of Lord Effingham,
the correspondence is cavalier, arrogant,
and peremptory.
The Council write deploringly to his

Lordship. They "pray" as they phrase
it

" in humble, civil, and obliging terms,

to have the prisoner safely returned to

this government." They add, "Your

Excellency's great wisdom, prudence, and

integrity, as well as neighborly affection

and kindness for this Province, manifested

and expressed, will, we doubt not, spare
us the labor of straining for arguments to

move your Excellency's consideration to

this our so just and reasonable demand."

Poor Colonel Darnall, Poor Colonel

Digges, and the rest of you Colonels and

Majors, to write such whining hypocri-

sy as this! George Talbot would not

have written to Lord Effingham in such

phrase, if one of you had been unlawfully

transported to his prison and Talbot were

your pleader !

The nobleman to whom this servile

language was addressed was a hateful

despot, who stands marked in the history
of Virginia for his oppressive administra-

tion, his arrogance, and his faithlessness.

To give this beseeching letter more

significance and the flattery it contained

more point, it was committed to the charge
of two gentlemen who were commissioned

to deliver it in person to his Lordship.
These were Mr. Clement Hill and Mr.

Anthony Underwood.

Effingham's answer was cool, short, and

admonitory. The essence of it is in these

words :
" We do not think it warranta-

ble to comply with your desires, but shall

detain Talbot prisoner until his Majesty's

particular commands be known therein."

A postscript is* added of this import :

" I recommend to your consideration, that

you take care, as far as in you lies, that,

in the matter of the Customs, his Majesty
receive no further detriment by this un-

fortunate accident."

One almost rejoices to read such an

answer to the fulsome language which

drew it out. This correspondence runs

through several such epistles. The Coun-

cil complain of the rudeness and coarse

behavior of Captain Allen, and par-

ticularly of his traducing Lord Balti-

more's government and attempting to ex-

cite the people against it. Lord Effing-

ham professes to disbelieve such charges

against
" an officer who has so long

served his King with fidelity, and who
could not but know what was due to his

superiors."

Occasionally this same faithful officer,

Captain Allen himself, reappears upon
the stage. We catch him at a gentle-

man's house in Virginia, boasting over his

cups
- for he seems to have paid habitu-

al tribute to a bowl of punch that he

will break up the government of Mary-

land, and annex this poor little Province

of ours to Virginia : a fact worth notice

just now, as it makes it clear that annex-

ation is not the new idea of the Nine-
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teenth Century, but lived in very muddy
brains a long time ago. I now quit this

correspondence to look after a bit of ro-

mance in a secret adventure.

CHAPTER VIII.

A PLOT.

WE must return to the Manor of New

Connaught upon the Elk River.

There we shall find a sorrowful house-

hold. The Lord of the Manor is in cap-

tivity; his people are dejected with a

presentiment that they are to see him no

more
;

his wife is lamenting with her

children, and counting the weary days of

his imprisonment.

" His hounds they all run masterless,

His hawks they flee from tree to tree."

Everything in the hospitable woodland

home is changed. November, December,

January had passed by since Talbot was

lodged in the Gloucester prison, and still

no hope dawned upon the afflicted lady.

The forest around her howled with the

rush of the winter wind, but neither the

wilderness nor the winter was so deso-

late as her own heart. The fate of her

husband was in the hands of his enemies.

She trembled at the thought of his being

forced to a trial for his life in Virginia,

where he would be deprived of that friend-

ly sympathy so necessary even to the vin-

dication of innocence, and where he ran

the risk of being condemned without de-

fence, upon the testimony of exasperated

opponents.
But she was a strong-hearted and res-

olute woman, and would not despair.

She had many friends around her,

friends devoted to her husband and her-

self. Amongst these was Phelim Murray,
a cornet of cavalry under the command
of Talbot, a brave, reckless, true-heart-

ed comrade, who had often shared the

hospitality, the adventurous service, and

the sports of his commander.

To Murray I attribute the planning of

the enterprise I am now about to relate.

He had determined to_ rescue his chief

from his prison in Virginia. His scheme

VOL. vi. 10

required the cooperation of Mrs. Talbot

and one of her youngest children, the

pet boy, perhaps, of the family, some two

or three years old, I imagine, the spe-

cial favorite of the father. The adven-

ture was a bold one, involving many

hardships and perils. Towards the end

of January, the lady, accompanied by her

boy with his nurse, and attended by two

Irish men-servants, repaired to St. Mary's,

where she was doubtless received as a

guest in the mansion of the Proprietary,

now the residence of young Benedict

Leonard and those of the family who had

not accompanied Lord Baltimore to Eng-
land.

Whilst Mrs. Talbot tarried here, the

Cornet was busy in his preparations.

He had brought the Colonel's shallop

from Elk River to the Patuxent, and was

here concerting a plan to put the little

vessel under the command of some osten-

sible owner who might appear in the

character of its master to any over-curi-

ous or inopportune questioner. He had

found a man exactly to his hand in a

certain Roger Skreene, whose name might
almost be thought to be adopted for the

occasion and to express the part he had

to act. He was what we may call the

sloop's husband, but was bound to do

whatever Murray commanded, to ask no

questions, and to be profoundly ignorant

of the real objects of the expedition.

This pliant auxiliary had, like many
thrifty or more probably thriftless per-

sons of that time, a double occupation.

He was amphibious in his habits, and

lived equally on land and water. At

home he was a tailor, and abroad a sea-

man, frequently plying his craft as a skip-

per on the Bay, and sufficiently known

in the latter vocation to render his pres-

ent employment a matter to excite no

suspicious remark. It will be perceived
in the course of his present adventure

that he was quite innocent of any avowed

complicity in the design which he was>

assisting.

Murray had a stout companion with

him, a good friend to Talbot, probably
one of the familiar frequenters of the-
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Manor House of New Connaught, a

bold fellow, with a hand and a heart

both ready for any perilous service. He

may have been a comrade of the Cor-

net's in his troop. His name was Hugh
Riley, a name that has been tradition-

ally connected with dare-devil exploits

ever since the days of Dermot McMor-

rogh. There have been, I believe, but

few hard fights in the world, to which

Irishmen have had anything to say, with-

out a Hugh Riley somewhere in the thick-

est part of them.

The preparations being now complete,

Murray anchored his shallop near a con-

venient landing, perhaps within the

Mattapony Creek.

In the dead of winter, about the 30th

of January, 1685, Mrs. Talbot, with her

servants, her child, and nurse, set forth

from the Proprietary residence in St.

Mary's, to journey over to the Patuxent,

a cold, bleak ride of fifteen miles. The

party were all on horseback : the young

boy, perhaps, wrapped in thick cover-

ings, nestling in the arms of one of the

men : Mrs. Talbot braving the sharp
wind in hood and cloak, and warmed by
her own warm heart, which beat with a

courageous pulse against the fierce blasts

that swept and roared across her path.

Such a cavalcade, of course, could not

depart from St. Mary's without observa-

tion at any season
;
but at this time of

the year so unusual a sight drew every
inhabitant to the windows, and set in

motion a current of gossip that bore away
all other topics from every fireside. The

gentlemen of the Council, too, doubtless

had frequent conference with the unhap-

py wife of their colleague, during her

sojourn in the Government House, and

perhaps secretly counselled with her on

her adventure. Whatever outward or

seeming pretext may have been adopted
for this movement, we can hardly sup-

pose that many friends of the Proprie-

tary were ignorant of its object. We
have, indeed, evidence that the enemies
of the Proprietary charged the Council
with a direct connivance in the scheme
of Talbot's escape, and made it a subject

of complaint against Lord Baltimore that

he afterwards approved of it.

Upon her arrival at the Patuxent, Mrs.

Talbot went immediately on board of the

sloop, with her attendants. There she

found the friendly cornet and his com-

rade, Hugh Riley, on the alert to distin-

guish their loyalty in her cause. The

amphibious Master Skreene was now at

the head of a picked crew, the whole

party consisting of five stout men, with

the -lady, her child, and nurse. All the

men but Skreene were sons of the Em-
erald Isle, of a race whose historical

boast is the faithfulness of their devotion

to a friend in need and their chivalrous

courtesy to woman, but still more their

generous and gallant championship of

woman in distress. On this occasion this

national sentiment was enhanced when
it was called into exercise in behalf of

the sorrowful lady of the chief of their

border settlements.

They set sail from the Patuxent on Sat-

urday, the 31st of January. On Wednes-

day, the fifth day afterwards, they landed

on the southern bank of the Rappahan-
nock, at the house of Mr. Ralph Worme-

ley, near the mouth of the river. This

long voyage of five days over so short a

distance would seem to indicate that they

departed from the common track of navi-

gation to avoid notice.

The next morning Mr. Wormeley fur-

nished them horses and a servant, and

Mrs. Talbot, with the nurse and child,

under the conduct of Cornet Murray,
set out for Gloucester, a distance of

some twenty miles. The day following,

that is, on Friday, the servant re-

turned with the horses, having left the

party behind. Saturday passed and part
of Sunday, when, in the evening, Mrs.

Talbot and the Cornet reappeared at Mr.

Wormeley's. The child and nurse had

been left behind
;
and this was accounted

for by Mrs. Talbot's saying she had left

the child with his father, to remain with

him until she should return to Virginia.

I infer that the child was introduced into

this adventure to give some seeming to

the visit which might lull suspicion and
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procure easier access to the prisoner;
and the leaving of him in Gloucester

proves that Mrs. Talbot had friends, and

probably confederates there, to whose

care he was committed.

As soon as the party had left the shal-

lop, upon their first arrival at Mr. Wor-

meley's, the wily Master Skreene discov-

ered that he had business at a landing
farther up the river

;
and thither he

straightway took his vessel, Woraieley's

being altogether too suspicious a place
for him to frequent. And now, when
Mrs. Talbot had returned to Wormeley's,

Roger's business above, of course, was

finished, and he dropped down again op-

posite the house on Monday evening ;

and the next morning took the Cornet

and the lady on board. Having done

this, he drew out into the river. This

brings us to Tuesday, the 10th of Feb-

ruary.

As soon as Mrs. Talbot was once more

embarked in the shallop, Murray and

Riley (I give Master Skreene's own ac-

count of the facts, as I find it in his tes-

timony subsequently taken before the

Council) made a pretext to go on shore;

taking one of the men with them. 'They
were going to look for a cousin of this

man, so they told Skreene, and be-

sides that, intended to go to a tavern to

buy a bottle of rum: all ofwhich Skreene

gives the Council to understand he verilv
v

believed to be the real object of their visit.

The truth was, that, as soon as Murray
and Riley and their companion had

reached the shore, they mounted on

horseback and galloped away in the di-

rection of Gloucester prison. From the

moment they disappeared on this gallop
until their return, we have no account

of what they did. Roger Skreene's tes-

timony before the Council is virtuously
silent on this point.

After this party was gone, Mrs. Talbot

herself took command, and, with a view

to more privacy, ordered Roger to an-

chor near the opposite shore of the river,

taking advantage of the concealment af-

forded by a small .inlet on the northern

side. Skreene says he did this at her

request, because she expressed a wish to

taste some of the oysters from that side

of the river, which he, with his usual

facility, believed to be the only reason

for getting into this unobserved harbor
;

and, merely to gratify this wish, he did

as she desired.

The day went by slowly to the lady on

the water. Cold February, a little sloop,
and the bleak roadstead at the mouth of

the Rappahannock brought but few com-

forts to the anxious wife, who sat muffled

upon that unstable deck, watching the

opposite shore, whilst the ceaseless plash
of the waves breaking upon her ear

numbered the minutes that marked the

weary' hours, and the hours that marked
the still more weary day. She watched

for the party who had galloped into the

sombre pine -forest that sheltered the

road leading to Gloucester, and for the

arrival of that cousin of whom Murray
spoke to Master Skreene.

But if the time dragged heavily with

her, it flew with the Cornet and his com-

panions. We cannot tell when the

twenty miles to Gloucester were thrown

behind them, but we know that the whole

forty miles of going and coming were

accomplished by sunrise the next morn-

ing. For the deposition tells us that
"

Roger Skreene had become very impa-
tient at the absence of his passengers,

at least, so he swears to the Council
;
and

he began to think, just after the sun was

up, that, as they had not returned, they
must have got into a revel at the tavern,

and forgotten themselves
;
which careless

demeanor of theirs made him think of

recrossing the river and of going ashore

to beat them up ; when, lo ! all of a sud-

den, he spied a boat coming round the
-

point within which he lay. And here

arises a pleasant little dramatic scene

of some interest to our story.

Mrs. Talbot had been up at the dawn,

and watched upon the deck, straining

her si'^ht, until she could see no more for
22 '

tears
;
and at length, unable to endure

her emotion longer, had withdrawn to

the cabin. Presently Skreene came hur-

rying down to tell her that the boat
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was coming, and, what surprised him,

there were/owr persons in it.
" Who is

this fourth man ?
" he asked her, with his

habitual simplicity,
" and how are we to

get him back to the shore again ?
"

a

very natural question for Roger to ask,

after all that had passed in his pres-

ence ! Mrs. Talbot sprang to her feet,

her eyes sparkling, as she exclaimed,
with a cheery voice,

"
Oh, his cousin has

come !

" and immediately ran upon the

deck to await the approaching party.

There were pleasant smiling faces all

around, as the four men came over the

sloop's side
;
and although the testimony

is silent as to the fact, there might have

been some little kissing on the occasion.

The new-comer was in a rough dress,

and had the exterior of a servant
;
and

our skipper says in his testimony, that

"Mrs. Talbot spoke to him in the Irish

language
"

: very volubly, I have no

doubt, and that much was said that was

never translated. When they came to

a pause in this conversation, she told

Skreene, by way of interpretation,
" he

need not be uneasy about the stranger's

going on shore, nor delay any longer, as

this person had made up his mind to go
with them to Maryland."
So the boat was made fast, the anchor

was weighed, the sails were set, and the

little sloop bent to the breeze and kissed

the wave, as she rounded the headland

and stood up the Bay, with Colonel

George Talbot encircling with his arm /

his faithful wife, and with the gallant
Cornet Murray sitting at his side.

They had now an additional reason for

caution against search. So Murray or-

dered the skipper to shape his course

over to the eastern shore, and to keep in

between the islands and the main. This

is a broad circuit outside of their course
;

but Roger is promised a reward by Mrs.

Talbot, to compensate him for his loss of

time
;
and the skipper is very willing.

They had fetched a compass, as the

Scripture phrase is, to the shore of Dor-

set County, and steered inside of Hoop-
er's Island, into the mouth of Hungary
River. Here it was part of the scheme

to dismiss the faithful Roger from further

service. With this view they landed on

the island and went to Mr. Hooper's

house, where they procured a supply of

provisions, and immediately afterwards

reembarked, having clean forgotten/ o o

Roger, until they were once more under

full sail up the Bay, and too far advanced

to turn back !

The deserted skipper bore his disap-

pointment like a Christian
;
and being

asked, on Hungary River, by a friend

who met him there, and who gave his

testimony before the Council,
" What

brought him there ?
" he replied,

" He
had been left on the island by Madam
Talbot." And to another,

" Where Mad-
am Talbot was?" he answered,

" She had

gone up the Bay to her own house."

Then, to a third question,
" How he

expected his pay ?
" he said,

" He was

to have it of Colonel Darnall and Major
Sewall; and that Madam Talbot had

promised him a hogshead of tobacco ex-

tra, for putting ashore at Hooper's Island."

The last question was,
" What news of

Talbot '?

" and Roger's answer,
" He had

not been within twenty miles of him
;

neither did he know anything about the

Colonel
"

! ! But, on further discourse,

he let fall, that "he knew the Colonel

never would come to a trial," "that

he knew this
;
but neither man, woman,

nor child should know it, but those who
knew it already."

So Colonel George Talbot is out of the

hands of the proud Lord Effingham, and

up the Bay with his wife and friends
;

and is buffeting the wintry head-winds

in a long voyage to the Elk River, which,

in due time, he reaches in safety.

CHAPTER IX.

TROUBLES IX COUNCIL.

LET us now turn back to see what is

doing at St. Mary's.

On the 17th of February comes to

the Council a letter from Lord Effing-O
ham. It has the superscription,

"
These,

with the greatest care and speed." It is

dated on the llth of February from Po-
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ropotanck, an Indian point on the York escape reached St. Mary's. He there lay
River above Gloucester, and memorable warily watching the coining hue and cry
as being in the neighborhood of the for his apprehension. He collected his

spot where, some sixty years before these friends, armed them, and set them at

events, Pocahontas saved the life of that watch and ward, at all his outposts. He
mirror of chivalry, Captain John Smith, had a disguise provided, in which he

The letter brings information " that occasionally ventured abroad. Kemble
last night [the 10th of February] Colonel met him, on the 19th of February, at

Talbot escaped out of prison," a subse- George Oldfield's, on Elk River; and

quent letter says, "by the corruption of although the Colonel was disguised in a

his guard," and it is full of admonition, flaxen wig, and in other ways, Kemble
which has very much the tone of com- says he knew him by hearing him cough
mand, urging all strenuous efforts to re- in the night, in a room adjoining that in

capture him, and particularly recommend- which Kemble slept. Whilst this wit-

ing a proclamation of " hue and cry." ness was at Oldfield's,
" Talbot's shal-

And now, for a month, there is a great lop," he says,
" was busking and turn-

parade in Maryland of proclamation, and ing before Oldfield's landing for several

hue and cry, and orders to sheriffs and hours." The roads leading towards Tal-

county colonels to keep a sharp look-out bot's house were all guarded by his

everywhere for Talbot. But no person friends, and he had a report made to him
in the Province seems to be anxious to of every vessel that arrived in the river,

catch him, except Mr. Nehemiah Blakis- By way of more permanent conceal-

ton, the Collector, and a few others, who ment, until the storm should blow over,

seem to have been ministering to Lord he had made preparations to build himself

Effingham's spleen against the Council a cabin, somewhere in the woods out of

for not capturing him. His Lordship the range of the thoroughfares of the dis-

writes several letters of complaint at the trict. When driven by a pressing emer-

delay and ill success of this pursuit, and gency which required more than ordi-

some of them in no measured terms of nary care to prevent his apprehension,

courtesy. "I admire," he says in one he betook himself to the cave on the

of these,
" at any slow proceedings in Susquehanna, where, most probably, with

service wherein his Majesty is so con- a friend or two, Cornet Murray I hope
cerned, and hope you will take off all was one of them, he lay perdu for a few

occasions of future trouble, both unto me days at a time, and then ventured back

and you, of this nature, by manifesting to speak a word of comfort and encour-

yourselves zealous for his Majesty's ser- agement to the faithful wife who kept
vice." They answer, that all imaginable guard at home.

care for the apprehending of Talbot has In this disturbed and anxious alter-

been taken by issuing proclamations, etc., nation of concealment and flight Talbot

but all have proved ineffectual, be- passed the winter, until about the 25th

cause Talbot upon all occasions flies and of April, when, probably upon advice of

takes refuge
" in the remotest parts of friends, he voluntarily surrendered hiin-

the woods and deserts of this Province." self to the Council at St. Mary's, and was

At this point we get some traces of committed for trial in the provincial
Talbot. There is a deposition of Robert Court. The fact of the surrender was

Kemble of Cecil County, and some other communicated to Lord Effingham by the

papers, that give us a few particulars by Council, with a request that he would

which I am enabled to construct my nar- send the witnesses to Maryland to appear
rative. at his trial. Hereupon arose another

Colonel Talbot got to his own house correspondence with his Lordship, which

about the middle of February, nearly is worthy of a moment's notice. Lord

at the same time at which the news of his Effingham has lost nothing of his arro-
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gance. He says, on the 12th of May,

1685, "I am so far from answering your

desires, that I do hereby demand Colonel

Talbot as my prisoner, in the King of

England's name, and that you do forth-

with convey him into Virginia. And to

this my demand I expect your ready per-
formance and compliance, upon your al-

legiance to his Majesty."
I am happy to read the answer to this

insolent letter, in which it will be seen

that the spirit of Maryland was waked

up on the occasion to its proper voice.

It is necessary to say, by way of expla-
nation to one point in this answer, that

the Governor of Virginia had received

the news of the accession and proclama-
tion of James the Second, and had not

communicated it to the Council in Mary-
land. The Council give an answer at

their leisure, having waited till the 1st of

June, when they write to his Lordship,

protesting against Virginia's exercising

any superintendence over Maryland, and

peremptorily refusing to deliver Talbot.

They tell him " that we are desirous and

conclude to await his Majesty's resolu-

tion, [in regard to the prisoner,] which

we question not will be agreeable to his

Lordship's Charter, and, consequently,

contrary to your expectations. In the

mean time we cannot but resent in some

measure, for we are willing to let you see

that we observe, the small notice you
seem to take of this Government, (con-

trary to that amicable correspondence so

often promised, and expected by us,) in

not holding us worthy to be advised of

his Majesty's being proclaimed, without

which, certainly, we have not been en-

abled to do our duty in that particular.

Such advice would have been gratefully

received by your Excellency's humble

servants." Thanks, Colonels Darnall and

Digges and you other Colonels and Ma-

jors, for this plain outspeaking of the

old Maryland heart against the arro-

gance of the "
Right Honorable Lord

Howard, Baron of Effingham, Captain
General and Chief Governor of his Maj-
esty's Colony of Virginia," as he styles

himself! I am glad to see this changeo o

of tone, since that first letter of obse-

quious submission.

Perhaps this change of tone may have

had some connection with the recent

change on the throne, in which the ac-

cession of a Catholic monarch may have

given new courage to Maryland, and

abated somewhat the confidence of Vir-

ginia. If so, it was but a transitory hope,
born to a sad disappointment.
The documents afford but little more

information.

Lord Baltimore, being in London, ap-

pears to have interceded with the King
for some favor to Talbot, and writes to

the Council on the third of July,
" that it

formerly was and still is the King's pleas-

ure, that Talbot shall be brought over, in

the Quaker Ketch, to England, to re-

ceive his trial there
;
and that, in order

thereto, his Majesty had sent his com-

mands to the Governor of Virginia to

deliver him to Captain Allen, command-

er of said ketch, who is to bring him

over." The Proprietary therefore directs

his Council to send the prisoner to the

Governor of Virginia, "to the end that

his Majesty's pleasure may be fulfilled."

This letter was received on the 7th of

October, 1685, and Talbot was accord-

ingly sent, under the charge of Gilbert

Clarke and a proper guard, to Lord

Effingham, who gives Clarke a regular
business receipt, as if he had brought
him a hogshead of tobacco, and appends
to it a short apologetic explanation of his

previous rudeness, which we may receive

as another proof of his distrust of the

favor of the new monarch. " I had not

been so urgent," he says,
" had I not had

advices from England, last April, of the

measures that were taken there concern-

ing him."

After this my chronicle is silent. We
have no further tidings of Talbot. The

only hint for a conjecture is the marginal
note of " The Landholder's Assistant,"

got from Chalmers :
" He was, I believe,"

says the note,
" tried and convicted, and

finally pardoned by James the Second."

This is probably enough. For 1 sup-

pose him to have been of the same fam-
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ily with that Earl of Tyrconncl equally

distinguished for his influence with James

the Second as for his infamous life and

character, who held at this period un-

bounded sway at the English Court. I

hope, for the honor of our hero, that he

preserved no family-likeness to that false-

hearted, brutal, and violent favorite, who
is made immortal in Macaulay's pages as

Lying Dick Talbot. Through his inter-

cession his kinsman may have been par-

doned, or even never brought to trial.

CHAPTER X.

CONCLUSION.

THIS is the end of fty story. But, like

all stories, it requires that some satis-

faction should be given to the reader in

regard to the dramatic proprieties. We
have our several heroes to dispose of.

Phelim Murray and Hugh Riley, who had

both been arrested by the Council to sat-

isfy public opinion as to their complicity
in the plot for the escape, were both

honorably discharged, I suppose being
found entirely innocent ! Roger Skreene

swore himself black and blue, as the phrase

is, that he had not the least suspicion of

the business in which he was engaged ;

and so he was acquitted ! I am also

glad to be able to say that our gallant
Cornet Murray, in the winding-up of this

business, was promoted by the Council

to a captaincy of cavalry, and put in com-

mand of Christiana Fort and its neighbor-O

hood, to keep that formidable Quaker,
William Penn, at a respectful distance.

It would gratify me still more, if I could

find warrant to add, that the Cornet en-

joyed himself, and married the lady of

his choice, with whom he has, unknown
to us, been violently in love during these

adventures, and that they lived happily

together for many years. I hope this

was so, although the chronicle does not

allow one to affirm it, it being but a

proper conclusion to such a romance as I

have plucked out of our history.

And so I have traced the tradition of

the Cave to the end. What I have been

able to certify furnishes the means of a

shrewd estimate of the average amount

of truth which popular traditions gener-

ally contain. There is always a fact at

the bottom, lying under a superstructure
of fiction, truth enough to make the

pursuit worth following. Talbot did not

live in the Cave, but fled there occasion-

ally for concealment. He had no hawks
with him, but bred them in his own mews
on the Elk River. The birds seen in af-

ter times were some of this stock, and not

the solitary pair they were supposed to

be. I dare say an expert naturalist would

find many specimens of the same breed

now in that region. But let us not be

too critical on the tradition, which has

led us into a quest through which I have

been able to supply what I hope will be

found to be a pleasant insight into that

little world of action and passion, with its

people, its pursuits, and its gossips, that,

more than one hundred and seventy years

ago, inhabited the beautiful banks of St.

Mary's River, and wove the web of our

early Maryland history.

POSTSCRIPT.

I HAVE another link in the chain of

Talbot's history, furnished me by a friend

in Virginia. It comes since I have com-

pleted my narrative, and very accurately
confirms the conjecture of Chalmers, quot-
ed in the note of " The Landholder's As-

sistant." " As for Colonel Talbot, he was

conveyed for trial to Virginia, from whence
he made his escape, and, after being re-

taken, and, / believe, tried and convicted,

was finally pardoned by King James II."

This is an extract from the note. It is

now ascertained that Talbot was not tak-

en to England for trial, as Lord Balti-

more, in his letter of the 6th ofJuly, 1G85,

affirmed it was the King's pleasure he

should be; but that he was tried and

convicted in Virginia on the 22d of

April, 1686, and, on the 26th of the

same month, reprieved by order of the

King ;
after which we may presume he

received a full pardon, and perhaps was

taken to England in obedience to the

royal command, to await it there. The
conviction and reprieve are recorded in
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a folio of the State Records of Virginia at

Richmond, on a mutilated and scarcely

legible sheet, a copy of which I present

to my reader with all its obliterations and

broken syllables and sad gashes in the

text, for his own deciphering. The MS. is

in keeping with the whole story, and may
be looked upon as its appropriate emblem.

The story has been brought to light by

chance, and has been rendered intelligi-

ble by close study and interpretation of

fragmentary and widely separated facts,

capable of being read only by one con-

versant with the text of human affairs,

and who has the patience to grope through
the trackless intervals of time, and the

skill to supply the lost words and syl-

lables of history by careful collation with

those which are spared. How faithfully

this accidentally found MS. typifies such a

labor, the reader may judge from the lit-

eral copy of it I now offer to his perusal.

"
By his Excellency

" Whereas his most Sacred Majesty has been Graciously pleased

by his Royall Com'ands to Direct and Coni'and Me ffrancis

Lord Howard of Effingham his Maj ties Lieut and Govr
. GenH.

of Virginia that if George Talbott Esqr
. upon his Tryall should

be found Guilty of Killing Mr
Christopher Rowsby, that Execu-

tion should be suspended untill his Majesties pleasure should

be further signified unto Me
;
And forasmuch as the sd George

Talbott was Indicted upon the Statute of Stabbing and hath

Received a full and Legall Tryall in open Court on ye Twentieth

and One and Twentieth dayes of this Instant Aprill, before his

Majesties Justices of Oyer and Terminer, and found Guilty of y
e

aforesaid fact and condemned for the Same, I, therefore, ffrancis

Lord Howard, Baron of *fingham, his Majesties Lieu* and Govr
.

Gen 11
, of Virginia, by Virtue of aj

ties
Royall Com'ands

to Me given there doe hereby Suspend tion of the

Sentence of death his Maj ties Justices

Terminer on the till his Majesties

erein be nor any
fail as yo uttmost

and for yr soe doing this sh

Given under my and Seale

the 26 th
day of Apri

To his Majesties Justices

of Oyer and Terminer.

EFFINGHAM

Recordatur E Chillon Gen1 Car

[Endorsed]
Talbott's Repreif

from Ld Howard
1686 for Killing Chr

. Rousby
Examined Sept. 24th

26th
Aprill 1686

Sentence of

ag
l Col Ta

Suspended

Aprill 26 1 86
"
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PRINCE ADEB.

IN Sana, oh, in Sana, God, the Lord,

Was very kind and merciful to me !

Forth from the Desert in my rags I came,

Weary and sore of foot. I saw the spires

And swelling bubbles of the golden domes

Rise through the trees of Sana, and my heart

Grew great within me with the strength of God
;

And I cried out,
" Now shall I right myself,

I, Adeb the Despised, for God is just !

"

There he who wronged my father dwelt in peace,

My warlike father, who, when gray hairs crept

Around his forehead, as on Lebanon

The whitening snows of winter, was betrayed
To the sly Imam, and his tented wealth

Swept from him, 'twixt the roosting of the cock

And his first crowing, in a single night:

And I, poor Adeb, sole of all my race,

Smeared with my father's and my kinsmen's blood,

Fled through the Desert, till one day a tribe

Of hungry Bedouins found me in the sand,

Half mad with famine, and they took me up,

And made a slave of me, of me, a prince !

All was fulfilled at last. I fled from them,

In rags and sorrow. Nothing but my heart,

Like a strong swimmer, bore me up against

The howling sea of my adversity.

At length o'er Sana, in the act to swoop,
I stood like a young eagle on a crag.

The traveller passed me with suspicious fear :

I asked for nothing ;
I was not a thief.

The lean dogs snuffed around me : my lank bones,

Fed on the berries and the crusted pools,

Were a scant morsel. Once, a brown-skinned girl

Called me a little from the common path,

And gave me figs and barley in a bag.

I paid her with a kiss, with nothing more,

And she looked glad ;
for I was beautiful,

And virgin as a fountain, and as cold.

I stretched her bounty, pecking, like a bird,

Her figs and barley, till my strength returned.

So when rich Sana lay beneath my eyes,

My foot was as the leopard's, and my hand

As heavy as the lion's brandished paw ;

And underneath my burnished skin the veins

And stretching muscles played, at every step,

In wondrous motion. I was very strong.

I looked upon my body, as a bird

That bills his feathers ere he takes to flight,
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I, watching over Sana. Then I prayed ;

And on a soft stone, wetted in the brook,

Ground my long knife
;
and then I prayed again.

God heard my voice, preparing all for me,

As, softly stepping down the hills,

I saw the Imam's summer-palace all ablaze

In the last flash of sunset. Every fount

Was spouting fire, and all the orange-trees

Bore blazing coals, and from the marble walls

And gilded spires and columns, strangely wroilght,

Glared the red light, until my eyes were pained
With the fierce splendor. Till the night grew thick,

I lay within the bushes, next the door,

Still as a serpent, as invisible.

The guard hung round the portal. Man by man

They dropped away, save one lone sentinel,

And on his eyes God's finger lightly fell
;

He slept half standing. Like a summer wind

That threads the grove, yet never turns a leaf,

I stole from shadow unto shadow forth
;

Crossed all the marble court-yard, swung the door,

Like a soft gust, a little way ajar,

My body's narrow width, no more, and stood

Beneath the cresset in the painted hall.

I marvelled at the riches of my foe
;

I marvelled at God's ways with wicked men.

Then I reached forth, and took God's waiting hand :

And so He led me over mossy floors,

Flowered with the silken summer of Shirar,

Straight to the Imam's chamber. At the door

Stretched a brawn eunuch, blacker than my eyes :

His woolly head lay like the Kaba-stone

In Mecca's mosque, as silent and as huge.
I stepped across it, with my pointed knife

Just missing a full vein along his neck,

And, pushing by the curtains, there I was,

I, Adeb the Despised, upon the spot

That, next to heaven, I longed for most of all.

I could have shouted for the joy in me.

Fierce pangs and flashes of bewildering light

Leaped through my brain and danced before my eyes.

So loud my heart beat that I feared its sound

Would wake the sleeper ;
and the bubbling blood

Choked in my throat, till, weaker than a child,

I reeled against a column, and there hung
In a blind stupor. Then I prayed again ;

And, sense by sense, I was made whole once more.

I touched myself; I was the same; I knew

Myself to be lone Adeb, young and strong,

With nothing but a stride of empty air

Between me and God's justice. In a sleep,

Thick with the fumes of the accursed grape,
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Sprawled the false Imam. On his shaggy breast,

Like a white lily heaving on the tide

Of some foul stream, the fairest woman slept

These roving eyes have ever looked upon.
Almost a child, her bosom barely showed

The change beyond her girlhood. All her charms

Were budding, but half opened ;
for I saw

Not only beauty wondrous in itself,

But possibility of more to be

In the full process of her blooming days.

I gazed upon her, and my heart grew soft,

As a parched pasture with the dew of heaven.

While thus I gazed, she smiled, and slowly raided

The long curve of her lashes
;
and we looked

Each upon each in wonder, not alarm,

Not eye to eye, but soul to soul, we held

Each other for a moment. All her life

Seemed centred in the circle of her eyes.

She stirred no limb
;
her long-drawn, equal breath

Swelled out and ebbed away beneath her breast,

In calm unbroken. Not a sign of fear

Touched the faint color on her oval cheek,

Or pinched the arches of her tender mouth.

She took me for a vision, and she lay

With her sleep's smile unaltered, as in doubt

Whether real life had stolen into her dreams,

Or dreaming stretched into her outer life.

I was not graceless to a woman's eyes.

The girls of Damar paused to see me pass,

I walking in my rags, yet beautiful.

One maiden said,
" He has a prince's air !

"

I am a prince ;
the air was all my own.

So thought the lily on the Imam's breast
;

And lightly as a summer mist, that lifts

Before the morning, so she floated up,
Without a sound or rustle of a robe,

From her coarse pillow, and before me stood

With asking eyes. The Imam never moved.

A stride and blow were all my need, and they

Were wholly in my power. I took her hand,

I held a warning finger to my lips,

And whispered in her small expectant ear,
"
Adeb, the son of Akem !

" She replied

In a low murmur, whose bewildering sound

Almost lulled wakeful me to sleep, and sealed

The sleeper's lids in tenfold slumber,
"
Prince,

Lord of the Imam's life and of my heart,

Take all thou seest, it is thy right, I know,
But spare the Imam for thy own soul's sake 1

"

Then I arrayed me in a robe of state,

Shining with gold and jewels ;
and I bound

In my long turban gems that might have bought
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The lands 'twixt Babelmandeb and Sahan.

I girt about me, with a blazing belt,

A scimitar o'er which the sweating smiths

In far Damascus hammered for long years,

Whose hilt and scabbard shot a trembling light

From diamonds and rubies. And she smiled,

As piece by piece I put the treasures on,

To see me look so fair, in pride she smiled.

I hung long purses at my side. I scooped,
From off a table, figs and dates and rice,

And bound them to my girdle in a sack.

Then over all I flung a snowy cloak,

And beckoned to the maiden. So she stole

Forth like my shadow, past the sleeping wolf

Who wronged my father, o'er the woolly head

Of the swart eunuch, down the painted court,

And by the sentinel who standing slept.

Strongly against the portal, through my rags,

My old, base rags, and through the maiden's veil,

I pressed my knife, upon the wooden hilt

Was "
Adeb, son of Akem," carved by me

In my long slavehood, as a passing sign
To wait the Imam's waking. Shadows cast

From two high-sailing cloyds upon the sand

Passed not more noiseless than we two, as one,
Glided beneath the moonlight, till I smelt

The fragrance of the stables. As I slid

The wide doors open, with a sudden bound

Uprose the startled horses
;
but they stood

Still as the man who in a foreign land
C5

Hears his strange language, when my Desert call,

As low and plaintive as the nested dove's,

Fell on their listening ears. From stall to stall,

Feeling the horses with my groping hands,
I crept in darkness

;
and at length I came

Upon two sister mares, whose rounded sides,

Fine muzzles, and small heads, and pointed ears,

And foreheads spreading 'twixt their eyelids wide,

Long slender tails, thin manes, and coats of silk,

Told me, that, of the hundred steeds there stalled,

My hand was on the treasures. O'er and o'er

I felt their long joints, and down their legs

To the cool hoofs
;

no blemish anywhere :

These I led forth and saddled. Upon one

I set the lily, gathered now for me,

My own, henceforth, forever. So we rode

Across the grass, beside the stony path,
Until we gained the highway that is lost,

Leading from Sana, in the eastern sands :

When, with a cry that both the Desert-born

Knew without hint from whip or goading spur,
We dashed into a gallop. Far behind
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In sparks and smoke the dusty highway rose
;

And ever on the maiden's face I saw,

When the moon flashed upon it, the strange smile

It wore on waking. Once I kissed her mouth,

When she grew weary, and her strength returned.

All through the night we scoured between the hills :

The moon went down behind us, and the stars

Dropped after her
;
but long before I saw

A planet blazing straight against our eyes,

The road had softened, and the shadowy hills

Had flattened out, and I could hear the hiss

Of sand spurned backward by the flying mares.

Glory to God ! I was at home again !

The sun rose on us
;
far and near I saw

The level Desert
; sky met sand all round.

We paused at midday by a palm-crowned well,

And ate and slumbered. Somewhat, too, was said :

The words have slipped my memory. That same eve

We rode sedately through a Hamoum camp,
I, Adeb, prince amongst them, and my bride.

And ever since amongst them I have ridden,

A head and shoulders taller than the best
;

And ever since my days have been of gold,

My nights have been of silver. God is just !

ELEUSINIA*

THE SAVIOURS OF GREECE.

LIFE, in its central idea, is an entire

and eternal solitude. Yet each individ-

ual nature so repeats and is itself re-

peated in every other, that there is in-

sured the possibility both of a world-reve-

lation in the soul, and of a self-incarnation

in the world; so that every man's life,

like Agrippa's mirror, reflects the uni-

verse, and the universe is made the em-

bodiment of his life, is made to beat

with a human pulse.

We do all, therefore, Hindu, Egyp-
tian, Greek, or Saxon, claim kinship
both with the earth and the heavens:

with the sense of sorrow we kneel upon
the earth, with the sense of hope we look

into the heavens.

The two Presences of the Eleusinia,

* See Number XXIIL, September, 1859.

the earthly Demeter,* the embodiment

of human sorrow, and the heavenly Dio-

nysus,! the incarnation of human hope,

these are the two Great Presences of the

Universe
;
about whom, as separate cen-

tres, the one of measureless wander-

ings, the other of triumphant rest, we

marshal, both in the interpretations of

Reason and in the constructions of our

Imagination, all that is visible or that is

invisible, whatsoever is palpable in

sense or possible in idea, in the world

which is or the world to come. Incarna-

tions of the life within us, in its two de-

velopments of Sorrow and Hope, they

are also the centres through which this life

develops itself in the world: it is through
them that all things have their genesis

* Demeter is Trj-pirrip,
Mother Earth,

t The same as lacchus and the Latin Bac-

chus.
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from the human heart, and through them, glorious rising in his light. Everything

therefore, that all things are unveiled to us. of the earth was inert, weighing heavily

But these Two Presences have their upon the sense and the heart, only wait-

highest interest and significance as foci ing its transfiguration and exaltation

of the religious development of the race : through his power, until it should rise

and inasmuch as all growth is ultimately into the heavens
;
which was the type

a religious one, it is in this phase that of his translation to himself of his grief-

their organic connections with life are oppressed children,

widest and most profound. As such they Under these symbols our Lord and

appear in the Eleusinia
;
and in all my- Lady have been worshipped by an over-

thology they furnish the only possible whelming majority of the human race,

key for the interpretation of its mystic They swayed the ancient world, from the

symbolism, its hieroglyphic records, and Indians by the Ganges, and the Tartar

its ill-defined traditions. tribes, to the Britons and Laplanders of

Accordingly we find that all mythol- Northwestern Europe, having their rep-

ogy naturally and inevitably flows about resentatives in every system of faith, in

these centres into two distinct develop- the Hindu Isi and hana, the Egyptian

ments, which are indicated, Isis and Osiris, the Assyrian Venus and

1. In Nature; inasmuch as they are Adonis, the Demeter and Dionysus of

first made manifest through symbols which Greece, the Roman Ceres and Bacchus,

point to the two great forces, the active and the Disa and Frey of Scandinavia,

and the passive, which are concerned in in connection with most, if not all, ofwhom
all natural processes (sol et terra subja- there existed festivals corresponding, in

cens soli) ; and, respect of their meaning and use, with

2. In the primitive belief among all the Grecian Eleusinia.

nations, that men are the offspring of the Moreover, the various divinities of any
earth and the heavens, and in the wor- one mythology for example, the Greek

ship equally prevalent of the sun, the were at first only representatives of

personal Presence of the heavens, as partial attributes or incidental functions

Saviour Lord, and of the earth as sor- of these Two Presences. Thus, Jove was

rowing Lady and Mother. the power of the heavens,.which, ofcourse f

Why the earth, in this primitive sym- centred in the sun
; Apollo is admitted to

bolism and worship, was represented as have been only another name for the sun
;

the Sorrowing One, and the sun as Sa- JEsculapius represents his healing virtues;

viour, is evident at a glance. It was the Hercules his saving strength ;
and Pro-

bosom of the earth which was shaken metheus, who gave fire to men, as Vul-

with storm and rent with earthquake, can, the god of fire, was probably con-

She was the Mother, and hers was the nected with Eastern fire-worship, and so

travail of all birth
;
in sorrow she forever in the end with the worship of the sun.

gathered to herself her Fate -conquered Some of the goddess.es come under the

children; her sorrowful countenance she same category, such as Juno, sister and

veiled in thick mists, and, year after year, wife of Jove, who shared with him his

shrouded herself in wintry desolation: aerial dynasty; as also Diana, who was

while he was the Eternal Father, the only the reflection of Apollo,* as the

Revealer of all things, he drove away moon of the sun, carrying his power on

the darkness, and in his presence the

mist became an invisible exhalation
; and, * This connection of Diana with Apollo has

as out of darkness and death, he called led some to the hasty inference, that the

into birth the flowers and the numberless sun and moon -not tlie sun !

r, , . were the primitive centres of mythological
forests, even as he himself was every

gymbolisrn> But it is plain that the sun and

morning born anew out of darkness, so ^oon> as act{ve forces referable to a single cen-

he called the children of the earth to a tre, stood over against the earth as passive.
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into the night, and exercising among remembrance of her nine days' search;
women the functions which he exercised but, in the torch-light procession of the

among men. The representatives of our fifth night, widens indefinitely and mys-

Lady, on the other hand, are such as the teriously in the darkness, until it has in-

ancient Rhea, - - Latona, with her dark closed all hearts within the circuit of its

and starry veil, Tethys, the world-nurse, tumultuous flight. Thus, by some secret

-and the Artemis of the East, or Syrian sympathy with her movements, are gath-

Mother; to say nothing of Oreads, Diy- ered together about the central Achtheia

ads, and Nereids, that without number all the Matres Dolorosce, our Ladies of

peopled the mountains, the forests, and Sorrow
; for, like her, they were all

the sea. wanderers.

The confusion of ancient mythology They were so by necessity. All un-

did not so much regard its subjective ele- rest involves loss, and thus leads to search,

ments as its external development, and It matters not if the search be unsuccess-

even here is easily accounted for by the ful
; though the gadfly sting as sharply

mingling of tribes and nations, hitherto the next moment as it did the last, still so

isolated in their growth, but who, as must continue her wanderings. There-

they came together, in their mutual rec- fore that Jew, whose mythic fate it is to

ognition of a common faith under dif- wait forever upon the earth, the victim

ferent names and rites, must inevitably of an everlasting sorrow, is also an ev-

have introduced disorder into the exter- erlasting wanderer. All suffering neces-

nal symbolism. But even out of this con- sitates movement, and when the suffer-

fusion we shall find the whole Pantheon ing is intense, the movement passes over

organized about two central shrines, into flight.

those of the Mater Dolorosa and the Therefore it is that the epos of suffer-

Dominus Salvator, which are repre- ing requires not merely time for its ac-

sented also in Christendom, though de- complishment, but also space. Ulysses,
tached from natural symbols, in the con- the "

much-suffering," is also the " much-
nection of Christianity with the worship wandering."
of the Virgin. Thus our Lady in the Eleusinian pro-

cession of search represents the restless

The Eleusinia, collecting together, as search of all her children,

it did, all the prominent elements of Migrations and colonizations, ancient

mythology, furnishes, in its dramatic ev- or modern, what were they but flights

olution through Demeter and Dionysus, from some phase of suffering, name it

the highest and most complete represen- as we may, poverty, oppression, or sla-

tation of ancient faith in both of its devel- very ? It was the same suffering lo who

opments. In a former paper, we have brought civilization to the banks of the

endeavored to give this drama its deepest Nile.

interpretation by pointing to the human Thus, from the very beginnings of his-

heart as the central source of all its move- tory or human tradition, out of the se-

ments. We shall now ask our readers to verities of Scythian deserts there has

follow us out into these movements them- been an endless series of flights, no-

selves, --that, as before we saw how the madic invasions of tribes impelled by no

world is centred in each human soul, we merely barbarian impulse, but by some

may now see how each soul develops it- deep sense of suffering, flying from their

self in the world
;

for thither it is that Northern wastes to the happy gardens of

the ever-widening cycles of the Eleusin- the South. In no other way can you ac-

ian epos will inevitably lead us. count for these movements. If you at-

And first as an epos of sorrow : though tribute them to ferocity, what was it

centring in the earthly Demeter, yet its that engendered and nourished that f

movement does not limit itself by the Call them the results of a Divine Provi-
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dence, seeking by a fresher current of

life to revive systems of civilization which

through long ages of luxury have come

to frailty, still it was through this severi-

ty of discipline alone that Providence ac-

complished its end. Besides, these nom-

ads were fully conscious of their bitter

lot
;
and those who fled not in space fled

at least in their dreams, waiting for

death at last to introduce them to inex-

haustible hunting-grounds in their happy
Elysium.

. The very mention ofRome suggests the

same continually repeated series of ante-

cedent tragedy and consequent wander-

ing, pointing backward to the fabled

siege of Troy and the flight of JEneas,

"profugus" from Asia to Italy, and

forward to the quick-coming footsteps of

the Northern profugi, who were eager,

even this side the grave, to enter the

Valhalla of their dreams.

It is said that the Phoenician cities sent

out colonies from a desire of gain, and

because they were crowded at home. It

is said, too, that, in search of gold, thou-

sands upon thousands went to El Dorado,
to California, and Australia

;
but who

does not know that the greater part of

these thousands left their homes for rea-

sons which, if fully exposed, would re-

veal a tragedy in view of which gold ap-

pears a glittering mocker}* ?

The great movement of the race west-

ward is but an extension of this epic

flight. Thus, the Pilgrim Fathers of New

England, the grandest profugi of all

time, or even the bold adventurers of

Spain, would have been moved only by
intense suffering, in some form, to ex-

change their homes for a wilderness.

The world is full of these wanderings,O '

under various pretences of gain, adven-

ture, or curiosity, hiding the real impulse
of flight. So with the strong-flowing cur-

rent in the streets of a great city ;
for

how else shall we interpret this intricate

net-work of human feature and move-

ment, this flux of life toward some

troubled centre, and then its reflux to-

ward some uncertain and undefined cir-

cumference ?

And as Nature is the mirror of human

life, so at the source of those vast move-

ments by which she buries in oblivion

her own works and the works of man
there is hidden the type of human suf-

fering, both for the race and the indi-

vidual. And hence it is, that, over against

the eternal solitude within us, there ever

waits without us a second solitude, into

which, sooner or later, we pass with rest-

less flight, a solitude vast, shadowy,

and, unfamiliar in its outline, but inevita-

ble in its reality, haunting, bewildering,

overshadowing us !

" Who is it that shall interpret this in-

tricate evolution of human footsteps, in

its meaning of sorrow ? who is it that

shall give us rest '?

" Such is the half-

conscious prayer of all these fugitives,

of our Lady and all her children. This

it is which gives meaning to the torch-

light procession on the fifth night of the

Festival
;
but to-morrow it shall find an

answer in the Saviour Dionysus, who shall

change the flight of search into the pomp
of triumph.

But let us pause a moment. It is Palm

Sunday ! We are not, indeed, in Syria,

the land of palms. Yet, even here,

lost in some far-reaching avenue of pines,

where one could hardly walk upon a

summer Sunday without such sense of

joy as would move him to tears, even

here all the movements of the earth and

the heavens hint of most jubilant triumph.

Thus, the green grass rises above the

dead grass at our feet; the leaf-buds

new-born upon the tree, like lotos-buds

springing up from Ethiopian marble,

give token of resurrection
;

the trees

themselves tower heavenward
;
and in

victorious ascension the clouds unite in

the vast procession, dissolving in exha-

lation at the "
gates of the sun "

;
while

from unnumbered choirs arise songs of

exultant victory from the hearts of men
to the throne of God !

But whither, in divine remembrance,
whither is it that upon this Sunday

of all Sundays the thoughts of Christen-
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dom point ? Back through eighteen hun-

dred years to the triumphant entry of

Jesus into Jerusalem, followed by the

children crying,
" Hosanna in the highest

heavens !

" Of this it is that the proces-

sions of Nature, in the resurrections of

birth and the aerial ascension of clouds,

of this that the upward processions of

our thoughts are commemorative !

Thus was the sixth day of the Eleu-

sinia, when the ivy-crowned Dionysus
was borne in triumph through the mystic
entrance of Eleusis, and from the Eleu-

sinian plains, as from our choirs to-day,

ascended the jubilant Hosannas of the

countless multitude
;

this was the Palm

Sunday of Greece.

Close upon the chariot-wheels of the

Saviour Dionysus followed, in the faith

of Greece, ^Esculapius and Hercules : the

former the Divine Physician, whose very
name was healing, and who had power
over death, as the child of the Sun

;
and

the latter, who by his saving strength de-

livered the earth from its Augean impu-

rities, and, arrayed in celestial panoply,
subdued the monsters of the earth, and

at last, descending to Hades, slew the

three-headed Cerberus and took away
from men much of the fear of death.

Such was the train of the Eleusinian Di-

onysus. If Demeter was the wanderer,

he was the conqueror and centre of all

triumph.
And tin's reminds us of his Indian con-

quest. What did it mean ? Admit that

it may have been only the fabulous

march in triumph of some forgotten king
of mortal birth to the farthest limits of

the East. Still the fact of its association

with Dionvsus stands as evidence of the
w

connection of human faith with human

victory. Let it be that Dionysus himself

was only the apotheosis of victorious hu-

manity. In strict logic this is more than

probable. Yet why apotheosize conquer-
ors at all ? Why exalt all heroes to the

rank of gods ?

The reason is, that men are unwilling

to draw a limited meaning from any hu-

man act. How could they, then, connect-
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ing, as they did, all victory with hope,
how could they fall short of the most ex-

alted hope, of the most excellent victo-

ry ; especially in instances like the one

now under our notice, where the material

circumstances of the conquest as well as

of the conqueror's life have passed out of

remembrance
;
when for generations men

have dwelt upon the dim tradition in

their thoughts, and it has had time to

grow into its fullest significance, even

finding an elaborate expression in sacred

writings, in symbolic ritual, and monu-
mental entablature ? Osiris, who sub-

jected men to his reign of peace, was also

held to be the Preserver of their souls.

Even Caesar, had he lived two thousand

years before, might have been worshipped
as Saviour. All extended power, measur-

ed by duration in time or vast areas of

space, becomes an incarnate Presence in

the world, which awes to the dust all who
resist it, and exalts with its own glory all

who trust in it. Achtheia mourns all

failures; and here it is that the human
touches the earth. But they who con-

quer, these are our Saviours; they shall

follow in the train of Dionysus ; they shall

lift us to the heavens, and sanctify in our

remembrance the Sunday of Palms !

But Dionysus not only looks back with

triumphant remembrance to ancient con-

quest, but has h?s victories in the present,

also, and in the great Hereafter. For

triumph was connected with all Dionys-
iac symbols, hints of which are preserv-

ed to us in representations found upon an-

cient vases : such, for instance, as the fig-

ure of Victory surmounting the heads of

the ivy-crowned Bacchantes in their mys-
tic orgies ;

or the winged serpents which

bear the chariot of the victor-god, as if

in this connection even the reptiles, whose

very name (serpentes) is a synonyme for

what creeps, are to be made the min-

istrants of his conquering flight. The
tombs of the ancients from Egypt to Etru-

ria are full of these symbols. Many of

them have become dim as to their mean-

ing by oblivious time
;
but enough is evi-

dent to indicate the prominence of hope
in ancient faith. This appears in the very
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multiplicity of Dionysiac symbols as com-

pared with any other class. Thus, out

of sixty-six vases at Polignano, all but

one or two were found to be Dionysiac in

their symbolism. And this instance stands

for many others. The character of the

scenes represented indicates the same

prominence of hope, sometimes as con-

nected with the relations of life, as, for

example, the representation, found upon
a sepulchral cone, of a husband and wife

uniting with each other in prayer to the

Sun. Frequent inscriptions such as

those in which the deceased is carefully

committed to Osiris, the Egyptian Di-

onysus point in the same direction
;

as also the genii who presided over the

embalmed dead, a belief in whose exis-

tence surely indicated a hopeful trust in

some divine care which would not leave

them even in the grave. Statues of Osiris

are found among the ruins of palaces and

temples ;
but it was in the monuments

associated with death that they dwelt

most upon his name and expressed their

faith in most frequent incarnation and

inscription.

The epic movement of Eleusinian tri-

umph was in its range as unlimited as

the movement of sorrow. Each found

expression in sculptured monument,
the one hinting of flight into darkness,

and the other of resurrection into light ;

each in its cycle inclosed the world
;

each widened into the invisible
;
as the

wail of Achtheia reached the heart of

Hades, so the paean of Dionysus was lost

in the heavens.

But in what manner did this Diony-
sus make his avatar in the world ? For

he must needs have first touched the

earth as human child, ere he could be

worshipped as Divine Saviour. Latona

must leave the heavens and come to

Delos ere she can give birth to Apollo;

for, in order to slay the serpent, the child

must himself be earth-born, indeed, ac-

cording to one representation, he slew

the Python out of his mother's arms.

Neither the serpent of Genesis nor the

dragon of Revelation can be conquered

save by the seed of the woman. From
this necessity of his earthly birth, the con-

nection of the Saviour-Child with the Ma-
ter Dolorosa becomes universal, finding

its counterpart in the Assyrian Venus

with babe in arm, in Isis suckling the

child Horus, and even in the Scandina-

vian Disa at Upsal accompanied by an

infant. It is from swaddling-clothes, as

the nursling of our Lady, and out of the

sorrowful discipline of earth, that the child

grows to be the Saviour, both for our La-

dy and for all her children..

Hence, according to the tradition, Di-

onysus was born of Semele of the royal

house at Thebes
;
and Jove was his fa-

ther. A little before his time of birth,

so the story goes, Jove visited Semele,

at her own rash request, in all the majes-

ty of his presence, with thunderings and

lightnings, so that the bower of the virgin

mother was laid in ruins, and she herself,

unable to stand before the revealed god,

was consumed as by fire. But Jove out

of her ashes perfected the birth of his

son
;
whence he was called the Child of

Fire, (irvpinaic,) which epithet, as well

as this part of the fable, probably points

to his connection with the Oriental sym-
bolism of fire in the worship of the Sun.

And it is worth while, in connection

with this, to notice the gradations by which

in the ancient mind everything ascended

from the gross material to a refined spir-

ituality. As in Nature there was for-

ever going on a subtilizing process, so

that

" from the root

Springs lighter the green stalk, from thence

the leaves

More aery, last the bright consummate flower

Spirits odorous breathes,"

and as, in their philosophy, from the earth,

as the principle of Nature, they ascended

through the more subtile elements of wa-O

ter, air, and fire, to a spiritual conception

of the universe
; so, as regards their faith,

its highest incarnation was through the

symbolism of fire, as representative of

that central Power under whose influ-

ence all things arose through endless

grades of exaltation to Himself, so that
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the earthly rose into the heavenly, and

all that was human became divine.

The enthusiasm of victory and exalta-

tion in the worship of Dionysus tended

of course to connect with him whatsoev-

er was joyous and jubilant in life. He
was the god of all joy. Hence the fable

which makes him the author and giver

of wine to men. Wherever he goes, he

is surrounded by the clustering vine and

ivy, hinting of his summer glory and of

his kingly crown. Thus, the line of his

conquests leads through the richest fields

of Southern Asia, through the incense-

breathing Arabia, across the Euphrates
and the Tigris, and through the flowery

vales of Cashmere to the Indian garden
of the world : and as from sea to sea he

establishes his reign by bloodless victo-

ries, he is attended by Fauns and Sat-

yrs and the jovial Pan
;
wine and hon-

ey are his gifts ;
and all the earth is glad

in his gracious presence. Hence he was

ever associated with Oriental luxuriance,

and was worshipped even among the

Greeks with a large infusion of Orien-

tal extravagance, though tempered by
the more subdued mood of the West.

But that depth of Grecian genius, which

made it possible for Greece alone of all

ancient nations to develop tragedy to any-

thing like perfection, insured also even in

the most impassioned life the most pro-

found solemnity. Into the praises of Apol-

lo, joyous as they were, where, to the

exultant anthem was joined the evolution

of the dance beneath the vaulted sky, as

if in his very presence, for the sun was

his shechinah, there enters an element

of solemnity, which, in certain connec-

tions, is almost overwhelming : as, for in-

stance, in the first book of the "
Iliad,"

where, after the pestilence which has sent

up an endless series of funeral pyres,

after the strife of heroes and the return

of Chryseis to her father, the priest of

the angry Apollo, after the feast and

the libation from the wine-crowned cups,

there follow the apotropcea, and the Gre-

cian youths unite in the song and the

dance, which last, both the joyous paean
and the tread of exultant feet, until the

setting sun. I know of nothing whichO O
to an equal degree suggests this element

of solemnity, that is almost awe-inspiring

from its depth, short of the jubilant pro-

cession of saints, in the Apocalypse, with

palms in their hands.

This element is also evident in the wor-

ship of Dionysus, so that the inspiration
of joy must not be taken for the frenzy
of intoxication, though the symbol of the

vine has often led to just this misappre-
hension. Besides, Dionysus must not be

too closely identified with the Bacchana-

lian orgies, which were only a perversion
of rites which retained their original pu-

*

rity in the Eleusinia : and this latter insti-

tution, it must be remembered, was from

the first under the control of the state,

and that state at the time the most refined

on the face of the earth.

Surely, it is not more difficult to give a

pure and spiritual significance to a vint-

age-festival or to the symbolic wine-cup
of Dionysus, than in the rhapsodies of a

Persian or Hindu poet to symbolize the

attraction between the Divine Goodness

and the human soul by the loves of Laili

and Majnum, or of Crishna and Radha,
to say nothing of the exalted symbolism
attached to the love of Solomon for his

Egyptian princess, and sanctioned by the

most delicate taste.

Indeed, is if not true that whatsoever

is most sensuous in connection with hu-

man joy, and at the same time pure,

is the very flower of life, and therefore
mr .

the most consummate revelation of holi-

ness ? Nothing in Nature is so intensely

solemn as her summer, in its infinite ful-

ness of growth and the unmeasured al-

titude of its heavens. And within the

range of human associations which shall

we select as revealing the most profound

solemnity ? Surely not the sight of the

funeral train, nor of the urn crowned with

cypress, of nothing which is associated

with death or weakness in any shape ;

but the sight of gayest festivals, or the

paraphernalia of palace-halls, the vis-

ion of some youthful maiden of transcen-

dent beauty crowned with an orange-

wreath, within hearing of marriage-bells
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and the whisperings of holy love, or the

aspirations of the dance and the endless

breathings of triumphant music. These

are they which come up most prominent-

ly in remembrance, even as the whole

race, in its remembrances, instinctively

looks back to the Orient, to some Ho-

meric island of the morning, where are

the palaces, the choral dances, and the

risings of the sun.* And as Memory has

the power to purify the past of all mate-

rial grossness, Faith has the same pow-
er as regards the present. Hence, the

closest connection of religious faith with

the most joyous festivals, with a finely

moulded Venus or Apollo, with an Ephe-
sian temple or a splendid cathedral, or

the sweetest symphonies of music, does

not mar, but reveals its natural beauty
and strength.

But most certainly the Greeks gave a

profound spiritual meaning to the Eleu-

sinia, as also to the mystic connection of

Demeter with Dionysus. She gave them

bread : but they never forgot that she

gave them the bread of life.
" She gave

us," says the ancient Isocrates,
" two gifts

that are the most excellent: fruits, that

we might not live like beasts; and that

initiation, those who have part in which

have sweeter hope, both as regards the

close of life, and for all eternity." So Di-

onysus gave them wine, not only to light-

en the cares of life, but as a token, more-

over, of efficient deliverance from the fear

of death, and of the higher joy which he

would give them in some happier world.

And thus it is, that, from the earliest

times and in all the world, bread and

wine have been symbols of sacramental

significance.

Human life so elevates all things with

its exaltation and clothes them with its

glory, that nothing vain, nothing trifling,

can be found within its range. He who

opposes himself to a single fact thus of

necessity opposes himself to the whole

onward and upward current, and must
fall. We have heard of Thor, who with

his magic mallet and his two celestial

comrades went to Jotunheim in quest of
*

Odyssey, xii., 4.

adventures : and we remember the gob-
let which he could not exhaust because

of its mysterious connection with the in-

exhaustible Sea
;

the race with Hugi,
which in the end proved to be a race

with Thought ;
and the wrestle with the

old nurse Elli, who was no other than

Time herself, and therefore irresistible.

So do we all get us mallets ingeniously

forged by the dark elves
;

we try a race

with human thought, and look vainly to

come' out ahead
;
we laugh at things be-

cause they are old, but with which we

struggle to no purpose ;
and the cup which

we confidently put to our lips has no bot-

tom; in fact, the great world of Jotun-

heim has grown for so long a time and so

widely that it is quite too much for us,

and its tall people, though we come down

upon them, like Thor and his companions,
from celestial heights, are too stout for

our mallet.

Nothing human is so insignificant, but

that, if you will give it time and room, it

will become irresistible. The plays of

men become their dramas; their holi-

days change to holy days. The repre-

sentations, through which, under various

names, they have repeated to themselves

the glory and the tragedy of their life,

old festivals once celebrated in Egypt far

back beyond the dimmest myths of hu-

man remembrance, the mystic drama of

the Eleusinia, which we have been con-

sidering in its overwhelming sorrow de-

veloped in hurried flight, and its lofty

hope through triumphal pomp and the sig-

nificant symbolism of resurrection, the

epos and the epic rhapsodies, the circus

and the amphitheatre, and even the im-

petuous song and dance of painted sav-

ages, all these, which at first we may

pass by with a glance, have for our deep-
er search a meaning which we can never

wholly exhaust. Let it be that they have

grown from feeble beginnings, they have

grown to gigantic dimensions; and not

their infantile proportions, but their full-

est growth is to be taken as the measure

of their strength, if, indeed, it be not

wholly immeasurable.

Upon some day, seemingly by chance,
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but really having its antecedent in the

remotest antiquity, a company of men

participate in some simple act, of sacri-

fice, it may be, or of amusement. Now
that act will be reiterated.

"
Quod semel dictum est stabilisque rerum
Terminus servet."

The subtile law of repetition, as regards
the human will, is as sure in Determina-

tion as it is in Consciousness. Habit is

as inevitable as Memory ;
and as nothing

can be forgotten, but, when once known,
is known forever, so nothing is done but

will be done again. Lethe and Annihi-

lation are only myths upon the earth,

which men, though suspicious of their

eternal falsehood, name to themselves in

moments of despair and fearful apprehen-
sion. The poppy has only a fabled virtue

;

but, like Persephone, we have all tast-

ed of the pomegranate, and must ever to

Hades and back again ;
for while death

and oblivion only seem to be, remem-

brances and resurrections there must

be, and without end. Therefore this be-

fore-mentioned act of sacrifice or amuse-

ment will be reiterated at given inter-

vals
;
about it, as a centre, will be gather-

ed all the associations of intense interest

in human life
;
and the names connected

with its origin once human names up-
on the earth will pass upon the stars,

so that the nomina shall have changed to

numina, and be taken upon the lips with

religious awe. So it was with these old

festivals, so with all the representations

of human life in stone or upon the can-

vas, in the fairy-tale, the romance, and

the poem ;
at every successive repeti-

tion, at every fresh resurrection, is evolv-

ed by human faith and sympathy a deep-
er significance, until they become the

centres of national thought and feeling,

and men believe in them as in revela-

tions from heaven
;
and even the oracles

themselves, in respect of their inherent

meaning, as also of their origin and au-

thority, rise by the same ascending series

of repeated birth, like that at Delphi,

which, at first attributed to the Earth,

then to Themis, daughter of Earth and

Heaven, was at last connected with the

Sun and constituted one of the richest

gems in Apollo's diadem of light.

In the end we shall find that the whole

world organizes about its centre of Faith.

Thus, under three different religious sys-

tems, Jerusalem, Delphi, and Mecca were
held to be each in its turn the omphalos
or navel of the world. It follows inevita-

bly that the main movement of the world

must always be joyous and hopeful. By
reason of this joy it is that every religious

system has its feast; and the sixth day
the day of lacchus is the great day

of the festival. The inscription which

rises above every other is
" To the Sa-

viour Gods."

We must look at history as a succession

of triumphs from the beginning; and
each trophy that is erected outdoes in its

magnificence all that were ever erected

before it. Nothing has suffered defeat,

except as it has run counter to the main
movement of conquest. No system of

faith, therefore, can by any possibility

pass away. Involved it may be in some

fuller system ;
its material bases may be

modified
;
its central source become more

central in the human heart, and so stron-

ger in the world and more immediate in

its connection with the eternal
;
but the

life itself of the system must live forever

and grow forever.

Still it is true that in the widest growth
there is the largest liability to weakness.
" Thus it is," says Fouque,

" with poor,

though richly endowed man. All lies

within his power so long as action is at

rest within him
; nothing is in his power

the moment action has displayed itself,

even by the lifting-up of a finger on the

immeasurable world." In the very ex-

tent of the empire of an Alexander, a

Caesar, or a Tamerlane, rests the possibil-

ity of its rapid dissolution. At the gid-

diest altitude of triumph it is that the

brain grows dizziest and there is reveal-

ed the deepest chasm of possible defeat
;

and the conqueror,

"
Having his ear full of his airy fame,"

is just then most likely to fall like Herod
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from his aerial pomp to the very dust.

This consciousness, revealing at the high-

est moment of joy its utmost frailty, led

the ancients to suspect the presence of

some Ate or Nemesis in all human tri-

umphs. We all remember the king who

threw his signet-ring into the sea, that

he might in his too happy fortunes avert

this suspected presence ;
we remember,

too, the apprehension of the Chorus in

the " Seven against Thebes," looking for-

ward from the noontide prosperity of

the Theban king to some coming catas-

trophe.

But it is not without us that this Nem-
esis waits

;
she is but another name for

the fearful possibility which lurks in ev-

ery human will, of treachery to itself.

And as solemnity rises to its acme in the

most sensuous manifestation of the glory

of life, so in all that most fascinates

and bewilders, at the very crisis of vic-

torious exaltation, at the very height of

joyous sensibility, does this mysterious

power of temptation reveal her subtlest

treachery ;
and sometimes in a single

moment does she change the golden-fil-

leted Horae, that are our ministers, into

frightful furies, which drive us back again

from triumph into flight.

What was it, then, which saved the

Eleusinia from this defeat, which kept
the movement of the Dionysiac proces-

sion from the ruin inevitably consequent

upon all intemperate joy ? It was the

presence of our Lady, the sorrowing

Achtheia, who was the inseparable com-

panion of the joyous conqueror, who

subdued the joy of victory, and preserved

the strength and holy purity of the great

Festival. Demeter was thus necessary

to Dionysus, as Dionysus to Demeter;
and if in remembrance of him the sepul-

chral walls were covered with scenes as-

sociated with festivity, in remembrance

of her there must needs be a skeleton at

every feast.

How inseparably connected in human

thought is sorrow with all permanent

hope is indicated in the penances which

men have imposed upon themselves, from

the earliest Gymnosophists of India, and

the Stylitae of Syria, down to the monas-

tic orders of the Romish Church in later

times. This is the meaning of the old

Indian fable which made two of the Ris-

liis or penitents to have risen by the dis-

cipline of sorrow from some low caste,

it may be, from very Pariahs, first to

the rank of Brahmins, and at last to the

stars. The first initiation in which we veil

our eyes, losing all, is essential to our

fresher birth, by which in the second ini-

tiation all things are unveiled to us as

our inheritance : indeed, it is only through
that which veils that anything is ever re-

vealed or possessed.

Through the same gate we pass both

to glory and to tragic suffering, each of

which heightens and measures the other
;

and it is only so that we can under-

stand the function of sorrow in the Prov-

idence of God, or interpret the sudden

calamities which sometimes overwhelm

human hopes at their highest aspiration,

which from the most serene and cloud-

less sky evoke storms which leave not

even a wreck from their vast ruin.

Nor merely is sorrow efficient in those

who hope, but in even a higher sense

does it attach to the character of Saviour.

Apollo is, therefore, fabled to have been

an exile from heaven and a servant of

Admetus
; indeed, Danaiis, in " The Sup-

pliants
"

of zEschylus, appeals to Apollo
for protection on this very plea, address-

ing him as " the Holy One, and an ex-

iled God from heaven." Thus Hercules

was compelled to serve Eurystheus; and

his twelve labors were typed in the twelve

signs of the zodiac, ^sculapius and

Prometheus both suffered excruciating

tortures and death for the good of men.

And Dionysus himself the centre of

all joy was persecuted by the Queen
of Heaven and compelled to wander in

the world. Thus he wandered through

Egypt, finding no abiding-place, and fi-

nally, as the story runs, came to the

Phrygian Cybele, that he might know

in their deepest meaning even by the

initiation of sorrow the mysteries of the

Great Mother. And, very significantly, it

is from this same initiation that His wan-
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derings have their end and his world-

wide conquest its beginning; as if only

thus could be realized the possibility both

of triumph for himself and of hope for

his followers. For these wanderers can

find rest only in a suffering Saviour,

by the vision of whose deeper Passion

they lose their sense of grief, as lo

on Caucasus in sight of the transfixed

Prometheus, and the Madonna at the

Cross.

It is worthy of more attention than

we can give it here, yet we cannot pass

over in silence the fact, so important in

this relation, that Grecian Tragedy, in

all its wonderful development under the

three great masters, was directly associat-

ed, and in its ruder beginnings complete-

ly identified, with the worship of Diony-
sus. And this confirms our previous hint,

that the same element which made trag-

edy possible for Greece must also be

sought for in the development of its faith.

There are those who decry Grecian faith,

at the same time that they laud the

Grecian drama to the skies : but to the

Greeks themselves, who certainly knew
more than we do as regards either, the

drama was only an outgrowth of their

faith, and derived thence its highest sig-

nificance. Thus the mystic symbolism of

the dramatic Choruses, taken out of its

religious connections, becomes an insolu-

ble enigma ;
and naturally enough ;

for its

first use was in religious worship, though
afterwards it became associated with tra-

ditionary and historic events. Besides, it

was supposed that the tragedians wrote

under a divine inspiration ;
and the sub-

jects and representations which they em-

bodied were for the most part susceptible

of a deep spiritual interpretation. In-

deed, upon a careful examination, we shall

find that very many of the dramas direct-

ly suggest the two Eleusinian movements,

representing first the flight of suppliants

as of the Heraclidas, the daughters of

Danaiis, and of GEdipus and Antigone
from persecution to the shrine of some

Saviour Deity, and finally a deliver-

ance effected through sacrifice or divine

interposition. Examples of this are so

numerous that we have no space for a

minute consideration.

But certainly it is plain that the Eleu-

sinia, as being more central, more pure-

ly spiritual, must in the thought of Greece

have risen high above the drama. The

very dress in which the mystce were in-

itiated was preserved as most sacred or

deposited in the temple. Or if we in-

sist upon measuring their appreciation of

the Festival by the more palpable stand-

ard of numbers, the temple at Eleusis,

by the account of Strabo, was capable
of holding even in its mystic cell more

persons than the theatre. To be sure,

the celebration was only once in five

years, but it was all the more sacred

from this very infrequency. Nothing in

all Greece and that is saying very
much could compare with it in its

depth of divine mystery. If anything

could, it would have been the drama
;

but no wailings were ever heard from

beneath the masks of the stage like the

wailings of Achtheia, no jubilant song
of the Chorus ever rose like the paean of

Dionysiac triumph.

Thus was the name of Dionysus con-

nected with the palace and the tem-

ple, with the sepulchral court of death

and the dramatic representations of life,

and everywhere associated with our

Lady.

Sometimes, indeed, she seems to over-

shadow and hide him from our vision.

Thus was it when the Eumenides in their

final triumph swept the stage, and vic-

tory seemed all in the hands of invisible

Powers, with no human participant : even

as throughout the Homeric epos there

runs an undercurrent of unutterable sad-

ness
; because, while to the Gods there

ever remains a sure seat upon Olympus,
unshaken by the winds, untouched by
rain or snow, crowned with a cloudless

radiance, yet upon man come vanity,

sorrow, and strife
;
like the leaves of the

forest he flourisheth, and then passeth

away to the " weak heads of the dead,"

(venvuv aftevrjva Kaprjva,} conquered by pur-

ple Death and strong Fate.
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To the eye of sense, and in the cir-

cumscribed movements of this world, the

desolation seems complete and the de-

feat final. But the snows of winter are

necessary to the blossoms of spring, the

waste of death to the resurrection of life
;

and from the vastest of all desolations

does our Lady lead her children in the

loftiest of all flights, even from all sor-

row and solitude, from the wastes of

earth and the desolation of JEons, to in-

effable joy in her Saviour Lord.

VICTOR AND JACQUELINE.

JACQUELINE GABRIE and Elsie Meril

could not occupy one room, and remain,

either of them, indifferent to so much as

mio-ht be manifested of the other's inmostO
life. They could not emigrate together,

peasants from Domremy, Jacqueline so

strong, Elsie so fair, could not labor in

the same harvest -fields, children of old

neighbors, without each being concerned

in the welfare and affected by the cir-

cumstances of the other.

It was near ten o'clock, one evening,
when Elsie Meril ran up the common

stairway, and entered the room in the

fourth story where she and Jacqueline

lodged.

Victor Le Roy, student from Picardy,

occupied the room next theirs, and was

startled from his slumber by the voices

of the girls. Elsie was fresh from the

theatre, from the first play she had ever

witnessed
;
she came home excited and

delighted, ready to repeat and recite, as

long as Jacqueline would listen.

And here was Jacqueline.

Early in the evening Elsie had sought
her friend with a good deal of anxiety.

A fellow-lodger and field-laborer had in-

vited her to see the play, and Jacque-
line was far down the street, nursing old

Antonine Dupre. To seek her, thus oc-

cupied, on such an errand, Elsie had the

good taste, and the selfishness, to refrain

from doing.

Therefore, after a little deliberation,

she had gone to the theatre, and there

forgot her hard day-labor in the wonders

of the stage, forgot Jacqueline, and An-

tonine, and every care and duty. It was

hard for her, when all was ended, to come

back to compunction and explanation,

yet to this she had come back.

Neither of the girls was thinking of the

student, their neighbor; but he was not

only wakened by their voices, he amused

himself by comparing them and their ut-

terances with his preconceived notions of

the girls. They might not have recog-

nized him in the street, though they had

often passed him on the stairs
;
but he

certainly could have distinguished the

pretty face of Elsie, or the strange face

of Jacqueline, wherever he might meet

them.

Elsie ran on with her story, not careful

to inquire into the mood of Jacqueline,

suspicious of that mood, no doubt, but

at last, made breathless by her haste and

agitation, she paused, looked anxiously

at Jacqueline, and finally said,
" You think I ought not to have

gone ?
"

"
Oh, no, it gave you pleasure."

A pause followed. It was broken at

length by Elsie, exclaiming, in a voice

changed from its former speaking,
"
Jacqueline Gabrie, you are home-

sick ! horribly homesick, Jacqueline !

"

" You do not ask for Antonine : yet

you know I went to spend the day with

her," said Jacqueline, very gravely.
" How is Antonine Dupre ?

"
asked

Elsie.

" She is dead. I have told you a good
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many times that she must die. Now,
she is dead."

Dead ?
"
repeated Elsie.

" You care as much as if a candle had

gone out," said Jacqueline.
" She was as much to me as I to her,"

was the quick answer. " She never liked

me. She did not like my mother before

me. When you told her my name, the

day we saw her first, I knew what she

thought. So let that go. If I could have

done her good, though, I would, Jacque-
line."

" She has everything she needs, a

great deal more than we have. She is

very happy, Elsie."

" Am not I ? Are not you, in spite of

your dreadful look ? Your look is more

terrible than the lady's in the play, just

before she killed herself. Is that because

Antonine is so well off ?
"

" I wish that I could be where she is,"

sighed Jacqueline.
" You ? You are tired, Jacqueline.

You look ill. You will not be fit for

to-morrow. Come to bed. It is late."

As Jacqueline made no reply to this

suggestion, Elsie began to reflect upon
her words, and to consider wherefore and

to whom she had spoken. Not quite sat-

ished with herself could she have been,

for at length she said in quite another

manner,
" You always said, till now, you wish-

ed that you might live a hundred years.

But it was not because you were afraid

to die, you said so, Jacqueline."
" I don't know," was the answer,

sadly spoken.
" Don't remind me of

things I have said. I seem to have lost

myself."

The voice and the words were effectu-

al, if they were intended as an appeal to

Elsie. Fain would she now exclude the

stage and the play from her thoughts,

fain think and feel with Jacqueline, as it

had long been her habit to do.

Jacqueline, however, was not eager to

speak. And Elsie must draw yet nearer

to her, and make her nearness felt, ere

she could hope to receive the thought
of her friend. By-and-by these words

were uttered, solemn, slow, and dirge-

like :

" Antonine died just after sundown.

I was alone with her. She did not think

that she would die so soon. I did not

In the morning, John Leclerc came in to

inquire how she spent the night. He
prayed with her. And a hymn, he

read a hymn that she seemed to know,
for all day she was humming it over. I

can say some of the lines."

"
Say them, Jacqueline," said the soft-

ened voice of Elsie.

Slowly, and as one recalls that of which

he is uncertain, Jacqueline repeated wJbat

I copy more entire :

" In the midst of life, behold,
Death hath girt us round!

Whom for help, then, shall we pray ?

Where shall grace be found V

In thee, Lord, alone !

We rue the evil we have done,
That thy wrath on us hath drawn.

Holy Lord and God !

Strong and holy God !

Merciful and holy Saviour !

Eternal God!

Sink us not beneath

Bitter pains of endless death !

Kyrie, eleison! "

" Then he went away," she continued.
" But he did not think it was the last time

he should speak to Antonine. In the af-

ternoon I thought I saw a change, and I

wanted to go for somebody. But she

said,
*

Stay with me. I want nothing.'

So I sat by her bed. At last she said,
* Come, Lord Jesus ! come quickly !

' and

she started up in her bed, as if she saw

him coming. And as if he were com-

ing nearer, she smiled. That was the

last, without a struggle, or as much as

a groan."
" No priest there ?

"
asked Elsie.

" No. When I spoke to her about it,

she said her priest was Jesus Christ the

Rio-hteous, and there was no other,O
the High-Priest. She gave me her Bible.

See how it has been used !
' Search the

Scriptures,' she said. She told me I was

able to learn the truth. * I loved your

mother,' she said
;

' that is the reason I

am so anxious you should know. It is
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by my spirit, said the Lord. Ask for that

spirit,' she said.
' He is more willing to

give than earthly parents are to give

good gifts to their children.' She said

these things, Elsie. If they are true, they
must be better worth believing than all the

riches of the world are worth the having."^y

The interest manifested by the student

in this conversation had been on the in-

crease since Jacqueline began to speak
of Antonine Dupre. It was not, at this

point of the conversation, waning.
" Your mother would not have agreed

with Antonine," said Elsie, as if there

were weight in the argument ;
for such

a girl as Jacqueline could not speak ear-

nestly in the hearing of a girl like Elsie

without result, and the result was at this

time resistance.

" She believed what she was taught in

Dornremy," answered Jacqueline.
" She

believed in Absolution, Extreme Unction,

in the need of another priest than Jesus

Christ, a representative they call it."

She spoke slowly, as if interrogating each

point of her speech.
" I believe as they believed before us,"

answered Elsie, coldly.
" We have learned many things since

we came to Meaux," answered Jacque-

line, with a patient gentleness, that in-

dicated the perplexity and doubt with

which the generous spirit was departing
from the old dominion. She was in-

deed departing, with that reverence for

the past which is not incompatible with

the highest hope for the future. " Our
Joan came from Domremy, where she

must crown the king," she continued.
" We have much to learn."

" She lost her life," said Elsie, with ve-

hemence.
"
Yes, she did lose her life," Jacque-

line quietly acquiesced.
" If she had known what must happen,

would she have come ?
"

"
Yes, she would have come."

" How late it is !

"
said Elsie, as if in

sleep were certain rest from these vexa-

tious thoughts.

Victor Le Roy was by this time lost in

his own reflections. These girls had sup-

plied an all-sufficient theme
;
whether they

slept or wakened was no affair of his.

He had somewhat to argue for himself

about extreme unction, priestly interven-

tion, confession, absolution, something to

say to himself about Leclerc, and the de-

parted Antonine.

Late into the night he sat thinking of

the marvel of Domremy and of Antonine

Dupre, of Picardy and of Meaux, of

priests and of the High-Priest. Brave

and aspiring, Victor Le Roy could not

think of these things, involved in the

names of things above specified, as more

calculating, prudent spirits might have

done. It was his business, as a student,

to ascertain what powers were working
in the world. All true characters, of past

time or present, must be weighed and

measured by him. Result was what he

aimed at.

Jacqueline's words had not given him

new thoughts, but unawares they did

summon him to his appointed labor. He
looked to find the truth. He must stand

to do his work. He must haste to make

his choice. Enthusiastic, chivalrous, and

strong, he was seeking the divine right,

night and day, and to ascertain that,

as it seemed, he had come from Picardy

to Meaux.

Elsie Meril went to bed, as she had

invited Jacqueline to do
;

to sleep, to

dream, she went, and to smile, in her

dreaming, on the world that smiled on

her.

Jacqueline sat by the window
;
leaned

from the window, and prayed ;
her own

prayer she prayed, as Antonine had said

she must, if she would discover what she

needed, and obtain an answer.

She thought of the dead, her own.

She pondered on the future. She recall-

ed some lines of the hymn Antonine had

repeated, and she wished oh, how she

wished! that, while the woman lived,

and could reason and speak, she had told

her about the letter she had received from

the priest of Domremy. Many a time it

had been on her lips to tell, but she fail-

ed in courage to bring her poor affairs
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into that chamber and disturb that dying
hour. Now she wished that she had done

it. Now she felt that speech had been

the merest act ofjustice to herself.

But there was Leclerc, the wool-comb-

er, and his mother; she might rely on

them for the instruction she needed.

Old Antoniae's faith had made a deep

impression on the strong -hearted and

deep-thinking girl ;
as also had the pray-

ers of John Leclerc, especially that last

prayer offered for Antonine. It seemed

to authenticate, by its strong, unfaltering

utterance, the poor old woman's evidence.

"Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, to-day,

and forever," were strong words that seem-

ed about to take possession of the heart of

Jacqueline.

Therefore, while Elsie slept, she pray-

ed, looking farther than the city-streets,

and darkness, looking farther than the

shining stars. What she sought, poor

girl, stood in her silent chamber, stood in

her waiting heart. But she knew Him
not, and her ear was heavy ;

she did not

hear the voice, that she should answer

Him, "Rabboni!"

II.

A FORTNIGHT from this night, after theO '

harvesters had left the fields of M. Fla-

val, Jacqueline was lingering in the twi-

light.

The instant the day's work was done,
the laborers set out for Meaux. Their

haste suggested some unusual cause.

John Leclerc, wool -comber, had re-

ceived that day his sentence. Report of

the sentence had spread among the reap-
ers in the field and all along the vine-

yards of the hill-sides. Not a little stir

was occasioned by this sentence: three

days of whipping through the public

streets, to conclude with branding on the

forehead. For this Leclerc, it seemed,
had profanely and audaciously declared

that a man might in his own behalf deal

with the invisible God, by the mediation

of Christ, the sole Mediator between God
and man. Viewed in the light of his

offence, his punishment certainly was of

the mildest. Tidings of his sentence were

received with various emotion : by some

as though they were maddened with new
wine

;
others wept openly ; many more

were pained at heart; some brutally re-

joiced ;
some were incredulous.

But now they were all on their way to

Meaux; the fields were quite deserted.

Urged by one desire, to ascertain the

facts of the trial, and the time when the

sentence would be executed, the laborers

were returning to the town.

Without demonstration of any emotion,

Jacqueline Gabrie, quiet, silent, walked

along the river-bank, until she came to

the clump of chestnut-trees, whose shad-

ow fell across the stream. Many a time,

through the hot, dreadful day, her eyes
turned wistfully to this place. In the

morning Elsie Meril had promised Jac-

queline that at twilight they would read

together here the leaves the poor old

mother of Leclerc gave Jacqueline last

night : when they had read them, they
would walk home by starlight together.

But now the time had come, and Jacque-
line was alone. Elsie had returned to town

with other young harvesters.

"Very well," said Jacqueline, when
Elsie told her she must go. It was not,

indeed, inexplicable that she should pre-

fer the many voices to the one, excite-

ment and company, rather than quiet,

dangerous thinking.

But, thus left alone, the face ofJacque-
line expressed both sorrow and indigna-

tion. She would exact nothing of Elsie
;

but latterly how often had she expected
of her companion more than she gave or

could give !

Of course the young girl was equal to

others in pity and surprise ;
but there

were people in the world beside the wool-

comber and his mother. Nothing of vast

import was suggested by his sentence to

her mind. She did not see that spiritual

freedom was threatened with destruction.

If she heard the danger questioned, she

could not apprehend it. Though she had

listened to the preaching of Leclerc and

had been moved by it, her sense of truth
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and of justice was not so acute as to lead

her willingly to incur a risk in the main-

taining of the same.

She would not look into Antonine's

Bible, which Jacqueline had read so much

during the last fortnight. She was not

the girl to torment herself about her soul,

when the Church would save it for her by-

mere compliance with a few easy regula-

tions.

More and more was Elsie disappoint-

ing Jacqueline. Day by day these girls

were developing in ways which bade fair

to separate them in the end. When now

they had most need of each other, their

estrangement was becoming more appar-
ent and decided. The peasant-dress of

Elsie would not content her always, Jac-

queline said sadly to herself.

Jacqueline's tracts, indeed, promised

poorly as entertainment for an hour of

rest, rest gained by hours of toil. The

confusion of tongues and the excitement

of the city pleased Elsie better. So she

went along the road to Meaux, and was

not talking, neither thinking, all the way,
of the wrongs of John Leclerc, and the

sorrows of his mother, neither meditat-

ing constantly, and with deep-seated pur-

pose,
" I will not let thee go, except thou

bless me !

"
neither on this problem, agi-

tated then in so many earnest minds,
" What shall a man give in exchange for

his soul ?
"

Thus Jacqueline sat alone and thought
that she would read by herself the tracts

Leclerc had found it good to study. But

unopened she held the little printed scroll,

while she watched the home -returning

birds, whose nests were in the mighty
branches of the chestnut-trees.

She needed the repose more than the

teaching, even; for all day the sun had

fallen heavily on the harvesters, and

toiling with a troubled heart, under a

burning sun, will leave the laborer not

in the best condition for such work as

Jacqueline believed she had to do.

But she had promised the old woman
she would read these tracts, and this was

her only time, for they must be returned

that night : others were waiting for them

with an eagerness and longine: of which,tJ o O '

haply, tract-dispensers see little now. Still

she delayed in opening them. The news

of Leclerc's sentence had filled her with

dismay.
Did she dread to read the truth,

" the truth of Jesus Christ," as his mother

styled it? The frightful image of the

bleeding, lacerated wool-comber would

come between her and the book in which

that faith was written for maintaining
which this man must suffer. Strange
contrast between the heavy gloom and

terror of her thoughts and the peaceful
" river flowing on

"
! How tranquil were

the fields that spread beyond her sight 1

But there is no rest or joy in Nature to

the agitated and foreboding spirit. Must

we not have conquered the world, if we

serenely enter into Nature's rest ?

Fain would Jacqueline have turned

her face and steps in another direction

that night than toward the road that led

to Meaux : to the village on the border

of the Vosges, to the ancient Domremy.
Once her home was there

;
but Jacque-

line had passed forth from the old, hum-

ble, true defences : for herself must live

and die.

Domremy had a home for her no more.

The priest, on whom she had relied when

all failed her, was still there, it is true
;

and once she had thought, that, while he

lived, she was not fatherless, not home-

less : but his authority had ceased to be

paternal, and she trusted him no longer.

She had two graves in the old village,

and among the living a few faces she

never could forget. But on this earth

she had no home.

Musing on these dreary facts, and on

the bleeding, branded image of Leclerc,

as her imagination rendered him back to

his friends, his fearful trial over, a vision

more familiar to her childhood than her

youth opened to Jacqueline.

There was one who used to wander

through the woods that bordered the

mountains in whose shadow stood Dom-

remy, one whose works had glorified

her name in the England and the France

that made a martyr of her. Jeanne d'Arc
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had ventured all things for the truth's

sake : was she, who also came forth from

that village, by any power commissioned ?

Jacqueline laid the tracts on the grass.

Over them she placed a stone. She bow-

ed her head. She hid her face. She saw

no more the river, trees, or home-return-

ing birds
;
heard not the rush of water or

of wind, nor, even now, the hurry and

the shout that possibly to-morrow would

follow the poor wool-comber through the

streets of Meaux, and on the third day

they would brand him !

She remembered an old cottage in the

shadow of the forest-covered mountains.

She remembered one who died there sud-

denly, and without remedy, her father,

unabsolved and unanointed, dying in fear

and torment, in a moment when none

anticipated death. She remembered a

strong-hearted woman who seemed to die

with him, who died to all the interests

of this life, and was buried by her hus-

band ere a twelvemonth had passed,

her mother, who was buried by her fa-

ther's side.

Burdened with a solemn care they left

their child. The priest of Domremy, and

none beside him, knew the weight of this

burden. How had he helped her bear it?

since it is the business of the shepherd to

look after the younglings of the flock.

Her hard earnings paid him for the pray-
ers he offered for the deliverance of her

father from his purgatorial woes. Bur-

dened with a dire debt of filial love, the

priest had let her depart from Domremy ;

his influence followed her as an oppres-

sion and a care, a degradation also.

Her life of labor was a slavish life. All

she did, and all she left undone, she look-

ed at with sad-hearted reference to the

great object of her life. Far away she

put all allurement to tempting, youthful

joy. What had she to do with merri-

ment and jollity, while a sin remained

unexpiated, or a moment of her father's

suffering and sorrow could be anticipat-

ed ?

How, probably, would these new doc-

trines, held fast by some through per-

secution and danger, these doctrines

which brought liberty to light, be receiv-

ed by one so fast a prisoner of Hope as

she ? She had pledged herself, with sol-

emn vows had promised, to complete the

work her mother left unfinished when she

died.

Some of the laborers in the field, Elsie

among them, had hoped, they said, that

the wool-comber would retract from his

dangerous position. Recalling their words,

Jacqueline asked herself would she choose

to have him retract ? She reminded her-

self of the only martyr whose memory
she loved, the glorious girl from Domre-

my, and a lofty and stern spirit seemed

to rouse within her as she answered that

question. She believed that John had

found and taught the truth
;
and was

Truth to be sacrificed to Power that hat-

ed it ? Not by a suicidal act, at least.

She took the tracts, so judging, from

underneath the stone, wistfully looked

them over, and, as she did so, recalled

these words :
" You cannot buy your

pardon of a priest; he has no power to

sell it; he cannot even give it. Ask

of God, who giveth to all men liberally,

upbraiding not. * If ye, being evil, know

how to give good gifts to your children,

how much more shall your Heavenly
Father give his Holy Spirit to them that

ask him!'"

She could never forget these words.

She could never forget the preacher's

look when he used them
;
nor the solem-

nity of the assenting faith, as attested by
the countenances of those around her in

that "
upper room."

But her father ! What would this faith

do for the departed ?

Yet again she dared to pray, here in

this solitude, to ask for that Holy Spirit,

the Enlightener. And it was truly with

trembling, in the face of all presentiments

of what the gift might possibly, must cer-

tainly, import to her. But what was she,

that she could withstand God, or His gift,

for any fear of the result that might at-

tend the giving of the gift ?

Divinely she seemed to be inspired with

that courageous thought. She rose up,

as if to follow the laborers who had al-
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ready gone to Meaux. But she had not

passed out from the shadow of the great

trees when another shadow fell along her

path.

III.

IT was Victor Le Roy who was so close

at hand. He recognized Jacqueline ; for,

as he came down the road, now and then

he caught a glimpse of her red peasant-

dress. And he accepted his persuasion

as it had been an assurance
;
for he be-

lieved that on such a night no other girl

would linger alone near the place of her

day's labor. Moreover, while passing the

group of harvesters, he had observed that

she was not among them.

The acquaintance of these young per-

sons was but slight ; yet it was of such a

character as must needs increase. With-

in the last fortnight they had met repeat-

edly in the room of Leclerc's mother. On
the last night of her son's preaching they

had together listened to his words. The

young student with manly aspirations,

ambitious, courageous, inquiring, and the

peasant girl who toiled in fields and vine-

yards, were on the same day hearkening
to the call,

"
Ho, every one that thirst-

eth !

"
with the consciousness that the call

was meant for them.

When Victor Le Roy saw that Jacque-
line perceived and recognized him, he

also observed the tracts in her hand and

the trouble in her countenance, and he

wondered in his heart whether she could

be ignorant of what had passed that day
at Meaux, and if it could be possible that

her manifest disturbance arose from any

perplexity or disquietude independent of

the sentence that had been passed on

John Leclerc. His first words brought
an answer that satisfied his doubt.

" She has chosen that good part which

shall not be taken from her," said he, as

he came near. " The country is so fair,

could no one of them all except Jacque-
line see that? Were they all drawn away
by the bloody fascination of Meaux ?

even Elsie?"
" It was the news that hurried her home

with the rest," answered she, almost pleas-

ed at this disturbance of the solitude.

" Did that keep you here, Jacqueline?"
he asked. " It sent me out of the city.

The dust choked me. Every face look-

ed like a devil's. To-morrow night, to-

morrow night, the harvesters will hurry
all the faster. Terrible curiosity ! And
if they find traces of his blood along the

streets, there will be enough to talk about

through the rest of the harvesting. Jac-

queline, if the river could be poured

through those streets, the sacred blood

could never be washed out, 'Tis not the

indignity, nor-the cruelty, I think of most,

but the barbarous, wild sin. Shall a man's

truest liberty be taken from him, as though,

indeed, he were not a man of God, but

the spiritual subject of his fellows ? If

that is their plan, they may light the fires,

there are many who will not shrink

from sealing their faith with their blood."

These words, spoken with vehemence,

were the first free utterance Victor Le

Roy had given to his feelings all day.

All day they had been concentrating, and

now came from him fiery and fast.

It was time for him to know in whom
and in what he believed.

Greatly moved by his words, Jacque-
line said, giving him the tracts,

" I came from Domremy. I am free.

No one can be hurt by what befalls me.

I want to know the truth. I am not

afraid. Did John Leclerc never give

way for a moment ? Is he really to be

whipped through the streets, and on the

third day to be branded ? Will he not

retract ?
"

" Never !

" was the answer, spoken
not without a shudder. " He did not

flinch through all the trial, Jacqueline.
And his old mother says,

' Blessed be Je-

sus Christ and his witnesses !

'

" I came from Domremy," seemed to

be in the girl's thought again ;
for her

eyes flashed when she looked at Victor

Le Roy, as though she could believe the

heavens would open for the enlightening

of such believers.

" She gave me those to read," said she,

pointing to the tracts she had given him.
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"And have you been reading them

here by yourself?"
" No. Elsie and I were to have read

them together; but I fell to think-

ing.
" You mean to wait for her, then ?

"

" I was afraid I should not make the

right sense of them."
" Sit down, Jacqueline, and let me read

aloud. I have read them before. And I

understand them better than Elsie does,

or ever will."

" I am afraid that is true, Sir. If you

read, I will listen."

But he did not, with this permission,

begin instantly.
" You came from Domremy, Jacque-

line," said he. " I came from Picardy.

My home was within a stone's throw of

the castle where Jeanne d'Arc was a

prisoner before they carried her to Rou-

en. I have often walked about that cas-

tle and tried to think how it must have

been with her when they left her there a

prisoner. God knows, perhaps we shall

all have an opportunity of knowing, how
she felt when a prisoner of Truth. Like

a fly in a spider's net she was, poor girl !

Only nineteen ! She had lived a life that

was worth the living, Jacqueline. She

knew she was about to meet the fate her

heart must have foretold. Girls do not

run such a course and then die quietly

in their beds. They are attended to their

rest by grim sentinels, and they light

fagots for them. I have read the story

many a time, when I could look at the

window of the very room where she was

a prisoner. It was strange to think of her

witnessing the crowning of the King, with

the conviction that her work ended there

and then, of the women who brought
their children to touch her garments orO
her hands, to let her smile on them, or

speak to them, or maybe kiss them. And
the soldiers deemed their swords were

stronger when they had but touched hers.

And they knelt down to kiss her stand-

ard, that white standard, so often victo-

rious ! I have read many a time of that

glorious day at Rheims."
" And she said, that day,

'

Oh, why can

I not die here ?
' '

said Jacqueline, with

a low voice.

" And when the Archbishop asked her,"

continued Victor,
" ' Where do you, then,

expect to die ?
'
she answered,

' I know
not. I shall die where God pleases. I

have done what the Lord my God com-

manded me
;
and I wish that He would

now send me to keep my sheep with my
mother and sister.'

"

" Because she loved Domremy, and
her work was done," said Jacqueline,

sadly.
" And so many hated her ! But

her mother would be sure to love. Jeanne

would never see an evil eye in Domremy,
and no one would lie in wait to kill her

in the Vosges woods."
" It was such as you, Jacqueline, who

believed in her, and comforted her. And
to every one that consoled her Christ

will surely say,
' Ye blessed of my Fa-

ther, ye did it unto me !

'

Yes, to be sure,

there were too many who stood ready to

kill her in all France, besides those who
were afraid of her, and fought against

our armies. Even when they were tak-

ing her to see the Dauphin, the guard
would have drowned her, and lied about

it, but they were restrained. It is some-

thing to have been born in Domremy,
to have grown up in the very place

where she used to play, a happy little

girl. You have seen that fountain, and

heard the bells she loved so much. It

was good for you, I know."
" Her prayers were everywhere," Jac-

queline replied.
"
Everywhere she heard

the voices that called her to come and

deliver France. But her father did not

believe in her. He persecuted Jeanne."
" A man's foes are of his own house-

hold," said Victor. " You see the same

thing now. It is the very family of Christ

yes ! so they dare call it who are go-

ing to tear and rend Leclerc to-morrow

for believing the words of Christ. A hun-

dred judges settled that Jeanne should

be burned
;
and for believing such words

as are in these books"
" Read me those words," said Jacque-

line.

So they turned from speaking of Joan
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and her work, to contemplate another

style of heroism, and to question their

own hearts.

Jacqueline Gabrie had lived through

eighteen years of hardship and exposure.
She was strong, contented, resolute. Left

to herself, she would probably have suffer-

ed no disturbance of her creed, would

have lived and died conforming to the

letter of its law. But thrown under the

influence of those who did agitate the

subject, she was brave and clear-headed.

She listened now, while, according to her

wish, her neighbor read, listened with

clear intelligence, intent on the truth.

That, or any truth, accepted, she would

hardly shrink from whatever it involved.

This was the reason why she had really

feared to ask the Holy Ghost's enlighten-

ment ! So well she understood herself!

Truth was truth, and, if received, to be

abided by. She could not hold it loose-

ly. She could not trifle with it. She

was born in Domre'my. She had played
under the Fairy Oak. She knew the

woods where Joan wandered when she

sought her saintly solitude. The fact was

acting on her as an inspiration, when

Domre'my became a memory, when she

labored far away from the wooded Vosges
and the meadows of Lorraine.

She listened to the reading, as girls

do not always listen when they sit in

the presence of a reader such as young
Le Roy.
And let it here be understood that the

conclusion bring no sorrow, and no sense

of wrong to those who turn these pages,

thinking to find the climax dear to half-

fledged imagination, incapable from in-

experience of any deeper truth, (I ren-

der them all homage ! ) this story is not

told for any sake but truth's.

This Jacqueline did listen to this Vic-

tor, thinking actually of the words he

read. She looked at him really to ascer-

tain whether her apprehension of these

things was all the same as his. She ques-
tioned him, with the simple desire to learn

what he could tell her. Her hands were

very hard, so constant had been her deal-

ing with the rough facts of this life
;
but .

the hard hand was firm in its clasp, and

ready with its helpfulness. Her eyes
were open, and very clear of dreams.

There was room in them for tenderness

as well as truth. Her voice was not the

sweetest of all voices in this world
;
but

it had the quality that would make it

prized by others when heart and flesh

were failing; for it would be strong to

speak then with, cheerful faith and an

unfaltering courage.

Jacqueline sat there under the chestnut-

trees, upon the river-bank, strong-heart-

ed, high-hearted, a brave, generous wom-
an. What if her days were toilsome?

What if her peasant-dress was not the

finest woven in the looms of Paris or of

Meaux? Her prayers were brief, her

toil was long, her sleep was sound, her

virtue firm as the everlasting mountains..

Jacqueline, I have singled you from

among hordes and tribes and legions up-
on legions of women, one among ten

thousand, altogether lovely, not for dal-

liance, rrot for idleness, not for dancing,
which is well

;
not for song, which is bet-

ter; not for beauty, which, perhaps, is

best
;
not for grace, or power, or passion.

There is an attribute of God which is

more to His universe than all evidence

of power. It is His truth. Jacqueline,
it is for this your name shall shine upon

my page.

And, manifestly, it is by virtue of this

quality that her reader is moved and at-

tracted at this hour of twilight on the

river-bank.

Her intelligence is so quick ! her ap-

prehension so direct ! her conclusions so

true ! He intended to aid her
;
but Ma-

zurier himself had never uttered com-

ments so entirely to the purpose as did

this young girl, speaking from heart and

brain. Better fortune, apparently, could

not have befallen him than was his in this

reading ;
for with every sentence almost

came her comment, clear, earnest, to the

point.

He had need of such a friend as Jac-

queline seemed able to prove herself.

His nearest living relative was an uncle,

who had sent the ambitious and capable
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young student to Meaux
;

for he gave

great promise, and was worth an experi-

ment, the old man thought, and was

strong to be thrown out into the world,

where he might ascertain the power of

self-reliance. He had need of friends,

and, of ail friends, one like Jacqueline.

From the silence and retirement of his

home in Picardy he had come to Meaux,
the town that was so astir, busy, thor-

oughly alive ! Inexperienced in worldly

ways he came. His face was beautiful

with its refinement and power of expres-

sion. His eyes were full of eloquence ;

so also was his voice. When he came

from Picardy to Meaux, his old neigh-

bors prophesied for him. He knew their

prophecies, and purposed to fulfil them.

He ceased from dreaming, when he came

to Meaux. He was not dreaming, when

he looked on Jacqueline. He was aware

of what he read, and how she listened,

under those chestnut-trees.

The burden of the tracts he read to

Jacqueline was salvation by faith, not of

works, an iconoclastic doctrine, that was

to sweep away the great mass of Romish

superstition, invalidating Papal power.

Image-worship, shrine-frequenting sacri-

fices, indulgences, were esteemed and

proved less than nothing worth in the

work of salvation.

"Did you understand John, when he

said that the priests deceived us and were

full of robberies, and talked about the

masses for the dead, and said the only

good of them was to put money into the

Church ?
"
asked Jacqueline.

"I believe it," he replied, with spir-

it.

" That the masses are worth nothing ?
"

she asked, far from concealing that the

thought disturbed her.

" What can they be worth, if a man
has lived a bad life ?

"

" That my father did not !
"

she ex-

claimed.
" If a man is a bad man, why, then he

is. He has gone where he must be judg-
ed. The Scripture says, As a tree falls, it

must lie."

"My father was a good man, Victor.

VOL. VI. 12

But he died of a sudden, and there was

no time."

" No time for what, Jacqueline ? No
time for him to turn about, and be a bad

man in the end ?
"

"No time for confession and absolu-

tion. He died praying God to forgive

him all his sins. I heard him. I won-

dered, Victor, for I never thought of his

committing sins. And my mother mourn-

ed for him as a good wife should not

mourn for a bad husband."

"Then what is your trouble, Jacque-
line?"

"Do you know why I came here to

Meaux? I came to get money, to earn

it. I should be paid more money here

than I got for any work at home, they

said : that was the reason. When I had

earned so much, it was a large sum,

but I knew I should get it, and the priest

encouraged me to think I should, he

said that my heart's desire would be ac-

complished. And I could earn the money
before winter is over, I think. But now,
jf

" Throw it into the Seine, when you

get it, rather than pay it to the liar for

selling your father out of a place he was

never in ! He is safe, believe me, if he

was the good man you say. Do not dis-

turb yourself, Jacqueline."
" He never harmed a soul. And we

loved him that way a bad man could not

be loved."

As Jacqueline said this, a smile more,

sad than joyful passed over her face, and

disappeared.
"He rests in peace," said Victor Le

Roy.
" It is what I must believe. But what

if there should be a mistake about it ? It

was all I was working for."

" Think for yourself, Jacqueline. No
matter what Leclerc thinks or I think.

Can you suppose that Jesus Christ re-

quires any such thing as this of you, that

you should make a slave of yourself for

the expiation of your father? It is a

monstrous thought. Doubt not it was

love that took him away so quickly. And
love can care for him. Long before this,
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doubtless, he has heard the words,
' Come,

ye blessed of my father !

' And what is

required of you, do you ask ? You shall

be merciful to them that live
;
and trust

Him that He will care for those who have

gone beyond your reach. Is it so ? Do
I understand you ? You have been think-

ing to buy this good gift of God, eternal

life for your father, when of course you
could have nothing to do with it. You
have been imposed upon, and robbed all

this while, and this is the amount of it."

"
Well, do not speak so. If what you

say is true, and I think it may be.

what is past is past."
" But won't you see what an infernal

lie has been practised on you, and all the

rest of us who had any conscience or

heart in us, all this while ? There is no

purgatory; and it is nonsense to think,

that, if there were, money could buy a

man out of it. Jesus Christ is the one

sole atonement for sin. And by faith in

Him shall a man save his soul alive. That

is the only way. If I lose my soul, and

am gone, the rest is between me and

God. Do you see it should be so, and

must be so, Jacqueline '?

"

" He was a good man," said Jacque-
line.

She did not find it quite easy to make

nothing of all this matter, which had been

the main-spring of her effort since her fa-

ther died. She could not in one instant

drop from her calculations that on which

she had heretofore based all her activity.

She had labored so long, so hard, to buy
the rest and peace and heavenly bless-

edness of the father she loved, it was

hardly to be expected that at once she

would choose to see that in that rest and

peace and blessedness, she, as a produ-

cing power, had no part whatever.

As she more than hinted, the purpose
of her life seemed to be taken from her.

She could not perceive that fact without

some consternation
;
could not instantly

connect it with another, which should en-

able her to look around her with the de-

liberation of a liberated spirit, choosing
her new work. And in this she was act-

ed upon by more than the fear arising

from the influences of her old belief. Of
course she should have been, and yet she

was not, able to drop instantly and for-

ever from recollection the constant sacri-

fices she had made, the deprivation she

had endured, with heroic persistence,

the putting far away every personal in-

dulgence whose price had a market value.

Her father was not the only person con-

cerned in this work
;
the priest ;

herself.

She had believed in the pastor of Dom-

remy. Yet he had deceived her. Else

he was self- deceived
;
and what if the

blind should strive to lead the blind ?

Could she accept the new faith, the great

freedom, with perfect rejoicing ?

Victor Le Roy seemed to have some

suspicion of what was passing in her

thoughts. He did not need to watch her

changeful face in order to understand

them.
" I advise you to still think of this,"

said he. " Recall your father's life, and

then ask yourself if it is likely that He
who is Love requires the sacrifice of

your youth and your strength before

your father shall receive from Him what

He has promised to give to all who trust

in Him. Take God at his word, and you
will be obliged to give up all this priest-

trash."

IV.

VICTOR LE ROY spoke these words

quietly, as if aware that he might safely

leave them, as well as any other true

words, to the just sense of Jacqueline.

She was none the happier for them

when she returned that night to the little

city room, the poor lodging whose high

window overlooked both town and coun-

try, city streets and harvest-fields, and

the river flowing on beyond the borders

of the town, no happier through many
a moment of thinking, until, as it were by

an instant illumination, she began to see

the truth of the matter, as some might

wonder she did not instantly perceive it,

if they could omit from observation this

leading fact, that the orphan girl was

Jacqueline Gabrie, child of the Church,
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and not a wise and generous person, who

had never been in bondage to supersti-

tions.

For a long time after her return to herO

lodging she was alone. Elsie was in the

street with the rest of the town, talking, as

all were talking, of the sight that Meaux

should see to-morrow.

Besides Jacqueline, there was hardly

another person in this great building, six

stories high, every room of which had

usually a tenant at this hour. She sat

by her window, and looked at the dusky

town, over which the moon was rising.

But her thoughts were far away; over

many a league they wandered.

Once more she stood on the play-

ground of her toilsome childhood. She

recalled many a year of sacrificing drudg-

ery, which now she could not name such,

for another reason than that which

had heretofore prevented her from call-

ing it a sacrifice. She remembered these

years of wrong and of extortion, they

received their proper name now, years

whose mirth and leisure she had quiet-

ly foregone, but during which she had

borne a burden that saddened youth,

while it also dignified it, a burden which

had made her heart's natural cheerful-

ness the subject of self-reproach, and her

maiden dreams and wishes matter for

tears, for shame, for confession, for pray-
er.

Now Victor Le Roy's words came to

her very strangely ; powerfully they mov-

ed her. She believed them in this soli-

tude, where at leisure she could medi-

tate upon them. A vision more fair and

blessed than she had ever imagined rose

before her. There was no suffering in

it, and no sorrow
;

it was full of peace.

Already, in the heaven to which she had

hoped her toil would give him at length

admission, her father had found his home.

There was a glory in his rest not reflect-

ed from her filial love, but from the all-

availing love of Christ.

Then delay the rigor of your judg-

ment ! she began, yes, she, this Jac-

queline, began to count the cost of what

she had done. She was not a sordid

soul, she had not a miserly nature. Be-

fore she had gone far in that strange

computation, she paused abruptly, with a

crimsoned face, and not with tearless eyes.

Counting the cost ! Estimating the sac-

rifice ! Had, then, her purpose been less

holy because excited by falsehood and

sustained through delusion ? Was she

less loving and less true, because deceiv-

ed ? And was she to lament that Christ,

the one and only Priest, rather than an-

other instrumentality, was the deliverer

of her beloved from the power of death ?

No ritual was remembered, and no

formula consulted, when she cried out,
" It is so ! and I thank Thee ! Only give

me now, my Jesus, a purpose as holy as

that Thou hast taken away !

"

But she had not come into her cham-

ber to spend a solitary evening there.

Turning away from the window, she be-

stowed a little care upon her person,

smoothed away the traces of her day's

labor, and after all was done she linger-

ed yet longer. She was going out, evi-

dently. Whither ? To visit the mother

of John Leclerc. She must carry back

the tracts the good. woman had lent her.

Their contents had firm lodgement in her

memory.
Others might run to and fro in the

streets, and talk about the corners, and

prognosticate with passion, and defy, in

the way of cowardice, where safety rath-

er than the truth is well assured. If one

woman could console another, Jacque-
line wished that she might console Le-

clerc's mother. And if any words of

wisdom could drop from the poor old

woman's lips while her soul was in this

strait, Jacqueline desired to hear those

words.

Down the many flights of stairs she

went across the court, and then along

the street, to the house where the wool-

comber lived.

A brief pause followed her knock for

admittance. She repeated it. Then was

heard a sound from within, a step cross-

ing the floor. The door opened, and there

stood the mother of Leclerc, ready to face

any danger, the very Fiend himself.
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But when she saw that it was Jacque-

line, only Jacqueline, an angel, as one

might say, and not a devil, the terrible

look passed from her face
;
she opened

the door wide.
" Come in, child ! come in !

"

So Jacqueline went into the room

where John had worked and thought,

reasoned, argued, prayed.
This is the home of the man because

of whom many are this night offended in

the city of Meaux. This is the place

whence issued the power that has set the

tongues to talking, and the minds to think-

ing, and the hearts to hoping, and the

authorities to avenging.
A grain of mustard-seed is the king-

dom of heaven in a figure ;
the wander-

ing winds a symbol of the Pentecostal

power : a dove did signify the descent

of God to man. This poor chamber, so

pent in, and so lowly, so obscure, has its

significance. Here has a life been lived
;

and not the least does it import, that

walls are rough and the ceiling low.

But the life of John Leclerc was not

to be limited. A power has stood here

which by its freedom- has set at defiance

the customary calculation of the worldly-

wise. In high places and in low the peo-

ple are this night disturbed because of

him who has dared to lift his voice in the

freedom of the speech of God. In draw-

ing-rooms odorous with luxury the man's

name has mention, and the vulgarity of

his liberated speech and courageous faith

is a theme to move the wonder and ex-

cite the reprobation of hearts whose lan-

guid beating keeps up their show of life,

to what sufficient purpose expect me
not to tell. His voice is loud and harsh

to echo through these music-loving halls
;

it rends and tears, with almost savage

strength, the dainty silences.

But busier tongues are elsewhere more

vehement in speech ; larger hearts beat

faster indignation ; grief and vulgarest

curiosity are all manifesting themselves

after their several necessity. In solitary

places heroes pray throughout the night,

wrestling like Jacob, agonizing like Saul,
and with some of them the angel left his

blessing; for son;e the golden harp was
struck that soothed their souls to peace.

Angels of heaven had work to do that

night. Angels of heaven and hell did

prove themselves that night in Meaux :

night of unrest and sleeplessness, or

of cruel dreaming ; night of bloody vis-

ions, tortured by the apprehension of a

lacerated body driven through the city

streets, and of the hooting shouts of

Devildom
; night haunted by a gory im-

age, the defiled temple of the Holy
Ghost.

Did the prospect of torture keep him

wakeful ? Could the man bear the dis-

grace, the derision, shouting, agony ?

Was there nothing in this thought, thatfj C> '

as a witness of Jesus Christ he was to

appear next day, that should soothe him

even unto slumber ? Upon the silence

of his guarded chamber let none but min-

istering angels break. Sacred to him,
and to Him who watched the hours of

the night, let the night go !

But here his mother, Jacqueline with

her we may linger with these.

V.

WHEN the old woman saw that it was

Jacqueline Gabrie who stood waiting ad-

mittance, she opened the door wider, as

I said; and the dark solemnity of her

countenance seemed to be, by so much
as a single ray, enlivened for an instant.

She at once perceived the tracts which

Jacqueline had brought. Aware of this,

the girl said,

"I stayed to hear them read, after I

heard that for the sake of the truth in

them "
she hesitated " this city will

invite God's wrath to-morrow."

And she gave the papers to the old

woman, who took them in silence.

By-and-by she asked,
" Are you just home, Jacqueline ?

"

" Since sunset, though it was nearly

dark when I came in," she answered.
" Victor Le Roy was down by the river-

bank, and he read them for me."
" He wanted to get out of town, may-

be. You would surely have thought it was
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a holiday, Jacqueline, if you could have in the fields at work, away from these cru-

seen the people. Anything for a show : el people, and the noise and the sight,

but some of them might well lament. But, mother, where shall you be ?
"

Did you want to know the truth he pays
" With the people, child. With him,

so dear for teaching ? But you have if I live. Yes, he is my son
;
and I

heard it, my child." have never been ashamed of the brave
" We all heard what he must pay for boy. I will not be ashamed to-morrow,

it, in the fields at noon. Yes, mother, I will follow John
;
and when they bind

I wanted to know." him, I will let him see his mother's eyes
"But if you shall believe it, Jacque- are on him, blessing him, my child!

line, it may lead you into danger, into Hark ! how they talk through the streets !

sad straits," said the old woman, looking Jacqueline, he was never a coward,

at the young girl with earnest pity in her He is strong, too. They will not kill him,

eyes. and they cannot make him dumb. He
She loved this girl, and shuddered at will hold the truth the faster for all they

the thought of exposing her to danger. do to him. Jesus Christ on his side, do

Jacqueline had nursed her neighbor, you think he will fear the city, or all Par-

Antonine, and more than once, after a is, or all France ? He does not know
hard day's labor, which must be followed what it is to be afraid. And when God

by another, she had sat with her through opened his eyes to the truth of his gospel,

the night ;
and she could pay this service which the priests had hid, he meant that

only with love, and the best gift of her John should work for it, for he is a

love was to instruct her in the truth, working-man, whatever he sets about."

John and she had proved their grateful So this old woman tried, and not with-

interest in her fortunes by giving her out success, to comfort herself, and sus-

that which might expose her to danger, tain her tender, proud, maternal heart,

persecution, and they could not foresee The dire extremity into which she and

to what extremity of evil. her son had fallen did not crush her
;
few

And now the old woman felt constrain- were the tears that fell from her eyes as

ed to say this to her, even for her love's she recalled for Jacqueline the years of

sake,
" It may lead you into danger." her son's boyhood, told her of his cour-

" But if truth is dangerous, shall I age, as in various ways it had made itself

choose to be safe ?
"
answered Jacque- manifest : how he had always been fear-

line, with stately courage. less in danger, a conqueror of pain,
-

" It is truth. It will support him. seemingly regardless of comfort, fond

Blessed be Jesus Christ and His witness- of contemplation, contented with his

es ! To-night, and to-morrow, and the humble state, kindly, affectionate, gen-
third day, our Jesus will sustain him. They erous, but easily stirred to wrath by in-

think John will retract. They do not justice, when manifested by the strong
know my son. They do not know how he toward the weak, or by cruelty, or by
has waited, prayed, and studied to learn falsehood.

the truth, and how dear it is to him. No, Many an anecdote of his career might

Jacqueline, they do not. But when they she relate
;
for his character, under the

prove him, they will know. And if he is pressure of this trial, which was as search-

willing to witness, shall I not be glad ? ing and severe a test of her faith as of

The people will understand him better his, seemed to illustrate itself in manifold

afterward, and the priests, maybe. 'I heroic ways, all now of the highest sig-

can do all things,' said he,
' Christ strength- nificance. With more majesty and gran-

ening me '

;
and that was said long ago, deur his character arose before her

;
for

by one who was proved. Where shall now in all the past, as she surveyed it,

you be, Jacqueline ?
"

she beheld a living power, a capability,
"
Oh," groaned Jacqueline,

" I shall be and a necessity of new and grand signifi-
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cance, and her heart reverenced the spir-

it she had nursed into being.

Removed to the distance of a prison

from her sight, separated from her love

by bolts and bars, and the wrath of tyran-

ny and close-banded bigotry, he became
a power, a hero, who moved her, as she

recalled his sentence, and prophesied the

morrow, to a feeling tears could not ex-

plain.

They passed the night together, the

young woman and the old. In the morn-

ing Jacqueline must go into the field

again. She was in haste to go. Leaving
a kiss on the old woman's cheek, she was

about to steal away in silence
;
but as she

laid her hand upon the latch, a thought
arrested her, and she did not open the

door, but went back and sat beside the

window, and watched the mother of Le-

clerc through the sleep that must be brief.

It was not in her heart to go away and

leave those eyes to waken upon solitude.

She must see a helpful hand and hopeful

face, and, if it might be, hear a cheerful

human voice, in the dawning of that day.
She had not long to wait, and the time

she may have lost in waiting Jacqueline
did not count or reckon, when she heard

her name spoken, and could answer,
" What wilt thou ? here am I."

Not in vain had she lingered. What
were wages, more or less, that they should

be mentioned, thought of, when she might

give and receive here what the world gives

not, and never has to give, and what

a mortal cannot buy, the treasure being

priceless? Through the quiet of that

morning hour, soothing words, and strong,

she felt and knew to speak ;
and when at,

last she hurried away from the city to the

fields, she was stronger than of nature,

able to bear witness to the faith that

speaks from the bewilderment of its dis-

tresses,
"
Though He slay me, yet will I

trust in Him."

Not alone had her young, frank, lov-

ing eyes enlivened the dreary morning
to the heart of Leclerc's mother. Grace
for grace had she received. And words
of the hymn that were always on John's

lips had found echo from his mother's

memory this morning : they lodged in the

heart of Jacqueline. She went away re-

peating,
-

" In the midst of death, the jaws
Of hell against us gape.

Who from peril dire as this

Openeth us escape?
'Tis thou, Lord, alone!

Our bitter suffering and our sin

Pity from thy mercy win,

Holy Lord and God !

S'trong and holy God !

Merciful and holy Saviour!

Eternal God !

Let us not despair
For the fire that burneth there !

Kyrie, eleison! "

Jacqueline met Elsie on her way to the

fields. But the girls had not much to say
to each other that morning in their walk.

Elsie was manifestly conscious of some

great constraint
;
she might have report-

ed to her friend what she had heard in

the streets last night, but she felt herself

prevented from such communication,
seemed to be intent principally on one

thing : she would not commit herself in

any direction. She was looking with sus-

picion upon Jacqueline. Whatever be-

came of her soul, her body she would save

alive. She was waking to this world's

enjoyment with vision alert, senses keen.

Martyrdom in any degree was without

attraction to her, and in Truth she saw
no beauty that she should desire it. It

was a root out of dry ground indeed, that

gave no promise of spreading into goodly
shelter and entrancing beauty.
As to Jacqueline, she was absorbed in

her heroic and exalted thoughts. Her
heart had almost failed her when she said

farewell to John's mother; tearfully she

had hurried on her way. One vast cloud

hung between her and heaven
; darkly

rolled the river
; every face seemed to

bear witness to the tragedy that day
should witness.

Not the least of her affliction was the

consciousness of the distance increasing

between herself and Elsie Meril. She

knew that Elsie was rejoicing that she

had in no way endangered herself yet ;

and sure was she that in no way would
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Elsie invite the fury of avenging tyran- a visage, she knew with what a heart,

ny and reckless superstition. Her heart was awed with thinking there-

Jacqueline asked her no questions, upon. A bloody mist seemed to fall upon

spoke few words to her, was absorbed the environs of Meaux; through that red

in her own thoughts. But she was kind- horror she could not penetrate ;
it shroud-

ly in her manner, and in such words as ed and it held poor Jacqueline,
she spoke. So Elsie perceived two things, Of the faith that would sustain him she

that she should not lose her friend, began once more to inquire. It is not

neither was in danger of being seized by by a bound that mortals ever clear the

the heretical mania. It was her way of heights of God. Step by step they scale

drawing inferences. Certain that she the eminences, toiling through the heav-

had not lost her friend, because Jacque- enly atmosphere. Only around the sum-

line did not look away, and refuse to rec- mit shines the eternal sun.

ognize her
; congratulating herself that So she must now recall the words that

she was not the object of suspicion, either Victor Le Roy read for her last night;

justly or unjustly, among the dreadful and the words he spoke from out his

priests. heart, these also. And she did not fear

But that friend whose steady eye had now, as yesterday, to ask for light. Let

balanced Elsie was already sick at heart, the light dawn, oh, let it shine on her!

for she knew that never more must she The mother of Leclerc had uttered

rely upon this girl who came with her mysterious words which Jacqueline took

from Domremy. for truth
;
the light was joyful and bless-

As they crossed the bridge, lingering ed, and of all things to be desired, though
thereon a moment, the river seemed to it smote the life from one like lightning,

moan in its flowing toward Meaux. The She waited alone with faith, watching till

day's light was sombre
;
the birds' songs it should come, left alone with this

had no joyous sound, plaintive was their beam glimmering like a moth through

chirping ;
it saddened the heart to hear darkness ! for thus was a believer, or

the wind, it was a wind that seemed to one who resolved on believing, left in that

take the buoyancy and freshness out of day, when he turned from the machinery

every living thing, an ugly southeast wind, of the Church, and stood alone, searching

They went on together, to the wheat- for God without the aid of priestly inter-

fields together ;
it was to be day of min- vention.

utes to poor Jacqueline.

To be away from Meaux bodily was,
it appeared, only that the imagination

might have freer exercise. Yes, now THERE was something awful in such

the people must be moving through the loneliness.

streets
; shopmen were not so intent on Jacqueline knew little of it until now,

profits this day as they were on other as she walked toward the fields, by the

days. The priests were thinking with side of Elsie Meril.

vengeful hate of the wrong to themselves She saw how she had depended on the

which should be met and conquered that priest of Domremy, as he had been the

day. The people should be swiftly brought lawgiver and the leader of her life. A
into order again ! John in his prison was spiritual life, to be sustained only by the

preparing, as all without the prison were, invisible spirit, to be lived by faith, not in

The crowd was gathering fast. He man, but in God, without intervention of

would soon be led forth. The shameful saint or angel or Blessed Virgin, was

march was forming. Now the brutal the world's life liberated by such free-

hand of Power was lifted with scourges, dom ?

The bravest man in Meaux was driven By faith, and not by sight, the just must

through the streets, she saw with what live. Would He bow his heavens and
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come down to dwell with the contrite the body might be mutilated, the lib-

and the humble ? erty restrained : as if, indeed, a man's

Wondrous strange it seemed, incom- freedom were not eternally established,

prehensible, more than she could man- when his enemies, howling around, must

age or control. There are prisoners whose at least crucify him ! as if a divine voice

pardon proves the world too large for were not ever heard through the raging
them : they find no rest until their pris- of the people, saying,

" Come up high-
on-door is opened for them again. er !

"

Of this class was Elsie, not Jacqueline. But a fern-leaf cannot grow into a

Elsie was afraid of freedom, not equal mighty hemlock -tree. From the ashes

to it, unable to deal with it; satisfied of a sparrow the phoenix shall not rise,

with being a child, with being a slave, You will not to all eternity, by any arti-

when it came to be a question whether ficial means, nor by a miracle, bring forth

she should accept and use her highest an eagle from a mollusk.

privilege and dignity. At this hour, and There was not a sadder heart in all

among all persuasions, you will find that those fields of Meaux than the heart of

Elsie does not stand alone. Little chil- Jacqueline Gabrie. There was not a

dren there are, long as the world shall stronger heart. Not a hand labored more

stand, though not precisely such as we diligently. Under the broad -brimmed
think of when we remember,

" Of such peasant-hat was a sad countenance, un-

is the kingdom of heaven." der the peasant-dress a heavily burdened
It was enough for Elsie it is enough spirit. Silent, all day, she labored. She

for multitudes through all the reforma- was alone at noon under the river-border-

tions that she had an earthly defence, ed trees, eating her coarse fare without

even such as she relied on without troub- zest, but with a conscience, to sustain

le. She lived in the hour. She had nev- the body that was born to toil. But in

er toiled to deliver her darling from the the maelstrom of doubt and anxiety was

lions, to redeem a soul from purgatory, she tossed and whirled, and she cared not

She eased her conscience, when it was for her life. To be rid of it, now for the

troubled, by such shallow discovery of first time, she felt might be a blessing,

herself as she deemed confession. She What purpose, indeed, had she ? She

loved dancing, and all other amusements, turned her thought from this question,

hated solitude, knew not the meaning but it would not let her alone. Again
of self-abnegation. And let her dance and yet again she turned to meet it,

and enjoy herself ! some service to the and thus would surely have at length

body is rendered thereby. She might do its satisfying answer,

greatly worse, and is incapable of doing John Leclerc might pass through this

greatly better. Will you stint the idiots ordeal, as from the first she had expected
of comfort, or rather build them decent of him. But she listened to the speech

habitations, and even vex yourself to feed of many of her fellow -laborers. Some
and clothe them, in reverent confidence prophecies which had a sound incredible

that the Future shall surely take them up escaped them. She did not credit them,
and bless them, unstop their ears, open but they tormented her. They contend-

their eyes, give speech to them and ab- ed with one another. John, some fore-

solute deliverance ? told, would certainly retract. One day
There are others beside Elsie who con- of public whipping would suffice. When

gratulate themselves on non-committal, the blood began to flow, he would see his

they covet not the advanced and danger- duty clearer ! The men were prophesy-
ous positions. Honorable, but dangerous ing from the depths and the abundance

positions ! The head might be taken off, of their self-consciousness. Others spec-
do you not see ? And could all eternity ulated on the final result of the executed

compensate for the loss of time ? Ah, sentence. They believed that the " obsti-
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nacy
" and courage of the man would pro-

voke his judges, and the executors of his

sentence, that with rigor they would

execute it, and that, led on by passion,

and provoked by such as would side with

the victim, the sentence would terminate

in his destruction. Sooner or later, noth-

ing but his life would be found ultimately

to satisfy his enemies.

It might be so, thought Jacqueline Ga-

brie. What then ? what then ? she

thought. There was inspiration to the

girl in that cruel prophecy. Her life-

work was not ended. If Christ was the

One Ransom, and it did truly fall on Him,
and not on her, to care for those beloved,

departed from this life, her work was still

for love.

John Leclerc disabled or dead, who

should care then for his aged mother ?

Who should minister to him ? Who, in-

deed, but Jacqueline ?

Living or dying, she said to herself,

with grand enthusiasm, living or dying,

let him do the Master's pleasure ! She

also was here to serve that Master
;
and

while in spiritual things he fed the hun-

gry, clothed the naked, gave the cup of

living water, visited the imprisoned, and

the sick of sin, she would bind herself to

minister to him and his old mother in

temporal things ;
so should he live above

all cares save those of heavenly love.

She could support them all by her dili-

gence, and in this there would be joy.

She thought this through her toil
;

and the thought was its own reward. It

strengthened her like an angel, strength-

ened heart and faith. She labored as no

other peasant-woman did that day, like

a beast of burden, unresisting, patient,

like a holy saint, so peaceful and as-

sured, so conscious of the present very
God!

[ To be continued.]

MIDSUMMER.

AROUND this lovely valley rise

The purple hills of Paradise.

Oh, softly on yon banks of haze

Her rosy face the Summer lays !

Becalmed along the azure sky,

The argosies of cloudland lie,

Whose shores, with many a shining rift,

Far off their pearl-white peaks uplift.

Through all the long midsummer-day
The meadow-sides are sweet with hay.
I seek the coolest sheltered seat

Just where the field and forest meet,

Where grow the pine-trees tall and bland,

The ancient oaks austere and grand,
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And fringy roots and pebbles fret

The ripples of the rivulet.

I watch the mowers as they go

Through the tall grass, a white-sleeved row
;

With even stroke their scythes they swing,

In tune their merry whetstones ring ;

Behind the nimble youngsters run

And toss the thick swaths in the sun
;

The cattle graze ; while, warm and still,

Slopes the broad pasture, basks the hill,

And bright, when summer breezes break,

The green wheat crinkles like a lake.

The butterfly and humble-bee

Come to the pleasant woods with me
;

Quickly before me runs the quail,

The chickens skulk behind the rail,

High up the lone wood-pigeon sits,

And the woodpecker pecks and flits.

Sweet woodland music sinks and swells,

The brooklet rings its tinkling bells,

The swarming insects drone and hum,
The partridge beats his throbbing drum.

The squirrel leaps among the boughs,

And chatters in his leafy house.

The oriole flashes by ; and, look !

Into the mirror of the brook,

Where the vain blue-bird trims his coat,

Two tiny feathers fall and float.

As silently, as tenderly,

The down of peace descends on me.

Oh, this is peace ! I have no need

Of friend to talk, of book to read :

A dear Companion here abides
;

Close to my thrilling heart He hides
;

The holy silence- is His Voice :

I lie and listen, and rejoice.
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TOBACCO.

"
Tobacco, divine, rare, superexcellent tobacco, which goes far beyond all the panaceas, potable goli

and philosopher's stones, a sovereign remedy to all diseases ! a good vomit, I confess, a virtuous herb,
if it be well qualified, opportunely taken, and medicinally used. But as it is commonly abused by most

men, which take it as tinkers do ale, 'tis a plague, a mischief, a violent purger of goods, lands, health :

hellish, devilish, and damned tobacco, the ruin and overthrow of body and soul !
" BURTON. Anatomy of

Melancholy.

A DELICATE subject ? Very true
;

and one which must be handled as ten-

derly as biscuit de Sevres, or Venetian

glass. Whichever side of the question we

may assume, as the most popular, or the

most right, the feelings of so large and

respectable a minority are to be consult-

ed, that it behooves the critic or review-

er to move cautiously, and, imitating the

actions of a certain feline household re-

former, to show only the patte de velours.

The omniscient Burton seems to have

reached the pith of the matter. The two

hostile sections of his proposition, though
written so long since, would very well fit

the smoker and the reformer of to-day.

That portion of the world which is enough
advanced to advocate reforms is entirely

divided against itself on the subject of

Tobacco. Immense interests, economi-

cal, social, and, as some conceive, moral,

are arrayed on either side. The reform-

ers have hitherto had the better of it in

point of argument, and have pushed the

attack with most vigor, yet with but tri-

fling results. Smokers and chewers, et id

omne genus, mollified by their habits, or

laboring under guilty consciences, have

made but a feeble defence. Nor in all

this is there anything new. It is as old

as the knowledge of the " weed "
amono-O D

thinking men, in other words, about

three centuries. The English adventurers

under Drake and Raleigh and Hawkins,
and the multitude of minor Protestant
" filibusters

" who followed in their train,

had no sooner imported the habit of

smoking tobacco, among the other out-

landish customs which they brought home
from the new Indies and the Spanish

Main, than the higher powers rebuked

the practice, which novelty and its own
fascinations were rendering so fashion-

able, in language more forcible than ele-

gant. The philippic of King James is so

apposite that we may be pardoned for

transcribing one oft-quoted sentence:

"But herein is not only a great vanity,

but a great contempt of God's good gifts,

that the sweetness of man's breath, be-

ing a good gift of God, should be wilfully

corrupted by this stinking smoke

A custom loathsome to the eye, hateful to

the nose, harmfull to the brain, danger-
ous to the lungs, and in the black stink-

ing fume thereof neerest resembling the

horrible Stygian smoake of the pit that is

bottomless." *

The Popes Urban VIII. and Innocent

XII. fulminated edicts of excommunica-

tion against all who used tobacco in any
form

;
from which we may conclude that

the new habit was spreading rapidly over

Christendom. And not only the success-

ors of St. Peter, but those also of the

Prophet, denounced the practice, the Sul-

tan Amurath IV. making it punishable
with death. The Viziers of Turkey spit-

ted the noses of smokers with their own

pipes ;
the more considerate Shah of

Persia cut them entirely off'. The knout

greeted in Russia the first indulgence,

and death followed the second offence.

In some of the Swiss cantons smoking
was considered a crime second only to

adultery. Modern republics are not quite

so severe.

It is not to be supposed that in Eng-
land the royal pamphlet had its desir-

ed effect. For we find that James laid

many rigid sumptuary restrictions upon
the practice which he abominated, based

chiefly upon the extravagance it occasion-

ed, the expenses of some smokers be-

ing estimated at several hundred pounds
* Counterblast to Tobacco.
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a year. The King, however, had the sa-

gacity to secure a preemption-right as

early as 1620.

Yet how could the practice but have

increased, when, as Malcolm relates the

tradition, such men as Sir Walter Ra-

leigh and Sir Hugh Middleton sat smok-

ing at their doors ? for " the public

manner in which it was exhibited, and

the aromatic flavor inhaled by the pas-

sengers, exclusive of the singularity of

the circumstance and the eminence of

the parties," could hardly have failed to

favor its dissemination.

The silver-tongued Joshua Sylvester

hoped to aid the royal cause by writing

a poem entitled,
" Tobacco battered, and

the pipes shattered, (about their ears

who idly idolize so base and barbarous a

weed, or at least-wise overlove so loath-

some a vanity,) by a volley of holy shot

thundered from Mount Helicon." If the

smoothness of the verses equalled the

euphony of the title, this must have prov-
ed a moving appeal.

Stow contents himself with calling to-O
bacco " a stinking weed, so much abused

to God's dishonor."

Burton exhausts the subject in a sin-

gle paragraph. Ben Jonson, though a

jolly good fellow, was opposed to the

habit of smoking. But Spenser men-

tions "divine tobacco." Walton's "Pis-

cator" indulges in a pipe at breakfast,

and " Venator "
has his tobacco brought

from London to insure its purity. Sweet

Izaak could have selected no more sooth-

ing minister than the pipe to the "con-

templative man's recreation."

As the new sedative gains in esteem,

we find Francis Quarles, in his "Em-*

blems," treating it in this serio-comic

vein :

" Flint-hearted Stoics, you whose marble eyes
Contemn a wrinkle, and whose souls despise
To follow Nature's too affected fashion,
Or travel in the regent walk of passion,
Whose rigid hearts disdain to shrink at

fears,

Or play at fast-and-loose with smiles and

tears,

Come, burst your spleens with laughter to

behold

A new-found vanity, which days of old

Ne'er knew, a vanity that has beset

The world, and made more slaves than Ma-

homet,
That has condemned us to the sen AQ yoke
Of slavery, and made us slaves to smoke.

But stay! why tax I thus our modern
times

For new-born follies and for new-born

crimes ?

Are we sole guilty, and the first age free ?

No: they were smoked and slaved as well

as we.

What's sweet-lipped honor's blast, but

smoke? what's treasure,

But very smoke? and what's more smoke
than pleasure?

"

Brand gives us the whole matter in a

nutshell, in the following quaint epigram,
entitled " A Tobacconist," taken from an

old collection:

" All dainty meats I do defy
Which feed men fat as swine

;

He is a frugal man, indeed,
That on a leaf can dine.

" He needs no napkin for his hands

His fingers' ends to wipe,
That keeps his kitchen in a box,
And roast meat in a pipe."

And so on, the singers of succeeding

years, usque ad nauseam, a loathing

equalled only by that of the earlier writ-

ers for the plant, now so lauded.

Tobacco-worship seems to us to cul-

minate in the following stanza from a

German song:

" Tabak ist mein Leben,
Dem hab' ich mich ergeben, ergeben;

Tabak ist meine Lust.
.

Und eh' ich ihn sollt' lassen,

Viel lieber wollt' ich hassen,

Ja, hassen selbst eines Madchens Kuss."

As it is with your sex, my dear Mad-

am, that this question of Tobacco is to

be mainly argued, for, to your honor

be it spoken, you have always been of

the reformatory party, let us hope, that,

provided you have not read or translat-

ed the last verse, you have recovered

your natural amiability, ruffled perhaps

by this odious subject, and are prepared
to believe us when we tell you that these

opposite opinions cannot be wholly rec-

onciled, and to follow us patiently whila
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we attempt to show that a certain gen- "cinnamon cigars," wherewith certain

tleman, introduced to your maternal an- wicked tobacconists of this city tempt
cestor at a very remote period of the curious youth. If you follow him to his

world's history, is not so black as he is chamber, you will probably discover more

sometimes painted. Let us keep good- damning evidence of his guilt,

natured, at least, in this discussion
;
for We will draw the curtain over the

we propose to settle it without taking off scene of the Spartan mother we hope
the gloves, as we intimated in the open- you belong to that nearly extinct class

ing paragraph. Your patience will be which is to follow. Let us suppose
much needed for the sad army of facts all differences settled, the habit ostensi-

and figures which is to follow. There- bly given up, and your darling, grown
fore it is but just that you should speak more honest or more artful, the result

now, after these long sentences. is the same to your blissful ignorance,
Your George will never smoke ? Ex- studiously pursuing his way until he en-

cuse me. When he will smoke depends ters college. Some fine day you drive

upon the precocity of his individual gen- over to the neighboring university, and,

eration
;
and that increases in a direct entering his room unannounced, you find

ratio with time itself, in this country, him coloring his first (factitious) meer-

Thus, to state the matter in an approx- schaum ! also a sad deficiency in his

imate inverse arithmetical progression, wardrobe of half-worn clothes. C'est une

and dating the birth of "
young Ameri- pipe qui coute cher a culotter, the college

ca" about the year 1825, previously meerschaum, and in more ways than

to which reigned the dark ages of old- one, according to the "Autocrat": "I

fogydom, so called, we find as follows: do not advise you, young man, to conse-

From 1825 to 1835, young gentlemen crate the flower of your life to painting the

learned to smoke when from 25 to 20 bowl of a pipe," et seq. More bold, the

years of age; from 1835 to 1845, young Sophomore will smoke openly at home;

gents, ditto, ditto, from 20 to 15 years; and by the end of the third vacation, it

1845 to 1855, from 15 to 10; 1855 to is one of those unyielding fails accomplis

1865, 10 to 5
;
1865 to 1875, 5 to

; and, against which reformers, household or per-
if we continue, 1875 to 1885, zero to mi- ipatetic, beat their heads in vain.

nus : but really the question is becoming Perhaps your husband smokes ? If

too nebulous. Corollary. In about ten so, at what period of the twenty-four

years, the youth of the United States will hours have you invariably found Mr.

smoke contemporaneously with the in- most lenient to your little pecu-
fant Burmese, who, we are credibly in- niary peccadilloes? Is he not always

formed, begin the habit cet. 3, or as soon most good-natured when his cigar is about

as they have cut enough teeth to hold a one-third consumed, the ash evenly burnt

cigar. and adherent, and not fallen into his shirt-

Therefore, we will say, Madam, at some bosom ? Depend upon it, tobacco is a

indefinite period of his childhood or youth, great soother of domestic differences.

for we would not be so impolite as to Let us, then, look an existing, firmly

infer your age by asking that of your son, rooted evil if you will call it so in

the susdit George will come home late the face, and see if it is quite so bad as

from play some afternoon, languid, pale, it is represented. It is too wide-spread to

and disinclined for tea. He will indig- be sneered away, for we might almost

nantly repel the accusation of feeling ill, say that smokers were the rule, and non-

and there will lurk about his person an smokers the exception, among all civil-

indescribable odor of stale cinnamon, ized men. Charles Kingsley supports us

which you will be at a loss to account here :
" * Man a cooking animal,' my

for, but which his elder brother will rec- dear Doctor Johnson ? Pooh ! man is a

ognize as the natural result of smoking smoking animal. There is his ergon, his
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' differential energy,' as the Aristotelians

say, his true distinction from the orang-

outang. Ponder it well."O

Query. What did the old Roman
do without a cigar? How idle through
the day ? How survive his intermina-

ble post-coenal potations? The thought
is not our own. It occurs somewhere

m De Quincey, we believe. It is one

of those self-evident propositions you
wonder had not occurred to you .before.

What an accessory of luxury the pipe
would have been to him who passed the

livelong day under the mosaic arches of

the Thermos ! The strigiles would have

vanished before the meerschaum, had

that magic clay then been known. How

completely would the hookah and the nar-

gliileh have harmonized with the crater,

cyathi, and tripods of the triclinium in

that portraiture of the " Decadence of

Rome " which hangs in the Luxembourg
Gallery ! Poor fellows ! they managed
to exist without them.

Though pipes are found carved on

very old sculptures in China, and the

habit of smoking was long since exten-

sively followed there, according to Pal-

las, and although certain species of the

tobacco -plant, as the Nicotiana rustica,

would appear to be indigenous to the

country, yet we have the best reason to

conclude that America, if not the exclu-

sive home of the herb, was the birthplace

of its use by man. The first great ex-

plorer of the* West found the sensuous

natives of Hispaniola rolling up and

smoking tobacco -leaves with the same

persistent indolence that we recognize in

the Cuban of the present day. Rough
Cortes saw with surprise the luxurious

Aztec composing himself for the siesta in

the middle of the day as invariably as

his fellow Dons in Castile. But he was

amazed that the barbarians had discover-

ed in tobacco a sedative to promote their

reveries and compose them to sleep, of

which the hidalgos were as yet ignorant,
but which they were soon to appropriate
with avidity, and to use with equal zest.

Humboldt says that it had been cultivat-

ed by the people of Orinoco from time

immemorial, and was smoked all over

America at the time of the Spanish Con-

quest, also that it was first discovered

by Europeans in Yucatan, in 1520, and

was there called Petum. Tobacco, ac-

cording to the same authority, was taken

from the word tabac, the name of an in-

strument used in the preparation of the

herb.

Though Columbus and his immediate

followers doubtless brought home speci-

men's of tobacco among the other spoils

of the New World, Jean Nicot, ambas-

sador to Portugal from Francis II., first

sent the seeds to France, where they
were cultivated and used about the year
1560. In honor of its sponsor, Botany
has named the plant Nicotiana tabacum,
and Chemistry distinguished as Nicotin its

active alkaloid. Sir Francis Drake first

brought tobacco to England about 1586.

It owed the greater part of its early pop-

ularity, however, to the praise and prac-

tice of Raleigh : his high* standing and

character would have sufficed to intro-

duce still more novel customs. The weed

once inhaled, the habit once acquired, its

seductions would not allow it to be easily

laid aside; and we accordingly find that

royal satire, public odium, and ruinous

cost were alike inadequate to restrain its

rapidly increasing consumption. Some-

where about the year 1600 or 1601 to-

bacco was carried to the East, and intro-

duced among the Turks and Persians,

it is not known by whom: the devo-

tion of modern Mussulmans might rea-

sonably ascribe it to Allah himself. It

seems almost incredible that the Oriental

type of life and character could have ex-

isted without tobacco. The pipe seems

as inseparable as the Koran from the fol-

lower of Mahomet.

Barely three centuries ago, then, the

first seeds of the Nicotiana tdbacum

germinated in European soil : now, who

shall count the harvests ? Less than

three centuries ago, Raleigh attracted a

crowd by sitting smoking at his door :

now, the humblest bog-trotter of Ireland

must be poor indeed who cannot own

or borrow a pipe. A little more than
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a century and a half ago, the import in-

to Great Britain was only one hundred

and twenty thousand pounds, and part
of that was reexported : now, the imports
reach thirty million pounds, and furnish

to government a revenue of twenty mil-

lions of dollars, being an annual tax of

three shillings four pence on every soul

in the United Kingdom. Nor is the case

of England an exceptional one. The

tobacco-zone girdles the globe. From
the equator, through fifty degrees of lati-

tude, it grows and is consumed on every
continent. On every sea it is carried and

used by the mariners of every nation. Its

incense rises in every clime, as from one

vast altar dedicated to its worship, be-

fore which ancient holocausts, the smoke

of burnt-offerings in the old Jewish

rites, the censers of the Church, and the

joss-sticks of the East, must "
pale their

ineffectual fires." All classes, all ages,

in all climates, and in some countries both

sexes, use tobacco to dispel heat, to resist

cold, to soothe to reverie, or to arouse the

brain, according to their national habita-

tions, peculiarities, or habits.

This is not the language of hyperbole.

With a partial exception in favor of the

hop, tobacco is the sole recognized nar-

cotic of civilization. Opium .nd hemp, if

indulged in, are concealed, by the West-

ern nations : public opinion, public moral-

ity, are at war with them. Not so with

tobacco, which the majority of civilized

men use, and the minority rather depre-
cate than denounce. We shall avail our-

selves of some statistics and computations,
"which we find ready-calculated, at vari-

ous sources, to support these assertions.

The following are the amounts of tobac-

co consumed per head in various coun-

tries :

" In Great Britain, 1 7 ounces per head ;

in France, 1 8 ounces, three-eighths of

this quantity being used in the form of

snuff; in Denmark, 70 ounces (4 Ibs.)

per head; and in Belgium, 73 ounces

per head
;

in New South Wales, where

there are no duties, by official returns,

14 pounds per head." We doubt if these

quantities much exceed the European

average, particularly of Germany and

Turkey in Europe. "In some of the

States of North America the proportion

is much larger, while among Eastern na-

tions, where there are no duties, it is be-

lieved to be greater still."

The average for the whole human race

of one thousand millions has been reason-

ably set at seventy ounces per head;
which gives a total produce and con-

sumption of tobacco of two millions of

tons, or 4,480,000,000 of pounds !
" At

eight hundred pounds an acre, this would

require five and a half million acres of

rich land to be kept constantly under

tobacco-cultivation."

" The whole amount of wheat consum-

ed by the inhabitants of Great Britain

weighs only four and one-third million

tons." The reader can draw his own in-

ferences.

The United States are among the lar-

gest producers of tobacco, furnishing one-

twentieth of the estimated production of

the whole world. According to the last

census, we raised in 1850 about two hun-

dred million pounds. All the States, with

five exceptions, and two of these are

Utah and Minnesota, shared, in vari-

ous degrees, in the growth of this great

staple. Confining our attention to those

which raised a million of pounds and up-

wards, we find Connecticut and Indiana

cited at one million each
;

Ohio and

North Carolina, at ten to twelve mil-

lions
; Missouri, Tennessee, and Mary-

land, from, seventeen to twenty-one mil-

lions
; Kentucky and Virginia, about fifty-

six million pounds.

Of this gross two hundred million

pounds, we export one hundred and

twenty-two millions, leaving about sev-

enty-eight millions for home consump-
tion.

Not satisfied with the quality of this

modest amount, we import also, from Cu-

ba, Turkey, Germany, etc., about four

million pounds, in Havana and Manila

cigars and Turkish and German manu-

factured smoking-tobacco. Thus we in-

crease the total of our consumption to

eighty-two million pounds, which gives
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about three pounds eight ounces to every ing of the human being, as bread and

inhabitant of the United States, against salt meet his absolute needs, to be so

seventeen ounces in England, and eigh- widely sought after and consumed. Fash-

teen ounces in France. From 1840 to ion does not rule this habit, but it is equal-

1850, the consumption in the United ly grateful to the savage and the sage.

States, per head, increased from two And it cannot be so ruinous to body and

pounds and half an ounce to three pounds mind as some reformers assert
; otherwise,

eight ounces. Here, we buy our tobacco in the natural progress of causes and ef-

at a fair profit to the producer. In most fects, whole nations must have already

of the countries of Europe it is either sub- been extinguished under its use. Many
ject to a high tax, or made a government mighty nations have used it for centu-

monopoly, both as regards its cultivation, ries,- and show no aggregated deteriora-

and its manufacture and sale. France tion from its employment. Individual ex-

consumes about forty-one million pounds, ceptions exist in every community. They
and the imperial exchequer is thereby arise either from idiosyncrasy or from ex-

enriched eighty-six million francs per an- cess, and they have no weight in the ar-

num. Not only is the poor man thus gument.

obliged to pay an excessive price, but Now, what are these qualities and these

the tobacco furnished him is of a much effects ? We can best answer the first

inferior quality to ours. "
Petit-caporal

"
part of the question by a quotation,

smoking-tobacco, the delight of the mid- " In ministering fully to his natural

dling classes of Paris, hardly suits an wants and cravings, man passes through
American's taste. In Italy more than three successive stages.

one pubblicano has enriched himself and "
First, the necessities of his material

bought nobility by farming the public rev- nature are provided for. Beef and bread

enues from tobacco and salt. In Austria represent the means by which, in every

the cigars are detestable, though Hun- country, this end is attained. And among

gary grows good tobacco, and its Turkish the numerous forms of animal and vege-

border furnishes some of the meerschaum table food a wonderful similarity of chem-

clay. German smoking-tobaccoes are fa- ical composition prevails,

vorites with students here, but owe their "
Second, he seeks to assuage the cares

excellence to their mode of manufacture, of his mind, and to banish uneasy reflec-

Tobacco, according to some authorities, tions. Fermented liquors are the agents

holds the next place to salt, as the article by which this is effected." [ They are

most universally and largely used by variously produced by every people, and

man, we mean, of course, apart from the active principle is in all the same,

cereals and meats. It is unquestionably namely, Alcohol.]

the widest-used narcotic. Opium takes "
Third, he desires to multiply his en-

the second rank, and hemp the third
; joyments, intellectual and animal, and

but the opium- and hashish-eaters usu- for the time to exalt them. This he at-

ally add the free smoking of tobacco to tains by the aid of narcotics. And of

their other indulgences. these narcotics, again, it is remarkable

From these great columns of consump- that almost every country or tribe has its

tion we may logically deduce two prime own, either aboriginal or imported ;
so

points for our argument. that the universal instinct of the race has

1st. That an article so widely used must led, somehow or other, to the universal

possess some peculiar quality producing supply of this want or craving also."

a desirable effect. These narcotics are Opium, Hemp, the

2d. That an article so widely used can- Betel, Coca, Thorn-Apple, Siberian Fun-

not produce any marked deleterious ef- gus, Hops, Lettuce, Tobacco. The active

feet. principles vary in each, thus differing

For it must meet some instinctive crav- from foods and stimulants. Our business
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is now to inquire into the chemical con-

stituents of tobacco.

The leaves of this plant owe their prop-
erties to certain invariable active prin-

ciples, which chemistry has enabled us to

separate from those ingredients which are

either inert or common to it and other

forms of vegetation. They are two in

number, a volatile alkali, and a vola-

tile oil, called nicotin and nicotianin, re-

spectively. A third powerful constituent

is developed by combustion, which is nam-

ed the empyreumatic oil.

Starch, gum, albumen, resin, lignin,

extractive, and organic acids exist in to-

bacco, as they do, in varying proportions,

in other plants. But the herb under con-

sideration contains a relatively larger pro-

portion of inorganic salts, as those of lime,

potassa, and ammonia, and especially of

highly nitrogenized substances
;
which ex-

plains why tobacco is so exhausting a crop
to the soil, and why ashes are among its

best fertilizers.

The organic base, nicotin, (or nicotia, as

some chemists prefer to call
it,)

exists in

tobacco combined with an acid in excess,

and in this state is not volatile. As ob-

tained by distillation with caustic soda, and

afterwards treated with sulphuric acid,

etc., it is a colorless fluid, volatilizable,

inflammable, of little smell when cold,

but of an exceedingly acrid, burning

taste, and alkaline. Nicotia contains a

much larger proportion of nitrogen than

most of the other organic alkalies. In its

action on the animal system it is one of

the most virulent poisons known. It ex-

ists in varying, though small proportion, in

all species of tobacco. Those called mild,

and most esteemed, seem to contain the

least. Thus, according to Orfila, Havana
tobacco yields two per cent, of the alka-

loid, and Virginia nearly seven per cent.

In the rankest varieties it rarely exceeds

eight parts to the hundred. The same tox-

icologist says that it has the remarkable

property of resisting decomposition in the

decaying tissues of the body, and he de-

tected it in the bodies of animals destroy-

ed by it, several months after their death.

In this particular it resembles arsenic.

VOL. VI. 13

Nicotianin, or the volatile oil, is prob-

ably the odorous principle of tobacco.

According to some, it does not exist in

the fresh leaves, but is generated in the

drying process. When obtained by dis-

tillation, a pound of leaves will yield only
two grains ;

it is therefore in a much small-

er proportion than the alkaloid, forming

only one half of one per cent. It is a

fatty substance, having the odor of tobac-

co-smoke, and a bitter taste. Applied to

the nose, it occasions sneezing, and taken

internally, giddiness and nausea. It is

therefore one of the active constituents

of tobacco, though to a much less degree
than nicotin itself. For while Hermstadt

swallowed a grain of nicotianin with im-

punity, the vapor of pure nicotin is so irri-

tating that it is difficult to breathe in a

room in which a single drop has been

evaporated.

When distilled in a retort, at a tem-

perature above that of boiling water, or.

burned, as we burn it in a pipe, tobacco

affords its third poison, the empyreumatic
oil. This is acrid, of a dark brown color,

and having a smell as of an old pipe, in

the pores of which, particularly of meer-

schaum clay, it may be found. It is also

narcotic and very poisonous, one drop

killing reptiles, as if by an electric shock :

in this mode of action it is like prussic

acid. But this empyreumatic oil consists

of two substances
; for, if it be washed

with acetic acid, it loses its poisonous qual-

ity. It contains, therefore, a harmless

oil, and a poisonous alkaline substance,

which the acetic acid combines with and

removes. It has been shown to contain

the alkaloid nicotia, and this is probably
its only active component.

Assuming, therefore, that nicotianin,

from its feebler action and small amount,

is not a very efficient principle in pro-

ducing the narcotic effects of tobacco.O '

and that the empyreumatic oil consists

only of fatty matters holding the alkali

in solution, we are forced to believe that

the only constituent worthy of much at-

tention, as the very soul and essence of

the plant, is the organic base, nicotin, or

nicotia.
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It is probable that the tobacco-chewer,

by putting fifty grains of the "
Solace,"

44

Honey-Dew,
"
or " Cavendish

"
into his

mouth for the purpose of mastication, in-

troduces at the same time from one to

four grains of nicotin with it, according
to the quality of the tobacco he uses. It

is not probable that anything like this

amount is absorbed into the system. Na-

ture protects itself by salivation. It is

possible, that, in smoking one hundred

grains of tobacco, there may be drawn

into the mouth two grains or more of the

same poison ;

"
for, as nicotin volatilizes

at a temperature below that of burning

tobacco, it is constantly present in the

smoke." It is not probable that here,

again, so much is absorbed.

But we will return to this question

of the relative effects of chewing, cigar-

and pipe-smoking, and snuff-taking, pres-

ently. For we suppose that the anxious

.mother, if she has followed us so far, is

by this time in considerable alarm at this

wholesale poisoning.

Poisons are to be judged by their ef-

fects
;
for this is the only means we have

of knowing them to be such. And if a

poison is in common use, we must em-

brace all the results of such use in a per-

fect generalization before we can decide

impartially. We do not hesitate to eat

peaches, though we know they owe much
of their peculiar flavor to prussic acid.

It is but fair to apply an equally large

generalization to tobacco. Chemistry can

concentrate the sapid and odorous ele-

ments of the peach and the bitter almond

into a transparent fluid, of which the

smell shall be vertiginous and the taste

death. But chemistry is often misunder-

stood, in two ways : in the one case, by
the incredulity of total ignorance ;

in the

other, by the overcredulity of imperfect

knowledge. That poor woman who mur-

dered her husband by arsenic not long
since was an instance of the first. She

laughed to scorn the idea that the chem-

ists could discover anything in the eject-

ed contents of the stomach of her vic-

tim, which she voluntarily left in their

way. She could not conceive that the

scattered crystals of the fatal powder
might be gathered into a metallic mirror,
the first glance at which would reflect

her guilt.

They who gape, horror-struck, at the

endless revelations of chemistry, without

giving reason time to act, err in the sec-

ond manner. Led away by the brilliant

hues and wonderful transformations of

the laboratory, they forget the size of the

world outside, in which these changes are

enacted, and the quiet way in which Na-

ture works. The breath of chlorine is

deadly, but we daily eat it in safety,

wrapped in its poison-proof envelope of

sodium, as common salt. Carbonic acid

is among the gases most hostile to man,
but he drinks it in soda-water or Cham-

pagne with impunity. So we cannot ex-

plain how a poison will act, if introduced

into the body in the diluted form in which

Nature offers it, and there subjected to

the complicated chemico- vital processes
which constitute life.

In the alembic of the chemist we may
learn analysis, and from it infer, but not

imitate, save in a few instances, the syn-

thesis of Nature. Changes in the ar-

rangement of atoms, without one particle

altered that we can discover, may make
all the difference between starch and sug-

ar. By an obscure change, which we
call fermentation, these may become alco-

hol, the great stimulant of the world. By
subtracting one atom of water from its

elements we change this to ether, the

new-found leihe of pain. As from the

inexhaustible bottle of the magician, the

chemist can furnish us from the same two

elements air or aquafortis. We may be

pardoned these familiar examples to prove
that we must not judge of things by their

palpable qualities, when concentrated or

in the gross. That fiery demon, nitric

acid, is hid, harmless in its imperceptible

subdivision, in the dew on every flow-

er.

From all this we conclude that the evil

effects of tobacco are to be determined

by their proved physiological effects
;
and

also that we must aid our decision by a

survey of its general asserted effects.
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In treating of these effects, we shall

speak, first, of what is known
; second,

of what its opponents assert
; and, third,

of what we claim as the results of its

use.

What is absolutely known is very little.

We see occasional instances of declining

health
;
we learn that the sufferers smoke

or chew, and we are very apt to ascribe

all their maladies to tobacco. So far as

we are aware, the most notorious organic

lesion which has been supposed due to

this practice is a peculiar form of cancer

of the lip,
where the pipe, and particu-

larly the clay pipe, has pressed upon the

part. But more ample statistics have

disproved this theory.

We have as yet become acquainted
with no satisfactory series of experiments

upon tobacco analogous to those which

have been made of some articles of food.

The opponents of tobacco, upon whom
we consider the burden of proof to rest,

in the absence of any marked ill effects
.

palpable in so large a consumption of the

herb, are thus reduced to generalities.

Tobacco is said to produce derange-
ment of the digestion, and of the regu-

lar, steady action of the nervous system.

These effects must be in a measure con-

nected
;
but one distinct effect of tobac-

co is claimed, upon the secretions of the

mouth, with which it comes into direct

contact. It is said to cause a waste

and a deterioration of the saliva. Let

us examine this first.

The waste of saliva in young smokers

and in immoderate chewers we admit.

The amount secreted by a healthy man
has been variously estimated at from one

and a half to three pounds per diem.

And it certainly seems as if the whole of

this was to be found upon the vile floors

of cars, hotels, and steamboats. The

quantity secreted varies much with cir-

cumstances; but experiments prove the

quality to be not affected by the amount.

To show how the deterioration of this

fluid may affect digestion, we must in-

quire into its normal physiological con-

stitution and uses. Its uses are of two

kinds : to moisten the food, and to con-

vert starch into sugar. The larger glands

fulfil the former
;
the smaller, mostly, the

latter office. Almost any substance held

in the mouth provokes the flow of saliva

by mechanical irritation. Mental causes

influence it
;
for the thought of food will

" make the mouth water," as well as its

presence within the lips. No one who
has tried to eat unmoistened food, when

thirsty, will dispute its uses as a solvent.

Tobacco seems to be a direct stimulant

to the salivary apparatus. Habit blunts

this effect only to a limited extent. The
old smoker has usually some increase of

this secretion, although he does not ex-

pectorate. But if he does not waste this

product, he swallows it, it is said, in a

state unfit to promote digestion. The
saliva owes its peculiarity to one of its

components, called ptyalin. And this ele-

ment possesses the remarkable power of

converting starch into sugar, which is the

first step in its digestion. Though many
azotized substances in a state of decom-

position exert a similar agency, yet it is

possessed by ptyalin in a much greater

degree. The gastric juice has proba-

bly no action on farinaceous substances.

And it has been proved by experiments,
that food moistened with water digestsvZ3

more slowly than when mixed with the

saliva.

More than this, the conversion of starch

into sugar has been shown to be positive-

ly retarded in the stomach by the acidity

of the gastric secretions. Only after the

azotized food has been somewhat disin-

tegrated by the action of the gastric juice,

and the fluids again rendered alkaline by
the presence of saliva, swallowed in small

quantities for a considerable time after

eating, does the saccharifying process go
on with normal rapidity and vigor.

Now starch is the great element, in all

farinaceous articles, which is adapted to

supply us with calorifacient food. "In

its original condition, either raw or when

broken up by boiling, it does not appear
that starch is capable of being absorbed

by the alimentary canal. By its conver-

sion into sugar it can alone become a use-

ful aliment." This is effected almost in-
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stantaneously by the saliva in the mouth,

and at a slower rate in the stomach.

Obviously, then, if the use of tobacco

interferes with the normal action of the

saliva, and if the digestion of starch ends

in the stomach, here is the strong point

in the argument of the opponents of to-

bacco. We should wonder at the dis-

crepancy between physiology and facts,

theory and the evidence of our senses

and daily experience among the world

of smokers, and be ready to renounce

either science or " the weed." Fortu-

nately for our peace of mind and for our

respect for physiology, the first point of

the proposition is not satisfactorily prov-

ed, and the second is untrue. We are

not certain that nicotin ruins ptyalin ;
we

are certain that the functions of other or-

gans are vicarious of those of the salivary

glands.

We say that it is not satisfactorily prov-

ed that tobacco impairs the sugar-making
function of the saliva. At least, we have

never seen the proof from recorded ex-

periments. Such may exist, but we have

met onlv with loose assertions to this ef-
V

feet, of a similar nature to those hygienic

dicta which we find bandied about in

the would-be-physiological popular jour-

nals, which are so plentiful in this coun-

try, and which may be styled the "
yel-

low-cover" literature of science.

We acknowledge this to be the weak

point in our armor, and are open to fur-

ther light. Yet more, for the sake of hy-

pothesis, we will assume it proved. What
follows? Are we to get no more sugar
while we smoke ? By no means. Hard

by the stomach lies the pancreas, an or-

gan so similar in structure to the salivary

glands, that even so minute an observer

as Kolliker does not think it requisite to

give it a separate description. Its se-

cretion, which is poured into the second

stomach, contains a ferment analogous to

that of the saliva, and amounts probably
to about seven ounces a day. The food,

on leaving the stomach, is next subjected
to its influence, together with that of the

bile. It helps digest fatty matters by its

emulsive powers; it has been more re-

cently supposed to form a sort ofpeptone
with nitrogenized articles also

; but, what

is more to our purpose, it turns starch in-

to sugar even more quickly than the sa-

liva itself. And even if the reformers

were to beat us from this stronghold, by

proving that tobacco impaired the sac-

charifying power of this organ also, we
should still find the mixed fluids supplied

by the smaller, but very numerous glands
of the intestines, sufficient to accomplish
the requisite modification of starch, though
more slowly and to a less degree.
We come now to the second count in

the indictment, that tobacco injuriously

affects the nervous system, and through
it the digestion. The accusation is here

more vague and indefinite, and the an-

swer also is less susceptible of proof.

Both sides must avail themselves of cir-

cumstantial, rather than direct evidence.

That digestion is in direct dependence

upon the nervous system, and that even

transitory or emotional states of the latter

affect the former, there can be no doubt.

It is so familiar a fact, that instances

need hardly be cited to prove it. Hence

we are told, that tobacco, by deranging
the one, disorders the other, that ner-

vousness, or morbid irritability of the

nerves, palpitations and tremulousness,

are soon followed by emaciation and

dyspepsia, or more or less inability to

digest.

We conceive Prout, an eminent au-

thority, to be near the truth, when he

says of tobacco,
" The strong and healthy

suffer comparatively little, while the weak

and predisposed to disease fall victims to

its poisonous operation." The hod-carrier

traversing the walls of lofty buildings, and

the sailor swinging on the yard-arm, are

not subject to nervousness, though they

smoke and chew
;
nor are they prone to

dyspepsia, unless from excesses of another

kind.

It has not been shown that tobacco

either hastens or delays the metamorpho-
sis of tissue, that it drains the system by

waste, or clogs it by retarding the natural

excretions. We must turn, then, to its

direct influence upon the nervous system
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to convince ourselves of its ill effects, if vous system in connection with the as-

such exist. sertions of the reformers. The following

Nor has it been proved that the ner- is a list, by no means complete, of these

vous influence is affected in such a way asserted ill effects from its use.

as directly to impair the innervation of Tobacco is said to cause softening of

the organic functions, which derive their the brain, dimness of vision, ("the
chief impulse to action from the scattered Germans smoke

;
the Germans are a spec-

ganglia of the sympathetic system. Opi- tacled nation !

"
post hoc, ergo propter hoc?

urn,- the most powerful narcotic, benumbs the laborious intellectual habits of this

the brain into sleep ; produces a corre- people, and their trying
"
text," are con-

sponding reaction, on awakening; shuts sidered of no account,) cancer of the

up the secretions, except that of the skin, stomach, disease of the liver, dyspep-
and thus deranges the alimentary func- sia, enfeebled nutrition, and consequent
tions. The decriers of tobacco will, we emaciation, dryness of the mouth,

conceive, be unable to show that it pro- "the clergyman's sore-throat" and loss of

duces such effects. voice, irritability of the nervous system,

The reformers are reduced, then, to tremulousness, palpitation and paral-
the vague generality, that smoking and ysis, and, among the moral ills, loss of

chewing
" affect the nerves." energy, idleness, drunkenness. A fearful

Students, men of sedentary, profession- catalogue, which would dedicate the taba-

al habits, persons of a very nervous tern- tiere to Pandora, were it true,

perament, or those subject to much ex- Hygienic reformers are usually une-

citement in business and politics, some- quailed in imaginary horrors, except by
times show debility and languor, or agita- the charlatans who vend panaceas,
tion and nervousness, while they smoke We have no reasons for believing that

and chew. Are there no other causes at tobacco causes softening ofthe brain equal

work, sufficient in themselves to produce in plausibility to those which ascribe it to

these effects ? Are want of exercise, want prolonged and excessive mental effort,

of air, want of rest, and want of inherited The statistics of disease prove cancers

vigor to- be eliminated from the estimate, of other organs to be twice as frequent,

while tobacco is made the scape-goat of among females, as cancer of the stomach

all their troubles ? is among males
;
and an eminent eti-

Climate, and the various influences af- ologist places narcotics among the least

fecting any race which has migrated after proved causes of this disease. A hot cli-

a stationary residence of generations to a mate, abuse of alcohol, a sedentary life,

new country extending under different and sluggish digestion happen, rather cu-

parallels of latitude, have been reasonably riously, to be very frequent concomitants,

accused of rendering us a nervous people, if not causes, of disease of the liver. Dys-
It is not so reasonable to charge one habit pepsia haunts both sexes, and, we ven-

with being the sole cause of this, although ture to assert, though we cannot bring
we should be more prudent in not follow- figures to prove it, is as frequent among

ing it to excess. The larger consumption those who do not use tobacco as among
of tobacco here is due both to the cheap- those who do. We are ready to concede

ness of the product and to the wealth of that excessive chewing and smoking, par-

the consumer. But it does not follow that ticularly if accompanied by large expec-
we are more subjected to its narcotic in- toration, may impair nutrition and cause

fluences because we use the best varieties emaciation : that the mass of mankind

of the weed. On the contrary, the poor eat and digest and live, as well as use

and rank tobaccoes, grown under a north- " the weed," is proof that its moderate

ern sky, are the richest in nicotin. employment is not ordinarily followed by
But it will be better to continue the this result. Dryness of the mouth follows

argument about its effects upon the ner- expectoration as a matter of course
;
but
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the salivation excited in an old smoker

by tobacco is very moderate, and not suc-

ceeded by thirst, unless the smoke be in-

haled too rapidly and at too high a tem-

perature.

We come next to a very tender point
with reformers, the laryngeal cough and

failing voice of the reverend clergy. The
later generations of ministers of this vi-

cinity, as a body, have abandoned tobac-

co, and yet the evil has not diminished.

An eminent divine of our acquaintance,
who does not smoke daily, always finds

a cigar relieve a trifling bronchitis, to

which he is occasionally subject. The
curious will find in the " Medical Jour-

nal" of this city, for 1839, that quite as

much can be said on one side as on the

other of this subject.

The minor, rarely the graver affections

of the nervous system, do follow the use

of tobacco in excess. We admit this wil-

lingly ;
but we deny these effects to its

moderate use by persons of ordinary
health and of no peculiar idiosyncrasy.

Numerous cases of paralysis among tobac-

co-takers in France were traced to the

lead in which the preparation was en-

veloped.

We pass next to what we claim as the

effects of moderate tobacco-using, and will

take first the evidence of the toxicologists.

Both Pereira and Christison agree that

" no well-ascertained ill effects have been

shown to result from the habitual practice

of smoking." Beck, a modern authority,

says,
" Common observation settles the

question, that the moderate and daily use

of tobacco does not prove injurious. This

is a general rule
"

: and he adds, that ex-

ceptions necessarily exist, etc.

The repugnance and nausea which greet
the smoker, in his first attempts to use to-

bacco, are not a stronger argument against
it than the fact that the system so soon

becomes habituated to these effects is a

proof of its essential innocuousness.

Certainly the love of tobacco is not an

instinctive appetite, like that for nitrogen
and carbon in the form of food. Man
was not born with a cigar in his mouth,
and it is not certain that the Nicotiana

tdbacum flourished in the Garden of Eden.

But history proves the existence of an in-

stinct among all races call it depraved,
if you will, the fact remains leading
them to employ narcotics. And narcot-

ics all nations have sought and found.

We venture to affirm that tobacco is as

harmless as any. The betel and the hop
can alone compare with it in this respect ;

and the hop is not a narcotic which satis-

fies alone
;
others are used with it. Opi-

um and Indian hemp are not to be men-

tioned in comparison ;
while coca, in ex-

cess, is much more hurtful.

Tobacco may more properly be called

a sedative than a narcotic. Opium, the

type of the latter class, is in its primary
action excitant, but secondarily narcotic.

The opium-eaters are familiar with this,

and learn by experience to regulate the

dose so as to prolong the first and short-

en the second effects, as much as possible.

Tobacco, on the other hand, is primari-

ly sedative and relaxing. A high author-

ity says of its physiological action :

"
First, That its greater and first effect

is to assuage and allay and soothe the sys-

tem in general.
"
Second, That its lesser and second,

or after effect, is to excite and invigorate,

and at the same time give steadiness and

fixity to the powers of thought."

Either of these effects will predominate,
we conceive, according to the intellectual

state and capacity of the individual, as

well as in accordance with the amount

used.

The dreamy Oriental is sunk into deep-
er reverie under the influence of tobacco,

and his happiness while smoking seems to

consist in thinking of nothing. The stu-

dious German, on the contrary,
" thinks

and dreams, and dreams and thinks, al-

ternately; but while his body is soothed

and stilled, his mind is ever awake."

This latter description resembles, to

compare small things with great, the ef-

fects of opium, as detailed by De Quin-

cey.
" In habitual smokers," says Pereira,

" the practice, when moderately indulged,

produces that remarkably soothing and
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tranquillizing effect on the mind which among four thousand workmen in the to-

has caused it to be so much admired and bacco-manufactories of France, that they

adopted by all classes of society." found no evidence of its being unwhole-

The pleasure derived from tobacco is some. Moderate tobacco-users attain a

very hard to define, since it is negative longevity equal to that of any other class

rather than positive, and to be estimated in the community.
more by what it prevents than by what We will cite only the following brief

it produces. It relieves the little vexa- statistics from an old physician of a neigh-

tions and cares of life, soothes the harass- boring town. In looking over the list of

ed mind, and promotes quiet reflection, the oldest men, dead or alive, within his

This it does most of all when used spar- circle of acquaintance, he finds a total

ingly and after labor. But if incessant- of 67 men, from 73 to 93 years of age.

ly consumed, it keeps up a constant, but Their average age is 78 and a fraction,

mild cerebral exhilaration. The mind Of these 67, 54 were smokers or chewers;

acts more promptly and more continuous- 9 only, non-consumers of tobacco
;
and 4

ly under its use. We think any tobacco- were doubtful, or not ascertained. About

consumer will bear 'us out in this defini- nine-elevenths smoked or chewed. The

tion of its varying effects. compiler quaintly adds,
" How much Ion-

After a full meal, if it does not help, it ger these men might have lived without

at least hides digestion.
" It settles one's tobacco, it is impossible to determine."

dinner," as the saying is, and gives that The tobacco-leaf is consumed by man

feeling of quiet, luxurious Men-aise which usually in three ways : by smoking, snuff-

would probably exist naturally in a state ing, or chewing. The first is the most

of primeval health. It promotes, with common
;
the last is the most disagree-

most persons, the peristaltic movements able.

of the alimentary passages by its relaxing Tobacco is smoked in the East Indies,

properties. China, and Siam
;
in Turkey and Persia ;

Smoking is eminently social, and fa- over Europe generally ;
and in North and

vors domestic habits. And in this way, South America. Cigars are preferred in

we contend, it prevents drinking, rath- the East and West Indies, Spain, Eng-
er than leads to it. Many still associ- land, and America. China, Turkey, Per-

ate the cigar with the bar-room. This sia, and Germany worship the pipe. In

notion should have become obsolete ere Europe the pipe is patronized on account

this, for it has an extremely limited foun- of its cheapness. Turks and Persians use

dation in fact. Bachelors and would-be- th^ mildest forms of pipe-smoking, choos-

manly boys are not the only consumers ing pipes with long, flexible stems, and

of tobacco, though they are the best pa- having the smoke cooled and purified by
trons of the bar. The poor man's pipe passing through water. The Germans pre-
retains him by his own fireside, as "well fer the porous meerschaum, the Cana-

as softens his domestic asperities. dians, the common clay. Women smoke
Excess in tobacco, like excess in any habitually in China, the East and West

other material good meant for moderate Indies, and to a less extent in South

use, is followed by evil effects, more or America, Spain, and France,

less quickly, according to the constitution We have no fears that any reasoning
and temperament of the abuser. The of ours would induce the other sex to use

lymphatic and obese can smoke more than tobacco. The ladies set too just a val-

the sanguine and nervous, with impunity, ue on the precious commodity of their

How much constitutes excess varies with charms for that. There is little danger
each individual. Manufacturers of to- that they would do anything which might
bacco do not appear to suffer. Christi- render them disagreeable. The practice

son states, as the result of the researches of snuff-taking is about the only form they
of MM. Parent-Duchatelet and D'Arcet patronize, and that to a slight extent.
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France is the home of snuff. A large

proportion of all the tobacco consumed

there is used in this form. The practice

prevails to a large extent also in Iceland

and Scotland. The Icelander uses a

small horn, like a powder-horn, to hold

his snuff. Inserting the smaller end in-

to the nostril, he elevates the other, and

thus conveys the pungent powder direct-

ly to the part. The more delicate High-
lander carries the snuff to his nose on a

little shovel. This can be surpassed only

by the habit of "
dipping," peculiar to

some women of the United States, and

whose details will not bear description.

Chewing prevails par excellence in our

own country, and among the sailors of

most nations, to some extent also in

Switzerland, Iceland, and among the

Northern races. It is the safest and

most convenient form at sea.

By smoking, each of the three active

ingredients of tobacco is rendered capa-
ble of absorption. The empyreumatic oil

is produced by combustion. The pipe
retains this and a portion of the nicotin

in its pores. The cigar, alone, conveys
all the essential elements into the sys-

tem.

Liebig once asserted that cigar-smok-

ing was prejudicial from the amount of

gaseous carbon inhaled. We cannot be-

lieve this. The heat of cigar-smoke may
have some influence on the teeth

; and,

on the whole, the long pipe, with a po-

rous bowl, is probably the best way of

using tobacco in a state of ignition.

By repeated fermentations in prepar-

ing snuff, much of the nicotin is evaporat-

ed and lost. Yet snuff- takers impair

the sense of smell, and ruin the voice,

by clogging up the passages with the fin-

er particles of the powder. The func-

tions of the labyrinthine caverns of the

nose and forehead, and of the delicate os-

seous laminae which constitute the sound-

ing-boards of vocalization, are thus de-

stroyed.

Chewing is the most constant, as it is

the nastiest habit. The old chewer, safe

in the blunted irritability of the salivary

glands, can continue his practice all night,

if he be so infatuated, without inconven-

ience. In masticating tobacco, nicotin

and nicotianin are rolled about in the

mouth with the quid, but are not proba-

bly so quickly absorbed as when in the

gaseous state. Yet chewers are the great-
est spitters, and have a characteristic

drooping of the angle of the lower lip,

which points to loss of power in the leva-

tor muscles.

. Latakia, Shiraz, Manila, Cuba, Vir-

ginia, and Maryland produce the most

valuable tobaccoes. Though peculiar soils

and dressings may impart a greater aro-

ma and richness to the plant, by the va-

riations in the quantity of nicotianin, as

compared with the other organic ele-

ments, yet we are inclined to think that

the diminished proportion of nicotin in

the best varieties is the cause of their

superior flavor to the rank Northern to-

baccoes, and that it is mainly because

they are milder that they are most es-

teemed. So, too, the cigar improves with

age, because a certain amount of nicotin

evaporates and escapes. Taste in cigars

varies, however, from the Austrian gov-
ernment article, a very rank "

long-nine,"

with a straw running through the centre

to improve its suction, to the Cuban ci-

garrito, whose ethereal proportions three

whiffs will exhaust.

The manufacture of smoking-tobaccoes

is as much an art in Germany as getting

up a fancy brand of cigars is here
;
and

the medical philosopher of that country
will gravely debate whether " Kanaster "

or " Varinas
" be best suited for certain

forms of convalescence ;
tobacco being al-

most as indispensable as gruel, in return-

ing health. We think the light pipe-

smoker will find a combination of Ger-

man and Turkish smoking-tobaccoes a

happy thought. The old smoker may
secure the best union of delicacy and

strength in the Virginia "natural leaf."

Among the eight or ten species of the

tobacco-plant now recognized by botan-

ists, the Nicotiana tabacum and the Nico-

tiana rustica hold the chief place. Nu-

merous varieties of each of these, how-

ever, are named and exist.
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We condense from De Bow's "Indus-

trial Resources of the South and West "

a brief account of tobacco-culture in this

country.
" The tobacco is best sown

from the 10th to the 20th of March, and

a rich loam is the most favorable soil.

The plants are dressed with a mixture

of ashes, plaster, soot, salt, sulphur, soil,

and manure." After they are trans-

planted, we are told that "the soil best

adapted to the growth of tobacco is a

light, friable one, or what is commonly
called a sandy loam

;
not too flat, but

rolling, undulating land." Long pro-

cesses of hand-weeding must be gone

through, and equal parts of plaster and

ashes are put on each plant.
" Worms

are the worst enemy," and can be effec-

tually destroyed only by hand. " When
the plant begins to yellow, it is time to

put it away ;
and it is cut off close to

the ground." After wilting a little on the

ground, it is dried on sticks, by one of the

three processes called "
pegging, spear-

ing, and splitting."
" When dry, the

leaves are stripped off and tied in bun-

dles of one fifth or sixth of a pound each.

It is sorted into three or four qualities,

as Yellow, Bright, Dull, etc." Next it is

"
bulked," or put into bundles, and these

again dried, and afterwards " condition-

ed," and packed in hogsheads weighing
from six hundred to a thousand pounds
each.

It would be too long to detail the pro-

cesses of cigar- and snuff-making, the lat-

ter of which is quite complicated.

We were happy to learn from the fear-

ful work of Hassall on " Food and its

Adulterations," that tobacco was one of

the articles least tampered with
;
and

particularly that there was no opium
in cheroots, but nothing more harmful

than hay and paper. He ascribes this

immunity mainly to the vigilance of the

excisemen. But we have recently seen

a work on the adulteration of tobacco,

whose microscopic plates brought back

our former misgivings. Molasses is a

very common agent used to give color

and render it toothsome. Various vege-

table leaves, as the rhubarb, beech, wal-

nut, and mullein, as well as the less de-

lectable bran, yellow ochre, and helle-

bore, in snuff, are also sometimes used to

defraud. Saltpetre is often sprinkled on,

in making cigars, to improve their burn-

ing.

The Indians mixed tobacco in their

pipes with fragrant herbs. Cascarilla

bark is a favorite with some smokers
;

it

is a simple aromatic and tonic, but, when

smoked, is said sometimes to occasion ver-

tigo and intoxication.

We have before observed that tobacco

is a very exhausting crop to the soil. The
worn-out tobacco-plantations of the South

are sufficient practical proof of this, while

it is also readily explained by chemistry.

The leaves of tobacco are among the

richest in incombustible ash, yielding,

when burned, from 19 to 28 per cent.

of inorganic substance. This forms the

abundant ashes of tobacco-pipes and of

cigars. All this has been derived from

the soil where it was raised, and it is

of a nature very necessary to vegetation,

and not very abundant in the most fer-

tile lands. "
Every ton of dried tobacco-

leaves carries off from four to five hun-

dred-weight of this mineral matter, as

much as is contained in fourteen tons of

the grain of wheat." It follows that sci-

entific agriculture can alone restore this

waste to the tobacco-plantation.

There is one other aspect of this great

subject, which is almost peculiar to New

England, the home of reform. Certain

Puritanical pessimists have argued that

the use of tobacco is immoral. There are

few, except our own sober people, who

would admit this question at all. We
would treat this prejudice with the re-

spect due to all sincere reforms. And
we have attempted to show, that, since all

races have used and will use narcotics,

we had better yield a little, lest more be

taken, and concede them tobacco, which

is more harmless than many that are

largely consumed. We have proved to

our own satisfaction, and we hope to

theirs, that tobacco in moderation nei-

ther affects the health nor shortens life
;

that it does not create an appetite for
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stimulants, but rather supplies their place ;

and that it favors sociality and domestic

habits more than the reverse.

If the formation of any habit be ob-

jected to, we reply, that this is a natural

tendency of man, that things become less

prejudicial by repetition, and that a high

hygienic authority advises us " to be reg-

ular even in our vices."

As we began in a light, we close in a

more sober vein, apologists for tobacco,

rather than strongly advocating either

side. On one point we are sure that we
shall agree with the ladies, and that is in

a sincere denunciation of the habit of

smoking at a tender age. And although,
in accordance with the tendency of the

times, the school-boy whom we caught
attached to a "

long-nine
" would consis-

tently reply,
" Civis Americarius sum !

"

we shall persist in claiming the censor-

ship of age over those on whose chins

the callow down of adolescence is yet

ungrown.

SHAKSPEARE DONE INTO FRENCH.

IN the first place, it really was an im- This prologue is divided as to the thea-

mense success, and Shylock, or Shee-

loque, as they dubbed him, was called

before the curtain seven times, and in

most appropriate humility nearly laid his

nose on his insteps as he bowed, and quite
showed his spine.

It certainly was like Shakspeare in

tre into two parts: to left, Sheeloque's
domestic interior, to right, a practicable

canal. In the very first line out crop's

Shylock's love of good bargains ;
and I

give the reader my word, the little French-

men saw that this was characteristic, and

applauded vehemently. "Bon," said I,

this, that it had five acts
;
but when I have " if they applaud the first line, what will

made that concession, and admitted that they do with the last act ?
"

Sheeloque was Le Juifde Venise, I think It need not be said that Shylock dab-

I have named all the cardinal points of

similarity in the " Merchant of Venice "

and " Le Juif
"
of that same unwholesome

place. To be sure, there is a suspicion of

le devin Williams, as they will call him,

continually cropping out
; but a conscien-

tious man would not swear to one line of

it, and I do not think Shakspeare would dents are Leone and Ubaldo, neither of

be justified in suing the French author which, if my memory serve me, is Shak-

for compensation under the National spearian. These gentlemen considerably

bles in those bills which Venetian swells

of the fifteenth century, in common with

those of a later age and more western

land, will manipulate, in spite of all the

political economy from Confucius down to

Mr. Mill
;
and in this particular instance

and prologue the names of the improvi-

Copyright-Act. I speak of Shakspeare
as existing, because it is my belief he

does, in a manner so to speak.

I have intimated that " Le Juif" has

shake my traditional respect for sixteenth-

century Venetian Aristos, for they insult

that Jew till I wonder where a count and

a duke have learnt such language: but

five acts
;
but I have not yet committed they serve a purpose ; they trot Shylock

myself to the assertion that he was in sev- out, so to speak, and give our author an

en tableaux, and possessed a prologue.

It is now my pleasing duty to force

you through the five acts, and the one

prologue, and the seven tableaux, every
one of them.

opportunity of doing his best with A 1.

Shylock's great speech. Here is the

apostrophe :

" But yesterday no later past than

yesterday thou didst bid thy mistress
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call at me from her balcony ; thy ser-

vants by thy will did cast mud on me,
and thy hounds sped snapping after

me,' whereby we may infer they went

hunting in Venice, in the fifteenth cen-

tury. It must have been rather danger-
ous running. Nor could the Venetian

nobles of that good old time have been

very proper ;
for Leone and Ubaldo

justify themselves by saying they were

drunk.

It is after this pretty excuse that Shy-
lock has a soliloquy as long as his beard,

and I hear really loud opposition to

this didacticism in the pit ; but, however,

this slow work soon meets compensation
in violent action. Shylock won't renew,

and the nobles get indignant ;
so they

propose to pay Shylock with more kicks

than halfpence. Here the action begins;

for Shylock protests he will bite a bit out

of them
;
and though one of these long-

sleeved swells warns him that all threats

by Jews against Christians are an im-

prisonment matter, Shylock rashly pre-

pares for a defence. Away fly the lords

after Shylock, over go the chairs, down

goes the table, and I suppose Shylock
does hit " one of them "

;
for the two lords

go off quite triumphantly, with the inti-

mation that he will be in prison in one

hour from that.

Then the Jew calls for Sarah; and

this same conies in on tiptoe, for fear of

waking the baby. This Shylock fils

Sarah proceeds to describe as equally
beautiful with Abel and Moses, which

seems to give Shylock pere great com-

fort, though I am bound to admit the

lowly whispered doubt on the part of a

pit-neighbor of mine as to Sarah's capa-

bility ofjudging in the matter.

Shylock is preparing for prison, it

seems, and one little necessity is a prayer
for said son. Sarah coming in with a

response, Shylock leaves off' praying
" im-

mediate," to tell Sarah she is no vulgar

servant, which assurance is received in

the tearful manner. And here it is comes

a little faint whiff of the real play. In

leaving home, Shylock's French plagia-

rizes the Jew's speech to Jessica, even

down to the doubt the Jew has about

leaving his house at all.

There has been no necessity for stating

that Sarah supposes herself the widow of

a libel on his sex, a man unspeakable ;

and the moment I hear he is, or was, a

man of crime unspeakable, I know he will

turn up. Shylock having gone away,
I do not know where, up comes a gon-
dola to the front-door, and, of course, in

walks Sarah's husband. " Good even-

ing, Ma'am," says he. " God of Israel !

"

says she. And then such an explanation
as this infamous husband gives ! He puts

in, that he is a pirate ;
that his captain,

whom he describes as a Venus en cor-

saire, has lost a son, and wants another;
hence speaker, name Arnheim, wants

that little Israelite who is so much like

Abel and Moses at one and the same mo-

ment : though how Arnheim should know
of that little creation, or how he should

know him to be also like the lost infantile

pirate as well as Abel and Moses, does

not sufficiently appear, as, indeed, my
neighbor, who is suggestive of a Greek

Chorus in a blue blouse, discovers in half

a dozen disparaging syllables.

Of course, when the supposed widow
hears this, her cries ought to wake up all

hearing Venice, but not one Venetian

comes to her aid; and though she uses

her two hands enough for twenty, she

has not got her way when thoroughly
breathed.

"
Sarah," says that energetic woman's

husband,
"
Sarah, don't be a fool !

"

Then I know the baby is coming:
there never yet was a French prologue
without a baby, it seems a French

unity; sometimes there are two babies,

who always get mixed up. But to our

business.

Out comes the baby, (they never

scream,) and alas that for effect he

should thus commit himself! Arnheim

rips Sarah up, and down she goes as

dead as the Queen of Sheba.

Then comes a really fine scene. Shy-
lock enters, learns all

;
in come soldiers

for Shylock, and, of course, accuse him

of the murder
; whereupon Shylock shows
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on the blade a cross. " Doth a Jew wear

a knife with a cross on it ?
"
says he. '* Go

to! 'tis a Christian murder."

To this the soldier-head has nothing to

say ;
so he hurries Shylock off to prison,

and down comes the curtain.

" Hum !

"
says the Greek Chorus,

"
it

might be worse."

ACT I.

IT is clear there must be lady charac-

ters, or I am quite sure the Greek Chorus

would find fault wofully, and the only

one we have had, Sarah, to wit, can't de-

cently appear again, except in the spirit-

ual form. Well, there is the original Por-

tia, alas for that clever, virtuous, and

noble lady ! how is she fallen in the

French ! she is noble-looking and clev-

er, but the third quality, oh, dear me !

This disreputable is named Imperia, and

the real Bassanio becomes one Honorius,

who is, as he should be, the bosom friend

ofone Andronic, which is Antonio, I would

have you know. I have thought over it

two minutes, and have come to the con-

clusion that the less I say about Imperia
the better, and I know the Anglo-Saxon
would not agree with Imperia, but, as

the Frenchman does, I offer you one, or

part of one of Imperia's songs, as bought

by me for two disgraceful sous.

1'aube rayonne et luit,

La nuit

Finit;

Maitresse,

L'heure enchanteresse

Passe et fuit...

A ton arret je dois me rendre.

Sort jaloux! (bis.)

Hatons-nous,
II faut descendre

Sans re"veiller sou vieil e"poux !..."

Well, what do you think of it ? Now
I will not mention her again, I will re-

fer to her, when I shall have vexatious

occasion, as " that woman." And, indeed,
" that woman " and Honorius set us up
in comprehension of matters progressing.

It seems that quite twenty years have pass-

ed since Sarah's soul slid through a knife-

gash ;
that Honorius and Andronic, who

have come from Smyrna, (why?) are al-

most brothers; that Honorius is good in

this fact only, that he knows he is real-

ly bad
;
and that Andronic is the richest

and most moral man in Venice, though

why, under those circumstances, he should

be friendly with such a rip as Honorius,

Honorius does not inform us.

I shall pass over the next scenes, and

come to that in which all the creditors of

all the lords are brought on to the stage

in a state which calls for the interference

of the Doge: they are all drunk, ex-

cept Shylock. This scene really is a start-

ler. Shylock, now dashed with gray, and

nearly double, comes up to "that wom-
an " and calls her sister

; whereupon she

demanding that explanation which I and

the Greek Chorus simultaneously want,

Shylock states that he is Usury and she

Luxury,
" and they have one father."

" Queer old man ! ! !

"
says

" that wom-

an."

Here follow dice, in which the Jew
is requested to join, all of which natural-

ly brings about a discussion on the rate

of usage, which that dog Andronic is

bringing down, and a further statement

that that imprisonment lasted two years.

Then comes a coup d'theatre : Shylock re-

minds everybody that a just Doge reigns

now, (nor can I help pointing out the

Frenchman's ingenuity here : in the play,

the Doge must be just, or where would

the pound of flesh be V while, if the Doge
of the prologue were just, Shylock would

not have been committed for two years,-

ergo, kill No. l.Doge, install No. 2.) Shy-
lock reminds everybody that a just Doge

reigns. Shylock has it all his own way,
and Honorius is arrested before the very

eyes of " that woman." Then comes the

necessary Deus ex machind in the shape
of Andronic, who pays everybody every-

thing, saves his friend, and play proceeds.

Andronic reproaches Jew touching his

greed, whereon the Jew offers this not

profound remark, "I am what I am,"

and goes on counting his money.

Oh, if you only knew the secret !

This cash payment winds up the act.
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ACT II.

DECIDEDLY, the beginning of Act Sec-

ond proves Andronic is no fool, for he ad-

vises Honorius to flee that creature,

and what better advice in those matters is

there than that of retreating ? Decided-

ly, too, the virtuous Doge is worth hav-

ing, really a Middle-Age electric tele-

graph, for he gives all about him such

a dose of news as in this day would sell ev-

ery penny-paper printed : and such bad

news !
- - Venice down everywhere, and

a loan wanted. Here comes a fine scene

for Andronic, (for, after all, the lords

have "hitched out" of the proposed loan,

whereby I take it they are not such fools

as people take them to be,) Andronic

declares, that, if he were rich enough,
the Doge should not ask for money, but

ships are but frail and his have gone to

pieces. Here, you see, comes another

faint whiff of the real original play.

Then, clearly, the Doge can only apply
to the Jews. Enter Shylock a propos.

The next scene is so awful to the Greek

Chorus, who may be of a business turn,

that I am charitable enough not to re-

produce it here
;
but the percentage the

Jew wants for the loan seems to be quite

a multiplication-table of tangible, securi-

ties, and I only wonder the Doge does not

order him into the Adriatic. Amongst
other demands, the Jew procures all the

Dogic jewels, and then he wants all

the jewels of the Doge's daughter ;
in-

deed, Shylock becomes a most unreason-

able party.

No sooner does he speak of the daugh-
ter, Ginevra by name, than in she comes,

jewel-casket in hand, which leads the

cynical Greek Chorus to suppose that

Mademoiselle is either clairvoyante or

prefers going about with a box. The

way in which that best of her sex offers

up the jewels on the patriotic shrine is

really worthy of the applause bestowed

on the act
;
but when that pig of a Jew

is not satisfied, when he insists upon the

diamond necklace Ginevra wears, as an-

other preliminary to the loan, people in

the theatre quite shake with indignation.

Now the jewel has been the pattern

young lady's mother's
;
and here comes

an opening for that appeal to the filial

love of Frenchmen which is never touch-

ed in vain. It is really a great and noble

trait in the French character, that filial

love, not too questionable to be demon-

strative, tis a sure dramatist's French

card, that appeal to the love of mothers

and fathers by their children.

Having procured the weight of this-

chain, which has caused Shylock the loss

of many friends in the house who have

been inclined to like him consequent up-
on the loss of that Abel -Moses -photo-

graph, Shylock departs with this infor-

mation, that he will bring the money to-

morrow : which assertion proves Shylock
to be a strong man, if a hundred thou-

sand marks are as heavy as I take them

to be.

Upon what little things do dramas, in

common with lives, turn ! That neck-

lace is the brilliant groundwork of the

rest of the plot. Why why why
WHY didn't Shakspeare think of the neck-

lace?

And as I always must tell love-affairs

as soon as I hear of them, for, as a

rule, I live in country towns, I may at

once state that Ginevra loved Andronic,

and latter loved former, and they would

not tell each other, and the Doge knew

nothing about it.

Yes, decidedly, the necklace is the first

character in " Le Juif de Venise." You

see, Ginevra loved the necklace, and An-

dronic loved Ginevra; so he is forced to

procure that charming necklace for her,

coute qui coute, and so he goes to Shy-
lock for it. And here you will see its val-

ue : Shylock will sell it only for a large

sum. Andronic, seeing his losses, hasn't

the money, but will have
; glorious

opening for the clause about the pound
of flesh ! Signed, sealed, and delivered.

How superior is Andronic to Antonio, the

old ! This latter pawns his breast for

a friend only : the great Andronic risks

the flesh about his heart for sacred love,

lo Venus !

*

Yet, nevertheless, notwithstanding, it
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is the opinion of the Greek Chorus that

Andronic is a joli fool, which choral re-

mark I hear with pain, as reflecting upon

unhesitating love, and especially as the

remarker has been eminently touched at

the abduction.

ACT IV.

As for the Fourth Act, it is very ten-

der and terrible.

I need not say that the tenderness aris-

es through the necklace, and indeed,

for that matter, so also does the terror.

Touching the first, of course it is the dis-

covery by Ginevra of the return of those

maternal diamonds, which are handed

to her by a femme-de-cliambre, who has

had them from Andronic's valet-de-cham-

bre, who is in love with the femme-de-

chambre, who reciprocates, etc., etc., etc.

But touching the terrible, "that wom-

an" hears of the necklace, and sends Ho-

norius for it to Shylock. Bad job !

gone ! Well, then, Honorius falls out

with his old friend Andronic because lat-

ter will not yield up the necklace. Ho-

norius demands to know who has it. An-

dronic will not name Ginevra's name

before " that woman " and all the lofty

lords, and then there's a grand scene.

In the first place, it seems that in Shy-
lock's Venetian time, the Venetian lords,

when obliging Venice with a riot, called

upon Venetians to put out their lights,

and this the lords now do, (we are on

the piazza,) and out go all the lights as

though turned off at one main.

Then there is such a scrimmage ! Ho-

norius lunges at Andronic
;

this latter

disarms former
;
then latter comes to

his senses, flies over to his old friend,

and all the Venetian brawlers are put

to flight.

Then Honorius says, and pray, pray,

mark what Honorius says, or you will

never comprehend Act V., then Ho-

norius says, taking Andronic's previous

advice about flying, "I will go away, and

Jight the Adriatic pirates." Now, pray,
don't forget that. I quite distress myself
in praying you not to forget that, to

wit,
" Honorius goes away to fght the

Adriatic pirates"

Oh, if you only knew the big secret !

ACT V.

THIS, of course, is the knifing act.

Seated is Shylock before an hour-glass,

and trying to count the grains of sand as

they glide through.

Oh, if you only knew the big secret !

You remember that in that original play
Antonio's ships are lost merely. Bah !

we manage better in this matter : the

ships come home, but they are empty,

emptied by the pirates ; though why
those Adriaticians did not confiscate the

ships is even beyond the Greek Chorus,
who says,

"
They were very polite."

At last all the sand is at rest.

Crack, as punctual as a postman
comes Andronic

;
and as the Venetians

are revolting against the flesh business,

about which they seem to know every

particular, Andronic brings a guard of

the just Doge's soldiers to keep the pop-
ulace quiet while the business goes on

;

all of which behavior on the mer-

chant's part my friend the Chorus pro-
nounces to be stupid and suicidal.

Then -comes such a scene! Andronic

calling for Ginevra, and the Jew calling

for his own.

Breast bared.

Then thus the Jew :

" Feeble strength of my old body, be

centred in this eye and this arm ! Thou,

my son, receive this sacrifice, and tremble

with joy in thy unknown tomb !

"
,

Knife raised.

Oh, if you only knew the big secret !

And I do hope you have not forgot-

ten that Honorius went away to fight the

Adriatic pirates.

For, if you have forgotten that fact, you
will not comprehend Honorius's rushing in

at this moment from the Adriatic pirates.

Yes, but why did he go amongst
them ?

The big secret, in fact. If Honorius

had not gone, why, I suppose Shylock

would have had his pound of man.
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As it is, Hononus and his paper the idea ot making the Jew yield his

which latter has also come from the pi- wealth up to Andronic, and saying he

rates do the business. will wander from Venice, his staff his

Why, the whole thing turns on the pa- only wealth. And when, as he stoops to

per. How lucky it was Honorius went kiss his son's hand, Ginevra (who of course

amongst the pirates ! has come on with the rest) makes a ges-

Honorius has vanquished the chief of ture as though she feared treachery, the

the pirates, who was named Arnheim, few words put into the Jew's mouth are

and that disreputable widower, just full of pathos and poetry,

before his last breath, gave Honorius the And so down comes the curtain, the

said paper, though why, it is not clear, piece meeting with the full approval of

And and this paper shows that AN- Chorus, who applauded till I thought he

DRONIC is THAT SON STOLEN AWAY would snap his hands off at the wrists.

FROM SARAH, DECEASED, AND SHY- " A very moral play," said a stout gen-

LOCK, THAT SON, NOT ONLY THE IM- tleman behind me, who had done little

AGE OF ABEL, BUT OF MOSES, TOO. else all night but break into the fiercest

Great thunderbolts ! of apples and pears, "a very moral

Then, very naturally, (in a play,) in play," meaning thereby, probably, that

come all the characters, and follows, I it was very moral that a Jew's child should

am constrained to say, a very well-con- remain a Christian,

ceived scene, 'tis another appeal to filial Now there were some good points in

love. The Jew would own his son, but that play ; but, oh, thou M. Ferdinand

he remembers that it would injure the Dugue, thou, why didst thou challenge

son, and so he keeps silent. I declare, comparison with a man who wrote for

there is something eminently beautiful in all theatres for all times ?

THE POET'S SINGING.

IN heat and in cold, in sunshine and rain,

Bewailing its loss and boasting its gain,

Blessing its pleasure and cursing its pain,

The hurrying world goes up and down :

Every avenue and street

Of city and town

Are veins that throb with the restless beat

Of the eager multitude's trampling feet.

Men wrangle together to get and hold

A sceptre of power or a crock of gold ;

Blaspheming God's name with the breath He gave,
And plotting revenge on the brink of the grave !

And Fashion's followers, flitting after,

O'ertake and pass the funeral train,

Thoughtlessly scattering jests and laughter,

Like sharp, quick showers of hail and rain,

To beat on the hearts that are bleeding with pain !

And many who stare at the close-shut hearse

Envy the dead within, or, worse,
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Turn away with a keener zest

To grapple and revel and sin with the rest !

While far apart in a bower of green,

Unheeded, unseen,

A warbling bird on the topmost bough

Merrily pipes to the Poet below,

Asking an answer as gay, I trow !

But he hears the surging waves without,

The heartless jeer, and the wild, wild shout :

The ceaseless clamor, the cruel strife

Make the Poet weary of life
;

And tears of pity and tears of pain
Ebb and flow in every strain,

As he soothes his heart with singing.

The tide of humanity rolleth on
;

And 'mid faces miserly, haggard, and wan,
Between the hypocrite's and the knave's,

The hapless idiot's and the slave's,

Sweet children smile in their nurses' arms,

And clap their hands in innocent glee ;

While, unrebuked by the heavenly charms

That beam in the, eyes of infancy,

Oaths still blacken the lips of men,
And startle the ears of womanhood !

On either hand

The churches stand,

Forgotten by those who yesterday

Went thronging thither to praise and pray,
And take of the Holy Body and Blood !

Their week-day creed is the law of Might ;

Self is their idol, and Gain their right :

Though, now and then,

God sees some faithful disciples still

Breasting the current to do His will.

The little bird on the topmost bough

Merrily pipes to the Poet below,

Asking an answer as gay, I trow !

But he hears the surging waves without,

The atheist's scoff and the infidel's doubt,

The Pharisee's cant and the sweet saint's prayer,

And the piercing cry for rest from care
;

And tears of pity and tears of pain
Ebb and flow in every strain,

As he praises God with singing.
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A JOURNEY IN SICILY.

CHAPTER I.

PALERMO.

IN the latter part of April, 1856, four

travellers, one of whom was the present

writer, left the Vittoria Hotel at Naples,

and at two, P. M., embarked on board the

Calabrese steamer, pledged to leave for

Palermo precisely at that hour. As, how-

ever, our faith in the company's prot-

estations was by no means so implicit as

had been our obedience to their orders,

it was with no feeling of surprise that we

discovered by many infallible signs that

the hour of departure was yet far off.

True, the funnel sent up its thick cloud
;

the steward in dirty shirt-sleeves stood

firm in the gangway, energetically de-

manding from the baggage-laden travel-

ler the company's voucher for the fare,

without which he may vainly hope to

leave the gangway ladder; the decks

were crowded in every part with lumber,

live and dead. But all these symptoms
had to be increased many fold in their in-

tensity before we could hope to get un-

der way ;
and a single glance at the list-

less countenances of the bare-legged,

bare-armed, red-capped crowd who ad-

hered like polypi to the rough founda-

tion-stones of the mole sufficed to show

that the performance they had come to

witness would not soon commence. Our
berths once visited, we cast about for

some quiet position wherein to while

away the intervening time. The top of

the deck-house offered as pleasant a pros-

pect as could be hoped for, and thither

we mounted.

The whole available portion of the

deck, poop included, was in possession

of a crowd of youngsters, many mere

boys, from the Abruzzi, destined to ex-

change their rags and emptiness for

the gay uniform and good rations of

King Ferdinand's soldiery. In point of

physical comfort, their gain must be im-

mense
;
and very bad must be that gov-

VOL. vi. 14

ernment which, despite of these advan-

tages, has forced upon the soldier's mind

discontent and disaffection. No doubt,

the spectacle of the Swiss regiments

doubly paid, and (on Sundays at least)

trebly intoxicated, has something to do

with this ill feeling. The raggedness
of this troop could be paralleled only by
that of the immortal regiment with whom
their leader declined to march through

Coventry, and was probably even more

quaint and fantastic in its character.

Chief in singularity were their hats, if

hat be the proper designation of the vol-

canic-looking gray cone which adhered

to the head by some inscrutable dynamic

law, and seemed rather fitted for carry-

ing out the stratagem of shoeing a troop

of horse with felt than for protecting a

human skull. A triple row of scalloped

black velvet not unfrequently bore testi-

mony to the indomitable love of the na-

tion for ornament
;
and the same decora-

tion might be found on their garments,
whose complicated patchwork reminded

us of the humble original from which has

sprung our brilliant Harlequin. Shortly

our attention was solicited by a panto-
mimic Roscius, some ten or twelve years

old, who, having climbed over the taffrail

and cleared a stage of some four feet

square, dramatized all practicable scenes,

and many apparently impracticable, for

he made nothing of presenting two or

three personages in rapid interchange.

Words were needless, and would have

been useless, as the unloading of railway

bars by a brawny Northumbrian and his

crew drowned all articulate sounds.

Notwithstanding these varied amuse-

ments, we were not sorry to see arrive,

first, a gray general, obviously the Triton

of our minnows, and close behind him the

health and police officers of the govern-

ment, to whose paternal solicitude for our

mental and bodily health was to be ascrib-

ed our long delay in port. These benefi-

cent influences, incarnated in the form of
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two portly gentlemen in velvet waistcoats,

an Italian wears a velvet waistcoat, if

he can get one, far into the hot months,

began their work of summoning by name
each individual from the private to the

general, then the passengers, then the

crew, and finally, much to our relief, re-

embarked in the boat, and left us free to

pursue our voyage.
We soon left behind the ominous cone

of Vesuvius, reported by the best judges
to be at present in so unsound a state

that nothing can prevent its early fall;

sunset left us near the grand precipices

of Anacapri, and morning found us with

Ustica on our beam, and the semicircle

of mountains which enchase the gem of

Palermo gradually unfolding their beau-

ties. By ten, A. M., we were in harbor

and pulling shorewards to subject our-

selves to the scrutiny of custom-house

and police. Our passports duly conned

over, the functionary, with a sour glance
at our valanced faces, inquired if we had

letters for any one in the island. Never

before had such a question been asked

me, nor ever before could I have given
other than an humble negative. But the

kindness of a friend had luckily provided
me with a formidable shield, and a reply,

given with well-assumed ease, that I had

letters from the English Ambassador for

the Viceroy, smoothed the grim feature,

and released us from the dread tribunal.

The custom-house gave no trouble, and

we reembarked to cross about half a mile

of water which separated us from the

city gate. Here, however, we were des-

tined to experience the influence of the

sunny clime : our two stout boatmen per-
sisted in setting their sail, under the utter-

ly false pretence that there was some

wind blowing, and fully half an hour

elapsed ere we set foot ashore.

This gave me ample time to recall the

different aspect of Palermo when first

I saw it, in 1849. I had accompanied
the noble squadron, English and French,
which carried to the Sicilian government
the ultimatum of the King of Naples. The
scenes of that troubled time passed vivid-

ly before me : the mutual salutes of the

Admirals
;
the honors paid by each sep-

arately to the flag of Sicily, that flag

which we had come to strike, for such

we all knew must be the effect of our

withdrawal. I recollected the manly
courtesy with which the Sicilians receiv-

ed us, their earnest assurances that they
did not confound our involuntary errand

with our personal feelings ;
and how,

when a wild Greek mountaineer from the

Piano de' Greci, unable to comprehend
the intricacies of politics, and stupidly

imagining that those who were not for

him were against him, had insulted one

of our officers, the bystanders had inter-

posed so honorably and so swiftly that

even the hot blood of our fiery Cymrian
had neither time nor excuse to rise to

the boiling-point. I recalled the scene

in the Parliament House, when the re-

plies to the King's message, which had

been sent by each chief town, were read

by the Speaker : the grave indignation of

some, the somewhat bombastic protesta-
tions of others, the question put of sub-

mission or war, the shout of "Giterra!

guerra !
"
ringing too loud, methought, to

be good metal
;
the " Suoni la tromba

"

at that night's theatre, the digging at

the fortifications, women carrying huge

stones, men more willing to shout for

them than to do their own share, Ca-

puchin friars digging with the best,

finally, the wild dance of men, women,
cowled and bearded monks, all together,' O *

brandishing their spades and shovels in

cadence to the military band. With this

came to me the mild smile and doubtful

shake of the head of the good Admiral

Baudin, and his prophetic remark, "I

have seen much fighting in various parts

of the world
;
and if these men mean to

fight, I cannot comprehend them."

While this mental diorama was unroll-

ing, even Sicilian laziness had time to

reach the shore
;
and passing by a rough

mass of rocks, where our second cutter

had once run too close for comfort, and

the Friedland's launch had upset and

lost two men, we at length landed close

to the city gate. A custom-house officer

pounced on us for a fee, notwithstanding
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our examination on first landing, and

(" uno avulso, non deficit aureus alter")

at the city gate, not thirty yards distant,

a third repeated the demand, equivalent
to " Your money or your keys." A cap-
ital breakfast at the Trinacria hotel was

the fitting conclusion to these oft-record-

ed troubles, and the gratifying news that

the Viceroy had just left the island for

Naples obviated, the necessity of a for-

mal visit, and left us free to enjoy the

notabilities of Palermo.

The plan of this beautiful city is very

simple, being a tolerably accurate square,

surrounded by walls, of which the north-

ern face skirts the sea, and the southern

faces the head of the lovely valley in

which the city stands, the Golden Shell.

Two perfectly straight streets, intersect-

ing in a small, but highly ornamented pi-

azza, traverse the city. The Toledo, or

Via Cassaro, for it bears both these

designations, runs from the sea to the

Monreale gate, close to which is the Roy-
al Palace, and the Cathedral square opens
from this street. The Via Macqueda con-

tains few buildings of interest except the

University. Between the wall and the

sea runs the magnificent Marina, a more

beautiful promenade than even the Villa

Reale of Naples, having on the right the

low but picturesque headland of Bagaria,
while on the left rise the all but perpen-
dicular rocks of Monte Pellegrino, once

the impregnable mountain-throne of Ha-

milcar Barcas, and later the spot where

in a rude cavern, now sheeted with mar-

ble and jasper,
" from all the youth of Si-

cily, Saint Rosalie retired to God." The
handicraftsmen of Palermo still occupy al-

most exclusively the streets named after

their trades, an indication of immobility

rarely to be met with nowadays, though
Rome displays it in a. minor degree.

We first visited the University Mu-

seum. Numerous pictures, far beyond
the ordinary degree of badness, occupy
the upper rooms, where the only object

of interest is a very fine and well-pre-

served bronze of Hercules and the Pom-

peian Fawn, half life-size. But far be-

yond all else in artistic importance are

the metopes from Selinuntium, which,

though much damaged, show marks of

high excellence. They are of clearly dif-

ferent dates, though all very archaic.

The oldest represent Perseus cutting off

the Gorgon's head, and Hercules killing

two thieves. Perseus has the calm, sleepy
look of a Hindoo god, while Gorgon's

head, with goggle eyes and protruding

tongue, resembles a Mexican idol. Her-

cules and the thieves have more of an

Egyptian character. The material of

these bas-reliefs is coarse limestone
;
and

in the metopes on the opposite wall, which

are clearly of later date, recourse has

been had to a curious method of obtain-

ing delicacy in the female forms : the fa-

ces, hands, and feet, which alone are visi-

ble from among the drapery, are formed

of fine marble. An Actason torn by his

dogs is much corroded by sea air, but

displays great nobleness of attitude. The

vigor in the left arm, which has throttled

one of the dogs, can hardly be surpassed.

A portion of the cella of one of the tem-

ples has been removed hither, and its

brilliant polychromy is sufficient to de-

cide the argument as to the existence of

the practice, if, indeed, that point be yet

in doubt. But it seems that the non-col-
|

orists have relinquished the parallel of

architecture, which, be it observed, they

formerly defended obstinately, and have

now intrenched themselves in the citadel

of sculpture, intending to hold it against

all evidence. The only other object of

much interest was a Pompeian fresco,

representing two actors, whose attitudes

and masks are so strikingly adapted to

express the first scene of the " Heau-

tontimorumenos," between Menalcas and

Chremes, that it seems scarcely doubt-

ful that this is actually the subject of the

painting.

Near the upper end of the Toledo the

Cathedral is situated, not very favora-

bly for effect, as only the eastern side is

sufficiently free from buildings. It is a

noble pile : Northern power and piety

expressed by the agency of Southern

and Arabic workmen, and somewhat af-

fected by the nationality of the artificer.
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The stones are fretted and carved more

elaborately than those of any French or

English cathedral, but entirely in ara-

besques and diapering of low relief, so

that the spectator misses with regret the

solemn rows of saints and patriarchs that

enrich the portals of our Gothic minsters.

These, however, are reflections of a sub-

sequent date, and did not interfere to

mar the pleasure with which we sat in

front of the southern door, beneath the

two lofty arches, which, springing from

the entrance tower, span the street high
above our heads. For some time we

sat, unwilling to change and it might be

impair our sensations by passing inwards.

Our reluctance was but too well found-

ed : the whole interior has been moderniz-

ed in detestable Renaissance style, and in

place of highest honor, above the central

doorway, sits in tight-buttoned uniform a

fitting idol for so ugly a shrine, the doub-

le -chinned effigy of the reigning mon-
arch. We turned for comfort to a chap-
el on the right, where in four sarcophagi
of porphyry are deposited the remains

of the Northern sovereigns. The bones

of Roger repose in a plain oblong chest

with a steep ridged roof, and the other

three coffins, though somewhat more elab-

orate, are yet simple and massive, as be-

fits their destined use. The inscription

on that of Constantia is touching, as it

tells that she was " the last of the great
race of Northmen," the good old bad

Latin " Northmannorum "
giving the

proper title, which we have injudicious-

ly softened" into Norman.

In a small piazza near the intersection

of the main streets is a Dominican church,

whose black and white inlaid marbles are

amazing in their elaborateness, astound-

ing in their preposterously bad taste.

They transcend description, and can be

faintly imagined only by such as know
a huge marble nightmare of waves and

clouds in the south aisle of Westminster

Abbey. This church contains one good

painting of a triumphant experiment con-

ducted by some Dominican friars in the

presence of sundry Ulemas and Muftis :

a Koran and Bible have been thrown in-

to a blazing fire, and the result is as sat-

isfactory a%that of Hercules's death-grap-

ple with the Nernean lion. To be sure,

lions and Turks are not painters. The
Martorana church is rich in gold-ground-
ed mosaics, resembling Saint Mark's at

Venice. One represents the coronation

of Roger Guiscard by the Saviour : very

curious, as showing at how early a date

the invaders laid claim to the Right Di-

vine. The inscription is also noteworthy :

Rogerius Rex, in the Latin tongue, but

the Greek characters, thus: POFEPIOS
PHX.=* The Renaissance has invaded

this church too, and flowery inlaid mar-

bles with gilded scroll balconies (it is a

nuns' church) mingle with the bold discs

and oblong panels of porphyry and green

serpentine. In the nave of the small

church sat in comfortable arm-chairs two

monks, one black, one white, leaning their

ears to gilded grates and receiving the

confessions of the sisterhood. The pas-
chal candlestick stood in front of the high

altar, Ascension-Day not being past;
but here, as in other Sicilian churches,
it assumes the form of a seven-branch-

ed tree, generally of bronze bedecked

with gold. These same nuns' balconies

are not confined to the interior of church-

es, but form a distinct and picturesque
feature in the long line of the Toledo.

Projecting in a bold curve whose under-

surface is gaily painted in arabesque, their

thick bars and narrow openings never-

theless leave a gloomy impression on the

mind, while they add to the Oriental

character of the city. A somewhat un-

successful effort to identify the church

whose bell gave signal for the Sicilian

Vespers closed our day's labor. The spot

is clearly defined and easily recognizable,

and a small church, now shut up, occu-

pies the site. So far, so good ;
but the

cloister which is distinctly mentioned can-
f

not now be found, nor is it easy to per-

ceive where it could have stood. Perhaps

* The e in Rex is here rendered by the

Greek eta, a proof that the pronunciation
of that letter was similar to that of our long a,

and not like our double ee ; although the mod-

ern Greeks support the latter pronunciation.
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some change in the neighboring harbor

may have swept it away.
23d April. To those who take interest

in the efforts of that age when Christian-

ity, devoid at once of artistic knowledge
and of mechanical, strove from among
the material and moral wreck of Pagan-
ism to create for herself a school of Art

which should, despite of all short-comings,

be the exponent of those high feelings

which inspired her mind, the Royal Chap-
el of Palermo offers a delightful object of

study. Less massive than the gloomily

grand basilicas of Rome and Ravenna,

surpassed in single features by other

churches, as, for instance, the Cathedral

of Salerno, it contains, nevertheless, such

perfect specimens of Christian Art in its

various phases, that this one small build-

in": seems a hand-book in itself. TheO
floor and walls are covered with excel-

lently preserved and highly polished Al-

exandrine mosaic, flowing in varied con-

volutions of green and gold and red

round the broad crimson and gray shields,

whose circular forms recall the mighty
monolith columns of porphyry and gran-

ite which yielded such noble spoils. The

honey-combed pendentines of the ceiling

must be due to Arab workmen
;
their like

may yet be found in Cairo or the Alham-

bra
;
while below the narrow windows,

and extending downwards to the marble

panelling, runs a grand series of gold-

grounded mosaics, their subjects taken

from the Old and New Testaments. But

far older than even these are the colossal

grim circles of saints and apostles who

cling to the roof of the choir, and yield

in size only to the awful figures of the

Saviour, the Virgin, and Saint Paul, en-

throned in the apsides of the nave and

aisles. The ambones, though not so large

as those of Salerno, are very gorgeous;

and the paschal candlestick, here at all

events in its usual shape, is of deeply

carved marble, and displays an incongru-

ous assemblage of youths, maidens, beasts,
'

birds, and bishops, hanging each from

other like a curtain of swarming bees.

Service, which had been going on in the

choir when we arrived, had now ceased
j

but from the crypt below arose a chant

so harsh, vibratory, and void of solemnity,

that we were irresistibly reminded of the

subterranean chorus of demons in " Ro-

bert le Diable." Two of us ventured be-

low and discovered the chapter, all robed

in purple, sitting round a pall with a pre-
sumable coffin underneath. Little of rev-

erence did they show, it is true, the

death was not recent, the service bein^
' O

merely commemorative, as we afterwards

learned, and as the procession shortly
afterwards emerged and proceeded down
the chapel, the unwashed, unshaven, and

sensual countenances of some of highest
rank among them gave small reason to

believe that they could feel much rev-

erence on any subject whatever.

The Palace itself is as tedious as any
other palace : the Pompeian room follows

the Louis Quinze, and is in turn followed

by the Chinese, till, for our comfort, we

emerged into one large square hall, whose

stiff mosaics of archers killing stags, pea-
cocks feeding at the foot of willow-pattern

trees, date from the time of Roger. An-
other wearisome series of rooms succeed-

ed, which we were bound to traverse in

search of a bronze ram of old Greek

workmanship, brought from Syracuse.
The work is very good and well-pre-

served
;
in fact, no part is injured, save

the tail and a hind leg, whose loss the

custode ascribed to the villains of the late

revolution. He even charged them with

the destruction of another similar statue

melted into bullets, if we may believe his

incredible tale. A pavilion over the Mon-
reale gate commands a view right down
the Toledo to the sea.

The drive to Monreale is a continued

ascent along the skirts of a limestone rock,

whose precipices are thickly planted at

every foothold with olive, Indian
fig, and

aloe. The valley, as it spread below our

gaze, appeared one huge carpet of heavy-
fruited orange-trees, save where at times

a rent in the web left visible the bluish

blades of wheat, or the intense green of

a flax-plantation.

Monreale is a mere country-town, con-

taining no object of interest, save the Ca-
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thedral. This is a noble basilica, grandly left the work unfinished. On the cap-

proportioned, the nave and aisles of which ital of one%column may be seen the figure

are separated by monolith pillars, mostly of William the Good, who founded the

of gray granite, and some few of cipollino Cathedral in 1170. He bears in his arms

and other marbles, the spoils, no doubt, a model of the building, which here ap-
of the ancient Panormus. Above the pears with circular-headed windows in-

cornice the walls are entirely sheeted with stead of the lanceolated Gothic now ex-

golden mosaics, representing, as usual, isting.

Scripture history. The series which be- In, perhaps, the very loveliest of the

gins, like the speech of the Intendant in many lovely sites around Palermo stands
" Les Plaideurs,"

" Avant la creation du the small Moorish building of La Ziza.
7 O

monde" complies with the wish of (the Moorish it may be called; for the main

judge ?) by going on to the Deluge, in a feature of the edifice, a hall with a foun-

train of singularly meagre figures, most tain trickling along a channel in the

haggard of whom is Cain, here represent- pavements, is clearly due to the Sara-

ed (as in the Campo Santo of Pisa) re- cens. These, however, had availed them-

ceiving his death accidentally from the selves of Roman columns to support their

hand of Lamech. In the passage of the fretted ceilings, once gorgeous in color,

beasts to the Ark, Noah coaxes the lion but now desecrated with whitewash. The
on board, and in the next compartment Norrnan invaders have added their never-

the patriarch shoves the king of beasts failing gold mosaic, while the Spaniard,
down the plank in a most ludicrous fash- after painting sundry scenes from Ovid's

ion. The mosaics of the New Testament "
Metamorphoses

"
in a dreadfully baroc-

are less archaic, though still very old, too co style, calls upon the world, in those

old to be infected by the tricks of later magniloquent phrases which somehow be-

Romanism, such, for instance, as Intro- long as of right to your mighty Don, to

ducing the Virgin among the receivers admire the exquisite commingling ofmod-

of the mysterious gift of tongues. Saint ern art with antique beauty, to which his

Paul, both here and at the Royal Chapel, fiat has given birth,

appears under the earlier type adopted Somewhat of Spain, perhaps, might
whether by fancy or tradition to repre- also be traced in an incident, promising-

sent that saint, that is, a short, strong ly romantic, but coming to a most lame

figure, with the head large, and almost de- and impotent conclusion, which occurred

void of hair, except at the sides, and one this afternoon to one of our party. While

dark lock in the centre of the massive busily sketching, in the Marlorana church,

forehead. Over the western door-way is the previously mentioned mosaic of Rog-
a mosaic of the Virgin with the following er's coronation, a hand protruded from

leonine and loyal distich beneath it: the gilded lattice above, and a small scroll

was dropped, not precisely at the feet, but"
Sponsa suse prolis, Stella puerpera Solis, ,

r
, /

Pro cunctis ora, sed plus pro rege labora !
" m the neighborhood of the amazed artist.

Sharp eyes, however, must be at work
;

There is an ample square cloister, with for, ere he could appropriate this myste-

twenty-seven pairs of columns on each rious waif on Love's manor, a side-door

side, once richly decorated in mosaics like opened, and an attendant in the very un-

those of San Giovanni Laterano and San poetical garb of a carpenter bore off the

Paolo at Rome, but even more dilapidat- prize. It may be presumed that the next

ed than either of these latter. Indeed, confessor who occupied an arm-chair in

so entirely non-existent is the mosaic, the the church would have somewhat of nov-

twisted and channelled columns showing elty to enliven what some priests have

nothing but places
" where the pasty is stated to be the most wearisome of the

not," that the more probable solution may work, namely, the hearing of confessions

be that want of funds or of devotion has in a nunnery.
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This evening was passed in the house

of the British Consul, who, in amusing

recognition of our nationalities, compris-

ing, as they did, both branches of the An-

glo-Saxon race, treated us to Lemann's

captain's -biscuit and Boston crackers.

Notwithstanding the interesting conver-

sation of our host, who had not allowed

a residence of many years in a mind-rust-

ing city to impair his love of literature,

a love dating from the time when Praed
C^

edited the "Etonian," and Metius Tarpa
contributed to the "College Magazine,"
we were obliged to leave early. Our ar-

rangements for a very early start next

morning were completed, and a thirty

miles' ride lay before us.

To save further allusion to them, it

may be as well to describe these arrange-

ments, which were made for us by Signer

Raausa, landlord of the Trinacria hotel.O '

A guide, Giuseppe Agnello by name,
took upon himself the whole responsibil-

ity of our board, lodging, and travelling,

at a fixed rate of forty-two (?) carlini a

head, which sum, including his buonama-

no and return voyage from Syracuse or

Messina, amounted to about twenty francs

each per diem. For this sum he furnish-

ed us with good mules, a hearty breakfast

at daybreak, cold meat and hard eggs at

noon, and a plentiful dinner or supper,
call it which you choose, on arriving at

our night's quarters. Agnello himself

was cook, and proved a very tolerable

one. This is essential
;
for Spanish cus-

tom prevails in the inns, whose host con-

siders his duty accomplished when he has

provided ample stabling for the mules and

dubious bedding for his biped guests.

[To be continued.]

THE PROFESSOR'S STORY.

CHAPTER XV.

PHYSIOLOGICAL.

IF Master Bernard felt a natural grat-

itude to his young pupil for saving him

from an imminent peril, he was in a state

of infinite perplexity to know why he

should have needed such aid. He, an

active, muscular, courageous, adventurous

young fellow, with a stick in his hand,

ready to hold down the Old Serpent him-

self, if he had come in his way, to stand

still, staring into those two eyes, until

they came up close to him, and the

strange, terrible sound seemed to freeze

him stiff where he stood, what was the

meaning of it? Again, what was the in-

fluence this girl had exerted, under which

the venomous creature had collapsed in

such a sudden way? Whether he had

been awake or dreaming he did not feel

quite sure. He knew he had gone up
The Mountain, at any rate

;
he knew he

had come down The Mountain with the

girl walking just before him; there was

no forgetting her figure, as she walked on

in silence, her braided locks falling a lit-

tle, for want of the lost hair-pin, perhaps,

and looking like a wreathing coil of

Shame on such fancies ! to wrong that

supreme crowning gift of abounding Na-

ture, a rush of shining black hair, that,

shaken loose, would cloud her all round,

like Godiva, from brow to instep ! He
was sure he had sat down before the

fissure or cave. He was sure that he

was led softly away from the place,

and that it was Elsie who had led him.

There was the hair-pin to show that

so far it was not a dream. But be-

tween these recollections came a strange

confusion
;

and the more the master

thought, the more he was perplexed to

know whether she had waked him, sleep-

ing, as he sat on the stone, from some

frightful dream, such as may come in a
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very brief slumber, or whether she had

bewitched him into a trance with those

strange eyes of hers, or whether it was

all true, and he must solve its problem as

he best might.

There was another recollection con-

nected with this mountain adventure.

As they approached the mansion-house,

they met a young man, whom Mr. Ber-

nard remembered having seen once at

least before, and whom he had heard of

as a cousin of the young girl. As Cousin

Richard Venner, the person in question,

passed them, he took the measure, so to

speak, of Mr. Bernard, with a look so

piercing, so exhausting, so practised, so

profoundly suspicious, that the young mas-

ter felt in an instant that he had an ene-

my in this handsome youth, an enemy,

too, who was like to be subtle and dan-

gerous.

Mr. Bernard had made up his mind,

that, come what might, enemy or no ene-

my, live or die, he would solve the mys-

tery of Elsie Venner, sooner or later.

He was not a man to be frightened out

of his resolution by a scowl, or a stiletto,

or any unknown means of mischief, of

which a whole armory was hinted at in

that passing look Dick Venner had giv-

en him. Indeed, like most adventurous

young persons, he found a kind of charm

in feeling that there might be some dan-

gers in the way of his investigations.

Some rumors which had reached him

about the supposed suitor of Elsie Ven-

ner, who was thought to be a desperate
kind of fellow, and whom some believed

to be an unscrupulous adventurer, added

a curious, romantic kind of interest to the

course of physiological and psychological

inquiries he was about instituting.

The afternoon on The Mountain was

still uppermost in his mind. Of course

he knew the common stories about fasci-

nation. He had once been himself an

eyewitness of the charming of a small

bird by one of our common harmless ser-

pents. Whether a human being could

be reached by this subtile agency, he had
been skeptical, notwithstanding the mys-
terious relation generally felt to exist be-

tween man and this creature, "cursed

above all cattle and above every beast

of the field," a relation which some in-

terpret as the fruit of the curse, and oth-

ers hold to be so instinctive that this ani-

mal has been for that reason adopted as

the natural symbol of evil. There was

another solution, however, supplied him

by his professional reading. The curious

work of Mr. Braid of Manchester had

made him familiar with the phenomena
of a state allied to that produced by ani-

mal magnetism, and called by that writer

by the name of hypnotism. He found,

by referring to his note-book, the state-

ment was, that, by fixing the eyes on a

bright object so placed as to produce a

strain upon the eyes and eyelids, and to

maintain a steady fixed stare, there comes

on in a few seconds a very singular con-

dition, characterized by muscular rigidity

and inability to ?nove, with a strange exal-

tation of most of the senses, and generally

a closure of the eyelids, this condition

being followed by torpor.

Now this statement of Mr. Braid's, well

known to the scientific world, and the

truth of which had been confirmed by
Mr. Bernard in certain experiments he

had instituted, as it has been by many
other experimenters, went far to explain
the strange impressions, of which, waking
or dreaming, he had certainly been the

subject. His nervous system had been

in a high state of exaltation at the time.

He remembered how the little noises

that made rings of sound in the silence

of the woods, like pebbles dropped in

still waters, had reached his inner con-

sciousness. He remembered that singu-
lar sensation in the roots of the hair, when

he came on the traces of the girl's pres-

ence, reminding him of a line in a cer-

tain poem which he had read lately with

a new and peculiar interest. He even

recalled a curious evidence of exalted

sensibility and irritability, in the twitch-

ing of the minute muscles of the inter-o
nal ear at every unexpected sound, pro-

ducing an odd little snap in the middle

of the head, that proved to him he was

getting very nervous.
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The next thing was to find out wheth-

er it were possible that the venomous

creature's eyes should have served the

purpose of Mr. Braid's "
bright object

"

held very close to the person experiment-
ed on, or whether they had any special

power which could be made the subject

of exact observation.

For this purpose Mr. Bernard consid-

ered it necessary to get a live crotalus or

two into his possession, if this were pos-

sible. On inquiry, he found that there

was a certain family living far up the

mountain-side, not a mile from the ledge,

the members of which were said to have

taken these creatures occasionally, and

not to be in any danger, or at least in any

fear, of being injured by them. He ap-

plied to these people, and offered a re-

ward sufficient to set them at work to

capture some of these animals, if such a

thing were possible.

A few days after this, a dark, gypsy-

looking woman presented herself at his

door. She held up her apron as if it

contained something precious in the bag
she made with it.

/

" Y'wanted some rattlers," said the

woman. " Here they be."

She opened her apron and showed a

coil of rattlesnakes lying very peace-

ably in its fold. They lifted their heads

up, as if they wanted to see what was

going on, but showed no sign of an-

ger.
" Are you crazy ?

"
said Mr. Bernard.

" You're dead in an hour, if one of those

creatures strikes you !

"

He drew back a little, as he spoke ;
it

might be simple disgust ;
it might be fear

;

it might be what we call antipathy, which

is different from either, and which will

sometimes show itself in paleness, and

even faintness, produced by objects per-

fectly harmless and not in themselves of-

fensive to any sense.

"Lord bless you," said the woman,
"rattlers never touches our folks. I'd

jest 'z lieves handle them creaturs as so

many striped snakes."

So saying, she put their heads down

with her hand, and packed them together

in her apron as if they had been bits of

cart-rope.

Mr. Bernard had never heard of the

power, or, at least, the belief in the pos-

session of a power by certain persons,

which enables them to handle these fright-

ful reptiles with perfect impunity. The

fact, however, is well known to others,

and more especially to a very distinguish-

ed Professor in one of the leading insti-

tutions of the great city of the land, whose

experiences in the neighborhood of Gray-

lock, as he will doubtless inform the cu-

rious, were very much like those of the

young master.

Mr. Bernard had a wired cage ready
for his formidable captives, and studied

their habits and expression with a strange

sort of interest. What did the Creator

mean to signify, when he made such shapes

of horror, and, as if he had doubly cursed

this envenomed wretch, had set a mark

upon him and sent him forth, the Cain

of the brotherhood of serpents ? It was

a very curious fact that the first train of

thoughts Mr. Bernard's small menagerie

suggested to him was the grave, though
somewhat worn, subject of the origin

of evil. There is now to be seen in a tall

glass jar, in the Museum of Comparative

Anatomy at Cantabridge in the territory

of the Massachusetts, a huge crotalus, of

a species which grows to more frightful

dimensions than our own, under the hot-

ter skies of South America. Look at it,

ye who would know what is the tolerance,

the freedom from prejudice, which can

suffer such an incarnation of all that is

devilish to lie unharmed in the cradle of

Nature ! Learn, too, that there are many
things in this world which we are warn-

ed to shun, and are even suffered to slay,

if need be, but which we must not hate,

unless we would hate what God loves and

cares for.

Whatever fascination the creature

might exercise in his native haunts, Mr.

Bernard found himself not in the least

nervous or affected in any way while

looking at his caged reptiles. When their

cage was shaken, they would lift their

heads and spring their rattles; but the
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sound was by no means so formidable to

listen to as when it reverberated among
the chasms of the echoing rocks. The

expression of the creatures was watchful,

still, grave, passionless, fate-like, suggest-

ing a cold malignity that seemed to be

waiting for its opportunity. Their aw-

ful, deep-cut mouths were sternly closed

over the long hollow fangs that rested

their roots against the swollen poison-bag,

where the venom had been hoarding up
ever since the last stroke had emptied it.

They never winked, for ophidians have

no movable eyelids, but kept up that

awful fixed stare which made the two un-

winking gladiators the survivors of twenty

pairs matched by one of the Roman Em-

perors, as Pliny tells us, in his " Natural

History." But their eyes did not flash, as

he had expected to see them. They were

of a pale-golden or straw color, horrible

to look into, with their stony calmness,

their pitiless indifference, hardly enliven-

ed by the almost imperceptible vertical

slit of the pupil, through which Death

seemed to be looking out like the archer

behind the long narrow loop-hole in a

blank turret-wall. Possibly their pupils

might open wide enough in the dark hole

of the rock to let the glare of the back

part of the eye show, as we often see it

in cats and other animals. On the whole,

the caged reptiles, horrid as they were,

were yet very different from his recollec-

tions of what he had seen or dreamed he

saw at the cavern. These looked dan-

gerous enough, but yet quiet. A treach-

erous stillness, however, as the unfortu-

nate New York physician found, when he

put his foot out to wake up the torpid

creature, and instantly the fang flashed

through his boot, carrying the poison in-

to his blood, and death with it.

Mr. Bernard kept these strange crea-

tures, and watched all their habits with a

natural curiosity. In any collection of

animals the venomous beasts are looked

at with the greatest interest, just as the

greatest villains are most run after by
the unknown public. Nobody troubles

himself for a common striped snake or a

petty thief, but a cobra or a wife-killer is

a centre of attraction to all eyes. These

captives did very little to earn their liv-

ing ; but, on the other hand, their living

was not expensive, their diet being noth-

ing but air, an nature!. Months and

months these creatures will live and seem

to thrive well enough, as any showman

who has them in his menagerie will testi-

fy, though they never touch anything to

eat or drink.

In the mean time Mr. Bernard had be-

come very curious about a class of sub-

jects not treated of in any detail in those

text -books accessible in most country-

towns, to the exclusion of the more spe-

cial treatises, and especially the rare and

ancient works found on the shelves of the

larger city-libraries. He was on a visit

to old Dr. Kittredge one day, having been

asked by him to call in for a few moments

as soon as convenient. The Doctor smil-

ed good-humoredly when he asked him

if he had an extensive collection of medi-

cal works.

"Why, no," said the old Doctor, "I

haven't got a great many printed books
;

and what I have I don't read quite as of-

ten as I might, I'm afraid. I read and

studied in the time of it, when I was in

the midst of the young men who were all

at work with their books; but it's a mighty
hard matter, when you go off alone into

the country, to keep up with all that's go-

ing on in the Societies and the Colleges.

I'll tell you, though, Mr. Langdon, when

a man that's once started right lives

among sick folks for five-and-thirty years,

as I've done, if he hasn't got a library

of five-and-thirty volumes bound up in

his head at the end of that time, he'd bet-

ter stop driving round and sell his horse

and sulky. I know the better part of

the families within a dozen miles' ride.

I know the families that have a way of

living through everything, and I know

the other set that have the trick of dy-

ing without any kind of reason for it. I

know the years when the fevers and dys-

enteries are in earnest, and when they're

only making believe. I know the folks

that think they're dying as soon as they're

sick, and the folks that never find out
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they're sick till they're dead. I don't

want to undervalue your science, Mr.

Langdon. There are things I never

learned, because they came in after my
day, and I am very glad to send my pa-
tients to those that do know them, when I

am at fault; but I know these people
about here, fathers and mothers, and chil-

dren and grandchildren, so as all the sci-

ence in the world can't know them, with-

out it takes time about it, and sees them

grow up and grow old, and how the wear

and tear of life comes to them. You
can't tell a horse by driving him once,

Mr. Langdon, nor a patient by talking

half an hour with him."
" Do you know much about the Ven-

ner family ?
"
said Mr. Bernard, in a nat-

ural way enough, the Doctor's talk hav-

ing suggested the question.

The Doctor lifted his head with his ac-

customed movement, so as to command
the young man through his spectacles.

" I know all the families of this place
and its neighborhood," he answered.

" We have the young lady studying
with us at the Institute," said Mr. Ber-

nard.
" I know it," the Doctor answered. " Is

she a good scholar ?
"

All this time the Doctor's eyes were

fixed steadily on Mr. Bernard, looking

through the glasses.
" She is a good scholar enough, but I

don't know what to make of her. Some-

times I think she is a little out of her

head. Her father, I believe, is sensible

enough ;
what sort of a woman was her

mother, Doctor? I suppose, of course,

you remember all about her ?
"

"
Yes, I knew her mother. She was a

very lovely young woman." The Doc-

tor put his hand to his forehead and

drew a long breath. "What is there

you notice out of the way about Elsie

Venner V"
I

" A good many things," the master an-

swered. " She shuns all the other girls.

She is getting a strange influence over

my fellow-teacher, a young lady, -you
know Miss Helen Darley, perhaps ? I

am afraid this girl will kill her. I never

saw or heard of anything like it, in prose

at least
;

do you remember much of

Coleridge's Poems, Doctor?"

The good old Doctor had to plead a

negative.
"
Well, no matter. Elsie would have

been burned for a witch in old times.

I have seen the girl look at Miss Darley
when she had not the least idea of it,

and all at once I would see her grow
pale and moist, and sigh, and move
round uneasily, and turn towards Elsie,

and perhaps get up and go to her, or else

have slight spasmodic movements that

looked like hysterics ;
do you believe

in the evil eye, Doctor ?
"

"Mr. Langdon," the Doctor said, sol-

emnly,
" there are strange things about

Elsie Venner, very strange things.

This was what I wanted to speak to

you about. Let me advise you all to

be very patient with the girl, but also

very careful. Her love is not to be de-

sired, and" he whispered softly "her

hate is to be dreaded. Do you think she

has any special fancy for anybody else

in the school besides Miss Darley ?
"

Mr. Bernard could not stand the old

Doctor's spectacled eyes without betray-

ing a little of the' feeling natural to a

young man to whom a home question

involving a possible sentiment is put sud-

denly.
" I have suspected," he said,

" I have

had a kind of feeling that she

Well, come, Doctor, I don't know that

there's any use in disguising the matter,

I have thought Elsie Venner had rath-

er a fancy for somebody else, I mean

myself."

There was something so becoming in

the blush with which the young man made
this confession, and so manly, too, in the

tone with which he spoke, so remote from

any shallow vanity, such as young men
who are incapable of love are apt to feel,

when some loose tendril of a woman's

fancy which a chance wind has blown

against them twines about them for the

want of anything better, that the old

Doctor looked at him admiringly, and

could not help thinking that it was no
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wonder any young girl should be pleased
with him.

" You are a man of nerve, Mr. Lang-
don ?

"
said the Doctor.

" I thought so till very lately," he re-

plied.
u I am not easily frightened, but I

don't know but I might be bewitched or

magnetized, or whatever it is when one

is tied up and cannot move. I think I

can find nerve enough, however, if there

is any special use you want to put it to."

"Let me ask you one more question,

Mr. Langdon. Do you find yourself dis-

posed to take a special interest in Elsie,

to fall in love with her, in a word ?

Pardon me, for I do not ask from curios-

ity, but a much more serious motive."

" Elsie interests me," said the young

man,
" interests me strangely. She has a

wild flavor in her character which is whol-

ly different from that of any human crea-

ture I ever saw. She has marks of gen-

ius, poetic or dramatic, I hardly know
which. She read a passage from Keats's

" Lamia "
the other day, in the school-

room, in such a way that I declare to you
I thought some of the girls would faint or

go into fits. Miss Darley got up and

left the room, trembling all over. Then
I pity her, she is so lonely. The girls

are afraid of her, and she seems to have

either a dislike or a fear of them. They
have all sorts of painful stories about her.

They give her a name that no human
creature ought to bear. They say she

hides a mark on her neck by always

wearing a necklace. She is very grace-

ful, you know, and they will have it that

she can twist herself into all sorts of

shapes, or tie herself in a knot, if she

wants to. There is not one of them that

will look her in the eyes. I pity the

poor girl ; but, Doctor, I do not love her.

I would risk my life for her, if it would

do her any good, but it would be in cold

blood. If her hand touches mine, it is

not a thrill of passion I feel running

through me, but a very different emotion.

Oh, Doctor ! there must be something in

that creature's blood that has killed the

humanity in her. God only knows the

mystery that has blighted such a soul in

so beautiful a body ! No, Doctor, I do

not love the girl."
" Mr. Langdon," said the Doctor, "you

are young, and I am old. Let me talk

to you with an old man's privilege, as an

adviser. You have come to this country-

town without suspicion, and you are mov-

ing in the midst of perils. There is a

mystery which I must not tell you now
;

but I may warn you. Keep your eyes

open and your heart shut. If, through

pitying that girl, you ever come to love

her, you are lost. If you deal carelessly

with her, beware ! This is not all. There

are other eyes on you beside Elsie Ven-

ner's. Do you go armed ?
"

" I do !

"
said Mr. Bernard, and he

'

put his hands up
'

in the shape of fists,

in such a way as to show that he was

master of the natural weapons at any
rate.

The Doctor could not help smiling.

But his face fell in an instant.

" You may want something more than

those tools to work with. Come with me
into my sanctum."

The Doctor led Mr. Bernard into a

small room opening out of the ^tudy. It

was a place such as*anybody but a medi-

cal man would shiver to enter. There was

the usual tall box with its bleached rat-

tling tenant ;
there were jars in rows where

"
interesting cases

"
outlived the grief of

widows and heirs in alcoholic immortal-

ity, for your "preparation-jar" is the

true "monumentum cere perennius"';
there

were various semipossibilities ofminute di-

mensions and unpromising developments;

there were shining instruments of evil as-

pect, and grim plates on the walls, and

on one shelf by itself, accursed and apart,

coiled in a long cylinder of spirit, a huge

crotalus, rough-scaled, flat-headed, varie-

gated with dull bands, one of which par-

tially encircled the neck like a collar,
-

an awful wretch to look upon, with mur-

der written all over him in horrid hiero-

glyphics. Mr. Bernard's look was riveted

on this creature, not fascinated certain-

ly, for its eyes looked like white beads,

being clouded by the action of the spirits

in which it had been long kept, but fix-
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ed by some indefinite sense of the renew-

al of a previous impression ; everybody
knows the feeling, with its suggestion of

some past state of existence. There was

a scrap of paper on the jar with some-

thing written on it. He was reaching up
to read it when the Doctor touched him

lightly.
" Look here, Mr. Langdon !

" he said,

with a certain vivacity of manner, as if

wishing to call away his attention,
"
this

is my armory."
The Doctor threw open the door of a

small cabinet, where were disposed in ar-

tistic patterns various weapons of offence

and defence, for he was a virtuoso in

his way, and by the side of the imple-
ments of the art of healing had pleased
himself with displaying a collection of

those other instruments, the use of which

renders them necessary.
" See which of these weapons you would

like best to carry about you," said the Doc-

tor.

Mr. Bernard laughed, and looked at

the Doctor as if he half doubted wheth-

er he was in earnest.

" This looks dangerous enough," he

said, "for the man that carries it, at

least."

He took down one of the prohibited

Spanish daggers or knives which a trav-

eller may occasionally get hold of and

smuggle out of the country. The blade

was broad, trowel -like, but the point

drawn out several inches, so as to look

like a skewer.
" This must be a jealous bull-fighter's

weapon," he said, and put it back in its

place.

Then he took down an ancient-look-

ing broad-bladed dagger, with a complex

aspect about it, as if it had some kind of

mechanism connected with it.

" Take care !

"
said the Doctor

;

" there

is a trickto that dagger."
He took it and touched a spring. The

dagger split suddenly into three blades,

as when one separates the forefinger and

the ring-finger from the middle one. The

outside blades were sharp on their outer

edge. The stab was to be made with the

dagger shut, then the spring touched and

the split blades withdrawn.

Mr. Bernard replaced it, saying, that

it would have served for side-arm to old

Suwarrow, who told his men to work

their bayonets back and forward when

they pinned a Turk, but to wriggle them

about in the wound when they stabbed a

Frenchman.
"
Here," said the Doctor,

" this is the

thing you want."

He took down a much more modern
and familiar implement, a small, beau-

tifully finished revolver.

" I want you to carry this," he said
;

" and more than that, I want you to prac-
tise with it often, as for amusement, but so

that it may be seen and understood that

you are apt to have a pistol about you.

Pistol-shooting is pleasant sport enough,
and there is no reason why you should

not practise it like other young fellows.

And now," the Doctor said,
" I have one

other weapon to give you."
He took a small piece of parchment

and shook a white powder into it from

one of his medicine-jars. The jar was

marked with the name of a mineral salt,

of a nature to have been serviceable in

case of sudden illness in the time of the

Borgias. The Doctor folded the parch-
ment carefully and marked the Latin

name of the powder upon it.

"
Here," he said, handing it to Mr.

Bernard,
"
you see what it is, and you

know what service it can render. Keep
these two protectors about your person

day and night; they will not harm you,

and you may want one or the other or

both before you think of it."

Mr. Bernard thought it was very odd,

and not very old-gentlemanlike, to be fit-

ting him out for treason, stratagem, and

spoils, in this way. There was no harm,

however, in carrying a doctor's powder
in his pocket, or in amusing himself with

shooting at a mark, as he had often done

before. If the old gentleman had these

fancies, it was as well to humor him. So

he thanked old Doctor Kittredge, and

shook his hand warmly as he left him.

" The fellow's hand did not tremble,
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nor his color change," the Doctor said,

as he watched him walking away.
" He

is one of the right sort."

CHAPTER XVI.

EPISTOLARY.

Mr. Langdon to the Professor.

MY DEAR PROFESSOR,

You were kind enough to promise me
that you would assist me in any profes-

sional or scientific investigations in which

I might become engaged. I have of late

become deeply interested in a class of

subjects which present peculiar difficulty,

and I must exercise the privilege of ques-

tioning you on some points upon which I

desire information I cannot otherwise ob-

tain. I would not trouble you, if I could

find any person or books competent to

enlighten me on some of these singular

matters which have so excited me. The

leading doctor here is a shrewd, sensible

man, but not versed in the curiosities of

medical literature.

I proceed, with your leave, to ask a con-

siderable number of questions, hoping
to get answers to some of them, at least.

Is there any evidence that human be-

ings can be infected or wrought upon by

poisons, or otherwise, so that they shall

manifest any of the peculiarities belong-

ing to beings of a lower nature ? Can
such peculiarities be transmitted by in^

heritance ? Is there anything to coun-

tenance the stories, long and widely cur-

rent, about the " evil eye
"
? or is it a mere

fancy that such a power belongs to any
human being ? Have you any person-

al experience as to the power of fasci-

nation said to be exercised by certain

animals ? What can you make of those

circumstantial statements we have seen

in the papers of children forming myste-

rious friendships with ophidians of differ-

ent species, sharing their food with them,
and seeming to be under some subtile

influence exercised by those creatures ?

Have you read, critically, Coleridge's po-
em of "

Christabel," and Keats's " La-

mia "
? If so, can you understand them,

or find any physiological foundation for

the story of either ?

There is another set of questions of a

different nature I should like to ask, but

it is hardly fair to put so many on a sin-

gle sheet. There is one, however, you
must answer. Do you think there may
be predispositions, inherited or ingrafted,

but at any rate constitutional, which shall

take out certain apparently voluntary de-

terminations from the control of the will,

and leave them as free from moral re-

sponsibility as the instincts of the lower

animals ? Do you not think there may
be a crime which is not a sin ?

Pardon me, my dear Sir, for troubling

you with such a list of notes of interroga-
tion. There are some very strange things

going on here in this place, country-town
as it is. Country-life is apt to be dull

;
but

when it once gets going, it beats the city

hollow, because it gives its whole mind
to what it is about. These rural sinners

make terrible work with the middle of

the Decalogue, when they get started.

However, I hope I shall live through my
year's school -keeping without catastro-

phes, though there are queer doings about

me which puzzle me and might scare some

people. If anything should happen, you
will be one of the first to hear of it, no

doubt. But I trust not to help out the

editors of the " Rockland Weekly Uni-

verse
"

with an obituary of the late la-

mented, who signed himself in life

Your friend and pupil,

BERNARD C. LANGDON.

The Professor to Mr. Langdon.

MY DEAR MR. LANGDON,

I DO not wonder that you find no an-

swer from your country friends to the

curious questions you put. They belong
to that middle region between science

and poetry which sensible men, as they

are called, are very shy of meddling with.

Some people think that truth and gold are

always to be washed for; but the wiser

sort are of opinion, that, unless there are

so many grains to the peck of sand or

nonsense respectively, it does not pay to
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wash for either, as long as one can find

anything else to do. I don't doubt there

is some truth in the phenomena of animal

magnetism, for instance; but when you
ask me to cradle for it, I tell you that the

hysteric girls cheat so, and the prc^ssion-

als are such a set of pickpockets, that I

can do something better than hunt for

the grains of truth among their tricks and

lies. Do you remember what I used to

say in my lectures? or were you asleep

just then, or cutting your initials on the

rail ? ( You see I can ask questions, my
young friend.) Leverage is everything,
was what I used to say ;

- don't begin to

pry till you have got the long arm on

your side./

To please you, and satisfy your doubts

as far as possible, I have looked into the

old books, into Schenckius and Turner

and Kenelm Digby and the rest, where

I have found plenty of curious stories

which you must take for what they are

worth.

Your first question I can answer in the

affirmative upon pretty good authority.

Mizaldus tells, in his "
Memorabilia," the

well-known story of the girl fed on poi-

sons, who was sent by the king of the In-

dies to Alexander the Great. " When
Aristotle saw her eyes sparkling and

snapping like those of serpents, he said,
' Look out for yourself, Alexander ! this is

a dangerous companion for you !

' "
and

sure enough, the young lady proved to be

a very unsafe person to her friends. Car-

danus gets a story from Avicenna, of a

certain man bit by a serpent, who recov-

ered of his bite, the snake dying there-

from. This man afterwards had a daugh-O
ter whom no venomous serpent could

harm, though she had a fatal power over

them.

I suppose you may remember the state-

ments of old authors about lycanthropy,

the disease in which men took on the na-

ture and aspect of wolves. Aetius and

Paulus, both men of authority, describe

it. Altomaris gives a horrid case
;
and

Fincelius mentions one occurring as late

as 1541, the subject of which was cap-

tured, still insisting that he was a wolf,

only that the hair of his hide was turned

in ! Versipelles, it may be remembered,

was the Latin name for these " were-

wolves."

As for the cases where rabid persons

have barked and bit like dogs, there are

plenty of such on record.

More singular, or at least more rare, is

the account given by Andreas Baccius,

of a man who was struck in the hand by
a cock, with his beak, and who died on

the third day thereafter, looking for all

the world like a fighting-cock^ to the great
horror of the spectators.

As to impressions transmitted at a

very early period of existence, every one

knows the story of King James's fear of

a naked sword and the way it is account-

ed for. Sir Kenelm Digby says,
" I re-

member when he dubbed me Knight, in

the ceremony of putting the point of a

naked sword upon my shoulder, he could

not endure to look upon it, but turned his

face another way, insomuch, that, in lieu

of touching my shoulder, he had almost

thrust the point into my eyes, had not

the Duke of Buckingham guided his hand

aright." It is he, too, who tells the story

of the mulberry mark upon the neck of

a certain lady of high condition, which
"
every year, in mulberry season, did

swell, grow big, and itch." And Gaffa-

rel mentions the case of a girl born with

the figure of a fish on one of her limbs,

of which the wonder was, that, when the

girl did eat fish, this mark put her to

sensible pain. But there is no end to

cases of this kind, and I could give some

of recent date, if necessary, lending a cer-

tain plausibility at least to the doctrine

of transmitted impressions.

I never saw a distinct case of evil eye,

though I have seen eyes so bad that they

might produce strange effects on very
sensitive natures. But the belief in it

under various names, fascination, jettatu-

ra, etc., is so permanent and universal,

from Egypt to Italy, and from the days
of Solomon to those of Ferdinand of Na-

ples, that there must be some peculiarity,

to say the least, on which the opinion is

based. There is very strong evidence
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that some such power is exercised by connected with the mysterious relation

certain of the lower animals. Thus, it is

stated on good authority that " almost

every animal becomes panic-struck at the

si^ht of the rattlesnake, and seems at once
f? *

deprived of the power of motion, or the

exercise of its usual instinct of self-pres-

ervation." Other serpents seem to share

this power of fascination, as the Cobra

and the Bucephalus Capensis. Some

think that it is nothing but frignt ;
others

attribute it to the

"
strange powers that lie

Within the magic circle of the eye,"

existing between the serpent and the hu-

man species is the influence which the

poison of the Crotalus, taken internally,
seemed to produce over the moral facul-

ties, inthe experiments instituted by Dr.

Hering at Surinam. There is something

frightful in the disposition of certain ophid-

ians, as the whip-snake, which darts at

the eyes of cattle without any apparent

provocation or other motive. It is natural

enough that the evil principle should have

been represented in the form of a ser-

pent, but it is strange to think of intro-

ducing it into a human being like cow-

pox by vaccination.

You know all about the Psylli, or an-

cient serpent-tamers, I suppose. Savary

gives an account of the moctern serpent-
tamers in his " Letters on Egypt." These
modern jugglers are in the habit of mak-

as Churchill said, speaking of Garrick.

You ask me about those mysterious and

frightful intimacies between children and

serpents of which so many instances have

been recorded. I am sure I cannot tell

what to make of them. I have seen sev-

eral such accounts in recent papers, but ing the venomous Naja counterfeit death,

here is one published in the seventeenth lying out straight and stifrf- changing it

century which is as striking as any of the into a rod, as the ancient magicians did

more modern ones :

"Mr. Herbert Jones of Monmouth,
when he was a little Boy, was used to

eat his Milk in a Garden in the Morn-

ing, and was no sooner there, but a large

Snake always came, and eat out of the

Dish with him, and did so for a consider- witch-woman, with the evil eye, but with

able time, till one Morning, he striking no absolute ophidian relationship. Lamia
the Snake on the Head, it hissed at him. is a serpent transformed by magic into a

Upon which he told his Mother that the woman. The idea of both is mytholog-

Baby (for so he call'd it) cry'd Hiss at ical, and not in any sense physiological,

him. His Mother had it kill'd, which oc- Some women unquestionably suggest the

with their serpents, (probably the same

animal,) in the time of Moses.

I am afraid I cannot throw much light

on " Christabel
"
or " Lamia "

by any criti-

cism I can offer. Geraldine, in the for-

mer, seems to be simply a malignant

image of serpents ;
men rarely or never.

I have been struck, like many others,

with the ophidian head and eye of the

famous Ilachel.

casioned him a great Fit of Sickness, and

'twas thought would have dy'd, but did

recover."

There was likewise one " William

Writtle, condemned at Maidston Assizes Your question about inherited predis-

for a double murder, told a Minister that positions, as limiting the sphere of the will,

was with him after he was condemned, and, consequently, of moral accountabil-

that his mother told him, that when he

was a Child, there crept always to him a

Snake, wherever she laid him. Some-

times she would convey him up Stairs,

and leave him never so little, she should

be sure to find a Snake in the Cradle

with him, but never perceived it did him

any harm."

ity, opens a very wide range of specula-

tion. I can give you only a brief ab-

stract of my own opinions on this deli-

cate and difficult subject. Crime and

sin, being the preserves of two great or-

ganized interests, have been guarded

against all reforming poachers with as

great jealousy as the Royal Forests. It

One of the most striking alleged facts is so easy to Lang a troublesome fellow !
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It is so much simpler to consign a soul to trine that I can think of since the mes-

perdition, or say masses, for money, to sage of peace and good-will to men.

save it, than to take the blame on our- Automatic action in the moral world
;

selves for letting it grow up in neglect the reflex movement which seems to be self-

and run to ruin for want of humanizing determination, and has been hanged and
- influences ! They hung poor, crazy Bel- howled at as such (metaphorically) for

lingham for shooting Mr. Perceval. The nobody knows how many centuries : un-

ordinary of Newgate preached to women til somebody shall study this as Marshall

who were to swing at Tyburn for a petty Hall has studied reflex nervous action in

theft as if they were worse than other the bodily system, I would not give much

people,
-
-just as though he would not for men's judgments of each other's char-

have been a pickpocket or shoplifter, acters. Shut up the robber and the de-

himself, if he had been born in a den of faulter, we must. But what if your old-

thieves and bred up to steal or starve ! est boy had been stolen from his cradle

The English law never began to get hold and bred in a North-Street cellar ? What
of the idea that a crime was not necessa- if you are drinking a little too much wine

rily a sin, till Hadfield, who thought he and smoking a little too much tobacco,

was the Saviour of mankind, was tried and your son takes after you, and so

for shooting at George the Third
; lucky your poor grandson's brain being a little

for him that he did not hit his Majesty ! injured in physical texture, he loses the

It is very singular that we recognize fine moral sense on which you pride your-

all the bodily defects that unfit a man self, and doesn't see the difference be-

for military service, and all the intellec- tween signing another man's name to a

tual ones that limit his range of thought, draft and his own ?

but always talk at him as if all his moral I suppose the study of automatic ac-

powers were perfect. I suppose we must tion in the moral world (you see what I

punish evil-doers as we extirpate ver- mean through the apparent contradiction

min
;
but I don't know that we have any/ of terms) may be a dangerous one in the

more right to judge them than we have) view of many people. It is liable to abuse,

to judge rats and mice, which are just no doubt. People are always glad to get

as good as cats and weasels, though we hold of anything which limits their re-

think it necessary to treat them as crim- sponsibility. But remember that our

inals. moral estimates come down to us from

The limitations of human responsibility ancestors who hanged children for steal-

have never been properly studied, unless ing forty shillings' worth, and sent their

it be by the phrenologists. You know souls to perdition for the sin of being

from my lectures that I consider phre- born, who punished the unfortunate

nology, as taught, a pseudo-science, and families of suicides, and^
in their eager-

not a branch of positive knowledge; but, ness for justice executed one innocent

for all that, we owe it an immense debt, person^every three years, on the aver-

It has melted the World's conscience in age, as Sir James Mackintosh tells us.

its crucible and cast it in a new mould, I do not know in what shape the prac-

with features less like those of Moloch tical question may present itself to you ;

and more like those of humanity. If it but I will tell you my rule in life, and I

has failed to demonstrate its system of think you will find it a good one. Treat

special correspondences, it has proved bad men exactly as if,t?iey were insane.

that there are fixed relations .between They are in-sane^ out of health, morally,

organization and mind and character. Reason, which is food to sound minds, is

It has brought out that great doctrine of not tolerated, still less assimilated, unless

moral insanity, which has done more to administered with the greatest caution;

make men charitable and soften legal and perhaps, not at all. Avoid collision with

theological barbarism than any one doc- them, as far as you honorably can
; keep

VOL. vi. 15
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your temper, if you can, for one angry think, a very sweet, pale woman,
man is as good as another; restrain them daughter of the usual country-clergyman,
from injury, promptly, completely, and thrown on her own resources from an

with the least possible injury, just as in early age, and the rest : a common sto-

the case of maniacs, and when you have ry, but an uncommon person,-- very,

got rid of them, or got them tied hand and All conscience and sensibility, I should

foot so that they can do no mischief, sit say, a cruel worker, no kind of regard
down and contemplate them charitably, for herself, seems as fragile and supple

remembering that nine-tenths of their as a young willow-shoot, but try her and

perversity comes from outside influences, you find she has the spring in her of a

drunken ancestors, abuse in childhood, steel crossbow. I am glad I happened
bad company, from which you have hap- to come to this place, if it were only for

pily been preserved, and for some of her sake. I have saved that girl's life
;

which you, as a member of society, may I am as sure of it as if I had pulled her

be fractionally responsible. I think also out of the fire or water,

that there are special influences which Of course I'm in love with her, you
work in the blood like ferments, and I say, we always love those whom we
have a suspicion that some of those curi- have benefited :

" saved her life, her

ous old stories I cited may have more re- love was the reward of his devotion,"

cent parallels. Have you ever met with etc., etc., as in a regular set novel. In

any cases which admitted of a solution love, Philip? Well, about that, I love-

like that which I have mentioned ? Helen Darley very much : there is hard-

Yours very truly, ly anybody I love so well. What a no-

ble creature she is! One of those that

just go right on, do their own work and

everybody else's, killing themselves inch

Bernard Langdon to Philip Staples.
b
/

inch without ever thinking about it,-

singing and dancing at their toil when
MY DEAR PHILIP, thev begin, worn and saddened after a

I HAVE been for some months estab- while, but pressing steadily on, tottering

lished in this place, turning the main by-and-by, and catching at the rail by
crank of the machinery for the manu- the wayside to help them lift one foot

factory of accomplishments superintend- before the other, and at last falling, face

ed by, or rather worked to the profit of, a down, arms stretched forward

certain Mr. Silas Peckham. He is a poor Philip, my boy, do you know I am the

wretch, with a little thin fishy blood in sort of man that locks his door sometimes

his body, lean and flat, long-armed and and cries his heart out of his eyes, that

large-handed, thick-jointed and thin-mus- can sob like a woman and not be asham-

cled, you know those unwholesome, ed of it ? I come of fighting-blood on

weak-eyed, half-fed creatures, that look my mother's side, you know
;
I think I

not fit to be round among live folks, and could be savage on occasion. But I am

yet not quite dead enough to bury. If tender, more and more tender as I come

you ever hear of my being in court to into my fulness of manhood. I don't like

answer to a charge of assault and bat- to strike a man, (laugh, if you like, I

tery, you may guess that I have been know I hit hard when I do strike,) but

giving him a thrashing to settle oft' old what I can't stand is the sight of these

scores
;
for he is a tyrant, and has come poor, patient, toiling women, that never

pretty -near killing his principal lady-as- find out in this life how good they are,

sistant with overworking her and keeping and never know what it is to be told they
her out of all decent privileges. are angels while they still wear the pleas-

Helen Darley is this lady's name, ing incumbrances of humanity. I don't

twenty-two or -three years old, I should know what to make of these cases. To
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think that a woman is never to be a wom-
an again, whatever she may come to as

an unsexed angel, and that she should

die unloved ! Why does not somebody
come and carry off this noble woman,

waiting here all ready to make a man

happy ? Philip, do you know the pathos
there is in the eyes of unsought women,

oppressed with the burden of an inner

life unshared ? I can see into them now
as I could not in those earlier days. I

sometimes think their pupils dilate on pur-

pose to let my consciousness glide through
them

; indeed, I dread them, I come so

close to the nerve of the soul itself in

these momentary intimacies. You used

to tell me I was a Turk, that my heart

was full of pigeon-holes, with accommo-

dations inside for a whole flock of doves.

I don't know but I am still as Youngish
as ever in my ways, Brigham-Youngish,
I mean

;
at any rate, I always want to

give a little love to all the poor things
that cannot have a whole man to them-

selves. If they would only be contented

with a little !

Here now are two girls in this school

where I am teaching. One of them, Ro-

sa M., is not more than sixteen years old,

I think they say ;
but Nature has forced

her into a tropical luxuriance of beauty,
as if it were July with her, instead of

May. I suppose it is all natural enough
that this girl should like a young man's

attention, even if he were a grave school-

master
;
but the eloquence of this young

thing's look is unmistakable, and vet
m

she does not know the language it is talk-

ing, they none of them do; and there

is where a good many poor creatures of

our good-for-nothing sex are mistaken.

There is no danger of my being rash, but

I think this girl will cost somebody his

life yet. She is one of those women men
make a quarrel about and fight to the

death for, the old feral instinct, you
know.

Pray, don't think 1 am lost m conceit,

but there is another girl here that I begin

to think looks with a certain kindness on

me. Her name is Elsie V., and she is

the only daughter and heiress of an old

family in this place. She is a portentous
and mysterious creature. If I should tell

you all I know and half of what I fancy
about her, you would tell me to get my
life insured at once. Yet she is the most

painfully interesting being, so hand-

some ! so lonely ! for she has no friends

among the girls, and sits apart from them,

with black hair like the flow of a moun-

tain-brook after a thaw, with a low-brow-

ed, scowling beauty of face, and such eyes

as were never seen before, I really be-

lieve, in any human creature.

Philip, I don't know what to say about

this Elsie. There is a mystery around her

I have not fathomed. I have conjectures

about her which I could not utter to any

living soul. I dare not even hint the

possibilities which have suggested them-

selves to me. This I will say, that I

do take the most intense interest in this

young person, an interest much more

like pity than love in its common sense.

If what I guess at is true, of all the trage-

dies of existence I ever knew this is the

saddest, and yet so full of meaning ! Do
not ask me any questions, I have said

more than I meant to already ;
but I am

involved in strange doubts and perplexi-

ties, in dangers too, very possibly,

and it is a relief just to speak ever so

guardedly of them to an early and faith-

ful friend.

Yours ever,

BERNARD.

P. S. I remember you had a copy of

Fortunius Licetus "De Monstris" among
your old books. Can't you lend it to me
for a while? I am curious, and it will

amuse me.
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ANNO DOMINI, 1860.

MY youth is past ! this morn I stand,

With manhood's signet of command,

Firm-planted on life's middle-land !

Behind, the scene recedes afar,

Where cloudy mists and vapors mar

The lustre of my morning-star.

I mark the courses of my days,

Inwound through many a doubtful maze,
To marvel at those devious ways !

They lead through hills and levels lone,

Green fields, and woodlands overgrown,
And where deep waters pulse and moan;

By ruined tower, by darksome dell,

The home of night-birds fierce and fell,

Wherein strange shapes of Horror dwell
;

Out to the blessed sunshine free,

The breezy moors of liberty,

And skies outpouring harmony ;

By palace-wall, by haunted tomb,

Through bright and dark, through joy and gloom :

My life hath known both blight and bloom.

And now, as from some mountain-height,
Backward I strain my eager sight,

Till all the landscape melts in night ;

Then, whispering to my Heart,
" Be bold !

"

I turn from years whose " tale is told,"

To greet the Future's dawn of gold :

High hopes and nobler labors wait

Beyond that Future's opening gate,

Brave deeds which hold the seeds of Fate.

Thy strength, O Lord, shall fire my blood,

Shall nerve my soul, make wise my mood,
And win me to the pure and good !

Or if, O Father, thou shouldst say,
" Dark Angel, close his mortal day !

"

And smite me on my vanward way,
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Grant that in armor firm and strong,

Whilst pealing still Life's battle-song,

And struggling, manful, 'gainst the wrong,

Thy soldier, who would fight to win

No crown of dross, no bays of sin,

May fall amidst the foremost din

Of Truth's grand conflict, blest by Thee,

And even though Death should conquer, see

How false, how brief his victory !

229

DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.

[Continued.]

" I CAN entertain no doubt, after the

most deliberate study and dispassionate

judgment of which I am capable, that

the view which most naturalists enter-

tain, and which I formerly entertained,

namely, that each species has been in-

dependently created, is erroneous. I

am fully convinced that species are not

immutable
;
but that those belonging to

what are called the same genera are lin-

eal descendants of some other and gen-

erally extinct species, in the same man-

ner as the acknowledged varieties of any
one species are the descendants of that

species. Furthermore, I am convinced

that Natural Selection has been the main,
but not exclusive means of modification."

This is the kernel of the new theory,
the Darwinian creed, as recited at the

close of the introduction to the remark-

able book under consideration. The

questions,
" What will he do with it ?

"

and " How far will he carry it ?
"
the au-

thor answers at the close of the volume :

" I cannot doubt that the theory of de-

scent with modification embraces all the

members of the same class." Further-

more,
" I believe that all animals have

descended from at most only four or five

progenitors, and plants from an equal or

lesser number." Seeing that analogy as

strongly suggests a further step in the

same direction, while he protests that

"
analogy may be a deceitful guide," yet

he follows its inexorable leading to the

inference that "
probably all the organic

beings which have ever lived on this earth

have descended from some one primor-
dial form, into which life was first breath-

ed." *

In the first extract we have the thin

end of the wedge driven a little way ;
in

the last, the wedge is driven home.

We have already (in the preceding

number) sketched some of the reasons

suggestive of such a theory of derivation

of species, reasons which give it plau-

sibility, and even no small probability, as

applied to our actual world and to chan-

ges occurring since the latest tertiary pe-

riod. We are well pleased at this mo-

* P. 484, Engl. ed. In the new American

edition, ( Vide Supplement, pp. 431, 432,) the

principal analogies which suggest the ex-

treme view are referred to, and the remark is

appended, "But this inference is chiefly

grounded on analogy, and it is immaterial

whether or not it be accepted. The case is

different with the members of each great class,

as the Vertebrata or Articulata; for here we
have in the laws of homology, embryology,

etc., some distinct evidence that all have de-

scended from a single primordial parent."
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ment to find that the conclusions we were

arriving at in this respect are sustained

by the very high authority and impartial

judgment of Pictet, the Swiss palaeontolo-

gist.
In his review of Darwin's book,*

much the fairest and most admirable

opposing one that has yet appeared, he

freely accepts that ensemble of natural

operations which Darwin impersonates

under the now familiar name of Natu-

ral Selection, allows that the exposition

throughout the first chapters seems " a la

fois prudent et fort" and is disposed to

accept the whole argument in its founda-

tions, that is, so far as it relates to what

is now going on, or has taken place in

the present geological period, which

period he carries back through the dilu-

vial epoch to the borders of the tertiary,f

Piatet accordingly admits that the theory

will very well account for the origination

by divergence of nearly related species,

whether within the present period or in

remoter geological times : a very natural

view for him to take; since he appears

to have reached and published, several

years ago, the pregnant conclusion, that

there most probably was some material

connection between the closely related

species of two successive faunas, and that

the numerous close species, whose limits

are so difficult to determine, were not all

created distinct and independent. But

while accepting, or ready to accept, the

basis of Darwin's theory, and all its legit-

imate direct inferences, he rejects the ul-

timate conclusions, brings some weighty

arguments to bear against them, and is

evidently convinced that he can draw a

clear line between the sound inferences,

which he favors, and the unsound or unT

warranted theoretical deductions, which

he rejects. We hope he can.

This raises the question, Why does

Darwin press his theory to these extreme

conclusions ? Why do all hypotheses of

* In Biblioiheque Universelle de Geneve, Mars,

1860.

t This we learn from his very interesting

article, De la Question de tHomme Fossile, in

the same (March) number of the Biblioiheque

Universelle.

derivation converge so inevitably to one

ultimate point ? Having already consid-

ered some of the reasons which suggest or

support the theory at its outset, which

may carry it as far as such sound and

experienced naturalists as Pictet allow

that it may be true, perhaps as far as

Darwin himself unfolds it in the introduc-

tory proposition cited at the beginning of

this article, we may now inquire after

the motives which impel the theorist so

much farther. Here proofs, in the prop-
er sense of thg word, are not to be had.

We are beyond the region of demonstra-

tion, and have only probabilities to con-

sider. What are these probabilities ?

What work will this hypothesis do to

establish a claim to be adopted in its

completeness ? Why should a theory
which may plausibly enough account for

the diversification of the species of each

special type or genus, be expanded into

a general system for the origination or

successive diversification of all species,

and all special types or forms, from four

or five remote primordial forms, or per-

haps from one ? We accept the theory

of gravitation because it explains all the

facts we know, and bears all the tests that

we can put it to. We incline to accept

the nebular hypothesis, for similar rea-

sons
;
not because it is proved, thus

far it is wholly incapable of proof, but

because it is a natural theoretical deduc-

tion from accepted physical laws, is thor-

oughly congruous with the facts, and be-

cause its assumption serves to connect

and harmonize these into one probable

and consistent whole. Can the deriva-

tive hypothesis be maintained and car-

ried out into a system on similar grounds ?

If so, however unproved, it would appear
to be a tenable hypothesis, which is all

that its author ought now to claim. Such

hypotheses as from the conditions of the

case can neither be proved nor disprov-

ed by direct evidence or experiment are

to be tested only indirectly, and there-

fore imperfectly, by trying their power to

harmonize the known facts, and to ac-

count for what is otherwise unaccount-

able. So the question comes to this
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What will an hypothesis of the deriva-

tion of species explain which the oppos-

ing view leaves unexplained ?

Questions these which ought to be en-

tertained before we take up the argu-
ments which have been advanced against

this theory. We can only glance at some

of the considerations which Darwin ad-

duces, or will be sure to adduce in the

future and fuller exposition which is

promised. To display them in such wise

as to indoctrinate the unscientific reader

would require a volume. Merely to re-

fer to them in the most general terms

would suffice for those familiar with sci-

entific matters, but would scarcely en-

lighten those who are not. Wherefore

let these trust the impartial Pictet, who

freely admits, that, "in the absence of suf-

ficient direct proofs to justify the possi-

bility of his hypothesis, Mr. Darwin re-

lies upon indirect proofs, the bearing of

which is real and incontestable
"

;
who

concedes that " his theory accords very
well with the great facts of comparative

anatomy and zoology, comes in admi-

rably to explain unity of composition of

organisms, also to explain rudimentary
and representative organs, and the natu-

ral series of genera and species, equal-

ly corresponds with many palasontologi-
cal data, agrees well with the specific

resemblances which exist between two

successive faunas, with the parallelism
which is sometimes observed between

the series of palasontological succession

and of embryonal development," etc.
;

and finally, although he does not accept
the theory in these results, he allows that

"it appears to offer the best means of

explaining the manner in which organ-
ized beings were produced in epochs an-

terior to our own."

What more than this could be said for

such an hypothesis ? Here, probably, is

its charm, and its strong hold upon the

speculative mind. Unproven though it

be, and cumbered primd facie with cu-

mulative improbabilities as it proceeds,

yet it singularly accords with great class-

es of facts otherwise insulated and enig-

matic, and explains many things which

are thus far utterly inexplicable upon

any other scientific assumption.

We have said (p. 116) that Darwin's

hypothesis is the natural complement to

Lyell's uniformitarian theory in physical

geology. It is for the organic world

what that popular view is for the inor-

ganic; and the accepters of the latter

stand in a position from which to re-

gard the former in the most favorable

light. Wherefore the rumor that the

cautious Lyell himself has adopted the

Darwinian hypothesis need not surprise

us. The two views are made for each

other, and, like the two counterpart pic-

tures for the stereoscope, when brought

together, combine into one apparently
solid whole.

If we allow, with Pictet, that Darwin's

theory will very well serve for all that

concerns the present epoch of the world's

history, an epoch which this renowned

palaeontologist regards as including the

diluvial or quaternary period, then Dar-

win's first and foremost need in his on-

ward course is a practicable road from

this into and through the tertiary period,

the intervening region between the com-

paratively near and the far remote past.

Here Lyell's doctrine paves the way, by

showing that in the physical geology there

is no general or absolute break between

the two, probably no greater between the

latest tertiary and the quaternary period
than between the latter and the present
time. So far, the Lyellian view is, we

suppose, generally concurred in. Now
as to the organic world, it is largely

admitted that numerous tertiary species

have continued down into the quater-

nary, and many of them to the present
time. A goodly percentage of the ear-

lier and nearly half of the later tertiary

mollusca, according to Des Hayes, Lyell,

and, if we mistake not, Bronn, still Jive.

This identification, however, is now ques-

tioned by a naturalist of the very highest

authority. But, in its bearings on the

new theory, the point here turns not up-
on absolute identity so much as upon
close resemblance. For those who, with

Agassiz, doubt the specific identity in any
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of these cases, and those who say, with

Pictet, that " the later tertiary deposits

contain in general the debris of species

very nearly related to those which still

exist, belonging to the same genera, but

specifically different," may also agree
with Pictet that the nearly related spe-

cies of successive faunas must or may
have had " a material connection." Now
the only material connection that we have

an idea of in such a case is a genealog-
ical one. And the supposition of a gene-

alogical connection is surely not unnat-

ural in such cases, is demonstrably the

natural one as respects all those tertia-

ry species which experienced naturalists

have pronounced to be identical with ex-

isting ones, but which others now deem
distinct. For to identify the two is the

same thing as to conclude the one to be

the ancestors of the other. No doubt

there are differences between the ter-

tiary and the present individuals, differ-

ences equally noted by both classes of

naturalists, but differently estimated. By
the one these are deemed quite compat-

ible, by the other incompatible, with com-

munity of origin. But who can tell us

what amount of difference is compatible
with community of origin ? This is the

very question at issue, and one to be set-

tled by observation alone. Who would

have thought that the peach and the nec-

tarine came from one stock ? But, this

being proved, is it now very improbable
that both were derived from the almond,

or from some common amygdaline pro-

genitor ? Who would have thought that

the cabbage, cauliflower, broccoli, kale,

and kohlrabi are derivatives of one spe-

cies, and rape or colza, turnip, and prob-

ably rutabaga, of another species? And
who that is convinced of this can long

undoubtingly hold the original distinct-

ness of turnips from cabbages as an ar-

ticle of faith ? On scientific grounds may
not a primordial cabbage or rape be as-

sumed as the ancestor of all the cabbage

races, on much the same ground that we
assume a common ancestry for the diver-

sified human races ? If all our breeds of

cattle came from one stock, why not this

stock from the auroch, which has had all

the time between the diluvial and the

historic periods in which to set off a va-

riation perhaps no greater than the dif-

ference between some sorts of cattle ?

That considerable differences are often

discernible between tertiary individuals

and their supposed descendants of the

present day affords no argument against

Darwin's theory, as has been rashly

thought, but is decidedly in its favor.

If the, identification were so perfect that

no more differences were observable be-

tween the tertiary and the recent shells

than between various individuals of ei-

ther, then Darwin's opponents, who argue
the immutability of species from the ibises

and cats preserved by the ancient Egyp-
tians being just like those of the present

day, could triumphantly add a few hun-

dred thousand years more to the length
of the experiment and to the force of

their argument. As the facts stand, it

appears, that, while some tertiary forms

are essentially undistinguishable from ex-

isting ones, others are the same with a

difference, which is judged not to be spe-

cific or aboriginal, and yet others show

somewhat greater differences, such as

are scientifically expressed by calling

them marked varieties, or else doubtful

species ;
while others, differing a little

more, are confidently termed distinct,

but nearly related species. Now is not

all this a question of degree, of mere gra-

dation of difference ? Is it at all like-

ly that these several gradations came to

be established in two totally different

ways, some of them (though naturalists

can't agree which) through natural varia-

tion, or other secondary cause, and some

by original creation, without secondary
cause ? We have seen that the judicious

Pictet answers such questions as Darwin

would have him do, in affirming, that, in

all probability, the nearly related species

of two successive faunas were material-

ly connected, and that contemporaneous

species, similarly resembling each other,

were not all created so, but have be-

come so. This is equivalent to saying

that species (using the term as all natu-
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ralists do and must continue to employ
the word) have only a relative, not an ab-

solute fixity ;
that differences fully equiv-

alent to what are held to be specific may
arise in the course of time, so that one

species may at length be naturally re-

placed by another species a good deal

like it, or may be diversified through va-

riation or otherwise into two, three, or

more species, or forms as different as

species. This concedes all that Darwin

has a right to ask, all that he can direct-

ly infer from evidence. We must add

that it affords a locus standi, more or less

tenable, for inferring more.

Here another geological consideration

comes in to help on this inference. The

species of the later tertiary period for the

most part not only resembled those of

our days, many of them so closely as to

suggest an absolute continuity, but also

occupied in general the same regions
that their relatives occupy now. The

same may be said, though less specially,

of the earlier tertiary and of the later

secondary ;
but there is less and less

localization. of forms as we recede, yet

some localization even in palseozoic times.

While in the secondary period one is

struck with the similarity of forms and

the identity of many of the species which

flourished apparently at the same time in

all or in the most widely separated parts

of the world, in the tertiary epoch, on the

contrary, along with the increasing spe-

cialization of climates and their approxi-
mation to the present state, we find abun-

dant evidence of increasing localization

of orders, genera, and species ;
and this

localization strikingly accords with the

present geographical distribution of the

same groups of species. Where the im-

puted forefathers lived, their relatives

and supposed descendants now flourish.

All the actual classes of the animal and

vegetable kingdoms were represented in

the tertiary faunas and floras, and in

nearly the same proportions and the same

diversities as at present. The faunas of

what is now Europe, Asia, America, and

Australia differed from each other much

as they now differ : in fact, according to

Adolphe Brongniart, whose statements we

here condense,* the inhabitants ofthese

different regions appear for the most part

to have acquired, before the close of the

tertiary period, the characters which es-

sentially distinguish their existing faunas.

The eastern continent had then, as now,
its great pachyderms, elephants, rhinoce-

ros, and hippopotamus ;
South America

its armadillos, sloths, and ant-eaters
;
Aus-

tralia a crowd of marsupials ;
and the

very strange birds of New Zealand had

predecessors of similar strangeness. Ev-

erywhere the same geographical distri-

bution as now, with a difference in the

particular area, as respects the northern

portion of the continents, answering to a

warmer climate then than ours, such as

allowed species of hippopotamus, rhinoce-

ros, and elephant to range even to the

regions now inhabited by the reindeer

and the musk-ox, and with the serious

disturbing intervention of the glacial pe-
riod within a comparatively recent time.

Let it be noted, also, that those tertiary

species which have continued with little

change down to our days are the ma-

rine animals of the lower grades, espe-

cially mollusca. Their low organization,

moderate sensibility, and the simple con-

ditions of an existence in a medium like

the ocean, not subject to great variation

and incapable of sudden change, may
well account for their continuance

; while,

on the other hand, the more intense, how-

ever gradual, climatic vicissitudes on land,

which have driven all tropical and sub-

tropical forms out of the higher latitudes

and assigned to them their actual limits,

would be almost sure to extinguish such

huge and unwieldy animals as mastodons,

mammoths, and the like, whose power of

enduring altered circumstances must have

been small.

This general replacement of the ter-

tiary species of a country by others so

much like them is a noteworthy fact.

The hypothesis of the independent crea-

tion of all species, irrespective of their

antecedents, leaves this fact just as mys-

* In Comptes Rendus, Acad. des Sciences,

Fdvr. 2, 1857.
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terious as is creation itself; that of der-

ivation undertakes to aecount for it.

Whether it satisfactorily does so or not,

it must be allowed that the facts well

accord with that assumption.
The same may be said of another con-

clusion, namely, that the geological suc-

cession of animals and plants appears to

correspond in a general way with their

relative standing or rank in a natural

system of classification. It seems clear,

that, though no one of the grand types of

the animal kingdom can be traced back

farther than the rest, yet the lower class-
' V

es long preceded the higher; that there

has been on the whole a steady pro-

gression within each class and order
;

and that the highest plants and animals

have appeared only in relatively modern

times. It is only, however, in a broad

sense that this generalization is now

thought to hold good. It encounters

many apparent exceptions and sundry
real ones. So far as the rule holds, all

is as it should be upon an hypothesis of

derivation.

The rule has its exceptions. But, cu-

riously enough, the most striking class of

exceptions, if such they be, seems to us

even more favorable to the doctrine of

derivation than is the general rule of

a pure and simple ascending gradation.

We refer to what Agassiz calls prophetic

and synthetic types; for which the for-

mer name may suffice, as the difference

between the two is evanescent.
" It has been noticed," writes our great

zoologist,
" that certain types, which are

frequently prominent among the repre-

sentatives of past ages, combine in their

structure peculiarities which at later pe-

riods are only observed separately in

different, distinct types. Sauroid fishes

before reptiles, Pterodactyles before birds,

Ichthyosauri before dolphins, etc. There

are entire families, of nearly every class

of animals, which in the state of their per-
fect development exemplify such pro-

phetic relations. . . . The sauroid fishes

of the past geological ages are an exam-

ple of this kind. These fishes, which

preceded the appearance of reptiles, pre-

sent a combination of ichthyic and reptil-

ian characters not to be found in the true

members of this class, which form its bulk

at present. The Pterodactyles, which

preceded the class of birds, and the Ich-

thyosauri, which preceded the Cetacea,

are other examples of such prophetic

types."
*

Now these reptile-like fishes, of which

gar-pikes are the living representatives,

though of earlier appearance, are admit-

tedly of higher rank than common fishes.

They dominated until reptiles appeared,
when they mostly gave place to or,

as the derivationists will insist, were re-

solved by divergent variation and nat-

ural selection into common fishes, des-

titute of reptilian characters, and saurian

reptiles, the intermediate grades, which,

according to a familiar piscine saying,

are " neither fish, flesh, nor good red-her-

ring," being eliminated and extinguished

by natural consequence of the struggle

for existence which Darwin so aptly por-

trays. And so, perhaps, of the other pro-

phetic types. Here type and antitype

correspond. If these are true prophe-

cies, we need not wonder that some who
7 v

read them in Agassiz's book will read

their fulfilment in Darwin's.

Note also, in this connection, that, along
with a wonderful persistence of type, with

change of species, genera, orders, etc.,

from formation to formation, no species

and no higher group which has once un-

equivocally died out ever afterwards re-

appears. Why is this, but that the link

of generation has been sundered ? Why,
on the hypothesis of independent origina-

tions, were not failing species re-created,

either identically or with a difference, in

regions eminently adapted to their well-

beinor? To take a striking case. ThatO ~

no part of the world now offers more

suitable conditions for wild horses and

cattle than the Pampas and other plains

of South America is shown by the fa-

cility with which they have there run

* Agassiz, Contributions : Essay on Classi-

fication, p. 117, where, we may be permitted

to note, the word " Crustacea
"

is by a typo-

graphical error printed in place of Cetacea.
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wild and enormously multiplied, since in- sisted on this parallelism, and to a cer-

troduced from the Old World not long tain extent is allowed to have made it

ago. There was no wild American stock, out. All these things, which conspire to

Yet in the times of the Mastodon and prove that the ancient and the recent

Megatherium, at the dawn of the pres-
' forms of life

" are somehow intimately

ent period, wild horses and cattle the 'connected together in one grand system,"
former certainly very much like the ex- equally conspire to suggest that the con-

isting horse roamed over those plains nection is one similar or analogous to

in abundance. . On the principle of orig- generation. Surely no naturalist can be

inal and direct created adaptation of spe- blamed for entering somewhat confident-

cies to climate and other conditions, why ly upon a field of speculative inquiry
were these types not reproduced, when, which here opens so invitingly ;

nor need

after the colder intervening era, those re- former premature endeavors and failures

gions became again eminently adapted to utterly dishearten him.

such animals? Why, but because, by All these things, it may naturally be

their complete extinction in South Amer- said, go to explain the order, not the

ica, the line of descent was here utterly mode, of the incoming of species. But

broken ? Upon the ordinary hypothesis, they all do tend to bring out the general-
there is no scientific explanation possible ization expressed by Mr. Wallace in the

of this series of facts, and of many others formula, that "every species has come

like them." Upon the new hypothesis, into existence coincident both in time
" the succession of the same types of and space with preexisting closely al-

structure within the same areas during lied species." Not, however, that this is

the later geological periods ceases to be proved even of existing species as a mat-

mysterious, and is simply explained by ter of general fact. It is obviously im-

inheritance." Their cessation is failure possible to prove anything of the kind,

of issue. But we must concede that the known

Along with these considerations the facts strongly suggest such an inference,

fact (alluded to on p. 114) should be And since species are only congeries of

remembered, that, as a general thing, re- individuals, and every individual came

lated species of the present age are geo- into existence in consequence of preexist-

graphically associated. The larger part ing individuals of the same sort, so lead-

of the plants, and still more of the ani- ing up to the individuals with which the

mals, of each separate country are pecu- species began, and since the only mate-

liar to it
; and, as most species now flour- rial sequence we know of among plants

ish over the graves of their by-gone rela- and animals is that from parent to pro-
tives of former ages, so they now dwell geny, the presumption becomes exceed-

among or accessibly near their kindred ingly strong that, the connection of the

species. incoming with the preexisting species is

Here also comes in that general
"
par- a genealogical one.

allelism between the order of succession Here, however, all depends upon the

of animals and plants in geological times, probability that Mr. Wallace's inference

and the gradation among their living rep- is really true. Certainly it is not yet
resentatives

"
from low to highly organiz- generally accepted ;

but a strong current

ed, from simple and general to complex is setting towards its acceptance,

and specialized forms
;
also " the paral- So long as universal cataclysms were

lelism between the order of succession in vogue, and all life upon the earth was

of animals in geological times and the thought to have been suddenly destroy-

changes their living representatives un- ed and renewed many times in succes-

dergo during their embryological growth," sion, such a view could not be thought
as if the world were one prolonged of. So the equivalent view maintained

gestation. Modern science has much in- by Agassiz, and formerly, we believe, by
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D'Orbigny, that, irrespectively of general both the physiological and the structu-

and sudden catastrophes, or any known ral gradations and relations between the

adequate physical cause, there has been two kingdoms, and the arrangement of

a total depopulation at the close of each all their forms in groups subordinate to

geological period or formation, say forty groups, all within a few great types; that

or fifty times, or more, followed by as* it reads the riddle of abortive organs and

many independent great acts of creation, of morphological conformity, of which no

at which alone have species been origi- other theory has ever offered a scientific

nated, and at each of which a vegetable explanation, and supplies a ground for

and an animal kingdom were produced harmonizing the two fundamental ideas

entire and complete, full-fledged, as flour- which naturalists and philosophers con-

ishing, as wide-spread and populous, as ceive to have ruled the organic world,
varied and mutually adapted from the though they could not reconcile them,

beginning as ever afterwards, such a namely : Adaptation to Purpose and the

view, of course, supersedes all material Conditions of Existence, and Unity of

connection between successive species, Type. To reconcile these two undeni-

and removes even the association and able principles is a capital problem in

geographical range of species entirely the philosophy of natural history; and
out of the domain of physical causes and the hypothesis which consistently does so

of natural science. This is the extreme thereby secures a great advantage,

opposite of Wallace's and Darwin's view, We all know that the arm and hand
and is quite as hypothetical. The near- of a monkey, the foreleg and foot of a

ly universal opinion, if we rightly gather dog and of a horse, the wing of a bat,

it, manifestly is, that the replacement of and the fin of a porpoise are fundamen-
the species .of successive formations was tally identical

;
that the long neck of the

not complete and simultaneous, but par- giraffe has the same and no more bones

tial and successive
;
and that along the than the short one of the elephant ;

that

course of each epoch some species prob- the eggs of Surinam frogs hatch into tad-

ably were introduced, and some, doubt- poles with as good tails for swimming as

less, became extinct. If all since the any of their kindred, although as tad-

tertiary belongs to our present epoch, poles they never enter the water; that

this is certainly true of it: if to two or the Guinea-pig is furnished with incisor

more epochs, then the hypothesis of a teeth which it never uses, as it sheds

total change is not true of them. them before birth
;
that embryos of mam-

Geology makes huge demands upon mals and birds have branchial slits and

time
;
and we regret to find that it has arteries running in loops, in imitation or

exhausted ours, that what we meant reminiscence of the arrangement which is

for the briefest and most general sketch permanent in fishes
;
and that thousands

of some geological considerations in fa- of animals and plants have rudimentary
vor of Darwin's hypothesis has so extend- organs which, at least in numerous cases,

ed as to leave no room for considering are wholly useless to their possessors, etc.,

"the great facts of comparative anatomy etc. Upon a derivative theory this mor-

and zoology
"
with which Darwin's theory phological conformity is explained by

"very well accords," nor for indicating community of descent; and it has not

how "
it admirably serves for explaining been explained in any other way.

the unity of composition of all organisms, Naturalists are constantly speaking of

the existence of representative and rudi- " related species," of the "
affinity

"
of a

mentary organs, and the natural series genus or other group, and of "
family

which genera and species compose." Suf- resemblance," vaguely conscious that

fice it to say that these are the real strong- these terms of kinship are something more
holds of the new system on its theoretical than mere metaphors, but unaware of

side
;
that it goes far towards explaining the grounds of their aptness. Mr. Dar-
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win assures them that they have been comparison. Without entering into details,

talking derivative doctrine all their lives which would fill an article, we may safely

without knowing it. say that the difficulty with the naturalist

If it is difficult and in some cases prac- is all the other way, that all these broad

tically impossible to fix the limits of spe- differences vanish one by one as we ap-

cies, it is still more so to fix those of gen- proach the lower confines of the two

era
;
and those of tribes and families are kingdoms, and that no absolute distinc-

still less susceptible of exact natural cir- tion whatever is now known between

cumscription. Intermediate forms occur, them. It is quite possible that the same

connecting one group with another in a organism may be both vegetable and ani-

manner sadly perplexing to systematists, mal, or may be first the one and then

except to those who have ceased to ex- the other. If some organisms may be

pect absolute limitations in Nature. All said to be at first vegetables and then

this blending could hardly fail to suggest animals, others, like the spores and other

a former material connection among al- reproductive bodies of many of the lower

lied forms, such as that which an hypoth- Algae, may equally claim to have first a

esis of derivation demands. characteristically animal, and then an un-

Here it would not be amiss to consider equivocally vegetable existence. Nor is

the general principle ofgradation through- the gradation purely restricted to these

out organic Nature, a principle which simple organisms. It appears in gener-
answers in a general way to the law of al functions, as in that of reproduction,

continuity in the inorganic world, or rath- which is reducible to the same formula

er is so analogous to it that both may in both kingdoms, while it exhibits close

fairly be expressed by the Leibnitzian approximations in the lower forms; al-

axiom, Natura non agit saltatim. As so in a common or similar ground of sen-

an axiom or philosophical principle, used sibility in the lowest forms of both, a

to test modal laws or hypotheses, this in common faculty of effecting movements

strictness belongs only to physics. In tending to a determinate end, traces of

the investigation of Nature at large, at which pervade the vegetable kingdom,
least in the organic world, nobody would while on the other hand, this indefinable

undertake to apply this principle as a principle, this vegetable animula vagula,

test of the validity of any theory or blandula, graduates into the higher sen-

supposed law. But naturalists of en- sitiveness of the lower class of animals,

larged views will not fail to infer the Nor need we hesitate to recognize the

principle from the phenomena they in- fine gradations from simple sensitiveness

vestigate, to perceive that the rule and volition to the higher instinctive

holds, under due qualifications and al- and other psychical manifestations of the

tered forms, throughout the realm of Na- higher brute animals. The gradation is

ture
; although we do not suppose that undoubted, however we may explain it.

Nature in the organic world makes no Again, propagation is of one mode in the

distinct steps, but only short and serial higher animals, of two in all plants ;
but

steps, not infinitely fine gradations, but vegetative propagation, by budding or

no long leaps, or few of them. offshoots, extends through the lower

To glance at a few illustrations out of grades of animals. In both kingdoms

many that present themselves. It would ther% may be separation of the offshoots,

be thought that the distinction between or indifference in this respect, or con-

the two organic kingdoms was broad and tinued and organic union with the parent
absolute. Plants and animals belong to stock; and this either with essential in-

two very different categories, fulfil oppo- dependence of the offshoots, or with a

site offices, and, as to the mass of them, subordination of theseito a common whole,

are so unlike that the difficulty of the or- or finally with such subordination and

dinary observer would be to find points of amalgamation, along with specialization
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of function, that the same parts, which in more so, since genera, tribes, and other

other cases can be regarded only as pro- groups into which the naturalist collocates

geny, in these become only members of species are far from being always absolute-

an individual. ly limited in Nature, though they are ne-

This leads to the question of individual- cessarily represented to be so in systems,

ity, a subject quite too large and too rec- From the necessity of the case, the classi-

oridite for present discussion. The con- fications of the naturalist abruptly define

elusion of the whole matter, however, is, where Nature more or less blends. Our

that individuality that very ground of systems are nothing, if not definite. They

being as distinguished from thing is are intended to express differences, and

not attained in Nature at one leap. If perhaps some of the coarser gradations,

anywhere truly exemplified in plants, it But this evinces, not their perfection, but

is only in the lowest and simplest, where their imperfection. Even the best of them

the being is a structural unit, a single are to the system of Nature what consecu-

cell, memberless and organless, though tive patches of the seven colors are to

organic, the same thing as those cells the rainbow.

of which all the more complex plants are Now the principle of gradation through-

built up, and with which every plant and out organic Nature may, of course, be

(structurally) every animal began its de- interpreted upon other assumptions than

velopment. In the ascending gradation those of Darwin's hypothesis, certainly

of the vegetable kingdom individuality is, upon quite other than those of materialis-

so to say, striven after, but never attain- tic philosophy, with which we ourselves

ed
;
in the lower animals it is striven af- have no sympathy. Still we conceive it

ter with greater, though incomplete sue- not only possible, but probable, that this

cess
;

it is realized only in animals of so gradation, as it has its natural ground,

high a rank that vegetative multiplica- may yet have its scientific explanation,

tion or offshoots are out of the question, In any case, there is no need to deny
where all parts are strictly members and that the general facts correspond well

nothing else, and all subordinated to a with an hypothesis like Darwin's, which

common nervous centre, fully realiz- is built upon fine gradations,

ed, perhaps, only in a conscious person. We have contemplated quite long

So, also, the broad distinction between enough the general presumptions in fa-

reproduction by seeds or ova and prop- vor of an hypothesis of the derivation of

agation by buds, though perfect in some species. We cannot forget, however,

of the lowest forms of life, becomes eva- while for the moment we overlook, the

nescent in others
;
and even the most ab- formidable difficulties which all hypothe-

solute law we know in the physiology, of ses of this class have to encounter, and

genuine reproduction, that of sexual co- the serious implications which they seem

operation, has its exceptions in both king- to involve. We feel, moreover, that Dar-

donis in parthenogenesis, to which in the win's particular hypothesis is exposed to

vegetable kingdom a most curious se- some special objections. It requires no

ries of gradations leads. In plants, like- small strength of nerve steadily to con-

wise, a long and most finely graduat- ceive not only of the variation, but of

ed series of transitions leads from bisex- the formation of the organs of an animal

11 al to unisexual blossoms
;
and so in va- through cumulative variation and natu-

rious other respects. Everywhere we may ral selection. Think of such an organ as

perceive that Nature secures her ends, the eye, that most perfect of optical in-

and makes her distinctions on the whole struments, as so produced in the lower

manifest and real, but everywhere with- animals and perfected in the higher ! A
out abrupt breaks. We need not won- friend of ours, who accepts the new doc-

der, therefore, that gradations between trine, confesses that for a long while a

species and varieties should occur; the cold chill came over him whenever he
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thought of the eye. He has at length

got over that stage of the complaint, and

is now in the fever of belief, perchance
to be succeeded by the sweating stage,

during which sundry peccant humors may
be eliminated from the system.

For ourselves, we dread the chill, and

have some misgiving about the conse-

quences of the reaction. We find our-

selves in the "
singular position

"
ac-

knowledged by Pictet, that is, confront-

ed with a theory which, although it can

really explain much, seems inadequate to

the heavy task it so boldly assumes, but

which, nevertheless, appears better fitted

than any other that has been broached

to explain, if it be possible to explain,

somewhat of the manner in which or-

ganized beings may have arisen and suc-

ceeded, each other. In this dilemma we

might take advantage of Mr. Darwin's

candid admission, that he by no means

expects to convince old and experienced

people, whose minds are stocked with a

multitude of facts all viewed during a

long course of years from the old point

of view. This is nearly our case. So,

owning no call to a larger faith than is

expected of us, but not prepared to pro-

nounce the whole hypothesis untenable,

under such construction as we should put

upon it, we naturally sought to attain a

settled conviction through a perusal of

several proffered refutations of the the-

ory. At least, this course seemed to offer

the readiest way of bringing to a head

the various objections to which the theory

is exposed. On several accounts some

of these opposed reviews specially invite

examination. We propose, accordingly,

to conclude our task with an article up-
on " Darwin and his Reviewers."

REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Modern Painters. By J. RTTSKIN. Vol. V.

Smith, Elder, & Co. London.

THE completion of a work of the impor-
tance of the " Modern Painters," which has

occupied in its production the thought and

a large portion of the labor of fourteen

years, is an event of more interest than

it often falls to the lot of a book to excite
;

but when, as in this case, the result shows
the development of an individual taste and
critical ability entirely without peer in the

history of art-letters, the value of the whole
work is immensely enhanced by the time

which its publication covers.

The first volume of " Modern Painters
"

was, as everybody will remember, one of

the sensation-books of the time, and fell

upon the' public opinion of the day like a

thunderbolt from the clear sky. Denying,
and in many instances overthrowing, the

.received canons of criticism, and defying
all the accepted authorities in it, the author

excited the liveliest astonishment and the

bitterest hostility of the professional critics

in general, and at once divided the world

of art, so far as his influence reached, into

two parts : the one embracing most of the

reverent and conservative minds, and by
far the larger ;

the other, most of the en-

th.usiastic, the radical, and earnest ; but

this, small in numbers at first, was increas-

ed, and still increases, by the force of those

qualities of enthusiasm and earnestness,

until now, in England, it embraces nearly
all of the true and living art of our time.

But that volume, professedly treating art

with reference to its superficial attributes

and for a special purpose, the redemption
of a great and revered artist from unjust

disparagement and undeserved neglect,

touched in scarcely the least degree the

vital questions of taste or art-production.

It had no considerations of sentiment or

discussion of principles to offer : it dealt

with facts, and touched the simple truths

of Nature with an enthusiastic fire and lu-

cidness which were proof positive of the
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knowledge and feeling of the author
;
and

the public, either conversant with those

facts or capable of being satisfied of them

without much thought, abandoned itself

to the fascination of his eloquence and ac-

quiesced in his teachings, or arrayed itself

in utter hostility to him and his new ideas.

The second volume was more abstruse

and deeper in feeling, and comparatively
few of Mr. Ruskin's followers through the

first cared to get entangled in the meta-

physical mazes of the second, and it is gen-

erally neglected, although containing some

of the deepest and most satisfactory studies

on the fundamental principles of art and

taste which have ever been printed.

The third and fourth volumes, coming

up again nearer the surface, made an ap-

plication of the principles investigated to

the material for art which Nature furnish-

es ;
and here again the author found in part

his audience diminished among those who
had at first been carried away by his enthu-

siasm or silenced and convinced by his un-

hesitating dogmatism. A partial reaction

took place, owing not only to the change
in the tone of the " Modern Painters,"

but to the springing up of a new school of

painting, the consequence, mainly and le-

gitimately, of the teachings of the work,
the pre- Raphaeli te, which, at once at-

tacked virulently and immeasurably by the

old school of critics, and defended as ear-

nestly by Mr. Ruskin, became the subject

of the war which was still waged between
him and them. Turner in the meanwhile

had passed away and was admitted to

apotheosis, the malignant critics of yester-

day becoming the ignorant adulators of

to-day : his position was conceded, but the

hostility to Ruskin was sustained with un-

abated bitterness on the new field. He
was demolished anew, and proved, many
useless times over and over, an ignorant

pretender ; the public in the meanwhile,
even his opponents, taking up in turn his

proteges, as he pointed them out to their

notice. The effect of his criticisms in

enhancing the value of the works they

approved would be incredible, if one did

not know how glad an English public is to

be led. As a single instance, a drawing
which was sold from one of the water-col-

or exhibitions at fifty guineas, sold again,
after Ruskin's notice, at two hundred and

fifty ;
and in the lists of pictures sold or

to be sold at auction, one sees constantly,

" Noticed by Mr. Ruskin,"
"
Approved by

Mr. Ruskin," appended to the title.

The third volume, being devoted to the

correction of the ideas of Style and the

Ideal, to Finish, and a review of the Past

Landscape-Painting, recurs to Turner in

its closing chapter, "On his Teachers";
the fourth was given to Mountain Beauty,

following the parallel of the first, which

treated of the Truth of Mountains, and bear-

ing as its burden of moral the expression
of that Ideal by Turner

;
and the fifth now

comes to conclude the investigations on

the Ideal by chapters : first, on
" Leaf Beau-

ty," an exceedingly interesting investiga-

tion of the development of the forms of

trees and plants as concerned with the

laws of beauty ; second,
" Cloud Beauty

"
;

and then of the " Ideas of Relation," in

which the author comes finally to the dem-

onstration of the right of Turner to his

position amongst the thinking and poetic

painters.

From the first division,
" Leaf Beauty,"

we must make one extract. The author

has been speaking of the influence of the

Pine on Swiss character.

"But the point which I desire the reader

to note is, that the character of the scene

which, if any, appears to have been impress-
ive to the inhabitant is not that which we
ourselves feel when we enter the district. It

was not from their lakes, nor their cliffs, nor

their glaciers, though these were all peculiar-

ly their possession, that the three venerable

cantons or states received their name. They
were not called the States of the Rock, nor

the States of the Lake, but the States of the

Forest. And the one of the three which con-

tains the most touching record of the spiritual

power of Swiss religion, in the name of the

convent of the ' Hill of Angels,' has for its own
none but the sweet, childish name of ' Under

the Woods.'
"
And, indeed, you may pass under them,

if, leaving the most sacred spot in Swiss his-

tory, the Meadow of the Three Fountains, you
bid the boatman row southward a little way
by the Bay of Uri.

1

Steepest there, on its

western side, the walls of its rocks ascend to

heaven. Far in the blue of evening, like a

great cathedral-pavement, lies the lake in its

darkness; and you may hear the whisper of

innumerable falling waters return from the

hollows of the cliff like the voices of a multi-

tude praying under their breath. From time

to time, the beat of a wave, slow lifted, where

the rocks lean over the black depth, dies heav-

ily as the last note of a requiem. Opposite,
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green with steep grass and set with chalet vil-

lages, the Tron Alp rises in one solemn glow
of pastoral light and peace; and above, against
the clouds of twilight, ghostly on the gray

precipice, stand, myriad by myriad, the shad-

owy armies of the Unterwalden pine.
"
I have seen that it is possible for the stran-

ger to pass through this great chapel, with its

font of waters, and mountain pillars, and vaults

of cloud, without being touched by one noble

thought or stirred by any sacred passion ;
but

for those who received from its waves the bap-

tism of their youth, and learned beneath its

rocks the fidelity of their manhood, and watch-

ed amidst its clouds the likeness of the dream

of life, with the eyes of age, for these I will

not believe that the mountain - shrine was

built or the calm of its forest-shadows guard-
ed by their God in vain."

But perhaps that conclusion of Ruskin's,

in the new volume, which will most inter-

est his earnest readers, is that the Vene-

tian school is the only religious school that

has ever existed. So much has Ruskin's

development seemed to contradict itself,

that one is scarcely surprised at one con-

clusion being apparently opposed to the

former one
;
but a change so great as this,

from Giotto, Perugino, and Cima, to Tin-

toret, Titian, and Veronese, as the religious

ideals, will, indeed, amaze all who read it.

Yet this is but the logical consequence of

his progression hitherto. If he commenced
with a belief that asceticism was religion,

he would recognize Perugino and Giotto

as the true religious artists
;
but if, as

seems to be the case, he has learned at

last that religion is a thing of daily life,

mingling in all that we do, caring for body
as well as soul, sense as well as spirit, and

that a complete man must be a man who
lives in every sense of the word, then the

Venetians, as the painters of the truth of

life in all its joy and sorrow, are the true

painters, and the only ones whose art was

inhabited by a religion worth following.

It is interesting to follow what are call-

ed Ruskin's contradictions and see how

perfectly they represent the whole system
of artistic truth, as seen from the different

points of a young artist's or student's

growth up to mature and ripened judg-

ment ;
so that there is no stage of artistic

development which has not some form of

truth particularly adapted to it, in the
" Modern Painters." If it be urged that

the book should have been written only
from the point of final development, it can

VOL. VI. 16

only be said that no true book will ever be

so written, for no man can ever be certain

of his having attained final truth.
" Mod-

ern Painters "
has value in this very shoAv-

ing of the critical development, which to an

intelligent student is greater than that a

complete and infallible guide could have.

The chapter on Invention is full of the

most delightful artistic truth, and shows

completely, by copious illustrations, how
well Turner deserved the rank Ruskin

gives him amongst great composers. The

analyses of the compositions of Turner are

most curious and interesting, but, of course,

depend on the accompanying plates. Some
most valuable mental philosophy bearing
on the production of art-works concludes

Part VIII., which is devoted to "Invention

Formal," of which we quote the conclud-

ing paragraphs :

" Until the feelings can give strength enough
to the will to enable it to conquer them, they
are not strong enough. If you cannot leave

your picture at any moment, cannot turn

from it and go on with another while the col-

or is drying, cannot work at any part of it

you choose with equal contentment, you have

not firm enough grasp of it.

"It follows, also, that no vain or selfish per-

son can possibly paint, in the noble sense of

the word. Vanity and selfishness are troub-

lous, eager, anxious, petulant: painting can

only be done in calm of mind. Kesolution is

not enough to secure this
;

it must be secured

by disposition as well. You may resolve to

think of your picture only; but, if you have

been fretted before beginning, no manly or

clear grasp of it will be possible for you. No
forced calm is calm enough: only honest

calm, natural calm. You might as well try

by external pressure to smooth a lake till it

could reflect the sky, as by violence of effort

to secure the peace through which only you
can reach imagination. That peace must

come in its own time, as the waters settle

themselves into clearness as well as quiet-

ness: you can no more filter your mind into

purity than you can compress it into calm-

ness
; you must keep it pure, if you would have

it pure ;
and throw no stones into it, if you

would have it quiet. Great courage and self-

command may to a certain extent give power
of painting without the true calmness under-

neath, but never of doing first-rate work.

There is sufficient evidence of this in even

what we know of great men, though of the

greatest we nearly always know the least

(and that necessarily; they being veiy silent,

and not much given to setting themselves
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forth to questioners, apt to be contemptu-

ously reserved no less than unselfishly). But

in such writings and sayings as we possess of

theirs we may trace a quite curious gentle-

ness and serene courtesy. Rubens's letters

are almost ludicrous in their unhurried po-

liteness. Reynolds, swiftest of painters, was

gentlest of companions; so also Velasquez,

Titian, and Veronese.
"
It is gratuitous to add that no shallow or

petty person can paint. Mere cleverness or

special gift never made an artist. It is only

perfectness of mind, unity, depth, decision,

the highest qualities, in fine, of the intellect,

which will form the imagination.
"
And, lastly, no false person can paint. A

person false at heart may, when it suits his

purposes, seize a stray truth here or there;

but the relations of truth, its perfectness, that

which makes it wholesome truth, he can nev-

er perceive. As wholeness and wholesome-

ness go together, so also sight with sincerity;

it is only the constant desire of and submis-

siveness to truth, which can measure its

strange angles and mark its infinite aspects,

and fit them and knit them into sacred inven-

tion.

" Sacred I call it deliberately ;
for it is thus

in the most accurate senses, humble as well

as helpful, meek in its receiving as magnifi-

cent in its disposing; the name it bears being

rightly given even to invention formal, not

because it forms, but because it finds. For

you cannot find a lie; you must make it for

yourself. False things may be imagined, and

false things composed; but only truth can be

invented."

One of those cardinal doctrines by which

we may learn the bearings of a writer's

system of truth is that of Buskin's of the

intimate connection between landscape art

and humanity.

"
Fragrant tissue of flowers, golden circlet

of clouds, are only fair when they meet the

fondness of human thoughts and glorify hu-

man visions of heaven.

"It is the leaning on this truth which more

than any other has been the distinctive char-

acter of all my own past work. And in clos-

ing a series of art-studies, prolonged during
so many years, it may be perhaps permitted
me to point out this specialty, the rather

that it has been, of all their characters, the

one most denied. I constantly see that the

same thing takes place in the estimation form-

ed by the modern public of the work of al-

most any true person, living or dead. It is

not needful to state here the causes of such

error; but the fact is indeed so, that precise-

ly the distinctive root and leading force of

any true man's work and way are the things
denied him.
" And in these books of mine, their distinc-

tive character, as essays on art, is their bring-

ing everything to a root in human passion or

human hope. Arising first not in any desire

to explain the principles of art, but in the

endeavor to defend an individual painter from

injustice, they have been colored throughout,

nay, continually altered in shape, and even

warped and broken, by digressions respecting
social questions, which had for me an inter-

est tenfold greater than the work I had been

forced -into undertaking. Every principle of

painting which I have stated is traced to some
vital or spiritual fact; and in my works on
architecture the preference accorded finally
to one school over another is founded on a

comparison of their influences on the life of

the workman, a question by all other writ-

ers on the subject of architecture wholly for-

gotten or despised.
" The essential connection of the power of

landscape with human emotion is not less

certain because in many impressive pictures
the link is slight or local. That the con-

nection should exist at a single point is all

that we need That difference, and

more, exists between the power of Nature

through which humanity is seen, and her

power in the desert. Desert, whether of

leaf or sand, true desertness, is not in the

want of leaves, but of life. Where humanity
is not and was not, the best natural beauty
is more than vain. It is even terrible; not

as the dress cast aside from the body, but as

an embroidered shroud hiding a skeleton."

The volume, as a whole, will be found

less dogmatic, calmer, more convincing,
and more directly applicable to artistic

judgment, than any of the others. There

is the same love of mysticism and under-

meanings, but freighted with deeper and

more central truths : a charming conclu-

sion to a fourteen -years' diary of such

study of Art and Nature, so severe, so un-

remitting, as never critic gave before.

Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the Greek

Verb. By W. W. GOODWIN, Ph. D.

Cambridge : Sever and Francis.

GRAMMARIANS had once a simple way
of disposing of the subject on which Pro-

fessor Goodwin has given us this elaborate

treatise of three hundred pages.

In the Greek Grammar of the Messieurs

de Port Koyal, which Gibbon praises so
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highly in his charming autobiography,
and which has passed through several

editions in England within the present

century, we are taught, that,
"
though the

moods [in Greek] are not to be rejected

entirely, yet their signification is some-

times so very arbitrary, that they are put
for one another through all tenses." Lan-

celot himself seems to have had a glim-

mering of the essential incredibility of

this statement ; for, though he attempts to

substantiate it by citing from Greek au-

thors a number of passages in which the

Greek idiom happens to differ from the

Latin, passages, however, which Mr.

Goodwin would have been glad to use, had

they fallen in his way, to illustrate the reg-

ular constructions of the language, he

feels it necessary to appeal to the author-

ity of the learned Budaeus, the greatest

of the early Greek scholars. Strange as

it seems that really accomplished Greek

scholars should have charged Plato and

Demosthenes, speaking the most perfect

of tongues, with arbitrary interchanges
of moods and tenses, yet the same views

continued to be presented in grammatical
works down to the close of the last cen-

tury. The transition to the new school

of grammarians was made in 1792, by the

publication of a Greek Grammar by Philip

Buttmann, which, in the greatly improved
form which it afterwards received from

his hands, is familiar to all Greek schol-

ars. In our frequent boasts of the great
strides that knowledge has taken in the

present century, we commonly have in

mind the physical sciences : but we doubt

whether in any department of physical
science the manuals in use seventy-five

years ago are so utterly inferior to those

of the present day as are, for instance,
the remarks of Viger, and his commen-
tators before Hermann, on the syntax of

the Greek verb, to the philosophical treat-

ment of the same points by Professor Good-
win.

This work is entitled, we think, to rank
with the best grammars of the Greek lan-

guage that have appeared in German or

English, in all the points that constitute

grammatical excellence; while its mono-

graphic character justified and required an
exhaustive treatment of its particular top-

ic, not to be found even in the huge gram-
mars of Matthiae and Kiihner. Indeed,
not the least of its merits is this, that,

in addition to the excellent matter which

is original with Professor Goodwin, it fur-

nishes to the student, American or Eng-

lish, for we hope to see its merits recog-

nized on the other side of the Atlantic,

a digest, as it were, of all that is most

valuable on the subject of the syntax of the

Greek verb in the best German grammars,
from Buttmann to Madvig, enhanced, too,

in value" by being recast and worked into a

homogeneous system by an acute scholar

and experienced teacher. One excellence

of the book we would by no means pass

over, an excellence which we are sure will

be particularly appreciated by all who
have used translations of German gram-

mars, the precision both of thought and

expression by which it is characterized,

which releases the student from the labor

of constructing the meaning of a rule from

the data of the appended examples. Not

that Mr. Goodwin is chary of examples ;

on the contrary, one of the most attractive

and not least profitable features of the

book is the copiousness and freshness of

the illustrative quotations from Greek au-

thors. These are as welcome as the bright-

ness of newly minted coin to the eye which,
in consulting grammar after grammar, has

been condemned to meet under correspond-

ing rules always the same examples, till

they begin to produce that effect upon the

nerves which all have experienced at the

mention of the deadly upas-tree, or the im-

minence of the dissolution of the Union.

We must not omit to speak of the typo-

graphical merit of the work, and espe-

cially of what constitutes the first and the

last merit of books of this class, the ex-

cellent table of contents, and the indexes,

Greek and English, which leave nothing
to be desired in the way of facility of ref-

erence, except, perhaps, an index to the

quotations.

The Law of the Territories. Philadelphia :

C. Sherman & Son.

THE author of the two able essays con-

tained in this volume will be remembered

by many of our readers under his assumed
name of "

Cecil." The second, as he him-

self tells us, on "
Popular Sovereignty in

the Territories/' was published, as one of

a series of essays on Southern politics, in

the Philadelphia North American and United
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States Gazette. The first, we believe, has

never been published before.

Our author, whom we may designate,

without violating any confidence, as Mr.

George Sidney Fisher, devotes an elabo-

rate preface, which is itself a third essay,

to discussing the invasion of Virginia by
John Brown and the Southern threats of

secession, drawing from the foray of Har-

per's Ferry a conclusion very different

from that of the disunionists. In his own

words,

" Disunion is a word of fear. Is it not

strange that it should have been as yet pro-

nounced only by the South ? The danger of

insurrection and servile war belongs to the

nature of slavery. It is, perhaps, not too much
to assert that the safety and tranquillity of

Southern society depend on the fact that the

Northern people are close at hand to aid in

case of need, that the power of the General

Government is ever ready for the same pur-

pose. Four millions of barbarians, growing
with tropical vigor, and soon to be eight mil-

lions, with tropical passions boiling in their

blood, endowed with native courage, with

sinews strong by toil, and stimulated by the

hope of liberty and unbounded license, are

not to be trifled with. Take away from them

the idea of an irresistible power in the North,

ready at any moment to be invoked by their

masters, or let them expect in the North, not

enemies, but friends and supporters, which

even now they are told every day by these

masters they may expect, and how soon

might a flame be lighted which no power in

the South could extinguish!
"

Mr. Fisher treats of the "Law of the

Territories
"

in two essays, the first con-

sidering more particularly
" The Terri-

tories and the Constitution," the second,

"Popular Sovereignty in the Territories."

The first commences with a quotation so

happy that it has all the effect of original

wit :

" The wily and witty Talleyrand was once

asked the meaning of the word ' non-interven-

tion,' so often used in European diplomacy.
'It is a word,' he replied,

'

metaphysical and

political, not accurately defined, but which

means much the same thing as interven-

tion !

' The same word has been frequently

employed, of late years, in our politics, with

the same difference between its professed
and its practical signification. It was in-

troduced for the first time in reference to the

government of the Territories, when it became
an object for the South to gain Kansas as a

Slave State. Two obstacles were to be over-

come. One was the Missouri Compromise,
which was a solemn compact between Nortli

and South to settle a disturbing and danger-
ous question ;

the other was a possible major-

ity in Congress, that, it was feared, might pro-
hibit slavery in the new Territory. Southern

politicians had at the time control of the gov-

ernment; and they got rid of both difficulties

by repealing the Missouri Compromise in the

Kansas and Nebraska Bill. By necessary im-

plication, arising from the relation of the Ter-

ritories to the rest of the nation, by the lan-

guage of the Constitution, and by the uniform

construction of it and practice under it from

the earliest period of our history, the Territo-

ries had been subjected to the absolute con-

trol of the General Government. By the Kan-

sas and Nebraska Bill they were withdrawn

from that control. The principle of Popular

Sovereignty, it was said, applied to them as

well as to the States; and this bill declared

that the people of the Territories should be

perfectly free to choose their own domestic

institutions and regulate their own affairs in

their own way."

The means employed to carry out this

plan and the ultimate failure of the plan
itself are sketched with a boldness and

vigor that our limits, much to our regret,

forbid our reproducing. Mr. Fisher, how-

ever, fails to notice the wretched plea put
forth by the Democratic managers, in fa-

vor of the recognition by Congress of the

Lecompton Constitution, that it had been

officially authenticated. All might be

wrong, but the official record pronounced
it right ;

and behind that record Congress
had no authority to go. And this plea

was advanced in the face of overwhelming
evidence tending to show that the officials,

for whose record so inviolable a sanctity

was claimed, were appointed for the ex-

press purpose of falsifying that record !

If confirmation be wanted, we need go no

farther than the fate of Eobert J. Walker,
who was eager to make Kansas a Slave

State, but was so false to every principle

of Democratic integrity as to confine him-

self to legitimate means to bring about

that result, a remissness for which he

was promptly removed by President Bu-

chanan ! Mr. Fisher pertinently says,

"Two great facts were plainly visible

through the flimsy web of attorney logic and

quibbling technicality, not very ingeniously

woven to conceal them. One of these facts

was, that the people of Kansas were heartily
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and almost unanimously averse to slavery;
the other was, that the Government was try-

ing by every means in its power to impose

slavery upon them."

After describing the contemptuous re-

jection by the people of Kansas of the

pro-slavery constitution, Mr. Fisher pro-

ceeds with an analysis of the Kansas-Ne-

braska fraud, so clear and so masterly that

we must again quote his own language,
with an occasional condensation or omis-

sion.

"
It was clear, therefore, that the principle

of Popular Sovereignty, introduced by the

Kansas and Nebraska Bill, a principle before

unknown to the law and practice of our gov-

ernment, would not suit the South. It ap-

peared too probable that not only the people
to inhabit all the territory north of 36 30', but
also much territory south of it, would, like

the people of Kansas, reject slavery, if left to

regulate their domestic institutions in their

own way. What, then, were Southern poli-
ticians to do? Invoke the ancient and long

exercised, but now denied and derided power
of Congress over the Territories V This might
prove a dangerous weapon in the hands of

possible future Northern majorities. It was

obviously necessary to withdraw slavery alike

from the control of Congress and of the people
of a Territory. Some ingenuity was required
for this. The doctrine that the Constitution

extends to the Territories (a doctrine broached
before by Mr. Calhoun, but always defeated
on the ground that the Constitution, by its

language and the practice under it, was made
for States only, and that the Territories were

subject to the supreme control of Congress,
a control frequently exercised, not only inde-

pendently of the Constitution, but in a man-
ner incompatible with it) was introduced,
with other innovations, into the Kansas and
Nebraska Bill. The Dred Scott decision of
the Supreme Court followed, by which the
Constitution recognizes slavery as a national
institution. It recognizes slaves as mere
property, differing in no respect from other
merchandise. The Territories belong to the
nation. Every citizen has equal rights to

them and in them. Why, therefore, may not
a Southern man, as weh1

as a Northern man,
go into them with his property ? What right
has Congress to place the South under an ig-
nominious bar of restriction? The Constitu-
tion declares that slaves are property; that
all the States and the people have equal rights.
The Territories belong to all. Therefore, un-
der the Constitution, they should be enjoyed
by all.

"
By this ingenious logic the Kansas and

Nebraska Bill is made to contradict itself.

It first declares that the Constitution extends
to the Territories; in other words, slavery ex-
ists there by force of the Constitution, without
reference to the will of the people. It then

says that the people of the Territories shall be
'

perfectly free to form and regulate their do-
mestic institutions in their own way.'
"The contradictions, duplicity, and absurd-

ity of the law are obvious at once. The first

sentence announces a change in the settled

principles and policy of the Government; else

why declare that the Constitution '
shall ' ex-

tend to Nebraska, if it already extended there ?

Then comes the repeal of the Missouri Com-
promise. The reason given for this is, that
it is inconsistent with the non-intervention by
Congress with slavery, recognized in the Com-
promise of 1850. But that law declares posi-

tively that Congress does not intervene, be-

cause it is
'

inexpedient
'
to do so

;
and gives

the reason why it is' inexpedient. The^oz^-
er of Congress was asserted by Mr. Clay, who
made the law, and the terms of it were chosen
for the very purpose of preventing any in-

ference being drawn from it against that

power.
"

It is remarkable, too, that the Bill, whilst

declaring the perfect freedom of the Territo-

ries, should still have left them subject to the

power of the President, who, as before, is

permitted to appoint their Governor, Judges,
and Marshals, officers who are his agents, and
without whose sanction the acts of the Terri-

torial Legislature can neither become laws,
nor be construed and applied, nor execut-
ed. So that the will of the people may be

defeated, should it happen to be opposed to

the will of the President : as was seen in the
case of Kansas.

"Why," Mr. Fisher asks, "is the anoma-
lous monster of Popular Sovereignty to be in-

troduced with reference to slavery ? Is it

because slaves are ' mere property
'

? Why,
then, not subject all property, land included,
to popular control ? Is it because the subject
of slavery is an exciting topic, a theme for

dangerous agitation, to be checked only by
placing the subject beyond the power of

Congress ? The answer is, that Congress can-
not abdicate its power on the ground of ex-

pediency. If it may give up one power, it

may give up all. Nor can Congress delegate
its power for the same reason. Trust power,
from its very nature, cannot be delegated.
To break down great principles, to set aside
ancient usage, to abandon legal authority, in

order to appease the contests of parties, is too

great a sacrifice. No true peace can come of

it; only suppressed and adjourned war."

The natural inference from the extracts
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we have given would be that Mr. Fisher would be unequal and opposed to the spirit

was a member of the Republican party.
of the Constitution."

But such is not the fact : Mr. Fisher rests

his hope upon a party
"
yet to be organiz-

ed."
" The extreme Northern, or Free-

soil, or Abolition party is only less guilty

than the extreme Southern and Democratic

party." Which ? Does Mr. Fisher mean
that "

Northern,"
"
Free-soil," and " Abo-

lition
"
are synonymous terms ? And does

Certainly it would. Who proposes to

do it ? No living man, woman, or child.

It is worth noticing, by the way, that the

Republican party is not committed to the

doctrine of carrying out the principle of

the Wilmot Proviso. But supposing it

were, Mr. Fisher's argument has no force

or direction, unless he can establish his

any or do all of them mean the Republican suppressed premise, that the exclusion of

party ? Or, finally, does Mr. Fisher shrink

from the conclusions presented by his log-

ic, and is his vaguely convenient linking

together of different words intended to

leave his position gracefully doubtful ?

And in that case, do the Baltimore nomi-

nations, with their innocent unconscious-

ness, supply his political needs ? It is not

easy to answer these .questions. We be-

slavery from the Territories is the exclu-

sion of-"the people of the Slave States"

from the Territories. And to make that

good, all Mr. Fisher's skill and ingenuity
will be required. Why so many Northern

politicians should have weakly surrender-

ed this point is a mystery. Because the

slaveholders (who are not, Mr. Fisher,
" the people of the Slave States," by any

gin now upon the views of a Pennsylvania means, but a small portion of them) are

Oppositionist ;
and quicksilver defied not at home a privileged aristocracy, have they

more utterly the skill of Raymond Lullius any claim to the same position abroad?

than the doctrines of the Philadelphia
school perplex the inquiries of sharply de-

fined New England minds. The rudimen-

tary state of Republican principles may
nowhere else be so clearly seen as in Penn-

sylvania. Four years of the Democratic

administration of her "favorite son" have

done much to make her less favored sons

into good Republicans ;
but the State

needs another Democratic President. Mr.

Fisher appears to much more advantage
in pulling down than in building up. We
have hitherto seen only the keen, fearless

dissector of fraud and hypocrisy ;
we are

If so, on what does it rest ? The laws

of the Southern States ? They are now

beyond their jurisdiction. The common
law? To that wise and beneficent law

slavery is a thing unknown. The Consti-

tution ? It is silent. There is no exclu-

sion of the Southerners even proposed.
Let them come : but when they claim to

carry with them the right to hold a certain

class of men as property because they are

recognized as property by certain local reg-

ulations elsewhere prevailing, they must
not complain, if such a claim be disallow-

ed. The Southerner's complaint, that he
now to contemplate a circumspect alarm- is accustomed to the institution of slavery,

ist, who dreads to call things by their is fairly met by the Northerner's retort,

right names for fear of unpleasant conse- that he is accustomed to the institution of

quences. He is such a master of English, freedom.

so judicious in the use of middle terms, Now, which voice shall prevail? Nei-

so shrewd a fencer altogether, that even ther party has any more right than the

his timidity cannot make him other than other; and neither party has any right at

a formidable opponent. all. The Territories are in a state of

Mr. Fisher, believing that slavery re- wardship ;
and Congress is to decide as it

ceives ample protection from a fair inter- thinks best for their welfare, present and

pretation of the Constitution, holds that

"
Congress has plenary power over the Ter-

ritories, often exercised on this subject of

slavery. It may be said that Congress has
on various occasions prohibited slavery in the

Territories. True; but with the consent and

cooperation of the Southern States. The peo-
ple of all the States have equal right in the

Territories. To exclude the people of the

future
;
and if Congress thinks that a na-

tion prospers with free institutions and

droops under slavery, then let Congress ad-

mit the Territory as a Free State. True,
there is some inconvenience to the slave-

holder
;

but from so abnormal a rela-

tion as slavery some inconvenience must

result. When admitted to be a neces-

sary evil, it is barely tolerable
;
when

Slave States, therefore, without their consent, boastingly proclaimed to be a sovereign
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good, it is fairly intolerable. And it is

both criminal and foolish to try to make

good all the evils inseparable from sla-

very by systematic injustice to other in-

terests.

"
Slavery has changed. When Southern

men consented to its prohibition, they hoped
and believed that the time would come when
it could be abolished altogether. They have

as much right to these as to their former opin-

ions, and to have them represented in the

Government."

Here Mr. Fisher hints at, rather than

fully states, the grand retort of the South-

erners,
" Our fathers, you say, were op-

posed to slavery : very good ;
but we are

not : why should we be bound by their

opinions ?
" A mere misapprehension of

the force of the argument. The Southerner

of 1860 is not bound by the opinions of

Madison and Jefferson
;
but the North may

fairly adduce the opinions of those men,
who were framers of the Constitution, not

as binding upon their descendants, but as

serving to explain the meaning of disputed

provisions in that Constitution. The Con-

stitution binds us all, North and South :

then recurs the question, What is the mean-

ing of its provisions ? and then the contem-

poraneous opinions of its framers come le-

gitimately into play as an argument.
Of the Missouri Compromise Mr. Fisher

says,

"
It may be said that this law was a viola-

tion of the equal rights of the Southern peo-

ple, by excluding them from a large portion
of the national domain. The answer is, not

merely that this was done with their consent,
their representatives having approved the law,
but that the law did recognize their rights,

by dividing between them and the Northern

people all the territory then possessed by the

Government."

We are surprised that upon his own
presentation of the case this simple ques-
tion does not occur to Mr. Fisher: Sup-
posing the South and the North to have
had equal and conflicting rights in the na-

tional domain, and supposing that there

was need of some arbiter, and remember-

ing that Congress undertook the duties of

arbiter and decided that the division under
the Missouri Compromise gave each sec-

tion its rightful share, then, with what

propriety can the South, after occupying
its own share, call for a portion in the share

allotted to the North ?

The second essay, on "Popular Sove-

reignty in the Territories," presents com-

paratively few salient points. A very

spirited and just history of the working
of the Administration schemes in Kan-

sas, a restating of some of the arguments

against the Kansas-Nebraska Act set forth

in the preceding essay, and a remonstrance

against the headstrong course of South-

ern politicians are its most noticeable fea-

tures.

" The Union, the Constitution, and the

friendship of the North: these are the pillars

on which rest the peace, the safety, the inde-

pendence of the South. The extraordinary

thing is, that for some years past the South

has been, and now is, sedulously employed in

undermining this triple foundation of its pow-
er and safety. Its extravagant pretensions,
its excesses, its crimes, are rapidly cooling
the friendship of the North, converting it,

indeed, into positive enmity. Its leading pol-
iticians are ever plotting and threatening dis-

union. The time may come when disunion

will be proffered to them from the North, not

as a vague and passionate threat, but as a pos-
itive and well-considered plan, backed by a

force of public opinion which nothing can re-

sist. Ere long, the South is likely to be left

with no other defence than the Union it has

weakened and the Constitution it has mutilat-

ed and defaced.
" The makers of the Kansas and Nebraska

law were clumsy workmen. They forgot to

provide for the case of an anti-slavery Pres-

ident. They will, perhaps, learn wisdom by
experience.

' To wilful men
The injuries that they themselves procure
Must be their schoolmasters.'

Those who framed the Constitution and laid

the foundation of this Union understood their

business better. That Constitution was in-

tended to protect the South, and has pro-
tected it. Southern politicians cannot im-

prove it. For their own sakes they had bet-

ter let it alone."

We have given enough to show that in

discussing Mr. Fisher we are dealing with

two different men. The field is now clear

for the great political contest of I860. Mr.
Fisher may have allied himself before this

with the Republicans, or may look to have
his anticipations fulfilled by that third par-

ty who are as unconscious of wrong as pow-
erless to rectify it,

" the world-forgetting,

by the world forgot." We wish .him well

through his troubles.
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A Dictionary of English Etymology. By sion, but they may fairly be charged with

HENSLEIGH WEDGWOOD, M. A. Late smelling a little too much of the shop.

Fellow of Chr. Coll. Cam. Vol. I. (A There is a faint odor of the sermon-case

D.) London : Triibner and Co., 60 about every page, and we learn to dread,

Paternoster Kow. 1859. pp. xxiv., 507. sometimes to skip, the inevitable homily,
as we do the moral at the end of an JEsopic

THERE is nothing more dangerously fas- fable. We enter our protest, not against

cinating than etymologies. To the unin- Dr. Trench in particular, for his books

itiated the victim seems to have eaten of have other and higher claims to our regard,
" insane roots that take the reason prison- but because we find that his example is

er
"

; while the illuminate too often looks catching, the more so as verbal morality

upon the stems and flowers of language, is much cheaper than linguistic science,

the highest achievements of thought and If there, be anything which the study of

poesy, as mere handles by which to pull words should teach, it is their value,

up the grimy tubers that lie at the base There are two theories as to the origin

of articulate expression, shapeless knobs of of language, which, for shortness, may be

speech, sacred to him as the potato to the defined as the poetic and the matter-of-

Irishman. fact. The former (of which M. Ernest

The sarcasms of Swift were not without Kenan is one of the most eloquent advo-

justification ;
for crazier analogies than cates) supposes a primitive race or races

that between Andromache and Andrew endowed with faculties of cognition and

Mackay have been gravely insisted on by expression so perfect and so intimately

persons who, like the author of "Amilec," responsive one to the other, that the name
believed that the true secret of philoso- of a thing came into being coincidently

phizing est cehii de rever heureusement. It is with the perception of it. Verbal inflec-

only within a few years that etymological tions and other grammatical forms came

investigations have been limited by any- into use gradually to meet the necessities

thing like scientific precision, or that pro- of social commerce between man and man,
found study, patient thought, and severity and were at some later epoch reduced to

of method have asserted in this, as in other logical system by constructive minds. If

departments of knowledge, their superior- we understand him rightly, while not ex-

ity to point-blank guessing and the bewitch- eluding the influence of onomatopoeia, (or

ing generalization conjured out of a couple physical imitation,) he would attach a far

or so of assumed facts, which, even if they greater importance to metaphysical causes,

turn out to be singly true, are no more near- He says admirably well, "La liaison du

ly related than Hecate and green cheese. sens et du mot n'est jamais ne'cessaire, ja-

We do not object to that milder form mais arbitraire; toujours elle est motivee."

of philology of which the works of Dean His theory amounts to this : that the fresh

Trench offer the readiest and most pleas- perfection of the senses and the mental

ing example, and which confines itself to faculties made the primitive man a poet,

the mere study of words, to the changes The other theory seeks the origin of

of form and meaning they have undergone language in certain imitative radicals out

and the forgotten moral that lurks in them, of which it has analogically and metaphor-
But the interest of Dr. Trench and others ically developed itself. This system has at

like him sticks fast in words, it is almost least the merits of clearness and simpli-

wholly an aesthetic interest, and does not city, and of being to a certain extent ca-

pretend to concern itself with the deeper pable of demonstration. Its limitation in

problems of language, its origin, its com- this last respect will depend upon that

parative anatomy, its bearing upon the mental constitution which divides men

prehistoric condition of mankind and the naturally into Platonists and Aristotelians,

relations of races, and its claim to a place It has never before received so thorough

among the natural sciences as an essential an exposition or been tested by so wide

element in any attempt to reconstruct the a range of application as in Mr. Wedg-
broken and scattered annals of our plan- wood's volume, nor could it well be more
et. It would not be just to find fault with fortunate in its advocate. Mr. Wedgwood
Dr. Trench's books for lacking a scientific is thorough, scrupulous, and fair-minded,

treatment to which they make no preten- It will be observed that neither theory
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brings any aid to the attempt of Profes-

sor Max Miiller and others to demonstrate

etymologically the original unity of the

human race. Mr. Wedgwood leaves this

question aside, as irrelevant to his pur-

pose. M. llenan combats it at consider-

able length. The logical consequence of

admitting either theory would be that the

problem was simply indemonstrable.

At first sight, so imaginative a scheme

as that of M. Renan is singularly alluring ;

for, even when qualified by the sentence

we have quoted, we may attach such a

meaning to the word motive'e as to find in

words the natural bodies of which the Pla-

tonic ideas are the soul and spirit. We
find in it a correlative illustration of that

notion not uncommon among primitive

poets, and revived by the Cabalists, that

whoever knew the Word of a thing was

master of the thing itself, and an easy way
of accounting for the innate fitness and

necessity, the foreordination, which stamps

the phrases of real poets. If, on the oth-

er hand, we accept Mr. Wedgwood's sys-

tem, we must consider speech, as the the-

ologians of the Middle Ages assumed of

matter, to be only potentiated with life and

soul, and shall find the phenomenon of po-

etry as wonderful, if less mysterious, when
we regard the fineness of organization re-

quisite to a perception of the remote anal-

ogies of sense and thought, and the pow-

er, as of Solomon's seal, which can compel
the unwilling genius back into the leaden

void which language becomes when used

as most men use it.

There is a large class of words which

everybody admits to be imitative of sounds,

such, for example, as bang, splash, crack,

and Mr. Wedgwood undertakes to show
that their number and that of their deriva-

tive applications is much larger than is

ordinarily supposed. He confines himself

almost wholly to European languages, but

not always to the particular class of ety-

mologies which it is his main object to

trace out. Some of his explanations of

words, not based upon any real or assum-

ed radical, but showing their gradual pas-

sage toward their present forms and mean-

ings, are among the most valuable parts

of the book. As striking proofs of this,

we refer our readers to Mr. Wedgwood's
treatment of the words abide, able, allow,

danger, and denizen. When he differs from

other authorities, it is never inconsiderate-

ly or without examination. Now and then

we think his derivations are far-fetched,

when simpler ones were lying near his

hand. He makes the Italian balcone come

"from the Persian bdla khaneh, an upper
chamber. An upper chamber over a gate

in the Persian caravanserais is still called

by that name, according to Rich." (p. 97.)

Yet under the word balk we find,
"A hay-

loft is provincially termed the balks, (Hal-

liwell,) because situated among the rafters.

Hence also, probably, the Ital. balco, or pal-

co, a scaffold
;
a loftlike erection supported

upon beams." As a balcone is not an up-

per chamber, nor a chamber over a gate,

but is precisely "a loftlike erection sup-

ported upon beams," it seems more reason-

able to suppose it an augmentative formed

in the usual way from balco. Mr. Wedg-
wood's derivation of barbican from bdla kha-

neh seems to us more happy. (Ducange
refers the word to an Eastern source.) He
would also derive the Fr. 6baucher from

balk, though we have a correlative form,

sbozzare, in Italian, (old Sp. esbozar, Port, es

loqar, Diez,) with precisely the same mean

ing, and from a root bozzo, which is related

to a very different class of words from balk.

So bewitched is Mr. Wedgwood with this

word balk, that he prefers to derive the

Ital. valicare, varcare, from it rather than

from the Latin varicare. We should think

a deduction from the latter to the English
walk altogether as probable. Mr. Wedg-
wood also inclines to seek the origin of ac-

quaint in the Germ, kund, though we have

all the intermediate steps between it and

the Mid. Lat. adcognitare. Again, under

daunt he says,
"
Probably not directly from

Lat. domare, but from the Teutonic form

damp, which is essentially the same word."

It may be plain that the Fr. dompter

(whence daunt) is not directly from do-

mare, but not so plain, as it seems to us,

that it is not directly from the frequenta-

tive form domitare. "
Decoy. Properly

duck-coy, as pronounced by those who are

familiar with the thing itself. 'Decoys,

vulgarly duck-coys.' Sketch of the Fens,

in Gardener's Chron. 1849. Du. koye, ca-

vea, septum, locus in quo greges stabu-

lantur. Kil. Kooi, kouw, kevi, a cage ;
vo-

gel-kooi, a bird-cage, decoy, apparatus for

entrapping waterfowl. Prov. E. Coy, a

decoy for ducks, a coop for lobsters.

Forby. The name was probably imported

with the thing itself from Holland to the
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fens." (p. 447.) Duck-coy, we cannot help

thinking, is an instance of a corruption like

bag o' nails from bacchanals, for the sake of

giving meaning to a word not understood.

Decoys were and are used for other birds

as well as ducks, and vogel-kooi in Dutch ap-

plies to all birds, (answering to our trap-

cage,) the special apparatus for ducks be-

ing an eende-kooi. The French coi adver-

bialized by the prefix de, and meaning

quietly, slyly, as a hunter who uses decoys
must demean himself, would seem a more

likely original. Andiron Mr. Wedgwood
derives from Flem. wend-ijser, turn-irons,

because the spit rested upon them. But

the original meaning seems to have no

reference to the spit. The French landier

is plainly a corruption of the Mid. Lat.

anderia, by the absorption of the article

(I'andier). This gives us an earlier form an-

dier, and the augmentative andieron would

be our word. Baggage. We cannot think

Mr. Wedgwood's derivation of this word

from bague an improvement on that of

Ducange from baga, area. Coarse Mr.

Wedgwood considers identical with course,

that is, of course, ordinary. He finds a

confirmation of this in the old spelling. Old

spelling is seldom a safe guide, though we
wonder that the archaic form boor-ly did

not seem to him a sufficient authority for

the common derivation of burly. If coarse

be not another form of gross, (Fr. gros,

grosse,) then there is no connection be-

tween corn and granum, or horse and ross.

"Cullion. It. Coglione, a cullion, a fool,

a scoundrel, properly a dupe. See Cully.

It. coylionare, to deceive, to make a dupe
of. ... In the Venet. coglionare be-

comes cogionare, as vogia for voglia. . . .

Hence E. to cozen, as It. fregio, frieze;

cugino, cousin; prigione, prison." (p. 387.)

Under cully, to which Mr. Wedgwood re-

fers, he gives another etymology of coglione,

and, we think, a wrong one. Coglionare is

itself a derivative form from coglione, and

the radical meaning is to be sought in co-

gliere, to gather, to take in, to pluck. Hence

a coglione is a sharper, one who takes in,

plucks. Cully and gull (one who is taken

in) must be referred to the same source.

Mr. Wedgwood 's" derivation of cozen is in-

genious, and perhaps accounts for the

doubtful Germ, kosen, unless that word it-

self be the original. "To chaff, in vulgar

language to rally one, to chatter or talk

lightly. From a representation of the in-

articulate sounds made by different kinds

of animals uttering rapidly repeated cries.

Du. keffen, to yap, to bark, also to prattle,

chatter, tattle. Halma," etc. We think

it demonstrable that chaff is only a variety
of chafe, from Fr. ^chauffer, retaining the

broader sound of the a from the older form

chaufe. So gaby, which Mr. Wedgwood
(p. 84) would connect with gawisch, (Fr.

gauche,) is derived immediately from 0. Fr.

gabe", (a laughing-stock, a butt,) the parti-

cipial form of gaber, to make fun of, which

would lead us to a very different root. (See
the Fabliaux, passim.) Cress.

"
Perhaps,"

says Mr. Wedgwood, (p. 398,) "from the

crunching sound of eating the crisp, green
herb." This is one of the instances in

which he is lured from the plain path by
the Nixy Onomatopoeia. The analogy be-

tween cress and grass flies in one's eyes ;

and, perhaps, the more probable derivation

of the latter is from the root meaning to

grow, rather than from that meaning to eat,

unless, indeed, the two be originally identi-

cal. The A. S. forms ccers and gcers are al-

most identical. The Fr. cresson, from It.

crescione, which Mr. Wedgwood cites, points

in the direction ofcrescere; and the 0. Fr.

cressonage, implying a verb cressoner, means
the right of grazing. Under dock Mr.

Wedgwood would seem (he does not make
himself quite clear) to refer It. doccia to a

root analogous with dyke and ditch. He
cites Prov. doga, which he translates by
bank. Raynouard has only

"
dogua, douve,

creux, cavite," and refers to It. doga. The

primary meaning seems rather the hollow

than the bank, though this would matter

little, as the same transference of meaning

may have taken place as in dyke and ditch.

But when Mr. Wedgwood gives mill-dam

as the first meaning of the word doccia, his

wish seems to have stood godfather. Diez

establishes the derivation of doccia from

ductus; and certainly the sense of a channel

to lead (ducere) water in any desired direc-

tion is satisfactory. The derivative sig-

nification of doccia (a gouge, a tool to make
channels with) coincides. Moreover, we
have the masculine form doccio, answering

exactly to the Sp. ducho in aguaducho, the

o for u, as in doge for duce, from the same

root ducere. Another instance of Mr. Wedg-
wood's preferring the bird in the bush is to

be found in his refusing to consider dout,

to. extinguish, (do out,) as analogous to don,

doff", and dup. He would rather connect it
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with Wdten, trier. He cites as allied words

Bohemian dusyti, to choke, to extinguish ;

Polish dusic, to choke, stifle, quell ;
and so

arrives at the English slang phrase, "dowse

the glim." As we find several other Ger-

man words in thieves' English, we have

little doubt that dowse is nothing more than

thu' aus, do (thou) out, which would bring

us back to our starting-point.

We have picked out a few instances in

which we think Mr. Wedgwood demon-

strably mistaken, because they show the

temptation which is ever lying in wait

to lead the theoretical etymologist astray.

Mr. Wedgwood sometimes seems to re-

verse the natural order of things, and to

reason backward from the simple to the

more complex. He does not always re-

spect the boundaries of legitimate deduc-

tion. On the other hand, his case becomes

very strong where he finds relations of

thought as well as of sound between whole

classes of words in different languages.

But it is very difficult to say how long

ago instinctive imitation ceased and other

elements are to be admitted as operative.

We see words continually coming into

vogue whose apparent etymologies, if ail

historical data of their origin were lost,

would inevitably mislead. If we did not

know, for example, the occasion which

added the word chouse to the English lan-

guage, we have little doubt that the twofold

analogy of form and meaning would have

led etymologists to the German kosen, (with
the very common softening of the k to ch,)

and that the derivation would have been

perfectly satisfactory to most minds. Tan-

trums would look like a word of popular

coinage, and yet we find a respectable Old

High German verb tantardn, delirare, (Graff,

V. 437,) which may perhaps help us to

make out the etymology of dander, in our

vulgar expression of "
getting one's dan-

der up," which is equivalent to flying into

a passion. ./or/, in the sense of going, (to

jog along,) has a vulgar look. Richardson

derives it from the same root with the

other jog, which means to shake, (" A. S.

sceac-an, to shake, or shock, or shog.") Shog
has nothing whatever to do with shaking,
unless when Nyni says to Pistol,

" Will you
shog off ?

"
he may be said to have shaken

him off. When the Tinker in Beaumont
and Fletcher's " Coxcomb" says,

"
Come,

prithee, let's shog off," what possible al-

lusion to shaking is there, except, perhaps,

to
"
shaking stumps

"
1 The first jog anr!

shog are identical in meaning and deriva-

tion, and may be traced, by whosoever

chooses, to the Gothic tiuhan, (Germ, ziehen.)

and are therefore near of kin to our tug.

Togs and toggery belong here also. (The

connecting link may be seen in the pret-

erite form zog.) The other jog probably
comes to us immediately from the French

choquer ; and its frequentative joggle an-

swers to the German schaukeln, It. ciocco-

lare. Whether they are all remotely from

the same radical is another question. We
only cited it as a monosyllabic word, hav-

ing the air of being formed by the imita-

tive process, while its original tiuhan makes

quite another impression. Had the word

vamose been a word of English slang-origin,

(and it might easily have been imported,

like so many more foreign phrases, by
sailors,) we have as little doubt that a der-

ivation of it from the Spanish varnos would

have failed to convince the majority of ety-

mologists. This word is a good example of

the way in which the people (and it is al-

ways the people, never the scholars, who
succeed in adding to the spoken language)

proceed in naturalizing a foreign term.

The accent has gone over to the last syl-

lable, in accordance with English usage in

verbs oftwo syllables ;
and though the sharp

sound of the * has been thus far retain-

ed, it is doubtful how long it will maintain

itself against a fancied analogy with the

grave sound of the same letter in such

words as inclose and suppose. We should

incline to think the slang verb to mosey a

mere variety of form, and that its deriva-

tion from a certain absconding Mr. Moses

(who broke the law of his great namesake

through a blind admiration of his example
in spoiling the Egyptians) was only a new
instance of that tendency to mythologize
which is as strong as ever among the un-

educated. Post, ergo propter, is good peo-

ple's-logic; and if an antecedent be wanting,
it will not be long before one is invented.

If we once admit the principle of onoma-

topoeia, the difficulty remains of drawing the

line which shall define the territory within

which those capable ofjudging would limit

its operation. Its boundary would be a mov-
able one, like that of our own Confederacy.
Some students, from natural fineness of

ear, would be quicker to recognize resem-

blances of sound
; others would trace fam-

ily likeness in spite of every disguise ; oth-
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ers, whose exquisiteness of perception was pushes it too far. For instance,
"

Crag. 1.

mental, would find the scent in faint anal- The neck, the throat. Jam. Du. kraeghe,

ogies of meaning, where the ordinary brain the throat
;
Pol. Jcark, the nape, crag, neck ;

would be wholly at fault. In the original Bohem. krk, the neck ; Icel. krage, Dan.

genesis of language, also, we should infer krave, the collar of a coat. The origin is

the influence of the same idiosyncrasies, an imitation of the noise made by clearing

We were struck with this the other day the throat. Bohem. krkati, to belch, krcati,

in a story we heard of a little boy, who, to vomit
;
Pol. krzakae, to hem, to hawk,

during a violent thunder-storm, asked his The same root gives rise to the Fr. cracher,

father what that was out there, all the to spit, and It. recere, to vomit; E. reach,

while winking rapidly to explain his mean- to strain in vomiting ; Icel. hraki, spittle ;

ing. Had his vocabulary been more com- A. S. hraca, cough, phlegm, the throat,

plete, he would have asked what that wink- jaws ; Q. rachen, the jaws." (As crag is

ing out there was. The impression made not an English word, all this should have

upon him by the lightning was not the come under the head of craw.
) "Crag. 2.

ordinary one of brightness, (as in blitz, (?) A rock. Gael, creag, a rock
;
W. careg, a

Eclair, fulmen, flash,) but of the rapid alter- stone; caregos, pebbles." We do not see

nations of light and dark. Had he been why the rattling sound of stones should

obliged to make a language for himself, not give them a claim to the same pedi-

like the two unfortunate children on whom gree, the name being afterwards trans-

King Psammetichus made his linguistic ferred to the larger mass, the reverse

experiment, he would have christened the of which we see in the popular rock for

phenomenon accordingly. stone. Nay, as Mr. Wedgwood (sub voce

Mr. Wedgwood has by no means car- draff, p. 482) assumes roc (more properly
ried out his theory fully even in reference rk) as the root, it would answer equally
to the words contained in his first volume, well for rock also. Indeed, as the chief

nor does the volume itself nearly exhaust occupation of crags, and their only amuse-

the vocabulary of the letters it includes ment, in mountainous regions, is to pelt

(A to D). Sometimes, where we should unwary passengers and hunters of see-

have expected him to apply his system, he nery with their debris, we might have creag,

refrains, whether from caution or over- quasi caregos faciens sive dejiciens, sicut ru-

sight it is not easy to discover. The word pes a rumpere. Indeed, there is an anal-

cow, which is commonly referred to an imi- ogous Sanscrit root, meaning break, crack.

tative radical, he is provokingly reserved But though Mr. Wedgwood lets off this

about
;
and under chew he hints at no re- coughing, hawking, spitting, and other-

lation between the name of the action and wise unpleasant old patriarch Rac so

that of the capital ruminant animal.* Even easily in the case of the foundling Crag,

where he has derived a word from an imi- he has by no means done with him.

tative radical, he sometimes fails to carry Stretched on the unfilial instrument of

the process on to some other where it torture that bears his name, he is made to

would seem equally applicable, sometimes confess the paternity of draff, and dregs,

and dross, and so many other uncleanly
* An etymology of this kind would have brats, that we feel as if he ought to be

been particularly interesting in the hands of nailed by the ear to the other side of the

so learned and acute a man as Mr. Wedg- same post on which Mr. Carlyle has pil-

wood. It would have afforded him a capital ex- loried August der starke forever. But we
ample of the fact that considerable differences honestly believe the old fellow to be be-
in the form and sound of words meaning the

iie(j
>
and that he is as guiltless of them

same thing prove nothing against the onomato- ag of that weak-witted Hebrew Raca who
pceic theory, but merely that the same sound

lookg go much^ him
-

n the fe(Je>

represents a different thing to different ears.
Jn ^ cRge Qf Mr Wed d ar_

L. Boare, mugire. E. moo; F. beuqler. E. bellow;
P /, r v j gues from a sound whose frequency and
Or. leuen, L. lugere, E. low, are all attempts at

the same sound, or, which would not affect the
marked character (and colds must have

question, variations of an original radical yd
been frequent when the fig-tree was the

or gu. For a full discussion of the matter, ad- Onl7 draper) gave a name to the organ
mirable for its thorough learning, see Pictet, producing it. We can easily imagine it.

Les Origines Indo-Eurqpeennes, Vol. I. 86. One of these early pagans comes home of
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an evening, heated from the chase, and

squats himself on the damp clay floor of a

country-seat imperfectly guarded against

draughts. The next morning he says to

his helpmeet,
" Mrs. Barbar, I have a

dreadful cold in my hrac ! hrac !" Here

he is interrupted by a violent fit of cough-

ing, and resorts to semeiology by pointing

to his throat. Similar incidents carrying

apprehension (as Lord Macaulay would

say) to the breezy interiors of a thousand

shanties on the same fatal morning, the

domestic circle would know no name so ex-

pressive as hrac for that fatal tube through
which man, ingenious in illegitimate per-

version, daily compels the innocent breath

to discharge a plumbeous hail of rhetoric.

But seriously, we think Mr. Wedgwood's
derivation of crag (or rather, that which

he adopts, for it has had other advocates)

a very probable one, at least for more

northern tribes. There is no reason why
men should have escaped the same law

of nomenclature which gave names to the

cuckoo and the pavo.* But when he ap-

proaches draff, he gets upon thinner ice.

Where a metaphorical appropriateness is

plainly wanting to one etymology and an-

other as plainly supplies it, other consid-

erations being equal, probability may fair-

ly turn the scale in favor of the latter.

Mr. Wedgwood is here dealing with a

sound translated to another meaning by
an intellectual process of analogy ;

and no

one knows better than he for his book

shows everywhere the fair-mindedness of

a thorough scholar the extreme difficulty

of convincing other minds in such matters.

He seems to have been unconsciously in-

fluenced in this case by a desire to give

more support to a very ingenious etymol-

ogy of the word dream. His process of rea-

soning may be briefly stated thus : draff
and dregs are refuse, they are things thrown

away, sometimes (as in German dreck,

sordes) they are even disgustful; and as

there is no expression of contempt and

disgust so strong as spitting, the sound

rac transferred itself by a natural asso-

ciation of ideas from the act to the ob-

ject of it. He cites Du. drabbe, Dan.

drav, Ger. trabern, Icel. dregg, Prov. draco,

Ger., Du. dreck, 0. F. drache, dreche, (and

* The German pfau retains the imitative

sound which the English pea-cock 'has lost,

and of which our system of pronunciation
robs the Latin.

he might have added E. trash,) E. dross,

all with nearly the same meaning. We
have selected such as would show the dif-

ferent forms of the word. To the same

radical Mr. Wedgwood refers G. triigen, be-

trUgen, and this would carry with it our

English trick (Prov. trie, in Diez, Fr.

triche). In our opinion he is wrong, doub-

ly wrong, inasmuch as we think he has

confounded two widely different roots. He
has taken his 0. Fr. forms from Roque-
fort (Gloss. Rom. I. 411,) but has omitted

one of his definitions, coque qui enveloppe le

grain, that is, the husk, or hull. Mr. Wedg-
wood might perhaps found an argument
on this in support of our old friend Rac

and his relation to huskiness
;
but it seems

to us one of those trifles, the turned leaf,

or broken twig, that put one on the right

trail. We accept Mr. Wedgwood's deriv-

ative signification of refuse, worthless, con-

temptible, and ask if all these terms do not

apply equally well to the chaff of the

threshing-floor ? It is more satisfacto-

ry to us, then, to attribute a part of the

words given above to the Gothic dragan,

(L. trahere, G. tragen,} to drag, to draw,

and a part to Goth, thriskan, to thresh.

The conjecture of Diez, (cited by Diefen-

bach,) that the Italian trescare (to stamp
with the feet, to dance

)
should be referred

to the same root, is confirmed by the ancient

practice of threshing grain by treading it

out with cattle. We might, indeed, refer

all to one root, by deriving dross (a pro-

vincial form of which is drass) through

the 0. Fr. drache, (as in 0. Fr. treche, Fr.

tresse, E. tress,) but we have A. S. dresten,

which is better accounted for by therscan.

The other forms, such as drabbe, dregg, and

drav, refer themselves more naturally to

dragan, the b and v being analogous to E.

draggle, drabble, draught, draft, all equal-

ly from dragan. We have a suspicion

that dragon is to be referred to the same

root. Mr. Wedgwood follows Richardson,

who follows Vossius in a fanciful etymol-

ogy from the Greek dep/co/uat=/?A7rv, to

see. Sharpness of sight, it is true, was

attributed to the mythologized reptile, but

the primitive draco was nothing but a large

serpent, supposed to be the boa. This

sense must accordingly be comparatively
modern. The eagle is the universal type
of keenness of vision. The reptile's way
of moving himself without legs is his most

striking peculiarity ;
and if we derive drag-
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on from the root meaning to drag, to draw,

(because he draws himself along,) we
find it analogous to serpent, reptile, snake.*

The relation between rpf^etv and dragan'

may be seen in G. ziehen, meaning both

to draw and to go. Mr. Wedgwood says

that he finds it hard to conceive any re-

lation between the notion of treachery, be-

trayal, (trite/en, betrilgen,) and that of draw-

ing. It would seem that to draw into an

ambush, the drawing of a fowler's net, and

the more sublimated drawing a man on to

his destruction, supplied analogies enough.
The contempt we feel for treachery (for it

is only in this metaphysical way that Mr.

Wedgword can connect the word with his

radical racf) is a purely subsidiary, deriv-

ative, and comparatively modern notion.

Many, perhaps most, kinds of treachery

were looked upon as praiseworthy in ear-

ly times, and are still so regarded among
savages. Does Mr. Wedgwood believe

that Romulus lost caste by the way in

which he made so many respectable Sa-

bines fathers-in-law against their will, or

that the wise Odysseus was a perfectly

admirable gentleman in our sense of the

word? Even in the sixteenth century,

in the then most civilized country of the

world, the grave irony with which Mac-

chiavelli commends the frightful treach-

eries of Cassar Borgia would have had no

point, if he had not taken it for granted

that almost all who read his treatise would

suppose him to be in earnest. In the same

way dregs is explained simply as the sedi-

ment left after drawing off" liquids. Dredge
also is certainly, in one of its meanings, a

derivative of dragan; so, too, trick in whist,

and perhaps trudge. Indeed, all the words

above-cited are more like each other than

Fr. toil and E. deck, both from one root,

or the Neapol. sciit and the Lat. flos, from

which it is corrupted.

But the same subtilty of mind, which

sometimes seduces Mr. Wedgwood into

making distinctions without a difference

and preferring an impalpable relation of

* And to worm, (another word for dragon,)

if, as has been conjectured, there be any radi-

cal affinity between that and schwarmen, whose

primitive sense of crawl or creep is seen in the

swarming of bees, and swarming up a tree.

t That is, unless he takes the rag in dragan
to be the same thing, which he might support
with several plausible analogies, such as E.

rake, It. recare, etc.

idea to a plain derivative affinity, is of

great advantage to him when the problem
is to construct an etymology by following
the gossamer clews that lead from sensual

images to the metaphorical and tropical

adaptations of them to the demands of fan-

cy and thought. The nice optics that see

what is not to be seen have passed into a

sarcastic proverb ; yet those are precisely

the eyes that are in the heads and brains

of all who accomplish much, whether in

science, poetry, or philosophy. With the

kind of etymologies we are speaking of, it

is practically useful to have the German

gift of summoning a thing up from the

depths of one's inward consciousness. It

is when Mr. Wedgwood would reverse the

order of Nature, and proceed from the trop-

ical to the direct and simple, that we are at

issue with him. For it is not philosophers
who make language, though they often

unmake it.

Mr. Wedgwood's most successful appli-

cation of his system may be found, as we

think, under the words, dim, dumb, deaf, and

death. He might have confirmed the rela-

tion between dumbness and darkness from

the acutest metaphysician among poets, in

Dante's ove il sol tace. We have not left

ourselves room enough to illustrate Mr.

Wedgwood's handling of these etymolo-

gies by extracts
;
we must refer our read-

ers to the book itself. Apart from its val-

ue as suggesting thought, or quickening
our perception of shades of meaning, and

so freshening our feeling of the intimate

harmony of sense and spirit in language,
and of the thousand ways in which the

soul assumes the material world into her

own heaven and transfigures it there, the

volume will be found practically the most

thorough contribution yet made to Eng-
lish etymology. We are glad to hear that

we are to have an American edition of it

under the able supervision of Mr. Marsh.

Etymology becomes of practical impor-

tance, when, as the newspapers inform us,

two members of a New York club have

been fighting a duel because one of them

doubted whether Garry Baldy were of Irish

descent. Any student of language could

have told them that Garibaldi is only the

plural form (common in Italian family

names) of Garibaldo, the Teutonic Heri-

bald, whcfse meaning, appropriate enough

in this case, would be nearly equivalent

to Bold Leader.
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AMONG THE TREES.

IN our studies of Trees, we cannot fail

to be impressed with their importance not

only to the beauty of landscape, but also

in the economy of life
;
and we are con-

vinced that in no other part of the vege-
table creation has Nature done so much
to provide at once for the comfort, the sus-

tenance, and the protection of her crea-

tures. They afford the wild animals their

shelter and their abode, and yield them

the greater part of their subsistence. They
are, indeed, so evidently indispensable to

the wants of man and brute, that it would

be idle to enlarge upon the subject, ex-

cept in those details which are apt to be

overlooked. In a state of Nature man
makes direct use of their branches for

weaving his tent, and he thatches it with

their leaves. In their recesses he hunts

the animals whose flesh and furs supply
him with food and clothing, and from their

wood he obtains the implements for cap-

turing and subduing them. Man's earliest

farinaceous food was likewise the product
of trees

;
for in his nomadic condition he

makes his bread from the acorn and the

chestnut : he must become a tiller of the

soil, before he can obtain the products of

the cereal herbs. The groves were like-

wise the earliest temples for his worship,

and their fruits his first offerings upon
the divine altar.

VOL. vi. 17

As man advances nearer to civilization,

trees afford him the additional advantage
which is derived from their timber. The
first houses were constructed of wood,

which enables him by its superior plastic

nature, compared with stone, to progress
more rapidly in his ideas of architecture.

Wood facilitates his endeavors to instruct

himself in art, by its adaptedness to a

greater variety of purposes than any oth-

er substance. It is, therefore, one of the

principal instruments of civilization which

man has derived from the material world.

Though the most remarkable works of

the architect are constructed of stone, it

was wood that afforded man that early

practice and experience which initiated

him into the laws of mechanics and the

principles of art, and carried him along

gradually to perfection.

But as man is nomadic before he is ag-

ricultural, and a maker of tents and wig-

wams before he builds houses and tem-

ples, in like manner he is an architect

and an idolater before he becomes a stu-

dent of wisdom
;
he is a sacrificer in tem-

ples and a priest at their altars, before he

is a teacher of philosophy or an interpret-

er of Nature. After the attainment of

science, a higher state of mental culture

succeeds, causing the mind to see all

Nature invested with beauty and fraught
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with imaginative charms, which add new purposes of religion and virtue, of free-

wonders to our views of creation and new dom and happiness, of poetry and science,

dignity to life. Man now learns to regard as well as those of mere taste and econo-

trees in other relations beside their ca- my. I am persuaded that trees are close-

pacity to supply his physical and mechaii- ly connected with the fate of nations, that

ical wants. He looks upon them as the they are the props of industry and civili-

principal ornaments of the face of crea- zation, and that in all countries from which

tion, and as forming the conservatories the forests have disappeared the people
of Nature, in which she rears those mi- have sunk into indolence and servitude,

nute \Vonders of her skill, the flowers and Though we may not be close observers

smaller plants that will flourish only un- of Nature, we cannot fail to have remark-

der their protection, and those insect hosts ed that there is an infinite variety in the

that charm the student with their beauty forms of trees, as well as in their habits,

and excite his wonder by their mysteri- By those who have observed them as land-

ous instincts. Science, too, has built an scape ornaments, trees have been classi-

altar under the trees, and delivers thence fied according to their shape and manner

new oracles of wisdom, teaching man how of growth. They are round-headed or

they are mysteriously wedded to the hemispherical, like the Oak and the

clouds, and are thus made the blessed Plane
; pyramidal, like the Pine and

instruments of their beneficence to the the Fir
; obeliscal, like the Arbor-Vitaa

earth. and Lombardy Poplar ; drooping, like the

Not without reason did the ancients White Elm and the Weeping Willow; and

place the Naiad and her fountain in the umbrella-shaped, like the Palm. These

shady arbor of trees, whose foliage gath- are the natural or normal varieties in the

ers the waters of heaven into her fount and forms of trees. There are others which

preserves them from dissipation. From may be considered accidental : such are

their dripping shades she distributes the the tall and irregularly shaped trees which

waters, which she has garnered from the have been cramped by growing in a dense

skies, over the plain and the valley : and forest that does not permit the extension

the husbandman, before he has learned of their lateral branches
;
such also are

the marvels of science, worships the be- the pollards which have been repeatedly
neficent Naiad, who draws the waters of cut down or dwarfed by the axe of the

her fountain from heaven, and from her woodman.

sanctuary in the groves showers them Of the round-headed trees, that extend

upon the arid glebe and adds new ver- their branches more or less at wide angles

dure to the plain. After science has ex- from their trunk, the Oak is the most

plained to us the law by which these sup- conspicuous and the most celebrated. To

plies of moisture are furnished by the the mind of an American, however, the

trees, we still worship the beneficent Nai- Oak is far less familiar than the Elm, as

ad : we would not remove the drapery a way-side tree
;
but in England, where

of foliage that protects her fountain, nor many
drive her into exile bv the destruction of " a cottage-chimney smokes
the trees, through whose leaves she holds From betwixt two aged Oaks,"

mysterious commerce with the skies and

saves our fields from drought. this tree, which formerly received divine

It is in these relations, leaving their honors in that country, is now hardly less

uses in economy and the arts untouched, sacred in the eyes of the inhabitants, on

that I would now speak of trees. I would account of their familiarity with its shelter

consider them as they appear to the poet and its shade, and their ideas of its use-

and the painter, as they are connected fulness to the human family. The history

with scenery, and with the romance and of the British Isles is closely interwoven

mythology of Nature, and as serving the with circumstances connected with the
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Oak, and the poetry of Great Britain has

derived from it many a theme of inspira-

tion.

The Oak is remarkable for the wide

spread of its lower branches and its broad

extent of shade, for its suggestiveness

of power, and consequent expression of

grandeur. It is allied with the romance

of early history ;
it is celebrated by its

connection with the religion and religious

rites of the Druids, with the customs

of the Romans, who formed of its green
leaves the civic crown for their heroes,

and who planted it to overshadow the

temple of Jupiter ;
and many ancient su-

perstitions give its name a peculiar sig-

nificance to the poet and the antiquary.

From its timber marine architecture has

derived the most important aid, and it has

thereby become associated with the gran-

deur of commerce and the exploits of a

gallant navy, and is regarded as the em-

blem of naval prowess. The Oak, there-

fore, to the majority of the human race,

is, beyond all other trees, fraught with

romantic interest, and invested with clas-

sic and historical dignity.

The American continent contains a

great many species of Oak in its indige-

nous forest. Of these the White Oak
bears the most resemblance to the clas-

sical tree, in its general appearance, in

the contorted growth of its branches, and

in the edible quality of its fruit. But the

Red Oak, the most northerly species, ex-

ceeds all others in size. No other attains

so great a height, or spreads its branches

so widely, or surpasses it in regularity of

form. As we advance south, the White

Oak is conspicuous until we arrive at

"North Carolina, where the forests and

way-sides exhibit the beautiful Evergreen

Oak, which, with its slender undivided

leaves, the minute subdivisions of its

branches, and its general comeliness of

form, would be mistaken by a stranger

for a Willow. A close inspection, how-

ever, would soon convince him that it has

none of the fragility of the Willow. On
the contrary, it is the most noted of all

the genus for its hardness and durability,

being the identical Live Oak which has

supplied our navy with the most valuable

of timber. At the South the Evergreen
Oak is a common way-side tree, mingling

its hues with the lighter green of the Cy-

press and the sombre verdure of the Mag-
nolia.

The Oak exceeds all other trees, not

only in actual strength, but also in that

outward appearance by which this quality

is manifested. This expression is due to

the general horizontal spread of its prin-

cipal boughs, the peculiar angularity of

the unions of its small branches, the want

of flexibility in its spray, and its great

size when compared with its height, all

manifesting its power to resist the wind

and the storm. Hence it is regarded as

the monarch of trees, surpassing all in

those qualities that indicate nobleness and

capacity. It is the emblem of strength,

dignity, and grandeur : the severest hurri-

cane cannot overthrow it, and, by destroy-

ing some of its branches, leaves it only
with more wonderful proofs of its resist-

ance. Like the rock that rises in mid-

ocean, it becomes in its old age a just

symbol of fortitude, parting with its limbs

one by one, as they are broken by the

gale or withered by decay; but still

retaining its many-centuried existence,

when, like an old patriarch, it has seen

all its early companions removed.

Standard Oaks are comparatively rare

in the New England States, and not many
adorn our Avay-sides and inclosures, which

are mostly shaded by Elms, Limes, Ma-

ples, and Ash-trees. The scarcity of Oaks

in these places is attributable in some de-

gree to the peculiar structure of their

roots, which extend downwards to a great

depth in the soil, causing them to be diffi-

cult of transplantation. It is owing in

still greater measure to the value of Oak-O

wood for ship-timber, especially as those

full-grown trees which have sprung up

by the road-sides, and the noble pasture

Oaks, contain the greatest number ofthose

joints which are in special demand for

ship-building. Year after year, therefore,

has witnessed the gradual disappearance
of these venerable trees, which the public

should have protected from the profane
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hands of the "
timberer," by forcing him latter, taking more of an upward direc-

to procure his materials from the forest, tion, cause an observable space a little

The community needs to be taught that below the middle of the height of the tree.

a standard tree of good size and well-de- This double tier of branches and foliage

veloped proportions is of more value for has been noticed by painters in the Eu-

its shade, an<jl as an object in the land- ropean Beech. I have observed it in

scape, than a whole acre of trees in the several instances in the American tree,

middle of a wood. Standard Beech-trees are not numer-

One of the most majestic trees in the ous in this part of the country ; indeed,

American forest is the Chestnut, remark- they are seldom seen except in a wood,

able, like the Oak, for its broad extent of or in clumps which have originated from

shade. In some parts of the country it is the root of some tree that has perished,

one of the most common standards in the I think they appear to better advantage
field and pasture, having been left unmo- in groups and small assemblages than

lested on account of the value of its fruit when single, as there is nothing greatly

and the comparative inferiority of its tim- attractive in the form ofa standard Beech
;

ber. The foliage of this tree is dense but there is a peculiar sweep of the lat-

and flowing, and peculiar in its arrange- eral branches, when they are standing in

ment. The leaves are clustered in stars a group, which the student of trees can-

of from five to seven, on short branches not fail to admire. They send out their

that grow from one of greater length, branches more in right lines than most

Hence, at a little distance, the whole mass other trees, and, as their leaves and the

of foliage seems to consist of tufts, each extremities of their spray all have an up-

containing a tassel of long pointed leaves, right tendency, they give a beautiful airy

drooping divergently from a common cen- appearance to the edge of a wood. The
tre. The flowers come out from the cen- foliage of other deciduous trees, even

tre of these leaves in the same manner, when the branches tend upward, is most-

and by their silvery green lustre give a ly of a drooping character. The Beech

pleasing variety to the darker verdure of forms a pleasing exception to this habit,

the whole mass. " This is the tree," says having leaves that point upward and out-

Gilpin,
" which graces the landscapes of wardly, instead of hanging loosely. In

Salvator Rosa. In the mountains of Ca- most other trees the foliage is so heavy

labria, where Salvator painted, the Chest- and flowing, that the courses of their

nut flourished. There he studied it in branches are concealed under their dra-

all its forms, breaking and disposing of it pery of leaves
;
but in the Beech all the

in a thousand beautiful shapes, as the ex- lines produced by the branches and foli-

igencies of his composition required." age are harmonious, and may be distinct-

The Beech is one of the same class of ly traced.

trees, but does not equal the Chestnut in By taking note of these peculiarities in

magnitude. It is distinguished by the their arborescent growth, one greatly mag-

beauty of its clean, smooth shaft, which nifies his capacity for enjoying the beau-

is commonly ribbed or fluted in a per- ties of trees. Without this observation,

ceptible degree ;
and in a wood, where their general appearance forms the chief

there is an assemblage of these columns, object of his attention : he observes them

rising without a branch to the height of only as a person of taste who cannot dis-

thirty feet or more, they are singularly tinguish tunes -would listen to music. He
beautiful. A peculiarity often observed feels the agreeable sensation which their

in the Beech is a sort of double head of forms and aspects produce ; but, like one

foliage. This is produced by the habit who thinks without adequate language
of the tree of throwing out a whorl of im- for his thoughts, his ideas are vague and

perfect branches just below the union of indefinite. The Beech is particularly

the main branches with the trunk. The worthy of study, as in many points it dif-
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fers characteristically from most other

trees. I am acquainted with no tree in

the forest that equals it, when disrobed

of its foliage, in the gracefulness of its

spray. There is an airiness about its

whole appearance, at all seasons, that

gives an expression of cheerfulness to

the scene it graces, whether it skirt the

banks of a stream or spread out its cour-

teous arms over a sunny knoll or little

sequestered nook.

There are some trees which are pecu-

liarly American, being confined to the

western continent, and unknown in other

parts of the world. Among these is the

Hickory, a well-known and very common

tree, celebrated rather for its usefulness

than its beauty. The different trees of

this family make an important feature in

our landscape : they are not abundant in

the forest, but they are conspicuous ob-

jects in the open plain, hill, and pasture.

Great numbers of them have become

standards; we see them following the

lines of old stone walls that skirt the

bounds and avenues of the farm, in com-

pany with the Ash and the Maple. In

these situations, where they would not
" cumber the ground," they have been

allowed to grow, without exciting the

jealousy of the proprietor of the land.

Accident, under these circumstances, has

reared many a beautiful tree, which would

in any other place have been cut down
as a trespasser. Thus Nature is always

striving to clothe with beauty those scenes

which man has despoiled ;
and while the

farmer is hoeing and grubbing, and think-

ing only of his physical wants, unseen

hands are draping all his fences with lux-

uriant vinery, and bordering his fields

with trees that shall gladden the eyes of

those who can understand their beauties.

The Hickory is not a round-headed

tree; it approaches a cylindrical form,

somewhat flattened at the top, but seldom

attaining any strict regularity of shape. It

does not expand into a full and flowing

head, but is often divided into distinct

masses of foliage, separated by vacant

spaces of considerable size, and present-

ing an appearance as if a portion of the

tree had been artificially removed. These

gaps do not extend all round the tree;

they are irregularly disposed, some trees

having several of them, others none or

only one
;
and they seem to have been

caused, when the tree was young, by
the dwindling of some principal branch.

The Hickory throws out its branches at

first very obliquely from the shaft
;
after-

wards the lower ones bend down as the
/ i

tree increases m/ ze, and acquire an ir-

regular and contorted shape ; for, not-

withstanding their toughness, they bend

easily to the weight of their fruit and

foliage.

This tree is celebrated in the United

States for the toughness of its wood
;
and

the term Hickory is used as emblematical

of a sturdy and vigorous character. It

possesses some of the ruggedness, without

the breadth and majesty of the Oak,

though it exceeds even this tree in brav-

ing the force of a tempest. It is one of

our most common pasture-trees, and its

deep-green foliage makes amends for the

general want of comeliness in its outlines.

As we are journeying through the old-

er settlements of New England, the mel-

ancholy forms of the ill-fated Plane-trees

tower above the surrounding objects, and

attract our attention not only by their

magnitude, but also by the marks of de-

cay which are stamped upon all. This

appearance is chiefly remarkable in the

early part of summer : for the trees are

not dead
;
but their vitality is so far gone

that they are tardy in putting out their

leaves, and seldom before July are they

fully clad in verdure. When they are

not in leaf, we may observe an unnatural

growth of slender twigs in tufts at theO *->

ends of their branches. This is caused

by the failure of the tree in perfecting

its wood before the growth of the branch-

es is arrested by the autumnal frosts
;
and

this accident has been repeated annually
ever since the trees began to be affected

with their malady. The Plane was for-

merly a very common way-side tree in

New England, until the fatality occurred

which has caused the greater number of

them to perish. It is a fact worthy of
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notice, that all the trees of this species

below the latitude of Long Island have

escaped the malady.
The Chenar-tree, or Oriental Plane, is

celebrated in history, having had a place

in all the public and private grounds of

the Greeks and Romans, as well as of the

Eastern nations. The American, or West-

ern Plane, called in New England the

Buttonwood, is not less remarkable for

its size and grandeur. It is one of the

loftiest trees, and its lateral branches, be-

ing of great length, give it extraordinary

breadth. It also runs up to an unusual

height, compared with other trees, before

it forms a head, so that its lower branches

are sometimes elevated above the roofs

of the houses of common height. Hence

it would be a valuable tree for road-sides,

if it were healthy, as it would allow the

largest vehicles to pass freely under its

boughs.
A far more beautiful tree, gracing

equally the forest and the way-side, is

the Ash, charming our sight with the

gracefulness of its proportions in winter,

with . its flowing drapery of verdure in

summer, and its variety of glowing tints

in autumn. The Ash has been styled

in Europe "the painter's tree," a fact

which is worthy of notice, inasmuch as

those writers who have theorized con-

cerning the nature of beauty have gen-

erally regarded trees of broken and ir-

regular shapes, like the Hickory, as more

picturesque than those of prim and sym-
metrical habit, like the Ash. The prac-

tice of the great masters in painting seems

adverse to this idea, since they have in-

troduced the Ash more frequently than

other trees into their pictures ;
and it

shows the futility of the attempt to draw

a distinction between picturesque and

beautiful trees. All trees, indeed, of ev-

ery natural shape, may be considered

picturesque, as, in one situation or an-

other, every species may be introduced

to heighten the character of a picture or

a landscape.
The Ash never fails to attract atten-

tion by the peculiar beauty of its out-

lines, the regular subdivision of its branch-

es, its fair proportions and equal balance

without any disagreeable formality. Noth-

ing can exceed the gracefulness of its

pinnate foliage, hanging loosely from its

equally divergent spray, easy of motion,

but not fluttering, and always harmoniz-

ing in its tints with the season of the

year. Notwithstanding the different char-

acter, in regard to symmetry, of the Ash

and the Hickory, the two trees are often

mistaken for each other, and, when the

latter is evenly formed, it is sometimes

difficult at first sight to distinguish it.

They differ, however, in all cases, in the

opposite arrangement of the leaves and

small branches of the Ash, and their al-

ternate arrangement in the Hickory.
One of these branches invariably be-

comes abortive, as the tree increases in

size, so that their opposite character is

apparent only in the spray.

In wet places which have never been

subjected to the plough, in grounds part-

ly inundated a great portion of the year,

luxuriating in company with the North-

ern Cypress, over an undergrowth of

Dutch Myrtles and Button-bushes, we
find the singular Tupelo-tree. This tree

is the opposite of the Ash in all its char-

acteristics. There is no regularity in any

part of its growth, and no tree in the for-

est sports in such a variety of grotesque

and fantastic shapes. Sometimes it spreads
out its branches horizontally, forming a

perfectly flat top, as if it had grown un-

der a platform ; again it forms an irreg-

ular pyramid, most commonly leaning
from an upright position. It has usually

no definable shape, often sending out

one or two branches greatly beyond the

rest, some directed obliquely downwards,
others twisted and horizontal. This tree,

if it had no other merit, would be prized
for its eccentricities

;
but it is not with-

out beauty. It possesses a fine glossy fo-

liage, unrivalled in its verdure, and every
branch is fully clothed with it

; and, what-

ever may be the age of the tree, it never

shows the marks of decrepitude.

The pyramidal trees are included

chiefly among the coniferous evergreens,

embracing the Pine, the Fir, the Spruce,
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and the Cypress. Though many of the

deciduous trees assume more or less of

this outline, it is the normal and charac-

teristic form of the Pines and their kin-

dred species. It is a peculiarity of the

pyramidal trees, with a few exceptions,

to remain always disfigured, after the

loss of an important branch, having no

power to fill the vacant space by a new

growth. Other trees readily fill up a

vacancy occasioned by the loss of a

branch, and may suffer considerable

mutilation without losing their beauty,

because an invariable proportion is not

necessary to render them pleasing ob-

jects of sight. On account of the sym-

metry of their forms, the pyramidal trees

are made ugly by the loss of a limb, as

the porch of a temple would be ruined

by the removal of one of its pillars.

Hence we may understand the charm of

that irregularity that prevails in the forms

of vegetation. If we remove a branch

from an Elm or an Oak, or even from

an Ash, we destroy no positive symmetry ;

it is like removing a stone from a loose

stone wall
;
we do but slightly modify its

disproportions.

The White Pine may be selected as

the American representative of the py-

ramidal trees, being the most important

as well as the most striking in its appear-

ance. It is a Northern tree, not extend-

ing so far south as the region of the Cy-

press and Magnolia, and attaining perfec-

tion only on the northeastern part of the

continent. In the New England States,

it contributes more than any other spe-

cies to the beauty of our landscapes,

where it is commonly seen in scattered

groups, but not often as a solitary stand-

ard. We see it in our journeys, project-

ing over eminences that are skirted by
old roads, shading the traveller from the

sun and protecting him from the wind.

We have sat under its fragrant shade, in

our pedestrian tours, when, weary with

heat and exercise, we sought its gift of

coolness, and blessed it as one of the be-

nign deities of the forest. We are famil-O
iar with it in all pleasant and solitary

places ;
and in our afternoon rambles we

have listened, underneath its boughs, to

the plaintive note of the Green Warbler,

who selects it for his abode, and who has

caught a melancholy tone from the winds

that from immemorial time have tuned

to soft music its long sibilant leaves.

The White Pine is a tree that harmo-

nizes with all situations, rude and culti-

vated, level and abrupt. On the side of

the mountain it adds grandeur to the de-

clivity, and gives a look of sweeter tran-

quillity to the green pastoral meadow. It

yields a darker frown to the projecting

cliff, and a more awful uncertainty to

the mountain-pass or the hollow ravine.

Amid desolate scenery it spreads a cheer-

fulness that detracts nothing from its pow-
er over the imagination, while it relieves

it of its terrors by presenting a green
bulwark to defend us from the elements.

Nothing can be more cheerful in scenery
than the occasional groups of Pines which

have come up spontaneously on the bald

hills near our coast, elsewhere a dreary
waste of gray rocks, stunted shrubbery,
and prostrate Juniper. In the forest the

White Pine constitutes the very sanctu-

ary of Nature, its tall pillars extending
into the clouds, and its broad canopy of

foliage mixing with the vapors that de-

scend in the storm.

Such are its picturesque aspects : but

in a figurative light it may be regarded
as a true symbol of benevolence. Under
its outspread roof, thousands of otherwise

unprotected animals, nestling in the bed

of dry leaves which it has spread upon
the ground, find shelter and repose. The

squirrel subsists upon the kernels obtain-

ed from its cones
;

the rabbit browses

upon the Trefoil and the spicy foliage of

the Hypericum which are protected in

its conservatory of shade
;
and the fawn

reposes on its brown couch of leaves, un-

molested by the outer tempest. From
its green arbors the quails may be rous-

ed in midwinter, when they resort thith-

er to find the still sound berries of the

Mitchella and the Wintergreen. Nature,

indeed, seems to have designed this tree

to protect the animal creation, both in

summer and winter, and I am persuaded
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that she has not conferred upon them a who protects it. Some noble Hemlocks
more beneficent gift. are occasionally seen in rude situations,

As an object of sight, the White Pine where the cultivator's art has not inter-

is free from some of the defects of the rupted their spontaneous growth ;
and

Fir and Spruce, having none of their the poet and the naturalist are inspired
stiffness of foliage and inflexibility of with a more pleasing admiration of their

spray, that cause them to resemble artifi- beauty, because they have seen them on-

cial objects. It has the symmetry of the ly where the solitary birds sing their wild

Fir, joined with a certain flowing grace notes, and where the heart is unmolested

that assimilates it to the deciduous trees, by the crowding tumult of human settle-

With sufficient amplitude to conceal a ments.

look of primness that often arises from The Pitch Pine has neither grace nor

symmetry, we observe a certain negli- elegance, and though it is allied botani-

gent flowing of its leafy robes that adds cally to the pyramidal trees, it approach-
to its dignity a grace which is apparent es the shape of the round-headed trees,

to all. It seems to wear its honors like There is a singular ruggedness about it
;

one who feels no constraint under their and when bristling all over with the stiff

burden
;
and when smitten by a tempest, foliage that sometimes covers it from the

it bids no defiance to the gale, bending extremities of the branches down almost to

to its wrath, but securely resisting its the roots, it cannot fail to attract observa-

power. tion. Trees of this species, for the most

Of the American coniferous trees, the part too rough and homely to please the

Hemlock is of the next importance, be- eye, are not generally valued as objects

ing, perhaps, in its perfection, a more in the landscape ;
but there is a variety

beautiful tree than the White Pine, or in their shape that makes amends for

than any other known evergreen. It is far their want of comeliness, and gives them
less formal in its shape than other trees a marked importance. We do not in

of the same family. Its branches, being general sufficiently appreciate the value

slender and flexible, do not project stiffly of homely objects among the scenes of

from the shaft
; they bend slightly at Nature, which are, indeed, the ground-

their terminations, and are easily moved work of all charming scenery, and set off

by the wind
;
and as they are very nu- to advantage the beauty of more comely

merous, and covered with foliage, we be- things. They prepare us, by increasing
hold in the tree a dense mass of glitter- our susceptibility, to feel more keenly the

ing verdure, not to be seen in any other force of beauty in other objects. They
tree of the forest. give rest and relief to the eye, after it

The Hemlock is unknown as a shade- has experienced the stimulating effects of

tree
;

it is seldom seen by the road-side, beautiful forms and colors, which would

except on the edge of a wood, and not soon pall upon the sense
;
and they are

often in cultivated grounds. The want interesting to the imagination, by leaving
of success usually attending the trans- it free to dress the scene with the wreaths

plantation of it from the woods has pre- of fancy.

vented the general adoption of it as an It is from these reflections that I have

ornamental tree. The Hemlock, when been led to prize many a homely tree as

transplanted from the wood, is almost sure possessing a high value, by exalting the

to perish ;
for Nature will not allow it to impressions of beauty which we derive

be desecrated by any association with Art. from other trees, and by relieving Nature

She reserves it for her own demesnes
;

of that monotony which would attend a

and if you would possess one, you must scene of unexceptional beauty. This mo-

go to its native spot and plant your gar- notony is apparent in almost all dress-

den around it, and take heed, lest, by ed grounds of considerable extent. We
disturbing its roots, you offend the deity soon become entirely weary of the ever-
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flowing lines of grace and elegance, and

the harmonious blending of forms and

colors introduced by art. On the same

principle we may explain the difficulty

of reading with attention a whole volume

on one subject, written in verse. We are

soon weary of luxuries
;
and when we

have been strolling in grounds laid out

with gaudy flower-beds, the tired eye,

when we go out into the fields, rests with

serene delight upon rough pastures bound-

ed by stone walls, and hills clothed with

lichens and covered with boulders.

The homely Pitch Pine serves this im-

portant purpose of relief in the land-

scapes of Nature. Trees of this species

are abundant in sandy levels, in company
with the slender and graceful White Birch,
" The Lady of the Woods," as the poet

Coleridge called it. From these Pines

proceed those delightful odors which are

wafted to our windows by a mild south

wind, not less perceptible in winter than

in summer, and which are in a different

manner as charming as a beautiful pros-

pect.

The Juniper, or Red Cedar, known in

some places as the Savin, is another home-

ly tree that gives character to New Eng-
land scenery. It is one of the most fre-

quent accompaniments of the bald hills

near certain parts of our coast, giv-

ing them a peculiar aspect of desolation.

This tree acquires larger dimensions and

a fuller and fairer shape in the Middle

and Southern States. There the Juni-

pers are beautiful trees, having a finer

verdure than they ever acquire at the

North. But the Juniper, with all its im-

perfections, its rugged form, and its in-

ferior verdure, is not to be contemned
;

and it possesses certain qualities and fea-

tures which ought to be prized hardly
less than beauty. Its sombre ferruginous

green adds variety to our wood-scenery
at all times, and by contrast serves to

make the foliage of other trees the more
brilliant and conspicuous. In the latter

part of summer, when the woods have ac-

quired a general uniformity of verdure,
the Junipers enliven the face of Nature by
blending their duller tints with the fading

hues of the fully ripened foliage. Thus

will an assemblage of brown and gray
clouds soften and at the same time enliven

the deep azure of the heavens.

In this sketch, I have omitted to de-

scribe many important trees, especially

those which have but little individuality
of character, leaving them to be the sub-

ject of another essay concerning Trees in

Assemblages. I have likewise said noth-

ing here of those species which are com-

monly distinguished as flowering trees.

But I must not omit, while speaking of

the pyramidal trees, to say a word con-

cerning the Larch, which has some strik-

ing points of form and habit. Like the

Southern Cypress, it differs in its decidu-

ous character from other coniferous trees :

hence both are distinguished by the bril-

liancy of their verdure in the early part
of summer, when the other evergreens
are particularly sombre

;
but they are

leafless in the winter. The Larch is beau-

tifully pyramidal in its shape when young.
In the vigor of its years it tends to uni-

formity, and to variety when it is old. In-

deed, an aged Larch is often as rugged
and fantastic as an old Oak. The Amer-
ican and European Larches differ only in

the longer flowing foliage and the larger

cones of the latter. Among the minor

beauties of both species may be mention-

ed the bright crimson cones that appear
in June and resemble clusters of fruit.

The Larch is a Northern tree, being in
' O

its perfection in the latitude of Maine.

It seems to delight in the coldest situa-

tions, and, like the Southern Cypress, is

found chiefly in low swamps.
There are not many trees that assume

the shape of an obelisk, or a long spire ;

but Nature, who presents to our eyes an

ever-charming variety of forms as well as

hues, in the objects of her creation, has

given us the figure of the obelisk in the

Chinese Juniper, in the Balsam Fir, in

the Arbor-Vitas, and lastly in the Lom-

bardy Poplar, which may be offered to

exemplify this class of forms. The Lom-

bardy Poplar is interesting to thousands

who were familiar with it in their youth,
as an ornament to road-sides and village
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inclosures. It was formerly a favorite

shade-tree, and still retains its privileges

in many old-fashioned places. A century

ago great numbers of Poplars were plant-

ed on the village way-sides, in front of

dwelling-houses, on the borders of public

grounds, and particularly on the sides of

lanes and avenues leading to houses sit-

uated at a short distance from the high-

road. Hence a row of these trees be-

comes suggestive at once of the approach
to some old mansion or country-seat,

which has now, perhaps, been converted

into a farm-house, having exchanged its

proud honors of wealth for the more sim-

ple and delightful appurtenances of rus-

tic independence.
Some of these ancient rows of Poplars

are occasionally seen in old fields, where

almost all traces of the habitation which

they were intended to grace are obliter-

ated. There is a melancholy pleasure in

surveying these humble ruins, whose his-

tory would illustrate the domestic habits

of our ancestors. The cellar of the old

house is now a part of the pasture-land,

and its form can be traced by the simple

swelling of the turf. Sumachs and Cor-

nel-bushes have usurped the place of the

exotic shrubbery in the old garden ;
and

the only ancient companions of the Pop-

lars, now remaining, are here and there a

straggling Lilac or Currant-bush, a tuft of

Houseleek, and perhaps, under the shelter

of some dilapidated wall, the White Star

of Bethlehem is seen meekly glowing in

the rude society of the wild-flowers.

The Lombardy Poplar, which was for-

merly a favorite way-side ornament, a

sort of idol of the public, and, like many
another idol, exalted to honors that ex-

ceeded its merits, fell suddenly into un-

popularity and disgrace. After having
been admired and valued as if its leaves

were all emeralds and its buds apples of

gold, it was spurned and ridiculed and

everywhere cut down as a cumberer of

the ground. The faults attributed to it

did not belong to the tree, but were the

effects of the climate into which it had

been removed. It was brought from the

sunny vales of Italy, where it had been

delicately reared by the side of the Orange
and the Myrtle, and transplanted into the

cold climate of New England. The ten-

der constitution of this tree could not en-

dure our rude winters
;
and every spring

witnessed the decay of a large portion
of its small branches. Hence it became

prematurely aged, and in its decline car-

ried with it the marks of its infirmities.

But, with all these imperfections, the

Lombardy Poplar was more worthy of

the honors it received from our predeces-
sors than of its present disrepute. It is

one of the fairest of trees, in the vigor of

its health and the greenness of its youth.
But nearly all the old Poplars are extir-

pated, and but few young trees are com-

ing up to supply their places. While I

am now writing, I see from my window
the graceful spire of one solitary tree,

towering above the surrounding objects

in the landscape, and yielding to the

view something of an indescribable charm.

There it stands, the symbol of decayed

reputation, in its old age still retaining

the primness of its youth ;
neither droop-

ing in its infirmities under the weight of

their burden, nor losing in its deserted-

ness the fine lustre of its foliage ;
and in

its disgrace still bearing itself proudly, as

if conscious that its former honors were

deserved, and not forgetting that dignity

which becomes one who has fallen with-

out dishonor.

There is no other tree that so pleasant-

ly adorns the sides of narrow lanes and

avenues, or so neatly accommodates itself

to limited inclosures. Its foliage is dense

and of the liveliest green, tremulous, and

making delicate music to the light fingers

of every breeze
;

its terebinthine odors

scent the soft vernal wind that enters

your open windows with the morning
sunshine

;
its branches, always tending

upward, closely gathered together, and

slenderly formed, afford a harbor to the

singing-birds, who revel among them as

a favorite resort; and its long tapering

spire, that points to heaven, gives an air

of cheerfulness and religious tranquillity

to village scenery.

Of the drooping trees, the Weeping
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Willow is the most conspicuous exam-

ple, unless we except the American Elm ;

but a remarkable difference may be ob-

served in the drooping character of these

two trees. In the Elm we perceive a

general arching or curvature of all its

branches, from their points of junction

with the tree to their extremities
;

so

that two rows of Elms, meeting over

an avenue, would represent, more nearly

than any other trees disposed in the same

manner, the vault of a Gothic arch. A
double row of Weeping Willows would

make no such figure by the meeting of

their branches. The Weeping Willow

extends its long arms in lines more near-

ly straight, not originating, as in the Elm,
for the most part, from one common cen-

tre of junction, but joining the shaft of

the tree at different points ;
hence the

drooping character of this tree is observ-

ed only in its long, slender, and terminal

spray.

The Weeping Willow is one of the

most poetical of trees, being consecrated

to the Muse by the part which has been

assigned it in many a scene of romance,

and by its connection with events re-

corded in Holy Writ. It is invested with

a poetical interest by its symbolical rep-

resentation of sorrow in the pendulous
character of its spray, by its fanciful uses

as a garland for disappointed lovers, and

by the employment of it in burying-

grounds, and in pictures as drooping over

graves. We remember it in sacred his-

tory by its association with the rivers of

Babylon, with the tears of the Children

of Israel, and with the forsaken harps of

their sorrowing minstrels, who hung them

upon its branches. It is distinguished by
the graceful beauty of its outlines, its light-

green delicate foliage, its sorrowing atti-

tude, and its gently waving spray, all in

sweet accordance with its picturesque,

poetic, and Scriptural associations.

Hence the Weeping Willow never

fails to give pleasure to the sight even of

the most insensible observer. There are

not many whose minds are so obtuse as

to be blind to its peculiarly graceful atti-

tude and motions, and every one is fa-

miliar with its history, as recorded in po-

etry and romance, all the incidents of

which have served to elevate it above

any association with fashion or vulgarity.

When we see it waving its long branch-

es neatly over some private inclosure,

overshadowing the gravelled walk and

the flower-garden, or watching pensive-

ly over the graves of the dead, where

the light hues of its foliage help to soften

the glowing fancies which are apt to arise

from our meditations among the tombs,

or on some wide common, giving sol-

ace to the passing traveller, and invit-

ing the playful children to its shade,

or trailing its sweeping spray, like the

tresses of a Naiad, over some silvery pond
or gently flowing stream, it is in all cas-

es a delightful object, always picturesque,

always soothing, inspiring, and sacred to

memory, and serving, by its alliance with

what is hallowed in literature, to bind us

more closely to Nature.

Above all the trees of the New World,
the Elm deserves to be considered the

sovereign tree of New England. It is

abundant both in field and forest, and

forms the most remarkable feature in our

cleared and cultivated grounds. Though
the Elm is found in almost all parts of

the country, in no other is it so con-

spicuous as in the Northeastern States,

where, from the earliest settlement of the

country, it has been planted as a shade-

tree, and has been valued as an orna-

ment above the proudest importations

from a foreign clime. It is the most re-

markable of the drooping trees except
the Willow, which it surpasses in stateli-

ness and in the variety of its growth.

When I look upon a noble Elm,

though I feel no disposition to contemn

the studies of those who examine its flow-

ers and fruit with the scrutinizing eye
of science, or the calculations of those

who consider only its practical use it is

to me an object of pleasing veneration.

I look upon it as the embodiment of some

benign intention of Providence, who has

adapted it in numerous ways to the wants

of his creatures. While admiring its grace
and its majesty, I think ofthe great amount
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of human happiness and of comfort to the

inferior animals of which it has been the

blessed instrument. How many a happy

assemblage of children and young per-

sons has been, during the past century,

repeatedly gathered under its shade, in

the sultry noons of summer ! How many
a young May-queen has been crowned

under its roof, when the greensward was

just daisied with the early flowers of

spring ! And how many a weary travel-

ler has rested from his journey in its be-

nevolent shade, and from a state of wea-

riness and vexation, when o'erspent by
heat and length of way, has subsided in-

to one of quiet thankfulness and con-

tent !

Though the Elm has never been con-

secrated by the Muse, or dignified by

making a figure in the paintings of the

old masters, the native inhabitant of New

England associates its varied forms with

all that is delightful in the scenery of

his own land or memorable in its histo-

ry. He has beheld many a noble avenue

formed of Elms, when standing in rows

in the village, or by the rustic road-side.

He has seen them extending their broad

and benevolent arms as a protection over

many a spacious old farm-house and many
an humble cottage, and equally harmoniz-

ing with all. They meet his sight in the

public grounds of the city, with their am-

ple shade and flowing spray, inviting him

to linger under their pleasant umbrage
in summer

;
and in winter he has beheld

them among the rude hills and mountains,

like spectral figures keeping sentry among
their passes, and, on the waking of the

year, suddenly transformed into towers

of luxuriant verdure and beauty. Every

year of his life has he seen the beau-

tiful Hang-Bird weave his pensile habi-

tation upon the long and flexible branch-

es of the Elm, secure from the reach

of every living creature. From its vast

dome of interwoven branches and fo-

liage he has listened to the songs of the

earliest and the latest birds
;
and under its

shelter he has witnessed many a merry-

making assemblage of children, employed
in the sportive games of summer.

To a native of New Eno-land, there-O '

fore, the Elm has a value more nearly

approaching that of sacredness than any
other tree. Setting aside the pleasure

derived from it as an object of visual

beauty, it is intimately associated with

the familiar scenes ofhome and the events

of his early life. In my own mind it is

pleasingly allied with those old dwelling-

houses which were built in the early

part of the last century, and form one

of the marked features of New England
home architecture during that period.

They are known by their broad and am-

ple, but low-studded rooms, their numer-

ous windows with small panes, their sin-

gle chimney in the centre of the roof that

sloped down to the lower story in the

back part, and in their general unpre-

tending appearance, reminding one vivid-

ly of that simplicity of life which charac-

terized our people before the Revolution.

Their very homeliness is delightful, by

leaving the imagination free to dwell up-
on their pleasing suggestions. Not many w
of these charming old houses are now
extant: but whenever we see one, we

are almost sure to find it accompanied by
its Elm, standing upon the green open

space that slopes up to it in front, and

waving its long branches in melancholy

grandeur over the venerable habitation

which it seems to have taken under its

protection, while it droops with sorrow

over the infirmities of its old companion
of a century.

The Elm is remarkable for the variety

of forms which it assumes in different sit-

uations. Often it has a drooping spray on-

ly when it has attained a large size
;
but it

almost invariably becomes subdivided in-

to several equal branches, diverging from

a common centre, at a considerable ele-

vation from the ground. One of these

forms is that of a vase : the base being

represented by the roots of the tree that

project above the soil and join the trunk,

the middle by the lower part of the

principal branches, as they swell out with

a graceful curve, then gradually diverge,

until they bend downward and form the

lip of the vase, by their circle of terminal
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branches. Another of its forms is that and presenting their long shafts to the

of a vast dome, as represented by those tendrils of the Trumpet Honeysuckle and

trees that send up a single shaft to the the palmate foliage of the Climbing Fern,

height of twenty feet or more, and then But the slender Palms, when solitary, af-

extend their branches at a wide diver- ford but little shade. It is when they are

gency and to a great length. The Elms standing in groups, their lofty tops meet-

which are remarkable for their drooping ing and forming a uniform umbrage, that

character are usually of this shape. At they afford any important protection from

other times the Elm assumes the shape the heat of the sun.

of a plume, presenting a singularly fan- In pictures of tropical scenery we see

tastical appearance. It rises upwards, these trees standing on the banks of a

with an undivided shaft, to the height of stream, or in the vicinity of the sea, near

fifty feet or more, without a limb, and some rude hut constructed of Bamboo

bending over with a gradual curve from and thatched with the broad leaves of

about the middle of its height to its sum- the Fan Palm. In some warm countries

mit, which is sometimes divided into two Nature affords the inhabitants an almost

or three terminal branches. The whole gratuitous subsistence from the fruit of

is covered from its roots to its summit with the different Palms, a plantation of

a fringe of vine-like twigs, extremely slen- Dates and Cocoa-nuts supplying the prin-

der, twisted and irregular, and resembling cipal wants of the owner and his family,
a parasitic growth, Sometimes it is sub- during the life of the trees. But the

divided at the usual height into three or Palm is not suggestive of the arts, for the

four long branches, which are wreathed South is not the region of the highest civ-

in the same manner, and form a com- ilization. Man's intelligence is greatest

pound plume. in those countries in which he is obliged
These fantastic forms are very beautl- to struggle with difficulties sufficient to

ful, and do not impress one with the idea require the constant exercise of the mind
of monstrosity, as we are affected by the and body to overcome them. Science

sight of a Weeping Ash. Though the and Art have built their altars in the

Elm has many defects of foliage, and is region of the Oak, and in valleys which

destitute of those fine autumnal tints are annually whitened with snow, where

which are so remarkable in some other labor invigorates the frame, and where

trees, it is still almost without a rival in man's contention with the difficulties pre-
the American forest. It presents a va- sented by the elements sharpens his in-

riety in its forms not to be seen in any genuity and strengthens all his faculties,

other tree, possessing the dignity of the 'Hence, while the Oak is the symbol of

Oak without its ruggedness, and uniting hospitality and of the arts to which it has

the grace of the slender Birch with the given its aid, the Palm symbolizes the vo-

lofty grandeur of the Palm and the maj- luptuousness of a tropical clime and the

esty of the Cedar of Lebanon. indolence of its inhabitants.

Of the parasol-trees the North furnish- I have said that the North produces no
es no true examples, which are witnessed parasol-trees ;

but it should be remarked

only in the Palms of the tropics. Not that all kinds of trees occasionally ap-

many of our inhabitants have seen these proximate to this shape, when they have
trees in their living beauty ;

but all have grown compactly in a forest. The gen-
become so familiar with them, as they are eral shape which they assume under these

represented in paintings and engravings, conditions is what I have termed acci-

that they can easily appreciate their ef- dental, because that shape cannot be nat-

fect in the sunny landscapes of the South, ural which a growing body is forced to

There they may be seen bending over take when cramped in an unnatural or

fields tapestried with Passion-Flowers and constrained position. Trees when thus

verdurous with Myrtles and Orange-trees, situated become greatly elongated ;
their
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shafts are despoiled of the greater part them, however, from the repeated crop-
of their lateral branches, and the tree has ping -which they have suffered, exhibit

no expansion until it has made its way a round head of long, slender branches,

above the level of the wood. The trees growing out of the extremity of the be-

that cannot reach this level will in a few headed trunk.

years perish ;
and this is the fate of the My remarks thus far relate to trees

greater number in the primitive forest, considered as individual objects; but I

But after they have attained this level, must not tire the patience of the reader

they spread out suddenly into a head, by extending them farther, though there

Many such trees are seen in recent clear- are many other relations in which they

ings ;
and when their termination is a reg- may be treated. In whatever light we

ular hemisphere of branches and foliage, regard them, they will be found to de-

the tree exhibits a shape nearly approach- serve attention as the fairest ornaments

ing that of a parasol. of Nature, and as objects that should be

The Elm, under "these circumstances, held sacred from their importance to our

often acquires a very beautiful shape, welfare and happiness. The more we
Unlike other trees that send up a single study them, the more desirous are we
undivided shaft, the Elm, when growing of their preservation, and the more con-

in the forest as well as in the open plain, vinced of the necessity of using some
becomes subdivided into several slightly active means to effect this purpose. He
divergent branches, running up almost takes but a narrow view of their impor-

perpendicularly until they reach the level tance who considers only their value in

of the wood, when they suddenly spread the economy of animal and vegetable
themselves out, and the tree exhibits the life. The painter has always made them

parasol shape more nearly even than the a particular branch of his study ;
and the

Palm. When one of these forest Elms poet understands their advantage in in-

is left by the woodman, and is seen stand- creasing the effect of his descriptions,

ing alone in the clearing, it presents to and believes them to be the blessed gifts

our sight one of the most graceful and of Providence to render the earth a beau-

beautiful of all arborescent forms. tiful abode and sanctify it to our affec-

The rows of Willows, so frequent by tions. The heavenly bodies affect the

the way-side where the road passes over soul with a deeper sense of creative pow-
a wet meadow, afford the most common er

;
but trees, like flowers, serve to draw

examples of the pollard forms. Some of us more closely to the bosom of Nature,
these willows, having escaped the period- by exemplifying the beauties of her han-

ical trimming of the woodcutter, have diwork, and the wonders of that Wisdom
become noble standards, emulating the that operates unseen, and becomes, in our

Oak in the sturdy grandeur of their giant search for it, a source of perpetual de-

arms extending over the road. Most of light.
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VICTOR AND JACQUELINE.

[Concluded.]

VII.

THE three days passed away. And

every hour's progress was marked as it

passed over the citizens of Meaux. Le-

clerc, and the doctrines for which he suf-

fered, filled the people's thought ;
he was

their theme of speech. Wonder softened

into pity ;
unbelief was goaded by his

stripes to cruelty ;
faith became transfig-

ured, while he, followed by the hooting

crowd, endured the penalty offaith. Some
men looked on with awe that would be-

come adoring ;
some with surprise that

would take refuge in study and convic-

tion. There were tears as well as exulta-

tion, solemn joy as well as execration, in

his train. The mother of Leclerc fol-

lowed him with her undaunted testimony,
" Blessed be Jesus Christ and His Wit-

nesses !

"

By day, in the field, Jacqueline Ga-

brie thought over the reports she heard

through the harvesters, of the city's feel-

ing, of its purpose, of its judgment ; by

night she prayed and hoped, with the

mother of Leclerc
;
and wondrous was

the growth her faith had in those days.

On the evening of the third day, Jac-

queline and Elsie walked into Meaux

together. This was not invariably their

habit. Elsie had avoided too frequent
conversation with her friend of late. She

knew their paths were separate, and was

never so persuaded of the fact as this

night, when, of her own will, she sought
to walk with Jacqueline. The sad face

of ner friend troubled her
;

it moved her

conscience that she did not deeply share

in her anxiety. When they came from

Domreiny, she had relied on Jacque-
line : there was safety in her counsel,

there was wisdom in it : but now, ei-

ther ?

" It made me scream outright, when I

saw the play," said she
;

" but it is worse

to see your face nowadays, it is more

terrible, Jacqueline."

Jacqueline made no reply to this,

and Elsie regarded the silence as suffi-

cient provocation.
" You seem to think I have no feel-

ing," said she. " I am as sorry about the

poor fellows as you can be. But I can-

not look as if I thought the day of judg-
ment close at hand, when I don't, Jac-

queline."
"
Very well, Elsie. I am not complain-

ing of your looks."

" But you are, or you might as well."

" Let not that trouble you, Elsie. Your

face is smooth, at least; and your voice

does not sound like the voice of one who
is in grief. Rejoice, for, as you say,

you have a right to yourself, with which I

am not to interfere. We are old friends,

we came away from Lorraine togeth-

er. Do not forget that. I never will

forget it."

" But you are done with me. You say

nothing to me. I might as well be dead,

for all you care."

" Let us not talk of such things in this

manner," said Jacqueline, mildly. But

the dignity of her rebuke was felt, for

Elsie said,
" But I seem to have lost you, and

now we are alone together, I may say it.

Yes, I have lost you, Jacqueline !

"

" This is not the first time we have

been alone together in these dreadful

three days."
" But now I cannot help speaking."
" You could help it before. Why, El-

sie ? You had not made up your mind.

But now you have, or you would not

speak, and insist on speaking. What
have you to say, then ?

"

"
Jacqueline ! Are you Jacqueline ?

"

" Am I not ?
"

" You seem not to be."

" How is it, Elsie ?
"
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" You are silent and stern, and I think

you are very unhappy, Jacqueline."
" I do not know, not unhappy, I

think. Perhaps I am silent, I have been

so busy. But for all it is so dreadful

no ! not unhappy, Elsie."

"
Thinking of Leclerc all the while ?

''

" Of him ? Oh, no ! I have not been

thinking of him, not constantly. Jesus

Christ will take care of him. His mother

is quiet, thinking that. I, at least, can be

as strong as she. I'm not thinking of the

shame and cruelty, but of what that can

be worth which is so much to him, that

he counts this punishment, as they call it,

as nothing, as hardly pain, certainly not

disgrace. The Truth, Elsie ! if I have

not as much to say, it is because I have

been trying to find the Truth."
" But if you have found it, then I hope

I never shall, if it is the Truth that

makes you so gloomy. I thought it was

this business in Meaux."
"
Gloomy ? when it may be I have

found, or shall find"

Here Jacqueline hesitated, looked

at Elsie. Grave enough was that look

to expel every frivolous feeling from the

heart of Elsie, at least, so long as she

remained under its influence. It was

something to trust another as Jacqueline
intended now to trust her friend. It was

a touching sight to see her seeking her

old confidence, and appearing to rely on

it, while she knew how frail the reed was.

But this girl, frivolous as was her spirit,

this girl had come with her from the dis-

tant native village ;
their childhood's rec-

ollections were the same. And Jacque-
line determined now to trust her. For

in times of blasting heat the shadow even

of the gourd is not to be despised.
" You know what I have looked for so

long, Elsie," she said,
"
you ought to re-

joice with me. I need work for that no

longer."
" What is that, Jacqueline ?

"

Even this question, betraying no such

apprehension as Jacqueline's words seem-

ed to intimate, did not disturb the girl.

She was in the mood when, notwithstand-

ing her show of dependence, she was real-

ly in no such necessity. Never was she

stronger than now when she put off all

show of strength. Elsie stood before her

in place of the opposing world. To El-

sie's question she replied as readily as

though she anticipated the word, and had

no expectation of better recollection,

not to speak of better apprehension.
" To bring him out of suffering he has

never been made to endure, as surely as

God lives. As if the Almighty judged
men, so ! I shall send back no more

money to Father La Croix. It is not his

prayer, nor my earnings, that will have

to do with the eternity of John Gabrie.

Do you hear me, Elsie ?
"

" I seem to, Jacqueline.
"

" Have I any cause for wretched looks,

then ? I am in sight of better fortune

than I ever hoped for in this world."
" Then don't look so fearful. It is

enough to scare one. You are not a girl

to choose to be a fright, unless this

dreadful city has changed you altogeth-

er from what you were. You would

frighten the Domreiny children with such

a face as that
; they used not to fear Jac-

queline."
" I shall soon be sailing on a smoother

sea. As it is, do not speak of my looks.

That is too foolish."

"
But, oh, I feel as if I must hold you,

hold you ! you are leaving me !

"

" Come on,. Elsie !

"
exclaimed Jacque-

line, as though she almost hoped this of

her dear companion.
" But where ?

" asked Elsie, not so

tenderly.
" Where God leads. I cannot tell."

" I do not understand."
" You would not think the Truth worth

buying at the price of your life ?
"

"My life?"
" Or such a price as he pays who has

been branded to-day ?
"

" It was not the truth to your mother,

or to mine. It was not the truth to

any one we ever knew, till we came here

to Meaux."
" It is true to my heart, Elsie. It is

true to my conscience. I know that I

can live for it. And it may be"
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' Husli ! do not ! Oh, I wish that I

could get you back to Domremy ! What
is going to come of this ? Jacqueline, let

us go home. Come, let us start to-night.

We shall have the moon all night to walk

by. There is nothing in Meaux for us.

Oh, if we had never come away! It

would have been better for you to work

there for what you wanted, for what

you came here to do."

"
No, let God's Truth triumph ! What

am I ? Less than that rush ! But if His

breath is upon me, I will be moved by it,

I am not a stone."

Then they walked on in silence. El-

sie had used her utmost of persuasion,

but Jacqueline not her utmqst of resist-

ance. Her companion knew this, felt her

weakness in such a contest, and was si-

lent.

On to town they went together. They
walked together-through the streets, pass-

ing constantly knots of people who stood

about the corners and among the shops,

discussing what had taken place that day.

They crossed the square where the noon-

day sun had shone on crowds of people,

men and women, gathered from the four

quarters of the town and the neighboring

country, assembled to witness the brand-

ing of a heretic. They entered their

court-yard together, ascended the stair-

way leading to their lodging. But they
were two, not one.

Elsie's chief desire had been to get Jac-

queline safely into the house ere she could

find opportunity for expression of what

was passing in her mind. Her fear was

even greater than her 'curiosity. She had

no desire to learn, under these present

circumstances, the arguments and inci-

dents which the knots of men and women
were discussing with so much vehemence

as they passed by. She could guess enough
to satisfy her. So she had hurried along,

betraying more eagerness than was com-

mon with her to get out of the street.

Not often was she so overcome of weari-

ness, not often so annoyed by heat

and dust. Jacqueline, without remon-

strance, followed her. But they were

two, not one.
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Once safe in their upper room, Elsie

appeared to be, after all, not so devoid

of interest in what was passing in the

street as her hurried walk would seem

to betoken. She had not quite yet lost

her taste for excitement and display. For

immediately she seated herself by the

window, and was all eye and ear to what

went on outside.

Jacqueline's demonstrations also were

quite other than might have been antici-

pated. Each step she took in her cham-

ber gave an indication that she had a

purpose, and that she would perform
it,

She removed from her dress the dust

and stain of toil, arranged her hair, made

herself clean and decent, to meet the so-

ber gaze of others. Then she placed up-

on the table the remains of their break-

fast, but she ate nothing.

VIII.

IT was nearly dark when Jacqueline
said to Elsie,

" I am now going to see John and his

mother. I must see with my own eyes,

and hear with my own ears. I may be

able to help them, and I know they
will be able to help me. John's word

will be worth hearing, and I want to

hear it. He must have learned in these

davs more than we shall ever be able to
/

learn for ourselves. Will you go with

me ?
"

"
No," cried Elsie, as though she

feared she might against her will be

taken into such company. Then, not

for her own sake, but for Jacqueline's,

she added, almost as if she hoped that

she might prove successful in persuasion,
" I remember my father and mother.

What they taught me I believe. And
that I shall live by. I shall never be

wiser than they were. And I know I

never can be happier. They were good
and honest. Jacqueline, we shall never

be as happy again as we were in Domre-

my, when the pastor blessed us, and we

hunted flowers for the altar, never!

never!" And Elsie Meril, overcome by
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her recollections and her presentiments,

burst into tears.

" It was the happiness of ignorance,"

said Jacqueline, after a solemn silence

full of hurried thought.
"
No, I, for

one, shall never be as happy as I was

then. But my joy will be full of peace
and bliss. It will be full of satisfaction,

very different, but such as belongs to

me, such as I must not do without. God
led us from Domremy, and with me shall

He do as seemeth good to Him. We
were children then, Elsie

;
but now may

we be children no longer !

"

" I will be faithful to my mother. Go,

Jacqueline, let me alone."

Elsie said this with so much spirit that

Jacqueline answered quickly, and yet

very kindly,
" I did not mean to trouble you, dear,

but no matter now."

No sooner had Jacqueline left the

house than Elsie went down to a church

near by, where she confessed herself to

the priest, and received such goodly coun-

sel as was calculated to fortify her against

Jacqueline in the future.

Jacqueline went to the house of the

wool-comber, as of late had been her

nightly custom, but not, as heretofore,

to lighten the loneliness and anxiety of

the mother of Leclerc. Already she had
said to the old woman, *

" I need not work now for my father's

redemption. Then I will work for you,
if your son is disabled. Let us believe

that God brought me here for this. I

am strong. You can lean on me. Tiy
it."

Now she went to make repetition of

the promise to Leclerc, if, perchance, he

had come back to his mother sick and

sore and helpless. For this reason, when
she entered the humble home of the mar-

tyr, his eyes fell on her, and he saw her

as she had been an angel ;
how serene

was her countenance
;
and her courage

was manifestly such as no mortal fear, no
human affliction, could dismay.

Already in that room faithful friends

had gathered, to congratulate the living

man, and to refresh their strength from

the abounding richness of his.

Martial Mazurier, the noted preacher,
was there, and Victor Le Roy ;

besides

these, others, unknown by name or pres-
ence to Jacqueline.

Among them was the wool-comber,
wounded with many stripes, branded, a

heretic ! But a man still, it appeared,
-

a living man, brave as any hero, deter-

mined as a saint, ready to proclaim
now the love of God, and from the couch

where he was lying to testify to Jesus and

his Truth.

It was a goodly sight to see the ten-

derness of these men here gathered ;

how they were forgetful of all inequali-
ties of station, such as worldlings live by,

meeting on a new ground, and greet-

ing one another in a new spirit.

They had come to learn of John. A
halo surrounded him : he was transfio--

* O
ured

;
and through that cloud of glory

they would fain penetrate. Perchance

his eyes, as Stephen's, had seen heaven

open, when men had tried their torments.

At least, they had witnessed, when they
followed the crowd, that his face, in con-

trast with theirs w,ho tormented, shone,

as it had been the face of an angel. They
had witnessed his testimony given in the

heroic endurance of physical pain. There

was more to be learned than the crowd

were fit to hear or could hear. Broken

strains of the Lord's song they heard him

singing through the torture. Now they
had come longing for the full burden of

that divinest melody.

Jacqueline entered the room quietly,

scarcely observed. She sat down by the

door, and it chanced to be near the

mother of Leclerc, near Victor Le Roy.
To their conversation she listened as

one who listens for his life, to the read-

ing of the Scripture, to the singing of

the psalm, that grand old version,
" Out of the depths I cry to thee,

Lord God ! Oh, hear my prayer !

Incline a gracious ear to me,
And bid me not despair.

If thou rememberest each misdeed,
If each should have its rightful meed,

Lord, who shall stand before thee ?
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"
Lord, through thy love alone we gain
The pardon of our sin:

The strictest life is but in vain,
Our works can nothing win,

That man should boast himself of aught,
But own in fear thy grace hath wrought
What iu him seemeth righteous.

" Wherefore my hope is in the Lord,

My works I count but dust;

I build not there, but on his word,
And in his goodness trust.

Up to his care myself I yield ;

He is my tower, my rock,j my shield,

And for his help I tarry."

To the praying of the broken voice of

John Leclerc she listened. In his prayer
she joined. To the eloquence of Mazu-

rier, whose utterances she laid up in her

heart, to the fervor of Le Roy, which

left her eyes not dry, her soul not calm,

but strong in its commotion, grasping fast

the eternal truths which he, too, would

proclaim, she listened.

She was not only now among them,
she was of them, of them forevermore.

Though she should never again look on

those faces, nor listen to those voices, of

them, of all they represented, was she

forevermore. Their God was hers,7

their faith was hers
;
their danger would

she share, their work would aid.

Their talk was of the Truth, and of

the future of the Truth. Well they un-

derstood that the spirit roused among the

people would not be quieted again, that

what of ferocity in the nature of the big-

ot and the powerful had been appeased
had but for the moment been satisfied.

There would be unremitting watch for

victims
; everywhere the net for the

unwary and the fearless would be laid.

Blood-thirstiness and lust and covetous-

ness would make grand their disguises,

broad would their phylacteries be made,

-shining with sacred gems, their breast-

plates.

Of course it was of the great God's

honor these men would be jealous. This

heresy must needs be uprooted, or no

knowing where would be the end of the

wild growth. And, indeed, there was no

disputing the fact that there was danger
in open acceptance of such doctrines as

defied the authority of priestcraft, ay,

danger to falsehood, and death to false-

hood !

Fanaticism, cowardice, cruelty, the spir-

it of persecution, the spirit of author-

ity aroused, ignorance and vanity and

foolishness would make themselves com-

panions, no doubt. Should Truth suc-

cumb to these ? Should Love retreat be-

fore the fierce onset of Hate ? These
brave men said not so. And they look-

ed above them and all human aid for

succor, Jacqueline with them.

When Mazurier and Victor Le Roy
went away, they left Jacqueline with the

wool-comber's mother, but they did not

pass by her without notice. Martial lin-

gered for a moment, looking down on the

young girl.
" She is one of us," said the old wom-

an.

Then the preacher laid his hand upon
her head, and blessed her.

" Continue in prayer, and listen to the

testimony of the Holy Ghost," said he.
" Then shall you surely come deep into

the blessed knowledge and the dear love

of Jesus Christ."

AVhen he had passed on, Victor paus-
ed in turn.

" It is good to be here, Jacqueline,"

said he. " This is the house of God
;

this is the gate of heaven."

And he also went forth, whither Ma-
zurier had gone.
Then beside the bed of the poor wool-

comber women like angels ministered,

binding up his wounds, and soothing him

with voices soft as ever spoke to man.

And from the peasant whose toil was in

harvest-fields and vineyards came offers

of assistance which the poor can best give

the poor.

But the wool-comber did not need the

hard-earned pence of Jacqueline. When
she said,

" Let me serve you now, as

a daughter and a sister, you two," he

made no mistake in regard to her words

and offer. But he had no need of just

such service as she stood prepared to

render. In his toil he had looked for-

ward to the seasons of adversity, had
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provided for a dark day's disablement
;

and he was able now to smile upon
his mother and on Jacqueline, and to

say,

"I will, indeed, be a brother to you,

and my mother will love you as if you
were her child. But we shall not take

the bread from your mouth to prove it.

Our daughter and our sister in the Lord,

we thank you and love you, Jacqueline.
I know what you have been doing since

I went away. The Lord love you, Jac-

queline ! You will no longer be a stran-

ger and friendless in Meaux, while John

Leclerc and his mother are alive, nay,

as long as a true man or woman lives in

Meaux. Fear not."

" I will not fear," said Jacqueline.

And she sat by the side of the mother

of Leclerc, and thought of her own moth-

er in the heavens, and was tranquil, and

prepared, she said to herself, to walk, if

indeed she must, through the valley of the

shadow of death, and would still fear no

evil.

IX.

STRENGTHENED and inspired by the

scenes of the last three days, Martial

Mazurier began to preach with an enthu-

siasm, bravery, and eloquence unknown

before to his hearers. He threw himself

into the work of preaching, the new rev-

elation of the ancient eternal Truth, with

an ardor that defied authority, that scorn-

ed danger, and with a recklessness that

had its own reward.

Victor Le Roy was his ardent admirer,

his constant follower, his loving friend,

his servant. Day by day this youth was

studying with indefatigable zeal the truths

and doctrines adopted by his teacher. En-

chanted by the wise man's eloquence, al-

ready a convert to the faith he magnified,

he was prepared to follow wherever the

preacher led. The fascination of danger
he felt, and was allured by. Frowning
faces had for him no terrors. He could

defy evil.

Jacqueline and he might be called

most friendly students. Often in the

cool of the day the young man walked

out from Meaux along the country-roads,
and his face was always toward the set-

ting sun, whence towards the east Jac-

queline at that hour would be coming.
The girls were living in the region of

the vineyards now, and among the vines

they worked.

It began to be remarked by some of

their companions how much Jacqueline
Gabrie and the young student from the

city walked together. But the subject of

their discourse, as they rested under the

trees that fringed the river, was not with-

in the range of common speculation ;
far

enough removed from the ordinary use

to which the peasants put their thought
was the thinking of Le Roy and Jacque-
line.

Often Victor went, carefully and with

a student's precision, over the grounds
of Martial's arguments, for the satisfaction

of Jacqueline. Much pride as well as

joy had he in the service
;
for he rev-

erenced his teacher, and feared nothing
so much, in these repetitions, as that this

listener, this animated, thinking, feeling

Jacqueline, should lose anything by his

transmission of the preacher's arguments
and eloquence.
And sometimes, on those special occa-

sions which were now constantly occur-

ring, she walked with him to the town,

and hearkened for herself in the assem-

blages of those who were now one in the

faith.

Elsie looked on and wondered, but did

not jest with Jacqueline, as girls are wont

to jest with one another on such points

as seemed involved in this friendship be-

tween youth and youth, between man
and woman.

Towards the conclusion of the girls'

appointed labor in the vineyard, a week

passed in which Victor Le Roy had not

once come out from Meaux in the direc"-

tion of the setting sun. He knew the

time when the peasants' labor in the vine-

yard would be done
; Jacqueline had told

him
;
and with wonder, and with trouble,

she lived through the days that brought

no word from him.
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At work early and late, Jacqueline
had no opportunity of discovering what

was going on in Meaux. But it chanced,
on the last day of the last week in the

vineyard, tidings reached her: Martial

Mazurier had been arrested, and would

be tried, the rumor said, as John Le-

clerc had been tried ;
and sentence would

be pronounced, doubtless, said conjec-

ture, severe in proportion to the influ-

ence the man had acquired, to the po-

sition he held.

Hearing this, oppressed, troubled, yet

not doubting, Jacqueline determined that

she would go to Meaux that evening,
and so ascertain the truth. She said

nothing to Elsie of her purpose. She

was careful in all things to avoid that

which might involve her companion in

peril in an unknown future
;

but at

nightfall she had made herself ready to

set out for Meaux, when her purpose was

changed in the first steps by the appear-

ing of Victor Le Roy.
He had come to Jacqueline, had but

one purpose in his coming ; yet it was

she who must say,
" Is it true, Victor, that Martial Mazu-

rier is in prison ?
"

His answer surprised her.

"
No, it is not true."

But his countenance did not answer

the glad expression of her face with an

equal smile. His gravity almost com-

municated itself to her. Yet this re-

bound from her recent dismay surely

might demand an opportunity.
" I believe you," said she. " But I was

coming to see if it could be true. It was

hard to believe, and yet it has cost me a

great deal to persuade myself against be-

lief, Victor."
" It will cost you still more, Jacqueline.

Martial Mazurier has recanted."
" He has been in prison, then ?

"

" He has retracted, and is free again,
has denied himself. No more glorious

words from him, Jacqueline, such as we
have heard ! He has sold himself to the

Devil, you see."

" Mazurier ?
"

" Mazurier has thought raiment better

than life. He has believed a man's life

to consist in the abundance of the things

he possesseth," said the youth, bitterly.

He continued, looking steadfastly at Jac-

queline,
"
Probably I must give up the

Truth also. My uncle is dead : must I

not secure my possessions ? for I am
no longer a poor man

;
I cannot afford

to let my life fall into the hands of those*

wolves."

"Mazurier retracted? I cannot be~

lieve it, Victor Le Roy !

"

"
Believe, then, that yesterday the man

was in prison, and to-day he is at large.

Yes, he says that he can serve Jesus

Christ more favorably, more successfully,

by complying with the will of the bishop
and the priests. You see the force of

his argument. If he should be silenced,

or imprisoned long, or his life should be

cut off, he would then be able to preach
no more at all in any way. He only
does not believe that whosoever will save

his life, in opposition to the law of the

everlasting gospel, must lose it."

"
Oh, do you remember what he said

to John, what he prayed in that room ?

Oh, Victor, what does it mean ?
"

"It means what cannot be spoken,

what I dare not say or think."

"Not that we are wrong, mistaken,

Victor?"
"
No, Jacqueline, never ! it can nev-

er mean that! Whatever we may do

with the Truth, we cannot make it false.

We may act like cowards, unworthy, un-

grateful, ignorant ;
but the Truth will re-O ' c i

main, Jacqueline."
"
Victor, you could not desert it."

" How can I tell, Jacqueline ? The last

time I saw Martial Mazurier, he would

have said nobler and more loving words

than I can command. But with my own

eyes I saw him walking at liberty in

streets where liberty for him to walk

could be bought only at an infamous

price."
" Is there such danger for all men who

believe with John Leclerc, and with

with you, Victor ?
"

" Yes. there is danger, such danger."
" Then you must go away. You must
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not stay in Meaux," she said, quickly, in

a low, determined voice.

"
Jacqueline, I must remain in Meaux,"

he answered, as quickly, with flushed face

and flashing eyes. The dignity of con-

scious integrity, and the " fear of fear," a

beholder who could discern the tokens

might have perceived in him.
* "

Oh, then, who can tell ? Did he not

pray that he might not be led into temp-
tation ?

"

"Yes," Victor replied, more troubled

than scornful, "yes, and allowed him-

self to be led at last."

" But if you should go away
"

" Would not that be flying from dan-

ger ?
"
he asked, proudly.

"
Nay, might it not be doing with your

might what you found to do, that you

might not be led into temptation?"
"And you are afraid, that, if I stay

here, I shall yield to them."
lfYou say you are not certain, Victor.

You repeat Mazurier's words."
" Yet shall I remain. No, I will nev-

er run away."
The pride of the young fellow, and the

consternation occasioned by the recreancy
of his superior, his belief in the doctrines

he had confessed with Mazurier, and the

timeserving of the latter, had evidently

thrown asunder the guards of his peace,

and produced a sad state of confusion.

"It were better to run away," said

Jacqueline, not pausing to choose the

word,
" far better than to stay and de-

fy the Devil, and then find that you could

not resist him, Victor. Oh, if we could

go, as Elsie said, back to Domremy,

anywhere away from this cruel Meaux !

"

" Have you, then, gained nothing, Jac-

queline ?
"

"Everything. But to lose it, oh, I

cannot afford that !

"

" Let us stand together, then. Prom-

ise me, Jacqueline," he exclaimed, eager-

ly, as though he felt himself among de-

fences here, with her.
" What shall I promise, Victor ?

"
she

asked, with the voice and the look of one

who is ready for any deed of daring, for

any work of love.

"
I, too, have preached this word."

Her only comment was,
" I know you

preached it well."

" What has befallen others may befall

me."
" Well."

So strongly, so confidently did she

speak this word, that the young man
went on, manifestly influenced by it, hes-

itating no more in his speech.
" May befall me," he repeated.
" ' Whosoever believeth in me, though

he were dead, yet shall he live,'
"
she an-

swered, with lofty voice, repeating the

divine word. " What is our life, that

we should hold it at the expense of his

Truth ? Mazurier was wrong. He can,

never atone for the wrong he has done.'v

" I believe it !

"
exclaimed Victor, with

a brightening countenance. The clouds

of doubt rose from his face and floated

away, as we see the mists ascending from

the heights, when we are so happy as

to live in the wild hill-country.
" You

prize Truth more than life. Stand with

me in this, Jacqueline. Speak of this

Truth as it has come to me. You are all

that I have left. I have lost Mazurier.

Jacqueline, you are a woman, but you nev-

er, yes ! yes ! though I dare not say as

much of myself, I dare say it of you, you
never could have bought your liberty at

such a price as Martial has paid. I know

not how, even with the opportunity, he

will ever gain the courage to speak of

these things again, those great mys-
teries which are hidden from the eyes of

the covetous and worldly and unbeliev-

ing. Promise, stand with me, Jacque-

line, and I will rely on you. Forsake

me not."

"
Victor, has He not said, who can best

say it,
' I will never leave you nor for-

sake you
'
?
"

"
But, Jacqueline, I love you."

Having said these words, the face of

the young man emerged wholly from the

eclipse of the former shadow.
" What is this V

"
said the brave peas-

ant from Domremy, manifestly doubting

whether she had heard aright; and her

clear pure eyes were gazing full on Vic-
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tor Le Roy, actually looking for an ex-

planation of his words.
"

I love you, Jacqueline," he repeated.
" And I do not involve you in danger,

oh, my friend ! Only let me have it to

believe that my life is dear to Jacqueline,
and I shall not be afraid then to lose it,

if that testimony be required of me.

Shall we not stand side by side, soldiers

of Christ, stronger in each other than in

all the world beside ? Shall it not be

so, Jacqueline ? True heart, answer me !

And if you will not love me, at least say,

say you are my friend, you trust me. I

will hold your safety sacred."
" I am your friend, Victor."

%
"
Say my wife, Jacqueline. I honored

you, that you came from Domremy. You
are my very dream of Joan, as brave

and as true as beautiful. Jacqueline, it

is not all for the Truth's sake, but for my
love's sake. Is not our work one, more-

over? Are we not one in heart and

purpose, Jacqueline? You are alone;

let me protect you."
He needed no other answer than he

had while his eyes constantly sought hers.

Her calm look, the dignity and strength

of her composure, assured him of all he

longed to learn, assured him that their

hearts, even as their purposes and faith,

were one."
" But speak one word," he urged.
The word she spoke was,

" I can be

true to you, Victor."

Won hardly by a word: too easily,

you think? She loved the youth, my
friends, and she loved the Truth for which

he dared not say that he could sacrifice

himself.

" We are one, then," said Victor Le

Roy.
" It concerned me above all things

to prove that, Jacqueline. So you shall

have no more to do with these harvest-

fields and vineyards henceforth, except
to eat of the fruits, if God will. You
have borne all the burden and heat of

labor vou shall ever bear. I can sav that.
* *

with God's blessing. We shall sit under

our own vine. Death in one direction

has prepared for life in another. I in-

herit what my uncle can make use of no

longer. We shall look out on our own

fields, our harvests; for I think this

city will keep us no longer than may be

needful. We will go away into Picardy,

and I will show you where our Joan was

a prisoner ;
and we will go back to Dom-

remy, and walk in the places she loved,

and pray God to bless us by that foun-

tain, and in the grave-yard where your
father and mother sleep. Oh, Jacque-

line, is it not all blessed and all fair ?
"

She could hardly comprehend all the

brightness of this vision which Victor Le

Roy would fain bring before her. The

paths he pointed out to her were new
and strange ;

but she could trust him,

could believe that together they might
walk without stumbling.

She had nothing to say of her unfit-

ness, her unworthiness, to occupy the

place to which he pointed. Not a doubt,

not a fear, had she to express. He loved

her, and that she knew
;
and she had no

thought of depreciating his choice, its ex-

cellency or its wisdom. Whatever ex-

cess of wonder she may have felt was

not communicated. How know I that she

marvelled at her lover's choice, though
all the world might marvel?

Then remembering Mazurier, and

thinking of her strength of faith, and

her high-heartedness, he was eager that

Jacqueline should appoint their marriage-

day. And more than he, perhaps, sup-

posed was betrayed by this haste. He
made his words profoundly good. Strong
woman that she was, he wanted her

strength joined to his. He was secretly

disquieted, secretly afraid to trust him-

self, since this defection of Martial Mazu-

rier.

What did hinder them ? They might
be married on Sunday, if she would :

they might go down together to the es

tate, which he must immediately visit.

Through the hurry of thought, and the

agitation of heart, and the rush of seem-

ing impossibilities, he brought out at

length in triumph her consent.

She did consent. It should all be as

he wished. And so they parted outside

that town of Meaux on the fair summer
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evening, plighted lovers, hopeful man
and woman. For them the evening sky
was lovely with the day's last light; for

them the serene stars of night arose.

So they parted under the open sky:

he going forward to the city, strength-

ened and refreshed in faith and holy

courage ; she, adorned with holy hopes

which, never until now had found place

among her visions. Neither was she pre-

pared for them, until he brought them

to a heart which, indeed, could never

be dismayed by the approach and claim

of love.

Love was no strange guest. Fresh and

fair as Zephyrus, he came from the for-

est depths, and she welcomed him, no

stranger, though the breath that bore

him was all heavenly, and his aspiration

was remote from earthly sources. Yes,

she so imagined.

^ She went back to the cottage where

she and Elsie lodged now, to tell Elsie

what had happened, to thankfulness,

to gazing forward into a new world, to

aspiration, expectation, joy, humility,

to wonder, and to praise, to all that

my best reader will perceive must be true

of Jacqueline on this great evening of

her life.

X.

THAT same night Victor Le Roy was

arrested on charge of heresy, arrested

and imprisoned. Watchmen were on the

look-out when the lover walked forward

with triumphant steps to Meaux.
" This fellow also was among the wool-

comber's disciples," said they; and their

successful dealing with Mazurier encour-

aged the authorities to hope that soon all

this evil would be overcome, trampled
in the dust : this impudent insurrection of

thought should certainly be stifled
; youth

and age, high station, low, should be

taught alike of Rome.

Tidings reached Martial Mazurier next

day of what had befallen Victor Le Roy,
and he went instantly to visit him in pris-
on. It was an interview which the ten-

der-hearted officials would have invited,

had he not forestalled them by inviting
himself to the duty. Mazurier had some-

thing to do in the matter of reconciling
his conscience to the part he had taken,
in his recent opportunity to prove him-

self equally a hero with Leclerc. He had

recanted, done evil, in short, that good

might come
;
and was not content with

having done this thing : how should he

be ? Now that his follower was in the

same position, he had but one wish, that

he should follow his example. He did

not, perhaps, entirely ascertain his motive

in this; but it is hardly to be supposed
that Mazurier was so persuaded of the

justice of his course that he desired to

have it imitated by another under the

same circumstances.

No ! he was forever disgraced in his

own eyes, when he remembered the val-

iant John Leclerc
;
and it was not to be

permitted that Victor Le Roy should fol-

low the example of the wool-comber in

preference to that he had given, that

politic, wise, blood -sparing, flesh -loving,

truth -depreciating, God -defrauding ex-

ample.

Accordingly he lost no time in seeking
Victor in his cell. It was the very cell

in which he himself had lately been im-

prisoned. Within those narrow walls

he had meditated, prayed, and made his

choice. There he had stood face to face

with fate, with God, with Jesus, and had

decided not in favor of the flogging,

and the branding, and the glorious in-

famy. There, in spite of eloquence and

fervor and devotion, in spite of all his

past vows and his hopes, he had decided

to take the place and part of a timeserv-

er
;

for he feared disgrace and pain,

and the hissing and scoff' and persecu-

tion, more than he feared the blasting

anger of insulted and forsaken Truth.

He found Victor within his cell, his

bright face not overcast with gloom, his

eyes not betraying doubts, neither disap-

pointed, astonished, nor in deep dejection.

The mood he deemed unfavorable for his

special word, poor, deceived, self-de-

ceiving Mazurier !

He was not merely surprised at these
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indications, he was at a loss. A little

trepidation, doubt, suspicion would have

better suited him. Alas ! and was his

hour the extremity of another's weak-

ness, not in the elevation of another's

spiritual strength ? Once when he preach-
ed the Truth as moved by the Holy Ghost,

it was not to the prudence or the world-

ly wisdom of his hearers he appealed,

but to the higher feelings and the noblest

powers of men. Then he called on them

to praise God by their faith in all that

added to His glory and dominion. But

now his eloquence was otherwise directed,

not full of the old fire and enthusiasm,

not trustful in God, but dependent on

prudence, as though all help were in man.

He had to draw from his own experi-
ence now, things new and old, and was

not, by confession of the result of such ex-

perience, humiliated !

" You are under a mistake," was his

argument.
" You have not gone deep

into these matters
; you have made ac-

quaintance only with the agitated surface

of them." And he proceeded to make

good all this assertion, it was so readily

proven ! He also had been beguiled,

ah, had he not ? He had been beguiled

by the rude eloquence, the insensibility

to pain, the pride of opposition, the pride
of poverty, the pride of a rude nature,

exhibited by John Leclerc.

He acknowledged freely, with a fatal

candor, that, until he came to consider

these things in their true light, when shut

away from all outward influences, until

compelled to quiet meditation beyond the

reach and influence of mere enthusiasm,
he had believed with Leclerc, even as

Victor was believing now. He could

have gone on, who might tell to what
fanatical length ? had it not been for that

fortunate arrest which made a sane man
of him !

Leclerc was not quite in the wrong,
not absolutely, but neither was he, as

Mazurier had once believed, gloriously
in the right. It was clearly apparent to

him, that Victor Le Roy, having now also

like opportunity for calm reflection, would

come to like conclusions.

With such confident prophecy, Mazu-

rier left the young man. His visit was

brief and hurried
;

no duty that could

be waived should call him away from

his friend at such a time
;
but he would

return
; they would speak of this again ;

and he kissed Victor, and blessed him,

and went out to bid the authorities delay

yet before the lad was brought to trial,

for he was confident, that, if left to reflec-

tion, he would come to his senses, and

choose wisely between God and Mam-
mon? Mazurier expressed it in anoth-

er way.

In the street, Elsie Meril heard of Vic-

tor's arrest, and she brought the news

to Jacqueline. They had returned to

Meaux, to their old lodging, and a day
had passed, during which, moment by

moment, his arrival was anticipated. El-

sie went out to buy a gift for Jacqueline,
a bit of fine apparelling which she had

coveted from the moment she knew Jac-

queline should be a bride. She stole

away on her errand without remark, and

came back with the gift, but also with

that which made it valueless, unmention-

able, though it was a costly offering, pur-
chased with the wages of more than a

week's labor in the fields.

It was almost dark when she returned

to Jacqueline. Her friend was sitting

by the window, waiting, not for her;

and when she went in to her, it was silent-

ly, with no mention of her errand or her

love-gift. Quietly she sat down, thank-

ful that the night was falling, waiting for

its darkness before she should speak words

which would make the darkness to be felt.

" He does not come," said Jacqueline,

at length.
" Did you think it was he, when I came

up the stairs ?
"

inquired Elsie, tenderly.
"
Oh, no ! I can tell your step from all

the rest."

"
His, too, I think."

"
Yes, and his, too. My best friends.

Strange, if I could not !

"

"
Oh, Fin glad you said that, Jacque-

line !

"

" My best friends," repeated Jacque-
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line, not merely to please Elsie. Love

had opened wide her heart, and Elsie,

weak and foolish though she might be,

Elsie, her old companion, her playmate,
her fellow-laborer, Elsie, who should be

to her a sister always, and share in her

good-fortune, Elsie had honorable place
there.

" Could anything have happened, Jac-

queline ?
"
said Elsie, trembling : her trem-

ulous voice betrayed it.

"
Oh, I think not," was the answer.

" But he is so fearless, he might have

fallen into into trouble."

" What have you heard, 'Elsie ?
"

This question was quietly asked, but it

struck to the heart of the questioned girl.

Jacqueline suspected ! and yet Jacque-
line asked so calmly ! Jacqueline could

hear it, and yet how could this be de-

clared ?

Her hesitation quickened what was

hardly suspicion into a conviction.

" What have you heard ?
"
Jacqueline

again questioned, not so calmly as be-

fore
;
and yet it was quite calmly, even

to the alarmed ear of Elsie Meril.
"
They have arrested Victor, Jacque-

line."

" For heresy ?
"

" I heard it in the street."

Jacqueline arose, she crossed the

chamber, her hand was on the latch.

Instantly Elsie stood beside her.
" What will you do ? I must go with

you, Jacqueline."
" Where will you go '?

"
said Jacqueline.

" With you. Wait, what is it you
will do? Or, no matter, go on, I will

follow you, and take the danger with

you."
" Is there danger ? For him there is !

and there might be for you, but none

for me. Stay, Elsie. Where shall I go,

in truth ?
"

Yet she opened the door, and began to

descend the stairs even while she spoke ;

and Elsie followed her.

First to the house of the wool-comber.

John was not at home, and his mother

could tell them nothing, had heard noth-

ing of the arrest of Victor. Then to the

place which Victor had pointed out to

her as the home of Mazurier. Mazurier
likewise they failed to find. Where, then,
was the prison of Le Roy's captivity ?

That no man could tell them
;
so they

came home to their lodging at length inO O &
the dark night, there to wait through end-

less-seeming hours for morning.D O

On the Sunday they had chosen for

their wedding-day Mazurier brought word
of Victor to Jacqueline, was really a

messenger, as he announced himself, when
she opened for him the door of her room
in the fourth story of the great lodging-
house. He had come on that day with a

message ;
but it was not in all things in

little beside the love it was meant to prove
the message Victor had desired to con-

vey. In want of more faithful, more

trustworthy messenger, Le Roy sent word

by this man of his arrest, and bade Jac-

queline pray for him, and come to him, if

that were possible. He desired, he said,

to serve his Master, and, of all things,

sought the Truth.

To go to the prisoner, Mazurier assur-

ed Jacqueline, was impossible, but she

might send a message ; indeed, he was

here to serve his dear friends. Ah, poor

girl, did she trust the man by whom she

sent into a prison words like these V

" Hold fast to the faith that is in you,
Victor. Let nothing persuade you that

you have been mistaken. We asked for

light, it was given us, let us walk in

it
;
and no matter where it leads, since

the light is from heaven. Do not think

of me, nor of yourself, but only of

Jesus Christ, who said, 'Whosoever would

save his life shall lose it.'
"

Mazurier took this message. What did

he do with it ? He tossed it to the winds.

A week after, Le Roy was brought to

trial, and recanted; and so recanting,

was acquitted and set at liberty.

Mazurier supposed that he meant all

kindly in the exertion he made to save

his friend. He would never have ceased

from self-reproach, had he conveyed the

words of Jacqueline to Victor, for the

effect of those words he could clearly fore-
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see. And so far from attempting to bring
about an interview between the pair, he

would have striven to prevent it, had he

seen a probability that it would be allow-

ed. He set little value on such words as

Jacqueline spoke, when her conscience

and her love rose up against each other.

The words she had committed to him he

could account for by no supposition ac-

ceptable and reasonable to him. There

was something about the girl he did not

understand
;
she was no fit guide for a

man who had need of clear judgment,
when such a decision was to be made as

the court demanded of Le Roy.

Elsie Meril, between hope and fear,

was dumb in these days ;
but her pres-

ence and her tenderness, though not he-

roic in action nor wise in utterance, had

a value of which neither she nor Jacque-

line was fully aware.

"When Jacqueline learned the issue of

the trial, and that Victor had falsified his

faith, her first impulse was to fly, that she

might never see his face again. For, the

instant she heard his choice, her heart

told her what she had been hoping dur-

ing these days of suspense. She had tri-

ed to see Martial Mazurier, but without

success, since he conveyed, or promised
to convey, her message to the prisoner.

Of purpose he had avoided her. He

guessed what strength she would by this

time have attained, and he was determin-

ed to save both to each other, though it

might be against their will.

XI.

VICTOR I'E ROY'S first endeavor, on

being liberated, was of course to find

Jacqueline ? Not so. That was far from

his first design. His impulse was to avoid

the girl he had dared to love. Mazurier

had, indeed, conveyed to his mind an im-

pression that would have satisfied him, if

anything of this character could do so.

But this was impossible. The secret of

his disquiet was far too profound for such

easy removal.

He had not in himself the witness

that he had fulfilled the will of God. He
was disquieted, humiliated, wretched. He
could not think of Leclerc, nor upon his

protestations, except with shame and re-

morse, remorse, already. In his heart,

in spite of the impression Mazurier had

contrived to convey, he believed not that

Jacqueline would bless him to such work

as he could henceforth perform, no lon-

ger a free man, no longer possessed of

liberty of speech and thought.

He had no sooner renounced his liber-

ty than he became persuaded, by an over-

whelming reasoning, as he had never been

convinced before, of the pricelessness of

that he had sacrificed. When he went

from the court-room, from the presence
of his judges, he was not a free man,

though the dignitaries called him so.

Martial Mazurier walked arm in arm

with him, but the world was a den of

horrors, a blackened and accursed world,

to the young man who came from prison,

free to use his freedom as the priests

directed !

He went home from the prison with

Mazurier. The world had conquered.
Love had conquered, Love, that in the

conquest felt itself disgraced. He had

sold the divine, he had received the hu-

man: it was the old pottage speculation

over again. This privilege of liberty from

his dungeon had looked so fair ! but now

it seemed so worthless ! This prospect of

life so priceless in contemplation of its

loss, oh, the beggar who crept past him

was an enviable man, compared with

young Victor Le Roy, the heir of love

and riches, the heir of liberty and life !

Yes, he went home with Mazurier.

Where else should he go ? Congratula-

tions attended him. He was compelled

to receive them with a countenance not

too sombre, and a grace not all thank-

less, or or they would say it was of

cowardice he had saved his precious body
from the sentence of the judges, and giv-

en his precious LIFE up to the sentence

of the JUDGE.

Yes, Martial took him home. There

they might talk at leisure of those things,
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and ask a blessing on the testimony of

Jesus, made and kept by them !

Victor Le Roy was too proud to com-

plain now. He assented to all the preach-
er's sophistry. He allowed himself to be

cheered. But this was no such evening
as had been spent in the room of the wool-

comber, when Leclerc's voice, strong, even

through his weakness, called on God, and

blessed and praised Him, and the spirit

conquered the flesh gloriously, the old

mother of Leclerc sharing his joy, as she

had also shared his anguish. Here was

no Jacqueline to say to Victor,
" Thou

hast done well !
'

Glory be to Jesus

Christ, and His witnesses!'"

Mazurier thanked God for the deliver-

ance of His servant ! He dedicated him-

self and Victor anew to the service of

Truth, which they had shrunk from de-

fending ! And his eloquence and fervor

seemed to stamp the words with sincerity.

He seemed not in the least to suspect or

fear himself.

With Victor Le Roy such self-decep-

tion, such sophistry, was simply impossi-

ble.

Not of purpose did he meet Jacqueline
that night. She had heard that Le Roy
was at liberty, and alone now she applied
at the door of Martial Mazurier for ad-

mittance, but in vain. The master had

signified that his evening was not to be

interrupted. Therefore she returned, from

waiting near his door, to the street where

she and Elsie lived.

Should her woman's pride have led her

to her lofty lodging, and kept her there

without a sign, till Victor himself came

seeking; her ? She knew nothing of suchO C>

pride, but much of love; and her love

took her back to the post where she had

waited many an hour since that disastrous

arrest: she would wait there till morning,O*
if she must, at least, till one should en-

ter, or come forth, who might tell her of

Victor Le Roy.
The light in the preacher's study she

could see from the door-step in a court-

yard where she waited. Should Mazu-
rier come with Victor, she would let them

pass ;
but if Victor came alone, she had

a right to speak.

It was after midnight when the student

came down from the preacher's study.
She heard his voice when the door open-

ed, by the street-lamp saw his face.

And she recognized also the voice of Ma-

zurier, who, till the last moment of sepa-

ration, seemed endeavoring to dissuade

his friend from leaving him that night.

He heard footsteps following him, as

he passed along the pavement, observed

that they gained on him. And could it

be any other than Jacqueline who touch-

ed his arm, and whispered,
" Victor

"
?

His fast-beating heart told him it was

she. He took her hand, and drew it with-

in his arm, and looked upon her face,

the face of his Jacqueline.
" Now where ?

"
said he. " It is late.

It is after midnight. Why are you alone

in the street ?
"

"
Waiting for you, Victor. I heard

you were at liberty, and I supposed you
were with him. I was safe."

"
Yes, for you fear nothing. That is

the only reason. You knew I was with

the preacher, Jacqueline. Why ? Be-

cause because I am with him, of

course."
"
Yes," she said. " I heard it was so,

Victor."
"
Strange ! strange ! is it not ? A

prison is a better place to learn the truth

than the pure air of liberty, it seems,"

said he, bitterly.
" What is that ?

"
she asked. She seem-

ed not to understand his meaning.
"
Nothing. I am acquitted of heresy,

you know. It seems, what we talked so

bravely meant nothing. Oh, I am safe,

now !

"

"It was to preach none the less, to

hold the truth none the less. But if

he lost his life, there was an end of all
;

or if he lost his liberty, it was as bad.

But he would keep both, and serve God

so," said Jacqueline.
"
Yes," cried Victor,

"
precisely what

he said. I have said the same, you
think ?

"

"If you are quite clear that Leclerc
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and the rest of us are all wrong, Vic-

tor."

"
Jacqueline !

"

"What is it, Victor?"
" ' The rest of us/ you say. "What would

you have done in my place ?
"

" God knows. I pretend not to know

anything more."
" But ' the rest of us/ you said. You

think that you at least are with Le-

clerc ?
"

" That was the truth you taught me,

Victor. But I have not yet been tri-

ed."

" That is safe to say. What makes you

speak so prudently, Jacqueline ? Why
do you not declare,

'

Though all men de-

ny Thee, yet will I never deny Thee '

'?

Ah, you have not been tried ! You are

not yet in danger of the judgment, Jac-

queline !

"

" Do not speak so
; you frighten me

;

it is not like you. How can I tell ? I

do not know but in this retirement, in this

thought you have been compelled to. you
have obtained more light than any one

can have until he comes to just such a

place."
"
Ah, Jacqueline, why not say to me

what you are thinking ? Have you lost

your courage ? Say,
' Thou hast not lied

unto men, but unto God."

"No, oh, no! How could I say it,

my poor Victor ? How do you know ?
"

"
Surely you cannot know, as you say.

But from where you stand, that is what

you are thinking. Jacqueline, confess !

If you should speak your mind, it would

be,
' Thou hast not lied unto men, but un-

to God, poor coward !

'

Oh, Jacqueline,
Mazurier may deceive himself! I speak
not for him

;
but what will you do with

your poor Victor, my poor Jacqueline ?
"

She did not linger in the answer, she

did not sob or tremble, he was by her

side.

" Love him to the end. As He, when
He loved His own."

" Your own, poor girl ? No, no !

"

" You gave yourself to me," she an-

swered straightway, with resolute firm-

ness clinging to the all she had.

" I was a man then," he answered.
" But I will never give a liar and a cow-

ard to Jacqueline Gabrie. Everything
but myself, .Jacqueline ! Take the old

woi'ds, and the old memory. But for this

outcast, him you shall forget. My God !

thou hast not brought this brave girl from

Domremy, and lighted her heart with a

coal from Thine altar, that she should

turn from Thee to me ! If you love a

liar and a coward, Jacqueline, you can-

not help yourself, he will make you one,

too. And what I loved you for was your
truth and purity and courage. I have

given you a treasure which was greater
than I could keep. Where is it that you
live now, Jacqueline ? I am not yet such

a poltroon that I am afraid to conduct

you. I think that I should have the cour-

age to protect you to-night, if you were

in any immediate danger. Come, lead

the way."
"
No," said Jacqueline.

" I am not

going home. I could not sleep ;
and a

roof over my head any save God's

heaven would suffocate me, I be-

lieve."

"Go, then, as you will. But where?"

Jacqueline did not answer, but walked

quietly on
;
and so they passed beyond

the city-borders to the river-bank, far

away into the country, through the fields,

under the light of stars and of the waning
moon.

" If I had been true !

"
said Victor,

" if I had not listened to him ! But him I

will not blame. For why should I blame

him ? Am I an idiot ? And his influ-

ence could not have prevailed, had I not

so chosen, when I stood before my judges
and they questioned me. No, I acquit
Mazurier. Perhaps what I have denied

never appeared to him so glorious as it

did once to me
;
and so he was guiltless at

least of knowing what it was I did. But

I knew. And I could not have been de-

ceived for a moment. No, I think it

impossible that for a moment I should

have been deceived. They would have

made a notable example of me, Jacque-
line. I am rich, I am a student. Oh,

yes ! Jesus Christ may die for me, and I
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accept the benefit
;
but when it comes

to suffering for His sake, you could not

have expected that of such a poltroon,

Jacqueline ! We may look for it in brave

men like Leclerc, whose very living de-

pends on their ability to earn their bread,

to earn it by daily sweat
;
but men

who need not toil, who have leisure and

education, of course you would not ex-

pect such testimony to the truth of Jesus

from them ! Bishop Briconnet recants,

and Martial Mazurier; and Victor Le

Roy is no braver man, no truer man
than these !

"

With bitter shame and self-scorning he

spoke. Poor Jacqueline had not a word

to say. She sat beside him. She would

help him bear his cross. Heavy-laden as

he, she awaited the future, saying, in the

silence of her spirit's dismal solitude,
"
Oh,

teach us ! Oh, help us !

" But she called

not on any name
;
her prayer went out

in search of a God whom in that hour

she knew not. The dark cloud and shad-

ow of Satan that overshadowed him was

also upon her.

" Mazurier is coming in the morning
to. take me with him, Jacqueline," said

Victor. " We are to make a journey."
" What is it, Victor ?

"
she asked, qui-

etlv.
/

There was nothing left for her but pa-

tience, that she clearly saw, nothing
but patience, and quiet enduring of the

will of God.
" He is afraid of me, or of himself,

or of both, I believe. He thinks a change
of scene would be good for both of us,

poor lepers that we are."

" I must go with you, Victor Le Roy,"
said the resolute Jacqueline.

" Wherefore ?
"

asked he.

"
Because, when you were strong and

happy, that was your desire, Victor
;
and

now that you are sick and sorrowing, I

will not give you to another : no ! not to

Mazurier, nor to any one that breathes,

except myself, to whom you belong."
" I must stay here in Meaux, then ?

"

" That depends upon yourself, Vic-

tor."

" We were to have been married. We

were going to look after our estate, now
that the hard summer and the hard years
of work are ended."

"
Yes, Victor, it was so."

" But I will not wrong you. You were

to be the wife of Victor Le Roy. You
are his widow, Jacqueline. For you do

not think that he lives any longer ?
"

" He lives, and he is free ! If he has

sinned, like Peter even, he weeps bitter-

ly."

"Like Peter ? Peter denied his Lord.

But he did weep, as you say, bitterly.

Peter confessed again."
"And none served the Master with

truer heart or greater courage afterward.

Victor, you remember."
" Even so, oh, Jacqueline !

"

" Victor ! Victor ! it was only Judas

who hanged himself."

"
Come, Jacqueline !

"

She arose and went with him. At dawn

they were married. Love did lead and
save them.

I see two youthful students studying
one page. I see two loving spirits walk-

ing through thick darkness. Along the

horizon flicker the promises of day. They
say,

" O Holy Ghost, hast thou forsaken

thine own temples ?
" Aloud they cry to

God.

I see them wandering among Domre'-

my woods and meadows, around the

castle of Picardy, talking of Joan. I

see them resting by the graves they find

in two ancient villages. I see them walk

in sunny places ; they are not called to

toil
; they may gather all the blossoms

that delight their eyes. Their love grows

beyond childhood, does not die before

it comes to love's best estate. Happy
bride and bridegroom ! But I see them

as through a cloud whose fair hues are

transient.

From the meadow-lands and the vine-

yards and the dark forests of the moun-

tains, from study and from rest, I see

them move with solemn faces and calm

steps. Brave lights are in their eyes, and

flowers that are immortal they carry in
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their hands. No distillation can exhaust

the fragrance of those blooms.

What dost thou here, Victor ? What
dost thou here, Jacqueline ?

This is the place of prisons. Here they

light again, as they have often lighted,

torch and fagot ;
life must pay the cost !

Angry crowds and hooting multitudes love

this dreary square. Oh, Jacqueline and

Yictor, what is this I behold ?

They come together from their prison,

hand in hand. " The testimony of Je-

sus !

" Stand back, Mazurier ! Retire,

Briconnet! Here is not your place,

this is not your hour ! Yet here incendi-

aries fire the temples of the Holy Ghost !

The judges do not now congratulate.

Jacqueline waits not now at midnight for

the coming of Le Roy. Bride and bride-

groom, there they stand
; they face the

world to give their testimony.

And a woman's voice, almost I deem
the voice of Elsie Meril, echoes the moth-

er's cry that followed John Leclerc when
he fought the beasts at Meaux,

" Blessed be Jesus Christ, and His wit-

nesses."

So of the Truth were they borne up
that day in a blazing chariot to meet their

Lord in the air, to be forever with their

Lord.

ON A MAGNOLIA-FLOWER.

MEMORIAL of my former days,

Magnolia, as I scent thy breath,

And on thy pallid beauty gaze,
I feel not far from death !

So much hath happened ! and so much
The tomb hath claimed of what was mine !

Thy fragrance moves me with a touch

As from a hand divine :

So many dead ! so many wed !

Since first, by this Magnolia's tree,

I pressed a gentle hand and said,

A word no more for me !

Lady, who sendest from the South

This frail, pale token of the past,

I press the petals to my mouth,
And sigh as 'twere my last.

Oh, love, we live, but many fell !

The world 's a wreck, but we survive !

Say, rather, still on earth we dwell,

But gray at thirty-five !
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SOME NOTES ON SHAKSPEARE.

IN 1849, the discovery by Mr. Payne
Collier of a copy of the Works of Shak-

speare, known as the folio of 1632, with

manuscript notes and emendations of the

same or nearly the same date, created a

great and general interest in the world

of letters.

The marginal notes were said to be in

a handwriting not much later than the

period when the volume came from the

press ;
and Shakspearian scholars and

students of Shakspeare, and the far more

numerous class, lovers of Shakspeare,
learned and unlearned, received with re-

spectful eagerness a version of his text

claiming a date so near to the lifetime

of the master that it was impossible to

resist the impression that the alterations

came to the world with only less weight
of authority than if they had been un-

doubtedly his own.

The general satisfaction of the literary

world in the treasure-trove was but little

alloyed by the occasional cautiously ex-

pressed doubts of some caviller at the au-

thenticity of th'e newly discovered " curi-

osity of literature"; the daily newspa-

pers made room in their crowded col-

umns for extracts from the volume
;
the

weekly journals put forth more elaborate

articles on its history and contents
;
and

the monthly and quarterly reviews be-

stowed their longer and more careful

criticism upon the new readings of that

text, to elucidate which has been the de-

vout industry of some of England's rip-

est scholars and profoundest thinkers
;

while the actors, not to be behindhand

in a study especially concerning their

vocation, adopted with more enthusiasm

than discrimination some of the new

readings, and showed a laudable ac-

quaintance with the improved version,

by exchanging undoubtedly the better

for the worse, upon the authority of Mr.

Collier's folio, soon after the publication
of which I had the ill-fortune to hear a

popular actress destroy the effect and

meaning of one of the most powerful pas-

sages in "Macbeth" by substituting the

new for the old reading of the line,-

" What beast was it, then,
That made you break this enterprise to

me?"

The cutting antithesis of " What least"

in retort to her husband's assertion,
"

I

dare do all that may become a man" Avas

tamely rendered by the lady, in obedi-

ence to Mr. Collier's folio,
" What boast

was it, then," a change that any one

possessed of poetical or dramatic percep-
tion would have submitted to upon noth-

ing short of the positive demonstration of

the author's having so written the pas-

sage.

Opinions were, indeed, divided as to

the intrinsic merit of the emendations or

alterations. Some of the new readings
were undoubted improvements, some were

unimportant, and others again were be-

yond all controversy inferior to the es-

tablished text of the passages ;
and it

seemed not a little difficult to reconcile

the critical acumen and poetical insight

of many of the corrections with the fee-

bleness and prosaic triviality of others.

Again, it was observed by those con-

versant with the earlier editions, especial-

ly with the little read or valued Oxford

edition, that a vast number of the pas-

sages given as emendations in Mr. Col-

lier's folio were precisely the same in

Hanmer's text. Indeed, it seems not a

little remarkable that neither Mr. Collier

nor his opponents have thought it worth

their while to state that nearly half, and

that undoubtedly the better half, of the

so-called new readings are to be found

in the finely printed, but little esteemed,

text of the Oxford Shakspeare. If, in-

deed, these corrections now come to us

with the authority of a critic but little

removed from Shakspeare's own time, it

is remarkable that Sir Thomas Han-

mer's, or rather Mr. Theobald's, ingenui-

ty should have forestalled the fiat of Mr.
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Colliers folio in so many instances. On
the other hand, it may have been judged

by others besides a learned editor of

Shakspeare from whom I once heard the

remark, that the fact of the so-called new

readings being many of them in Howe

and Hanmer, and therefore well known

to the subsequent editors of Shakspeare,

who nevertheless did not adopt them,

proved that in their opinion they were

of little value and less authority. But,

says Mr. Collier, inasmuch as they are

in the folio of 1632, which I now give

to the world, they are of authority para-

mount to any other suggestion or correc-

tion that has hitherto been made on the

text of Shakspeare.
Thus stood the question in 1853. How

stands it in 1860 ? After a slow, but grad-

ual process of growth and extension of

doubt and questionings, more or less cal-

culated to throw discredit on the author-

ity of the marginal notes in the folio,

the volume being subjected to the careful

and competent examination of certain

officers of the library of the British Mu-

seum, the result seems to threaten a

considerable reduction in the supposed

value^
of the authority which the public

was called upon to esteem so highly.

The ink in which the annotations are

made has been subjected to chemical

analysis, and betrays, under the charac-

ters traced in it, others made in pencil,

which are pronounced by some persons
of a more modern date than the letters

which have been traced over them.

Here at present the matter rests. Much

angry debate has ensued between the

various gentlemen interested in the con-

troversy, Mr. Collier not hesitating to

suggest that pencil-marks in imitation of

his handwriting had been inserted in the

volume, and a fly-leaf abstracted from

it, while in the custody of Messrs. Hamil-

ton and Madden of the British Museum
;

while the replies of these gentlemen
would go towards establishing that the

corrections are forgeries, and insinuating
that they are forgeries for which Mr. Col-

lier is himself responsible.

While the question of the antiquity

and authority of these marginal notes re-

mains thus undecided, it may not be amiss

to apply to them the mere test of com-

mon sense in order to determine upon
their intrinsic value, to the adequate esti-

mate of which all thoughtful readers of

Shakspeare must be to a certain degree

competent.
The curious point, of whose they are,

may test the science of decipherers of pal-

impsest manuscripts; the more weighty

one, of what they are worth, remains, as

it was from the first, a matter on which

every student of Shakspeare may arrive

at some conclusion for himself. And, in-

deed, to this ground ofjudgment Mr. Col-

lier himself appeals, in his preface to the

"Notes and Emendations," in no less

emphatic terms than the following :

" As Shakspeare was especially the poet

of common life, so he was emphatically

the poet of common sense
;
and to the

verdict of common sense I am willing to

submit all the more material alterations

recommended on the authority before

me."

I take " The Tempest," the first play in

Mr. Collier's volume of " Notes and Emen-

dations," and, while bestowing my prin-

cipal attention on the inherent worth of

the several new readings, shall point out

where they tally exactly with the text of

the Oxford edition, because that circum-

stance has excited little attention in the

midst of the other various elements of in-

terest in the controversy, and also be-

cause I have it in my power to give

from a copy of that edition in my pos-

session some passages corrected by John

and Charles Kemble, who brought to

the study of the text considerable knowl-

edge of it and no inconsiderable ability

for poetical and dramatic criticism.

In the first scene ofthe first act of" The

Tempest
" Mr. Collier gives the line,

" Good Boatswain, have care,"

adding, "It may be just worth remark,
that the colloquial expression is have a

care, and a is inserted in the margin of

the corrected folio, 1632, to indicate,

VOL. VI. 19
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probably, that the poet so wrote it, or, at

all events, that the actor so delivered it.

In the copy of Hanmer in my posses-

sion the a is also inserted in the mar-

gin, upon the authority of one of the emi-

nent actors above mentioned.

SCENE II.

' The sky, it seems, would pour down stinking

pitch,

But that the sea, mounting to the welkin's

cheek,
Dashes the fire out."

The manuscript corrector of the folio,

1632, has substituted heat for "cheek,"

which appears to me an alteration of no

value whatever. Shakspeare was more

likely to have written cheek than heat;

for elsewhere he uses the expression,
" Heaven's face,"

" the welkin's face,"

and, though irregular, the expression is

poetical.

At Miranda's exclamation,

" A brave vessel,

Who had no doubt some noble creature in

her,

Dash'd all to pieces,"

Mr. Collier does Theobald the justice to

observe, that he, as well as the corrector of

the folio, 1632, adds the necessary letter s

to the word "
creature," making the plural

substantive agree with her other exclama-

tion of,
" Poor souls, they perished !

"

Where Mr. Collier, upon the authority

of his folio, substitutes prevision for "pro-
vision

"
in the lines of Prospero,

" The direful spectacle of the wreck
**

I have with such provision in mine art

So safely ordered," etc.,

I do not agree to the value of the change.
It is very true that prevision means the

foresight that his art gave him, but pro-

vision implies the exercise of that fore-

sight or prevision ;
it is therefore better,

because more comprehensive.
Mr. Collier's folio gives as an improve-

ment upon Malone and Steevens's read-

ing of the passage,
" And thy father

Was Duke of Milan
;
and his only heir

A princess; no worse issued,"

the following :

" And thy father

Was Duke of Milan, thou his only heir

And princess no worse issued."

Supposing the folio to be ingenious rath-

er than authoritative, the passage, as it

stands in Hanmer, is decidedly better,

because clearer :

" And thy father

Was Duke of Milan, thou, his only heir

A princess no worse issued."

In the next passage, given as emend-

ed by the folio, we have what appears to

me one bad and one decidedly good al-

teration from the usual reading, which,
in all the editions given hitherto, has left

the meaning barely perceptible through
the confusion and obscurity of the expres-
sion.

" He being thus lorded,

Not only with what my revenue yielded,
1 But what my power might else exact,

like one

Who having unto truth by telling of it

Made such a sinner of his memory
To credit his own lie, he did believe

He was indeed the Duke."

The folio says,

" He being thus loaded."

And to this change I object: the mean-

ing was obvious before
;

" lorded
"
stands

clearly enough here for made lord of or

over, etc.
;
and though the expression is

unusual, it is less prosaic than the pro-

posed word loaded. But in the rest of

the passage the critic of the folio does im-

mense service to the text, in reading
" Like one

Who having to untruth by telling of it

Made such a sinner of his memory
TO credit his own lie. he did believe

He was indeed the Duke."

This change carries its own authority in

its manifest good sense.

Of the passage,
"
Whereon,

A treacherous army levied, one midnight

Fated to the purpose, did Antonio open

The gates of Milan, and in the dead of dark-

ness

The ministers for the purpose hurried thence

Me and thy crying self,"

Mr. Collier says that the iteration of the
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word "
purpose," in the fourth line, after

its employment in the second, is a blem-

ish, which his folio obviates by substituting

the word practice in the first line. I think

this a manifest improvement, though not

an important one.

Mr. Collier gives Rowe the credit of

having altered "butt" to boat, and "have

quit it
"
to had quit it, in the lines,

" Where they prepar'd
A rotten carcase of a butt not rigg'd,

Nor tackle, sail, nor mast, the very rats

Instinctively have quit it."

Adding, that in both changes he is sup-

ported by the corrector of the folio, 1632.

Hanmer gives the passage exactly as the

latter, and as Rowe does.

We now come to the stage-directions

in the folio, to which Mr. Collier gives, I

think, a most exaggerated value. He

says, that, where Prospero says,
" Lend thy hand

And pluck my magic garment from me, so

Lie there, my art,"

the words,
"
Lay it down," are written over

against the passage. Now this really seems

a very unnecessary direction, inasmuch

as the text very clearly indicates that

Prospero lays down as well as plucks off

his "magic garment," unless we are to

suppose Miranda holding it over her arm
till he resumes it. But still less do I

agree with Mr. Collier in thinking the

direction,
" Put on robe again," at the

passage beginning, "Now I arise," any

extraordinary accession to the business,

as it is technically called, of the scene :

for I do not think that his resuming his

magical robe was in any way necessary
to account for the slumber which over-

comes Miranda,
" in spite of her interest

in her father's story," and which Mr. Col-

lier says the commentators have endeav-

ored to account for in various ways ;
but

putting
" because of her interest in her fa-

ther's story," instead of " in spite of," I feel

none of the difficulty which beset the com-

mentators, and which Mr. Collier conjures

by the stage-direction which makes Pros-

pero resume his magic robe at a certain

moment in order to put his daughter to

sleep. Worthy Dr. Johnson, who was not

among the puzzled commentators on this

occasion, suggests, very agreeably to com-

mon sense, that "
Experience proves that

any violent agitation of the mind easily

subsides in slumber." But Mr. Collier

says, the Doctor gives this very reason-

able explanation of Miranda's sleep only
because he was not acquainted with the

folio stage-direction about Prospero's coat,

and knew no better. Now we are ac-

quainted with this important addition to

the text, and yet know no better than to

agree with Doctor Johnson, that Miran-

da's slumbers were perfectly to be ac-

counted for without the coat. Mr. Col-

lier does not seem to know that a deeper
and heavier desire to sleep follows upon
the overstrained exercise of excited atten-

tion than on the weariness of a dull and

uninteresting appeal to it.

But let us consider Shakspeare's text,

rather than the corrector's additions, for

a moment. Within reach of the wild wind

and spray of the tempest, though shelter-

ed from their fury, Miranda had watched

the sinking ship struggling with the mad

elements, and heard when " rose from sea

to sky the wild farewell." Amazement
and pity had thrown her into a paroxysm
of grief, which is hardly allayed by her

father's assurance, that " there's no harm

done." After this terrible excitement

follows the solemn exordium to her fa-

ther's story,
" The hour's now come

;

The very minute bids thee ope thine ear.

Obey and be attentive."

The effort she calls upon her memory to

make to recover the traces of her earliest

impressions of life, the strangeness of

the events unfolded to her, the duration

of the recital itself, which is considerable,

and, above all, the poignant personal in-

terest of its details, are quite sufficient to

account for the sudden utter prostration

of her overstrained faculties and feelings,

and the profound sleep that falls on the

young girl. Perhaps Shakspeare knew

this, though his commentators, old and

new, seem not to have done so
;
and with-

out a professed faith, such as some of us

moderns indulge in, in the mysteries of
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magnetism, perhaps tie believed enough
in the magnetic force of the superior phys-

ical as well as mental power of Prospe-

ro's nature over the nervous, sensitive,

irritable female organization of his child

to account for the "I know thou canst

not choose
"
with which he concludes his

observation on her drowsiness, and his

desire that she will not resist it. The

magic gown may, indeed, have been

powerful, but hardly more so, we think,

than the nervous exhaustion which, com-

bined with the authoritative will and eyes

of her lord and father, bowed down the

child's drooping eyelids in profoundest

sleep.

The strangest of all Mr. Collier's com-

ments upon this passage, however, is that

where he represents Miranda as, up to a

certain point of her father's story, remain-

ing
"
standing eagerly listening by his

side." This is not only gratuitous, but ab-

solutely contrary to Shakspeare's text,

a greater authority, I presume, than even

that of the annotated folio. Prospero's

words to his daughter, when first he be-

gins the recital of their sea-sorrow, are,

"
Sit down!

For thou must now know further."

Does Mr. Collier's folio reject this read-

ing of the first line ? or does he suppose

that Miranda remained standing, in spite

of her father's command? Moreover,
when he interrupts his story with the

words, "Now I arise," he adds, to his

daughter,
" Sit still," which clearly indi-

cates both that she was seated and that

she was about to rise (naturally enough)
when her father did. We say,

" Sit

doiun" to a person who is standing ;

and,
" Sit st<ill" to a person seated who

is about to rise
;
and in all these minute

particulars, the simple text of Shakspeare,
if attentively followed, gives every neces-

sary indication of his intention with re-

gard to the attitudes and movements of

the persons on the stage in this scene;

and the highly commended stage -direc-

tions of the folio are here, therefore, per-

fectly superfluous.

The next alteration in the received

text is a decided improvement. In

speaking of the royal fleet dispersed by
the tempest, Ariel says,

"
They all have met again,

And are upon the Mediterranean flole

Bound sadly home for Naples";

for which Mr. Collier's folio substitutes,
"
They all have met again,

And all upon the Mediterranean float,

Bound sadly back to Naples."

Mr. Collier notices, that the improve-
ment of giving the lines,

" Abhorred slave,

Which any print of goodness will not take,"

to Prospero, instead of Miranda, dates as

far back as Dryden and Davenant's al-

teration of " The Tempest," from which

he says Theobald and others copied it.

The corrected folio gives its authority
to the lines of the song,

" Foot it featly here and there,

And, sweet sprites, the burden bear,"

which stands so in Hanmer, and, indeed,

is the usually received arrangement of the

song.

This is the last corrected passage in

the first act, in the course of which Mr.

Collier gives us no fewer than sixteen, al-

tered, emended, and commented upon in

his folio. Many of the emendations are

to be found verbatim in the Oxford and

subsequent editions, and three only ap-

pear to us to be of any special value,

tried by the standard of common sense,

to which we agreed, on Mr. Collier's in-

vitation, to refer them.

The line in Prospero's threat to Cali-

ban,
"

I'll rack thee with old cramps,
Fill all thy bones with aches, make thee

roar,"

occasioned one of Mr. John Kemble's

characteristic differences with the public,

who objected, perhaps not without reason,

to hearing the word " aches
"
pronoun-

ced as a dissyllable, although the line im-

peratively demands it; and Shakspeare
shows that the word was not unusually so

pronounced, as he introduces it with the

same quantity in the prose dialogue of

" Much Ado about Nothing," and makes

it the vehicle of a pun which certainly

argues that it was familiar to the public
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ear as ache and not dke. When Hero
asks Beatrice, who complains that she is

sick, what she is sick for, a hawk, a

hound, or a husband, Beatrice replies,

that she is sick for or of that which

begins them all, an ache, an H. Indeed,

much later than Shakspeare's day the

word was so pronounced ;
for Dean Swift,

in the "
City Shower," has the line,

" Old aches throb, your hollow tooth will

rage."

The opening of this play is connected

with my earliest recollections. In look-

ing down the " dark backward and abysm
of time," to the period when I was but

six years old, my memory conjures up a

vision of a stately drawing-room on the

ground-floor of a house, doubtless long
since swept from the face of the earth by
the encroaching tide of new houses and

streets that has submerged every trace of

suburban beauty, picturesqueness, or ru-

ral privacy in the neighborhood of Lon-

don, converting it all by a hideous process
of assimilation into more London, till Lon-

t

don seems almost more than England canO

carry.

But in those years,
"
long enough ago,"

to which I refer, somewhere between

Lea and Blackheath, stood in the midst

of well-kept grounds a goodly mansion,
which held this pleasant room. It was

always light and cheerful and warm, for

the three windows down to the broad

gravel-walk before it faced south
;
and

though the lawn was darkened just in

front of them by two magnificent yew-
trees, the atmosphere of the room itself,

in its silent, sunny loftiness, was at once

gay and solemn to my small imagination
and senses, much as the interior of

Saint Peter's of Rome has been since to

them. Wonderful, large, tall jars of pre-
cious old china stood in each window, and

my nose was just on a level with the wide

necks, whence issued the mellowest smell

of fragrant pot-pourri. Into this room,
with its great crimson curtains and deep
crimson carpet, in which my feet seemed

to me buried, as in woodland moss, I used

to be brought for recompense of having

been "very good," and there I used to

find a lovely-looking lady, who was to me
the fitting divinity of this shrine of pleas-

ant awfulness. She bore a sweet Italian

diminutive for her Christian name, added

to one of the noblest old ducal names of

Venice, which was that of her family.

I have since known that she was at-

tached to the person of, and warmly per-

sonally attached to, the unfortunate Caro-

line of Brunswick, Princess of Wales,
then only unfortunate

;
so that I can

now guess at the drift of much sad and

passionate talk with indignant lips and

tearful eyes, of which the meaning was

then of course incomprehensible to me,
but which I can now partly interpret by
the subsequent history of that ill-used and

ill-conducted lady.

The face of my friend with the great

Venetian name was like one of Giorgi-

one's pictures, of that soft and mellow

colorlessness that recalls the poet's line,

" E smarrisce '1 bel volto in quel colore

Che non e pallidezza, ma candore,"

or the Englishman's version of the same

thought,

" Her face, oh, call it fair, not pale !
"

It seemed to me, as I remember it, cream-

colored; and her eyes, like clear water

over brown rocks, where the sun is shin-

ing. But though the fair visage was like

one of the great Venetian master's por-

traits, her voice was purely English, low,

distinct, full, and soft, and in this en-

chanting voice she used to tell me the

story of the one large picture which adorn-

ed the room.

Over and over again, stt my importu-

nate beseeching, she told it, sometimes

standing before it, while I held her hand

and listened with upturned face, and eyes

rounding with big tears of wonder and

pity, to a tale which shook my small soul

with a sadness and strangeness far sur-

passing the interest of my beloved trage-

dy,
" The Babes in the Wood," though

at this period of my existence it has hap-

pened to me to interrupt with frantic

cries of distress, and utterly refuse to hear,

the end of that lamentable ballad.
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But the picture. In the midst of a

stormy sea, on which night seemed fast

settling down, a helmless, mastless, sail-

less bark lay weltering giddily, and in it

sat a man in the full flower of vigorous

manhood. His attitude was one of miser-

able dejection, and, oh, how I did long to

remove the hand with which his eyes

were covered, to see what manner of look

in them answered to the bitter sorrow

which the speechless lips expressed ! His

other hand rested on the fair curls of a

girl-baby of three years old, who clung
to his knee, and, with wide, wondering
blue eyes and laughing lips, looked up
into the half-hidden face of her father.

"And that," said the sweet voice at my
side,

" was the good Duke of Milan, Pros-

pero, and that was his little child, Mi-

randa."

There was something about the face

and figure of the Prospero that suggest-
ed to me those of my father

;
and this,

perhaps, added to the poignancy with

which the representation of his distress

affected my childish imagination. But

the impression made by the picture, the

story, and the place where I heard the

one and saw the other, is among the most

vivid that my memory retains. And nev-

er, even now, do I turn the magic page
that holds that marvellous history, with-

out again seeing the lovely lady, the pic-

ture full of sad dismay, and my own six-

year-old self listening to that earliest

Shakspearian lore that my mind and heart

ever received. I suppose this is partly

the secret of my love for this, above all

other of the poet's plays ;
it was my

first possession in the kingdom of un-

bounded delight which he has since be-

stowed upon me.

THE GREAT ARM-CHAIR.

SHALL I not to-day, Estelle, give you
the history of this great arm-chair, the

only historical piece of furniture in our

house ? The heavy oak frame was carv-

ed by an imprisoned poet. They took

away his pen, and in larger lines he carv-

ed this chair. Heavily moulded Sphinx-
es form its arms

;
the strong legs and feet

of some wild beast its support ;
the crest,

a winged figure with bandaged eyes, a

Fate or Fortune we might call it, that

mild look not to be resisted in its gentle

strength. But blind Fortune could not

so master him : his prison made for him

only a secure room, in which to study, to

work out, the mysteries.

The rich covering was wrought long

years ago, in some ancient convent, by a

saintly nun. Holy, pious tears dropped on
it as she wrought. She pricked out brave

bright flowers with her needle, though
her own life was pale and sad. I cover

this sacred work with housewifely care
;

but it makes our rest there more hallow-

ed.

This old chair we call our dreaming-

chair, to borrow a name, our Sleepy-

Hollow. It is so simple and grand in

workmanship, it should be the seat of

honor in a king's palace ;
and yet it is

in place in our small parlor. Perhaps
some day I may tell you of the ancient

dames and knights who once possessed

it
;
but they have long since slept their

last sleep, no summer-afternoon's nap,

but a sleep so long to last, now their long

day's work is done.

Not quite finished is the old man's

work who this afternoon sat in the chair

and quietly dreamed back his youth. I

saw the hardened, withered face soften,

as the bright light of childhood played

around it
;
the meagre, hard old man for-

got for a little the sharp want that pinch-
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ed him
;
when he waked, he still babbled

of green fields.

" Did Robinson Crusoe ever come back

to his father and mother ?
" he says to

me. " Poor boy ! poor boy ! I went to

sea when I was young. Father and

mother didn't like it. Came back after

a four-years' voyage, and off again, soon

as the ship had unloaded, on another trip

up the Channel : took all my money to

fit out. Might have had the Custom-

House, if there had been anybody to

speak for me
;

would have done my
work well, and maybe had kept it thir-

ty or forty years. Should be glad to

creep into a hay-mow and pay somebody
to feed me. Wish old Uncle Jack was

good for somethin' besides work, work,

nothin' but hard work! Wish he could

talk and say somethin'.

"Now that was good, sensible poetry

you were reading, wasn't it? Good stuff?

Couldn't hear a word of it : poor old fel-

low can't hear much now. Wish my fa-

ther had lived longer ;
he .would have told

me things ;
he used to be different to

me. I could have been a sight of com-

fort to him in mathematics." (His father

died when the son was fifty years old;

the thirty years he had lived since seem-

ed a long life to the old man.) "Mayn't
I look at the poetry ?

"

I found the place for him, "New

England."
"
Yes, the farmer takes lots of comfort,

walking on the road, foddering cattle,

cutting wood."

Uncle Jack believes heartily in New
England corn, and in the planting and

hoeing of Indian corn he -takes great

delight : not to corn-laws, but to Indian

corn, the talk always drifts.

"I hear you are going to plant a

couple of acres of corn, Sir. Glad of

it. This is an excellent dish of tea,

Marm. This bread tastes like my moth-

er's bread
;
baked in a bake-kettle. These

mangoes are nice, such as we used to

have."

Turning to Aunt Sarah, he says,
" Did you ever notice a difference in

eggs, Marm ?
"

"
Yes, Aunt thinks there is a difference

between fresh and stale eggs."

"But I mean, Marm, that some are

thin -shelled, some rough, some round,

some peaked : a hen lays 'em just so all

her life. Ever see a difference ?
"

It is an open question.

Then turning to the master of the

house,

"Do you like choc'late, Sir? Well,
how you going to fix it when you haven't

got any milk ? Well, you just beat up
an egg, and pour on the choc'late, boiling

hot, stirring all the time, and you won't

want any milk, Sir. That was what kept
me alive aboard the Ranger."
Now comes the story of the Ranger.

He was getting in years, he said, and

wanted a home for his old age ;
so he

built him a boat. He put a little open
stove in it, because an open fire felt

kind o' comfortable to his toes. He nam-

ed it the Ranger ;
because when he was

a little boy he took a long walk to the

beach with his father, the little lulus fol-

lowing with unequal steps, and they saw

a shipwrecked vessel, named the Ranger,
and he liked the name. He kept that

name in his heart many years. When
at last, by dint of much saving and scrap-

ing together, much hoeing of Indian corn,

the old stocking -foot was at last filled,

all the little odd bits, poured out and

counted up, came to enough to speak to

the ship-builder. Oh, the model ! how
the old man's brain worked over that !

Then the timber, each was a chosen

piece ; oak, apple, cherry, pine, each

tree sent a stick. The home was builded,

was launched, was christened : The Ran-

ger. Alas, it was an ill-omened name to

him ! Brave and young was he in heart,

and loved right well his tossing, rolling

home
;
and many a hard gale did he ride

out in her alone, old as he was.

Too old was he to be trusted on the

treacherous deep ;
and friends (?) advis-

ed and counselled, and the home of his old

age was sold. (He never got the pay !)

Now, with restless, wandering feet, he

makes long tramps, trying to collect old

debts. Kind-hearted old man that he is,
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thinking always he is hard on 'em when lish hay-mow and pay somebody to feed

he gets a promise to pay! A wife has me!"
been sick

; perhaps he had better not ask Do you remember, Estelle, the story
for it now. His ox has died

; maybe he we read together once, out of the " Cas-

had better wait. Fumbling over old pa- ket" or "
Gem," one of those old annuals,

pers in his pocket-book, muttering some- where a certain princess was sent to a

thing about a pension : he was on the desolate island, whose maids of honor

list, but was never called out, or some- were all old crones, once distinguished

body took his place. by their wonderful beauty ? Her task

Poor old Uncle Jack, with his dream was to discover each especial grace, long
of a pension, his dream of an office, his since buried by the rubbish which time

dream of a home in a boat ! With him and fplly had heaped upon it
;
in each

"many a dream has gone down the old, yellow, wrinkled hag to find the

stream." charm which had once adorned her: as

May some friendly hand at last close she found the grace, it was transferred to

his eyes to that last long sleep, when his her own youthful person. Slowly and
turn conies to heave down ! patiently she unwound those wrapped-
He is always finding Indian arrow- up mummies, and disclosed the gems hid-

heads and hatchets and pestles. He picks den in those burial-clothes; and return-

full pails of the nicest-looking huckleber- ed to her father's court enriched with all

ries. He is always dressed in clean, ti- those long-buried graces, now revived to

dy clothes, a little scant and well patch- their former youthful beauty, and with

ed. He pats me on the head and says, the added charm which wisdom and pa-
" Didn't know you were Evelyn's sister

;
tience give.

thought it was a little three-year old." My task is not so difficult, as I seek

About to tell me a sad story he had read virtues, not perishable stuffs. We will

in the newspaper, he stops suddenly and learn the history of these thickly crossing

says,
" Believe I won't tell you, dear !

"
wrinkles, that, checkering, map out the

" Did you hear the newspipe has broke ?
" face like the streets of a busy city. We

when the Atlantic Telegraph Cable part- will read the story
" that youth and ob-

ed. He had plans for shoving off the servation copied there." Many sit in

Leviathan when it stuck. my chair with weather-beaten looks, but

Shall I not tell you he brings me a lit- time and want and necessity have plough-
tie bunch of eels of his own spearing ? ed still deeper furrows,

that you must be careful at table he has It is not in vain, this brave encounter

enough to eat, he takes such small pie- with the elements, this battle to keep the

ces ? that he is altogether a sparse man ? wolf Want outside the door, the patient,

has rows of pins on his sleeve that he laborious building up of the small house,

picks up ? an old-fashioned man, whose made almost a comfortable home by many
type is fast fading out from these "

fast," years of toil, the sufficient meal snatch-
"
steep

"
times. He tells a story of a ed from Nature by the line or the gun,

stream of black flies which came so thick or wrung from her by hard labor of the

and so fast pouring on, he looked as long hands. Is the face too thin and hard,
as he darst to. Yet he can tell a good, the lips compressed ? Would you turn

big story yet, and when somebody was away from so much patient endurance

talking of turtles of good size, jumped of a hard lot ? Turn again, and read

up suddenly,
" Did you ever see a ter- the story the clear eye tells

;
listen to

rapin, Sir ?
" and then walked round the the words of a deep religious experience

long dining-table to tell how big he was which the thin, cracked voice relates: how
and how high he stood on his feet, in visions of the night the Comforter has
" When I was in the West Indies, Sir come to them, and henceforth the way of

Wish I could creep into a good Eng- duty is clear, and the burden of life is
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lightened. Will you go with me, dear,

into those homely houses, sit with me by
the firesides, and hear the simple story

of New England's farmers and farmers'

wives ? We cannot call those poor who

are so rich in all the manly virtues, and

in the deep experiences of a faithful

life.

Uncle Jack stops on his way, going

up to get the oxen, and passes the night,

says,
" Other people can't find enough

to do; for his part, he should like to lie

down in the hay-mow and rest, all worn

out, used up. Now Josiah, good, con-

versable man, knows about geography
and the country round. Well, when

you've got that, got the best of him,

likes variety too well, goes off, leaves

the homestead like a dismantled ship.

Now, if a man only gets three good days
down cellar, that's something. Don't be-

lieve 'Siah ever does it. So many notions

in 's head bothers him." ( Uncle Jack is

quite right; 'tis not economical to have

notions
; besides, they are revolutionary,

they subvert the order of things.)
" Got

a cunning little heifer used to have some

manners. Lost some of our lambs
;
read

in a book, that, take what care you might,

you would lose some lambs at times."

To-day he has gone driving the oxen

round by Perkins's.

"Had the rheumatism this winter,

guess Jack Frost pinched him." Ah!
dear old man, an older than Jack Frost

has got hold of your aged limbs ! Harder

pinches old Time gives than any mortal

man !

" Used to get a little bird, Harris and

me, and roast it, and mother would give

us a little apple -sauce in a clam-shell,

and we would go off back the island and

eat it. Harris was sent to school up to

Perkins's; couldn't stay; run away, and

borrowed a boat, and came home again ;

afraid of his father, and hid in the barn.

Dug a well in the hay, and they used

to lower him down things to eat, and wa-

ter to drink in scooped-out water-melon

rinds."

THE SONG OF FATIMA.

OH, sad are they who know not love,

But, far from passion's tears and smiles,

Drift down a moonless sea, and pass

The silver coasts of fairy isles !

And sadder they whose longing lips

Kiss empty air, and never touch

The dear warm mouth of those they love,

Waiting, wasting, suffering much !

But clear as amber, sweet as musk,
Is life to those whose lives unite :

They walk in Allah's smile by day,
And nestle in his heart by night !
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SOMETHING ABOUT HISTORY.

THERE is no kind of writing which is

undertaken so much from will and so lit-

tle from instinct as History. It seems the

great resource of baffled ambition, of lei-

sure, of minds disciplined rather than in-

spired, of men with pecuniary means and

without professional obligations. Sym-
pathy with or opposition to an author

prompts those thus situated to write crit-

icism
;
a dominant sentiment inspires po-

etical composition ;
and usually an im-

pressive experience suggests adventure

in the field of fiction : but we find edu-

cated men, in independent circumstances,

not remarkable for sensibility to Nature,

acute critical perception, or dramatic tal-

ent, whose literary aspirations are vague,
and who desire to be occupied eligibly,

turn to History as the most available van-

tage-ground, busy themselves with wars

and councils that happened ages ago,

with kings and soldiers, institutions and

adventures, politics and dynasties, so far

removed from the associations and inter-

ests of the hour, that only a scholar's en-

thusiasm or ambition could sustain the re-

search or keep alive the enterprise thus

voluntarily assumed. It is this objective

method and motive that chiefly accounts

for the numberless inert and the few vital

histories. Like any intellectual task as-

sumed without special fitness therefor or

motive thereto, without a comprehen-
sive grasp of mind that impels to histor-

ic exploration, without a patriotic zeal

that warms to national heroism, without,

especially, a love of some principle, a

conviction of some truth, an admiration

of some national development, irresis-

tibly urging the cultivated and ardent

mind to seek for the facts, to celebrate

the persons, to evolve the truth involv-

ed in and manifest through public events,

the annals recorded are but dry chro-

nology, a monotonous, more or less

authentic, perhaps quite respectable, but

far from a very important or peculiarly

interesting work. Thousands of such cum-

ber the shelves of libraries and fill the

pages of catalogues, dusted once a year,

perhaps, to verify a date, to authenticate

the details of a treaty, or fix the statistics

of a war, but never read consecutively
and with zest, because there was no gen-
uine relation between the writer and
his book. He undertook the latter in

the spirit of a mechanical job ; industry
and learning may be embodied therein,

but no moral life, no human charm
; yet

the work is cited with respect, the author

enrolled with honor; whereas, had he

sought in poetry or philosophy, in a nov-

el or a drama, thus to occupy and cele-

brate himself with literature, the failure

would have been signal, the attempt ig-

nominious. There is, indeed, no safer

investment for middling literary abilities

than History ; for, if it fail to yield any

large harvest of renown, it is compara-

tively secure from the assaults of ridicule,

such as make pretension in other spheres
of writing conspicuous.

Even in what are considered the suc-

cessful exemplars in this department of

literature, the errors incident to artifi-

ciality, the conventional forms of writing,

are patent. Only in passages do we rec-

ognize that beauty or truth, that reality

and genuineness, which so often wholly

pervade a poem, a story, a memoir, or

even a disquisition : at some point, the

flow incident to wilful instead of soulful

utterance becomes apparent; ambition,

pride of opinion, love of display some-

where manifest themselves. It has been

said that the chief element of Hume's

mental power was skepticism; and, sin-

gular as it may appear, his doubts about

what are deemed the vital interests of

humanity gave a charm to his record of

her political vicissitudes
;
while he made

capital of touching
"
situations," he dis-

played his own strength of intellect
; but,

with all this, did not write complete and

authentic history. And when analyzed,

what was the animus of Gibbon's elabo-
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rate chronicle ? He "
spent his time, his educated sons of fortune. Accordingly,

life, his energy," says a severe, but just it is curious to remark the contrast be-

critic,
" in putting a polished gloss on hu- tween the lives of historians and those of

man tumult, a sneering gloss on human poets ;
and in the average circumstances

piety." And who has not felt, in following of the former there is some justification

Macaulay's animated periods and thor- for the title of an aristocratic guild in let-

ough exposition and illustration of some ters. Compare Cowper's humble home

event, trait, or economy, in itself of lit- at Olney with Gibbon's elegant library at

tie importance and limited value, how Lausanne, the social environment of

much better it would have been to reserve Hallam, Grote, or Macaulay with the

his brilliant descriptive and keen analyt- rustic isolation of Wordsworth, the econ-

ical powers for the grand episodes, the omies of Shelley, or the life-struggle of

prolific crises, and the leading characters Jerrold. Of course, there can thence be

of history, instead of indiscriminately de- inferred no general rule
;
and the very

voting them to a consecutive account of differences in temperament between in-

national incidents and persons, both great ventive and reproductive writers suggest
and small, illustrious and insignificant ? a consequent diversity of habits

;
but the

A popular British author of our own very idea of historical composition, on

day, in order to demonstrate the law of an extensive scale and as a permanent

compensation, as regards the literary vo- occupation, implies the leisure which com-

cation, cites its inexpensiveness, argu- petency alone yields, the means indispen-

ing, that, whereas the artist must invest sable for gradual literary achievement,

capital, however small, in colors, marble, and more or less of the luxury and social

canvas, and studio-hire, and the profes- position which, when education obtains,

sional man occupy a costly locality, the usually attend upon these advantages,
author needs but a quire of foolscap It results from these considerations that

and a pen and ink to set up in trade, there is no sphere of literature which is

While there is literal truth in this com- so often the refuge of wealthy scholars,

parison, the fact is not applicable to his- idle men of taste, baffled politicians of

torical writing, except in a very limited independent means, ambitious and well-

degree. The preparation of the most read but not specially gifted citizens who
successful works in this department, in have inherited comfortable estates. It is

modern times, has been attended with an so dignified an employment, that it grati-

outlay impossible to the poor scholar. It fies pride, so possible without trenchant

has involved the examination and repro- opinions, that it does not alarm the con-

duction of voluminous manuscript author- servative, so thoroughly respectable,

ities, distant travel, the purchase of rare safe, and capable of being made illustri-

books and family papers, and sometimes ous, so comparatively easy to the fluent

years of busy reference, observation, and but unoriginal mind, and practicable to

study, lucrative only in prospect. The follow, when methodically carried out, in

same amount of culture and facile vigor a stated, regular manner, that we can

of composition which less prosperous au- scarcely be astonished at the alacrity
thors expend on a masterly review would with which such voluntary tasks are un-

suffice to make them famous historians, dertaken or the steadiness with which

if blessed with the pecuniary means to they are followed
;
at the same time, it

seek foreign sources of information, or may be because so few are able to corn-

gather about them scattered and rare mand the means and opportunity, that

materials wherewith to weave a chroni- historical writing is so highly estimated,

cle of the past. Hence, not only has His- As a test of intellectual power, a gauge

tory become the chosen field of writers of individual sentiment, an evidence of

with no special gift for more individual- original genius, it is immeasurably in-

ly inspired kinds of literature, but of the ferior to dramatic, philosophical, or any
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of the more personal forms of literature,

when inspired by deep convictions, orig-

inal ideas, or creative imagination. It re-

quires more knowledge than reflection,

more patience than earnestness, more

judgment than sentiment
;
and those who

have raised it to a vital significance and

profound beauty and interest have done

so by virtue of endowments which, other-

wise directed, would have placed them

high and firm on the roll of genius : for

it is possible to write history without this

transcendent gift, possible to write it

respectably without the slightest gran-
deur or grace of mind, by virtue of

command of words, industry, care, and

good sense. We cannot imagine Shak-

speare tracing out his conception of

Hamlet, or giving language to Lear or

Miranda, without a soulful experience as

far above mere intellectual assiduity as

humanity is above mechanism
;
we can-

not think of Milton elaborating his sub-

lime epic, without, in fancy, taking in

the studious years, the Italian nights of

music, starlight, and high converse, the

beautiful youth, the self-sacrificing prime,
the blind old age, the religious patriot-

ism, the pious loyalty, the learning and

love, and the isolated meditation, cheer-

ed by grand symphonies and hoarded

wisdom, through and by which, concen-

trated into melodious expression, the life

of a noble mind thus majestically ex-

pressed itself: but we can easily fancy
cold and cultured Gibbon returning from

the Continent, full of classic lore, dis-

gusted with his failure in public life, not

sympathetic enough to enjoy heartily a

career either of pleasure or of society,

and so, in his dreams of scholarship, seiz-

ing upon the idea of a long, laborious,

erudite, and elegant task; and we can

also well imagine Hume, with his love

of speculation, turning gratefully to the

records of the past for subjects of reflec-

tion, analysis, and inference. In these

and other notable instances, we feel it is

more an accident than an inspiration,

more from circumstances than from in-

nate and absolute endowment and im-

pulse, that the historic Muse is wooed.

Within a brief period the grave has

closed over one of the most irreproach-
able and assiduous of American writ-

ers of History, whose career signal-

ly illustrates the blessing of such a re-

source to unoccupied and cultivated lei-

sure, and at the same time the fortuitous

circumstances which often originate and

prolong this kind of literary labor. In

a letter to a friend abroad, written by
Prescott soon after he found himself

thus congenially occupied, the case is

most frankly stated. " Ennui crept over

me, when I found myself a perfectly idle

man, with nothing to do, and, what made
it worse, with eyes so debilitated that

I had no power of doing anything with

them. However,
'

necessity is the moth-

er of invention,' and I resolved to turn

author in spite of my eyes ;
and it is a

great satisfaction to me to think that the

volumes I have put together for my own

amusement should have afforded some

to my countrymen, and, above all, to my
friends." *

This modest and candid estimate of

his vocation indicates how much more a

thing of volition and opportunity, and

how much less a work of special endow-

ment and intuitive recognition is the lit-

erature of History than that of Poetry,

Psychology, or Philosophy, notwithstand-

ing all these may be fused therein.

" Whatever may be the use of this sort

of composition in itself and abstractedly,"

observes a judicious critic,f "it is cer-

tainly of great use relatively and to lit-

erary men. Consider the position of a

man of that species. He sits beside a

libraryrfire, with nice white paper, a good

pen, a capital style, every means of say-

ing everything, but nothing to say. What,

again, if something would happen, and

then one could describe it ? Something
has happened, and that something is His-

tory." To feel fully the difference between

a formal, mechanical annalist and the re-

* Letter of W. H. Prescott to Miss Preble,

dated Boston, February 28, 1845. Memoir of

Harriet Preble, by Professor E. H. LEE, p.

285-6.

| Bagehot.
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vival of the past through poetic or artistic

sympathy, it is only requisite to turn from

some dry chronicle of political vicissi-

tudes, duly registered by a dull, mat-

ter-of-fact, conscientious antiquary, to the

fresh classical or colonial romance, of

which such graceful and well-studied ex-

emplars have been produced by Lock-

hart, Bulwer, D'Azeglio, Kingsley, Ware,

Longfellow, and other bards and novel-

ists. While the attempt, by intensity

of description and brilliant generalities,

to impart to veritable history the charm

we accept in the historical romance, has

caused many an old-school reader to place

Macaulay's fascinating volumes, called
" The History of England," on the same

shelf with works of fiction, Aytoun,

Hugh Miller, and William Penn's cham-

pions have given special meaning to this

principle or prejudice, whichever it may
be, by challenging the delightful author

to the test of fact.

In statesmen, or those who have ex-

celled in political writing, the ambition

to write history, the desire to illustrate

and record national events, is not only
a natural, but an auspicious feeling ;

and

so it is in educated poets in whom the sen-

timent of patriotism or the narrative art

gives scope and glow to such an enter-

prise. That Fox and Bacon, Milton and

Swift, Mackintosh, Schiller, and Lamar-

tine, should have partially adventured in

this field seems but a legitimate result of

their endowments and experience, howev-

er fragmentary or inadequate may have

been some of the fruits of their historic

studies.

When an enlightened and executive

or speculative man is an obvious part of

the history of his own times, his chron-

icle must have a certain significance and

value. Raleigh, when he wrote the " His-

tory of the World "
in prison, gave hints

by which subsequent and less obsolete an-

nalists have wisely profited. The scholar

and the patriot coalesced in the mind of

Camden, prompting him to rescue and

conserve the materials of English history

and note the fading traditions, a pure-

ly antiquarian service, which only those

can appreciate who seek authentic data

of the far past. Such as cavil at the legal

tone and crude arrangement of Claren-

don are none the less his debtors for spe-

cific memoirs, the personal element of his-

tory; and while Burnet has been vigor-

ously repudiated by standard historians,

he continues, and justly, to be a prolific

authority. It is conceded by all candid

explorers, that, as far as it goes, the ac-

count of England by Rapin is the best.

Franklin's old friend Ralph was commend-

ed and quoted by Fox. As the enterprise

of historical writers enlarged and their

style became elaborate, these and such as

these lost in popularity what they gained
in usefulness. The charm of rhetorical

elegance and broad generalizations grad-

ually usurped the place of simple narra-

tive and detailed statement. In the very

design of Gibbon there is a certain poet-

ical attraction
;

his work may aptly be

described as panoramic, unrolling a vast

picture or succession of pictures, too

vague in outline and too monotonous in

color for minute impressions, yet, on this

account, the more remarkable for gen-
eral effect. What Europe was in the

Middle Ages we find more specifically in

Hallam; the Moors in Spain have been

more vividly painted by subsequent writ-

ers, whose aim was less comprehensive :

but how the imperial sway of Rome sub-

sided into the Christian era, how a re-

publican episode gleamed athwart her

waning power in the casual triumph of

Rienzi, the later emperors, and what oc-

curred in their reign in Jerusalem and

Constantinople, pass emphatically before

us in the stately pages which once charm-

ed readers of English as the model of his-

toric eloquence, and now excite the admi-

ration of scholars as a monument of eru-

dition and elaborate but artificial writing.

There was a new attraction in the pleas-

ing style of Robertson and the character-

ization of Hume
;
the winsome language

of the one and the transparent diction of

the other made historical reading not so

much a task to cumber the memory as a

pastime to entertain the mind
;
in the one

chronicle we followed events gracefully
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unfolded, and in the other discussed per- yet one familiar with modern literature

sons with acuteness
; yet, when to either in this department will, despite this gen-

was subsequently applied the test of abso- eral commendation of native critics, be

lute accuracy and sound deduction, large apt to ascribe the conservative charm of

allowances were demanded for inadequate the Italian historians to their style rather

research on the part of Robertson and than their method or matter,

partial inferences on that of Hume. The It is remarkable how late the French

theories of the latter indicate why and writers won laurels in the field of histor-

how, with all his intellectual abilities, the ical composition, and how long France,

sympathies of his readers were inevitably with all her national vanity, has lacked

limited
;
in his view of humanity we find a complete and classical chronicle, bril-

the true cause of all his deficiencies as an liant and invaluable fragments whereof

historian :
" Human life," he somewhere abound. According to the most esteem-

remarks, "1s more governed by fortune ed French critics, until this century the

than by reason, is to be regarded more nation actually knew nothing of its own
as a dull pastime than a serious occupa- history; and it is characteristic of their

tion, and is more influenced by particular speculative and methodical mind and

humor than by general principles." Yet, taste, that History became popular and

in a philosophical retrospect of English philosophical, a novelty and a reform, si-

historians, we can trace a progressive multaneously. Guizot, Thierry, Sismon-

development from the purely antiquarian di, and others, created a new era in this

researches of Camden to the personal me- brandi of letters
;
Thiers and Michelet

moirs of Clarendon and Burnet
;
thence enlarged its sphere and increased its

to the comprehensive erudition and ma- charms
;
and yet, while the graphic sim-

iestic narrative of Gibbon
;
onward to the plicity of Froissart, the critical insight

reasoning, lucid record of Hume and the and ingenious generalizations of Guizot,

fascinating narrative of Robertson
;

all and the poetical glow and richness of Mi-

of which qualities of industry, character- chelet have made the history of France

ization, broad knowledge, taste, emphasis, both highly suggestive as regards the de-

and reflection blend, culminate, and in- vclopment of civilization, and picturesque

tensify along the copious, rhetorical, and and dramatic as a narrative, the great-

vivid page of Macaulay. est allowance for brilliant theorizing, po-

The Italian historians prolong, in style litical sympathies, and an errant fancy
at least, the method of their classic prede- are indispensable in order to attain to a

cessors :
" La Storia del Guicciardini e clear view of genuine facts and absolute

considerate, come opera classica" we are principles. It has been said that " lead-

told by one of the critics of that nation
; ing ideas

"
are fatal to accuracy of state-

who adds,
" His descriptions are always ment

;
and these dominate in the minds

accurate, clear, and expressed with elo- of French philosophical annalists
;
while

quence ;
the causes of events and their the rnore sympathetic class are fond of

consequences are enumerated with rare rhetorical display and fanciful episodes,

acuteness
;
and his personages are delin- A recent critic, after bestowing merited

eated in their true characters, the histo- encomiums on Michelet, gives the follow-

rian descending into the deepest penetra* ing instance of his absurd generalizations,

lia of their hearts : but the most eminent which occur in the midst of grave histor-

merit of this History consists in the moral ical statements and descriptions :
" Wool

and political considerations with which it and flesh are the primitive foundations

abounds
;
it is like Tacitus." In like man- of England and the English race

;
ere

ner, Machiavelli is compared to Thucyd- becoming the world's manufactory of hard-

ides
;
while Varchi's long periods, adula- ware and tissues, England was a victual-

tion of the Medici, and municipal details ling-shop ;
before they became a commer-

are condemned by the same authority : cial, they were a breeding and a pastoral
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people, a race fatted on beef and mut- widely chronicled in the memoirs, the

ton
;
hence their freshness of tint, their journals, the diplomatic correspondence,

beauty and strength : their greatest man, and what may be called the incidental

Shakspeare, toas originally a butcher." history of the period, the plan of Al-

Less prominent and more recent names ison's work might have achieved a tri-

on the roll of historic literature are as dis- umph of industry and skill, valuable as

tinctly associated with special excellen- well as interesting to general readers and

ces and defects. Thus, Grote keeps at- professional writers : but the political opin-

tention more by the intelligence of his ions, with the partial feelings they engen-
comments than by the flow of his narra- der, continually distort the view and in-

tion
;
he is far more political than pictu- fluence the estimate of this positive yet

resque; and while he gives a masterly anal- pleasant historian; while his almost wil-

ysis ofthe Athenian system ofgovernment, ful blunders, like the errors of Lord Ma-

so as to place it in a new light even to the hon in regard to the American War, have

scholar's apprehension, he discusses the been repeatedly demonstrated. Mackin-

arts and the literature so inspiring to tosh philosophized about events, measures,

most cultivated minds, when describing and men, better than he described either.

Greece, with comparative indifference. Sharon Turner nobly illustrates the val-

Those who would examine English annals ue of intrepid research and patient colla-

unbiased by Protestant zeal, and realize tion. Mitford represents the aristocratic

how the events and characters look to a as Grote the democratic element in Gre-

Roman Catholic vision, may gather from cian history. Tytler wrote of the past in

Lingard some views which may not disad- the life of nations with the exclusive re-

vantageously modify their interpretation liance on written proof that a convey-

of familiar men and occurrences. Two ancer places upon title-deeds, and be-

English writers have hastily compiled her side the glowing and harmonious pictures

annals during certain epochs; but while of later annalists such writing now ap-

they are equally chargeable with super- pears obsolete. Napier describes battles

ficiality, the manner in which the work scientifically, and Carlyle revolutions mel-

is done is by no means similar. Smol- dramatically, each with original pow-
let's continuation of Hume was confess- er, in their respective methods, while

edly a bookseller's job : four octavo vol- Miss Strickland brings to the record of

umes in only ten times the number of queenly sorrows and duties a woman's

months, even in our days of locomotive sympathetic prepossessions,

celerity, would be thought rather a sus- Since those quaintly simple and em-

picious piece of literary handiwork
;
and phatic statements which, under the name

besides the indecent haste, so incompati- of Froissart's Chronicles, seem to per-
ble with thoroughness, the misrepresenta- petuate the instinctive notion of History,
tions of Smollet are patent. Goldsmith, as an honest and earnest, but unadorned

as unambitious in research as he was ge- and unelaborate narrative of military and

nial in expression, made so agreeable a political facts, not only has there been

story, that, with all its imperfection, his a continual refinement of style and en-

sketch still finds readers
;
while the rare- largement of scope and art, but a greater

ly quoted work of Henry most conven- complexity and subdivision in the histori-

iently enumerates, at the end of each an's labors. Abstract political ideas, pure-

reign, details economical and social which ly intellectual phenomena, have found

identify and illustrate both period and their annalists, as well as executive enter-

progress in Anglo-Saxon civilization. As prise ;
events have been analyzed, as well

a copious and consecutive record of the as described, characters discussed, as

salient incidents in modern Continental well as pictured, the elements of socie-

history, so needful now for reference, ty laid bare with as much zeal and scru-

and the diverse phases of which are so tiny as its development has been traced
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and delineated. European historical stu- velopment, that Holland redeemed her

dents read anew the records of the past foundations from the sea, that Italy

by the light of philosophy ;
more subtile owes to art, and England to manufac-

divisions than the geographer indicates tures, her growth and grandeur. These

organize the record
;
events are narrated and such as these are problems which the

with reference to a dominant idea
; gov- history of the respective countries, how-

ernments are chronicled through their ul- ever inadequately told, reveals with au-

timate results, and not exclusively with thenticity ;
but when we go beyond and

regard to their locality ;
rulers are consid- below the patent facts of'local civilization,

ered in groups ;
a faith is made the nucleus to the analysis of character, and, through

of an historical development, instead of a it, of destiny, few and far between are

nation. Thus, we have Ranke's "
Popes

"
the satisfactory records whence we can

and D'Aubigne's" Reformation," Hallam's draw legitimate materials for inference

"Middle Ages" and "English Constitu- and conjecture. The most attractive

tion"; De Quincey treats of " The Cae- method is apt to be that upon which

sars
"

;
Vico demonstrates that History is least reliance can be placed. We sel-

a science with positive laws
;
Gervinus dom consult Sir Walter's essays at seri-

illustrates it as a development of certain ous history, while the novels he created

inevitably progressive ideas
;
Niebuhr out of historic material are as familiar as

interprets it by fresh tests and ordeals
; they are endeared

;
but their imaginative

Dr. Arnold teaches it by an original charm is in the inverse ratio of their

method
;
Humboldt points out its natu- authenticity. With every new eandi-

ralistic tendencies and origin ;
Herder date for public favor in this sphere of

and Hegel, De Tocqueville and Guizot, literature, there arises a " mooted ques-
the eminent writers on Civilization, on tion

" whereon the historian and his read-

Art, on Education, Political Economy, ers are irreconcilably divided. The char-

Literature, and Natural History, more acter of Penn, of Marlborough, and of

and more exhibit the facts of humanity the facts of the Massacre at Glencoe

and of time under such new combina- are still vehemently discussed, whenever

tions, by so many parallel truths and prin- Macaulay's popular History is referred

ciples, that it is difficult to conceive that to. Froude advances a new and plausi-

History, as now understood by the educat- ble theory of the character of Henry
ed and the reflective, is the same thing VIII.

;
few of Bancroft's American read-

once crudely embodied in a ballad or ers accept his estimate of John Jay, Sam

mystically conserved by an inscription. Adams, or Dr. Johnson, or of the polit-

To multiply relations is the destiny of our ical character of the Virginia Colonists
;

age, and to converge all that is discover- and Palfrey and Arnold interpret quite

ed through the laws of Science upon the diversely the influence and career of

records and relics of the past is a pro- Roger Williams. Nor are such discrep-

cess now habitual and pervasive. ancies surprising, when we remember

And yet how little positive satisfaction how the history which transpires now

does the lover of truth, the aspirant for and here fails of harmonious report. Ev-

what is authentic and significant, find in ery battle, diplomatic arrangement, po-

current and even popular histories ! Cer- litical event, nay, each personal occur-

tain general notions of the character of rence, which forms the staple of to-day's

nations we, indeed, distinctly and cor- journalism and talk, is regarded from so

rectly attain : that Chinese civilization many different points of view, and stat-

is stationary, the French instinctively a ed under so many modifying influences,

military race, the Swiss mercenary, and that only judicial minds have a prospect

adventurous in engineering and religious of reaching the exact truth. Hence the

reform, that modern German literature true way to profit by History is eclectic,

was as sudden as simultaneous in its de- Let the erudition of the German, the ge-
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nial animation of the French, the Saxon its letter
;
the South-Sea House and the

good sense, the Italian grace be enjoyed, Temple are as suggestive as Whitehall

and whatsoever of glamour or of inade- and the Abbey, for trade and jurispru-

quacy these charms hide be duly estimat- dence, in the retrospect, are as much a

ed
;

reflection and sympathy will often part of the by-gone life and present char-

separate the gold of truth from the alloy acter of a nation, as the fate and the

of prejudice or fantasy. Above all, let fame of her dead kings ;
and a Spanish

this eclectic test be applied beyond nom- ballad is as valuable an illustration as

inal history, to the geological data on a Madrid state-paper; while the life of

the ancient rock, the handwriting of Harry Vane vindicates the Puritan na-

the ages upon race, costume, language, ture as clearly as the letter of a Vene-

the incidental, but genuine history in- tian ambassador exhibits the domestic life

nate in all true literature, vivid elements of a Pope.
whereof live in passages of Milton's con- The redeeming influence of strong per-

troversial writings, in Petrarch's sonnets, sonal sympathy and earnest conviction,

De Foe's fictions, our Revolutionary cor- both in the choice of a subject and the

respondence, South's sermons, Swift's di- method of its treatment, has been signally

aries, Burke's speeches, French memoirs, illustrated by a countryman of our own.

Walpole's letters, in the poems, plays, The interest of the general reader and

and epistles of the past, and every fact the approbation of historical scholars were

and person which society and life offer at once enlisted by Motley's
" Rise and

to our cognizance or sympathy. Fall of the Dutch Republic." That work
" When we are much attached to our differs from and is superior to any Amer-

ideas, we endeavor to attach everything ican historical composition by virtue of a

to them," says Madame de Stael. " The certain fluent animation, a certain decid-

secret of writing well," observes a Scotch ed and sustained tone, such as can be de-

professor,
"

is to write from a full mind." rived only from an absolute relation be-

These two maxims seem to us to illustrate tween the author's mind and heart and

the whole subject of historical composi- his subject. Accordingly his record not

tion
;
an earnest votary thereof will in- only seizes upon the attention, but wins

stinctively find material in every interest the sympathy of the reader, who recog-
and influence that sways events or moulds nizes a vital and genuine spirit in the

character, and from the assimilation of work, which gives it unity, completeness,
all these will educe a vital and harmoni- and a living style, whereby its incidents,

ous picture and philosophy. There is an characters, and philosophy are unfolded,

historical as well as a judicial or poetic not only with art, but with nature, and

type of mind
;
and to such there is no so made real, attractive, and significant,

object too trifling, no fact too remote, not That we are right in ascribing these mer-

directly or indirectly to minister to the its to the affinity between the author and
unwritten history which vaguely shapes his work is amply evidenced by his own
itself to his intelligence. In his reading confession in a letter called forth by the

and travel it is by no means to the osten- death of Prescott, in which he says,

sible monuments and trophies of the past
that his observation and inquiry are con-

"
It

v

seems to m
1

e but as yesterday
;

thouSh *
- . _, , , must be now twelve years ago, that I was talk-
fined: the Letters of Madame de Se-

ing with our ever.la
J
mented friend stackpole

vigne' give him authentic hints for the so- about my intention of writing a history upon
cial tendencies of France and their in- a subject to which I have since that time been

fluence upon politics, as the blood-stains devoting myself. I had then made already

at Holyrood identify the place of Rizzio's
some Seneral studies in reference to ifc

>
with-

,
'

,, , ^ ,. , i -D out being in the least aware that Prescott had
murder; the "Edinburgh Review" re-

&
,. ... . _. ..

T> /
"*e intention of writing the history of Philip

veals the spirit of the Reform movement IL stackpole had heard the fact, and that

as clearly as the Parliamentary records large preparations had already been made for

VOL. vi. 20
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the work, although
' Peru ' had not yet been

published. I felt, naturally, much disappoint-

ed. I was conscious of the immense disad-

vantage to myself of making my appearance,

probably at the same time, before the public,

with a work not at all similar in plan to ' Phil-

ip IT.,' but which must, of necessity, traverse

a portion ofthe same ground. My first thought

was, inevitably as it were, only of myself. It

seemed to me that I had nothing to do but to

abandon at once a cherished dream, and prob-

ably to renounce authorship. For I had

not jirst made up my mind to write a history,

and then cast about to take up a subject. My
subject had taken up me, drawn me on, and ab-

sorbed me into
it-self.

It was necessaryfor me,

it seemed, to write the book I had been thinking

much of, even if it were destined to fall dead

from the press, and I had no inclination or

interest to write any other."

The same inspiration is partially ob-

vious in those portions of every history

which come home to the writer's expe-
rience : as, for instance, some of the mili-

tary episodes in Colletta's "
History of Na-

ples," he having been a soldier, and the

descriptive phases of Parkman's "
History

of Pontiac," the author having been a

Prairie traveller, and familiar with the

woods and the bivouac. In like manner,
it is the idiosyncrasy of historians which

gives original value to their labors : Bot-

ta's knowledge of American localities

and civilization was meagre, but his sym-

pathy with the patriots of the Revolution

was strong, and this gave warmth and ef-

fect to his " Guerra Americana "
;
Nie-

buhr was specially gifted to develop what

has been called the law of investigation,

and hence he penetrates the Roman life,

and lays bare much of its unapparent

meaning and spirit. So apt and patient

are the Germans in research, that they

have been justly said to "
quarry

"
out the

past; while so native are rhetoric, theo-

rizing, and fancifulness to the French, that

they make history, as they do life and gov-

ernment, theatrical and picturesque, rath-

er than gravely real and practically sug-

gestive.

A peculiar feature in the labors of

modern historians is the research expend-
ed upon what the elder annalists regard-
ed as purely incidental and extraneous.

The collation of archives, official corre-

spondence, and state-papers is now but

the rough basis of research
;
memoirs are

equally consulted, localities minutely ex-

amined, the art and literature of a giv-
en era analyzed, the geography, climate,

and ethnology of the scene made to illus-

trate the life and polity, social phases,
educational facts estimated as not less

valuable than statistics of armies and

judicial enactments. Michelet has some

charming rural pictures and female por-
traits in his History of France

; Macatilay
thinks no custom or economy of a reign

insignificant in the great historical aggre-

gate. Topography, botany, artistic knowl-

edge are not less parts of the chronicler's

equipment than philology, rhetoric, and

philosophy ;
a newspaper is not beneath

nor a traveller's gossip beyond his scope ;

architecture reveals somewhat which di-

plomacy conceals
;
an inscription is not

more historical than the average temper-
ature or the staple productions. What-
ever affects national character and des-

tiny, whatever accounts for national man-

ners or confirms individual sway, is brought
into the record. Diaries, like those of

Pepys and Evelyn, the tithe -book of a

county, the taste in portraiture, the cos-

tume and the play -bill yield authentic

hints not less than the census, the parlia-

mentary edicts, or the royal signatures ;

the popular poem, the social favorite, the

cause celebre, what pulpit, bar, peasant
and beau, doctor and lady a la mode do,

say, and are, then and there, must co-

alesce with the battle, the legislation, and

the treaty, or these last are but tech-

nical landmarks, instead of human in-

terests.

Even our most generalized historical

ideas are made emphatic only through
association and observation. How the

vague sense of Roman dominion is deep-
ened as we trace the outline of a camp,
the massive ranges of a theatre, or the

mouldy effigy on a coin, in some region

far distant from the Imperial centre,

as at Nismes or Chester ! How complete

becomes the idea of mediaeval life, con-

templated from the ramparts of a castle,
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in the "dim, relio-ious lio-ht" of an old a defensive alliance among rulers, not a
' O O t7

monastic chapel, or amid the obsolete coalition of the ruled. And so when to

trappings and weapons of an armor)- ! an account of the Battle of Lexington he

What a distinct and memorable revela- appends a rhetorical argument connect-

tion of ancient Greece is the Venus or ing that event, so meagre and simple in

Apollo, a Parthenon frieze or a fateful itself and so wonderful in its consequen-
drama ! The best political essays on the ces, with the progress of truth and hu-

French Revolution are based on the eco- inanity in political science and reform-

nomical and social facts recorded in the ed religion, we feel that the reasoning is

Travels of Arthur Young. The equiv- forced and irrelevant, more an experi-

ocal action of Massena, when he com- ment in fine writing than an evolution of

manded Paris against the Allies, is ex- absolute truth.

plained in the recently published letter Thus continually is the independent
of Joseph Bonaparte, wherein we learn reader of history taught eclecticism : he

his deficiency of muskets. Humboldt makes allowance for the want of careful

accounted for the defects of Prescott's research in this writer, for the love of
"
Conquest of Mexico "

by the fact that effect in that, for the skepticism of one,

the historian had never visited that coun- and the credulity of another, for en-

try. Napoleon gave a key to the misfor- thusiasm here, and fastidiousness there,

tunes of Italy, when he said,
" It is a pen- and especially for the greater or less at-

insula too long for its breadth." And the tachment to certain opinions, and the ab-

significance of the Seven Years' War is sence or presence of strong convictions

expressed in a single phrase by Milton's and genuine sympathies. Hence, to read

last biographer, when he defines it as the history aright, we must read human na-
" consummation politically and the atten- ture as well

;
we must bring the light of

uation spiritually of the movement begun philosophy and of faith, the calmness

in Europe by the Lutheran Reforma- of judgment and the insight of love, to

tion." the record
;
collateral revelations drawn

Indeed, so intimate is the connection from our own experience, modified ac-

between private life and public events, ceptance of both statement and inference,

between political and social phenomena, superiority to the blandishments of style,

that the historical mind finds material in are as needful for the right interpretation

all literature, and the very attempt to of a chronicle as of a scientific problem,

keep to a high strain and to bend facts Thus history is perpetually rewritten
;

to theory limits the authenticity of pro- fresh knowledge opens new vistas in the

fessed annalists. What Macaulay says of past as well as the future
;
the discovery

an eminent party-leader is modified to of to-day may rectify, in important re-

those who have studied the character spects, the statement which has been un-

through his memoirs or writings. The challenged for centuries; one new truth

charming narrative of Robertson, the leavens a thousand old formulas; and
characterization of Hume, the stately nothing is more gradual than the elucida-

periods of Gibbon, fail to win implicit tion of historical events and characters,

confidence, when the scene, the age, or Even our own brief annals suggest how
the personages described are known to large must be the historian's faith in time :

the reader through original authorities, only within a year or two has it been pos-

When Bancroft declares a treaty of Co- sible to demonstrate the justice of Wash-

lonial governors against Indian ravages ington's estimate of Lee, and how com-

the germ of democratic government, we pletely the sagacious provision of Schuy-
know that it is his attachment to a the- ler secured the capture of Burgoyne.

ory, and not the actual circumstances, Since the American Revolution, one of

which leads to such an inference
;
for the these men has been as much overrated

very authority he cites merely indicates as the other has failed of just apprecia-
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tion, because the documentary wisdom

requisite for an enlightened judgment has

not until now been patent.*

With the imposing array of professed

histories and historians in view, it is cu-

rious to revert to the actual sources of

our own historic ideas, those which are

definite and pervasive. The vast number

of intelligent readers, who have made no

special study of this kind of literature,

probably derive their most distinct and

attractive impressions of the past from

poetry, travel, and the choicest works of

the novelist
;
local association and imag-

inative sympathy, rather than formal

chronicles, have enlightened and inspir-

ed them in regard to Antiquity and the

great events and characters of modern

Europe. This fact alone suggests how

inadequate for popular effect have been

the average labors of historians
;
and so

fixed is the opinion among scholars that

it is impossible for the annalist to be pro-

found and interesting, authentic and ani-

mated, at the same time, that a large class

of the learned repudiate as spurious the

renown of Macaulay, although his re-

search and his minuteness cannot be ques-

tioned, and only in a few instances has

his accuracy been successfully impugn-
ed. They distrust him chiefly because

he is agreeable, doubt his correctness for

the reason that his style fascinates, and

deem admiration for him inconsistent

with their own self-respect, because he

is such a favorite as no historian ever was

before, and his account of a parliament,
a coinage, or a feud as winsome as a por-
traiture of a woman. In one of his crit-

ical essays, Macaulay himself gives a par-
tial explanation of this protest of the mi-

nority in his own case. "
People," he re-

marks,
" are very loath to admit that the

same man can unite very different kinds

of excellence. It is soothing to envy to

believe that what is splendid cannot be

solid and what is clear cannot be pro-
found." And it has been most justly said

of his own method of writing history,
" He

* See Lossing's Life and Correspondence of
General Schuyler, and Professor Moore's paper
on Charles

must make everything clear and bright,
and bring it into the range of his ana ]

y-

sis
;
his exaggeration chiefly applies to

individual characters, not to general
facts

"
;
and the reason given for the de-

cided preference manifested for his vivid

record is not less true than philosophical,
" We learn so much from him enjoya-

Uy" It is precisely the lack of this pleas-

urable trait which makes the greater part
of the annals of the past a dead letter

to, the world, and wins to romance, bal-

lad, epic, fiction, relic, and poetry the

keen attention which facts coldly
" set in

a note-book
" never enlisted. How many

of us unconsciously have adopted the

portraits of the early English kings as

Shakspeare drew them ! To what a host

of living souls is the history of Scotland

what the author of "
Waverley

" makes it !

Charles I. haunts the fancy, not as drawn

by Hume, but as painted by Vandyck.
The institutions of the Middle Ages are re-

alized to every reflective tourist through
the architecture of Florence more than

by the municipal details of Hallam. Pyr-

amids, obelisks, mummies have brought
home Egyptian civilization

;
the " old

masters," that of Europe in the fifteenth

century ;
the ruins of the Colosseum, Ro-

man art and barbarism, as they never

were by Livy or Gibbon. Lady Rus-

sell's letters tell us of the Civil War in

England, Saint Mark's, at Venice, of

Byzantine taste and Oriental commerce,
the Escurial and the Alhambra, Ver-

sailles, a castle on the Rhine, and a

"modest mansion on the banks of the

Potomac," of their respective eras and

their characteristics, social, political, relig-

ious, more than the most elaborate reg-

ister, muster-roll, or judicial calendar.

For around and within these memorials

lingers the life of Humanity ; they speak
to the eye as well as to memory, to the

heart as well as the intelligence ; they

draw us by human associations to the

otherwise but technical statement
; they

lure us to repeople solitudes and reani-

mate shadows
;
and having become in-

timate with the scenes, the effigies, the

monuments of the Past, we have, as it
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were, a vantage-ground of actual experi- of departed ages are once more clothed

ence, an impulse from personal observa- with flesh, and their sorrows and triumphs

tion, and, perhaps, a sympathy born of are renewed in the soul of enlightened

local inspiration, whereby the phantoms contemplation.

MY NEIGHBOR, THE PROPHET.

THE point of commencement for a sto-

ry is altogether arbitrary. Some writers

stick to Nature and go back to the Crea-

tion
;
others take a few dozen of the grand-

fatherly old centuries for granted ;
others

seize Time by the forelock and bounce

into the middle of a narrative
; but, as I

said before, the beginning is a mere mat-

ter of taste and convenience. I choose

to open my tale with the day on which I

took possession of my newly purchased

country-house.

It was a pretty little cottage, wooden,

old-fashioned, a story and a half high,
with a long veranda, a shady door-yard,
and a sunny garden. I bought it as it

was, furniture "included, of a gentleman
who was about to remove southward on

account of his wife's health, or, to speak
more exactly, on account of her want of

it. I laugh here to think how surprised

you will be when you learn that these

matters have no connection with my sto-

ry* All the important events which I

propose to relate might have happened,
had this gentleman never sold nor I pur-
chased

; and, as a proof of it, I can ad-

duce the fact that they actually did occur

some years before we enjoyed the honor

of each other's acquaintance. But I could

not resist the temptation of the episode.
I am as delighted at getting into my first

house as was my little son when he poked
his chubby legs into his first trousers.

" Who is my nearest neighbor ?
"

I

asked of the former proprietor, when he

made his parting call.

"
What, the occupant of the new house

just below you ? I can tell you very lit-

tle of him. I haven't made his acquaint-

ance, and don't know his name. We call

him the Mormon."
"
Mercy on us ! You don't mean to

hint at anything in the way of polygamy,
I hope. He doesn't keep an omnibus

with seats for twenty, does he ?
"

"
No, not so bad as that. In fact, I

don't know much about him. I thought

you were aware of his his style of liv-

ing," stammered my friend. "
Oh, I dare

say he is respectable enough. But then

we noticed three or four women about

the house, and only one man; and so

we clapped the title of Mormon on him.

Nicknaming is funny work, you know,

a short and easy way to be witty. I be-

lieve, however, that he does pretend to

be a prophet."
" The Pilgrim Fathers protect us ! Why,

he may attempt to proselytize us by force.

He may declare a religious war against

us. It would be no joke, if he should in-

vade us with the sword in one hand, and

the Koran, or whatever he may call his

revelation, in the other."

"
Oh, don't be alarmed. He is quite

harmless, and even unobtrusive. A sad-

faced, pale, feeble-looking, white-bearded

old man. He won't attack you, or prob-

ably even speak to you. I will tell you
all I know of him. The house was built

under his direction about six months ago.

I understand that the women own it, and

that they are not relatives according to

the flesh, but simply sisters in faith. They
have some queer sort of religion which I

am shamefully ignorant of. At all events,

they believe this old gentleman to be a

prophet, and consider it a duty or a pleas-

ure to support him. That is the extent
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of my knowledge. I hope it doesn't dis-

gust you with your neighborhood ?
"

" By no means. May you find as pleas-

ant a one, wherever you settle !

"

" Thank you. Well, it is nearly train-

time, and I suppose I must leave you and

my old place. I wish you every happi-

ness in it."

And so the old proprietor sighingly

departed, leaving the new one smiling

on the doorstep. I was just thinking
how nicely the world is arranged, so that

one man's trouble may turn out another

man's blessing, (the illness in this gen-

tleman's family, for instance, being the

cause of my getting a neat country-house

cheap,) when my attention was arrested

by the appearance of a thin, feeble-look-

ing, white-bearded old man, who passed
down the street with head bent and hands

joined behind him. I stared at him till

he got by ;
then I ran down to the gate

and looked after him earnestly; and at

last I darted forward, hatless, in eager

pursuit. He heard my approaching steps,

and put his snowy beard against his

right shoulder in the act of taking a

glance rearward. I now recognized the

profile positively, and began conversa-

tion.

" Is it possible ? My dear Doctor Pot-

ter, how are you ? Don't you know me ?

Your old friend Elderkin."

"Sir? Elderkin? Oh! ah! yes!
How do you do, Mr. Elderkin ?

" he stam-

mered, seeming very awkward, and hard-

ly responding at all to my vigorous hand-

shaking.
" I am delighted to see you again," I

continued. " I have had no news of you
these five years. Do you live in this

neighborhood ?
"

"I I reside in the next house, Sir,"

he replied, not looking me in the face,

but glancing around uneasily, as if he

wanted to run away.
" What ! are you the prophet ?

"
I

blurted out before I could stop myself.

"I am, Mr. Elderkin," he said, blush-

ing until I thought his white hair would

turn crimson.

We stared at each other in silence for

ten seconds, each wishing himself or his

interlocutor at the antipodes.
" I congratulate you on your gift," I re-

marked, as soon as I could speak.
" I will

see you again soon, and have a talk on

the subject. We have discussed similar

matters before. Good day, Doctor."
" Good day, Mr. Elderkin," he replied,

drawing himself up with a poor pretence
at self-respect.

He was greatly changed. Heterodoxy
had not been so fattening to him as Or-

thodoxy. When I knew him, six years

before, as pastor of a flourishing church,

Doctor of Divinity, and staunch Calvin-

ist, he had a plump and rosy face, a port-

ly form, and vigorous carriage. He was a

great favorite with the ladies, as clergy-

men are apt to be, and consequently nev-

er lacked for delicate and appetizing sus-

tenance. He was esteemed, self-respect-

ful, and happy ;
and all these things tend

to good health and good looks. I propose
to make myself famous as the Gibbon of

the decline and fall of this reverend gen-

tleman, once so honorably established on

the everlasting hills of Orthodoxy, and

now so overthrown and trampled under

foot by the Alaric of Spiritualism. I do

not expect, indeed, that anybody will

take warning by my friend's sad history ;

nor do I insist that people in general
would find it advantageous to learn much
wisdom from the experience of others

;
for

it is very clear, that, if we attempted only
what our neighbors or our fathers had

succeeded in doing, we should kill all

chance of variety or improvement. It

would be a stupidly wise world
;
there

would be no sins, and, very possibly, no

virtues
;

instead of "
Everything hap-

pens," it would be "
Nothing happens."

Believing and hoping, therefore, that Dr.

Potter's calamities will not be the small-

est check upon any person who shall feel

disposed to follow in his footsteps, I pre-

sent the story to the public, not at all as

a lesson, but merely as an item of curious

information.

Oddly enough, it was on that day of

delusions, the first of April, that I stum-

bled into the Doctor's revival of the age
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of miracles. I had been engaged for

three months on a geological survey in a

Western Territory, during which time I

had received very brief and vague news

from the little city which was then my
place of abode, and had not even had

a hint of the signs and wonders which

there awaited my astonished observation.

Reaching home, I made it my first busi-

ness to call on my reverend friend
;
for

the Doctor, it must be known, was one

of my most valued intimates, had baptized

me, had counselled me, had travelled with

me in foreign lands
;
we had many in-

terests, many sympathies in common, and

no differences except with' regard to the

extent of the Flood, the date of the Crea-

tion, and other matters of small personal

importance. I found him in his study,

surrounded by those seven hundred and

odd volumes, the learning and excellent

spirit of which gave to his sermons such

a body of venerable divinity, such a bou-

quet of savory eloquence. He was walk-

ing to and fro rapidly, studying a slip of

manuscript with an air of serious ecstasy.

He did not look up until 1 had seized his

hand, and even then he stared at me as

a man might be supposed to stare who
had been passing a fortnight with angels
or other spiritual existences and unex-

pectedly found himself among natural

and reasonable beings again.
"
Ah, my dear Elderkin," he said at

last,
" I am glad to see you. How are

you, and "how have you been ? Excuse

me for not recognizing you at once. I

had just lost myself in the consideration

of a mystery which I believe to be of

the sublimest importance. Oh, my dear

friend, I hope you will be brought to at-

tend to these things ! They are above

and beyond all your geologies ; they pre-
ceded and will outlive them."

" Indeed !

"
I replied.

"
Nothing in

the way of chaos, I hope ?
v

" Look here at this sheet of foolscap,"

he exclaimed, waving it excitedly.
" Do

you remember the belief which I have

often expressed to you, the belief that

the dispensation of miracles has never yet

ceased from earth, that we have still a

right to expect signs, wonders, instanta-

neous healings, and unknown tongues,

and that, but for our wretched incredu-

lity, these things would constantly hap-

pen among us ? You have disputed it

and ridiculed it, but here I hold a proof
of its truth. A month ago this blessing

was vouchsafed to me. It was at one

of our Wednesday-evening exercises. I

had just been speaking of supernatural

gifts, and of the duty which we lie un-

der of expecting and demanding them.

The moment I sat down, a stranger (a

gentleman whom I had previously no-

ticed at church) rose up with a strangely

beaming look and broke out in a dis-

course of sounds that were wholly unin-

telligible. You need not smile. It was

a true language, I am confident
;

it flow-

ed forth with a moving warmth and flu-

ency ;
and the gestures w.hich accom-

panied it were earnest and most expres-
sive."

" That was fortunate," said I
;

" oth-

erwise you must have been very little

edified. But isn't it rather odd that the

man should use earthly gestures with an

unearthly language ?
"

The Doctor shook his head reproving-

ly, and continued,

"Deacon Jones, the editor of the
'

Patriot,' is a phonographer. He took

down the close of the stranger's address,

and next day brought it to me written

out in the ordinary alphabet. Let me
read it to you. As you are acquainted
with several modern languages, perhaps

you can give me a key to an interpreta-

tion."

"I don't profess to know the modern

languages of the other world," said I.

"
However, let us hear it."

" Isse ta sopon otatirem isais ka raba-

tar itos ma deok," began the Doctor, with

a gravity which almost made me think

him stark mad. "De noton irbila orgo-

nos ban orgonos amartalannen fi dunial

maran ta calderak isais deluden homox
berbussen carantar. Falla esoro anglas
emoden ebuntar ta diliglas martix yehu-
das sathan val caraman mendelsonnen

lamata yendos nix poliglor opos discobul
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vanitarok ken laros ma dasta finomallo

in salubren to mallomas. Isse on esto

opos fi sathan."

And so he read on through more than

a page and a half of closely written man-

uscript, his eyes flashing brighter at each

line, and his right hand gesturing as im-

pressively as if he understood every sylla-

ble.

" Bless you, it's nothing new," said I.

" There's an institution at Hartford where

they cure people of talking that identical

language."
" Just what I expected you to say," he

replied, flushing up.
" I know you,

you scientific men, you materialists.

When you can't explain a phenomenon,

you call it nonsense, instead of throwing

yourselves with childlike faith into the

arms of the supernatural. That is the

sum and finality of your so-called science.

But, come, be rational now. Don't you
catch a single glimpse or suspicion of

meaning in these remarkable words ?
"

" I am thankful to say that I don't,"

declared I. "If ever I go mad, I may
change my mind."

" Well now, I do" he asseverated loud-

ly.
" There are words here that I be-

lieve I understand, and I am not ashamed

to own it. Why, look at it, yourself," he

added, pleadingly.
" That word sathan,

twice repeated, can it be anything else

than Satan ? Yehudas, what is that but

Jews ? And then homox, how very near

to the Latin homo ! I think, too, that I

have even got a notion of some of the

grammatical forms of the language. That

termination of en, as in deluden, salubren,

seems to me the sign of the present tense

of the plural form of the verb. That

other termination of tar, as in ebuntar,

carantar, I suppose to be the sign of the

infinitive. Depend upon it that this lan-

guage is one of absolute regularity, un-

deformed by the results of human folly

and sorrow, and as perfect as a crystal."

"But not as clear," I observed, "at

least, not to our apprehension. Well,
how was this extraordinary revelation

received by the audience ?
"

"In dumb silence," said the Doctor.

" Faith was at too low an ebb among us

to reach and encircle the amazinnr fact.O
I had to call out the astonished brethren

by name
;
and even then they responded

briefly and falteringly. But the leaven

worked. I went round the next day
and talked to all my leading men. I

found faith sprouting like a grain of

mustard-seed. I found my people wak-

ing up to the great idea of a contin-

uous, deathless, present miracle-demon-

stration. And these dim suspicions, these

far-off longings and fearful hopes, were,

indeed, precursors of such a movement
of spirits, such a shower of supernatu-
ral mercies, as the world has not per-

haps seen for centuries. Yes, there have

been wonders wrought among us, and

there are, I am persuaded, greater won-

ders still to come. What do you think

must be my feelings when I see my wor-

thiest parishioners rise in public and break

out with unknown tongues ?
"

" I should suppose you would rather

see them break out with the small-pox,"
I answered.

"
Ah, Professor ! wait, wait, and soon

you will not laugh," said the Doctor, sol-

emnlv.V
"
Perhaps not. I am a sincere friend

of yours, and a tolerably good-hearted
sort of man, I hope. I shall probably feel

more like crying. But the world may
laugh long and loud, Doctor. All who
hate the true revelation may laugh to see

it mocked and caricatured by those who

profess and mean to honor it. Just con-

sider, while it is yet time to mend mat-

ters, how imprudent you are. Why, what

do you know of the man who has been

your Columbus in this sea of wonders?

Are you sure that he is not a sharper, or

an impostor, or a lunatic ?
"

"
Impossible ! He brought letters to

three of our most respectable families.

His name is Riley, John M. Riley, of

New York
;
and he is son of the wealthy

old merchant, James M. Riley, who has

been such a generous donor to all good

works. As for his being a lunatic, you

shall hear his conversation."

" I should be a very poer judge of it,
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if he always speaks in his unknown

tongues."

"English! English! he talks English
as good as your own. A more gentle-

manly person, a more intelligent mind,

a meeker and more believing spirit, I

have not met this many a day. He is

still here, and he is my right hand in the

work. I shall soon have the pleasure of

making you acquainted with him."

"Thank you; I shall be delighted,"

said I.
"
Only be good enough to hint

to him that I like to understand what is

said to me. If he comes at me with un-

known tongues, I shall wish him in un-

known parts. I can't stand mysteries. I

am a geologist, and believe that there are

rocks all the way down, and that we had

much better stand on them than wriggle
in mere chaotic space. Good morning,
Doctor. I shall come again soon

;
I shall

keep a lookout on you."
" Good morning," he replied, kindly.

" I hope to see you in a better frame be-

fore many days."

I hurried back to my hotel, and ques-

tioned the landlord about this revival of

the age of miracles. He gave me a long
account of the affair, and then every

neighbor who strolled in gave me anoth-

er, until by dinner-time I had heard won-

ders and absurdities enough to make a

new " Book of Mormon." The lunacies

of this Klley had entered into Dr. Potter

and his parishioners, like the legion of

devils into the herd of swine, and driven

them headlong into a sea of folly. There

had been more tongues spoken during
the past month in this little Yankee city

than would have sufficed for our whole

stellar system. Blockheads who were not

troubled with an idea once a fortnight,

and who could neither write nor speak
their mother English decently, had under-

taken to expound things which never

happened in dialects which nobody un-

derstood. People who hitherto had been

chiefly remarkable for their ignorance of

the past and the slowness of their com-

prehension of the present fell to foretell-

ing the future, with a glibness which made
Isaiah and Ezekiel appear like minor

prophets, and a destructiveness which

nothing would satisfy but the immediate

advent of the final conflagration. Gouty
brothers whose own toes were a burden

to them, and dropsical sisters with swell-

ed legs, hobbled from street to street, lay-

ing would-be miraculous hands on each

other, on teething children, on the dumb
and blind, on foundered horses and

mangy dogs even, or whatsoever other

sickly creature happened to get under

their silly noses. The doctors lost half

their practice in consequence of the re-

liance of the people on these spiritual

methods of physicking. Children were

taken out of school in order that they

might attend the prophesyings and get

all knowledge by supernatural intuition.

Logic and other worldly methods of ar-

riving at truth were superseded by
dreams, discernings of spirits, and similar

irrational processes. The public madness

was immense, tempestuous, and unequal-
led by anything of the kind since the

"jerks" which appeared in the early

part of this century under the thunder-

ing ministrations of Peter Cartwright.

That nothing might be lacking to make
the movement a fact in history, it had ac-

quired a name. As its disciples used the

word "
dispensation

"
freely, the public

called them Dispensationists, and their

faith Dispensationism, while their meet-

ings received the whimsical title of Dis-

pensaries.

Amid this clamor of daft delusion, Dr.

Potter congratulated his people on the

resurrection of the age of miracles, and

preached in furtherance of the work with

a fervid sincerity and eloquence rarely

surpassed by men who support the claims

of true religion and right reason. Had
he brought the same zeal to bear against

mathematics, it seems to me he might
have shaken the popular faith in the mul-

tiplication-table. The wonders transact-

ing in his church being noised abroad,

the town was soon crowded with curious

strangers, mostly laymen, but several

clergymen, some anxious to believe, oth-

ers ready to sneer, but all resolute to see.

As might have been expected, the nature
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of the excitement alarmed the wiser pas-

tors of the vicinity for the cause of Ortho-

doxy. They saw that several of the as-

serted miracles were simply hoaxes or

delusions
; they suspected that the un-

known tongues might be nothing but the

senseless bubbling of overheated brain-

pans ; they perceived that the Doctor in

his enthusiastic flights was soaring clear

into the murky clouds of Spiritualism;

and they dreaded lest the scoffing world

should make a weapon out of these ab-

surdities for an attack upon the Christian

faith. They began to preach against the

fanaticism
; and, of course, my friend de-

nounced them as infidels. High war en-o
sued among the principalities and powers
of theology in all that portion of Yankee-

dom.

The reaction roused by the unbeliev-

ing clergymen .reached the Doctor's con-

gregation, and emboldened all the sen-

sible members to combine into an anti-

miracle party. At a meeting of these

persons a committee was appointed to

wait upon the pastor and respectfully re-

quest him to dismiss Riley, to cease his

efforts after the supernatural, and to re-

turn to his former profitable manner of

ministration. Dr. Potter was amazed

and indignant ;
he replied, that he should

preach the truth as it was revealed to

himself; he scouted the dictation of the

committee, and fell back upon the solemn

duty of his office
;
he ended by informing

the gentlemen that they were unbeliev-

ers and materialists. Naturally the dis-

senters grew all the more fractious for this

currying, and held another meeting, in

which the reaction kicked up higher than

ever. Being resolved now to proceed
to extremities, and, if necessary, to form

a new congregation, they drew up the

following recantation and sent it to Dr.

Potter, not with any hope that he would

put his name to it, but for the purpose of

ridiculing his infatuation and driving him

to resign his pulpit.
"

I, the undersigned, pastor of the First

Church in Troubleton, having been led

far from the truth by the absurdities of

modern miracleism and spiritualism, and

having seen the error of my ways, do

penitently subscribe to the accompany-

ing articles.

" 1st. I promise to cease all intercourse

with a blasphemous blockhead named
John M. Riley, who has been the human
cause of my downfall.

" 2d. I promise to avoid in future all

rhapsodies, ecstasies, frenzies, and whim-

seys which throw ridicule on true religion

by caricaturing its influences.

"3d. I promise to regard with the

profoundest contempt and indifference

both my own dreams or somnambulisms

and those of other people.
" 4th. I promise not to unveil the se-

cret things of Infinity, nor to encourage
others to unveil them, but to mind my
own finite business, and to rest satisfied

with the revelations that are contained

in the Bible.
" 5th. I promise not to speak unknown

tongues as long as I can speak English,
and not to listen to other people who
commit the like absurdity, unless I know
them to be Frenchmen or Dutchmen or

other foreigners of some human species.
" 6th. I promise not to heal the sick

by any unnatural and miraculous means,
but rather to call in for their aid proper-

ly educated physicians, giving the prefer-

ence to those of the allopathic persua-
sion.

" 7th. I promise not to work signs in

heaven nor wonders on earth, but to let

all things take the course allotted to them

by a good and wise Providence."

Of course Dr. Potter looked upon this

production as the height of irreverence

and irreligion, and proposed to excom-

municate the authors of it. Hence the

dissenters declared themselves seceders,

and took immediate steps to form a new

society.

It was at this stage of the excitement

that I returned to Troubleton and made

my call upon the Doctor. I felt anxious

to save my old friend and worthy pastor.

I saw, that, if he continued in his present

courses, he would strip himself, one af-

ter the other, of his influence, his posi-

tion, his religion, and his reason. That
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very evening, after the usual conference-

meeting was over, I called again on him,

and found him in a truly lyrical frame of

spirit.
"
Ah, my dear friend, there is no end

to it !

" exclaimed he. " The doors are

opening, one beyond another. Wonder
shows forth after wonder, miracle after

miracle. Behind the veil! behind the

veil !

"

" Indeed !

"
said I, rather vexed.

" You'll

find yourself behind a grate some day."
" There is now no question of the phys-

ical value as well as the spiritual sublim-

ity of these revelations," he continued,

without observing my sneer. " Life and

death, the sparing of precious blood, the

prevention of crime, the punishment of

the guilty, you can appreciate these

things, I presume."
" When I am in my senses," returned I.

" But what is the row ? if I may use that

worldly expression. Has Mr. John M.

Riley been brought to confess any state-

prison offences ?
"

"
Ah, Elderkin !

"
sighed the Doctor,

letting go my hand with a look of sad re-

proach.
" But no : you cannot remain

forever in this skepticism ; you will be

brought over to us before long. Let me
tell you what has happened. But, re-

member, you must keep the secret until

to-morrow, as you value precious lives.

Mr. Riley has just left me. He has made

me a revelation, a prophecy, which will

be proof to all men of the origin of our

present experiences. He has had a vis-

ion, thrice repeated. It foretold that this

very night a robbery and murder would

be attempted in the city of New Haven.

The evil drama will open between two

and three o'clock. There will be three

burglars. The house threatened is sit-

uated in the suburbs, to the east of the

city, and about a mile from the col-

leges."

"Is it? And what are you' going to

do about it ? telegraph ?
"

"No. We will be there in person.

We will ourselves prevent the crime and

seize the criminals. I shall have a word

in season for that family, Sir. I wish to

improve the occasion for its conversion

to a full belief in these sublime mysteries.

Mr. Riley, with three of my people, will

meet me at the station. We shall be in

New Haven by eleven, stay an hour or

two in some hotel, and at half past one

go to the house."
" My dear Sir, I remonstrate," ex-

claimed I. "You will get laughed at.

You will get shot at. You will get into

disgrace. You will get into jail. For

pity's sake, give up this quixotic expe-

dition, and grant me an absolution be-

fore the fact for kicking Riley out of

doors."

The Doctor turned his face away from

me and walked to a window. His air

of profound, yet uncomplaining grief,

struck me with compunction, and, fol-

lowing him, I held out my hand.

"Come, excuse me," said I. "Look

here, if this comes true, I'll quit geology
and go to working miracles to-morrow.

I'll come over to your faith, if I have to

wade through my reason."

" Will you ?
" he responded, joyfully.

" You will never repent it. There, shake

hands. I am not angry. Your unbelief

is natural, though saddening. To-mor-

row night, then, come and see me again
and I will tell you the whole adventure.

I must be off to the train now. Excuse

me for leaving you. Would you like

to sit here awhile and look at Humby's
' Modern Miracles

'
?
"

"No, thank you. Prefer to look at

your miracles. I am going with you."
"
Going with me ? Are you ? I'm de-

lighted !

" he cried, not in the least star-

tled or embarrassed by the proposition.
" Now you shall see with your own

eyes."

"Yes, if it isn't too dark, I will,

word of a geologist. Well, shall we
start ?

"

" But won't you have a weapon ? We
go armed, of course, inasmuch as the

scoundrels may show fight when we come
to arrest them."

" I don't want it," said I, gently push-

ing away a pocket-pistol, about as dan-

gerous as a squirt.
" All the burglars
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you see to-night may shoot at me, and

welcome."

We walked to the station, and found

our party waiting for the Boston train.

The Doctor introduced me, with much
affectionate effusion and many particu-

lars concerning my family and early his-

tory, to the man of unearthly lingoes. He
was a tall, lean, flat-chested, cadaverous

being, of about forty, his sandy hair nice-

ly sleeked, thin yellow whiskers spattered
on his hollow cheeks, his nose short and

snub, his face small, wilted, and so freck-

led that it could hardly be said to have a

complexion. In short, by its littleness,

by its yellowness, by its appearance of

dusty dryness, this singular physiognomy
reminded me so strongly of a pinch of

snuff, that I almost sneezed at sight of it.

His diminutive green eyes were fringed
with ragged flaxen lashes, and seemed to

be very loose in their reddened lids, as

if he could cry them out at the shortest

notice. I observed that he never looked

his interlocutors in the face, but stared

chiefly at their feet, as if surmising wheth-

er they would kick, or gazed into remote

distance, as if trying to see round the

world and get a view of his own back.

His dress was a full suit of black, fine in

texture, but bagging about him in a way
that made you wonder whether he had

not lost a hundred-weight or so in train-

ing for his spiritual battles. His man-

ners were quiet, and would not have

been disagreeable, but for an air of un-

comfortably stiff solemnity, which draped
him from head to foot like a robe of mor-

al oilcloth, and might almost be said to

rustle audibly. Whether he was a prac-
tical joker, a swindler, a fanatic, or a

madman, my spiritual vision was not keen

enough to discover at first sight Beside

him and ourselves the party consisted of

a butcher, a baker, and a candlestick-

maker, all members of the Doctor's church

and indefatigable workers of miracles,

plain men and foolish, but respectable in

standing and sincere in their folly. Mr.

Riley was so commonplace as to address

me in English, probably because he want-
ed an answer.

" Do you accompany us, Sir, on this

blessed crusade against crime and unbe-

lief ?" he asked.
" My friend, Dr. Potter, has granted

me that inestimable privilege," respond-
ed I.

" I hope in fact, I firmly believe

that Providence will aid us," he contin-

ued.
" I hope so, too," said I.

" But would-

n't it be advisable to have a policeman,
too?"

" By no means ! Certainly not !

"
he*

returned, with considerable excitement.
" All we want is a band of saints, ofjusti-
fied souls, of men fitted for the martyr's
crown."

Oh, that's all, is it, Sir ? Well,
shall we get into the cars ? There they
are."

The train was full, and our party had
to scatter, but Mr. Riley and I got seats

together.
" I have not seen you at our meet-

ings, Sir," he continued. " Allow me to

ask, are you a believer in Dispensation-
ism?"

" Not so strong as I might be. How-

ever, I have been absent from Trouble-

ton for three months, and only returned

yesterday."
" Ah ! you have lost precious oppor-

tunities. You must lose no more. Life

is short."

" And uncertain," I added. "
Espe-

cially in railroad travelling."
" My dear Sir, I hope this road is pru-

dently conducted," he said, with a look

of some little anxiety.
" Not many accidents," I answered.

" And then, you know, we are always
in the hands of Providence. No fear of

slipping through the fingers unnoticed."
"
No, Sir, certainly not," he remarked,

wrapping his moral oilcloth about him

again.
" Have you felt any extraordi-

nary spiritual impressions since you re-

turned ?
"

"
Nothing lasting, I think. Nothing

that a night's sleep wouldn't take off the

edge of."

" No desire to lay hands on some sin-
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stricken wretch and cure him of the evil

that is in him ?
"

Now I did feel a strong desire to lay

hands on this very Riley and pull out his

snub nose for him
;
but I forbore to say

so, and simply shook my head despond-

ently.
" I know, that, if you would come to

our Dispensaries and join in our exer-

cises, you would be sensible of a soften-

ing," he observed.

"
Yes, in the brain," thought I

;
but I

still remained silent.

" You should meditate upon the value

of manifestations, unknown tongues, the

laying on of hands, visions, ecstasies, and

such like matters," he continued.

So I have," said I.

" And with no result ?
"

"
Nothing that particularly astonishes

me. I think that I hate humbug more

than I did."

" That's a good sign," he replied, after

a brief, sharp glance of inquiry at me.
" This vain world is a humbug, as you

phrase it. Dead Orthodoxy is a humbug.
Human reason is a humbug. We are all

humbugs, unless we are made true by

Dispensation. This age will be a hum-

bug, unless it can be wrought into an age
of miracles. If you could be brought to

hate earnestly all these things, it would

be a hopeful sign."

I was on the point of disputing the

hypothesis, but prudently checked my-
self. Suddenly he removed my hat and

put his broad, hard palm upon my or-

gans with an impudent dexterity which

made me doubt whether he had not been

a pickpocket or a phrenological lecturer.
" I lay my hand upon your head and

desire you to note the effect," said he.
" Can no life come into these dry bones ?

Shall they not live ? Yea, they shall

live ! Do you feel no irrepressible emo-

tion, Sir, no shaking ?
"

" Not a shake," replied I,
" unless it

be from the bad grading."
" Evil is mighty, but the good must

eventually prevail," he observed, imper-

tinently cocking his snub nose toward

heaven.

" I believe you are quite right in both

propositions," I admitted. " Cardinal

points of mine. But excuse me, Sir, if

you could spare my hat, I should like to

put it on my head."

I had lost patience with the man, part-

ly because it irks me to have strangers

take liberties with my person, and also

because I had reached the conclusion

that he was simply a shallow dissembler

and rascal. In a minute more I had cause

to reconsider my charge of hypocrisy,
and to question whether he might not

lay claim to the nobler distinction of lu-

nacy. The conductor came down the

car, picking out Troubletonians with his

undeceivable eye, and leaned toward us

with outstretched fingers. Mr. Riley rose

to his whole gaunt height at a jerk, and

laid his hand on the official's arm with

a fierce, bony gripe, which seemed to

startle him as if it were the clutch of a

skeleton.

" There is my ticket," said he. " Where
is yours ? Have you one for the Holy

City ? None ? Then you are lost, lost,

lost!"

The last words rose to a high, clear

shriek, which pierced the heavy rumble

of the train and rang throughout the car.

The conductor, in spite of the coolness

which becomes second nature to men of

his profession, turned slightly pale and

shrank back before this wild apostrophe,
with a thrill of spiritual horror at the sol-

emn meaning of the words, (I thought,)

and not because he considered the man
a maniac. The fanaticism of Troubleton

had already flown far and cast a vague
shadow of dread over a large communi-

ty-

Turning abruptly from the conductor,

my companion flung out his long arms to-

ward the staring passengers, and contin-

ued in his strident, startling tenor: " I

have warned him. I call you all to wit-

ness that I have warned this man of his

fearful peril. His blood be on his own
head ! The blood of your souls will be

upon your heads, unless you turn to Dis-

pensationism. I have said it. Amen !

"

Before he had sat down again I was
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in the alley on my way to another car, ed with the same holy gifts. Look at the

not anxious to become known as the in- Quakers, from Fox downward, who have

timate of this extraordinary apostle. I held it as a constant principle to expect
found an empty seat by the Doctor, drop- powers, revelations, discernings of spirits,

ped into it, and told my story. and instantaneous healings of diseases.

" My dear friend, give the fellow up," I Why, here we are in our own days ;
here

concluded. " He's as mad as he can pos- we are with our chain of miracles still

sibly be." unbroken
;
here we are in the midst of

" So Festus thought of Paul," return- this geological and unbelieving nineteenth

ed my poor comrade, with hopeless fatu- century."

ity.
"
Yes, here we are," said I

;

" and we
" Festus be d d !

"
said I, losing my must make the best of it. It's a bad af-

temper, and swearing for the first time fair, of course, to live in scientific times
;

since I graduated. and it's a great pity that we were not

" I fear he was so," remarked the Doc- born in the Dark Ages ;
but it is too late

tor, severely.
" Let me urge you to take to try to help it."

warning from his fate."
A

" Ah ! you answer with a sneer
; you

" I beg your pardon, and that of Fes- are materialistic and infidel."

tus," I apologized.
" But when I see you

"
Stop, Doctor ! Let me make a bar-

losing your reason, I can't keep my pa- gain with you. If you won't call me

tience, and don't wish to." names, I won't call you names. You are

" You will wonder at these feelings not in the pulpit now, and you have no

before many hours," he responded gen- right to domineer over me."

tly.
" To-morrow you will be a believ-

" But what do you say to all these

er." signs and wonders which I have men-
" That makes no difference with me tioned ?

"

now," said I.
" I am just as skeptical as

" What do you say to the Rochester

if I hadn't a chance of conversion. Why, knockings and the Stratford mysteries

Doctor, well, come now, I'll argue and the Mormon miracles?"

the case with you. In the first place, all " All deceptions, or works of the Dev-

Church history is against you. There isn't il," affirmed the Doctor, without a mo-

a respectable author who upholds the doc- ment's hesitation,

trine of modern miracles." " Excuse me for smiling," I replied
" Mistake !

" he exclaimed. " I wish I " It is pleasant to observe what a quick

had you in my library. I could face you spirit you have for discerning the true

with writer on writer, fact on fact, all sup- wonders from the false."

porting my views. I can prove that mir- " You will see, you will see," he an-

acles have not ceased for eighteen centu- swered, and relapsed into a grave si-

ries
;
that they appeared abundantly in lence.

the days of the venerable Catholic fa- We reached New Haven and took

thers
;
that a stream of prophecies and rooms at the New Haven Hotel. I had

healings and tongues ran clear through anticipated a little nap before going out

the Dark Ages down to the Reformation
;

on our expedition ;
but I had not made

that the superhuman influence flamed in allowance for the proselyting zeal of Dis-

the dreams of Huss, the ecstasies of Xa- pensationists. My poor bewildered friend

vier, and the marvels of Fox and Usher. Potter uttered something which he sin-

Look at the French Prophets, or Trem- cerely meant to be a prayer, but which

biers of the Cevennes, who had prophe- sounded to me painfully like blasphemy,

syings and healings and discoverings of Next they sang a queer hymn of theirs

spirits and tongues and interpretations, in discordant chorus. After that, Mr.

Look at the ecstatic Jansenists, or Con- Riley rolled up his sleeves and his eyes,

vulsionists of St. Medard, who were bless- flung his arms about, wept and shrieked
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unknown tongues for twenty minutes.

Then the butcher, the baker, and can-

dlestick-maker had a combined convul-

sion on the floor, rolling over each other

and upsetting furniture. By this time the

hotel was roused and the landlord made

us a call.

" What the Old Harry are you about ?
"

he demanded, angrily.
" Don't you know

it's after midnight ?
"

" We are holding a Dispensary," said

Mr. Riley, solemnly.
"
Well, I'll dispense with your company,

if you don't stop it," returned mine host.

" There's a nervous lady in the next room,

and you've worried her into fits."

" Let me see her," cried the Doctor,

eagerly.
" It may be that the power of

our faith is upon her. Which is her

door?"
" You're drunk, Sir," returned the land-

lord, severely.
"
Keep quiet now, or I'll

have you put to bed by the porters."

So saying, he shut the door and went

muttering down-stairs. This untoward

incident put an end to our exercises.

A whispered palaver on Dispensationism

followed, during which I tilted my chair

back against the wall and stole a pleasant

little nap.
It was about half past one when the

Doctor shook me up and said,
" It is

time." We slipped down-stairs in our

stockinged feet, got the front-door open
without awakening the porter, shut it

carefully after us, and put on our boots

outside. Mr. Riley immediately started

up College Street, which, as all the world

is aware, runs northerly to the Canal

Railroad, where it changes to Prospect
Street and goes off in a half-wild state

up country. At the end of College Street

we left the city behind us, struck the rail-

track, forsook that presently for a desert

sort of road known as Canal Street, and

kept on in a northwesterly direction for

half a mile farther. It was a dark, cool,

and bluster ig night, such as the New

Englanders are very apt to have on the

second of April. The wind blew violent-

ly down the open country, shaking the

scattered trees as if it meant to wake

them instantly out of their winter's slum-

ber, and screeching in the murky distan-

ces like a tomcat of the housetops, or rath-

er like a continent of tomcats. The Doc-

tor lost his hat, chased it a few rods, and

then gave it up, lest he should miss his

burglars. Once I halted and watched,

thinking that I saw two or three dark

shapes dogging us not far behind, but

concluded that I had been deceived by
the black-art of magical Night, and has-

tened on after my crazy comrades. Pres-

ently Riley stopped, pointed to a dark

mass on our right which seemed about

large enough to be a story-and-a-half

cottage, and whispered, "Here we are,

brethren."
" No doubt about that," said I.

" But

what the mischief is to come of it ?
"

" Oh ! let's go back and call the po-

lice," urged the baker, in a tremulous gur-

gle.
" Too late !

" returned Riley.
" It is

given to me to see the burglars. They
are inside. They are taking the silver

out of the closet. There will be murder

in five minutes."
" If there must be murder, why, of

course we ought to have a hand in it," I

suggested.
" Our motives at least will be

good."
"
Right !

"
said Riley.

" Come on, breth-

ren ! We must prove our faith by our

works."

But the baker hung back in a most

dough-faced fashion, while the butcher

and the candlestick -maker encouraged
him in his cowardice. At last it was

agreed that this unheroic trio should wait

in the yard as a reserve, while Riley, the

Doctor, and I went in to worry the bur-

glars. Leaving the weaker brethren in

a clump of evergreen shrubbery, we, the

forlorn-hope, stole around the house to

get at a back-door which Prophet Riley

had plainly seen in his dream, and which

he foretold us we should find unlocked.

I was not much amazed to discover a

back-door, inasmuch as most houses have

one, but I really was surprised to learn

that it was unfastened. My astonishment

at this circumstance, however, was over-
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balanced by my alarm at finding that the Immediately somebody else seized me by
Doctor still persisted in his intention of the cravat and began to throttle me.

entering ;
for I had hoped that at the last Whoever it was, I floored him with a

moment his faith would give way, and right-hander, and sent him across the

let him slide down from the elevation of other person, as I judged by the com-

his ridiculous and reckless purpose. bined grunt, and the desperate, though
" But you are not really going in ?

"
I dumb struggle which followed. Now

whispered, jerking at his coat-tails. there were two of them down, and how
"
Certainly," he replied.

" The rob- many standing I could not guess. An
bers are surely there. The door was un- instant afterward, a muffled voice, like

locked." that of a man only half awake, shouted
" Mere carelessness of the servants, from a- room behind me,

" Who's there ?

Stop ! Come back ! Nonsense ! Mad- Get out ! I'm a-coming !

"
This seemed

ness ! You'll get into a scrape. Respect- to encourage the individuals who were

able family. Good gracious, what a pack having a rough-and-tumble on the carpet,

of fools !

"
for they commenced roaring simultane-

While I was rapidly muttering these ously,
"
Help ! murder ! thieves ! fire !

"

observations, he was pulling away from without, however, relaxing hostilities for

me and stealing into the house after his a moment.

prophet. Finding that there was no The next pleasant incident was a pis-

stopping him, I followed, in obedience, tol-shot, the ball of which whizzed so near

perhaps, to that great and no doubt be- my head that it made me dodge, although

neficent, but as yet unexplained, instinct I have not the least notion who fired it or

which causes sheep to leap after their whom it was aimed at. Female screams

bellwether. We were in a basement, or and masculine shouts now sounded from

semi-subterranean story. I felt the walls various directions. Thinking that I had

of a narrow passage on either side of me, done all the good in my power, I conclud-

and can swear to a kitchen near by, for ed to get out of this confusion
;
but either

I smelt its cooking-range. I walked on the doorway by which we entered had

the foremost end of my toes, and would suddenly walled itself up, or else I had

have paid five dollars for a pair of list lost my reckoning ; for, stumble where I

slippers. Rather than take another such would, feel about as I would, I could not

little promenade as I had in that passage, find it. I did, indeed, come to an open-
I would submit to be placed on the mid- ing in the wall, but there was no stair-

die sleeper of a railroad-bridge, with an case the other side of it, and it simply

express-train coming at me without a introduced me to another invisible apart-

cowcatcher. Presently I overtook the ment. I had no chance to reflect upon
Doctor's coat-tails again, and found that the matter and decide of my own free

they were ascending a staircase. At the will whether I would go in or not. A
top of the stairs was a door, and on the sudden Tush of fighting, howling persons
other side of the door was a room, the swept me along, jammed me against a

uses of which I won't undertake to swear . pillar, pushed me over a table, and for-

to, for I never saw it, although I was in ced me to engage in a furious struggle,

it longer than I wanted to be. All I know exceedingly awkward by reason of the

is that it seemed to be as full of chairs, darkness and the extraordinary amount

and tables, and sofas, and sideboards, and of furniture. A tremendous punch in

stoves, and crickets, as if it had been a the side of the head upset me and made

shop for second-hand furniture. I was me lose my temper. Rising in a rage, I

just rubbing my shins after an encounter grappled some man, tripped up his heels,

with a remarkably solid object, nature got on his chest, and never left off bela-

uncertain, when somebody near me fell boring him until I felt pretty sure that he

over something with a crash and a groan, would keep quiet during the rest of the
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soiree. I hope sincerely that this suffer-

ing individual was Mr. John M. Riley;

but, from the rotundity of stomach which

I bestrode, I very much fear that it was

the Doctor.

All this while the house resounded with

outcries of,
" Who's there ?

" " What's the

matter?" "Father!" "Henry!" "Jen-

ny!" "Maria!" "Thieves!" "Mur-

der!" "Police!" and so forth. Of
course I did not feel disposed to tell who

was there
;
and in actual fact I could

not have explained what was the matter.

Accordingly I left all these inquisitive

people unsatisfied, and busied myself

solely with my fallen antagonist. Quit-

ting him at last in a state of quiescence,
I knocked over a person who had been

attacking me in the rear, and then blun-

dered into a passage, which I suppose to

have been the front-hall, just as a light

glimmered up in the rooms behind me.

It gives one a very odd sensation to tread

on a prostrate body, not knowing wheth-

er it is dead or alive, whether it is a man
or a woman. I had that sensation in

ascending a stairway which seemed to be

the only egress from the aforesaid pas-

sage. The individual made no move-

ment, and I did not stop to count his or

her pulses. Without feeling at all dis-

posed to take my oath on the matter, I

rather suspect that a negro servant-girl

had fainted away there in the act of try-

ing to run off in her nightgown. Up-
stairs I tumbled, resolved to get upon the

roof and slide down the lightning-rod, orC1 c?>

else jump from a window. Pushing open
a door, which I fell against, I found my-
self in a pretty little bedroom lighted by
a single candle, articles of female costume

hanging across chairs and scattered over

dressing-tables, while on the floor, just

as she had swooned in her terror, lay a

blonde girl of nineteen or twenty, pale
as marble, but beautiful. Right through

my alarm jarred a throb of mingled self-

reproach and pity and admiration. I

tossed a pile of bedclothes over her, kiss-

ed the long light-brown hair which rip-

pled on the straw matting, daguerreotyp-
ed the face on my memory with a glance,
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blew out the light, opened a window, and

slipped out of it. It is unpleasant to drop

through darkness, not knowing how far

you will fall, nor whether you will not

alight on iron pickets. Fortunately, I

came down in a fresh flower-bed, with no

unpleasant result, except a sensation of

having nearly bitten my tongue off. I

had scarcely steadied myself on my feet,

when a tall figure made a rush from some

near ambuscade and seized me by the

collar. Supposing him to be one of our

reserve force, I quietly suffered him to

lead me forward, and was on the point of

whispering my name, when my eye caught

a glimmer of metal, and I knew that I

was in the hands of a policeman.
" Come in and help," said I.

" The

house is full of rascals."

Thinking me one of the family, he loos-

ed his hold on my broadcloth and hurried

away to the back-door. Whoever reads

this story has already taken it for granted
that I did not follow him, but that I did,

on the contrary, make for the city and

never cease travelling until I had reach-

ed the hotel. Let no man reproach me
with forsaking my friend, the Doctor, in

his extremity. I was brought up to rev-

erence the law and to entertain a virtuous

terror of policemen ; and, besides, what

could I have effected in that horrible lab-

yrinth of dark rooms and multitudinous

furniture ? I rang up the porter, went to

bed, and lay awake all the rest ofthe night,

listening for the return of my companions.

No one came : no Doctor, no Riley, no

butcher, no baker, no candlestick-maker.

I was apparently the sole survivor of our

little army. In the morning I walked

over to the police-station, peeped cau-

tiously through the grated door of a long

room where the night's gatherings are

lodged, and discovered my five friends,

tattered and bruised, but holding a lively

Dispensary in one corner. From that

moment I despaired of the Doctor and

resolved to let him manage his own mon-

omania. I was still peeping when two

of the police and a sly-looking man in

citizen's dress came up and stared boldly

at the prisoners.
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"
Well, Old Cock, do you see your Fearing the return of the enlightened

game ?
" asked one of the " force." Jarvis, I now left, and, taking the first

" Thaht's him," returned the Old Cock, train to Troubleton, informed some of the

speaking with the soft drawl of the New leading Dispensationists concerning their

York cockney.
" Tall fellah thah with pastor's calamity. By dint of heavy bail

thah black eye, thaht's a-goin' it now. and strong representations they saved

Thundah, what a roarah !

"
him, together with the butcher and baker

"
Well, what is he ?

"
inquired the sec- and candlestick-maker, from the disgrace

ond of the New-Haveners. of prison and the lunatic asylum. But
"
Joseph Hull, 'ligious lunatic," said the adventure was the ruin of Dispensa-

the Old Cock. " Was in thah Blooming- tionism. Mr. Joseph Hull had to give up
dale Asylum. Cut off one night about Mr. ,John M. Riley's valuables, and re-

foah months ago and stole a suit o' clothes turn to his seclusion at Bloomingdale.
that belonged to John M. Riley, with a Deprived of the apostle who had set them

lot o' money and papahs and lettahs m on fire, and overwhelmed by public ridi-

thah pockets. How'd you get hold of cule, the Dispensationists lost their faith,

him ?
"

got ashamed of their minister, and turned
" Broke into a house eout here last him adrift. He disappeared in the great

night," related the first New-Havener, whirl of men and other circumstances
" He and them other fellers, and one which fills this wonderful country. From
more that we ha'n't found. I was on my time to time, during five years, I had

beat 'bout one o'clock, and see 'em puttin' made inquiries concerning him of min-

up College Street full chisel. I thought eralogists, botanists, and other vagrant

they looked kinder dangerous. So I call- characters, without getting the smallest

ed Doolittle here, and Jarvis, and Jacobs, hint as to his whereabouts. At last he

and we after 'em. Chased 'em 'bout a had turned up as the private prophet of

mild and treed 'em at Square Russell's, three middle-aged widows,

way up Canal, eout in the country. Three

was in the yard and gin right up without "
Jenny," said I to my wife,

" do you re-

doublin' a fist, though they had their pock- member the night I frightened you so and

ets chuck full o' little pistols. We "locked kissed you as you lay in a fainting-fit ?
"

'em into the cellar, and then went up-
" You always say you kissed me, but

stairs, where there was a devil of a yellin' I don't believe it," returned that dear

and fightin'. Hanged if I know what woman whom I love, honor, and cher-

they come there for. They'd been pitch- ish. "
Yes, I remember the night well

in' into one another and knockin' one an- enough."
other's heads off, besides smashin' furnichy

"
Well, that poor Doctor Potter, who

and chimbly crockery, but hadn't stole a was my Mahomet on that occasion, and

thing. The fat one and the long one led me to victory in your parlor, and was

them two with white chokers was lyin' the jndirect means of my getting my
on the floor pootty much used up. There houri, I have heard from him. He is

was another that got up-stairs and jumped our next neighbor."

out a winder. Jarvis was outside and col-
"
Mercy on us, Frederic ! I hope not !

lared him, but thought he was Russell's What mischief won't he do to people who

son-in-law, ho, ho, ho ! and let him are so handy ?
"

off, ho, ho, ho ! Tell ye, Jarvis feels
" Don't be worried, my dear," said I.

thunderin' small 'bout it. Ha'n't been " I sha'n't go over to his religion again,

reound this mornin'." unless, indeed, you should insist upon it.

"
Welt, I'll leave my warrant with But here he is, and still a supernatural-

your big-wigs, and come after my man ist. I am anxious to know just how mad he

when they've got through with him," said is. I shall call on him in a day or two."

the New York detective, turning away. So I did. One of the three widows
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met me with a tearful countenance and been translated. They cried for him a

told me that Doctor Potter had disap- good deal more than he was worth, quar-

peared. So he had. I think that he was relied scandalously among themselves,

ashamed to meet me again, and therefore sold their house at a loss, and dispersed.

ran away. The widows thought not. I know nothing more of them. Neither

They came to the conclusion, that, like do I know anything further of my neigh-

Enoch and Elijah before him, he had bor, the prophet.

THE PILOT'S STORY.

i.

IT was a story the pilot told, with his back to his hearers,

Keeping his hand on the wheel and his eye on the globe of the jack-staff,

Holding the boat to the shore and out of the sweep of the current,

Lightly turning aside for the heavy logs of the drift-wood,

Widely shunning the snags that made us sardonic obeisance.

II.

All the soft, damp air was full of delicate perfume
From the young willows in bloom on either bank of the river,

Faint, delicious fragrance, trancing the indolent senses

In a luxurious dream of the river and land of the lotus.

Not yet out of the west the roses of sunset were withered
;

In the deep blue above light clouds of gold and of crimson

Floated in slumber serene, and the restless river beneath them
Rushed away to the sea with a vision of rest in its bosom.

Far on the eastern shore lay dimly the swamps of the cypress ;

Dimly before us the islands grew from the river's expanses,

Beautiful, wood-grown isles, with the gleam of the swart inundation

Seen through the swaying boughs and slender trunks of their willows
;

And on the shore beside us the cotton-trees rose in the evening,

Phantom-like, yearningly, wearily, with the inscrutable sadness

Of the mute races of trees. While hoarsely the steam from her 'scape-pipes

Shouted, then whispered a moment, then shouted again to the silence,

Trembling through all her frame with the mighty pulse of her engines,

Slowly the boat ascended the swollen and broad Mississippi,

Bank-full, sweeping on, with nearing masses of drift-wood,

Daintily breathed about with hazes of silvery vapor,
Where in his arrowy flight the twittering swallow alighted,
And the belated blackbird paused on the way to its nestlings.

in.

It was the pilot's story :
"
They both came aboard there, at Cairo,

From a New Orleans boat, and took passage with us for Saint Louis.

She was a beautiful woman, with just enough blood from her mother,

Darkening her eyes and her hair, to make her race known to a trader:
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You would have thought she was white. The man that was with her, you see

such,

Weakly good-natured and kind, and weakly good-natured and vicious,

Slender of body and soul, fit neither for loving nor hating.

I was a youngster then, and only learning the river,

Not over-fond of the wheel. I used to watch them at monte,

Down in the cabin at night, and learned to know all of the gamblers.

So when I saw this weak one staking his money against them,

Betting upon the turn of the cards, I knew what was coming :

They never left their pigeons a single feather to fly with.

Next day I saw them together, the stranger and one of the gamblers :

Picturesque rascal he was, with long black hair and moustaches,

Black slouch hat drawn down to his eyes from his villanous forehead :

On together they moved, still earnestly talking in whispers,

On toward the forecastle, where sat the woman alone by the gangway.
Roused by the fall of feet, she turned, and, beholding her master,

Greeted him with a smile that was more like a wife's than another's,

Rose to meet him fondly, and then, with the dread apprehension

Always haunting the slave, fell her eye on the face of the gambler,

Dark and lustful and fierce and full of merciless cunning.

Something was spoken so low that I could not hear what the words were
;

Only the woman started, and looked from one to the other,

With imploring eyes, bewildered hands, and a tremor

All through her frame : I saw her from where I was standing, she shook so.

*

Say ! is it so ?' she cried. On the weak, white lips of her master

Died a sickly smile, and he said,
'

Louise, I have sold you.'

God is my judge ! May I never see such a look of despairing,

Desolate anguish, as that which the woman cast on her master,

Griping her breast with her little hands, as if he had stabbed her,

Standing in silence a space, as fixed as the Indian woman,
Carved out of wood, on the pilot-house of the old Pocahontas !

Then, with a gurgling moan, like the sound in the throat of the dying,

Came back her voice, that, rising, fluttered, through wild incoherence,

Into a terrible shriek that stopped my heart while she answered :

* Sold me ? sold me ? sold And you promised to give me my freedom !

Promised me, for the sake of our little boy in Saint Louis !

What will you say to our boy, when he cries for me there in Saint Louis ?

What will you say to our God ? Ah, you have been joking ! I see it !

No ? God ! God ! He shall hear it, and all of the angels in heaven,

Even the devils in hell ! and none will believe when they hear it!

Sold me !

'

Fell her voice with a thrilling wail, and in silence

Down she sank on the deck, and covered her face with her fingers."

IV.

In his story a moment the pilot paused, while we listened

To the salute of a boat, that, rounding the point of an island,

Flamed toward us with fires that seemed to burn from the waters,

Stately and vast and swift, and borne on the heart of the current

Then, with the mighty voice of a giant challenged to battle,

Rose the responsive whistle, and all the echoes of island,

Swamp-land, glade, and brake replied with a myriad clamor,

Like wild birds that are suddenly startled from slumber at midnight ;
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Then were at peace once more, and we heard the harsh cries of the peacocks
Perched on a tree by a cabin-door, where the white-headed settler's

White-headed children stood to look at the boat as it passed them,

Passed them so near that we heard their happy talk and their laughter.

Softly the sunset had faded, and now on the eastern horizon

Hung, like a tear in the sky, the beautiful star of the evening.

v.

Still with his back to us standing, the pilot went on with his story :

"
Instantly, all the people, with looks of reproach and compassion,

Flocked round the prostrate woman. The children cried, and their mothers

Hugged them tight to their breasts
;
but the gambler said to the captain,

' Put me off there at the town that lies round the bend of the river.

Here, you ! rise at once, and be ready now to go with me.'

Roughly he seized the woman's arm and strove to uplift her.

She she seemed not to heed him, but rose like one that is dreaming,
Slid from his grasp, and fleetly mounted the steps of the gangway,

Up to the hurricane-deck, in silence, without lamentation.

Straight to the stern of the boat, where the wheel was, she ran, and the people
Followed her fast till she turned and stood at bay for a moment,

Looking them in the face, and in the face of the gambler.
Not one to save her, not one of all the compassionate people !

Not one to save her, of all the pitying angels in heaven !

Not one bolt of God to strike him dead there before her !

Wildly she waved him back, we waiting in silence and horror.

Over the swarthy face of the gambler a pallor of passion

Passed, like a gleam of lightning over the west in the night-time.

White, she stood, and mute, till he put forth his hand to secure her
;

Then she turned and leaped, in mid air fluttered a moment,

Down, there, whirling, fell, like a broken-winged bird from a tree-top,

Down on the cruel wheel, that caught her, and hurled her, and crushed her,

And in the foaming water plunged her, and hid her forever."

VI.

Still with his back to us all the pilot stood, but we heard him

Swallowing hard, as he pulled the bell-rope to stop her. Then, turning,
" This is the place where it happened," brokenly whispered the pilot.
"
Somehow, I never like to go by here alone in the night-time."

Darkly the Mississippi flowed by the town that lay in the starlight,

Cheerful with lamps. Below we could hear them reversing the engines,
And the great boat glided up to the shore like a giant exhausted.

Heavily sighed her pipes. Broad over the swamps to the eastward

Shone the full moon, and turned our far-trembling wake into silver.

All was serene and calm, but the odorous breath of the willows

Smote like the subtile breath of an infinite sorrow upon us.
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A DAY WITH THE DEAD.

" GOOD morning !

"
said the old custo- ing steam-shuttles with a woof of foam,

dian, as he stood in the door of the lodge, how, at the entrance of a bay, flocks

brushing out with his knuckles the cob- of snowy sails, with black, shining beaks,

webs of sleep entangled in his eyelash- and sleek, unruffled plumage, were swim-

es, and ventilating the apartments of his ming out to sea, how another river,

fleshly tabernacle with prolonged oscita- not quite so unique as the last, was also

tions. " You are on hand early this time, in sight, coiling among emerald steeps

a'n't you ? You're the first live man I've and crags and precipices and forest,

seen since I got up." while beyond, green woodlands, check-

So saying, he vanished, and reap- ered fields, groves, orchards, villages,

pearing in a moment with a huge brass hills, farms, and villas, all glowed in an

key, entered the arch, unlocked the gate exceedingly charming manner in the

which closed the aperture fronting the morning sun
;

and then, still further,

east like the cover of a port-hole, and to say something as brilliant as possible

sent it with a heavy push wide open. about a certain city, designated as the

Wading through the flood of sunlight Great Metropolis, how it resembled,

which poured into the passage-way perhaps, a Cyclopean type-form, with

But stop ! I was about, who knows ? blocks of buildings for letters, domes, tur-

in imitation of divers admired models, rets, and towers for punctuation-points,
to tell the reader in choicest poetic die- church -spires for interrogation and ex-

tion how the City of the Dead, with its clamation marks, and squares and ave-

inagnificent streets, shining palaces, and nues for division-spaces between the par-

lofty monuments, burst upon my dazzled agraphs, set up and leaded with streets

vision, how I walked for half a mile into a vast editorial page of original mat-

along a spacious avenue, beneath an ar- ter on Commerce and Manufactures, roll-

cade of giant elms hung with wreaths of ed every morning with the ink of toil,

mist and vocal with singing, feathery fruit, an*d printing before night an edition of

past marble tombs whose yards were results circulated to the remotest quar-
filled with bright and fragrant flowers, ters of the globe. And the tall chimneys

among waving grassy knolls spread with yonder were to be called let me see

the silver nets of spiders and sparkling oh, the smoking cathedral-towers of the

dew, through vales of cool twilight and Holy Catholic Church of Labor, island-

ravines of sombre dusk, and so on for ing the air with clouds of incense more

more than a page, until finally, step by grateful to the Deity than the fume of

step, through laboriously elegant senten- priest-swung censers. All this, and much

ces, I worked my way up to the top of a more of a similar nature, including an

lofty hill, the view from which to be eloquent address to the ocean hard by,

graphically described as a picture and it is possible I was about to say. But, un-

a poem dissolved together into mingled willing to smother the reader beneath a

glory and mirage, and inundating with mountain of rhetorical flowers, which

a billowy sea of beauty the landscape accident might happen, should I resolve

below; and then further depicting to to be "equal to the occasion," I shall

the delighted fancy of the reader, how contain myself, and state, in the way of a

on one side was a most remarkable river, curt preface, in plain prose, and directly

such as was never heard of before, to the point, that I entered a remarkably

probably, in fact, a web of water framed large and populous cemetery, no matter

between the hills, its rushing warp-cur- where, very early one morning, in fact,

rents, as it rolled along, woven by smok- you have the gate-keeper's word for it
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that I was the first person there, that I matching their colors and blending their

climbed to the summit of a high hill and hues and shades with the skill of an ar-

enjoyed the view of a beautiful landscape, tist, she becomes more and more absorb-

just after sunrise
;
and with this finally ed in her work, the tears disappear from

said and done, let us proceed. her eyes, and the morning light flushes

As I stood listening to the music of the her pale and beautiful face. Is she think-

sea-breeze in the pine-forests below, and ing now, I wonder, of the dead husband,

watching the ships sinking into the ocean or of something else ? What has she found

from view or dropping through the sky among the flowers so consoling ? Do they
into sight at the rim of the horizon, and suggest pleasant fancies, or recall the

the clouds changing their picturesque sun- memories of happy days ? Have they,

rise-dress for a uniform of sober white, perhaps, a double meaning, souvenirs

forming into rank and file, marching and of felicity as well as symbols of sorrow V

countermarching, sending off scouts into Are they opiates obliterating actual suf-

the far distance and foraging-parties to fering, or prophets uttering hopeful pre-

scour the yellow fields of air, pitching dictions V Or is it none of these things,

their tents and placing sentinels on guard and does she find her work pleasant on-

around the camp, amusing myself with ly because duty makes its performance

fashioning quaint, arabesque fancies, a cheerful labor? I cannot say ivhat it is,

sort of intellectual whittling-habit I have but something has assuaged her grief; for

when idle, I was roused from my reve- I see her smiling now, as she holds a

rie by the creaking of an iron gate. rosebud in her fingers, and gazes at it

Descending a few steps into a cluster abstractedly ;
and her thoughts and feel-

of trees, I saw through their leafy lattice- ings, whatever they may be, are indubi-

work, in an inclosure ornamented with tably not of a mournful character
;

in

rose-bushes and other flowering shrubs, fact, I am sure that she never was hap-
a young woman, richly dressed in black, pier in her life than she is at this mo-

kneeling by the side of a new-made grave, ment.

The mound, evidently covering a full-
"
Happy, do you say ?

"

grown person, was nicely laid at the top Yes, I say happy,
with carefully cut sods, the dark edges of The nature of woman, it is conceded

which projected a little over the lighter- by all men, is a curious, interesting, and

colored gravel that sloped gradually down perplexing, if not, in respect of positive

to the greensward. I was not long in be- practical results, a most unsatisfactory

coming satisfied that the person I saw was study. But nothing puzzles us so much
a young widow at the grave of her hus- to comprehend as the fact just alluded to.

band, now three or four weeks dead, hith- The tenderest female constitution will

er on her accustomed morning visit to sustain a burden of grief which would

display her love and affection for his crush a robust and iron-nerved man, and

memory. drive him to despair and suicide. A worn-

Bowing her head, for a few moments she an rarely succumbs to a calamity; how-

gave way to sobs and weeping, and then, ever sudden and overwhelming the ini-

removing the cover from a little willow tial shock may be, she revives and grows

basket, which stood by her side, she took cheerful and happy under it in a way and

from it handfuls of bright flowers, and be- to a degree marvellous to behold. What

gan to adorn the table of sods upon the singular secret is there among the psycho-

top of the mound.
logical mysteries of her nature which is

As I regard her thus employed, weav- able to account for this phenomenon ?

ing the tokens of her affection into gar- A gentle, timid girl of sixteen, whom the

lands, chaplets, and fanciful devices, ar- sight of a spider or a live snake would

ranging their symbolic characters into in- have frightened into hysterics, I had once

terpretable monograms and hieroglyphs, an opportunity, on a tour through Italy,
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to observe, while she took little or no no- ration, and the spaces between them fill-

tice of other works of art, would gaze, as ed with sunshine and rainbows,

if fascinated, at the writhings of Laocoon But the sweets of that widow's present
and his sons in the folds and fangs of the sorrow will be soon extracted. How

serpents, at the sculptured death of the many weeks will she find it a pleasure to

Gladiator, and even at the ghastly, repul- make morning visits here and plait pretty

sive pictures of martyrdoms and barbaric flowers on the grave of her husband ?

mutilations and tortures, the hideous The grave in the next inclosure fur-

monstrosities of a diseased and degraded nishes an answer to the question. A few

imagination found in the churches and months ago, it, too, was tended at sunrise

convents of Rome, which made others by just such a tearful woman
;
but now

turn their backs with a shivering of the the wreaths of evergreen are yellow, and

bones and a creeping of the flesh. On the weeds are springing up among the

expressing surprise at such a singular ex- withered garlands. The living partner
hibition of taste, I received this innocent, has visited already the "mitigated grief"

unpremeditated reply :
"
Why, I don't department of the mourning store, and

like them; the sight ofthem almost freezes the severed cords of her affections have

my blood
;
but somehow I do like to been spliced and made almost as good as

look at them, /or I always feel better after new. Not that I would not have it so;

it!" Now is there not involved in this not that I believe the grief of woman
artless answer a possible explanation of to be less real and sincere than man's,

the above-mentioned fact V Has not worn- though it be enjoyed ;
not that I would

an, hidden somewhere among her other have her thrum a long mournful threno-

(of course angelic) affections, a positive dy on "the harpstrings of her heart, and

love of sickness, death, sorrow, and suffer- waste on the dead, who need them not,

ing, which man does not possess ? Is not affections which, Heaven knows, the liv-

the pain they cause, in her case, qualified ing need too much,

by actual pleasure ? Do they not act as Retracing my steps, and descending
a stimulus upon her sensitive nervous the opposite slope of the hill, I entered a

system, and produce, somehow, a delight- beautiful vale covered with stately tombs

fully intoxicated state of the feelings ? and containing a little lake, in the mid-

Would not this explain her otherwise die of which a fountain was springing

unaccountable fondness for witnessing high into the air. In a spot so much fre-

the execution of murderers, for the hor- quented at a later hour of the day only
rible in novels and the deaths and catas- a single human being was in sight, a

trophes in the newspapers, that she has young man, perhaps five-and-twenty years

a constitutional relish for such horrid of age, jauntily dressed, and his upper lip

things, and that she enjoys them, not be- adorned with a long moustache, who was

cause they are in se productive of pleas- leaning lazily upon a marble balustrade,

ure, but just, as is the case with her "
cry- and staring, with a stupid, vacant look,

ing," because she feels better after it? at the massive monument it surrounded.

And I think it would be found, if an in- As nothing appeared at the moment more

vestigation of the subject were institut- attractive to my eyes, I fixed them, upon

ed, that a foreknowledge of this inevita- him. No great skill in deciphering hu-

ble result, derived from intuition or ex- man character is required to tell his past

perience, is the agent which breaks up or foretell his future history, or even to

the clouds of her sorrow : so that, while read the few poor spent thoughts that

the grief of a man stricken down by mis- flicker in his brain. His father some

fortune is an equinoctial storm, dark and city merchant died last year, and left

dismal, which lasts for weeks and months, him a man of leisure, with a fortune on

the grief of woman is a succession of re- his hands to spend in idleness and dissi-

freshing April showers, each of brief du- pation. This is the first anniversary of
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the old gentleman's decease and depart-

ure to another and better world, and the

hopeful heir of his bank-stock and build-

ings has, as a matter of etiquette, come

out here from the city this morning to

pass an hour of solemn meditation as

he calls the sixty minutes in which he

does not smoke or swear by the old

man's grave. I observe him every mo-

ment forming a firm resolution to fix his

feeble thoughts upon sober things and his

latter end, and breaking it the second af-

terwards : the effort is too much for the

exhausted condition of his mind, and re-

sults in a total failure. He is evidently

well pleased that any attention is direct-

ed towards him, and fancies that I regard
him as a very dutiful son, and his appear-
ance here, so early in the morning and

long before breakfast, a remarkable ex-

ample of posthumous filial affection. To

intensify, if possible, this sentiment in my
breast, he has just now pulled out a

white cambric handkerchief and pretends
to be wiping tears from his eyes. Poor

fellow ! you have no natural talent for

the solemn parts in acting, or you would

know that the expression which your face

now wears is not that of sorrow, solem-

nity, meekness, gentleness, humility, or

any other sober Christian grace or vir-

tue. But I leave you, for I see something
more attractive now. Stand thy hour

out, young man ! we shall meet again.
" In the other world ?

"

No : to-morrow evening, as I am taking

my accustomed walk into the country, I

shall be wellnigh run over by a swiftly

driven team
;

I shall spring suddenly

aside, when thou wilt pass, O bogus son

of Jehu, with thy dog-cart and two-forty

span of bays, dashing down the road, thy

thoughts fixed on horse-flesh instead of

eternity, and thy soul bounded, north by

thy cigar, east and west by the wheels of

thy vehicle, and south by the dumb beasts

that drag thee along.

But, not to introduce the reader to

more solemn scenes of affliction and sor-

row which are witnessed here during theO
first vigil of the day, we pass to a later

hour. The mourners who come hither in

the early morning to decorate the graves

of the recent dead, and to weep over

them undisturbed by visitors, have now

departed. The sun is already high, the

dew has disappeared from the trees and

the shrubs, and the paths and walks and

avenues begin to be thronged with loun-

gers and sight-seers from the city.

I had stopped at the forks of a lane and

was hesitating which branch to take and

what to do with myself, when a tall and

beautiful Willow, standing upon a knoll

a few rods distant, with thick drooping

boughs sweeping the ground on every

side, beckoned to me. On approaching

him, he extended a branch, shook me

cordially by the hand, and invited me to

accept the shelter and hospitality of his

roof. The proposal so generously made

was at once accepted with profuse thanks,

and, parting the boughs, I entered the tent

and threw myself upon the soft grass.

Do you ever talk with trees ? It is a

custom of mine, and I usually find their

conversation much more entertaining and

profitable than that of most men I know.
" Good morning !

"
I say to an acquaint-

ance. " Fine day," he replies ;

" how's

business ?
" And so on for an hour, over

themes of every nature, the current of

conversation rippled with trite truisms,

and whirling in the surface-eddies of Tup-

per's
" Proverbial Philosophy." But the

tree takes the whole of the Tupperian

philosophy for granted at the start, and

the truisms which most men utter, and

takes you for granted likewise, suppos-

ing neither half of your eyeballs blind,

and that you have a soul as well as a

body, and enters at once into conversa-

tion upon the high table-land of science,

reason, and poetry. The entire talk of a

fashionable tea-party, strained from its

lees of scandal, filtered through a sober

reflection of the following morning, is not

equal in value to the quivering of a single

leaf. A tree will discourse with you upon

botany, physiology, music, painting, phi-

losophy, and a dozen arts and sciences be-

sides, none of which it simply chats about,

but all of which it is : and if you do not

understand its language and comprehend
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what it tells you about them, so much the you meet in the world at present must be

worse for you ;
it is not the fault of the rational beings, since they are the de-

tree, scendants of the beautiful Greek maid-

I say, I talk with trees for this reason, en Daphne. And to satisfy you that this

because their wisdom is so much greater is no foolish legend, but, on the contrary,
than that ofmy ordinary acquaintances, a well -authenticated fact, clinched and

and further, (to put the major after the riveted in the boiler-head of historical

minor premise,) because they are virtu- truth, permit me to assure you, for I

ally living beings, endowed with instinct, have seen it myself, that in the Villa

feeling, reason, and display every essential Borghese, near Rome in Italy, is an exact

attribute of sentient creatures, in fact, representation of the wonderful incident,

because they have souls as well as men, cut in Carrara marble, the bark of the

only they are clothed in vegetable flesh. Laurel growing over the vanishing girl,
" That is transcendental moonshine, and her hands and fingers sprouting into

and you don't believe a word of it!" branches and leaves, supposed to have

Well, my friend, allow me, then, to tell been copied from a photograph taken on

you, in all charity and with bpwels ofcom- the spot, for there is a photograph in

passion, that you hold dangerous and fatal existence exactly like the marble statue,

views respecting one of the cardinal doc- We know positively for we have an

trines of mythology, yes, to be plain, equally minute account of the transac-

you are a Joveless infidel, and in fearful tion that the Cypress originated in a

danger of being locked out of Elysium ;
similar way. And is it not reasonable to

and I shall offer up a smoking sacrifice, infer, therefore, though we may not find

the next time I get a sirloin, and pour out the facts stated in every case, that all

a solemn libation, in the presence of my trees were created out of men and worn-

whole family seated around the domes- en, their bodies being miraculously cloth-

tic altar early in the morning, for your ed in woody tissue ? In the time of Vir-

speedy conversion. gil this was certainly the established or-

Know, then, O obtuse, faithless, and thodox belief; for he relates an anecdote,

perverse skeptic, that these things are expressing no doubt whatever of its truth,

so : that ocular and auricular evidence, of a party of travellers who commenced
indubitable and overwhelming, exists, that one day in a forest the indiscriminate

the arboreal and human natures are in destruction of some young trees, when
substance one. Know that once on a their roots forthwith began to bleed, and

time, as Daphne, the lovely daughter of voices proceeded from them, begging to

Peneus, was amusing herself with a bow be spared from laceration. And, in fact,

and arrows in a forest of Thessaly, she hundreds of instances, similarly weighty
was surprised by a rude musician named as evidence, from equally veracious and

Phoebus. Timid and bashful, as most trustworthy classic authors, might be cit-

young ladies are, she turned and fled as ed to, the point, did time and space per-

fast as her OK.&I) could carry her. After mit. But we hasten to the other proof

running, closely pursued by the eager of their essential humanity, which I set

Delphian, for several miles, and becom- out with assuming as an undoubted fact,

ing very much fatigued, she felt inclined and which is already foreshadowed in the

to yield : but wishing to faint in a repu- adventure of the Trojan wanderers just
table manner, she lifted up her hands and related, namely, that they possess the

asked the gods to help her. Her call faculty of speech.

was heard in a jiffy, and quicker than Tasso, the author of a well-known met-

you could say,
" Presto : change !

"
she rical history, states distinctly, as you shall

was a Laurel-tree, which Phoebus mar- see in half a moment, that a tree upon
ried on the spot. This was the Eve of one occasion discoursed with Major Gen-

the Laurel family, so that all these trees eral Tancred,
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" Pur tragge alfin la spada e con gran forza

Percuote 1' alta pianta. Oh, maraviglia!

quasi di tomba, uscir ne sente

Un indistinto gemito dolente,

Che poi distinto in roci."

And then it goes on to tell the General

how it once rejoiced in extensive hoops,

wore a coal-scuttle on its head, and rub-

bed its face with prepared chalk,

(w-w-w-hy ! what was I saying ? such a

mistake ! I should say) was a woman

by the name of Clorinda, and is still an-

imated and sentient both in trunk and

limbs, and that he will presently be guil-

ty of murder, if he continues to hack her

with his sword.

The celebrated explorer, Sir John

Mandeville, relates in the history of his

discoveries that he heard whole groves
of trees talking to one another. And
when we come down to the present day,

R. W. Emerson, of Concord, asseverates

that trees have conversed with him,

that they speak Italian, English, German,

Basque, Castilian, and several other lan-

guages perfectly,
" Mountain speech to Highlanders,
Ocean tongues to islanders,"

and that he himself was on one occa-

sion transformed into a Pine (Pinus ri-

gidd) and talked quite a large volume of

philosophy while in that condition. Wal-
ter Whitman, Esq., author of" Leaves of

Grass," relates similar personal experi-

ence. Tennyson, (Alfred,) now the Lau-

reate of England, and upon whom the

University of Oxford, a few years ago,

conferred the title of Doctor of Laws,

gives us a long conversation he once held

with an Oak, reporting the exact words

it said to him : they are excellent Eng-
lish, and corroborate what I said above

respecting the wisdom of trees.

If all this evidence, and I might add

much more equally conclusive, did I think

it necessary, does not, O skeptic, con-

vince you of the humanity of trees, why,
let me say that you hold for true a hun-

dred things not based upon half so good

testimony as this, that I have seen juries

persuaded of facts, and bring in verdicts

in accordance with them, not nearly so

well authenticated as these, and that I

have heard clergymen preach sermons two

hours long, constructed out of arguments
which they positively persisted you should

regard as decisive, that were, to say the

least, no better than those here advan-

ced. And now, if these things be so, in

the words of the great Grecian, John P.,

what are you going to do about it ?

Trees, like animals, are righteously
sacrificed only when required to supply
our wants. A man does not go out in-

to the fields and mutilate or destroy his

horses and oxen : let him treat the oaks

and the elms with the same humanity. I

would that enough of the old mythology
to which I have alluded, and which our

fathers called religion, still lived among us

to awaken a virtuous indignation in our

breasts when we witnessed the wanton

destruction of trees. I once remonstrat-

ed with a cruel wretch whom I saw en-

gaged in taking the life of some beautiful

elms inhabiting a piece of pasture-land.

He replied, that in the hot days of sum-

mer the cattle did nothing but lie under

them and chew their cud, when they
should be at work feeding on the grass,

that his oxen did not get fat fast enough,
nor his cows give as much milk as they
should give, "and so," said he, "I'm go-
in' to fix 'em," and down came every
one of the hospitable old trees. We are

not half so humane in our conduct to-

wards the inferior races and tribes as the

old Romans whom we calumniate with

the epithet of Pagans. The Roman Sen-

ate degraded one of its members for put-

ting to death a bird that had taken ref-

uge in his bosom : would not the Senate

of the United States " look pretty," un-

dertaking such a thing ? A complete
Christian believes not only in the dogmas
of the Bible, but also in the mythology,
or religion of Nature, which teaches us,

no less than it taught our fathers, to re-

gard wanton cruelty towards any vegeta-
ble or animal creature which lives in the

breath and smile of the Creator, as a sin

against Heaven.

Having in the above paragraph got

into the parson's private preserve, as I
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shall be liable anyhow to an action for "As a matter of fact, then, we do not

trespass, I am tempted to commit the ad- own the world. And now let me say, that,

ditional transgression of poaching, and as a matter of right, we ought not : man
to give you a few extracts from a sermon was the last created of creatures. When
a friend of mine once delivered. [It our race appeared on the earth, it had
was addressed to a small congregation of been for millions of years in quiet, exclu-

Monothelites in a village
" out West," just sive, undisputed possession of the birds,

after the annual spring freshet, when half beasts, fishes, and insects : it was their

the inhabitants of the place were down world then, and we were intruders and
with the chills and fever. It was his trespassers upon their domain

maiden effort, he having just left the "If, then, the other races have a right

Seminary, and did not " take
"
at all, as to exist on the planet as much as we,

he learned the next day, when Deacon what follows ? Surely, that they have

Jenners (the pious philanthropist of the a right to their share and proportion of

place) called to tell him that his style the ground and its fruits, and the bless-

of preaching
" would never do," that his ings of Heaven by which life here is

thoughts were altogether of too worldly a sustained : man has no right to expect
nature, and his language decidedly unfit a monopoly of them. If we get a week
for the sacred " desk." Besides, though of suashine which supplies our wants,
he would not assume the responsibility we have no reason to complain of the

of deciding that point before he had con- succeeding week of rain which supplies
suited with the Standing Committee, he the wants of other races. If we raise

did not think his sentiments exactly or- a crop of wheat, and the insect forag-
thodox. My friend was disgusted on the ers take tithes of it, we have no right

spot, and, being. seized with a chill short- to find fault : a share of it belongs to

ly afterwards, concluded not to accept the them. If you plant a field with corn, and
"
call," and, packing his trunk, started in the weeds spring up also along with it,

quest of a healthier locality and a more why do you complain ? Have not the

enlightened congregation.] weeds as much right there as the corn ?

" And here permit me to add a word If you encamp in one of the numberless

or two for the purpose of correcting a swamps which surround this settlement,

very prevalent error. and get assailed by countless millions of
" Most men, I find, suppose that this robust mosquitoes, why do you rave and

earth belongs to them, to the human swear (as I know most of you would do

race alone. It does not, no more than under such circumstances) and want to

the United States belong to Rhode Isl- know " what in the mosquitoes were

and. Human life is not a ten-thousand- made for
"
? Why, to puncture the skin

millionth of the life on the planet, nor of blockheads and blasphemers like you,
the race of men more than an infinites- and suck the last drop of blood from their

imal fraction of the creatures which it veins. Why, let me ask you, did you
nourishes. A swarm of summer flies on go out there ? That place belonged to

a field of clover, or the grasshoppers in a the mosquitoes, not to you ;
and you

patch of stubble, outnumber the men that knew you were trespassing upon their

have lived since Adam. And yet we as- land. The mosquitoes exist for thern-

sume the dignity of lords and masters of selves, and were created for the enjoy-
the globe ! Is not this a flagrant delusion ment of their own mosquito-life. W'hy
of self-conceit ? Let a pack of hungry was man created ? The Bible does not

wolves surround you here in the forest, answer the question directly ;
the divines

and who is master ? Let a cloud of lo- in the Catechism say,
" To glorify God."

custs descend upon ahundred square miles Now I should like to know if a Westmin-

of this territory, and what means do you ster Catechism of the mosquitoes would'nt

possess to arrest their ravages ? make as good an answer for them ?
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" And here I am just in the act of anni- Deity himself to be '

very good.' If, then,

hilating with a logical stroke a multitude the earth appears to be e-vil, is it not

of grumblers and croakers. If this world because 'thine eye is evil'? We share

does not belong exclusively to man, and this world, my friends, with other races,

the other races have as much right here whose wants are different from ours
;

as he, and, consequently, a claim to their and we are all of equal importance in

proportion of land, water, and sky, and the eyes of our Maker, who distributes

their share of food for the sustenance of to each its share of blessings man and

life, what follows ? monster both alike with impartial fa-

" A great many men, taking northeast vor. Is not thus the fallacy of the cor-

storms, bleak winds, thunder - showers, ruption of Nature exposed, and the lie

flies, mosquitoes, Canada thistles, hot sun- against our Creator's wisdom, love, and

shine, cold snows, weeds, briers, thorns, goodness dragged into noonday light ?"

wild beasts, snakes, alligators, and such

like things, which they don't happen to But it is time to recommence our ram-

like, and putting them all together, at- bles through the City of the Dead.

tempt to persuade you that this green Right here I come across on a tomb-

earth is a complete failure, a wreck and stone, "All our children. Emma, aged
blasted ruin. Don't you believe that, for 1 mo. 25 days. John, 3 years 5 days.

it 's wicked infidelity. I tell you the world Anna, aged 1 year 1 mo." As a physiol-

is not all so bad as Indiana, and especial- ogist, I might make some very instructive

ly that part of the State which you, un- comments upon this
;
but I forbear.

fortunately, inhabit. I have seen, my And here, upon another, a few rods

friends, a large portion of the planet, and farther on, is an epitaph in verse :

if there is another spot anywhere quite so
(FIRST VERSE.)

infernal as Wabashville, why, I solemnly Calm be her slumbers near kindred are

assure you I never found it. And now
sighing,

for the point which shall prick your con- A husband deplores in deep anguish of

science and penetrate your understand- heart,

ing. Do the bears and wolves, the coons
Beneath the cold earth unconsciously lying,

, f. T , ., , f. , No murmur can reach her, no tempestand foxes, the owls and wild-geese, find ,

. . ITT T iin can start.

this region unhealthy, and get the chills

and fever, and go around grumbling and
9 T u a, c. j j.u- r

" Calm be her sleep as the silence of even
cursing i Don t the}' find this climate

... . when hearts unto deep invocation give
especially salubrious and suited exactly

to their constitutions ? Well, then, that's With a prayer she has knelt at the portal of
because they belong here, and you don't. heaven

This region was never intended for the And found the admission she hoped for on

habitation of man : it belongs exclusively
earth."

to the wild beasts and the fowls of the Not to speak of the "poetry "just here,

air, and you have no business here, how charmingly consistent with each oth-

[Manifest signs of disapprobation on part er are the ideas contained in the passages

of Deacon Taylor, an extensive owner I have Italicized ! In the first verse, you
of town-lots.] And if you persist in re- observe, the inmate is sleeping uncon-

maining here, what moral right have you scious beneath the ground : in the see-

to complain of God ? ..... ond verse, she has ascended to heaven
" Remember, then, in conclusion, that, and found admittance to mansions in the

for millions of years before our race ex- skies ! A similar confusion and contra-

isted, mosquitoes, weeds, briers, thorns, diction of ideas occur in most of the epi-

thistles, snow-storms, and northeast winds taphs I see. Does our theology furnish

prevailed upon this planet, and that dur- us with no clear conception of the state

ing all this time it was pronounced by the of the soul after death ? The Catholic
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Church teaches that the spirit at death

descends into the interior of the earth to

a place called Hades, where it is detain-

ed until the day of judgment, when it is

reunited with the dust of the body, and

ascends to a heaven in the sky. This

doctrine has the merit of being positive,

clear, and comprehensible, and, conse-

quently, whenever expressed, it always
means something exact and well-defined.

Has the Protestant Church equally defi-

nite notions on the subject, or, in fact, any
fixed opinions respecting it whatever?

If not, why, as a matter of good taste, if

for no weightier reason, in records almost

imperishable like these, leave the matter

alone ! Silence is better than nonsense.

Suppose a few thousand years hence our

civilization to have become extinct, and

that some antiquary from the antipodes
should visit this desolate hill to excavate,

like Layard at Nineveh, for relics of the

old Americans. Suppose, having collect-

ed a ship-load of broken tombstones, he

should forward them to the Polynesian

Museum, and set the savans of the age
at work deciphering their inscriptions,

what sense would be made out of these

epitaphs ? How would they interpret our

notions of a future state ? Taking ourO
own monuments, cut with our own hands,
inscribed with our own signs -manual,
what would they infer our system of re-

ligion to have been ? If the Egyptians
were as vague and careless as we in this

matter, our archaeologists must have made
some amusing blunders.

Here are two epitaphs which suggest

something else:

No. I.

" I loved him in his beauty,
A mother boy while here,

I knew he was an angel bright
Formed for another sphere."

No. II.

" Farewell my wife and children dear

God calls you home to rest.

Still ! Angels wisper in my ear

We'll meet in heavenly bliss."

I want to make two annotations upon
these. In No. 1 you will notice that a

possessive 's is wanting, and in No. 2

that the h is omitted from ivhisper. A
marble-cutter told me once, that a Penn-

sylvania Dutchman came to him one day
to have an inscription cut upon a grave-
stone for his daughter, whose name was

Fanny. The father, upon learning that

the price of the inscription would be ten

cents a letter, insisted that Fanny should

be spelt with one n, as he should thereby
save a dime ! The marble-cutter, unable

to overcome the obstinacy of the frugal

Teuton, and unwilling to set up such a

monument of his ignorance of spelling,

compromised the matter by conforming
to the current orthography, and inserted

the superfluous consonant for nothing.
And my second annotation shall consist

of an inquiry : What is there in corrupt
and diseased human nature which makes

persons prefer such execrable rhyme as

that quoted above, and that which I find

upon two-thirds of the tombstones here,

to decent English prose, which one would

suppose might have been produced at a

much less expenditure of intellectual ef-

fort ? But since it is an unquestionable
fact that we are thus totally depraved in

taste and feeling, why don't some of our

bards, to whom the Muse has not been

propitious in other departments of metri-

cal composition, and who, to be blunt, are

good for nothing else, such as -, or

,
and many others you know, come

out here among the marble-cutters and

open an epitaph-shop ? Mournful stanzas

might then be procured of every size and

pattern, composed with decent reverence

for the rules of grammar, respect for the

feet and limbs of the linear members, and

possibly some regard for consistency in

the ideas they might chance occasionally

to express. Genin the hatter, and Cock-

roach Lyon, each keeps a poet. Why
cannot the marble-cutters procure some

of the Heliconian fraternity as partners ?

Bards would thus serve the cause of ed-

ucation, benefit future antiquaries, and

earn more hard dimes ten times over

than they do in writing lines for the

blank corners of newspapers and the

waste spaces between articles in maga-
zines. I throw this hint out of the win-
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dow of the "Atlantic," in the fervent

hope that it will be seen, picked up, and

pocketed by some reformer who is now
out of business

;
and I would earnestly

urge such individual to agitate the ques-
tion with all his might, and wake up the

community to the vital importance, by

making use of "
poetic fire

" and "
inspir-

ed frenzy" now going to waste, or some

other instrumentality, of a reformation in

epitaphic necrology.

Seriously, modern epitaphs are a bur-

lesque upon religion, a caricature of all

things holy, divine, and beautiful, and an

outrage upon the common sense and cul-

ture of the community. A collection of

comic churchyard poetry might be made
in this place which would eclipse the pro-
ductions of Mr. K. N. Pepper, and cause

a greater
"
army of readers to explode

"

than his "Noad to a Whealbarrer" or

the "Grek Slaiv" has done.

During our rambles among the tomb-

stones the sun has long since passed the

meridian, and the streets and avenues of

the cemetery are crowded with carriages
and thronged with pedestrians, the tramp-

ing of horses' feet, the rumbling of wheels,
and the voices of men fill the air, and the

place which was so silent and deserted

this morning is now as noisy and bustling
as the metropolis yonder. And soon be-

gin to arrive thick and fast the funeral

trains. Many of the black-plumed hears-

es are followed by only a single hired

coach or omnibus, others by long trails

of splendid equipages. Upon the broad

slope of a hill, whither the greater num-
ber of the processions move, entirely
destitute of trees and flooded with sun-

shine, many thousand graves, mostly un-

marked by headstones, lie close together,

resembling in appearance a corn-field

which has been permitted to run to grass

unploughed. Standing upon an elevated

point near the summit, and looking down
those acres of hillocks to where the busy
laborers are engaged in putting bodies in-

to the ground, covering them with earth,

and rounding the soil over them, one is

perhaps struck for the first time with the

full force, meaning, and beauty of the lan-

guage of Paul in his first letter to the

Corinthians :
" That which thou sowest

is not that body which shall be, but bare

grain. It [the human body] is sown in

corruption, is sown in dishonor, is sown

in weakness. It is sown a natural body ;

it is raised [or springs up, to complete the

figure] a spiritual body. Flesh and blood

cannot inherit the kingdom of heaven."

I once heard a distinguished botanist dis-

pute the accuracy of this simile, inasmuch,
he said, as the seed, when it is sown in the

ground, does not die, but in fact then first

begins to live and to display the vital force

which was previously asleep in it
;
while

the human body decays and is resolved

into its primitive gaseous, mineral, and

vegetable elements, the particles of which,
disseminated everywhere, and transferred

through chemical affinities into other and
new organisms, lose all traces of their for-

mer connection. In answer to such a

finical criticism as this, intended to inval-

idate the authority of the great Apostolic

Theologian, I replied, that Paul was not

an inspired botanist, in fact, that he

probably knew nothing whatever about

botany as a science, but an inspired

religious teacher, who employed the lan-

guage of his people and the measure of

knowledge to which his age had attain-

ed, to expound to his contemporaries the

principles of his Master's religion. I am
not familiar with the nicer points of strict

theological orthodoxy, but, from modern

sermons and commentaries, I should in-

fer that few doctors of even the most

straitest school of divinity hold to the

doctrine of verbal inspiration. That the

Prophets and Apostles were acquainted
with botany, chemistry, geology, or any
other modern science, is a notion as un-

founded in truth as it is hostile and for-

eign to the object and purpose of Revela-

tion, which is strictly confined to religion

and ethics. Those persons, therefore, (and

they are a numerous class,) who resort to

the Bible, assuming that it professes to

be an inspired manual of universal knowl-

edge, and then, because they find in its

figurative Oriental phraseology, or in its
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metaphors and illustrations, some inaccu- fore vomited from the press of any land,

racies of expression or misstatements of and beside it the " REVELATIONS "
of

scientific facts, would throw discredit upon Andrew Jackson Davis, the "
Poughkeep-

the essential religious dogmas and doc- sie Seer," rises to the lofty grandeur of

trines which it is its object to state and the "Novum Organon," a sight that

unfold, are, to say the least, extremely makes one who really respects the Bible

disingenuous, if not deficient in under- hang his head for shame,

standing. The belligerent pundit who has flung

But a much more prolific source of in- in the face of peaceful geologists this oc-

jury to the character of the Bible than tavo camouflet of his scientific lucubra-

that just mentioned is the injudicious tions professes to have scoured the sur-

and impertinent labors of many who vol- face and ravaged the bottom (in a suit

unteer in its defence. "
Oh, save me from of patent sub-marine Scriptural armor)

my friends !

"
might the Prophets and of a no less abysmal subject than the

Apostles, each and all, too often exclaim cryptology of Genesis, to have un-

of their supporters. It is said that all dermined with his sapping intellect and

men are insane upon some point : so are blown up with his explosive wisdom the

classes and communities. The popular walled secrets of time and eternity, car-

monomania which at present prevails rying away with him in the shape of plun-

among a class of persons whose zeal sur-

passes their prudence and knowledge is ^ commencement of a chapter entitled

-,.,,. , ... , ,, "Naturalists. Their Classification of Man and
a foolish fear and trembling lest the ten-

Je<Mte.,,_ We look upon
-

the animal in no
dencies of science should result in the different light from that of a vegetable, a

overthrow of the Bible. They seem, plant, or a rock-crystal, which forms under

somehow, to be fully persuaded that the the Creative hand, performs its part for the

inspired word of God has no inherent use of man
'
dissolves and reproduces by its

, , ,, . ., , f parts another comfort for him. The animal
power to stand alone, that it has rail- f . , .

7

. bears no resemblance to man, not even in his

en among thieves and robbers, is being brain __ One tree may bear apples, and

pelted with fossil coprolites, suffocated with another acorns, but they are not to be com-

fire-mist and primitive gases, or beaten pared, the one as bearing a relation to the oth-

over the head with the shank-bones of er
>
because they have each a body and limbs.

Silurian monsters, and is bawling aloud
The^ are distinct

*"f
a"d one wil1 al

7*
vs

'

_ . produce apples and the other acorns, as long
for assistance. Therefore, not stopping s thev produce anything." (Indeed!) -"The
to dress, they dash out into the public llsuafclassification of animals, is that of Ver-

notice without hat or coat, in such uncloth- tebrata, Articulata, Mollusca, and Radiata.

ed intellectual condition as they happen This is not only offensive to man, but is un-

to be in, in their shirt, or stark naked J% towards God " (Why?)-" We are told

f, , , f ,. .. i by these naturalists that man belongs to the
often, and rush frantically to its aid. .. , . __

,
,J

, . . class called ' Vertebrata.' So does the snake,
The most melancholy case of this Mitel- the monkey,

the lizard and crocodile, and many
lectual delirium tremens that probably ot^her low and mean animals. Have these

ever came under the notice of any read- creatures the reasoning faculties of man? Do

er is found in a professed apology for the they walk erect like man ? Have they feet,

Scriptures, recently published, under the ^and
f'

leSs arms
>.

hair
9

wfn
^

eir hea
?
s

>
or

. ^i
'

f LL n beards upon their faces f Do they speak Ian-

pompous and bombastic title of Cos- ^^ and '^ and worship at ihe al_

MOGONY, OR THE MYSTERIES OF CRE-
terf (ii)_ Those who are ambitious of

ATION." A volume of such puerile trash, such relations, may plant their heraldic coat-

such rubbish, twaddle, balderdash, and of-arms in the serpent, the lizard, the croco-

crazy drivelling
* as this, was never be- dile, or the monkey, but we disclaim such re-

lationship we do not think it good taste or

* As the reader may never have seen this good morals to place the fair daughters of Eve

unique volume, and will be amused by a spe- on a level with horrid and hideous animals,

cimen of its grammar, rhetoric, wisdom, and simply from some apparent similarity, which

learning, let him take a morceau or two from we are certain never existed."
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der a whole cargo of the plans and pur-

poses of the Omnipotent in the Creation.

I have not the least doubt, if he were

respectfully approached and interrogated

upon the subject, he would answer with

the greatest ease and accuracy the famous

question with which Dean Swift posed the

theological tailor. The man who can tell

us all about the institution of the law of

gravity, how the inspired prophet thought

and felt while writing his history, and

who knows everything respecting
" affin-

ity and attraction when they were in

Creation's womb," could not hesitate a

moment to measure an arch-angel for a

pair of breeches. But I was talking of

funerals.

A friend once assured me that the heart-

iest laugh of which he was ever guilty on

a solemn occasion occurred at a funeral.

A trusty Irish servant, who had lived with

him for many years, and for whom he had

great affection, died suddenly at his house.

As he was attending the funeral in the

Catholic burial-place, and stood with his

wife and children listening to the ser-

vice which the priest was reading, his

heart filled with grief and his eyes moist

with tears, the inscription on a grave-
stone just before him happened to attract

his attention. It was this :
" Gloria

in Excelsis Deo! Patrick Donahoe died

July 12. 18 ." Now the exclamation-

point after " Deo " and the statement of

the fact of Mr. D.'s demise following im-
C>

mediately thereafter made the epitaph to

read,
"
Glory to God in the highest ! Pat-

rick is dead." This, which at another

time would perhaps have caused no more

than a smile, struck him as irresistibly fun-

ny, and drove in a moment every trace

of sadness from his face and sorrow from

his heart, to give place to violent emo-

tions of another nature, which his utmost

exertions could not conceal.

[" I beg your pardon ! I've been afloat,"

was the graceful parenthetical apology
which a distinguished naval officer used

to make, when by mistake he let drop one

of " those big words which lie at the bot-

tom of the best man's vocabulary," in con-

VOL. vi. 22

versation with sensitive persons whose ears

he feared it might offend. I ought pos-

sibly, at the end of the following anecdote,

to make some such excuse to the scrupu-
lous reader, whose notions of propriety
it will perhaps slightly infringe :

" I beg

your pardon ! I couldn't help telling it."]

An eminent divine once described to

me a scene he witnessed at a funeral,

which he said nearly caused him to ex-

pire with well, you shall see. An in-

timate acquaintance of his, who belonged
to a neighboring parish, having died, he

was naturally induced to assist at the buri-

al-service. The rector of this parish was

a man who, though sensitive in the ex-

treme to the absurdities of others, be-

ing, in fact, a regular son of Momus,
was entirely unconscious of his own amus-

ing eccentricities. Among these, numer-

ous and singular, he had the habit of sud-

denly stopping in the middle of a sentence,

while preaching, and calling out to the

sexton, across the church,
"
Dooke, turn

on more gas !

"
or "

Dooke, shut that win-

dow !

"
or "

Dooke, do "
something else

which was pretty sure to be wanting it-

self done during the delivery of his dis-

course. Nearly every Sunday, strangers

not acquainted with his ways were star-

tled out of their propriety by some such

unexpected behavior.

On the occasion referred to, the funer-

al procession having entered the church-

yard, and my informant and the officiat-

ing clergyman having taken their places

at the head of the grave, the undertaker

and his assistants having removed the cof-

fin from, the hearse, and the mourners, of

whom there was a large crowd, having

gathered into a circular audience, the

Reverend Doctor began the service.

" ' Man that is born of a woman '

Oh,

stop those carriages ! don't you see where

they are going to?" (he suddenly broke

out, rushing from the place where he stood,

frantically, among the bystanders; and

then returning to his former position, con-

tinued,)
" ' hath but a short time to live,

and is full of misery. He cometh up'

Oh, don't let that coffin down yet ! wait

till I tell you to," (addressed to the under-
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taker, who was anticipating the proper

place in the service,)"
' and is cut down

like a flower
;
he fleeth as it were a shad-

ow/ Please to hold the umbrella a little

further over my head," (sotto voce to the

man who was endeavoring to protect his

head from the sun,)
" ' and never contin-

ueth in one stay.' Hold the umbrella a

little higher, will you?" (sotto voce again
to the man holding the umbrella.) '"In

the midst of life we are in death.' Stand

down from there, boys, and be quiet !

"

(addressed to some urchins who were

crowding and pushing one another about

the grave, in their efforts to look at the

coffin.) At length he had proceeded with-

out further interruptions as far as the sen-

tence,
" ' We therefore commit his body

to the ground ;
earth to earth, ashes to

ashes, dust to dust,'" when Dooke, the

sexton, a queer, impetuous fellow, who
was vainly endeavoring to keep the boys

away from the edge of the grave, seized

suddenly the rope with which the coffin

had just been lowered down, and, stoop-

ing forward, laid it like a whip-lash,
" cut !

"

across the shins of a dozen youngsters,

making them leap with " Oh ! oh ! oh !

"
a

foot from the ground, and scatter in short

order,
" '

looking for the
' "

(turning to

my friend, as he witnessed the successful

exploit of his favorite sexton, and whis-

pering in his ear,)
" Dooke made 'em hop

that time, didn't he !
'

general resurrec-

tion in the last day, and the life of the

world to come.'
'

Dooke's mode of dispersing the boys,

and the officiating clergyman's comment

upon it, parenthesized into the middle of

the most solemn sentence of the burial-

service, were too much for the usual stern

gravity of my clerical friend, and, under

pretence of shedding tears, he buried his

face in his handkerchief and his handker-

chief in his hat and shook with laughter.

Speaking of funerals reminds me of a

congenial subject Nothing in New York

astonishes visitors from the country so

much as the magnificent coffin-shops, ri-

valling, in the ostentatious and tempting

display of their wares, the most elegant
stores on Broadway. Model coffins, of the

latest style and pattern, are set up on end
in long rows and protected by splendid

show-cases, with the lids removed to ex-

hibit their rich satin lining. Fancy cof-

fins, decorated with glittering ornaments,
are placed seductively in bright plate-

glass windows, and put out for baiting

advertisements upon the side-walks: as

much as to say,
" Walk in, walk in, ladies

and gentlemen ! Now's your chance !

here's your fine, nice coffins!" while

in ornamental letters upon extensive pla-

cards hung about the doors, "!RON COF-

FINS,"
" ROSEWOOD COFFINS,"

" AIR-

TIGHT COFFINS,"
" MAHOGANY COF-

FINS,"
" PATENT SARCOPHAGI," address

the eyes and appeal to the purses of the

passers-by. And I saw in one of these

places, the other day, painted on glass

and inclosed in an elegant gilt frame,
" ICE COFFINS," which struck me as

queer enough. As though it were not

sufficiently cool to be dead !

It seems to me, that, in this matter, the

undertakers, digging a little too deep be-

low the surface of the present age, have

thrown out some of the mystical and gro-

tesque remains of a very antique religious

faith, which look as singular just now to

the eyes of common people as would an

Egyptian temple with its sacred Apis in

Broadway, or a Sphinx on Boston Com-

mon. To the eyes of an old Egyptian,

no object could be more grateful than the

sarcophagus in which he was to repose at

death. He purchased it as early in life

as he could raise the means, and display-

ed it in his parlor as an attractive and

costly ornament. Indeed, I do not know

but it was useful as well, and the children

kept their playthings in it, or the young
ladies their knitting-work and embroide-

ry.

Are we not, in this class of our tastes

and feelings, becoming rapidly Egyptian-

ized ? Why, I expect in a year or two to

see coffins introduced into the parlors of

the Fifth Avenue, and to find them, when

their owners fail or absquatulate, adver-

tised for sale at auction, with the rest of

the household furniture, at a great sacri-

fice on the original cost.
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"
tfiT ONE SUPERB COFFIN OF ELE-

GANT PATTERN AND SUPERIOR WORK-

MANSHIP, AS GOOD AS NEW. TWO
DITTO, SLIGHTLY DAMAGED."

And then the fashion will become pop-

ular with the less aristocratic portion of

the community, and you will see crowds

of servant-girls and street-loungers around

the windows of our magnificent coffin-ba-

zaars, and hear from them such exclama-

tions as these :
" Oh ! do look here, Matil-

da ! Wouldn't you like to have such a nice

coffin as that ?
"

or,
" What a dear, sweet

sarcophagus that one is there !

"
or,

"
Faith,

I should like to own that air-tight !"

But the day is now far advanced. The

funeral processions have ceased to arrive,

and the husbandmen, having sown the

immortal seed furnished by the metropo-

lis, with shovels and empty dinner-pails,

are on their way, whistling and talking in

groups, homeward. The number of loun-

gers and sight-seers is rapidly diminishing

as the light in the more thickly shaded

walks becomes dim, and the clock at the

gateway indicates the' near approach of

the hour when the portals will be closed.

Alone with the dead ! Alone in

the night among tombs and graves ! How

many readers do not at the sight of these

words feel an involuntary souppon of a

shudder ? Would not the cause of this

indefinable secret dread of the darkness

which covers a graveyard be a curious

matter of inquiry ? Let one ever so cul-

tivated and skeptical, familiar as a physi-

cian or a soldier with the spectacle of

death, ever so full of mental and physi-

cal courage, passing alone late at night

through a graveyard, hear the least sound

among the graves, or see a moving ob-

ject of any kind, especially a white one,

and he will instantly feel an alloverish-

ness foreign to ordinary experience, and

I will not answer for him that his hair

does not stand on end and his flesh grow

rough as a nutmeg-grater. A company of

three or four persons would feel far less

disturbed. This proves the emotion to

be genuine fear. And with this recog-

nized as a fact, ask the question, Of what

are you afraid ? What makes your feet

stick to the ground so fast, or inspires

you to take to your legs and run for your

life ? " A ridiculous, foolish superstition,"

reason answers.

I do not intend by this to intimate that

you, reader, bold and courageous person
that I know you to be, would not dare to

go through a graveyard at night. By no

means. I only predicate the existence

within you of this ridiculous, foolish su-

perstition, and maintain that you would

do so under all circumstances with pecu-

liar feelings which you did not possess be-

fore you entered it and which you will not

possess as soon as you have left it, and

under certain circumstances with a trem-

bling of the nerves and a palpitation of

the heart, and that the occasion might oc-

cur when you would be still more strongly

and strangely affected. To illustrate the

latter case I have an anecdote a-propos.

A college class-mate, (Poor B ! the

shadows of the Pyramids now fall upon
his early grave !)

a young man easily

agitated, to be sure, and possibly timid,

on his way home, late one autumn night,

from the house of a relative in the coun-

try, was hurrying past a dismal old bury-

ing-yard in the midst of a gloomy wood,

when he was suddenly startled by a

strange noise a short distance from the

road. Turning his head, alarmed, in the

direction whence it proceeded, he was

horror-struck at seeing through the dark-

ness a white object on the ground, strug-

gling as if in the grasp of some terrible

monster. Instantly the blood froze in

his veins; he stood petrified, the howl-

ings of the wind, clanking of chains, and

groans of agony, filling his ears, with his

eyes fixed in terror upon the white shape

rolling and plunging and writhing among
the tombs. Attempting to run, his feet re-

fused to move, and he swooned and fell

senseless in the road. A party of travel-

lers, happening shortly to pass, stumbled

over his body. Raising him upon his feet,

they succeeded by vigorous shakes in re-

storing him to a state of consciousness.
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While explaining to them the cause of has had so much influence in Anglo- Sax-

his fright, the noise was renewed. The on culture, that nine-tenths of the peo-

rnen, although somewhat alarmed, club- pie believe, without knowing it, as firmly

bed their individual courage, climbed the- in " Paradise Lost
"

as in the text of the

wall, and found nearly in the centre Bible. The Governor of Texas, citing

of the graveyard an old white horse in his proclamation a familiar passage in

thrown down by his fetters and strug- Shakspeare as emanating from the in-

gling violently to regain his feet. spired pen of the Psalmist, is not to so

B assured me, the explanation of great extent an example of ignorance as

the spectacle instinctively occurring to an illustration of the lofty peerage in-

his mind at the moment as indubitable stinctively assigned the great dramatist in

was that some reprobate had just been the qrdinary associations of our thoughts,

buried there, and that the Devil, coming This faith in the visionary world of

for his body, was engaged in binding his poets is instilled into us (and it is for this

unwilling limbs, preparatory to carrying reason that Rousseau, in his masterly

him away ! work on education, the "
Emile," repro-

The reader may smile at the weakness bates the custom as promotive of super-

and folly displayed in this case, but the stition) in early infancy by our parents

assertion may nevertheless be safely ven- and nurses with their stories of nymphs,

tured, that there is not one person in a fairies, elves, dwarfs, giants, witches, hob-

hundred who would not under the same goblins, and the like fabulous beings, and,

circumstances have been greatly disturb- as soon as we are able to read, by the

ed, or would have invented a much less tales of genii, sorcerers, demons, ghouls,

frightfully absurd solution of the phenom- enchanted caves and castles, and mon-

enon than poor B 's. sters and monstrosities of every name.

I think the singular feelings associated The exceedingly impressible and poetical

with graveyard darkness, which the wis- nature of children (for all children are

est and bravest of men find slumbering poets and talk poetry as soon as they

beneath all their courage and philosophy, can lisp) appropriates and absorbs with

would be found upon investigation to pro- intense relish these fanciful myths, and

ceed principally from two sources, a for years they believe more firmly in their

constitutional inclination to religious su- truth than in the realities of the actual

perstition, and an acquired educational world. And I more than suspect that

belief in the reality of the dreams and this child-credulity rather slumbers in the

fancies of poets, mingled, of course, with grown man, smothered beneath superim-

some natural cowardice. posed skepticisms and cognitions, than is

The dryest and hardest men have more ever eradicated from his mind, and thus,

poetry in them than they or we begin to upon the shock of an emergency dis-

suspect. Indeed, if we could take our turbing him suddenly to the foundation,

individual or collective culture to pieces is ready to burst up through the crev-

and award to each separate influence its ices of his shattered practical experience

due and just share of results, I should and appear on the surface of his judg-

not be surprised at finding that the poet ment and understanding,

had done more in the way of fashioning In addition, then, to an instinctive ten-

our education than the scientist or any dency to religious superstition, (of which

other teacher. Milton, to give but a sin- I shall here say nothing,) to the fairy

gle example, with his speculations con- mythology of the nursery, and the phan-

cerning the Fall, its effects upon hu- torn machinery invented by poets to clothe

manity, the brute creation, and physical with the semblance of reality their dreams

nature, and his imaginary conflicts be- and fancies, can be traced in a great

tween the hostile armies of heaven, and measure the existence in the mind of the

his celestial and Satanic personifications, credulity which renders the fear in ques-
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tion possible, opening an introduction for this department of supernaturalism which

it into the heart excited by inexplicable stagger the unbeliefof the stoutest skeptic,

phenomena or circumstanced where such It is constantly urged, among other ob-

phenomena might, according to our su- jections to the credibility of supernat-

perstitious beliefs, easily occur. ural apparitions, that the names of the

Without entering into an analysis of witnesses have singularly and suspicious-

the fear itself, beyond the remark that ly disappeared, that you find them, up-

any extraordinary sight or sound not im- on investigation, substantiated thus : A
mediately explicable by the eye or ear very worthy gentleman told another very
to the understanding (as a steamboat worthy gentleman, who told a very intel-

to the Indians or a comet to our ances- ligent lady, who told somebody else, who

tors) is a legitimate cause of the emo- told the individual who finally communi-

tion, as well as the possibility of the oc- cated the incident to the, world. There

currence of such sights and sounds, for are, however, as just intimated, instances

believing which we have seen man pre- in which such ambiguity is altogether

pared, first by natural superstitious in- wanting. Among these is one so well

clination, and secondly by a peculiar ed- authenticated by well-known witnesses of

ucation, I will only further add, for the undoubted veracity, that, having never

purpose of a brief introduction to an an- before been published, I venture to re-

ecdote I wish to relate, that there is an- late it here.

other fountain of knowledge, from which My informant was Professor Tholuck,

we drink at a later period than child- of Halle University, the most eminent

hood, as well as then, whose waters are living theologian in 'Germany, and the

strongly impregnated with this supersti- principal ecclesiarch of the Prussian

tious, fear-provoking credulity : I mean Church. He prefaced the account by
the stories of ghosts which have been seen assuring me that it was received from

and heard in all ages and countries, re- the lips of De Wette himself, immediate-

vealing important secrets, pointing out ly after the occurrence, that De Wette

the places where murder has been com- was an intimate personal friend, a plain,

mitted or treasure concealed, foretelling practical man, of remarkably clear and

deaths and calamities, and forewarning vigorous intellect, with no more poetry
men of impending dangers. Hundreds and imagination in his nature than just

of books familiar to all have been writ- sufficient to keep him alive, in a word,

ten upon this subject and form an exten- that he would rely upon his coolness of

sive department of our literature, espe- judgment and accuracy of observation,

cially of our older literature. under any possible combination of cir-

The philosopher attempts to account cumstances, as confidently as upon those

for such phenomena by referring them of any man in the world.

to optical illusions or a disordered condi- Dr. De Wette, the famous German Bib-

tion of the brain, making them subjective lical critic, returning home one evening
semblances instead of objective realities, between nine and ten o'clock, was sur-

But one is continually being puzzled and prised, upon arriving opposite the house

perplexed with evidence contradicting in which he resided, to see a bright light

this hypothesis, which, upon any other burning in his study. In fact, he was

subject a priori credible to the reason rather more than surprised; for he dis-

and judgment, would be received as sat- tinctly remembered to have extinguished

isfactory and decisive without a moment's the candles when he went out, an hour

hesitation. In truth, with all the light or two previously, locked the door, and

which science is able to shed upon it, put the key in his pocket, which, upon
and all the resolute shutting of the eyes feeling for it, was still there. Pausing a

at points which no elucidating theory is moment to wonder by what means and

available to explain, there are facts in for what purpose any one could have
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entered the room, he perceived the shad-

ow of a person apparently occupied about

something in a remote corner. Suppos-

ing it to be a burglar employed in rifling

his trunk, he was upon the point of alarm-

ing the police, when the man advanced

to the window, into full view, as if for the

purpose of looking out into the street. It

ivas De Wette himself! the scholar, au-

thor, professor, his height, size, figure,

stoop, his head, his face, his features,

eyes, mouth, nose, chin, every one, skull-

cap, study-gown, neck-tie, all, everything:
there was no mistaking him, no deception
whatever : there stood Dr. De Wette in

his own library, and he out in the street :

why, he must be somebody else ! The
Doctor instinctively grasped his body with

his hands, and tried himself with the psy-

chological tests of self-consciousness and

identity, doubtful, if he could believe his

senses and black were not white, that he

longer existed his former self, and stood,

perplexed, bewildered, and confounded,

gazing at his other likeness looking out

of the window. Upon the person's retir-

ing from the window, which occurred in

a few moments, De Wette resolved not to

dispute the possession of his study with

the other Doctor before morning, and

ringing at the door of a house opposite,

where an acquaintance resided, he ask-

ed permission to remain over night.

The chamber occupied by him com-

manded a full view of the interior of his

library, and from the window he could

see his other self engaged in study and

meditation, now walking up and down

the room, immersed in thought, now sit-

ting down at the desk to write, now ris-

ing to search for a volume among the

book-shelves, and imitating in all respects

the peculiar habits of the great Doctor

engaged at work and busy with cogita-

tions. At length, when the cathedral clock

had finished striking through first four

and then eleven strokes, as German clocks

are wont to do an hour before twelve, De
Wette Number Two manifested signs of

retiring to rest, took out his watch, the

identical large gold one the other Doctor

in the other chamber felt sure was at that

moment safe in his waistcoat-pocket, and

wound it up, removed a portion of his

clothing, came to the window, closed the

curtains, and in a few moments the light

disappeared. De Wette Number One,

waiting a little time until convinced that

Number Two had disposed himself to

sleep, retired also his-self to bed, wonder-

ing very much what all this could mean.

Rising the next morning, he crossed

the street, and passed up-stairs to his li-

brary. The door was fastened
;
he ap-

plied the key, opened it, and entered.

No one was there; everything appeared
in precisely the same condition in which

he had left it the evening before, his

pen lying upon the paper as he had drop-

ped it on going out, the candles on the

table and the mantel-piece evidently not

having been lighted, the window-curtains

drawn aside as he had left them
;
in fine,

there was not a single trace of any per-

son's having been in the room. " Had he

been insane the night before ? He must

have been. He was growing old
;
some-

thing was the matter with his eyes or

brain
; anyhow, he had been deceived,

and it was very foolish of him to have re-

mained away all night." Endeavoring
to satisfy his mind with some such reflec-

tions as these, he remembered he had

not yet examined his bed-room. Almost

ashamed to make the search, now con-

vinced it was all an hallucination of the

senses, he crossed the narrow passage-

way and opened the door. He was

thunderstruck. The ceiling, a lofty, mas-

sive brick arch, had fallen during the

night, filling the room with rubbish and

crushing his bed into atoms. De Wette

the Apparition had saved the life of the

great German scholar.

Tholuck, who was walking with me in

the fields near Halle when relating the

anecdote, added, upon concluding, "I

do not pretend to account for the phe-

nomenon
;

no knowledge, scientific or

metaphysical, in my possession, is ade-

quate to explain it
;
but I have no more

doubt it actually, positively, literally did

occur, than I have of the existence of

the sun im Himmel da"
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CULTURE.

THE word of ambition at the present

day is Culture. Whilst all the world is

in pursuit of power, and of wealth as a

means of power, culture corrects the the-

ory of success. A man is the prisoner

of his power. A topical memory makes

him an almanac
;
a talent for debate, a

disputant ;
skill to get money makes him

a miser, that is, a beggar. Culture re-

duces these inflammations by invoking
the aid of other powers against the domi-

nant talent, and by appealing to the rank

of powers. It watches success. For per-
formance Nature has no mercy, and sac-

rifices the performer to get it done,

makes a dropsy or a tympany of him.

If she wants a thumb, she makes one at

the cost of arms and legs, and any excess

of power in one part is usually paid for

at once by some defect in a contiguous

part.

Our efficiency depends so much on our

concentration, that Nature usually, in the

instances where a marked man is sent

into the world, overloads him with bias,

sacrificing his symmetry to his working

power. It is said, no man can write but

one book
;
and if a man have a defect, it

is apt to leave its impression on all his

performances. If she create a policeman
like Fouche, he is made up of suspicions
and of plots to circumvent them. " The

air," said Fouche,
"

is full of poniards."
The physician Sanctorius spent his life

in a pair of scales, weighing his food.

Lord Coke valued Chaucer highly, be-

cause the Canon Yeman's Tale illustrates

the Statute Hen. V. Chap. 4, against Al-

chemy. I saw a man who believed the

principal mischiefs in the English state

were derived from the devotion to mu-
sical concerts. A freemason, not long
. (

o
since, set out to explain to this country,
that the principal cause of the success of

General Washington was the aid he de-

rived from the freemasons.

But, worse than the harping on one

string, Nature has secured individualism

by giving the private person a high con-

ceit of his weight in the system. The

pest of society is egotists. There are dull

and bright, sacred and profane, coarse

and fine egotists. 'Tis a disease that,

like influenza, falls on all constitutions.

In the distemper known to physicians as

chorea, the patient sometimes turns round

and continues to spin slowly on one spot.

Is egotism a metaphysical varioloid of

this malady? The man runs round a

ring formed by his own talent, falls into

an admiration of it, and loses relation to

the world. It is a tendency in all minds.

One of its annoying forms is a craving
for sympathy. The sufferers parade
their miseries, tear the lint from their

bruises, reveal their indictable crimes,

that you may pity them. They like sick-

ness, because physical pain will extort

some show of interest from the bystand-
ers

;
as we have seen children, who, find-

ing themselves of no account when grown

people come in, will cough till they choke,

to draw attention.

This distemper is the scourge of talent,

of artists, inventors, and philosophers.

Eminent spiritualists shall have an inca-

pacity of putting their act or word aloof

from them, and seeing it bravely for the

nothing it is. Beware of the man who

says,
" I am on the eve of a revelation !

"

It is speedily punished, inasmuch as this

habit invites men to humor it, and, by

treating the patient tenderly, to shut him

up in a narrower selfism, and exclude

him from the great world of God's cheer-

ful fallible men and women. Let us

rather be insulted, whilst we are insulta-

ble. Religious literature has eminent ex-

amples ;
and if we run over our private

list of poets, critics, philanthropists, and

philosophers, we shall find them infected

with this dropsy and elephantiasis, which

we ought to have tapped.
This goitre of egotism is so frequent

among notable persons, that we must in-

fer some strong necessity in Nature which
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it subserves, such as we see in the sex-

ual attraction. The preservation of the

species was a point of such necessity, that

Nature has secured it at all hazards by

immensely overloading the passion, at the

risk of perpetual crime and disorder. So

egotism has its root in the cardinal ne-

cessity by which each individual persists

to be what he is.

This individuality is not only not in-

consistent with culture, but is the basis of

it. Every valuable nature is there in its

own right ;
and the student we speak to

must have a mother-wit invincible by his

culture, which uses all books, arts, facili-

ties, and elegancies of intercourse, but is

never subdued and lost in them. He

only is a well-made man who has a good
determination. And the end of culture is,

not to destroy this, God forbid! but to

train away all impediment and mixture,
and leave nothing but pure power. Our
student must have a style and determina-

tion, and be a master in his own special-

ty. But, having this, he must put it be-

hind him. He must have a catholicity, a

power to see with a free and disengaged
look every object. Yet is this private
interest and self so overcharged, that, if a

man seeks a companion who can look at

objects for their own sake, and without

affection or self-reference, he will find

the fewest who will give him that sat-

isfaction
;
whilst most men are afflicted

with a coldness, an incuriosity, as soon

as any object does not connect with their

self-love. Though they talk of the object

before them, they are thinking of them-

selves, and their vanity is laying little

traps for your admiration.

But after a man has discovered that

there are limits to the interest which his

private history has for mankind, he still

converses with his family, or a few com-

panions, perhaps with half a dozen

personalities that are famous in his neigh-
borhood. In Boston, the question of

life is the names of some eight or ten

men. Have you seen Mr. Allston, Doc-
tor Channing, Mr. Adams, Mr. Webster,
Mr. Greenough ? Have you heard Ev-

erett, Garrison, Father Taylor, Theodore

Parker ? Have you talked with Mes-
sieurs Turbinewheel, Summitlevel, and

Lacofrupees? Then you may as well

die. In New York, the question is of

some other eight, or ten, or twenty.
Have you seen a few lawyers, merchants,
and brokers, two or three scholars, two

or three capitalists, two or three editors

of newspapers ? New York is a sucked

orange. All conversation is at an end,
when we have discharged ourselves of a

dozen personalities, domestic or import-

ed, which make up our American exist-

ence. Nor do we expect anybody to be

other than a faint copy of these heroes.

Life is very narrow. Bring any club

or company of intelligent men together

again after ten years, and if the presence
of some penetrating and calming genius
could dispose them to frankness, what a

confession of insanities would come up !

The " causes
"

to which we have sacri-

ficed, Tariff or Democracy, Whiggism,
or Abolition, Temperance or Socialism,

would show like roots of bitterness and

dragons of wrath : and our talents are as

mischievous as if each had been seized

upon by some bird of prey, which had

whisked him away from fortune, from

truth, from the dear society of the poets,

some zeal, some bias, and only when he

was now gray and nerveless was it relax-

ing its claws, and he awaking to sober

perceptions.

Culture is the suggestion from certain

best thoughts, that a man has a range of

affinities, through which he can modulate

the violence of any master-tones that

have a droning preponderance in his

scale, and succor him against himself.

Culture redresses his balance, puts him

among his equals and superiors, revives

the delicious sense of sympathy, and

warns him of the dangers of solitude and

repulsion.

'Tis not a compliment, but a dispar-

agement, to consult a man only on horses,

or on steam, or on theatres, or on eating,

or on books, and, whenever he appears,

considerately to turn the conversation to

the bantling he is known to fondle. In

the Norse heaven of our forefathers,
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Thor's house had live hundred and forty

floors : and Man's house has five hundred

and forty floors. His excellence is facili-

ty of adaptation, and of transition through

many related points to wide contrasts

and extremes. Culture kills his exag-

geration, his conceit of his village or his

city. We must leave our pets at home

when we go into the street, and meet

men on broad grounds of good meaning
and good sense. No performance is

worth loss of geniality. 'Tis a cruel

price we pay for certain fancy goods
called fine arts and philosophy. In the

Norse legend, Allfadir did not get a drink

of Mimir's spring, (the fountain of wis-

dom,) until he left his eye in pledge.

And here is a pedant that cannot unfold

his wrinkles, nor conceal his wrath at

interruption by the best, if their conver-

sation do not fit his impertinency, here

is he to afflict us with his personalities.

'Tis incident to scholars, that each of

them fancies he is pointedly odious in his

community. Draw him out of this lim-

bo of irritability. Cleanse with healthy
blood his parchment skin. You restore

to him his eyes which he left in pledge
at Mimir's spring. If you are the victim

of your doing, who cares what you do ?

We can spare your opera, your gazet-

teer, your chemic analysis, your history,

your syllogisms. Your man of genius

pays dear for his distinction. His head

runs up into a spire, and, instead of

a healthy man, merry and wise, he is

some mad dominie. Nature is reckless

of the individual. When she has points
to carry, she carries them. To wade in

marshes and sea-margins is the destiny
of certain birds

;
and they are so accu-

rately made for this, that they are im-

prisoned in those places. Each animal

out of its habitat would starve. To the

physician, each man, each woman, is an

amplification of one organ. A soldier, a

locksmith, a bank-clerk, and a dancer

could not exchange functions. And thus

we are victims of adaptation.

The antidotes against this organic ego-
tism are the range and variety of attrac-

tions, as gained by acquaintance with the

world, with men of merit, with classes of

society, with travel, with eminent per-

sons, and with the high resources of phi-

losophy, art, and religion : books, travel,

society, solitude.

The hardiest skeptic, who has seen a

horse broken, a pointer trained, or who
has visited a menagerie, or the exhibition

of the Industrious Fleas, will not deny
the validity of education. " A boy," says

Plato, "is the most vicious of all wild

beasts
"

; and, in the same spirit, the old

English poet Gascoigne says,
" A boy

is better unborn than untaught." The

city breeds one kind of speech and man-

ners
;
the back-country a different style ;

the sea another
;
the army a fourth. We

know that an army which can be confided

in may be formed by discipline, that by

systematic discipline all men may be made

heroes. Marshal Lannes said to a French

officer,
" Know, Colonel, that none but a

poltroon will boast that he never was

afraid." A great part of courage is the

courage of having done the thing before.

And, in all human action, those faculties

will be strong which are used. Robert

Owen said,
" Give me a tiger, and I will

educate him." 'Tis inhuman to want

faith in the power of education, since to

meliorate is the law of Nature
;
and men

are valued precisely as they exert on-

ward or meliorating force. On the other

hand, poltroonery is the acknowledging
an inferiority to be incurable.

Incapacity of melioration is the only

mortal distemper. There are people who

can never understand a trope, or any
second or expanded sense given to your

words, or any humor, but remain literal-

ists, after hearing the music and poetry
and rhetoric and wit of seventy or eighty

years. They are past the help of surgeon
or clergy. But even these can under-

stand pitchforks and the cry of " Fire !

"

and I have noticed in some of this

class a marked dislike of earthquakes.

Let us make our education brave and

preventive. Politics is an after-work, a

poor patching. We are always a little

late. The evil is done, the law is passed,

and we begin the up-hill agitation for re-
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peal of that of which we ought to have him to the Latin class
;
but much of his

prevented the enacting. We shall one tuition comes on his way to school, from

day learn to supersede politics by educa- the shop-windows. You like the strict

tion. What we call our root-and-branch rules and the long terms
;
and he finds

reforms of slavery, war, gambling, intern- his best leading in a by-way of his own,

perance, is only medicating the symp- and refuses any companions but of his

toms. We must begin higher up, name- choosing. He hates the grammar and

ly, in Education. Gradus, and loves guns, fishing-rods,

Our arts and tools give to him who can horses, and boats. Well, the boy is right ;

handle them much the same advantage and you are not fit to direct his bringing-

over the novice as if you extended his up, if your theory leaves out his gymnas-
life ten, fifty, or a hundred years. And tic 'training. Archery, cricket, gun and

I think it the part of good sense to pro- fishing-rod, horse and boat, are all edu-

vide every fine soul with such culture, cators, liberalizers
;
and so are dancing,

that it shall not, at thirty or forty years, dress, and the street-talk; and provid-

have to say,
" This which I might do is ed only the boy has resources, and is of

made hopeless through my want of weap- a noble and ingenuous strain these will

ons." not serve him less than the books. He
But it is conceded that much of our learns chess, whist, dancing, and theatri-

training fails of effect, that all success is cals. The father observes that another

hazardous and rare, that a large part of boy has learned algebra and geometry in

our cost and pains is thrown away. Na- the same time. But the first boy has ac-

ture takes the matter into her own hands, quired much more than these poor games

and, though we must not omit any jot of along with them. He is infatuated for

our system, we can seldom be sure that weeks with whist and chess
;
but present-

it has availed much, or that as much good ly will find out, as you did, that, when he

would not have accrued from a different rises from the game too long played, he is

system. vacant and forlorn, and despises himself.

Books, as containing the finest records Thenceforward it takes place with other

of human wit, must always enter into things, and has its due weight in his ex-

our notion of culture. The best heads perience. These minor skills and accom-

that ever existed, Pericles, Plato, Julius plishments for example, dancing are

Caesar, Shakspeare, Goethe, Milton, were tickets of admission to the dress-circle of

well-read, universally educated men, and mankind, and the being master of them

quite too wise to undervalue letters, enables the youth to judge intelligently of

Their opinion has weight, because they much on which otherwise he would give

had means of knowing the opposite opin- a pedantic squint. Landor said,
" I have

ion. We look that a great man should suffered more from my bad dancing than

be a good reader, or in proportion to the from all the misfortunes and miseries ofmy
spontaneous power should be the assimi- life put together." Provided always the

lating power. Good criticism is very boy is teachable, (for we are not propos-

rare, and always precious. I am always ing to make a statue out of punk,) foot-

happy to meet persons who perceive the ball, cricket, archery, swimming, skating,

transcendent superiority of Shakspeare climbing, fencing, riding, are lessons in

over all other writers. I like people who the art of power, which it is his main

like Plato. Because this love does not business to learn, riding specially, of

consist with self-conceit. which Lord Herbert of Cherbury said,

But books are good only as far as a "A good rider on a good horse is as much

boy is ready for them. He sometimes above himself and others as the world can

gets ready very slowly. You send your make him." Besides, the gun, fishing-

child to the schoolmaster; but 'tis the rod, boat, and horse constitute, among

schoolboys who educate him. You send all who use them, secret freemasonries.
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They are as if they belonged to one You do not think you will find anything

club. there which you have not seen at home ?

There is also a negative value in these The stuff of all countries is just the same,

arts. Their chief use to the youth is, not Do you suppose there is any country

amusement, but to be known for what where they do not scald milkpans, and

they are, and not to remain to him occa- swaddle the infants, and burn the brush-

sions of heartburn. We are full of su- wood, and broil the fish ? What is true

perstitions. Each class fixes its eyes on anywhere is true everywhere. And let

the advantages it has not : the refined, on him go where he will, he can find only so

rude strength ;
the democrat, on birth and much beauty or worth as he carries,

breeding. One of the benefits of a col- Of course, for some men travel may be

lege-education is, to show the boy its lit- useful. Naturalists, discoverers, and sail-

tie avail. I knew a leading man in a ors are born. Some men are made for

leading city, who, having set his heart on couriers, exchangers, envoys, missiona-

an education at the university and miss- ries, bearers of despatches, as others are

ed it, could never quite feel himself the for farmers and working-men. And if

equal of his own brotiiers who had gone the man is of a light and social turn, and

thither. His easy superiority to multi- Nature has aimed to make a legged and

tudes of professional men could never winged creature, framed for locomotion,

quite countervail to him this imaginary we must follow her hint, and furnish

defect. Balls, riding, wine-parties, and him with that breeding which gives cur-

billiards pass to a poor boy for some- rency as sedulously as with that which

thing fine and romantic, which they are gives worth. But let us not be pedantic,
not

;
and a free admission to them on an but allow to travel its full effect. The

equal footing, if it were possible, only boy grown up on the farm which he has

once or twice, would be worth ten times never left is said in the country to have

its cost, by undeceiving him. had no chance, and boys and men of that

I am not much an advocate for travel- condition look upon work on a railroad

ling, and I observe that men run away to or drudgery in a city as opportunity,
other countries because they are not good Poor country-boys of Vermont and Con-

in their own, and run back to their own necticut formerly owed what knowledge
because they pass for nothing in the new they had to their peddling -trips to the

places. For the most part, only the light Southern States. California and the Pa-

characters travel. Who are you that cific Coast are now the university of this

have no task to keep you at home ? I class, as Virginia was in old times. " To
have been quoted as saying captious have some chance" is their word. And

things about travel; but I mean to do jus- the phrase, "to know the world," or to

tice. I think there is a restlessness in travel, is synonymous with all men's ideas

our people which argues want of char- of advantage and superiority. .No doubt,

acter. All educated Americans, first or to a man of sense travel offers advan-

last, go to Europe, perhaps because it tages. As many languages as he has, as

is their mental home, as the invalid hab- many friends, as many arts and trades,

its of this country might suggest. An so many times is he a man. A foreign
eminent teacher of girls said,

" The idea country is a point of comparison where-

of a girl's education is whatever qualifies from to judge his own. One use of travel

them for going to Europe." Can we is, to recommend the books and works of

never extract this tape-worm of Europe home
; (we go to Europe to be American-

from the brain of our countrymen ? One ized ;) and another, to find men. For as

sees very well what their fate must be. Nature has put fruits apart in latitudes, a

He that does not fill a place at home new fruit in every degree, so knowledge
cannot abroad. He only goes there to and fine moral quality she lodges in dis-

hide his insignificance in a larger crowd, tant men. And thus, of the six or seven
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teachers whom each man wants among great inconvenience, and, though he con-

his contemporaries, it often happens that ceived he could order his thinking as well

one or two of them live on the other side as another, yet he found a great defect,

of the world. In the country, in long time, for want of

Moreover, there is in every constitu- good conversation, one's understanding
tion a certain solstice, when the stars and invention contract a moss on them,
stand still in our inward firmament, and like an old paling in an orchard."

when there is required some foreign force, Cities give us collision. 'Tis said, Lon-

some diversion or alterative, to prevent don and New York take the nonsense

stagnation. And, as a medical remedy, out of a man. A great part of our edu-

travel seems one of the best. Just as cation is sympathetic and social. Boys
a man witnessing the admirable effect of and girls who have been brought up with

ether to lull pain, and, meditating on the well-informed and superior people show

contingencies of wounds, cancers, lock- in their manners an inestimable grace,

jaws, rejoices in Dr. Jackson's benign Fuller says, that "
William, Earl of Nas-

discovery, so a man who looks at Paris, sau, won a subject from the King of Spain
at Naples, or at London, says,

" If I every time he put off his hat." You can-

should be driven from my own home, not have one well-bred man without a

here, at least, my thoughts can be con- whole society of such. They keep each

soled by the most prodigal amusement other up to any high point. Especially

and occupation which the human race in women : it requires a great many culti-

ages could contrive and accumulate." vated women, saloons of bright, elegant,

Akin to the benefit of foreign travel, reading women, accustomed to ease and

the aesthetic value of railroads is to unite refinement, to spectacles, pictures, sculp-

the advantages of town and country life, ture, poetry, and to elegant society,

neither of which we can spare. A man in order that you should have one Mad-
should live in or near a large town, be- ame de Stael. The head of a commercial

cause, let his own genius be what it may, house, or a leading lawyer or politician, is

it will repel quite as much of agreeable brought into daily contact with troops of

and valuable talent as it draws, and, in a men from all parts of the country, and

city, the total attraction of all the citizens those, too, the driving-wheels, the busi-

is sure to conquer, first or last, every re- ness-men of each section, and one can

pulsion, and drag the most improbable hardly suggest for an apprehensive man a

hermit within its walls some day in the more searching culture. Besides, we must

year. In town he can find the swimming- remember the high social possibilities of

school, the gymnasium, the dancing-mas- a million of men. The best bribe which

ter, the shooting-gallery, opera, theatre, London offers to-day to the imagination

and panorama, the chemist's shop, the is, that, in such a vast variety of people
museum of natural history, the gallery and conditions, one can believe there is

of fine arts, the national orators in their room for persons of romantic character

turn, foreign travellers, the libraries, and to exist, and that the poet, the mystic,

his club. In the country he can find soli- and the hero may hope to confront their

tude and reading, manly labor, cheap liv- counterparts.

ing, and his old shoes, moors for game, I wish cities could teach their best les-

hills for geology, and groves for devotion, son, of quiet manners. It is the foible

Aubrey writes, "I have heard Thomas especially of American youth, preten-

Hobbes say, that, in the Earl of Devon's sion. The mark of the man of the world

house, in Derbyshire, there was a good is absence of pretension. He does not

library and books enough for him, and make a speech ;
he takes a low business-

his Lordship stored the library with what tone, avoids all brag, is nobody, dress-

books he thought fit to be bought. But es plainly, promises not at all, performs
the want of good conversation was a very much, speaks in monosyllables, hugs his
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fact. He calls his employment by its low-

est name, and so takes from evil tongues

their sharpest weapon. His conversation

clings to the weather and the news, yet

he allows himself to be surprised into

thought, and the unlocking of his learn-

ing and philosophy. How the imagina-
tion is piqued by anecdotes of some great

man passing incognito, as a king in gray
clothes! of Napoleon affecting a plain

suit at his glittering levee ! of Burns, or

Scott, or Beethoven, or Wellington, or

Goethe, or any container of transcendent

power, passing for nobody ! of Epami-
nondas,

" who never says anything, but

will listen eternally !

"
of Goethe, who

preferred trifling subjects and common

expressions in intercourse with strangers,

worse rather than better clothes, and to

appear a little more capricious than he

was ! There are advantages in the old

hat and box-coat. I have heard, that,

throughout this country, a certain respect
is paid to good broadcloth : but dress

makes a little restraint
;
men will not com-

mit themselves. But the box-coat is like

wine
;

it unlocks the tongue, and men say
what they think. An old poet says,

" Go far and go sparing;
For you'll find it certain,
The poorer and the baser you appear,
The more you'll look through still." *

Not much otherwise Milnes writes, in the

"Lay of the Humble":

" To me men are for what they are,

They wear no masks with me."

'Tis odd that our people should have

not water on the brain, but a little

gas there. A shrewd foreigner said of

the Americans, that " whatever they say
has a little the air of a speech." Yet one

of the traits down in the books, as distin-

guishing the Anglo-Saxon, is a trick of

self-disparagement. To be sure, in old,

dense countries, among a million of good
coats, a fine coat comes to be no distinc-

tion, and you find humorists. In an Eng-
lish party, a man with no marked man-

* Beaumont and Fletcher: The Tamer Tam-
ed.

ners or features, with a face like red

dough, unexpectedly discloses wit, learn-

ing, a wide range of topics, and personal

familiarity with good men in all parts of

the world, until you think you have fallen

upon some illustrious personage. Can it

be that the American forest has refreshed

some weeds of old Pictish barbarism just

ready to die out, the love of the. scarlet

feather, of beads, and tinsel ? The Ital-

ians are fond of red clothes, peacock-

plumes, and embroidery ;
and I remem-

ber, one rainy morning in the city of Pa-

lermo, the street was in a blaze with scar-

let umbrellas. The English have a plain

taste. The equipages of the grandees are

plain. A gorgeous livery indicates new
and awkward city-wealth. Mr. Pitt, like

Mr. Pym, thought the title of Mister good

against any king in Europe. They have

piqued themselves on governing the whole

world in the poor, plain, dark committee-

room which the House of Commons sat in

before the fire.

Whilst we want cities as the centres

where the best things are found, cities

degrade us by magnifying trifles. The

countryman finds the town a chop-house,
a barber's shop. He has lost the lines of

grandeur of the horizon, hills and plains,

and, with them, sobriety and elevation.

He has come among a supple, glib-tongued

tribe, who live for show, servile to public

opinion. Life is dragged down to a fracas

of pitiful cares and disasters. You say
the gods ought to respect a life whose

objects are their own
;
but in cities they

have betrayed you to a cloud of insignifi-

cant annoyances :

"
Mirmidons, race fe*conde,

Mirmidons,
Enfin nous commandons;
Jupiter livre le monde
Aux mirmidons, aux mirmidons." *

'Tis heavy odda

Against the gods,

When they will match with myrmidons.
We spawning, spawning myrmidons,
Our turn to-day ;

we take command :

Jove gives the globe into the hand
Of myrmidons, of myrmidons.

* BeVanger.
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What is odious but noise, and people yet cautiously, and haughtily, and

who scream and bewail? people whose will yield their best values to him who
vane points always east, who live to dine, best can do without them. Keep the town

who send for the doctor, who coddle them- for occasions, but the habits should be

selves, who toast their feet on the regis- formed to retirement. Solitude, the safe-

ter, who intrigue to secure a padded chair guard of mediocrity, is to genius the stern

and a corner out of the draught ? Suffer friend, the cold, obscure shelter where

them once to begin the enumeration of moult the wings which will bear it farther

their infirmities, and the sun will go down than suns and stars. He who should in-

on the unfinished tale. Let these triflers spire and lead his race must be defended

put us out of conceit with petty comforts, from travelling with the souls of other

To a man at work, the frost is but a col- men, from living, breathing, reading,
or

;
the rain, the wind, he forgot them and writing in the daily, time-worn yoke

when he came in. Let us learn to live of their opinions.
" In the morning, sol-

coarsely, dress plainly, and lie hard. The itude," said Pythagoras, that Nature

least habit of dominion over the palate may speak to the imagination, as she does

has certain good effects not easily esti- never in company, and that her favorite

mated. Neither will we be driven into may make acquaintance with those divine

a quiddling abstemiousness. 'Tis a super- strengths which disclose themselves to se-

stition to insist on a special diet. All is rious and abstracted thought. 'Tis very
made at last of the same chemical atoms, certain that Plato, Plotinus, Archimedes,
A man in pursuit of greatness feels no Hermes, Newton, Milton, Wordsworth

little wants. How can you mind diet, did not live in a crowd, but descended

bed, dress, or salutes or compliments, into it from time to time as benefactors :

or the figure you make in company, or and the wise instructor will press this point

wealth, or even the bringing things to of securing to the young soul, in the dis-

pass, when you think how paltry are the position of time and the arrangements of

machinery and the workers ? Words- living, periods and habits of solitude. The
worth was praised to me, in Westmore- high advantage of university-life is often

land, for having afforded to his country the mere mechanical one, I may call it,

neighbors an example of a modest house- of a separate chamber and fire, which

hold, where comfort and culture were parents will allow the boy without hesita-

secured without display. And a tender tion at Cambridge, but do not think need-

boy who wears his rusty cap and out- ful at home. We say solitude, to mark,

grown coat, that he may secure the cov- the character of the tone of thought ;
but

eted place in college and the right in if it can be shared between two, or more

the library, is educated to some purpose, than two, it is happier, and not less no-

There is a great deal of self-denial and ble. " We four," wrote Neander to his

manliness in poor and middle-class hous- sacred friends,
" will enjoy at Halle the

es, in town and country, that has not got inward blessedness of a civilas Dei, whose

into literature, and never will, but that foundations are forever friendship. The

keeps the earth sweet, that saves on su- more I know you, the more I dissatisfy

perfluities, and spends on essentials, that and must dissatisfy all my wonted corn-

goes rusty, and educates the boy, that panions. Their very presence stupefies

sells the horse, but builds the school, me. The common understanding with-

works early and late, takes two looms in draws itself from the one centre of all

the factory, three looms, six looms, but existence."

pays off the mortgage on the paternal Solitude takes off the pressure of

farm, and then goes back cheerfully to present importunities, that more catholic

work again. and humane relations may appear. The

WT
e can ill spare the commanding so- saint and poet seek privacy to ends the

cial benefits of cities
; they must be used, most public and universal : and it is the
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secret of culture, to interest the man
more in bis public than in his private

quality. Here is a new poem, which

elicits a good many comments in the

journals and in conversation. From
these it is easy, at last, to eliminate the

verdict which readers passed upon it;

and that is, in the main, unfavorable.

The poet, as a craftsman, is interested

only in the praise accorded to him, and

not in the censure, though it be just;

and the poor little poet hearkens only

to that, and rejects the censure, as prov-

ing incapacity in the critic. But the po-

et cultivated becomes ^a stockholder in

both companies, say Mr. Curfew, in

the Curfew stock, and in the humanity
stock

; and, in the last, exults as much in

the demonstration of the unsoundness of

Curfew as his interest in the former gives

him pleasure in the currency of Curfew.

For the depreciation of his Curfew stock

only shows the immense values of the

humanity stock. As soon as he sides

with his critic against himself, with joy,

he is a cultivated man.

We must have an intellectual quality
in all property and in all action, or they
are nought. I must have children, I

must have events, I must have a social

state and history, or my thinking and

speaking want body or basis. But to

give these accessories any value, I must

know them as contingent and rather

showy possessions, which pass for more
to the people than to me. We see this

abstraction in scholars, as a matter of

course : but what a charm it adds when
observed in practical men ! Bonaparte,
like Cassar, was intellectual, and could

look at every object for itself, without

affection. Though an egotist a I'outrance,

he could criticize a play, a building, a

character, on universal grounds, and give
a just opinion. A man known to us on-

ly as a celebrity in politics or in trade

gains largely in our esteem, if we discov-

er that he has some intellectual taste or

skill : as when we learn of Lord Fair-

fax, the Long Parliament's general, his

passion for antiquarian studies
;
or of the

French regicide Carnot, his sublime ge-

nius in mathematics
;
or of a living bank-

er, his success in poetry ;
or of a partisan

journalist, his devotion to ornithology.

So, if, in travelling in the dreary wilder-

nesses of Arkansas or Texas, we should

observe on the next seat a man read-

ing Horace, or Martial, or Calderon, we
should wish to hug him. In callings that

require roughest energy, soldiers, sea-

captains, and civil engineers sometimes

betray a fine insight, if only through a

certain gentleness when off dutv : a good-O * o
natured admission that there are illusions,

and who shall say that he is not their

sport ? We only vary the phrase, not the

doctrine, when we say that culture opens
the sense of beauty. A man is a beggar
who only lives to the useful, and, how-

ever he may serve as a pin or rivet in

the social machine, cannot be said to

have arrived at self-possession. I suffer,

every day, from the want of perception
of beauty in people. They do not know
the charm with which all moments and

objects can be embellished, the charm

of manners, of self-command, of benevo-

lence. Repose and cheerfulness are the

badge of the gentleman, repose in ener-

gy. The Greek battle-pieces are calm
;

the heroes, in whatever violent actions

engaged, retain a serene aspect : as we

say of Niagara, that it falls without speed.
A cheerful, intelligent face is the end of

culture, and success enough; for it in-

dicates the purpose of Nature and wis-

dom attained.

When our higher faculties are in ac-

tivity, we are domesticated, and awk-

wardness and discomfort give place to

natural and agreeable movements. It

is noticed that the consideration of the

great periods and spaces of astronomy
induces a dignity of mind and an indif-

ference to death. The influence of fine

scenery, the presence of mountains, ap-

peases our irritations and elevates our

friendships. Even a high dome, and the

expansive interior of a cathedral, have a

sensible effect on manners. I have heard

that stiff people lose something of their

awkwardness under high ceilings and inO O

spacious halls. I think sculpture and
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painting have an effect to teach us man-

ners and abolish hurry.

But, over all, culture must reinforce

from higher influx the empirical skills of

eloquence, or of politics, or of trade and

the useful arts. There is a certain lofti-

ness of thought and power to marshal

and adjust particulars, which can come

only from an insight of their whole con-

nection. The orator who has once seen

things in their divine order will never

quite lose sight of this, and will come

to affairs as from a higher ground, and,

though he will say nothing of philosophy,

he will have a certain mastery in deal-

ing with them, and an incapableness of

being dazzled or frighted, which will dis-

tinguish his handling from that of attor-

neys and factors. A man who stands

on a good footing with the heads of par-

ties at Washington reads the rumors of

the newspapers and the guesses of pro-

vincial politicians with a key to the right

and wrong in each statement, and sees

well enough where all this will end.

Archimedes will look through your Con-

necticut machine at a glance, and judge
of its fitness. And much more, a wise

man who knows not only what Plato,

but what Saint John can show him, can

easily raise the affair he deals with to a

certain majesty. Plato says, Pericles

owed this elevation to the lessons of

Anaxagoras. Burke descended from a

higher sphere when he would influence

human affairs. Franklin, Adams, Jef-

ferson, Washington, stood on a fine hu-

manity, before which the brawls of mod-

ern senates are but pot-house politics.

But there are higher secrets of culture,

which are not for the apprentices, but

for proficients. These are lessons only

for the brave. We must know our friends

under ugly masks. The calamities are

our friends. Ben Jonson specifies in his

address to the Muse :

" Get him the time's long grudge, the court's

ill-will,

And, reconciled, keep him suspected still,

Make him lose all his friends, and, what is

worse,
Almost all ways to any better course

;

With me thou leav'st a better Muse than

thee,

And which thou brought'st me, blessed

Poverty."

We wish to learn philosophy by rote,

and play at heroism. But the wiser God

says, Take the shame, the poverty, and
the penal solitude that belong to truth-

speaking. Try the rough water as well

as the smooth. Rough water can teach

lessons worth knowing. When the state

is unquiet, personal qualities are more
than ever decisive. Fear not a revolu-

tion which will constrain you to live five

years in one. Pon't be so tender at

making an enemy now and then. Be

willing to go to Coventry sometimes, and
let the populace bestow on you their

coldest contempts. The finished man
of the world must eat of every apple
once. He must hold his hatreds also at

arm's length, and not remember spite.

He has neither friends nor enemies, but

values men only as channels of power.
He who aims high must dread an easy

home and popular manners. Heaven
sometimes hedges a rare character about

with ungainliness and odium, as the burr

that protects the fruit. If there is any

great and good thing in store for you, it

will not come at the first or the second

call, nor in the shape of fas"hion, ease, and

city drawing-rooms. Popularity is for

dolls. "
Steep and craggy," said Por-

phyry,
"

is the path of the gods." Open
your Marcus Antoninus. In the opinion
of the ancients, he was the great man
who scorned to shine, and who contest-

ed the frowns of Fortune. They prefer-

re<^ the noble vessel too late for the tide,

contending with winds and waves, dis-

mantled and unrigged, to her companion
borne into harbor with colors flying and

guns firing. There is none of the social

goods that may not be purchased too dear,

and mere amiableness must not take rank

with high aims and self-subsistency.

Bettine replies to Goethe's mother, who

chides her disregard of dress,
" If I

cannot do as I have a mind, in our poor

Frankfort, I shall not carry things far."

And the youth must rate at its true mark
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the inconceivable levity of local opinion, shun every expenditure of his forces on

The longer we live, the more we must pleasure or gain, which will jeopardize
endure the elementary existence of men this social and secular accumulation,

and women : and every brave heart must The fossil strata show us that Nature

treat society as a child, and never allow began with rudimental forms, and rose

it to dictate. to the more complex as fast as the earth

"All that class of the severe and re- was fit for their dwelling-place, and that

strictive virtues," said Burke, "are al- the lower perish, as the higher appear,
most too costly for humanity." Who Very few of our race can be said to be

wishes to be severe ? Who wishes to yet finished men. We still carry stick-

resist the eminent and polite, in behalf ing to us some remains of the preceding
of the poor and low and impolite ? and inferior quadruped organization. We
who that dares do it can keep his tern- call these millions men

;
but they are not

per sweet, his frolic spirits ? The high yet men. Half-engaged in the soil, paw-
virtues are not debonair, but have their ing to get free, man needs all the music

redress in being illustrious at last. What that can be brought to disengage him.O O C5

forests of laurel we bring, and the tears If Love, red Love, with tears and joy,
of mankind, to those who stood firm if Want with his scourge, if War with

against the opinion of their contempora- his cannonade, if Christianity with its

ries ! The measure of a master is his charity, if Trade with its money, if Art
success in bringing all men round to his with its portfolios, if Science with her

opinion twenty years later. telegraphs through the deeps of space
Let me say here, that culture cannot and time, can set his dull nerves throb-

begin too early. In talking with schol- bing, and by loud taps on the tough chrys-

ars, I observe that they lost on ruder alis can break its walls and let the new

companions those years of boyhood which creature emerge erect and free, make
alone could give imaginative literature a way, and sing paean ! The age of the

religious and infinite quality in their es- quadruped is to go out, the age of the

teem. I find, too, that the chance for brain and of the heart is to come in.

appreciation is much increased by being The time will come when the evil forms

the son of an appreciator, and that these we have known can no more be organ-

boys who now grow up are caught not ized. Man's culture can spare nothing,

only years too late, but two or three births wants all the material. He is to convert

too late, to make the best scholars of. all impediments into instruments, all en-

And I think it a presentable motive to a emies into power. The formidable mis-

scholar, that, as, in an old community, a chief will only make the more useful

well-born proprietor is usually found, af- slave. And if one shall read the future

ter the first heats of youth, to be a care- of the race hinted in the organic effort

ful husband, and to feel an habitual desire of Nature to mount and meliorate, and
that the estate shall suffer no harm by the corresponding impulse to the Better

his administration, but shall be delivered in the human being, we shall dare affirm

down to the next heir in as good condi- that there is nothing he will not over-

tion as he received it, so, a considerate come and convert, until at last culture

man will reckon himself a subject of that shall absorb the chaos and gehenna. He
secular melioration by which mankind is will convert the Furies into Muses, arid

mollified, cured, and refined, and will the hells into benefit.

/
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THE CHILDREN'S HOUR.

BETWEEN the dark and the daylight,

When the night is beginning to lower,

Comes a pause in the day's occupations

That is known as the Children's Plour.

I hear in the chamber above me
The patter of little feet,

The sound of a door that is opened,
And voices soft and sweet.

From my study I see in the lamplight,

Descending the broad hall-stair,

Grave Alice, and laughing Allegra,

And Edith with golden hair.

A whisper, and then a silence :

Yet I know by their merry eyes

They are plotting and planning together

To take me by surprise.

A sudden rush from the stairway,

A sudden raid from the hall !

By three doors left unguarded

They enter my castle wall !

They climb up into my turret

O'er the arms and back of my chair
;

If I try to escape, they surround me
;

They seem to be everywhere.

They almost devour me with kisses,

Their arms about me entwine,

Till I think of the Bishop of Bingen
In his Mouse-Tower on the Rhine !

Do you think, O blue-eyed banditti,

Because you have scaled the wall,

Such an old moustache as I am
Is not a match for you all ?

I have you fast in my fortress,

And will not let you depart,

But put you down into the dungeons
In the round-tower of my heart.

And there will I keep you forever,

Yes, forever and a day,

Till the walls shall crumble to ruin,

And moulder in dust away !
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THREE-MILE CROSS.

IT seems but yesterday, although more

than thirteen years have gone by, since

I first opened the little garden-gate and

walked up the path leading to Mary Rus-

sell Mitford's cottage at Three-Mile Cross.

A friend in London had given me his

card to the writer of " Our Village," and

I had promised to call on my way to

Oxford, and have a half-hour's chat over

her geraniums with the charming person

whose sketches I had read with so much

interest in my own country. Her cheerful

voice at the head of the stairs, telling her

little maid to show me the way to her sit-

ting-room, sounded very musically, and I

often observed in later interviews how

like a melody her tones always appeared
in conversation. Once when she read a

lyrical poem, not her own, to a group of

friends assembled at her later residence,

in Swallowfield, of which number it was

my good -fortune to be one, the verses

came from her lips like an exquisite chant.

Her laugh had a ringing sweetness in it,

rippling out sometimes like a beautiful

chime of silver bells
;
and when she told

a comic story, which she often did with

infinite tact and grace, she joined in with

the jollity at the end, her eyes twinkling
with delight at the pleasure her narrative

was always sure to bring. Her enjoyment
of a joke was something delicious, and

when she heard a good thing for the first

time her exultant mirth was unbounded.

As she sat in her easy-chair, listening to

a Yankee story which interested her, her
" Dear me ! dear me ! dear me !

"
(three

times repeated always)

"
Bang like a golden jewel down a golden

stair."

The sunny summer-day was falling full

on her honeysuckles, lilies, and roses, when
I first saw her face in the snug cottage at

Three-Mile Cross. As we sat together

at the open casement, looking down on

the flowers that sent up their perfumes to

from a fountain of distilled sweet waters,

she pointed out, among the neighboring
farm-houses and villas, the residences of

her friends, in all of whom she seemed

to have the most affectionate interest. I

noticed, as the village children went by
her window, they all stopped to bow and

curtsy. One curly-headed urchin made
bold to take off his well-worn cap and

wait to be recognized as "
little Johnny,"

" no great scholar," said the kind-

hearted old lady to me,
" but a sad rogue

among our flock of geese. Only yester-

day, the young marauder was detected

by my maid with a plump gosling stuffed

half-way into his pocket !

" While she was

thus discoursing of Johnny's peccadilloes,

the little fellow looked up with a know-

ing expression, and very soon caught in

his cap a gingerbread dog, which the old

lady threw to him from the window. " I

wish he loved his book as well as he

relishes sweet cake," sighed she, as the

boy kicked up his heels and disappeared
down the lane.

Full of anecdote, her conversation that

afternoon ran on in a perpetual flow of

good-humor, until it was time for me to

be on my way toward the University

City. From that time till she died, our

friendship continued, and, during other

visits to England, I saw her frequently,

driving about the country with her in

her pony-chaise, and spending many hap-

py hours under her cottage
- roof. She

was always the same cheerful spirit, enli-

vening our intercourse with shrewd and

pertinent observations and reminiscen-

ces, some of which it may not be out of

place to reproduce here. Country life,

its scenery and manners, she was never

tired of depicting ;
but not infrequently

she loved to talk of those celebrities in

literature and art whom she had known

intimately, with a vivacity and sweetness

of temper never -failing and delightful.

I well remember, one autumn evening,
her latticed window like fragrant tributes when half a dozen friends were sittino- in
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her library after dinner, talking with her joy when he walked into the exhibition-

of Tom Taylor's Life of Haydon, then room and read the label,
"
Sold," which

lately published, how graphically she had been attached to his picture that

described to us the eccentric painter, morning before he arrived. " My first

whose genius she was among the fore- impulse," he says in his Autobiography,
most to recognize. The flavor of her " was gratitude to God."

discourse I cannot reproduce; but I was "It so happened," continued Miss Mit-

too much interested in what she was ford,
" that I merely passed through Lon-

saying to forget the main incidents she don that season, and, being detained by
drew for our edification, during those some of the thousand and one nothings

pleasant hours now far away in the which are so apt to detain women in

past. the great city, I arrived at the exhibi-

" I am a terrible forgetter of dates," tion, in company with a still younger
she used to say, when any one asked her friend, so near the period of closing,

of the time when ; but for the manner that more punctual visitors were mov-

Tiow she was never at a loss.
" Poor ing out, and the doorkeeper actually turn-

Haydon !

"
she began. "He was an old ed us and our money back. I persisted,

friend of mine, and I am indebted to Sir however, assuring him that I only wish-

William Elford, one of my dear father's ed to look at one picture, and promis-

correspondents during my girlhood, for ing not to detain him long. Whether
a suggestion which sent me to look at a my entreaties would have carried the

picture then on exhibition in London, point or not, I cannot tell
;
but half a

and thus was brought about my knowl- crown did
;
so we stood admiringly before

edge of the painter's existence. He, Sir the '

Judgment of Solomon.' I am no

William, had taken a fancy to me, and great judge of painting; but that picture

I became his child-correspondent. Few impressed me then, as it does now, as

things contribute more to that indirect excellent in composition, in color, and in

after-education, which is worth all the that great quality of telling a story which

formal lessons of the school-room a thou- appeals at once to every mind. Our

sand times told, than such good-humored delight was sincerely felt, and most

condescension from a clever man of the enthusiastically expressed, as we kept
world to a girl almost young enough to gazing at the picture, and seemed, un-

be his granddaughter. I owe much to accountably to us at first, to give much

that correspondence, and, amongst other pleasure to the only gentleman who had

debts, the acquaintance of Haydon. Sir remained in the room, a young and

William's own letters were most charm- very distinguished -looking person, who

ing, full of old-fashioned courtesy, of had watched with evident amusement

quaint humor, and of pleasant and ge- our negotiation with the doorkeeper. Be-

nial criticism on literature and on art. yond indicating the best position to look

An amateur-painter himself, painting in- -at the picture, he had no conversation

terested him particularly, and he often with us
;
but I soon surmised that we were

spoke much and warmly of the young seeing the painter, as well as his paint-

man from Plymouth, whose picture of ing ;
and when, two or three years after-

the '

Judgment of Solomon ' was then on wards, a friend took me by appointment

exhibition in London. 'You must see to view the '

Entry into Jerusalem,' Hay-

it/ said he,
' even if you come to town don's next great picture, then near its

on purpose.'" The reader of Haydon's completion, I found I had not been mis-

Life will remember that Sir William El- taken.

ford, in conjunction with a Plymouth
"
Haydon was, at that period, a remark-

banker named Tingecombe, ultimately able person to look at and listen to. Per-

purchased the picture. The poor artist haps your American word bright express-

was overwhelmed with astonishment and es better than any other his appearance
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and manner. His figure, short, slight, replete with originality and force. With

elastic, and vigorous, looked still more chalk he could do what he chose. I

light and youthful from the little sailor's- remember he once drew for me a head

jacket and snowy trousers which formed of hair with nine of his sweeping, vig-

his painting costume. His complexion orous strokes! Among the studies I

was clear and healthful. His forehead, remarked that day in his apartment was

broad and high, out of all proportion to one of a mother who had just lost her

the lower part of his face, gave an un- only child, a most masterly render-

mistakable character of intellect to the ing of an unspeakable grief. A sonnet,

finely placed head. Indeed, he liked to which I could not help writing on this

observe that the gods of the Greek sculp- sketch, gave rise to our long correspond-

tors owed much of their elevation to being ence, and to a friendship which never

similarly out of drawing ! The lower fea- flagged. Everybody feels that his life, as

tures were terse, succinct, and powerful, told by Mr. Taylor, with its terrible ca-

from the bold, decided jaw, to the large, tastrophe, is a stern lesson to young ar-

firm, ugly, good-humored mouth. His very tists, an awful warning that cannot be set

spectacles aided the general expression ;
aside. Let us not forget that amongst

they had a look of the man. But how shall his many faults are qualities which hold

I attempt to tell you of his brilliant con- out a bright example. His devotion to

versation, of his rapid, energetic manner, his noble art, his conscientious pursuit

of his quick turns of thought, as he flew of every study connected with it, his un-

on from topic to topic, dashing his brush wearied industry, his love of beauty and

here and there upon the canvas ? Slow of excellence, his warm family affection,

and quiet persons were a good deal his patriotism, his courage, and his piety,

startled by this suddenness and mobility, will not easily be surpassed. Thinking
He left such people far behind, mentally of them, let us speak tenderly of the ar-

and bodily. But his talk was so rich and dent spirit whose violence would have

varied, so earnest and glowing, his anec- been softened by better fortune, and who,
dotes so racy, his perception of character if more successful, would have been more

so shrewd, and the whole tone so spon- gentle and more humble."

taneous and natural, that the want of And so with her vigilant and appre-

repose was rather recalled afterwards ciative eye she saw, and thus in her own
than felt at the time. The alloy to this charming way she talked of the man,
charm was a slight coarseness of voice whose name, says Taylor, as a popular-
and accent, which contrasted somewhat izer of art, stands without a rival among
strangely with his constant courtesy and his brethren,

high breeding. Perhaps this was charac-

teristic. A defect of some sort pervades Her passion for the Drama continued

his pictures. Their great want is equali- through life, and to see a friend's play

ty and congruity, that perfect union of would take her up to London when noth-

qualities which we call taste. His apart- ing else would tempt her to leave her

ment, especially at that period when he cottage. It was delightful to hear her

lived in his painting-room, was in itself a talk of the old actors, many of whom she

study of the most picturesque kind. Be- had known. She loved to describe John
sides the great picture itself, for which Kemble, Mrs. Siddons, Miss O'Neill, and
there seemed hardly space between the Edmund Kean, as they were wont to elec-

walls, it was crowded with casts, lay trify the town. Elliston was a great fa-

figures, arms, tripods, vases, draperies, vorite, and she had as many good things
and costumes of all ages, weapons of all to tell of him as Elia ever had. One au-

nations, books in all tongues. These tumn afternoon she related all the cir-

cumbered the floor
;
whilst around hung cumstances attending the " first play

"

smaller pictures, sketches, and drawings, she ever saw, which, by the way, was a
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tragedy enacted in a barn somewhere in

the little town of Alresford, where she

was born. The winking candles divid-

ing the stage from the audience, she used~ O
to say, were winking now in her memory,

although fifty years had elapsed since her

father took her, a child of four yeai, to

see " Othello." Her talent at mimicry
made her always most interesting, when

she spoke of Munden and his pleasant

absurdities on the stage. For Bannister,

Johnstone, Fawcett, and Emery she had

a most exquisite relish, and she said they
had made comedy to her a living art full

of laughter and tears. Her passion for

the stage, and overclouded prospects for

the future, led her in early youth to write

a play. She had already written a con-

siderable number of verses which had

been printed, and were honored by be-

ing severely castigated by Gifford in the
"
Quarterly."
" I didn't mind the great reviewer's

blows at all," she used to say.
" My po-

ems had been republished in America
;

and Coleridge had prophesied that I

should one day write a tragedy."

Talfourd was then, though a young
man, a most excellent critic, and lent a

helping hand to the young authoress.

Her anxieties attending the first repre-

sentation of her play at Covent Garden

she was always fond of relating, and in

such a manner that we who listened fell

into such boisterous merriment with her,

that I have known carriages stop in front

of her window, and their inmates put
out anxiously inquiring heads, to learn,

if possible, what it all meant inside the

cottage.

She never forgot
" the warm grasp of

Mrs. Charles Kemble's hand, when she

saw her, all life and heartiness, at her

house in Soho Square, or the excellent

acting of Young and Kemble and Mac-

ready, who did everything actors could

do to secure success for her."

" These are the things," she once wrote,
" one thinks of, when sitting calm and

old by the light of a country fire."

The comic and the grotesque that were

mingled up with her first experiences of

the stage as a dramatic author were in-

imitably rendered by herself, whenever

she sat down to relate the story of that

visit to London for the purpose of bring-

ing out her tragedy. The rehearsals,

where "the only grave person present
was Mr. Listen ! the tragic heroines

sauntering languidly through their parts
in bonnets and thick shawls, the untidy

ballet-girls
"
(there was a dance in " Fos-

cari ")
"
walking through their quadrille

to 'the sound of a solitary fiddle," she

was never weary of calling up for the

amusement of her listeners.

The old dramatists she had grown up to

worship, Shakspeare first, as in all loy-

alty bound, and after him Fletcher. "Af-

fluent, eloquent, royally grand," she used

to call both Beaumont and Fletcher
;
and

whole scenes from favorite plays she knew

by heart. Dr. Valpy was her neighbor,
he being in the days of her youth head-

master of Reading School. A family in-

timacy of long standing had existed be-

tween her father's household and that of

the learned and excellent scholar, so that

his well-known taste for the English dram-

atists had no small influence on Doctor

Mitford's studious daughter.
" He help-

ed me also," she said,
" to enter into the

spirit of those mighty masters who dealt

forth the stern Tragedies of Destiny."

One of the dearest friends of her youth
was Miss Porden, (afterwards married, as

his first wife, to Sir John Franklin,) and

at her suggestion Miss Mitford wrote
" Rlenzi." I have heard her say, that,

going up to London to bring out that

play, she saw her old friend, then Mrs.

Franklin, working a flag for the captain's

ship, then about to sail on one of his ear-

ly adventurous voyages. The agitation

of parting with her husband was too great
for her delicate temperament, and before

the expedition was out of the Channel

Mrs. Franklin was dead.

Often and often, when the English lanes

were white with blossoms, I have sat by
her side while her faithful servant guided

her low-wheeled pony-chaise among the

pleasant roads about Reading and Swal-
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lowfield. Once we went to a cricket- permitted me to retain the two joy-giving

ground together, and as we sat under faculties of admiration and sympathy."

the trees, looking on as the game pro- The "Ballad of Cassandra Southwick"

ceeded, she, who fell in love with Nature she esteemed as one of the finest things

when a child, and had studied the land- of our time
;
and of " Astrea

"
she said,

scape till she knew familiarly every flow- "
Nobody in England can write the glo-

er and leaf that grows on English soil, rious resonant metre of Dryden like that

assembled all that was best in poesy from strain, nowadays."
her memory to illustrate the beautiful Pope was a great favorite with her,

scene before us, and to prove how much and she took me one morning to an old

better and more truly the great end of ex- house where he was a frequent guest, and

istence is answered in a rural life than where Arabella Fermor, the heroine of

in the vexatious cares of city occupation, the "
Rape of the Lock," passed her mar-

As we sat looking at the vast lawn, mag- ried life. On the way she often quoted
nificent in its green apparel, she quoted the poet, whose works she seemed to

Irving as one who had understood Eng- know by heart. Returning at sunset,

lish country-life perhaps more deeply and she was very anxious that I should hear

fully than any other foreign author who my first nightingale among the woody
had ever written. lanes of her pretty country ;

but we were

Speaking, one day, of the slowness of both disappointed. We listened long,

poetical fame, she said, but, although the air was full of bird-

"It always takes ten years to make songs that evening, the sweet- voiced

a poetical reputation in England ;
but warbler was not of the choir. She talk-

America is wiser and bolder, and dares ed much, as we rode along, of Kingsley

say at once,
' This is fine !' and Ruskin, both of whom she loved as

She rejoiced greatly in several of the friends as well as authors. " John Rus-

American poets, and was never weary kin," she said, "is good and kind, and

of quoting certain ringing couplets which charming beyond the common lot of mor-

she has celebrated in her " Notes of a tals, and there are pages of his prose, to

Literary Life." "Is there anything un- my thinking, more eloquent than any
der the sun," she exclaims,

" that Dr. thing out of Jeremy Taylor."
Holmes cannot paint?" Speaking of Humor, she said, "Be-

During the last six years of her life she tween ourselves, I always have a little

became a great invalid and moved about doubt of genius, when there is none of

only with severe pain.
" It is not age," that quality : certainly, in the very high-

she said, "that has thus prostrated me, est poetry, the two go together."
but the hard work and increasing anxie- She greatly admired Beranger, and
ties of thirty years of authorship, during often spoke of him as the beautiful old

which my poor labors were all that my man, the truest and best type of per-
dear father and mother had to look to

; fect independence. Hazlitt she ranked
besides which, for the greater part of that highly as an essayist, and she mentioned
time I was constantly called upon to at- that she had heard both Charles Lamb
tend the sick bed, first of one parent, and and Talfourd praise him as not only the

then of the other. I have only to be in- most brilliant, but the soundest of crit-

tensely thankful that the power of exer- ics.

tion did not fail until the necessity for Among modern romances, those by the

such exertion was removed." author of " The Scarlet Letter
"

seem-
" I love poetry and people as well at ed to impress her almost more than any

sixty as I did at sixteen," she said one others; and when " The House of the Sev-

day, when I gave her a new volume by en Gables
" was translated into Russian,

an American friend,
" and can never be she was filled with delight. Indeed, she

sufficiently grateful to God for having was always among the first to cry,
" Bra-
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vo !

"
over any good words for American

literature.

" Do coax Mr. Hawthorne and Dr.

Holmes," she said one day,
" into visiting

England. I want them to be welcomed

as they deserve, and as they are sure to

be."

Her interest in the French Emperor's
career amounted to enthusiasm, and one

day she told us a very pretty story about

him which she knew to be true. She

said, when he was in England after Stras-

bourg and before Boulogne, he spent a

twelvemonth at Leamington, living in the

quietest manner. One of the principal

persons in that town, Mr. H., a very lib-

eral and accomplished man, made a point

of showing every attention in his power
to the Prince; and they very soon be-

came intimate. There was in the town

an old officer of the Emperor's Polish

Legion, who, compelled to leave France

after Waterloo, had taken refuge in Eng-
land, and, having a natural talent for

languages, maintained himself by teach-

ing French, Italian, and German in dif-

ferent families. The old exile and the

young one found each other out, and

the language-master was soon an habit-

ual guest at the Prince's table, where

he was treated with the most affection-

ate attention. At last Louis Napoleon
was obliged to repair to London, but be-

fore he went he called on his friend Mr.

H. to take leave. After warm thanks to

him for all the pleasure he had experi-

enced in his society, the Prince said,
" I am about to prove to you my en-

tire reliance upon your unfailing kind-

ness by leaving you a legacy. I wish to

ask that you would transfer to my poor
old friend the goodness you have lavish-

ed on me. His health is failing, his

means are small
; pray, call upon him

sometimes, and see that the lodging-house

people do not neglect him. Draw upon
me for what may be wanting for his

needs or for his comforts."

Mr. H. promised, and faithfully re-

placed the Prince in his kind attentions

to his old friend. The poor old man

grew ill at last, and died, Mr. H. defray-

ing all the charges of his illness and of

his funeral. " I would willingly have

paid them myself," said he,
" but I knew

that would have offended and grieved
the Prince. I found that provision had

been made at his banker's to answer my
drafts to a much larger amount than the

actual debt."

Miss Mitford used to say that she kept
this anecdote for non- admirers of the

Emperor.
One day she came limping into the

room, with her dog Fanchon following
in the same lame plight, she laughing

heartily at their similarity of gait, and

holding up a letter just in from the post.
"
Here," said she,

"
is an epistle from

my dear old friend, Lady M.," (Gibbon's

correspondent,)
" who at the age ofeighty-

three is caught by new books, and is as

enthusiastic as a girl. She commissions

me to inquire of you all about your new

authoress, the writer of ' Uncle Tom's

Cabin,' who she is, and all you know of

her. So let me hear what you have to

say about the lady."

During a brief visit to her cottage not

long before she died, the chase was start-

ed one evening to find, if possible, the

origin of the line quoted by Byron,

" A fellow-feeling makes one wondrous kind."

In vain we searched among the poets,

and at last all the party gave up in de-

spair. I went up to London soon after,

thinking no more of the lost line. In a

few days, however, came a brief note, as

follows :

- "
Hurrah, dear friend ! I have found

the line without any other person's aid or

suggestion ! Last night it occurred to me
that it was in some prologue or epilogue ;

and my little book-room being very rich

in the drama, I have looked through

many hundreds of those bits of rhyme,

and at last made a discovery, which, if it

have no other good effect, will at least

have 'emptied my head of Corsica/ as

Johnson said to Boswell
;
for never was

the great biographer more haunted by

the thought of Paoli than I by that line.
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It occurs in an epilogue by Garrick, on

quitting the stage, June, 1776, when the

performance was for the benefit of sick

and aged actors.

" Not finding it quoted in Johnson

convinced me that it would probably
have been written after the publication

of the Dictionary, and ultimately guid-

ed me to the right place. It is singular

that epilogues were just dismissed at the

first representation of one of my plays,
'

Foscari,' and prologues at another,
' Ri-

enzi.'

"Ever most affectionately yours,
" M. R. MITFORD.

" P. S. I am still a close prisoner in

my room. But when fine weather comes,

I will get down in some way or other, and

trust myself to that which never hurts

anybody, the honest open air. Spring,

and even the approach of spring, sets me

dreaming. I see leafy hedges in my
sleep, and flowery banks, and then I long

to make the vision a reality. I remem-

ber that my dog Flush, Fanchon's father,

who was a famous sporting-dog, used, at

the approach of the covering season, to

hunt in his sleep, doubtless by the same

instinct that works in me. So, as soon

as the sun tells the same story with the

primroses, I shall make a descent after

some fashion, and, no doubt, aided by
Sam's stalwart arm, successfully."

After leaving Three -Mile Cross for

Swallowfield, her health, never of late

years robust, seemed failing. In one of

her letters to me she gives this pleasant

picture of her home :

"
111 as I am, my spirits are as good as

ever
;
and just at this moment I am most

comfortably seated under the acacia-tree

at the corner of the house, the beauti-

ful acacia literally loaded with its snowy
chains. The flowering-trees this summer,
the lilacs, laburnums, and rhododendrons,

have been one mass of blossoms, but none

are so graceful as this waving acacia. On
one side is a syringa, smelling and look-

ing like an orange-tree, a jar of roses

on the table before me, fresh gather-

ed roses, the pride of my gardener's

heart. Little Fanchon is at my feet, too

idle to eat the biscuits with which I am

trying to tempt her, biscuits from Bos-

ton, sent to me by kind Mrs. S., and

which Fanchon ought to like; but you
know her laziness of old, and she im-

proves in it every day."

It was about this period that Walter

Savage Landor sent to her these exqui-
site lines :

" The hay is carried
;
and the Hours

Snatch, as they pass, the linden-flowers
;

And children leap to pluck a spray
Bent earthward, and then run away.

Park-keeper ! catch me those grave thieves,

About whose frocks the fragrant leaves,

Sticking and fluttering here and there,

No false nor faltering witness bear.
"
I never view such scenes as these

In grassy meadow girt with trees,

But comes a thought of her who now
Sits with serenely patient brow
Amid deep sufferings: none hath told]

More pleasant tales to young and old.

Fondest was she of Father Thames,
But rambled to Hellenic streams

;

Nor even there could any tell

The country's purer charms so well

As Mary Mitford.
" Verse ! go forth

And breathe o'er gentle hearts her worth.

Needless the task : but should she see

One hearty wish from you and me,
A moment's pain it may assuage,

A rose-leaf on the couch of Age."

In the early days of the year 1855 she

sent, in her own handwriting, kind greet-

ings to her old friends only a few hours

before she died. Sweetness of temper
and brightness of mind, her never-failing

characteristics, accompanied her to the

last
;
and she passed on in her usual cheer-

ful and affectionate mood, her sympathies

uncontracted by age, narrow fortune, and

pain.
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THE PROFESSOR'S STORY.

CHAPTER XVII.

OLD SOPHY CALLS ON THE REVEREND
DOCTOR.

THE two meeting-houses which faced

each other like a pair of fighting-cocks
had not flapped their wings or crowed at

each other for a considerable time. The
Eeverend Mr. Fairweather had been dys-

peptic and low-spirited of late, and was

too languid for controversy. The Rever-

end Doctor Honeywood had been very

busy with his benevolent associations, and

had discoursed chiefly on practical matters,

to the neglect of special doctrinal subjects.

'His senior deacon ventured to say to him

that some of his people required to be re-

minded of the great fundamental doctrine

of the worthlessness of all human efforts

and motives. Some of them were alto-

gether too much pleased with the success

of the Temperance Society and the Asso-

ciation for the Relief of the Poor. There

was a pestilent heresy about, concerning
the satisfaction to be derived from a good

conscience, as if anybody ever did any-

thing which was not to be hated, loathed,

despised, and condemned.

The old minister listened gravely, with

an inward smile, and told his deacon

that he would attend to his suggestion.

After the deacon had gone, he tumbled

over his manuscripts, until at length he

came upon his first-rate old sermon on
" Human Nature." He had read a great

deal of hard theology, and had at last

reached that curious state which is so

common in good ministers, that, name-

ly, in which they contrive to switch off

their logical faculties on the narrow side-

track of their technical dogmas, while the

great freight-train of their substantial hu-

man qualities keeps in the main highway
of common-sense, in which kindly souls

are always found by all who approach
them by their human side.

The Doctor read his sermon with a

pleasant, paternal interest : it was well

argued from his premises. Here and

there he dashed his pen through a harsh

expression. Now and then he added an

explanation or qualified a broad state-

ment. But his mind was on the logicalO

side-track, and he followed the chain of

reasoning without fairly perceiving where

it would lead him, if he carried it into

real life.

He was just touching up the final prop-

osition, when his granddaughter, Letty,

once before referred to, came into the

room with her smiling face and lively

movement. Miss Letty or Letitia For-

rester was a city-bred girl of some fifteen

or sixteen years old, who was passing the

summer with her grandfather for the sake

of country air and quiet. It was a sensi-

ble arrangement ; for, having the promise
of figuring as a belle by-and-by, and be-

ing a little given to dancing, and having
a voice which drew a pretty dense circle

around the piano when she sat down to

play and sing, it was hard to keep her

from being carried into society before her

time, by the mere force of mutual attrac-

tion. Fortunately, she had some quiet as

well as some social tastes, and was will-

ing enough to pass two or three of the

summer months in the country, where she

was much better bestowed than she would

have been at one of those watering-places

where so many half-formed girls get pre-

maturely hardened in the vice of self-con-

sciousness.

Miss Letty was altogether too whole-

some, hearty, and high-strung a young

girl to be a model, according to the flat-

chested and cachectic pattern which is

the classical type of certain excellent

young females, often the subjects of bio-

graphical memoirs. But the old minister

was proud of his granddaughter for all

that. She was so full of life, so graceful,

so generous, so vivacious, so ready always

to do all she could for him and for every-

body, so perfectly frank in her avowed

delight in the pleasures which this miser-
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able world offered her in tlie shape of

natural beauty, of poetry, of music, of

companionship, of books, of cheerful co-

operation in the tasks of those about her,

that the Reverend Doctor could not find

it in his heart to condemn her because

she was deficient in those particular gra-

ces and that signal other-worldliness he

had sometimes noticed in feeble young

persons suffering from various chronic

diseases which impaired their vivacity

and removed them from the range of

temptation.

When Letty, therefore, came bounding
into the old minister's study, he glanced

up from his. manuscript, and, as his eye
fell upon her, it flashed across him that

there was nothing so very monstrous and

unnatural about the specimen of congeni-
tal perversion he was looking at, with his

features opening into their pleasantest

sunshine. Technically, according to the

fifth proposition of the sermon on Human

Nature, very bad, no doubt. Practically,

according to the fact before him, a very

pretty piece of the Creator's handiwork,

body and soul. Was it not a conceivable

thing that the divine grace might show

itself in different forms in a fresh young

girl like Letitia, and in that poor thing
he had visited yesterday, half-grown, half-

colored, in bed for the last year with hip-

disease ? Was it to be supposed that this

healthy young girl, with life throbbing all

over her, could, without a miracle, be good

according to the invalid pattern and for-

mula ?

And yet there were mysteries in human
nature which pointed to some tremendous

perversion of its tendencies, to some

profound, radical vice of moral constitu-

tion, native or transmitted, as you will

have it, but positive, at any rate, as the

leprosy, breaking out in the blood of ra-

ces, guard them ever so carefully. Did

he not know the case of a young lady in

Rockland, daughter of one of the first

families in the place, a very beautiful

and noble creature to look at, for whose

bringing-up nothing had been spared, a

girl who had had governesses to teach her

at the house, who had been indulged al-

most too kindly, a girl whose father had

given himself up to her, he being himself

a pure and high-souled man? and yet

this girl was accused in whispers of hav-

ing been on the very verge of committing
a fatal crime

;
she was an object of fear

to all who knew the dark hints which had

been let fall about her, and there were

some that believed Why, what was

this but an instance of the total obliquity
and degeneration of the moral principle ?

and to what could it be owing, but to an

innate organic tendency ?

"
Busy, grandpapa ?

"
said Letty, and

without waiting for an answer kissed his

cheek with a pair of lips made on pur-

pose for that little function, fine, but

richly turned out, the corners tucked in

with a finish of pretty dimples, the rose-

bud lips of girlhood's June.

The old gentleman looked at his grand-

daughter. Nature swelled up from his

heart in a wave that sent a glow to his

cheek and a sparkle to his eye. But it is

very hard to be interrupted just as we are

winding up a string of propositions with

the grand conclusion which is the state-

ment in brief of all that has gone before :

our own starting-point, into which we have

been trying to back our reader or listen-

er as one backs a horse into the shafts.

" Video meliora, prologue, I see the

better, and approve it
;
deteriora sequor,

I follow after the worse : 'tis that natu-

ral dislike to what is good, pure, holy, and

true, that inrooted selfishness, totally in-

sensible to the claims of"

Here the worthy man was interrupted

by Miss Letty.
" Do come, if you can, grandpapa,"

said the young girl ;

" here is a poor old

black woman wants to see you so much !

"

The good minister was as kind-hearted

as if he had never groped in the dust and

ashes of those cruel old abstractions which

have killed out so much of the world's life

and happiness.
" With the heart man be-

lieveth unto righteousness
"

;
a man's love

is the measure of his fitness for good or

bad company here or elsewhere. Men
are tattooed with their special beliefs like

so many South-Sea Islanders
;
but a real
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human heart, with Divine love in it, beats gold about her neck, and an old funeral

with the same glow under all the patterns ring upon her finger. She had that

of all earth's thousand tribes ! touching stillness about her which be-

The Doctor sighed, and folded the ser- longs to animals that wait to be spoken

mon, and laid the Quarto Cruden on it. to and then look up with a kind of sad

He rose from his desk, and, looking once humility.

more at the young girl's face, forgot his "
Why, Sophy !

"
said the good minis-

logical conclusions, and said to himself ter,
"

is this you ?
"

that she was a little angel, which was She looked up with the still expression

in violent contradiction to the leading on her face. "
It's old Sophy," she said,

doctrine of his sermon on Human Na- "
Why," said the Doctor,

" I did not

ture. And so he followed her out of the believe you could walk so far as this to

study into the wide entry of the old-fash- save the Union. Bring Sophy a glass

ioned country-house. of wine, Letty. Wine's good for old folks

An old black woman sat on the plain like Sophy and me, after walking a good
oaken settle which humble visitors wait- way, or preaching a good while."

ing to see the minister were wont to oc- The young girl stepped into the back-

cupy. She was old, but how old it would parlor, where she found the great pewter
be very hard to guess. She might be sev- flagon in which the wine that was left af-

enty. She might be ninety. One could ter each communion-service was brought
not swear she was not a hundred. Black to the minister's house. With much toil

women remain at a stationary age (to the she managed to tip it so as to get a couple

eyes of white people, at least) for thirty of glasses filled. The minister tasted his,

years. They do not appear to change and made old Sophy finish hers,

during this period any more than so many
" I wan' to see you V talk wi' you all

Trenton trilobites. Bent up, wrinkled, alone," she said presently,

yellow-eyed, with long upper-lip, project- The minister got up and led the way

ing jaws, retreating chin, still meek fea- towards his study.
" To be sure," he said

;

tures, long arms, large flat hands with he had only waited for her to rest a mo-

uncolored palms and slightly webbed fin- ment before he asked her into the libra-

gers, it was impossible not to see in this ry. The young girl took her gently by
old creature a hint of the gradations by the arm, and helped her feeble steps

which life climbs up through the lower along the passage. When they reached

natures to the highest human develop- the study, she smoothed the cushion of a

ments. We cannot tell such old women's rocking-chair, and made the old woman

ages because we do not understand the sit down in it. Then she tripped lightly

physiognomy of a race so unlike our own. away, and left her alone with the minis-

No doubt they see a great deal in each ter.

other's faces that we cannot, changes of Old Sophy was a member of the Rev-

color and expression as real as our own, erend Doctor Honeywood's church. She

blushes and sudden betrayals of feeling, had been put through the necessary con-

just as these two canaries know what fessions in a tolerably satisfactory man-

their single notes and short sentences and ner. To be sure, as her grandfather had

full song with this or that variation mean, been a cannibal chief, according to the

though it is a mystery to us unplumed common story, and, at any rate, a terrible

mortals. wild savage, and as her mother retained

This particular old black woman was to the last some of the prejudices of her

a striking specimen of her class. Old as early education, there was a heathen fla-

she looked, her eye was bright and know- vor in her Christianity, which had often

ing. She wore a red-and-yellow turban, scandalized the elder of the minister's

which set off her complexion well, and two deacons. But the good minister had

hoops of gold in her ears, and beads of smoothed matters over : had explained
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that allowances were to be made for those

who had been long sitting without the

gate of Zion, that, no doubt, a part of

the curse which descended to the children

of Ham consisted in "
having the under-

standing darkened," as well as the skin,

and so had brought his suspicious sen-

ior deacon to tolerate old Sophy as one

of the communion of fellow-sinners.

Poor things ! How little we know
the simple notions with which these ru-

diments of souls are nourished by the

Divine Goodness ! Did not Mrs. Profes-

sor come home this very blessed morning
with a story of one of her old black wom-
en ?

" And how do you feel to-day, Mrs.

Robinson ?
"

"
Oh, my dear, I have this singing in

my head all the time." (What doctors

call tinnitus auriwnS)
" She's got a cold in the head," said

old Mrs. Rider.
"
Oh, no, my dear ! Whatever I'm

thinking about, it's all this singing, this

music. When I'm thinking of the dear

Redeemer, it all turns into this singing

and music. When the clark came to see

me, I asked him if he couldn't cure me,
and he said, No, it was the Holy Spirit

in me, singing to me; and all the time I

hear this beautiful music, and it 's the

Holy Spirit a-singing to me."

The good man waited for Sophy to

speak ;
but she did not open her lips as

yet.
" I hope you are not troubled in mind

or body," he said to her at length, find-

ing she did not speak.
The poor old woman took out a white

handkerchief, and lifted it to her black

face. She could not say a word for her

tears and sobs.

The minister would have consoled her
;

he was used to tears, and could in most

cases withstand their contagion manfully ;

but something choked his voice suddenly,
and when he called upon it, he got no

answer, but a tremulous movement of the

muscles, which was worse than silence.

At last she spoke.
"
Oh, no, no, no ! It 's my poor girl,

my darling, my beauty, my baby, that's

grown up to be a woman
;
she will come

to a bad end
;
she will do something that

will make them kill her or shut her up
all her life. Oh, Doctor, Doctor, save

her, pray for her ! It a'n't her fault. It

a'n't her fault. If they knew all that I

know, they wouldn't blame that poor
child. I must tell you, Doctor : if I should

die, perhaps nobody else would tell you.
Massa Venner can't talk about it. Doctor

Kittredge won't talk about it. Nobody
but old Sophy to tell you, Doctor

;
and old

Sophy can't die without telling you."
The kind minister soothed the poor

old soul with those gentle, quieting tones

which had carried peace and comfort to

so many chambers of sickness and sor-

row, to so many hearts overburdened by
the trials laid upon them.

Old Sophy became quiet in a few min-

utes, and proceeded to tell her story.

She told it in the low half-whisper which

is the natural voice of lips oppressed with

grief and fears; with quick glances around

the apartment from time to time, as if she

dreaded lest the dim portraits on the walls

and the dark folios on the shelves mighto
overhear her words.

It was not one of those conversations

which a third person can report minute-

ly, unless by that miracle of clairvoyance
known to the readers of stories made out

of authors' brains. Yet its main charac-

ter can be imparted in a much briefer

space than the old black woman took to

give all its details.

She went far back to the time when

Dudley Venner was born, she being
then a middle-aged woman. The heir

and hope of a family which had been

narrowing down as if doomed to extinc-

tion, he had been surrounded with every
care and trained by the best education

he could have in New England. He had

left college, and was studying the profes-

sion which gentlemen of leisure most af-

fect, when he fell in love with a young
girl left in the world almost alone, as he

was. The old woman told the story of
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his young love and his joyous bridal with

a tenderness which had something more,

even, than her family sympathies to ac-

count for it. Had she not hanging
over her bed a small paper-cutting of a

profile jet black, but not blacker than

the face it represented ofone who would

have been her own husband in the small

years of this century, if the vessel in

which he went to sea, like Jamie in the

ballad, had not sailed away and never

come back to land ? Had she not her

bits of furniture stowed away which had

been got ready for her own wedding,
two rocking-chairs, one worn with long

use, one kept for him so long that it had

grown a superstition with her never to

sit in it, and might he not come back

yet, after all ? Had she not her chest of

linen ready for her humble house-keep-

ing, with store of serviceable huckaback

and piles of neatly folded kerchiefs,

wherefrom this one that showed so white

against her black face was taken, for that

she knew her eyes would betray her in

" the presence
"

'?

All the first part of the story the old

woman told tenderly, and yet dwelling

upon every incident with a loving pleas-

ure. How happy this young couple had

been, what plans and projects of im-

provement they had formed, how they

lived in each other, always together, so

young and fresh and beautiful as she re-

membered them in that one early sum-

mer when they walked arm in arm

through the wilderness of roses that ran

riot in the garden, she told of this as

loath to leave it and come to the woe

that lay beneath.

She told the whole story; shall I re-

peat it ? Not now. If, in the course of

relating the incidents I have undertaken

to report, it tells itself, perhaps this will

be better than to run the risk of produc-

ing a painful impression on some of those

susceptible readers whom it would be ill-

advised to disturb or excite, when they
rather require to be amused and soothed.

In our pictures of life, we must show the

flowering -out of terrible growths which

have their roots deep, deep underground.

Just how far we shall lay bare the un-

seemly roots themselves is a matter of

discretion and taste, in which none of us

are infallible.

The old woman told the whole story

of Elsie, of her birth, of her peculiarities

of person and disposition, of the passion-

ate fears and hopes with which her fa-

ther had watched the course of her de-

velopment. She recounted all her strange

ways, from the hour when she first tried

to crawl across the carpet, and her father

shrank from her with an involuntary
shudder as she worked her way towards

him. With the memory of Juliet's nurse

she told the story of her teething, and

how, the woman to whose breast she had

clung dying suddenly about that time,

they had to struggle hard with the child

before she would learn the accomplish-
ment of feeding with a spoon. And so

of her fierce plays and fiercer disputes
with that boy who had been her com-

panion, and the whole scene of the quar-
rel when she struck him with those

sharp white teeth, frightening her, old

Sophy, almost to death
; for, as she said,

the boy would have died, if it hadn't been

for the old Doctor's galloping over as fast

as he could gallop and burning the pla-

ces right out of his arm. Then came the

story of that other incident, sufficiently

alluded to already, which had produced
such an ecstasy of fright and left such a

nightmare of apprehension in the house-

hold. And so the old woman came down
to this present time. That boy she nev-

er loved nor trusted was grown to a

dark, dangerous -looking man, and he

was under their roof. He wanted to

marry our poor Elsie, and Elsie hated

him, and sometimes she would look at

him over her shoulder just as she used

to look at that woman she hated
;
and

she, old Sophy, couldn't sleep for think-

ing she should hear a scream from the

white chamber some night and find him in

spasms such as that woman came so near

dying with. And then there was some-

thino- about Elsie she did not know what
O

to make of: she would sit and hang her

head sometimes, and look as if she
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dreaming ;
and she brought home books

they said a young gentleman up at the

great school lent her
;
and once she heard

her whisper in her sleep, and she talked

as young girls do to themselves when

they're thinking about somebody they
have a liking for and think nobody
knows it.

She finished her long story at last.

The minister had listened to it in per-
fect silence. He sat still even when she

had done speaking, still, and lost in

thought. It was a very awkward matter

for him to have a hand in. Old Sophy
was his parishioner, but the Venners had

a pew in the Reverend Mr. Fairweather's

meeting-house. It would seem that he,

Mr. Fairweather, was the natural adviser

of the parties most interested. Had he

sense and spirit enough to deal with such

people ? Was there enough capital of

humanity in his somewhat limited na-

ture to furnish sympathy and unshrink-

ing service for his friends in an emer-

gency ? or was he too busy with his own
attacks of spiritual neuralgia, and too

much occupied with taking account of

stock of his own thin-blooded offences, to

forget himself and his personal interests

on the small scale and the large, and run

a risk of his life, if need were, at any
rate give himself up without reserve to

the dangerous task of guiding and coun-

selling these distressed and imperilled fel-

low-creatures ?

The good minister thought the best

thing to do would be to call and talk

over some of these matters with Brother

Fairweather, for so he would call him
at times, especially if his senior deacon

were not within earshot. Having settled

this point, he comforted Sophy with a

few words of counsel and a promise of

coming to see her very soon. He then

called his man to put the old white horse

into the chaise and drive Sophy back to

the mansion-house.

When the Doctor sat down to his ser-

mon again, it looked very differently
from the way it had looked at the mo-
ment he left it. When he came to think

of it, he did not feel quite so sure practi-

cally about that matter of the utter natu-

ral selfishness of everybody. There was

Letty, now, seemed to take a very un-

selfish interest in that old black wom-

an, and indeed in poor people general-

ly ; perhaps it would not be too much
to say that she was always thinking
of other people. He thought he had

seen other young persons naturally un-

selfish, thoughtful for others; it seem-

ed to be a family trait in some he had

known.

But most of all he was exercised about

this poor girl whose story Sophy had been

telling. If what the old woman believed

was true, and it had too much semblance

of probability, what became of his theo-

ry of ingrained moral obliquity applied to

such a case ? If by the visitation of God
a person receives any injury which im-

pairs the intellect or the moral percep-

tions, is it not monstrous to judge such

a person by our common working stand-

ards of right and wrong ? Certainly, ev-

erybody will answer, in cases where there

is a palpable organic change brought

about, as when a blow on the head pro-

duces insanity. Fools ! How long will

it be before we shall learn that for every
wound which betrays itself to the sight

by a scar, there are a thousand unseen

mutilations that cripple, each of them,

some one or more of our highest facul-

ties ? If what Sophy told and believed

was the real truth, what prayers could

be agonizing enough, what tenderness

could be deep enough, for this poor,

lost, blighted, hapless, blameless child

of misfortune, struck by such a doom
as perhaps no living creature in all

the sisterhood of humanity shared with

her?

The minister thought these matters

over until his mind was bewildered with

doubts and tossed to and fro on that

stormy deep of thought heaving forever

beneath the conflict of windy dogmas.
He laid by his old sermon. He put back

a pile of old commentators with their

eyes and mouths and hearts full of the

dust of the schools. Then he opened
the book of Genesis at the eighteenth
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chapter and read that remarkable ar- dency, and then puts this person into the

gurnent of Abraham's with his Maker, hands of teachers incompetent or posi-

in which he boldly appeals to first prin- tively bad, is not what is called sin or

ciples. He took as his text,
" Shall not transgression of the law necessarily in-

the Judge of all the earth do right ?
"

volved in the premises ? Is not a Crea-

and began to write his sermon, after- tor bound to guard his children against
wards so famous,

" On the Obligations the ruin which inherited ignorance might
of an Infinite Creator to a Finite Crea- entail on them ? Would it be fair for a

ture." parent to put into a child's hands the ti-

lt astonished the good people, who had tie-deeds to all its future possessions, and

been accustomed so long to repeat me- a bunch of matches ? And are not men

chanically their Oriental hyperboles of children, nay, babes, in the eye of Om-

self-abasement, to hear their worthy min- niscience? The minister grew bold in

ister maintaining that the dignified atti- his questions. Had not he as good right

tude of the old Patriarch,' insisting on to ask questions as Abraham ?

what was reasonable and fair with refer- This was the dangerous vein of specu-
ence to his fellow-creatures, was really lation in which the Reverend Doctor Hon-
much more respectful to his Maker, and eywood found himself involved, as a con-

a great deal manlier and more to his sequence of the suggestions forced upon
credit, than if he had yielded the whole him by old Sophy's communication. The

matter, and pretended that men had not truth was, the good man had got so hu-

rights as well as duties. The same logic manized by mixing up with other people
which had carried him to certain con- in various benevolent schemes, that,, the

elusions with reference to human nature, very moment he could escape from his

this same irresistible logic carried him old scholastic abstractions, he took the

straight on from his text until he arrived side of humanity instinctively, just as the

at those other results, which not only Father of the Faithful did, all honor

astonished his people, as was said, but be to the noble old Patriarch for insisting

surprised himself. He went so far in on the worth of an honest man, and rnak-

defence of the rights of man, that he put ing the best terms he could for a very
his foot into several heresies, for which ill-conditioned metropolis, which might
men had been burned so often, it was possibly, however, have contained ten

time, if ever it could be, to acknowledge righteous people, for whose sake it should

the demonstration of the argumentum ad be spared !

ignem. He did not believe in the respon- The consequence of all this was, that

sibility of idiots. He did not believe a he was in a singular and seemingly self-

new-born infant was morally answerable contradictory state of mind when he took

for other people's acts. He thought a his hat and cane and went forth to call

man with a crooked spine would never _ on his heretical brother. The old minister

be called to account for not walking took it for granted that the Reverend Mr.

erect. He thought, if the crook was in Fairweather knew the private history of

his brain, instead of his back, he could his parishioner's family. He did not re-

not fairly be blamed for any consequence fleet that there are griefs men never put

of this natural defect, whatever lawyers into words, that there are fears which

or divines might call it. He argued, that, must not be spoken, intimate matters of

if a person inherited a perfect mind, consciousness which must be carried, as

body, and disposition, and had perfect bullets that have been driven deep into

teaching from infancy, that person could the living tissues are sometimes carried,

do nothing more than keep the moral for a whole life-time, encysted griefs, if

law perfectly. But supposing that the we may borrow the chirurgeon's term,

Creator allows a person to be born with never to be reached, never to be seen,

an hereditary or ingrafted organic ten- never to be thrown out, but to go into the
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dust with the frame that bore them about all around it are wretched creatures, some
with it, during long years of anguish, struggling against the waves in leaky
known only to the sufferer and his Maker, boats, and some on ill-connected rafts,

Dudley Venner had talked with his min- and some with their heads just above

ister about this child of his. But he had water, thinking to ride out the flood

talked cautiously, feeling his way for which is to sweep the earth clean of

sympathy, looking out for those indica- sinners, upon their own private, indi-

tions of tact and judgment which would vidual life-preservers !

warrant him in some partial communica- Such was the present state of mind

tion, at least, of the origin of his doubts of the Reverend Chauncy Fairweather,
and fears, and never finding them. when his clerical brother called upon

There was something about the Rever- him to talk over the questions to which
end Mr. Fair-weather which repressed old Sophy had called his attention,

all attempts at confidential intercourse.

What this something was, Dudley Ven-

ner could hardly say ;
but he felt it dis- CHAPTER XVIII.

tinctly, and it sealed his lips. He never
.. .. THE REVEREND DOCTOR CALLS ON

got beyond certain generalities connectedD
.., A . ,. . . BROTHER FAIRWEATHER.

with education and religious instruction.

The minister could not help discovering,
FOR the last few months, while all

however, that there were difficulties con- these various matters were going on in

nected with this girl's management, and Rockland, the Reverend Chauncy Fair-

he heard enough outside of the family to weather had been busy with the records

convince him that she had manifested of ancient councils and the writings of the

tendencies, from an early age, at variance early fathers. The more he read, the more
with the theoretical opinions he was in discontented he became with the platform
the habit of preaching, and in a dim way upon which he and his people were stand-

of holding for truth, as to the natural ing. They and he were clearly in a mi-

dispositions of the human being. nority, and his deep inward longing to be

About this terrible fact of congenital with the majority was growing into an

obliquity his new beliefs began to cluster engrossing passion. He yearned especial-
as a centre, and to take form as a crystal ly towards the good old unquestioning,
around its nucleus. Still, he might per- authoritative Mother Church, with her

haps have struggled against them, had it articles of faith which took away the ne-

not been for the little Roman Catholic cessity for private judgment, with her tra-

chapel he passed every Sunday, on his ditional forms and ceremonies, and her

way to the meeting-house. Such a crowd whole apparatus of stimulants and ano-
of worshippers, swarming into the pews dynes.
like bees, filling all the aisles, running About this time he procured a breviary
over at the door like berries heaped too and kept it in his desk under the loose

full in the measure, some kneeling on papers. He sent to a Catholic bookstore
the steps, some standing on the side-walk, and obtained a small crucifix suspended
hats off, heads down, lips moving, some from a string of beads. He ordered his

looking on devoutly from the other side of new coat to be cut very narrow in the
the street! Oh, could he have followed his collar and to be made single-breasted,
own Bridget, maid of all work, into the He began an informal series of relig-
heart of that steaming throng, and bowed ious conversations with Miss O'Brien,
his head while the priests intoned their the young person of Irish extraction al-

Latin prayers ! could he have snuffed up ready referred to as Bridget, maid of all

the cloud of frankincense, and felt that work. These not proving very satisfac-

he was in the great ark which holds the tory, he managed to fall in with Father
better half of the Christian world, while MeShane, the Catholic priest of the Rock-

VOL. VI. 24
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land church. Father MeShane encour-

aged his nibble very scientifically. It

would be such a fine thing to bring over

one of those Protestant heretics, and a

"liberal" one too! not that there was

any real difference between them, but it

sounded better to say that one of these

rationalizing free -and -equal religionists

had been made a convert than any of

those half-way Protestants who were the

slaves of catechisms instead of councils

and of commentators instead of popes.

The subtle priest played his disciple with

his finest tackle. It was hardly necessa-

ry : when anything or anybody wishes to

be" caught, a bare hook and a coarse line

are all that is needed.

If a man has a genuine, sincere, hearty
wish to get rid of his liberty, if he is really

bent upon becoming a slave, nothing can

stop him. And the temptation is to some

natures a very great one. Liberty is of-

ten a heavy burden on a man. It in-

volves that necessity for perpetual choice

which is the kind of labor men have al-

ways dreaded. In common life we shirk

it by forming habits, which take the place

of self-determination. In politics party-

organization saves us the pains of much

thinking before deciding how to cast our

vote. In religious matters there are great
multitudes watching us perpetually, each

propagandist ready with his bundle of

finalities, which having accepted we may
be at peace. The more absolute the

submission demanded, the stronger the

temptation becomes to those who have

been long tossed among doubts and con-

flicts.

So it is that in all the quiet bays which

indent the shores of the great ocean of

thought, at every sinking wharf, we see

moored the hulks and the razees of

enslaved or half- enslaved intelligences.

They rock peacefully as children in their

cradles on the subdued swell that comes

feebly in over the bar at the harbor's

mouth, slowly crusting with barnacles,

pulling at their iron cables as if they real-

ly wanted to be free, but better content-

ed to remain bound as they are. For

these no more the round unwalled hori-

zon of the open sea, the joyous breeze

aloft, the furrow, the foam, the sparkle
that track the rushing keel ! They have

escaped the dangers of the wave, and lie

still henceforth, evermore. Happiest of

souls, if lethargy is bliss, and palsy the

chief beatitude !

America owes its political freedom to

religious Protestantism. But political free-

dom is reacting on religious prescription

with still mightier force. We wonder,

therefore, when we find a soul which was

born to a full sense of individual liberty, an

unchallenged right of self-determination

on every new alleged truth offered to its

intelligence, voluntarily surrendering any

portion of its liberty to a spiritual dicta-

torship which always proves to rest, in

the last analysis, on a majority vote, noth-

ing more nor less, commonly an old one,

passed in those barbarous times when men
cursed and murdered each other for dif-

ferences of opinion, and of course were

not in a condition to settle the beliefs of

a comparatively civilized community.
In our disgust, we are liable to be intol-

erant We forget that weakness is not

in itself a sin. We forget that even cow-

ardice may call for our most lenient judg-

ment, if it spring from innate infirmity.

Who of us does not look with great ten-

derness on the young chieftain in the

" Fair Maid of Perth," when he confess-

es his want of courage ? All of us love

companionship and sympathy ;
some of

us may love them too much. All of us

are more or less imaginative in our the-
'

ology. Some of us may find the aid of

material symbols a comfort, if not a neces-

sity. The boldest thinker may have his

moments of languor and discouragement,

when he feels as if he could willingly ex-

chano-e faiths with the old beldame cross-O

ing herself at the cathedral-door, nay,

that, ifhe could drop all coherent thought,

and lie in the flowery meadow with the

brown-eyed solemnly unthinking cattle,

looking up to the sky, and all their sim-

ple consciousness staining itself blue, then

down to the grass, and life turning to a

mere greenness, blended with confused

scents of herbs, no individual mind-
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movement such as men are teased with,

but the great calm cattle-sense of all time

and all places that know the milky smell

of herds, if he could be like these, he

would be content to be driven home by
the cow-boy, and share the grassy banquet
of the king of ancient Babylon. Let us be

very generous, then, in our judgment of

those who leave the front ranks of thought

for the company of the meek non-com-

batants who follow with the baggage and

provisions. Age, illness, too much wear

and tear, a half- formed paralysis, may

bring any of us to this pass. But while

we can think and maintain the rights of

our own individuality against every hu-

man combination, let us not forget to cau-

tion all who are disposed to waver that

there is a cowardice which is criminal,

and a longing for rest which it is baseness

to indulge. God help him over whose

dead soul in his living body must be ut-

tered the sad supplication, Requiescat in

pace I

A knock at the Reverend Mr. Fair-

weather's study-door called his eyes from

the book on which they were intent. He
looked up, as if expecting a welcome

guest.

The Reverend Pierrepont Honeywood,
D. D., entered the study of the Reverend

Chauncv Fairweather. He was not the
9

expected guest. Mr. Fairweather slip-

ped the book he was reading into a half-

open drawer, and pushed in the drawer.

He slid something which rattled under a

paper lying on the table. He rose with

a slight change of color, and welcomed, a

little awkwardly, his unusual visitor.

" Good evening, Brother Fairweather !

"

said the Reverend Doctor, in a very cor-

dial, good-humored way.
" I hope I am

not spoiling one of those eloquent ser-

mons I never have a chance to hear."

"Not at all, not at all," the younger

clergyman answered, in a languid tone,

with a kind of habitual half-querulous-

ness which belonged to it, the vocal

expression which we meet with now and

then, and which says as plainly as so

many words could say it,
" I am a suf-

fering individual. I am persistently un-

dervalued, wronged, and imposed upon

by mankind and the powers of the uni-

verse generally. But I endure all. I

endure you. Speak. I listen. It is a

burden to me, but I even approve. I

sacrifice myself. Behold this movement

of my lips ! It is a smile."

The Reverend Doctor knew this for-

lorn way of Mr. Fairweather's, and was

not troubled by it. He proceeded to re-

late the circumstances of his visit from

the old black woman, and the fear she

was in about the young girl, who being

a parishioner of Mr. Fairweather's, he

had thought it best to come over and

speak to him about old Sophy's fears

and fancies.

In telling the old woman's story, he

alluded only vaguely to those peculiar

circumstances to which she had attrib-

uted so much importance, taking it for

granted that the other minister must be

familiar with the whole series of incidents

she had related. The old minister was

mistaken, as we have before seen. Mr.

Fairweather had been settled in the place

only about ten years, and, if he had heard

a strange hint now and then about Elsie,

had never considered it as anything more

than idle and ignorant, if not malicious,

village-gossip. All that he fully under-

stood was that this had been a perverse

and unmanageable child, and that the

extraordinary care which had been be-

stowed on her had been so far thrown

away that she was a dangerous, self-

willed girl, whom all feared and almost

all shunned, as if she carried with her

some malignant influence.

He replied, therefore, after hearing the

story, that Elsie had always given troub-

le. There seemed to be a kind of natu-

ral obliquity about her. Perfectly unac-

countable. A very dark case. Never

amenable to good influences. Had sent

her good books from the Sunday-school

library. Remembered that she tore out

the frontispiece of one of them, and kept

it, and flung the book out of the window.

It was a picture of Eve's temptation;

and he recollected her saying that Eve
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was a good woman, and she'd have what I should hope for fromo i

done just so, if she'd been there. A very them up
' in the nurture and adnioni-

sad child, very sad
;
bad from infancy, tion of the Lord.'

'

He had talked himself bold, and said The younger minister looked puzzled,
all at once, but presently answered,

"
Doctor, do you know I am almost "

Possibly we may have called atten-

ready to accept your doctrine of the con- tion to some neglected truths
; but, after

genital sinfulness of human nature ? I all, I fear we must go to the old school, if

am afraid that is the only thing which we want to get at the root of the matter.

goes to the bottom of the difficulty." I know there is an outward amiability
The old minister's face did not open as about many young persons, some young

approvingly as Mr. Fairweather had ex-
girls especially, that seems like genuine

pected. goodness; but I have been disposed of
"
Why, yes, well, many find com- late to lean toward your view, that these

fort in it, I believe; there is much to human affections, as we see them in our

be said, there are many bad people, children, ours, I say, though I have

and bad children, I can't be so sure not the fearful responsibility of training

about bad babies, though they cry very any of my own, are only a kind of dis-

malignantly at times, especially if they guised and sinful selfishness."

have the stomach-ache. But I really The old minister groaned in spirit.

don't know how to condemn this poor His heart had been softened by the sweet

Elsie
;
she may have impulses that act in influences of children and grandchildren.

her like instincts in the lower animals, He thought of a half-sized grave in the

and so not come under the bearing of burial-ground, and the fine, brave, noble-

our ordinary rules ofjudgment." hearted boy he laid in it thirty years be-

" But this depraved tendency, Doc- fore, the sweet, cheerful child who had

tor, this unaccountable perverseness. made his home all sunshine until the day

My dear Sir, I am afraid your school when he was brought home, his long curls

is in the right about human nature, dripping, his fresh lips purpled .in death,

Oh, those words of the Psalmist,
'

shap- foolish dear little blessed creature to

en in iniquity,' and the rest ! What are throw himself into the deep water to save

we to do with them, we who teach the drowning boy, who clung about him

that the soul of a child is an unstained and carried him under ! Disguised self-

white tablet ?
"

ishness ! And his granddaughter too,
"
King David was very subject to fits whose disguised selfishness was the light

of humility, and much given to self-re- of his household !

preaches," said the Doctor, in a rather " Don't call it my view !

" he said. " Ab-

dry way.
" We owe you and your friends stractly, perhaps, all Nature may be

a good deal for calling attention to the considered vitiated
;
but practically, as I

natural graces, which, after all, may, per- see it in life, the divine grace keeps pace

haps, be considered as another form of with the perverted instincts from infancy

manifestation of the divine influence, in many natures. Besides, this perver-

Some of our writers have pressed rather sion itself may often be disease, bad hab-

too hard on the tendencies of the hu- its transmitted, like drunkenness, or some

man soul toward evil as such. It may hereditary misfortune, as with this Elsie

be questioned whether these views have we were talking about."

not interfered with the sound training of The younger minister was completely

certain young persons, sons of clergymen mystified. At every step he made to-

and others. I am nearer of your mind wards the Doctor's recognized theological

about the possibility of educating children position, the Doctor took just one step to-

so that they shall become good Christians wards his. They would cross each other

without any violent transition. That is soon at this rate, and might as well ex-
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change pulpits, as Colonel Sprowle once

wished they would, it may be remembered.

The Doctor, though a much clearer-

headed man, was almost equally puzzled.

He turned the conversation again up-
on Elsie, and endeavored to make her

minister feel the importance of bringing

every friendly influence to bear upon
her at this critical period of her life.

His sympathies did not seem so lively

as the Doctor could have wished. Per-

haps he had vastly more important ob-

jects of solicitude in his own spiritual in-

terests.

A knock at the door interrupted them.

The Reverend Mr. Fairweather rose and

went towards it. As he passed the table,

his coat caught something, which came

rattling to the floor. It was a crucifix with

a string of beads attached. As he open-
ed the door, the Milesian features of Fa-

ther MeShane presented themselves, and

from their centre proceeded the clerical

benediction in Irish-sounding Latin, Pax
vobiscum !

The Reverend Doctor Honeywood
rose and left the priest and his disciple

together.

REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Autobiographical Recollections. By the late nence of a settled opinion, and robbing
CHARLES ROBERT LESLIE, R. A. Ed- the grave of what is sometimes its only

ited, with a Prefatory Essay on Leslie consoling attribute, the dignity of reserve.

as an Artist, and Selections from his We know of no more unsavory calling than

Correspondence, by TOM TAYLOR, Esq., this, unless it be that of the Egyptian deal-

Editor of the "Autobiography of Hay- ers in mummy, peddling out their grandfa-
don." With Portrait. Boston : Tick- thers to be ground into pigment. Obsequi-
nor & Fields. 1860. pp. IviiL, 363.

THOSE who remember the excellent

judgment with which Mr. Taylor select-

ed his material for the Autobiography of be guilty of any indiscretions, much more

Haydon from the papers left by that ar- of any indecencies. He let Haydon tell

ous to the last moment, the jackal makes

haste to fill his belly from the ribs of his

late lion almost before he is cold.

Mr. Taylor is too manly and well-bred to

tist need not be told that this work is ex-

ecuted with spirit and discrimination. It

is a delicate task to publish just so much
of the letters and reminiscences of a man
lately dead as shall consist with good taste

his own story, nor assumed the function

of a judge. And wisely, as we think
; for,

commonly, when men take it upon them-

selves uncalled, their inability to conceive

the special weakness that is not theirs,

and gentlemanly feeling, to discriminate (and which, perhaps, was but the negative
between legitimate anecdote and what at of a strength equally alien to them.) their

second-hand becomes tale-bearing gossip, humanly narrow and often professionally
and not to break faith with the dead by
indiscreet confidences about the living. If

the dead have any privilege, it ought to

be that of holding their tongues ; yet an

unseemly fashion has prevailed lately of

making them gabble for years in Diaries,

Remains, Correspondences, and Recollec-

tions, perpetuating in a solid telltale rec-

ord all they may have said and written

back-attic view of character and circum-

stance, their easy after-dinner superiority

to what was perhaps a loathing compromise
with famine and the jail, fit them rather for

the office ofaduocatus diaboli than of the jus-

tice which must be all-seeing that it may
be charitable. It is so hard to see that a sin

is sometimes but a thwarted and misdirect-

ed virtue ! When Burns sighed that " the

thoughtlessly or in a momentary pet, giv- light that led astray was light from Heav-

ing to a fleeting whim the printed perma- en," he was but unconsciously repeating
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what a poet who of all men least needed age certain gin-and-water philosophers who
the apology had said centuries before. would fain extenuate their unpleasant vices

"We do not admit, that, because a man by the plea that they are the necessary
has published a volume or a picture, he complement of unusual powers, as if the

has published himself, excommunicated his path to immortality were through the ken-

soul from the sanctuary of privacy, and nel, and fine verses were to be written on-

made his life as common as a tavern-thresh- ly at the painful sacrifice of bilking your
old to every blockhead in the parish, or washerwoman.

that any Pharisee who kept carefully to "We are over-fond of drawing monitory
windward of his virtues, out of the way of morals from the lives of gifted persons,

infection, has thereby earned the right to tacking together our little ten-by-twelve
mismoralize his failings after he is dumbly pinfolds to impound breachy human na-

defenceless. The moral compasses that are ture in, but it is only because we know
too short for the aberration may be, must more than we have any business to know

be, unequal to the orbit. We would not of the private concerns of such persons

deny that Burns was a chamberer and a that we have the opportunity. We are

drunkard because he was a great poet ;
thankful that the character of Shakspeare

but we would not admit that whiskey and is wrapped safely away from us in un-Bos-

wenches made him any the less the most wellable night. Samuel Taylor Coleridge

richly endowed genius of his century, with the man stood forever in the way of Sam-

just title to the love and admiration ofmen. uel Taylor Coleridge the poet and meta-

It is not for us to decide whether he, who, physician, and the fault of the poppy-juice

by doubling the suggestive and associative in his nature is laid at the door of the laud-

power of any thought, fancy, feeling, or anum he bought of the apothecary. Yet
natural object, has so far added permanent- all the drowsy juices of Circe's garden

ly to the sum of human happiness, is not could not hinder De Quincey from writing
as sure of a welcome and a well-done from his twenty-five volumes. To us nothing
the Infinite Fatherliness as he that has turn- is more painful, and nothing seems more
ed an honest penny by printing a cate- cruelly useless, than the parading of mor-

chism
;
but we are sure that it is a shallow tal weaknesses, especially of those to whom

cant which holds up the errors of men of we are indebted for delight and teaching,

genius as if they were especial warnings, For an inherent weakness has no lesson

and proofs of how little the rarest gifts of avoidance in it, being helpless from the

avail. Is it intended to put men on their first, and by the doom of its own nature

guard against being geniuses ? That is growing more and more helpless to the

scarcely called for till those who yield to last, not more so in the example than in

the temptation become more numerous, him who is to profit by it, and who is more
Do they mean, We, too, might have been likely to have his appetite flattered by good

geniuses, but we chose rather to be good company than his fear aroused by the evil

and dull ? Self-denial is always praise- consequence. Because the swans have a

worthy, and we reconcile ourselves to the vile habit of over-eating themselves, shall

Ovid lost in consideration of the Deacon we nail them to the barn-door as a moral

gained. But if it be meant that the dan^ lesson to the crows ?

ger was in the genius, we deny it altogeth- There is, doubtless, a great deal to be

er. Burns's genius was the one good thing taught by biography ; but it is by the mis-

he had, and it was always, as it always takes of men that we learn, and not by
must be, good, and only good, the leaven their weaknesses. To see clearly an er-

of uncontaminate heaven in him that would ror of judgment and its consequences may
not let him sink contentedly into the sty be of positive service to us in the conduct

of oblivion with the million other tipplers of life, while a vice of temperament con-

and loose-livers of his century. It was his cerns us not at all in private men, and on-

weakness of character, and not his strength ly so far in statesmen and rulers as it may
or pride of intellect, that betrayed him

; have been influential in history as a modi-

and to call his faults errors of genius is a fier of action, or is essential to an under-

mischievous fallacy. If they were, then standing of it as an explainer of motive,

they were no lesson for the rest of us
;

if The Autobiography of Leslie seems to

they were not, to call them so is to encour- us in some sort the complement of Hay-
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don's, and throws the defiant struggle of

that remarkable self-portraiture into stron-

ger relief by the contrast of its equable

good-fortune and fireside tranquillity. The
causes of the wide difference in the course

and the result of these two lives are on the

surface and are instructive. Comparing
the two men at the outset, we should have

said that all the chances were on Haydon's
side. If he had not genius, he had at least

the temperament and external characteris-

tics that go along with it. He had what

is sometimes wanting to it in its more

purely aesthetic manifestation, the ambi-

tion that spurs and the unflagging en-

ergy that seemed a guerdon of unlimit-

ed achievement. Yet the ambition fer-

mented into love of notoriety and soured

into a fraudulent self-assertion, that grew
boastful as it grew distrustful of its claims

and could bring less proof in support of

them ; the energy degenerated into impu-

dence, evading the shame of spendthrift

bankruptcy to-day by shifts that were sure

to bring a more degrading exposure to-

morrow
;
and the whole ended at last in a

suicide whose tragic pang is deadened to

us by the feeling that so much of the mix-

ed motive that drove him to it as was not

cowardice was a hankering after melodra-

matic effect, the last throb of a passion for

making his name the theme of public talk,

and his fate the centre of a London day's
sensation. Chatterton makes us lenient

to a life of fraud by the dogged and cyn-
ical uncomplainingness of the despair that

drove him to cut it short
;
but Haydon con-

tinues his self-autopsy to the last moment,
and in pulling the trigger seems to be on-

ly firing the train for an explosion that

shall give him a week longer of posthu-
mous notoriety. The egotism of Pepys
was but a suppressed garrulity, which

habitual caution, fostered by a period of

political confusion and the mystery of

office, drove inward to a kind of soliloquy

in cipher ;
that of Montaigne was meta-

physical, in studying his own nature and

noting his observations he was studying

man, and that with a singular insouciance

of public opinion ;
but Haydon appears to

have written his journals with a deliberate

intention of their some day advertising

himself, and his most private aspirations

are uttered with an eye to the world. Yet

it was a genuine instinct that led him to

the pen, and his lifelong succession of half-

successes that are worse than defeats was

due to the initial error of mistaking a pas-

sion for a power. A fine critic, a vivid

sketcher of character, and a writer of sin-

gular clearness, point, and eloquence was

spoiled to make an artist, sometimes noble

in conception, but without sense of color,

and utterly inadequate to any but the most

confused expression of himself by the pen-
cil. His very sense of the power which

he was conscious of somewhere in himself

harassed and hampered him, as time after

time he refused to see that his failure was

due, not to injustice or insensibility on the

part of the world, but to his having chosen

the wrong means of making his ability felt

and acknowledged. His true place would

have been that of Professor and Lecturer

in the Royal Academy. The world is not

insensible or unjust, but it knows what it

wants, and will not long be put off with

less. There is always a public for success
;

there never is, and never ought to be, for

inadequacy. Haydon was in some re-

spects a first-rate man, but the result of

his anxious, restless, and laborious life was

almost zero, as far as concerned its definite

aims. It does not convey the moral of

neglected genius, or of loose notions of

money-obligations, ending in suicide, but

simply of a mischosen vocation, leading

sooner or later to utter and undeniable

failure. Pas meme acadimicien ! Plenty
of neglected geniuses have found it good
to be neglected, plenty of Jeremy Diddlers

(in letters and statesmanship as often as in

money-matters) have lived to a serene old

age, but the man who in any of the unuse-

ful arts insists on doing what Nature never

asked him to do has no place in the world.

Leslie, a second-rate man in all respects,

but with a genuine talent rightly directed,

an obscure American, with few friends, no

influential patrons, and a modesty that

would never let him obtrude his claims,

worked steadily forward to competence, to

reputation, and the Council of the Acade-

my. The only blunder of his life was his

accepting the Professorship of Drawing at

West Point, a place for which he was un-

suited. But this blunder he had the good
sense and courage to correct by the frank

acknowledgment of resignation. Altogeth-

er his is a career as pleasant as Haydon's
is painful to contemplate, the more so as

we feel that his success was fairly won by
honest effort directed by a contented con-
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sciousness of the conditions and limitations

of his faculty.

Nothing can be more agreeable than the

career of a successful artist. His employ-
ment does not force upon him the solitude

of an author
;

it is eminently companion-
able

;
from its first design, through all the

processes that bring his work to perfection,

he is not shut out from the encouragement
of sympathy ;

his success is definite and im-

mediate
;
he can see it in the crowd around

his work at the exhibition ;
and his very

calling brings him into pleasant contact

with beauty, taste, and (if a portrait-paint-

er) with eminence in every department of

human activity.

Leslie's passage through the world was

of that equal temper which is happiest for

the man and unhappiest for the biographer.

With no dramatic surprises of fortune, and

no great sorrows, his life had scarce any
other alternation than that it went round

with the earth through night and day, and

would have been tame but for his neces-

sary labor in an art which he loved wise-

ly and with the untumultuous sentiment

of an after -honey -moon constancy. We
should say that his leading characteristic

was Taste, an external quality, it is true,

but one which is often the indication of

more valuable ones lying deeper. In the

conduct of life it insures tact, and in Art

a certain gentlemanlike equipoise, incapa-

ble of what is deepest and highest, but se-

cure also from the vulgar, the grotesque,

and the extravagant. Leslie, we think,

was more at home with Addison than with

Cervantes.

His autobiographical reminiscences are

very entertaining, especially that part of

them which describes a voyage home to

America, varied by a winter in Portugal,

during the early part of his life. The
Scotch captain, who, with his scanty mer-

chant-crew, beats off a Bordeaux privateer,

and then, crippled and half-sinking, clears

for action with what he supposes to be a

French frigate, but which turns out to be

English, is a personage whose acquaint-

ance it is pleasant to make. The sketches

of life in Lisbon, too, are very lively, and

the picture of the decayed Portuguese no-

bleman's family, for whose pride of birth

an imaginary dinner-table was set every

day in the parlor with the remains of the

hereditary napery and plate, the numerous
covers hiding nothing but the naked truth,

while their common humanity, squatting
on the floor in the kitchen, fished its scan-

ty meal from an earthen pot with pewter

spoons, is pathetically humorous and would
have delighted Caleb Balderstone. In after-

life, Leslie's profession made him acquaint-

ed with some of the best London life of his

time, and the volume is full of agreeable
anecdotes of Scott, Irving, Turner, Rogers,

Wilkie, and many more. It contains also

several letters of Irving, of no special in-

terest, and some from a sort of Lesmahago
of a room-mate of Leslie's, named Peter

Powell, so queer, individual, and shrewd,
that we are sorry not to have more of them

and their writer. Altogether the book is

one of the pleasantest we have lately met
with.

The Old Battle- Ground. By J. T. TROW-

BRIDGB, Author of "Father Bright-

hopes/' "Neighbor Jackwood," etc.

New York : Sheldon & Company. 1860.

pp. 276.

MR. TROWBRIDGE'S previous works
have made him known to a large circle

of appreciating readers as a writer of orig-

inality and promise. His " Father Bright-

hopes
" we have never read, but we have

heard it spoken of as one of the most

wholesome children's books ever publish-

ed in America, and our knowledge of the

author makes us ready to believe the

favorable opinion a just one. Parts of
"
Neighbor Jackwood " we read with sin-

cere relish and admiration
; they showed

^o true an eye for Nature and so thorough
an appreciation of the truly humorous ele-

ments of New England character, as dis-

tinguished from the vulgar and laughable
ones. The domestic interior of the Jack-

wood family was drawn with remarkable

truth and spirit, and all the working char-

acters of the book on a certain average
level of well-to-do rusticity were made to

think and talk naturally, and were as full

of honest human nature as those of the

conventional modern novel are empty of

it. An author who puts us in the way
to form some just notion of the style of

thought proper to so large a class as our

New England country-people, and of the

motives likely to influence their social and

political conduct, does us a greater ser-

vice than we are apt to admit. And the
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power to conceive the leading qualities

that make up an average representative

and to keep them always clearly in view,

so as to swerve neither toward tameness

nor exaggeration, is by no means common.

This power, it seems to us, Mr. Trow-

bridge possesses in an unusual degree.

The late Mr. Judd, in his remarkable ro-

mance of " Margaret," gave such a picture

as has never been equalled for truth of

color and poetry of conception, of certain

phases of life among a half-gypsy family in

the outskirts of a remote village, and grow-

ing up in the cold penumbra of our civili-

zation and material prosperity. But his

scene and characters were exceptional, or,

if typical, only so of a very limited class,

and his book, full of fine imagination as it

is, is truly a romance, an ideal and artistic

representation, rather a poem than a story

of manners general and familiar enough to

be called real.

Mr. Trowbridge, we think, fails in those

elements of (we had almost said creative)

power in which Mr. Judd was specially

rich. If the latter had possessed the shap-

ing spirit as fully as he certainly did the es-

sential properties of imagination, he would

have done for the actual, prosaic life ofNew
England what Mr. Hawthorne has done

for the ideal essence that lies behind and

beneath it. But, with all his marvellous

fidelity of dialect, costume, and landscape,

and his firm clutch of certain individual

instincts and emotions, his characters are

wanting in any dramatic unity of relation

to each other, and seem to be "moving
about in worlds not realized," each a vivid

reality in itself, but a very shadow in re-

spect of any prevailing intention of the sto-

ry. With the innate sentiments of a kind

of aboriginal human nature Mr. Judd was
at home ;

with the practical working of ev-

ery-day motives he seemed strangely un-

familiar. It is just here that Mr. Trow-

bridge's strength and originality lie
; but,

with that not uncommon tendency to over-

value qualities that we do not possess, and

to attempt their display, to the neglect, and

sometimes at the cost, of others quite as

valuable, but which seem cheap, because

their exercise is easy and habitual, and

therefore, we may be sure, natural and

pleasing, he insists on being a little met-

aphysical and over-fine. What he means

for his more elevated characters are tire-

some with something of that melodramatic

sentimentality with which Mr. Dickens has

infected so much of the lighter literature

of the day. Here and there the style suf-

fers from that overmuchness of unessen-

tial detail and that exaggeration of par-

ticulars which Mr. Dickens brought into

fashion and seems bent on wearing out of

it, a style which is called graphic and

poetical by those only who do not see that

it is the cheap substitute, in all respects

equal to real plate, (till you try to pawn it

for lasting fame,) introduced by writers

against time, or who forget that to be

graphic is to tell most with fewest pen-

strokes, and to be poetical is to suggest

the particular in the universal. We ear-

nestly hope, that, instead of trying to do

what no one can do well, Mr. Trowbridge
will wisely stick close to what he has shown

that no one can do better.
" The Old Battle-Ground," whose name

bears but an accidental relation to the sto-

ry, is an interesting and well-constructed

tale, in which Mr. Trowbridge has intro-

duced what we believe is a new element

in American fiction, the French Canadian.

The plot is simple and not too improbable,
and the characters well individualized.

Here, also, Mr. Trowbridge is most suc-

cessful in his treatment of the less ambi-

tiously designed figures. The relation

between the dwarf Hercules fiddler and

the heroine Marie seems to be a suggestion

from Victor Hugo's Quasimodo and Es-

meralda, though the treatment is original

and touching. Indeed, there is a good deal

of pathos in the book, marred here and

there with the sentimental extract of

Dickens-flowers, unpleasant as patchouli.

Generally, however, it has the merit of

unobtrusiveness, a rare piece of self-de-

nial nowadays, when authors have found

out, and the public has not, how very

easy it is to make the public cry, and how
much the simple creature likes it, as if it

had not sorrows enough of its own. But
it is in his more ordinary characters that

Mr. Trowbridge fairly shows himself as an

original and delightful author. His boys
are always masterly. Nothing could be

truer to Nature, more nicely distinguished
as to idiosyncrasy, while alike in expres-
sion and in limited range of ideas, or more

truly comic, than the two that figure in

this story. Nick Whickson, too, the good
natured ne'er-do-well, who is in his own
and everybody's way till he finds his nat
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ural vocation as an aid to a dealer in hors-

es, is a capital sketch. The hypochon-
driac Squire Plumworthy is very good,

also, in his way, though he verges once

or twice on the "heavy father," with a

genius for the damp handkerchief and

long-lost relative line.

We are safe in assigning to Mr. Trow-

bridge a rank quite ahove that of our le-

gion of washy novelists ; he seems to have

a definite purpose and an ambition for lit-

erary as well as popular success, and we
hope that by study and observation he
will be true to a very decided and pecu-
liar talent. We violate no confidence in

saying that the graceful poem, "At Sea,"

which first appeared in the "Atlantic," and

which, under the name of now one, now
another author, has been deservedly pop-

ular, was written by Mr. Trowbridge.

JULY REVIEWED BY SEPTEMBER.

THE Editors ofthe "Atlantic," of course, democratic institutions, which give to ev-

have universal knowledge (with few ex- ery man the inestimable right of knowing
ceptions) at their fingers' ends, that is, as much as he pleases. Everything was

they possess an Encyclopaedia, gapped here going on well when our Man of Science

and there by friends fond of portable infor- unaccountably disappeared, and our JEs-

mation and familiar with that hydrostatic thetic Editor experienced in all its terrors

paradox in which the motion of solids up the Scriptural doom of being left to him-

a spout is balanced by a very slender col- self. This latter gentleman is tolerably
umn of the liquidating medium. The once shady in scientific matters, nay, to say

goodly row of quartos looks now like a sooth, light-proof, or only so far penetra-
set of mineral teeth that have essayed too ble as to make darkness visible. Between

closely to simulate Nature by assaulting a science and nescience the difference seems
Boston cracker

;
and the intervals of vacui- to his mind little, if n e, and he would ac-

ty among the books, as among the incisors, cept as perfectly satisfactory a statement

deprive the owner of his accustomed glib- that " the ponderability of air in a vitreous

ness in pronouncing himself on certain top- table-tipping medium (the abnormal varia-

ics. Among the missing volumes is one tion being assumed as /x 6 .0000001)
of those in M, and accordingly our miss- is exactly proportioned to the squares of

information * on all subjects from Mabi- the circumambient distances, provided the

nogion to Mustard is not to be entirely perihelia are equal, and the evolution of

relied upon. Under these painful circum- nituretted carbogen in the boomerang be

stances, and with the chance of still fur- carefully avoided during evaporation ;
the

ther abstractions from our common stock power of the parallax being represented, of

of potential learning, we have engaged a course, according to the well-known theo-

staff of consulting engineers, who con- rem of Rabelais, by H.U.M. Hemsterhuy-
tract, for certain considerations, to know sius seems to have been familiar with this

every useless thing from A to Z, and every pretty experiment." The above sentence

obsolete one from Omega to Alpha. In being shown to the JEsthetic Editor afore-

these gentlemen we repose unlimited con- said, he acknowledges that he sees noth-

fidence in proportion to their salaries
;
for ing more absurd than common in it, and

a considerable experience of mankind has that the theory seems to him as worthy
taught us that omniscience is a much com- of trial as Hedgecock's quadrant, which
moner and easier thing than science, espe- he took with him once on a journey to

cially in this favored country and under New York, arriving safely with a single

* MISS-INFORMATION. A higgledy-piggledy
observation of the height of the steamer's

want of intelligence acquired by young miss- funnel.

es at boarding-schools. Supplement to John- This premised, it naturally follows that

son's Dictionary. the ./Esthetic Editor (the July number
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falling to his turn) must take advantage
of the absence of his Guardian Man of Sci-

ence to publish an article on Meteorology.
A condition of things in which the omne

scibile was left entirely at his disposal, to

be knocked about as he pleased, appeared
to him no small omen of a near millen-

nium; and what subject could be more

suitable to begin with than the weather,

a topic of general interest, (since we have

no choice of weather or no,) in which ex-

act knowledge is comfortably impossible,

and in which he felt himself at home from

his repeated experiments in raising the

wind in order to lower the due -point
1

?

(
See The Weathercock, an Essay on Rotation

in Office, by Sir Airy Vane.
)

Meanwhile, after the mischief was all

done and a Provisional Government of

Chaos Redux comfortably established in

Physics, the Man of Science turns up sud-

denly in the following communication. [A
council was called on the spot, the Auto-

crat in the chair, and it was decided, with

only one dissenting voice, that the commu-

nication should be printed as a lesson to the

peccant Editor, who, for the future, was laid

under a strict interdict in respect of all and

singular the onomies and ologies, and di-

rected to consider the weather a matter al-

together unprophetable, except to almanac-

makers, the said Editor to superintend

such publication, and to be kept on a diet of

corn-cob for the body and Sylvanus Cobb

(or his own works, at his option) for the

mind, till it be done. The chairman added,

that for a second offence he should do pen-

ance, according to ancient usage, in a blank

sheet of the Magazine, (a contribution of

his own being to that end suppressed,) a

form of punishment likely to be as irksome

to himself as grateful to the readers of that

incomparable miscellany.]

" Abercwmdwddlwm Mine,
28th July, 1860.

" WELL-MEANING, BUT MISGUIDED, FRIEND !

" AN unexpected opportunity of person-

ally investigating a highly nauseous kind

of mephitic vapor drew me and Jones sud-

denly hither without time to say farewell

or make explanations. I made the jour-

ney in 10' by electric telegraph, and am
delighted that I came, for anything more

unpleasant never met my nostrils, and I

am almost sure of adding a new element

to the enjoyment of the scientific world.

I have already secured several bottles-full,

and shall exhibit it at the next meeting
of the Association : of course you shall

have a sniff in advance. I should have

returned before this, but unhappily the

chain by which we descended gave way
a few days ago near the top, in hoisting

out the first series of my observations,

and as yet there has been no opportuni-

ty of replacing it. Communication with

the upper world is kept up by means of a

small cord, however, and in this way we
are supplied with food for body and mind.

As good luck would have it, our butter

came down wrapped in a half-sheet of your
last volume of poems, containing my old

favorites, "Modern Greece," and the "Ode
to a Deserted Churn." These I read aloud

several times to the miners, and their long-

ing to return sooner to a world where they
could get the rest of the volume became so

strong, that, as I was about to begin my
fifth reading, they consented to an expe-
dient of escape which I had already pro-

posed once or twice in vain. This was to

blow us out by means of the fire-damp.

The result of the experiment I cannot yet

fully report, as some confusion ensued.

Jones has disappeared, having been, as I

hope and believe, discharged upward, and

I have found the remains of only one

miner, so that it seems to have been a

tolerable success, though I myself was

blown inward, owing to the premature

explosion of the train. In one respect the

result was highly satisfactory to me per-

sonally. Jones had all along insisted that

the vapor was antiphlogistic. Whichev-

er way he went, I think (fair-minded as

he is) he must be by this time convinced

of his error, and I shall accordingly enter

him in my Report as discharged cured. I

may add, as an interesting scientific fact,

that his ascent was accompanied by such

a sudden and violent fall of the barometer

(which he had in his lap) that the instru-

ment was broken. This would seem to

prove a considerable decrease in the weight
of the atmosphere at the moment of explo-

sion. The darkness was oppressive at first
;

but a happy thought occurred to me. You
know Jones's poodle, and how obese he is ?

Well, he was shot into my lap, where he

lay to all appearance dead. I had some
matches in my pocket and at once kindled

the end of his tail, which makes a very

good candle, quite as good as average dips,
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tales, quales. By the light of this I proceed gravity in its densest form is to distil the

to note down my first series of comments "
funny column "

of a weekly newspaper.
as a tail-piece to your meteorological arti- To arrive at the desired result in the speed-

cle in the July "Atlantic," of which we iest way, let the operation be performed

received a copy in due course, as the mag- in what is known among bucolic journal-

azine has a large circulation among our ists as a " humorous retort." Density and

friars miner down here. closeness should not be spoken of as equiv-
alent terms. The former is a common qual-" METEOROLOGY ' MADE EAST. '

ity of the human skull> rendering it imper-
" In glancing at the article on ' Mete- vious

; whereas a man may be very close

orology' in the July number of the 'At- and yet capable of being stuck, with bad
lantic Monthly,' I was so struck by the paper, for example.]

dashing style in which the writer pre- "3. In mentioning the constituents of the

sents what he calls the '

leading principles
'

atmosphere, he adopts without explanation
of the science, that, in spite of portentous the loose statement of some of the books,

errors, I was tempted to follow his diversi- placing carburetted hydrogen on the same
fied flight to its very close. Eeading pen- footing as to constancy and amount with
cil in hand, I gathered up a long list of carbonic acid, and making no allusion to

mistakes in fact and in philosophy, ofwhich nitric acid. Yet chemistry has shown, that,

the following specimens, although but the except in special localities, carburetted hy-
first fruits of a not very critical examina- drogen occurs only as a slight trace, the

tion, may serve to illustrate the careless- existence of which in most cases is rath-

ness shall I not say ignorance ? of the er inferred than actually demonstrated, and
writer on the topics in regard to which he that it has no important office to perform,

proposes to enlighten the general reader. while nitric acid shares with ammonia
"1. According to our essayist, the weight in the grand function of the nourishment

of the atmosphere is about T
*
s^ths that of plants. In a later paragraph the error

of the globe, in other words, ^d part, is aggravated by the assertion, that ' no

Now a simple calculation, or a reference chemical combination of oxygen and ni-

to one of the standard works on Physics, trogen has ever been detected in the at-

should have taught him that the weight of mosphere, and it is presumed none will

the entire air is less than one-millionth be/ as if every flash of lightning did not

part of that of the earth, that is, fifty thou- produce a notable quantity of this com-

sand times less than he states it to be." pound, which, washed down by the rain,

[We are quite sure that our (tor-)Mentor may be detected in almost every speci-

is mistaken in assuming a uniform weight men of rain-water we meet. What would

for the atmosphere. It differs in different Johnstone, Boussingault, Liebig, and the

places. During our lecturing -tours, we other agricultural chemists say to this ?"

have frequently observed an involuntary [For complete proof on this head, be

depression of the eyelids (producing almost struck by lightning. For ourselves, we
an appearance of sleep) in a part of the au- are convinced, and would rather have some

dience, which we were at a loss to attribute other head taken for an experiment by
to anything but the weight of the atmos- way of illustration. But any of our readers

phere. Water varies in the same way. who is unsatisfied has only to place him-

It is hardly necessary to say that Lake self in front of a lightning-express-train

Wetter derives its name from the supe- with an ordinary conductor. To insure

rior quality of its dampness.] being struck, let the experimenter provide
"2. Of the specific gravity of the air he himself amply with patent safety-rods. At

seems to be amusingly uncertain, making least, this result is pretty sure in houses,
it first 833 times and afterwards 770 times and is worth trying out of doors.]
less than that of water

;
and in the same " In the same connection he character-

connection he says, in chosen phrase, that izes nitrogen as a substance ' not condensi-
*

density, or closeness, is another quality of ble under fifty atmospheres,' leaving the

the atmosphere,' as if it were its charac- reader to infer that the preceding ingredient

teristic, and not common to all ponderable on the list, oxygen, is condensible (liquefia-

matter."
ble) within that limit of pressure, and that

[A very neat way of arriving at specific nitrogen becomes liquid at or above it
;
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whereas neither oxygen nor nitrogen has

ever yet been compressed into a liquid,

although a force of more than fifty times

fifty atmospheres has been brought to act

upon them."

[We consider an experiment requiring

twenty -five hundred atmospheres, when

the thermometer marks 93 in the shade,

indictable at common law. To desire more

than one, under such circumstances, is un-

reasonable, and even wicked.]
"

4. In referring to the Thermo-barom-

eter as a means of measuring heights, the

writer confounds the late Professor Edward

Forbes with Professor James D. Forbes,

recently of Edinburgh, but now Provost

of the University of St. Andrews. The
former was a great Zoologist and Botanist,

and did not occupy himself with investiga-

tions in Physics ;
the latter is an eminent

Physicist, the author of the viscous theory

of Glaciers
;
and it is he who made the

observations here ascribed to the ' Profes-

sor Forbes, whose untimely death the

friends of science have had so much rea-

son to deplore.' The author adds the fur-

ther mistake of supposing that the nu-

merical constant, 549 feet for each degree,

determined by James Forbes for Scotland,

is equally correct for all latitudes."

[This hardly needed confutation. No

university requires any numerical con-

stant of height as qualification for a de-

gree ;
and if they did, 549 feet would be

excessive, unless, perhaps, at Warsaw,
where everybody is tall enough to end

in ski.]
"

5. Our essayist discloses but an im-

perfect inkling of knowledge on the sub-

iect of capillarity in barometers, when he

speaks of this complex action as equiva-
lent to the attraction between the mercury and

the glass tube ; and he commits a yet grav-

er mistake, practically speaking, in reiter-

ating the long exploded error, that ' the

weight of the atmosphere at the level of

the sea is the same all over the world.'

No fact in Meteorology is better establish-

ed than that the mean pressure at the sea-

level is different for different latitudes. In

the vicinity of Cape Horn the barometer

is three-fourths of an inch lower than at the

Equator, and according to Schouw the

pressure increases from the Equator up
to a certain latitude (38) in both hemi-

spheres, and diminishes thence towards the

Poles."

[The connection between capillarity and

the fat of the common bear is well known
to all manufacturers of trycoverus com-

pounds, and they are probably right in ad-

vertising that grease of this description

restores tone to the hair, of course a fine

beary tone. As the weight of the bear de-

pends on his fat, the inference to a bear-

ometer is obvious. It is a familiar fact

that the bear supports life during hiberna-

tion by sucking his paws ; but it may not

be so generally known that the waste thus

induced in the anterior extremities is re-

stored by the moral consciousness of the

animal that the fat he is so carefully hoard-

ing is to confer a posthumous blessing on

mankind. This is a touching example
of the adaptation of means to end, and

Shakspeare, the great natural philosopher,

has made use of it for one of his most strik-

ing metaphors, where he says, "that the

thought of something after death must give

us paws."]
"

6. Discoursing on the elasticity of the

air, the writer styles it 'the most com-

pressible of bodies,' as if it had any ad-

vantage in this respect over the numerous

other species of gaseous matter. As to

the illustration which he gives, namely,
that ' a glass vessel full of air, placed un-

der a receiver and then exhausted by the

air-pump, will burst into atoms,' we can

only say, what every schoolboy knows,

that the bursting would be imvards, unless,

indeed, our meteorologist means that the

external receiver was to be exhausted, and

in that case he should so have expressed

himself."

[The theory of exhausted receivers is,

in our opinion, worthy only of the child-

hood of science, when chemistry and as-

tronomy were alchemy and astrology, and

people would believe anything. In this

enlightened age of the universal subscrip-

tion-paper, exhausted givers are familiar

objects, but a receiver who finds the la-

bors of his calling excessive is as non-ex-

istent as the harpy, his mythological pro-

totype.]

"7. In regard to the extent to which

the compression of air has been actually

carried, he tells us that ' Brockhaus says

that air has as yet been compressed only

into one-eighth of its original bulk.' Is it pos-

sible that a writer on Meteorology is unac-

quainted with the well-known experiments
of Dulong and Arago, and the more re-
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cent ones of Regnault, in which the com-

pression was three times the amount here

stated, or that he requires to be referred

to those of Natterer, who, by a powerful

condensing apparatus, has lately compress-

ed seven hundred and twenty-six volumes of
air into a single volume ?

"

[Any man who has succeeded in con-

densing seven hundred and twenty-six
volumes into one deserves the applause
of the reading public. We trust M. Nat-

terer will extend his benevolent labors to

all the great libraries. With the most

perfect apparatus of compression, however,
we doubt if contemporary literature will

yield anything like so high an average as

1 in 726.]

"8. In the paragraphs devoted to the

optical relations of the atmosphere, our au-

thor has shown a happy faculty for mak-

ing his subject obscure. After suggesting
that the refraction of the rays in the at-

mosphere may be due to what he calls its

'
lenticular outline,' he defines refraction

to be ' the bending of a ray passing ob-

liquely from a rarer into a denser medi-

um/ a good enough popular definition,

but for its sad defectiveness. Is he not aware

that the light is also bent in penetrating

obliquely from a denser into a rarer medi-

um, as in passing from the surface of a low

plain to the eye of a spectator on a neigh-

boring mountain, and that the bending is

just as great in this direction of its motion

as in the other ? And does he not know
that it changes its course whenever it

passes from a vacuum into any ponder-
able medium or in the opposite direction ?

In future attempts to make science easy,

let him remember that these are all equal-

ly instances of refraction, and should be

included in its definition.
" Under the same head, we are led to in-

fer that it is only in
' the warm and moist

nights of summer/ that 'the moon, as she

rises above the horizon, appears much lar-

ger than when at the zenith
'

;
and we are

taught, in connection with the origin of

the mirage and the spectre of the Brocken,
that 'rainbows are due to this condition

of the atmosphere/ If, instead of rain-

bows, we may be allowed to read halos, we
can understand the writer, who, instead of

thinking of summer showers, appears to

have had a haze in his mind while penning
this and other paragraphs."

[The dictum of our correspondent in re-

gard to light passing from a ponderable
medium into a vacuum requires some qual-

ification. An exception should be made
of "

Spiritual Mediums," who, being flesh

and blood, are of course ponderable. Now,
if we represent the Medium by A, and the

head of any one consulting her by B, there

can be no doubt that the latter is an abso-

lute vacuum
;
but it is demonstrable that

nothing like light ever passed from the

former to the latter. There is a closer

analogy between refracted light and a

Brocken spectre than our scientific friend

seems willing to admit. For what follows

we refer our readers to the remarkable es-

say of Alderman Moon,
" On the Identity

of Halocination and Lunacy."]
"

9. As our author advances in this

branch of his subject, he grows far too pro-
found for our scientific apprehension. Giv-

ing him all credit for wishing to be clear, we
confess to a sad mystification as to what
he calls the '

Polarity of Light/ where a

beam is described as 'revolving around

poles peculiar to itself and as producing
'

beautiful spectres,' and we want new illu-

mination from him as to his theory of col-

ors. We agree to the statement that ' each

object has a particular reflecting surface

of its own/ as we cannot see how its par-

ticular surface could be the property of an-

other, but why this should make the sur-

face ' throw back light at its own angle
*

we do not exactly fathom, and we are puz-
zled to know which is the owner of the said

angle, the light or the surface. No one

doubts that
' the modest blush which crim-

sons the cheek of beaut}'/ to use the au-

thor's words, is caused by a rush of blood

to the skin
;
but how this produces

' a cor-

responding change in its angle of reflec-

tion/ and what such a change has to do

with the result, are problems too transcen-

dental for the exact sciences."

[On all questions relating to the Poles

we reserve our opinion till the return of

Dr. Hayes's expedition. But we think

they have little to hope from any future

attempt at revolution, especially with such

insufficient weapons as their axes, which,

though they keep up a constant stir about

them, have been long superseded by the

improvements of modern military sci-

ence. We think our correspondent hasty

in admitting that " each object lias a par-

ticular reflecting surface of its own."

A little inquiry among his neighbors
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would have satisfied him that the human
brain seldom possesses anything of the

kind.]
" But these specimens must suffice as

indications of the general character of this

attempt at popularizing science. To do this

without misleading and confounding the

general reader is a task which claims the

largest and most exact knowledge, and the

greatest perspicuity of statement, no less

than a flowing style and felicitous illustra-

tion. It is a task in which true success,

though apparently frequent, is in reality

extremely rare."

" P. S. I had written thus far, when the

fire suddenly penetrating, I suppose, to the

nervous system of the poodle, he ran off,

leaving me in total darkness and with no

hope that his tail (like too many in the

'Atlantic') would be continued. By the

brief candle of a match I manage to add

this, and to subscribe myself
" Yours ever."
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SOME OF THE HAUNTS OF BURNS.

BY A TOURIST WITHOUT IMAGINATION OR ENTHUSIASM.

WE left Carlisle at a little past eleven, street. With not a tree, of course, or a

and within the half-hour were at Gretna blade of grass between the paving-stones,

Green. Thence we rushed onward into the narrow lane was as hot as Tophet,
Scotland through a flat and dreary tract and reeked with a genuine Scotch odor,

of country, consisting mainly of desert being infested with unwashed children,

and bog, where probably the moss-troop- and altogether in a state of chronic filth
;

ers were accustomed to take refuge after although some women seemed to be hope-
their raids into England. Anon, how- lessly scrubbing the thresholds of their

ever, the hills hove themselves up to wretched dwellings. I never saw an

view, occasionally attaining a height outskirt of a town less fit for a poet's

which might almost be called mountain- residence, or in which it would be more

ous. In about two hours we reached miserable for any man of cleanly predi-

Dumfries, and alighted at the station lections to spend his days,

there. We asked for Burns's dwelling ;
and a

Chill as the Scottish summer is reputed woman pointed across the street to a two-

to be, we found it an awfully hot day, story house, built of stone, and white-

not a whit less so than the day before
; washed, like its neighbors, but perhaps

but we sturdily adventured through the of a little more respectable aspect than

burning sunshine up into the town, in- most of them, though I hesitate in saying

quiring our way to the residence of Burns, so. It was not a separate structure, but

The street leading from the station is call- under the same continuous roof with the

ed Shakspeare Street
;
and at its farther next. There was an inscription on the

extremity we read " Burns Street
" on a door, bearing no reference to Burns, but

corner house, the avenue thus dcsignat- indicating that the house was now occu-

ed having been formerly known as " Mill- pied by a ragged or industrial school.

Hole Brae." It is a vile lane, paved with On knocking, we were instantly admitted

small, hard stones from side to side, and by a servant-girl, who smiled intelligent-
bordered by cottages or mean houses of ly when we told our errand, and showed
white-washed stone, joining one to an- us into a low and very plain parlor, not

other along the whole length of the more than twelve or fifteen feet square.
VOL. vi. 25
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A young woman, who seemed to be a

teacher in the school, soon appeared, and

told us that this had been Burns's usu-

al sitting-room, and that he had written

many of his songs here.

She then led us up a narrow staircase

into a little bed-chamber over the par-

lor. Connecting with it, there is a very
small room, or windowed closet, which

Burns used as a study ;
and the bed-

chamber itself was the one where he

slept in his latter life-time, and in which

he died at last. Altogether, it is an

exceedingly unsuitable place for a pas-

toral and rural poet to live or die in,

even more unsatisfactory than Shak-

speare's house, which has a certain home-

ly picturesqueness that contrasts favorably
with the suburban sordidness of the abode

before us. The narrow lane, the paving-

stones, and the contiguity of wretched

hovels are depressing to remember
;
and

the steam of them (such is our human

weakness) might almost make the poet's

memory less fragrant.

As already observed, it was an intoler-

ably hot day. After leaving the house,

we found our way into the principal

street of the town, which, it may be fair

to say, is of very different aspect from

the wretched outskirt above described.

Entering a hotel, (in which, as a Dum-
fries guide-book assured us, Prince

Charles Edward had once spent a night,)

we rested and refreshed ourselves, and

then set forth in quest of the mausoleum

of Burns.

Coming to St. Michael's Church, we saw

a man digging a grave ; and, scrambling
out of the hole, he let us into the church-

yard, which was crowded full of monu-

ments. Their general shape and con-

struction are peculiar to Scotland, being
a perpendicular tablet of marble or other

stone, within a frame-work of the same

material, somewhat resembling the frame

of a looking-glass; and, all over the

churchyard, these sepulchral memorials

rise to the height of ten, fifteen, or twenty

feet, forming quite an imposing collection

of monuments, but inscribed with names

of small general significance. It was

easy, indeed, to ascertain the rank of

those who slept below
;

for in Scotland

it is the custom to put the occupation
of the buried personage (as

"
Skinner,"

"
Shoemaker,"

" Flesher ") on his tomb-

stone. As another peculiarity, wives are

buried under their maiden names, instead

of those of their husbands
;

thus giving a

disagreeable impression that the married

pair have bidden each other an eternal

farewell on the edge of the grave.

There was a footpath through this

crowded churchyard, sufficiently well-

worn to guide us to the grave of Burns
;

but a woman followed behind us, who, it

appeared, kept the key of the mausoleum,
and was privileged to show it to strangers.

The monument is a sort of Grecian tem-

ple, with pilasters and a dome, covering
a space of about twenty feet square. It

was formerly open to all the inclemencies

of the Scotch atmosphere, but is now

protected and shut in by large squares of

rough glass, each pane being of the size

of one whole side of the structure. The
woman unlocked the door, and admitted

us into the interior. Inlaid into the

floor of the mausoleum is the gravestone
of Burns, the very same that was laid

over his grave by Jean Armour, before

this monument was built. Stuck against

the surrounding wall is a marble statue

of Burns at the plough, with the Genius

of Caledonia summoning the ploughman
to turn poet. Methought it was not a

very successful piece of work
;
for the

plough was better sculptured than the

man, and the man, though heavy and

cloddish, was more effective than the

goddess. Our guide informed us that an

old man of ninety, who knew Burns,

certifies this statue to be very like the

original.^2

The bones of the poet, and of Jean

Armour, and of some of their children,

lie in the vault over which we stood.

Our guide (who was intelligent, in her

own plain way, and very agreeable to

talk withal) said that the vault was

opened about three weeks ago, on occa-

sion of the burial of the eldest son of

Burns. The poet's bones were dis-
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turbed, and the dry skull, once so brim-

ming over with powerful thought and

bright and tender fantasies, was taken

away, and kept for several days by a

Dumfries doctor. It has since been

deposited in a new leaden coffin, and

restored to the vault. We learned that

there is a surviving daughter of Burns's

eldest son, and daughters likewise of the

two younger sons, and, besides these,

an illegitimate posterity by the eldest son,

who appears to have been of disreputable

life in his younger days. He inherited

his father's failings, with some faint shad-

ow, I have also understood, of the great

qualities which have made the world ten-

der of his father's vices and weaknesses.

We listened readily enough to this

paltry gossip, but found that it robbed

the poet's memory of some of the rever-

ence that was its due. Indeed, this talk

over his grave had very much the same

tendency and effect as the home-scene

of his life, which we had been visiting

just previously. Beholding his poor,

mean dwelling and its surroundings, and

picturing his outward life and earthly

manifestations from these, one does not

so much wonder that the people of that

day should have failed to recognize all

that was admirable and immortal in a

disreputable, drunken, shabbily clothed,

and shabbily housed man, consorting with

associates of damaged character, and, as

his only ostensible occupation, gauging
the whiskey which he too often tasted.

Siding with Burns, as we needs must, in

his plea against the world, let us try to

do the world a little justice too. It is far

easier to know and honor a poet when
his fame has taken shape in the spotless-

ness of marble than when the actual man
comes staggering before you, besmeared

with the sordid stains of his daily life.

For my part, I chiefly wonder that his

recognition dawned so brightly while he

was still living. There must have been

something very grand in his immediate

presence, some strangely impressive char-

acteristic in his natural behavior, to have

caused him to seem like a demigod so

soon.

As we went back through the church-

yard, we saw a spot where nearly four

hundred inhabitants of Dumfries were

buried during the cholera year; and

also some curious old monuments, with

raised letters, the inscriptions on which

were not sufficiently legible to induce us

to puzzle them out
; but, I believe, they

mark the resting-places of old Covenan-

ters, some ofwhom were killed by Claver-

house and his fellow-ruffians.

St. Michael's Church is of red freestone,

and was built about a hundred years ago,

on an old Catholic foundation. Our guide

admitted us into it, and showed us, in the

porch, a very pretty little marble figure

of a child asleep, with a drapery over

the lower part, from beneath which ap-

peared its two baby feet. It was truly a

sweet little statue
;
and the woman told

us that it represented a child of the

sculptor, and that the baby (here still in

its marble infancy) had died more than

twenty-six years ago.
" Many ladies,"

she said,
"
especially such as had ever

lost a child, had shed tears over it." It

was very pleasant to think of the sculp-

tor bestowing the best of his genius and

art to re-create his tender child in stone,

and to make the representation as soft

and sweet as the original ;
but the con-

clusion of the story has something that

jars with our awakened sensibilities. A
gentleman from London had seen the

statue, and was so much delighted with

it that he bought it of the father-artist,

after it had lain above a quarter of a

century in the church-porch. So this

was not the real, tender image that came

out of the father's heart; he had sold

that truest one for a hundred guineas,

and sculptured this mere copy to replace

it. The first figure was entirely naked

in its earthly and spiritual innocence.

The copy, as I have said above, has a

drapery over the lower limbs. But, after

all, if we come to the truth of the matter,

the sleeping baby may be as fitly reposited

in the drawing-room of a connoisseur as

in a cold and dreary church-porch.

We went into the church, and found

it very plain and naked, without altar-
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decorations, and having its floor quite

covered with unsightly wooden pews.
The woman led us to a pew cornering on

one of the side-aisles, and, telling us that

it used to be Burns's family-pew, showed

us his seat, which is in the corner by the

aisle. It is so situated, that a sturdy

pillar hid him from the pulpit, and from

the minister's eye; "for Kobin was no

great friends with the ministers," said

she. This touch his seat behind the

pillar, and Burns himself nodding in

sermon-time, or keenly observant of pro-
fane things brought him before us to

the life. In the corner seat of the next

pew, right before Burns, and not more
than two feet off, sat the young lady on

whom the poet saw that unmentionable

parasite which he has immortalized in

song. We were ungenerous enough too o o
ask the lady's name, but the good woman
could not tell it. This was the last thing
which we saw in Dumfries worthy of

record; and it ought to be noted that

our guide refused some money which my
companion offered her, because I had

already paid her what she deemed suffi-

cient.

At the railway-station we spent more
than a weary hour, waiting for -the train,

which at last came up, and took us to

Mauchline. We got into an omnibus, the

only conveyance to be had, and drove

about a mile to the village, where we
established ourselves at the Loudoun

Hotel, one of the veriest country -inns

which we have found in Great Britain.

The town of Mauchline, a place more

redolent of Burns than almost any other,

consists of a street or two of contiguous

cottages, mostly white-washed, and with

thatched roofs. It has nothing sylvan or

rural in the immediate village, and is as

ugly a place as mortal man could con-

trive to make, or to render uglier

through a succession of untidy genera-
tions. The fashion of paving the village-

street, and patching one shabby house on

the gable-end of another, quite shuts out

all verdure and pleasantness ; but, I pre-

sume, we are not likely to see a more

genuine old Scotch village, such as they

used to be in Burns's time, and long7 O
before, than this of Mauchline. The
church stands about midway up the

street, and is built of red freestone, very

simple in its architecture, with a square
tower and pinnacles. In this sacred edi-

fice, and its churchyard, was the scene of

one of Burns's most characteristic pro-

ductions,
" The Holy Fair."

Almost directly opposite its gate, across

the village-street, stands Posie Nansie's

inn, where the "
Jolly Beggars

"
congre-

gated. The latter is a two-story, red-

stone, thatched house, looking old, but

by no means venerable, like a drunken

patriarch. It has small, old-fashioned

windows, and may well have stood for

centuries, though, seventy or eighty

years ago], when Burns was conversant

with it, I should fancy it might have

been something better than a beggars'

alehouse. The whole town of Mauchline

looks rusty and time-worn, even the

newer houses, of which there are several,

being shadowed and darkened by the

general aspect of the place. When we

arrived, all the wretched little dwellings
seemed to have belched forth their in-

habitants into the warm summer evening ;

everybody was chatting with everybody,
on the most familiar terms; the bare-

legged children gambolled or quarrelled

uproariously, and came freely, moreover,
and looked into the window of our par-

lor. When we ventured out, we were

followed by the gaze of the whole town :

people standing in their door-ways, old

women popping their heads from the

chamber-windows, and stalwart men.

idle on Saturday at e'en, after their

week's hard labor clustering at the

street-corners, merely to stare at our

unpretending selves. Except in some

remote little town of Italy, (where, be-

sides, the inhabitants had the intelligible

stimulus of beggary,) I have never been

honored with nearly such an amount of

public notice.

The next forenoon my companion put

me to shame by attending church, after

vainly exhorting me to do the like
; and,

it being Sacrament Sunday, and my poor
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friend being wedged into the farther end

of a closely filled pew, he was forced to

stay through the preaching of four sev-

eral sermons, and came back perfectly

exhausted and desperate. He was some-

what consoled, however, on finding that

he had witnessed a spectacle of Scotch

manners identical with that of Burns's
"
Holy Fair," on the very spot where the

poet located that immortal description.

By way of further conformance to tho

customs of the country, we ordered a

sheep's head and the broth, and did pen-
ance accordingly ;

and at five o'clock we
took a fly, and set out for Burns's farm of

Moss Giel.

Moss Giel is not more than a mile from

Mauchline, and the road extends over a

high ridge of land, with a view of far hills

and green slopes on either side. Just be-

fore we reached the farm, the driver stop-

ped to point out a hawthorn, growing by
the way-side, which he said was Burns's
" Lousie Thorn "

;
and I devoutly pluck-

ed a branch, although I have really for-

gotten where or how this illustrious shrub

has been celebrated. We then turned

into a rude gateway, and almost imme-

diately came to the farm-house of Moss

Giel, standing some fifty yards removed

from the high-road, behind a tall hedge
of hawthorn, and considerably overshad-

owed by trees. The house is a white-

washed stone cottage, like thousands of

others in England and Scotland, with a

thatched roof, on which grass and weeds

have intruded a picturesque, though alien

growth. There is a door and one win-

dow in front, besides another little window
that peeps out among the thatch. Close

by the cottage, and extending back at

right angles from it, so as to inclose the

farm-yard, are two other buildings of the

same size, shape, and general appearance
as the house : any one of the three looks

just as fit for a human habitation as the

two others, and all three look still more

suitable for donkey-stables and pig-sties.

As we drove into the farm-yard, bound-

ed on three sides by these three hov-

els, a large dog began to bark at us;

and some women and children made

their appearance, but seemed to demur

about admitting us, because the master

and mistress were very religious people,

and had not yet come back from the

Sacrament at Mauchline.

However, it would not do to be turned

back from the very threshold of Robert

Burns; and as the women seemed to be

merely straggling visitors, and nobody, at

all events, had a right to send us away,
we went into the back-door, and, turning

to the right, entered a kitchen. It show-

ed a deplorable lack of housewifely neat-

ness, and in it there were three or four

children, one of whom, a girl eight or

nine years old, held a baby in her arms.

She proved to be the daughter of the

people of the house, and gave us what

leave she could to look about us. Thence

we stepped across the narrow mid-passage
of the cottage into the only other apart-

ment below-stairs, a sitting-room, where

we found a young man eating bread and

cheese. He informed us that he did not

live there, and had only called in to re-

fresh himself on his way home from

church. This room, like the kitchen, was

a noticeably poor one, and, besides being
all that the cottage had to show for a par-

lor, it was a sleeping-apartment, having
two beds, which might be curtained off,

on occasion. The young man allowed

us liberty (so far as in him lay) to go up-

stairs. Up we crept, accordingly ;
and a

few steps brought us to the top of the

staircase, over the kitchen, where we
found the wretchedest little sleeping-

chamber in the world, with a sloping

roof under the thatch, and two beds

spread upon the bare floor. This, most

probably, was Burns's chamber
; or, per-

haps, it may have been that of his moth-

er's servant-maid; and, in either case,

this rude floor, at one time or another,

must have creaked beneath the poet's

midnight tread. On the opposite side of

the passage was the door of another at-

tic-chamber, opening which, I saw a con-

siderable number of cheeses on the floor.

The whole house was pervaded with a

frowzy smell, and also a dunghill-odor,

and it is not easy to understand how the
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atmosphere of such a dwelling can be any
more agreeable or salubrious morally than

it appeared to be physically. No vir-

gin, surely, could keep a holy awe about

her while stowed higgledy-piggledy with

coarse-natured rustics into this narrow-

ness and filth. Such a habitation is calcu-

lated to make beasts of men and women
;

and it indicates a degree of barbarism

which I did not imagine to exist in Scot-

land, that a tiller of broad fields, like

the farmer of Mauchline, should have his

abode in a pig-sty. It is sad to think

of anybody not to say a poet, but any
human being sleeping, eating, think-

ing, praying, and spending all his home-

life in this miserable hovel
; but, methinks,

I never in the least knew how to estimate

the miracle of Burns's genius, nor his he-

roic merit for being no worse man, until

I thus learned the squalid hindrances

amid which he developed himself. Space,
a free atmosphere, and cleanliness have

a vast deal to do with the possibilities of

human virtue.

The biographers talk of the farm of

Moss Giel as being damp and unwhole-

some
;
but I do not see why, outside of

the cottage-walls, it should possess so evil

a reputation. It occupies a high, broad

ridge, enjoying, surely, whatever benefit

can come of a breezy site, and sloping
far downward before any marshy soil is

reached. The high hedge, and the trees

that stand beside the cottage, give it a

pleasant aspect enough to one who does

not know the grimy secrets of the inte-

rior
;
and the summer afternoon was now

so bright that I shall remember the scene

with a great deal of sunshine over it.

Leaving the cottage, we drove through

a field, which the driver told us was that

in which Burns turned up the mouse's

nest. It is the inclosure nearest to the

cottage, and seems now to be a pasture,

and a rather remarkably unfertile one.

A little farther on, the ground was whi-

tened with an immense number of daisies,

daisies, daisies, everywhere ;
and in

answer to my inquiry, the driver said

that this was the field where Burns ran

his ploughshare over the daisy. If so,

the soil seems to have been consecrated

to daisies by the song which he bestowed

on that first immortal one. I alighted,

and plucked a whole handful of these
"
wee, modest, crimson-tipped flowers,"

which will be precious to many friends

in our own country as coming from

Burns's farm, and being of the same race

and lineage as that daisy which he turn-

ed into an amaranthine flower while

seeming to destroy it.

From Moss Giel we drove through a

variety of pleasant scenes, some of which

were familiar to us by their connection

with Burns. We skirted, too, along a

portion of the estate of Auchinleck, which

still belongs to the Boswell family, the

present possessor being Sir James Bos-

well,* a grandson of Johnson's friend,

and son of the Sir Alexander who was

killed in a duel. Our driver spoke of

Sir James as a kind, free-hearted man,
but addicted to horse-races and similar

pastimes, and a little too familiar with

the wine-cup ;
so that poor Bozzy's boozi-

ness would appear to have become he-

reditary in his ancient line. There is no

male heir to the estate of Auchinleck.

The portion of the lands which we saw

is covered with wood and much under-

mined with rabbit-warrens; nor, though
the territory extends over a large num-

ber of acres, is the income very consider-

able.

By-and-by we came to the spot where

Burns saw Miss Alexander, the Lass of

Ballochmyle. It was on a bridge, which

(or, more probably, a bridge that has suc-

ceeded to the old one, and is made of iron)

crosses from bank to bank, high in air,

over a deep gorge of the road
;
so that

the young lady may have appeared to

Burns like a creature between earth and

sky, and compounded chiefly of celestial

elements. But, in honest truth, the great

charm of a woman, in Burns's eyes, was

always her womanhood, and not the an-

gelic mixture which other poets find in

her.

Our driver pointed out the course tak-

* Sir James Boswell is now dead.
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en by the Lass of Ballochmyle, through
the shrubbery, to a rock on the banks of

the Lugar, where it seems to be the tra-

dition that Burns accosted her. The song

implies no such interview. Lovers, of

whatever condition, high or low, could

desire no lovelier scene in which to

breathe their vows: the river flowing

over its pebbly bed, sometimes gleaming
into the sunshine, sometimes hidden deep
in verdure, and here and there eddying
at the foot of high and precipitous cliffs.

This beautiful estate of Ballochmyle is

still held by the family of Alexanders, to

whom Burns's song has given renown onO C

cheaper terms than any other set of peo-

ple ever attained it. How slight the ten-

ure seems ! A young lady happened to

walk out, one summer afternoon, and

crossed the path of a neighboring farmer,

who celebrated the little incident in four

or five warm, rude, at least, not refin-

ed, though rather ambitious, and some-

what ploughman-like verses. Burns has

written hundreds of better things ;
but

henceforth, for centuries, that maiden has

free admittance into the dream-land of

Beautiful Women, and she and all her

race are famous ! I should like to know
the present head of the family, and ascer-

tain what value, if any, they put upon
the celebrity thus won.

We passed through Catrine, known
hereabouts as " the clean village of Scot-

land." Certainly, as regards the point

indicated, it has greatly the advantage
of Mauchline, whither we now returned

without seeing anything else worth writ-

ing about.

There was a rain-storm during the

night, and, in the morning, the rusty,

old, sloping street of Mauchline was glis-

tening with wet, while frequent showers

came spattering down. The intense heat

of many days past was exchanged for

a chilly atmosphere, much more suitable

to a stranger's idea of what Scotch tem-

perature ought to be. We found, after

breakfast, that the first train northward

had already gone by, and that we must

wait till nearly two o'clock for the next.

I merely ventured out once, during the

forenoon, and took a brief walk through
the village, in which I have left little to

describe. Its chief business appears to be

the manufacture of snuff-boxes. There

are perhaps five or six shops, or more,

including those licensed to sell only tea

and tobacco
;
the best of them have the

characteristics of village
- stores in the

United States, dealing in a small way
with an extensive variety of articles. I

peeped into the open gateway of the

churchyard, and saw that the ground
was absolutely stuffed with dead people,

and the surface crowded with grave-

stones, both perpendicular and horizon-

tal. All Burns's old Mauchline acquaint-
ance are doubtless there, and the Ar-

mours among them, except Bonny Jean,
who sleeps by her poet's side. The fam-

ily is now extinct in Mauchline.

Arriving at the railway -station, we
found a tall, elderly, comely gentleman

walking to and fro and waiting for the

train. He proved to be a Mr. Alexan-

der, it may fairly be presumed the

Alexander of Ballochmyle, a blood-rela-

tion of the lovely lass. Wonderful effi-

cacy of a poet's verse, that could shed

a glory from Long Ago on this old gen-
tleman's white hair ! These Alexanders,

by-the-by, are not an old family on the

Ballochmyle estate
;

the father of the

lass having made a fortune in trade, and

established himself as the first landed

proprietor of his name in these parts.

The original family was named White-

foord.

Our ride to Ayr presented nothing

very remarkable
; and, indeed, a cloudy

and rainy day takes the varnish off the

scenery, and causes a woful diminution

in the beauty and impressiveness of ev-

erything we see. Much of our way lay

along a flat, sandy level, in a southerly
direction. We reached Ayr in the midst

of hopeless rain, and drove to the King's
Arms Hotel. In the intervals of showers

I took peeps at the town, which appear-
ed to have many modern or modern-

fronted edifices
; although there are like-

wise tall, gray, gabled, and quaint-looking
houses in the by-streets, here and there,
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betokening an ancient place. The town

lies on both sides of the Ayr, which is

here broad and stately, and bordered

with dwellings that look from their win-

dows directly down into the passing

tide.

I crossed the river by a modern and

handsome stone bridge, and recrossed it,

at no great distance, by a venerable

structure of four gray arches, which must

have bestridden the stream ever since

the early days of Scottish history. These

are the " Two Briggs of Ayr," whose

midnight conversation was overheard by

Burns, while other auditors were aware

only of the rush and rumble of the wintry
stream among the arches. The ancient

bridge is steep and narrow, and paved
like a street, and defended by a parapet
of red freestone, except at the two ends,

where some mean old shops allow scanty

room for the pathway to creep between.

Nothing else impressed me hereabouts,

unless I mention, that, during the rain,

the women and girls went about the

streets of Ayr barefooted to save their

shoes.

The next morning wore a lowering

aspect, as if it felt itself destined to be

one of many consecutive days of storm.

After a good Scotch breakfast, however,
of fresh herrings and eggs, we took a fly,

and started at a little past ten for the

banks of the Doon. On our way, at

about two miles from Ayr, we drew up
at a road-side cottage, on which was an in-

scription to the effect that Robert Burns

was born within its walls. It is now a

public-house ; and, of course, we alighted

and entered its little sitting-room, which,

as we at present see it, is a neat apart-

ment, with the modern improvement of

a ceiling. The walls are much over-

scribbled with names of visitors, and the

wooden door of a cupboard in the wain-

scot, as well as all the other wood-work

of the room, is cut and carved with ini-

tial letters. So, likewise, are two tables,

which, having received a coat of varnish

over the inscriptions-, form really curious

and interesting articles of furniture. I

have never (though I do not personally

adopt this mode of illustrating my hum-
ble name) felt inclined to ridicule the

natural impulse of most people thus to

record themselves at the shrines of poets
and heroes. -

On a panel, let into the wall in a cor-

ner of the room, is a portrait of Burns,

copied from the original picture by Nas-

myth. The floor of this apartment is of

boards, which are probably a recent sub-

stitute for the ordinary flag-stones of a

peasant's cottage. There is but .one oth-

er room pertaining to the genuine birth-

place of Robert Burns : it is the kitch-

en, into which we now went. It has a

floor of flag-stones, even ruder than those

of Shakspeare's house, though, perhaps,
not so strangely cracked and broken as

the latter, over which the hoof of Sa-

tan himself might seem to have been

trampling. A new window has been

opened through the wall, towards the

road
;
but on the opposite side is the lit-

tle original window, of only four small

panes, through which came the first day-

light that shone upon the Scottish poet.

At the side of the room, opposite the fire-

place, is a recess, containing a bed, which

can be hidden by curtains. In that hum-

ble nook, of all places in the world, Prov-

idence was pleased to deposit the germ
of the richest human life which mankind

then had within its circumference.

These two rooms, as I have said, make

up the whole sum and substance of

Burns's birthplace : for there were no

chambers, nor even attics
;
and the thatch-

ed roof formed the only ceiling of kitch-

en and sitting-room, the height of which

was that of the whole house. The cot-

tage, however, is attached to another edi-

fice of the same size and description, as

these little habitations often are
; and,

moreover, a splendid addition has been

made to it, since the poet's renown be-

gan to draw visitors to the way-side ale-

house. The old woman of the house led

us through an entry, and showed a vault-

ed hall, of no vast dimensions, to be sure,

but marvellously large and splendid as

compared with what might be anticipat-

ed from the outward aspect of the cot-
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tage. It contained a bust of Burns, and

was hung round with pictures and en-

gravings, principally illustrative of his life

and poems. In this part of the house,

too, there is a parlor, fragrant with to-

bacco-smoke
; and, no doubt, many a

noggin of whiskey is here quaffed to the

memory of the bard, who professed to

draw so much of his inspiration from that

potent liquor.

We bought some engravings of Kirk

Alloway, the Bridge of Doon, and the

Monument, and gave the old woman a

fee besides, and took our leave. A very
short drive farther brought us within siglrt

of the monument, and to the hotel, situ-

ated close by the entrance of the orna-

mental grounds within which the former

is inclosed. We rang the bell at the gate

of the inclosure, but were forced to wait

a considerable time
;
because the old man,

the regular superintendent of the spot,

had gone to assist at the laying of the

corner-stone of a new kirk. He appear-

ed anon, and admitted us, but immediate-

ly hurried away to be present at the con-

cluding ceremonies, leaving us locked up
with Burns.

The inclosure around the monument
is beautifully laid out as an ornamental

garden, and abundantly provided with

rare flowers and shrubbery, all tended

with loving care. The monument stands

on an elevated site, and consists of a mas-

sive basement -story, three -sided, above

which rises a light and elegant Grecian

temple, a mere dome, supported on Co-

rinthian pillars, and open to all the winds.

The edifice is beautiful in itself; though
I know not what peculiar appropriate-
ness it may have, as the memorial of a

Scottish rural poet.

The door of tht> basement-story stood

open ; and, entering, we saw a bust of

Burns in a niche, looking keener, more

refined, but not so warm and whole-soul-

ed as his pictures usually do. I think the

likeness cannot be good. In the centre

of the room stood a glass case, in which

were reposited the two volumes of the

little Pocket -Bible that Burns gave to

Highland Mary, when they pledged their

troth to one another. It is poorly print-

ed, on coarse paper. A verse of Scrip-

ture, referring to the solemnity and awful-

ness of vows, is written within the cover

of each volume, in the poet's own hand
;

and fastened to one of the covers is a lock

of Highland Mary's golden hair. This

Bible had been carried to America by
one of her relatives, but was sent back

to be fitly treasured here.

There is a staircase within the monu-

ment, by which we ascended to the top,

and had a view of both Briggs of Doon
;

the scene of Tarn O' Shanter's misadven-

ture being close at hand. Descending,
we wandered through the inclosed gar-

den, and came to a little building in a

corner, on entering which, we found the

two statues of Tarn and Sutor Wat, pon-
derous stone-work enough, yet permeated
in a remarkable degree with living warmth

and jovial hilarity. From this part of the

garden, too, we again beheld the old Brigg
of Doon, over which Tarn galloped in such

imminent and awful peril. It is a beauti-

ful object in the landscape, with one high,

graceful arch, ivy-grown, and shadowed

all over and around with foliage.

When we had waited a good while, the

old gardener came, telling us that he had

heard an excellent prayer at laying the

corner-stone of the new kirk. He now

gave us some roses and sweetbrier, and

let us out from his pleasant garden. We
immediately hastened to Kirk Alloway,
which is within two or three minutes' walk

of the monument. A few steps ascend

from the road-side, through a gate, into

the old graveyard, in the midst of which

stands the kirk. The edifice is wholly

roofless, but the side-walls and gable-ends

are quite entire, though portions of them

are evidently modern restorations. Nev-

er was there a plainer little church, or

one with smaller architectural pretension ;

no New England meeting-house has more

simplicity in its very self, though poetry
and fun have clambered and clustered so

wildly over Kirk Alloway that it is diffi-

cult to see it as it actually exists. By-the-

by, I do not understand why Satan and
an assembly of witches should hold their
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revels within a consecrated precinct ;
but square one, on the side nearest the road,

the weird scene has so established itself into which he might have peered, as he

in the world's imaginative faith that it sat on horseback. Indeed, I could easily

must be accepted as an authentic inci- have looked through it, standing on the

dent, in spite of rule and reason to the ground, had not the opening been walled

contrary. Possibly, some carnal minis- up. There is an odd kind of belfry at

ter, some priest of pious aspect and hid- the peak of one of the gables, with the

den infidelity, had dispelled the conse- small bell still hanging in it. And this is

cration of the holy edifice by his pretence all that I remember of Kirk Alloway,
of prayer, and thus made it the resort of except that the stones of its material are

unhappy ghosts and sorcerers and dev- gray and irregular,
ils. The road from Ayr passes Alloway
The interior of the kirk, even now, is Kirk, and crosses the Doon by a modern

applied to quite as impertinent a purpose bridge, without swerving much from a

as when Satan and the witches used it as straight line. To reach the old bridge, it

a dancing-hall ;
for it is divided in the appears to have made a bend, shortly af-

midst by a wall of stone-masonry, and ter passing the kirk, and then to have
each compartment has been converted turned sharply towards the river. The
into a family burial-place. The name on new bridge is within a minute's walk of

one of the monuments is Crawfurd
;
the the monument

;
and we went thither, and

other bore no inscription. It is impossi- leaned over its parapet to admire the

ble not to feel that these good people, beautiful Doon, flowing wildly and sweet-

whoever they may be, had no business to ly between its deep and wooded banks,

thrust their prosaic bones into a spot that I never saw a lovelier scene
; although

belongs to the world, and where their this might have been even lovelier, if a

presence jars with the emotions, be they kindly sun had shone upon it. The ivy-
sad or gay, which the pilgrim brings thith- grown, ancient bridge, with its high arch,

er. They shut us out from our own pre- through which we had a picture of the

oincts, too, from that inalienable pos- river and the green banks beyond, was

session which Burns bestowed in free gift absolutely the most picturesque object, in

upon mankind, by taking it from the ac- a quiet and gentle way, that ever blessed

tual earth and annexing it to the domain my eyes. Bonny Doon, with its wooded
of imagination. And here these wretch- banks, and the boughs dipping into the

ed squatters have lain down to their long water ! The memory of them, at this mo-

sleep, after barring each of the two door- ment, affects me like the song of birds,

ways of the kirk with an iron grate ! May and Burns crooning some verses, simple
their rest be troubled, till they rise and and wild, in accordance with their native

let us in 1 melody.
Kirk Alloway is inconceivably small, It was impossible to depart without

considering how large a space it fills in crossing the very bridge of Tarn's adven-

our imagination before we see it. I paced ture
;
so we went thither, over a now dig-

its length, outside of the wall, and found used portion of the road, and, standing on

it only seventeen of my paces, and not the centre of the arch, gathered some ivy-

more than ten of them in breadth. There leaves from that sacred spot. This done,

seem to have been but very few windows, we returned as speedily as might be to

all of which, if I rightly remember, are Ayr, whence, taking the rail, we soon

now blocked up with mason-work of stone, beheld Ailsa Craig rising like a pyramid
One mullioned window, tall and narrow, out of the sea. Drawing nearer to Glas-

in the eastern gable, might have been gow, Ben Lomond hove in sight, with a

seen by Tana O' Shanter, blazing with dome-like summit, supported by a shoul-

devilish light, as he approached alpng the der on each side. But a man is better

road from Ayr ;
and there is a small and than a mountain

;
and we had been hold-
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ing intercourse, if not with the reality, at

least with the stalwart ghost of one, amid

the scenes where he lived and sung. We
shall appreciate him better as a poet,

hereafter
;
for there is no writer whose

life, as a man, has so much to do with his

fame, and throws such a necessary light

upon whatever he has produced. Hence-

forth, there will be a personal warmth

for us in everything that he wrote
; and,

like his countrymen, we shall know him

in a kind of personal way, as if we had

shaken hands witn him, and felt the thrill

of his actual voice.

PASQUIN AND PASQUINADES.

AT an angle of the palace which Pius

VI., (Braschi,) with paternal liberality,

built for the residence of his family, be-

fore the French Revolution put an end

to such beneficence, stands the famous

statue of Pasquin, giving its name to the

square upon which it looks. It is little

more now than a mere trunk of marble,

bearing the marks of blows and long
hard usage. But even in this mutilated

condition it shows traces of excellent

workmanship and of pristine beauty. The
connoisseurs in sculpture praise it,* and

the antiquaries have embittered their ig-

norance in regard to it by discussions as

to whether it was a statue of Hercules,

of Alexander the Great, or of Menelaus

bearing the body of Patroclus. Disabled

and maimed as it is, it is thus only the

more fitting type of the Roman people,

of which it has been so long the acknowl-

edged mouthpiece ;
and the epigrams and

satires which have made its name famous

have gained an additional point and a

sharper sting from the patent resem-

blance in the condition of their profess-

ed author to that of those for whom he

spoke.
It is said to have been about the be-

# Bernini, being asked what was the most

beautiful statue in Rome, replied,
" That of

Pasquin." This reply the sensible Milizia tax-

es with affectation, saying, that, although an

artist may discover in the work some marks

of good design, it is now too maimed to pass
for a beautiful statue. Possibly Bernini was

thinking of his own works in comparison with

it.

ginning of the sixteenth century that the

statue was discovered and dug up near

the place where it now stands, and the

earliest account of it seems to be that

given by Castelvetro, in 1553, in his dis-

course upon a canzone by Annibal Caro.

He says, that Antonio Tibaldeo of Fer-

rara, a venerable and lettered man, re-

lates concerning this statue, that there

used to be in Rome a tailor, very skil-

ful in his trade, by the name of Pasquin,
who had a shop which was much fre-

quented by prelates, courtiers, and oth-

er people, so that he employed a great

number of workmen, who, like worthless

fellows, spent their time in speaking ill

of one person or another, sparing no one,

and finding opportunity for jests in ob-

serving those who came to the shop. This

custom became so notorious that the very

persons who were hit by these sharp

speeches joined in the laugh at them,

and felt no resentment; so that, if any
one wished to say a hard thing of anoth-

er, he did it under cover of the person
of Master Pasquin, pretending that he

had heard it said at his shop, at which

pretence every one laughed, and no one

bore a grudge. But, Master Pasquin dy-

ing, it happened, that, in improving the

street, this broken statue, which lay half

imbedded in the ground, serving as a

stepping-stone for passengers, was taken

up and set at the side of the shop. Mak-

ing use of this good chance, satirical peo-

ple began to say that Master Pasquin
had come back. The custom soon arose
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of attaching to the statue bits of writ-O

ing; and as it had been allowed to the

tailor to say everything, so by means

of the statue any one might publish

what he would not have ventured to

speak.*
Thus did Hercules or Alexander change

his name for that of Pasquin, and soon

became almost as well known throughout

Europe under his new designation as un-

der his old. If the statue were not dug

up, as is said, until the sixteenth century,

its fame spread rapidly ; for, before Lu-

ther had made himself feared at Rome,

Pasquin was already well known as the

satirist of the vices of Pope and Cardi-

nals, and as a bold enemy of the abuses

of the Church.

But the history of Pasquin is not a

mere story of Roman jests, nor is its in-

terest such alone as may arise from an

amusing, though neglected series of lit-

erary anecdotes. In the dearth of ma-

terial for the popular history of modern

Rome, it is of value as affording indica-

tions of the turn of feeling and the opin-

ions of the Romans, and of the regard in

which they held their rulers. The free

speech, which was prohibited and dan-

gerous to the living subjects of the tem-

poral power of the Popes, was a privi-

lege which, in spite of prohibition, Pas-

quin insisted upon exercising. What-

ever precautions might be taken, what-

ever penalties imposed, means were al-

ways found, when occasion arose, to affix

to the battered marble papers bearing

stinging epigrams or satirical verses,

which, once read, fastened themselves

in the memory, and spread quickly by

repetition. He could not be silenced.

" Great sums," said he one day, in an

epigram addressed to Paul III., who was

Pope from 1534 to 1549, "great sums

were formerly given to poets for singing :

how much will you give me, O Paul, to

be silent?"

* Andreas Schott, who published an Itiner-

ary of Italy about the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, copies this account, and adds,
"At present this custom is prohibited under

the heaviest penalties."

" Ut canerent data multa olim sunt vatibus

sera:

Ut taceam, quantum tu mihi, Paule, da-

bis?"

In his life of Adrian VI., the succes-

sor of Leo X., Paulus Jovius, not indeed

the most trustworthy of authorities, tells

a story which, if not true, might well be

so. He says, that the Pope, being vexed

at the free speech of Pasquin, proposed
to have him thrown into the Tiber, think-

ing thus to stop his tongue ;
but the Span-

ish legate dissuaded him, by suggesting,

with grave Spanish wisdom, that all the

frogs of the river, becoming infected with

his spirit, would adopt his style of speech
and croak only pasquinades. The con-

temptibleness of the assailant made him

the more dreaded. Did not the very
reeds tell the fatal secret about King
Midas ?

Pasquin was by no means the only fig-

ure in Rome who gave expression to

thoughts and feelings which it would have

been dangerous to the living subjects of

the ecclesiastical rule to utter aloud. His

most distinguished companion was Mar-

forio, a colossal statue of an ocean or riv-

er god, which was discovered in the six-

teenth century near the forum of Mars,

from which he derived his name. To-

ward the end of the same century, he was

placed in the lower court of the Palazzo

de' Conservator!, on the Capitol, and here

he has since remained. Dialogues were

often carried on between him and his

friend Pasquin, and a share in their con-

versation was sometimes taken by the

Facchino, or so called Porter of the Pa-

lazzo Piombino. In his " Roma Nova,"

published in 1660, Sprenger says that

Pasquin was assigned to the nobles, Mar-

forio to the citizens, and the Facchino to

the common people. But besides these

there were the Abate Luigi of the Palaz-

zo Valle, Madama Lucrezia, who still

sits behind the Venetian palace near the

Church of St. Mark, the Baboon, from

which the Via Babbuino takes its name,

and the marble portrait of Scanderbeg,

the great enemy of the Turks, on the

facade of the house which he at one
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time occupied in Rome. Each of these

personages now and then issued an epi-

gram or took part in the satirical talk

of his companions. Such a number of

cold and secure censors is not surprising

in a city like Rome, where the checks up-
on open speech are so many, and where

priests and spies exercise so close a scru-

tiny over the thoughts and words of men.

Oppression begets hypocrisy, and a ty-

rant adds to the faults of his subjects the

vices of cowardice and secrecy. Caus-

tic Forsyth, speaking of the Romans, be-

gins with the bitter remark, that " the

national character is the most ruined

thing at Rome "
;
and in the same section

he adds,
" Their humor is naturally caus-

tic
;
but they lampoon, as they stab, only

in the dark. The danger attending open
attacks forces them to confine their satire

within epigram ;
and thus pasquinade is

but the offspring of hypocrisy, the only

resource of wits who are obliged to be

grave on so many absurdities in religion

and respectful to so many upstarts in

purple." Thus if the Romans lampoon

only in the dark, the fault is to be charg-

ed against their rulers rather than them-

selves. The talent for sarcastic epigram
is hereditary with the people. The point-

ed style of Martial was handed down

through successive generations. The ep-

igram in his hands was no longer a mere

inscription, an idyl, or an elegy; it had

lost its ancient grace, but it took on a

new energy, and it set the model, which

the later Romans knew well how to copy,

of satire condensed into wit, in lines each

of whose words had a sting.

The first true Pasquinades that is,

the first of the epigrams which were affix-

ed to Pasquin, and hence derived their

name are perhaps those which belong
to the reign of Leo X. We at least have

found no earlier ones of undoubted gen-

uineness; but satires similar to those of

Pasquin, and possibly originating with

him, as they now go under the general

name of Pasquinades, were published

against the Popes who preceded Leo.

The infamous Alexander VI., the Pope
who has made his name synonymous with

the worst infamies that disgrace mankind,
was not spared the attacks of the subjects

whom he and his children, not unworthy
of such a father, degraded and abused.

Two lines could say much:
" Sextus Tarquinius, Sextus Nero, Sextus et

iste:

Semper sub Sextis perdita Koma fuit."

" Sextus Tarquinius, Sextus Nero, this

also a Sextus" (Alexander Sextus, that

is, Alexander the Sixth) :
"
always under

the Sextuses has Rome been ruined."

And as if this were not enough, anoth-

er distich struck with more directness at

the vices of the Pope :

" Vendit Alexander claves, altaria, Chris-

tum:

Emerat ille prins, vendere jure potest."

"Alexander sells the keys, the altars,

Christ. He bought them first, and has

good right to sell."*

Alexander had gained his election by
bribes which he did not pay, and prom-
ises which he did not keep ;

and Guic-

ciardini tells in a few words what use he

made of his holy office, declaring, that,
" with his immoderate ambition and poi-

soned infidelity, together with all the

horrible examples of cruelty, luxury and

monstrous covetousness, selling without

distinction both holy things and profane

things, he infected the whole world." f

* Mrs. Piozzi, in her amusing Journey

through Italy, ii. 113, quotes these verses and

gives a translation of them which shows that

she quite mistook their point. In spite of her

quoting Latin, Greek, and even on occasion

Hebrew, her scholarship was not very accu-

rate or deep.

t The Historic of Guicciardin, reduced in-

to English, by Geffray Fenton. 1579. p. 308.

Another epigram of barbarous bitterness

against Alexander refers, if we understand it

aright, to one of the gloomiest events of his

pontificate, the murder of his son Giovanni,
Duca di Gandia, by his other son, Caesar Bor-

gia. Giovanni was killed at night, and his

body was thrown into the Tiber, from which

it was recovered the next morning.
" Piscatorem homimirn ne te non, Sexte, putenms,

Piscaris natum retibus ecce tuum."

" Lest we should not fancy you, Sextus,
a fisher of men, you fish for your own son

with nets."
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In 1503, after a pontificate of eleven

years, Alexander died. Rome rejoiced.

Peace, which for a long time had been

banished from her borders, returned, and

she enjoyed for a few days unwonted

freedom from alarm and trouble. Her

happiness found expression in verse :

" Die unde, Alecto, pax hsec effulsit, et unde
Tarn subito reticent prcelia ? Sextus

obit."

"
Say whence, Alecto, has this peace

shone forth ? wherefore so suddenly has

the noise of battle ceased ? Alexander

is dead."

The rule of Borgia's successor, Pius

III., lasting only twenty-seven days, af-

forded little opportunity to the play of

indignant wit; but the nine years' reign
of Julius II., which followed, was a period
whose troubled history is recorded in the

numerous epigrams and satires to which

it gave birth. The impulsive and pas-

sionate vigor of the character of Julius,

the various fortunes of his rash enter-

prises, the troubles which his stormy and

rapacious career brought to the Papal

city, are all more or less minutely told.

The Pope began his reign with warlike

enterprises, and as soon as he could gath-
er sufficient force he set out to recover

from the Venetians territory of which they
had possession, and which he claimed as

the property of the Papal state. It was

said, that, in leading his troops out of

Rome, he threw into the Tiber, with char-

acteristic impetuosity, the keys of Peter,

and, drawing his sword from its sheath,

declared that henceforth he would trust

to the sword of Paul. The story was too

good to be lost, and it gave point to many
epigrams, of which, perhaps, the one pre-

served by Bayle is the best :

" Cum Petri nihil efficiant ad proelia claves,

Auxilio Pauli forsitan ensis erit."

" Since the keys of Peter profit not for

battle, perchance, with the aid of Paul,

the sword will answer."*

* Vasari relates, that Michel Angelo, when
he was making the bronze statue of Julius, at

Bologna, having asked the Pope if he should

put a book in his left hand,
"
No," replied

the fiery old man,
"
put a sword in it, for I

Julius was the first of the Popes of re-

cent times to allow his beard to grow, and

Raphael's noble portrait of him shows

what dignity it gave to his strongly mark-

ed face. The beard was also regarded

traditionally as having belonged to Saint

Paul. " For me," the Pope was repre-
sented as saying, "for me the beard of

Paul, the sword of Paul, all things of

Paul : that key-bearer, Peter, is no way
to my liking."

"Hue barbam Pauli, gladium Pauli, omnia
Pauli:

Claviger ille nihil ad mea vota Petrus."

But the most savage epigram against
Julius was one that recalled the name of

the great Roman, which the Pope was

supposed to have adopted in emulation

of that of Alexander, borne by his pre-
decessor :

" Julius est Eomse. Quid abest ? Date, nu-

mina, Brutum.

Nam quoties Romas est Julius, ilia perit."

" Julius is at Rome. What is want-

ing ? Ye gods, give us a Brutus ! For
when Julius is at Rome, the city is lost."

Pasquin became a recognized institu-

tion, as we have said, under Leo X., and
was taken under the protection of the

Roman people.* His popularity was such

as to lead to consequences of which he

himself complained. He was made the

vehicle of the effusions of worthless versi-

fiers, and he was forced to cry out,
" Woe

is me! even the copyist fixes his verses

upon me, and every one bestows on me
his silly trifles."

know not letters
"

:
" Mettivi una spada, che io

non so lettered

* At the beginning of his pontificate, upon
occasion of Leo's taking possession of the Lat-

eran with a solemn procession, an arch of tri-

umph was erected at the bridge of Sant' An-

gelo, which bore an inscription worthy of the

tailor's successor:

" Olim habuit Cypria sua tempera, tempora Mayors

Olim habuit, sua mine tempora Pallas habet."

" Venus once had her time, Mars also has

had his, but now Minerva rules."

The application of these verses was alike

appropriate to the life of the Pope, or to the

reigns of Alexander VL, Julius II., and the

one just beginning.
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" Me miserum ! Copista etiam mihi carmina

figit;

Et tribuit nugas jam mihi quisque suas."

He seems to have been successful in

putting a stop to this injurious treatment
;

for not long after he declared, with a sar-

casm directed against the prominent qual-

ities of his fellow-citizens,
" There is no

better man at Rome than I. I seek noth-

ing from any one. I am not wordy. I

sit here and am silent."

" Non homo me melior Romse est. Ego nil

peto ab ullo.

Non sum verbosus. Hie sedeo et taceo."

It had become the custom, upon occa-

sions of public festivity, to adorn Pasquin
with suits of garments, and with paint,

forcing him to assume from time to time

different characters according to the fan-

cy of his protectors. Sometimes he ap-

peared as Neptune, sometimes as Chance

or Fate, as Apollo or Bacchus. Thus, in

the year 1515, he became Orpheus, and,

while adorned with the plectrum and the

lyre of the poet, Marforio addressed a

distich to him in his new character, which

hints at the popular appreciation of the

Pope. The year 1515 was that of the

descent of Francis I. into Italy, and of

the bloody battle of Marignano. "In

the midst of war and slaughter and the

sound of trumpets," said Marforio,
"
you

sing and strike your lyre : this is to un-

derstand the temper ofyour Lord."

" Inter bella, tubas, caedes, canis ipse, lyram-

que
Percutis. Hoc sapere est ingenium Dom-

ini.*

But the character of most of those pas-

quinades which belong to the pontificate

* In Murray's Handbook for Rome, a book
for the most part of great accuracy, there is

a curious blunder in the account of Pasquin.
It is said, that,

" on the election of Pope Leo X.,
in 1440, the following satirical acrostic appear-

ed, to mark the date MCCCCXL. :
' Multi coed

cardinales creaverunt caecum decimum (x) Leo-

nem '
:

'

Many blind cardinals have created

a tenth blind Lion.' " Now in 1440 Leo was
not born, and no Pope was chosen in that

year. Leo was not made Pope till 1513, and
the acrostic has apparently nothing to do with

the date of his accession to the pontificate.

of Leo is so coarse as to render them

unfit for reproduction. A general licen-

tiousness pervaded Rome, and the vices

of the Pope and the higher clergy, veil-

ed, but not hidden, under the displays of

sensual magnificence and the pretended
refinements of degraded art, were readi-

ly imitated by a people taught to follow

and obey the teachings of their ecclesiasti-

cal rulers. Corruption of every sort was

common. Virtue and vice, profane and

sacred things, were alike for sale. The

Pope made money by the sale of cardi-

nalates and traffic in indulgences.
" Give

me gifts, ye spectators," begged Pasquin ;

"
bring me not verses : divine Money

alone rules the ethereal gods."

" Dona date, astantes; versus ne reddite: sola

Imperat asthereis alma Moneta deis."

Leo's fondness for buffoons, with whom
he mercilessly amused himself by tor-

menting them and exciting them to make

themselves ridiculous, is recorded in a

question put to Pasquin on one of his

changes of figure.
" Why have you not

asked, O Pasquil, to be made a buffoon ?

for at Rome everything is now permitted

to the buffoons."

" Cur non te fingi scurram, Pasquille, rogasti ?

Cum Romae scurris omnia jam liceant."

Leo died in 1521. His death was sud-

den, and not without suspicion of poison.

It was said that the last offices of the

Church were not performed for the dying

man, and an epigram sharply embodied

the report.
" Do you ask why at hia

last hour Leo could not take the sacred

things ? He had sold them."

" Sacra sub extrema, si forte requiritis, hora

Cur Leo non potuit sumere: Vendiderat."

The spirit of Luther had penetrated

through the walls of Rome
;
and though

all tongues but those of statues might be

silenced, eyes were not blinded, nor could

ears be made deaf. Nowhere was the

need of reform so felt as at Rome, but

nowhere was there so little hope for it;

for the people stood in equal need of it

with the Church, whose ministers had cor-

rupted them, and whose rulers tyrannized
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over them. "
Farewell, Rome !

"
said Pas-

quin.
"
Koma, vale ! Satis est vidisse. Revertar

Quura leno, meretrix, scurra, cinsedus

ero.'

When Leo's short-lived successor, the

gloomy Fleming, Adrian VI., who was the

author of the proposal to destroy Pasquin,

despatched his nuncio to the diet of Nu-

remberg to oppose the progress of Lu-

ther, he told him in his instructions to

"avow frankly that God has permitted
this schism and this persecution on ac-

count of the sins of men, and, above all,

of those of the priests and the prelates
of the Church." Pasquin could not have

improved on these words. And when,

twenty months after his elevation to the

papacy, this hard old man died, the in-

scription which he ordered to be put upon
his tomb was in words fit to disarm the

satirist :
" Here lies Adrian VI., who es-

teemed nothing in his life more unhappy
than that he had been called to rule":
" Adrianus VI- hie situs est, qui nil sibi

infelicius in vita quam quod imperaret
duxit."

During the pontificate of Clement VII.,

Rome suffered under calamities too terri-

ble and too depressing to admit of the fre-

quent display of the humor or the satire

of Pasquin. The siege and sack of the

city by the army of the Constable de Bour-

bon wrought too much misery to be set

in verse or to be sharpened in epigram.
One shrewd jest of this time has, indeed,
been preserved. Clement was for months

a prisoner in the Castle of Sant' Angelo,
unable to stir abroad. "

Papa non potest

errare" said Pasquin, or one of his friends,

with a play on the double meaning of the

last word, and a scoff at Papal pretension :

" The Pope cannot err
"

: he is too well

guarded to stray. But when the Pope
died in 1534, Pasquin did not spare his

memory. He had lately changed his phy-

sician, and taken one named Matteo Cur-

zio or Curtius
;
and when his death took

place, not without suspicion of malprac-

tice, the satisfaction of the people was ex-

pressed by the appearance of a portrait
of this new doctor, with the inscription, in

words borrowed from the Vulgate,
" Ecce

agnus Dei, ecce qui tollit peccata mun-
di !

" " Curtius has killed Clement," said

Pasquin.
"
Curtius, who has secured the

public health, should be rewarded."
" Curtius occidit Clementem. Curtius auro

Donandus, per quern publica parta salus."

Nor was this all. Pasquin declared,

that, on occasion of Clement's death, a

bitter strife arose between Pluto and
Saint Peter as to which should receive

the Pope:
"Noluit hunc ccelum, noluit hunc bara-

thrum."

The Saint has no place for him, and the

ruler of the lower regions fears the dis-

turbance that he will make in hell. The

quarrel is cut short by the arrival of Clem-
ent himself upon the spot, who, finding
no entrance into heaven, declares that he

will force himself into hell :

" Tartara tentemus, facilis descensus Averni."

The fifteen years of the pontificate of

Clement's successor, Paul III., years,

for the most part, of quiet and prosperity
at Rome, afforded ample opportunities
for the display of Pasquin's spirit. The

personal character of the Pope, the exac-

tions which he laid upon the Romans for

the profit of his favorites and his family,

and his unblushing nepotism were the

subjects of frequent satire. The Farnese

palace, built in great part with stone tak-

en from the Colosseum, is a standing mon-
ument of the justice of Pasquin's rebukes,
the sharpness of which is concentrated in

a single telling epigram.
" Let us pray

for Pope Paul," said Pasquin,
" for zeal

for his house is consuming him":
" Oremus pro Papa Paulo, quia zelus

Domus suse comedit ilium."

At another time Marforio addressed a

letter to Pasquin, in which he tells him

of the Pope's reply to an angel who had

been sent to him with the message,
" Feed

my sheep
" "

Charity begins at home,"
had been the answer of the Pope. And
when the Roman people had prayed Paul

to have pity on his people, Paul had re-

plied,
" It is not right to take the chil-

dren's bread and give it to dogs."
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But Pasquin was now to be brought
into greater notoriety than ever. In

spite of the efforts of the successors of

Adrian, the Reformation had rapidly ad-

vanced, and the Reformers, scorning no

weapons that might serve their cause, de-

termined to turn the wit of Pasquin to

their account In the year 1544, a little,

but thick, volume appeared, with the title,

"
Pasquillorum Toini duo." It bore no

name of editor or printer, and professed

to be published at Eleutheropolis, the

City of Freedom, or, as it might be ren-

dered in a free translation, the City of

Luther. Its 637 pages were filled with

satire
;

it was not merely a collection of

Pasquin's sayings, but it contained epi-

grams and dialogues derived from other

sources as well. The book was of a kind

to be popular, as well as to excite the

bitterest aversion of the adherents of the

Roman Church. It long since became a

.volume of excessive rarity, most of the

copies having been destroyed by zealous

Romanists. The famous scholar, Daniel

Heinsius, within a century after its pub-

lication, believed that a copy which he

purchased, at a cost of a hundred ducats,

was the only one remaining in the world,

and he inscribed the following lines upon
one of its blank pages :

" Roma meos fratres igni dedit. Unica Phoenix

Vivo, aureis venio centum Heinsio."

" Rome gave my brothers to the fire.

A solitary Phoenix, I survive, and at cost

of a hundred gold pieces I come to Hein-

sius."

But Heinsius was mistaken in suppos-

ing his copy to be unique ;
and bibli-

ographers of later date, while marking
the rarity of the book, have recorded

its existence in various libraries. At this

moment two copies are lying before us,

probably the only copies in America.*

* One of these copies was formerly in the

Royal Library at Munich, and sold as a dupli-
cate. The other has the bookplate of the

Baron de Warenghien. Colonel Stanley's

copy sold for .11 11s. The book was printed
at Basle, by Jean Oporin. See Clement, Bibl

Cur. Hist, et Crit., vii. 371. See also, for an

account of it, Sallengre, Mem. de Lift., ii. 6,

203; and Schelhorn, Amoen. Lit., iii. 151.

VOL. VI. 26

The editor of this publication was the

Piedmontese scholar and Reformer, Cce-

lius Secundus Curio. His early life had

been eventful, and he had experienced
the tender mercies of the Roman Church.

He had been persecuted, his property had

been seized, he himself compelled to fly,

on account of his liberal views. Ho had

been in the prisons of the Inquisition,

from which he had escaped only by a

successful and ingenious stratagem. At

length, wearied with contention, he took

up his abode in Protestant Switzerland,

where he passed in quiet the latter years

of his useful and honored life.* It was

while here that he compiled this book,

and sent it as a missile into the camp of

his opponents, the enemies of freedom of

thought and of the right of private judg-
ment. From this time Pasquin's fame

became universal. The words pasquil or

pasquinade were adopted into almost ev-

ery European tongue, and soon embraced

in their widening signification all sorts of

satiric epigrams. A great part of the

volume published by Curio is made up,

indeed, of attacks on the Roman Church

which have no connection with Pasquin
as their author. The style and the sub-

ject of many of them betray a German

origin ;
and some of the longer pieces

so closely resemble, in point, in humor,
and in expression, the celebrated "

Epis-

tolse Obscurorum Virorum," that there

can be little doubt that Ulrich von Hut-

ten, or some one of his coadjutors in

that clever satire on the monks and cler-

gy, had a hand in their composition.!

But, leaving the pasquinades of other

people, let us come back to the sayings

of Pasquin himself. No one has surpass-

ed him in his own way, and his store of

epigrams, illustrating life and manners

at Rome, is abundant. The pontificate

* An entertaining and curious account of

Curio and his family is to be found in a com-

memorative oration delivered in 1570 before

the Academy of Basle by Stupanus, and print-

ed by Schelhorn in Amcen. Lit., Tom. xiv.

t In two or three of the dialogues Hutten is

introduced as one of the speakers; and several

of the poetic epigrams are ascribed to him by
name.
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of Sixtus V., from 1585 to 1590, was full every one with terror and amazement."

of material for his wit. The only man And well might such a piece of Orien-

in Rome who did not tremble under the tal barbarity excite the horror of the Ro-

rod with which this hard old monk ruled mans.* Pasquin, however, was not alarm-

his people and the Church was the free- ed, and a few days afterward he appear-

spoken marble jester. The very morn- ed holding a wet shirt to dry in the sun.

ing after the election of Sixtus, Pasquin It was a Sunday morning, and Marforio,

appeared with a plate of toothpicks, and naturally surprised at such a violation of

to the question of Marforio, what he was the day, asked him why he could not wait

doing with them, he replied,
" I am tak- till Monday before drying it. Pasquin

ing them to Alexandrine, Medicis, and answered, that there was no time to lose
;

Rusticucci," the three cardinals who had for, if he waited till to-morrow to dry his

been most active in securing the Papacy shirt, he might have to pay for the sun-

for the new Pope. The point of the joke shine
; hinting at the heavy taxes which

was plain to the Romans : it meant that Sixtus had laid upon the necessaries of

his adherents, instead of gaining anything life, and from which the sunshine itself

by their efforts, had been deceived, and might not long be exempt,
would have nothing to do now but to pick It was near about this time that a car-

their teeth at leisure. icature was circulated in Rome, repre-

Leti, in his entertaining and gossipping senting Sixtus as King Stork and the

life of this most merciless of Popes, tells a Romans as frogs vainly attempting to es-

story of another pasquinade, which ex- cape from his devouring beak. Merito

hibits the temper of Sixtus. One morn- Ticec patimur,
" We suffer deservedly,"was

ing Pasquin appeared clothed in a very the legend of the picture, and the moral it

dirty shirt, and, upon being asked by Mar- conveyed was a true one. Rome was in

forio, why he wore such foul linen, re- such a state as to require the harshest

plied, he could get no other, for the Pope applications, and the despotic severity of

had made his washerwoman a princess, Sixtus did much to restore decency and

meaning thereby the Pope's sister, Donna security to life. He left the Romans in a

Camilla, who had formerly been a laun- far better condition than he found them
;

dress, but was now established with a for- and it would have been well for Rome, if

tune and a palace.
" This stinging piece among his successors there had been more

of raillery was carried directly to his Holi- to follow his example in repressing vice

ness, who ordered a strict search to be and violence, in a word, had there been

made for the author, but to no purpose, more King Storks and fewer King Logs.

Upon which he stuck up printed papers The most poetic of pasquinades, and

in all the public places of the city, prom- one in which wit rises into imagination,

ising, upon the word of a Pope, to give belongs to the pontificate of Urban VIII.

the author of the pasquinade a thousand (1623-1644.) This Pope issued a bull

pistoles and his life, provided he would excommunicating all persons who took

discover himself, but threatened to hang snuff in the churches of Seville
;
where-

him, if he was found out by any one else, upon Pasquin quoted the following verse

and offered the thousand pistoles to the from Job (xiii. 25) :
" Contra folium

informer." Upon this the author was * In Luther '

s Table- Talk, he says, "Whoso
simple enough to make confession and to in Rome is heard to speak one word against

demand the money. Sixtus paid him the Pope receiveth either a Strappecorde or

the sum, and then, saying that he had in- is punished with death, for his name is Noli

deed promised him his life, but not free- langere." Pasquin himself has hardly said

1 / i i j i.- \. j a shrewder saving than this. Noli me tan-
dom from punishment, ordered his hands , . , v . TY , ,

gere is the name under which Pius IX. pleads
to be cut off, and his tongue to be bored,

againgt the diminution of his temporal power,
" to prevent him from being so witty for wniie he threatens his opponents with the

the future." This act, says Leti,
" filled Strappecorde.
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quod vento rapitur ostendis potentiam
tuam ? et stipulam siccam persequeris ?

"

This is a very model of satire in its

kind, and of a higher kind than the pas-

quil, which Coleridge quotes as an exam-

ple of wit, upon the Pope who had em-

ployed a committee to rip up the errors

of his predecessors.
" Some one placed a pair of spurs on

the statue of St. Peter, and a label from

the opposite statue of St. Paul.

"
St. Paul. Whither, then, are you

bound ?

"
St. Peter. I apprehend danger here

;

they'll soon call me in question for de-

nying my Master.
" St. Paul. Nay, then, I had better be

off, too
;
for they'll question me for hav-

ing persecuted the Christians before my
conversion." *

In his distinction between the wit of

thoughts, of words, and of images, Cole-

ridge asserts that the first belongs emi-

nently to the Italians. Such broad as-

sertions are always open to exceptions,

and Pasquin shows that the Romans at

least are not less clever in the wit of

words than in that of thoughts. Take, for

example, the jest on Innocent X. which

Howel reports in one of his entertaining

letters. This Pope, who, says the can-

did historian, Mosheim,
" to a profound

ignorance of all those things which it was

necessary for a Christian bishop to know,

joined the most shameless indolence and

the most notorious profligacy," abandon-

ed his person, his dignity, and his gov-
ernment "to the disposal of Donna Olym-

pia Maldachini, the widow of his brother.

The portrait of the Pope may be seen in

the Doria Gallery at Rome
;
for it is still

esteemed an honor by the noble family
to which the gallery belongs to be able

to trace a relationship to a Pope, even

though so vile a one as Innocent. " Ma-

gis amat papa Olympian quam Olym-

pum" said Pasquin ;
and the pun still

clings to the memory of him whom his

authorized biographer calls "
religiosissi-

mo nelle cose divine e prudentissimo nelle

* Lectures upon Shakespeare and other Dram-

atists, ii. 90.

umane." But superlatives often have

a value in inverse ratio to their in-

tention. There is a curious story told

by the Catholic historian, Novaes, that,

after the death of Innocent, which took

place in 1655, no one could be found

willing to assume the charge of burying
him. Word was sent to Donna Olym-

pia that she should provide a coffin for

the corpse ;
but she replied that she was

only a poor widow. Of the cardinals

he had made, of the relations he had en-

riched, none was to be found who had

charity enough to treat his remains with

decency. His body was taken to a room
where some masons were at work, and

one of them out of compassion put a tal-

low candle at its head, while another,

fearing lest the mice, of which there were

many in the apartment, might disturb

the corpse, secured a person to watch it

through the night. At length one of

the officers of the court procured a cheap
coffin, and one of the canons of Saint Pe-

ter's gave five crowns to pay the expenses
of the burial.* A moralist might com-O
ment on this story, and might compare it

with another which is told in a life of In-

nocent, written during the reign of his

successor, and published with approval
at Rome. In this we are told that at

the time of his death a marvellous prod-

igy was observed
;
for that, when his corpse

was borne on a bier from Monte Cavallo

to the Vatican, at the moment of a vio-

lent storm of wind and rain, not a drop
of water fell upon it, but the bier remain-

ed perfectly dry, and the torches with

which it was accompanied were none of

them extinguished. What wonder, that,

after this, it is added,
" that his memory

is venerated in many places at Rome "
? f

Of all the troublesome race of panegyr-

ists, the Roman variety is the most in-

genious and the least to be trusted.

When Bishop Burnet was travelling

in Italy, in the year 1686, the doctrines

of the Spanish priest Molinos, the found-

*
Novaes, x. 56. Artaud de Montor, Hist,

des Pont. Rom., v. 523.

t Vita <? Innocenzio X, dal Cav. Ant. Ba-

gatta.
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er of the famous sect of Quietists, had "
Pragteriens, forsan miraris, turba, quotannis

lately become the object of attack of the Cur me Roma novam mutet in effigiem.

Jesuits and of suspicion at the Papal
Hoc urbis mores varios

'
homi mque "-

C6SSU.S

Court. His system of mystical divinity Indicat: ergo abeat qui cupit egse piug
is still of interest from its connection with

the lives of Fenelon and Madame Guyon, During the eighteenth century Italy
if not from its intrinsic character. Like did not abound in poets or wits, and
most other mystical doctrines, his teach- Master Pasquin seems to have shared in

ings seem to have been open to the charge, the dulness of the times. Toward its

that, while professedly based on the high- end, however, when Pius VI. was build-

est spirituality, they had a direct ten- ing the palace under the corner of which

dency to encourage sensuality in its most the statue was to find shelter, the marble

dangerous form. Molinos was at first representative of the tailor watched his

much favored at Rome and by the Pope proceedings with sharp observation. Long
himself

;
but at the time of Burnet's ago he had rebuked the nepotism of the

journey he was in the custody of the Popes, but Pius had forgotten his epi-

Holy Office, while his books were un- grams.
"
Cerberus," he had said,

" had

dergoing the examination which finally three mouths with which he barked
;
but

led to the formal condemnation of sixty- you have three, or even four, which bark

eight propositions contained in them, to not, but devour."

the renunciation of these propositions bv u T \, i, <. f /-< i.f 7 w Tres habuit fauces, et terno Cerberus ore
their author, and to his being sentenced Latratus intra Tartara nigra dabat.

to perpetual imprisonment. Burnet re- Et tibi plena fame tria sunt vel quatuor

lates that it happened
" in one week that ora

>

one man had been condemned to the gal-
Quse nul

[j

ktrant, quemque sed ilia vo-

leys for somewhat he had said, another

had been hanged for somewhat he had Every one who has been in Rome re-

writ, and Molinos was clapt in prison, members how often, on the repairs of an-

whose doctrine consisted chiefly in this, cient monuments, and on the pedestals
that men ought to bring their minds to a of statues or busts, are to be seen the

state of inward quietness. The Pasqui- words,
"
Munificentia Pii Sexti" thrust-

nade upon all this was, "Si parliamOj in ing themselves into notice, and occupying

galere ; si scrivemmo, impiccati ; si stiamo the place which should be filled with some

in quiete, all' Sanf Uffizio. Eh ! die biso- nobler inscription. The bad taste and

gna fare ?
" " If we speak, the galleys ;

if impertinence of this epigraph are often

we write, the gallows; if we stay quiet, enhanced by the slightness of the work

the Inquisition. Eh ! what must we do, or the gift which it commemorates. Dur-

then ?
"

ing a season of dearth at Rome, in the

With the changes of times and the sue- time of Pius, when the bakers had reduc-

cession of Popes, new material was con- ed the size of their loaves, Pasquin took

stantly afforded to Pasquin for the exer- the opportunity to satirize the selfishness

cise of his peculiar talent. Each genera- and vanity of the Pope, by exhibiting one

tion gave him fresh subject for laughter of these diminished loaves bearing the

or for rebuke. Men quickly passed away, familiar words,
"
Munificentia Pii VI"

but folly and vice remained. " Do you The French Revolution, the Napo-

wonder," said Pasquin, once, in his early Iconic occupation of Rome, the brilliant

days, referring to his changes of charac- essays of liberalism of Pius IX., the Re-

ter, "do you wonder why Rome yearly public, the siege of Rome, the reaction-

changes me to a new figure ? It is be- ary government of late years, have alike

cause of the shifting manners of the city,

v

supplied matter for Master Pasquin,

and the falling back of men. He who which he has shaped according to the

would be pious must depart from Rome." fashion of the times. He still pursues
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his ancient avocation. lies acu tetigit. ness, but the Roman spirit is not thus to

But the point of the needle is not the be roused to action. Still Pasquin de-

means by which the rents in the garment serves credit for his efforts
;
and while

of Rome are to be mended, much less other liberty is denied, the Romans may
by which her wounds are to be cauter- be glad that there is a single voice that

ized and healed. The sharp satiric tongue cannot be silenced, and a single censor

may prick her moral sense into restless- who is not to be corrupted.

THE SUMMONS.

MY ear is full of summer sounds,

With summer sights my languid eye ;

Beyond the dusty village bounds

I loiter in my daily rounds,

And in the noon-time shadows lie.

The wild bee winds his drowsy horn,

The bird swings on the ripened wheat,

The long, green lances of the corn

Are tilting in the winds of morn,
The locust shrills his song of heat.

Another sound my spirit hears,

A deeper sound that drowns them all,

A voice of pleading choked with tears,

The call of human hopes and fears,

The Macedonian cry to Paul !

The storm-bell rings, the trumpet blows
;

I know the word and countersign ;

Wherever Freedom's vanguard goes,

Where stand or fall her friends or foes,

I know the place that should be mine.

Shamed be the hands that idly fold,

And lips that woo the reed's accord,

When laggard Time the hour has tolled

For true with false and new with old

To fight the battles of the Lord !o

O brothers ! blest by partial Fate

With power to match the will and deed,

To him your summons comes too late,

Who sinks beneath his armor's weight,

And has no answer but God-speed !
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DARWIN AND HIS REVIEWERS.

THE origin of species, like all origina- unparallel. It will also claim that the

tion, like the institution of any other nat- present lines, whether on the whole real-

ural state or order, is beyond our imine- ly or only approximately parallel, sorne-

diate ken. We see or may learn how times fork or send off branches on one

things go on
;
we can only frame hy- side or the other, producing new lines,

potheses as to how they began. (varieties,) which run for a while, and for

Two hypotheses divide the scientific aught we know indefinitely, when not

world, very unequally, upon the origin interfered with, near and approximately
of the existing diversity of the plants and parallel to the parent line. This claim it

animals which surround us. One assumes can establish
;
and it may also show that

that the actual kinds are primordial ;
the these close subsidiary lines may branch

other, that they are derivative. One, that or vary again, and that those branches

all kinds originated supernatnrally and or varieties which are best adapted to

directly as such, and have continued un- the existing conditions may be continued,

changed in the order of Nature
;
the oth- while others stop or die out. And so we

er, that the present kinds appeared in may have the basis of a real theory of the

some sort of genealogical connection with diversification of species ;
and here, in-

other and earlier kinds, that they became deed, there is a real, though a narrow,
what they now are in the course of time established ground to build upon. But,
and in the order of Nature. as systems of organic Nature, both are

Or, bringing in the word species, which equally hypotheses, are suppositions of

is well defined as " the perennial succes- what there is no proof of from experi-
sion of individuals," commonly of very ence, assumed in order to account for the

like individuals, as a close corporation observed phenomena, and supported by
of individuals perpetuated by generation, such indirect evidence as can be had.

instead of election, and reducing the Even when the upholders of the former

question to mathematical simplicity of and more popular system mix up revela-

statement : species are lines of individuals tion with scientific discussion, which we

coming down from the past and running decline to do, they by no means there-

on to the future, lines receding, there- by render their view other than hypothet-

fore, from our view in either direction, ical. Agreeing that plants and animals

Within our limited view they appear to be were produced by Omnipotent fiat does

parallel lines, as a general thing neither not exclude the idea of natural order and

approaching to nor diverging from each what we call secondary causes. The rec-

other. The first hypothesis assumes that ord of the fiat
" Let the earth bring

they were parallel from the unknown be- forth grass, the herb yielding seed," etc.,

ginning and will be to the unknown end. "and it was so"; "let the earth bring
The second hypothesis assumes that the forth the living creature after his kind,

apparent parallelism is not real and com- cattle and creeping thing and beast of

plete, at least aboriginally, but approxi- the earth after his kind, and it was so"

mate or temporary ;
that we should find seems even to imply them. Agreeing

the lines convergent in the past, if we that they were formed of " the dust of

could trace them far enough ;
that some the ground

" and of thin air only leads

of them, if produced back, would fall into to the conclusion that the pristine indi-

certain fragments of lines, which have left viduals were corporeally constituted like

traces in the past, lying not exactly in existing individuals, produced through
the same direction, and these farther back natural agencies. To agree that they
into others to which they are equally were created " after their kinds

"
deter-
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mines nothing as to what were the orig-

inal kinds, nor in what mode, during what

time, and in what connections it pleased

the Almighty to introduce the first indi-

viduals of each sort upon the earth. Sci-

entifically considered, the two opposing
doctrines are equally hypothetical.

The two views very unequally divide

the scientific world
;
so that believers in

" the divine right of majorities
" need not

hesitate which side to take, at least for

the present. Up to a time within the

memory of a generation still on the stage,

two hypotheses about the nature of light

very unequally divided the scientific

world. But the small minority has al-

ready prevailed : the emission theory has

gone out; the undulatory or wave theo-

ry, after some fluctuation, has reached

high tide, and is now the pervading, the

fully established system. There was an

intervening time during which most phys-
icists held their opinions in suspense.

The adoption of the undulatory theory
of light called for the extension of the

same theory to heat, electricity, and mag-
netism, and this promptly suggested the

hypothesis of a correlation, material con-

nection, and transmutability of heat, light)

electricity, magnetism, etc.; which hy-

pothesis the physicists held in absolute

suspense until very lately, but are now

generally adopting. If not already es-

tablished as a system, it promises soon to

become so. At least, it is generally re-

ceived as a tenable and probably true

hypothesis.

Parallel to this, however less cogent the7 &

reasons, Darwin and others, having shown

it likely that some varieties of plants or

animals have diverged in time into cog-
nate species, or into forms as different as

species, are led to infer that all species

of a genus may have thus diverged from

a common stock, and thence to suppose
a higher community of origin in ages still

farther back, and so on. Following the

safe example of the physicists, and ac-

knowledging the fact of the diversifica-

tion of a once homogeneous species in-

to varieties, we may receive the theo-

ry of the evolution of these into species,

even while for the present we hold the

hypothesis of a further evolution in cool

suspense or in grave suspicion. In re-

spect to very many questions a wise man's

mind rests long in a state neither of be-

lief nor of unbelief. But your intellec-

tually short-sighted people are apt to be

preternaturally clear-sighted, and to find

their way very plain to positive conclu-

sions upon one side or the other of every
mooted question.

In fact, most people, and some philos-

ophers, refuse to hold questions in abey-

ance, however incompetent they may be

to decide them. And, curiously enough,
the more difficult, recondite, and per-

plexing the questions or hypotheses are,

such, for instance, as those about organic

Nature, the more impatient they are of

suspense. Sometimes, and evidently in

the present case, this impatience grows
out of a fear that a new hypothesis may
endanger cherished and most important
beliefs. Impatience under such circum-

stances is not unnatural, though perhaps

needless, and, if so, unwise.

To us the present revival of the deriv-

ative hypothesis, in a more winning shape
than it ever before had, was not unexpect-
ed. We wonder that any thoughtful ob-

server of the course of investigation and

of speculation in science should not have

foreseen it, and have learned at length to

take its inevitable coming patiently ;
the

more so as in Darwin's treatise it comes

in a purely scientific form, addressed only
to scientific men. The notoriety and wide

popular perusal of this treatise appear to

have astonished the author even more than

the book itself has astonished the reading
world. Coming, as the new presentation

does, from a naturalist of acknowledged
character and ability, and marked by a

conscientiousness and candor which have

not always been reciprocated, we have

thought it simply right to set forth the

doctrine as fairly and as favorably as we
could. There are plenty to decry it, and

the whole theory is widely exposed to at-

tack. For the arguments on the other

side we may look to the numerous ad-

verse publications which Darwin's volume
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has already called out, and especially to

those reviews which propose directly to

refute it. Taking various lines and re-

flecting very diverse modes of thought,

these hostile critics may be; expected to

concentrate and enforce the principal

objections which can be brought to bear

against the derivative hypothesis in gen-

eral, and Darwin's new exposition of it

in particular.

Upon the opposing side of the question

we have read with attention, 1. an arti-

cle in the " North American Review "
for

April last
;

2. one in the " Christian

Examiner," Boston, for May ;
3. M. Pic-

tet's article in the "
Bibliotheque Univer-

selle," which we have already made con-

siderable use of, which seems throughout
most able arid correct, and which in tone

and fairness is admirably in contrast with,

4. the article in the "
Edinburgh Re-

view
"

for May, attributed although

against a large amount of internal pre-

sumptive evidence to the most distin-

guished British comparative anatomist;

5. an article in the " North British Re-

view
"

for May ;
6. finally, Professor

Agassiz has afforded an early opportu-

nity to peruse the criticisms he makes in

the forthcoming third volume of his great
work by a publication of them in advance

in the " American Journal of Science
"

for July.

In our survey of the lively discussion

which has been raised, it matters little

how our own particular opinions may in-

cline. But we may confess to an impres-
sion, thus far, that the doctrine of the

permanent and complete immutability of

species has not been established, and may
fairly be doubted. We believe that spe-

cies vary, and that " Natural Selection
"

works
;
but we suspect that its operation,

like every analogous natural operation,

may be limited by something else. Just

as every species by its natural rate of

reproduction would soon fill any coun-

try it could live in, but does not, being
cheeked by some other species or some

other condition, so it may be surmised

that Variation and Natural Selection have

their Struggle and consequent Check, or

are limited by something inherent in the

constitution of organic beings. We are

disposed to rank the derivative hypoth-
esis in its fulness with the nebular hy-

pothesis, and to regard both as allowable,

as not unlikely to prove tenable in spite

of some strong objections, but as not

therefore denionstrably true. Those, if

any there be, who regard the derivative

hypothesis as satisfactorily proved must

have loose notions as to what proof is.

Those who imagine it can be easily re-

futed and cast aside must, we think, have

imperfect or very prejudiced conceptions
of the facts concerned and of the ques-
tions at issue.

We are not disposed nor prepared to

take sides for or against the new hypoth-

esis, and so, perhaps, occupy a good posi-

tion from which to watch the discussion,

and criticize those objections which are

seemingly inconclusive. On surveying
the arguments urged by those who have

undertaken to demolish the theory, we

have been most impressed with a sense

of their great inequality. Some strike

us as excellent and perhaps unanswer-

able; some, as incongruous with other

views of the same writers
; others, when

carried out, as incompatible with general

experience or general beliefs, and there-

fore as proving too much
;

still others, as

proving nothing at all : so that, on the

whole, the effect is rather confusing and

disappointing. We certainly expected a

stronger adverse case than any which the

thorough-going opposers of Darwin ap-

pear to have made out. Wherefore, if

it be found that the new hypothesis has

^grown upon our favor as we proceeded,
this must be attributed not so much to

the force of the arguments of the book

itself as to the want of force of several of

those by which it has been assailed. Dar-

win's arguments we might resist or ad-

journ ;
but some of the refutations of it

give us more concern than the book it-

self did.

These remarks apply mainly to the

philosophical and theological objections

which have been elaborately urged, al-

most exclusively by the American review-
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ers. The " North British
"
reviewer, in-

deed, roundly denounces the book as athe-

istical, but evidently deems the case too

clear for argument. The Edinburgh re-

viewer, on the contrary, scouts all such

objections, as well he may, since he

records his belief in " a continuous crea-

tive operation,"
" a constantly operating

secondary creation al law," through which

species are successively produced ;
and

he emits faint, but not indistinct, glim-

merings of a transmutation theory of his

own
;

* so that he is equally exposed to

all the philosophical objections advanced

by Agassiz, and to most of those urged

by the other American critics, against

Darwin himself.

Proposing now to criticize the critics,

so far as to see what their most general
and comprehensive objections amount to,

we must needs begin with the American

reviewers, and with their arguments ad-

duced to prove that a derivative hypoth-
esis ought not to be true, or is not possible,

philosophical, or theistic.

It must not be forgotten that on former

occasions very confident judgments have

been pronounced by very competent per-

sons, which have not been finally ratified.

Of the two great minds of the seventeenth

century, Newton and Leibnitz, both pro-

foundly religious as well as philosophical,

one produced the theory of gravitation,

the other objected to that theory that it,

was subversive of natural religion. The
nebular hypothesis a natural conse-

quence of the theory of gravitation and

of the subsequent progress of physical

* Whatever it may be, it is not " the ho-

moeopathic form of the transmutative hy-
pothesis," as Darwin's is said to be, (p. 252,
Amer. reprint,) so happily that the prescrip-
tion is repeated in the second (p. 259) and
third (p. 271) dilutions, no doubt, on Hahne-
mann's famous principle, with an increase of

potency at each dilution. Probably the sup-

posed transmutation is per saltus.
" Homoeo-

pathic doses of transmutation," indeed! Well,
if we really must swallow transmutation in

some form or other, as this reviewer inti-

mates, we might prefer the mild homoeopath-
ic doses of Darwin's formula to the allopathic

bolus which the Edinburgh general practi-

tioner appears to be compounding.

and astronomical discovery has been

denounced as atheistical even down to

our own day. But it is now largely

adopted by the most theistical natural

philosophers as a tenable arid perhaps
sufficient hypothesis, and where not ac-

cepted is no longer objected to, so far as

we know, on philosophical or religious

grounds.
The gist of the philosophical objections

urged by the two Boston reviewers against
an hypothesis of the derivation of species

or at least against Darwin's particular

hypothesis is, that it is incompatible
with the idea of any manifestation of de-

sign in the universe, that it denies final

causes. A serious objection this, and one

that demands very serious attention.

The proposition, that things and events

in Nature were not designed to be so, if

logically carried out, is doubtless tanta-

mount to atheism. Yet most people be-

lieve that some were designed and others

were not, although they fall into a hope-
less maze whenever they undertake to

define their position. So we should not

like to stigmatize as atheistically disposed
a person who regards certain things and

events as being what they are through

designed laws, (whatever that expression

means,) but as not themselves specially

ordained, or who, in another connection,

believes in general, but not in particular

Providence. We could sadly puzzle him

with questions; but in return he might

equally puzzle us. Then, to deny that

anything was specially designed to be

what it is is one proposition ;
while to

deny that the Designer supernaturally
or immediately made it so is another :

though the reviewers appear not to rec-

ognize the distinction.

Also,
"
scornfully to repudiate

"
or to

" sneer at the idea of any manifestation

of design in the material universe "* is one

thing ;
while to consider, and perhaps to

exaggerate, the difficulties which attend

the practical application of the doctrine

of final causes to certain instances is

* Vide North American Review, for April,

1860, p. 475, and Christian Examiner, for May,
p. 457.
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quite another thing: yet the Boston re-

viewers, we regret to say, have not been

duly regardful of the difference. What-

ever be thought of Darwin's doctrine, we

are surprised that he should be charged
with scorning or sneering at the opinions

of others, upon such a subject. Perhaps
Darwin's view is incompatible with final

causes
;

we will consider that question

presently; but as to the " Examiner's"

charge, that he " sneers at the idea of any
manifestation of design in the material

universe," though we are confident that

no misrepresentation was intended, we
are equally confident that it is not at all

warranted by the two passages cited in

support of it. Here are the passages :

" If green woodpeckers alone had ex-

isted, or we did not know that there

were many black and pied kinds, I dare

say that we should have thought that the

green color was a beautiful adaptation to

hide this tree-frequenting bird from its

enemies."
" If our reason leads us to admire with

enthusiasm a multitude of inimitable con-

trivances in Nature, this same reason tells

us, though we may easily err on both

sides, that some contrivances are less

perfect. Can we consider the sting of

the wasp or of the bee as perfect, which,

when used against many attacking ani-

mals, cannot be withdrawn, owing to the

backward serratures, and so inevitably

causes the death of the insect by tearing
out its viscera ?

"

If the sneer here escapes ordinary vis-

ion in the detached extracts, (one of them

wanting the end of the sentence,) it ist

if possible, more imperceptible when read

with the context. Moreover, this perusal

inclines us to think that the " Examiner"

has misapprehended the particular argu-

ment or object, as well as the spirit, of the

author in these passages. The whole reads

more naturally as a caution against the

inconsiderate use of final causes in sci-

ence, and an illustration of some of the

manifold errors and absurdities which

their hasty assumption is apt to involve,

considerations probably analogous to

those which induced Lord Bacon rather

disrespectfully to style final causes "
ster-

ile virgins." So, if any one, it is here Ba-

con that " sitteth in the seat of the scorn-

ful." As to Darwin, in the section from

which the extracts were made, he is con-

sidering a subsidiary question, and trying
to obviate a particular difficulty, but, we

suppose, wholly unconscious of denying
"
any manifestation of design in the ma-

terial universe." He concludes the first

sentence :

'
" and consequently that it was a

character of importance, and might have

been acquired through natural selection
;

as it is, I have no doubt that the color is

due to some quite distinct cause, probably
to sexual selection."

After an illustration from the vegetable

creation, Darwin adds:
" The naked skin on the head of a

vulture is generally looked at as a direct

adaptation for wallowing in putridity ;
and

so it may be, or it may possibly be due to

the direct action of putrid matter
;
but we

should be very cautious in drawing any
such inference, when we see that the skin

on the head of the clean-feeding male

turkey is likewise naked. The sutures

in the skulls of young mammals have been

advanced as a beautiful adaptation for

aiding parturition, and no doubt they fa-

cilitate or may be indispensable for this

act
;
but as sutures occur in the skulls of

young birds and reptiles, which have only

to escape from a broken egg, we may in-

fer that this structure has arisen from the

laws of growth, and has been taken ad-

vantage of in the parturition of the high-

er animals."

All this, simply taken, is beyond cavil,

unless the attempt to explain scientifical-

ly how any designed result is accomplish-

ed savors of impropriety.

In the other place, Darwin is contem-

plating the patent fact, that "
perfection

here below
"

is relative, not absolute, and

illustrating this by the circumstance, that

European animals, and especially plants,

are now proving to be better adapted for

New Zealand than many of the indige-

nous ones, that "the correction for the

aberration of light is said, on high author-
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ity, not to be quite perfect even in that solute distinctions: such, for instance, as

most perfect organ, the eye." And then the " absolute invariableness of instinct
"

;

follows the second extract of the review- an absolute want of intelligence in any
er. But what is the position of the review- brute animal; and a complete monopoly
er upon his own interpretation of these of instinct by the brute animals, so that

passages ? If he insists that green wood- this " instinct is a great matter
"

for them

peckers were specifically created so in only, since it sharply and perfectly dis-

order that they might be less liable to tinguishes this portion of organic Nature

capture, must he not equally hold that from the vegetable kingdom on the one

the black and pied ones were specifically hand and from man on the other : most

made of these colors in order that they convenient views for argumentative pur-

might be more liable to be caught ? And poses, but we suppose not borne out in

would an explanation ofthe mode in which fact.

those woodpeckers came to be green, how- In their scientific objections the two

ever complete, convince him that the col- reviewers take somewhat different lines
;

or was undesigned ? but their philosophical and theological ar-

As to the other illustration, is the re- guments strikingly coincide. They agree
viewer so complete an optimist as to in- in emphatically asserting that Darwin's

sist that the arrangement and the weap- hypothesis of the origination of species

on are wholly perfect (quoad the insect) through variation and natural selection

the normal use of which often causes the "repudiates the, whole doctrine of final

animal fatally to injure or to disembowel causes," and "
all indication of design or

itself? Either way it seems to us that purpose in the organic world," "is nei-

the argument here, as well as the insect, ther more nor less than a formal denial

performs hari-kari. of any agency beyond that of a blind

The "Examiner "adds: "We should chance in the developing or perfecting
in like manner object to the word favor- of the organs or instincts of created be-

able, as implying that some species are ings."
" It is in vain that the apolo-

placed by the Creator under unfavora- gists of this hypothesis might say that it

~ble circumstances, at least under such as merely attributes a different mode and

might be advantageously modified." But time to the Divine agency, that all the

are not many individuals and some races qualities subsequently appearing in their

of men placed by the Creator " under descendants must have been implanted,
unfavorable circumstances, at least under and remained latent in the original pair."

such as might be advantageously modi- Such a view, the Examiner declares,
"

is

fied"? Surely these reviewers must be nowhere stated in this book, and would

living in an ideal world, surrounded by be, we are sure, disclaimed by the au-
" the faultless monsters which our world thor." We should like to be informed

ne'er saw," in some elysium where im- of the grounds of this sureness. The

perfection and distress were never heard marked rejection of spontaneous genera-
of! Such arguments resemble some which tion, the statement of a belief that all

we often hear against the Bible, holding animals have descended from four or five

that book responsible as if it originated progenitors, and plants from an equal or

certain facts on the shady side of human lesser number, or, perhaps, if constrained

nature or the apparently darker lines of to it by analogy,
" from some one primor-

Providential dealing, though the facts are dial form into which life was first breath-

facts of common observation and have to ed," coupled with the expression,
" To

be confronted upon any theory. my mind it accords better with what we
The " North American "

reviewer also know of the laws impressed on matter

has a world of his own, just such a one by the Creator, that the production and
as an idealizing philosopher would be apt extinction of the past and present inhab-

to devise, that is, full of sharp and ab- itants of the world should have been due
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to secondary causes," than " that each and diversification of animal and vegeta-

species has been independently created," ble forms through the operation of sec-

these and similar expressions lead us ondary causes does or does not exclude

to suppose that the author probably does design ;
and whether the establishment

accept the kind of view which the " Ex- by adequate evidence of Darwin's partic-

aminer" is sure he would disclaim. At ular theory of diversification through va-

least, we see nothing in his scientific the- riation and natural selection would es-

ory to hinder his adoption of Lord Ba- sentially alter the present scientific and

con's Confession of Faith in this regard, philosophical grounds for theistic views
"
that, notwithstanding God hath rested of Nature. The unqualified affirmative

and ceased from creating, [in the sense judgment rendered by the two Boston

of supernatural origination,] yet, nev- reviewers evidently able and practised

ertheless, He doth accomplish and fulfil reasoners "must give us pause." We
His divine will in all things, great and hesitate to advance our conclusions in

small, singular and general, as fully and opposition to theirs. But, after full and

exactly by providence as He could by serious consideration, we are constrained

miracle and new creation, though His to say, that, in our opinion, the adoption

working be not immediate and direct, but of a derivative hypothesis, and of Dar-

by compass ;
not violating Nature, which win's particular hypothesis, if we under-

is His own law upon the creature." stand it, would leave the doctrines of

However that may be, it is undeniable final causes, utility, and special design

that Mr. Darwin has purposely been si- just where they were before. We do not

lent upon the philosophical and theolog- pretend that the subject is not environed

ical applications of his theory. This red- with difficulties. Every view is so en-

cence, under the circumstances, argues vironed
;
and every shifting of the view

design, and raises inquiry as to the final is likely, if it removes some difficulties,

cause or reason why. Here, as in higher to bring others into prominence. But

instances, confident as we are that there we cannot perceive that Darwin's theory

is a final cause, we must not be overcon- brings in any new kind of scientific diffi-

fident that we can infer the particular or culty, that is, any with which philosoph-

true one. Perhaps the author is more ical naturalists were not already familiar,

familiar with natural-historical than with Since natural science deals only with

philosophical inquiries, and, not having secondary or natural causes, the scientific

decided which particular theory about terms of a theory of derivation of species

efficient cause is best founded, he mean- no less than of a theory of dynamics
while argues the scientific questions con- must needs be the same to the theist as

cerned all that relates to secondary to the atheist. The difference appears

causes upon purely scientific grounds, only when the inquiry is carried up to

as he must do in any case. Perhaps, the question of primary cause, a ques-

confident, as he evidently is, that his view tion which belongs to philosophy. Where-

will finally be adopted, he may enjoy a fore, Darwin's reticence about efficient

sort of satisfaction in hearing it denounced cause does not disturb us. He considers

as sheer atheism by the inconsiderate, and only the scientific questions. As already

afterwards, when it takes its place with stated, we think that a theistic view of

the nebular hypothesis and the like, see Nature is implied in his book, and we

this judgment reversed, as we suppose it must charitably refrain from suggesting

would be in such event. the contrary until the contrary is logical-

Whatever Mr. Darwin's philosophy ly deduced from his positions. If, how-

may be, or whether he has any, is a ever, he anywhere maintains that the

matter of no consequence at all, compar- natural causes through which species are

ed with the important questions, whether diversified operate without an ordain-

a theory to account for the origination ing and directing intelligence, and that
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the orderly arrangements and admirable

adaptations we see all around us are for-

tuitous or blind, undesigned results, that

the eye, though it came to see, was not

designed for seeing, nor the hand for

handling, then, we suppose, he is justly

chargeable with denying, and very need-

lessly denying, all design in organic Na-

ture
;
otherwise we suppose not. Why,

if Darwin's well-known passage about the

eye
*

equivocal or unfortunate though
some of the language be does not im-

ply ordaining and directing intelligence,

then he refutes his own theory as effect-

ually as any of his opponents are likely

to do. He asks,

"May we not believe that" under

variation proceeding long enough, gen-
eration multiplying the better variations

times enough, and natural selection se-

curing the improvements "a living op-
tical instrument might be thus formed as

superior to one of glass as the works of

the Creator are to those of man ?
"

This must mean one of two things : ei-

ther that the living instrument was made
and perfected under (which is the same

thing as by) an intelligent First Cause,

or that it was not. If it was, then theism

is asserted
;
and as to the mode of opera-

tion, how do we know, and why must

we believe, that, fitting precedent forms

being in existence, a living instrument

(so different from a lifeless manufacture)
would be originated and perfected in

any other way, or that this is not the fit-

ting way ? If it means that it was not,

if he so misuses words that by the Creator

he intends an unintelligent power, undi-

rected force, or necessity, then he has

put his case so as to invite disbelief in it.

For then blind forces have produced not

only manifest adaptations of means to

specific ends, which is absurd enough,
but better adjusted and more perfect

instruments or machines than intellect

(that is, human intellect) can contrive

and human skill execute, which no

sane person will believe.

On the other hand, if Darwin even

admits we will not say adopts the

*
Page 188, English ed.

theistic view, he may save himself much

needless trouble in the endeavor to ac-

count for the absence of every sort of

intermediate form. Those in the line

between one species and another sup-

posed to be derived from it he may be

bound to provide ;
but as to " an infinite

number of other varieties not interme-

diate, gross, rude, and purposeless, the

unmeaning creations of an unconscious

cause," born only to perish, which a re-

lentless reviewer has imposed upon his

theory, rightly enough upon the athe-

istic alternative, the theistic view rids

him at once of this " scum of creation."

For, as species do not now vary at all

times and places and in all directions,

nor produce crude, vague, imperfect, and

useless forms, there is no reason for sup-

posing that they ever did. Good-for-

nothing monstrosities, failures of purpose
rather than purposeless, indeed some-

times occur
;
but these are just as anoma-

lous and unlikely upon Darwin's theory

as upon any other. For his particular

theory is based, and even over-strictly

insists, upon the most universal of phys-

iological laws, namely, that successive

generations shall differ only slightly, if

at all, from their parents ;
and this ef-

fectively excludes crude and impotent
forms. Wherefore, if we believe that the

species were designed, and that natural

propagation was designed, how can we

say that the actual varieties of the species

were not equally designed ? Have we
not similar grounds for inferring design
in the supposed varieties of a species,

that we have in the case of the supposed

species of a genus ? When a naturalist

comes to regard as three closely-related

species what he before took to be so ma-

ny varieties of one species, how has he

thereby strengthened our conviction that

the three forms were designed to have

the differences which they actually ex-

hibit ? Wherefore, so long as gradated,

orderly, and adapted forms in Nature ar-

gue design, and at least while the physi-
cal cause of variation is utterly unknown
and mysterious, we should advise Mr.

Darwin to assume, in the philosophy of his
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hypothesis, that variation has been led

alonw certain beneficial lines. StreamsO

flowing over a sloping plain by gravita-

tion (here the counterpart of natural se-

lection) may have worn their actual chan-

nels as they flowed
; yet their particular

courses may have been assigned ;
and

where we see them forming definite and

useful lines of irrigation, after a manner

unaccountable on the laws of gravitation

and dynamics, we should believe that the

distribution was designed.
To insist, therefore, that the new hy-

pothesis of the derivative origin of the

actual species is incompatible with final

causes and design is to take a position

which we must consider philosophically

untenable. We must also regard it as

unwise or dangerous, in the present state

and present prospects of physical and

physiological science. We should expect
the philosophical atheist or skeptic to take

this ground; also, until better informed,

the unlearned and unphilosophical .believ-

er
;
but we should think that the thoughtful

theistic philosopher would take the other

side. Not to do so seems to concede that

only supernatural events can be shown

to be designed, which no theist can ad-

mit, seems also to misconceive the scope
and meaning of all ordinary arguments
for design in Nature. This misconception
is shared both by the reviewers and the

reviewed. At least, Mr. Darwin uses

expressions which seem to imply that the

natural forms which surround us, because

they have a history or natural sequence,
could have been only generally, but not

particularly designed, a view at once,

superficial and contradictory; whereas

his true line should be, that his hypothe-
sis concerns the order and not the cause,

the how and not the why of the phenom-
ena, and so leaves the question of design

just where it was before.

To illustrate this first from the theist's

point of view. Transfer the question for

a moment from the origination of species

to the origination of individuals, which

occurs, as we say, naturally. Because nat-

ural, that is,
"
stated, fixed, or settled," is

it any the less designed on that account ?

We acknowledge that God is our maker,
not merely the originator of the race,

but our maker as individuals, and none

the less so because it pleased Him to make
us in the way of ordinary generation. If

any of us were born unlike our parents
and grandparents, in a slight degree, or

in whatever degree, would the case be

altered in this regard ? The whole ar-

gument in natural theology proceeds up-
on the ground that the inference for a fi-

nal cause of the structure of the hand and

of the valves in the veins is just as valid

now, in individuals produced through nat-

ural generation, as it would have been in

the case of the first man, supernaturally
created. Why not, then, just as good even

on the supposition of the descent of men
from Chimpanzees and Gorillas, since those

animals possess these same contrivances ?

Or, to take a more supposable case : If

the argument from structure to design is

convincing when drawn from a particular

animal, say a Newfoundland dog, and is

not weakened by the knowledge that this

dog came from similar parents, would it

be at all weakened, if, in tracing his gene-

alogy, it were ascertained that he was a

remote descendant of the mastiff or some

other breed, or that both these and other

breeds came (as is suspected ) from some

wolf? If not, how is the argument for

design in the structure of our particular

dog affected by the supposition that his

wolfish progenitor came from a post-ter-

tiary wolf, perhaps less unlike an exist-

ing one than the dog in question is from

some other of the numerous existing races

of dogs, and that this post-tertiary came

from an equally or more different tertiary

wolf ? And if the argument from structure

to design is not invalidated by our present

knowledge that our individual dog was

developed from a single organic cell, how

is it invalidated by the supposition of an

analogous natural descent, through a long

line of connected forms, from such a cell,

or from some simple animal, existing ages

before there were any dogs ? Again, sup-

pose we have two well-known and very

decidedly different animals or plants, A
and D, both presenting, in their structure
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and in their adaptations to the condi-

tions of existence, as valid and clear evi-

dence of design as any animal or plant

ever presented : suppose we have now
discovered two intermediate species, B
and C, which make up a series with equa-

ble differences from A to D. Is the proof

of design or final cause in A and I), what-

ever it amounted to, at all weakened by
the discovered intermediate forms ? Rath-

er does not the proof extend to the inter-

mediate species, and go to show that all

four were equally designed?. Suppose,

now, the number of intermediate forms

to be much increased, and therefore the

gradations to be closer yet, as close as

those between the various sorts of dogs,

or races of men, or of horned cattle :

would the evidence of design, as shown

in the structure of any of the members

of the series, be any weaker than it was

in the case of A and D ? Whoever con-

tends that it would be should likewise

maintain that the origination of individu-

als by generation is incompatible with de-

sign, and so take a consistent atheistical

view of Nature. Perhaps we might all have

confidently thought so, antecedently to ex-

perience of the fact of reproduction. Let

our experience teach us wisdom.

These illustrations make it clear that

the evidence of design from structure

and adaptation is furnished complete by
the individual animal or plant itself, and

that our knowledge or our ignorance of

the history of its formation or mode of

production adds nothing to it and takes

nothing away. We infer design from

certain arrangements and results; and

we have no other way of ascertaining it.

Testimony, unless infallible, cannot prove

it, and is out of the question here. Tes-

timony is not the appropriate proof of

design : adaptation to purpose is. Some

arrangements in Nature appear to be

contrivances, but may leave us in doubt.

Many others, of which the eye and the

hand are notable examples, compel be-

lief with a force not appreciably short

of demonstration. Clearly to settle that

these must have been designed goes far

towards proving that other organs and

other seemingly less explicit adaptations

in Nature must also have been designed,

and clinches our belief, from manifold

considerations, that all Nature is a pre-

concerted arrangement, a manifested de-

sign. A strange contradiction would it

be to insist that the shape and markings
of certain rude pieces of flint, lately found

in drift deposits, prove design, but that

nicer and thousand -fold more complex

adaptations to use in animals and vege-
tables do not a fortiori argue design.

We could not affirm that the argu-
ments for design in Nature are conclusive

to all minds. But we may insist, upon

grounds already intimated, that whatever

they were good for before Darwin's book

appeared, they are good for now. To
our minds the argument from design al-

ways appeared conclusive of the being
and continued operation of an intelligent

First Cause, the Ordainer of Nature
;
and

we do not see that the grounds of such

belief would be disturbed or shifted by
the adoption of Darwin's hypothesis. We
are not blind to the philosophical difficul-

ties which the thorough-going implication

of design in Nature has to encounter, nor

is it our vocation to obviate them. It suf-

fices us to know that they are not new nor

peculiar difficulties, that, as Darwin's

theory and our reasonings upon it did not

raise these perturbing spirits, they are

not bound to lay them. Meanwhile, that

the doctrine of design encounters the very
same difficulties in the material that it

does in the moral world is just what ought
to be expected.

So the issue between the skeptic and

the theist is only the old one, long ago

argued out, namely, whether organic

Nature is a result of design or of chance.

Variation and natural selection open no

third alternative
; they concern only the

question, How the results, whether fortui-

tous or designed, may have been brought
about. Organic Nature abounds with un-

mistakable and irresistible indications of

design, and, being a connected and con-

sistent system, this evidence carries the im-

plication of design throughout the whole.

On the other hand, chance carries no
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probabilities with it, can never be de-

veloped into a consistent system ; but,

when applied to the explanation of or-

derly or beneficial results, heaps up im-

probabilities at every step beyond all

computation. To us, a fortuitous Cos-

mos is simply inconceivable. The alter-

native is a designed Cosmos.

It is very easy to assume, that, because

events in Nature are in one sense acci-

dental, and the operative forces which

bring them to pass are themselves blind

and unintelligent, (all forces are,) there-

fore they are undirected, or that he who

describes these events as the results of

such forces thereby assumes that they are

undirected. This is the assumption of

the Boston reviewers, and of Mr. Agas-

siz, who insists that the only alternative

to the doctrine, that all organized beings

were supernaturally created as they are,

is, that they have arisen spontaneously

through the omnipotence of matter*

As to all this, nothing is easier than to

bring out in the conclusion what you in-

troduce in the premises. If you import
atheism into your conception of variation

and natural selection, you can readily ex-

hibit it in the result. If you do no*, put
it in, perhaps there need be none to

come out. While the mechanician is

considering a steamboat or locomotive

engine as a material organism, and con-

templating the fuel, water, and steam,

the source of the mechanical forces and

how they operate, he may not have occa-

sion to mention the engineer. But, the

orderly and special results accomplished,
the why the movement is in this or that

particular direction, etc., are inexplicable

without him. If Mr. Darwin believes

that the events which he supposes to

have occurred and the results we behold

were undirected and undesigned, or if

the physicist believes that the natural

forces to which he refers phenomena are

uncaused and undirected, no argument
is needed to show that such belief is athe-

ism. But the admission of the phenom-
ena and of these natural processes and

* In American Journal of Science, July, 1860,

pp. 148, 149.

forces does not necessitate any such be-

lief, nor even render it one whit less im-

probable than before.

Surely, too, the accidental element may
play its part in Nature without negativ-

ing design in the theist's view. He be-

lieves that the earth's surface has been

very gradually prepared for man and the

existing animal races, that vegetable mat-

ter has through a long series of genera-
tions imparted fertility to the soil in or-

der that it may support its present occu-

pants, that even beds of coal have been

stored up for man's benefit. Yet what

is more accidental, and more simply the

consequence of physical agencies, than

the accumulation of vegetable matter in

a peat-bog, and its transformation into

coal? No scientific person at this day
doubts that our solar system is a progres-
sive development, whether in his concep-
tion he begins with molten masses, or aeri-

form or nebulous masses, or with a fluid

revolving mass of vast extent, from which

the specific existing worlds have been de-

veloped one by one. What theist doubts

that the actual results of the development
in the inorganic worlds are not merely

compatible with design, but are in the

truest sense designed results ? Not Mr.

Agassiz, certainly, who adopts a remark-

able illustration of design directly found-

ed on the nebular hypothesis, drawing
from the position and times of revolution

of the worlds so originated
" direct evi-

dence that the physical world has been

ordained in conformity with laws which

obtain also among living beings." But

the reader of the interesting exposition
*

will notice that the designed result has

been brought to pass through what, speak-

ing after the manner of men, might be

called a chapter of accidents. A natu-

ral corollary of this demonstration would

seem to be, that a material connection be-

tween a series of created things such

as the development of one of them from

another, or of all from a common stock

is highly compatible with their intel-

lectual connection, namely, with their be-

* In Contributions to the Nat. Hist, of U. &,

Vol. i. pp. 128, 129.
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ing designed and directed by one mind.

Yet, upon some ground, which is not ex-

plained, and which we are unable to con-

jecture, Mr. Agassiz concludes to the

contrary in the organic kingdoms, and

insists, that, because the members of such

a series have an intellectual connection,
"
they cannot be the result of a material

differentiation ofthe objects themselves,"*

that is, they cannot have had a genealog-

ical connection. But is there not as much

intellectual connection between succes-

sive generations of any species as there

is between the several species of a genus
or the several genera of an order ? As

the intellectual connection here is realiz-

ed through the material connection, why

may it not be so in the case of species

and genera ? On all sides, therefore, the

implication seems to be quite the other

way.

Returning to the accidental element,

it is evident that the strongest point

against the compatibility of Darwin's hy-

pothesis with design in Nature is made

when natural selection is referred to as

picking out those variations which are im-

provements from a vast number which

are not improvements, but perhaps the

contrary, and therefore useless or pur-

poseless, and born to perish. But even

here the difficulty is not peculiar ;
for Na-

ture abounds with analogous instances.

Some of our race are useless, or worse,

as regards the improvement of mankind
;

yet the race may be designed to im-

prove, and may be actually improving.
The whole animate life of a country de-

pends absolutely upon the vegetation ;

the vegetation upon the rain. The mois-

ture is furnished by the ocean, is raised

by the sun's heat from the ocean's sur-

face, and is wafted inland by the winds.

But what multitudes of rain-drops fall

back into the ocean, are as much without

a final cause as the incipient varieties

which come to nothing ! Does it, there-

fore, follow that the rains which are be-

stowed upon the soil with such rule and

average regularity were not designed to

* Contr. Nat. Hist. U. 8., Vol. i. p. 130
;
and

Amer. Journal of Science, July, 1860, p. 143.

VOL. VI. 27

support vegetable and animal liie ? Con-

sider, likewise, the vast proportion of

seeds and pollen, of ova and young, a

thousand or more to one, which come

to nothing, and are therefore purpose-
less in the same sense, and only in the

same sense, as are Darwin's unimproved
and unused slight variations. The world

is full of such cases
;
and these must an-

swer the argument, for we cannot, ex-

cept by thus showing that it proves too

much.

Finally, it is worth noticing, that, though
natural selection is scientifically explica-

ble, variation is not. Thus far the cause

of variation, or the reason why the off-

spring is sometimes unlike the parents, is

just as mysterious as the reason why it is

generally like the parents. It is now as

inexplicable as any other origination ;
and

if ever explained, the explanation will

only carry up the sequence of secondary
causes one step farther, and bring us in

face of a somewhat different problem,
which will have the same element of mys-

tery that the problem of variation has

now. Circumstances may preserve or

may destroy the variations
;
man may

use or direct them
;
but selection, wheth-

er artificial or natural, no more originates

them than man originates the power
which turns a wheel, when he dams a

stream and lets the water fall upon it.

The origination of this power is a ques-

tion about efficient cause. The tenden-

cy of science in respect to this obviously

is not towards the omnipotence of matter,

as some suppose, but towards the omnip-
otence of spirit.

So the real question we come to is as

to the way in which we are to conceive

intelligent and efficient cause to be ex-

erted, and upon what exerted. Are we
bound to suppose efficient cause in all

cases exerted upon nothing to evoke

something into existence, and this thou-

sands of times repeated, when a slight

change in the details would make all the

difference between successive species ?

Why may not the new species, or some

of them, be designed diversifications of

the old ?
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There are, perhaps, only three views generation, and admits of intervention at

of efficient cause which may claim to be the beginning of organic life, and proba-
both philosophical and theistic. bly in more than one instance, he is not

1. The view of its exertion at the be- wholly excluded from adopting the mid-

ginning of time, endowing matter and die view, although the interventions he

created things with forces which do the would allow are few and far back. Yet

work and produce the phenomena. one interposition admits the principle as

2. This same view, with the theory of well as more. Interposition presupposes
insulated interpositions, or occasional di- particiular necessity or reason for it, and

rect action, engrafted upon it, the view raises the question, When and how often

that events and operations in general go it may have been necessary. It would be

on in virtue simply of forces communi- the natural supposition, if we had only
cated at the first, but that now and then, one set of species to account for, or if

and only now and then, the Deity puts the successive inhabitants of the earth

his hand directly to the work. had no other connections or resemblances

3. The theory of the immediate, order- than those which adaptation to similar

ly, and constant, however infinitely di- conditions might explain. But if this ex-

versified, action of the intelligent efficient planation of organic Nature requires one

Cause. to "
believe, that, at innumerable periods

It must be allowed, that, while the third in the earth's history, certain elemental

is preeminently the Christian view, all atoms have been commanded suddenly
three are philosophically compatible with to flash into living tissues," and when the

design in Nature. The second is prob- results are seen to be all orderly, accord-

ably the popular conception. Perhaps ing to a few types, we cannot wonder

most thoughtful people oscillate from the that such interventions should at length

middle view towards the first or the third, be considered, not as interpositions 01

adopting the first on some occasions, interferences, but rather as " exertions

the third on others. Those philosophers so frequent and beneficent that we come

who like and expect to settle all mooted to regard them as the ordinary action of

questions will take one or the other ex- Him who laid the foundations of the earth,

treme. The " Examiner "
inclines to- and without whom not a sparrow falleth

wards, the "North American" reviewer to the ground."*

fully adopts, the third view, to the logical What does the difference between Mr,

extent of maintaining that " the origin Darwin and his reviewer now amount to r

of an individual, as well as the origin of If we say that according to one view the

a species or a genus, can be explained origination of species is natural, accord-

only by the direct action of an intelli- ing to the other miraculous, Mr. Darwin

gent creative cause." This is the line for agrees that " what is natural as much

Mr. Darwin to take
;
for it at once and requires and presupposes an intelligent

completely relieves his scientific theory mind to render it so, that is, to effect

from every theological objection which it continually or at stated times, as

his reviewers have urged against it. what is supernatural does to effect it foi

At present we suspect that our author once."f He merely inquires into the

prefers the first conception, though he form of the miracle, may remind us that

might contend that his hypothesis is com- all recorded miracles (except the primal

patible with either of the three. That creation of matter) were transformations

it is also compatible with an atheistic or or actions in and upon natural things,

pantheistic conception of the universe is and will ask how many times and how

an objection which, being shared by all
.

J
. . ,1-1 * North American Review, for April, I860,

physical science, and some ethical or mor- fno1 ^
p. 5()o.

al, cannot specially be urged against Dar- t vide mottoes to the second edition of Dar-

win's system. As he rejects spontaneous win's work.
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frequently may the origination of succes-

sive species be repeated before the super-

natural merges in the natural.

In short, Darwin maintains that the

origination of a species, no less than that

of an individual, is natural. The review-

er, that the natural origination of an in-

dividual, no less than the origination of a

species, requires and presupposes Divine

power. A fortiori, then, the origination

of a variety requires and presupposes Di-

vine power. And so between the scien-

tific hypothesis of the one and the philo-

sophical conception of the other no con-

trariety remains. " A proper view of the

nature of causation .... places the vital

doctrine of the being and the providence
of a God on ground that can never be

shaken." * A true and worthy conclu-

sion, and a sufficient answer to the denun-

ciations and arguments of the rest of the

article, so far as philosophy and natural

theology are concerned. If a writer must

needs use his own favorite dogma as a

weapon with which to give coup de grace
to a pernicious theory, he should be care-

ful to seize it by the handle, and not by
the blade.

We can barely glance at a subsidiary

philosophical objection of the " North

American "
reviewer, which the " Exam-

iner" also raises, though less explicitly.

Like all geologists, Mr. Darwin draws up-
on time in the most unlimited manner. He
is not peculiar in this regard. Mr. Agassiz
tells us that the conviction is

" now univer-

sal among well-informed naturalists, that

this globe has been in existence for innu-

merable ages, and that the length of time

elapsed since it first became inhabited

cannot be counted in years." Pictet, that

the imagination refuses to calculate the

immense number of years and of ages

during which the faunas of thirty or more

epochs have succeeded one another, and

developed their long succession of gener-
ations. Now the reviewer declares that

such indefinite succession of ages is
" vir-

tually infinite,"
" lacks no characteristic of

eternity except its name," at least, that

" the difference between such a concep-
* North American Review, 1. c. p. 504.

tion and that of the strictly infinite, if any,

is not appreciable." But infinity belongs
to metaphysics. Therefore, he concludes,

Darwin supports his theory, not by scien-

tific, but by metaphysical evidence ; his

theory is
"
essentially and completely met-

aphysical in character, resting altogether

upon that idea of 'the infinite' which the

human mind can neither put aside nor

comprehend."
* And so a theory which

will be generally objected to as much too

physical is transposed by a single syllo-

gism to metaphysics.

Well, physical geology must go with

it : for, even on the soberest view, it de-

mands an indefinitely long time antece-

dent to the introduction of organic life

upon our earth. A fortiori is physical

astronomy a branch of metaphysics, de-

manding, as it does, still larger
" instal-

ments of infinity," as the reviewer calls

them, both as to time and number. More-

over, far the greater part of physical in-

quiries now relate to molecular actions,

which, a distinguished natural philosopher
informs us,

" we have to regard as the re-

sults of an infinite number of infinitely

small material particles, acting on each

other at infinitely small distances," a tri-

ad of infinites, and so physics becomes

the most metaphysical of sciences.

Verily, on this view,

"
Thinking is but an idle waste of thought,
And nought is everything, and everything is

nought."

The leading objection of Mr. Agassiz is

likewise of a philosophical character. It

is, that species exist only
" as categories

of thought," that, having no material

existence, they can have had no material

variation, and no material community of

origin. Here the predication is of spe-
cies in the subjective sense, while the in-

ference is applied to them in the objec-
tive sense. Reduced to plain terms, the

argument seems to be : Species are ideas
;

therefore the objects from which the idea

is derived cannot vary or blend, cannot

have had a genealogical connection.

The common view of species is, that,

* North American Review, 1. c. p. 487, et pas-
sim.
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although they are generalizations, yet they sentatives which could have no commu-
have a direct objective ground in Nature, nity of origin ;

that orders represent the

which genera, orders, etc., have not. Ac- different degrees of complication in the

cording to the succinct definition of Jus- mode of execution of each class, and

sieu, and that of Linnaeus is identical therefore embrace representatives which

in meaning, a species is the perennial could not have a community of origin any
succession of similar individuals in con- more than the members of different class-

tinued generations. The species is the es or branches
;
that families are founded

chain of which the individuals are the upon different patterns of form, and em-

links. The sum of the genealogically brace representatives equally independ-
connected similar individuals constitutes ent in their origin ;

that genera are found-

the species, which thus has an actuality ed upon ultimate peculiarities of structure,

and ground of distinction not shared by embracing representatives which, from the

genera and other groups which were not very nature of their peculiarities, could

supposed to be genealogically connected, have no community of origin ;
and that,

How a derivative hypothesis would modi- finally, species are based upon relations

fy this view, in assigning to species only a and proportions that exclude, as much as

temporary fixity, is obvious. Yet, if natu- all the preceding distinctions, the idea of

ralists adopt this hypothesis, they will still a common descent.

retain Jussieu's definition, which leaves "As the community ofcharacters among
untouched the question as to how and the beings belonging to these different cat-

when the "perennial successions" were egories arises from the intellectual con-

established. The practical question will nection which shows them to be catego-

only be, How much difference between ries of thought, they cannot be the result

two sets of individuals entitles them to of a gradual material differentiation of

rank under distinct species ;
and that is the objects themselves. The argument

the practical question now, on whatever on which these views are founded may
theory. The theoretical question is as be summed up in the following few words :

stated at the beginning of this long arti- Species, genera, families, etc., exist as

cle whether these specific lines were thoughts, individuals as facts."*

always as distinct as now. An ingenious dilemma caps the argu-
Mr. Agassiz has " lost no opportunity ment :

of urging the idea, that, while species have "It seems to me that there is much

no material existence, they yet exist as confusion of ideas in the general state-

categories of thought in the same way ment of the variability of species so often

[and only in the same way] as genera, repeated lately. If species do not exist

families, orders, classes," etc. He " has at all, as the supporters of the transmuta-

taken the ground, that all the natural di- tion theory maintain, how can they vary ?

visions in the animal kingdom are prima- and if individuals alone exist, how can

rily distinct, founded upon different cate- the differences which may be observed

gories of characters, and that all exist in among them prove the variability of spe-

the same way, that is, as categories of cies ?
"

thought, embodied in individual living Now we imagine that Mr. Darwin need

forms. I have attempted to show that not be dangerously gored by either horn

branches in the animal kingdom are found- of this curious dilemma. Although we

ed upon different plans of structure, and ourselves cherish old-fashioned prejudices

for that very reason have embraced from in favor of the probable permanence, and

the beginning representatives between therefore ofa more stable objective ground

which there could be no community of of species, yet we agree and Mr. Dar-

origin ;
that classes are founded upon dif- win will agree fully with Mr. Agassiz

ferent modes of execution of these plans, * In American Journal of Science, July, 1860,
and therefore they also embrace repre- p. 143.
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that species, and he will add varieties,
" exist as categories of thought," that is,

as cognizable distinctions, which is all

that we can make of the phrase here,

whatever it may mean in the Aristotelian

metaphysics. Admitting that species are

only categories of thought, and not facts

or things, how does this prevent the indi-

viduals, which are material things, from

having varied in the course of time, so as

to exemplify the present almost innumer-

able categories of thought, or embodiments

of Divine thoughts in material forms, or

viewed on the human side in forms

marked with such orderly and graduated
resemblances and differences as to sug-

gest to our minds the idea of species, gen-

era, orders, etc., and to our reason the

inference of a Divine original ? We
have no clear idea how Mr. Agassiz in-

tends to answer this question, in saying
that branches are founded upon different

plans of structure, classes upon different

modes of execution of these plans, orders

on different degrees of complication in

the mode of execution, families upon dif-

ferent patterns of form, genera upon ulti-

mate peculiarities of structure, and spe-

cies upon relations and proportions. That

is, we do not perceive how these several
"
categories of thought

"
exclude the pos-

sibility or the probability that the indi-

viduals which manifest or suggest the

thoughts had an ultimate community of

origin. Moreover, Mr. Darwin would

insinuate that the particular philosophy
of classification upon which this whole

argument reposes is as purely hypotheti-
cal and as little accepted as his own doc-

trine. If both are pure hypotheses, it is

hardly fair or satisfactory to extinguish
the one by the other. If there is no real

contradiction between them, there is no

use in making the attempt.
As to the dilemma propounded, sup-

pose we try it upon that category of

thought which we call chair. This is a

genus, comprising the common chair,

(Sella vulcjaris,} the arm or easy chair,

cathedra,} the rocking chair, ( oscil-

widely distributed in the United

States, and some others, each of which

has sported, as the gardeners say, into

many varieties. But now, as the genus
and the species have no material exis-

tence, how can they vary ? If individ-

uals alone exist, how can the differen-

ces which may be observed among them

prove the variability of the species V To
which we reply by asking, Which does the

question refer to, the category of thought,
or the individual embodiment ? If the

former, then we would remark that our

categories of thought vary from time to

time in the readiest manner. And, al-

though the Divine thoughts are eternal,

yet they are manifested in time and suc-

cession, and by their manifestation only
can we know them, how imperfectly !

Allowing that what has no material ex-

istence can have had no material con-

nection and no material variation, we
should yet infer that what had intellec-

tual existence and connection might have

intellectual variation
; and, turning to the

individuals which represent the species,

we do not see how all this shows that

they may not vary. Observation shows

us that they do. Wherefore, taught by
fact that successive individuals do vary,
we safely infer that the idea 'or intention

must have varied, and that this variation

of the individual representatives proves
the variability of the species, whether

subjectively or objectively regarded.
Each species or sort of chair, as we

have said, has its varieties, and one spe-

cies shades off by gradations into anoth-

er. And note it well these numer-

ous and successively slight variations and

gradations, far from suggesting an acci-

dental origin to chairs and to their forms,

are very proofs of design.

Again, edifice is a generic category of

thought. Egyptian, Grecian, Byzantine,

and Gothic buildings are well-marked

species, of which each individual build-

ing of the sort is a material embodiment.

Now the question is, whether these gat-

egories of thought may not have been

evolved, one from another, in succession,

or from some primal, less specialized, edi-

ficial category. What better evidence

for such hypothesis could we have than
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the variations and grades which connect

one of these species with another V We
might extend the parallel, and get some

good illustrations of natural selection from

the history of architecture, the probable

origin of the different styles, and their

adaptation to different climates and con-

ditions. Two qualifying considerations

are noticeable. One, that houses do not

propagate, so as to produce continuing
lines of each sort and variety ;

but this

is of small moment on Agassiz's view, he

holding that genealogical connection is

not of the essence of species at all. The

other, that the formation and develop-

ment of the ideas upon which human
works proceed is gradual ; or, as the

same great naturalist well states it,
" while

human thought is consecutive, Divine

thought is simultaneous." But we have

no right to affirm this of Divine action.

We must close here. We meant to

review some of the more general scientif-

ic objections which we thought not alto-

gether tenable. But, after all, we are

not so anxious just now to know whether

the new theory is well founded on facts

as whether it would be harmless, if it

were. Besides, we feel quite unable to

answer some of these objections, and it is

pleasanter to take up those which one

thinks he can.

Among the unanswerable, perhaps the

weightiest of the objections, is that of the

absence, in geological deposits, of vesti-

ges of the intermediate forms which the

theory requires to have existed. Here

all that Mr. Darwin can do is to insist

upon the extreme imperfection of the ge-

ological record and the uncertainty of

negative evidence. But, withal, he al-

lows the force of the objection almost as

much as his opponents urge it, so much

so, indeed, that two of his English critics

turn the concession unfairly upon him,

and charge him with actually basing his

hypothesis upon these and similar diffi-

culties, as if he held it because of the

difficulties, and not in spite of them
;

a

handsome return for his candor !

As to this imperfection of the geologi-

cal record, perhaps we should get a fair

and intelligible illustration of it by imag-

ining the existing animals and plants of

New England, with all their remains and

products since the arrival of the May-
flower, to be annihilated

;
and that, in the

coming time, the geologists of a new col-

ony, dropped by the New Zealand fleet

on its way to explore the ruins of London,

undertake, after fifty years of examina-

tion, to reconstruct in a catalogue the

flora and fauna of our day, that is, from

the close of the glacial period to the pres-
ent time. With all the advantages of a

surface exploration, what a beggarly ac-

count it must be ! How many of the

land animals and plants which are enu-

merated in the Massachusetts official re-

ports would it be likely to contain ?

Another unanswerable question asked

by the Boston reviewers is, Why, when
structure and instinct or habit vary, as

they must have varied, on Darwin's hy-

pothesis, they vary together and har-

moniously, instead of vaguely. We can-

not tell, because we cannot tell why either

should vary at all. Yet, as they both do

vary in successive generations, as is

seen under domestication, and are cor-

related, we can only adduce the fact

Darwin may be precluded from this an-

swer, but we may say that they vary to-

gether because designed to do so. A re-

viewer says that the chance of their vary-

ing together is inconceivably small
; yet,

if they do not, the variant individuals

must perish. Then it is well that it is

not left to chance. As to the fact: be-

fore we were born, nourishment and the

equivalent to respiration took place in a

certain way. But the moment we were

ushered into this breathing world, our

actions promptly conformed, both as to

respiration and nourishment, to the be-

fore unused structure and to the new

surroundings.
" Now," says the "

Examiner,"
"
suppose,

for instance, the gills of an aquatic animal

converted into lungs, while instinct still

compelled a continuance under water,

would not drowning ensue ?
" No doubt.

But simply contemplating the facts, in-
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stead of theorizing we notice that young far more competent observer, Mr. Agas-

frogs do not keep their heads under water siz, to whose conclusions we yield a gen-

after ceasing to be tadpoles. The instinct eral assent, although we cannot quite

promptly changes with the structure, with- place the best of dogs
" in that respect

out supernatural interposition, just as upon a level with a considerable portion

Darwin would have it, if the development of poor humanity," nor indulge the hope,

of a variety or incipient species, though or, indeed, the desire, of a renewed ac-

rare, were as natural as a metamorphosis, quaintance with the whole animal king-
" Or if a quadruped, not yet furnished dom in a future life.*

with wings, were suddenly inspired with The assertion, that acquired habitudes

the instinct of a bird, and precipitated or instincts, and acquired structures, are

itself from a cliff, would not the descent not heritable, any breeder or good ob-

be hazardously rapid?" Doubtless the server can refute.

animal would be no better supported than That " the human mind has become

the objection. Darwin makes very little what it is out of a developed instinct "| is

indeed of voluntary efforts as a cause of a statement which Mr. Darwin nowhere

change, and even poor Lamarck need not makes, and, we presume, would not ac-

be caricatured. He never supposed that cept. As to his having us believe that

an elephant would take such a notion in- individual animals acquire their instincts

to his wise head, or that a squirrel would gradually, J this statement must have been

begin with other than short and easy penned in inadvertence both of the very

leaps ;
but might not the length of the definition of instinct, and of everything

leap be increased by practice ? we know of in Mr. Darwin's book.

The " North American
"
reviewer's posi- It has been attempted to destroy the

tion, that the higher brute animals have very foundation of Darwin's hypothesis

comparatively little instinct and no intel- by denying that there are any wild vari-

ligence, is a heavy blow and great dis- eties, to speak of, for natural selection to

couragement to dogs, horses, elephants, operate upon. We cannot gravely sit

and monkeys. Stripped of their all, and down to prove that wild varieties abound,

left to shift for themselves as they can in We should think it just as necessary to

this hard world, their pursuit and seem- prove that snow falls in winter. That

ing attainment of knowledge under such variation among plants cannot be largely

peculiar difficulties is interesting to con- due to hybridism, and that their variation

template. However, we are not so sure in Nature is not essentially different from

as is the critic that instinct regularly in- much that occurs in domestication, we
creases downward and decreases upward could show, if our space permitted.
in the scale of being. Now that the case As to the sterility of hybrids, that can

of the bee is reduced to moderate proper- no longer be insisted upon as absolutely

tions,* we know of nothing in instinct true, nor be practically used as a test

surpassing that of an animal so high as between species and varieties, unless we
a bird, the Talegal, the male of which allow that hares and rabbits are of one

plumes himself upon making a hot-bed species. That it subserves a purpose in

in which to hatch his partner's eggs, keeping species apart, and was so design-

which he tends and regulates the heat ed, we do not doubt. But the critics fail

of about as carefully and skilfully as the to perceive that this sterility proves noth-

unplumed biped does an eccaleobion.f ing against the derivative origin of the

As to the real intelligence of the higher actual species ;
for it may as well have

brutes, it has been ably defended by a been intended to keep separate those

* Vide article by Mr. C. Wright, in the * Contributions ; Essay on Classification, etc.,

Mathematical Monthly for May last. Vol. i. pp. 60-66.

t Vide Edinburgh Revieio for January, 1860, t North Amer. Review, April, 1860, p. 475.

article on "
Acclimatization," etc. J Amer. Journal ofScience, July, 1860, p. 146.
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forms which have reached a certain as true. The time has not come for that,

amount of divergence as those which and perhaps never will. We also advise

were always thus distinct. against a similar credulity on the other

The argument for the permanence of side, in a blind faith that species that

species, drawn from the identity with the manifold sorts and forms of existing

those now living of cats, birds, and oth- animals and vegetables "have no sec-

cr animals, preserved in Egyptian cata- ondary cause." The contrary is already

combs, was good enough as used by Cu- not unlikely, and we suppose will here-

vier against St. Hilaire, that is, against after become more and more probable,

the supposition that time brings about a But we are confident, that, if a derivative

gradual alteration of whole species ;
but hypothesis ever is established, it will be

it goes for little against Darwin, unless so on a solid theistic ground,
it be proved that species never vary, or Meanwhile an inevitable and legitimate

that the perpetuation of a variety neces- hypothesis is on trial, an hypothesis thus

sitates the extinction of the parent breed, far not untenable, a trial just now very
For Darwin clearly maintains what the useful to science, and, we conclude, not

facts warrant that the mass of a species harmful to religion, unless injudicious as-

remains fixed so long as it exists at all, sailants temporarily make it so.

though it may set off a variety now and One good effect is already manifest :

then. The variety may finally, super- its enabling the advocates of the hypoth-
sede the parent form, but it may coexist esis of a multiplicity of human species to

with it
; yet it does not in the least hinder perceive the double insecurity of their

the unvaried stock from continuing true ground. When the races of men are ad-

to the breed, unless it crosses with it. mitted to be of one species, the corollary,

The common law of inheritance may be that they are of one origin, may be ex-

expected to keep both the original and pected to follow. Those who allow them

the variety mainly true as long as they to be of one species must admit an actual

last, and none the less so because they diversification into strongly marked and

have given rise to occasional varieties, persistent varieties, and so admit the basis

The tailless Manx cats, like the fox in of fact upon which the Darwinian hypoth-
the fable, have not induced the normal esis is built

;
while those, on the other

breeds to dispense with their tails, nor hand, who recognize a diversity of human

have the Dorkings (apparently known species, will hardly be able to maintain

to Pliny) affected the permanence of tbe that such species were primordial and

common sort of fowl. supernatural in the common sense of the

As to the objection, that the lower forms word.

of life ought, on Darwin's theory, to have The English mind is prone to posi-

been long ago improved out of existence, tivism and kindred forms of materialistic

replaced by higher forms, the objectors philosophy, and we must expect the de-

forget what a vacuum that would leave rivative theory to be taken up in that

below, and what a vast field there is to interest. We have no predilection for

which a simple organization is best adapt- that school, but the contrary. If we had,

ed, and where an advance would be no we might have looked complacently upon

improvement, but the contrary. To ac- a line of criticism which would indirectly,

cumulate the greatest amount of being but effectively, play into the hands of

upon a given space, and to provide as positivists and materialistic atheists gen-
much enjoyment of life as can be un- erally. The wiser and stronger ground
der the conditions, seems to be aimed to take is, that the derivative hypothesis

at, and this is effected by diversifica- leaves the argument for design, and there~

tion. fore for a Designer, as valid as it ever

Finally, we advise nobody to accept was; that to do any work by an instru-

Darwin's, or any other derivative theory, ment must require, and therefore presup-
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pose, the exertion rather of more than of

less power than to do it directly ;
that

whoever would be a consistent theist

should believe that Design in the nat-

ural world is coextensive with Provi-

dence, and hold fully to the one as he

does to the other, in spite of the wholly

similar and apparently insuperable diffi-

culties which the mind encounters when-

ever it endeavors to develop the idea into

a complete system, either in the material

and organic, or in the moral world. It is

enough, in the way of obviating objec-

tions, to show that the philosophical diffi-

culties of the one are the same, and only

the same, as of the other.

A MODERN CINDERELLA:

OR, THE LITTLE OLD SHOE.

HOW IT WAS LOST.

AMONG green New England hills stood

an ancient house, many-gabled, mossy-

roofed, and quaintly built, but pictu-

resque and pleasant to the eye ;
for a

brook ran babbling through the orchard

that encompassed it about, a garden-plot
stretched upward to the whispering birch-

es on the slope, and patriarchal elms stood

sentinel upon the lawn, as they had stood

almost a century ago, when the Revolu-

tion rolled that way and found them

young.
One summer morning, when the air

was full of country sounds, of mowers in

the meadow, blackbirds by the brook,

and the low of kine upon the hill-side,

the old house wore its cheeriest aspect,

and a certain humble history began.
" Nan !

"

"Yes, Di."

And a head, brown-locked, blue-eyed,

soft-featured, looked in at the open door

in answer to the call.

" Just bring me the third volume of
' Wilhelm Meister,' there's a dear. It's

hardly worth while to rouse such a rest-

less ghost as I, when I'm once fairly laid."

As she spoke, Di pushed up her black

, braids, thumped the pillow of the couch

where she was lying, and with eager eyes
went down the last page of her book.

"Nan!"

"
Yes, Laura," replied the girl, com-

back with the third volume for the

literary cormorant, who took it with a

nod, still too intent upon the " Confessions

of a Fair Saint" to remember the fail-

ings of a certain plain sinner.

"Don't forget the Italian cream for

dinner. I depend upon it; for it's the

only thing fit for me this hot weather."

And Laura, the cool blonde, disposed

the folds of her white gown more grace-

fully about her, and touched up the eye-

brow of the Minerva she was drawing.
" Little daughter !

"

"
Yes, father."

" Let me have plenty of clean collars

in my bag, for I must go at three
;
and

some of you bring me a glass of cider in

about an hour
;

I shall be in the lower

garden."
The old man went away into his imag-

inary paradise, and Nan into that domes-

tic purgatory on a summer day, the

kitchen. There were vines about the

windows, sunshine on the floor, and or-

der everywhere ;
but it was haunted by

a cooking-stove, that family altar whence

such varied incense rises to appease the

appetite of household gods, before which

such dire incantations are pronounced to

ease the wrath and woe of the priestess

of the fire, and about which often linger

saddest memories of wasted temper, time,

and toil.
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Nan was tired, having risen with the

birds, hurried, having many cares those

happy little housewives never know, and

disappointed in a hope that hourly
" dwin-

dled, peaked, and pined." She was too

young to make the anxious lines upon her

forehead seem at home there, too patient

to be burdened with the labor others

should have shared, too light of heart to

be pent up when earth and sky were

keeping a blithe holiday. But she was

one of that meek sisterhood who, think-

ing humbly of themselves, believe they
are honored by being spent in the ser-

vice of less conscientious souls, whose care-

less thanks seem quite reward enough.
To and fro she went, silent and dili-

gent, giving the grace of willingness to

every humble or distasteful task the day
had brought her; but some malignant

sprite seemed to have taken possession

of her kingdom, for rebellion broke out

everywhere. The kettles would boil over

most obstreperously, the mutton refused

to cook with the meek alacrity to be ex-

pected from the nature of a sheep, the

stove, with unnecessary warmth of tem-

per, would glow like a fiery furnace,

the irons would scorch, the linens would

dry, and spirits would fail, though pa-

tience never.

Nan tugged on, growing hotter and

wearier, more hurried and more hopeless,

till at last the crisis came ; for in one fell

moment she tore her gown, burnt her

hand, and smutched the collar she was

preparing to finish in the most unexcep-
tionable style. Then, if she had been a

nervous woman, she would have scolded
;

being a gentle girl, she only
" lifted up

her voice and wept."
"
Behold, she watereth her linen with

salt tears, and bewaileth herself because

of much tribulation. But, lo ! help com-

eth from afar: a strong man bringeth

lettuce wherewith to stay her, plucketh
berries to comfort her withal, and clash-

eth cymbals that she may dance for

joy."

The voice came from the porch, and,

with her hope fulfilled, Nan looked up to

greet John Lord, the house-friend, who

stood there with a basket on his arm
;

and as she saw his honest eyes, kind lips,

and helpful hands, the girl thought this

plain young man the comeliest, most wel-

come sight she had beheld that day.
" How good of you, to come through

all this heat, and not to laugh at my de-

spair !

"
she said, looking up like a grate-

ful child, as she led him in.

",I only obeyed orders, Nan
;

for a

certain dear old lady had a motherly

presentiment that you had got into a do-

mestic whirlpool, and sent me as a sort of

life-preserver. So I took the basket of

consolation, and came to fold my feet up-
on the carpet of contentment in the tent

of friendship."

As he spoke, John gave his own gift

in his mother's name, and bestowed him-

self in the wide window-seat, where morn-

ing-glories nodded at him, and the old

butternut sent pleasant shadows dancing
to and fro.

His advent, like that of Orpheus in

Hades, seemed to soothe all unpropitious

powers with a sudden spell. The fire

began to slacken, the kettles began to

lull, the meat began to cook, the irons

began to cool, the clothes began to be-

have, the spirits began to rise, and the

collar was finished off with most triumph-
ant success. John watched the change,

and, though a lord of creation, abased

himself to take compassion on the weak-

er vessel, and was seized with a great de-

sire to lighten the homely tasks that tried

her strength of body and soul. He took

a comprehensive glance about the room
;

then, extracting a dish from the closet,

proceeded to imbrue his hands in the

strawberries' blood.

"Oh, John, you needn't do that; 1

shall have time when I've turned the

meat, made the pudding, and done these

things. See, I'm getting on finely now ;

you're a judge of such matters
;

isn't

that nice ?
"

As she spoke, Nan offered the polished

absurdity for inspection with innocent

pride.
" Oh that I were a collar, to sit upon

that hand!" sighed John, adding, ar-
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gumentatively, "As to the berry ques-

tion, I might answer it with a gem from

Dr. Watts, relative to ' Satan
' and ' idle

hands,' but will merely say, that, as a

matter of public safety, you'd better leave

me alone
;
for such is the destructiveness

of my nature, that I shall certainly eat

something hurtful, break something val-

uable, or sit upon something crushable,

unless you let me concentrate my ener-

gies by knocking off these young fel-

lows' hats, and preparing them for their

doom."

Looking at the matter in a charitable

light, Nan consented, and went cheerful-

ly on with her work, wondering how she

could have thought ironing an infliction,

and been so ungrateful for the blessings

of her lot.

" Where's Sally ?
"
asked John, look-

ing vainly for the energetic functionary
who usually pervaded that region like a

domestic police-woman, a terror to cats,

dogs, and men.
" She has gone to her cousin's funeral,

and won't be back till Monday. There

seems to be a great fatality among her

relations
;
for one dies, or comes to grief

in some way, about once a month. But

I don't blame poor Sally for wanting to

get away from this place now and then.

I think I could find it in my heart to

murder an imaginary friend or two, if I

had to stay here long."

And Nan laughed so blithely, it was a

pleasure to hear her.

" Where's Di ?
"

asked John, seized

with a most unmasculine curiosity all at

once.
" She is in Germany with ' Wilhelm

Meister
'

; but, though
' lost to sight, to

memory dear '

;
for I was just thinking,

as I did her things, how clever she is

to like all kinds of books that I don't un-

derstand at all, and to write things that

make me cry with pride and delight.

Yes, she's a talented dear, though she

hardly knows a needle from a crowbar,

and will make herself one great blot

some of these days, when the ' divine

afflatus
'
descends upon her, I'm afraid."

And Nan rubbed away with sisterly

zeal at Di's forlorn hose and inky pock-

et-handkerchiefs.
" Where is Laura ?

"
proceeded the in-

quisitor.
"
Well, I might say that she was in

Italy ;
for she is copying some fine thing

of Raphael's, or Michel Angelo's, or some

great creature's or other
;
and she looks so

picturesque in her pretty gown, sitting

before her easel, that it 's really a sight

to behold, and I've peeped two or three

times to see how she gets on."

And Nan bestirred herself to prepare
the dish wherewith her picturesque sister

desired to prolong her artistic existence.

" Where is your father ?
" John asked

again, checking off each answer with a

nod and a little frown.
" He is down in the garden, deep in

some plan about melons, the beginning
of which seems to consist in stamping the

first proposition in Euclid all over the

bed, and then poking a few seeds into

the middle of each. Why, bless the dear

man ! I forgot it was time for the cider.

Wouldn't you like to take it to him,

John ? He'd love to consult you ;
and

the lane is so cool, it does one's heart good
to look at it."

John glanced from the steamy kitchen

to the shadowy path, and answered with

a sudden assumption of immense indus-

try,
" I couldn't possibly go, Nan, I've so

much on my hands. You'll have to do

it yourself.
' Mr. Robert of Lincoln

'

has

something for your private ear
;
and the

lane is so cool, it will do one's heart good
to see you in it. Give my regards to

your father, and, in the words of '
Little

Mabel's
'

mother, with slight variations,

' Tell the dear old body
This day I cannot run,

For the pots are boiling over

And the mutton isn't done.' "

" I will
;
but please, John, go in to the

girls and be comfortable
;
for I don't like

to leave you here," said Nan.
" You insinuate that I should pick at

the pudding or invade the cream, do

you ? Ungrateful girl, leave me !

"
And,

with melodramatic sternness, John extin-
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guished her in his broad -brimmed hat,

and offered the glass like a poisoned

goblet.

Nan took it, and went smiling away.
But the lane might have been the Desert

of Sahara, for all she knew of it
;
and she

would have passed her father as uncon-

cernedly as if he had been an apple-tree,

had he not called out,
" Stand and deliver, little woman !

"

She obeyed the venerable highway-

man, and followed him to and fro, listen-

ing to his plans and directions with a

mute attention that quite won his heart.
" That hop-pole is really an ornament

now, Nan
;

this sage-bed needs weeding,
that's good work for you girls; and,

now I think of it, you'd better water the

lettuce in the cool of the evening, after

I'm gone."
To all of which remarks Nan gave her

assent
; though the hop-pole took the like-

ness of a tall figure she had seen in the

porch, the sage-bed, curiously enough,

suggested a strawberry ditto, the lettuce

vividly reminded her of certain vege-
table productions a basket had brought,
and the bob-o-link only sung in his cheer-

iest voice,
" Go home, go home ! he is

there !

"

She found John he having made a

freemason of himself, by assuming her lit-

tle apron meditating over the partially

spread table, lost in amaze at its desolate

appearance ;
one half its proper parapher-

nalia having been forgotten, and the other

half put on awry. Nan laughed till the

tears ran over her cheeks, and John was

gratified at the efficacy of his treatment
;

for her face had brought a whole harvest

of sunshine from the garden, and all her

cares seemed to have been lost in the

windings of the lane.

"
Nan, are you in hysterics ?

"
cried Di,

appearing, book in hand. "
John, you

absurd man, what are you doing ?
"

" I'm helpin' the maid of all work,

please marm." And John dropped a

curtsy with his limited apron.
Di looked ruffled, for the merry words

were a covert reproach ;
and with her

usual energy of manner and freedom of

speech she tossed " Wilhelm "
out of the

window, exclaiming, irefully,
" That's always the way ;

I'm never

where I ought to be, and never think of

anything till it's too late; but it's all

Goethe's fault. What does he write

books full of smart ' Phillinas' and inter-

esting
' Meisters

'

for ? How can I be

expected to remember that Sally 's away,
and people must eat, when I'm hearing
the '

Harper
' and little

'

Mignon
'
? John,

how dare you come here and do my work,
instead of shaking me and telling me to

do it myself? Take that toasted child

away, and fan her like a Chinese man-

darin, while I dish up this dreadful din-

ner."

John and Nan fled like chaff before

the wind, while Di, full of remorseful

zeal, charged at the kettles, and wrench-

ed off the potatoes' jackets, as if she were

revengefully pulling her own hair. Laura

had a vague intention of going to assist
;

but, getting lost among the lights and

shadows of Minerva's helmet, forgot to7 O

appear till dinner had been evoked from

chaos and peace was restored.

At three o'clock, Di performed the cor-

onation-cerem6ny with her father's best

hat
;
Laura re-tied his old-fashioned neck-

cloth, and arranged his white locks with

an eye to saintly effect; Nan appeared
with a beautifully written sermon, and

suspicious ink-stains on the fingers that

slipped it into his pocket ;
John attached

himself to the bag ;
and the patriarch was

escorted to the door of his tent with the

triumphal procession which usually at-

tended his out-goings and in-comings.

Having kissed the female portion of his

tribe, he ascended the venerable chariot,

which received him with audible lamen-

tation, as its rheumatic joints swayed to

and fro.

"
Good-bye, my dears ! I shall be back

early on 'Monday morning; so take care

of yourselves, and be sure you all go and

hear Mr. Emerboy preach to-morrow. My
regards to your mother, John. Come,
Solon !

"

But Solon merely cocked one ear, and

remained a fixed fact; for long experi-
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ence had induced the philosophic beast

to take for his motto the Yankee maxim,
" Be sure you're right, then go ahead !

"

He knew things were not right ;
therefore

he did not go ahead.
"
Oh, by-the-way, girls,

don't forget to

pay Tommy Mullein for bringing up the

cow: he expects it to-night. And, Di,

don't sit up till daylight, nor let Laura

stay out in the dew. Now, I believe,

I'm off. Come, Solon !

"

But Solon only cocked the other ear,

gently agitated his mortified tail, as pre-

monitory symptoms of departure, and

never stirred a hoof, being well aware

that it always took three "comes" to

make a "go."
" Bless me ! I've forgotten my spec-

tacles. They are probably shut up in

that volume of Herbert on my table.

Very awkward to find myself without

them ten miles away. Thank you, John.

Don't neglect to water the lettuce, Nan,
and don't overwork yourself, my little

Martha.' Come "

At this juncture, Solon suddenly went

off, like " Mrs. Gamp," in a sort of walk-

ing swoon, apparently deaf and blind to

all mundane matters, except the refresh-

ments awaiting him ten miles away ;
and

the benign old pastor disappeared, hum-

ming
" Hebron "

to the creaking accom-

paniment of the bulgy chaise.

Laura retired to take her siesta ; Nan
made a small carbonaro of herself by

sharpening her sister's crayons, and Di,

as a sort of penance for past sins, tried

her patience over a piece of knitting, in

which she soon originated a somewhat

remarkable pattern, by dropping every
third stitch, and seaming ad libitum. If

John had been a gentlemanly creature,

with refined tastes, he would*have elevat-

ed his feet and made a nuisance of him-

self by indulging in a " weed "
;
but be-

ing only an uncultivated youth, with a

rustic regard for pure air and woman-

kind in general, he kept his head upper-

most, and talked like a man, instead of

smoking like a chimney.
" It will probably be six months before

I sit here again, tangling your threads

and maltreating your needles, Nan. How

glad you must feel to hear it !

"
he said,

looking up from a thoughtful examination

of the hard-working little citizens of the

Industrial Community settled in Nan's

work-basket.
"
No, I'm very sorry ;

for I like to see

you coming and going as you used to,

years ago, and I miss you very much
when you are gone, John," answered

truthful Nan, whittling away in a sadly

wasteful manner, as her thoughts flew

back to the happy times when a little

lad rode a little lass in the big wheel-

barrow, and never spiit his load, when

two brown heads bobbed daily side by
side to school, and the favorite play was

"Babes in the Wood," with Di for a

somewhat peckish robin to cover the

small martyrs with any vegetable sub-

stance that lay at hand. Nan sighed, as

she thought of these things, and John re-

garded the battered thimble on his finger-

tip with increased benignity of aspect as

he heard the sound.
" When are you going to make your

fortune, John, and get out of that dis-

agreeable hardware concern ?
" demand-o

ed Di, pausing after an exciting
"
round,"

and looking almost as much exhausted as

if it had been a veritable pugilistic en-

counter.
" I intend to make it by plunging still

deeper into ' that disagreeable hardware

concern
'

; for, next year, if the world

keeps rolling, and John Lord is alive, he

will become a partner, and then and

then
"

The color sprang up into the young
man's cheek, his eyes looked out with a

sudden shine, and his hand seemed invol-

untarily to close, as if he saw and seized

some invisible delight.
" What will happen then, John ?

"
ask-

ed Nan, with a wondering glance.
"

I'll tell you in a year, Nan, wait till

then." And John's strong hand unclosed,

as if the desired good were not to be his

yet.

Di looked at him, with a knitting-nee-

dle stuck into her hair, saying, like a sar-

castic unicorn,
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" I really thought you had a soul above

pots and kettles, but I see you haven't
;

and I beg your pardon for the injustice I

have done you."

Not a whit disturbed, John smiled, as

if at some mighty pleasant fancy of his

own, as he replied,
" Thank you, Di

;
and as a further

proof of the utter depravity of my na-

ture, let me tell you that I have the great-

est possible respect for those articles of

ironmongery. Some of the happiest hours

of my life have been spent in their soci-

ety ;
some of my pleasantest associations

are connected with them
;
some of my

best lessons have come to me from among
them

;
and when my fortune is made, I

intend to show my gratitude by taking
three flat-irons rampant for my coat of

arms."

Nan laughed merrily, as she looked at

the burns on her hand
;
but Di elevated

the most prominent feature of her brown

countenance, and sighed despondingly,
"
Dear, dear, what a disappointing

world this is! I no sooner build a nice

castle in Spain, and settle a smart young

knight therein, than down it comes about

my ears
;
and the ungrateful youth, who

might fight dragons, if he chose, insists on

quenching his energies in a saucepan, and

making a Saint Lawrence of himself by

wasting his life on a series of gridirons.

Ah, if I were only a man, I would do

something better than that, and prove
that heroes are not all dead yet. But, in-

stead of that, I'm only a woman, and must

sit rasping my temper with absurdities

like this." And Di wrestled with her

knitting as if it were Fate, and she were

paying off the grudge she owed it.

John leaned toward her, saying, with

a look that made his plain face hand-

some,
"
Di, my father began the world as I

begin it, and left it the richer for the use-

ful years he spent here, as I hope I may
leave it some half-century hence. His

memory makes that dingy shop a pleasant

place to me
;
for there he made an honest

name, led an honest life, and bequeath-
ed to me his reverence for honest work.

That is a sort of hardware, Di, that no
rust can corrupt, and which will always

prove a better fortune than any your

knights can achieve with sword and shield.

I think I am not quite a clod, or quite
without some aspirations above money-

getting ;
for I sincerely desire that courage

which makes daily life heroic by self-de-

nial and cheerfulness of heart
;
I am ea-

ger to conquer my own rebellious nature,

and earn the confidence of innocent and

upright souls
;

I have a great ambition

to become as good a man and leave as

green a memory behind me as old John
Lord."

Di winked violently, and seamed five

times in perfect silence; but quiet Nan
had the gift of knowing when to speak,
and by a timely word saved her sister

from a thunder-shower and her stocking
from destruction.

"
John, have you seen Philip since you

wrote about your last meeting with him?"
The question was for John, but the

soothing tone was for Di, who gratefully

accepted it, and perked up again with

speed.
" Yes

;
and I meant to have told you.

about it," answered John, plunging into

the subject at once. " I saw him a few

days before I came home, and found him

more disconsolate than ever, 'just ready
to go to the Devil,' as he forcibly express-
ed himself. I consoled the poor lad as

well as I could, telling him his wisest plan
was to defer his proposed expedition, and

go on as steadily as he had begun, there-

by proving the injustice of your father's

prediction concerning his want of perse-

verance, and the sincerity of his affection.

I told him the change in Laura's health

and spirits was silently working in his

favor, and that a few more months of

persistent endeavor would conquer your
father's prejudice against him, and make

him a stronger man for the trial and the

pain. I read him bits about Laura from

your own and Di's letters, and he went

away at last as patient as Jacob, ready to

serve another 'seven years' for his be-

loved Rachel."
" God bless you for it, John !

"
cried a
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fervent voice
; and, looking up, they saw

the cold, listless Laura transformed into

a tender girl, all aglow with love and

longing, as she dropped her mask, and

showed a living countenance eloquent

with the first passion and softened by
the first grief of her life.

John rose involuntarily in the presence

of an innocent nature whose sorrow need-

ed no interpreter to him. The girl read

sympathy in his brotherly regard, and

found comfort in the friendly voice that

asked, half playfully, half seriously,
" Shall I tell him that he is not forgot-

ten, even for an Apollo ? that Laura the

artist has not conquered Laura the wom-

an ? and predict that the good daughter
will yet prove the happy wife ?

"

With a gesture i'ull of energy, Laura

tore her Minerva from top to bottom,

while two great tears rolled down the

cheeks grown wan with hope deferred.

" Tell him I believe all things, hope
all things, and that I never can forget."

Nan went to her and held her fast,

leaving the prints of two loving, but gri-

my hands upon her shoulders
;
Di looked

on approvingly, for, though rather stony-
hearted regarding the cause, she fully ap-

preciated the effect; and John, turning
to the window, received the commenda-
tions of a robin swaying on an elm-bough
with sunshine on its ruddy breast.

The clock struck five, and John de-

clared that he must go ; for, being an old-

fashioned soul, he fancied that his mother

had. a better right to his last hour than

any younger woman in the land, al-

ways remembering that " she was a wid-

ow, and he her only son."

Nan ran away to wash her hands, and
came back with the appearance of one

who had washed her face also : and so

she had; but there was a difference in

the water.
"
Play I'm your father, girls, and re-

member it will be six months before ' that

John' will trouble you again."

With which preface the young man kiss-

ed his former playfellows as heartily as the

boy had been wont to do, when stern par-
ents, banished him to distant schools, and

three little maids bemoaned his fate. But

times were changed now
;
for Di grew

alarmingly rigid during the ceremony ;

Laura received the salute like a grateful

queen ;
and Nan returned it with heart

and eyes and tender lips, making such an

improvement on the childish fashion of

the thing, that John was moved to sup-

port his paternal character by softly echo-

ing her father's words,
" Take care of

yourself, my little
' Martha.'

"

Then they all streamed after him along
the garden-path, with the endless messages
and warnings girls are so prone to give ;

and the young man, with a great softness

at his heart, went away, as many another

John has gone, feeling better for the com-

panionship of innocent maidenhood, and

stronger to wrestle with temptation, to

wait and hope and work.
" Let's throw a shoe after him for luck,

as dear old 'Mrs. Gummage' did after

' David ' and the ' willin' Barkis !

'

Quick,
Nan ! you always have old shoes on

;
toss

one, and shout,
' Good luck !

' "
cried Di,

with one of her eccentric inspirations.

Nan tore off' her shoe, and threw it far

along the dusty road, with a sudden long-

ing to become that auspicious article of

apparel, that the omen might not fail.

Looking backward from the hill-top,

John answered the meek shout cheerily,

and took in the group with a lingering

glance : Laura in the shadow of the elms,

Di perched on the fence, and Nan lean-

ing far over the gate with her hand above

her eyes and the sunshine touching her

brown hair with gold. He waved his hat

and turned away ;
but the music seemed

to die out of the blackbird's song, and in

all the summer landscape his eye saw

nothing but the little figure at the gate.
" Bless and save us ! here's a flock of

people coming ; my hair is in a toss, and

Nan's without her shoe
;
run !

fly, girls !

or the Philistines will be upon us !

"
cried

Di, tumbling off her perch in sudden

alarm.

Three agitated young ladies, with fly-

ing draperies and countenances of min-

gled mirth and dismay, might have been

seen precipitating themselves into a re-
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spectable mansion with unbecoming haste
;

with a beauty never seen before. Slow-

but the squirrels were the only witnesses ly these May-ilowers budded in her maid-

of this ." vision of sudden flight," and, be- en heart, rosily they bloomed, and silent-

ing used to ground -and -lofty tumbling, ly they waited till some lover of such low-

didn't mind it. ly herbs should catch their fresh aroma,

When the pedestrians passed, the door should brush away the fallen leaves, and

was decorously closed, and no one visible lift them to the sun.

but a young man, who snatched some- Though the eldest of the three, she had

thing out of the road, and marched away long been overtopped by the more aspir-

again, whistling with more vigor of tone ing maids. But though she meekly yield-

than accuracy of tune,
"
Only that, and ed ,the reins of government, whenever

nothing more." they chose to drive, they were soon re-

stored to her again ;
for Di fell into liter-

ature, and Laura into love. Thus en-

HOW IT WAS FOUND. grossed, these two forgot many duties

which even blue-stockings and innamora-

SUMMER ripened into autumn, and tas are expected to perform, and slowly

.something fairer than all the homely humdrum cares that house-

wives know became Nan's daily life, and"
Sweet-peas and mignonette r -, -. ,-, ,.

she accepted it without a thought of dis-
In Annie's garden grew."

r
.

content. Noiseless and cheerful as the

Her nature was the counterpart of the sunshine, she went to and fro, doing the

hill-side grove, where as a child she had tasks that mothers do, but without a moth-

read her fairy tales, and now as a worn- er's sweet reward, holding fast the num-

an turned the first pages of a more won- berless slight threads that bind a house-

drous legend still. Lifted above the many- hold tenderly together, and making each

gabled roof, yet not cut off from the echo day a beautiful success.

of human speech, the little grove seemed Di, being tired of running, riding,

a green sanctuary, fringed about with climbing, and boating, decided at last to

violets, and full of summer melody and let her body rest and put her equally ac-

bloom. Gentle creatures haunted it, and tive mind through what classical colle-

there was none to make afraid
;
wood- gians term " a course of sprouts." Hav-

pigeons cooed and crickets chirped their ing undertaken to read and know every-

shrill roundelays, anemones and lady- thing, she devoted herself to the task with

ferns looked up from the moss that kissed great energy, going from Sue to Sweden-

the wanderer's feet. Warm airs were all borg with perfect impartiality, and hav-

afloat, full of vernal odors for the grateful ing different authors as children have

sense, silvery birches shimmered like spir- sundry distempers, being fractious while

its of the wood, larches gave their green they lasted, but all the better for them

tassels to the wind, and pines made airy when once over. Carlyle appeared like

music sweet and solemn, as they stood scarlet-fever, and raged violently for a

looking heavenward through veils of sum- time
; for, being anything but a "

passive

mer sunshine or shrouds of wintry snow, bucket," Di became prophetic with Ma-

Nan never felt alone now in this charm- hornet, belligerent with Cromwell, and

ed wood
;
for when she came into its pre- made the French Revolution a veri-

cincts, once so full of solitude, all
things table Reign of Terror to her family,

seemed to wear one shape, familiar eyes Goethe and Schiller alternated like fe-

looked at her from the violets in the grass, ver and ague ; Mephistopheles became

familiar words sounded in the whisper of her hero, Joan of Arc her model, and

the leaves, and she grew conscious that she turned her black eyes red over Eg-
an unseen influence filled the air with mont and Wallenstein. A mild attack

new delights, and touched earth and sky of Emerson followed, during which she
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was lost in a fog, and her sisters rejoiced

inwardly when she emerged informing
them that

" The Sphinx was drowsy,
Her wings were furled."

Poor Di was floundering slowly to her

proper place ;
but she splashed up a good

deal of foam by getting out of her depth,

and rather exhausted herself by trying to

drink the ocean dry.

Laura, after the "midsummer night's

dream "
that often comes to girls of sev-

enteen, woke up to find that youth and

love were no match for age and common
sense. Philip had been flying about the

world like a thistle-down for five-and-

twenty years, generous -hearted, frank,

and kind, but with never an idea of the

serious side of life in his handsome head.

Great, therefore, were the wrath and dis-

may of the enamored thistle-down, when
the father of his love mildly objected to

seeing her begin the world in a balloon

with a very tender but very inexperien-
ced aeronaut for a guide.

" Laura is too young to '

play house '

yet, and you are too unstable to assume

the part of lord and master, Philip. Go
and prove that you have prudence, pa-

tience, energy, and enterprise, and I will

give you my girl, but not before. I

must seem cruel, that I may be truly

kind
;
believe this, and let a little pain

lead you to great happiness, or show

you where you would have made a bitter

blunder."

The lovers listened, owned the truth

of the old man's words, bewailed their

fate, and yielded, Laura for love of

her father, Philip for love of her. He
went away to build a firm foundation for

his castle in the air, and Laura retired

into an invisible convent, where she cast

off' the world, and regarded her sympa-

thizing sisters through a grate of superior

knowledge and unsharable grief. Like a

devout nun, she worshipped
" St. Philip,"

and firmly believed in his miraculous pow-
ers. She fancied that her woes set her

apart from common cares, and slowly fell

into a dreamy state, professing no inter-

VOL. vi. 28

est in any mundane matter, but the art

that first attracted Philip. Crayons,
bread -crusts, and gray paper became

glorified in Laura's eyes ;
and her one

pleasure was to sit pale and still before

her easel, day after day, filling her port-

folios with the faces he had once admir-

ed. Her sisters observed that every Bac-

chus, Piping Faun, or Dying Gladiator

bore some likeness to a comely counte-

nance that heathen god or hero never

owned
;
and seeing this, they privately

rejoiced that she had found such solace

for her grief.

Mrs. Lord's keen eye had read a cer-

tain newly written page in her son's

heart, his first chapter of that romance,

begun in Paradise, whose interest never

flags, whose beauty never fades, whose

end can never come till Love lies dead.

With womanly skill she divined the se-

cret, with motherly discretion she coun-

selled patience, and her son accepted her

advice, feeling, that, like many a health-

ful herb, its worth lay in its bitterness.

"Love like a man, John, not like a

boy, and learn to know yourself before

you take a woman's happiness into your

keeping. You and Nan have known
each other all your lives

; yet, till this

last visit, you never thought you loved

her more than any other childish friend.

It is too soon to say the words so often

spoken hastily, so hard to be recall-

ed. Go back to your work, dear, for an-

other year ;
think of Nan in the light of

this new hope ; compare her with come-

lier, gayer girls ;
and by absence prove

the truth of your belief. Then, if dis-

tance only makes her dearer, if time only

strengthens your affection, and no doubt

of your own worthiness disturbs you,

come back and offer her what any woman
should be glad to take, my boy's true

heart."

John smiled at the motherly pride of

her words, but answered with a wistful

look.

" It seems very long to wait, mother.

If I could just ask her for a word of hope,
I could be very patient then."

"
Ah, my dear, better bear one year of
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impatience now than a lifetime of regret bed-post ;
for she stays at home herself,

hereafter. Nan is happy ; why disturb and gives her time and taste to making
her by a word which will bring the ten- homely people fine, which is a waste

der cares and troubles that come soon of good material, and an imposition on

enough to such conscientious creatures as the public."

herself? If she loves you, time will prove As Di spoke, both the fashion-plates
it

;
therefore let the new affection spring looked affectionately at the gray-gowned

and ripen as your early friendship has figure ; but, being works of art, they were

done, and it will be all the stronger for a obliged to nip their feelings in the bud,
summer's growth. Philip was rash, and and reserve their caresses till they re-

has to bear his trial now, and Laura turned to common life,

shares it with him. Be more generous, * ' Put on your bonnet, and we'll leave

John
; make, your trial, bear your doubts you at Mrs. Lord's on our way. It will

alone, and give Nan the happiness with- do you good, Nan
;
and perhaps there

out the pain. Promise me this, dear, may be news from John," added Di, as

promise me to hope and wait." she bore down upon the door like a man-
The young man's eye kindled, and in of-war under full sail,

his heart there rose a better chivalry, a " Or from Philip," sighed Laura, with

truer valor, than any Di's knights had a wistful look,

ever known. Whereupon Nan persuaded herself that
" 111 try, mother," was all he said

;
but her strong inclination to sit down was ow-

she was satisfied, for John seldom tried ing to want of exercise, and the heaviness

in vain. of her eyelids a freak of imagination ; so,

speedily smoothing her ruffled plumage,
"
Oh, girls, how splendid you are ! It she ran down to tell her father of the

does my heart good to see my handsome new arrangement.
sisters in their best array," cried Nan, one "

Go, my dear, by all means. I shall

mild October night, as she put the last be writing; and you will be lonely, if

touches to certain airy raiment fashioned you stay. But I must see my girls ;
for

by her own skilful hands, and then fell I caught glimpses of certain surprising

back to survey the grand effect. phantoms flitting by the door."

Di and Laura were preparing to assist Nan led the way, and the two pyra-
at an " event of the season," and Nan, mids revolved before him with the rigid-

with her own locks fallen on her shoul- ity of lay-figures, much to the good man's

ders, for want of sundry combs promoted edification
;
for with his fatherly pleasure

to her sisters' heads, and her dress in un- there was mingled much mild wonder-

wonted disorder, for lack of the many ment at the amplitude of array,

pins extracted in exciting crises of the "
Yes, I see my geese are really swans,

toilet, hovered like an affectionate bee . though there is such a cloud between us

about two very full-blown flowers. that I feel a long way off, and hardly
" Laura looks like a cool Undine, with know them. But this little daughter is

' O
the ivy-wreaths in her shining hair

;
and always available, always my ' cricket on

Di has illuminated herself to such an ex- the hearth.'
"

tent with those scarlet leaves, that I don't As he spoke, her father drew Nan
know what great creature she resembles closer, kissed her tranquil face, and smil-

most," said Nan, beaming with sisterly ad- ed content.

miration. Well, if ever I see picters, I see 'em

"Like Juno, Zenobia, and Cleopatra now, and I declare to goodness it's as

simmered into one, with a touch of Xan- interestin' as play-actin', every bit. Miss

tippe by way of spice. But, to my eye, Di, with all them boughs in her head,
the finest woman of the three is the dis- looks like the Queen of Sheby, when
hevelled young person embracing the she went a-visitin' What's-his-name

;
and
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if Miss Laura a'n't as sweet as a lally- came home. A whole drove of fatted

barster figger, I should like to know what calves were metaphorically killed, and a

is." banquet appeared with speed.
In her enthusiasm, Sally gambolled John was not one of those romantic

about the girls, flourishing her milk-pan heroes who can go through three vol-

like a modern Miriam about to sound umes of hairbreadth escapes without the

her timbrel for excess of joy. faintest hint of that blessed institution,

Laughing merrily, the two Mont Blancs dinner; therefore, like "Lady Leather-

bestowed themselves in the family ark, bridge," he "
partook copiously of every-

Nan hopped up beside Patrick, and So- thing," while the two women beamed over

Ion, roused from his lawful slumbers, mo- each mouthful with an interest that en-

rosely trundled them away. But, looking hanced its flavor, and urged upon him
backward with a last " Good night !

" Nan cold meat and cheese, pickles and pie, as

saw her father still standing at the door if dyspepsia and nightmare were among
with smiling countenance, and the moon- the lost arts.

light falling like a benediction on his Then he opened his budget of news

silver hair. and fed them.

" I was coming next month, according
"
Betsey shall go up the hill with you, to custom

;
but Philip fell upon and so

my dear, and here's a basket of eggs for tempted me, that I was driven to sacri-

your father. Give him my love, and be fice myself to the cause of friendship, and

sure you let me know the next time he is up we came to-night. He would not let

poorly," Mrs. Lord said, when her guest me come here till we had seen your fa-

rose to depart, after an hour of pleasant ther, Nan ;
for the poor lad was pining

chat. for Laura, and hoped his good beha-

But Nan never got the gift ; for, to her vior for the past year would satisfy his

great dismay, her hostess dropped the judge and secure his recall. We had a

basket with a crash, and flew across the fine talk with your father
; and, upon my

room to meet a tall shape pausing in the life, Phil seemed to have received the gift

shadow of the door. There was no need of tongues, for he made a most eloquent
to ask who the new-comer was

; for, even plea, which I've stored away for future

in his mother's arms, John looked over use, I assure you. The dear old gentle-

her shoulder with an eager nod to Nan, man was very kind, told Phil he was sat-

who stood among the ruins with never a isfied with the success of his probation,

sign of weariness in her face, nor the that he should see Laura when he liked,

memory of a care at her heart, for they and, if all went well, should receive his

all went out when John came in. reward in the spring. It must be a de-
" Now tell us how and why and when lightful sensation to know you^have made

you came. Take off your coat, my dear ! a fellow-creature as happy as those words

And here are the old slippers. Why made Phil to-night."

didn't you let us know you were coming John paused, and looked musingly at

go soon ? How have you been ? and the matronly tea-pot, as if he saw a won-

what makes you so late to-night ? Bet- drous future in its shine,

eey, you needn't put on your bonnet. Nan twinkled off the drops that rose

And oh, my dear boy, have you been at the thought of Laura's joy, and said,

to supper yet ?
"

with grateful warmth,
Mrs. Lord was a quiet soul, and her " You say nothing of your own share

flood of questions was purred softly in in the making of that happiness, John
;

her son's ear
; for, being a woman, she but we know it, for Philip has told Laura

must talk, and, being a mother, must pet in his letters all that you have been to

the one delight of her life, and make a him, and I am sure there was other elo-

little festival when the lord of the manor quence beside his own before father grant-
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ed all you say he has. Oh, John, I

thank you very much for this!"

Mrs. Lord beamed a whole midsummer

of delight upon her son, as she saw the

pleasure these words gave him, though he

answered simply,
" I only tried to be a brother to him,

Nan
;
for he has been most kind to me.

Yes, I said my little say to-night, and

gave my testimony in behalf of the pris-

oner at the bar, a most merciful judge

pronounced his sentence, and he rushed

straight to Mrs. Leigh's to tell Laura the

blissful news. Just imagine the scene

when he appears, and how Di will open
her wicked eyes and enjoy the spectacle

of the dishevelled lover, the bride-elect's

tears, the stir, and the romance of the

thing. She'll cry over it to-night, and

caricature it to-morrow."

And John led the laugh at the picture
he had conjured up, to turn the thoughts
of Di's dangerous sister from himself.

At ten Nan retired into the depths of

her old bonnet with a far different face

from the one she brought out of it, and

John, resuming his hat, mounted guard.
" Don't stay late, remember, John !

"

And in Mrs. Lord's voice there was a warn-

ing tone that her son interpreted aright.
"

I'll not forget, mother."

And he kept his word
;
for though Phil-

ip's happiness floated temptingly before

him, and the little figure at his side had

never seemed so dear, he ignored the

bland winds, the tender night, and set a

seal upon his lips, thinking manfully with-

in himself,
" I see many signs of promise

in her happy face
;
but I will wait and

hope a little longer for her sake."

" Where is father, Sally ?
"
asked Nan,

as that functionary appeared, blinking

owlishly, but utterly repudiating the idea

of sleep.
" He went down the garding, miss,

when the gentlemen cleared, bein' a little

flustered by the goin's on. Shall I fetch

him in ?
"
asked Sally, as irreverently as

if her master were a bag of meal.
"
No, we will go ourselves." And slowly

the two paced down the leaf-strewn walk.

Fields of yellow grain were waving on
the hill-side, and sere corn-blades rustled

in the wind, from the orchard came the

scent of ripening fruit, and all the garden-

plots lay ready to yield up their humble

offerings to their master's hand. But in

the silence of the night a greater Reaper
had passed by, gathering in the harvest

of a righteous life, and leaving only ten-

der memories for the gleaners who had

come so late.

The old man sat in the shadow of the

tree his own hands planted ;
its fruitful

boughs shone ruddily, and its leaves still

whispered the low lullaby that hushed
him to his rest.

" How fast he sleeps ! Poor father !

I should have come before and made it

pleasant for him."

As she spoke, Nan lifted up the head

bent down upon his breast, and kissed

his pallid cheek.
"
Oh, John, this is not sleep !"

"
Yes, dear, the happiest he will ever

know."

For a moment the shadows flickered

over three white faces and the silence

deepened solemnly. Then John rever-

ently bore the pale shape in, and Nan

dropped down beside it, saying, with a

rain of grateful tears,
" He kissed me when I went, and said

a last '

good night !

'

For an hour steps went to and fro about

her, many voices whispered near her, and

skilful hands touched the beloved clay she

held so fast
;
but one by one the busy feet

passed out, one by one the voices died

away, and human skill proved vain. Then

Mrs. Lord drew the orphan to the shelter

of her arms, soothing her with the mute

solace of that motherly embrace.

"
Nan, Nan ! here's Philip ! come and

see!"

The happy call reechoed through the

.house, and Nan sprang up as if her time

for grief were past.
" I must tell them. Oh, my poor girls,

how will they bear it ? they have known

so little sorrow !

"

But there was no need for her to speak ;
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other lips had spared her the hard task.

For, as she stirred to meet them, a sharp

cry rent the air, steps rang upon the

stairs, and two wild-eyed creatures came

into the hush of that familiar room, for

the first time meeting with no welcome

from their father's voice.

With one impulse, Di and Laura fled

to Nan, and the sisters clung together in

a silent embrace, far more eloquent than

words. John took his mother by the

hand, and led her from the room, closing

the door upon the sacredness of grief.

"
Yes, we are poorer than we thought ;

but when everything is settled, we shall

get on very well. We can let a part of

this great house, and live quietly togeth-

er until spring; then Laura will be mar-

ried, and Di can go on their travels with

them, as Philip wishes her to do. We shall

be cared for
;
so never fear for us, John."

Nan said this, as her friend parted from

her a week later, after the saddest holi-

day he had ever known.
" And what becomes of you, Nan ?

"

he asked, watching the patient eyes that

smiled when others would have wept.
" I shall stay in the dear old house

;

for no other place would seem like home

to me. I shall find some little child to

love and care for, and be quite happy till

the girls come back and want me."

John nodded wisely, as he listened, and

went away prophesying within himself,
" She shall find something more than a

child to love
; and, God willing, shall be

very happy till the girls come home and

cannot have her."

Nan's plan was carried into effect.

Slowly the divided waters closed again,

and the three fell back into their old life.

But the touch of sorrow drew them clos-

er
; and, though invisible, a beloved pres-

ence still moved among them, a familiar

voice still spoke to them in the silence of

their softened hearts. Thus the soil was

made ready, and in the depth of winter

the good seed was sown, was watered with
C* *

many tears, and soon sprang up green
with the promise of a harvest for their

after years.

Di and Laura consoled themselves with

their favorite employments, unconscious

that Nan was growing paler, thinner, and

more silent, as the weeks went by, till one

day she dropped quietly before them, and

it suddenly became manifest that she was

utterly worn out with many cares and

the secret suffering of a tender heart be-

reft of the paternal love which had been

its strength and stay.
" I'm only tired, dear girls. Don't be

troubled, for I shall be up to-morrow,"

she said cheerily, as she looked into the

anxious faces bending over her.

But the weariness was of many months'

growth, and it was weeks before that " to-

morrow" came.

Laura installed herself as nurse, and

her devotion was repaid four-fold
; for,

sitting at her sister's bedside, she learned

a finer art than that she had left. Her

eye grew clear to see the beauty of a

self-denying life, and in the depths of

Nan's meek nature she found the strong,

sweet virtues that made her what she

was.

Then remembering that these womanly
attributes were a bride's best dowry, Lau-

ra gave herself to their attainment, that

she might become to another household

the blessing Nan had been to her own
;

and turning from the worship of the god-
dess Beauty, she gave her hand to that

humbler and more human teacher, Duty,

learning her lessons with a willing

heart, for Philip's sake.

Di corked her inkstand, locked her

bookcase, and went at housework as if

it were a five-barred gate ;
of course she

missed the leap, but scrambled bravely

through, and appeared much sobered by
the exercise. Sally had departed to sit

under a vine and fig-tree of her own, so

Di had undisputed sway ;
but if dish-pans

and dusters had tongues, direful would

have been the history of that crusade

against frost and fire, indolence and in-

experience. But they were dumb, and

Di scorned to complain, though her strug-

gles were pathetic tp behold, and her sis-

ters went through a series of messes equal
to a course of " Prince Benreddin's

"
pep-
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pery tarts. Reality turned Romance out

of doors
; for, unlike her favorite heroines

in satin and tears, or helmet and shield,

Di met her fate in a big checked apron
and dust-cap, wonderful to see

; yet she

wielded her broom as stoutly as " Moll

Pitcher
"
shouldered her gun, and march-

ed to her daily martyrdom in the kitchen

with as heroic a heart as the " Maid of

Orleans
"

took to her stake.

Mind won the victory over matter in

the end, and Di was better all her days
for the tribulations and the triumphs of

that time
;
for she drowned her idle fan-

cies in her wash-tub, made burnt-offerings

of selfishness and pride, and learned the

worth of self-denial, as she sang with hap-

py voice among the pots and kettles of

her conquered realm.

Nan thought of John, and in the still-

ness of her sleepless nights prayed Heav-

en to keep him safe, and make her wor-

thy to receive and strong enough to bear

the blessedness or pain of love.

Snow fell without, and keen winds howl-

ed among the leafless elms, but " herbs of

grace
"
were blooming beautifully in the

sunshine of sincere endeavor, and this

dreariest season proved the most fruitful

of the year ;
for love taught Laura, labor

chastened Di, and patience fitted Nan for

the blessing of her life.

Nature, that stillest, yet most diligent

of housewives, began at last that "
spring-

cleaning" which she makes so pleasant
that none find the heart to grumble as

they do when other matrons set their

premises a-dust. Her handmaids, wind

and rain and sun, swept, washed, and

garnished busily, green carpets were

unrolled, apple-boughs were hung with

draperies of bloom, and dandelions, pet

nurslings of the year, came out to play

upon the sward.

From the South returned that opera

troupe whose manager is never in de-

spair, whose tenor never sulks, whose

prima donna never fails, and in the or-

chard bond fide matinees were held, to

which buttercups and clovers crowded in

their prettiest spring hats, and verdant

young blades twinkled their dewy lor-

gnettes, as they bowed and made way for

the floral belles.

May was bidding June good-morrow,
and the roses were just dreaming that it

was almost time to wake, when John came

again into the quiet room which now seem-

ed the Eden that contained his Eve. Of
course there was a jubilee ;

but something
seemed to have befallen the whole group,
for never had they all appeared in such

odd frames of mind. John was restless,

and wore an excited look, most unlike

his usual serenity of aspect.

Nan the cheerful had fallen into a well

of silence and was not to be extracted by
any hydraulic power, though she smiled

like the June sky over her head. Di's

peculiarities were out in full force, and
she looked as if she would go off like a

torpedo at a touch; but through all her

moods there was a half-triumphant, half-

remorseful expression in the glance she

fixed on John. And Laura, once so si-

lent, now sang like a blackbird, as she

flitted to and fro
;
but her fitful song was

always,
"
Philip, my king."

John felt that there had come a change

upon the three, and silently divined whose

unconscious influence had wrought the

miracle. The embargo was off his tongue,

and he was in a fever to ask that ques-

tion which brings a flutter to the stoutest

heart
;
but though the " man " had come,

the "hour" had not. So, by way of

steadying his nerves, he paced the room,

pausing often to take notes of his com-

panions, and each pause seemed to in-

crease his wonder and content.

He looked at Nan. She was in her

usual place, the rigid little chair she lov-

ed, because it once was large enough to

hold a curly-headed playmate and herself.

The old work-basket was at her side, and

the battered thimble busily at work
;
but

her lips wore a smile they had never

worn before, the color of the unblown

roses touched her cheek, and her down-

cast eyes were full of light.

He looked at Di. The inevitable book

was on her knee, but its leaves were un-

cut
;
the strong-minded knob of hair still

asserted its supremacy aloft upon her
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head, and the triangular jacket still one place more dear to me than Rome,

adorned her shoulders in defiance of all The face will be yours, Nan, always so

fashions, past, present, or to come
;
but patient, always so serene

;
and the dear-

the expression of her brown countenance er place will be this home of ours, which

had grown softer, her tongue had found you have made so pleasant to me all these

a curb, and in her hand lay a card with years by kindnesses as numberless and
"
Potts, Kettel, & Co." inscribed thereon, noiseless as the drops of dew."

which she regarded with never a scornful " Dear girls, what have I ever done,
word for the " Co." that you should love me so ?

"
cried Nan,

He looked at Laura. She was before with happy wonderment, as the tall heads,

her easel, as of old
;
but the pale nun had black and golden, bent to meet the lowly

given place to a blooming girl, who sang brown one, and her sisters' mute lips an-

at her work, which was no prim Pallas, swered her.

but a Clytie turning her human face to Then Laura looked up, saying, play-
meet the sun. fully,

"John, what are you thinking of?" "Here are the good and wicked sis-

He stirred as if Di's voice had disturb- ters
;

where shall we find the Prince ?
"

ed his fancy at some pleasant pastime,
" There !

"
cried Di, pointing to John

;

but answered with his usual sincerity, and then her secret went off like a rock-

"I was thinking of a certain dear old et; for, with her old impetuosity, she

fairy tale called ' Cinderella.'" said,
" Oh !

"
said Di

;
and her " Oh " was a "I have found you out, John, and am

most impressive monosyllable.
" I see ashamed to look you in the face, remein-

the meaning of your smile now
;
and bering the past. Girls, you know, when

though the application of the story is not father died, John sent us money, which

very complimentary to all parties con- he said Mr. Owen had long owed us and

cerned, it is very just and very true." had paid at last ? It was a kind lie, John,
She paused a moment, then went on and a generous thing to do

;
for we need-

with softened voice and earnest mien : ed it, but never would have taken it as a
" You think I am a blind and selfish gift. I know you meant that we should

creature. So I am, but not so blind and never find this out
;
but yesterday I met

selfish as I have been
;
for many tears Mr. Owen returning from the West, and

have cleared my eyes, and much sincere when I thanked him for a piece ofjustice

regret has made me humbler than I was. we had not expected of him, he gruffly
I have found a better book than any fa- told me he had never paid the debt, nev-

ther's library can give me, and I have er meant to pay it, for it was outlawed,
read it with a love and admiration that and we could not claim a farthing. John,

grew stronger as I turned the leaves. I have laughed at you, thought you stu-

Henceforth I take it for my guide and pid, treated you unkindly; but I know

gospel, and, looking back upon the selfish you now, and never shall forget- the les-

and neglectful past, can only say, Heaven son you have taught me. I am proud
bless your dear heart, Nan !

"
as Lucifer, but I ask you to forgive me,

Laura echoed Di's last words
; for, with and I seal my real repentance so and

eyes as full of tenderness, she looked down so."

upon the sister she had lately learned to With tragic countenance, Di rushed

know, saying, warmly, across the room, threw both arms about
"
Yes,

* Heaven bless your dear heart, the astonished young man's neck and
Nan !

'
I never can forget all you have dropped an energetic kiss upon his cheek,

been to me
;
and when I am far away There was a momentary silence

;
for Di

with Philip, there will always be one coun- finely illustrated her strong-minded theo-

tenance more beautiful to me than any ries by crying like the weakest of her

pictured face I may discover, there will be sex. Laura, with " the ruling passion
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strong in death," still tried to draw, but go back to our wigwams and bury the

broke her pet crayon, and endowed her feud. Where were we when I lost my
Clytie with a supplementary orb, owing head ? and what were we talking about ?

"

to the dimness of her own. And Nan sat " Cinderella and the Prince."

with drooping eyes, that shone upon her As he spoke, John's eye kindled, and,

work, thinking with tender pride, turning, he looked down at Nan, who
"
They know him now, and love him sat diligently ornamenting with micro-

for his generous heart." scopic stitches a great patch going on, the

Di spoke first, rallying to her colors, wrong side out.

though a little daunted by her loss of "
Yes, so we were

;
and now taking

self-control. pussy for the godmother, the characters
" Don't laugh, John, I couldn't help of the story are well personated, all

it; and don't think I'm not sincere, for but the slipper," said Di, laughing, as

I am, I am; and I will prove it by she thought of the many times they had

growing good enough to be your friend, played it together years ago.

That debt must all be paid, and I shall A sudden movement stirred John's

do it
;
for I'll turn my books and pen to frame, a sudden purpose shone in his

some account, and write stories full of countenance, and a sudden change befell

dear old souls like you and Nan
;
and his voice, as he said, producing from some

some one, I know, will like and buy them, hiding-place a little worn-out shoe,

though they are not 'works of Shak- " I can supply the slipper ;
who will

speare.' I've thought of this before, have try it first ?
"

felt I had the power in me
;
now I have Di's black eyes opened wide, as they

the motive, and now I'll doit." fell on the familiar object; then her ro-

If Di had proposed to translate the mance-loving nature saw the whole plot

Koran, or build a new Saint Paul's, there of that drama which needs but two to

would have been many chances of sue- act it. A great delight flushed up into

cess
; for, once moved, her will, like a bat- her face, as she promptly took her cue,

tering-ram, would knock down the obsta- saying,

cles her wits could not surmount. John " No need for us to try it, Laura ;
for

believed in her most heartily, and show- it wouldn't fit us, if our feet were as small

ed it, as he answered, looking into her as Chinese dolls'
;

our parts are played
resolute face, out

;
therefore ' Exeunt wicked sisters to

" I know you will, and yet make us the music of the wedding-bells.'
' And

very proud of our *

Chaos,' Di. Let the pouncing upon the dismayed artist, she

money lie, and when you have made a swept her out and closed the door with

fortune, I'll claim it with enormous inter- a triumphant bang,
est

; but, believe me, I feel already doub- John went to Nan, and, dropping on

ly repaid by the esteem so generously his knee as reverently as the herald of

confessed, so cordially bestowed, and can the fairy tale, he asked, still smiling, but

only say, as we used to years ago, with lips grown tremulous,
' Now let's forgive and so forget.'

" " Will Cinderella try the little shoe,

But proud Di would not let him add and if it fits go with the Prince ?
"

to her obligation, even by returning her But Nan only covered up her face,

impetuous salute
;
she slipped away, and, weeping happy tears, while all the weary

shaking off" the last drops, answered with work strayed down upon the floor, as if it

a curious mixture of old freedom and knew her holiday had come,

new respect, John drew the hidden face still closer,
" No more sentiment, please, John, and while she listened to his eager words,

We know each other now; and when I Nan heard the beating of the strongman's
find a friend, I never let him go. We heart, and knew it spoke the truth,

have smoked the pipe of peace ;
so let us "

Nan, I promised mother to be silent
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till I was sure I loved you wholly, sure

that the knowledge would give no pain
when I should tell it, as I am trying to

tell it now. This little shoe has been

my comforter through this long year, and

I have kept it as other lovers keep their

fairer favors. It has been a talisman

more eloquent to me than flower or ring ;

for, when I saw how worn it was, I al-

ways thought of the willing feet that

came and went for others' comfort all

day long ;
when I saw the little bow you

tied, I always thought of the hands so

diligent in serving any one who knew a

want or felt a pain ;
and when I recalled

the gentle creature who had worn it last,

I always saw her patient, tender, and

devout, and tried to grow more wor-

thy of her, that I might one day dare to

ask if she would walk beside me all my
life and be my '

angel in the house.'

Will you, dear ? Believe me, you shall

never know a weariness or grief I have

the power to shield you from."

Then Nan, as simple in her love as in

her life, laid her arms about his neck,
her happy face against his own, and an-

swered softly,
"
Oh, John, I never can be sad or tir-

ed any more !

"

THE OLD DAYS AND THE NEW.

A POET came singing along the vale,
"
Ah, well-a-day for the dear old days !

They come no more as they did of yore

By the flowing river of Aise."

He piped through the meadow, he piped through the grove,-
"
Ah, well-a-day for the good old days !

They have all gone by, and I sit and sigh

By the flowing river of Aise.

"
Knights and ladies and shields and swords,

Ah, well-a-day for the grand old days !

Castles and moats, and the bright steel coats,

By the flowing river of Aise.

" The lances are shivered, the helmets rust,

Ah, well-a-day for the stern old days !

And the clarion's blast has rung its last,

By the flowing river of Aise.

" And the warriors that swept to glory and death,

Ah, well-a-day for the brave old days !

They have fought and gone, and I sit here alone

By the flowing river of Aise.

" The strength of limb and the mettle of heart,

Ah, well-a-day for the strong old days !

They have withered away, mere butterflies' play,

By the flowing river of Aise.
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" The queens of beauty, whose smile was life,

Ah, well-a-day for the rare old days !

With love and despair in their golden hair,

By the flowing river of Aise.

"
They have flitted away from hall and bower,

Ah, well-a-day for the rich old days !

Like the sun they shone, like the sun they have gone,

By the flowing river of Aise.

" And buried beneath the pall of the past,

Ah, well-a-day for the proud- old days !

Lie valor and worth and the beauty of earth,

By the flowing river of Aise.

" And I sit and sigh by the idle stream,

Ah, well-a-day for the bright old days !

For nothing remains for the poet's strains

But the flowing river of Aise."

Then a voice rang out from the oak overhead,
" Why well-a-day for the old, old days ?

The world is the same, if the bard has an aim,

By the flowing river of Aise.

N.

" There's beauty and love and truth and power,
Cease well-a-day for the old, old days !

The humblest home is worth Greece and Rome,

By the flowing river of Aise.

" There are themes enough for the poet's strains,

Leave well-a-day for the quaint old days !

Take thine eyes from the ground, look up and around

From the flowing river of Aise.

"
To-day is as grand as the centuries past,

Leave well-a-day for the famed old days !

There are battles to
fight,

there are troths to plight,

By the flowing river of Aise.

" There are hearts as true to love, to strive,

No well-a-day for the dark old days !

Go put into type the age that is ripe

By the flowing river of Aise."

Then the merry Poet piped down the vale,
"
Farewell, farewell to the dead old days !

By day and by night there's music and light

By the flowing river of Aise."
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THE ICEBERG OF TORBAY.

TORBAY.

TORBAY, finely described in a recent

novel by the Rev. R. T. S. Lowell, is an

arm of the sea, a short strong arm with a

slim hand and finger, reaching into the

rocky land and touching the water-falls

and rapids of a pretty brook. Here is a

little village, with Romish and Protestant

steeples, and the dwellings of fishermen,

with the universal appendages of fishing-

houses, boats, and " flakes." One seldom

looks upon a hamlet so picturesque and

wild. The rocks slope steeply down to

the wonderfully clear water. Thousands

of poles support half-acres of the spruce-

bough shelf, beneath which is a dark,

cool region, crossed with foot-paths, and

not unfrequently sprinkled and washed

by the surf, a most kindly office on the

part of the sea, you will allow, when
once you have scented the fish-offal per-

petually dropping from the evergreen
fish-house above. These little buildings
on the flakes are conspicuous features,

and look as fresh and wild as if they had

just wandered away from the woodlands.

There they stand, on the edge of the

lofty pole-shelf, or upon the extreme end

of that part of it which runs off' fre-

quently over the water like a wharf, an

assemblage of huts and halls, bowers and

arbors, a curious huddle made of poles

and sweet-smelling branches and sheets

of birch-bark. A kind of evening haunts

these rooms of spruce at noonday, while

at night a hanging lamp, like those we
see in old pictures of crypts and dun-

geons, is to the stranger only a kind of

buoy by which he is to steer his way
through the darkness. To come off" then

without pitching headlong, and soiling

your hands and coat, is the merest

chance. Strange 1 one is continually

allured into these piscatory bowers when-

ever he comes near them. In spite of

the chilly, salt air, and the repulsive

smells about the tables where they dress

the fish, I have a fancy for these queer
structures. Their front door opens upon
the sea, and their steps are a mammoth

ladder, leading down to the swells and

the boats. There is a charm also about

fine fishes, fresh from the net and the

hook, the salmon, for example, whose

pink and yellow flesh has given a name
to one of the most delicate hues of Art or

Nature.

.,

THE CLIFFS.

BUT where was the iceberg? We
were not a little disappointed when all

Torbay was before us, and nothing but

dark water to be seen. To our surprise,

no one had ever seen or heard of it. It

must lie off Flat Rock Harbor, a little

bay below, to the north. We agreed
with the supposition that the berg must

lie below, and made speedy preparations
to pursue, by securing the only boat to

be had in the village, a substantial fish-

ing-barge, laden rather heavily in the

stern with at least a cord of cod-seine,

but manned by six stalwart men, a mo-

tive power, as it turned out, none too

large for the occasion. We embarked

at the foot of a fish-house ladder, being

carefully handed down by the kind-

hearted men, and took our seats forward

on the little bow-deck. All ready, they

pulled away at their long, ponderous
oars with the skill and deliberation of

lifelong practice, and we moved out upon
the broad, glassy swells of the bay to-

wards the open sea, not indeed with the

rapidity of a Yankee club-boat, but with

a most agreeable steadiness, and a speed

happily fitted for a review of the shores,

which, under the afternoon sun, were

made brilliant with lights and shadows.

We were presently met by a breeze,

which increased the swell, and made it

easier to fall in close tinder the northern

shore, a line of stupendous precipices, to

which the ocean goes deep home. The
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ride beneath these mighty cliffs was by
far the finest boat-ride of my life. "While

they do not equal the rocks of the Sague-

nay, yet, with all their appendages of

extent, structure, complexion, and ad-

jacent sea, they are sufficiently lofty to

produce an almost appalling sense of

sublimity. The surges lave them at a

great height, sliding from angle to angle,
and fretting into foam as they slip ob-

liquely along the face of the vast walls.

They descend as deeply as two hundred

feet, and rise perpendicularly two, three,

and four hundred feet from the water.

Their stratifications are up and down,
and of different shades of light and dark,

a ribbed and striped appearance that in-

creases the effect of height, and gives va-

riety and spirit to the surface. At one

point, where the rocks advance from the

main front, and form a kind of headland,
the strata, six and eight feet thick, assume

the form of a pyramid, from a broad

base of a hundred yards or more running

up to meet in a point. The heart of this

vast cone has partly fallen out, and left

the resemblance of an enormous tent with

cavernous recesses and halls, in which the

shades of evening were already lurking,

and the surf was sounding mournfully.

Occasionally it was musical, pealing forth

like the low tones of a great organ with

awful solemnity. Now and then, the

gloomy silence of a minute was broken

by the crash of a billow far within, when

the reverberations were like the slamming
of great doors. \

After passing this grand specimen of

the architecture of the sea, there appear-
ed long rocky reaches like Egyptian tem-

ples, old, dead cliffs of yellowish gray,

checked off by lines and seams into

squares, and having the resemblance,

where they have fallen out into the

ocean, of doors and windows opening in

upon the fresher stone. Presently we
came to a break, where there were grassy

slopes and crags intermingled, and a flock

of goats skipping about, or ruminating in

the warm sunshine. A knot of kids

the reckless little creatures were sport-

ing along the edge of a precipice in a

manner almost painful to witness. The

pleasure of leaping from point to point,

where a single misstep would have drop-

ped them hundreds of feet, seemed to

be in proportion to the danger. The

sight of some women, who were after the

goats, reminded the boatmen of an ac-

cident which occurred here only a few

days before : a lad playing about the

steep fell into the sea, and was drowned.

We were now close upon the point just
behind which we expected to behold the

iceberg. The surf was sweeping the black

reef that flanked the small cape, in the

finest style, a beautiful dance of breakers

of dazzling white and green. As every
stroke of the oars shot us forward, and

enlarged our view of the field in which

the ice was reposing, our hearts fairly

throbbed with an excitement of expec-
tation. " There it is !

" one exclaimed.

An instant revealed the mistake. It was

only the next headland in a fog, which un-

welcome mist was now coming down upon
us from the broad waters, and covering the

very tract where the berg was expected
to be seen. Farther and farther out the

long, strong sweep of the great oars car-

ried us, until the depth of the bay be-

tween us and the next headland was in

full view. It may appear almost too tri-

fling a matter over which to have had any

feeling worth mentioning or remember-

ing, but I shall not soon forget the dis-

appointment, when from the deck of our

barge, as it rose and sank on the large

swells, we stood up and looked around

and saw, that, if the iceberg, over which

our very hearts had been beating with

delight for twenty-four hours, was any-

where, it was somewhere in the depths

of that untoward fog. It might as well

have been in the depths of the ocean.

While the pale cloud slept there, there

was nothing left for us but to wait patient-

ly where we were, or retreat. We chose

the latter. C. gave the word to pull for

the settlement at the head of the little

bay just mentioned, and so they round-

ed the breakers on the reef, and we turn-

ed away for the second time, when the

game was fairly ours. Even the hardy
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fishermen, no lovers of "
islands-of-ice,"

as they call them, felt for us, as they read

in our looks the disappointment, not to

say a little vexation. While on our pas-

sage in, we filled a half- hour with ques-
tions and discussions about that iceberg.

" We certainly saw it yesterday even-

ing ;
and a soldier of Signal Hill told us

that it had been close in at Torbay for

several days. And you, my man there,

say that you had a glimpse of it last even-

ing. How happens it to be away just

now ? Where do you think it is ?
"

"Indeed, Sir, he must be out in the

fog, a mile or over. De'il a bit can a man
look after a thing in a fog, more nor into

a snow-bank. Maybe, Sir, he's founder-

ed
;
or he might be gone off to sea, al-

together, as they sometimes do."

.

"
Well, this is rather remarkable. Huge

as these bergs are, they escape very easi-

ly under their old cover. No sooner do

we think we have them, than they are

gone. No jackal was ever more faithful

to his lion, no pilot-fish to his shark, than

the fog to its berg. We will run in yon-
der and inquire about it. We may get
the exact bearing, and reach it yet, even

in the fog."

THE FISHERMAN'S.

THE wind and sea being in our favor,

we soon reached a fishery-ladder, which

we now knew very well how to climb,

and wound our " dim and perilous way
"

through the evergreen labyrinth of fish

bowers, emerging on the solid rock, and

taking the path to the fisherman's house.

Here lives and works and wears him-

self out William Waterland, a deep-
voiced, broad-chested, round-shouldered

man, dressed, not in cloth of gold, but of

oil, with the foxy remnant of a last win-

ter's fur cap clinging to his large, bony
head, a little in the style of a piece of

turf to a stone. You seldom look into a

more kindly, patient face, or into an eye
that more directly lets up the light out of

a large, warm heart. His countenance

is one sober shadow of honest brown, oc-

casionally lighted by a true and guileless

smile. William Waterland has seen the
" island-of-ice." " It lies off there, two

miles or more, grounded on a bank, in

forty fathoms water."

It was nearly six o'clock
;
and yet, as

there were signs of the fog clearing away,
we thought it prudent to wait. A dull,

long hour passed by, and still the sun

was high in the northwest. That heavy
cod-seine, a hundred fathoms long, sank
the stern of our barge rather deeply, and
made it row heavily. For all that, there

was time enough yet, if we could only
use it. The fog still came in masses from

the sea, sweeping across the promontory
between us and Torbay, and fading into

air nearly as soon as it was over the

land. In the mean time, we sat upon the

rocks, upon the wood-pile, stood around

and talked, looked out into the endless

mist, looked at the fishermen's houses,

their children, their fowls and dogs. A
couple of young women, that might have

been teachers of the village school, had

there been a school, belles of the place,

rather neatly dressed, and with hair, nice-

ly combed, tripped shyly by, each with an

arm about the other's waist, and very

merry until abreast of us, when they were

as silent and downcast as if they had

been passing by their sovereign queen
or the Great Mogul. Their curiosity and

timidity combined were quite amusing.
.We speculated upon the astonishment

that would have seized upon their simple,

innocent hearts, had they beheld, instead

of us, a bevy of our city fashionables in

full bloom.

f

- At length we accepted an invitation

to walk into the house, and sat, not un-

der the good man's roof, but under his

chimney, a species of large funnel, in-

to which nearly one end of the house

resolved itself. Here we sat upon some

box-like benches before a wood fire, and

warmed ourselves, chatting with the fam-

ily. While we were making ourselves

comfortable and agreeable, we made the

novel and rather funny discovery of a

hen sitting on her nest just under the

bench, with her red comb at our fingers'

ends. A large griddle hung suspended
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in the more smoky regions of the chim-

ney, ready to be lowered for the baking
of cakes or frying fish. Having tarred

my hand, the fisherman's wife, kind wom-

an, insisted upon washing it herself. Af-

ter rubbing it with a little grease, she

first scratched it with her finger-nail, and

then finished with soap and water and a

good wiping with a coarse towel. I beg-

ged that she would spare herself the

trouble, and allow me to help myself.
But it was no trouble at all for her, and

the greatest pleasure. And what should

I know about washing off tar ? They
were members of the Church of England,
and seemed pleased when they found

that I was a clergyman of the Episcopal
Church. They had a pastor who visited

them and others in the village occasion-

ally, and held divine service on Sunday
at Torbay, where they attended, going
in boats in summer, and over the hills

on snow-shoes in the winter. The wom-
an told me, in an undertone, that the

family relations were not all agreed in

their religious faith, and that they could

not stop there any longer, but had gone
to "

America," which they liked much
better. It was a hard country, any way,
no matter whether one were Protestant

or Papist. Three months were all their

summer, and nearly all their time for

getting ready for the long, cold winter.

To be sure, they had codfish and pota-

toes, flour and butter, tea and sugar ;
but

then it took a deal of hard work to make
ends meet. The winter was not as cold

as we thought, perhaps ;
but then it was so

long and snowy ! The snow lay five, six,

and seven feet deep. Wood was a great

trouble. There was a plenty of it, but

they could not keep cattle or horses to

draw it home. Dogs were their only

teams, and they could fetch but small

loads at a time. In the mean while, a

chubby little boy, with cheeks like a red

apple, had ventured from behind his

young mother, where he had kept dodg-

ing as she moved about the house, and

edged himself up near enough to be pat-
ted on the head, and rewarded for his

little liberties with a half-dime.

THE ICEBERG.

THE sunshine was now streaming in at

a bit of a window, and I went out to see

what prospect of success. C., who had

left some little time before, was nowhere

to be seen. The fog seemed to be in suf-

ficient motion to disclose the berg down
some of the avenues of clear air that were

opened occasionally. They all ended,

however, with fog instead of ice. I made
it convenient to walk to the boat, and

pocket a few cakes, brought along as a

kind of scattering lunch. C. was descried,

at length, climbing the broad, rocky ridge,

the eastern point of which we had doub-

led on our passage from Torbay. Mak-

ing haste up the crags by a short cut, I

joined him on the verge of the promonto-

ry pretty well heated and out of breath.

The effort was richly rewarded. The
mist was dispersing in the sunny air

around us; the ocean was clearing off;

the surge was breaking with a pleasant
sound below. At the foot of the preci-

pice were four or five whales, from thirty

to fifty feet in length, apparently. "VVe

could have tossed a pebble upon them.

At times abreast, and then in single file,

or disorderly, round and round they went,

now rising with a puff followed by a wisp
of vapor, then plunging into the deep

again. There was something in their

large movements very imposing, and yet

very graceless. There seemed to be no

muscular effort, no exertion of any force

from within, and no more flexibility in

their motions than if they had been built

of timber. They appeared to move very
much as a wooden whale might be sup-

posed to move down a mighty rapid, roll-

ing and plunging and borne along irre-

sistibly by the current. As they rose,

we could see their mouths occasionally,

and the lighter colors of the skin below.

As they went under, their huge, black

tails, great winged things not unlike the

screw-wheel of a propeller, tipped up
above the waves. Now and then one

would give the water a good round slap,

the noise of which smote sharply upon
the ear, like the crack of a pistol in an
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alley. It was a novel sight to watch them scudding across our track. James Goss,

in their play, or labor, rather
;
for they our captain, threw out a hint of a little

were feeding upon the caplin, pretty lit- difficulty in getting back. But Yankee

tie fishes that swarm along these shores at energy was indomitable. C. quietly ar-

this particular season. We could track ranged his painting -apparatus, and I,

them beneath the surface about as well wrapped in my cloak more snugly, crept
as upon it. In the sunshine, and in con- out forward on the little deck, a sort of

trast with the fog, the sea was a very look-out. To be honest, I began to wish

dark blue or deep purple. Above the ourselves on our way back, as the black,

whales the water was green, a darker angry-looking swells chased us up, and

green as they descended, a lighter green flung the foam upon the bow and stern,

as they came up. Large oval spots of All at once, whole squadrons of fog swept

changeable green water, moving silently up, and swamped the whole of us, boat

and shadow-like along, in strong contrast and berg, in their thin, white obscurity.

with the surrounding dark, marked the For a moment we thought ourselves foil-

places where the monsters were gliding ed again. But still the word was,
" On !

"

below. When their broad, blackish backs And on they pulled, the hard-handed

were above the waves, there was frequent- fishermen, now flushed and moist with

ly a ring or ruffle of snowy surf, formed rowing. Again the ice was visible, but

by the breaking of the swell around the dimly, in his misty drapery. There was

edges of the fish. The review of whales, no time to be lost. Now, or not at all.

the only review we had witnessed in Her And so C. began. For half an hour,

Majesty's dominions, was, on the whole, pausing occasionally for passing flocks of

an imposing spectacle. We turned from fog, he plied the brush with a rapidity

it to witness another of a more brilliant not usual, and under disadvantages that

character. would have mastered a less experienced

To the north and east, the ocean, dark hand. We were getting close down up-

and sparkling, was, by the magic action on the berg, and in fearfully rough wa-

of the wind, entirely clear of fog ;
and ter. In their curiosity to catch glimpses

there, about two miles distant, stood re- of the advancing sketch, the men pulled

vealed the iceberg in all its cold and sol- with little regularity, and trimmed the

itary glory. It was of a greenish white, boat very badly. We were rolling fright-

and of the Greek-temple form, seeming fully to a landsman. C. begged of them

to be over a hundred feet high. We to keep their seats, and hold the barge

gazed some minutes with silent delight just there as near as possible. To amuse

on the splendid and impressive object, them, I passed an opera-glass around

and then hastened down to the boat, among them, with which they examined

and pulled away with all speed to reach the iceberg and the coast. They turned

it, if possible, before the fog should cov- out to be excellent good fellows, and en-

er it again, and in time for C. to paint tered into the spirit of the thing in a way
it The moderation of the oarsmen and that pleased us. I am sure they would have

the slowness of our progress were quite held on willingly till dark, if C. had only

provoking. I watched the sun, the dis- said the word, so much interest did they

tant fog, the wind and waves, the in- feel in the attempt to paint the " island-

creasing motion of the boat, and the of-ice." The hope was to linger about

seemingly retreating berg. A good half- it until sunset, for its colors, lights, and

hour's toil had carried us into broad wa- shadows. That, however, was suddenly

ters, and yet, to all appearance, very extinguished. Heavy fog came on, and

little nearer. The wind was freshening we retreated, not with the satisfaction of

from the south, the sea was rising, thin a conquest, nor with the disappointment

mists, a species of scout from the main of a defeat, but cheered with the hope of

body of the fog lying off in the east, were complete success, perhaps the next day,
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when C. thought that we could return deur and solemnity. I have no remem-

upon our game in a little steamer, and brance of more brilliant effects of light

so secure it beyond the possibility of es- and color. The view filled us with emo-

cape. The seine was hauled from the tions of delight. We shot from beneath

stern to the centre of the barge, and the the great cliff into Flat-Rock Bay, round-

men pulled away for Torbay, a long six ing, at length, the breakers and the cape
miles, rough and chilly. For my part, I into the smoother waters of Torbay. As
was trembling with cold, and .found it the oars dipped regularly into the polish-

necessary to lend a hand at the oars, an ed swells, reflecting the heavens and the

exercise which soon made the weather wonderful shores, all lapsed into silence,

feel several degrees warmer, and render- In the gloom of evening the rocks assum-

ed me quite comfortable. After a little ed an unusual height arid sublimity. Glid-

the wind lulled, the fog dispersed again, ing quietly below them, we were saluted

and the iceberg seemed to contemplate every now and then by the billows thun-

our slow departure with complacent se- dering in some adjacent cavern. The

renity. We regretted that the hour for- song of the sea in its old halls rung out

bade a return. It would have been pleas- in a style quite unearthly. The slamming
ant to play around that Parthenon of the of the mighty doors seemed far off in the

sea in the twilight. The best that was chambers of the cliff, and the echoes treui-

left us was to look back and watch the bled themselves away, muffled into still-

effects of light, which were wonderfully ness by the stupendous masses,

fine, and had the charm of entire novelty. Thus ended our first real hunting of

The last view was the very finest. All an iceberg. When we landed, we were

the east front was a most tender blue
; thoroughly chilled. Our man was wait-

the fissures on the southern face, from ing with his wagon, and so was a little

which we were rowing directly away, supper in a house near by, which we en-

were glittering green ;
the western front joyed with an appetite that assumed sev-

glowed in the yellow sunlight ;
around eral phases of keenness as we proceed-

were the dark waters, and above one of ed. There was a tower of cold roast

the most beautiful of skies. beef, flanked by bread and butter and

We fell under the land presently, and bowls of hot tea. The whole was car-

passed near the northern cape of Flat- ried silently, without remark, at the point

Rock Bay, a grand headland of red sand- of knife and fork. We were a forlorn-

stone, a vast and dome-like pile, fleeced hope of two, and fell to, winning the vic-

at the summit with green turf and shrubs tory in the very breach. We drove back

of fir. The sun, at last, was really set- over the fine gravel road at a round trot,

ting. There was the old magnificence of watching the last edge ofday in the north-

the king of day, airy deeps of ineffable west and north, where it no sooner fades

blue and pearl, stained with scarlets and than it buds again to bloom into morn-

crimsons, and striped with living gold. ing. We lived the new iceberg-experi-

A blaze of white light, deepening into ence all over again, and planned for the

the richest orange, crowned the distant morrow. The stars gradually came out

ridge behind which the sun was vanish- of the cool, clear heavens, until they fill-

ing. A vapory splendor, rose-color and ed them with their sparkling multitudes,

purple, was dissolving in the atmosphere ;
For every star we seemed to have a live-

and every wave of the ocean, a dark vio- ly and pleasurable thought, which came

let, nearly black, was "a flash of golden out and ran among our talk, a thread of

fire." Bathed with this almost supernat- light. When we looked at the hour, as

ural glory, the headland, in itself richly we sat fresh and wakeful, warming at our

complexioned with red, brown, and green, English inn in St. John's, it was after mid-

was at once a spectacle of singular gran- night.
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THEODORE PARKER.

" Sir Launcelot! ther thou lyest ;
thou were never matched of none earthly knights hands

;
thou were

the truest freende to thy lover that ever bestrood horse
;
and thou were the kindest man that ever strooke

with sword
;
and thou were the sternest knight to thy mortall foe th.at ever put spere in the rest."

La Morte d 'Arthur.

place is secure, and that friend best prais-

es him who paints him just as he seemed.

To depict him as he was must be the

work of many men, and no single ob-

server, however intimate, need attempt
it.

The first thing that strikes an observ-

er, in listening to the words of public and

private feeling elicited by his departure,
is the predominance in them all of the

sentiment of love. His services, his specu-

lations, his contests, his copious eloquence,
his many languages, these come in as sec-

ondary things, but the predominant tes-

timony is emotional. Men mourn the

friend even more than the warrior. No

fragile and lovely girl, fading untimely
into heaven, was ever more passionate-

ly beloved than this white-haired and

world-weary man. As he sat in his li-

brary, during his lifetime, he was not

only the awakener of a thousand intel-

lects, but the centre of a thousand hearts
;

he furnished the natural home for ev-

ery foreign refugee, every hunted slave,

every stray thinker, every vexed and

sorrowing woman. And never was there

one of these who went away uncomfort-

ed, and from every part of this broad

nation their scattered hands now fling

roses upon his grave.

This immense debt of gratitude was

not bought by any mere isolated acts of

virtue
; indeed, it never is so bought ;

love

never is won but by a nobleness which

pervades the life. In the midst of his

greatest cares there never was a moment

when he was not all too generous of his

time, his wisdom, and his money. Borne

down by the accumulation of labors,

grudging, as a student grudges, the pre-

cious hour that once lost can never be

won back, he yet was always holding
himself at the call of some poor criminal

the year 1828 there was a young
man of eighteen at work upon a farm in

Lexington, performing bodily labor to

the extent of twenty hours in a day

sometimes, and that for several days to-

gether, and at other times studying in-

tensely when work was less pressing.

Thirty years after, that same man sat

in the richest private library in Boston,

working habitually from twelve to seven-

teen hours a day in severer toil. The

interval was crowded with labors, with

acquisitions, with reproaches, with vic-

tories, with honors; and he who experi-
enced all this died exhausted at the end

of it, less than fifty years old, but look-

ing seventy. That man was Theodore

Parker.

The time is far distant when out of a

hundred different statements of contem-

poraries some calm biographer will ex-

tract sufficient materials for a true pic-

ture of the man
;
and meanwhile all that

each can do is to give fearlessly his own
honest impressions, and so tempt others

to give theirs. Of the multitude of differ-

ent photographers, each perchance may
catch some one trait without which the

whole portraiture would have remained

incomplete ;
and the time to secure this is

now, while his features are fresh in our

minds. -It is a daring effort, but it needs

to be made.

Yet Theodore Parker was so strong
and self-sufficing upon his own ground,
he needed so little from any other, while

giving so freely to all, that one would

hardly venture to add anything to the

autobiographies he has left, but for the

high example he set of fearlessness in

dealing with the dead. There may be

some whose fame is so ill -established,

that one shrinks from speaking of them

precisely as one saw them
;
but this man's
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at the Police Office, or some sick girl in such cases was more exuberant than his

a suburban town, not of his recognized wrath had ever been,

parish perhaps, but longing for the min- It is inevitable, in describing him, to

istry of the only preacher who had touch- characterize his life first by its quantity,
ed her soul. Not a mere wholesale re- He belonged to the true race of the

former, he wore out his life by retail- giants of learning ;
he took in knowledge

ing its great influences to the poorest at every pore, and his desires were insa-

comer. Not generous in money only, tiable. Not, perhaps, precocious in boy-

though the readiness of his beneficence hood, for it is not precocity to begin
in that direction had few equals, he Latin at ten and Greek at eleven, to

always hastened past that minor bestowal enter the Freshman class at twenty and

to ask if there were not some other add- the professional school at twenty-three,
ed gift possible, some personal service he was equalled by few students in the

or correspondence, some life -blood, in tremendous rate at which he pursued

short, to be lavished in some other form, every study, when once begun. With
to eke out the already liberaj donation strong body and great constitutional in-

of dollars. dustry, always acquiring and never for-

There is an impression that he was getting, he was doubtless at the time of

unforgiving. Unforgetting he certainly his death the most variously learned of

was
;
for he had no power of forgetful- living Americans, as well as one of the

ness, whether for good or evil. He had most prolific of orators and writers,

none of that convenient oblivion which Why did Theodore Parker die ? He
in softer natures covers sin and saintli- died prematurely worn out through this

ness with one common, careless pall. So enormous activity, a warning, as well

long as a man persisted in a wrong atti- as an example. To all appeals for mod-

tude before God or man, there was no eration, during the latter years of his life,

day so laborious or exhausting, no night he had but one answer, that he had six

so long or drowsy, but Theodore Parker's generations of long-lived farmers behind

unsleeping memory stood on guard full- him, and had their strength to draw up-

armed, ready to do battle at a moment's on. All his physical habits, except in

warning. This is generally known
;
but this respect, were unexceptionable : he

what may not be known so widely is, that, was abstemious in diet, but not ascetic,

the moment the adversary lowered his kept no unwholesome hours, tried no dan-

spear, were it for only an inch or an in- gerous experiments, committed no excess-

stant, that moment Theodore Parker's es. But there is no man who can ha-

weapons were down and his arms open, bitually study from twelve to seventeen

Make but the slightest concession, give hours a day (his friend Mr. Clarke con-

him but the least excuse to love you, and tracts it to " from six to twelve," but I

never was there seen such promptness in have Mr. Parker's own statement of the

forgiving. His friends found it some- fact) without ultimate self-destruction,

times harder to justify his mildness than Nor was this the practice during his pe-

his severity. I confess that I, with oth- riod of health alone, but it was pushed to

ers, have often felt inclined to criticize the last moment: he continued in the

a certain caustic tone of his, in private pulpit long after a withdrawal was per-

talk, when the name of an offender emptorily prescribed for him
;
and when

was alluded to
;
but I have also felt al- forbidden to leave home for lecturing,

most indignant at his lenient good-nature during the winter of 1858, he straightway

to that very person, let him once show prepared the most laborious literary works

the smallest symptom of contrition, or of his life, for delivery as lectures in the

seek, even in the clumsiest way, or for Fraternity Course at Boston,

the most selfish purpose, to disarm his He worked thus, not from ambition, nor

generous antagonist. His forgiveness in altogether from principle, but from an
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immense craving for mental labor, which

had become second nature to him. His

great omnivorous, hungry intellect must

have constant food, new languages, new

statistics, new historical investigations, new

scientific discoveries, new systems of Scrip-

tuial exegesis. He did not for a day in

the year nor an hour in the day make rest

a matter of principle, nor did he ever in-

dulge in it as a pleasure, for he knew

no enjoyment so great as labor. Words-

worth's " wise passiveness
" was utterly

foreign to his nature. Had he been aO
mere student, this had been less destruc-

tive. But to take the standard of study

of a German Professor, and superadd to

that the separate exhaustions of a Sun-

day-preacher, a lyceum-lecturer, a rad-

ical leader, and a practical philanthropist,

was simply to apply half a dozen distinct

suicides to the abbreviation of a single

life. And, as his younger companions

long since assured him, the tendency of

his career was not only to kill himself,

but them
;
for each assumed that he must

at least attempt what Theodore Parker

accomplished.
It is very certain that his career was

much shortened by these enormous la-

bors, and it is not certain that its value

was increased in a sufficient ratio to com-

pensate for that evil. He justified his in-

cessant winter-lecturing by the fact that

the whole country was his parish, though
this was not an adequate excuse. But

what right had he to deprive himself even

of the accustomed summer respite of or-

dinary preachers, and waste the golden

July hours in studying Sclavonic dia-

lects ? No doubt his work in the world

was greatly aided both by the fact and

the fame of learning, and, as he himself

somewhat disdainfully said, the knowl-

edge of Greek and Hebrew was " a con-

venience
"
in theological discussions

; but,

after all, his popular power did not main-

ly depend on his mastery of twenty lan-

guages, but of one. Theodore Parker's

learning was undoubtedly a valuable pos-

session to the community, but it was not

worth the price of Theodore Parker's life.

" Strive constantly to concentrate your-

self," said the laborious Goethe,
" never

dissipate your powers ;
incessant activity,

of whatever kind, leads finally to bank-

ruptcy." But Theodore Parker's whole

endeavor was to multiply his channels,

and he exhausted his life in the effort to

do all men's work. He was a hard man
to relieve, to help, or to cooperate with.

Thus, the " Massachusetts Quarterly Re-

view" began with quite a promising corps
of contributors; but when it appeared
that its- editor, if left alone, would willing-

ly undertake all the articles, science,

history, literature, everything, of course

the others yielded to inertia and dropped

away. So, some years later, when some

of us met at his room to consult on a

cheap series of popular theological works,

he himself was so rich in his own private

plans that all the rest were impoverished ;

nothing could be named but he had been

planning just that for years, and should

by-and-by get leisure for it, and there re-

ally was not enough left to call out the

energies of any one else. Not from any

petty egotism, but simply from inordinate

activity, he stood ready to take all the

parts.

In the same way he distanced every-

body ; every companion -scholar found

soon that it was impossible to keep pace
with one who was always accumulating
and losing nothing. Most students find

it necessary to be constantly forgetting

some things to make room for later ar-

rivals
;
but the peculiarity of his memory

was that he let nothing go. I have more

than once heard him give a minute anal-

ysis of the contents of some dull book

read twenty years before, and have after-

wards found the statement correct and

exhaustive. His great library, the on-

ly private library I have ever seen which

reminded one of the Astor, although

latterly collected more for public than

personal uses, was one which no other

man in the nation, probably, had suffi-

cient bibliographical knowledge single-

handed to select, and we have very few

men capable of fully appreciating its schol-

arly value, as it stands. It seems as if its

possessor, putting all his practical and
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popular side into his eloquence and ac-

tion, had indemnified himself by invest-

ing all his scholarship in a library of which

less than a quarter of the books were in

the English language.
All unusual learning, however, brings

with it the suspicion of superficiality ;
and

in this country, where, as Mr. Parker

himself said,
"
every one gets a mouthful

of education, but scarce one a full meal,"

where every one who makes a Latin

quotation is styled "a ripe scholar," it

is sometimes difficult to distinguish the

true from the counterfeit. It is, however,

possible to apply some tests. I remem-

ber, for instance, that one of the few un-

doubted classical scholars, in the old-fash-

ioned sense, whom New England has

seen, the late John Glen King of Sa-

lem, while speaking with very limited

respect of the acquirements of Rufus

Choate in this direction, and with utter

contempt of those of Daniel Webster, al-

ways became enthusiastic on coming to

Theodore Parker. " He is the only man,"
said Mr. King more than once to the

writer,
" with whom I can sit down and

seriously discuss a disputed reading and

find him familiar with all that has been

written upon it." Yet Greek and Latin

were only the preliminaries of Mr. Par-

ker's scholarship.

I know, for one, and there are many
who will bear the same testimony, that

I never went to Mr. Parker to talk over

a subject which I had just made a spe-

ciality, without finding that on that par-

ticular matter he happened to know, with-

out any special investigation, more than

I did. This extended beyond books,

sometimes stretching into things where

his questioner's opportunities of knowl-

edge had seemed considerably greater,

as, for instance, in points connected with

the habits of our native animals and the

phenomena of out-door Nature. Such

were his wonderful quickness and his in-

fallible memory, that glimpses of these

things did for him the work of years.

But, of course, it was in the world of

books that this wonderful superiority was

chiefly seen, and the following example

may serve as one of the most striking

among many.
It happened to me, some years since,

in the course of some historical inquiries,

to wish for fuller information in regard to

the barbarous feudal codes of the Middle

Ages, as the Salic, Burgundian, and

Ripuarian, before the time of Charle-

magne. The common historians, even

Hallam, gave no very satisfactory infor-

mation and referred to no very available

books
;
and supposing it to be a matter of

which every well-read lawyer would at

least know something, I asked help of

the most scholarly member of that pro-

fession within my reach. He regretted
his inability to give me any aid, but re-

ferred me to a friend of his, who was soon

to visit him, a young man, who was al-

ready eminent for legal learning. The
friend soon arrived, but owned, with some

regret, that he had paid no attention to

that particular subject, and did not even

know what books to refer to
;
but he would

at least ascertain what they were, and let

me know. (N. B. I have never heard

from him since.) Stimulated by ill-suc-

cess, I aimed higher, and struck at the

Supreme Bench of a certain State, break-

ing in on the mighty repose of His Honor

with the name of Charlemagne.
" Charle-

magne ?
"
responded my lord judge, rub-

bing his burly brow, "Charlemagne
lived, I think, in the sixth century ?

"

Dismayed, I retreated, with little further

inquiry ;
and sure of one man, at least,

to whom law meant also history and lit-

erature, I took refuge with Charles Sum-
ner. That accomplished scholar, himself

for once at fault, could only frankly ad-

vise me to do at last what I ought to have

done at first, to apply to Theodore Par-

ker. I did so.
"
Go," replied he instant-

ly,
" to alcove twenty-four, shelf one hun-

dred and thirteen, of the College Library
at Cambridge, and you will find the in-

formation you need in a thick quarto,

bound in vellum, and lettered '

Potgies-

ser de Statu Servorum.'
'

I straightway

sent for Potgiesser, and found my fortune

made. It was one of those patient old

German treatises which cost the labor of
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one man's life to compile and another's all that had been, said and done, his was

to exhaust, and I had no reason to sup- the statement that told upon the commu-

pose that any reader had disturbed its re- nity. He knew this power of his, and

pose until that unwearied industry had had analyzed some of the methods by

explored the library. which he attained it, though, after all, the

Amid such multiplicity of details he best part was an unconscious and mag-
must sometimes have made mistakes, and netic faculty. But he early learned, so

with his great quickness of apprehension he once told me, that the New-England
he sometimes formed hasty conclusions, people dearly love two things, a philo-

But no one has a right to say that his sophical arrangement, and a plenty of

great acquirements were bought by any statistics. To these, therefore, he treated

habitual sacrifice of thoroughness. To say them thoroughly ;
in some of his " Ten

that they sometimes impaired the quali- Sermons" the demand made upon the

ty of his thought would undoubtedly be systematizing power of his audience was

more just ;
and this is a serious charge to really formidable

;
and I have always re-

bring. Learning is not accumulation, but membered a certain lecture of his on the

assimilation
; every man's real acquire- Anglo-Saxons as the most wonderful fo-

ments must pass into his own organiza- stance that ever came within my knowl-

tion, and undue or hasty nutrition does edge of the adaptation of solid learning

no good. The most priceless knowledge to the popular intellect. Nearly two hours

is not worth the smallest impairing of the of almost unadorned fact, for there was

quality of the thinking. The scholar far less than usual of relief and illustra-

cannot afford, any more than the farmer, tion, and yet the lyceum-audience lis-

to lavish his strength in clearing more tened to it as if an angel sang to them,

land than he can cultivate
;
and Theodore So perfect was his sense of purpose and

Parker was compelled by the natural lim- of power, so clear and lucid was his de-

its of time and strength to let vast tracts livery, with such wonderful composure
lie fallow, and to miss something of the did he lay out, section by section, his his-

natural resources of the soil. One some- torical chart, that he grasped his hearers

times wished that he had studied less and as absolutely as he grasped his subject :

dreamed more, for less encyclopedic one was compelled to believe that he

information, and more of his own rich might read the people the Sanscrit Lexi-

brain. con, and they would listen with ever fresh

But it was in popularizing thought and delight. Without grace or beauty or mel-

kpowledge that his great and wonderful ody, his mere elocution was sufficient to

power lay. Not an original thinker, in produce effects which melody and grace

the same sense with Emerson, he yet and beauty might have sighed for in vain,

translated for tens of thousands that which And I always felt that he well described

Emerson spoke to hundreds only. No his own eloquence while describing Lu-

matter who had been heard on any sub- ther's, in one of the most admirably mould-

ject, the great mass of intelligent, "pro- ed sentences he ever achieved, "The

gressive" New-England thinkers waited homely force of Luther, who, in the lan-

to hear the thing summed up by Theo- guage of the farm, the shop, the boat, the

dore Parker. This popular interest went street, or the nursery, told the high truths

far beyond the circle of his avowed sym- that reason or religion taught, and took

pathizers ;
he might be a heretic, but no- possession of his audience by a storm of

body could deny that he was a marks- speech, then poured upon them all the

man. No matter how well others seem- riches of his brave plebeian soul, baptiz-

ed to have hit the target, his shot was the ing every head anew, a man who with

triumphant one, at last. Thinkers might the people seemed more mob than they,

find no new thought in the new discourse, and with kings the most imperial man."

leaders of action no new plan, yet, after Another key to his strong hold upon
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the popular mind was to,
be found in his vast floods of various and delightful infor-

thorough Americanism of training and mation, 1 believe that he could have had

sympathy. Surcharged with European no Anglo-Saxon rival, except Macaulay.

learning, he yet remained at heart the And in Mr. Parker's case, at least, there

Lexington farmer's-boy, and his whole was no alloy of conversational arrogance

atmosphere was indigenous, not exotic, or impatience of opposition. He monop-
Not haunted by any of the distrust and olized, not because he was ever unwilling
over-criticism which are apt to effeminate to hear others, but because they did not

the American scholar, he plunged deep care to hear themselves when he was by.

into the current of hearty national life The subject made no difference
;
he could

around him, loved it, trusted it, believed talk on anything. I was once with him

in it
;
and the combination of this vital in the society of an intelligent Quaker

faith with such tremendous criticism of farmer, when the conversation fell on ag-

public and private sins formed an irresist- riculture : the farmer held his own ably
ible power. He could condemn without for a time

;
but long after he was drained

crushing, denounce mankind, yet save dry, our wonderful companion still flow-

it from despair. Thus his pulpit became ed on exhaustless, with accounts of Nova
one of the great forces of the nation, like Scotia ploughing and Tennessee hoeing,
the New York " Tribune." His printed and all things rural, ancient and modern,
volumes had but a limited circulation, good and bad, till it seemed as if the one

owing to a defective system of publica- amusing and interesting theme in the uni-

tion, which his friends tried in vain to verse were the farm. But it soon proved
correct

;
but the circulation of his pam- that this was only one among his thousand

phlet- discourses was very great; he is- departments, and his hearers felt, as was

sued them faster and faster, latterly of- said of old Fuller, as if he had served his

ten in pairs, and they instantly spread time at every trade in town,

far and wide. Accordingly he found his But it must now be owned that these

listeners everywhere ;
he could not go so astonishing results were bought by some

far West but his abundant fame had pre- intellectual sacrifices which his nearer

ceded him; his lecture-room in the re- friends do not all recognize, but which

motest places was crowded, and his hotel- posterity will mourn. Such a rate ofspeed
chamber also, until late at night. Prob- is incompatible with the finest literary

ably there was no private man in the execution. A delicate literary ear he

nation, except, perhaps, Beecher and might have had, perhaps, but he very sel-

Greeley, whom personal strangers were dom stopped to cultivate or even indulge
so eager to see

;
while from a transatlan- it. This neglect was not produced by his

tic direction he was sought by visitors to frequent habit of extemporaneous speech
whom the two other names were utterly alone

;
for it is a singular fact, that Wen-

unknown. Learned men from the con- dell Phillips, who rarely writes a line,

tinent of Europe always found their way, yet contrives to give to his hastiest efforts

first or last, to Exeter Place; and it is the air of elaborate preparation, while

said that Thackeray, on his voyage to Theodore Parker's most scholarly per-

this country, declared that the thing in formances were still stump-speeches. Vig-

America which he most desired was to orous, rich, brilliant, copious, they yet

hear Theodore Parker talk. seldom afford a sentence which falls in

Indeed, his conversational power was perfect cadence upon the ear
;
under a

so wonderful that no one could go away show of regular method, they are loose

from a first interview without astonishment and diffuse, and often have the qualities

and delight. There are those among us, which he himself attributed to the style

it may be, more brilliant in anecdote or of John Quincy Adams,
"
disorderly, ill-

repartee, more eloquent, more profound- compacted, and homely to a fault." He

ly suggestive; but for the outpouring of said of Dr. Channing,
" Diffuseness is
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the old Adam of the pulpit. There are ery point, not theology alone, but all

always two ways of hitting the mark, current events and permanent principles,

one with a single bullet, the other with a the Presidential nomination or message,

shower of small shot : Dr. Channing chose the laws of trade, the laws of Congress,

the latter, as most of our pulpit orators woman's rights, woman's costume, Boston

have done." Theodore Parker chose it slave-kidnappers, and Dr. Banbaby, he

also. must put it all in. His ample discourse

Perhaps Nature and necessity chose it must be like an Oriental poem, which be-

for him. If not his temperament, at least gins with the creation of the universe,

the circumstances of his position, cut him and includes all subsequent facts inci-

offfrom all high literary finish. He created dentally. It is astonishing to look over

the congregation at the Music Hall, and his published sermons and addresses, and

that congregation, in turn, moulded his see under how many different names the

whole life. For that great stage his elo- same stirring speech has been reprinted ;

quence became inevitably a kind of bril- new illustrations, new statistics, and all

liant scene-painting, large, fresh, profuse, remoulded with such freshness that the

rapid, showy ;
masses of light and shade, hearer had no suspicions, nor the speaker

wonderful effects, but farewell forever to either, and yet the same essential thing,

all finer touches and delicate gradations ! Sunday discourse, lyceum lecture, con-

No man can write for posterity, while vention speech, it made no difference,

hastily snatching a half-day from a week's he must cover all the points every time,

lecturing, during which to prepare a tell- No matter what theme might be announ-

ing Sunday harangue for three thousand ced, the people got the whole latitude and

people. In the perpetual rush and hurry longitude of Theodore Parker, and that

of his life, he had no time to select, to was precisely what they wanted. He,

discriminate, to omit anything, or to ma- more than any other man among us,

ture anything. He had the opportuni- broke down the traditional non-commit-

ties, the provocatives, and the drawbacks talism of the lecture-room, and oxygen-
which make the work and mar the fame ated all the lyceums of the land. He
of the professional journalist. His intel- thus multiplied his audience very great-

lectual existence, after he left the quiet ly, while perhaps losing to some degree
of West Roxbury, was from hand to the power of close logic and of addressing

mouth. Needing above all men to con- a specific statement to a special point,

centrate himself, he was compelled by his Yet it seemed as if he could easily leave

whole position to lead a profuse and mis- the lancet to others, grant him only the

cellaneous life. hammer and the forge.

All popular orators must necessarily Ah, but the long centuries, where the

repeat themselves, preachers chiefly reading of books is concerned, set aside

among orators, and Theodore Parker all considerations of quantity, of popular-

chiefly among preachers. The mere fre-
ity, of immediate influence, and sternly

quency of production makes this inevita- test by quality alone, judge each author

ble, a fact which always makes every by his most golden sentence, and let all

finely organized intellect, first or last, else go. The deeds make the man, but

grow weary of the pulpit. But in his it is the style which makes or dooms the

case there were other compulsions. Ev- writer. History, which always sends great

ery Sunday a quarter part of his vast men in groups, gave us Emerson by whom

congregation consisted of persons who to test the intellectual qualities of Parker,

had never, or scarcely ever, heard him They cooperated in their work from the

before, and who might never hear him beginning, in much the same mutual re-

again. Not one of those visitors must lation as now
;
in looking back over the

go away, therefore, without hearing the rich volumes of the "
Dial," the reader

great preacher define his position on ev- now passes by the contributions of Parker
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to glean every sentence of Emerson's, good and evil, almost exaggerated prais-

but we have the latter's authority for the es, pungent satire, catalogues of sins that

fact that it was the former's articles which seemed pages from some Recording An-

originally sold the numbers. Intellectual- gel's book, these were his mighty meth-

ly, the two men form the complement to ods
;
but for the subtilest analysis, the

each other
;

it is Parker who reaches the deepest insight into the mysteries of char-

mass of the people, but it is probable that acter, one must look elsewhere. It was

all his writings put together have not still scene-painting, not portraiture ;
and

had so profound an influence on the the same thing which overwhelmed with

intellectual leaders of the nation as the wonder, when heard in the Music Hall,

single address of Emerson at Divinity produced a slight sense of insufficiency,

Hall. when read in print. It was certainly
And it is difficult not to notice, in that very great in its way, but not in quite

essay in which Theodore Parker ventur- the highest way; it was preliminary work,
ed on higher intellectual ground, per- not final

;
it was Parker's Webster, not

haps, than anywhere else in his writings, Emerson's Swedenborg or Napoleon.
his critique on Emerson in the " Mas- The same thing was often manifested

sachusetts Quarterly," the indications in his criticisms on current events. The
of this mental disparity. It is in many broad truths were stated without fear or

respects a noble essay, full of fine moral favor, the finer points passed over, and

appreciations, bravely generous, admira- the special trait of the particular phase
ble in the loyalty of spirit shown towards sometimes missed. His sermons on the

a superior mind, and all warm with a last revivals, for instance, had an enor-

personal friendship which could find no mous circulation, and told with great force

superior. But so far as literary execu- upon those who had not been swept into

tion is concerned, the beautiful sentences the movement, and even upon some who
of Emerson stand out like fragments of had been. The difficulty was that they
carved marble from the rough plaster in were just such discourses as he would have

which they are imbedded. Nor this alone
; preached in the time of Edwards and the

but, on drawing near the vestibule of the "Great Awakening"; and the point which

author's finest thoughts, the critic almost many thought the one astonishing feature

always stops, unable quite to enter their of the new excitement, its almost entire

sphere. Subtile beauties puzzle him
;
the omission of the " terrors of the Lord,"

titles of the poems, for instance, giving the far gentler and more winning type

by delicate allusion the key-note of each, of religion which it displayed, and from

as "
Astrasa,"

"
Mithridates,"

" Hama- which it confessedly drew much of its

treya," and " Etienne de la Boece," power, this was entirely ignored in Mr.

seem to him the work of " mere caprice "; Parker's sermons. He was too hard at

he pronounces the poem of "Monadnoc" work in combating the evangelical the-

"
poor and weak "

;
he condemns and sat- ology to recognize its altered phases,

irizes the "
Wood-notes," and thinks that Forging lightning-rods against the tem-

a pine-tree which should talk like Mr. pest, he did not see that the height of the

Emerson's ought to be cut down and cast storm had passed by.

into the sea. These are legitimate criticisms to make

The same want of fine discrimination on Theodore Parker, for he was large

was usually visible in his delineations of enough to merit them. It is only the

great men in public life. Immense in loftiest trees of which it occurs to us to re-

accumulation of details, terrible in the mark that they do not touch the sky, and

justice which held the balance, they yet a man must comprise a great deal before

left one with the feeling, that, after all, we complain of him for not comprising

the delicate main-springs of character had everything. But though the closest scru-

been missed. Broad contrasts, heaps of tiny may sometimes find cases where he
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failed to see the most subtile and precious it, he was that man. Occupying a unique

truth, it will never discover one where, sphere of activity, he filled it with such a

seeing, he failed to proclaim it, or, pro- wealth of success, that there is now no

claiming, failed to give it force and pow- one in the nation whom it would not

er. He lived his life much as he walked seem an absurdity to nominate for his

the streets of Boston, not quite graceful- place. It takes many instruments to com-

ly, nor yet statelily, but with quick, strong, plete the orchestra, but the tones of this

solid step, with sagacious eyes wide open, organ the Music Hall shall never hear

and thrusting his broad shoulders a little again.

forward, as if butting away the throng One feels, since he is gone, that he

of evil deeds around him, and scattering made his reat qualities seem so natural

whole atmospheres of unwholesome cloud, and inevitable, we forgot that all did not

Wherever he went, there went a glance of share them. We forgot the scholar's pro-

sleepless vigilance, an unforgetting mem- verbial reproach of timidity and selfish-

ory, a tongue that never faltered, and an ness, in watching him. While he lived, it

arm that never quailed. Not primarily seemed a matter of course that the great-

an administrative nor yet a military mind, est acquirements and the heartiest self-

he yet exerted a positive control over the devotion should go together. Can we
whole community around him, by sheer keep our strength, without the tonic of

mental and moral strength. He mowed his example ? How petty it now seems

down harvests of evil as in his youth he to ask for any fine-drawn subtilties of

mowed the grass, and all his hours of poet or seer in him who gave his life to

study were but whetting the scythe. the cause of the humblest ! Life speaks
And for this great work it was not es- the loudest. We do not ask what Lu-

sential that the blade should have a ra- ther said or wrote, but only what he did
;

zor's edge. Grant that Parker was not and the name of Theodore Parker will
^j

also Emerson
;
no matter, he was Park- not only long outlive his books, but will

er. If ever a man seemed sent into the last far beyond the special occasions out

world to find a certain position, and found of which he moulded his grand career.

ICARUS.

i.

Ip triumphe I Lo, thy certain art,

My crafty sire, releases us at length !

False Minos now may knit his baffled brows,

And in the labyrinth by thee devised

His brutish horns in angry search may toss

The Minotaur, but thou and I are free !

See where it lies, one dark spot on the breast

Of plains far-shining in the long-lost day,

Thy glory and our prison ! Either hand

Crete, with her hoary mountains, olive-clad

In twinkling silver, 'twixt the vineyard rows,

Divides the glimmering seas. On Ida's top
The sun, discovering first an earthly throne,

Sits down in splendor : lucent vapors rise
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From folded glens among the awaking hills,

Expand their hovering films, and touch, and spread
In airy planes beneath us, hearths of air

Whereon the morning burns her hundred fires.

II.

Take thou thy way between the cloud and wave,

Daedalus, my father, steering forth

To friendly Samos, or the Carian shore !

But me the spaces of the upper heaven

Attract, the height, the freedom, and the joy.

For now, from that dark treachery escaped,
And tasting power which was the lust of youth,

Whene'er the white blades of the sea-gull's wings
Flashed round the headland, or the barbed files

Of cranes returning clanged across the sky,

No half-way flight, no errand incomplete
1 purpose. Not, as once in dreams, with pain
I mount, with fear and huge exertion hold

Myself a moment, ere the sickening fall

Breaks in the shock of waking. Launched, at last,

Uplift on powerful wings, I veer and float

Past sunlit isles of cloud, that dot with light

The boundless archipelago of sky.
I fan the airy silence till it starts

In rustling whispers, swallowed up as soon
;

I warm the chilly ether with my breath
;

I with the beating of my heart make glad
The desert blue. Have I not raised myself
Unto this height, and shall I cease to soar ?

The curious eagles wheel about my path :

With sharp and questioning eyes they stare at me,
With harsh, impatient screams they menace me,

Who, with these vans of cunning workmanship

Broad-spread, adventure on their high domain,

Now mine, as well. Henceforth, ye clamorous birds,

I claim the azure empire of the air !

Henceforth I breast the current of the morn,
Between her crimson shores : a star, henceforth,

Upon the crawling dwellers of the earth

My forehead shines. The steam of sacred blood,

The smoke of burning flesh on altars laid,

Fumes of the temple-wine, and sprinkled myrrh,
Shall reach my palate ere they reach the Gods.

in.

Nay, am not I a God ? What other wing,
If not a God's, could in the rounded sky

Hang thus in solitary poise ? What need,

Ye proud Immortals, that my balanced plumes
Should grow, like yonder eagle's, from the nest ?

It may be, ere my crafty father's line
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Sprang from Erectheus, some artificer,

Who found you roaming wingless on the hills,

Naked, asserting godship in the dearth

Of loftier claimants, fashioned you the same.

Thence did you seize Olympus ;
thence your pride

Compelled the race of men, your slaves, to tear

The temple from the mountain's marble womb,
To carve you shapes more beautiful than they,

To sate your idle nostrils with the reek

Of gums and spices, heaped on jewelled gold.

IV.

Lo, where Hyperion, through the glowing air

Approaching, drives ! Fresh from his banquet-meats,
Flushed with Olympian nectar, angrily

He guides his fourfold span of furious steeds,

Convoyed by that bold Hour whose ardent torch

Burns up the dew, toward the narrow beach,

This long, projecting spit of cloudy gold
Whereon I wait to greet him when he comes.

Think not I fear thine anger : this day, thou,

Lord of the silver bow, shalt bring a guest
To sit in presence of the equal Gods

In your high hall : wheel but thy chariot near,

That I may mount beside thee !

What is this ?

I hear the crackling hiss of singed plumes !

The stench of burning feathers stifles me !

My loins are stung with drops of molten wax !

Ai ! ai ! my ruined vans ! I fall ! I die !

Ere the blue noon o'erspanned the bluer strait

Which parts Icaria from Samos, fell,

Amid the silent wonder of the air,

Fell with a shock that startled the still wave,
A shrivelled wreck of crisp, entangled plumes,
A head whence eagles' beaks had plucked the eyes,

And clots of wax, black limbs by eagles torn

In falling : and a circling eagle screamed .

Around that floating horror of the sea

Derision, and above Hyperion shone.
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WALKER.

I CONFESS to knowledge of a large mountain -man who set the traps that

book bearing the above title, a title caught the martens which furnished the

which is no less appropriate for this tails that mark so gracefully the number

brief, disrupted biographical memoran- of skins of which the rich banker's wife's

dum. That I have a right to act as I jfichu-russe is composed. Here is a strik-

have done, in adopting it, will presently ing contrast, in which extremes meet,

appear, as well as that the honored name not the martens' tails, but the two men's

thus appropriated by me refers neither to wives, the banker's and the trapper's,

the dictionary nor the jilibustero, both of brought into antithetical relation by the

which articles appear to have been super- simple circumstance of a fichu-russe, the

seded by newer and better things. material of which was worn in some ra-

At the first flush, Fur would seem to vine
,
of the wilderness, mayhap not a

be rather a sultry subject to open either twelvemonth since, by a creature faster

a store or a story with, in these glowing even than a banker's wife. Great is the

days of a justly incensed thermometer. hereafter of the marten-cat, whose skin

And yet there is a fine bracing moun- may be looked upon as the soul by which

tain-air to be drawn from the material, the animal is destined to attain a sort

as with a spigot, if you will only favor of modified immortality in the Elysian

your mind with a digression from the tan- abodes of Wealth and Fashion, the

gible article to the wild-rose associations place where good martens go !

in which it is enveloped. The men through whose intervention

Think of the high, wind-swept ridges, eventual felicity is thus secured to the

among the clefts of which are the only fur-creature are as much a race in them-

homesteads of the hardy pioneers by selves as the Gypsies. No genuine type
whose agency alone one kind of luxury of them ever approaches nearer to the

is kept up to the standard demand for it confines of civilization than a frontier set-

in the great cities. It might not be so tlement beckons him. Old Adams, the

likely a place to get fancy drinks in as bear-tutor, might have been of this type

Broome Street, certainly, we must admit, once, but he is adulterated with sawdust

as we picture to ourselves some brushy and gas-light now, with city cookery and

ravine in which the trapper has his irons spurious groceries. Many men of French

cunningly set out for the betrayal of the Canadian origin are to be found trading

stone-marten and the glossy-backed
" fish- and trapping in the Far West

; although,

er-cat," but the breeze in it is quite as taken in the aggregate, there are no peo-

wholesome as a brandy-smash. The whirr pie less given to stirring enterprise than

of the sage-hen's wing, as she rises from these colonial descendants of the Gaul,

the fragrant thicket, brings a flavor with The only direction, almost, in which they

it fresher far than that of the mint-julep, exhibit any expansive tendency is in the

It is cheaper than the latter compound, border trade and general adventure busi-

too, and much more conducive to health, ness, in which figure the names of many

Continuing to indulge our fancy in cool of them conspicuously and with honor,

images connected with fur and its finders, The Chouteaus are of that stock
;
and of

we shall see what contrasts will arise, that stock came the late Major Aubry,
The blue shadow of a cottonwood-tree renowned among the guides and trappers

stretching over a mountain-spring. By of the southwestern wilderness; and if

the edge of the sparkling water sits, em- J- C. Fremont is not a French Canadian

broidering buckskin, a red-legged squaw, by birth, the strong efforts made about

keeper of the wigwam to the ragged the time of the last Presidential election
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to establish him as one had at least the

effect of determining his Canadian de-

scent.

Pierre La Marche was a Franco-Cana-

dian of the spread-eagle kind referred

to. Departing widely from the conserva-

tive prejudices of his race, his wandering

propensities took him away, at an early

age, from the primitive colonial village in

which he first saw the light of day. He
was but fourteen years old when he left

his peaceful and thoroughly whitewashed

home on the banks of the St. Fran9ois,
in company with a knot of Canadian voy-

ageurs, whose principles tended towards

the Red River of the North. LeavinorO
this convoy at Fond-du-Lac, he pushed
his way on to the Mississippi, alone and

friendless, and, falling in with a party of

trappers at St. Louis, accompanied them

when they returned to the mountain
"
gulches

"
in which their business lay.

After six years of trapper and trader

life, but little trace of the simple young
Canadian habitant was left in Pierre La
Marche. He spoke mountain English and

French patois with equal fluency. There

was a decision of character about him that

commanded the respect of his comrades.

When the other trappers went to St.

Louis, they used to drink and gamble

away their hard-won dollars, few of these

men caring for anything beyond the indul-

gence of immediate fancies. But Pierre

was ambitious, and thought that money
might be made subservient to his aspira-

tions in a better way than speculating
with it upon

" bluff" or squandering it

upon deteriorating drinks.

About this time of his life, Pierre be-

gan to think that the fact of his being
"
only a French Canadian " was likely

to be a bar to his advancement. 3Ie de-

spised himself greatly for one thing, in-

deed, that his name was La Marche,
and not Walker, which patronymic he

made out to be the nearest Anglo-Saxon

equivalent for his French one. He adopt-

ed it, calling himself Peter Walker,
and had an adventure out of it, to begin
with.

While trading furs at St. Louis, on one

occasion, he offered a remnant of his stock

to a dealer with whom he was not ac-

quainted. They had an argument as to

prices. The dealer, a man of hasty tem-

per, asked him his name.
*'
Walker," was the reply.

When La Marche arose from the dis-

tant corner into which he was projected
in company with the bundle of furs lev-

elled at his head, revenge was his natu-

ral sentiment. Drawing his heavy knife

from its sheath, he flung it away : the

temptation to use it might have been too

much for him. Small in stature, but re-

markable for muscular strength, and for

inventive resource in the "
rough-and-

tumble "
fight, La Marche clenched with

the burly store-keeper, who was getting

the worst of it, when some of his employes

interfered. This led to a general engage-
ment. Several of La Marche's compan-
ions now rushed in, and in five minutes

their opponents gave out, succumbent to

superior wind and sinew.

Next morning, when the trappers took

their way out of St. Louis, La Marche

was a leader among them for life. But

the reason of the store-keeper's rage was

for many years a mystery to him. He
knew not the enormity of "

Walker," as

an exponent of disparagement ;
he simply

thought it a nicer name than La Marche,
while it fully embodied the sentiment of

that name. He adopted it, then, as I said

before, and went on towards posterity as

Peter Walker.

I heard many strange anecdotes of

Peter Walker at the residence of a re-

tired voyageur, who used to sing him Ho-

merically to his chosen friends. These

voyageurs are professional canoe-men ;
ad-

venturers extending, sparsely, from the

waters of French Canada to those of Ore-

gon, and sometimes back. Honest old

Quatreaux ! I mentioned his " residence
"

just now, and the term is truly grandilo-

quent in its application. The residence

of old Quatreaux was a log cabane, about

twenty feet square. Planks, laid loosely

upon the cross-ties of the rafters, formed

the up-stairs of the building : up-ladder
would be a term more in accordance with
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facts
;
for it was by an appliance of that well, although his conservatism as a Ca-

kind that the younger and more active nadian induced him to prefer his mother

of the sixteen members composing the tongue as a vehicle for general conversa-

old voyageur's family removed themselves tion. But I remarked that his anecdotes

from view when they retired for the night, of Walker were always related in Eng-
A partition, extending half-way across the lish, and on these occasions, therefore,

ground -floor, screened off the state or for my benefit alone: for but little of

principal bed from outside gaze ;
at least, the Anglo-Saxon tongue appeared to be

it was exposed to view only from points known to, or at least used by, any mem-
rendered rather inaccessible by tubs, with ber of his numerous family. Indeed, I

which these Canadian families are gener- can recall but two words of that language

ally provided to excess. This apartment which I could positively aver to have

was strictly assigned to me, as a visitor
;

heard in colloquial use among them,
and although I firmly declined the hon- poodare and schotte. And why should the

or, chiefly with reference to certain old voyageur have thus reserved his ex-

large and very hard fleas I knew of in periences from those who were near and

its dormitory arrangements, it was kept dear to him? Simply because most of

religiously vacant, in case my heart should his adventures with Walker were not of

relent towards it, and the family in gen- the strictly mild character becoming a

eral slept huddled together on the outer family-man. But it was all the same to

floor, without manifest classification : the these good people ;
and when I laughed,

two old people ;
son and wife

; daughter they all took up the idea and laughed
and husband

;
children

;
the extraordi- their best, the little hunch-backed girl

nary little hunch-backed and one-eyed generally going off into a kind of epilep-

girl, whom nobody would marry, but ev- *sy by herself, over in the darkest corner

erybody liked
; dogs. I used to stretch of the room, among the tubs,

myself on a buffalo-robe before the wood- When divested of the strange Western

fire, in company with a faithful spaniel, expletives and imprecations with which

who was as wakeful on these occasions the old man used to spice his reminiscen-

as if he suspected that the low-bred curs ces, some ofthem are presentable enough,
of the establishment might pick his pock- I remember one, telling how Peter Walk-

ets. er " raised the wind " on a particular oc-

Quatreaux's cabane was situated on casion, when he got short of money on

the edge of an extensive tract of marsh, his way to some distant trading-post, in a

lagoon would be a more descriptive district strange to him. It is before me,
word for it, perhaps, a splashy, ditch- in short-hand, on the pages of an old, old

divided district, extending along the bor- pocket-book, and I will tell it with some

ders of a lake for miles. Snipe-shooting slight improvements on the narrator's

was my motive there
;
and dull work it style, such as suppressing his unnecessa-

was in those dark, Novembry, October ry combinations of the curse,

days, with " the low rain falling
"
half the Mounted on a two-hundred-dollar buf-

time, and the yellow leaves all the time, falo-horse, for which he would not have

and no snipe. But whether we poled our taken double that amount, Peter Walker

log canoe up to some stunted old willow- found himself, one afternoon, near the

tree that sat low down in the horizon- end of a long day's ride. He had but

tal marsh, and took shelter under it to little baggage with him, that little con-

smoke our pipes, or whether we mollifi- sisting entirely of a bowie-knife and hol-

ed the privation of snipe in the cabane ster-pistols, for the revolver was a scarce

at night with mellow rum and tobacco piece of furniture then and there. Of

brought by me, still was Walker the old money he was entirely destitute, having

voyageur's favorite theme. expended his last dollar upon the pur-

Old Quatreaux spoke English perfectly chase of his noble steed, and of the fes-
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tive suit of clothes with which he calcu-

lated upon astonishing people who resid-

ed outside the limits of civilization. The

pantaloon division of that suit was partic-

ularly superb, consisting principally of a

stripe by which the outer seani of each

leg was made conducive to harmony of

outline. He was about three days' jour-

ney from the trading-post to which he

was bound. The country was a frontier

one, sparsely provided with inns.

The sun was framed in a low notch of

the horizon, as he approached a border-

hostelry, on the gable of which " Cat's

Bluff Hotel " was painted in letters quite

disproportioned in size to the city of

Cat's Bluff, which consisted of the house

in question, neither more nor less. In

that house Peter Walker decided upon

sojourning luxuriously for that night, at

least, if he had to draw a check upon his

holsters for it.

Having stabled his horse, then, and

seen him supplied with such provender
as the place afforded, he looked about the

hotel, which he found to be an institution

of very considerable pretensions. It seem-

ed to have a good deal of its own way, in

fact, being the only house of entertain-

ment for many miles upon a great south-

western thoroughfare, from which branch-

ed off the trail to be taken by him to-

morrow, a trail which led only to the

trading-post or fort already mentioned.

The deportment of the landlord was

gracious, as he went about whistling
" Wait for the wagon," and jingling with

gold chains and heavy jewelry. Still

more exhilarating was the prosperous
confidence of the bar-keeper, who took

in, while Walker was determining a drink,

not less than a dozen quarter -dollars,

from blue-shirted, bearded, thirsty men
with rifles, who came along in a large

covered wagon of western tendency, in

which they immediately departed with

haste, late as it was, as if bound to drive

into the sun before he went down behind

the far-off edge. Walker used to say,

jocularly, that he supposed this must have

been the wagon for which the landlord

whistled, and which came to his call.

Everything denoted that there was

abundance of money in that favored

place. Even small boys who came in

and called for cigars and drinks made a

reckless display of coin as they paid for

them, and then drove off in their wagons,
for they all had wagons, and were all

intent upon driving rapidly in them to-

ward the west.

But, as night fell, travel went down
with the declining day ;

and Walker felt

himself alone in the world, a man with-

out a dollar. Nevertheless, he called for

good cheer, which was placed before him

on a liberal scale : for landlords there-

abouts were accustomed to provide for ap-

petites acquired on the plains, and their

supply was obliged to be both large and

ready for the chance comers who were

always dropping in, and upon whom their

custom depended. So he ate and drank
;

and having appeased hunger and thirst,

he went into the bar, and opened con-

versation with the landlord by offering

him one of his own cigars, a bunch of

which he got from the bar-keeper, whom
he particularly requested not to forget to

include them in his bill, when the time

for his departure brought with it the dis-

agreeable necessity of being served with

that document.

Western landlords, in general, are not

remarkable for the reserve with which

they treat their guests. This particular

landlord was less so than most others.

He was especially inquisitive with re-

gard to Walker's exquisite pantaloons,

the like of which had never been seen in

that part of the country before. His hap-

piness was evidently incomplete in the

privation of a similar pair.
" Them pants all wool, now ?

"
asked

he, as he viewed them with various incli-

nations of head, like a connoisseur exam-

ining a picture.
" All except the stripes," replied Walk-

er
;

"
stripes is wool and cotton mixed

;

gives 'em a finer grain, you see, and

catches the eye."

The landlord respected Walker at

once. Perhaps he might be an Eastern

dry-goods merchant, come along for the
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purpose of making arrangements to inun- travellers had only halted for drinks, and

date the border-territory with stuffs for would immediately resume their way west-

exquisite pantaloons. He proceeded with ward with all speed. He arose and look-

his interrogatories. He laid himself out ed out at the open window, which was

to extract from Walker all manner of in- about fifteen feet from the ground. Some-
formation as to his origin, occupation, and thing white loomed up through the dark-

prospects, which gave the latter an excel- ness : it was the awning of one of the

lent opportunity of glorifying himself in- wagons, which stood just under the win-

ferentially, while he affected mystery and dow, to the sill of which it reached with-

reticence with regard to his mission "out in a few feet. Walker, brought up in

West." At last the landlord set him down the rough-and-ready school, had lain down
for an agent come on to open the sluices to re&t with his trousers on. A sudden

for a great tide of foreign emigration into inspiration now seized him : he slipped
the territory, an event to which he him- them rapidly off, and dropped them si-

self had been looking for a long time, and lently on to the roof of the wagon, which

the prospect of which had guided him to soon after moved on with the others, and

the spot where he had established his ho- disappeared into the night. This done,

tel, which he now looked upon as the he opened softly the door of the room,
centre from which a great city was des- and, leaving it ajar, returned to bed and

lined immediately to radiate. And the slept.

landlord retired to his bed to meditate Morning was well advanced when

upon immense speculations in town-lots, Walker arose, and began operations by

and, when sleep came upon him, to dream moving the furniture about in an excited

that he had successfully arranged them manner, to attract the attention of those

through the medium of an angel with a in the bar below, and convey an idea of

speaking-trumpet, whose manifest ward- search. Presently he went to the door

robe consisted of a pair of fancy panta- of the room, and, uttering an Indian howl,

loons with stripes on the seams and side- by way ofsecuring immediate attendance,

pockets, exactly like Walker's. cried out,

Walker, too, retired to rest, but not to
"
Hullo, below ! where's my pants ?

sleep, for his mind was occupied in turn- bar-keeper, fetch alongmy pants! land-

ing over means whereby to obtain some lord, I don't want to be troublesome, but

of the real capital with which people here just take off them pants, if you happen
seemed to be superabundantly provided, to have mistook 'em for your own, and

He had speculations to carry out, and oblige the right owner with a look at 'em,

money was the indispensable element, will you ?
"

Had he only been able to read the land- Puzzled at this address, which was

lord's thoughts, he might have turned qui- couched in much stronger language

etly over and slept ;
for so held was that according to old Quatreaux's version of it

person's mind by the idea that his ulti- than I should like to commit to paper,
mate success was to be achieved through the landlord and bar-keeper at once pro-

the medium of his unknown guest, that ceeded to Walker's room, where they
he would without hesitation have lent found him sitting, expectantly, on the

him double the sum necessary for his side of the bed, with his horse-pistols gath-

financial arrangements. ered together beside him. Of course, they
There was a disturbance some time denied all knowledge of his pantaloons,

about the middle of the night. People didn't steal nobody's pants in that house,

came along in wagons, as usual, waking nor nothin*.

up the bar-keeper, whose dreams perpet- Walker looked sternly at them, and,

ually ran upon that kind of trouble, playing with one of his pistols, exclaimed,

Walker, who was wide awake, gathered with the usual redundants,

from the conversation below that the " You lie ! you've stole my pants be-
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tween you ; you've found out what they

were worth by this time, I guess ;
but I'll

have 'ein back, and that in a hurry, or

else my name a'n't Walker, Peter Walk-

er."

He added his Christian name, because

a reminiscence of the mystery belonging

to his patronymic by itself flashed upon
him.

Now the name of Pete Walker was

potent along the frontier, because of his

influence with the wild mountain-men,

who did reckless deeds on his account,

unknown to him and otherwise. Another

vision than that of last night overcame

the landlord, a vision of Lynch and

ashes.

"So you're Pete Walker, be you?"
asked he, in a tone of mingled respect

and admiration, slightly tremulous with

fear. " How do you do, Mr. Walker ?

how do you find yourself this morning,
Sir?"

" I didn't come here to find myself,"

retorted Walker, fiercely.
" I found my

door open, though, when I woke up,

but I couldn't find my pants. You must

get 'em, or pay for 'em, and that right

away."
" Them cusses that passed through here

last night !

" exclaimed the landlord. " I

guess the pants is gone on the sundown

trail, stripes and all."

Walker thought it was quite probable

that they had
;
but they were stolen from

that house, and the house must pay for

them.

Lynch and ashes again blazed before

the landlord's eyes.
" How much might the pants be worth,

now, at cost price ?
"

asked he. " All

wool, you say, only the stripes; but, as

they was nearly all stripes, you needn't

holler much about the wool, I reckon.

How much, now?"
" Two hundred and ten dollars," re-

plied Walker, with impressive exactness.

" Thunder !

" exclaimed the landlord.

"I thought they might be fancy-priced,

sure-ly, but that's awful !

"

" Ten dollars, cash price, for the pants,"

proceeded Walker, "and two hundred
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for that exact amount in gold stitched up
in the waistband of 'em."

" The Devil has got 'em, anyhow !

"
said

the landlord,
u for I saw a queer critter,

in my sleep, flying about with 'em on.

Wings looks kinder awful along o' pants
with stripes. There'll be no luck round

till they're paid for, I guess. Couldn't

you take my best checkers for 'em, now,
with fifty dollars quilted into the waist-

band, s-a-ay ?"
" My name 's Walker, Peter Walk-

er," was the reply.

The landlord was no match for that

name, so disagreeably redolent of Lynch
and ashes. Thorough search was made

upon the premises, and to some distance

around, in the wild hope that the missing
trousers might have walked off spontane-

ously, and lain down somewhere to sleep ;

but, of course, nothing came of the inves-

tigation, although Walker assisted at it

with his usual energy. All compromise
was rejected by him, and it was not yet
noon when he rode proudly away from

the lone hostelry, in the landlord's best

checkers, for which he kindly allowed

him five dollars, receiving from him the

balance, two hundred and five dollars, in

gold.

I forget now what Walker did with

that money, although Quatreaux knew

exactly, and told me all about it. Suffice

it to say that he made a grand coup with

it, in the purchase of a mill-privilege, or

claim, or something of the kind. Less

than a year after the events narrated, he

again rode up to the lone hostelry, which

was not so lonely now, however; for

houses were growing up around it, and

it took boarders and rang a dinner-bell,

and maintained a landlady as well as a

landlord, besides. The landlord was as-

tonished when Walker counted out to him

two hundred and five dollars in gold,

surprised when to that was added a round

sum for interest, ecstatic, on being pre-
sented with a brand-new pair of panta-

loons, of the same pattern as the expen-
sive ones formerly so admired by him.

But his features collapsed, and for some

time wore an expression of imbecility,
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when he learned the details of the adven- mote socket near the corner of his mouth,

ture, and found out that " some things
" whence it glared and winked with super-

landlords, for example
" can be done natural ferocity.

as well as others." " That's Rupe Falardeau," continued

my companion.
" His father, old Rupe,

It was with little reminiscences like got his eye taken down in a deck-fight
the one just narrated that old Quatreaux with a Mississippi boatman

;
and this boy

used to wile away the time, as we thread- was born with the same mark, only the

ed the intricate ditches of the marsh in eye 's lower down still. If that 's to go
his canoe, so hedged in by the tall reeds on in the family, I guess there'll be a Fa-

that our horizon was within paddle's lardeau with his eye in his knee, some

length of us. With that presumptive time."

clairvoyance which appears to be an es- In the deck-fight in which old Rupe
sential property of the French raconteur, got his ugly mark Pete Walker had a

he did not confine himself to external hand
;
and the part he took in it, as re-

fact in his narratives, but always profess- lated to me by old Quatreaux, who was

ed to report minutely the thoughts that also present, affords a good example of

flashed through the mind of such and the tact and coolness which gave himO ^
such a person, on the particular occasion such mastery over the wild spirits among
referred to. He was a master of dia- whom he worked out his destiny,

lects, Yankee, Pennsylvanian Dutch, Walker was coming down a lumbering-
and Irish. river I forget the name of it on board

" Where did you get your English, old a small tug-steamboat, in which he had

man ?
"

I asked him, as we scudded across an interest. He had gone into other

the lake in our canoe, with a small sail speculations beside furs, by this time,

up, one red October evening. and had contracts in two or three places
" In Pennsylvania," replied he. " I for supplying remote stations with salt

went there on my own hook, when I was pork, tea, and other staple provisions of

about twelve year old, and worked in an the lumbering-craft,

oil-mill for four year." Stopping to wood at the mouth of a
" In an oil-mill ? Perhaps that accounts creek, a gang of raftsmen came on board,

for the glibness with which language slips half-breed Canadians of fierce and de-

off your tongue." moralized aspect, men of great muscu-
u 'Guess it do," said the old voyageur, lar strength, and armed heavily with axes

with ready assent. and butcher-knives. The gang was led

We nearly got foul of a raft coming by Rupe Falardeau, a dangerous man,
down the lake, manned with a rugged whether drunk or sober, and one whose

set of half-breeds, who had a cask of antecedents were recorded in blood,

whiskey on board, and were very drunk These men had been drinking, and were

and boisterous. very noisy and intrusive, and presently
"
Ugly customers to deal with, those a row arose between them and some

brides" remarked I, when we had got of the boat-hands. Fisticuffs and kicks

clear away from them. were first exchanged, but without any
" Some on 'em is," replied the old voy- great loss of blood. Knives were then

ageur.
" Did you notice the one with drawn and flourished, and matters were

the queer eye, him in the Scotch cap beginning to assume a serious aspect,

and shupac moccasons ?
" when Walker made his appearance for-

I had noticed him, and an ill-looking ward of the paddle-box, pointing a heavy
thief he was. One of his eyes, either pistol right at the head of the ringleader,

from natural deformity or the effect of "
Rupe !

"
shouted he, in a voice that

hostile operation, was dragged down from attracted immediate attention,
"
drop that

its proper parallel, and planted in a re- knife, or else I shoot !

"
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The crowd parted for a moment, and About dark we came to a small, flat

Rupe, standing alone near the bows, island in the marsh, where we found an

wheeled round with a yell, and glared Iroquois camp, in which we proposed to

fiercely at the speaker. pass the night, as we had no eamping-
"
Drop that knife !

"
repeated Walker, equipage in our skiff. The men were

"
One, two, three ! I'll give you a last absent, hunting, and there was nobody

chance, and when I say three again, I in charge of the wigwam but an ugly,

shoot, by thunder !

" undersized squaw, with her two ugly, un-

The last word had not rolled away, dersized children.

when the gleaming knife flashed from the We were much fatigued, and agreed
hand of Rupe, glanced close by Walker's to sleep by watches, knowing the sort of

ear, and sped quivering into the paddle- people we had to deal with. It was my
box, just behind his head. watch, when voices were heard as of

" Good for you, Rupe !

"
exclaimed men landing and pulling up a canoe or

Walker, lowering his pistol, with a pleas- boat. Presently three men came into

ant smile,
"
good for you ! but, sacre the wigwam, rafting-men, dressed in gray

bapteme I how dead I'd have shot you, Canada homespun and heavy Scotch bon-

if you hadn't dropped that knife !

"
nets. The light of the fire outside flashed

The forbearance of Walker put an on their faces, as they stooped to enter

end to the row. Rupe, disarmed at once the elm-bark tent, and in the foremost I

by the loss of his knife and the coolness recognized the hideous Rupe Falardeau,

of Walker, was seized by a couple of the Junior. This man carried in his hand

deck-hands, and might have been secured a small tin pail full of whiskey. He was

without injury to his beauty, had not a very drunk and dangerous, arid greatly

Mississippi boatman, who owed him an disgusted at the absence of the Iroquois

old grudge, struck him on the face with men, with whom he had evidently laid

a heavy iron hook, lacerating and dis- himself out for a roaring debauch,

figuring \iirn hideously for life. I woke up my companion, and a judi-
" But why didn't Walker shoot Falar- cious display of our double-barrelled guns

deau, old man V
"

asked I of the voya- kept the three scoundrels in check. They

geur, wishing to learn something of the insisted on our tasting some of their bar-

etiquette of life, and death among these barous liquor, however, and horrible stuff

peculiar people, who appear to be so it was, distiller's "high-wines," strong-

reckless of the former and fearless of the ly dashed with vitriol or something worse,

latter. No wonder that men become fiends in-

" Ah !" replied he,
"
Rupe was too val- carnate on such "fire-water" as that!

uable to be shot down for missing a man By-and-by they slept, two of them

with a knife. Such a canoe-steersman as outside, by the fire, Falardeau inside

Rupe never was known before or since: the wigwam, the repose of which was

he knew every rock in every rapid from broken by the hollow rattle of his drunk-

the Ottawa to the Columbia." en breath.

Some time after this I again fell in In the dead of the night something
with young Rupe, under circumstances clutched me by the arm. It was the ugly

indicating that his life was not considered squaw, who forced a greasy butcher-knife

quite so valuable as that of the old gen- into my hand, pointing towards where the

tlcman from whom he inherited his fright- raftsman lay, and whispering to me in

ful aspect. English,
" Stick heem ! stick heem !

In company with a friend, one day, I nobody never know. He kill my brother

was beating about for wild-fowl in a long time ago with this old knife. Kill

marshy river, down which small rafts or heem ! kill heem now !

"

" cribs
"
of timber were worked by half- I did not avail myself of the opportu-

breeds and Canadians. nity thus afforded me for the improve-
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ment of river society : nay, worse, I con- jocularly, to the damsel, as I jumped her

nived at the further career of the redoubt- out of the canoe, "I shall marry you
able Rupert Falardeau, Junior; for, on when we get back."

leaving in the morning, I roused him It is good to live in a marsh. No fast

with repeated kicks, thus saving him for boarding-house women there, lurking for

that time, probably, from the Damocle- the unwary ;
no breaches of promise ;

sian blade of the vengeresse. "no nothing "in the old-man-trap line.

Abjure fast boarding-houses, you silly

L'e'te de Saint Martin ! how blue and old bachelors, and go to grass in a

yellow it is in the marshes in those days ! marsh !

It is the name given by the French Cana- Marance laughed merrily, as she trip-

dians to the Indian Summer, the Sum- ped'away ; then, turning, she said,

mer of St. Martin, whose anniversary-day
" But what if I never get back ? I

falls upon the eleventh of November; may lose myself in these lonely places,

though the brief latter-day tranquillity and never be heard of again."
called after him arrives, generally, some "

Oh, in that case," replied I, hard

two or three weeks earlier. Looking lake- driven for a compliment,
" in that case,

ward from the sedgy nook in which we are I must wait until Gilette
"

a younger

waiting for the coming of the wood-ducks, sister "
grows up. She will be exactly

the low line of water, blue and calm, is like you : I must only wait for Gilette."

broken at intervals by the rise of the " You remind me of Pete Walker,"
distant masquallonge, as he plays for a said the old man, as we shot away up
moment on the surface. But the chan- the channel, our canoe ripping up the

nels that separate the flat, alluvial islets matted surface like the cue of a nov-

are yellow, their sluggish waters being ice, when he runs a fatal reef along the

bedded heavily down with the broad sere and yellow cloth of some billiard-

leaves of the wintering basswood-trees, table erewhile in verdure clad. " You

which, in some places, touch branch-tips are as bad as Pete Walker, who thought
across the narrow straits. The musk- one sister must be as good as another,

rat's hut is thatched with the wet, dead because they looked so much alike."

leaves, no thanks to him ; and there is a And then, as we loitered about in the

mat of them before his door, a heavy, bays, the old man told me the story of

yellow mat, on which are scattered the Walker's honeymoon, which was a sad

azure shells of the fresh-water clams to and a short one. This is the story,

be found so often upon the premises of Near that wild rapid of the Columbia

this builder. Does he sup on them, or River known as the "
Dalles," there was,

are they only the cups and saucers of his years ago, a Jesuit mission, established

vegeto-aquarian menage f Blue and yel- in a small fort, built, like that at Nez-

low all, the sky and the sedge -rows, Perces, of mud. The labors of the holy
the calm lake and the canoe, the plash- men composing the mission involved no

ing basswood-leaves and the oval, azure inconsiderable amount of danger, devot-

shells. ed as they were to the hopeless task of

Also Marance, the voyageur's buxom reforming such sinners as the Sioux, the

young daughter, who came with us, to- Blackfeet, the Gros-Ventres, the Flat-

day, commissioned to cull herbs of won- Heads, the Assiniboines, the Nez-Perces,

drous properties among the vine -tan- and a few other such,

gled thickets of the islands. Blue and Some of these missionaries had sojourn-

yellow. Eyes blue as the azure shells
;

ed for a long time with a branch of the

hair flashing out golden gleams, like that Blackfoot tribe, among whom they found

of Pyrrha, when she braided hers so feat- two young white girls, remarkable for

ly for the coming of some ambrosial boy. their exact resemblance to each other,
" I must marry you, Marance," said I, and therefore supposed to be twins. I
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say supposed, because of their origin there

was no trace. All that was known about

them was, that they were the sole sur-

vivors of a train of emigrants, attacked

and murdered by the Nez-Perces, who,
actuated by one of those whims charac-

teristic of the red men, spared the lives

of the two children, and adopted them

into the tribe. Subsequently, in a skir-

mish with the Blackfeet, they fell into

the hands of the latter, among whom they
had lived for some time, when they were

ransomed by the missionaries, at the price

of certain trading -privileges negotiated

by the latter for the tribe.

When adopted by the Jesuits, the chil-

dren had lost all remembrance of their

parentage ;
nor had they any names ex-

cept the Indian ones bestowed upon them

by their captors. The good fathers chris-

tened them, however, arranging them al-

phabetically, by the names of Alixe and

Bloyse, and confiding them to the espe-
cial charge of the wife of a trader con-

nected with the station, who had no fam-

ily of her own. They were fair-haired

children, probably of German or Norwe-

gian origin, and had grown up to be ro-

bust young women of seventeen, when
Walker saw them for the first time, as he

stopped at the Dalles on his way from

Fort Nez-Perces, about one hundred and

twenty-five miles higher up the Colum-

bia.

WT

alker, whose business detained him

for some time at the mission, decided up-
on marrying one of the fair-haired sisters,

he did not much care which, they were

so singularly alike. Alixe happened to be

the one, however, to whom he tendered a

share in his fortunes, which she accepted
in the random manner of one to whom it

was of but little consequence whether she

said " Yes "
or " No." Bloyse would have

followed him, and him only, to the end

of all
;
but he never knew it at the rightO

time, though the women of the fort could

have told him.

It was late one afternoon when he was

married to Alixe, in the chapel of the

mission. That was the night of the mas-

sacre. Two hours after the wedding, the

Blackfeet, combined with some allied

tribe, came down like wolves upon the

fort. There was treachery, somewhere,
and they got in. In the thick of the fight,

and when all seemed hopeless, Walker
shot down a tall Indian who was drag-

ging his bride away to where the horses

of the tribe were picketed. In a second

he had leaped upon a horse, and, hold-

ing the young girl before him, galloped

away in the direction of a stream run-

ning into the Columbia, a stream of

fierce torrents, navigable only at one

place, and that by flat-bottomed boats or

scows, in which passengers warped them-

selves across by a grass rope stretched

from bank to bank. Once over this river,

he could easily reach a friendly camp,
where he and his bride would have been

in safety.

The moon had risen when he reached

the ferry. Turning the horse adrift, he

lifted the young woman into the scow, and

began to warp rapidly across by the rope
with one hand, while he supported his

fainting companion close to him with the

other. Suddenly, a sharp click sounded

from the opposite bank : the rope gave

way, and Walker and his companion
were precipitated violently into the water,

the boat shooting far away from beneath

their feet. It ran a strong current there,

culminating in a furious rapid not two

hundred yards lower down. Retaining
his grasp of the young woman, Walker

fought bravely against the stream, down

which he felt they were sweeping, faster

and faster, until a violent concussion de-

prived him, for a moment, of conscious-

ness. When he came to himself, he was

still swimming, but his companion was

gone. The current had driven them for-

cibly against a rock, throwing her from

his grasp. The wild rapid was just be-

low them. She was never heard of again ;

but Walker managed to reach the shore,

where he must have lain long in an ex-

hausted condition, for it was daylight

when he awoke to any recollection of

what had happened.
The ferry-rope had been cut, as he af-

terwards discovered, by an Indian, in
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whose brother's removal by hanging he

had been instrumental, and who had been

watching him, day and night, for the pur-

pose of wreaking a bitter vengeance.

Returning to reconnoitre, with some

of his friends, Walker found the mission

a heap of ruins, blackened walls, char-

red rafters, and unrecognizable human
remains.

Long afterwards, he learned that his

bride was again living among the Black-

feet
;

for it was Bloyse, and not Alixe,

with whom he had galloped away to the

fatal ferry, in the confusion of that terri-

ble night. It was poor Bloyse who went

away from his arms down those crushing

rapids. It was Alixe, his bride, who shot

back the bolts for the entrance of the

Blackfeet. She was secretly betrothed

in the tribe, and it was her betrothed

whom Walker shot down as he was rush-

ing away in triumph with his supposed

fiancee of the pale-faces. She married

another Indian of the tribe, however;
for she was a savage woman at heart,

and could live among savages only.
" Sisters may be as like as two wal-

nuts, to look at," said the old voyagcur,
when he had finished his narration.
" Take any two walnuts from a heap, at

random, though, and, like as not, you'll

find one on 'em all heart and the other

all hollow."

"
True," replied I

;

" but these be wild

adventures for one whose boyhood was

passed in a peaceful and thoroughly
whitewashed home on the banks of the

St. Francois."
" 'Guess they be," said the old voya-

geur.

THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCER AND ITS EDITORS.

THE families of Gales and Seaton are,

in their origin, the one Scotch, the other

English. The Seatons are of that his-

toric race, a daughter of which (the fair

and faithful Catherine) is the heroine of

one of Sir Walter Scott's romances. It

was to be supposed that they whose lin-

eage looked to such an instance of de-

voted personal affection for the ancient

line would not slacken in their loyalty

when fresh calamities fell upon the Stu-

arts and again upset their throne. Ac-

cordingly, the Seatons appear to have

clung to the cause of their exiled king
with fidelity. Henry Seaton seems to

have made himself especially obnoxious

to the new monarch, by taking part in

those Jacobite schemes of rebellion which

were so long kept on foot by the lieges

and gentlemen of Scotland
;

so that,

when, towards the close of the seven-

teenth century, the cause he loved grew
desperate, and Scotland itself anything
but safe for a large body of her most

gallant men, he was forced, like all oth-

ers that scorned to submit, to fly beyond
the seas. Doing so, it was natural that

he should choose to take refuge in a

Britain beyond the ocean, where a broth-

erly welcome among his kindred await-

ed the political prescript. It is probable,

however, that a special sympathy towards

that region which, by its former fidelity

to the Stuarts, had earned from them

the royal quartering of its arms and the

title of " The Ancient Dominion," direct-

ed his final choice. At any rate, it was

to Virginia that he came, settling there,

as a planter, first in the county of Glou-

cester, and afterwards in that of King
William. From one of his descendants

in a right line sprang (by intermarriage

with a lady of English family, the Win-

stons) William Winston Seaton, the edi-

tor, whose mother connected him with a

second Scotch family, the Henrys, the

mother of Patrick Henry being a Win-

ston. These last had come, some three
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generations before, from the old seat of

that family in its knightly times, Win-
ston Hall, in Yorkshire, and had settled in

the county of Hanover, where good es-

tates gave them rank among the gentry ;

while commanding stature, the gift of an

equally remarkable personal beauty, a

very winning address, good parts, high

character, and the frequent possession

among them of a fine natural eloquence,

gave them as a race an equal influence

over the body of the people. In William

(popularly called Langaloo) and his sis-

ter Sarah, the mother of Patrick Henry,
these hereditary qualities seem to have

been particularly striking; so that, in their

day, it seemed a sort of received opin-

ion that it was from the maternal side

that the great orator derived his extraor-

dinary powers.

The Galeses are of much more recent

naturalization amongst us, later by just

about a century than that of the Sea-

tons, but alike in its causes. For they,

too, were driven hither by governmen-
tal resentment. Their founder, (as he

may be called,) the elder Joseph Gales,

was one of those rare men who at times

spring up from the body of the people,

and by mere unassisted merit, apart from

all adventitious advantages, make their

way to a just distinction. Perhaps no

better idea of him can be given than by

likening him to one, less happy in his

death, whom Science is now everywhere

lamenting, the late admirable Hugh
Miller. A different career, rather than

an inferior character, made Joseph Gales

less conspicuous. He was born in 1761,

at Eckington, near the English town of

Sheffield. The condition of his family

was above dependence, but not frugality.

Be education what else it may, there

is one sort which never fails to work well :

namely, that which a strong capacity,

when denied the usual artificial helps,

shapes out to its own advantage. Such,

with little and poor assistance, became

that of Joseph Gales, obtained progres-

sively, as best it could be, in the short in-

tervals which the body can allow to be

stolen between labor and necessary rest.

Now the writer is thoroughly convinced,

that, after this boy had worked hard all

the day long, he never would have sat

down to study half the night through, if

it, had not been a pleasure to him. In

short, no sort of toil went hard with him.

For he was a fine, manly youngster,
cheerful and stalwart, one who never

slunk from what he had set about, nor

turned his back except upon what was

dishonest. He wrought lightsomely, and

even lustily, at his coarser pursuits ; for,

in that sturdy household, to work had

long been held a duty.

Thus improving himself, at odd hours,

until he was fit for the vocation of a

printer, and looked upon by the village

as a genius, our youth went to Manches-

ter, and applied himself to that art, not

only for itself, but as the surest means of

further knowledge. Of course he be-

came a master in the craft. At length,

returning to his own town to exercise it,

he grew, by his industry and good con-

duct, into a condition to exercise it on

his own account, and set up a newspa-

per,
" The Sheffield Register."

Born of the people, it was natural that

Joseph Gales should in his journal side

with the Reformers
;
and he did so : but

with that unvarying moderation which his

good sense and probity of purpose taught

him, and which he ever after through
life preserved. He kept within the right

limits of whatever doctrine he embraced,

and held a measure in all his political

principles, knowing that the best, in

common with the worst, tend, by a law of

all party, to exaggeration and extremes.

Beyond this temperateness of mind noth-

ing could move him. Thus guarded, by
a rare equity of the understanding, from

excess as to measures, he was equally

guarded by a charity and a gentleness of

heart the most exhaustless. In a word,

it may safely be said of him, that, amidst

all the heats of faction, he never fell into

violence, amidst all the asperities of

public life, never stooped to personalities,

and in all that he wrote, left scarcely

an unwise and not a single dishonest sen-

tence behind him.
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Such qualities, though not the most

forward to set themselves forth to the

public attention, should surely bring suc-

cess to an editor. The well-judging were

soon pleased with the plain good sense,

the general intelligence, the modesty, and

the invariable rectitude ofthe young man.

Their suffrage gained, that of the rest

began to follow. For, in truth, there are

few things of which the light is less to be

hid than that of a good newspaper.
" The

Register," by degrees, won a general es-

teem, and began to prosper. And as,

according to the discovery of Malthus,

Prosperity is fond of pairing, it soon hap-

pened that our printer went to falling in

love. Naturally again, being a printer,

he, from a regard for the eternal fitness

of things, fell in love with an authoress.

This was Miss Winifred Marshall, a

young lady of the town of Newark, who

to an agreeable person, good connections,

and advantages of education, joined a

literary talent that had already won no

little approval. She wrote verse, and

published several novels of the " Miner-

va Press
"
order, (such as "

Lady Emma
Melcombe and her Family," "Matilda

Berkley," etc.,) of which only the names

survive.

Despite the poetic adage about the

eourse of true love, that of Joseph Gales

ran smooth : Miss Marshall accepted his

suit and they were married. Never were

husband and wife better mated. They
lived together most happily and long,

she dying, at an advanced age, only two

years before him. Meantime, she had,

from the first, brought him some mar-

riage-portion beyond that which the Mus-

es are wont to give with their daughters,

namely, laurels and bays ;
and she bore

him three sons and five daughters, near

half of whom the parents survived. Three

(Joseph the younger, Winifred, and Sa-

rah, now Mrs. Seaton) were born in Eng-
land

;
a fourth, at the town of Altona,

(near Hamburg,) from which she was

named
;
and the rest in America.

To resume this story in the order of

events. Mr. Gales went on with his

journal, and when it had grown quite

flourishing, he added to his printing-
office the inviting appendage of a book-

store, which also flourished. In the prog-
ress of both, it became necessary that he

should employ a clerk. Among the ap-

plicants brought to him by an advertise-

ment of what he needed, there presented
himself an unfriended youth, with whose

intelligence, modesty, and other signs of

the future man within, he was so pleased
that he at once took him into his em-

ployment, at first, merely to keep his

accounts, but, by degrees, for superi-
or things, until, progressively, he (the

youth) matured into his assistant editor,

his dearest friend, and finally his suc-

cessor in the journal. That youth was

James Montgomery, the poet.

On the 10th of April, 1786, Mrs. Gales

gave birth, at Eckington, their rural home,
to her first child, Joseph, the present chief

of the "Intelligencer."* Happy at home,
the young mother could as delightedly
look without. The business of her hus-

band throve apace ;
nor less the general

regard and esteem in which he was per-

sonally held. He grew continually in

the confidence and affection of his fellow-

citizens; endearing himself especially, by
his sober counsels and his quiet charities,

to all that industrious class who knew him

as one of their own, and could look up
without reluctance to a superiority which

was only the unpretending one of good-
ness and sense. Over them, without seek-

ing it, he gradually obtained an extraor-

dinary ascendancy, of which the following

is a single instance. Upon some occasion

of wages or want among the working-

people of Sheffield, a great popular com-

motion had burst out, attended by a huge
mob and riot, which the magistracy strove

in vain to appease or quell. When all

else had failed, Mr. Gales bethought him

of trying what he could do. Driven into

the thick of the crowd, in an open car-

riage, he suddenly appeared amongst the

rioters, and, by a few plain words of re-

monstrance, convinced them that they

could only hurt themselves by overturn-

ing the laws, that they should seek other

* Mr. Gales has since died.
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modes of redress, and meantime had all

better go home. They agreed to do so,

but with the condition annexed, that they
should first see him home. Whereupon,

loosening the horses from the carriage,

they drew him, with loud acclamations,

back to his house.

Such were his prospects and position

for some seven years after his marriage,

when, of a sudden, without any fault of

his own, he was made answerable for a

fact that rendered it necessary for him to

flee beyond the realm of Great Britain.

As a friend to Reform, he had, in his

journal, at first supported Pitt's ministry,

which had set out on the same principle,

but which, when the revolutionary move-

ment in France threatened to overthrow

all government, abandoned all Reform, as

a thing not then safe to set about. From
this change of views Mr. Gales dissented,

and still advocated Reform. So, again,

as to the French Revolution, not yet ar-

rived at the atrocities which it speedily

reached, he saw no need of making war

upon it. In its outset, he had, along with

Fox and other Liberals, applauded it;

for it then professed little but what Lib-

erals wished to see brought about in Eng-
land. He still thought it good for France,

though not for his own country. Thus,

moderate as he was, he was counted in

the Opposition and jealously watched.

It was in the autumn of 1792, while he

was gone upon a journey of business, that

a King's-messenger, bearing a Secretary-

of-State's warrant for the seizure of Mr.

Gales's person, presented himself at his

house. For this proceeding against him

the following facts had given occasion.

In his office was employed a printer nam-

ed Richard Davison, a very quick, capa-

ble, useful man, and therefore much trust-

ed, but a little wild, withal, at once with

French principles and religion, with con-

venticles, and those seditious clubs that

were then secretly organized all over the

island. This person corresponded with

a central club in London, and had been

rash enough to write them, just then, an

insurrectionary letter, setting forth revo-

lutionary plans, the numbers, the means

they could command, the supplies of

arms, etc., that they were forming. This

sage epistle was betrayed into the hands

of the Government. The discreet Dick

they might very well have hanged; but

that was not worth while. From his con-

nection with the "
Register," they sup-

posed him to be only the agent and cover

for a deeper man, its proprietor; and

at the latter only, therefore, had they
struck. Nothing saved him from the

blow, except the casual fact of his ab-

sence in another country, and their be-

ing ignorant of the route he had tak-

en. This his friends alone knew, and

where to reach him. They did so, at

once, by a courier secretly despatched ;

and he, on learning what awaited him

at home, instead of trusting to his inno-

cence, chose rather to trust the seas
; and,

making his way to the coast, took the

only good security for his freedom, by

putting the German Ocean between him

and pursuit. He sailed for Amsterdam,
where arriving, he thence made his way
to Hamburg, at which city he had decid-

ed that his family should join him. To

England he could return only at the cost

of a prosecution ;
and though this would,

of necessity, end in an acquittal, it was

almost sure to be preceded by imprison-

ment, while, together, they would half-

ruin him. It was plain, then, that he

must at once do what he had long in-

tended to do, go to America.

Accordingly, he gave directions to his

family to come to him, and to Montgom-

ery that he should dispose of all his effects

and settle up all his affairs. These offices

that devoted friend performed most faith-

fully ; remitting him the proceeds. The

newspaper he himself bought and con-

tinued, under, the name of the "Sheffield

Iris." Still retaining his affection for the

family, he passed into the household of

what was left of them, and supplied to

the three sisters of the elder Joseph Gales

the place of a brother, and, wifeless and

childless, lived on to a very advanced

age, content with their society alone. The
last of these dames died only a few months

ago.
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At Hamburg, whence they were to take especially that one whose name has ev-

ship for the United States, the family er since stood as a sort of proverb of hon-

were detained all the winter by the del- esty, Nathaniel Macon. By the repre-

icate health of Mrs. Gales. This delay sentations of these friends, he was led

her husband put to profit, by mastering to believe that their new State capital,

two things likely to be needful to him, Raleigh, where there was only a very
the German tongue and the art of decrepit specimen of journalism, would

short-hand. In the spring, they sailed afford him at once a surer competence
for Philadelphia. Arrived there, he sought and a happier life than Philadelphia,

and at once obtained employment as a Coming to this conclusion, he disposed

printer. It was soon perceived, not only of his newspaper and printing-office, and

that he was an admirable workman, but removed to Raleigh, where he at once

every way a man of unusual merit, and established the "
Register." Of his late

able to turn his hand to almost anything, paper, the "
Gazetteer," we shall soon

By-and-by, reporters of Congressional de- follow the fortunes to Washington, where

bates being few and very indifferent, his it became the "Intelligencer": meantime,

employer, Claypole, said to him,
" You we must finish what is left to tell of his

seem able to do everything that is want- own.

ed : pray, could you not do these Con- At Raleigh he arrived under auspices

gressional Reports for us better than this which gave him not only a reputation,

drunken Callender, who gives us so much but friends, to set out with. Both he soon

trouble?" Mr. Gales replied, with his confirmed and augmented. By the con-

usual modesty, that he did not know what stant merit of his journal, its sober sense,

he could do, but that he would try. its moderation, and its integrity, he won

The next day, he attended the sitting and invariably maintained the confidence

of Congress, and brought away, in time of all on that side of politics with which

for the compositors, a faithful transcript he concurred, (the old Republican,) and

of such speeches as had been made. Ap- scarcely less conciliated the respect of

pearing in the next morning's paper, it his opponents. He quickly obtained, for

of course greatly astonished everybody, his skill, and not merely as a partisan

It seemed a new era in such things. They reward, the public printing of his State,

had heard of the like in Parliament, but and retained it until, reaching the ordi-

had scarcely credited it. Claypole him- nary limit of human life, he withdrew

self was the most astonished of all. Seiz- from the press. In the just and kind-

ing a copy, he ran around the town, ly old commonwealth which he so long

showing it to all he met, and still hardly served, it would have been hard for any

comprehending the wonder which he him- party, no matter how much in the ascen-

self had instigated. It need hardly be dant, to move anything for his injury,

said that here was something far more For the love and esteem which he had

profitable for Mr. Gales than type-set- the faculty of attracting from the first

ting. deepened, as he advanced in age, into

But to apply this skill, possessed by an absolute reverence the most general

none else, to the exclusive,advantage of for his character and person; and the

a journal of his own was yet more in- good North State honored and cherished

viting; and the opportunity soon offering no son of her own loins more than she

itself, he became the purchaser of the did Joseph Gales. In Raleigh, there was
"
Independent Gazetteer," a paper al- no figure that, as it passed, was greeted

ready established. This he conducted so much by the signs of a peculiar ven-

with success until the year 1799, mak- eration as that great, stalwart one of his,

ing both reputation and many friends, looking so plain and unaffected, yet with

Among the warmest of these were some a sort of nobleness in its very simplicity,

of the North Carolina members, and a gentleness in its strength, an inborn
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goodness and courtesy in all its rough-
ness of frame, his countenance mild and

calm, yet commanding, thoughtful, yet

pleasant, and betokening a bosom that

no low thought had ever entered. You
had in him, indeed, the highest image of

that stanch old order from which he was

sprung, and might have said,
" Here's the

soul of a baron in the body of a peasant."
For he really looked, when well examin-

ed, like all the virtues done in rough-
cast.

With him the age of necessary and of

well-merited repose had now come
;
and

judging that he could attain it only by

quitting that habitual scene of business

where it would still solicit him, he trans-

ferred his newspaper, his printing-office,

and the bookstore which he had made
their adjunct in Raleigh, as in Sheffield,

to his third son, Weston
;
and removed

to Washington, in order to pass the close

of his days near two of the dearest of

his children, his son Joseph and his

daughter Mrs. Seaton, from whom he

had been separated the most.

In renouncing all individual aims, Mr.

Gales fell not into a mere life of medita-

tion, but sought its future pleasures in

the adoption of a scheme of benevo-

lence, to the calm prosecution of which

he might dedicate his declining powers,
so long as his advanced age should per-
mit. A worthy object for such efforts he

recognized in the plan of African coloni-

zation, and of its affairs he accepted and

almost to his death sustained the manage-
ment in chief; achieving not less, by his

admirable judgment, the warm approval
and thanks of that wide-spread associa-

tion, than, by the most amiable virtues of

private life, winning in Washington, as

he had done everywhere else, from all

that approached him, a singular degree
of deference and affection.

But the close of this long career of

honor and of usefulness was now at hand.

In 1839, he lost the wife whose tender-

ness had cheered the labors and whose

gay intelligence had brightened the lei-

sure of his existence. She had lived the

delight of that intimate society to which

she had confined faculties that would

have adorned any circle whatever; and

she died lamented in proportion by it,

and by the only others to whom she was

much known, the poor. Her husband

survived her but two years, expiring
at his son's house in Raleigh, where he

was on a visit, in April, 1841, at the

age of eighty. He died as calm as a

child, in the placid faith of a true Chris-

tian.

Still telling his story in the order of

dates, the writer would now turn to the

younger Joseph Gales. As we have seen,

he arrived in this country when seven

years old, and went to Raleigh about

six years afterwards. There he was

placed in a school, where he made excel-

lent progress, profiting by the recollec-

tion of his earlier lessons, received from

that best of all elementary teachers, a

mother of well -cultivated mind. His

boyhood, as usual, prefigured the mature

man : it was diligent in study, hilarious

at play ;
his mind bent upon solid things,

not the showy. For all good, just, gener-

ous, and kindly things he had the warm-

est impulse and the truest perceptions.

Quick to learn and to feel, he was slow

only of resentment. Never was man born

with more of those lacteals of the heart

which secrete the milk of human kind-

ness. Of the classic tongues, he can be

said to have learnt onlv the Latin : the
IP

Greek was then little taught in any part
ofour country. For the Positive Sciences

he had much inclination
;
since it is told,

among other things, that he constructed

instruments for himself, such as an elec-

trical machine, with the performances
of which he much amazed the people
of Raleigh. Meantime he was forming
at home, under the good guidance there,

a solid knowledge of all those fine old

authors whose works make the unde-

generate literature of our language and

then constituted what they called Polite

Letters. With these went hand in hand,
at that time, in the academies of the South,

a profane amusement of the taste. In

short, our sinful youth were fond of stage-

plays, and even wickedly enacted them,
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instead of resorting to singing-schools.

Joseph Gales the younger had his boyish
emulation of Roscius and Garrick, and

performed
"
top parts

"
in a diversity of

those sad comedies and merry tragedies
which boys are apt to make, when they

get into buskins. But it must be said,

that, as a theatric star, he presently wax-

ed dim before a very handsome youth, a

little his senior, who just then had enter-

ed his father's office. He was not only a

printer, but had already been twice an

editor, last, in the late North Carolina

capital, Halifax, previously, in the great
town of Petersburg, and was bred in

what seemed to Raleigh a mighty city,

Richmond
;
in addition to all which strong

points of reputation, he came of an F. F.

V., and had been taught by the celebrat-

ed Ogilvie, of whom more anon. He was

familiar with theatres, and had not only

seen, but even criticized the great actors.

He outshone his very brother-in-law and

colleague that was to be. For this young

gentleman was William Seaton.

Meantime, Joseph, too, had learnt the

paternal art, how well will appear from

a single fact. About this time, his fa-

ther's office was destroyed by fire, and

with it the unfinished printing of the

Legislative Journals and Acts of the year.

Time did not allow waiting for new ma-

terial from Philadelphia. Just in this

strait, he that had of old been so inauspi-

cious, Dick Davison, came once more in-

to play, but, this time, not as a marplot.

He, strange to say, was at hand and help-

ful. For. after his political exploit, aban-

doning England in disgust at the conse-

quences of his Gunpowder Plot, he, too,

had not only come to America, but had

chanced to set up his "
type-stick

"
in the

neighboring town of Warrenton, where,

having flourished, he was now the mas-

ter of a printing-office and the conductor

of a newspaper. Thither, then, young

Joseph was despatched,
"
copy

"
in hand.

Richard really a worthy man, after all

gladly atoned for his ancient hurtful-

ness, by lending his type and presses ;

and, falling to work with great vigor,

our young Faust, with his own hands,

put into type and printed off the needful

edition of the Laws.

He had also, by this time, as an im-

portant instrument of his intended pro-

fession, attained the art of stenography.

When, soon after, he began to employ it,

he rapidly became an excellent reporter ;

and eventually, when he had grown thor-

oughly versed in public affairs, confessed-

ly the best reporter that we ever had.

He was now well-prepared to join in

the' manly strife of business or politics.

His father chose, therefore, at once to

commit him to himself. He judged him

mature enough in principles, strong

enough in sense; and feared lest, by be-

ing kept too long under guidance and

the easy life of home, he should fall in-

to inertness. He first sent him to Phil-

adelphia, therefore, to serve as a work-

man with Birch and Small
;
after which,

he made for him an engagement on the

" National Intelligencer," as a reporter,

and sent him to Washington, in October,

1807.

To that place, changing its name to

the one just mentioned, the father's for-

mer paper,
" The Gazetteer," had been

transferred by his old associate, Samuel

Harrison Smith. Its first issue there

(tri-weekly) was on the 31st of October,

1800, under the double title of " The Na-

tional Intelligencer and Washington Ad-

vertiser." The latter half of the title

seems to have been dropped in 1810,

when its present senior came, for a time,

into its sole proprietorship.

More than twice the age of any oth-

er journal now extant there, for the

" Globe
" came some thirty, the " Union "

some forty-five years later, the " Intel-

ligencer
"
has long stood, in every worthy

sense, the patriarch of our metropolitan

press. It has witnessed the rise and fall

around it of full a hundred competitors,

many of them declared enemies
;
not

a few, what was more dangerous far, pro-

fessed friends. Yet, in the face of all en-

mity and of such friendship, it has ever

held on its calm way, never deserting

the public cause, as little extreme in its

opposition as in its support of those in
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power; so that its foes never forgot it,

when they prevailed, but its friends re-

peatedly. To estimate the value of its

influence, during its long career, would

be impossible, so much of right has it

brought about, so much of wrong defeat-

ed.

Though it came hither with our Con-O

gress, a newspaper had once before been

set up here, either upon the expectation

created by the laying of certain corner-

stones, in 1792, that the Government

would fix itself at this spot, or through

an odd local faith in the dreams of some

ancient visionary dwelling hard by, who

had, many years before, foretold this as

the destined site of a great imperial city,

a second Rome, and so had bestowed up-

on Goose Creek the name of Tiber, long

before this was Washington. The found-

er of this Pre-Adamite journal was Mr.

Benjamin Moore
;
its name,

" The Wash-

ington Gazette
"

;
its issue, semi-weekly ;

its annual price, four dollars; and the

two leading principles which, in that day
of the infancy of political

"
platforms,"

his salutatory announced, were, first,
" to

obtain a living for himself," and, second-

ly,
" to amuse and inform his fellow-mor-

tals." How long this day-star of our jour-

nalism shone, before night again swallow-

ed up the premature dawn, cannot now

be stated. It must have been published

at what was then expected to be our city,

but is our penitentiary, Greenleaf's Point.

To the "
Intelligencer

"
young Mr.

Gales brought such vigor, such talent,

and such skill in every department, that

within two years, in 1809, he was admit-

ted by Mr. Smith into partnership ;
with-

in less than a year from which date, that

gentleman, grown weary of the laborious

life of the press, was content to withdraw

and leave him sole proprietor, editor, and

reporter. An enormous worker, however,

it mattered little to him what tasks were

to be assumed : he could multiply himself

among them, and suffice for all.

In thus assuming the undivided charge

of the paper, the young editor thought it

becoming to set forth one main principle,

that has, beyond a question, been admira-

bly the guide of his public life : he said

to his readers,
" It is the dearest right,

and ought to be cherished as the proud-

est prerogative of a freeman, to be guided

by the unbiassed convictions of his own

judgment. This right it is my firm pur-

pose to maintain, and to preserve invio-

late the independence of the print now

committed into my hands." Never was

pledge more universally made or more

rarely kept than this.

It was towards the close of Mr. Jeffer-

son's Presidency that Mr. Gales had en-

tered the office of the "
Intelligencer

"
;

and it was during Mr. Madison's first year

that he became joint-editor of that paper.

Of these Administrations it had been the

supporter, only following, in that regard,

the transmitted politics of its original, the

"
Gazetteer," derived from the elder Mr.

Gales. Bred in these, the son had learnt

them of his sire, just as he had adopted
his religion or his morals. Sprung from

one who had been persecuted in England
as a Republican, it was natural that the

son should love the faith for which an

honored parent had suffered.

The high qualities and the strong abil-

ities of the young editor did not fail to

strike the discerning eye of President

Madison, who speedily gave him his af-

fection and confidence. To that Admin-

istration the "
Intelligencer" stood in the

most intimate and faithful relations, sus-

taining its policy as a necessity, where it

might not have been a choice. During
the entire course of the war, the " Intel-

ligencer" sustained most vigorously all

the measures needful for carrying it on

with efficiency ;
and it did equally good

service in reanimating, whenever it had

slackened at any disaster, the drooping

spirit of our people. Nor did its editors,

when there were two, stop at these proofs

of sincerity, nor slink, when danger drew

near, from that hazard of their own per-

sons to which they had stirred up the

country. When invasion came, they at

once took to arms, as volunteer common-

soldiers, went to meet the enemy, and

remained in the field until he had fallen

back to the coast. And during the inva-
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sion of Washington, moreover, their es- betook himself, with his -whole family, to

tablishment was attacked and partially Richmond, where he was the possessor of

destroyed, through an unmanly spirit of houses enough to afford him a good habi-

revenge on the part of the British forces, tation and a genteel income. Here, then,

In October, 1812, proposing to himself along with his brothers and sisters, Wil-

the change of his paper into a daily one, liam was taught, through an ascending
as was accordingly brought about on the series of schools, until, at last, he arrived

first ofJanuary ensuing, Mr. Gales invited at what was the wonder of that day, the

Mr. Seaton, who had by this time become academy of Ogilvie, the Scotchman. He,
his brother-in-law, to come and join him. be it noted, had an earldom, (that of Fin-

He did so
;
and the early tie of youthful later,) which slept while its heir was play-

friendship, which had grown between ing pedagogue in America : a strange mix-

them at Raleigh, and which the new re- ture of the ancient rhapsodist with the

lation had drawn still closer, gradually modern strolling actor, of the lord with

matured into that more than friendship him who lives by his wits. Scot as he

or brotherhood, that oneness and identity was, he was better fitted to teach any-
of all purposes, opinions, and interests thing rather than common sense. The
which has ever since existed between writer must not give the idea, however,
them, without a moment's interruption, that there was in Lord Ogilvie anything
and has long been, to those who under- but eccentricity to derogate from the hon-

stood it, a rare spectacle of that concord ors of either his lineage or his learning
and affection so seldom witnessed, and A very solid teacher he was not. A great
could never have come about except be- enthusiast by nature, and a master of the

tween men of singular virtues. whole art of discoursing finely of even
The same year that brought Gales and those things which he knew not well, he

Seaton together as partners in business dazzled much, pleased greatly, and ob-

witnessed an alliance of a more interest- tained a high reputation ;
so that, if he

ing character; for it was in 1813 that Mr. did not regularly inform or discipline
Gales married the accomplished daughter the minds of his pupils, he probably made
of Theodorick Lee, younger brother of them, to an unusual degree, amends on
that brilliant soldier of the Revolution, another side : he infused into them, by
the "

Legionary Harry.'* the glitter of his accomplishments, a high

But, at this natural point, the writer admiration for learning and for letters,

must go back for a while, in order to Certainly, the number of his scholars that

bring down the story of William Seaton arrived at distinction was remarkable
;

to where, uniting with his associate's, the and this is, of course, a fact conclusive of

two thus flow on in a single stream. great merit of some sort as a teacher,
He was born January 1 1th, 1 785, on the where, as in his case, the pupils were not

paternal estate in King William County, many. Without pausing to mention oth-

Virginia, one of a family of four sons and ers of them who arrived at honor, it may
three daughters. At the good old man- be well enough to refer to Winfield Scott,

sion passed his childhood. There, too, William Campbell Preston, B. Watkins

according to what was then the wont in Leigh, William S. Archer, and William

Virginia, he trod the first steps of learn- C. Rives.

ing, under the guidance of a domestic tu- The writer does not know if it had

tor, a decayed gentleman, old and bed- ever been designed that young Seaton.

ridden
;
for the only part left him of a should proceed from Ogilvie's classes to

genteel inheritance was the gout. But the more systematic courses of a college,

when it became necessary to send his Possibly not. Even among the wealthy,

riper progeny abroad, for more advanced at that time, home-education was often

studies, Mr. Seaton very justly bethought employed. The children of both sexes

him of going along with them
;
and so were committed to the care of private tu-
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tors, usually young Scotchmen, the grad-

uates of Glasgow, Edinburgh, or Aber-

deen, sent over to the planter, upon order,

along with his yearly supply of goods, by
his merchant abroad. Or else the sons

were sent to select private schools, like

that of Ogilvie, set up by men of such

abilities and scholarship as were supposed

capable of performing the whole work of

institutions.

At any rate, our youth, without further

preparation, at about the age of eighteen,

entered earnestly upon the duties of life.

He fell at once into his vocation, im-

pelled to it, no doubt, by the ambition

for letters and public affairs which the

lessons of Ogilvie usually produced. Par-

ty ran high. Virginia politics, flushed

with recent success, had added to the

usual passions of the contest those of

victory.

Into the novelties of the day our stu-

dent accordingly plunged, in common

with nearly all others of a like age and

condition. He became, in short, a poli-

tician. Though talent of every other sort

abounded, that of writing promptly and

pleasingly did not. Young Seaton was

found to possess this, and therefore soon

obtained leave to exercise it as assistant-

editor of one of the Richmond journals.

He had already made himself acquainted

with the art of printing, in an office where

he became the companion and friend of

the late Thomas Ritchie, and it is more

than probable that many of his youthful
" editorials

" were " set up
"
by his own

hands. Attaining by degrees a youthful

reputation, he received an invitation to

take the sole charge of a respectable pa-

per in Petersburg,
" The Republican," the

editor and proprietor of which, Mr. Thom-

as Field, was about to leave the country
for some months. Acquitting himself here

with great approval, he won an invita-

tion to a still better position, that of

the proprietary editorship of the " North

Carolina Journal," published at Halifax,

the former capital of that State, and the

only newspaper there. He accepted the

offer, and became the master of his own

independent journal. Of its being so he

proceeded at once to give his patrons a

somewhat decisive token. They were

chiefly Federalists
;
it was a region strong-

ly Federal; and the gazette itself had

always maintained the purest Federal-

ism : but he forthwith changed its politics

to Republican.
There can be no doubt that he who

made a change so manly conducted his

paper with spirit. Yet he must have

done it also with that wise and winning
moderation and fairness which have since

distinguished him and his associate. Wil-

liam Seaton could never have fallen into

anything of the temper or the taste, the

morals or the manners, which are now
so widely the shame of the American

press ;
he could never have written in

the ill spirit of mere party, so as to wound
or even offend the good men of an op-

posite way of thinking. The inference

is a sure one from his character, and is

confirmed by what we know to have hap-

pened during his editorial career among
the Federalists of Halifax. Instead of

his paper's losing ground under the cir-

cumstances just mentioned, it really gain-

ed so largely and won so much the es-

teem of both sides, that, when he desired

to dispose of it, in order to seek a higher

theatre, he easily sold the property for

double what it had cost him.

It was now that he made his way
to Raleigh, the new State-capital, and

became connected with the "
Register."

Nor was it long before this connection

was drawn yet closer by his happy mar-

riage with the lady whose virtues and

accomplishments have so long been the

modest, yet shining ornament and charm

of his household and of the society of

Washington. After this union, he con-

tinued his previous relationship with the
"
Register," until, as already mentioned,

he came to the metropolis to join all his

fortunes with those of his brother-in-law.

From this point, of course, their stories,

like their lives, become united, and merge,
with a rare concord, into one. They have

had no bickerings, no misunderstanding,
no difference of view which a consultation

did not at once reconcile
; they have nev-
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er known a division of interests
;
from

their common coffer each has always

drawn whatever he chose
; and, down to

this day, there has never been a settle-

ment of accounts between them. What
facts could better attest not merely a sin-

gular harmony of character, but an ad-

mirable conformity of virtues V

The history of the "
Intelligencer" has,

as to all its leading particulars, been for

fifty years spread before thousands of

readers, in its continuous diary. To re-

chronicle any part ofwhat is so well known
would be idle in the extreme. Of the ed-

itors personally, their lives, since they be-

came mature and settled, have presented

few events such as are not common to all

men, little of vicissitude, beyond that of

pockets now full and now empty, noth-

ing but a steady performance of duty, an

exertion, whenever necessary, ofhigh abil-

ity, and the gradual accumulation through
these of a deeply felt esteem among all

the best and wisest of the land. Amidst

the many popular passions with which

nearly all have, in our country, run wild,

they have maintained a perpetual and

sage moderation
;
amidst incessant varia-

tions of doctrine, they have preserved a

memory and a conscience
;

in the fre-

quent fluctuations of power, they have

steadily checked the alternate excesses

of both parties ;
and they have never giv-

en to either a factious opposition or a

merely partisan support. Of their jour-

nal it may be said, that there has, in all

our times, shone no such continual light

on public affaii-s, there has stood no such

sure defence of whatever was needful to

be upheld. Tempering the heats of both

sides, re-nationalizing all spirit of sec-

tion, combating our propensity to law-

lessness at home and aggression abroad,

spreading constantly on each question

of the day a mass of sound information,

the venerable editors have been, all the

while, a power and a safety in the land,

no matter who were the rulers. Neither

party could have spared an opposition so

just or a support so well-measured. Thus

it cannot be deemed an American exag-

geration to declare the opinion as to the

influence of the "Intelligencer" over our

public counsels, that its value is not easi-

ly to be overrated.

Never, meantime, was authority wield-

ed with less assumption. The " Intel-

ligencer
"
could not, of course, help be-

ing aware of the weight which its opin-

ions always carried among the thinking ;

but it has never betrayed any conscious-

ness of its influence, unless in a ceaseless

care to deserve respect. Its modesty and

candor, its fairness and courtesy have

been invariable
;
nor less so, its observ-

ance of that decorum and those chari-

ties which constitute the very grace of

all public life.

From the time of their coming togeth-

er, down to the year 1820, Gales and

Seaton were the exclusive reporters, as

well as editors, of their journal, one

of them devoting himself to the Senate,

and the other to the House of Represen-
tatives. Generally speaking, they pub-
lished only running reports, on special

occasions, however, giving the speeches
and proceedings entire. In those days

they had seats of honor assigned to them

directly by the side of the presiding offi-

cers, and over the snuff-box, in a quiet

and familiar manner, the topics of the

day were often discussed. To the privi-

leges they then enjoyed, but more es-

pecially to their sagacity and industry,

are we now indebted, as a country, for

their "
Register of Debates," which, with

the "Intelligencer," has become a most

important part of our national history.

As in their journal nearly all the most

eminent of American statesmen have

discussed the affairs of the country, so

have they been the direct means of pre-

serving many of the speeches which are

now the acknowledged ornaments of our

political literature. Had it not been for

Mr. Gales, the great intellectual combat

between Hayne and Webster, for exam-

ple, would have passed into a vague tra-

dition, perhaps. The original notes of

Mr. Webster's speech, now in Mr. Gales's

library, form a volume of several hun-

dred pages, and, having been corrected

and interlined by the statesman's own
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hand, present a treasure that might be vate ground, and it is with great reluc-

envied. At the period just alluded to, tance that he refrains from recording a

Mr. Gales had given up the practice of long list of incidents which have come

reporting any speeches, and it was a to his knowledge, calculated to illustrate

mere accident that led him to pay Mr. the manifold virtues of his distinguished
Webster the compliment in question, friends. That they are universally re-

That it was appreciated was proved by spected and beloved by those who know

many reciprocal acts of kindness and the them, that their opinions on public mat-

long and happy intimacy that existed ters have been solicited by Secretaries

between the two gentlemen, ending only of State and even by Presidents opposed
with the life of the statesman. It was to them in politics, that their journal
Mr. Webster's opinion, that the abilities has done more than any other in the

of Mr. Gales were of the highest order; country to promote a healthy tone in po-
and yet the writer has heard of one in- lite literature, that their home-life has

stance in which even the editor could not been made happy by the influences of

get along without a helping hand. Mr. refinement and taste, and that they
Gales had for some days been engaged have given away to the poor money
upon the Grand Jury, and, with his head enough almost to build a city, and to the

full of technicalities, entered upon the unfortunate spoken kind words enough

duty of preparing a certain editorial. In to fill a library, are all assertions which

doing this, he unconsciously employed a none can truthfully deny. If, therefore,

number of legal phrases ;
and when about to look back upon a long life not useless-

half through, found it necessary to come ly spent is what will give us peace at last,

to a halt. At this juncture, he dropped then will the evening of their days be all

a note to Mr. Webster, transmitting the that they could desire
;
and their " silver

unfinished article and explaining his dif- hairs," the most appropriate crown of

ficulty. Mr. Webster took it in hand, true patriotism,

finished it to the satisfaction of Mr. Gales. u ,..,, ., ,
4 Will purchase them a good opinion,

and it was published as editorial. And buy men,

3 voices to commend their

But the writer is trespassing upon pri- deeds."

SONNET.

WRITTEN AFTER A VIOLENT THUNDER-STORM IN THE COUNTRY.

AN hour agone, and prostrate Nature lay,

Like some sore-smitten creature, nigh to death,

With feverish, pallid lips, with laboring breath,

And languid eyeballs darkening to the day ;

A burning noontide ruled with merciless sway
Earth, wave, and air

;
the ghastly-stretching heath,

The sullen trees, the fainting flowers beneath,

Drooped hopeless, shrivelling in the torrid ray:

When, sudden, like a cheerful trumpet blown

Far off by rescuing spirits, rose the wind,

Urging great hosts of clouds
;
the thunder's tone

Swells into wrath, the rainy cataracts fall,

But pausing soon, behold creation shrined

In a new birth, God's covenant clasping all !

VOL. VI. 31
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THE PROFESSOR'S STORY.

CHAPTER XIX.

THE SPIDER ON HIS THREAD.

THERE was nobody, then, to counsel

poor Elsie, except her father, who had

learned to let her have her own way so

as not to disturb such relations as they
had together, and the old black woman,
who had a real, though limited influence

over the girl. Perhaps she did not need
'

counsel. To look upon her, one might well

suppose that she was competent to defend

herself against any enemy she was like to

have. That glittering, piercing eye was

not to be softened by a few smooth words

spoken in low tones, charged with the

common sentiments which win their way
to maidens' hearts. That round, lithe,

sinuous figure was as. full of dangerous
life as ever lay under the slender flanks

and clean-shaped limbs of a panther.
There were particular times when El-

sie was in such a mood that it must have

been a bold person who would have in-

truded upon her with reproof or counsel.
" This is one of her days," old Sophy
would say quietly to her fatfier, and he

would, as far as possible, leave her to her-

self. These days were more frequent, as

old Sophy's keen, concentrated watchful-

ness had taught her, at certain periods of

the year. It was in the heats of summer

that they were most common and most

strongly characterized. In winter, on the

other hand, she was less excitable, and

even at times heavy and as if chilled

and dulled in her sensibilities. It was a

strange, paroxysmal kind of life that be-

longed to her. It seemed to come and

go with the sunlight. All winter long she

would be comparatively quiet, easy to

manage, listless, slow in her motions
;
her

eye would lose something of its strange
lustre

;
and the old nurse would feel so lit-

tle anxiety, that her whole expression and

aspect would show the change, and peo-

ple would say to her,
"
Why, Sophy, how

young you're looking !

"

As the spring came on, Elsie would

leave the fireside, have her tiger-skin

spread in the empty southern chamber

next the wall, and lie there basking for

whole hours in the sunshine. As the sea-

son warmed, the light would kindle afresh

in her eyes, and the old woman's sleep

would grow restless again, for she knew,

that, so long as the glitter was fierce in

the girl's eyes, there was no trusting her

impulses or movements.

At last, when the veins of the summer

were hot and swollen, and the juices of

all the poison-plants and the blood of all

the creatures that feed upon them had

grown thick and strong, about the time

when the second mowing was in hand,

and the brown, wet-faced men were fol-

lowing up the scythes as they chased the

falling waves of grass, (falling as the

waves fall on sickle-curved beaches
;
the

foam-flowers dropping as the grass-flow-

ers drop, with sharp semivowel ""con-

sonantal sounds, frsh, for that is the

way the sea talks, and leaves all pure
vowel-sounds for the winds to breathe

over it, and all mutes to the unyielding

earth,) about this time of over -ripe

midsummer, the life of Elsie seemed full-

est of its malign and restless instincts.

This was the period of the year when the

Rockland people were most cautious of

wandering in the leafier coverts which
.

skirted the base of The Mountain, and

the farmers liked to wear thick, long

boots, whenever they went into the bush-

es. But Elsie was never so much given

to roaming over The Mountain as at this

season
;
and as she had grown more abso-

lute and uncontrollable, she was as like

to take the night as the day for her ram-

bles.

At this season, too, all her peculiar

tastes in dress and ornament came out

in a more striking way than at other

times. She was never so superb as then,

and never so threatening in her scowling

beauty. The barred skirts she always
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fancied showed sharply beneath her di- had begun his system of operations. The

aphanous muslins
;

the diamonds often more he had reflected upon the matter,

glittered on her breast as if for her own the more he had convinced himself that

pleasure rather than to dazzle others
;

this was his one great chance in life. If

the asp-like bracelet hardly left her arm. he suffered this girl to escape him, such

Without some necklace she was never an opportunity could hardly, in the na-

seen, either the golden cord she wore ture of things, present itself a second

at the great party, or a chain of mosaics, time. Only one life between Elsie and

or simply a ring of golden scales. Some her fortune, and lives are so uncertain !

said that Elsie always slept in a necklace, The girl might not suit him as a wife,

and that when she died she was to be Possibly. Time enough to find out after

buried in one. It was a fancy of hers, he had got her. In short, he must have

but many thought there was a reason for the property, and Elsie Venner, as she

it. was to go with it, and then, if he found

Nobody watched Elsie with a more it convenient and agreeable to lead a vir-

searching eye than her cousin, Dick Ven- tuous life, he would settle down and raise

ner. He had kept more out of her way children and vegetables ;
but if he found

of late, it is true, but there was not a it inconvenient and disagreeable, so much
movement she made which he did not the worse for those that made it so. Like

carefully observe just so far as he could many other persons, he was not principled
without exciting her suspicion. It was against virtue, provided virtue were a bet-

plain enough to him that the road to for- ter investment than its opposite ;
but he

tune was before him, and that the first knew that there might be contingencies

thing was to marry Elsie. What course in which the property would be better

he should take with her, or with others without its incumbrances, and he contein-

interested, after marrying her, need not plated this conceivable problem in the

be decided in a hurry. light of all its possible solutions.

He had now done all he could expect One thing Mr. Richard could not con-

to do at present in the way of conciliating ceal from himself : Elsie had some new
the other members of the household. The cause of indifference, at least, if not of

girl's father tolerated him, if he did not aversion to him. With the acuteness

even like him. Whether he suspected which persons who make a sole business

his project or not Dick did not feel sure
;

of their own interest gain by practice,

but it was something to have got a foot- so that fortune-hunters are often shrewd

hold in the house, and to have overcome where real lovers are terribly simple, he

any prepossession against him which his fixed at once on the young man up at the

uncle might have entertained. To be school where the girl had been going of

a good listener and a bad billiard-player late, as probably at the bottom of it.

was not a very great sacrifice to effect " Cousin Elsie in love !

"
so he com-

this object. Then old Sophy could hard- muned with himself upon his lonely pil-

ly help feeling well-disposed towards him, low. " In love with a Yankee school-

after the gifts he had bestowed on her master ! What else can it be ? Let him

and the court he had paid her. These look out for himself! He'll stand but a

were the only persons on the place of bad chance between us. What makes

much importance to gain over. The peo- you think she's in love with him ? Met

pie employed about the house and farm- her walking with him. Don't like her

lands had little to do with Elsie, except looks and ways; she's thinking about

to obey her without questioning her com- something, anyhow. Where does she get

mands. those books she is reading so often ? Not

Mr. Richard began to think of reopen- out of our library, that's certain. If I

ing his second parallel. But he had lost could have ten minutes' peep into her

something of the coolness with which he chamber now, I would find out where
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she got them, and what mischief she was

up to."

At that instant, as if some tributary
demon had heard his wish, a shape which

could be none but Elsie's flitted through
a gleam of moonlight into the shadow of

the trees. She was setting out on one of

her midnight rambles.

Dick felt his heart stir in its place, and

presently his cheeks flushed with the old

longing for an adventure. It was not

much to invade a young girl's deserted

chamber, but it would amuse a wakeful

hour, and tell him some little matters he

wanted to know. The chamber he slept

in was over the room which Elsie chiefly

occupied at this season. There was no

great risk of his being seen or heard, if

he ventured down -stairs to her apart-
ment.

Mr. Richard Yenner, in the pursuit of

his interesting project, arose and lighted
a lamp. He wrapped himself in a dress-

ing-gown and thrust his feet into a pair
of cloth slippers. He stole carefully down
the stair, and arrived safely at the door

of Elsie's room. The young lady had

taken the natural precaution to leave it

fastened, carrying the key with her, no

doubt, unless, indeed, she had got out

by the window, which was not far from

the ground. Dick could get in at this

window easily enough, but he did not

like the idea of leaving his footprints in

the flower-bed just under it. He return-

ed to his own chamber, and held a coun-

cil of war with himself.

He put his head out of his own win-

dow and looked at that beneath. It was

open. He then went to one of his trunks,

which he unlocked, and began carefully

removing its contents. What these were

we need not stop to mention, only re-

marking that there were dresses of vari-

ous patterns, which might afford an agree-
able series of changes, and in certain con-

tingencies prove eminently useful. After

removing a few of these, he thrust his hand

to the very bottom of the remaining pile

and drew out a coiled strip of leather

many yards in length, ending in a noose,

a tough, well-seasoned lasso, looking as

if it had seen service and was none the

worse for it. He uncoiled a few yards
of this and fastened it to the knob of a

door. Then he threw the loose end out

of the window so that it should hang by
the open casement of Elsie's room. By
this he let himself down opposite her

window, and with a slight effort swung
himself inside the room. He lighted a

match, found a candle, and, having light-

ed that, looked curiously about him, as

Clodius might have done when he smug-

gled himself in among the Vestals.

Elsie's room was almost as peculiar as

her dress and ornaments. It was a kind

of museum of objects, such as the woods

are full of to those who have eyes to see

them, but many of them such as only few

could hope to reach, even if they knew
where to look for them. Crows' nests,

which are never found but in the tall

trees, commonly enough in the forks of

ancient hemlocks, eggs of rare birds,

which must have taken a quick eye and

a hard climb to find and get hold of, moss-

es and ferns of unusual aspect, and quaint
monstrosities of vegetable growth, such as

Nature delights in, showed that Elsie had

her tastes and fancies like any naturalist

or poet.

Nature, when left to her own freaks in

the forest, is grotesque and fanciful to the

verge of license, and beyond it. The foli-

age of trees does not always require clip-

ping to make it look like an image of life.

From those windows at Canoe Meadow,

among the mountains, we could see all

summer long a lion rampant, a Shanghai

chicken, and General Jackson on horse-

back, done by Nature in green leaves,

each with a single tree. But to Nature's

tricks with boughs and roots and smaller

vegetable growths there is no end. Her

fancy is infinite, and her humor not al-

ways refined. There is a perpetual rem-

iniscence of animal life in her rude cari-

catures, which sometimes actually reach

the point of imitating the complete hu-

man figure, as in that extraordinary spe-

cimen which nobody will believe to be

genuine, except the men of science, and

of which the discreet reader may have a
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glimpse by application in the proper quar-

ter.

Elsie had gathered so many of these

sculpture-like monstrosities, that one might
have thought she had robbed old Sophy's

grandfather of his fetishes. They helped

to give her room a kind of enchanted

look, as if a witch had her home in it.

Over the fireplace was a long, staff-like

branch, strangled in the spiral coils of one

of those vines which strain the smaller

trees in their clinging embraces, sinking

into the bark until the parasite becomes

almost identified with its support. With

these sylvan curiosities were blended ob-

jects of art, some of them not less singu-

lar, but others showing a love for the

beautiful in form and color, such as a

girl of fine organization and nice culture

might naturally be expected to feel and

to indulge, in adorning her apartment.
All these objects, pictures, bronzes, vas-

es, and the rest, did not detain Mr. Rich-

ard Venner very long, whatever may have

been his sensibilities to art. He was more

curious about books and papers. A copy
of Keats lay on the table. He opened
it and read the name of Bernard C.

Langdon on the blank leaf. An envelope
was on the table with Elsie's name writ-

ten in a similar hand
;
but the envelope

was empty, and he could not find the

note it contained. Her desk was locked,

and it would not be safe to tamper with

it. He had seen enough ;
the girl re-

ceived books and notes from this fellow

up at the school, this usher, this Yan-

kee quill-driver; he was aspiring to

become the lord of the Dudley domain,

then, was he ?

Elsie had been reasonably careful. She

had locked up her papers, whatever they

might be. There was little else that prom-
ised to reward his curiosity, but he cast

his eye on everything. There was a

clasp-Bible among her books. Dick won-

dered if she ever unclasped it. There was

a book of hymns ;
it had her name in it,

and looked as if it might have been often

read
;

what the diablo had Elsie to do

with hymns ?

Mr. Richard Venner was in an observ-

ing and analytical state of mind, it will

be noticed, or he might perhaps have

been touched with the innocent betray-

als of the poor girl's chamber. Had she,

after all, some human tenderness in her

heart ? That was not the way he put the

question, but whether she would take

seriously to this schoolmaster, and if she

did, what would be the neatest and sur-

est and quickest way of putting a stop to

all that nonsense. All this, however, he

could think over more safely in his own

quarters. So he stole softly to the win-

dow, and, catching the end of the leath-

ern thong, regained his own chamber and

drew in the lasso.

It needs only a little jealousy to set a

man on who is doubtful in love or woo-

ing, or to make him take hold of his court-

ing in earnest. As soon as Dick had sat-

isfied himself that the young schoolmaster

was his rival in Elsie's good graces, his

whole thoughts concentrated themselves

more than ever on accomplishing his great

design of securing her for himself. There

was no time to be lost. He must come

into closer relations with her, so as to

withdraw her thoughts from this fellow,

and to find out more exactly what was

the state of her affections, if she had any.

So he began to court her company again,

to propose riding with her, to sing to her,

to join her whenever she was strolling

about the grounds, to make himself agree-

able, according to the ordinary under-

standing of that phrase, in every way
which seemed to promise a chance for

succeeding in that amiable effort.

The girl treated him more capriciously

than ever. She would be sullen and si-

lent, or she would draw back fiercely ajfc

some harmless word or gesture, or she

would look at him with her eyes narrow-

ed in such a strange way and with such

a wicked light in them that Dick swore

to himself they were too much for him,

and would leave her for the moment.

Yet she tolerated him, almost as a mat-

ter of necessity, and sometimes seemed to

take a kind of pleasure in trying her

power upon him. This he soon found

out, and humored her in the fancy that
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she could exercise a kind of fascination But in this case there were special rea-

over him, though there were times in sons, in addition to the common family de-

which he actually felt an influence he lusion, reasons which seemed to make it

could not understand, an effect of some impossible that she should attract a suit-

peculiar expression about her, perhaps, or. Who would dare to marry Elsie ?

but still centring in those diamond eyes No, let her have the pleasure, if it was

of hers which it made one feel so curious- one, at any rate the wholesome, exctte-

ly to look into. ment, of companionship ;
it might save

Whether Elsie saw into his object or her from lapsing into melancholy or a

not was more than he could tell. His worse form of madness. Dudley Ven-
idea was, after having conciliated the ner had a kind of superstition, too, that,

good-will of all about her as far as pos- if Elsie could only outlive three septen-

sible, to make himself first a habit and aries, twenty-one years, so that, accord-

then a necessity with the girl, not to ing to the prevalent idea, her whole frame

spring any trap of a declaration upon would have been thrice made over, count-

her until tolerance had grown into such ing from her birth, she would revert to

a degree of inclination as her nature was the natural standard of health of mind
like to admit. He had succeeded in the and feelings from which she had been so

first part of his plan. He was at liberty long perverted. The thought of any oth-

to prolong his visit at his own pleasure, er motive than love being sufficient to in-

This was not strange ;
these three per- duce Richard to become her suitor had

sons, Dudley Venner, his daughter, and not occurred to him. He had married

his nephew, represented all that remained early, at that happy period when inter-

of an old and honorable family. Had ested motives are least apt to influence

Elsie been like other girls, her father the choice
;
and his single idea of mar-

might have been less willing to entertain riage was, that it was the union of per-
a young fellow like Dick as an inmate

;
sons naturally drawn towards each oth-

but he had long outgrown all the slighter er by some mutual attraction. Very sim-

apprehensions which he might have had pie, perhaps ;
but he had lived lonely

in common with all parents, and followed for many years since his wife's death,

rather than led the imperious instincts of and judged the hearts of others, most of

his daughter. It was not a question of all of his brother's son, by his own. He
sentiment, but of life and death, or more had often thought whether, in case of

than that, some dark ending, perhaps, Elsie's dying or being necessarily doom-

which would close the history of his race ed to seclusion, he might not adopt this

with disaster and evil report upon the nephew and make him his heir
;
but it had

lips of all coming generations. not occurred to him that Richard might
As to the thought of his nephew's mak- wish to become his son-in-law for the

ing love to his daughter, it had almost sake of his property,

passed from his mind. He had been so It is very easy to criticize other peo-

long in the habit of looking at Elsie as pie's modes of dealing with their children,

outside of all common influences and ex- Outside observers see results
; parents

ceptional in the law of her nature, that it see processes. They notice the trivial

was difficult for him to think of her as a movements and accents which betray the
f

girl to be fallen in love with. Many blood of this or that ancestor
; they can

persons are surprised, when others court detect the irrepressible movement of he-

their female relatives
; they know them reditary impulse in looks and acts which

as good young or old women enough, mean nothing to the common observer,

aunts, sisters, nieces, daughters, whatever To be a parent is almost to be a fatalist,

they may be, but never think of any- This boy sits with legs crossed, just as his

body's falling in love with them, any more uncle used to whom he never saw; his

than of their being struck by lightning, grandfathers both died before he was
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born, but he has the movement of the

eyebrows which we remember in one of

them, and the gusty temper of the oth-

er.

These are things parents can see, and

which they must take account of in ed-

ucation, but which few except parents
can be expected to really understand.

Here and there a sagacious person, old,

or of middle age, who has triangulated a

race, that is, taken three or more obser-

vations from the several standing-places

of three different generations, can tell

pretty nearly the range of possibilities

and the limitations of a child, actual or

potential, of a given stock, errors ex-

cepted always, because children of the

same stock are not bred just alike, be-

cause the traits of some less known an-

cestor are liable to break out at any time,

and because each human being has, after

all, a small fraction of individuality about

him which gives him a flavor, so that he is

distinguishable from others by his friends

or in a court of justice, and which occa-

sionally makes a genius or a saint or a

criminal of him. It is well that young

persons cannot read these fatal oracles of

Nature. Blind impulse is her highest wis-

dom, after all. We make our great jump,
and then she takes the bandage off' our

eyes. That is the way the broad sea-

level of average is maintained, and the

physiological democracy is enabled to

fight against the principle of selection

which would disinherit all the weaker

children. The magnificent constituency
of mediocrities of which the world is made

up,
- - the people without biographies,

whose lives have made a clear solution

in the fluid menstruum of time, instead

of being precipitated in the opaque sedi-

ment of history

But this is a narrative, and not a dis-

quisition.

CHAPTER XX.

FROM WITHOUT AND FROM WITHIN.

THERE were not wanting people who

accused Dudley Venner of weakness and

bad judgment in his treatment of his

daughter. Some were of opinion that the

great mistake was in not "
breaking her

will
" when she was a little child. There

was nothing the matter with her, they

said, but that she had been spoiled by

indulgence. If they had had the charge
of her, they'd have brought her down.

She'd got the upperhand of her father

now
;
but if he'd only taken hold of her

in season ! There are people who think

that everything may be done, if the doer, ,

be he educator or physician, be only call-

ed u in season." No doubt, but in sea-

son would often be a hundred or two

years before the child was born
;
and

people never send so early as that.

The father of Elsie Venner knew his

duties and his difficulties too well to troub-

le himself about anything others might
think or say. So soon as he found that

he could not govern his child, he gave his

life up to following her and protecting

her as far as he could. It was a stern

and terrible trial for a man of acute sen-

sibility, and not without force of intellect

and will, and the manly ambition for

himself and his family-name which be-

longed to his endowments and his posi-

tion. Passive endurance is the hardest

trial to persons of such a nature.

,
What made it still more a long mar-

tyrdom was the necessity for bearing his

cross in utter loneliness. He could not

tell his griefs. He could not talk of them

even with those who knew their secret

spring. His minister had the unsympa-
thetic nature which is common in the

meaner sort of devotees, persons who
mistake spiritual selfishness for sanctity,

and grab at the infinite prize of the great

Future and Elsewhere with the egotism

they excommunicate in its hardly more

odious forms of avarice and self-indul-

gence. How could he speak with the

old physician and the old black woman
about a sorrow and a terror which but

to name was to strike dumb the lips of

Consolation ?

In the dawn of his manhood he had

found that second consciousness for which

young men and young women go about
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looking into each other's faces, with their

sweet, artless aim playing in every fea-

ture, and making them beautiful to each

other, as to all of us. He had found his

other self early, before he had grown

weary in the search and wasted his fresh-

ness in vain longings : the lot of many,

perhaps we may say of most, who infringe

the patent of our social order by intrud-

ing themselves into a life already upon
half-allowance of the necessary luxuries

of existence. The life he had led for a

brief space was not only beautiful in out-

ward circumstance, as old Sophy had de-

scribed it to the Reverend Doctor. It

was that delicious process of the tuning
of two souls to each other, string by string,

not without little half-pleasing discords

now and then when some chord in one

or the other proves to be over-strained

or over-lax, but always approaching near-

er and nearer to harmony, until they be-

come at last as two instruments with a

single voice. Something more than a

year of this blissful doubled consciousness

had passed over him when he found him-

self once more alone, alone, save for

the little diamond-eyed child lying in the

old woman's arms, with the coral neck-

lace round her throat and the rattle in

her hand.

He would not die by his own act. It

was not the way in his family. There

may have been other, perhaps better rea-

sons, but this was enough ;
he did not

come of suicidal stock. He must live for

this child's sake, at any rate
;
and yet,

oh, yet, who could tell with what thoughts

he looked upon her ? Sometimes her lit-

tle features would look placid, and some-

thing like a smile would steal over them
;

then all his tender feelings would rush up
into his eyes, and he would put his arms

out to take her from the old woman,
but all at once her eyes would narrow

and she would throw her head back
;
and

a shudder would seize him as he stooped
over his child, he could not look upon
her, he could not touch his lips to her

cheek
; nay, there would sometimes come

into his soul such frightful suggestions that

he would hurry from the room lest the

hinted thought should become a momen-

tary madness and he should lift his hand

against the helpless infant which owed

him life.

In those miserable days he used to

wander all over The Mountain in his

restless endeavor to seek some relief for

inward suffering in outward action. He
had no thought of throwing himself from

the summit of any of the broken cliffs,

but he clambered over them recklessly,

as having no particular care for his life.

Sometimes he would go into the accursed

district where the venomous reptiles were

always to be dreaded, and court their

worst haunts, and kill all he could come

near with a kind of blind fury that was

strange in a person of his gentle nature.

One overhanging cliff' was a favorite

haunt of his. It frowned upon his home
beneath in a very menacing way ;

he no-

ticed slight seams and fissures that looked

ominous
;

what would happen, if it broke

off* some time or other and came crashing
down on the fields and roofs below ? He

thought of such a possible catastrophe

with a singular indifference, in fact with

a feeling almost like pleasure. It would

be such a swift and thorough solution of

this great problem of life he was working
out in' ever-recurring daily anguish ! The

remote possibility of such a catastrophe

had frightened some timid dwellers be-

neath The Mountain to other places of

residence
;
here the danger was most im-

minent, and yet he loved to dwell upon
the chances of its occurrence. Danger is

often the best counter-irritant in cases of

mental suffering ;
he found a solace in

careless exposure of his life, and learned

to endure the trials of each day better by

dwelling in imagination on the possibility

that it might be the last for him and the

home that was his.

Time, the great consoler, helped these

influences, and he gradually fell into more

easy and less dangerous habits of life.

He ceased from his more perilous ram-

bles. He thought less of the danger fromO *-

the great overhanging rocks and forests;

they had hung there for centuries
;
it was

not very likely they would crash or slide
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in his time. He became accustomed to to turn to, who did not know either too

all Elsie's strange looks and ways. Old much or too little. He had no heart to

Sophy dressed her with ruffles round her rest upon and into which he might un-

neck, and hunted up the red coral branch burden himself of the secrets and the

with silver bells which the little toothless sorrows that were aching in his own

Dudleys had bitten upon for a hundred breast. Tet he had not allowed him-

jears. By an infinite effort, her father self to run to waste in the long time since

forced himself to become the companion he was left alone to his trials and fears.

of this child, for whom he had such a He had resisted the seductions which

mingled feeling, but whose presence was always beset solitary men with restless

always a trial to him and often a terror, brains overwrought by depressing agen-
At a cost which no human being could cies. He disguised no misery to himself

estimate, he had done his duty, and in with the lying delusion of wine. He
some degree reaped his reward. Elsie sought no sleep from narcotics, though

grew up with a kind of filial feeling for he lay with throbbing, wide-open eye-

him, such as her nature was capable of. balls through all the weary hours of the

She never would obey him
;
that was not night.

to be looked for. Commands, threats, It was understood between Dudley

punishments, were out of the question Venner and old Doctor Kittredge that

with her
;
the mere physical effects of Elsie was a subject of occasional medical

crossing her will betrayed themselves in observation, on account of certain mental

such changes of expression and color that peculiarities which might end in a per-

it would have been senseless to attempt manent affection of her reason. Beyond
to govern her in any such way. Leaving this nothing was said, whatever may have

her mainly to herself, she could be to been in the mind of either. But Dud-

some extent indirectly influenced, not ley Venner had studied Elsie's case in

otherwise. She called her father " Dud- the light of all the books he could find

ley," as if he had been her brother. She which might do anything towards ex-

ordered everybody and would be ordered plaining it. As in all cases where men

by none. meddle with medical science for a special

Who could know all these things, except purpose, having no previous acquaintance

the few people of the household ? What with it, his imagination found what it

wonder, therefore, that ignorant and shal- wanted in the books he read, and adjust-

low persons laid the blame on her father ed it to the facts before him. So it was

of those peculiarities which were freely he came to cherish those two fancies be-

talked about, of those darker tenden- fore alluded to: that the ominous birth-

cies which were hinted of in whispers ? mark she had carried from infancy might
To all this talk, so far as it reached him, fade and become obliterated, and that

he was supremely indifferent, not only the age of complete maturity might be

with the indifference which all gentlemen signalized by an entire change in her

feel to the gossip of their inferiors, but physical and mental state. He held these

with a charitable calmness which did not vague hopes as all of us nurse our only
wonder or blame. He knew that his po- half-believed illusions. Not for the world

sition was not simply a difficult, but an would he have questioned his sagacious

impossible one, and schooled himself to old medical friend as to the probability

bear his destiny as well as he might and or possibility of their being true. We are

report himself only at Headquarters. very shy of asking questions of those

He had grown gentle under this disci- who know enough to destroy with one

pline. His hair was just beginning to be word the hopes we live on.

touched with silver, and his expression In this life of comparative seclusion to

was that of habitual sadness and anxiety, which the father had doomed himself for

He had no counsellor, as we have seen, the sake of his child, he had found time
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for large and varied reading. The learn- was richer and deeper than in any earlier

ed Judge Thornton confessed himself sur- period of his life. If he could only be

prised at the extent of Dudley Venner's summoned to action, he was capable of

information. Doctor Kittredge found that noble service. If his sympathies could
he was in advance of him in the knowl- only find an outlet, he was never so ca-

sdge of recent physiological discoveries, pable of love as now
;
for his natural af-

He had taken pains to become acquaint- fections had been gathering in the course

ed with agricultural chemistry ;
and the of all these years, and the traces of that

neighboring farmers owed him some use- ineffaceable calamity of his life were soft-

ful hints about the management of their ened and partially hidden by new growths
land. He renewed his old acquaintance of thought and feeling, as the wreck left

with the classic authors. He loved to by a 'mountain-slide is covered over by
warm his pulses with Homer and calm the gentle intrusion of the soft-stemmed

them down with Horace. He received herbs which will prepare it for the stron-

all manner of new books and periodicals, ger vegetation that will bring it once
and gradually gained an interest in the more into harmony with the peaceful
events of the passing time. Yet he re- slopes around it.

mained almost a hermit, not absolutely Perhaps Dudley Venner had not gain-

refusing to see his neighbors, nor ever ed so much in worldly wisdom as if he

churlish towards them, but on the other had been more in society and less in his

hand not cultivating any intimate rela- study. The indulgence with which he

tions with them. treated his nephew was, no doubt, impru-
He had retired from the world a young dent. A man more in the habit of deal-

man, little more than a youth, indeed, ing with men would have been more
with sentiments and aspirations all of guarded with a person with Dick's ques-
them suddenly extinguished. The first tionable story and unquestionable physi-
had bequeathed him a single huge sor- ognomy. But he was singularly unsus-

row, the second a single trying duty. In picious, and his natural kindness was an
due time the anguish had lost some- additional motive to the wish for intro-

thing of its poignancy, the light of ear- ducing some variety into the routine of

lier and happier memories had begun to Elsie's life.

struggle with and to soften its thick dark- If Dudley Venner did not know just

ness, and even that duty which he had what he wanted at this period of his life,

confronted with such an effort had be- there were a great many people in the

come an endurable habit. town of Rockland who thought they did

At a period of life when many have know. He had been a widower long
been living on the capital of their ac- enough, nigh twenty year, wa'n't it?

quired knowledge and their youthful He'd been aout to Spraowles's party,
stock of sensibilities until their intellects there wa'n't anything to hender him why
are really shallower and their hearts he shouldn't stir raound 1'k other folks,

emptier than they were at twenty, Dud- What was the reason he didn't go abaout

ley Venner was stronger in thought and to taown-meetin's, V Sahbath-meetin's,
tenderer in soul than in the first fresh- V lyceums, V school -'xaminations, 'n'

ness of his youth, when he counted but s'prise
-
parties, V funerals, and other

half his present years. He was now on entertainments where the still-faced two-

the verge of that decade which marks the story folks were in the habit of looking
decline of men who have ceased growing round to see if any of the mansion-house

in knowledge and strength : from forty gentry were present ? Fac' was, he was
to fifty a man must move upward, or the livin* too lonesome daown there at the

natural falling off in the vigor of life will mansion-haouse. Why shouldn't he make

carry him rapidly downward. At the en- up to the Jedge's daughter ? She was
trance of this decade his inward nature genteel enough for him and let's see,
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haow old was she ? Seven-V-twenty,

no, six-'n'-twenty, born the same year
we buried aour little Anny Man".

There was no possible objection to this

arrangement, if the parties interested had

seen fit to make it or even to think of it.

But "
Portia," as some of the mansion-

house people called her, did not happen
to awaken the elective affinities of the

lonely widower. He met her once in a

while, and said to himself that she was a

good specimen of the grand style of wom-

an
;
and then the image came back to

him of a woman not quite so large, not

quite so imperial in her port, not quite so

incisive in her speech, not quite so judi-

cial in her opinions, but with two or three

more joints in her frame and two or three

soft inflections in her voice which for some

absurd reason or other drew him to her

side and so bewitched him that he told

her half his secrets and looked into her

eyes all that he could not tell, in less

time than it would have taken him to

discuss the champion paper of the last

Quarterly with the admirable " Portia."

Heu, quanta minus! How much more

was that lost image to him than all it left

on earth !

The study of love is very much like

that of meteorology. We know that just

about so much rain will fall in a season
;

but on what particular day it will show-

er is more than we can tell. We know
that just about so much love will be made

every year in a given population ;
but who

will rain his young affections upon the

heart of whom is not known except to

the astrologers and fortune-tellers. And

why rain falls as it does, and why love is

made just as it is, are equally puzzling

questions.

The woman a man loves is alwavs his
m

own daughter, far more his daughter than

the female children born to him by the

common law of life. It is not the outside

woman, who takes his name, that he loves :

before her image has reached the centre

of his consciousness, it has passed through

fifty many-layered nerve-strainers, been

churned over by ten thousand pulse-beats,

and reacted upon by millions of lateral

impulses which bandy it about through the

mental spaces as a reflection is sent back

and forward in a saloon lined with mir-

rors. With this altered image of the

woman before him his preexisting ideal

becomes blended. The object of his love

is half the offspring of her legal parents

and half of her lover's brain. The differ-

ence between the real and the ideal ob-

jects of love must not exceed a fixed max-

imum. The heart's vision cannot unite

them stereoscopically into a single image,
if the divergence passes certain limits.

A formidable analogy, much in the na-

ture of a proof, with very serious conse-

quences, which moralists and match-mak-

ers would do well to remember ! Double

vision with the eyes of the heart is a dan-

gerous physiological state, and may lead

to missteps and serious falls.

Whether Dudley Venner would ever

find a breathing image near enough to

his ideal one, to fill the desolate chamber

of his heart, or not, was very doubtful.

Some gracious and gentle woman, whose

influence would steal upon him as the

first low words of prayer after that inter-

val of silent mental supplication known

to one of our simpler forms of public wor-

ship, gliding into his consciousness with-

out hurting its old griefs, herself knowing
the chastening of sorrow, and subdued

into sweet acquiescence with the Divine

will, some such woman as this, if Heav-

en should send him such, might call him

back to the world of happiness, from which

he seemed forever exiled. He could nev-

er again be the young lover who walked

through the garden-alleys all red with

roses in the old dead and buried June of

long ago. He could never forget the

bride of his youth, whose image, growing

phantom-like with the lapse of years, hov-

ered over him like a dream while wak-

ing and like a reality in dreams. But if

it might be in God's good providence that

this desolate life should come under the

influence of human affections once more,
what an ecstasy of renewed existence was

in store for him ! His life had not all been

buried under that narrow ridge of turf

with the white stone at its head. It seem-
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ed so for a while
;
but it was not and could

not and ought not to be so. His first pas-

sion had been a true and pure one
;
there

was no spot or stain upon it. With all

his grief there blended no cruel recollec-

tion of any word or look he would have

wished to forget. All those little differ-

ences, such as young married people with

any individual flavor in their characters

must have, if they are tolerably mated,

had only added to the music of existence,

as the lesser discords admitted into some

perfect symphony, fitly resolved, add rich-

ness and strength to the whole harmoni-

ous movement. It was a deep wound

that Fate had inflicted on him
; nay, it

seemed like a mental one
;
but the weap-

on was clean, and its edge was smooth.

Such wounds must heal with time in

healthy natures, whatever a false senti-

ment may say, by the wise and benefi-

cent law of our being. The recollection

of a deep and true affection is rather a

divine nourishment for a life to grow

strong upon than a poison to destroy it

Dudley Venner's habitual sadness could

not be laid wholly to his early bereave-

ment. It was partly the result of the

long struggle between natural affection

and duty, on one side, and the involun-

tary tendencies these had to overcome, on

the other, between hope and fear, so

long in conflict that despair itself would

have been like an anodyne, and he would

have slept upon some final catastrophe
with the heavy sleep of a bankrupt after

his failure is proclaimed. Alas ! some

new affection might perhaps rekindle the

fires of youth in his heart
;
but what pow-

er could calm that haggard terror of the

parent which rose with every morning's
sun and watched with every evening

star, what power save alone that of him

who comes bearing the inverted torch,

and leaving after him only the ashes

printed with his footsteps?

THE ELECTION IN NOVEMBER.

WHILE all of us have been watching,
with that admiring sympathy which never

fails to wait on courage and magnanimi-

ty, the career of the new Timoleon in

Sicily, while we have been reckoning,
with an interest scarcely less than in some

affair of personal concern, the chances

and changes that bear with furtherance

or hindrance upon the fortune of united

Italy, we are approaching, with a quiet-

ness and composure which more than

anything else mark the essential differ-

ence between our own form of democra-

cy and any other yet known in history, a

crisis in our domestic policy more mo-

mentous than any that has arisen since

we became a nation. Indeed, consider-

ing the vital consequences for good or

evil that will follow from the popular de-

cision in November, we might be tempt-
ed to regard the remarkable moderation

which has thus far characterized the

Presidential canvass as a guilty indiffer-

ence to the duty implied in the privilege

of suffrage, or a stolid unconsciousness

of the result which may depend upon its

exercise in this particular election, did

we not believe that it arose chiefly from

the general persuasion that the success

of the Republican party was a foregone
conclusion.

In a society like ours, where every
man may transmute his private thought
into history and destiny by dropping it

into the ballot-box, a peculiar responsi-

bility rests upon the individual. Nothing
can absolve us from doing our best to

look at all public questions as citizens,

and therefore in some sort as administra-

tors and rulers. For, though during its

term of office the government be practi-

cally as independent of the popular will
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as that of Russia, yet every fourth year
the people are called upon to pronounce

upon the conduct of their affairs. The-

oretically, at least, to give democracy any

standing-ground for an argument with

despotism or oligarchy, a majority of the

men composing it should be statesmen

and thinkers. It is a proverb, that to

turn a radical into a conservative there

needs only to put him into office, because

then the license of speculation or senti-

ment is limited by a sense of responsibil-

ity, then for the first time he becomes

capable of that comparative view which

sees principles and measures, not in the

narrow abstract, but in the full breadth

of their relations to each other and to

political consequences. The theory of de-

mocracy presupposes something of these

results of official position in the individual

voter, since in exercising his right he be-

comes for the moment an integral part of

the governing power.
How very far practice is from any like-

ness to theory a week's experience of

our politics suffices to convince us. The

very government itself seems an organ-
ized scramble, and Congress a boys' de-

bating-club, with the disadvantage of be-

ing reported. As our party-creeds are

commonly represented less by ideas than

by persons, (who are assumed, without too

close a scrutiny, to be the exponents of

certain ideas,) our politics become per-
sonal and narrow to a degree never par-

alleled, unless in ancient Athens or me-
diaeval Florence. Our Congress debates

and our newspapers discuss, sometimes

for day after day, not questions of na-

tional interest, not what is wise and

right, but what the Honorable Lafayette
Skreemer said on the stump, or bad whis-

key said for him, half a dozen years ago.

If that personage, outraged in all the

finer sensibilities of our common nature,

by failing to get the contract for supplying
the District Court-House at Skreemerop-
olisville City with revolvers, was led to

disparage the union of these States, it is

seized on as proof conclusive that the

party to which he belongs are so many
Catalines, for Congress is unanimous

only in misspelling the name of that oft-

invoked conspirator. The next Presi-

dential Election looms always in advance,

so that we seem never to have an actual

Chief Magistrate, but a .prospective one,

looking to the chances of reelection, and

mingling in all the dirty intrigues of pro-
vincial politics with an unhappy talent

for making them dirtier. The cheating

mirage of the White House lures our pub-
lic men away from present duties and

obligations ;
and if matters go on as they

have gone, we shall need a Committee

of Congress to count the spoons in the

public plate-closet, whenever a President

goes out of office, with a policeman to

watch every member of the Committee.

We are kept normally in that most un-

profitable of predicaments, a state of

transition, and politicians measure their

words and deeds by a standard of im-

mediate and temporary expediency, an

expediency not as concerning the nation,

but which, if more than merely personal,

is no wider than the interests of party.

Is all this a result of the failure of

democratic institutions ? Rather of the

fact that those institutions have never yet
had a fair trial, and that for the last thir-

ty years an abnormal element has been

acting adversely with continually increas-

ing strength. Whatever be the effect of

slavery upon the States where it exists,

there can be no doubt that its moral in-

fluence upon the North has been most

disastrous. It has compelled our politi-

cians into that first fatal compromise with

their moral instincts and hereditary prin-

ciples which makes all consequent ones

easy ;
it has accustomed us to makeshifts

instead of statesmanship, to subterfuge

instead of policy, to party-platforms for

opinions, and to a defiance of the public
sentiment of the civilized world for pa-
triotism. We have been asked to admit,

first, that it was a necessary evil
;
then that

it was a good both to master and slave
;

then that it was the corner-stone of free

institutions; then that it was a system,

divinely instituted under the Old Law
and sanctioned under the New. With a

representation, three-fifths of it based on
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the assumption that negroes are men, cannot bring ourselves to believe that it

the South turns upon us and insists on is a wise political economy which makes
our acknowledging that they are things, cotton by unmaking men, or a far-seeing
After compelling her Northern allies to statesmanship which looks on an imme-

pronounce the " free and equal
"
clause diate money-profit as a safe equivalent for

of the preamble to the Declaration of In- a beggared public sentiment. We think

dependence (because it stood in the way Mr. Hammond even a little premature
of enslaving men) a manifest absurdity, in proclaiming the new Pretender. The
she has declared, through the Supreme election of November may prove a Cul-

Court of the United States, that negroes loden. Whatever its result, it is to set-

are not men in the ordinary meaning of tie, for many years to come, the question
the word. To eat dirt is bad enough, whether the American idea is to govern
but to find that we have eaten more than this continent, whether the Occidental or

was necessary may chance to give us an the Oriental theory of society is to mould

indigestion. The slaveholding interest has our future, whether we are to recede

gone on step by step, forcing concession from principles which eighteen Christian

after concession, till it needs but little to centuries have been slowly establishing
secure it forever in the political suprema- at the cost of so many saintly lives at

cy of the country. Yield to its latest de- the stake and so many heroic ones on the

mand, let it mould the evil destiny of scaffold and the battle-field, in favor of

the Territories, and the thing is done some fancied assimilation to the house-

past recall. The next Presidential Elec- hold arrangements of Abraham, of which

tion is to say Yes or No. all that can be said with certainty is that

But we should not regard the mere they did not add to his domestic happi-

question of political preponderancy as of ness.

vital consequence, did it not involve a We believe that this election is a turn-

continually increasing moral degradation ing-point in our history ; for, although
on the part of the Nonslaveholding States, there are four candidates, there are real-

for Free States they could not be call- ly, as every body knows, but two parties,

ed much longer. Sordid and material- and a single question that divides them,

istic views of the true value and objects The supporters of Messrs. Bell and Ev-

of society and government are professed erett have adopted as their platform the

more and more openly by the leaders of Constitution, the Union, and the enforce-

popular outcry, if it cannot be called pub- ment of the Laws. This may be very
lie opinion. That side of human nature convenient, but it is surely not very ex-

which it has been the object of all law- plicit. The cardinal question on which

givers and moralists to repress and sub- the whole policy of the country is to

jugate is flattered and caressed
;
what- turn a question, too, which this very

ever is profitable is right ;
and already election must decide in one way or the

the slave-trade, as yielding a greater re- other is the interpretation to be put
turn on the capital invested than any upon certain clauses of the Constitution,

other traffic, is lauded as the highest All the other parties equally assert their

achievement of human reason and jus- loyalty to that instrument. Indeed, it is

tice. Mr. Hammond has proclaimed the quite the fashion. The removers of all

accession of King Cotton, but he seems the ancient landmarks of our policy, the

to have forgotten that history is not with- violators of thrice-pledged faith, the plan-
out examples of kings who have lost their ners of new treachery to established corn-

crowns through the folly and false securi- promise, all take refuge in the Cbnstitu-

ty of their ministers. It is quite true that tion,

there is a large class of reasoners who " Like thieves that in a hemp-plot lie,

would weigh all questions of right and Secure against the hue and cry."

wrong in the balance of trade
;
but we In the same way the first Bonaparte re-
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newed his profession of faith in the Rev- of the jungle. The Pro-slavery party of

olution at every convenient opportunity; this country seeks the popular favor un-

aiul the second follows the precedent of der even more frequent and incongruous

his uncle, though the uninitiated fail to aliases : it is now national, now conser-

see any logical sequence from 1789 to vative, now constitutional; here it repre-

1815 or I860. If Mr. Bell loves the sents Squatter-Sovereignty, and there the

Constitution, Mr. Breckinridge is equal- power of Congress over the Territories
;

ly fond
;

that Egeria of our statesmen but, under whatever name, its nature re-

could be "
happy with either, were t'other mains unchanged, and its instincts are

dear charmer away." Mr. Douglas con- none the less predatory and destructive,

iides the secret of his passion to the un- Mr. Lincoln's position is set forth with

loquacious clams of Rhode Island, and sufficient precision in the platform adopt-

the chief complaint made against Mr. Lin- ed by the Chicago Convention
;
but what

coin by his opponents is that he is too are we to make of Messrs. Bell and Ever-

Constitutional, ett ? Heirs of the stock in trade of two

Meanwhile the only point in which defunct parties, the Whig and Know-

voters are interested is, What do they Nothing, do they hope to resuscitate

mean by the Constitution ? Mr. Breck- them ? or are they only like the incon-

inridge means the superiority of a cer- solable widows of Pere la Chaise, who,

tain exceptional species of property over with an eye to former customers, make

all others, nay, over man himself. Mr. use of the late Andsoforth's gravestone

Douglas, with a different formula for ex- to advertise that they still carry on the

pressing it, means practically the same business at the old stand ? Mr. Everett,

thing. Both of them mean that Labor in his letter accepting the nomination,

has no rights which Capital is bound to gave us only a string of reasons why he

respect, that there is no higher law than should not have accepted it at all; and

human interest and cupidity. Both of Mr. Bell preserves a silence singularly

them represent not merely the narrow at variance with his patronymic. The

principles of a section, but the still nar- only public demonstration of principle

rower and more selfish ones of a caste, that we have seen is an emblematic bell

Both of them, to be sure, have conven- drawn upon a wagon by a single horse,

ient phrases to be juggled with before with a man to lead him, and a boy to

election, and which mean one thing or make a nuisance of the tinkling symbol

another, or neither one thing nor another, as it moves along. Are all the figures

as a particular exigency may seem to re- in this melancholy procession equally em-

quire ;
but since both claim the regular blematic ? If so, which of the two can-

Democratic nomination, we have little didates is typified in the unfortunate who

difficulty in divining what their course leads the horse V for we believe the only

would be after the fourth of March, if hope of the party is to get one. of them

they should chance to be elected. We elected by some hocus-pocus in the House

know too well what regular Democracy of Representatives. The little boy, we

is, to like either of the two faces which suppose, is intended to represent the par-

each shows by turns under the same hood, ty, which promises to be so conveniently

Everybody remembers Baron Grimm's small that there will be an office for ev-

story of the Parisian showman, who in ery member of it, if its candidate should

1789 exhibited the royal Bengal tiger win. Did not the bell convey a plain

under the new character of national, as allusion to the leading name on the tick-

more ?n harmony with the changed order et, we should conceive it an excellent

of things. Could the animal have lived type of the hollowness of those fears for

till 1848, he would probably have found the safety of the Union, in case of Mr.

himself offered to the discriminating pub- Lincoln's election, whose changes are so

He as the democratic and social ornament loudly rung, its noise having once or
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twice given rise to false alarms of fire,

till people found out what it really was.

Whatever profound moral it be intended

to convey, we find in it a similitude that

is not without significance as regards the

professed creed of the party. The in-

dustrious youth wlio operates upon it has

evidently some notion of the measured

and regular motion that befits the tongues
of well-disciplined and conservative bells.

He does his best to make theory and

practice coincide; but with every jolt on

the road an involuntary variation is pro-

duced, and the sonorous pulsation be-

comes rapid or slow accordingly. We
have observed that the Constitution was

liable to similar derangements, and we

very much doubt whether Mr. Bell him-

self (since, after all, the Constitution would

practically be nothing else than his inter-

pretation of
it) would keep the same

measured tones that are so easy on the

smooth path of candidacy, when it came
to conducting the car of State over some
of the rough places in the highway of

Manifest Destiny, and some of those pas-

sages in our politics which, after the fash-

ion of new countries, are rather corduroy
in character.

But, fortunately, we are not left wholly
in the dark as to the aims of the self-styl-

ed Constitutional party. One of its most

distinguished members, Governor Hunt
of New York, has given us to understand

that its prime object is the defeat at all

hazards of the Republican candidate. To
achieve so desirable an end, its leaders are

ready to coalesce, here with the Douglas,
and there with the Breckinridge faction

of that very Democratic party of whose

violations of the Constitution, corruption,
and dangerous limberness of principle

they have been the lifelong denouncers.

In point of fact, then, it is perfectly plain
that we have only two parties in the field :

those who favor the extension of slavery,

and those who oppose it, in other words,
a Destructive and a Conservative party.
We know very well that the partisans

of Mr. Bell, Mr. Douglas, and Mr. Breck-

inridge all equally claim the title of con-

servative : and the fact is a very curious

one, well worthy the consideration ofthose

foreign critics who argue that the inevi-

table tendency of democracy is to compel

larger and larger concessions to a certain

assumed communistic propensity and hos-

tility to the rights of property on the part
of the working classes. But the truth is,

that revolutionary ideas are promoted, not

by any unthinking hostility to the rights

of property, but by a well-founded jeal-

ousy of its usurpations ;
and it is Privilege,

and not Property, that is perplexed with

fear of change. The conservative effect of

ownership operates with as much force on

the man with a hundred dollars in an old

stocking as on his neighbor with a million

in the funds. During the Roman Revo-

lution of '48, the beggars who had fund-

ed their gains were among the stanchest

reactionaries, and left Rome with the no-

bility. No question of the abstract right

of property has ever entered directly in-

to our politics, or ever will, the point at

issue being, whether a certain exception-
al kind of property, already privileged

beyond all others, shall be entitled to still

further privileges at the expense of every
other kind. The extension of slavery
over new territory means just this, that

this one kind of property, not recognized
as such by the Constitution, or it would

never have been allowed to enter into

Ihe basis of representation, shall control

the foreign and domestic policy of the

Republic.
A great deal is said, to be sure, about

the rights of the South
;
but has any such

right been infringed ? When a man in-

vests money in any species of property, he

assumes the risks to which it is liable. If

he buy a house, it may be burned
;
if a

ship, it may be wrecked
;

if a horse or an

ox, it may die. Now the disadvantage of

the Southern kind of property is, how

shall we say it so as not to violate our Con-

stitutional obligations? that it is excep-
tional. When it leaves Virginia, it is a

thing; when it arrives in Boston* it be-

comes a man, speaks human language, ap-

peals to the justice of the same God whom
we all acknowledge, weeps at the memory
of wife and children left behind, in short,
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hath the same organs and dimensions that or Mr. Douglas, there being quite as lit-

a Christian hath, and is not distinguish- tie chance that any of them would abolish

able from ordinary Christians, except, human nature as that Mr. Lincoln would

perhaps, by a simpler and more earnest abolish slavery. The same generous in-

faith. There are people at the North stinct that leads some among us to sym-
who believe, that, beside meum and tuum, pathize with the sorrows of the bereaved

there is also such a thing as suum, who master will always, we fear, influence oth-

are old-fashioned enough, or weak enough, ers to take part with the rescued man.

to have their feelings touched by these But if our Constitutional Obligations,

things, to think that human nature is old- as we like to call our constitutional ti-

er and more sacred than any claim of midity or indifference, teach us that a

property whatever, and that it has rights particular divinity hedges the Domestic

at least as much to be respected as any Institution, they do not require us to for-

hypothetical one of our Southern breth- get that we have institutions of our own,
ren. This, no doubt, makes it harder to worth maintaining and extending, and

recover a fugitive chattel
;
but the exist- not without a certain sacredness, wheth-

ence of human nature in a man here er we regard the traditions of the fathers

and there is surely one of those accidents or the faith of the children. It is high
to be counted on at least as often as fire, time that we should hear something of

shipwreck, or the cattle-disease
;
and the the rights of the Free States, and of the

man who chooses to put his money into duties consequent upon them. We also

these images of his Maker cut in ebony have our prejudices to be respected, our

should be content to take the incident theory of civilization, of what constitutes

risks along with the advantages. We the safety of a state and insures its pros-

should be very sorry to deem this risk perity, to be applied wherever there is

capable of diminution
;
for we think that soil enough for a human being to stand

the claims of a common manhood upon on and thank God for making him a man.

us should be at least as strong as those Is conservatism applicable only to prop-
of Freemasonry, and that those whom erty, and not to justice, freedom, and

the law of man turns away should find public honor ? Does it mean merely
in the larger charity of the law of God drifting with the current of evil times

and Nature a readier welcome and surer and pernicious counsels, and carefully

'sanctuary. We shall continue to think nursing the ills we have, that they may,
the negro a man, and on Southern evi- as their nature it is, grow worse ?

dence, too, as long as he is counted in To be told that we ought not to agi-

the population represented on the floor tate the question of Slavery, when it is

of Congress, for three-fifths of perfect that which is forever agitating us, is like

manhood would be a high average even
telling a man with the fever and ague on

among white men
;
as long as he is hang- him to stop shaking and he will be cured,

ed or worse, as an example and ter- The discussion of Slavery is said to be

ror to others, for we do not punish one dangerous, but dangerous to what ? The
animal for the moral improvement of the manufacturers of the Free States con-

rest
;
as long as he is considered capable stitute a more numerous class than the

of religious instruction, for we fancy slaveholders of the South: suppose they
the gorillas would make short work with should claim an equal sanctity for the

a missionary; as long as there are fears Protective System. Discussion is the

of insurrection, for we never heard of a very life of free institutions, the fruitful

combined effort at revolt in a menagerie, mother of all political and moral enlight-

Accordingly, we do not see how the par- enment, and yet the question of all ques-
ticular right of whose infringement we tions must be tabooed. The Swiss guide
hear so much is to be made safer by the enjoins silence in the region of avalanch-

election of Mr. Bell, Mr. Breckinridge, es, lest the mere vibration of the voice

VOL. vi. 32
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should dislodge the ruin clinging by frail

roots of snow. But where is our ava-

lanche to fall ? It is to overwhelm the

Union, we are told. The real danger to

the Union will come when the encroach-

ments of the Slave-Power and the con-

cessions of the Trade-Power shall have

made it a burden instead of a blessing.

The real avalanche to be dreaded, are

we to expect it from the ever-gathering
mass of ignorant brute force, with the

irresponsibility of animals and the pas-

sions of men, which is one of the fatal

necessities of slavery, or from the grad-

ually increasing consciousness of the

non-slaveholding population of the Slave

States of the true cause of their material

impoverishment and political inferiority ?

From one or the other source its ruinous

forces will be fed, but in either event it

is not the Union that will be imperilled,

but the privileged Order who on every
occasion of a thwarted whim have men-

aced its disruption, and who will then

find in it their only safety.

We believe that the "
irrepressible con-

flict" for we accept Mr. Seward's much-

denounced phrase in all the breadth of

meaning he ever meant to give it is

to take place in the South itself; because

the Slave-System is one of those fearful

blunders in political economy which are

sure, sooner or later, to work their own
retribution. The inevitable tendency of

slavery is to concentrate in a few hands

the soil, the capital, and the power of

the countries where it exists, to reduce

the non-slaveholding class to a continu-

ally lower and lower level of property, in-

telligence, and enterprise, their increase

in numbers adding much to the economi-

cal hardship of their position and nothing
to their political weight in the communi-

ty. There is no home-encouragement of

varied agriculture, for the wants of a

slave population are few in number and

limited in kind; none of inland trade,

for that is developed only by communi-

ties where education induces refinement,

where facility of communication stimu-

lates invention and variety of enterprise,

where newspapers make every man's im-

provement in tools, machinery, or culture

of the soil an incitement to all, and brin<r
7 O

all the thinkers of the world to teach in

the cheap university of the people. We
do not, of course, mean to say that slave-

holding states may not and do not pro-
duce fine men

;
but they fail, by the in-

herent vice of their constitution and its

attendant consequences, to create enlight-

ened, powerful, and advancing communi-

ties of men, which is the true object of all

political organizations, and which is es-

sential to the prolonged existence of all

those whose life and spirit are derived di-

rectly from the people. Every man who
has dispassionately endeavored to enlight-

en himself in the matter cannot but see,

that, for the many, the course of things in

slaveholding states is substantially what

we have described, a downward one,

more or less rapid, in civilization and in

all those results of material prosperity

which in a free country show themselves

in the general advancement for the good
of all and give a real meaning to the

word Commonwealth. No matter how

enormous the wealth centred in the hands

of a few, it has no longer the conservative

force or the beneficent influence which it

exerts when equably distributed, even

loses more of both where a system of ab-

senteeism prevails so largely as in the

South. In such communities the seeds of

an "
irrepressible conflict

"
are surely, if

slowly, ripening, and signs are daily mul-

tiplying that the true peril to their social

organization is looked for, less in a revolt

of the owned labor than in an insurrec-

tion of intelligence in the labor that owns

itself and finds itself none the richer for

it. To multiply such communities is to

multiply weakness.

The election in November turns on the

single and simple question, Whether we

shall consent to the indefinite multiplica-

tion of them
;
and the only party which

stands plainly and unequivocally pledged

against such a policy, nay, which is not

either openly or impliedly in favor of it,

is the Republican party. We are of those

who at first regretted that another candi-

date was not nominated at Chicago ;
but
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we confess that we have ceased to regret it,

for the magnanimity of Mr. Seward since

the result of the Convention was known

has been a greater ornament to him and

a greater honor to his party than his

election to the Presidency would have

been. We should have been pleased

with Mr. Seward's nomination, for the

very reason we have seen assigned for

passing him by, that he represented the

most advanced doctrines of his party.

He, more than any other man, combined

in himself the moralist's oppugnancy to

Slavery as a fact, the thinker's resent-

ment of it as a theory, and the statist's

distrust of it as a policy, thus summing

up the three efficient causes that have

chiefly aroused and concentrated the an-

tagonism of the Free States. Not a bril-

liant man, he has that best gift of Nature,

which brilliant men commonly lack, of

being always able to do his best
;
and the

very misrepresentation of his opinions

which was resorted to in order to neu-

tralize the effect of his speeches in the

Senate and elsewhere was the best testi-

mony to their power. Safe from the pre-

vailing epidemic of Congressional elo-

quence as if he had been inoculated for

it early in his career, he addresses him-

self to the reason, and what he says

sticks. It was assumed that his nomina-

tion would have embittered the contest

and tainted the Republican creed with

radicalism
;
but we doubt it. We cannot

think that a party gains by not hitting its

hardest, or by sugaring its opinions. Re-

publicanism is not a conspiracy to obtain

office under false pretences. It has a

definite aim, an earnest purpose, and the

unflinching tenacity of profound convic-

tion. It was not called into being by a

desire to reform the pecuniary corrup-
tions of the party now in power. Mr.

Bell or Mr. Breckinridge would do that,

for no one doubts their honor or their

honesty. It is not unanimous about the

Tariff, about State-Rights, about many
other questions of policy. What unites

the Republicans is a common faith in the

early principles and practice of the Re-

public, a common persuasion that slavery,

as it cannot but be the natural foe of the

one, has been the chief debaser of the

other, and a common resolve to resist its

encroachments everywhen and every-

where. They see no reason to fear that

the Constitution, which has shown such

pliant tenacity under the warps and twist-

ings of a forty-years' proslavery pressure,

should be in danger of breaking, if bent

backward again gently to its original rec-

titude of fibre. "All forms of human gov-

ernment," says Machiavelli, "have, like

men, their natural term, and those only
are long-lived which possess in themselves

the power of returning to the principles

on which they were originally founded."

It is in a moral aversion to slavery as

a great wrong that the chief strength of

the Republican party lies. They believe

as everybody believed sixty years ago;
and we are sorry to see what appears to

be an inclination in some quarters to blink

this aspect of the case, lest the party be

charged with want of conservatism, or,

what is worse, with abolitionism. It is

and will be charged with all kinds of

dreadful things, whatever it does, and it

has nothing to fear from an upright and

downright declaration of its faith. One

part of the grateful work it has to do is

to deliver us from the curse of perpetual

concession for the sake of a peace that

never comes, and which, if it came, would

not be peace, but submission, from that

torpor and imbecility of faith in God and

man which have stolen the respectable

name of Conservatism. A question which

cuts so deep as the one which now divides

the country cannot be debated, much less

settled, without excitement. Such excite-

ment is healthy, and is a sign that the ill

humors of the body politic are coming to

the surface, where they are comparatively
harmless. It is the tendency of all creeds,

opinions, and political dogmas that have

once defined themselves in institutions to

become inoperative. The vital and for-

mative principle, which was active during
the process of crystallization into sects, or

schools of thought, or governments, ceases

to act; and what was once a living emana-

tion of the Eternal Mind, organically op-
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erative in history, becomes the dead for-

mula on men's lips and the dry topic of the

annalist. It has been our good fortune

that a question has been thrust upon us

which has forced us to reconsider the pri-

mal principles of government, which has

appealed to conscience as well as reason,

and, by bringing the theories of the Dec-

laration of Independence to the test of

experience in our thought and life and

action, has realized a tradition of the

memory into a conviction of the under-

standing and the soul. It will not do for

the Republicans to confine themselves to

the mere political argument, for the mat-

ter then becomes one of expediency, with

two defensible sides to it
; they must go

deeper, to the radical question of Right
and Wrong, or they surrender the chief

advantage of their position. What Spino-

za says of laws is equally true of party-

platforms, that those are strong which

appeal to reason, but those are impregna-
ble which compel the assent both of rea-

son and the common affections of man-

kind.

No man pretends that under the Con-

stitution there is any possibility of inter-

ference with the domestic relations of the

individual States
;
no party has ever re-

motely hinted at any such interference
;

but what the Republicans affirm is, that

in every contingency where the Consti-

tution can be construed in favor of free-

dom, it ought to be and shall be so con-

strued. It is idle to talk of sectionalism,

abolitionism, and hostility to the laws.

The principles of liberty and humanity

cannot, by virtue of their very nature, be

sectional, any more than light and heat.

Prevention is not abolition, and unjust

laws are the only serious enemies that

Law ever had. With history before us,

it is no treason to question the infallibili-

ty of a court
;
for courts are never wiser

or more venerable than the men com-

posing them, and a decision that reverses

precedent cannot arrogate to itself any

immunity from reversal. Truth is the

only unrepealable thing.

We are gravely requested to have no

opinion, or, having one, to suppress it, on

the one topic that has occupied caucus-

es, newspapers, Presidents' messages, and

Congress, for the last dozen years, lest

we endanger the safety of the Union.

The true danger to popular forms of gov-
ernment begins when public opinion ceas-

es because the people are incompetent or

unwilling to think. In a democracy it is

the duty of every citizen to think
;
but

unless the thinking result in a definite

opinion, and the opinion lead to consid-

erate action, they are nothing. If the

people are assumed to be incapable of

forming a judgment for themselves, the

men whose position enables them to guide.

the public mind ought certainly to make

good their want of intelligence. But on

this great question, the wise solution of

which, we are every day assured, is essen-

tial to the permanence of the Union, Mr.

Bell has no opinion at all, Mr. Douglas

says it is of no consequence which opinion

prevails, and Mr. Breckinridge tells us

vaguely that "
all sections have an equal

right in the common Territories." The

parties which support these candidates,

however, all agree in affirming that the

election of its special favorite is the one

thing that can give back peace to the dis-

tracted country. The distracted country
will continue to take care of itself, as it

has done hitherto, and the only question

that needs an answer is, What policy will

secure the most prosperous future to the

helpless Territories, which our decision

is to make or mar for all coming time ?

What will save the country from a Sen-

ate and Supreme Court where freedom

shall be forever at a disadvantage ?

There is always a fallacy in the argu-
ment of the opponents of the Republican

party. They affirm that all the States

and all the citizens of the States ought
to have equal rights in the Territories.

Undoubtedly. But the difficulty is that

they cannot. The slaveholder moves in-

to a new Territory with his institution, and

from that moment the free white settler

is virtually excluded. His institutions he

cannot take with him
; they refuse to root

themselves in soil that is cultivated by
slave-labor. Speech is no longer free

;
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the post-office is Austrianized
;
the mere holding States fail to do their duty in the

i'act of Northern birth may be enough to present crisis.

hang him. Even now in Texas, settlers But will the election of Mr. Lincoln

from the Free States are being driven endanger the Union ? It is not a little

out and murdered for pretended com- remarkable, that, as the prospect of his

plicity in a plot the evidence for the ex- success increases, the menaces of seces-

istence of which has been obtained by sion grow fainter and less frequent. Mr.

means without a parallel since the trial W. L. Yancey, to be sure, threatens to

of the Salem witches, and the stories about secede; but the country can get along
which are as absurd and contradictory as without him, and we wish him a prosper-
the confessions of Goodwife Corey. Kan- ous career in foreign parts. But Govern-

sas was saved, it is true
;
but it was the or Wise no longer proposes to seize the

experience of Kansas that disgusted the Treasury at Washington, perhaps be-

South with Mr. Douglas's panacea of cause Mr. Buchanan has left so little in it.

"
Squatter Sovereignty." The old Mumbo-Jumbo is occasionally

The claim of equal rights in the Terri- paraded at the North, but, however many
tories is a specious fallacy. Concede the old women may be frightened, the pulse
demand of the slavery-extensiouists, and of the stock-market remains provokingly

you give up every inch of territory to calm. General Gushing, infringing the

slavery, to the absolute exclusion of free- patent- right of the late Mr. James the

doin. For what they ask (however they novelist, has seen a solitary horseman on

may disguise it) is simply this, that their the edge of the horizon. The exegesis of

local law be made the law of the land, the vision has been various, some think-

and coextensive with the limits of the ing that it means a Military Despotf
General Government. The Constitution though in that case the force of cavalry

acknowledges no unqualified or internii- would seem to be inadequate, and oth-

nable right of property in the labor of ers the Pony Express. If it had been one

another
;
and the plausible assertion, that rider on two horses, the application would

" that is property which the law makes have been more general and less obscure,

property," (confounding a law existing In fact, the old cry of Disunion has lost its

anywhere with the law which is binding terrors, if it ever had any, at the North,

everywhere,) can deceive only those who The South itself seems to have become

have either never read the Constitution alarmed at its own scarecrow, and speak-
er are ignorant of the opinions and inten- ers there are beginning to assure their

lions of those who framed it. It is true hearers that the election of Mi. Lincoln

only of the States where slavery already will do them no harm. We entirely agree
exists

;
and it is because the propagandists with them, for it will save them from them-

of slavery are well aware of this, that they selves.

axe so anxious to establish by positive en- To believe any organized attempt by
actment the seemingly moderate title to a the Republican party to disturb the ex-

right of existence for their institution in isting internal policy of the Southern

the Territories, a title which they do not States possible presupposes a manifest

possess, and the possession of which would absurdity. Before anything of the kind

give them the oyster and the Free States could take place, the country must be in

the shells. Laws accordingly are asked a state of forcible revolution. But there

for to protect Southern property in the is no premonitory symptom of any such

Territories, that is, to protect the in- convulsion, unless we except Mr. Yancey,
habitants from deciding for themselves and that gentleman's throwing a solitary

what their frame of government shall be. somerset will hardly turn the continent

Such laws will be passed, and the fairest head over heels. The administration of

portion of our national domain irrevoca- Mr. Lincoln will be conservative, because

bly closed to free labor, if the Non-Slave- no government is ever intentionally oth-
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erwise, and because power never know- will be no objection to him in the eyes of

ingly undermines the foundation on which those who have seen the administration

it rests. All that the Free States demand is of the experienced public functionary

that influence in the councils of the nation whose term of office is just drawing to a

to which they are justly entitled by their close. He represents a party who know

population, wealth, and intelligence. That that true policy is gradual in its advances,

these elements of prosperity have increas- that it is conditional and not absolute,

ed more rapidly among them than in that it must deal with facts and not with

communities otherwise organized, with sentiments, but who know also that it is

greater advantages of soil, climate, and wiser to stamp out evil in the spark than

mineral productions, is certainly no ar- to wait till there is no help but in fighting

gument that they are incapable of the du- fire with fire. They are the only con-

ties of efficient and prudent administra- servative party, because they are the only

tion, however strong a one it may be for one based on an enduring principle, the

their endeavoring to secure for the Terri- only one that is not willing to pawn to-

tories the single superiority that has made morrow for the means to gamble with to-

them what they are. The object of the day. They have no hostility to the South,

Republican party is not the abolition of but a determined one to doctrines ofwhose

African slavery, but the utter extirpation ruinous tendency every day more and

of dogmas which are the logical sequence more convinces them,

of the attempts to establish its righteous- The encroachments of Slavery upon our

ness and wisdom, and which would serve national policy have been like those of a

equally well to justify the enslavement glacier in a Swiss valley. Inch by inch,

of every white man unable to protect the huge dragon with his glittering scales

himself. They believe that slavery is a and crests of ice coils itself onward, an

wrong morally, a mistake politically, and anachronism of summer, the relic of a by-

a misfortune practically, wherever it ex- gone world where such monsters swarmed.

ists
;

that it has nullified our influence But it has its limit, the kindlier forces of

abroad and forced us to compromise with Nature work against it, and the silent ar-

our better instincts at home
;
that it has rows of the sun are still, as of old, fatal to

perverted our government from its legit- the frosty Python. Geology tells us that

imate objects, weakened the respect for such enormous devastators once covered

the laws by making them the tools of its the face of the earth, but the benignant

purposes, and sapped the faith of men in sunlight of heaven touched them, and they

any higher political morality than inter- faded silently, leaving no trace but here

est or any better statesmanship than chi- and there the scratches of their talons,

cane. They mean in every lawful way and the gnawed boulders scattered where

to hem it within its present limits. they made their lair. We have entire

We are persuaded that the election of faith in the benignant influence of Truth,

Mr. Lincoln will do more than anything the sunlight of the moral world, and be-

else to appease the excitement of the lieve that slavery, like other worn-out

country. He has proved both his ability systems, will melt gradually before it.

and his integrity ;
he has had experience

" All the earth cries out upon Truth, and

enough in public affairs to make him a the heaven blesseth it
;

ill works shake

statesman, and not enough to make him and tremble at it, and with it is no un-

a politician. That he has not had more righteous thing."
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REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

History of Flemish Literature. By OCTAVE has been done to encourage men of let-

DELEPIERRE, LL. D. 8vo. London, ters and counteract the Gallic influences

John Murray. 1860. which prevailed in the early part of the

century.
" WHEN I write in Danish," says Oehlen- But the Flemings speaking nearly the

Bchlager,
" I write for only six hundred per- same language as their Protestant neigh-

Bons." And so, in view of this somewhat bors, where is their literature now ? The

exaggerated statement, he himself trans- language itself, in which are handed down
lated his best works into the more favored to us some of the masterpieces of the Mid-

and more widely spread Germanic idiom, die Ages, as "
Reynard the Fox "

and

It requires a certain amount of courage in
"
Gudrun," is disregarded, even discoun-

an author to write in his own native tongue tenanced, by Government. It is with a

only, when he knows that he thereby lim- feeling of sadness that we read the an-

its the number of his readers. We see in nals of a literature which met so many
our own days, among the Sclavonic races, obstacles to its progress. Despised by for-

men whose writings breathe the most ar- eign rulers, thrust back by the Spanish
dent patriotism, whose labors and research- policy of the Duke of Alva, its authors

es are all concentrated within the sphere exiled and seeking refuge in other lands,

of their nationality, publishing, not in their its very existence has been a constant bat-

own Polish, Czechish, or Serbian, but in tling against the inroads of more powerful

German or French. neighbors.

The history of language shows us a two- Surely,
"
if words be made of breath,

fold tendency, one of divergence from and breath of life," there is nothing a

some common stem, followed by one of nation can hold more dear than its own

concentration, of unity, in the literature, tongue. Its laws, its rulers, may change,

Thus, in France, the Langue d' Oil supersed- its privileges and charters be wrenched from

ed the richer and more melodious Proven- it, but that remains as an heirloom, the

$al ;
in Spain the Castilian predominated ;

first gift to the child, the last and dearest

while for several centuries it has been the treasure of the man. Perhaps nowhere

steady tendency of the High-German to more than in Flanders do we meet with a

become the language of letters and of the systematic oppression of a vernacular idi-

upper classes among the various Teutonic om. From the days of the contests with

races. Since the Bible-translation of Lu- France, through the long Spanish troubles

ther, this central dialect has not only be- and dominion, the military occupation of

come the medium in which poet and phi- the country by the troops of Louis XIV.,

losopher, historian and critic address the the Austrian rule, the levelling tendency

nation, but it may be said to have entire- of the French Revolution, and the present

ly superseded the Northern and Southern aping of French manners by the higher
forms. Whatever local or linguistic in- powers of the land, through all this there

terest may be manifested for the works of has been but one long, continuous strug-

Groth in the Ditmarsch Platt-Deutsch, or gle, and the ultimate result is now too

for the sweet Alemannic songs of Hebel, plain.

the centralizing tongue is that in which We find the Flemish spoken by nearly
Schiller and Goethe wrote. two-thirds of the inhabitants of Belgium,
The allied Danish and Dutch have es- divided from the Walloon or ftouchi-Franqais

caped this ingulfing process. The for- by a line of demarcation running from the

mer, instead of retreating, seeks in the Meuse through Liege and Waterloo, and

present to enlarge its circuit; and great ending in France, between Calais and Dun-
are the complaints in Schleswig-Holstein kirk. It differs in no material points from

of the arbitrary and despotic imposition of the Dutch, being essentially the same, ifwe
Danish on a State of the German Confed- except slight differences in spelling, as ae

eration. The present government of Hoi- for aa, ue for uu, y for if. Both should

land has not remained inactive. Much bear but one common name, the Nether-
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landish. That differences should be sought
can be accounted for only by the petty

feeling of jealousy that exists between the

neighboring states, their literary produc-
tions varying in grammatical construction

scarcely more than the writings of English
and American authors.

Mr. Octave Delepierre, who since 1830

has published some ten or twelve mono-

graphs relating to the antiquities and his-

tory of Flanders, has presented the English

public during the course of the present

year with a history of Flemish litera-

ture. With an evident predilection for

authors south of the Meuse, Mr. Delepierre
has nevertheless given us the first clear

and connected account we possess of the

history of letters in the Netherlands. With-

out careful or minute critical research, he

has shown little that is new, nor has he

sought to clear one point that was obscure.

His work is pleasant reading, interspersed

with occasional translations, though scarce-

ly answering the requisites of literary his-

tory in the nineteenth century. Having
followed the older work of Snellaert,* in

the latter half of the volume, page for

page, he has not even mentioned by name
the authors of the last quarter of a cen-

tury.

Let us glance at that portion of litera-

ture more particularly belonging to Flan-

ders and Brabant.

The first expressions of the Germanic

mind, the song of "
Hildebrand,"

" Gu-

drun," the "Nibelungen," have been hand-

ed down to us in a form which shows their

origin to have been Netherlandish. The
first part of " Gudrun "

is evidently so; and

we find, as well in many of the older po-

ems of chivalry, as " Charles and Elegast,"

"Floris and Blanchefloer," as in the na-

tional epos, intrinsic proofs that the un-

known authors were from the regions of

the Lower Rhine. These elder remnants,

however, can scarcely be claimed by any
one of the Teutonic races, as they are the

common property of all
;
for we find the

hero Siegfried in the Scandinavian Saga,

as well as in the more southern tradition.

Mr. Delepierre has translated the follow-

ing song, almost Homeric in its form, which

belongs to this early period, when Chris-

tianity had not obliterated the memories
of barbarous days :

* Histoire de la Lilterature Flamande. Bru-

xelles. Ib64.

" The Lord Halewyn knew a song: all those

who heard it were attracted towards him.
"

It was once heard by the daughter of the

King, who was so beloved by her parents.
"She stood before her father: '0 father,

may I go to the Lord HalewynV
'

" '

Oh, no, my child, no! They who go to

him never come back again.'
" She stood before her mother: '

'mother,

may I go to the Lord Halewyn ?
'

" '

Oh, no, my child, no! They who go to

him never come back again.'
" She stood before her sister:

'

sister, may
I go to the Lord Halewyn ?

'

" '

Oh, no, sister, no ! They who go to him
never come back again.'

" She stood before her brother: '

brother,

may I go to the Lord Halewyn ?
'

" '
Little care I where thou goest, provided

thou preservest thine honor and thy crown.
" She goes up into her chamber; she clothes

herself in her best garments.
" What does she put on first? A shift finer

than silk.

" What does she gird round her lovely
waist ? Strong bands of gold.

" What does she put upon her scarlet petti-

coat ? On every seam a golden button.
" What does she set on her beautiful fair

hair? A massive golden crown.
" What does she put upon her kirtle? On

every seam a pearl.
" She goes into her father's stable, and takes

out his best charger. She mounts him proud-

ly, and so, laughing and singing, rides through
the forest. When she reaches the middle of

the forest, she meets the Lord Halewyn.
"'Hail!' said he, approaching; her, 'hail,

beautiful virgin, with eyes so black and bril-

liant!'
"
They proceed together, chatting as they go.

"
They arrive at a field in which stands a

gallows. The bodies of several women hang
from it.

" The Lord Halewyn says to her: ' As yon
are the loveliest of all virgins, say, how will

you die? The time is come.'
" '

It is well : as I may choose, I choose the

sword.
" '

But, first of all, take off your tunic ; for

the blood of a virgin gushes out so far, that it

might reach you, and I should be sorry.'
" But before he had divested himself of his

tunic, his head rolled off and lay at his feet:

his lips still murmured these words :

" 'Go down there into that corn-field, and blow

the horn, so that my friends may hear it.'

" ' Into that corn-field I shall not go, neither

shall I blow the horn. I do not follow the coun-

sel of a murderer.'
" '

Go, then, down under the gallows, and
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gather the balm which you shall find there, ling through the country, took the name of
and spread it over my bloody throat.'

Gezel, received in town or village, court or
1 Under the gallows I shall not go ; on your ham let, as the wandering minstrel of the

loody throat I shall spread no balm. I do South> The Men when Sovereign8not follow the counsel of a murderer.' A w , ., .
, , 1*1 .u

i4 c , it , . dolled their royal robes to lay them on the" She took up the head by the hah-, and
, .

washed it at a clear fountain.
shoulders of some sweet-singing poet, as

" She mounted her charger proudly, and,
the old Chronicles tell us, was of short du-

laughing and singing, she rode through the ration in the North, if ever the Sproken or

forest. erotic poems may be said to have brought
" When she reached the middle of the forest, their authors into such favor. On the oth-

she met the mother of Halewyn. 'Beautiful er hand, we find some of the wanderers ar-

virgin, have you not seen my son ?
'

rested for theft and other crimes.
" ' Your son, the Lord Halewyn, is gone Little light has been thrown on their

hunting: you will never see him again. first ante-historical attempts. Until the
' Your son, the Lord Halewyn, is dead. I

late laborg of German philologers little had
have Ins head m my apron, which is red with

been d d
his blood.'

u * , , , . , . , ., ,
on this period 01 literary history. As yetAnd when she arrived at her father's gate.

J
, , , ,

she blew the horn like a man. the field has scarcely been explored beyond
" And when her father saw her, he rejoiced

the regions not immediately connected with

at her return. the literature of Germany. We have long
" He celebrated it by a feast, and the head historical poems of little interest, arranged

of Halewyn was placed on the table." without order, interminable productions
of thousands and ten thousands of lines of

Flemish writers claim as entirely their uncertain date, didactic and encyclopedia-
own that epic of the people, "Reynard the like, besides unmistakable remnants of a

Fox." Their right to it was long contest- Netherlandish theatre,

ed ; nor has anything been done since the The battle of Roosebeke, where the see-

labors of Willems, who, in opposition to the ond Artevelde and his companions suc-

opinion of William Grimm, settles the au- cumbed to superior numbers, was the last

thorship of the " Reinaert de Vos " on Uten- great enterprise of the Flemings against the

hove, a priest of Aerdenburg. It seems French. Half a century earlier, a strong

natural to suppose that this most popular of league had been formed against these pow-

Middle-Age productions should have orig- erful neighbors. In the interior, the coun-

inated in the very region which later gave try was divided into factions, the parti-

to the world a school of painting that in- sans and enemies of France. Prominent

carnated on canvas the phases of animal were the Clauwaerts and the Leliarts, from

life, taking its delight and best inspirations the lion's claw and the fleur-de-lis which

in the burlesque side of human passions. they respectively wore on their badges.
In its first period, Flemish literature The country, which has ever been one of

found some encouragement from its prin- the battle-fields of Europe, was abandoned

ces. John I. of Brabant fostered it, and even to all the horrors of civil war. The Duke
took, himself, the title of Flemish Trouba- of Brabant was childless. The Count of

dour. Under Guy of Dampierre, who nei- Flanders gave his daughter, his only legit-

ther in heart nor mind was sympathetic imate child, in marriage to the Duke of

with the people he ruled, we find Maer- Burgundy; and the provinces soon came

lant, still revered by his country ;
his name into the hands of those ambitious and rest-

is ever coupled with the epithet of Father less enemies of the Court of France. It

of Flemish Poets. Didactic rather than may easily be imagined that these events

poetical, his influence was great in break- were not without their influence on a Ian-

ing down the barriers which separated the guage deteriorated on the one hand by con-

people from the higher classes, by adapt- slant contact with a Romanic idiom, and in

ing to their own home-idiom the best pro- Holland by the transmission of the sover-

ductions of the age. About this period we eign crown to the House of Avesnes.

find prevalent those Northern singers corre- The " Chambers of Rhetoric," an institu-

eponding to the Trouveres, Troubadours, and tion peculiar to the Low Countries, reached

Jongleurs, They are in Flanders the Sj.n-e- their highest point of prosperity under the

ker, Segger, and Vinder, who, when travel- Burgundian rule. The wandering life of
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poets and authors had nearly ceased. The taste they are not much inferior to the then

Gezellen, settled in towns, and moved by the more pretentious academies of other lands,

prevalent spirit which prompted men of one It was an age of long religious dramas, of

calling to unite into bodies, naturally fell tortured rhymes and impossible metres,
into corporations analogous to the Guilds. when strange and new versification import-
Without attaching any very definite or clear ed from France found favor among a peo-
idea to the term Rhetoric which they em- pie whose silks and linens and rich tapes-

ployed, these associations exerted great in- tries were destined to reach a wider circu-

fluence upon the whole literature of the lation than all the poetical effusions of their

Netherlands. Many would date their origin guilds, the "Lily," the "Violet," and the

as far back as the early part of the twelfth "Jesus with the Balsam Flower."

century. In Alost, the Catherinists claimed It was Philip the Fair who, wishing to

to have existed as early as 1107, on the mere centralize the scattered efforts of these so-

strength of their motto, AMoRVIxCIx. At cieties, established at Malines, in 1493, a

any rate, we are left en-tirely to conjecture sovereign chamber, of which he appointed
with regard to the first beginnings of these his chaplain, Pierre Aelters, sovereign prince.

literary guilds, which seem in many re- With an admixture of religion, in accord-

spects an imitation of the poetical societies ance with the spirit of the Middle Ages, the

of Provence. Every poet of note was a sacred number was fifteen. There were fif-

participant in them. In Flanders there was teen members. Fifteen young girls were to

scarcely a town or village that did not pos- form part of it, in honor of the fifteen joys
sess its Chamber. Brabant, Holland, Zea- ofMary. Fifteen youths were instructed in

land soon followed in the movement. One the art of rhetoric, and the assemblies were

of the principal, the Fountain of Ghent, held fifteen times a year. Charles V. was the

seems to have exercised a certain suprem- last chief of this assembly, which had pre-

acy over the other confraternities of art. viously been removed to Ghent. In 1577 it

The proceedings of these companies, greeted the arrival of the Prince of Orange,

protected at first by princes, were carried but this was its last sign of vitality,

on with great magnificence. They were The Chambers of Rhetoric reached their

in constant communication with each other climax in a time of fermentation. The im-

throughout the country. Their facteurs or patience, the feeling of uneasiness and re-

poets composed songs and theatrical pieces, straint, is felt in the drama of these days,

which were performed by the members, which was wholly under the control of the

They had a long array of officers, with Chambers. The stage, that " mirror of the

princely names ; and none was complete times," is often the first manifestation of

without a jester. Their larger assemblies the unquiet heaving and subsequent up-

were accompanied with long festivities, the bubbling in the fluid compost of the mass

solemn entry into a town or village being that constitutes a nation. When freely de-

styled Landjuweel (Landjewel). The no- veloped, it is the pulse-beat of the people,

bility mingled in them, incited by the ex- And so, throughout the Netherlands, at the

ample of Henry IV. of Brabant or Phi- end of the fifteenth century and the begin-

lippe-le-Bel. The wealth of the Nether- ning of the sixteenth, we find the allegori-

lands was displayed on these solemnities, cal drama giving way to more definite and

and the citizens rivalled their monarchs in direct personations. Those cold represen-

magnificence. The burghers of Ghent and tations of vices and virtues, of vice in its

Bruges and Antwerp shone, on these occa- nakedness, such as to render the reading,

sions, in the gaudy pomp of princely patri- when not absolutely tedious, distasteful, to

cians. All were invited to take part and say the least, to our modern ideas, all

dispute the prizes awarded by fair hands, such aimless productions were giving way
It can scarcely be expected that these to the conscious expression of satire. L)ia-

guilds, composed in many cases of me- tribes against prevalent abuses, personal

chanics, should give rise to works of the invectives scarcely veiled, were fast be-

highest order of merit. Their dramatic coming the order of the day. It is no

representations were rather gorgeous than wonder, then, that the guilds, which had

tasteful, their attempts at wit little better found favor formerly, should gradually be

than buffoonery, their humor mere person- crushed, in proportion as the rulers sought

al vituperation. Yet even in matters of to check the spirit of reform. Among the
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anthors of tli is period may be mentioned Ev- other provinces the national language is

eraert and Machet. The refrain was much more and more neglected. It gives uin-

cultivated, and not, like the drama, for the brage to the foreign chiefs who act as sov-

expression of dissatisfaction. Anna Byns, ereigns. With it they identify all the op-

an oracle with the Catholic party, wrote position that has prevailed against them,

when the language was in its most degen- Archduke Albert carries his condescension

crate state, under Margaret of Austria. She no farther than to address in High-German
was styled the Sappho of Brabant, though such of his subjects as can speak only
her poems are all religious. They were Flemish. His Walloons he treats with no

translated into Latin, and were read as mas- more civility, answering them but in Span-

terpieces till the middle of the last century, ish or Latin. Ymmeloot, lord of Steen-

A taste for religious writing prevailed in brugge, a native of Ypres, endeavors in

the Netherlands throughout the sixteenth 1614 to stem the current of opposition and

century. William van Zuylen van Nyevelt reawaken a love for letters. He suggests
first published a collection of the Psalms of many reforms in the versification, and gives
David. These, in imitation of the French the example. He is followed by many, and

Calvinists, were sung to the most popular Ypres becomes for a time a centre of ver-

melodies. Zuylen found many imitators, sifiers. But the spirit of originality has

The Catholic party composed songs in op- flown, and the literature of Holland is en-

position- to the Reformers
;
and we have riched with the name of many a Fleming

psalms and songs by Utenhove, the paint- who preferred exile to the new rule,

ers Luc de Heere and Van Mander, by In 1618, the General Synod of Dordrecht

Van Haecht and Fruytiers. A long list decreed that a new translation of the Bible

of obscure names, if we except those of should be undertaken. Two Flemings,
Marnix and Houwaert, is mentioned as be- Baudaert and Walaeus, and two Dutchmen,
longing to this period, their works most- Bogerman and Hommius, completed it.

ly didactic or controversial. Houwaert, a Like the work of Luther, this tended in

Catholic, one of the avowed friends and a great measure to fix the language, pre-

partisans of the Prince of Orange, courted venting the preponderance of one dialect

the Muses in the hottest days of civil strife, over the other.

He published a poem, in sixteen cantos, en- Foreign imitation begins to prevail in

titled
" The Gardens of the Virgins," tend- Flanders. Frederic de Conincq constructs

ing to show the dangers to which the fair dramas on the models of Lope de Vega,
sex is exposed, and condemning as unreal with the necessary quota of nocturnal vis-

all love not centred in God. With a re- its, abductions, dagger-thrusts, and brava-

markable fertility of composition he pos- do. An action entirely Spanish is conduct-

sesses an uncommon smoothness of versifi- ed in the veriest patois of Antwerp. Ogier

cation, combined with a power, so success- follows in his footsteps, introducing upon
fulin his age, of illustration from history or the stage the coarsest language. He rep-

romance, from the sacred writings or the resents vice in its most revolting forms,

legendary lore of the people. The work His theory, as he himself explains it, is,

was received in those days of trouble that "
it is necessary to represent vice on

with unbounded enthusiasm. Brabant was the stage, as the Romans formerly on cer-

thought to have given birth to a new Ho- tain days intoxicated their slaves and show-

mer. His praises resounded in verse and ed them to their children, in order that they

song, and the young girls of Brussels might at an early age become inspired with

crowned him with laurel. a disgust for debauchery." Yet his come-

The government of the Duke of Alva, and dies enjoyed the highest favor, and have

the succeeding years of revolution, were been pronounced by native critics among
a period of desolation for Flanders. The the most remarkable and meritorious pro-
Guilds of Rhetoric were dispersed ; town ductions of the epoch. They are ever dis-

after town was depopulated ; Ghent, the tinguished by vivacity, truth, and fidelity,

loved city of Charles V., lost six thousan^J in depicting the many-sided life of the

families ; Leyden, Amsterdam, Haerlem, people. He seems to have been a literary

(jouda, afforded refuge to the emigrants. Ostade or Teniers, with less of ingenuous-
The golden age of literary activity is about ness and good-nature in the portraiture,

to dawn in the Dutch republic. In the In the mean time the French language
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continues to gain ground every day. In

Brussels, native authors seek in vain to op-

pose the encroachments of the "
Fransquil-

lon," as Godin first styles them
; but, save

the feeble productions of Van der Borcht,
the Jesuit Poirtiers, and the Dominican Vlo-

ers, we find but translations and imitations.

Moons versifies some hundreds of fables.

A half-sentimental, sickly style, consisting

only of praises, of self-abnegation, of pious

ejaculations, prevails. It is the worst of

reactions
; the country, after its first out-

burst, had sunk into quietude, the lethargy
of inaction.

Holland, on the other hand, is active

and doing. Its poets and historians are at

work, the precursors of Bilderdyk and Tol-

lens, the poet of the people. Bruges, in the

eighteenth century, produces two writers

of merit, Smidts and Labare. In French

Flanders, De Swaen adapts from Gorneille,

and publishes original dramas. Many
songs are composed both in the northern

and southern provinces, mostly of a relig-

ious character. Philologers seek to revive

the neglected idiom with little success. But
the century is blank of great names. The

Academy of Sciences and Belles-Lettres,

established at Brussels by Maria Theresa,
was composed of members totally unac-

quainted with the Flemish. It took no no-

tice of the language beyond publishing a

few prize-memoirs in its annals. The Ger-

man barons who ruled cared little for their

own tongue : how should they have mani-

fested interest in that of their Belgian sub-

jects ? The subsequent French domination

was no improvement. On the 13th ofJune,

1803, it was decreed by the Republic,
" In a year, reckoning from the publica-

tion of this present ordinance, the public

acts, in the departments once called Bel-

gium, ... in those on the left bank of the

Rhine, . . . where the custom of drawing

up acts in the language of those countries

may have been preserved, are henceforth

to be written in French." The Bonaparte
rule was not of a nature to restore former

privileges. In spite of the feeble remon-
strances that were urged against such arbi-

trary measures, an imperial decree of 1812

enjoined that all Flemish papers should ap-

pear with a French translation.

Under the rule of King William, vigor-
ous measures were employed to reinstate

the native idiom. At first warmly second-

ed, Government, soon met with an unac-

countable opposition even from its sub-

jects. The Dutch was combated by those

connected with education. It was ridi-

culed by the Walloon population. Since

the independence of Belgium, the mouve-

ment flamand has been felt more than

once by the would-be French rulers. In

1841, a Congress was held in Ghent, where
all the members of the Government spoke
in Flemish

; energetic protests were ad-

dressed to the Chamber of Representa-

tives, all with little avail. At present,

though the language is nominally on a

par with French, it meets with little en-

couragement. The philological labors of

Willems entitle him to a place among the

greatest of the present century; he was
until his death the leader of the intellec-

tual movement of his country.
Of later authors, we may mention the

laureate Ledeganck, Henri Conscience,
whose works have now been translated

into English, French, German, Danish,
and Swedish, Renier Snieders, Van Duyse,
Dantzenberg. Modern literature seems to

have taken a new flight ;
it is animated by

the purest love of country, by an ardent de-

sire in its authors to revive the use of their

native tongue. The tendency is rather

Germanic. At the Singers' Festival, held

in Ghent a short time ago, the songs sung
breathed a spirit of union and love for the

sister languages. As a fair sample, we

may quote the following :

"
Welaen, Germaen en Belg tezaem ten stryd
Voor vryheid, tael en vaderland !

De vaen van't dultsch en vlaemsche zang-
verbond

Prael op't gentsch eeregoud!

Wy willen vry zyn, als de adelaer

Die stout op eigen wieken dryft,

Voor wien er slechts een koestring is, de zon.

Alom waer der Germanen tael

Zich heft en bloeid en't volk,

Daer is ons vaderland! "

The Glaciers of the Alps. Being a Narra-

tive of Excursions and Ascents, an Ac-

count of the Origin and Phenomena of

Glaciers, and an Exposition of the Phys-
ical Principles to which they are related.

By JOHN TYNDALL, F. R. S., etc., etc.

With Illustrations. London : John Mur-

ray. I860. pp. xx., 444.

OUR readers are probably aware that

the question of the causes of glacier for-
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mation and motion, cool as the subject may
seem in itself, has demonstrated the exist-

ence of a great deal of latent heat among
scientific men. In England, the so-called

viscons theory of Professor J. D. Forbes

held for a long while undisputed possession
ofthe field. According to him,

" a glacier is

an imperfect fluid, or viscous body, which

is urged down slopes of a certain inclina-

tion by the mutual pressure of its parts."

With that impartial superciliousness to

all foreign achievement which not seldom

characterizes the British mind, the credit

of all the results of observation and ex-

periment on the glaciers was attributed

to Professor Forbes, who seems to have

accepted it with delightful complacency.
But presently doubt, then unbelief, and at

last downright opposition began to show
themselves. The leader of the revolt was

Professor Tyndall, whose book is now be-

fore us. The controversy has begotten
no little bitterness of feeling ; but none is

shown in Mr. Tyndall's volume, which is

throughout written in the truest spirit of

science, with the earnest frankness that

becomes a seeker of truth, and the dignity
that befits a lover of it.

Not content with any theoretic antagon-
ism to the Forbes explanation of the phe-

nomena, Mr. Tyndall devoted all the leis-

ure of several years to an examination of

them on the spot. At the risk of his life,

he verified the previous observations of

others and made new ones himself. At

home, he made experiments upon the na-

ture of ice, especially upon its capacity
for regulation and the effect of pressure

upon it. He satisfied himself that snow

may be changed to ice by pressure, that

crumbled ice may in like manner be re-

stored to its original condition, and that

solid ice may be forced to take any form

desired. Under proper conditions, lamina-

tion may be produced by the same means.

The result of his investigations is, that

the glacier is a solid body, and that press-

ure answers all the requirements of the

glacier-problem, and is the only thing that

will.

The book is one of uncommon interest,

and discusses many topics beside the gla-

ciers, though nothing that is not in some

way related to them. Mr. Tyndall does

justice to former investigators, especial-

ly to M. Rendu, who, though imperfectly

supplied with demonstrated facts, theoriz-

ed the phenomena with the happiest inspi-

ration, and to Agassiz, of whose impor-
tant observations, establishing for the first

time the fact of more rapid motion in the

middle of the glacier, Professor Forbes had

appropriated the credit. The style is re-

markably agreeable, in description vivid,

and in its scientific parts clear. Indeed,
we do not know whether we have enjoyed
the narrative or the science the most. Pro-

fessor Tyndall has the uncommon gift of

being able to write science so that the un-

scientific can understand it, without de-

scending to the low level of science made

easy. The Royal Institution may well

congratulate itself on having in him a
man every way qualified to succeed Far-

aday, whenever (and may it be long
first !) his chair is vacant.

ART.

ME. JARVES'S COLLECTION.

IT seems an odd turn in the kaleidoscope
of Fortune that associates a Prime Minister

of the Sandwich Islands where the on-

ly pictorial Art is a kind of illumination

laboriously executed by the natives on
each other's skins, thus forming a free per-

ipatetic gallery with a collection of pic-

tures by early Italian masters. It is cer-

tainly a striking illustration of American
multifariousness. From the dawning civ-

ilization of Hawaii Mr. Jarves withdraws

to Italy, where culture has passed far be-

yond its noon, and finds himself equally at

home in both. From Italy he has return-

ed to America with by far the most im-

portant contribution to historical Art that

has ever reached ua. It is not easy to

overestimate its value, whether intrinsical-

ly, or as an aid to intelligent and refining

study. We can hardly expect, it is true,
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ever to form such collections of Art in this fore, while he unhesitatingly claims for the

country as would save our students the collection the foregoing character, he ex-

necessity of visiting Europe. This, indeed, pects and invites from the public the full-

would be hardly desirable
; since a great est measure of impartial and intelligent

deal of the refining and enlightening in- criticism.

fluence of foreign travel and observation " The object of the collection is a nucle-

is not received directly from the special ob- us for an American Gallery, to be estab-

jects that may have drawn us abroad, but lished in the most fitting place and upon
incidentally and unexpectedly, by being a broad basis, sufficient to gratify and im-

brought into contact with strange systems prove every variety of taste and to ad-

of government and new forms of thought, vance the aesthetic culture of the people.
But what we might have is such a collec-

" With this aim, he has declined repeat-

tion as would enable those of us who can- ed overtures pecuniarily advantageous to

not travel to enjoy some of the highest aes- divert it in whole or part to other purposes ;

thetic advantages of travel, and would send and in bringing it to America at his own
our students to the galleries of the Old risk and expense, it is solely to test the

World already in a condition to appreciate disposition of the public to second such a

and profit by them. Mr. Jarves's pictures project. If it meet their approbation, the

aflbrd the opportunity for an excellent be- means best adapted for the purpose are to

ginning in such an undertaking. be maturely considered
;
but if otherwise,

Mr. Jarves's object has been to form a it is his intention to return the gallery to

gallery that should exhibit the origin, prog- Europe.

ress, and culmination of Italian Art from
<l
It is a simple question, whether, after

the thirteenth to the seventeenth century, having had the opportunity of becoming
in such chronological order as should show acquainted with the collection and his ob-

the sequence and affiliation of the various ject in making it, the American public

schools and the various motive and inspi- will sustain perfect this humble beginning
ration that were operative in them. To of a Public Gallery of Art, or abandon the

quote his own language, Mr. Jarves began formation of one to future chances, when
his undertaking with no "

expectation of the difficulties will be much greater and

acquiring masterpieces, or many, if any, the opportunities for success much fewer.

of those specimens upon which the repu- It must be considered, that, at this moment,
tation of the great masters is based. These while genuine works of Art are growing
are in the main either fixtures in their na- more and more difficult to be procured, the

tive localities or permanently absorbed in- rivalry of public and private collectors is

to the great galleries of Europe ;
and Amer- rapidly increasing. It is true that the ex-

ica may scarcely hope ever to possess isting great galleries come into the market

such. He did propose, however, to get to- only for pictures specially wanted to fill

gether a collection which should fairly rep- some important gap in their series, for

resent the varied qualities of the masters whichThey pay prices that would startle

themselves, and the phases of inspiration, our public economists. America will have

religious, aesthetic, or naturalistic, by which to undergo the competition, even if she

they were actuated. And he claims now now enters this field, of several important
to have succeeded in this to an extent foreign galleries in the process of forma-

which in the outset he did not dare to tion, among which are those of Manchester,

hope, and to have secured for the collec- with a subscribed capital, as a beginning, of

tion the approving verdict of European 100,000 ;
of the Association of St. Peters-

taste and connoisseurship in the recogni- burg, for the same purpose, under the pat-

tion of it as a valuable historical gallery of ronage of the Imperial Family ;
and of one

original paintings of the epochs and schools they even in Australia."

claim to represent. Mr. Jarves's collection is not confined by
" In putting forward this claim, he does any means to what may be called the curi-

it in full view of the character of the criti- osities of Art. It contains one hundred

cism and doubts such an assumption nat- and twenty-five pictures ; and, rich as it is

urally begets. The public are right in in works that mark the successive stages

doubting ;
and they should not be convin- of development in Italian painting, it pos-

ced except upon sound evidence. There- sesses also specimens of its later and most
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perfect productions. Examples of the pure

Byzantine bring us to those of the Greco-

Italian school, and these to the early Ital-

ian, represented (in its Umbrian branch)

by Cimabue, by Giotto and his followers,

the Gaddi, Cavallini, Giottino, Orgagna,

and others
;
while of the Sienese we have

Duccio, Simone di Martino, and Loren-

zetti, with more of less note. Of the

Ascetics we have, among others, Fra An-

gelico, Castagno, and Giovanni di Paolo.

The Realists are ushered in by Masolino,

Masaccio. Filippo Lippi, and go on in an

unbroken series through Botticelli, Filip-

pino Lippi, and Cosimo Roselli, to Dome-
nico Ghirlandajo, Leonardo, Raffaello, and

a design of Michel Angelo, painted by one

of his pupils. Nor does the succession end

here
;
Andrea del Sarto, R. Ghirlandajo,

Vasari, Bronzino, Pontormo, and others,

follow. Of the Religionists, there are Lo-

renzo di Credi, Fra Bartolommeo, Peru-

gino, and their scholars. The progress of

landscape, history, and anatomical draw-

ing may be traced in Paolo Uccello, Dello

Belli, Piero di Cosimo, Pinturicchio, the

Pollajuoli, and Luca Signorelli. Here also

is Gentile da Fabriano. Venice gives us

G. Bellini, M. Basaiti, Giorgione, and Paul

Veronese. And of the later Sienese, there

are Sodom a, Matteo da Siena, and Bec-

cafumi. The list includes, also, Domeni-

chino, Sebastian del Piombo, Guido, Sal-

vator Rosa, Holbein, Rubens, and Lo Spa-

gna.
The names we have cited will be enough

to show those familiar with the subject the

scope of the collection and its value as

a consecutive series, embracing a period

which few galleries in any country cover

so completely, since few have been gather-

ed on any historical plan.

The chief question, of course, is as to

the authenticity of the pictures. This can-

not be decided till they are exhibited and

Mr. Jarves's proofs are before the pub-
lic. It is mainly to be decided on internal

evidence, and it is on such evidence that

a great part of the very early pictures

in foreign collections have been labelled

with the names of particular artists. The

weight of such evidence is to be deter-

mined by the judgment of experts, and

we are informed that Mr. Jarves has a

mass of testimony from those best quali-

fied to decide in such cases, among it

that of Sir Charles Eastlake, M. Rio, and

the directors of the two great public gal-

leries of Florence. After all, however, this

appears to us a matter of secondary con-

sequence. If the pictures are genuine pro-

ductions of the periods they are intended

to illustrate, if they are good specimens of

their several schools of Art, the special

names of the artists who may have paint-

ed them are a matter of less concern. The

money-value of the collection might be

lessened without affecting its worth in oth-

er more considerable respects, as an illus-

stration of the rise and progress of the most

important school of modern Art.

Every year it becomes more difficult to

obtain pictures of the class of which Mr.

Jarves's collection is mainly composed.
The directors of European galleries have

become alive to their value, and are spar-

ing no effort to fill the lacunae, left by the

more strictly virtuoso taste of a former gen-

eration. As far as the general public is

concerned, such pictures must, no doubt,

create the taste by which they will be ap-

preciated. The style of the more archaic

ones among them may be easily ridiculed,

and the cry of Pre-Raphaelitism may be

turned against them
;
but we should not

forget that these earlier efforts, however

they might fail in grace of treatment and

ease of expression, are sincere and genuine

products of their time, and very different

in spirit and character from the produc-

tions of the modern school, which aims to

reproduce a phase of Art when the thought

and faith that animated it are gone past

recall.

Mr. Jarves is desirous that the gallery

should remain in his native city of Boston,

and to that end is willing to part with it on

very generous terms. We cannot but hope
that there will be taste and public spirit

enough to realize his design. By the side

of the Museum of Natural History under

the charge of Agassiz, we should like to

see one of Art that would supply another

great want in our culture. The Jarves

Collection gives the opportunity for a most

successful beginning, and we trust it will

not be allowed to follow the Ninevite Mar-

bles.
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THOMAS HOOD.

THOMAS HOOD was originally intend-

ed for business, and entered a mercantile

house
;
but the failure of his health, at fif-

teen years of age, compelled him to leave

it, and go to Scotland, where he remain-

ed two years, with much gain to his body
and his mind. On his return to London,
he applied himself to learn the art of en-

graving; but his constitution would not

allow him to pursue it. Yet what he did

acquire of this art, with his genius for

comic observation, must have been of ex-

cellent service to him in his subsequent
career. This, at first, was simply literary,

in a subordinate connection with " The

London Magazine." His relation to this

periodical gave him opportunities, which

he did not neglect, of knowing many of

its brilliant contributors. Among these

was Charles Lamb, who took a strong lik-

ing to the youthful sub-editor, and, doubt-

less, discovered a talent that in some

points had resemblance to his own. The
influence of his conversation and com-

panionship may have brought Hood's nat-

ural qualities of mind into early growth,
and helped them into early ripeness.

Striking as the difference was, in some

respects, between them, in other respects

.the likeness was quite as striking. Both

were playful in manner, but melancholy

by constitution, and in each there lurk-
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ed an unsuspected sadness; both had

tenderness in their mirth, and mirth in

their tenderness; and both were born

punsters, with more meaning in their

puns than met the ear, and constant-

ly bringing into sudden and surprising

revelation the wonderful mysteries of

words.

With a genius of so singular a cast,

Hood was not destined to continue long
a subordinate. Almost with manhood he

began to be an independent workman of

letters
;
and as such, throughjever-varying

gravities and gayeties, tears and laughter,

grimsicalities and whimsicalities, prose

and verse, he labored incessantly till his

too early death. The whole was truly

and entirely
" Hood's Own." In mind he

owed no man anything. Unfortunately,

he did in money. That he might econo-

mize, and be free to toil in order to pay,
he went abroad, residing between four

and five years out of England, part of

the time at Coblentz, in Rhenish Prussia,

and part at Ostend, in Belgium. The

climate of Rhenish Prussia was bad for his

health, and the people were disagreeable

to his feelings. The change to Belgium
was at first pleasant and an improve-
ment

;
but complete recovery soon seem-

ed as far away as ever
; nay, it was abso-

lutely away forever. But in the midst
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of his family his wife, his little boy and

girl, most loving and most loved brave-

ly he toiled, with pen and pencil, with

head and heart
;
and while men held both

their sides from laughter, he who shook

them held both his sides from pain ;
while

tears, kindly or comical, came at the touch

of his genius into thousands of eyes, eyes
were watching and weeping in secret by
his bed-side in the lonely night, which,

gazing through the cloud of sorrow on his

thin features and his uneasy sleep, took

note that the instrument was fast decay-

ing which gave forth the enchantment

and the charm of all this mirthful and

melancholy music. Thus, in bodily pain,

in bodily weakness even worse than pain,

in pecuniary embarrassment worse than

either, worst of all, often distressed in

mind as to means of support for his fam-

ily, he still persevered j his genius did

not forsake him, nor did his goodness;
the milk of human kindness did not grow
sour, nor the sweet charities of human life

turn into bitter irritations. But what a

tragedy the whole suggests, in its com-

bination of gayety with grief, and in the

thought of laughter that must be creat-

ed at the cost of sighs, of merriment in

which every grin has been purchased by
a groan !

An anecdote which we once read, al-

ways, when we recall it, deeply affects us.

A favorite comic actor, on a certain even-

ing, was hissed by the audience, who had

always before applauded him. He burst

into tears. He had been watching his

dying wife, and had left her dead, as he

came upon the stage. This was his apol-

ogy for imperfection in his part Poor

Hood had also to unite comedy with

tragedy, not for a night, or a day, or a

week, but for months and years. He had

to give the comedy to the public, and

keep the tragedy to himself; nor" could

he, if comedy failed him, plead with the

public the tragedy of his circumstances.

That was nothing to the public. He must

give pleasure to the public, and not ex-

planations and excuses. But genius, good-

ness, many friends, no enemy, the con-

sciousness of imparting enjoyment to mul-

titudes, and to no man wretchedness, a

heart alive with all that is tender and gen-
tle, and strong to manful and noble pur-

pose and achievement, these are grand
compensations, compensations for even
more ills than Hood was heir to; and
with such compensations Hood was large-

ly blessed. Though his fiinds were noth-

ing to the bounty of his spirit, yet he did

not refuse to himself the blessedness of

giving. Want, to his eye of charity, was
neither native nor foreign, but human;
and as human he pitied it always, and, as

far as he could, relieved it. While abroad,
he was constantly doing acts of benefi-

cence
;

and the burlesque style with

which, in his correspondence, he tries to

disguise his own goodness, while using
the incidents as items to write about, is

one of the most delightful peculiarities in

his delightful letters. The inimitable com-

bination of humanity and humor in these

passages renders them equal to the best

things that Hood has anywhere written.

To crown all, Hood had happiness unal-

loyed in his children and his wife. Mrs.

Hood seems to have deserved to the ut-

most the abounding love which her hus-

band lavished on her. She was not only,
as a devoted wife, a cheerer of his heart,

but, as a woman of accomplishment and

ability, she was a companion for his mind.

Her judgment was as clear and sure as

her affection was warm and strong. Her
letters have often a grave tenderness

and an insinuated humor hardly inferior

to her husband's. But as she must write

from fact and not from fancy, what she

writes naturally bears the impression of

her cares. Here is a passage from one

of her latest letters, which, half sadly,

half amusingly, reminds us of Mrs. Prim-

rose and her "I'll -warrant" and "Be-

tween-ourselves
"
mariner.

" Hood dines to-day," she writes,
" with

Doctor Bowring, in Queen Square. He
knew him well years ago in ' The Lon-

don Magazine'; and he wrote, a few

days ago, to ask Hood to meet Bright

and Cobden on business, / think, to

write songs for the League. I augur

good from it. This comes of ' The Song
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of the Shirt,' of which we hear something

continually."

As an instance of her judgment, we

may mention that she prophesied at once

all the success which followed this same
"
Song of the Shirt." When read to her

in manuscript,
" Now mind, Hood,"

said she,
" mark my words, this Avill tell

wonderfully ! It is one of the best things

you ever did." Her reference to " The

Song
"

in her letter has a sort of pathetic

nawetc in it; it shows that the thought

with which she was concerned was prac-

tical, not poetical, not her husband's

fame, but her household cares. She was

thinking of songs that would turn into

substance, of" notes" that could be ex-

changed for cash, of evanescent flame

that might be condensed into solid coal,

which would, in turn, make the pot boil,

and of music that could be convert-

ed into mutton. O ye entranced bards,

drunk with the god, seeing visions and

dreaming dreams in the third heaven,

that is, the third story ! O ye volumi-

nous historians, who live in the guilt and

glory of the past, and are proud in mak-

ing the biggest and thickest books for the

dust, cobwebs, and moths of the future !

O ye commentators, who delight to ren-

der obscurity more obscure, and who as-

sume that in a multitude of words, as in

a multitude of counsellor's, there is wis-

dom ! O ye critics, who vote yourselves

the Areopagites of Intellect, whose de-

crees confer immortality in the Universe

of Letters ! O all ye that write or scrib-

ble, all ye tribes, both great and small,

of pen-drivers and paper -scrapers!
know ye, that, while ye are listening in

your imaginative ambition to the praise

of the elect or the applause of nations,

your wives are often counting the cop-

pers that are to buy the coming meal,

alarmed at the approaching rent-day, or

trembling in apprehension of the baker's

bill.

Hood, in 1840, returned to reside in

England during the small remainder of

his life. For a few months he edited the

" New Monthly," and then, for a few

months more, a magazine of his own.

But the whole of this period was filled

with bodily and mental trials, of which it

is painful to read. Yet within this period

it was that he wrote some of his finest

things, both laughable and serious. It

is, however, to be remarked, it was now

he reached down to that well of tears

which lay in the depth of his nature.

Always before, there had been misty

exhalations from it, that oozed up in-

to the sunshine of his fancy, and that

took all the shapes of glisten or of gloom
which his Protean genius gave them.

In the rapid eccentricities of cloud and

coruscation, the source which supplied

to the varying forms so much of their

substance was hidden or unminded.

But now the fountain of thought and

tragedy had been reached, whence the

waters of sin and suffering spring forth

clear and unalloyed in their own deep

loneliness, and we hear the gush and the

murmur of their stream in such monodies

as " The Song of the Shirt,"
" The Lay

of the Laborer," and " The Bridge of

Sighs."

Hood died in 1845, and was then only

forty-six or forty-seven years old. Alike

esteemed by the poor and the rich, both

united to consecrate a monument to his

memory. Kindly should we ever think

of those who make our hearts and our

tempers bright ; who, without pomp of

wisdom, help us to a cheerfulness which

no proud philosophy can give; who, in

the motley of checkered mirth and wit,

sparkle on the resting-spots of life. Such

men are rare, and as valuable as they

are rare. The world wants them more

than it wants heroes and victors : for mirth

is better than massacre
;
and it is surely

better to hear laughter sounding aloud

the jubilee of the heart, than the shout

of battle and yell of conquest. Precious,

then, are those whose genius brings pleas-

ure to the bosom and sunshine to the face
;

who not only call our thoughts into fes-

tive action, but brighten our affections

into generous feeling. Though we may
not loudly celebrate such men, we great-

ly miss them; and not on marble mon_-

uments, but in our warmest memories,
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their names continue fresh. But laugh
and make laugh as they may, they, too,

have the destiny of grief ;
and unto them,

as unto all men, come their passages of

tragedy, r the days of evil, the nights of

waking, and the need of pity.

When Hood was near his death a pen-
sion of a hundred pounds a year was set-

tled on his wife, at the instance of Sir

Robert Peel. The wife, so soon to be-

come a widow, did not long survive her

husband
; then, in 1847, the pension was

continued to their two orphan children,

at the instance of Lord John Russell.

Politics and parties were forgotten, in

gratitude to an earnest lover of his kind
;

and the people, as well as the govern-

ment, in helping to provide for those

whom he left behind, showed that they
had not forgotten one whose desire it

was to improve even more than to amuse

them. And still we cannot but feel sad

that there should ever have been this

need. Nor would there have been, had

Hood had the strength to carry him into

the vast reading public which has arisen

since his death, and which it was not his

fate to know. " The income," says his

daughter,
" which his works now produce

to his children, might then have prolong-
ed his life for many years."

We have written more on the personal
relations of Hood than we had intend-

ed
;
but we have been carried on unwit-

tingly, while reading the " Memorials" of

him recently published and edited by his

children. The loving worth of the man,
as therein revealed, made us slow to quit

the companionship of his character to

discuss the qualities of his genius. We
trust that our time has not been misspent,

morally or critically ; for, besides the mor-

al good which we gain from the contem-

plation of an excellent man, we enjoy
also the critical satisfaction of learning

that whatever is best in literature comes

out of that which is best in life. We there-

fore close this section of our article with

a bit of prose and a bit of poetry, among
Hood's "

last things," personally and

pathetically characteristic of his nature

and his genius.

" DEAR MOIR,*
" God bless you and yours, and good-

bye ! I drop these few lines, as in a bot-

tle from a ship water-logged and on the

brink of foundering, being in the last stage

of dropsical debility ; but, though suffering

in body, serene in mind. So, without re-

versing my union -jack, I await my last

lurch. Till which, believe me, dear Moir,
" Yours most truly,

"THOMAS HOOD."

STANZAS.

"
Farewell, Life ! My senses swim,
And the world is growing dim

;

Thronging shadows cloud the light,

Like the advent of the night ;

Colder, colder, colder still,

Upward steals a vapor chill;

Strong the earthly odor grows,

I smell the Mould above the Rose !

"
Welcome, Life ! The spirit strives !

Strength returns, and hope revives
;

Cloudy fears and shapes forlorn

Fly like shadows at the morn
;

O'er the earth there comes a bloom,

Sunny light for sullen gloom,
Warm perfume for vapors cold,

I smell the Rose above the Mould !
"

Nothing at first appears more easy than

to define and to describe the genius of

Hood. It is strictly singular, and entire-

ly his own. That which is his is com-

pletely his, and no man can cry halves

with him, or quarters, hardly the small-

est fraction. The estimate of his genius,

therefore, puts the critic to no trouble of

elaborate discrimination or comparison.

When we think of Hood as a humorist,

there is no need that we should at the

same time think of Aristophanes, or Lu-

cian, or Rabelais, or Swift, or Sterne,

or Fielding, or Dickens, or Thackeray.

When we think of him as a poet, ex-

cept in a few of his early compositions,

we are not driven to examine what he

shares with Chaucer, or Spenser, or Shak-

speare, or Milton, or Byron, or Coleridge,

or Wordsworth, or any of the poetic mas-

ters of literature. Whether as humor-

ist or as poet, he is in English litera-

* The Delta of Blackwood.
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ture what Richter is in German liter-

ature,
" the only one." Then the char-

acteristics of his genius are outwardly
so evident, that, in merely a glance, we

fancy we comprehend them. But the

more we think, the more we reflect, the

more the difficulty opens on us of doing
full justice to the mind of Hood. We
soon discover that we are dealing, not with

a mere punster or jester, not with a mere

master of grimace or manufacturer of

broad grins, not with an eccentric oddi-

ty in prose or verse, not with a merry-
andrew who tick*3s to senseless laughter,

not with a spasmodic melodramatist who

writhes in fictitious pain, but that we are

dealing with a sincere, truthful, and most

gifted nature, many-sided, many-color-

ed, harmonious as a whole, and having a

real unity as the centre of its power. To
enter into a complete exposition of such

a nature is not our purpose : we must

content ourselves with noting some of its

most striking literary and moral pecu-
liarities. We do not claim for Hood, that

he was a man of profound, wide, or philo-

sophic intellect, or that for grandeur of

imagination he could be numbered among
the godlike ;

we do not claim that he open-
ed up the deeps .of passion, or brought
down transcendent truths from the higher

spheres of mind
;
we claim for him no

praise for science or for scholarship : we

merely maintain, that he was a man of

rare humanity, of close, subtile, and va-

rious observation, of good sense and com-

mon sense, of intuitive insight into char-

acter, of catholic sympathy with his kind

that towards the lowest was the most lov-

ing, of extraordinary social and miscella-

neous knowledge that was always at his

command, a thinker to the fullest meas-

ure of his needs, and, as humorist and

poet, an originality and a novelty in the

world of genius. This is our general esti-

mate of Hood. What further we have

to say shall be in accordance with it
;

and such has been the impressive influ-

ence of Hood's writings upon us, that our

thoughts, whether we will or not, are more

intent on their serious than on their comic

import.

In all the writings of Hood that are

not absolutely serious the grotesque is a

present and pervading element. Often

it shows itself, as if from an irresistible

instinct of fantastic extravagance, in the

wild and reckless sport of oddity. Com-

binations, mental, verbal, and pictorial, to

ordinary mortals the strangest and the

most remote, were to Hood innate and

spontaneous. They came not from the

outward, they were born of the inward.

They were purely subjective, the sport-

ive pranks of Hood's own ME, when
that ME was in its queerest moods. How

naturally the impossible or the absurd

took the semblance of consistency in the

mental associations of Hood, we observe

even in his private correspondence.
"
Jane," (Mrs. Hood,) he writes,

"
is

now drinking porter, at which I look

half savage I must even sip, when,

I long to swig. I shall turn a fish soon,

and have the pleasure of angling for my-
self." This, if without intention, would

be a blunder or a bull. If it were writ-

ten unwittingly, the result would be sim-

ply ludicrous, and consign it to the cat-

egory of humor
;
but knowingly written,

as we are aware it was, we must ascribe

it to the category of wit.

This presence or absence of intention

often decides whether a saying or an im-

age is within the sphere of humor or of

wit. But wit and humor constantly run

into each other
;
and though the absence

of intention at once shows that a ludi-

crous surprise belongs to the humorous,
the presence of it will not so clearly de-

fine it as belonging to the witty. Nor will

laughter quite settle this question ;
for

there is wit which makes us laugh, and

there is humor which does not. On the

whole, it is as to what is purely wit that

we are ever the most at fault. Certain

phases of humor we cannot mistake,

especially those which are broadly comic

or farcical. But sometimes we meet with

incidents or scenes which have more in

them of the pathetic than the comic, that

we must still rank with the humorous.

Here is a case in point. A time was

when it was a penal ofl'ence in Ireland for
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a priest to say Mass, and under particular

circumstances a capital felony. A priest

was malignantly prosecuted ;
but the

judge, being humane, and better than the

law, determined to confound the infor-

mer.
"
Pray, Sir," said the judge,

" how do

you know he said Mass ?
"

" Because I heard him say it, my
Lord."

" Did he*say it in Latin ?
" asked the

judge.
"
Yes, my Lord."

" Then you understand Latin ?
"

" A little."

" What words did you hear him say ?
"

" Ave Maria"
" That is the Lord's Prayer, is it

not?" asked the judge.
"
Yes, my Lord."

" Here is a pretty witness to convict

the prisoner !

"
cried the judge ;

" he

swears Ave Maria is Latin for the Lord's

Prayer !

"

Now, surely, this scene is hardly laugh-

able, and yet it is thoroughly humorous.

But take an instance which is entirely

comic :
" All ye blackguards as isn't

lawyers," exclaimed a crier,
"
quit the

Coort." Or this :
"
Och, Counsellor,

darling," said a peasant once to O'Con-

nell, "I've no way hereto show your
Honor my gratitude ! but I wish I saw

you knocked down in my own parish,

and may-be I wouldn't bring a faction

to the rescue." A similar instance oc-

curred in this country. An enthusiastic

Irishwoman, listening once to a lecturer

praising Ireland, exclaimed, "I wish to

God I saw that man in poverty, that I

might do something to relieve him."

We shall now cite an example of pure
wit.

" How can you defend this item, Mr.

Curran," said Lord Chancellor Clare,
" ' To writing innumerable letters,

100'?"
"
Why, my Lord," said Curran,

" noth-

ing can be more reasonable. It is not a

penny a letter"

But we might fill the whole space of

our article, ay, or of twenty articles, with

such illustrations; we will content our-

selves with two others. The idea is the

same in both
;
but in the first it seems

to have a mixture of the witty and the

humorous
;
in the second, it belongs en-

tirely to the humorous.

A lady at a dinner-party passing near

where Talleyrand was standing, he look-

ed up and significantly exclaimed, "Ah !

"

In the course of the dinner, the lady hav-

ing asked him across the table, why on

her entrance he said "Oh!" Talley-

rand, with a grave, self-vindicatory look,

answered, "Madame, je n'ai pas dit

'Oh!' J'ai^'Ah!'"
Here is the second. The Reverend

Alonzo Fizzle had preached his fare-

well-sermon to his disconsolate people in

Drowsytown. The next morning, Mon-

day, he was strolling musingly along a si-

lent road among the melancholy woods.

The pastor of a neighboring flock, the

Reverend Darius Dizzle, was driving by
in his modest one-horse chaise.

" Take a seat, Fizzle ?
"
said he.

" Don't care if I do," said Fizzle,

and took it.

"
Why, the mischief, Fizzle," said Diz-

zle,
" did you say in your farewell-ser-

mon, that it was just as well to preach to

the dead buried six feet under the earth

as to the people of Drowsytown ?
"

"/./? /?" gasped the astonished

Fizzle. " A more alive and wakeful peo-

ple are not upon the earth than the cit-

izens of Drowsvtown. What calumniator
V

has thus outraged them and me ? Who
told you this ? Who dared to say it ?

"

" Brother Ichabod Muzzle," calmly an-

swered Dizzle.

Fizzle leaped out, hurried to his home,

and was soon seen whipping his unfortu-

nate horse in a certain direction. He
was on his way to the residence of the

Reverend Ichabod Muzzle, who lived five

or six miles off. He reached the home of

the Reverend Ichabod. The friends greet-

ed each other. Fizzle, though pregnant
with indignation, assumed the benignant

air of the Beloved Disciple. Muzzle look-

ed Platonically the incarnate idea of the

Christian Parson.
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" Fine day," said Fizzle.

"
Lovely," said Muzzle.

" Glorious view from this window," ob-

served Fizzle.

"
Superb," replied Muzzle.

" The beauties of Nature are calming
and consolatory," murmured Fizzle.

" And so are the doctrines of grace,"

whispered Muzzle.

Fizzle could hold out no longer. Still

he tried to look the placid, and to speak
with meekness.

"
Pray, how did it come, Brother Muz-

zle," said Fizzle,
" that you reported I

declared in my farewell - sermon it was

as easy to preach to the dead buried six

feet under the earth as to the people of

Drowsytown ?
"

" You have been grossly misinformed,

my brother," replied Muzzle. " I didn't

say six feet. I said four feet."

In Hood we have all varieties of wit

and humor, both separate and intermin-

gled.

As we have already observed, the gro-

tesque is that which is most obviously dis-

tinctive in Hood's writings. But in dif-

ferent degrees it is combined with other

elements, and in each combination alter-

ed and modified. The combination which

more immediately arrests attention is that

with the ludicrous. In this the genius

of Hood seemed to hold a very festival

of antics, oddity, and mirth
;

all his fac-

ulties seemed to rant and riot in the

Saturnalia of comic incongruity. And it

is difficult to say whether, in provoking

laughter, his pen or his pencil is the

more effective instrument. The mere

illustrations of the subject-matter are in

themselves irresistible. They reach at

once and directly the instinctive sense

of the ludicrous, and over them youth
and age cachinnate together. We have

seen a little girl, eight years old, laugh
as if her heart would break, in merely

looking at the pictures in a volume of

Hood. The printed page she did not

read or care to read
;
what the prints il-

lustrated she knew nothing about
;
but

her eyes danced with joy and overran

with tears of childish merriment. But in

all this luxury of fun, whether by pen or

pencil, no word, idea, image, or delinea-

tion obscures the transparency of inno-

cence, or leaves the shadow of a stain

upon the purest mind. To be at the

same time so comic and so chaste is not

only a moral beauty, but a literary won-

der. It is hard to deal with the oddities

of humor, however carefully, without cas-

ual slips that may offend or shame the

reverential or the sensitive. Noble, on

the whole, as Shakspeare was, we would

not in a mixed company, until after cau-

tious rehearsal, venture to read his comic

passages aloud. We may apply the state-

ment, also, to the comic portions of Burns,

and, indeed, to comic literature in gen-
eral. But who has fear to read most

openly anything that Hood ever wrote ?

or who has a memory of wounded modes-

ty for anything that he ever read secret-

ly of Hood's ? Dr. Johnson says that

dirty images were as natural to Swift as

sublime ones were to Milton; we may
say that images at once lambent and

laughable were those which were natural

to Hood. Even when his mirth is broad-

est, it is decent
;
and while the merest

recollection of his drollery will often con-

vulse the face in defiance of the best-bred

muscles, no thought arises which the dy-

ing need regret. Who can ever forget
" The Lost Heir," or remember it but

to laugh at its rich breadth of natural,

yet farcical, absurdity ? The very open-

ing begins the giggle :

" One day, as I was going by
That part of Holborn christened High," etc.

Then there is that broadest of broad, but

morally inoffensive stories, in which the

laundress, in trying to cure a smoking

chimney, blows herself to death, having

merely power to speak a few words to

Betty, who gaspingly explains to her

mistress " The Report from Below "
:
-

"
Well, Ma'am, you won't believe it,

But it's gospel fact and true,

But these words is all she whispered,
'

Wliy, where is the powder blew ?
' "

For other examples refer to " The Ode
to Malthus

" and " The Blow-up," which

pain the sides while they cheer the heart.
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Again, we find the grotesque through
Hood's writings in union with the fantas-

tic and the fanciful. His fertility in the

most unexpected analogies becomes to

the reader of his works a matter of con-

tinual wonder. Strange and curious con-

trasts and likenesses, both mental and

verbal, which might never once occur

even to a mind of more than common ec-

centricity and invention, seem to have

been iu his mind with the ordinary flow

of thinking. Plenteous and sustained,

therefore, as his wit is, it never fails to

startle. We have no doubt of his endless

resources, and yet each new instance be-

comes a new marvel. His wit, too, is usu-

ally pregnant and vital with force and

meaning. This constitutes the singular
and peculiar worth of his verbal wit in

general, and of his puns in particular.

In verbal wit he has had but few equals,

and in puns he has had none. He made
the pun an instrument of power ;

and had

his wit been malignant, he could have

pointed the pun to a sharpness that would

have left wounds as deep as thought, and

could have added a poison to it that would

have kept them rankling as long as

memory lasted. The secret of his power
in the pun is, that he does not rest in the

analogy of sound alone, but seeks also for

analogy of significance. Generally there

is a subtile coincidence between his mean-

ing and what the sound of the pun signi-

fies, and thus the pun becomes an amus-

ing or illustrative image, or a most em-

phatic and striking condensation of his

thought.
" Take care of your cough," he

writes to his engraver,
" lest you go to

coughy-pot, as I said before
;
but I did not

say before, that nobody is so likely as a

wood-engraver to cut his stick." Speak-

ing of his wife, he says,
" To be sure,

she still sticks to her old fault of going to

sleep while I am dictating, till I vow to

change my Womanuensis for a Manuen-
sis." How keenly and well the pun serves

him in burlesque, in his comic imitations

of the great moralist ! He hits off with

inimitable ridicule the great moralist's dis-

like to Scotland. Boswell inquired the

Doctor's opinion on illicit distillation, and

[November,

how the great moralist would act in an

affray between the smugglers and the ex-

cise. " If I went by the letter of the law,
I should assist the customs

;
but according7 O

to the spirit, I should stand by the con-

trabandists." The Doctor was always

very satirical on the want of timber in the

North. "
Sir," said he to the young Lord

of Icombally, who was going to join his

regiment,
"
may Providence preserve you

in battle, and especially your nether limbs !

You may grow a walking-stick here, but

you must import a wooden leg." At Dun-
sinnane the old prejudice broke out.
"
Sir," said he to Boswell,

" Macbeth was
an idiot; he ought to have known that

every wood in Scotland might be carried

in a man's hand. The Scotch, Sir, are

like the frogs in the fable : if they had a

log, they would make a king of it." We
will quote here a stanza which contains

quite a serious application of the pun ;

and for Hood's purpose no other word
could so happily or so pungently express
his meaning. The poem is an " Address
to Mrs. Fry

"
;
and the doctrine of it is,

that it is better and wiser to teach the

young and uncorrupted that are yet out-

side the prison than the vicious and the

hardened who have got inside it. Thus
he goes on :

" I like your chocolate, good Mistress Fry !

I like your cookery in every way ;

I like your Shrove-tide service and supply;
I like to hear your sweet Pandeans play ;

I like the pity in your full-brimmed eye;
I like your carriage and your silken gray,

Your dove-like habits, and your silent preach-

ing?

But I don't like your Newgatory teaching."

Hood had not only an unexampled

facility in the discovery of analogies in a

multitude of separate resemblances and

relations, but he had an equal facility of

tracing with untiring persistency a single

idea through all its possible variations.

Take, for example, the idea of gold, in the

poem of "Miss Kilmansegg," and there

is hardly a conceivable reference to gold

which imagination or human life can sug-

gest, that is not presented to us.

But this play of words and thought

would, after all, be in itself little more
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than serious trifling, a mere exhibition of mirth, and under the coat of motley or

mental and verbal ingenuity. It would the mantle of extravagance insinuates

be a kind of intellectual and linguistical effective and salutary lessons,

dexterity, which would give the author No writer has ever so successfully as

a singularity and supremacy above the Hood combined the grotesque with the

world. It would make him the greatest terrible. He has the art, as no man but

of mental acrobats or jugglers, and he himself ever had, of sustaining the illu-

might almost deserve as eminent a repu- sion of an awful or solemn narrative

tation as a similar class of artists in bodily through a long poem, to be closed in a

achievements
; possibly he might claim to catastrophe that is at once unexpected

be ranked with the man who cooked his and ludicrous. The mystification is corn-

dinner and ate it on a tight rope over the plete ;
the secret of the issue is never be-

Niagara Rapids, or with the man who trayed ; suspense is maintained with Spar-

placed a pea-nut under a dish-cover and tan reticence
; curiosity is excited pro-

turned it into the American eagle. Such, gressively to its utmost tension
;
and the

however, is not Hood's case. In all feats surprise at the end is oftentimes electric.

of mental and verbal oddity, he does,
" A Storm at Hastings

" and " The Demon

indeed, rank the highest, but that is Ship "are of this class. But sometimes

the very lowest of his attainments. His the terrible so prevails as to overpower

pranks do verily cause us to laugh and the ludicrous, or rather, it becomes more

wonder
;
but there is also that ever in his terrible by the very presence of the ludi-

pranks which causes us to think, and even crous. We have evidence of this in the

sometimes to weep. In much of his that poem called " The Last Man." Some-

seems burlesque, the most audacious, there times we find the idea of the supernatural

are hidden springs of thought and tears, added to the ludicrous with great moral

Often, when most he seems as the grimed and imaginative effect. Observe with

and grinning clown in a circus girded by what pathetic tenderness this is done in

gaping spectators, he stops to pour out the " Ode to the Printer's Devil," with

satire as passionate as that of Juvenal, or what solemn moral power in " The Tale

morality as eloquent and as pure as that of a Trumpet," and with what historical

of Pascal. And this he does without satire and social insight in " The Knight

lengthening his face or taking oft' his and the Dragon." Sometimes the ludi-

paint. Sometimes, when he most absurdly crous element entirely disappears, and

scampers in his thoughts, when he kicks we have the purely terrible, the tcr-

up the heels of his fancy in the most out- rible in itself, as in " The Tower of

rageous fashion, he is playing as it most Lahneck," the terrible in pathos, as in

doth please him on our human sympathy, "The Work- House Clock," the terri-

and the human heart becomes an instru- ble in penitence and remorse, as in " The

ment to his using, out of which he dis- Lady's Dream," the terrible in tempta-

courseth eloquent music according to his tion and despair, as in " The Dream of

moods. The interest one finds in reading Eugene Aram."

Hood is often the sudden pleasure which Hood, as we have seen, is a perfect

comes upon him. When in the midst of master equally of the grotesque and the

what appears a wilful torrent of absurdity, terrible. Some writers, it may be, were

there bursts out a rush of earnest and in- as powerful as he in the grotesque. Ka-

stinctive nature. We could quote enough belais had a certain hugeness in it, which

in confirmation of this assertion to make Hood did not have and did not need,

a moderate volume. And then the large Other writers transcended Hood in the

and charitable wisdom, which in Hood's region of the terrible. It is almost use-

genius makes the teacher humble in order less to name such sublime masters of it

to win the learner, we value all the more as Dante, Shakspeare, and Milton. But

that it conceals authority in the guise of in the intermingling of the grotesque and
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terrible, and in the infinite diversifica-

tion of them as thus united, not only has

Hood no equal, but no rival. In some

few marked and outward directions of

his genius he may have imitators; but

in this magical alchemy of sentiment,

thought, passion, fancy, and imagination,
the secret of his laboratory was his alone

;

no other man has discovered it, and no

other man, as he did, could use it. But
he worked in the purely ideal also; if

he did not work supremely, he worked

well, as we have proof in many of his se-

rious poems, and particularly in his " Plea

for the Midsummer Fairies." And when

aroused, but that was rarely, he could

wield a burningly satiric pen, and with

manly indignation and impassioned scorn

wield it to chastise the hypocritical and

the arrogant, as his letter to a certain

pious lady and his " Ode to Rae Wilson "

bear sufficient witness.

Along with the grotesque and terrible

in Hood's writings we also often observe

a wizard-like command over the elements

of the desolate, the weird, the sad, the

forlorn, and the dreary. We may trace

it in many of the poems to which we
have already alluded. But it appears
with all its lonely gloom of power in

"The Haunted House." This poem is

surely the work of a fancy that must have

often gone into the desert of the soul to

meditate, and that must have made itself

acquainted with all that is dismal in im-

agery and feeling. Pictures, in succes-

sion or combination, it would be impos-
sible to conceive, which more dolefully

impress the mind with a sense of doom,

dread, and mystery ; yet every picture is

in itself natural, and, while each adds to

the intensity of the impression, each is

in itself complete.

Now, having gone over some of the

most noticeable qualities in the writings
of Hood, we come to the crowning quali-

ty of his genius, the simply pathetic. We
could, if space remained, adduce many
psychological and other reasons why we

apply this phrase to the pathos of Hood.
One reason is, that Hood's pathos in-

volves none of the complications of high-

er passion, nor any of the pomp which

belongs, in mood, situation, or utterance,
to the loftier phases of human suffering.
The sorrow of those who most attracted

his sympathy was not theatrical or im-

posing. It has been well said of him,
that his "bias was towards all that was

poor and unregarded." And thus, while

those who painfully moved the charity
and compassion of his genius were con-

sidered by him the victims of artificial

civilization, his own feeling for them was

natural and instinctive
; yet never did

natural and instinctive feeling receive

expression more artistic, but with that

admirable art in which elaboration at-

tains the utmost perfection of simplicity.
It excites our wonder to observe how in

pathos Hood's genius divests itself of at-

tributes which had seemed essential to its

existence. All that is grotesque, whim-

sical, or odd disappears, and we have on-

ly the soul of pity in the sound of song,
in song

" most musical, most melancholy."
In pathos, Hood's is not what we should

call a transformed genius so much as a

genius becoming divested of its coarser

life, and then breathing purely the inner

spirit of goodness and beauty. The re-

sult is what one might almost term the
" absolute

"
in pathos. Nothing is ex-

cluded that is necessary to impression ;

nothing is admitted that could vulgarize

or weaken it. We have thus pathos at

once practical and poetic, pathos at

once the most affecting and the most

ideal, coming from a heart rich with

all human charities, and gaining worthy
and immortal form by means of a subtile,

deep, cultivated imagination. The pathet-

ic, therefore, no less than the comic, in

Hood's writings has all the author's pecu-
liar originality, but has it in a higher or-

der. Pathos was the product of the au-

thor's mind when it was most matured

by experience, and when suffering, with-

out impairing its strength, had refined its

characteristic benevolence to the utmost

tenderness.

Hood's pathos culminates in "The

Song of the Shirt,"
" The Lay of the

Laborer," and " The Bridge of Sighs."
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These are marvellous lyrics. In spirit thus learn the weakness of man, and the

and in form they are singular and re- allowances that he needs
; they are con-

markable. We cannot think of any po- versant with a broad and diversified hu-

ems which more show the mystic en- manity, and thence they are seldom nar-

chantment of genius. How else was a row, intolerant, or self-righteous ; feeling,

ragged sempstress in a squalid garret too, their full share of moral and mortal

made immortal, nay, made universal, imperfection, they refuse to be inquisitors

made to stand for an entire sisterhood of the unfortunate, but rather choose to

of wretchedness ? Here is the direst be their advocates and helpers. No man

poverty, blear-eyed sorrow, dim and dis- ever had more of this temper than Hood
;

mal suffering, nothing of the romantic, and out of it came these immortal lyrics

A stern picture it is, which even the soft- upon which we have been commenting,
er touches render sterner; still there is For such a temper the writing of these

nought in it that revolts or shocks
;

it is lyrics was exceeding great reward
;
not

deeply poetic, calls into passionate action only because they made the author an

the feelings of reverence and pity, and everlasting benefactor to the poor, but

has all the dignity of tragedy. Even more also because they became an interpreta-

wonderful is the transformation that a rus- tion of his own deeper genius, and reveal-

tic hind undergoes in " The Lay of the ed a nobler meaning in his works than

Laborer," in which a peasant out of work had ever before been discerned. Hence-

personifies, with eloquent impressiveness, forth, he was more thought of as a pro-

the claims and calamities of toiling man- found poet than as the greatest of mimes,

hood. But an element of the sublime jesters, and punsters. The lyrics of the

is added in "The Bridge of Sighs." In poor saved him from imminent injustice,

that we have the truly tragic ;
for we All that we have further to say of these

have in it the union of guilt, grief, de- lyrics is to express our admiration as to

spair, and death. An angel from heav- the classical finish of their diction, and as

en, we think, could not sing a more gen- to the wild, sweet, and strange music in

tie dirge, or one more pure ; yet the ordi- their sadly sounding measures,

nary associations suggested by the corpse Hood is a writer to whom, in his de-

of the poor, ruined, self-murdered girl are gree, we may apply the epithet Shak-

such as to the prudish and fastidious would spearian. We do not, indeed, compare
not allow her to be mentioned, much less him with Shakspeare in bulk or force of

bring her into song. But in the pity al- genius, but only in quality and kind. He
most divine with which Hood sings her had, as the great dramatist, the same

fate there is not only a spotless delicacy, disregard of the temporary and discern-

there is also a morality as elevated as the ment of the essential
;
the same wonderful

heavenly mercy which the lyrist breathes, wealth of vocabulary, and the same bold

The pure can afford to be pitiful ;
and dexterity in the use of it

;
the same ca-

the life of Hood was so exemplary, that prices of jestings and conceits; the same

he had no fear to hinder him from being comminglings of mirth and melancholy ;

charitable. The cowardice of conscience the same many-sided conception of exist-

is one of the saddest penalties of sin
;
and ence

;
the same embracing catholicity of

to avert suspicion from one's self by se- tastes and tendencies
;
the same indiffer-

verity to others is, indeed, the most mis- ence to sects and factions
;
the same free-

erable expediency of self-condemnation, dom from jealousies, asperities, and spites;

The temper of charity and compassion and in the lower scale of his genius, he

seems natural to men of letters and of resembled the mighty dramatist in subtile

art. They are emotional and sensitive, perception of life and Nature, in his men-

and by the necessity of their vocation tal and moral independence, and in his

have to hold much communion with the intuitive divinations of abstract truth and

inmost consciousness of our nature
; they individual character.
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As a poet of the poor, Crabbe is the

only poet with whom he can be critically

compared. The comparison would be a

contrast
;
and in order to handle it to any

purpose, a long essay would be required.
Hood wrote but a few short lyrics on the

poor ;
Crabbe wrote volumes. Crabbe

was literal; Hood ideal. Crabbe was con-

crete
;
Hood was abstract. Crabbe lived

among the rural poor ;
Hood among the

city poor. Crabbe saw the poor con-

stantly, and went minutely and practi-

cally into the interior of their life; if

Hood ever directly saw them at all, it was

merely with casual glimpses, and he must

have learned of them only by occasional

report. Crabbe was a man of vigorous

constitution, he lived a hardy life, and he

lived it long ;
Hood was a man of feeble

health, he lived a life of pain, and he

closed it early. Crabbe had a hard

youth, but after that a certain and settled

competence ;
Hood's was also a youth

of struggle, but struggle was his destiny
to the end. These radical and circum-

stantial differences between the men will

account for their different modes in think-

ing and writing of the poor. But both

were men of genius, of genial humanity,
and of singular originality. No one who
reads Crabbe's writings will deny him

genius ;
no one who reads them with ad-

equate sympathy and attention will deny
that his genius is vital with passion and

imagination. Only the latent heat of pas-

sion and imagination could save these

seemingly bald and monotonous narra-

tives from being as dull as a dictionary.

But they are not so
; they have an in-

terest which holds the reader with a fix-

edness of grasp which he cannot loosen

Crabbe's poetry of the poor is slow

and epic ;
Hood's is rapid and lyrical.

Crabbe's characters are only actual and

intensified individuals
;
Hood's characters

are idealized and representative persons.

Hood gives you only the pathetic or trag-

ical essentials; but, along with these,

Crabbe gives you the complexity and de-

tail of life which surrounded them. Hood

presents you with the picture of a lonely
woman at midnight toiling and starving in

the slavery of sewing ;
but Crabbe would

trace her from her quiet country-home,

through the follies which led her to a Lon-

don garret. Hood, in his "
Lay of the

Laborer," makes you listen to the wail

of a strong man imploring leave to toil
;

Crabbe would find him drunk in the beer-

house or the gin-shop, and then carry you
on to the catastrophe in his ruined home or

in his penal death. Hood, in his "
Bridge

of Sighs," brings you into the presence
of death, and you gaze, weeping, over the

lifeless form of beauty that had once been

innocent and blooming girlhood, but from

which the spirit, early soiled and sad-

dened, took violent flight in its despair ;

Crabbe would give us the record of her

sins, and connect her end retributively

with her conduct. Much is in Crabbe

that is repulsive and austere
;
but he is,

notwithstanding, an earnest moral teach-

er and a deep tragic poet. Let us be con-

tent with both Crabbe and Hood: we
need to look at the aspect which each of

them gives us of life, the stern poetry of

fact in Crabbe, and the lyrical poetry of

feeling in Hood. Crabbe has dealt with

groups and masses
;
Hood has immortal-

ized single figures, which, by their isola-

tion and intensity, take full and forcible

possession of the mind, and can never b*

driven out from memory.
This is a rather serious conclusion oi

an article on a comic genius. As the hu

morist is for the most part on the play-side

of literature, he should, we are apt to

suppose, be entirely on the play-side of

life. He ought to laugh and grow fat,

and he ought to have an easy-chair to

laugh in. Why should he who makes so

many joyous not have the largest mess of

gladness to his share ? He ought to be a

favored Benjamin at the banquet of exist-

ence, and have, above the most favor-

ed of his brethren, a double portion. He

ought, like the wind, to be " a chartered

libertine," to blow where he listeth, and

have no one to question whence he com-

eth or whither he goeth. He ought to be

the citizen of a comfortable world, and

he ought to have an ungrudged freedom

in it. What debt is he should not be al-
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lowed to learn or to know, and the idea

of a dun it should not be possible for him

even to conceive. Give him good cheer
;

enrich the juices of his blood, nourish

generously the functions of his brain
;

give him delicate viands and rosy wine
;

give him smiles and laughter, music and

flowers
;

let him inherit every region of

creation, and be at home in air and wa-

ter as well as on the earth
;
at last, in

an Anacreontic bloom of age, let him in

a song breathe away his life. Such is

the lot, we believe, that many imagine as

the condition of a humorist
;
but which

the humorist, less than most men, has

ever enjoyed. All great humorists have

been men grave at heart, and often men
of more than ordinary trials. None but

the superficial can fail to recognize the se-

verity of Rabelais's genius. The best por-

tion of poor Moliere's manhood was steep-

ed in sorrow. The life of Swift was a hid-

den tragedy. The immortal wit of " Hudi-

bras
"
did not save Butler from the straits

and struggles of narrow means. Cervan-

tes spent much of his time in a prison,

and much of his grandest humor had there

its birthplace. Farquhar died young, and

in terrible distress of mind at the desolate

prospect that he saw before his orphan
children. How Sheridan died is familiar

to us all. The very conditions of temper-
ament which gave Sterne genius gave
him also torment. Fielding and Smollett

battled all their lives with adversity ;
and

Goldsmith died in his prime, embittered

in his last hours by distress and debt.

Banim, the great Irish novelist, withered

early out of life upon a government pit-

tance of a pension ;
Griffin gave up litera-

ture, became a monk, and found in youth
a grave ; Carleton, one of the most gifted

humorists that ever painted the many-
colored pictures of Irish character, is now

struggling against the pressure of a small

income in his advancing years. Not to

carry this melancholy list farther, which

might be indefinitely prolonged, we close

it with the name of Thomas Hood.

But not by contest with realities of life

alone have humorists been saved from

temptations to any dangerous levity ; great

humorists, as we have said, have gen-

erally been earnest men, very grave at

heart, and much that they have written

has been tragedy in the guise of irony.

All readers cannot find this out. They
cannot see the grief of life beneath its

grin ; they cannot detect the scorn or the

pity that is hidden in joke or banter
;
nei-

ther can they always find out the joke or

banter that is covered by a solemn face
;

and many a sincere believer has been

deemed an atheist because he burlesqued

hypocrites with their own gravity. Num-
bers judge only by the outside, and nev-

er reach the spirit of writing or of man.

They laugh at the contortions of grimace,
but of the mysteries of mind or the pains
of heart which underlie the contortions

they know nothing. They snatch their

rapid pleasure, and leave unvalued the

worth of him who gives it
; they care not

for the cost of genius or labor at which it

has been procured ;
and when they have

had their transient indulgence, they have

had all they sought and all that they could

enjoy.
The relation of many to the humorist

is illustrated by that of the doctor, on a

certain occasion, to Listen, the celebrated

comedian. Listen was subject to constitu-

tional melancholy, and in a severe attack

of it he consulted a famous physician.
" Go and see Listen," said the doctor.
" I am Listen," said the actor.

And thus the inner soul of a great hu-

morist is often as unrecognized by those

who read him as was the natural person-

ality of Liston by the doctor.
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FAYAL AND THE PORTUGUESE.

EVERY man when he first crosses the

ocean is a Columbus to himself, no matter

how many voyages by other navigators

he may have heard described or read re-

corded. Geographies convince only the

brain, not the senses, that the globe is

round
;
and when personal experience

exhibits the fact, it is as wonderful as if

never before suggested. You have dwelt

for weeks within one unbroken loneliness

of sea and sky, with nothing that seemed

solid in the universe but the bit of paint-

ed wood on which you have floated. Sud-

denly one morning something looms high
and cloudlike far away, and you are told

that it is land. Then you feel, with all

ignorant races, as if the ship were a god,

thus to find its way over that trackless

waste, or as if this must be some great and

unprecedented success, and in no way
the expected or usual result of such en-

terprises. A sea-captain of twenty-five

years' experience told me that this sen-

sation never wore off, and that he still

felt as fresh a sense of something extra-

ordinary, on making land, as upon his first

vovao-e. To discover for one's self that
* O

there is really another side to the ocean,

that is the astonishing thing. And
when it happens, as in our case, that the

haven thus gained is not merely a part

of a great continent which the stupidest

ship could not miss, if it only sailed far

enough, but is actually a small volcan-

ic island, a mere dot among those wild

waves, a thing which one might easily

have passed in the night, unsuspecting,

and which yet was not so passed, it

really seems like the maddest piece of

good-luck, as if one should go to sea in a

bowl, hoping somewhere or other to land

on the edge of a tea-cup.

As next day we stumbled on deck in

the fojrgv dawn, the dim island five milesOo*

off seemed only dawning too, a shapeless

thing, half-formed out of chaos, as if the

leagues of gray ocean had grown weary
of their eternal loneliness, and bungled

into something like land at last. The

phrase
"
making land

"
at once became

the simple and necessary expression ;
we

had -come upon the very process itself.

Nearer still, the cliffs five hundred feet

in height, and the bare conical hills of

the interior, divided everywhere by cane-

hedges into a regular checker-work of

cultivation, prolonged the mystery ;
and

the glimpses of white villages scarcely

seemed to break the spell. Point after

point we passed, great shoulders of vol-

canic mountain thrust out to meet the

sea, with steep green ravines furrowed

in between them; and when at last we
rounded the Espalamarca, and the white

walls and the Moorish towers of Horta

stood revealed before us, and a stray sun-

beam pierced the clouds on the great

mountain Pico across the bay, and the

Spanish steamship in the harbor flung out

her gorgeous ensign of gold and blood,

then, indeed, we felt that all the glowing

cup of the tropics was proffered to our

lips, and the dream of our voyage stood

fulfilled.

Not one of our immediate party, most

happily, had ever been beyond Boston

Harbor before, and so we all plunged
without fear or apology into the delicious

sense of foreignness ;
we moved as those

in dreams. No one could ever precisely

remember what we said or what we did,

only that we were somehow boated ashore

till we landed with difficulty amid high

surf on a wave-worn quay, amid an en-

thusiastic throng of women in dark-blue

hooded cloaks which we all took for

priestly vestments, and of beggars in a

combination of patches which no sane

person could reasonably take for vest-

ments of any sort, until one saw how

scrupulously they were washed and how

carefully put together.

The one overwhelming fact of the first

day abroad is the simple sensation that

one is abroad : a truth that can never be

made anything but commonplace in the
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telling, or anything but wonderful in the

fulfilling. What Emerson says of the

landscape is true here : no particular for-

eign country is so remarkable as the ne-

cessity of being remarkable under which

every foreign country lies. Horace Wai-

pole found nothing in Europe so astonish-

ing as Calais
;
and we felt that at every

moment the first edge of novelty was be-

ing taken off for life, and that, if we were

to continue our journey round the world,

we never could have that first day's sen-

sations again. Yet because no one can

spare time to describe it at the moment,
this first day has never yet been describ-

ed
;

all books of travels begin on the sec-

ond day ;
the daguerreotype-machine is

not ready till the expression has begun
to fade out. Months had been spent in

questioning our travelled friends, sheets

of old correspondence had been disin-

terred, sketches studied, Bullar's unsat-

isfactory book read, and now we were on

the spot, and it seemed as if every line

and letter must have been intended to

describe some other place on the earth,

and not this strange, picturesque, Portu-

guese, Semi-Moorish Fayal.
One general truth came over us in-

stantly, and it was strange to think that

no one had happened to speak of it be-

fore. The essence of the surprise was

this. We had always been left to sup-

pose that in a foreign country one would

immediately begin to look about and ob-

serve the foreign things, these novel

details having of course that groundwork
of ordinary human life, the same all the

world over. To our amazement, we found

that it was the groundwork itself that was

foreign ;
we were shifted off our feet

;
not

the details, but the basis itself was wholly
new and bewildering ; and, instead of not-

ing down, like intelligent travellers, the

objects which were new, we found our-

selves stupidly staring about to find some-

thing which was old, a square inch of

surface anywhere which looked like any-

thing ever seen before, that we mio-ht^j * ^3

take our departure from that, and then

begin to improve our minds. Perhaps this

is difficult for the first hours in any for-

eign country ; certainly the untravelled

American finds it utterly impossible in

Fayal. Consider the incongruities. The

beach beneath your feet, instead of being
white or yellow, is black

;
the cliffs beside

you are white or red, instead of black or

gray. The houses are of white plaster

on the outside, with wood-work, often

painted in gay stripes, within. There

are no chimneys to the buildings, but

sometimes there is a building to the chim-

ney ;
the latter being a picturesque tower

with smoke coming from the top and a

house appended to the base. One half

the women go about bareheaded, save a

handkerchief, and with a good deal of

bareness at the other extremity, while

the other half wear hoops on their heads

in the form of vast conical hoods attach-

ed to voluminous cloth cloaks which sweep
the ground. The men cover their heads

with all sorts of burdens, and their feet

with nothing, or else with raw-hide slip-

pers, hair outside. There is no roar or

rumble in the streets, for there are no

vehicles and no horses, but an endless

stream of little donkeys, clicking the

rough pavement beneath their sharp

hoofs, and thumped solidly by screaming
drivers. Who wears the new shoes on

the island does not appear ;
but the hens

limp about the houses, tethered to the

old ones.

Further inspection reveals new mar-

vels. The houses are roofed with red and

black tiles, semi-cylindrical in shape and

rusty in surface, and making the whole

town look as if incrusted with barnacles.

There is never a pane of glass on the

lower story, even for the shops, but only
barred windows and solid doors. Every
house has a paved court-yard for the

ground-floor, into which donkeys may be

driven and where beggars or peasants

may wait, and where one naturally ex-

pects to find Gil Bias in one corner and

Sancho Panza in another. An English

lady, on arriving, declared that our hotel

was only a donkey-stable, and refused to

enter it. In the intervals between the

houses the streets are lined with solid

stone walls from ten to twenty feet high,
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protecting the gardens behind
;
and there ced upon his head, over which he held

is another stone wall inclosing the town an umbrella.

on the water side, as if to keep the people Perhaps it is a procession-day, and all

from being spilled out. One must go the saints of some church are taken out

some miles into the country before get- for an airing. They are figures compos-
ting beyond these walls, or seeing an inch ed of wood and wax, life-size, and in full

on either side. This would be intolera- costume, each having a complete sepa-
ble, of course, were the country a level

;
rate wardrobe, but more tawdry and shab-

but, as every rod of ground slopes up or by, let us hope, than the originals ever

down, it simply seems like walking through indulged in. Here are Saint Francis
a series of roofless ropewalks or bowling- and Saint Isabella, Saint Peter with a

alleys, each being tilted up at an angle, monk kneeling before him, and Saint

so that one sees the landscape through Margaret with her dog, and the sceptred
the top, but never over the sides. Thus, and ermined Saint Louis, and then Jo-

walking or riding, one seldom sees the seph and Mary sitting amicably upon the

immediate foreground, but a changing same platform, with an additional force

background of soft valleys, an endless of bearers to sustain them. For this is the

patchwork of varied green rising to the procession of the Bem-casados or Well-

mountains in the interior of the island, married, in honor of the parents of Jesus.

or sinking to the blue sea, beyond which Then there are lofty crucifixes and wav-
the mountain Pico rears its graceful out- ing flags; and when the great banner, bear-

line across the bay. ing simply the letters S. P. Q. R., comes
From the street below comes up a con- flapping round the windy corner, one

stant hum of loud voices, often rising so starts in wonder at the permanent might

high that one runs to see the fight com- of that vast superstition which has grasp-

mence, and by the time one has cross- ed the very central symbol of ancient

ed the room it has all subsided and ev- empire, and brought it down, like a boul-

erybody is walking off in good -humor, der on a glacier, into modern days. It

Meanwhile the grave little donkeys are makes all Christianity seem but a vast

constantly pattering by, sometimes in palimpsest, since the letters which once

pairs or in fours with a cask slung be- meant " Senatus Populusque Romanus "

tween
;
and mingled with these, in the stand now only for the feebler modern

middle of the street, there is an endless formula, "Salve populum quern redemisti."

stream of picturesque figures, everybody All these shabby splendors are inter-

bearing something on the head, girls, spersed among the rank and file of two
with high water-jars, each with a green hundred, or thereabouts, lay brethren of

bough thrust in, to keep the water sweet, different orders, ranging in years from

boys, with baskets of fruit and vege- six to sixty. The Carmelites wear a sort

tables, men, with boxes, bales, bags, or of white bathing-dress, and the Brother-

trunks for the custom-house, or an enor- hood of Saint Francis are clothed in long
mous fagot of small sticks for firewood, or brown robes, girded with coarse rope.
a long pole hung with wooden jars of The very old and the very young look

milk, or with live chickens, head down- rather picturesque in these disguises, the

ward, or perhaps a basket of red and latter especially, urchins with almost baby-
blue and golden fishes, fresh from the faces, toddling along with lighted candle

ocean and glistening in the sun. The in hand
;
and one often feels astonished

strength of their necks seems wonderful, to recognize some familiar porter or shop-
as does also their power of balancing, keeper in this ecclesiastical dress, as when
On a rainy day I have seen a tall man discovering a pacific next-door neighbor
walk gravely along the middle of the beneath the bear-skin of an American
street through the whole length of the military officer. A fit suggestion ;

for next

town, bearing a large empty cask balan- follows a detachment ofPortuguese troops-
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of-the-line, twenty shambling men in

short jackets, with hair shaved close, look-

ing most like children's wooden monkeys,

by no means live enough for the real

ones. They straggle along, scarcely less

irregular in aspect than the main body
of the procession ; they march to the tap

of the drum. I never saw a Fourth-of-

July procession in the remotest of our ru-

ral districts which was not beautiful, com-

pared to this forlorn display ;
but the pop-

ular homage is duly given, the bells jan-

gle incessantly, and, as the procession

passes, all men uncover their heads or

have their hats knocked off by official

authority.

Still watching from our hotel-window,

turn now from the sham picturesqueness

of the Church to the real and unconscious

picturesqueness of every day. It is the

orange-season, and beneath us streams an

endless procession of men, women, and

children, each bearing on the head a great

graceful basket of yellow treasures. Op-

posite our window there is a wall by which

they rest themselves, after their three-mile

walk from the gardens. There they

lounge and there they chatter. Little

boys come slyly to pilfer oranges, and

are pelted away with other oranges; for

a single orange has here no more appre-
ciable value than a single apple in our

farmers' orchards
; and, indeed, windfall

oranges are left to decay, like windfall

apples. During this season one sees or-

anges everywhere, even displayed as a

sort of thank-offering on the humble al-

tars of country-churches; the children's

lips and cheeks assume a chronic yel-

lowness
;
and the narrow side-walks are

strewn with bits of peel, punched through
and through by the boys' pop-guns, as our

boys punch slices of potato.

All this procession files down, the whole

day long, to the orange-yards by the quay.
There one finds another merry group, or

a series of groups, receiving and sorting

the fragrant loads, papering, packing,

boxing. In the gardens there seems no

end to the varieties of the golden fruit,

although only one or two are here being

packed. There are shaddocks, zamboas,
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limes, sour lemons, sweet lemons, oranges

proper, and Tangerinas ; these last being

delicate, perfumed, thin-skinned, minia-

ture-fruit from the land of the Moors.

One may begin to eat oranges at Fayal
in November

;
but no discriminating per-

son eats a whole orange before March,
a few slices from the sunny side, and

the rest is thrown upon the ground. One
learns to reverse the ordinary principles
of selection also, and choose the smaller

and darker before the large and yellow :

the very finest in appearance being thrown

aside by the packers as worthless. Of
these packers the Messrs. Dabney employ
two hundred, and five hundred beside

in the transportation. One knows at a

glance whether the cargo is destined for

America or England : the English boxes

having the thin wooden top bent into a

sort of dome, almost doubling the solid

contents of the box. This is to evade

the duty, the custom-house measurement

being taken only at the corners. It also

enables the London dealers to remove

some two hundred oranges from every

box, and still send it into the country as

full. When one thinks what a knowing
race we came from, it is really wonder-

ful where we Yankees picked up our

honesty.

Let us take one more glance from the

window
;
for there is a mighty jingling

and rattling, the children are all run-

ning to see something, and the carriage
is approaching.

" The carriage
"

: it is

said advisedly ;
for there is but one street

on the island passable to such an equi-

page, and but one such equipage to enjoy
its privileges, only one, that is, drawn

by horses, and presentable in Broadway.
There are three other vehicles, each the

object of envy and admiration, but each

drawn by oxen only. There is the Bar-

oness, the only lady of title, who sports

a sort of butcher's cart, with a white top ;

within lies a mattress, and on the mattress

recline her ladyship and her daughter,
as the cart rumbles and stumbles over the

stones; nor they alone, for, on emerging
from an evening party, I have seen the

oxen of the Baroness, unharnessed, quiet-
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ly munching their hay at the foot of the

stairs, while a pair of bare feet emerging
from one end of the vehicle, and a hear-

ty snore from the other, showed the mat-

tress to be found a convenience by some

one beside the nobility. Secondly, there

is a stout gentleman near the Hotel, re-

puted to possess eleven daughters, and

known to possess a pea-green omnibus

mounted on an ox-cart
;
the windows are

all closed with blinds, and the number of

young ladies may be an approximation

only. And, lastly, there sometimes rolls

slowly by an expensive English curricle,

lately imported ;
the springs are some-

how deranged, so that it hangs entirely

on one side
;
three ladies ride within, and

the proprietor sits on the box, surveying
in calm delight his two red oxen with

their sky-blue yoke, and the tall peas-
ant who drives them with a goad.

After a few days of gazing at objects

like these, one is ready to recur to the

maps, and become statistical. It would

be needless to say (but that we all know
far less of geography than we are sup-

posed to know) that the Azores are about

two-thirds of the way across the Atlantic,

and about the latitude of Philadelphia ;

sharing, however, in the greater warmth

of the European coast, and slightly af-

fected, also, by the Gulf Stream. The
islands are supposed to have been known
to the Phoenicians, and Humboldt holds

out a flattering possibility of Phoenician

traces yet discoverable. This lent addi-

tional interest to a mysterious inscription

which we hunted up in a church built in

the time of Philip II., at the north end

of the island
;
we had the satisfaction of

sending a copy of it to Humboldt, though
it turned out to be only a Latin inscrip-

tion clothed in uncouth Greek charac-

ters, such as have long passed for Runic

in the Belgian churches and elsewhere.

The Phoenician traces yet remain to be

discovered
;

so does a statue fabled to

exist on the shore of one of the smaller

islands, where Columbus landed in some
of his earlier voyages, and, pacing the

beach, looked eagerly towards the west-

ern sea : the statue is supposed still to

portray him. In the fifteenth century,
at any rate, the islands were re-discov-

ered. They have always since then been

under Portuguese control, including in

that phrase the period when Philip II.

united that crown with his own
;
and they

are ruled now by Portuguese military and

civil governors, with the aid of local legis-

latures.

Fayal stands, with Pico and San Jorge,
rather isolated from the rest of the group,
and' out of their sight. It is the largest

and most populous of the islands, except
St. Michael and Terceira

;
it has the

best harbor and by far the most of Amer-

ican commerce, St. Michael taking most

of the English. Whalers put into Fayal
for fresh vegetables and supplies, and to

transship their oil
;
while distressed ves-

sels often seek the harbor to repair dam-

ages. The island is twenty-five miles

long, and shaped like a turtle
;
the cliffs

along the sea range from five hundred

to a thousand feet in height, and the

mountainous interior rises to three thou-

sand. The sea is far more restless than

upon our coast, the surf habitually high-

er; and there is such a depth of water

in many places around the shore, that,

on one occasion, a whale-ship, drawn too

near by the current, broke her main-

yard against the cliff, without grazing
her keel.

The population numbers about twenty-
five thousand, one -half of these being
found in' the city of Horta, and the rest

scattered in some forty little hamlets ly-

ing at irregular distances along the shores.

There are very few English or French

residents, and no Americans but the dif-

ferent branches of the Consul's family,

a race whose reputation for all generous
virtues has spread too widely to leave

any impropriety in mentioning them

here. Their energy and character have

made themselves felt in every part of the

island
;
and in the villages farthest from

their charming home, one has simply to

speak of a familia,
" the family," and the

introduction is sufficient. Almost every

good institution or enterprise on the isl-

and is the creation of Mr. Dabney. He
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transacts without charge the trade in

vegetables between the peasants and the

whale-ships, guarantying the price to the

producers, giving them the profits, if any,

and taking the risk himself; and the

only provision for pauperism is found

in his charities. Every Saturday, rain

or shine, there flocks together from all

parts of the island a singular collection

of aged people, lame, halt, and blind,

who receive, to the number of two hun-

dred, a weekly donation of ten cents

each, making a thousand dollars annual-

ly, which constitutes but a small part of

the benefactions of this remarkable man,
the true father of the island, with twen-

ty-five thousand grown children to take

care of.

Ten cents a week may not seem worth

a whole day's journey on foot, but by
the Fayal standard it is amply worth it.

The usual rate of wages for an able-

bodied man is sixteen cents a day ;
and

an acquaintance of ours, who had just

got a job on the roads at thirty cents a

day, declined a good opportunity to emi-

grate to America, on the ground that it

was best to "let well alone." Yet the

price of provisions is by no means very

low, and the difference is chiefly in ab-

stinence. But fuel and clothing cost lit-

tle, since little is needed, except that

no woman thinks herself really respecta-

able until she has her great blue cloak,

which requires an outlay of from fifteen

to thirty dollars, though the whole remain-

ing wardrobe may not be worth half that.

The poorer classes pay about a dollar

a month in rent; they eat fish several

times a week and meat twice or thrice a

year, living chiefly upon the coarsest corn-

bread, with yams and beans. Still they
contrive to have their luxuries. A sol-

dier's wife, an elderly woman, said to

me pathetically,
" We have six vintems

(twelve cents) a day, my husband

smokes and I take snuflf, and how are

we to buy shoes and stockings ?
" But

the most extreme case of economy which

I discovered was that of a poor old wom-

an, unable to tell her own age, who board-

ed with a poor family for four patacos

(twenty cents) a month, or five cents a
week. She had, she said, a little place in

the chimney to sleep in, and when they

had too large a fire, she went out of

doors. Such being the standard of ordi-

nary living, one can compute the terrors

of the famine which has since occurred

in Fayal, and which has only been re-

lieved through the contributions levied

in this country, and the energy of Mr.

Dabney.

Steeped in this utter poverty, dwell-

ing in low, dark, smoky huts, with earth-

en floors, it is yet wonderful to see

how these people preserve not merely
the decencies, but even the amenities of

life. Their clothes are a chaos of patch-

es, but one sees no rags ;
all their well-

worn white garments are white in the

superlative degree ;
and when their scan-

ty supply of water is at the scantiest, ev-

ery bare foot on the island is sure to -be

washed in warm water at night. Cer-

tainly there are fleas and there are filthi-

nesses in some directions; and yet it is

amazing, especially for one accustomed

to the Irish, to see an extreme of pover-

ty so much greater, with such an utter

absence of squalidness. But when all

this is said and done, the position of the

people of Fayal is an abject one, that

is, it is a European position ;
it teaches

more of history in a day to an untravel-

led American than all his studies had

told him besides, and he returns home

ready to acquiesce in a thousand dissatis-

factions, in view of that most wondrous of

all recorded social changes, the transfor-

mation of the European peasant into the

American citizen.

Fayal is not an expensive place. One

pays six dollars a week at an excellent

hotel, and there is nothing else to spend

money on, except beggars and donkeys.
For a shilling an hour one can go to ride,

or, as the Portuguese phrase perhaps cir-

cuitously expresses it, go to walk on horse-

back on a donkey, dar um passeio a ca-

vallo n'um burro. The beggars, indeed,

are numerous
;
but one's expenditures are

always happily limited by the great scar-

city of small change. A half-cent, how-
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ever, will buy you blessings enough for a

lifetime, and you can find an investment

in almost any direction. You visit some

church or cemetery ; you ask a question

or two of a lounger in a black cloak, with

an air like an exiled Stuart, and, as you

part, he detains you, saying,
"'

Sir, will

you give me some little thing, (alguma

cousinha,) I am so poor ?
" Over-

whelmed with a sense of personal humil-

ity, you pull out three half-cents and

present them with a touch of your hat,

he receives them with the same, and you

go home with a feeling that a distinguish-

ed honor has been done you. The Span-

iards say that the Portuguese are " mean

even in their begging": they certainly

make their benefactors mean
;
and I can

remember returning home, after a dona-

tion of a whole pataco, (five cents,) with

a debilitating sense of too profuse philan-

thropy.

It is inevitable that even the genteel life

of Fayal should share this parsimony. As

a general rule, the higher classes on the

island, socially speaking, live on astonish-

ingly narrow means. How they do it is

a mystery ;
but families of eight contrive

to spend only three or four hundred dol-

lars a year, and yet keep several servants,

and always appear rather stylishly dress-

ed. The low rate of wages (two dollars

a month at the very highest) makes ser-

vants a cheap form of elegance. I was

told of a family employing two domestics

upon an income of a hundred and twenty
dollars. Persons come to beg, sometimes,

and bring a servant to carry home what

is given. I never saw a mechanic carry

his tools
;

if it be only a hammer, the hir-

ed boy must come to fetch it.

Fortunately, there is not much to trans-

port, the mechanic arts being in a very

rudimentary condition. For instance,

there are no saw-horses nor hand-saws,

the smallest saw used being a miniature

wood-saw, with the steel set at an angle,

in a peculiar manner. It takes three men
to saw a plank : one to hold the plank, an-

other to saw, and a third to carry away
the pieces. ,

Farming-tools have the same simplici-

ty. It is one odd result of the universal

bare feet that they never will use spades j

everything is done with a hoe, most skil-

fully wielded. There are no wheelbar-

rows, but baskets are the universal sub-

stitutes. The plough is made entirely of

wood, only pointed with iron, and is borne

to and from the field on the shoulder.

The carts are picturesque, but clumsy;

they are made of wicker-work, and the

iron-shod wheels are solidly attached to

the axle, so that all revolves together,

amid fearful creaking. The people could

not be induced to use a cart with mov-

able wheels which was imported from

America, nor will they even grease their

axles, because the noise is held to drive

away witches. Some other arts are a

little more advanced, as any visitor to

Mr. Harper's pleasant Fayal shop in Bos-

ton may discover. They make homespun
cloth upon a simple loom, and out of their

smoky huts come beautiful embroideries

and stockings whose fineness is almostO

unequalled. Their baskets are strong

and graceful, and I have seen men sitting

in village doorways, weaving the beauti-

ful broom-plant, yellow flowers and all,

until basket and bouquet seemed one.

The greater part of the surface of the

island is cultivated like a kitchen-garden,

even up to the top of volcanic cones eight

hundred feet high, and accessible only by

steps cut in the earth. All the land is di-

vided into little rectangular patches of va-

rious verdure, yellow-blossomed broom,

blue-flowering flax, and the contrasting

green of lupines, beans, Indian corn, and

potatoes. There is not a spire of genuine

grass on the island, except on the Con-

sul's lawn, but wilds covered with red

heather, low /aya-bushes, (whence the

name of the island,) and a great variety

of mosses. The cattle are fed on beans

and lupines. Firewood is obtained from

the opposite island of Pico, five miles off,

and from the Caldeira or Crater, a pit

five miles round and fifteen hundred feet

deep, at the summit of Fayal, whence

great fagots are brought upon the heads

of men and girls. It is an oversight in

the " New American Cyclopaedia
"
to say
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of Fayal that " the chief object of agricul-

ture is the vine," because there are not a

half dozen vineyards on the island, the

soil being unsuitable; but there are ex-

tensive vineyards on Pico, and these are

owned almost wholly by proprietors resi-

dent in Fayal.
There is a succession of crops of vege-

tables throughout the year ; peas are green
in January, which is, indeed, said to be

the most verdant month of the twelve, the

fields in summer becoming parched and

yellow. The mercury usually ranges from

50 to 80, winter and summer; but we
were there during an unusually cool sea-

son, and it went down to 45. This was

regarded as very severe by the thinly

clad Fayalese, and I sometimes went into

cottages and found the children lying in

bed to keep warm. Yet roses, geraniums,
and callas bloomed out of doors all the

time, and great trees of red camellia,

which they cut as we cut roses. Superb
scarlet banana-flowers decked our Christ-

mas-Tree. Deciduous trees lose their

leaves in winter there, however, and ex-

otic plants retain the habits they brought
with them, with one singular exception.
The Morus multicaulis was imported, and

the silk-manufacture with it
; suddenly the

trees seemed to grow bewildered, they put
forth earlier and earlier in the spring, until

they got back to January ;
the leaves at

last fell so early that the worms died be-

fore spinning cocoons, and the whole en-

terprise was in a few years abandoned

because of this vegetable insanity.

In spite of the absence of snow and

presence of verdure, this falling of the

leaves gives some hint of winter; yet
blackbirds and canaries sing without ceas-

ing. The latter are a variety possessing
rather inferior charms, compared with the

domestic species ;
but they have a pretty

habit of flying away to Pico every night. :

it was pleasant to sit at sunset on the high
cliffs at the end of the island and watch

the little brown creatures, like fragments
of the rock itself, whirled away over the

foaming ocean. The orange -orchards

were rather a disappointment ; they sug-

gested quince-trees with more shining

leaves; and, indeed, there was a hard,

glossy, coriaceous look to the vegetation

generally, which made us sometimes long
for the soft, tender green of more tem-

perate zones. The novel beauty of the

Dabney gardens can scarcely be exag-

gerated ;
each step was a new incursion

into the tropics, a palm, a magnolia,
a camphor-tree, a dragon-tree, suggesting
Humboldt and Orotava, a clump of bam-

boos or cork-trees, or the startling strange-
ness of the great grass-like banana, itself a

jungle. There are hedges of pittosporum,

arbors veiled by passion-flowers, and two

of that most beautiful of all living trees,

the araucaria, or Norfolk Island pine,

one specimen being some eighty feet high,

and said to be the tallest north of the

equator. And when over all this luxu-

riant exotic beauty the soft clouds furled

away and the sun showed us Pico, we
had no more to ask, and the soft, beauti-

ful blue cone became an altar for our

gratitude, and the thin mist of hot vol-

canic air that flickered above it seemed

the rising incense of the world.

In the midst of all these charming sur-

prises, we found it hard to begin at once

upon the study of the language, although

the prospect of a six-months' stay made

it desirable. We were pleased to expe-

rience the odd, stupid sensation of having

people talk loud to us as being foreigners,

and of seeing even the little children so

much more at their ease than we were.

And every step beyond this was a new

enjoyment. We found the requisites for

learning a language on its own soil to be

a firm will, a quick ear, flexible lips, and

a great deal of cool audacity. Plunge

boldly in, expecting to make countless

blunders
;
find out the shops where they

speak English, and don't go there
;
make

your first bargains at twenty-five per cent,

disadvantage, and charge it as a lesson in

the language ; expect to be laughed at,

and laugh yourself, because you win.

The daily labor is its own reward. If it

is a pleasure to look through a telescope
in an observatory, gradually increasing
its powers until a dim nebula is resolved

into a whole galaxy of separate stars, how
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much more when the nebula is one of Ian- impressions of the Italian peasantry, and

guage around you, and the telescope is probably superior to the reality in that

your own more educated ear! case. Among the young men and boys,
We discovered further, what no one especially, one sees the true olive cheeks

had ever told us, that the ability to speak and magnificent black eyes of Southern

French, however poorly, is rather a draw- races. The women of Fayal are not con-

back in learning any less universal Ian- sidered remarkable for beauty, but in the

guage, because the best company in any villages of Pico one sees in the doorways
nation will usually have some knowledge of hovels complexions like rose-petals, and
of French, and this tempts one to remain faces such as one attributes to Evangeline,
on neutral ground and be lazy. But the soft, shy, and innocent. But the figure is

best company in Fayal was so much less the chief wonder, the figure of woman as

interesting than the peasantry, that some she was meant to be, beautiful in superb
of us persevered in studying the vernacu- vigor, not diseased and tottering, as with

lar. To be sure, one finds English spoken us, but erect and strong and stately ;
ev-

by more of the peasants than of the small ery muscle fresh and alive, from the crown

aristocracy of the island, so many of the of the steady head, to the sole of the eman-

former have spent some years in Ameri- cipated foot, and yet not heavy and

can whale-ships, and come back to settle clumsy, as one fancies barefooted women
down with their savings in their native must be, but inheriting symmetry and

village. In visiting the smaller hamlets grace from the Portuguese or Moorish

on the island, I usually found that the blood. I have looked through the crowd-

owners of the two or three most decent ed halls of Saratoga in vain for one such

houses had learned to speak English in figure as I have again and again seen de-

this way. But I was amused at the dis- scending those steep mountain-paths with

may of an American sea-captain who on a bundle of firewood on the head, or as-

a shooting excursion ventured on some cending them with a basket of farm-ma-

free criticisms on the agriculture of a farm, nure. No person who has never left

and was soon answered in excellent Eng- America can appreciate the sensation of

lish by the proprietor. living among healthy women ;
often as I

" Look at the foolish fellow," quoth the heard of this, I was utterly unprepared

captain,
"
carrying his plough to the field for the realization

;
I never lost the con-

on his shoulder !

"
scious enjoyment of it for a single day ;

"
Sir," said the Portuguese, coolly,

" I and when I reached home and walked

have no other way to take it there." across Boston Common on a June Sun-

The American reserved his fire, there- day, I felt as if I were in a hospital for

after, for bipeds with wings. consumptives.

These Americanized sailors form a sort This condition of health cannot be at-

of humbler aristocracy in Fayal, and are tributed to any mere advantage of cli-

apt to pride themselves on their superior mate. The higher classes of Fayal are

knowledge of the world, though their so- feeble and sickly ;
their diet is bad, they

ber habits have commonly saved them take no exercise, and suffer the conse-

from the demoralization of a sailor's life, quences ; they have all the ills to which

But the untravelled Fayalese peasantry flesh is heir, including one specially Por-

are a very gentle, affectionate, childlike tuguese complaint, known by the odd

people, pensive rather than gay, indus- name of dor do cotovelo, elbow-disease,

trious, but not ingenious, with few amuse- which corresponds to that known to An-

ments and those the simplest, incapable glo- Saxons, by an equally bold symbol,
of great crimes or very heroic virtues, as the green-eyed monster, Jealousy. So

educated by their religion up to the point the physical superiority of the peasantry
of reverent obedience, but no higher. seems to come solely from their mode of

Their grace and beauty are like our life, out-door labor, simple diet, and bare
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feet. Change these and their health goes;

domestic service in foreign families on the

island always makes them ill, and often

destroys their health and bloom forever
;

and strange to say, that which most nau-

seates and deranges their whole physical

condition, in such cases, is the necessity

of wearing shoes and stockings.

The Pico peasants have also the ad-

vantage of the Fayalese in picturesque-

ness of costume. The men wear home-

spun blue jackets and blue or white trou-

sers, with a high woollen cap of red or

blue. The women wear a white waist

with a gay kerchief crossed above the

bosom, a full short skirt of blue, red, or

white, and a man's jacket of blue, with

tight sleeves. On the head there is the

pretty round-topped straw hat with red

and white cord, which is now so exten-

sively imported from Fayal ;
and beneath

this there is always another kerchief, tied

under the chin, or hanging loosely. The

costume is said to vary in every village,

but in the villages opposite Horta this

dress is worn by every woman from grand-
mother to smallest granddaughter; and

when one sails across the harbor, in the

lateen-sail packet-boat, and old and young
come forth on the rocks to see the arrival,

it seems like voyaging to some realm of

butterflies.

This out-door life begins very early.

As soon as the Fayalese baby is old

enough to sit up alone, he is sent into

the nursery. The nursery is the sunny
side of the house-door. A large stone is

selected, in a convenient position, and

there the little dusky creature squats,

hour after hour, clad in one garment at

most, and looking at the universe through
two black beads of eyes. Often the little

dog comes and suns himself close by, and

the little cat beside the dog, and the lit-

tle pig beside the cat, and the little hen

beside the pig, a "
Happy Family," a

row of little traps to catch sunbeams, all

down the lane. When older, the same

child harnesses his little horse and wagon,
he being the horse and a sheep's jawbone
the wagon, and trots contentedly along,

in almost the smallest amount of costume

accessible to mortals. All this refers to

the genuine, happy, plebeian baby. The

genteel baby is probably as wretched in

Fayal as elsewhere, but he is kept more

out of sight.'

These children are seldom noisy and

never rude : the race is not hilarious, and

their politeness is inborn. Not an urchin

of three can be induced to accept a sugar-

plum until he has shyly slid off his little

cap, if he has one, and kissed his plump
little hand. The society of princes can

hardly surpass the natural courtesy of the

peasant, who insists on climbing the or-

ange-tree to select for you the choicest

fruit. A shopkeeper never can sell you
a handful of nuts without bringing the

bundle near to his lips, first, with a grace-
ful wave of salutation. A lady from Lis-

bon told us that this politeness surpassed
that of the native Portuguese ;

and the

wife of an English captain, who had sail-

ed with her husband from port to port

for fifteen years, said that she had never

seen anything to equal it. It is not the

slavishness of inferiors, for the poorest

exhibit it towards each other. You see

two very old women talking eagerly in

the street, each in a cloak whose every

square inch is a patch, and every patch

a different shade, and each alternate

word you hear seems to be Senhora.

Among laboring men, the most available

medium of courtesy is the little paper ci-

gar ;
it contains about four whiffs, and is

smoked by about that number of separate

persons.

But to fully appreciate this natural

courtesy, one must visit the humbler Fay-
alese at home. You enter a low stone

hut, thatched and windowless, and you
find the mistress within, a robust, black-

eyed, dark-skinned woman, engaged in

grinding corn with a Scriptural handmill.

She bars your way with apologies; you
must not enter so poor a house

; you are

so beautiful, so perfect, and she is so poor,

she has "nothing but the day and the

night," or some equally poetic phrase.

But you enter and talk with her a little,

and she readily shows you all her little

possessions, her chest on the earthen
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floor, her one chair and stool, her tallow- cy," but have got beyond the "
Grace,"

candle stuck against the wall, her husk and hence the personal pronouns are in

mattress rolled together, with the pre- a state of colloquial chaos, and the only

cious blue cloak inside of it. Behind a safe way is to hold to the third person
curtain of coarse straw-work is a sort of and repeat the name of Manuel or Maria,

small boudoir, holding things more pri- or whatever it may be, as often as possi-

vate, an old barrel with the winter's fuel ble.

in it, a few ears of corn hanging against This leads naturally to the mention of

the wall, a pair of shoes, and a shelf with another peculiar usage. On visiting the

a large pasteboard box. The box she Fayal post-office, I was amazed to find the

opens triumphantly and exhibits her san- letters arranged alphabetically in the or-

tirihos, or little images of saints. This is derof the baptismal, not the family names,
San Antonio, and this is Nossa Senhora of the persons concerned, as if we should

do Concei9ao, Our Lady of the Concep- enumerate Adam, Benjamin, Charles, and

tion. She prays to them every day for so on. But I at once discovered this to be

sunshine ;
but they do not seem to hear, the universal usage. Merchants, for in-

this winter, and it rains all the time, stance, thus file their business papers ;
or

Then, approaching the climax of her rather, since four-fifths of the male bap-

blessedness, with beaming face she opens tismal names in the language fall under

a door in the wall, and shows you her pig. the four letters, A, F, J, M, they arrange
The courtesy of the higher classes tends only five bundles, giving one respectively

to formalism, and has stamped itself on to Antonio, Francisco, Jose or Joao, and

the language in some very odd ways. Manuel, adding a fifth for sundries. This

The tendency common to all tongues, all seemed inexplicable, till at last there

towards a disuse of the second person proved to be an historical kernel to the

singular, as too blunt and familiar, is car- nut. The Portuguese, and to some ex-

ried so far in Spanish and Portuguese as tent the Spaniards, have kept nearer to

to disuse the second person plural also, the primitive usage which made the per-

except in the family circle, and to substi- sonal name the important one and the

tute the indirect phrases, vuestra Merced patronymic quite secondary. John Smith

(in Spanish) and vossa Merce (in Portu- is not known conversationally as Mr.

guese), both much contracted in speaking Smith, but as Mr. John, Senhor Joao.

and familiar writing, and both signifying One may have an acquaintance in soci-

"
your Grace." The joke of invariably ety named Senhor Francisco, and anoth-

applying this epithet to one's valet would er named Senhora Dona Christina, and it

seem sufficiently grotesque in either Ian- may be long before it turns out that they

guage, and here the Spanish stops ;
but are brother and sister, the family name

Portuguese propriety has gone so far that being, we will suppose, Garcia da Rosa
;

even this phrase has become too hack- and even then it will be doubtful wheth-

neyed to be civil. In talking with your er to call them Garcia or da Rosa. This

equals, it would be held an insult to call explains the great multiplication of names

them simply "your Grace"; it must be in Spain and Portugal. The first name

some phrase still more courtly, vossa being the important one, the others may
Excellencia, or vossa Serihoria. One may be added, subtracted, multiplied, or di-

hear an elderly gentleman talking to a vided, with perfect freedom. A wife may

young girl of fourteen, or, better still, two or may not add her husband's name to her

such damsels talking together, and it is own
;
the eldest son takes some of the fa-

"
your Excellency

"
at every sentence

;
ther's family names, the second son some

and the prescribed address on an enve- ofthe mother's, saints' names are sprinkled

lope is
" Illustrissima Ezcellentissima in to suit the taste, and no confusion is

Senhora Dona Maria" The lower class- produced, because the first name is the

es have not quite reached the " Excellen- only one in common use. Each may, if
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he pleases, carry all his ancestors on his like a lady, and for this every sacrifice is

visiting-card, without any inconvenience to be made. Her robust sisters go bare-

except the cost of pasteboard. footed to the wells for water, they go miles

Fayal exhibits another point of cour- unprotected into the lonely mountains
;

tesy to be studied. The gentleman of no social ambition, no genteel helpless-

our party was early warned that it was ness for them. But Mariquinha is taught

very well to learn his way about the to read, write, and sew; she is as careful-

streets, but far more essential to know ly looked after as if the world wished to

the way to the brim of his hat. Every steal her; she wears shoes and stockings

gentleman touches his hat to every lady, and an embroidered kerchief and a hood-

acquaintance or stranger, in street or bal- ed cloak
;
and she never steps outside the

cony. So readily does one grow used to door alone. You meet her, pale and de-

this, that I was astonished, for a moment, mure, plodding along to mass with her

at the rudeness of some French officers, mother. The sisters will marry laborers

just landed from a frigate, who passed and fishermen
; Mariquinha will marry a

some ladies, friends of mine, without rais- small shop-keeper or the mate of a vessel,

ing the hat. " Are these," I asked,
" the or else die single. It is not very pleasant

polite Frenchmen one reads about?" for the poor girl in the mean time; she is

not reflecting that I myself should not have neither healthy nor happy; but "let us

ventured on bowing to strange ladies in be genteel or die."

the same position, without special instruc- On festa-days she and her mother draw

tion in Portuguese courtesies. These little their hoods so low and their muffling hand-

refinements became, indeed, very agree- kerchiefs so high that the costume is as

able, only alloyed by the spirit of caste good as a yashmak, and in passing through
in which they were performed, elbowing the streets these one-eyed women seem

the peasant-woman off the sidewalk for like an importation from the " Arabian

the sake of doffing the hat to the Baron- Nights." Ladies of higher rank, also,

ess. I thought of the impartial courtesies wear the hooded cloak for disguise and

shown towards woman as woman in my greater freedom, and at a fashionable

own country, and the spread eagle with- wedding in the cathedral I have seen the

in me flapped his pinions. Then I ask- jewelled fingers of the uninvited acquaint-

ed myself, "What if the woman were ances gleam,from the blue folds of broad-

black ?
" and the eagle immediately closed cloth. But very rarely does one see the

his wings, and flapped no more. But I aristocratic lady in the street in her own

may add, that afterwards, attending dan- French apparel, and never alone. There

ces among the peasants, I was surprised must be a male relative, or a servant, or,

to see my graceful swains in humble life at the very least, a female companion,

smoking and spitting in the presence of Even the ladies of the American Con-

white-robed belles, in a manner not to sul's family very rarely go out singly,

be witnessed on our farthest western bor- not from any fear, for the people are as

ders. harmless as birds, but from etiquette. The

The position of woman in Portuguese first foreign lady who walked habitually

countries brings one nearer to that Ori- alone in the streets was at once christen-

ental type from which modern society ed " The Crazy American." A lady must

has been gradually diverging. Woman not be escorted home from an evening
is secluded, so far as each family can af- party by a gentleman, but by a servant

ford it, which is the key to the Oriental with a lantern
;
and as the streets have no

system. Seclusion is aristocracy, and if lamps, I never could see the breaking-up

it cannot be made complete, the house- of any such entertainment without recall-

hold must do the best they can. Thus, ing Retzsch's quaint pictures of the little

in the lowest classes, one daughter is often German towns, and the burghers plod-

decreed by the parents to be brought up ding home with their lanterns, unless,
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perchance, what a foreign friend of ours

called a "sit-down chair" came rattling

bv, and transferred our associations to
i

Cranford and Mr. Winkle.

We found or fancied other Oriental-

isms. A visitor claps his hands at the

head of the court-yard stairs, to summon
an attendant. The solid chimneys, with

windows in them, are precisely those de-

scribed by Urquhart in his delightful
" Pillars of Hercules "

;
so are the gar-

dens, divided into clean separate cells

by tall hedges of cane
;
so is the game

of ball played by the boys in the street,

under the self-same Moorish name of

arri ; so is the mode of making butter,

by tying up the cream in a goat-skin and

kicking it till the butter comes. Even

the architecture fused into one all our

notions of Gothic and of Moorish, and

gave great plausibility to Urquhart's in-

genious argument for the latter as the

true original. And it is a singular fact

that the Mohammedan phrase Oxald,
" Would to Allah," is still the most fa-

miliar ejaculation in the Portuguese lan-

guage and the habitual equivalent in

their religious books for " Would to

God."

We were treated with great courtesy

and hospitality by our Portuguese neigh-

bors, and an evening party in Fayal is

in some respects worth describing. As
one enters, the anteroom is crowded with

gentlemen, and the chief reception-room
seems like a large omnibus, lighted,

dressed with flowers, and having a row

of ladies on each side. The personal

beauty is perhaps less than one expects,

though one sees some superb dark eyes

and blue-black hair
; they dress with a

view to the latest French fashions, and

sometimes rather a distant view. At last

a lady takes her seat at the piano, then

comes an eager rush of gentlemen into

the room, and partners are taken for co-

tillons, large, double, very double co-

tillons, here called contradanpas. The

gentlemen appear in scrupulous black

broadcloth and satin and white kid; in

summer alone they are permitted to wear

white trousers to parties ;
and we heard

of one anxious youth who, about the turn

of the season, wore the black and carried

the white in his pocket, peeping through
the door, on arrival, to see which had the

majority. It seemed a pity to waste such

gifts of discretion on a monarchical coun-

try, when he might have emigrated to

America and applied them to politics.

The company perform their dancing
with the accustomed air of civilized fes-

tivity,
" as if they were hired to do it,

and were doubtful about being paid."

Changes of figure are announced by a

clapping of hands from one of the gen-

tlemen, and a chorus of such applauses
marks the end of the dance. Then they

promenade slowly round the room, once

or twice, in pairs ;
then the ladies take

their seats, and instantly each gentleman
walks hurriedly into the anteroom, and

for ten minutes there is as absolute a sep-

aration of the sexes as in a Friends' Meet-

ing. Nobody approves of this arrange-

ment, in the abstract
;

it is all very well,

they think, for gentlemen, if foreigners,

to remain in the room, but it is not the

Portuguese custom. Yet, with this excep-

tion, the manners are agreeably simple.

Your admission to the house guaranties

you as a proper acquaintance, there are

no introductions, and you may address

any one in any language you can coin

into a sentence. Many speak French,

and two or three English, sometimes

with an odd mingling of dialects, as when

the Military Governor answered my in-

quiry, made in timid Portuguese, as to

how long he had served in the army.
" Vinte-cinco annos" he answered, in

the same language ; then, with an effort

after an unexceptionable translation,
" Vat you call, Twenty-cinq year

"
!

The great obstacle to the dialogue soon

becomes, however, a deficit of subjects

rather than of words. Most of these la-

dies never go out except to mass and to

parties, they never read, and if one of

them has some knowledge of geography,

it is quite an extended education ;
so

that, when you have asked them if they

have ever been to St. Michael, and they

have answered, Yes, or to Lisbon, and
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they have answered, No, then social

intercourse rather flags. I gladly re-

cord, however, that there were some re-

markable exceptions to this, and that we
found in the family of the late eminent

Portuguese statesman, Mousinho d'Albu-

querque, accomplishments and knowledge
which made their acquaintance an honor.

During the intervals of the dancing,
little trays of tea and of cakes are repeat-

edly carried round, astonishing cakes,

in every gradation of insipidity, with the

oddest names: white poison, nuns' kiss-

es, angels' crops, cats' tails, heavenly

bacon, royal eggs, coruscations, cocked

hats, and esquecidos, or oblivion cakes,

the butter being omitted. It seems an

unexpected symbol of the plaintive mel-

ancholy of the Portuguese character that

the small confections which we call kiss-

es they call sighs, suspiros. As night

advances, the cakes grow sweeter and

the dances livelier, and the pretty na-

tional dances are at last introduced;

though these are never seen to such ad-

vantage as when the peasants perform
them on a Saturday or Sunday evening
to the monotonous strain of a viola, the

musician himself taking part in the com-

plicated dance, and all the men chanting
the refrain. Nevertheless they add to

the gayety of our genteel entertainment,
and you may stay at the party as long
as you have patience, if till four in the

morning, so much the better for your pop-

ularity ; for, though the gathering consist

of but thirty people, they like to make
the most of it.

Perhaps the next day one of these

new friends kindly sends in a present
for the ladies of the party : a bouquet of

natural flowers with the petals carefully

gilded ;
a folar or Easter cake, being

a large loaf of sweetened bread, baked
in a ring, and having whole eggs, shei.

and all, in the midst of it. One lady of

our acquaintance received a pretty bas-

ket, which being opened revealed two

little Portuguese pigs, about eight inches

long, snow-white, wearing blue ribbons

round their necks and scented with co-

logne.

Beyond these occasional parties, there

seems very little society during the win-

ter, the native ladies seldom either walk-

ing or riding, and there being no places
of secular amusement. In summer, it is

said, when the principal families resort

to their vineyards at Pico, formalities are

laid aside, and a simpler intercourse takes

place. But I never saw any existence

more thoroughly pitiable than that of the

young men of the higher classes
; they

had literally nothing to do, except to

dress themselves elegantly and lounge all

day in an apothecary's shop. A very few

went out shooting or fishing occasionally ;

but anything like employment, even mer-

cantile, was entirely beneath their caste
;

and they only pardoned the constant in-

dustry of the American Consul and his

family, as a sort of national eccentricity,

for which they must not be severely con-

demned.

A good school-system is being intro-

duced into all the Portuguese dominions,
but there is no book -store in Fayal,

though some dry-goods dealers sell a few

religious books. We heard a rumor of

a Portuguese
" Uncle Tom "

also, but

I never could find the copy. The old

Convent Libraries were sent to Lisbon,

on the suppression of the monasteries,

and never returned. There was once

a printing-press on the island, but one

of the Governors shipped it off to St.

Michael. " There it goes," he said to

the American Consul, "and the Devil

take it !

" The vessel was wrecked in the

bay.
" You see," he afterwards piously

added, "the Devil has taken it." It is

proper, however, to mention, that a press

and a newspaper have been established

since our visit, without further Satanic in-

terference.

Books were scarce on the island. One
official gentleman from Lisbon, quite an

accomplished man, who spoke French

fluently and English tolerably, had some

five hundred books, chiefly in the former

tongue, including seventy -two volumes

of Balzac. His daughter, a young lady
of fifteen, more accomplished than most

of the belles of the island, showed me her
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little library of books in French and For- ing, with very limited success, by the sac-

tuguese, including three English volumes, ristan. And strangest of all, at the final

an odd selection,
" The Vicar of Wake- puff and bang of each remarkable piece

field," Gregory's
"
Legacy to his Daugh- of pyrotechny, the bells ring out just

ters," and Fielding's
" Life of Jonathan the same sudden clang which marks the

Wild." But, indeed, her supply of mod- agonizing moment of the Elevation of

ern Portuguese literature was almost as the Host.

scanty, (there is so very little of
it,) On the same principle, the theatricals

and we heard of a gentleman's studying which occasionally enliven the island take

French "in order to have something to place in chapels adjoining the churches,

read," which seemed the last stage in na- I shall never forget the example I saw,

tional decay. on
'

one of these dramatic occasions, of

Perhaps we were still more startled by that one cardinal virtue of Patience, which

the unexpected literary criticisms of a is to the Portuguese race the substitute for

young lady from St. Michael, English all more positive manly qualities. The
on the father's side, but still Roman !ath- performance was to be by amateurs, and

olic, who had just read the New Testa- a written programme had been sent from

ment, and thus naively gave it her in- house to house during the day ;
and this

dorsement in a letter to an American had announced the curtain as sure to rise

friend : "I dare say you have read the at eight. But as most of the spectators

New Testament; but if you have not, I went at six to secure places, literally,

recommend it to you. I have just fin- places, for each carried his or her own

ished reading it, and find it a very moral chair, one might suppose the audience

and nice book." After this certificate, it a little impatient before the appointed
will be safe for the Bible Society to con- hour arrived. But one would then sup-

tinue its operations. pose very incorrectly. Eight o'clock

Nearly all the popular amusements in came, and a quarter past eight, but no

Fayal occur in connection with religion, curtain rose. Half-past eight. No move-

After the simpler buildings and rites of ment nor sign of any. The people sat

the Romish Church in America, the Fay- still. A quarter to nine. The people

al churches impress one as vast baby- sat still. Nine o'clock. The people sat

houses, and the services as acted cha- perfectly still, nobody talking much, the

rades. This perfect intermingling of the gentlemen being all the while separated

religious and the melodramatic was one from the ladies, and all quiet. At last,

of our most interesting experiences, and at a quarter past nine, the orchestra came

made the Miracle Plays of history a very in ! They sat down, laid aside their in-

simple and intelligible thing. In Fayal, struments, and looked about them. Sud-

holiday and holy-day have not yet under- denly a whistle was heard behind the

gone the slightest separation. A festival scenes. Nothing came of it, however,

has to the people necessarily some relig- After a time, another whistle. The peo-

ious association, and when the Americans pie sat still. Then the orchestra began
celebrate the Fourth of July, Mr. Dab- to tune their instruments, and at half-past

ney's servants like to dress with flowers a nine the overture began. And during
wooden image in his garden, the fierce all that inexplicable delay of one hour

figure-head ofsome wrecked vessel, which, and a half, after a preliminary waiting of

they boldly personify as the American two hours, there was not a single look of

Saint. On the other hand, the proper- annoyance or impatience, nor the slight-

ties of the Church are as freely used for est indication, on any face, that this was

merrymaking. On public days there are viewed as a strange or extraordinary

fireworks provided by the priests ; they thing. Indeed, it was not.

are kept in tjie church till the time comes, We duly attended, not on this occasion

and then touched off in front of the build- only, but on all ecclesiastical festivals,
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grave or gay, the only difficulty being
to discover any person in town who had

even approximate information as to when
or where thev were to occur. We saw

w

many sights that are universal in Roman
Catholic countries, and many that are

peculiar to Fayal : we saw the " Proces-

sion of the Empress," when, for six suc-

cessive Saturday evenings, young girls

walk in order through the streets white-

robed and crowned; saw the vessels in

harbor decorated with dangling effigies

of Judas, on the appointed day ;
saw the

bands of men at Easter going about with

flags and plates to beg money for the

churches, and returning at night with feet

suspiciously unsteady ;
saw the feet-wash-

ing, on Maundy-Thursday, of twelve old

men, each having a square inch of the in-

step washed, wiped, and cautiously kissed

by the Vicar-General, after which twelve

lemons were solemnly distributed, each

with a silver coin stuck into the peel ;
saw

and felt the showers of water, beans, flour,

oranges, eggs, from the balcony-windows

during Carnival
;
saw weddings in church-

es, with groups of male companions hold-

ing tall candles round kneeling brides;

saw the distribution to the poor of bread

and meat and wine from long tables ar-

ranged down the principal street, on.

Whitsunday, a memorial vow, made

long since, to deprecate the recurrence

of an earthquake. But it must be owned

that these things, so unspeakably interest-

ing at first, became a little threadbare be-

fore the end of the winter
;
we grew tired

of the tawdriness and shabbiness which

pervaded them all, of the coarse faces of

the priests, and the rank odor of the in-

cense.

We had left Protestantism in a state

of vehement intolerance in America, but

we soon found, that, to hear the hardest

things said against the priesthood, one

must visit a Roman Catholic country.
There was no end to the anecdotes of

avarice and sensuality in this direction,

and there seemed everywhere the stran-

gest combination of official reverence with

personal contempt. The principal official,

or Ouvidor, was known among his pa-

rishioners by the endearing appellation of
" The Black Pig," to which his appearance

certainly did no discredit. There was a

great shipwreck at Pico during our stay,

and two hundred thousand dollars' worth

of rich goods was stranded on the bare

rocks
;
there were no adequate means for

its defence, and the peasants could hard-

ly be expected to keep their hands off.

But the foremost hands were those of the

parish priest; for three weeks no mass

was said in his church, and a funeral was

left for days unperformed, that the repre-
sentative of God might steal more silks

and laces. When the next service oc-

curred, the people remained quiet until

the priest rose for the sermon
;
then they

rose also tumultuously, and ran out of

the church, crying,
" Ladrao !

" " Thief!
"

" But why this indignation ?
"
said an in-

telligent Roman Catholic to us
;

u there is

not a priest on either island who would

not have done the same." A few days
after I saw this same cool critic, candle

in hand, heading a solemn ecclesiastical

procession in the cathedral.

In the country-villages there naturally

lingers more undisturbed the simple, pic-

turesque life of Roman Catholic socie-

ty. Every hamlet is clustered round its

church, almost always magnificently situ-

ated, and each has its special festivals.

Never shall I forget one lovely day when
we went to witness the annual services

at Praya, held to commemorate an an-

cient escape from an earthquake. It was

the first day of February. After weeks

of rain, there came at one burst all the

luxury of June, winter seemed to pass in-

to summer in a moment, and blackbirds

sang on every spray. We walked or

rode over a steep promontory, down into

a green valley, scooped softly to the sea :

the church was by the beach. As we

passed along, the steep paths converging
from all the hills were full of women and

men in spotless blue and white, with

bright kerchiefs; they were all walking
barefooted over the rocky ways, only the

women stopping, ere reaching the church,

to don stockings and shoes. Many per-

sons sat in sunny places by the roadsides
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to beg, with few to beg from, blind old tially, in my own tongue,
" His sermon

men, and groups of children clamorous is good, but his exposition is bad
;
he does

for coppers, but propitiated by sugar- not expose well." Supposing him to re-

plums. Many others were bringing of- fer to the elocution, I assented, seeret-

ferings, candles for the altar, poultry, ly thinking, however, that the divine in

which were piled, a living mass, legs tied, question had exposed himself exceedingly
in the corner of the church, and small well.

sums of money, which were recorded by Another very impressive ceremony was
an ancient man in a mighty book. The the Midnight Mass on New Year's Eve,
church was already so crowded that it when we climbed at midnight, through
was almost impossible to enter

;
the cen- some close, dark passages in the vast

tre was one great flower-garden of head- church edifice, into a sort of concealed

dresses of kneeling women, and in the opera-box above the high altar, and sud-

aisles were penitents, toiling round the denly opened windows looking down into

church upon their knees, each bearing a the brilliantly lighted cathedral, crammed

lighted candle. But the services had not with kneeling people and throbbing with

yet begun, and we went down among loud music. It seemed centuries away
the rocks to eat our luncheon of bread from all modern life, a glimpse into

and oranges ;
the ocean rolled in Ian- some buried Pompeii of the Middle Ages.

guidly, a summer sea
;
we sat beside shel- More impressive still was Holy Week,

tered, transparent basins, among high when there were some rites unknown to

and pointed rocks, and great, indolent other Roman Catholic countries. For

waves sometimes reared their heads, look- three days the great cathedral was close-

ing in upon our retreat, or flooding our ly veiled from without and darkened with-

calm pools with a surface of creamy ef- in, every door closed, every window ob-

fervescence. Every square inch of the scured. Before this there had been sev-

universe seemed crowded with particles enty candles lighting up the high altar and

of summer. the eager faces
;
now these were all ex-

On our way past the church, we had tinguished, and through the dark church

caught a glimpse of unwonted black came chanting a procession bearing fee-

small-clothes, and, slyly peeping into a ble candles and making a strange clap-

little chapel, had seen the august Senate ping sound, with matracas, like watch-

of Horta apparently arraying themselves men's rattles
;
men carried the symbolical

for the ceremony. Presently out came bier of Jesus in the midst, to its symboli-

a man with a great Portuguese flag, and cal rest beneath the altar, where the three

then the Senators, two and two, with candles, representing the three Marys,
short black cloaks, white bands, and gold- blazed above it. During the time of dark-

tipped staves, trod statelily towards the ness there were frequent masses and ser-

church. And as we approached the mons, while terrible transparencies of the

door, on our return, we saw these digni- Crucifixion were suddenly unrolled from

taries sitting in their great arm-chairs, as the lofty pulpit, and the throng below

one might fancy Venetian potentates, wept in sympathy, and clapped their

while a sonorous Portuguese sermon roll- cheeks in token of anguish, like the

ed over their heads as innocuously as a flutter of many doves. Then came the

Thanksgiving discourse over any New- Hallelujah Saturday, when at noon the

England congregation. mourning ended. It was a breathless

Do not imagine, by the way, that crit- moment. The priests kneeled in gor-

ical remarks on sermons are a monopoly geous robes, chanting monotonously, with

of Protestantism. After one religious ser- their foreheads upon the altar-steps ;
and

vice in Fayal, my friend, the Professor the hushed multitude hung upon their

of Languages, who sometimes gave les- lips, in concentrated ecstasy, waiting for

sons in English, remarked to me confiden- the coming joy. Suddenly burst the
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words, Gloria in Excelsis. In an in-

stant every door was flung open, every

curtain withdrawn, the great church was

bathed in meridian sunlight, the organ
crashed out triumphant, the bells pealed,

flowers were thrown from the galleries in

profusion, friends embraced and kissed

each other, laughed, talked, and cried,

and all the sea of gay head-dresses below

was tremulous beneath a mist of unaccus-

tomed splendor. And yet (this thought

smote me) all the beautiful transforma-

tion has come by simply letting in the

common light of day. Then why not

keep it always ? Clear away, Humanity,
these darkened windows, but clear away
also these darkening walls, and show us

that the simplest religion is the best !

I cannot dwell upon the narrative of

our many walks : to the Espalamarca,
with its lonely telegraph-station ;

to the

Burnt Mountain, with its colored cliffs
;

to visit the few aged nuns who still linger

in what was once a convent
;

to Porto

Pirn, with its curving Italian beach, its

playing boys and picturesque fishermen

beneath* the arched gateway ;
to the

tufa-ledges near by, where the soft rocks

are honeycombed with the cells hollowed

by echini below the water's edge, a fact

undescribed and almost unexampled, said

Agassiz afterwards
;

to the lofty, lonely

Monte da Guia, with its solitary chapel
on the peak, and its extinct crater, where

the sea rolls in and out
;

to the Dabney
orange-gardens, on Sunday afternoons

;

to the beautiful Mirante ravine, whenever

a sudden rain filled the cascades and set

the watermills and the washerwomen all

astir, and the long brook ran down in

whirls of white foam to the waiting sea:O '

or to the western shores of the island,

where we turned to Ariadnes, as we
watched departing home-bound vessels

from those cliff's whose wave-worn fiords

and innumerable sea-birds make a Nor-

way of Fayal.

And I must also pass over still greater

things: the winter storms and ship-

wrecks, whose annals were they not writ-

ten to the " New York Tribune "
? and

the spring Sunday at superb Castello

Branco, with the whole rural population

thronging to meet in enthusiastic affection

the unwonted presence of the Consul him-

self, the feudalism oflove
;

and the ascent

of the wild Caldeira, we climbing height

after height, leaving the valleys below

mottled with blue-robed women spreading
their white garments to dry in the sun, and

the great Pico peeping above the clouds

across the bay, and seeming as if directly

above our heads, and nodding to us ere it

drew back again ; and, best of all, that

wonderful ascension, by two of us, of Pico

itself, seven thousand feet from the level

of the sea, where we began to climb. We
camped half-way up, and watched the

sunset over the lower peaks of Fayal ;
we

kindled fires of/b^a-bushes on the lonely

mountain-sides, a beacon for the world
;

we slept in the loft of a little cattle-shed,

with the calves below us,
" the cows' sons,'*

as our Portuguese attendant courteously
called them : we waked next morning* O
above the clouds, with one vast floor of

white level vapor beneath us, such as

Thoreau alone has described, with here

and there an open glimpse of the sea far

below, yet lifted up to an apparent level

with the clouds, so as to seem like an

Arctic scene, with patches of open water.

Then we climbed through endless sheep-

pastures and over great slabs of lava,

growing steeper and steeper ;
we entered

the crater at last, walled with snows of

which portions might be of untold ages,

for it is never, I believe, wholly empty ;

we climbed, in such a gale of wind that

the guides would not follow us, the stee-

ple-like central pinnacle, two hundred

feet high; and there we reached, never

to be forgotten, a small central crater at

the very summit, where steam poured up
between the stones, and, oh, from what

central earthy depths of wonder that steam

came to us ! There has been no eruption
from any portion of Pico for many years,

but it is a volcano still, and we knew that

we were standing on the narrow and gid-

dy summit of a chimney of the globe.

That was a sensation indeed !

We saw many another wild volcanic

cliff and fissure and cave on our two-days'
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tour round the island of Fayal ;
but it was

most startling, when, on the first morning,

as we passed from green valley to valley

along the road, suddenly all verdure and

life vanished, and we found ourselves rid-

ing through a belt of white, coarse moss

stretching from mountain to sea, cover-

ing rock and wall and shed like snow or

moonlight or mountain-laurel or any oth-

er pale and glimmering thing ;
and when,

after miles of ignorant wonder, we rode

out of it into greenness again, and were

told that we had crossed what the Portu-

guese call a Misterio or Mystery, the

track of the last eruption. The moss was

the first primeval coating of vegetation

just clothing those lava-rocks again.

But the time was coming when we

must bid good-bye to picturesque Fayal.

We had been there from November to

May ;
it had been a winter of incessant

rains, and the first necessary of life had

come to be a change of umbrellas
;
it had

been colder than usual, making it a com-

fort to look at our stove, though we never

lighted it
;
but our invalids had gained by

even this degree of mildness, by the whole-

some salt dampness, by the comforts of

our hotel with its respectable Portuguese
landlord and English landlady, and by
the great kindness shown us by all oth-

ers. At last we had begun to feel that

we had squeezed the orange of the Azores

a little dry, and we were ready to go.

And when, after three weeks of rough

sailing in the good bark Azor, we saw

Cape Ann again, although it looked some-

what flat and prosaic after the headlands

of Fayal, yet we knew that behind those

low shores lay all that our hearts held

dearest, and all the noblest hopes of the

family of man.

MIDSUMMER AND MAY.

I.

VERY probably you never saw such a

superb creature, if that word, creature,

does not endow her with too much life :

a Semiramis, without the profligacy, an

Isis, without the worship, a Sphinx, yes,

a Sphinx, with her desert, who long ago

despaired of having one come to read her

riddle, strong, calm, patient perhaps. In

this respect she seemed to own no redun-

dant life, just enough' to eke along exist-

ence, not living-,
but waiting.

I say, all this would have been one's im-

pression ;
and one's impression would have

been incorrect.

I really cannot state her age ;
and hav-

ing attained to years of discretion, it is not

of such consequence as it is often suppos-
ed to be, whether one be twenty or six-

ty. You would have been confident, that,

living to count her hundreds, she would

only have bloomed with more immortal

freshness
;
but such a thought would not

have occurred to you at all, if you had

not already felt that she was no longer

young, she possessed so perfectly that

certain self-reliance, self-understanding,

aplomb, into which little folk crystallize

at an early age, but which is not to be

found with those whose identities are cast

in a larger mould, until they have passed

through periods of fuller experience.

That Mrs. Laudersdale was the tech-

nical magnificent woman, I need not re-

iterate. I wish I knew some name gor-

geous enough in sound and association for

that given her at christening ;
but I don't.

It is my opinion that she was born Mrs.

Laudersdale, that her coral-and-bell was

marked Mrs. Laudersdale, and that her

name stands golden-lettered on the re-

cording angel's leaf simply as Mrs. Lau-

dersdale. It is naturally to be inferred,

then, that there was a Mr. Laudersdale.

There was. But not by any means a per-
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son of consequence, you assume ? Why, dwellings of any kind in its vicinity, so

yes, of some, to one individual at least, that it reigned over a solitude of a half-

Mrs. Laudersdale was so weak as to re- dozen miles in every direction. Once in

gard him with complacency ;
she loved a while the gay visitors in the more pros-

adored her husband. Let me have the perous regions stretched their sails and

justice to say that no one suspected her skimmed along till they saw its white

of it. Of course, then, Mr. Roger Raleigh porticos and piazzas gleaming faintly up
had no business to fall in love with her. among the trees

;
once in a while a be-

Well, but he did. lated traveller tied his horse at the gate,

At the time when Mrs. Laudersdale and sought admittance ,in vain, at the

had become somewhat more than a reign- empty house, of the shadows who may

ing beauty, and held her sceptre with have kept it. It was not pleasant to see

such apparent indifference that she seem- so goodly a mansion falling to ruin for

ed about abandoning it forever, she no want of fit occupancy, truly ;
and just as

longer dazzled with unventured combi- the walls had grown gray with rain and

nations of colors and materials in dress, time, the chimneys choked and the case-

She wore most frequently, at this epoch, ments shrunken, a merry company of

black velvet that suppled about her well- friends and families, from another portion
asserted contours

;
and the very trail of of the country, consolidated themselves

her skirt was unlike another woman's, for into a society for the pursuit of happiness,

it coiled and bristled after her with a life rented the old place, put in carpenters

and motion of its own, like a serpent, and masons and glaziers, and, when the

Her hair, of too dead a black for gloss or last tenants vacated the premises, took

glister, was always adorned with a nas- possession in state themselves. Care and

turtium-vine, whose vivid flames seemed responsibility were not theirs
;
the matron

like some personal emanation, and whose and her servants alone received such

odor, acrid and single, dispersed a char- guests ;
the long summer-days were to

acter about her
;
and the only ornaments come and go with them as joyously as

she condescended to assume were of with Bacchus and his crew.

Etruscan gold, severely simple in design, Behold the party domesticated a fort-

elaborately intricate in workmanship. It night at the Bawn, as it was afterward

is evident she was a poet in costume, and dubbed. Mr. Laudersdale had returned

had at last en regie acquired a manner, to New York that morning, and his wife

But thirteen years ago she apparelled had not been met since. Now, at about

herself otherwise, and thirteen years ago five o'clock, her white robe floated past

it was that Mr. Roger Raleigh fell in love the door, and she was seen moving up
with her. This is how it was. and down the long piazza and humming
Among the many lakes in New Hamp- a faint little tune to herself. Just then a

shire, there is one of extreme beauty, a flock ofyoung women, married and single,

broad, shadowy water, some nine miles in fluttered through door and windows to

length, with steep, thickly wooded banks, join her
;
and just then Mrs. Laudersdale

and here and there, as if moored on its stepped down from the end of the piazza
calm surface, an island fit for the Bower and floated up the garden-path and into

of Bliss. At one spot along its shore was, the woods that skirted the lake-shore and

and still is, an old country-house, formerly stretched far back and away. Thus aban-

used as a hotel, but whose customers, al- doned, the others turned their attention

ways pleasure-seekers from the neighbor- to the expanse before and below them
;

ing towns, had been drawn away by the and one or two made their way down to

erection ofa more modern and satisfactory the brink, unhooked a boat, ventured in,

place of entertainment at the other ex- and, lifting the single pair of oars, were

tremity of the lake, and it had now been soon laboring gayly out and creating
for many years closed. There were no havoc on the placid waters.

VOL. VI. 35
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As Mrs. Laudersdale continued to walk, unimportant as it was, it remained an in-

the path which she followed slowly de- teresting and open question in his mind,

scended to the pebbly rim, rich in open Bringing down the hair so ruffled in the

spaces, slopes of verdure just gilding in idle breeze, he crowded his hat over it

the declining sun, and coverts of cool, with a determined air, half ran, half turn-

deep shadow. As she advanced leisure- bled, down the bank, sprang into his boat,

ly, involved in pleasant fancy, something and, shaking out a sail, went flirting over

caught her eye, an unusual object, cer- the lake as fast as the wind could carry

tainly, lying in a duskier recess
;

she him. Leaving a long, straight, shining

drew nearer and hung a moment above wake behind him, Mr. Roger Raleigh
it. Some fallen statue among rank Ro- skimmed along the skin of ripples, and, in

man growth, some marble semblance of order to avoid a sound of shrill voices,

a young god, overlaced with a vine and skirted the angle of an island, and found

plunged in tall ferns and beaded grasses ? himself deceived by the echo and in the

And she, bending there, was it Diana midst of them.

and Endymion over again, Psyche and Mrs. McLean, Miss Helen Heath, and

Eros ? Ah, no ! simply Mrs. Lauders- Miss Mary Purcell, who had embarked

dale and Roger Raleigh. Only while one with a single pair of oars, were now ship-

might have counted sixty did she linger wrecked on the waters wide, as Helen

to take the real beauty of the scene : the said
;
for one of their means of progress,

youth, adopted, as it were, to Nature's she declared, had been snatched by the

heart by the clustering growth that sprang roaring waves and was floating in the

up rebounding under the careless weight trough of the sea, just beyond their reach,

that crushed it
;
an attitude of complete None of the number being acquainted

and unconscious grace, one arm thrown with the process of sculling, they con-

out beneath the head, the other listlessly sidered it imperative to secure the truant

fallen down his side, while the hand still tool, unless they wished to perish floating

detained the straw hat
;
the profile, by no about unseen

;
and having weighed the

means classic, but in strong relief the expediency of rigging Helen into a jury-

dark hair blowing in the gentle wind, the mast, they were now using their endeav-

flush of sleep that went and came almost ors to regain the oar, Mary Purcell

perceptibly with the breath, and the sun- whirling them about like a maelstrom with

beam that slanting round suddenly suf- the remaining one, and .Mrs. McLean
fused the whole. "

Pretty boy !

"
thought with her two hands grasping Helen's gar-

Mrs. Laudersdale
;

" beautiful picture !

"
ments, while the latter half stood in the

and she flitted on. But Roger Raleigh boat and half lay recumbent on the lake,

was not a boy, although sleep, that gives tipping, slipping, dipping, till her head

back to all stray glimpses of their primal resembled a mermaid's
;

while they all

nature, endowed him peculiarly with a three filled the air with more exclaim,

look of childlike innocence unknown to shrieking, and laughter than could have

his waking hours. been effected by a large-lunged mob.

Startled, perhaps, by the intruding step,
" Bedlam let loose," thought the intrud-

for it was no light one, a squirrel leaped er,
" or all the Naiads up for a frolic ?

"

from the bough to the grass, and, leaping, And as he shot by, a hush fell upon the

woke the sleeper. He himself, now un- noisy group, Helen pausing and erecting

perceived, saw a vision in return, this herself from her ablutions, Mary's frantic

woman, young and rare, this queenly, per- efforts sending them as a broadside upon

feet thing, floating on and vanishing among the Arrow and nearly capsizing it, and

the trees. Whence had she come, and Mrs. McLean, ceasing merriment, staring

who was she ? And hereupon he remem- from both her eyes, and saying nothing,

bered the old Bawn and its occupants. Mr. Raleigh seized the oar in passing,

Had she seen him ? Unlikely ;
but yet, and directly afterward had placed it in
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Helen's hands. Receiving it with a pro-
fusion of thanks, she seated herself and
bent to its use. But, looking back in a

few seconds, Mr. Raleigh observed that

the exhausted rowers had made scarcely
a yard's distance. He had no inclination

for gallant devoir, his eyes and thoughts
were full of his late vision in the woods,

he wished to reach home and dream
;
but

in a moment he was again beside them,

had taken their painter with a bow and

an easy sentence, but neither with em-

pressement nor heightened color, and,

changing his course, was lending them a

portion of the Arrow's swiftness in flight

towards the Bawn. It seemed as if the

old place sent its ghosts out to him this

afternoon. Bringing them close upon the

flat landing-rock, and hooking the painter

therein, he sheered off, lifting his hat, and

was gone.
"
Roger ! Roger Raleigh !

"
cried Mrs.

McLean, from the shore,
" come back !

"

Obeying her with an air of puzzled

surprise, the person so unceremoniously
addressed was immediately beside her

again.
" A cool proceeding, Sir !

"
said she,

extending both her hands. " How long
would you know your Cousin Kate to

be here, and refuse to spare her an

hour ?
"

"
Upon my honor," said her cousin,

bending very low over the hands,
" I but

this moment learn her presence in my
neighborhood."

"
Ah, Sir ! and what becomes of my note

sealed with sky-blue wax and despatch-
ed to you ten days ago ?

"

" It is true such a note lies on my table

at this moment, and it is still sealed with

sky-blue wax."
" And still unread ?

"

" You will not force me to confess such

delinquency ?
"

" And still unread ?
"

" Ten thousand pardons ! Shall I go
home and read it ?

" And herewith the

saucy indifference of his face became evi-

dent, as he raised it.

" No. But is that the way to serve a

lady's communications? Fie, for a gal-

lant ! I must take you in hand. These

are- your New Hampshire customs ?
"

" '

Kate, nice customs curtsy to nice

kings!
' "

" So I've heard, when curtsying was

in fashion
;
but that is out of date, togeth-

er with a good many other nice things,

caring for one's friends, for instance.

Why don't you ask how all your uncles

and aunts are, Sir ?
"

" How are all my uncles and aunts,

Miss?"
"
Oh, don't you know ? I thought you

didn't. There's another billet, inclosing
a bit of pasteboard, lying on your table

now unopened too, I'll warrant. Don't

you read any of your letters ?
"

"
Alphabetical or epistolary ?

"

" Answer properly, yes or no."

"No."

"Why?"
" I know no one that has authority to

write to me, as half a reason."
" Thank you, for one, Sir. And what

becomes of your Uncle Reuben ?
"

" Not included in the category."
" Then you're not aware that I've

changed my estate? You don't know

my name now, do you ?

" '

Bonny Kate, and sometimes Kate the curst,

But Kate, the prettiest Kate in Christen-

dom.' "

" Nonsense ! What an exasperating

boy ! Just the same as ever ! Well, it ex-

plains itself. Here comes a recent prop-

erty unto me appertaining. McLean!

My husband, Mr. John McLean, my
cousin, Mr. Roger Raleigh."

The new-comer was one of those " ster-

ling men
"
always to be relied on, gener-

ally to be respected, and safely and ap-

propriately leading society and subscrip-

tion-lists. He was not very imaginative,

and he understood at a glance as much
of the other as he ever would under-

stand. And the other, feeling instantly

that only coin of the king's stamp would

pass current here, turned his own coun-

ter royal side up, and met his host with

genuine cordiality. Shortly afterward,

Mrs. McLean withdrew for an improve-
ment in her toilet, and soon returning,
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found them comparing notes as to the

condition of the country, tender bonds

of the Union, and relative merits of rival

candidates, for all which neither of them

cared a straw.

" How do you find me, Sir?" she asked

of her cousin.

"
Radiant, rosy, and rarely arrayed."

" I see that your affections are to be

won, and I proceed accordingly, by mak-

ing myself charming, in the first place.

And now, will you be cheered, but not

inebriated, here under the trees, in com-

pany with dainty cheese-cakes compound-
ed by these hands, and jelly of Helen

Heath's moulding, and automatic trifles

that caught an ordaining glimpse of Mrs.

Laudersdale's eye and rushed madly to-

gether to become almond-pasty ?
"

" With a method in their madness, I

hope."
"
Yes, all the almonds not on one side."

" In company with cheese-cakes, jelly,

and pasty, simply, I should have claret

and crackers at home, Capua willing.

Will it pay?"
" You shall have Port here, when Mrs.

Laudersdale comes."

"Not old enough to be crusty yet,

Kate," said her husband.
"
Very good, for you, John !

"

" Mrs. Laudersdale is your housekeep-
er ?

"
asked her cousin.

" Mrs. Laudersdale ? That is rich !

But I should never dare to tell her. Our

housekeeper ? Our cynosure ! She is our

argent-lidded Persian Girl, our serene,

imperial Eleanore
;

" ' Whene'er she moves,
The Samian Here rises, and she speaks
A Memnon smitten with the morning sun.' "

"
Oh, indeed ! And this is a conven-

ticle of young matrimonial victims to

practise cookery in seclusion, upon which

I have blundered ?
"

" If the fancy pleases you, yes. There

they are."

And hereon followed a series of neces-

sary introductions.

Mr. Roger Raleigh sat with both arms

leaning on the table before him, and won-

dering which of the ladies, half whose

names he had not heard, was the Samian

Here, ifany of them was, and if, and

if, and here Mr. Roger Raleigh's re-

flections went wandering back to the lake-

side path and its vision. Not inopportune-

ly at this moment, a white garment, which,

it is unnecessary to say, he had long ago
seen advancing, fluttered down the oppo-
site path, and she herself approached.

" Ah ! Al fresco ?
"

said the pleasant-

est vpice in the world.
" And isn't it charming ?

"
asked Mrs.

McLean. "
Imagine us with tables spread

outside the door in Fifth Avenue, in Chest-

nut Street, or on the Common !

"

" Even then the arabesque would be

wanting," said she, trailing a long branch

of the wild grape-vine, with its pale and

delicately fragrant blooms, along the snowy
board. " Are the cheese-cakes a success,

Mrs. McLean ? I didn't dine, and am
famished. I see that you have at last

heard from your cousin," she added, in

an undertone.
" Yes

;
let me pre Roger !

"

Quickly frustrating any such presenta-

tion, Mr. Roger Raleigh half turned, and,

bowing, said,
" I believe I have had the pleasure of

meeting Mrs. Laudersdale before."

Her haughtiness would have frozen

any one else. She bent with the least

possible inclination, and sat down upon a

stump that immediately became a throne.

He resumed his former position, and drum-

med lightly on the table, while waiting to

be served. In less complete repose than

she had previously seen him, Mrs. Lau-

dersdale now examined anew the indi-

vidual before her.

Not by any means tall she found him,

but having the square shoulders and broad

chest which give, in so much greater a de-

gree than mere height, an impression of

strength, aframe agile and compact, with

that easy carriage of the head and that

rapid movement so deceptively increas-

ing the stature. The face, too, was proba-

bly what, if not informed by a singularly

clean and fine soul, would, in the lapse

of years, become gross, the skin of a

clear olive, which had slightly flushed as
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he addressed herself, but not when speak-

ing to other strangers, kept beardless,

and rather square in contour
;
the mouth

not small, but keenly cut, like marble,

and always quivering before he spoke, as

if the lightning of his thought ran thither

naturally to seek spontaneous expression ;

teeth white; chin cleft; nose of the un-

classified order, rather long, the curve

opposite to aquiline, and saved from

sharpness by nostrils that dilated with a

pulse of their own, as those of very proud
and sensitive people are apt to do

;
a wide,

low forehead crowned with dark hair, long
and fine; heavy brows that overhung

deep-set eyes of lightest hazel, but en-

dowed by shadow with a power that no

eye of gypsy-black ever swayed for an

instant. His whole countenance remind-

ed you of nothing so much as of the young
heroes of the French Revolution, for whom

irregular features and sallow cheeks were

transmuted into brilliant and singular

beauty. It wore an inwrapped air, and,

with all its mobility, was a mask. He

very seldom raised the lids, and his pal-

lor, though owning more of the golden
touch of the sun, was as dazzling as Mrs.

Laudersdale's own.

Mrs. Laudersdale scarcely observed,

she felt; and probably she saw nothing
but the general impression of what I have

been telling you.
"
Tea, Roger ?

"
asked Mrs. McLean.

"
Green, I thank you, and strong."

Rising to receive it, he continued his

course till it naturally brought him be-

fore Mrs. Laudersdale. Pausing deliber-

ately and sipping the pungent tonic, he

at last looked up, and said,
"
Well, you are offended ?

"

" Then you were awake when I stayed
to look at you ?

"
she asked, in reply ;

for

curiosity is a solvent.

" Then you did stay and look at me ?

That is exactly what I wished to know.

How did I look, Belphoebe ?
"

" Out of his eyes, tell him," said Helen

Heath, in passing.
"
They were not open," responded Mrs.

Laudersdale. "And I cannot tell how

you saw me."

" I saw you as Virgil saw his mother,

I mean ^Eneas, as the goddesses are

always known, you remember, in depart-
ure."

Mrs. Laudersdale felt a weight on her

lids beneath his glance, and rose to ap-

proach the table.

" Allow me," said Mr. Raleigh, taking
her plate and bringing it back directly

with a wafery slice of bread and a quak-

ing tumulus ofjelly.
Mrs. Laudersdale laughed, though per-

haps scarcely pleased with him.

"How did you know my tastes so

well?" she asked.
" Since they are not mine," he replied.

" Of course you eat jelly, because it is no

trouble
; you choose your bread thin for

the same reason
;
likewise you would find

a glass of that suave, rich cream deli-

cious. Among all motions, you prefer

smooth sailing; and I'll venture to say
that you sleep in down all summer."

Mrs. Laudersdale looked up in slow

and still astonishment; but Mr. Raleigh
was already pouring out the glass of

cream.
" I've no doubt you would like to have

me sweeten it," said he, offering it to

her
;

" but I will not humor such ascetic

tendencies. I never approved of flagel-

lation."

And as he spoke, he was gone to

break ground for a flirtation with Helen

Heath.

Helen Heath appeared to be one of

those gay, not-to-be-heart-broken damsels

who can drink forever of this dangerous
and exhilarating cup without showing

symptoms of intoxication. Young men
who have nothing worse to do with their

time gravitate naturally and unawares

toward them for amusement, and spin

out the thread till they reach its end,

without expectation, without surprise,

without regret, without occasion for re-

morse. Mr. Raleigh could not have been

more unfortunate than he was in meeting

her, since it gave him reason and excuse

henceforth for visiting the Bawn at all

seasons.

The table was at last removed, the
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dew began to fall, Mrs. Laudersdale

shivered and withdrew toward the house.

" Incessu patet dea" Mr. Raleigh re-

membered.

Somewhat later, he started from his

seat, bade them all good-night, ran gayly
down the bank, and shoved off from shore.

And shortly after, Mrs. Laudersdale, look-

ing from her window, saw, for an instant,

a single fire-fly hovering over the dark

lake. It was Mr. Roger Raleigh's distant

lantern, as, stretched at ease, he turned

the slow leaves of a Froissart, and suffered

the Arrow to drift as it would across the

night.

The next morning Mrs. Laudersdale

descended, as usual, to the breakfast-ta-

ble, at an hour when all the rest had con-

cluded their repast. Miss Helen Heath

alone remained, trifling with the tea-cups,

and singing little exercises.

"
Quite an acquisition, Mrs. Lauders-

dale !

"
said she.

"What?" said the other, languidly,

leaning one arm on the table and look-

ing about for any appetizing edible.

" What is an acquisition ?
"

" You mean who. Mr. Raleigh, of

course. But isn't it the queerest thing
in the world, up here in this savage dis-

trict, to light upon a gentleman ?
"

" Is this a savage district ? And is

Mr. Raleigh a gentleman ?
"

" Is he ? I never saw his match."
" Nor I."

" What ! don't you find him so ? a

thorough gentleman ?
"

" I don't know what a thorough gentle-

man is, I dare say," assented Mrs. Lau-

dersdale, indifferently, with no spirit for

repartee, breaking an egg and putting
it down, crumbling a roll, and finally at-

tacking a biscuit, but gradually raising

the siege, yawning, and leaning back in

her chair.

" You poor thing !

"
said Helen. " You

are starving to death. What shall I get
for you ? I have influence in the kitch-

ens. Does marmalade, to spread your
muffins, present any attractions ? or shall

I beg for rusks ? or what do you say to

doughnuts ? there are doughnuts in this

closet
;

crullers and milk are nice for

breakfast."

And in a few minutes Helen had rifled

a shelf of sufficient temptations to over-

come Mrs. Laudersdale's abstinence.
" After all," said she then,

"
you didn't

answer my question."
" What question ?

"

" If it weren't odd to meet Mr. Ra-

leigh here."

" I don't know," said Mrs. Lauders-

dale.

" Dear ! Mary Purcell takes as much
interest. She said he was impertinent,
made her talk too much, and made fun

of her."

"
Very likely."

" You are as aggravating as he ! If

you had anything to do except to look

divinely, we'd quarrel. I thought I had

a nice bit of entertaining news for you."
" Is that your trouble ? I should be

sorry to oppress you with it longer. Pray,
tell it."

" Will it entertain you ?
"

" It won't bore you."
" I don't know that I will tell it on such

terms. However, I must talk. Well,

then. I have not been dreaming by day-

light, but up and improving my oppor-
tunities. Partly from himself, and partly

from Kate, and partly from the matron

here, I have made the following discover-

ies. Mr. Roger Raleigh has left some

very gay cities, and crossed some paral-

lels of latitude, to exile himself in this

wilderness of ice and snow, that's what

you and I vote it, whether the trees are

green and the sun shines, or not
;
and I

don't see what bewitched mother to adopt
such a suicidal plan as coming here to be

buried alive. He, that is, Mr. Raleigh,

to join my ends, has lived here for five

years ;
and as he came when he was

twenty, he is consequently about my age

now, I shouldn't wonder if a trifle old-

er than you. He came here because an

immense estate was bequeathed him on

the condition that he should occupy this

corner of it during one-half of every year

from his twenty-first to his thirty-first

He has chosen to occupy it during the
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entire year, running down now and then

to have a little music or see a little paint-

ing. Sometimes a parcel of his friends,

he never was at college, hasn't any

chums, and has educated himself by all

manner of out-of-the-way dodges, some-

times these friends, odd specimens, old mu-

sic-masters, rambling artists, seedy tutors,

fencers, boxers, hunters, clowns, all light

down together, and then the neighbor-

hood rings with this precious covey : the

rest of the year, may-be, he don't see an

individual. One result of this isolation, is,

that freaks which would be very strange

escapades in other people with him are

mere commonplaces. Sometimes he goes
over to the city there, and roams round

like a lost soul seeking for its body ;
some-

times he goes up a hundred miles or two,

takes a guide and handles the mountains
;

and, except in the accidents at such times,

he hasn't seen a woman since he came."
" That accounts," said Mrs. Lauders-

dale.

" Yes. But just think what a life !

"

" He wouldn't stay, if he didn't like,"

replied Mrs. Laudersdale, to whom the

words poverty and riches conveyed not

the least idea.

" I don't know. He has an uncle, of

whom he is very fond, in India," contin-

ued Helen, "an unfortunate kind of

man, with whom everything goes wrong,
and who is always taking fevers; and

once or twice Mr. Raleigh has started to

go and take care of him, and lose the

whole estate by the means. He intends

to endow him, I believe, by-and-by, when
the thing is at his disposal. This uncle

kept him at school, when he was an or-

phan in different circumstances, at a Jes-

uit institution
;
and he and Miss Kent

were always quarrelling over him, and

she thought she had tied up her property

nicely out of old Reuben Raleigh's way.
It will be nuts, ifhe ever accepts his neph-
ew's proposed present. The best of it

all is, that, if he breaks the condition,

there's no accounting for the caprices of

wills, part of it goes to a needy insti-

tution, and part of it inalienably to Mrs.

McLean, who "

" Is an institution, too."

" Who is not needy. There, isn't

that a pretty little conte?"
"
Very," said Mrs. Laudersdale, hav-

ing listened with increasing interest.

"
But, Helen, you'll be a gossip, if you

go on and prosper."
"
Why, my dear child ! He'll be over

here every day now ;
and do you suppose

I'm going to flirt with any one, when I

don't know his antecedents ? There he

is now !

"

And as Mrs. Laudersdale turned, she

saw Mr. Raleigh standing composedly in

the doorway and surveying them. She

bade him good-morning, coolly enough,
while Helen began searching the grounds
of the tea-cups, rather uncertain how
much of her recital might have met his

ears.

"
Turning tea-cups, Gypsy Helen, and

telling fates, all to no audience, and with

no cross on your palm ?
"

asked the

guest.
" So you ignore Mrs. Laudersdale ?

"

" Not at all
; you weren't looking at

her cup, if she has one. Wr
ill you

have the morning paper ?
" he asked of

that lady, who, receiving it, leisurely un-

folded and glanced over its extent.

"W'here's my Cousin Kate?" then

demanded Mr. Raleigh of Helen, having

regarded this performance.
" Gone shopping in town."
" Her vocation. For the day V

"

"
No, it is time for their return now.

When you hear wheels
"

" I hear them "
;
and he strolled to the

window. "You should have said, when

I heard tongues; Medes and Elamites

and the dwellers in Mesopotamia were

less cheerful. A very pretty team. So

she took her conjugal appurtenance with

her ?
"

"And left her cousinly impertinence
behind her," retorted a gay voice from

his elbow.
"
Ah, Kate ! are you there ? It's not

a moment since I saw you
'

coming from

the town.' A pretty hostess, you ! I

arrive on your invitation to pass the

day"

'
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" But I didn't expect you before the

sun."
" To pass the day, and find you ab-

sent and the breakfast-table not cleared

away."

"My dear Roger, we have not quite

taken our habits yet. As soon as the

country-air shall have wakened and made

over Helen and Mrs. Laudersdale, you
will find us ready for company at day-
break."

" What a passion for '

company
'

! I

shall not be surprised some day to re-

ceive cards for your death-bed."
" Friends and relatives invited to at-

tend ? No, Roger, you mustn't be naugh-

ty. You shall receive cards for my din-

ner-party before we -go, if you won't come

without
;
for we have innumerable friends

in town, already."
"
Happy woman !

"

" What's that ? A newspaper ? A
newspaper ! How McLean will chuckle !

"

And she seized the sheet which Mrs. Lau-

dersdale had abandoned in sweeping from

the room.
" Is there a Mr. Laudersdale ? Where

is he ?
"
asked Mr. Raleigh, as he leaned

against the window.
" Who ?

"
asked his cousin, deep in a

paragraph.
" Mr. Laudersdale. Where is he ?

"

" Oh ! between his four planks, I sup-

pose," she replied, thinking of the Sound-

boat's berth, which probably contained

the gentleman designated.

"Between his four planks," repeated
Mr. Raleigh, in a musing tone, entirely

misinterpreting her, and to this little ac-

cident owing nearly thirteen years' un-

happiness.
" She must have married early," he

continued.
"
Oh, fabulously early," replied Mrs.

McLean, between the lines she read.

" She is Creole, I believe. She is per-
fect. The women are as infatuated about

her as the men. Here's Helen Heath

been dawdling round the table all the

morning for the sake of chatting to her

while she breakfasts. I don't know why,
I'm sure

;
the woman's charming, but she's

too lazy even to talk. McLean ! An-
other flurry in France."

And after shaking hands with Mr. Ra-

leigh, that worthy seized the proffered

paper and vanished behind it, leaving to

his wife the entertainment of her cous-

in, which duty she seemed by no means

in haste to assume, preferring to remain

and vex her husband with a thousand

little teasing arts. Meanwhile Mr. Ra-

leigh proceeded to take that office upon

himself, by crossing the hall, exploring the

parlors, examining the manuscript com-

monplace-books, and finally by sketching

on a leaf of his pocket-book Mrs. Lau-

dersdale, at the other end of the piazza,

half-swinging in the vines through which

broad sunbeams poured, while Helen

Heath was singing and several other la-

dies were busying themselves with books

and needle-work in her vicinity."
"
Ah, Mr. Raleigh !

"
said Helen Heath,

as he put up the pocket-book and drew

near, "Mrs. Laudersdale and I have

been wondering how you amuse your-
self up here

;
and I make my discovery.

You study animated nature
;
that is to

say, you draw Mrs. Laudersdale and

me."
"
Mistaken, Miss Helen. I draw only

Mrs. Laudersdale
;
and do you call that

animated nature ?
"

" I wish you would draw Mrs. Lauders-

dale out"

At this point Mrs. Laudersdale/<?// out
;

but, without otherwise stirring from his

position than by moving an apparently
careless arm, Mr. Raleigh caught and re-

stored her to her balance, as lightly as if

he had brushed a floating gossamer from

the air to his finger. For the first time,

perhaps, in her life, a carnation blossom-

ed an instant in her cheek, then all was

as before, only two of the party felt

on that instant that in some mysterious

manner their relations with each other

were entirely changed.
" But what is it that you do with your-

self?" persisted Helen. "Tell us, that

we may do likewise."

" Will you come and see ?
" he asked,

his eyes, however, on Mrs. Laudersdale.
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" Will you come in away from the lake

to the brooks, and hang among the al-

ders and angle, dreaming, all day long ?

Or will you rise at dead of night and go
out on the lake with me and watch field

after field of white lilies flash open as the

sun touches them with his spear ? Or
will you lie during still noons up among
the farmers' fields where myriad bandrol

corn-poppies flaunt over your head, and

stain your finger-tips with the red berries

that hang like globes of light in the pal-

ace-gardens of mites and midges, soaking

yourself in hot sunshine and south-winds

and heavy aromatic earth-scents ?
"

" Come !

"
said Mrs. Laudersdale, ris-

ing earnestly, like one in an eager dream.
" It is plain that you are in training

for a poet," said Helen Heath, laughing,

to Mr. Raleigh.
"
Well, when will you

take us ? Are the lilies in bloom ? Shall

we go to-morrow morning ?
"

" I don't know that I shall take you at

all, Miss Helen; river-lilies might suit

you best
;
but these queens of the lakes,

the great, calm pond-lilies, creatures of

quiet and white radiance, I have seen

only one head that possessed enough of

the genuine East-Indian repose to be

crowned with them."
" You like repose," said Mrs. Lauders-

dale. " But what is it ?
"

"
Repose is strength, life that devel-

ops from within, and feels itself and has

no need of effort. Repose is inherent

security."
" Goodness !

"
exclaimed Helen. " Ar-

ticle first in a new dictionary, encyclo-

pedia, I should say. You worship, but

you don't possess your god, for you look

at this moment like a shaft in the bow
;

and here comes an archer to give it

flight."
" Where are you going, Kate ?

"
said

her cousin.

" To pick strawberries in the garden.
Want to come ?

"

The three could do no better than ac-

cept her invitation. The good ladies

might stare as they could after Mrs. Lau-

dersdale, and wonder what sudden sprite

had possessed her. since for neither man

nor woman of the numerous party had

she hitherto condescended to lift an un-

wonted eyelid ;
what they would have

said to have seen her plunged in a straw-

berry-bed, gathering handfuls and rain-

ing them drop by drop into Helen Heath's

mouth, to silence her while she herself

might talk, her own fingers tipped with

more sanguine shade than their native

rose, her eyes full of the noon sparkle,

and her lips parted with laughter, we
cannot say. Roger Raleigh forgot to

move, to speak, to think, as he watched

her. But in the midst of this brilliant

and novel gayety of hers, there was still

a dignity to make one feel that she had

by no means abandoned her regal pur-

ple, but merely adorned it with profuse

golden flourishes.

At dinner that day, Helen begged to

know if there were not a great many
routes in the vicinity practicable only on

horseback, and thought she had attained

her end when Mr. Raleigh put his hors-

es and his escort at the service of her-

self and Mrs. Laudersdale during their

stay.
"
During our stay !

"
said Mrs. Lau-

dersdale. " That reminds me that we
are to go away 1

n

"
Pleasantly, certainly. When snows

fall and storms pipe, the Bawn is an ice-

house," said he.

After noon, the remainder of the day
was interspersed with light thunder-show-

ers, rendering tea on the grass again im-

possible ; they passed the steaming cups,

therefore, as they sat on the piazza cur-

tained with dripping woodbine. The

glitter of the drops in the sunset light, a

jewelled scintillation, was caught in Mrs.

Laudersdale's eyes, and some unconscious

excitement fanned a faint color to and

fro on her cheek. At last the moon rose
;

the whole party, regardless of wet clip-

pers, sauntered with Mr. Raleigh to the

shore, where the little Arrow hung bal-

ancing on her restraining cord. Mrs.

Laudersdale stepped in, Mr. Raleigh fol-

lowed, took up an oar, and pushed out,

both standing, and drifting slowly for a

few rods' distance
;

then Mr. Raleigh

I
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made the shore again, assisted her out,

and shot impatiently away alone. The

waters shone like white fire in the wake

he cut, great shadows fell through them

where island and wood intercepted the

broad ascending light, and Mrs. Lauders-

dale's gay laugh rung across them as the

space grew, a sweet, rich laugh, that

all the spirits of the depths caught and

played with like a rare beam that tran-

siently illumined their shadowy, silent

haunts.

The next day, and the next, and so for

a fortnight, Mr. Roger Raleigh present-
ed himself with the breakfast-urn at the

Bawn, tarried during sunshine, slipped

home by starlight across the lake. Ev-

ery day Mrs. Laudersdale was more bril-

liant, and flashed with a cheery merri-

ment like harmless summer -lightnings.

One night, as he pushed away from the

bank, he said,

"Au revoir for five hours."
" For five hours ?

"
said Mrs. Lauders-

dale.

" For five hours."

"At half-past three in the night ?
"

" In the morning."
" And what brings you here at dead of

dark?"
" The lilies and the dawn."
" Indeed ! And whom do you expect

to find ?
"

" You and Miss Helen."
"
Well, summer and freedom are here

;

I am ready for all fates, all deeds of val-

or, vigils among the rest. We will await

you at half-past three in the morning.

Helen, we must sleep at high-pressure,

soundly, crowding all we can on the

square inch of time. Au revoir"

A shadow stood on the piazza, in the

semi-darkness, at the appointed hour ;
two

other shadows flitted forward to meet it,

and silently down the bank, into the boat,

and out upon the lonely glimmering reach-

es of the water. Nobody spoke ;
the mid-

night capture of no fort was ever effected

with more phantom-like noiselessness than

now went to surprise the Vestals of the

Lake; only as two hands touched for an

instant, a strange thrill, like fire, quivered

through each and tore them apart more

swiftly than two winds might cross each

other's course. Helen Heath was drowsy
and half-nodding in the bow, nodding
with the more ease that it was still so dark

and that Mr. Raleigh's back was toward

her. Mrs. Laudersdale reclined in the

stern. Mr. Raleigh once in a while sent

them far along with a strong stroke, then

only an occasional plash broke the charm

of perfect stillness. Ever and anon they

passed under the lee of some island, and

the heavy air grew full of idle night-sweet-

ness
;
the waning moon with all its sad

and alien power hung low, dun, malign,
and distant, a coppery blotch on the rich

darkness of heaven. They floated slowly,

still
;
now and then she dipped a hand in-

to the cool current
;
now and then he drew

in his oars, and, bending forward, dipped
his hand with hers. The stars retreated

in a pallid veil that dimmed their beams,
faint lights streamed up the sky, the

dark yet clear and delicious. They paus-
ed motionless in the shelter of a steep

rock
;
over them a wild vine hung and

swayed its long wreaths in the water, a

sweet-brier starred with fragrant sleeping
buds climbed and twisted, and tufts of

ribbon -grass fell forward and streamed

in the indolent ripple ;
beneath them the

lake, lucid as some dark crystal, sheeted

with olive transparence a bottom of yel-

low sand
;
here a bream poised on slowly

waving fins, as if dreaming of motion, or

a perch flashed its red fin from one hol-

low to another. The shadow lifted a de-

gree, the eye penetrated to farther re-

gions ;
a bird piped warily, then freely,

a second and a third answered, a fourth

took up the tale, blue-jay and thrush, cat-

bird and bobolink
; wings began to dart

about them, the world to rustle overhead,

near and far the dark prime grew instinct

with sound, the shores and heavens blew

out gales of melody, the air broke up in

music. He lifted his oars silently; she

caught the sweet-brier, and, lightly shak-

ing it, a rain of dew-drops dashed with

deepest perfume sprinkled them
; they

moved on. A thin mist breathed from

the lake, steamed round the boat, and
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lay like a white coverlet upon the water
; freshed, snowy, and fragrant herself, and

a light wind sprang up and blew it in the sleep-giving things on Helen's, the

long rags and ribbons, lifted, and torn, latter avenging herself by surveying her

and streaming, out of sight. All the air companion's adornment, and, as she ad-

was pearly, the sky opaline, the water justed the bloom-gray leaves of her own,

now crisply emblazoned with a dark and inquiring if olives grew pickled,

splendid jewelry, the paved-work of a Nothing could be more airy and blithe

sapphire ;
a rosy fleece sailed across their than were Mrs. Laudersdale's spirits all

heads, some furnace glowed in the east that morning, bubbles dancing on a

behind the trees, long beams fell resplen- brook, nor foam-sparkle of rosy Cham-

dently through and lay beside vast shad- pagne. She related their adventures with

ows, the giant firs stood black and intense graphic swiftness, and improvised dan-

against a red and risen sun
; they trailed gers and escapes with such a reckless dis-

with one oar through a pad of buds all- regard of truth that Mr. Raleigh was

unaware of change, stole from the over- forced to come to the rescue with more

hanging thickets through a high-walled startling improbabilities than they would

pass, where, on the open lake, the broad, have encountered in the Enchanted For-

silent, yellow light crept from bloom to est.

bloom and awoke them with a touch. The red dawn brought its rain, and

How perfectly they put off sleep ! with before they rose from table the sunshine

what a queenly calm displayed their spot- withdrew and large drops began to pat-

less snow, their priceless gold, and shed ter in good earnest. Mr. Raleigh, who
abroad their matchless scent ! He twined had generally suffered others to entertain

his finger round a slippery serpent-stem, him, now, as Mrs. McLean ushered the

turned the crimson underside of the float- whole company into the sewing -room,

ing pavilion, and brought up a waxen seemed spurred by gayety and brilliance,

wonder from its throne to hang like a star and to bring into employ all those secrets

in the black braids on her temple. An through which he had ever annihilated

hour's harvesting among, the nymphs, in time. For a while devoting himself to

this rich atmosphere of another world, the elder dames, he won the heart of one

and with a loaded boat they turned to by a laborious invention of a million vari-

shore again. colored angles to a square barley-corn of
" Smothered in sweets !

"
exclaimed Mr. worsted- work, involved Mrs. McLean's

Raleigh, as he sprang out, and woke Hel- crocheting in an inextricable labyrinth
en Heath, where, slipped down upon the as he endeavored to afford her some re-

floor of the boat, her head fallen on her quisite conchological assistance, and turn-

arms, she had lain half-asleep. They ed with three strokes a very absurd draw-

were the first words spoken during the ing of Mrs. Laudersdale's into a splendid

morning, and in such situations silence is caricature. Having made himself thus

dangerous. generally useful, he now proceeded to

When the rest of the family descend- make himself generally agreeable ;
went

ed to breakfast, they found the pictures with all necessary gravity through a se-

framed in wreaths of lilies, great floats of ries of complicate dancing-steps with Miss

them in hall and parlor, and the table Heath
; begged Miss Purcell, who was

laden with flat dishes where with coiled longing to cry over her novel, to allow

stems they crowded, a white, magnificent him to read for her, since he saw that

throng. Mr. Raleigh still lingered, and, she was trying her eyes, and therewith

while Mrs. Laudersdale and Helen re- made fiasco of a page of delicious dolor
;

newed their toilets, had busied himself and being challenged to chess by a third,

in weaving a crown of these and another declared that was child's play, and domi-

of poppy-leaves, hanging the one on Mrs. noes was the game for science, whereon,
Laudersdale's head, as she entered re- having seated a circle at that absorbing
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sport, he deserted for a meerschaum and

the gentlemen, and in company with Cap-
tain Purcell, Mr. McLean, and the rest,

rolled up from the hall below wreaths

of smoke, bursts of laughter, and finally

chimes of those concordant Toices with

which gentlemen talk politics, and, even

when agreeing infamously, become vo-

ciferant and high-colored.

Jt was after lunch that Mrs. Lauders-

dale, having grown weary of the needle-

women's thread of discourse, left the sew-

ing-room and proceeded toward her own

apartment. Just as she crossed the head

of the staircase, the hall-door was flung

open, admitting a gleeful blast of the

boisterous gale, and an object that, puf-

fing and blowing like a sad-hued dolphin,

and shaking like a Newfoundland, ap-

peared at first to be the famous South-

West Wind, Esq., in proper person,

whose once sumptuous array clung to his

form, and whose face and hands, shining

as coal, rolled off the rain like a bronze.

" Bless my heart, Capua !

"
cried Mr.

Raleigh, removing the stem from his lips ;

" how came you here ?
"

"
Lors, Massa, it's only me," said Cap-

ua.

" So I see," replied his master, restor-

ing the pipe to its former position.
" How

did you come ?
"

" 'Bout swimmed, I 'spect," answered

Capua, grounding a chuckle on a reef of

ivory.
" 'Ta'n't no fish-story, dat !

"

"
Well, what brings you ?

"

"Naughty Nan, she hadn't been

out"
" Do you mean to say, you rascal !

that you've taken Nan out on such a

day ? and round the lake, too, I'll war-

rant ?
" asked Mr. Raleigh, with some

excitement.
" Jes' dat

;
an' round de lake, ob

course
;
we couldn' come acrost."

" You've ruined her, then "

" Bress you, Massa, she won't ketch no

cold, she ! Smokes like a beaver now
;

came like streak o' lightnin'."
" You may as well swim her back,

and where we can all see the sport,

too."

" No buts about it, Capua," insisted his

master, with mock gravity, the stem be-

tween his teeth.

"
'Spect I'd better rub her down, now

I'se here, an' wait'll it holds up a bit,

Mass' Roger ?
"

urged Capua, coaxing-

iy.
" Do as you're bid !

"
ejaculated his

master
; which, evidently, from long hab-

it, meant, Do as you please.

Mrs. Laudersdale and Helen Heath

had crept down the stairs during this

dialogue, and now stood interested spec-
tators of the scene. Mrs. McLean came

running down behind them.
"
Forgotten me, Capua ?

"
said she.

"
Lors, Miss Kate !

"
he replied, scrap-

ing his foot and pulling off his hat,
"
Cap

never f'gets his friends, though you've

growed. How d'ye do, Miss Kate ?
"

"
Nicely, thank you. And how's your

wife?"
" My wife ? Well, she's 'bout beat out

Massa Roger V I, we buried her
;
finer

funeral dan Massa Roger's own mother,
Miss Kate, dat was !

"

" Poor fellow 1 I'm so sorry !

"
began

Mrs. McLean, consolingly.
"
Well, Miss Kate, you know some

folks is easier spared 'n others. Some

tongues sharper 'n others. Alwes liked

to gib a hot temper time to cool, 's Mas-

sa says."
" And how do you do, Capua ?

"

"
Pretty well, Miss Kate

; leastways,

I'se well enough, a'n't so pretty."
" What is his name ?

"
whispered Hel-

en.

"'Annible, Missis," said the attentive

Capua, whose eyes had been for some

time oscillating with indecision between

Helen Heath and Mrs. Laudersdale.
" Hannibal Raleigh 's my name

; though
Massa alwes call me Cap," he added, in-

sinuatingly, which, by the way,
" Mas-

sa
" never had been known to do.

" And are you always going to stay

and take care of Master Roger V
"

"
'Spect I shall. Lors, Miss Kate, he's

more bother to me 'n all my work, dat

boy!"
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" That will do, Capua," said his master
;

"
you may go." And therewith Capua

scuffled away.
"
Well, Roger, what does this mean ?

"

asked Mrs. McLean, as the door clos-

ed.

" It means that Capua, having been dy-

ing of curiosity, has resolved to die game,
and therefore takes matters into his own

hands, and arrives to inspect my conduct

and my company."
"
Ah, I see. He trembles for his scep-

tre."

" Miss Heath," said Mr. McLean, ral-

lyingly,
"
you received a great many of

the sable shafts."

" A Saint Sebastiana," said his wife.

" Did Saint Sebastian die of his

wounds V
"

asked Helen.
" Let me tell you, Miss Helen," said

Mr. Raleigh, "that Capua is a connois-

seur, and his dictum is worth all flatter-

ies. If he had only been with us this

morning
" You have teased me so much about

that, Mr. Raleigh, that I have half a mind

never to go with you on another expedi-
tion."

" Make no rash vows. I was just think-

ing what fine company you would be

when trouting. The most enchanting qui-

et is required then, you are aware."
" Oh ! when shall we go trouting ?

"

" We ? It was only half a mind, then !

We will go to-morrow, wind and weather

agreeing.
" And what must I do ?

"

" You must keep still, stand in the

shadow, and fish up-stream."
At this point, Capua put his head in-

side the door again.

What is it ?
"
asked Mr. Raleigh.

"
Forgot to say, Massa," replied Capua,

rolling his eyes fearfully, and still hesitat-

ing, and half-closing the door, and then

looking back.

"Well, Capua?"
" Mass' Raleigh, your house done been

burned up !

"
said Capua, at last, jerking

back his head, as if afraid of losing it.

" Ah ? And what did you do with
"

"
Oh, eberyting safe an' sound. 'Ta'n't

dat house
;

'ta'n't dis yer house Massa lib

in
;

Massa's sparrer-house. Reckoned

I'd better come and 'form him."
" Is that all ?

"
asked his master, who

was accustomed to Capua's method of

breaking ill news.
"
Now, Mass' Roger, don't you go to

being pervoked an' flyin' into one ob

dese yer tempers ! It's all distinguished
now. Ole Cap didn' want to shock his

young massa, so thought 'twarn't de wis-

est way to tell him 'twarn't de sparrer-

house, either, at first. 'Twas de inside

ob de libery, if he must know de troof
;

wet an' smutty dar now, mebbe, but no

fire."

" Why not ? What made the fire go
out ?

" asked Mr. Raleigh, composedly.
"
Well, two reasons," replied Capua,

rolling a glance over the company;
" one was dis chile's exertions

;
an' t'other

fact, on account ob wich de flames was

checked, was because dere warn't no

more to burn. Hi !

"

"
Capua, take Nan, and don't let me

see your face again, till I send for it !

"

said his master, now slightly irate.

" Massa's nigger alwes mind him," was

the dutiful response.

Mrs. Laudersdale's handkerchief fell

at that moment from the hand that hung
over the balustrade. Capua darted to

restore it.

" Bress her pretty eyes !

"
said he.

" Ole Cap see 's fur into a millstone as

any one !

" and vanished through the door-

way.
" I beg your pardon," said Mr. Raleigh,

turning to Mrs. Laudersdale. " He has

refused to leave me, and I must indulge
him too much, and my sins fall on the

head of the nearest passer. He appears
to have a constitutional inability to com-

prehend this absence of punishment. His

immunity is so painful to him that I some-

times fancy him to be homesick for a lash-

ing. Now if I do not hasten home, Kate,

I shall find a conflagration of the whole

house there before me."

And making quick adieux, while Mrs.

Laudersdale jested about tempting the

raging waters, and the dinner-bell was
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ringing, and Helen singing,
" Come o'er

the stream, Charlie, and dine wi' Mc-

Lean," he opened the door, suffered a

patch of blue sky to be seen, and the seg-

ment of an afternoon rainbow, shut it,

and was gone.

Early again the next morning, Mr.

Raleigh sought the Bawn, followed this

time by Capua, who was determined not

to lose any ground once made, and who
now carried the rods, bait, and other par-

aphernalia.
" Powerful pretty woman, dat, Massa !

"

said he, as through the open doors a voice

was heard gayly exclaiming and answer-

ing.
" Which one, Capua ?

"
asked his mas-

ter.

" A'n't no t'orrer," was his reply ;

"
leastwise, a'n't no 'count, good for not-

t'n. Now she, pity she a'n't single, Mas-

sa, should say she'd lived where sun

was plenty and had laid up heaps in her

heart,"

Here Mrs. Laudersdale came out, and

shortly afterward Helen and three or

four others. In reply to their questions,

Mr. Raleigh stated that the preceding

day's disaster had been occasioned by a

meerschaum, and had merely charred a

table with its superficies of papers and

pamphlets, which Capua had chosen to

magnify for his own purposes; and the

assemblage immediately turned its course

inland and toward the brooks. The two

who led soon distanced the rest, Capua

trudging respectfully behind and keeping
them in sight. Here, as they brushed

along through the woods, they delayed
in order to examine a partridge's nest, to

tree a squirrel, to gather some strange

wild-flower opening at their approach.
Here on the banks they watched the bit-

terns rise and sail heavily away, and fi-

nally in silence commenced the genuine

sport.
" Nonsense !

"
said Helen Heath, mean-

ingly, as Mrs. Laudersdale, when the

others joined them, displayed her first

capture.
" Is that all you've caught ?

"

Mrs. Laudersdale drew in another for

reply.

" How absurd !

"
said Helen. " Here

a month ago you were the dearest and
most helpless of mortals, and now you
are doing everything !

"

The other opened her eyes a moment,
and then laughed.

" Hush !

"
said she.

" Shs ! shs !

" echoed Capua, making
an infinite hubbub himself.

Silence accordingly reigned and pro-
duced a string fit for the Sultan's kitchen,

of all the number, Mrs. Laudersdale

adding by far the majority, possibly be-

cause her shining prey found destination

in the same basket with Mr. Raleigh's,D '

possibly because, as Helen had intimat-

ed, a sudden deftness had bewitched her

fingers, so that neither dropping rod nor

tangling reel detained her for an in-

stant.

" Our lines have fallen in pleasant

places," said Helen, as they took at last

their homeward path ;

" and what a shame !

not an adventure yet !

"

Mrs. McLean hung on Mr. Raleigh's

arm as they went, for she had taken

a whim and feared to see her cousin in

the fangs of a coquette ; by which means

Helen became the companion of Captain
Purcell and his daughter, and Mrs. Lau-

dersdale kept lightly in advance, leading
a gambol with the greyhound that Capua
had added to the party, and presenting
in one person, as she went springing
from knoll to knoll along the bank, now
in sunshine, now in shade, lifting the

green boughs or sweeping them aside, a

succession of the vivid figures of some

antique and processional frieze. Sud-

denly, with a quick cry, she disappeared,
and Helen had her adventure. Mr. Ra-

leigh darted forward, while the hound

came frisking back
; yet, when he found

her fainting in the hollow, stood with stol-

id immobility until Capua snatched her

up and carried her along in his arms,

leaving his master to reflect how many
times such swarthy servitors might have

borne her, as a child, through her island-

groves. And thus the party, somewhat

sobered, resumed their march again. But

in the discovery that he had not dared to
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lift her in his arms, he who took such liber- kings and queens have once listened in

ties with every one, that, lying under her courtly state, and which now unrolls its

semblance of death, she had inspired him resplendent pageant before the eyes of

with a certain awe, that he had suddenly Mrs. Laudersdale, translating her, as it

found this woman to be an object some- were, into another planet, where familiar

what sacred, in this discovery Mr. Ra- faces in pompous entablature look out

leigh learned not a little. And it would upon her from a whirl of light and color,

not, perhaps, be an untrue surmise that he and familiar voices utter stately sentences

found therein as much of pain as of any in some honeyed unknown tongue. And

other emotion
\
since all the experiences finally, when the glittering parade finish-

and passions of life must share the phe- es, and the strange groups, in their costly

nomena ofthe great fact itself whose pulse raiment, throng out for dancing, she her-

beats through them
;
and if to love un- self gives her hand to some Prince of the

awares be to dwell like a child in the pageantry, who does her homage, and,

region of thoughtless and innocent bliss, sealing the fact of her restoration, swims

in attaining manhood all the sadness once round the room in a mist of harrno-

which is to be eliminated from life be- ny, and afterward sits by his side, captive

comes apparent, and bliss henceforth to his will, and subject to his enchant-

must be sought and earned. From that ment, while

day, then, Mr. Raleigh with difficultyJ ' "All night had the roses heard
retained his former habits, prevented any The flute>^^ bassoon)

eagerness of manner, maintained a cau- All night had the casement jessamine stir-

tious vigilance, and in so doing he again red

became aware that the easy insouciance With the dancers dancing in tune,

with which he addressed all other women Tiu a silenco fel1 with the wakinS bird

, , , j A/T T i And a hush with the setting moon."
had long been lost toward Mrs. Lauders-

dale, or, if yet existing, had become like This little episode of illness and re-

the light and tender play of any linger- covery having been thus duly celebrated,

ing summer-wind in the tress upon her the masqueraders again forswore roofs

brow. and spent long days in distant junketing

Mrs. Laudersdale's ankle having been throughout the woods
;
the horses, too,

injured by her fall, and Mrs. McLean were brought into requisition, and a flock

having taken a cold, the two invalids now of boats kept forever on the wing. And
became during a week and a day the au- meanwhile, as Helen Heath said, she

ditory for all quips and pranks that Miss then least of all comprehending the real

Heath and Mr. Raleigh could devise, drama of that summer, Mrs. Lauders-

And on the event of their convalescence, dale had taught them how the Greek an-

the Lord of Misrule himself seemed to imated his statue.

have ordained the course of affairs, with " And how was that ?
" asked Mr. Ra-

a swarming crew of all the imps and mis- leigh.

chiefs ever hatched. Mr. Raleigh and " He took it out-doors, I fancy, and

Capua went and came with boat-loads of called the winds to curl about it. He set

gorgeous stuff from across the lake, a lit- its feet in morning-dew, he let in light

tie old man appeared on the spot in an- and shade through green dancing leaves

swer to a flight of telegrams, machinery above it, he gave it glimpses of moon and

and scenery rose like exhalations, music star, he taught the forest-birds to chirp

was brought from the city, all the avail- and whistle in its ear, and finally he

ables of the family were to be found in steeped it in sunshine."

garden, closet, house-top, conning hiero- "
Sunshine, then, was the vivifying

glyphical pages, and the whole chaotic stroke ?
"

confusion takes final shape and resolves Helen nodded,

into a little Spanish Masque, to which " You are mistaken," said he
;

" the
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man never found a soul in his work till demesnes of sprite-like revelry ;
the life

he put his own there first." they led was sylvan ;
at their fetes the

"
I always wonder," remarked Mrs. sun assisted. The summer held to her

Laudersdale here, "that every artist, in lips a glass whose rosy effervescence,

brooding over his marble, adding, touch- whose fleeting foam, whose tingling spir-

ing, bringing out effects, does not end by it exhaled a subtile madness of joy, a

loving it, absorbingly, because so, beau- draught whose lees were despair. So

tiful to him, despairingly, because to nearly had she been destitute of emotion

him forever silent." hitherto that she had scarcely a right to

" You needn't wonder anything about be classed with humanity ; now, indeed,

it," said Helen, mischievously.
" All that she would win that right. Not only her

you have to do is to make the most of character, but her beauty, became another

your sunshine." thing under all this largess ;
one remem-

Mr. McLean, struck with some sudden bered the very Persian rose, in looking at

thought, inspected the three as they stood her, and thought of gardens amid whose

in a blaze of the midsummer noon, then clouds of rich perfume the nightingales
crossed over to his little wife, drew her sang all night long ;

her manner, too, be-

arm in his, and held it with cautious im- came strangely gracious, and a sweetness

prisonment. The other wife did as she lingered after her presence, delicate and

was bidden, and made the most of her fine as the drop of honey in some flow-

sunshine, er's nectary. So she woke from her icy

If, on first acquaintance, Mrs. Lauders- trance; but, alas ! what had wakened her?

dale had fascinated by her repose, her The summer was passing. Every day

tropical languor, her latent fire, the charm the garden-scenes of Watteau became

was none the less, when, turning, it be- vivid and real
; every evening Venice

came one dazzle of animation, of careless was made possible, when shadowy barks

freedom, of swift and easy grace. Nor, slipped down dusk tides, freighted with

unfamiliar as were such traits, did they song and laughter, and snatches of guitar-

seem at all foreign to her, but rather, tinkling; and when some sudden torch,

when once donned, never to have been that for an instant had summoned with

absent
;
as if, indeed, she had always been its red fire all fierce lights and strong

this royal creature, this woman bright and glooms, dipped, hissed, and quenched be-

winning as some warm, rich summer's day. low, and, a fantastic flotilla, they passed
The fire that sleeps in marble never flash- on into the broad brilliance of a rising

es and informs the whole mass so fully ;
if moon, all Middle-Age mythology rose and

a pearl lazy growth and accretion of wafted them back into the obscurity. It

amorphous life should fuse and form was a life too fine for every day, fare too

again in sparkling crystals, the miracle rich for health
; they must be exotics who

would be less. And with what complete did not wither in such hot-house air. It

unconsciousness had she stepped from was rapidly becoming unnatural. They

passive
to positive existence, and found performed in the daylight stray clarified

this new state to be as sweet and strange bits from Fletcher or Moliere, drama of

as any child has found it ! Long a wife, an era over-ripe ; they sang only from an

she had known, nevertheless, nothing but old book of madrigals ;
their very read-

quiet custom or indifference, and had ing was fragmentary, now an emasculat-

dreamed of love only as the dark and ed Boccaccio, then a curdling phantasm
silent side of the moon might dream of of Poe's, and after some such scenic hor-

light. Now she grew and unfolded in ror as the "Red Death" Helen Heath

the warmth of this season, like a blossom dashed off the Pesther Waltzes,

perfumed and splendid. Sunbeams seem- If, finally, on one of the last August-
ed to lance themselves out of heaven and nights, we had passed, Asmodeus-like,

splinter about her. She queened it over over the roofs, looking down, we should
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have seen three things. First, that Mrs.

Laudersdale slept like any innocent

dreamer, and, wrapped with white moon-

light, in her long and flowing outline,

in her imperceptible breath, resembling

some perfect statue that we fancy to be

instinct with suspended life. Next, that

Mr. Raleigh did not sleep at all, but ab-

sorbed himself, to the entire disturbance

of Capua's slumbers, in the rapture of re-

producing as he could the turbulent pas-

sion and joy of souls larger than his own.

And, lastly, that Mrs. McLean woke with

visions of burglars before her eyes, to find

her pillow deserted and her husband sit-

ting at a writing-table.
" How startled I was !

"
she exclaimed.

" What are you doing, dear ?
"

"
Writing to Laudersdale," he said, in

reply.
"
Why, what for ? what can you be

writing to him for ?
"

"I think it best he should come and

take his wife off my hands."
" How absurd ! how contemptible ! how

all you husbands band together like a

parcel of slaveholders, and hunt down
each other's runaways !

"

Mr. McLean laughed.
"
Now, John, you're not making mis-

chief?"
"
No, child, I am preventing it." And

therewith the worthy man, dropping the

wax on the envelope, imprinted it with

a Scotch crest, and put out the light
" That's off my mind !

"
said he.

At last September came
;
a few more

weeks, and they would separate, perhaps,
to the four corners of the earth. Mr. Ra-

leigh arrived one afternoon at the Bawn,
and finding no one to welcome him,

that is to say, Mrs. Laudersdale had gone
out, and Helen Heath was invisible, he

betook himself to a solitary stroll, and, by
a short cut through the woods, to the high-

way, and just before emerging from the

green shadows he met Mrs. Lauders-

dale.

" Whither now, Wandering Willie ?
"

said she
; for, singularly enough, they

seemed to avoid speaking each other's

name in direct address, using always some

VOL. vi. 36

title suggested by their reading or sing-

ing, or some sportive impromptu.
" I am going to take the road."

" Like a gallant highwayman V
" And

without more ado, and naturally enough,
she accompanied him.

The conversation, this afternoon, was

sufficiently insignificant; indeed, Mrs.

Laudersdale always affected you more by
her silence than her speech, by what she

was rather than by what she said
;
and

it is only the impression produced on her

by this walk with which we have any
concern.

The road, narrow and winding in high
banks fringed with golden-rod and pur-

ple asters, was at first completely shad-

owed, an old, deep-rutted, cross country

road, birch-trees shivering at either side,

and every now and then a puff of pine-

breath drifting in between. After a time

it rose gradually into the turnpike, and

became a long, dusty track, stretching as

far as the eye could see, a straight, daz-

zling line, burnt white by summer-heats,

powdered by travel. There was no wind

stirring; the sky was lost in a hot film

stained here and there with sulphurous

wreaths
;
the distant fields, skirted by low

hills, were bathed in an azure mist
;
near-

er, a veil of dun and dimmer smoke from

burning brush hung motionless; around

their feet the dust whirled and fell again.

Bathed in soft, voluptuous tints, hazed and

mellowed, into what weird, strange coun-

try were they hastening ? What visionary

land of delight, replete with perfume and

luxury, lay ever beyond ? what region

rich, unknown, forbidden, whose rank

vegetation steamed with such insidious

poison ? And on what arid, barren road,

what weary road, but, alas, long worn

and beaten by the feet of other wayfarers !

a road that ran real and strong through
this noxious and seducing mirage !

A sudden blast of wind lifted a cloud of

dust from before them and twisted it down

among the meadows
;
the sun thrust aside

his shroud and burnt for an instant on a

scarlet maple-bough that hung in pre-

mature brilliance across the way. The

hasty color, true and fine, was like a spell
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against enchantment ;
it was the drop that

tested the virtue of this chemistry and

proved it naught.
Mrs. Laudersdale looked askance at

her companion, then turned and met his

gaze. Slowly her lashes fell, the ear,th

seemed to fail beneath her feet, the light

to swoon from her eyes, her lips shook,

and a full flush swept branding and burn-

ing up throat and face, stinging her very

forehead, and shooting down her finger-

tips. In an instant it had faded, and she

shone the pallid, splendid thing she was

before. In that instant, for the first time

this summer, she comprehended that her

husband's existence imported anything to

her. Behind the maple-tree, the wood

began again ;
without a syllable, she step-

ped aside, suffered him to pass, and has-

tened to bury herself in its recesses.

What lover ever accounted for his mis-

tress's caprices ? Mr. Raleigh proceeded
on his walk alone. And what was her

husband to him ? He did not know that

such a man existed. For him there had

been no deadly allurement in the fervid

scene
;
it had stretched a land of promise

veiled in its azure ardors, with intimations

of rapture and certainty of rest. Now, as

he wandered on and turned down anoth-

er lane to the woods, the tints grew deep-
er

;
his eyes, bent inward, saw all the world

in the color of his thought ;
he would have

affirmed that the bare brown banks were

lined in deep-toned indigo flower-bells

whose fragrance rose visible above them

or curled from stem to stem, and that

the hollows in which the path hid it-

self at last were of the same soft gloom.

But, finally, when not far distant from

the Bawn again, he shook off his reverie

and struck another path that he might
avoid rencontre. Perhaps the very sound

that awoke him was the one he wished

to shun
;
at the next step it became more

distinct, a child's voice singing some

tuneless song; and directly a tiny appa-
rition appeared before him, as if it had

taken shape, with its wide, light eyes and

corn-silk hair, from the most wan and

watery of sunbeams. But what had a

child to do in this paradise, thought he,

and from whence did it come ? Impos-
sible to imagine. Her garments, of rich

material, hung freshly torn, it may be,

but in shreds
;
her skin, if that of some

fair and delicate nursling, was stained

with berries and smeared with soil; she

seemed to have no destination
;
and after

surveying him a moment, she mounted

a fallen tree, and, bending and swinging
forward over a bough, still surveyed him.

"
Ah, ha !

"
said Mr. Eoger Raleigh ;

" what have we here ?
"

The child still looked in his face, but

vouchsafed, in her swinging, no reply.
" What is the' little lady's name ?

"
he

asked then.

This query, apparently more compre-
hensible, elicited a response. She in-

formed him that her name was "
Dyinom,

Pink, and Beauty."
" Indeed ! And anything else ?

"

" Rose Pose," she added, as if solicit-

ing the aid of memory by lifting her hands

near her temples.
" Is that all ?

"

"Little silly Daffodilly."
" No more ?

"

" Rite."

"
Rite, ah, that is it ! Rite what ?

"

" Rite !

"
said the child, authoritatively,

bringing down her foot and shaking back

her hair.

" And how old is Rite ?
"

"
One, two, four, twenty. Maman is

twenty ;
Rite is twenty, too."

" When was Rite four ?
"

" A great while ago. She went to

heaven in the afternoon," was added, con-

fidentially, after a moment's inspection to

see if he were worthy.
" Ah ! And what was there there ?

"

"
Pitchtures, and music, and peoples,

and a great house."
" And where is Rite going now ?

"

"
Going away in a ship."

" Rite will have to wash her face

first."

But at this proposition the child flashed

open her pale-blue orbs, half-closed them

as a sleepy cat does, and, with no other

change of countenance to mark her indig-

nation, appeared to shut him out from her
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contemplation. Directly afterward, she

opened them again, bent forward and

back over the swinging, and recommen-

ced her song, as if there were not anoth-

er person than herself within a hundred

miles. Half-hidden in the great hemlock-

bough, this tiny, fantastic creature, so fair,

so supercilious, seemed in her wayward-
ness a veritable fay, mate for any of the

little men in green, bibbers of dewdrops,

lodgers in bean-blossoms, Green-Jacket,

Red-Cap, and White-OwFs-Feather.

Mr. Raleigh hesitated whether or not he

should remain and watch her fade away
into the twilight, wondered if she were

bewitching him, then rubbed his hand

across his eyes and said, in a disenchanted,

matter-of-fact manner,
" Do you know your way home, child ?

"

and obtained, of course, no reply. For an

instant he had half the mind to leave her

to find it
;
but at once convicted of his ab-

surdity,
" Then I shall take you with me,"

he said, making a step toward her, "be-

cause you are, or will be, lost."

At the motion, she darted past and

stood defiantly just out of his reach. Mr.

Raleigh attempted to seize her, but he

might as easily have put his hand on a

butterfly ;
she eluded him always when

within his grasp, and led him such a dance

up and down the forest-path as none other

than a will-o'-the-wisp, it seemed, could

have woven. All at once a dark figure

glided out from another alley and snatched

the sprite into its arms. It was a colored

nurse, who poured out a torrent of broken

French and English over the runaway,
and made her acknowledgments to Mr.

Raleigh in the same jargon. As she turn-

ed to go, the child stretched her arms to-

ward her late pursuer, making the nurse

pause, and, putting up her little lips,

touched with them his own
; then, pictu-

resque as ever, and thrown into relief by
the scarlet sack, snowy turban, and sa-

ble skin of her bearer, she disappeared.
Tt is doubtful if in all his life Mr. Raleigh
would ever receive a purer, sweeter kiss.

He had promised to be at the Bawn
that evening, and now accordingly sought
the shore, where the Arrow lay, and was

soon within the shelter of his own house.

The arrangement of toilet was a brief

matter
;
and that concluded, Mr. Raleigh

entered his library, an apartment now

slightly in disarray, and therefore, per-

haps, not uncongenial with his present
mood. After strolling round the place,

Mr. Raleigh paused at the window an in-

stant, the window overhung with clematis,

and commanding the long stretch of water

between him and the Bawn, which last

was, however, too distant for any move-

ment to be discerned there. Soon Mr.

Raleigh turned his back upon the scene

that lay pictured in such beauty below,

and, throwing himself into a deep arm-

chair, remained motionless and plunged
in thought for many moments. Rising at

last, he took from the table a package of

letters from India that had arrived in his

absence. Glancing absently at the super-

scriptions, breaking the seal of one, he re-

placed them : it would take too long to read

them now; they must wait. Then Mr.

Raleigh had recourse to a universal pan-

acea, and walked to and fro across the

room, with measured, unvarying steps, till

the striking clock warned him that time

was passing. Mr. Raleigh drew near his

desk again, took up the pen, and hesi-

tated
;
then recalling his gaze that had

seemed to search his own inmost soul, he

drew the paper nearer and wrote.

What he wrote, the very words, may
not signify ;

with the theme one is suf-

ficiently acquainted. Perhaps he poured
out there all that had so often trembled

on his lips without finding utterance ; per-

haps, if ever passionate heart flashed its

own fire into its implements, this pen and

paper quivered beneath the current throb-

bing through them. The page was brief,

but therein all was said. Sealing it has-

tily, he summoned Capua.
"
Capua," said he, giving him the note,

"
you are to go with me across the lake

now. We shall return somewhere be-

tween eleven and twelve. Just as we

leave, you are to give this note to Mrs.

Laudersdale. Do you understand ?
"

"
Yah, Massa, let dis chile alone," re-

sponded Capua, grinning at the prospect
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of society, and speedily following his mas- All that in the swiftness of a fever-fit,

ter. Scarcely had the boat vanished when old

The breeze had fallen, so that they row- thoughts rushed over her again and she

ed the whole distance, with the idle sail would have given her life to recall it.

hanoing loosely, and arrived only just as Returning, she found Capua eagerly

the red sunset painted the lake behind searching for the lost letter, and thus

them with blushing shadows. Mr. Raleigh learned that she was not to have received

joined Helen Heath and his cousin in the it until several hours later,

hall
; Capua, superb with the importance Perhaps no other woman in her situa-

of his commission, sought another en- tion could have done what Mrs. Lauders-

trance. But just as the latter individual dale had done, without incurring more

had crossed the threshold, he encountered guilt. There could be few who had been

the nurse whom his master had previous- reared in such isolation as she, whose

ly met in the wood. Nothing could have intellect, naturally subject to her affec-

been more acceptable in his eyes than tion, had become more so through the

this addition to the circle below-stairs. absence of systematic education, whose

Capua's hat was in his hand at once, and morality had been allowed to be merely

bows and curtsies and articulations and one of instinct, to whom introspection

gesticulations followed with such confus- had been till now a thing unknown,

ing rapidity, that, when the mutually and who, accepting a husband as another

pleased pair turned in company toward child accepts a parent, had, in the whirl

the kitchens, a scrap of white paper, that of gay life where she afterward reigned,

had fluttered down in the disorder, was found so little time for thought, and re-

suffered to remain unnoticed on the floor, mained in such mental unsophistication

The courier had lost his despatch. Com- as to experience now her first passion,

intf in from her walk, not five minutes As Mrs. Laudersdale entered her roomO '

later, Mrs. Laudersdale's eye was caught again, the opposite door opened and ad-

thereby ; stooping to take it, she read with mitted that individual the selfishness of

surprise her own name thereon, and as- whose marriage was but half expiated

cended the stairs possessed thereof. when he found himself on the surplus side

What burden of bliss, what secret of of the world.

sorrow, lay infolded there, that at the In the mean while, Mr. Raleigh was

first thought she covered it with sudden gayly passing the time with Helen Heath,

kisses, and the next, crushing it against There were to be some guests from the

her heart, burst into a wild weeping ? town that evening, and they were the

Again and again she read it, and at every topic of her discourse,

word its intense magnetic strength thrill- " I wonder if we are never to have

ed her, rapt her from remembrance, con- tea," said she at last, looking at her

quered her. She seized a pencil and watch,

wrote hurriedly : "I didn't know you were attached to

" You are right. With you I live, the custom," said he, indifferently, as he

without you I die. You shut heaven had said everything else, while intently

out from me
;
make earth, then, heaven, listening for a footstep.

Come to me, for I love you. Yes, I love " Ah ! but I like to see other folks take

you." their bitters."

She did not stay to observe the con- " Do not even the publicans the same ?
"

trast between her fervent sentences and " You will become a proficient chemist,

the weak, faint characters that expressed converting the substance of my remarks

them, but hastily sought the servant who to airy nothings through your gospel-re-

was accustomed to act as postman, gave torts."

him directions to acquaint her of its re- "
Oh, I understand your optics as well,

ception, and watched him out of sight. You like to see other folks
; taking the
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bitters is another thing. The tea-bell is

a tocsin."

" Pshaw ! You don't care to see any-

one ! But shall there be no more cakes

and ale ? Haven't you any sympathy
for a sweet tooth ?

"

" None at all."

" Not even in Mrs. Laudersdale's in-

stance ?
"

" Mrs. Laudersdale has a sweet tooth,

then ?
" Mr. Raleigh asked in return, as

if there were any trivial thing concern-

ing her in which he could yet be instruct-

ed.

" I'm not going to tell you anything
about Mrs. Laudersdale."

" There comes that desired object, the

tea-tray. It's not to be formal, then, to-

night. That's a blessing ! What shall I

bring you?
" he continued,

" tea or co-

coa?"
" Neither. You may have the tea,

and I'll leave the cocoa for Mrs. Lau-

dersdale."
" Mrs. Laudersdale drinks cocoa, then?

"

" You may bring me some milk and

macaroons."

As Mr. Raleigh was about to obey, his

little apparition of the wood suddenly ap-

peared in the doorway, followed by her

nurse, having arisen from the discipline

of bath and brush, fair and spotless as a

snowflake. She flitted by him with a mock-

ing recognition.
" Rite !

"
cried a voice from above, fa-

miliar, but with how strange a tone in it !

" Little Rite !

"

" Maman !

"
cried the sprite, and went

dancing up the stairs.

Mr. Raleigh's face, as he turned, dark-

ened with a heavier flush than half a score

of Indian summers branded upon it after-

ward.
" That is Mrs. Laudersdale's little

maid ?
"
asked he, when, after a few mo-

ments, he brought the required salver.

"
Yes, would you ever suspect it ?

"

Numberless as had been the times he

had heard her speak of Rite, he nev-

er had suspected it, but had always at

the name pictured some indifferent child,

some baby-friend, or cousin by courtesy.

" She is not like her mother," said he,

coolly.
" The very antipodes, all her father.

Bless me ! What is this ? A real

Laudersdale mess, custards and cheese-

cakes, and I detest them both."

" Blame my unfortunate memory. I

thought I had certainly pleased you,
Miss "Helen."

" When you forgot my orders ? Well,

never mind. Isn't she exquisite ?
"

" Isn't who exquisite ? Oh, the little

maid ? Quite ! Why hasn't she been

here all summer ?
"

" She was always a sickly, ailing thing,

and has been at one of those rich West-

chester farms where health and immor-

tality are made. And now she is going

away to Martinique, where her grand-
mother will take charge of her, bottle up
those spirits, and make her a second edi-

tion of her mother. By the way, how

that mother has effervesced this summer !

"

continued Helen, as the detested custard

disappeared.
" I wonder what made her.

Do you suppose it was because her hus-

band was away ?
"

At that instant Mrs. Laudersdale came

sailing down the stairs.

A week previously, when, to repay the

civilities of their friends in the neighbor-

ing city, Mrs. McLean had made a little

fancy-party, Helen, appearing as Cham-

pagne, all in rosy gauzes with a veiling

foam of dropping silver lace, had begged
Mrs. Laudersdale to give her prominence

by dressing for Port; and accordingly that

lady had arrayed herself in velvet, out of

which her shoulders rose like snow, and

whose rich duskiness made her perfect

pallor more apparent, while its sumptuous

body of color was sprinkled with glitter-

ing crystal drops and coruscations
;
and

wreathing her forehead with crisp vine-

leaves and tendrils, she had bunched to-

gether in intricate splendor all the ame-

thysts, carbuncles, garnets, and rubies in

the house, for grape-clusters at the ear,

till she seemed, with her smile and her

sunshine, the express and incarnate spirit

of vintage. To-night, stripped of its spark-

ling drops, she wore the same dress, and
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in her hair a wreath of fresh white roses.

Behind her descended a tall and stately

gentleman. She swept forward. " Mr.

Raleigh," she murmured, while her eyes

diffused their gloom and fell,
" let me

introduce you to my husband !

"

The blow had come previously. Mr.

Raleigh bowed almost to the ground,
without a word, then looked up arid of-

fered his hand. Mr. Laudersdale com-

prehended the whole matter at a heart-

beat, and took it. Then they moved on

toward other friends, whom, while waiting
for knowledge of his wife's return from

her walk, Mr. Laudersdale had not seen.

Mr. Raleigh went in search of Capua, and

ere long reappeared.
It grew quite dark

;
the candles were

lighted. Rite slipped in, and, after having
flown about like a thistle-down for a while,

mounted a chair and put her arms about

her mother's shoulders. Then Mr. Ra-

leigh, sitting silently on a sofa, attracted

her, and shortly afterward she had curled

herself beside him and fallen asleep with

her head upon his knee
;
otherwise he did

not touch her. Mrs. Laudersdale stood

by an open casement
;
the servant who

had carried her note came up the lawn

and spoke to her from without. There

was no one in the house, and he had left

it on the library-table. The pressure of

those tender little arms was yet warm
about the mother's neck

;
she glanced side-

long at the sleeping child. " He shall

never see that note !

"
she murmured, and

slipped through the casement.

Accustomed tc all rash and intrepid ad-

venture during this summer, it was noth-

ing for her to unmoor a boat, enter it, and

lift the oars, not pausing to observe that

it was the Arrow. Just then, however,

a little wind ruffled down and shook the

sail, a wind not quite favorable, but in

which she could tack across and back;
she drew in the oars, put to the proof all

her new boat-craft, and recklessly dashed

through the dark element that curled and
seethed about her. She had to make but

two tacks in that hour's impetuous prog-

ress, before the house rose, as it had fre-

quently done before, glooming at but a

few rods' distance, and loading with odor-

ous breath the air that tossed its vines ere

stealing across the lake. She trembled

now, and remembered that she alone of

all the party had always unconsciously
evaded entering Mr. Raleigh's house, had

never seen the house nearer than now,
and never been its guest. It was entering

some dark, unknown place ;
it was to in-

trude on a sacred region. But the breeze

hurried her along while she thought, and

the next moment the keel was buried in

the sand. There was no time to lose
;
she

left the boat, ascended a flight of stone

steps close at hand, and was in the gar-
den. Low, ripe greenery was waving over

her here, deep alluring shadows opening

around, full fresh fragrance fanning idly

to and fro and stealing her soul away.

Beyond, the lake gleamed darkly, the

water lapped gently, the wind sighed and

fell like a fluttering breath. She would

have lingered forever, she dared not

linger a moment. She brushed the dew
from the heavy blossoms as she swept on,

then the drenching branches swayed and

closed behind her
;
she found a door ajar,

and hastily entered the first room which

appeared.
There were stray starbeams in this

apartment ;
her eyes were accustomed to

the gloom ;
she could dimly discern the

great book-cases lining the wall, an an-

tique chair, the glittering key-board ofa

grand-piano that stood apart, yet thrilling

perhaps with recent harmonies, a colos-

sal head of Antinoiis, that self-involved

dreamer, stone-entranced in a calm of

passion. She had been feverishly agitat-

ed
;
but as this white silence dawned up-

on, her, so strong, yet voluptuous, never

sad, making in its masque of marble one

intense moment eternal, some of the same

power spread soothingly over her. She

paused a moment to gather the thronging

thoughts. How still the room was ! she

had not known that music was at his com-

mand before. How sweet the air that

blew in at the window ! what late flowers

bore such pungent balm ? That portrait .

leaning half-startled from the frame, was

it his mother ? These books, were they
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the very ones that had fed his youth ?

How everything was yet warm from his

touch ! how his presence yet lingered !

how much of his life had passed into the

dim beauty of the place ! How each

fresh waft from the blooms without came

drowned in fine perfume, laden with deli-

cious languor ! What heaven was there !

and, ah! what heaven was yet possible

there !

Something that had flitted from the ta-O
ble in the draught, and had hovered here

and there along the floor, now lay at her

foot; she caught it absently; it was her

letter. To snatch it from its envelope,

and so tear it the more easily to atoms,

was her first thought ;
but as suddenly she

paused. Was it hers ? Though written

and sealed by her hand, had she any lon-

ger possession therein ? Had she more

authority over it than over any other let-

ter that might be in the room ? Absurd

refinement of honor ! She broke the seal.

Yet stay ! Was there no justice due to

him ? That letter which had been read

long before the intended time, whose de-

livery any accident might have frustrat-

ed, whose writer might have recalled it,

did it demand no magnanimity of re-

ply on her part ? Had he now no claim

to the truth from her? As she knew
what he never would have told her an

hour later, had she a right to recede from

the position she had taken in response,

simply because she could and he could

not ? Should she ignobly refuse him his

right ?

Whether this were a sophism of sin or

the logic of highest virtue, she, who would

have blotted out her writing with her

heart's blood, did not wait to weio-h.o
" To him, also, I owe a duty 1

"
she ex-

claimed, dropped the letter where she had
found it, and fled, fled, hurrying through
all the bewildering garden-walks, down
from the fragrance, the serenity, the

bowery seclusion, from all this conspiring
loveliness that tempted her to dally and
commanded her to stay, fled, from this

dream of passion, this region of joy, fled

forever, as she thought, out into the wide,

chill, lonely night.

Pushing off the boat and springing in,

once more the water curled beneath the

parting prow, and she shot with her flash-

ing sail and hissing wake heedlessly, like

a phantom, past another boat that was

making more slowly in to shore.

" This way, Helen," murmurs a sub-

dued voice. " There are some steps, Mr.

Laudersdale. Here we are
;
but it's dark

as Erebus. Give me your hand
;
I'm half

afraid
;
after that spectre that walked the

water just now, these shadows are not al-

together agreeable. There's the door,

careful housekeeper, this Mr. Raleigh !

I wonder what McLean would say. Don't

believe he'd like it."

" What made you come, then ?
"
asks

Helen, as they step within.
"
Oh, just for the frolic

;
it was getting

stupid, too. I suppose we've ruined our

dresses. But there ! we must hurry and

get back. I didn't think it would take

so long. He can't manage a boat so \vell

as Roger," adds Mrs. McLean, in a whis-

per.
" Goodness !

"
exclaims Helen. " I

can't see an inch of the way. We shall

certainly deal devastation."
" I've been exploring a mantel-shelf;

here's a candle, but how to light it ?

Haven't you a match, Mr. Laudersdale ?
"

That gentleman produces one from a

little pocket-safe ;
it proves a failure,

and so a second, and a third.

" This is the last, Mrs. McLean. Have

your candle ready."
The little jet of flame flashes up.
"
Quick, Helen ! a scrap of paper,

quick!"
" I don't know where to find any.

Here's a billet on the floor
;
the seal 's

broken; Mr. Raleigh don't read his let-

ters, you know
;
shall I take it ?

"

"
Anything, yes ! My fingers are burn-

ing ! Quick, it's the last match ! There !

"

Helen waves a tiny flambeau, the can-

dle is lighted, the flame whirled down

upon the hearth and trodden out.

" I wonder what it was, though," adds

Mrs. McLean, stooping over it.
" Some

of our correspondence. No matter, then.

Now for that Indian mail. Here, no,
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this must be it.
' Mr. Roger Raleigh,'

'Roger Raleigh, Esq.,' that's not it.

'

Day, Knight, & Co., for Roger Raleigh.'

Why, Mr. Laudersdale, that's your firm.

Aren't you the Co. there ? Ah, here it is,

' Mrs. Catherine McLean, care of Mr.

Roger Raleigh.' Doesn't that look hand-

somely, Helen ?
"
contemplating it with

newly married satisfaction.

" Now you have it, come !

"
urges Hel-

en.

"
No, indeed ! I must find that Turk-

ish tobacco, to reward Mr. Laudersdale

for his heroic exertions in our behalf."

Mr. Laudersdale, somewhat fastidious

and given to rigid etiquette, looks as if

the exertions would be best rewarded by
haste. Mrs. McLean takes the candle in

hand and proceeds on a tour of the apart-

ment.
" There ! isn't this the article ? John

says it's pitiful stuff, not to be compared
with Virginia leaf. Look at this meer-

schaum, Mr. Laudersdale
;
there's an en-

sample. Prettily colored, is it not ?
"

" Now are you coming ?
"
asks Helen.

" Would you ? We've never been here

without my worshipful cousin before
;
I

should like to investigate his domestic ar-

rangements. Needle and thread-. Now
what do you suppose he is doing with

needle and thread ? Oh, it's that little

lacework that Mrs. Sketches ! I

wonder whom he's sketching. You, Hel-

en ? Me ? Upside down, of course.

No, it's Yes, we may as well go.

Come !

"

And in the same breath Mrs. McLean
blows out the candle and precedes them.

Mr. Laudersdale scorns to secure the

sketch
;
and holding back the boughs for

Miss Heath, and assisting her down the

steps, quietly follows.

Meantime, Mrs. Laudersdale has reach-

ed her point of departure again, has stol-

en up out of the white fog now gather-

ing over the lake, slipped into her for-

mer place, and found all nearly as be-

fore. The candles had been taken away,
so that light came merely from the hall

and doorways. Some of the guests were

in the brilliant dining-room, some in the

back-parlor. Mr. Raleigh, while Fate was

thus busying herself about him, still sat

motionless, one hand upon the sofa's side,

one on the back, little Rite still sleeping
on his knee. Capua came and exchang-
ed a few words with his master

;
then the

colored nurse stepped through the groups,

sought the child, and carried her away,
head and arms hanging heavy with slum-

ber. Still Mr. Raleigh did not move.

Mrs. Laudersdale stood in the window,
vivid and glowing. There were no oth-

ers in the room.
" Where is Mrs. McLean ?

"
asked

Mary Purcell at the door, after the cha-

rade in which she had been engaged was
* O

concluded.
" Gone across the lake with Nell and

Mr. Laudersdale for a letter," replied
Master Fred Heath, who had returned

that afternoon from the counting-room,
with his employer, and now sauntered by.

Mrs. Laudersdale started
;
she had not

escaped too early ;
but then Her

heart was beating in her throat.

"What letter?" asked Mrs. Heath,
with amiable curiosity, as she joined them.

" Do you know what letter, Mr. Ra-

leigh ?
"

" One from India, Madame," was his

response.
"
Strange ! Helen gone without per-

mission ! What was in the letter, I won-

der. Do you know what was in the let-

ter, Mr. Raleigh ?
"

"
Congratulations, and a recommen-

dation of Mrs. McLean's cousin to her

good graces," he said.

"
Oh, it was not Helen's, then ?

"

" No."
" My young gentleman 's not in good

humor to-night," whispered Mrs. Heath

to Miss Purcell, with a significant nod,

and moving off.

" How did you know what was in Mrs.

McLean's letter, Sir?" asked Mary Pur-

cell.

" I conjectured. In Mrs. Heath's place,

I should have known."
" There they come ! you can always

tell Mrs. McLean's laugh. You've lost

all the charades, Helen !

"
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They came in, very gay, and seem-

ed at once to arouse an airier and finer

spirit among the humming clusters. Mr.

Laudersdale did not join his wife, but sat

on the piazza talking with Mr. McLean.

People were looking at an herbal, others

coquetting, others quiet. Some one men-

tioned music. Directly afterward, Mr.

Raleigh rose and approached the piano.

Eyery one turned. Taking his seat, he

threw out a handful of rich chords
;
the

instrument seemed to diffuse a purple

cloud
; then, buoyed over perfect accom-

paniment, the voice rose in that one love-

song of the world. What depth of tender-

ness is there from which the " Adelaide "

does not sound ? What secret of trag-

edy, too ? Singing, he throbbed through
it a vitality as if the melody surcharged
with beauty grew from his soul, and were

his breath of life, indeed. The thrilling

strain came to penetrate and fill one

heart
;
the passionate despair surged round

her; the silence, following was like the

hand that closes the eyes of the dead.

Mr. Raleigh did not rise, nor look up,

as he finished.

" How melancholy !

"
said Helen Heath,

breaking the hush.
" All music should be melancholy," said

he.

" How absurd, Roger !

"
said his cousin.

" There is much music that is only in-

tensely beautiful."

" Intense beauty at its height always

drops in pathos, or rather the soul does

in following it, since that is infinite, the

soul finite."

" Nonsense ! There's that song, Num-
ber Three in Book One"

" I don't remember it."

" Well, there's no pathos there ! It's

just one trill of laughter and merriment,

a sunbeam and effect. Play it, Helen."

Helen went, and, extending her hands

before Mr. Raleigh, played a couple of

bars
;
he continued where she left it, as one

might a dream, and, strangely enough, the

little, gushing sparkle of joy became a

phantom of itself, dissolving away in tears.

"
Oh, of course," said Mrs. McLean,

"
you can make mouths in a glass, if you

please ;
but I, for one, detest melancholy !

Don't you, Mrs. Laudersdale ?
"

Mrs. Laudersdale had shrunk into the

shadow of the curtain. Perhaps she did.

not hear the question ;
for her reply, that

did not come at once, was the fragment of

a Provencal romance, sung, and sung
in a voice neither sweet nor rich, but

of a certain personal force as potent as

either, and a stifled strength of tone that

made one tremble.

" We're all alone, we're all alone !

The moon and stars are dead and gone,
The night's at deep, the winds asleep,

And thou and I are all alone !

" What care have we, though life there be ?

Tumult and life are not for me !

Silence and sleep about us creep :

Tumult and life are not for thee !

" How late it is since such as this

Had topped the height of breathing bliss !

And now we keep an iron sleep,

In that grave thou, and I in this !
"

Her voice yet shivered through the

room, he struck a chord of dead conclu-

sion, the curtain stirred, she emerged from

the gloom and was gone.
Mr. Raleigh rose and bade his cousin

good-night. Mrs. McLean, however, took

his arm and sauntered with him down

the lawn.
" I thought Capua came with you," she

remarked.
" He returned in a spare wherry, some

time since," he replied ;
and thereon they

made a few paces in silence.

"
Roger," said the little lady, taking

breath preparatory to wasting it,
" I

thought Helen was a coquette. I've

changed my mind. The fault is yours."

He turned and looked down at her

with some surprise.
" You know we haven't much more

time, and certainly"

"Kate!"
"
Yes, don't scold ! and if you are

going to propose, I really think you ought

to, or else"
" You think I ought to marry Miss

Heath ?
"

i* Why I well Oh, dear ! I

wish I had held my peace !

"
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" That might have been advisable."

" Don't be offended now, Roger !

"

" Is there any reason to suppose her

to suppose me "

"
Yes, there !

"
replied Mrs. McLean,

desperately.

He was silent a moment.
.

"Good God, Kate!" said he, then,

clasping his hands behind his head, and

looking up the deep transparence of the

unanswering night.
" What a blessing

it is that life don't last forever !

"

" But it does, ;

Roger," she uttered un-

der her breath, terrified at his abrupt

earnestness, and unwitting what storm

she had aroused.
" The formula changes," he replied,

with his old air, and retracing their

steps.

The guests were all gone. Helen

Heath was eating an ice
;
he bent over

her chair and said,
"
Good-night, Miss Helen !

"

"
Oh, good-night, Mr. "Raleigh ! You

are going ? Well, we're all going soon.

What a glorious summer it has been !

Aren't you sorry we must part ?
"

" Why must we part ?
" he asked in

a lower tone. " Where is the necessity

of our parting ? Why won't you stay

forever, Helen ?
"

She turned and surveyed him quickly,

while a red whether of joy or anger he

could not tell flashed up her cheek.

" Do you mean "

" Miss Heath, I mean, will you marry
me?"

" Mr. Raleigh, no !

"

With a bow he passed on.

Mr. Raleigh trimmed the Arrow's sail,

for the breeze had sunk again, and swept

slowly out with one oar suspended. A
waning moon was rising behind the trees,

it fell upon the little quay that had been

built that summer, and seemed with its

hollow beams still to continue the struc-

ture upon the water. The Arrow floated

in the shadow just beyond. Mr. Raleigh's

eyes were on the quay ;
he paused, nerve-

less, both oars trailing, a cold damp start-

ing on his forehead. Some one approach-
ed as if looking out upon the dim sheet,

some one who, deceived by the false light,

did not know the end to be so near, and
walked forward firmly and confidently.

Indeed, the quay had been erected in Mr.

Laudersdale's absence. The water was

deep there, the bottom rocky.
" Shout and warn him of his peril !

"

urged a voice in Mr. Raleigh's heart.
" Let him drown !

"
urged another

voice.

If he would have called, the sound died

a murmur in his throat. His eyes were

on the advancing figure : it seemed as iff fj '

that object were to be forever branded

on the retina. Still as he gazed, he was

aware of another form, one sitting on the7 O

quay, unseen in shadow like himself, and

seeing what he saw, and motionless as he.

Would Mrs. Laudersdale dip her hands

in murder ? It all passed in a second of

time
;
at the next breath he summoned

every generous power in his body, sprang
with the leap of a wild creature, and con-

fronted the recoiling man. Ere his foot

touched the quay, the second form had

glided from the darkness, and seized her

husband's arjn.

"A thousand pardons, Sir," said Mr.

Raleigh, then. " I thought you were in

danger. Mrs. Laudersdale, good-night !

"

It was an easy matter to regain the

boat, to gather up his oars, and shoot

away. Till they faded from sight, he

saw her still beside him
;
and so they

stood till the last echo of the dipping oars

was muffled in distance and lost.

Summer -nights are brief; breakfast

was late on the next morning, or rath-

er, Mrs. Laudersdale was late, as usual,

to partake it.

" Shall I tell you some news ?
"

asked

Helen Heath.

She lifted her heavy eyes absently.
" Mrs. McLean has made her husband

a millionnaire. There was an Indian mail

yesterday. Mr. Raleigh read his letters

last night, after going home. His uncle

is dying, old, unfortunate, forlorn. Mr.

Raleigh has abandoned everything, and

must hew his own way in the world from

this day forward. He left this morning
for India."
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When you saw Mrs. Laudersdale for now that in this flash all the wealth of

the first time, at a period thirteen years her soul burned out and left her a mere

later, would you have imagined her pos- volition and motive power ? You are

sessed of this little drama ? You fancy mistaken, as I said.

[To be continued.]

GONE.

A SILENT, odor-laden air,

From heavy branches dropping balm
;

A crowd of daisies, milky fair,

That sunward turn their faces calm,

So rapt, a bird alone may dare

To stir their rapture with its psalm.

So falls the perfect day of June,

To moonlit eve from dewy dawn
;

With light winds rustling through the noon,
And conscious roses half-withdrawn

In blushing buds, that wake too soon,

And flaunt their hearts on every lawn.

The wide content of summer's bloom,

The peaceful glory of its prime,
Yet over all a brooding-gloom,
A desolation born of time,

As distant storm-caps tower and loom

And shroud the sun with heights sublime.

For they are vanished from the trees,

And vanished from the thronging flowers,

Whose tender tones thrilled every breeze,

And sped with mirth the flying hours
;

No form nor shape my sad eye sees,

No faithful spirit haunts these bowers.

Alone, alone, in sun or dew !

One fled to heaven, of earth afraid
;

And one to earth, with eyes untrue

And lips of faltering passion, strayed :

Nor shall the strenuous years renew

On any bough these leaves that fade.

Long summer-days shall come and go,

No summer brings the dead again ;

I listen for that voice's flow,

And ache at heart, with deepening pain ;

And one fair face no more I know,
Still living sweet, but sweet in vain.
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EXPRESSION.

THE law of expression is the law of

degrees, of much, more, and most.

Nature exists to the mind not as an

absolute realization, but as a condition,

as something constantly becoming. It is

neither entirely this nor that. It is sug-

gestive and prospective ;
a body in mo-

tion, and not an object at rest. It draws

the soul out and excites thought, because

it is embosomed in a heaven of possibili-

ties, and interests without satisfying. The

landscape has a pleasure to us, because

in the mind it is canopied by the ideal,

as it is here canopied by the sky.

The material universe seems a sus-

pense, something arrested on the point
of transition from nonentity to absolute

being, wholly neither, but on the con-

fines of both, which is the condition of its

being perceptible to us. We are able to

feel and use heat, because it is not entire-

ly heat
;
and we see light only when it is

mixed and diluted with its opposite. The
condition of motion is that there be some-

thing at rest
;
else how could there be

any motion ? The river flows, because

its banks do not. We use force, because

it is only in part that which it would be.

What could we do with unmixed pow-
er? Absolute space is not cognizable
to the mind

;
we apprehend space only

when limited and imprisoned in geomet-
rical figures. Absolute life we can have

no conception of; the absolute must come

down and incarnate itself in the condi-

tioned, and cease to be absolute, before it

comes within the plane of our knowledge.
The unconscious is not knowable

;
as soon

as it is thought, it becomes conscious.

And this is God's art of expression. We
can behold nothing pure ;

and all that we
see is compounded and mixed. Nature

stands related to us at a certain angle,

and a little remove either way back

toward its grosser side, or up toward its

ideal tendency would place it beyond
our ken. It is like the rainbow, which

is a partial and an incomplete develop-

ment, pure white light split up and its

colors detached and dislocated, and which

is seen only from a certain stand-point.

We remark, therefore, that all things
are made of one stuff, and on the prin-

ciple that a difference in degree produces
a difference in kind. From the clod and
the rock up to the imponderable, to light

and electricity, the difference is only more
or less of selection and filtration. Every
grade is a new refinement, the same law

lifted to a higher plane. The air is

earth with some of the coarser elements

purged away. From the zoophyte up to

man, more or less of spirit gives birth to

the intervening types of life. All motion

is but degrees of gravitating force
;
and

the thousand colors with which the day

paints the earth are only more or less of

light. All form aspires toward the circle,

and realizes it more or less perfectly. By
more or less of heat the seasons accom-

plish their wonderful transformations on

the earth and in the air. In the moral

world, the eras and revolutions that check

history are only degrees in the develop-
ment of a few simple principles ;

and the

variety of character that diversifies the

world of men and manners springs from

a greater or less predominance of certain

individual traits.

This law of degrees, pushed a little

farther, amounts to detachment and sep-

aration, and gives birth to contrast and

comparison. This is one aspect in which

the law manifests itself in the individual.

The chairs and the pictures must come

out from the wall before we can see them.

The tree must detach itself from the land-

scape, either by form or color, before it

becomes cognizable to us. There must

be irregularity and contrast. Our bodily

senses relate us to things on this prin-

ciple; they require something brought
out and disencumbered from the mass.

The eye cannot see where there is no

shade, nor the hand feel where there is

no inequality of surface, nor the palate
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taste where there is no predominance of

flavor, nor the ear hear where there is

no silence. Montaigne has the following

pertinent passage, which also comes un-

der this law :
" Whoever shall suppose

a pack-thread equally strong throughout,

it is utterly impossible it should break
;

for where will you have the breaking to

beafm ? And that it should break alto-O

gether is not in Nature."

The palpableness and availableness of

an object are in proportion as it is separat-

ed from its environments. We use water

as a motive power by detaching a part

from the whole and placing ourselves in

the way of its tendency to unite again.

All force and all motion are originated on

this principle. It is by gravity that we

walk and move and overcome resistance,

and, in short, perform all mechanical ac-

tion
; yet the condition is that we de-

stroy the settled equilibrium of things for

the moment, and avail ourselves of the

impulse that restores it again. The wood-

man chops by controlling and breaking

the force which he the next moment

yields to.

So in higher matters. We are con-

scious of pain and pleasure only through

the predominance of some feeling. There

must be degrees and differences again,

and some part more relieved than anoth-

er, to catch an expression on. Entire

pain or an equal degree of physical suf-

fering in every part of the body would

be a perfect blank, complete numbness
;

and entire pleasure we could not be con-

scious of, and for the same reason. Plow

could there be any contrast, any deter-

mining hue, any darker or brighter side ?

If the waters of the earth were all at the

.same altitude, how could there be any
motion among the parts? Hence the

fullest experience is never defined, and

cannot be spoken. It is like the sphere,

which, as it merges all possible form in

itself, is properly of no form, as white is

no color, and cannot be grasped and

used as parts and fragments can
;
there

are no angles and outlines to define and

give emphasis.

Hence the pain or pleasure that is

definitely shaped in the consciousness and

that can be spoken is necessarily partial,

and does not go the full circle of our be-

ing. We are not conscious of our health
c:

and growth, because they are general and

not local, and are not rendered prominent

by contrast. *

The dictionary and the sciences, in

fact the whole province of human knowl-

edge, hinge upon this principle. To
know a thing is but to separate and dis-

tinguish it from something else
;
and clas-

sifying and systematizing are carrying

the same law from the particular to the

general. Wr

e cannot know one thing

alone
;
two ideas enter into every dis-

tinct act of the understanding, one la-

tent and virtual, the other active and at

the surface. To use familiar examples,

we cannot distinguish white without hav-

ing known black, nor evil without having

known good, nor beauty without having
known deformity. Thus every principle

has two sides, like a penny, and one pre-

supposes the other, which it covers.

When we come to the intellect and

the expression of thought, the same law

of detachment and separation prevails.

In contemplation and enjoyment there

are unity and wholeness
;
but in thinking,

never. Our thoughts lie in us, like the

granite rock in the earth, whole and

continuous, without break or rupture,

and shaped by a law of the spheres ;
but

when they come to the surface in utter-

ance, and can be grasped and defined,

they lose their entireness and become

partial and fragmentary, and hint a local

and not a general law. We cannot speak

entire and unmixed truth, because utter-

ance separates a part from the whole,

and consequently in a measure distorts

and exaggerates and does injustice to

other truths. The moment we speak,

we are one-sided and liable to be assail-

ed by the reverse side of the fact. Hence

the hostility that exists between different

sects and religions; their founders were

each possessed of some measure of truth,

and consequently stood near to a com-

mon ground of agreement, but in the

statement it became vitiated and partial ;
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and the more their disciples have ex-

pounded and sought to lodge their prin-

ciples in a logical system, the more they
have diverged from the primitive senti-

ment. If the sects would let logic alone

and appeal only to the consciousness of.

men, there would be no very steep dif-

ference between them, and each would

promote the good of the other. But the

moment we rest with the reason and the

understanding there must be .opposition

and divergence, for they apprehend

things by parts, and not by the mass;

they deal with facts, and not with laws.

The fullest truth, as we have already

hinted, never shapes itself into words on

our lips. What we can speak is gener-

ally only foam from the surface, with

more or less sediment in it; while the

pure current flows untouched beneath.

The deepest depths in a man have no

tongue. He is like the sea, which finds

expression only on its shoals and rocks
;

the great heart of it has no voice, no ut-

terance.

The religious creeds will never be rec-

onciled by logic ;
the more emphatically

they are expressed, the more they differ.

Ideas, in this respect, resemble the trees,

which branch and diverge more and more

widely as they proceed from the root and

the germinal state. Men are radically

the same in their feelings and sentiments,

but widely different in their logic. Argu-
ment is reaction, and drives us farther

and farther apart.

As the intellect expresses by detach-

ment and contrast, it follows, that, the

more emphatically an idea is expressed,
the more it will be disencumbered of

other ideas and stand relieved like a bust

chiselled from a rock. It is suggestive

and prospective, and, by being detached

itself, will relieve others and still oth-

ers. It makes a breach in the blank

wall, and the whole is now pregnable.
New possibilities are opened, a new out-

look into the universe. Nothing, so to .

speak, has become something ;
one base

metal has been transmuted into gold, and

so given us a purchase on every other.

When one thought is spoken, all others

become speakable. After one atom was

created, the universe would grow of its

own accord. The difficulty in writing is

to utter the first thought, to break the

heavy silence, to overcome the settled

equilibrium, and disentangle one idea

from the embarrassing many. It is a

. struggle for life. There is no place to

begin at. We are burdened with unut-

tered and unutterable truth, but cannot,

for the life of us, grasp it. It is a battle

with Chaos. We plant shaft after shaft,

but to no purpose. We get an idea half-

defined, when it slips from us, and all is

blank again in that direction. We seem

to be struggling with the force of gravity,

and to come not so near conquering as

to being conquered. But at last, when
we are driven almost to despair, and in

a semi -passive state inwardly settling

and composing ourselves, the thought
comes. How much is then revealed and

becomes possible ! New facts and forces

are commanded by it
;
much of pur ex-

perience, that was before meaningless and

unavailable, assumes order and comes to

our use
;
and as long as the breach can

be kept open and the detachment perfect,

how easily we write ! But if we drop the

thread of our idea without knotting it, or

looping it to some fact, if we stop our

work without leaving something inserted

to keep the breach open, how soon all

becomes a blank ! the wound heals in-

stantly ;
the equilibrium which we had

for a moment arrested again asserts it-

self, and our work is a fragment and

must always remain so. Neither wife

nor friends nor fortune nor appetite

should call one from his work, when he

is possessed by this spirit and can utter

his thought. We are caught up into,

these regions rarely enough ;
let us not

come down till we are obliged.

The fullest development of this law, as

it appears in the intellect, is Analogy.

Analogy is the highest form of expres-

sion, the poetry of speech ;
and is detach-

ment carried so far that it goes full circle

and gives a sense of unity and wholeness

again. It is the spheral form appearing

in thought. The idea is not only detached,
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but is wedded to some outward object, appear in itself, and thus finds a thread to

so that spirit and matter mutually inter- string its thought on.

pret each other. Nothing can be ex- Without Analogy, without this mar-

plained by itself, or, in the economy of rying of the inward and the outward,

Nature, is explained by itself. The night there can be no speech, no expression-

explains the day, and the day interprets It is a necessity of our condition. Spirit

the night. Summer gives character to is cognizable by us only when endowed

winter, and in winter we best under- with a material body ;
so an idea or a

stand the spirit of summer. The shore feeling can be stated only when it puts

defines and emphasizes the sea, and the on the form and definiteness of the sen-

sea gives form and meaning to the shore, suous, the empirical. Hence the highest

To measure grain, we must have a utterance is a perpetual marrying of

bushel
;
and to confine water and air, we thought with things, as in poetry, a

must have other than water and air to do lifting up of the actual and a bringing
it with. The bird flies by balancing it- down of the ideal, giving a soul to the

self against something else
;
the mountain one and a body to the other. This takes

is emphasized by the valley; and one color place more or less in all speech, but only
is brought out and individualized by an- with genius is it natural and complete,

other. Our mood of yesterday is under- Ordinary minds inherit their language
stood and rendered available by our mood and form of expression ;

but with the po-

of to-day ;
and what we now experience et, or natural sayer, a new step is taken,

will be read aright only when seen from and new analogies, new likenesses must

the grounds of an opposite experience, be disclosed. He is distinguished from

Our life here will not be duly appreciated the second-hand man by the fulness and

and its meaning made clear till seen from completeness of his expression ;
his words

the life beyond. are round and embrace the two hemi-

The spiritual canopies the material as spheres, the actual and the ideal. He
the sky canopies the earth, and is reached points out analogies under our feet, and

and expressed only by its aid. And this presents the near and the remote wed-

is Analogy, the marrying of opposite ded in every act of his mind. Nothing

facts, the perception of the same law is old with him, but Nature is forever

breaking out in a thousand different new like the day, and gives him pure and

forms, the completing of the circle fresh thoughts as she gives him pure and

when only a segment is given. The visi- fresh water. Hence the expressiveness

ble and the invisible make up one sphere of poetry and its power over the human
of which each is a part. We are related heart. It differs from prose only in de-

to both
;
our root is in one, our top in the gree, not in essence. It goes farther and

other. Our ideas date from spirit and accomplishes more. It is the blossom of

appear in fact. The ideal informs the which prose is the bud, and conies with

actual. This is the way the intellect de- sincerity, simplicity, purity of motive, and

taches and gets expressed. It is not its a vital relation to Nature,

own interpreter, and, like everything else, As men grow earnest and impassioned,
is only one side of a law which is ex- and speak from their inmost heart, and

plained by the other side. The mind is without any secondary ends, their lan-

the cope and the world the draw, to use guage rises to the dignity of poetry and

the language of the moulder. The intel- employs tropes and figures. The more

lect uses the outward, as the sculptor uses emphatic the statement, the more the

marble, to embody and speak its thought, thought is linked with things. The ideas

It seizes upon a fact as upon a lever, to of men in their ordinary mood are only

separate and lift up some fraction of its half-expressed, like a stone propped up,

meaning. From Nature, from science, but still sod-bound
;
but when they are

from experience, it traces laws, till they fired and glowing with the heat of some
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great passion, the operation of the mind bish in our minds, the foolish person-
is more complete and the detachment al matters we load the memory with,

more perfect. The thought is not only Ideas are not clearly defined, as the

evolved, but is thrown into the air, dis- drift-wood in the river spoils the reflect-

encumbered from the understanding, and ed image. We feel nothing intensely ;

set off against the clear blue of the imag- our experience is a blur without distinct

ination. Hence the direct and unequivo- form and outline
;
in short, we are in-

cal statement of a man writing under the cumbered with too much clay. Hence,

impulse of some strong feeling, or speak- when a slow disease burns the dross and

ing to a thrilled and an excited audience, earth out of one, how keen and suscepti-

Nature, the world, his experience, is no ble his organization becomes ! The mud-

longer hard and flinty, but- plastic and wall grows transparent. Our senses lose

yielding, and takes whatever impress his their obtuseness, our capacity both for

mind gives it. Facts float through his experience and expression is enlarged,
head like half-pressed grapes in the wine- and we not only live deeper, but nearer

press, steeped and saturated with mean- the surface.

ing, and his expression becomes so round It appears, then, that, as a general rule,

and complete as to astonish himself in his our ability to express ourselves is in pro-
calmer moments. portion to the fineness of our organization.

People differ not so much in material Women, for this reason, are more ade-

as in this power of expressing it. The quate in expressing themselves than men
;

secret of the best writer lies in his art. they stand removed one degree farther

He is not so much above the common from the earth, and are conscious of feel-

stature
;
his experience is no richer than ings and sentiments that are never de-

ours
;
but he knows how to put handles to fined in our minds

;
the detachment is

his ideas, and we do not. Give a peasant more perfect ;
shades and boundaries are

his power of expression, or of welding the more clearly brought out, and consequent-
world within to the world without, and ly the statement is more round and full,

there would be no very precipitous in- One's capacity for expression is also

equality between them. The great writ- affected by his experience, not experi-
er says what we feel, but could not utter, ence in time and space, but soul-expe-
We have pearls that lie no deeper than rience, joy, sorrow, pleasure, pain, love,

his, but have not his art of bringing them hope, aspiration, and all intense feeling

to the surface. We are mostly like an by which the genesis of the inward man
inland lake that has no visible outlet; is unfolded. What one has lived, that

while he is the same lake gifted with a alone can he adequately say. The out-

copious channel. ward is the measure of the inward
;

it is

The secret seems to lie in the temper- as the earth and sky : so much earth as

ament and in the transmuting and modi- we see, so much sky takes form and out-

fying medium. More or less of filtra- line. The spiritual, it is true, is illirnita-

tion does it all. Nature makes the poet, ble, but the actual is the measure of that

not by adding to, but by taking from; part of which we are made conscious. Ex-

she takes all blur and opacity out of him
; perience furnishes the handle, but the in-

condenses, intensifies
;

lifts his nerves tellect must supply the blade,

nearer the surface, sharpens his senses, Intense feeling of any kind afterward

and brings his whole organization to an gives us more entire command over some

edge. Sufficient filtration would convert thought or power within us. Every in-

charcoal into diamonds
;
and we shall ev- undation of passion enriches and gives

erywhere find that the purest, most pre- us a deeper soil. The most painful ex-

cious substances are the result of a refin- periences are generally the most produc-

ing, sorting, condensing process. tive. Cutting teeth is by no means a

Our expression is clogged by the rub- pleasant operation, yet it increases our
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tools. Our lives are not thoroughly shap-

ed out and individualized till we have

lived and suffered in every part of us. A
great feeling reveals new powers in the

soul, as a deep breath fills air-cells in the

lungs that are not reached by an ordi-

nary inhalation. Love first revealed the

poetic gift in Novalis
;
and in reading the

Autobiography of Goethe, one can but

notice the quickening of his powers after

every new experience : a new love was

a new push given the shuttle, and a new
thread was added.

When we come nearer the surface of

our subject and speak of language, we
remark that pure English, so far as such

is possible, is the most convenient and

expressive. Saxon words cannot be used

too plentifully. They abridge and con-

dense and smack of life and experience,
and form the nerve and sinew of the best

writing of our day ;
while the Latin is

the fat. The Saxon puts small and con-

venient handles to things, handles that

are easy to grasp ;
while your ponderous

Johnsonian phraseology distends and ex-

aggerates, and never peels the chaff from

the wheat. Johnson's periods act like a

lever of the third kind, the power ap-

plied always exceeds the weight raised;

while the terse, laconic style of later writ-

ers is eminently a lever on the first prin-

ciple, and gives the mind the utmost pur-
chase on the subject in hand.

The language of life, and of men who

speak to be understood, should be used

more in our books. A great principle

anchored to a common word or a famil-

iar illustration never looses its hold upon
the mind

;
it is like seeing the laws of As-

tronomy in the swing of a pendulum, or

in the motion of the boy's ball, or the

law of the tides and the seasons appear-

ing in the beating of the pulse, or in in-

spiring and expiring the breath. The
near and the remote are head and tail

of the same law, and good writing unites

them, giving wholeness and continuity.

The language of the actual and the prac-

tical applied to the ideal brings it at once

within everybody's reach, tames it, and

familiarizes it to the mind. If the writers

on metaphysics would deal more in our

every-day speech, use commoner illustra-

tions, seek to find some interpreter of the

feelings and affections of the mind in

Nature, out of the mind itself, and thus

keep the life-principle and the thought-

principle constantly wedded, making them

mutually elucidate and explain each oth-

er, they would be far more fruitful and

satisfying. Cousin is the only writer we
know of who has made any attempt at

this, and we believe him to be the most

consistent and intelligent metaphysician
that has yet appeared. Surely, one can-

not reasonably object to the height in the

heavens from which a man steals his fire,

ifhe can feed it with his own fuel and cook

meat with it. Though the genealogy of

our ideas be traceable to Jove and Olym-

pus, they must marry their human sisters,

the facts of common life and experience,
before they can be productive of any-

thing positive and valuable.

Proverbs give us the best lessons in the

art of expression. See what vast truths

and principles informing such simple and

common facts ! It reminds one of suns

and stars engraved on buttons and knife-

handles. Proverbs come from the charac-

ter, and are alive and vascular. There is

blood and marrow in them. They give
us pocket -editions of the most volumi-

nous truths. Theirs is a felicity of expres-

sion that comes only at rare moments, and

that is bought by long years of experi-

ence.

There is no waste material in a good

proverb ;
it is clear meat, like an egg,

a happy result of logic, with the logic left

out; and the writer who shall thus con-

dense his wisdom, and as far as possible

give the two poles of thought in every

expression, will most thoroughly reach-

men's minds and hearts.

VOL. VI. 37
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ITALIAN EXPERIENCES IN COLLECTING "OLD MASTERS."

As the taste for collecting objects of

art is rapidly developing in America, it

may be not without profit to point out

some of the pitfalls which attend the ama-

teur in this pursuit, especially in Italy,

that exhaustless quarry of "
originals

"

and " old masters
"

; though it should be

remembered that a work of art may be

both original and old and very bad too,

its intrinsic worth being a separate ques-

tion from its age and authenticity. The

results given are drawn from an actual

experience of many years.

The most obvious risk is from the coun-

terfeiter, not from the vulgar shams dis-

tributed so widely over the world from the

well-known manufactories of paintings in

France, England, and other parts, which

can deceive only the most ignorant or

credulous, but from talent itself debased

to forgery and trickery.

Many of the antique bronzes, terra-cot-

tas, vases, classical and mediseval relics,

so jealously cared for in the collections

of Europe, are the clever imitations of a

poor and honest artist in one of the Ital-

ian cities, whose miniature studio might
almost be put inside one of our old-fash-

ioned omnibuses. His designs, taken from

genuine antiques, are reproduced with

fidelity, and the coatings and marks of

time counterfeited by chemical means

and skilful manipulation. He sells his

productions as imitations, at prices that

barely provide him with daily bread,

eking out his subsistence by repairs and

restorations, in which he is equally hap-

py. Living in obscurity, without the cap-

ital or sagacity to make himself known to

the public, he is at the mercy of those

who are interested in keeping him in

privacy and buying his artistic labors at

the wages of a clodhopper. His own

responsibility goes not beyond fulfilling

orders for the imitation of certain ob-

jects, the process of which he frankly

explains to the inquisitive visitor. But,

/once in dishonest hands, antiquity and

authenticity replace modernism and imi-

tation.

There are two ways of seduction and

deceit. The one and safer for the opera-
tor is the suggestive, in which appearances
are made by consummate tact and artful

flattery to excite the imagination of the

buyer so that he is led to believe what he

desires without compromising the agent.
The other is positive intrigue and absolute

lying, so nicely done that the wealthy
amateur is fleeced often in a fashion that

confers a pleasure, and which, though he

may subsequently detect it, gives him but

a lame chance at redress. In most in-

stances he deserves none. For, stimu-

lated by vanity or fashion, without any
true regard for art, he has offered so large

a premium for a name, that it would in-

deed be wonderful, if a corresponding

supply were not created. The living artist

is sometimes sorely tempted to pander to

illusions to secure that appreciation which

the world gives more lavishly to fashion

than to merit. Michel Angelo tested this

disposition, even more current in his time

than now
; though some say it was done

unknown to him. At all events, hav-

ing finished the statue of a Cupid, after

breaking off an arm, it was buried, and

in due time discovered, disinterred, and

brought to the notice of a distinguished

Roman dignitary, who pronounced it to

be a genuine antique and paid a large

price for it,- well pleased, as he had reason

to be, with his prize. But afterwards, the

deception being exposed, and the proof

by means of the missing arm given that

it was the work of the then unknown

Florentine sculptor, the disenchanted con-

noisseur was furiously indignant, and dis-

posed to take prompt vengeance upon
the parties concerned.

To come back to our own day. Let

us suppose a rich collector to have ar-

rived in some well-known Italian market

for art, picture-jockeying is much the

same everywhere, in pursuit of "
orig-
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inals." Great is the commotion among
dealers and their sensali or jackals. These

latter are versed in intrigue and mysti-

fication, with enough intelligence to tell

a good picture from a bad one, and a

parrot-like acquaintance with names and

schools. They are of all classes, from the

decayed gentleman and artist, to shop-

keepers, cobblers, cooks, and tailors, who

find in the large commissions gained a

temptation to forsake their petty legiti-

mate callings for the lottery-like excite-

ments and finesse of picture-dealing. No
sooner has the stranger gone to his hotel

than a watch is put upon his movements,

and bribery and cajolery used to get ac-

cess to him. It is the sensale's business

to discover and offer pictures. He is

supposed to know the locality of every

one, good or bad, in his neighborhood.

However jealous of each other, all are

loyally pledged together to take in the

stranger. Leagued with the dealer, artist,

owner, courier, or servant, with any one,

in fact, that by any possibility can stand

between the buyer and his object, it has

become almost an impossibility, especially

for transient visitors, to purchase anything
whatever without paying a heavy toll to

intermediates. When the conspiracy is

widely extended, the augmentation of

price above what would be required in

direct dealing with the owner is some-

times double or even quadruple. Occa-

sionally, however, by way of compensa-
tion for their general evil, the sensali,

having scented a prize, offer it first to the

amateur, in view of their own increase of

gain over what the dealer would allow.

In this way, good pictures not unfrequent-

ly escape the merchant, and reach the

collector at a lower price than if they
had gone directly to the former.

The sensali are not without their use

in another respect. So indirect and un-

derhand is the Italian's mode of dealingO
in these matters, and so eccentric his no-

tions as to value, that a foreigner is apt
to be speedily disgusted or driven away
by the magnitude of demands which in

reality the seller never expects to real-

ize. Hence the negotiation is best done

through an agent, the buyer having fix-

ed his price, leaving the sensale to make
what he can for himself. No purchaser,

however, should give heed to any state-

ment about the history or authenticity

of the works offered to him through such

channels, but rely both for value and

facts upon his own resources
;
otherwise

he will be deceived to an extent that

would appear almost fabulous to the un-

initiated.

Such are the preliminary difficulties

that beset the amateur. We will suppose
him in connection with the seller, and

trace his progress. First, the quality of

his judgment and the impressibility of his

imagination are tested by a series of ex-

periments as delicate as the atmospherical

gauges of a barometer. He is of course

not to be entrapped by copies or fabrica-

tions. He has a shrewd distrust of deal-

ers, and therefore prefers to buy family-

pictures or originals directly from chapels

and convents. All Italians have a patri-

otic pride in getting rid of trash at the

expense of the foreigner. The more com-

mon baits to entrap by bringing pic-

tures mysteriously boxed, grandly bap-

tized, and liberally decorated with aristo-

cratic seals and eloquent with academical

certificates, anointed with refined flattery

and obsequious courtesy having failed,

his Eccellenza being too knowing to be

seduced into buying the ostentatiously

furbished-up roba of shops, they set about

to accommodate him with originals from

first hands. By substituting old frames

for new, dirtying the pictures, and other

ingenious processes familiar to the initiat-

ed, and then putting them out to board

in noble villas, antique palaces, or other

localities the most natural for good pic-

tures to be discovered in, spiced with a

romance ofdecayed family-grandeur, by

employing new agents, and by hints saga-

ciously conveyed to the buyer, his curios-

ity is excited, hopes raised, and, finally,

with much trouble and enhanced expense,
he triumphantly carries off the very pic-

tures which in a shop he could not be

tempted to look at for fear of being caught
with chaff, but which now, from a well-
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got-up romance, have acquired a peculiar gallery of a distinguished personage for

value in his eyes. Not that this sort of twenty-five hundred dollars. The " Le-

delicate mystification is reserved exclu- da "
of Leonardo, repainted from motives

sively for foreigners. For we have de- of prudery by the great-grandfather of

tected in an altar-piece, borne away as a Louis-Philippe, was bought at the sale of

great prize by an Italian friend from a that ex-king's pictures in Paris, in 1849,

secluded little chapel attached to a noble for thirty dollars, restored to its primitive

villa in the vicinity of Florence, a worth- condition, and sold, we are informed, for

less specimen of an old painter, from one one hundred thousand francs. Ten years

of the secret depositories of the city, which ago, an Angel, by the same artist, was

had long been wholly unsalable on any found in the old-clothes market at Flor-

terms. ence by an artist, bought for a few pence,

Honest dealing exists in Italy., as else- cleaned and sold to Prince Galitzin for

where, and there are men whose state- twenty-two thousand francs. The " For-

ments may safely be received. But let tune" of Michel Angelo, or what was

the purchaser be cautious when led into supposed to be, not long since was dis-

out-of-the-way places to see newly found covered in the same locality in a disas-

originals, and be slow to give heed to sto- trous condition, secured for a few shil-

ries of churches being permitted to sell lings, put in such order as was possible,

this or that work of art because they have and parted with to a French gentleman

a facade to repair or an altar to deco- for three hundred dollars and a pension

rate, and particularly if there be said of one dollar a day during the lives of

anything of an inheritance to 'divide, or the seller and his son. Quite recently

a sad tale of family distress requiring the one of Correggio's most beautiful works

sacrifice of long-cherished treasures, back- was discovered under the canvas of a

ed up by a well-gotten-up pantomime of worthless picture acquired at a public

unlockings and lockings, passages through auction in Rome for a few dimes, at the

mysterious corridors and vast halls, cau- sale by a princely family of discarded

tious showings amid a crowd of family-re- pictures, and resold by its fortunate dis-

tainers or a retinue of monks. Sometimes coverer for fifteen thousand dollars, al-

the most wary is thus seduced into offer- though the original proprietor instituted

ing tenfold its worth for a common ob- a suit against him for its recovery, but

ject thus seen by a carefully arranged without success. In Florence, within three

light and with artificial surroundings. years past, a fine portrait, by Titian, of

Many good pictures are still to be had the Doge Andrea Gritti, was picked out

in Italy, if properly approached by those from a large lot of worthless canvases for

who know thoroughly the habits of the six dollars. The Madonna del Gran Du-

country. There are, however, but two ca, at the Pitti, was bought by the father

means of procuring them : either to pay of the late Grand Duke, with some other

their full value as fixed by rival collec- pictures, of a widow, for a few dollars,

tors, or to secure them by fortuitous cir- Instances like these might be multiplied,

cumstances for trifling sums. The ex- to show that in all times prizes do strange-

traordinary chances of discovery and the ly and unexpectedly occur, and that pic-

extreme variations of price attending this tures in their fortunes resemble their au-

pursuit are curious and instructive. A thors, often passing from extreme poverty
few examples are worth relating. In into princely homes.

1856, a small picture, by Niccolo d' Alun- The changes in the money value placed

no, was sold in Florence, by an artist to upon the same works in different epochs
a dealer, for forty dollars

;
in a few weeks are also curious. Indeed, a history of the

resold to an Englishman for five hundred
; caprices of art would be vastly entertain-

exhibited at the Manchester Exhibition, ing. In 1 740, at the sale in Paris of M.

whence it subsequently passed into the Crozat's collection, a drawing by Kapha-
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el brought only ten francs. The same

drawing, at the sale of the King of Hol-

land's gallery, in 1850, fetched fourteen

thousand francs. For the "
Ezekiel,"

Raphael, in 1510, had but eight scudi

rf' oro, equivalent now to thirty dollars.

! At present, it would bring a fabulous sum,

if sold. Within the memory of those now

living, gold background pictures of the

schools of Giotto and his successors, ow-

ing to the contempt the pseudo-classical

French taste had excited for them, were

'brought out of suppressed churches and

convents and publicly burned to obtain

the trifling amount of gold which remain-

ed in the ashes. Amateurs are now more

inclined to pay their weight in gold for

such as have escaped the ravages of time

and Vandalism
;
and the same govern-

ment that permitted this destruction in

1859 passed stringent decrees to prevent
their leaving the country, sequestering

all in public buildings as national prop-

erty.

Without cautious study and much well-

paid-for experience, the stranger has small

chance of successfully coping with the ar-

tifices that beset his every step. He must

be well-grounded in the history of Italian

painting, and possess a practical knowl-

edge of the technical execution of its

various masters. Haste and ignorance,
united to wealth and vanity, are a rich

mine for the sensali. To such collec-

tors America not to speak of Europe
owes many of its galleries of great

names, to the very natural astonishment

and skepticism of the spectators and the

defamation of great reputations. Many
of these purchases are the speculations of

couriers, who, having artfully inoculated

their employers with a taste for originals,

take care to supply the demand, greatly

to the benefit of their own pockets and

the gratitude of those with whom they

bring their masters into connection. We
have been called by a countryman to

admire his gallery of Claudes, Poussins,

Rembrandts, Murillos, and Titians, for

which he had expended a princely sum,

but which there was no difficulty in rec-

ognizing as the shop roba got up ex-

pressly to entrap the unwary. One pic-

ture, worth, perhaps, for mere decoration,

fifty dollars, had been secured as a great

favor for twenty-two hundred dollars, the

"last price" asked for it being three thou-

sand. Another, by a feeble artist of the

Carlo Dolce school, had been converted,

by a substitution of names and sundry

touchings-up, into a brilliant Guercino,
at the cost of nearly one thousand dol-

lars, of which the owner got about one-

third, the confederates pocketing the rest.

Some amateurs deceive themselves af-

ter a manner which acquits the dealer of

any participation in their illusions. A
gentleman entered a well-known studio

in Florence, not many years since, and

inquired the price of a picture.
"
Sixty dollars : the painting is by Fu-

rini," was the reply.
" I will take it," said the gentleman,

eagerly insisting upon paying for it on the

spot ;
which was no sooner done, than he

turned round to the amused artist and tri-

umphantly exclaimed,
" Do you know you

have sold me a Murillo for nothing ?
"

Benvenuti, President of the Academy
of Florence, was once asked to attest the

originality of an Andrea brought to him

by some speculators.
" I should be hap-

py to gratify you, gentlemen," he repli-

ed,
" but unfortunately I saw the picture

painted." Nevertheless, certificates were

obtained from more facile authorities, and

the painting officially baptized for a mar-

ket.

Certificates and documents need to

be received as cautiously as the pictures

themselves
; perhaps more so, for they

are more easily forged. When genuine,

the former are valuable only as they are

the opinions of honest and competent

judges f and both are trustworthy only

so far as they are attached to the pic-

tures to which they legitimately belong.

Genuine pictures have been sold and

their documentary evidence kept for skil-

ful imitations. We have even detected in

certificates the fraudulent substitution of

names. And sometimes, when honestly

given, their testimony is of no value. One

professional certificate in our possession,
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of the last century, ascribes the portrait

in question to Masaccio or Santi di Tito :

as sensible a decision as if an English
critic had decided that a certain picture

of his school was either by Hogarth or

Sir Thomas Lawrence. Cases are in-

deed rare, even in the public galleries,

in which, outside of the picture itself,

there is any trustworthy historical testi-

mony as to its genealogy.
Counterfeits of the old masters of the

later Italian schools, supported by false

evidence, have at various' times deceived

good judges and obtained posts of honor

in the galleries of Europe. Even when

detected, their owners do not always repu-

diate their spurious treasures. They give

their collections the benefit of doubts or

of public ignorance. The most noted imi-

tator of This class was Micheli of Florence.

In view of his success and the use for a

time made of his works, he must rank as

a forger, though they are now in esteem

solely for their intrinsic cleverness. Some

still linger in remote galleries, with the

savor of authenticity about them. A Ra-

phael of his make long graced the Impe-
rial Gallery of Russia. He did not con-

fine himself to literal repetitions, but con-

cocted new "
originals

"
by combining

parts of several pictures in worm-eaten

panels or time-stained canvases, with such

variations of motive or design as their sup-

posed authors would naturally have made
in repeating their ideas in fresher com-

binations, sometimes leaving portions

unfinished, ingeniously dirtying their sur-

faces, and giving to them that cracked-

porcelain appearance common to the old

masters. One thus prepared was bought
at his studio for one hundred dollars, con-

signed to a priest in the country, in due

time discovered, and the rumor of a great

master in an exceedingly dirty and some-

what dilapidated state, but believed to be

intact beneath the varnishes and grime
of centuries, brought to the ears of a Rus-

sian, who after a delicate and wearisome

negotiation obtained it for eight hundred

dollars, and perhaps paid half as much
more to the manufacturer for cleaning
and restoring it.

Another sort of deception is the alter-

ation of pictures by artists less-known
or of inferior reputations to suit more

fashionable and profitable names. In

this way many works of much local in-

terest, and often indeed of equal merit

to those they are made to represent, are

exterminated, to the serious detriment of

the history of art. Lombardy, Umbria,
and the Legations especially have suffer-

ed in this way.

Though no deception be intended, if

pedigrees are lost, criticism is often sore-

ly perplexed to decide upon authorship.

Out of the multitudes of pictures in the

European galleries, which are so decid-

edly baptized in catalogues, the public
would be surprised to learn how few com-

paratively can be historically traced to

their authors. The majority are named

upon the authority of local judges, whose

acquaintance with art may be limited to

one speciality, or who rely upon such

opinions as can be gathered from the best

available sources. Hence the frequent

changes in the nomenclatures. We can-

not, therefore, accept such documents as

infallible, except in those cases where in-

ternal evidence and historic record are

alike unimpeachable.
The difficulty of deciding often arises

from repetitions, and the excellence of

pupils painting from the designs of their

masters, and not unfrequently assisted by
them. As we go back in art, this diffi-

culty increases, from the oblivion which

has overtaken once well-known names,

and from the greater uniformity of pro-

cesses and the more limited range of mo-

tives of the earliest artists.

The great religious masters of the thir-

teenth and fourteenth centuries gathered
around them crowds of scholars, who trav-

elled with them from city to city, partak-

ing in their commissions and executing
their designs, especially ofex-voto pictures,

multiplied in that age by the piety ofnoble

families, to commemorate some special in-

terposition of divine power in their behalf

and to honor their patron saints. Their

usual compositions were the Madonna en-

throned with the infant Jesus in her arms.
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surrounded by holy personages or angels,

with the portraits of those who ordered

the paintings, in general of diminutive

size to express humility, and kneeling
in adoration with clasped hands and up-

raised eyes. Unless the characteristics

of the master-hand are unmistakable in

this class of works, they are to be ranked

as of the schools of the great men whose

general features they bear. And it must

not be forgotten that frequently pupils de-

veloped into distinguished masters them-

selves. Taddeo Gaddi and Puccio Ca-

panna worked under Giotto while he

lived, and afterwards acquired distinction

in an independent career.

A like close relation between master

and scholar, the effect of which was to

multiply works by joint labor, obtained

among the contemporaries of Raphael as

well as of Giotto. The precise number

of the genuine works of Raphael, owing
to the cleverness of many of his pupils,

will perhaps never be known. Coindet

ascribes to him from one hundred and

eighty to two hundred Holy Families

alone. Some writers compute the entire

number of his paintings at from five hun-

dred to six hundred
;
others quote twelve

hundred as authentic. These exagger-
ated estimates only prove how extremely

popular his designs became and the great
number of pictures ordered from them,
some of which no doubt had the advan-

tage of being touched by his hand, while

all in some way or other bear his men-

tal impress.

Moreover, the great masters frequent-

ly changed their methods and styles, so

that one might be mistaken for another,

and at times studied and copied each

other. Andrea del Sarto's copy of Ra-

phael's Leo Tenth passed undetected even

by Giulio Romano, who had himself work-

ed on the latter. Rubens and Velasquez
imitated and copied the great Italian

masters, particularly Paul Veronese and

Titian
;
the Caracci and their followers

multiplied Correggios, Raphaels, and the

chief Venetians; Girolamo da Carpi of

Ferrara the same; and all with a de-

gree of success that has greatly perplex-

ed later generations : their own works,

in turn, as they became popular, experi-

encing from subsequent artists the same

process of multiplication. Of the . cele-

brated Madonna of Loreto there are not

fewer than ten rival claimants for au-

thenticity; while sketches, studies, and

works not directly imitated from, but par-

taking of the character of great artists,

and often clever enough to be confounded

with their undoubted works, are not rare.

Portraits, being direct studies from Na-

ture, are difficult to decide upon. Hence
it is that criticism is so variable in its de-

cisions.

Beside the above sources of perplexity,

it encounters another obstacle from th.e

restorations pictures have undergone. In-

jured by time or obscured by repeated

varnishings, they often require some de-

gree of cleaning to make them intelligible.

Unfortunately, in most instances, the pro-
cess is sheer assassination. Many of the

best works of public galleries have been

subjected to scrubbings more analogous
to the labors of a washtub than to the deli-

cate and scientific treatment requisite to

preserve intact the virgin surface of the

painting. Mechanical operators have

passed over them with as little remorse

as locusts blight fields of grain. Their

rude hands in numberless instances have

skinned the pictures, obliterating those

peerless tints, lights, and shadows, and

those delicate but emphatic touches that

bespeak the master-stroke, leaving instead

cold, blank, hard surfaces and outlines,

opaque shadows and crude coloring, out

of tone, and in consequence with deteri-

orated sentiment as well as execution.

The profound knowledge and vigorous
or fairy-like handling which made their

primary reputation are now forever gone,

leaving little behind them except the

composition to sustain it in competition
with modern work. As bad, however, as

is this wanton injury, that of repainting
is greater. Inadequate to replace the

delicate work he has rubbed off, to har-

monize the whole and make it look fresh

and new, the restorer passes his own
brush over the entire picture, and thus
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finally obscures whatever of technical storer has been stayed, and we find the

originality there might still have been pre- pictures genuine as time itself, and more

served after the cleaning.* The extent of precious by far to the student than the

injury European galleries have thus re- most glaring and "refreshed" surfaces of

ceived is incalculable. One instance will those works in other galleries which are

suffice as an example of many. Some the wonder and admiration of superficial

years gone by, the Titian's Bella Donna observers.

of the Pitti was intact. Unluckily it got The greatest difficulty of the restorer

into the hands of a professional clean- is to harmonize permanently the new ve-

er. A celebrated dealer happened to be hides with the old
;

for the fresh tints

standing by when it was rehung. Look- are always liable to assume a different

ing at it, he exclaimed, "Two weeks tone from the original, which have al-

ago I would have given the Grand Duke ready been chemically acted upon by
two thousand pounds for that picture on time.

speculation ;
now I would not give two It may be said that the skill which can

hundred." escape detection in restoration is ade-

Each restoration displaces more of the quate to successful counterfeiting. This

original and replaces it with the restorer, is true only in part ;
for mending is very

As the same hands generally have a mo- different from creating. Instances, how-

nopoly of a public gallery, the contents of ever, do occur of such attempts ;
but they

some are beginning to acquire a strange seldom long escape detection, and never

uniformity of external character, while impose upon those who have experience
the old masters in the same degree are in the arts of the restorer. Some years

vanishing from them. These remarks, ago a Roman artist for a while success-

however, are more applicable to past than fully passed off his imitations of Claude,
to present systems ;

for a reform founded Salvator Rosa, and their schools, as orig-

on true artistic principles is being every- inals, at large prices, with the usual guar-
where inaugurated. anties of authenticity. To disarm sus-

Oil-paintings gradually deepen in tone
; picion, he was accustomed to allow him-

while tempera, if protected from humid- self to be seen at work only upon cheap,

ity, retain their brilliancy and clearness vulgar pictures, pretending he was com-

as long as the material on which they petent to nothing better. Having sold

rest endures. The true occupation of one of his Claudes for four thousand dol-

the restorer is to put the work given to lars, the trick being detected, he was

him in a condition as near as possible -to threatened with a public prosecution, the

its original state, carefully abstaining from fear of which brought on his death,

obliterating the legitimate marks of age, The favorite field of the early masters

and limiting himself to just what is suffi- was fresco-painting. Unlike painting in

cient for the actual conservation of the oils, it has no resources of transparency,

picture. One of the chief needs of many brilliancy, and richness of coloring, but

old pictures is the removal of old repaint- depends for its nobility of effect upon the

ings. This done, the less added the bet- hardier virtues of art and the more robust

ter, unless, if a piece be wanting, it can genius of the artist. His success lies in

be so harmonized with the original as to strong and eloquent design and compo-

escape observation. But this is a special sition, with but feeble aid from color,

art, and to be done only by those acquaint- Fresco and tempera paintings were chief-

ed with the old methods. In perfect con- ly intended for the interiors of churches

dition ancient paintings cannot be. We or public buildings, whose dim light har-

must receive them for what they are, with monized their more or less crude and posi-

the corrodings and changes of time upon tive tones. It was, however, only through
them. How interesting in this respect the breadth and freedom of wall-painting
is the Sienese Gallery! Here the re- that the ambition of the early masters
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was fully aroused and their powers found Tourists soundly rate Italians for their

ample scope. Out of it they created a sordid indifference to their art, attribut-

world of art unknown and unappreciable ing to the people at large the spirit of the

by those who cannot view it as it exists mercenary or ignorant class with whom
in the consecrated localities and amid the they are most in contact. It is true that

solemn associations whence it originated, others may hear, as we have heard, from

All over Italy, by the road-side and in a noble marquis, in reply to a question
the sanctuary, there exists untold treas- about his family-pictures,

" Ask my major-
ure of this sort, pure, grand or quaint, domo; had your question been about

telling truth with the earnestness of horses, I could have told you." They may
conviction, and exhaling beauty through meet aristocratic personages not above

aroused feeling and refined sentiment, acting the picture-dealer in a covert man-

overflowing with virgin power and ex- ner, and, still worse, receive propositions to

alted efforts. Everywhere untransport- buy works of art robbed from public piaces,

able, often in localities untrodden ex- But such instances are uncommon. The

cept by the feet of the stolid peasant or common feeling is an enthusiastic pride
the heavy-jawed monk, seen only by en- in, and profound respect for, the names
thusiastic seekers, these monuments of a and the works that have done so much
noble art are once more being awakened for the good and glory of Italy. Even
into vital existence by the piety and taste the spirited deportment of the Signorina
of a generation whose great joy it is to Borgherini, as told by Vasari, towards a

uncover and restore to the light of day dealer, who, during the siege of Florence,
those precious remains which were so of- attempted to get possession of certain

ten barbarously whitewashed by the clergy paintings belonging to her husband, to

of the past two centuries, from no more speculate upon by sending them to the

cogent motive than to give greater light king of France, may still find its counter-

to their churches. Especially in Tuscany part in feeling, if not in fact, among some

every souvenir of ancestral greatness is of the living daughters of that city,

now cared for with a jealous patriotism
" How, then," she exclaimed,

" dost

honorable alike to the feeling and knowl- thou, Giovanni Battista, thou vile broker

edge of its population. The chief desire of frippery, miserable huckster of far-

of the country is now to reinvest her re- things, dost thou presume to come hither

publican monuments with the character with the intent to lay thy fingers on the

and aspect which best recall her olden ornaments which belong to the chambers
freedom and enterprise. And the highest of gentlemen, despoiling, as thou hast

glory that can be bestowed upon these long done and art ever doing, our city of

monuments is their careful conservation the fairest ornaments to embellish strangeO
or restoration as they originally were lands therewith ? I prize these pictures

designed ; nothing being added or taken from reverence to the memory of my
away except to their loss. father-in-law, from whom I had them, and
Not merely patriotism, but selfish ac- from the love I bear to my husband

;
I

quisition demands of Italy the strict con- mean to defend them, while I have life,

servation of art. Her monuments are with my own blood. Away with thee,
funds at interest for posterity. Indeed, then, base creature of nothingness ! If

her livelihood depends in no stinted meas- again thou shouldst be so bold as to come
ure upon her artistic attractions. And on a similar errand to this house, thou
nowhere is there a livelier feeling for ar- shalt be taught what is the respect due to

tistic beauty, greater respect for the past, the dwelling of a gentleman, and that to

and a wider-spread knowledge of art. In thy serious discomfort
;
make sure of it !

"

all times will other peoples come within And so she drove the intriguino- bar-
her borders to enjoy and study that which gainer away, with "

reproaches of such
she can still so lavishly bestow. intolerable bitterness, that the like had
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never before been hurled at man alive."

Be it remembered, too, that Vasari was a

good judge of the quality of a Florentine

dame's scolding, for he had himself in his

younger days passed a painful appren-

ticeship under the weight of Lucretia Fe-

ti's tongue.

Criticism is too often local in its tone,

being pledged, as it were, to the admira-

tion of its favorite subjec s and a corre-

sponding disregard of those with which

it is not familiar. Particularly in Italy,

where the municipal feeling has been so

strong, the partisans of each school were

greatly prejudiced. Each people also

very naturally prefers its own to anoth-

er's art, and does not always question its

motives of preference. The Florentines

have overlooked the merits of their rivals,

the Venetians and Sienese, who, in turn,

have reciprocated ;
while Italy, as a whole,

has had but small regard for the works

of other nations. England has been slow

to recognize the great merits of the South-

ern schools
;
and France, Holland, and

Germany are equally in the bondage of

local tastes or transitory fashions. But

true criticism is cosmopolitan. It tests

merit according to the standard of the na-

ture on which it is founded, not overlook-

ing excellence in whatever respect or de-

gree. A truly catholic view of art is the

result only of its universal study. The
critic may be just to all inspirations, and

yet enjoy his own preferences. But, as

Blackwood observes, too many
" are self-

endowed with the capacity to judge all

matters relating to the fine arts just in

proportion to the extent of their igno-

rance, because it is not difficult to con-

demn in general terms and to attain noto-

riety by shallow pretence." Neither " the

narrowness of sect nor the noise of par-

ty
" should be heard in this matter. As

a great gallery should represent all phas-
es of art through their several stages of

progress and decay, meeting all wants

and tastes, so criticism should be based

upon a foundation equally broad, not

proud of its erudition nor dictatorial, but

with due humility uttering its opinions,

prompt to sustain them, and yet ever

ready to listen and learn.

" Old masters
"

are almost a by-word
of 'doubt or contempt in America, owing
to the influx of cheap copies and pseudo-

originals of no artistic value whatever.

It is the more important, therefore, that

they should be represented among us by
such characteristic specimens as are still

to be procured. Some modern artists

are jealous of or indifferent to past ge-

nius, and sedulously disparage it in view

of their own immediate interests. Bayle
St. John, in his "

Louvre," relates that he

heard an associate of the Royal Acade-

my deliberately and energetically declare,

that, if it were in his power, he would

slash with his knife all the works of the

old masters, and thus compel people to

buy modern. This spirit is both ungener-
ous and impolitic. If neither respect nor

care for the works of departed talent be

bestowed, what future has the living tal-

ent itself to look forward to ? Art is best

nourished by a general diffusion of sesthet-

ic taste and feeling. There can be no in-

vidious rivalry between the dead and the

living. Alfred Tennyson looks not with

evil eye upon John Milton. Why should

a modern be jealous of a mediaeval artist ?

The public can lo.ve and appreciate both.

Nor should it be forgotten that it is pre-

cisely in those countries where old art is

most appreciated that the modern is most

liberally sustained.
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'TENTY SCRAN'.

" Patience hath borne the bruise, and I the stroke."

" I THINK she's a-sinkin', Doctor," sob-

bed old Aunt Rhody, the nurse, as she

came out of Mary Scranton's bed-room

into the clean kitchen, where Doctor

Parker sat before the fire, a hand on ei-

ther knee, staring at the embers, and

looking very grave.

Doctor Parker got up from the creaky

chair, and went into the bed -room. It

was very small, very clean, and two sticks

of wood on the old iron dogs burned away

gradually, and softened the cool April

air.

Before this pretence of a fire sat an el-

derly woman, with grave, set features, an

expression of sense and firmness, but a

keen dark eye that raised question of her

temper. Miss Lovina Perkins was her

style, being half-aunt to the unpleasant-
colored baby she now tended, rolled up
in a flannel shawl, and permitted to be

stupid undisturbedly, since its mother was

dying.

Dying, evidently ;
she had not been

conscious for several hours. Her baby
had not had its welcome

;
she knew noth-

ing, cared for nothing, felt nothing but

the chill of the blood that stood still in

her veins, and the choking of the heart

that hardly beat.

Poor child ! poor widow ! Her head

lay on the pillow, white as the linen, but

of a different tint, the indescribable

pallor that you know and I know, who
have seen it drawn over a dear face, a

tint that is best unknown, that cannot be

reproduced by pen or pencil. Yet, for all

its pallor, you saw at once that this face

was still young, had been lovely, a true

New -England beauty, quaint and trim

and delicate as the slaty-gray snow-bird,

with its white breast, and soft, bright eyes,

that haunts the dusky fir-trees and daz-

zling hill-side slopes when no other bird

dare show itself, a quiet, shy creature,

full of innocent trust and endurance, its

chirp and low repetition dearer than the

gay song of lark or robin, because a win-

try song.

But Mary Perkins had never been call-

ed handsome in Deerfield
;

if they said

she was " a real pretty girl," it only meant

kindly and gentle, in the Connecticut ver-

nacular; and Tom Scranton, the vil-

lage joiner, was first to find out that the

delicate, oval face, with its profuse brown

hair, its mild hazel eyes, and smiling

mouth, was "jest like a pictur'." So Tom
and Mary duly fell in love, got married,

nobody objecting, went West, and

eight months afterward Mary came home
with a coffin. Tom had fallen from a lad-

der, been taken up and brought home

dead, and she had travelled back; five

hundred miles to bury him in Deerfield,

beside his father and mother
;
for he was

their only son.

There were about a hundred dollars

left for Mary. She could not work now,
and she went to board with her half-sis-

ter, the Deerfield tailoress.

Mary Scranton was only nineteen
;
but

she did not want to live, not even for

her baby's sake. All her sunshine and

her strength went out of this world with

Tom, and she had no energy to care to

live without him. She did not say so to

her sister, for Miss 'Viny would have

scolded her smartly, nor did she tell

Doctor Parker
;
but she prayed about it,

and kept it in her heart all those silent

days that she sat sewing baby-clothes, and

looking forward to an hour that should,

even through a death-agony, take her to

Tom. She 'thought the baby would die,

too, and then they should all be togeth-

er; for Mary had a positive tempera-

ment, without hope, because without im-

agination ;
what she had possessed and

lost eclipsed with her all uncertainties of

the future
;
and she thought seven times

of Tom where she once thought of her
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child, though she took pains to make its ed Lovina, who had squeezed her tears

garments ready, and knit its tiny socks, back, lest the two or three that inclined

and lay the lumbering old cradle, that to fall should spot the baby's blanket;
she had been rocked in, with soft and " but I'm goin' to take her out into the

warm wrappings, lest, indeed, the child kitchen, because I calculate to open the

should live longer than its mother. So winder in here."

she sat in Miss 'Viny's bed-room in an So the baby and Aunt 'Yiny went out.

old rush-bottomed rocking-chair, sewing It was a new thing and a hard thing
and sewing, day after day, the persist- for Lovina Perkins to have a baby on
ent will and intent to die working out her hands

;
she would rather have charg-

its own fulfilling, her white lips growing ed herself with the care of a farm, or the

more and more bloodless, her transparent building of a house
;
she could work, she

cheek more wan, and the temples, from could order, plan, regulate, and execute
;

which her lustreless hair was carelessly but what to do with a baby ? There it

knotted away, getting more hollow and lay, helpless, soft, incapable, not to be
clear and sharp-angled. scolded, or worked, or made responsible
And now she lay on the bed, one hand in any way, the most impracticable crea-

under her cheek, the other picking rest- ture possible : a kitten she could have

lessly at the blanket, for consciousness put into a basket at night, and set in the

was fluttering back. shed
;
a puppy she could and would have

" Give me the brandy, Aunt Rhody," drowned
;
but a baby, an unlucky, red,

said Doctor Parker, softly. screeching creature, with a soul, was
He poured a few drops into the spoon worse than all other evils. However, she

she brought, and held it to Mary's lips, couldn't let it die
;
so she went after some

The potent fluid stung the nerves into milk, and, with Aunt Rhody's help, after

life again, and quickened the flickering much patient disgust, taught the child how
circulation

;
her thin fingers lay quiet, to live, and it lived,

her eyes opened and looked clear and Mary Scranton was buried next to

calm at the Doctor. He tried to rouse Tom, and the June grass grew over both

her with an interest deeper to most worn- their graves, and people thought no more
en than their own agony or languor. about it

; only every now and then Doc-
" You've got a nice little girl, Mary," tor Parker came to Miss Perkins's house

said he, cheerfully. to ask after "
baby," who grew daily fat

The ghost of a smile lit her face. and fair and smiling ;
and on one of these

" I'm content," said she, in a low whis- occasions he met the minister, Parson

per. Goodyear, who had come, as Miss 'Viny
Aunt Rhody brought the baby and laid expressed it,

"
o' purpose to take me to

it on its mother's arm. The child stir- do, because I ha'n't presented the child

red and cried, but Mary took no notice
;

for baptism."

her eyes were fixed and glazing. Sud- " Fact is," continued she,
" I ha'n't an

denly she smiled a brilliant smile, stretch- idea what to call her. I don't favor call-

ed both arms upward, dropping her baby in' of her Mary, because that was her

from its place. Only for one moment mother's name, and I couldn't think of

that recognizing look defied death and two on 'em at once
;
and Scripter names

welcomed life
;
her arms dropped, her are generally rather ha'sh. Miss Parker,

jaw fell; it was over. Doctor, kind of favored her bein' called

Aribelly, because there was one of that

" I guess you'd better take the baby name rather come over in the Mayflow-
into the kitchen, Miss Loviny," said Aunt er

;
but I think it's too mighty for a child

Rhody ;

"
'tisn't considered lucky to keep that's got to work

;
what do you say ?

"

'em round where folks has died." " I think you're right, Miss 'Viny,"
" Luck a'n't anything," grimly return- said the Doctor, as gravely as he could.
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" I don't believe in fine names myself. I

should think you might do worse than to

call the baby Content; that was your
own mother's name, wasn't it ? and it was

the last word Mary spoke."
"
Well, now, that's quite an idea, Doc-

tor ! I guess I will."

" And you will present her on the first

Sabbath in May?" said Parson Good-

year.
"
Well, yes, if I'm spared," said Aunt

'Viny ; and, being spared, on that sweet

May-Sunday she carried the smiling little

child up the aisle of the meeting-house,

and had it baptized Content.

Strange to say, yet not all strange,

before it was a year old, the baby had

found its way quite down into the mid-

dle of Aunt 'Viny's heart. To be sure,

it was a deal of trouble
;

it would ache

and cry in a reasonless way, when no-

body could tell what ailed it; it would

take a great amount of caring-for with

ungrateful silence and utter want of dem-O
onstration for a long time

;
but then

it was so helpless ! irresistible plea to

a woman! and under all Miss 'Viny's

rough exterior, her heart was as sweet as

the kernel of a butternut, though about

as hard to discover. True, she was hard

of feature, and of speech, as hundreds of

New -England women are. Their lives

are hard, their husbands are harder and

stonier than the fields they half-reclaim to

raise their daily bread from, their exist-

ence is labor and endurance
;
no grace,

no beauty, no soft leisure or tender caress

mitigates the life that wears itself away
on wash-tubs, cheese -presses, churns,

cooking-stoves, and poultry ;
but truth

and strength and purity lie clear in these

rocky basins, and love lurks like a jewel at

the bottom, visible only when some di-

vine sun-ray lights it up, love as true

and deep and healthy as it is silent and

unknown.

So Miss 'Viny's hardness gave way be-

fore "
baby." She could not feel un-

moved the tiny groping hands about her

in the night, the soft beatings of the

little heart against her arm, the round

downy head that would nestle on her neck

to be rocked asleep ;
she could not resist

that exquisite delight of miserable, exact-

ing, feminine nature, the knowledge that

one thing in the world loved her better

than anybody else. Sorry am I to betray

this weakness of Aunt 'Viny's, sorry

to know how many strong-minded, intel-

lectual, highly educated and refined wom-
en will object to this mean and jealous
sentiment in a woman of like passions

with themselves. I know, myself, that a

lofty love will regard the good of the be-

loved object first, and itself last, that

jealousy is a paltry and sinful emotion
;

but, my dear creatures, I can't help it, so

it was. And if any one of you can, with

a serene countenance and calm mind, see

your husband devote himself to a much

prettier, more agreeable, younger woman
than yourself, or hear your own baby
scream to go from you to somebody else,

or even behold your precious female

friend, your
"
congenial soul," as the Rosa

Matilda literature hath it, fascinated by a

young woman or young man to the neg-
lect of yourself, although in one and

all of these instances the beloved object

seeks his or her best good, then let that

superhuman female throw a stone at Aunt

'Viny ;
but for the present she will not

be lapidated.

Never, indeed, had she been quite as

happy as now. Her life had been a

routine of hard work. Love and mar-

riage had never looked over the palings

at her; and to tell the truth she had

not suffered by their neglect, in her own
estimation. She was one of those super-

numerary women who are meant to do

other people's work in life : servants,

nurses, consolers
; accepting their part

with unconscious humility as a matter of

course
; quite as good as the Santas and

Santissimas of legend and chronicle, and

not nearly so intrusive. So this new

phase had its own sweetness and special

charm for Aunt 'Viny ;
the happiest hour

in her day lying between daylight and

dark, when waistcoats and jackets and

trousers were laid aside, the dim light for-

bidding her to sew, and economy delaying
the lamp, so she could with a clear con-
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science spare half an hour, while the tea- py. But 'Tenty had her father's firm and

kettle boiled, for undressing
u
baby," rub- sunny character

;
she never cried but for

bing the little creature down, much good reason, and then screamed lustily

as a groom might have done, only with a and was over with it
; fretting was out of

loving touch not kept for horses, endu- the question, she did not know how;

ing it with a long night-gown, and toasting her special faults were a strong will and

its shell-pink feet at the fire, till, between a dogged obstinacy, faults Miss 'Viny
the luxury of ease and warmth and tend- trained, instead of eradicating ;

so that

ing, "baby" cooed herself to sleep, and lay 'Tenty emerged from district-school into

along Miss 'Viny's lap like a petted kitten, the "
'Cademy's

"
higher honors as healthy

the firelight playing soft lights over its and happy an individual as ever arrived

fair head, sealed eyelids, and parted lips,
at -the goodly age of fourteen without a

tinting the relaxed arm and funny dimpled silk dress or a French shoe to peacock
fist with a rosy glow, while Aunt 'Viny's herself withal. Every morning, rain or

face took on a tender brooding gleam that shine, she carried her tin pail to Doctor

nobody who had seen her in church on Parker's for milk, hung on the tea-ket-

Sunday, severely crunching fennel, or tie, set the table, wiped the dishes, weed-

looking daggers at naughty boys, could ed a bit of the prolific onion-bed, then

have believed possible. But this expres- washed her hands and brushed her hair,

sion is an odd wonder-worker. I saw put on the green sun-bonnet or the blue

but the other day a bad-eyed, bronzed, hood, as the weather pleased, and trotted

"hard-favored "
Yankee, with a head all off to school, where she plodded over frac-

angles, a dirty face, the air of a terrified tions, and wearied herself out with Amer-

calf, and the habiliments of a poor farm- ican history, and crammed geography,
er

;
I looked at him aristocratically, and and wrote copies, for a whole year, when

thanked the Lord for my mind, my per- Aunt 'Yiny thought she might learn her

son, and rny manners, in true Pharisaic trade, being a stout girl of fifteen, and

triumph, when his little blue - eyed the 'Cademy knew her no more,

daughter came round the corner and pull- There is but little incident in a New-

ed at the tail of his ragged coat. Why, England village of the Deerfield style

the man was transfigured! I wondered and size, full of commonplace peo-

he was willing to shake hands with me pie, who live commonplace lives, in the

when I left him
;
I knew before that his same white and brown and red houses

hands were brown and big and dirty, they were born in, and die respectably

and mine were little and white and soap- in their beds, and are quietly buried

scented
;
but I thought afterwards I'd as among the mulleins and dewberry-vines

lief have been Peter as myself just then, in the hill-side graveyard. Mary Scran-

and I think so still. Wherefore, young ton's life and death;*though they possess-

ladies all, learn from this that the true ed the elements of a tragedy, were di-

cestus, fabled No ! I shall make an vested of their tragic interest by this calm

essay on that matter some day ;
I will not and pensive New-England atmosphere,

inflict it here. Nothing so romantic had happened there

So, by dint of hard work, Aunt 'Viny for many years, or did occur again for

brought up her dead sister's child in the more
; yet nobody knew a romance had

way it should go, nor ever for one mo- come and gone. People in Deerfield liv-

ment grudged her labor or her time, ed their lives with a view to this world

Neither did she spoil Content by over- and the next, after the old Puritanic fash-

indulgence ;
her good sense kept the child ion somewhat modified, and so preserved

unharmed, taught her hardy and self-re- the equilibrium. No special beauty of

liant habits, made her useful all the time, the town attracted summer-visitors. It

and, even if Nature had not been before- -was a village of one street, intended to be

hand with her, would have made her hap- straight, crossing a decorous brook that
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turned the mill, and parting itself just bushes, with red "
pinies

" and livid hy-
below the church and the "

store," to ac- drangeas, or now and then a mat of stone-

commodate a small "
green," where the crop and " voile ts

"
along the posy-bed

geese waddled, hissed, and nibbled May- that edged cabbage and potato- plots,

weed all summer, and the boys played while, without the fence, Bouncing-Bets
ball sometimes after school. There was adorned the road-side, or blue sea-pinks
a post-office in the "store," beside boots, from the pasture -lot strayed beyond its

sugar, hams, tape, rake-tails, ploughs, St. rails.

Croix molasses, lemons, calico, cheese, Nothing happened in Deerfield
;

so

flour, straw hats, candles, lamp-oil, crack- nothing happened to "
'Tenty Scran','' as

ers, and rum, a good assortment of nee- the school-children nicknamed her. She

dies and thread, a shelf of school-books, earned her living now at tailoring and
a seed-drawer, tinware strung from the dress-making; for Miss 'Viny was much

ceiling, apples in a barrel, coffee-mills " laid up with rheumatiz," and could not

and brooms in the windows, and hanging go about as was her wont. Also, the

over the counter, framed and glazed, the art and mystery of housekeeping became

following remarkable placard, copied out familiar to the child, and economy of the

in a running hand : domestic sort was a virtue she learned

unconsciously by continual practice. She
No went to church on Sundays in a clean

Credit Will be Given calico frock and a white cape, sat in the

in singers' seat and uplifted her voice in

This Store after Lenox and Mear, Wells and Bethesda,
This Date. shared her fennel with the children in

Under no circumstances whatever. the gallery, looked out the text in her

My Reasons Bible, and always thought Parson Good-
I cannot buy goods or do business with- year's sermon was intended for her good,
out cash, and as the bulk of my capital and took it in accordingly,
is now trusted out with the promise to I should like to say that 'Tenty Scran'

pay which that promise has never been was pretty ;
in fact, I have always re-

full filled I deem it a duty to myself and garded it as one of the chief pleasures of

my Cash paying customers to sell goods a literary calling, that you are not oblig-
for cash at the lowest market price. ed to take people as they are, but can

I shall indeavor make it an interest of make them to order, since it takes no

my customers to pay cash for all goods more pen-scratches to describe luxuriant

purchas by them. I shall offer goods at curls and celestial eyes and roseate lips

reduced rates as an inducement for all to than it does.to set forth much less lovely

pay cash. things ;
but when it comes to stubborn

If I am asked if I give credit I want facts, why, there you have to come down
this to be my answer to this world, and proceed accordingly,

No Never. so I must say 'Tenty was not handsome.

ELKANAH MILLS. She had fresh rosy cheeks and small

brown eyes, hair to match the eyes, a

Distrust not, O reader ! This is verla- nose undeniably pug, a full, wide mouth,
tim et literatim a copy. and strong, white teeth, fortunately,

In front of the " store" was a hay-scale, since every one showed when she laugh-
across the way a tavern, and, at respect- ed, and she laughed a great deal. Then
ful distances along the street, white or she had a dumpy figure, and good large
red houses, with the inevitable front-door, hands and feet, a look of downright hon-' ' o

south-door, kitchen- and shed-door, lilacs esty and good-temper, and a nice, clear

and altheas before the windows, fennel, ti- voice in speech or singing, though she

ger-lilies, sweet-brier, and Bur^imdy rose- only sang hymns. But for all this, every-
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body in Deerfield likfid 'Tenty Scran'
; books, and his victuals, and fixes his pil-

old and young, men and maidens, all had lows, and keeps the light out of his eyes,

a kindly welcome for her
;
and though so 't he isn't contented a moment of time

Aunt 'Viny did not say much, she felt without she's right there."

the more. And while Mrs. Parker was conveying
But "

everybody has their sorrers," these ideas to Miss 'Viny, they were be-

as Hannah-Aim Hall remarked, in one ing illustrated in her own house after this

of her "'Cademy" compositions, and fashion:

'Tenty came to hers when she was about "
'Tenty," (three weeks had abolished

twenty -two. Miss Lovina was almost the Miss,)
" won't you give me that blue

bed -ridden with the rheumatism that book off the shelf ?"

year, and 'Tenty had to come back twice 'Tenty sprang up and handed the book,
a day from her work to see to her, so and went to her work again, beginning
that she made it up by staying evenings, under her breath to hum

against her usual rules. Now about the
gweet fields beyond

middle of that May, Doctor Parker's
XT i f

" Dear me ! this pillow has slipped
scapegrace son Ned came home from

, 11 f n away. Tenty, won t vou fix it ?

sea, a great, lazy, handsome fellow,
' JJ '

111 - T^ /. ij > Jump the second: the pillow is putwho had run away from Deerfield in his

r. c. .t , . .1 straight under Ned 8 dark curls, though
fifteenth year, because it was so "darn-

, .
! . , . , T. he is so helpless she has to raise his head

ed stupid, to use his own phrase. Doc-
^ , ,, , ,. -n ,

with one arm and arrange the cushion
tor Parker was old, and Mrs. Parker was

, , , n i ... j with the other : then the seam and hymn
old, too, but she called it nervous; and
, -i.i XT j recommence,
home was stupider than ever to JNed,

particularly as he had broken his ankle
" Sweet fields beyond the swelling"

and was laid on the sofa for a good six " I wish I had a drink of cold water."

weeks at least. About the second of Jump the third; 'Tenty finishes her

those weeks, Content Scranton came to hymn on the way to the well, and brings

"do over "Mrs. Parker's summer-gowns, the water, and holds the invalid up to

and put her caps together after their drink it, and then the pillows fall again,

semi-annual starching. and the book slips down, and everything
Of course 'Tenty sat in the "

keeping- goes wrong and has to be re-arranged,

room," where the old sofa was
;
and of and at length 'Tenty goes back to her

course Ned had nothing better to do than place by the window quite indisposed to

to watch the gay, good little bee at her sing, but glowing with a new, shy pleas-

toil, hear her involuntary snatches of ure, for Ned had looked up at her with

hymn-singing, laugh at her bright sim- those great gray eyes that said so much

plicity, and fall in love with her, sailor- more than his lips did, and laid his cheek

fashion,
" here to-day, and gone to- against the stubbed hand that arrang-

morrow." ed his pillows, and said,
"
Oh, 'Ten-

'Tenty stayed a long time at Mrs. Par- ty ! how good you are !

"
in tones that

ker's that summer
;
she seemed to get on meant,

" and how I love you !

"
as well,

so slowly with her work, but, as Mrs. Par- though he did not say it.

ker said, So matters progressed from day to day,
"
Why, the fact of it is, 'Tenty is so Ned needing more and more care, till he

handy and so spry, I can't see how to made his first progress across the room

spare her. Ed'ard, he wants a sight of with a cane and the help of 'Tenty's

waitin' on
;
and I am so nervous, and shoulder

;
after which experiment he be-

husband is afflicted with neuralogy, be- gan to recover rapidly, impelled by the

side that he is considerable in years, so prospect of getting away from that house

we can't be around as we used to be
;
and "and being free to go where he chose

'Tenty steps about and gets Ed'ard his again.
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For 'Tenty had ceased to amuse or in-

terest him as much as she had done
;
six

weeks had done away with the novelty
of her deepening color and shy dropping

eyes; beside, she laughed less, almost

ceased to sing, sighed softly, and looked

quiet and grave, instead of gay and un-

conscious. It was the old fable of sport

to the boys and death to the frogs. She

thought he was in earnest
;
he knew he

was amusing himself.

Miss 'Viny noticed the change in her

darling, but she was a woman who had

acquired wisdom by experience, and she

said nothing ;
she only grew more exact-

ing of 'Tenty's presence, wanted her ear-

lier in the evening, found fault with her

food, and behaved generally so unlike her

usual stern patience, that Content was

really roused out of her dreaminess to

wonder what ailed Aunt 'Viny.

As soon as Ned Parker was able to get

out of doors again, he was heard of in ev-

ery house in the village, making himself

agreeable after his own fashion, drink-

ing hard cider with the old farmers, prais-

ing their wives' gingerbread and spruce-

beer, holding skeins for the girls, going
on picnics, huckleberryings, fishing-ex-

cursions, apple -bees, riding Old Boker,
his father's horse, bare-backed down the

street, playing ball on the green, and fre-

quenting singing-school with one pretty

girl and another, till all Deerfield shook

its head and remarked that " That 'ere

Ned Parker was a master-hand for car-

ryin' on." And 'Tenty sewed harder than

ever.

What makes me always put love into a

story, Aunt Grundy ? Why, because love

is popular ;
because nine-tenths of the

people who read smile to see the first and

faintest hint of the tender passion in what

they read
;
because a story without love

is like bricks without straw; because a

life without it is a life no doubt comfort-

able to lead, but uninteresting to hear.

Love is your only democrat
;
Ethelinda

in Fifth Avenue, glittering with the clear

splendor of diamonds, and rustling like a

white-birch-swamp with pale silks, gleam-

ing through the twilight before an opera,
VOL. vi. 38

and looking violets at Sydney Hamilton

over the top of her inlaid fan, is no more

thrilled and rapt and tortured by the

Disturber in Wings, than Biddy in the

kitchen, holding tryst with her "
b'y" at

the sink-room window. Thousands of

years ago, Theseus left Ariadne tearing
the ripples of her amber-bright hair, and

tossing her white arms with the tossing

surf, in a vain agony of distraction and

appeal : poets have sung the flirtation,

painters have painted it
;
the story is an

eternal legend of pain and passion, illumi-

nated with lucent tints of age and the

warm South, outlined with the statuesque

purity of classic scenery and classic dic-

tion : but I myself never for a moment

believed that Ariadne was a particle more

unhappy or pitiable than Nancy Bunker,
our seamstress, was, when Hiram Fenn

went West to peddle essences, and mar-

ried a female Hoosier whose father owned

half a prairie. They would by no means

make as lovely a picture ;
for Nancy's up-

per jaw projects, and she has a wart on

her nose, very stiff black hair, and a shin-

gle figure, none of which adds grace to a

scene
;
and Hiram went off in the Slab-

town stage, with a tin-box on his knees,

instead of in a shell -shaped boat with

silken sails
;
but I know Nancy reads love-

stories with great zest, and I know she

had a slow fever after Hiram was mar-

ried. For, after all, love is the same

thing ever since Paradise, the unweary-

ing tradition, the ever new presence, the

rapture or the anguish unspeakable ;
and

while 'Tenty Scran' sat and sewed at

Squire Hall's new linen pantaloons, she

set every stitch with a sigh, and sewed on

every button with a pang that would have

made Ariadne put both arms round her,

and kiss her long and close, a sister in

bonds, though purple robes with jewel-

led borders, crescented pearls, and arm-

lets of gold, would not have been at all

congruous hugging a sixpenny calico with

a linen collar.

Not that Ned neglected 'Tenty; he

could not follow her about from house to

house, and she had done sewing for his

mother, and in the evening Aunt 'Viny
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always needed her. But more than once and 'Tenty never could remember what

he joined her after church, walked home tunes they sang ;
and the singers in church

to the door with her, and cheered her next Sunday asked her why she didn't

simple soul with his familiar looks and come in when she got as far as the door,

tones, and words of praise that made and 'Tenty said she thought the benches

Adriadne Scran' think Theseus Parker were all full ! Truth, stern tutor of the

a little more than mere man, something historian, compels me to confess that

altogether adorable. However, she knew 'Tenty and Ned Parker were sitting on

he was having a very good time when he the meeting-house steps most of that even-

didn't see her at all. The real reason ing, in a touching attitude
;
for Ned was

why she ached and sighed over Squire telling her how his ship had come into

Hall's pantaloons was, that she heard port and was going to sail again for South

Ned in the next room helping Hannah- America, and he had an offer to join her

Ann Hall pack up the dinner for their as second mate
;
so he had got to say good-

grand Snake Hill picnic, and diverting bye to his kind little nurse, and so forth

the same Hannah-Ann with such wit and and so on, with admonitions never to for-

humor and frolic, that she declared sev- get him, and how he never should forget

eral times she should split, and begged her, and here was a little locket
;
and fi-

him not to be so funny. nally, sobered by her stifled sobs, Ned
Now 'Tenty never had a pleasant day, bent down his handsome head, and said,

unless Ned was with her, it had got as softly,

far as that
;
and the idea that he could " Won't you kiss me for good-bye,

and did enjoy himself so thoroughly and 'Tenty ?
"

heartily without her was a dull pang that Dear me ! of course she kissed him,

ate into her soul continually, and made and thought how good he was to kiss her,

her forlorn. Oh, these women ! these piti- and told him so. Whereupon he got bet-

ful creatures ! not magnanimity enough ter and better
;
and when the sexton came

in a whole race of them to be visible to to ring the bell for nine o'clock, they only
the naked eye ! jealous dogs-in-the-man- just heard his steps in time to steal away

ger ! If they weren't useful domestical- unobserved through the starry darkness,

ly, I should vote for having them exter- and go round past the pine-grove. So

minated from this great generous world, reaching home at the aforesaid late hour,

and give place to some better institution, where Mr. Ned became good again when
which no doubt could be got up by the he stooped to unlatch the gate, 'Tenty
india-rubber companies or the scientific looked so fresh and rosy and sweet when

conventions. But as Alphonso of Castile she came in, that Aunt 'Viny growled to

did not make the world, one must take it herself, found fault with her gruel, scold-

as it is
;
and I will say, for the encourage- ed at the blanket, tipped over the tea-

ment of philosophers, that I have known cup, and worried 'Tenty back into stern

one magnanimous woman, and she a beau- reality, till the girl stole off to her bed.

tiftil woman, moreover. Not to sleep, oh, no! Waste such sweet-

So 'Tenty sewed, and ached, and made ness on sleep ? Never ! She lay there,

Aunt 'Viny's bed and her gruel, read broad awake, and thought it all over, and

her Bible and prayed for Ned Parker, how very nice it was to have anybody
and thought she was growing very old,- love her so much, and how she should

till one night he asked her to go to sing- like to be handsome and smart and wor-

ing-school with him
; whereupon she put thy so much honor, till the cock crow-

on a pink calico dress, and began to re- ed for dawn, and then she fell asleep,

cover her youth most wonderfully. nowise daunted by the recollection that

They went to Master Solon's singing- Ned had said nothing to her except that

school, it is true
;
but they never got she was as sweet as a ripe blackberry

home to Aunt 'Viny's till half past nine, and as pretty as a daisy ;
for to her inno-
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cent logic actions spoke louder than words,

and she knew that anybody who did so (?)

must love her enough to marry her.

So Ned sailed for Valparaiso, and 'Ten-

ty stayed at home. Aunt 'Viny got no

better in all those winter-snows and blows
;

they are not favorable to rheumatism, these

New-England airs
;
so 'Tenty had enough

to do
;
but she was happy and contented.

And winter crept by and merged into

spring, and spring into autumn, before

Deerfield heard any news ofNed Parker;

though, in the mean time, one report af-

ter another of his being engaged to va-

rious girls, at length settling with mark-

ed weight on Hannah-Ann Hall, spread
over the village and was the theme of

Sunday-noon gossips and sewing-society

meetings, greatly to 'Tenty's contempt
and amusement, though the contempt
was too bitter and the amusement too

tremulous to be pleasant. For did not

she know better ? People don't kiss peo-

ple when they don't like them: a self-

evident proposition, but one that requir-

ed some assertion and repetition to weigh
its right weight in her mind.

Poor little 'Tenty ! In that cold No-

vember there came a letter to Doctor

Parker just as he was getting out of his

gig, after a round of visits. The post-

master, going home to dinner, handed it

to him, and, going back from dinner, was

called in to lift him up-stairs to his bed.

Ned Parker had been wrecked off the

Horn, the crew took to their boats, and

only one boat, with one surviving man to

tell the tale, was picked up by a whaler

coming back to New Bedford from the

Pacific
;

all the rest were gone. Doctor

Parker was old and feeble; this only
child was all he had

; paralysis smote his

body when the smitten mind bowed be-

fore that dire knowledge, and he never

looked up again. Content would have

given anything to go and nurse him
;
but

she, too, was stunned, and in the whirl

of that great grief even Aunt '

Viny's de-

mands were no more to her than a dull

mechanic routine that she could hardly
force her trembling steps to carry through.

So she stayed at home, sewing all day and

crying all night, and looking generally

miserable, though she said nothing; for

whom could she speak to '? Aunt 'Viny
had resolutely kept her suspicions about

Ned Parker to herself, though well she

knew who had walked home from meet-

ing with 'Tenty in those pleasant autumn

Sundays now gone, pleasure and all. But

Miss 'Viny believed in silence on such

matters, and had held her peace ;
now it

was too late to break it. Nor was 'Tenty

disposed to tell her anything; for it oc-

curred for the first time to her innocent

soul that she had nothing to tell. So they
both went on their way, with secret pity

and still endurance.

After a brief illness of three days, poor

old Doctor Parker's weary soul and body

gave out; he died on a Thursday after-

noon, and, in country-fashion, it was pro-

posed to bury him on Sunday, from the

church. Sunday came, cold and raw

and blustering. 'Tenty took her usual

seat in the gallery, but took it early, that

she might see the "mourners" come in

and fill the front pews kept for them.

She wiped away the tears from her eyes,

and looked on with a feeling of half envy,

thinking of the son to whom no funeral

honors should ever now be paid, slum-

bering in the cruel seas that break and

roar about the Horn. She counted the

bearers, all known faces; she watched

Parson Goodyear into the pulpit ;
she

saw Mrs. Parker on her brother's arm.

But there was one other veiled female

fio-ure, shrouded also in black, whoseC1 '

presence she could no way account for
;

and when Parson Goodyear made his

first long prayer, and sent up an earnest

petition for the doubly bereaved woman
before him, what did he mean by adding,

" And Thine other handmaid, in the

bloom of her years bereaved of hope and

promise, her whom Thou hast afflicted

from afar oflf, and made a widow before

Thee "
? What did it mean ? 'Tenty's

breath fluttered, and she turned cold.

Just at that moment, one of her neigh-
bors murmured under her bonnet,
" That's Hanner-Ann, next to Miss Par-

ker
; only to think how sly she's kep' it a
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hull year ! And she engaged to Ed'ard send to people is their own way, 'Tenty ;

all that time ! I wouldn't never ha' be- and vou'll know it before YOU die."
V tt

lieved it, ef she hadn't had his letters to 'Tenty turned away to her work, hardly
show for't, an' a gold watch he gin her

;
convinced by Miss 'Viny's wisdom, and

an' Miss Parker says she's knowed it all inwardly thinking she should like to try

the time." her own way for all that. However,
Little more did 'Tenty know of psalm 'Tenty suffered far less than she might

or sermon
;
some whirling sounds passed have done, for indignation helped her;

her, and then a rush of people. She was the feeling that Ned Parker had deliber-

last to leave the church
;
and when she ately amused himself with her, while she

got home, and went to make Miss 'Viny's was in mortal earnest, had lowered him

tea, as she tilted the long well-sweep not a little from his height. Then Aunt
down and up to draw her pail of water, 'Viny's care diverted her sad thoughts
she looked earnestly down the depths of from herself, by sending her upon daily

crystal, as if to see what lay below, then errands to the poor and the sick, so that

quietly opened her left hand above it; 'Tenty's pleasant face and voice became

something bright fell, dashed the clear the hope of the hour to more than one

drops from a fern that grew half-way poverty-stricken or dying woman ;
and so

down, tinkled against a projecting stone, her own grief, measured by theirs, shrank

made a little splash, and was gone. 'Tenty and withdrew itself day by day, and be-

took up her pail and went into the shed
;

came something she could now and then

and Ned Parker's locket lies at the bot- forget. And more than all, her naturally
torn of the well, for all I know, to this sweet temperament and healthy organi-

day. Thenceforth 'Tenty cried no more
;

zation helped her to recover,

though for many weeks she was grave, Myriads have died of a broken heart, no

wretched, pining. doubt, but it was physiologically broken
;

Winter set in with furious storms and grief torments into sleeplessness, sleepless-

heavy snows, but, strange to say, Aunt ness destroys the appetite, then strength

'Viny grew better
;
she could sit up ;

at goes, the circulation fails, and any latent

length could move about
;
and at last, evil lurking in the constitution springs on

one night when she sat by the fire knit- the helpless and willing victim and corn-

ting, suddenly looked up at 'Tenty and pletes its work. This is a shockingly un-

said, romantic and material view to take of the
" You haven't seen Miss Parker lately, matter, and brings to nought poems by the

have you, Content ?
" hundred and novels by the thousand

;
but

'Tenty shivered a little. is it not, after all, more true to God and
"
No, I have not, Aunt 'Viny." human nature to believe in this view than

"
Well, it appears as though you should to think He made men or women to be

go and see her
;
she's a weakly woman, the sport of passion and circumstance,

but she can set her back up dreadful even to their destruction ?

against the Lord's doings, and I don't 'Tenty Scran' was too healthy to break

know but what such kind of people need her heart, and too unselfish; so she

comfortin' more 'n others. It's a world gradually recovered her bright bloom,
full o' gales, this is, and everybody hasn't and went to her work, and took care

learnt the grass's lesson, to bend when the of Aunt 'Viny, as energetically and gay-
wind blows." ly as ever. Hannah-Ann Hall marri-

" The Lord sends the wind, Aunt ed a lawyer from Meriden, and mov-

'Viny." ed away, quite consoled for Ned, within
" The Lord sends everything, only three years ;

but 'Tenty favored no lov-

folks don't allow it
; they'd ruther lay it ers, though one or two approached her.

to the door of man, so 's to feel free to There are some women who are like the

worry. But the worst thing He ever does aloe, their life admits of but one pas-
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sion. It comes late and lasts long, but

never is repeated ;
the bloom dies out of

its resplendence and odor, but no second

flowering replaces it. She was one of

these. But what one man lost in her

love, a thousand of her fellow-creatures

gained. 'Tenty was the Deerfield bless-

ing, though she never knew it herself.

All the sick wanted her
;

all the children

pulled at her gown, and smiled at her

from their plays ;
her heart and her hands

were so full, no regret found place to nes-

tle there, and silence brooded dove-like

over that sorrowful time gone by.

After a while, some ten years after Ned
Parker's death, Miss 'Viny took to her

bed again, this time never to rise. Slow

consumption had fastened on her, and

she knew well what was before her, for

so had her mother died
;
but no saint was

ever more patient than she. 'Tenty was

the best of nurses, and had even learned

to speak of her aunt's death without a

tremor in her voice, the last triumph of

her unselfishness
;

for Miss 'Viny could

bear no agitation, and yet needed to speak
of the event she neither dreaded nor de-

sired.

"
'Tenty," said she, one day,

" I feel a

sight easier to leave you than if you'd
married Ned Parker."

"
Why, Aunty ?

"
said Content, a light

blush only testifying her surprise at this

address.

" Because he was a selfish feller
;
he

always was. I believe some women are

better off to marry, though I can't say
but what I believe a single state is as

good ;
but a woman that gets a real lazy,

selfish feller gets pretty near the worst

thing there is. I seemed kind of hard,

'Tenty, them days, but I had feelin'

enough."
" I don't doubt but what you had,

Aunt 'Viny ; only one can't see far ahead,

you know, when it rains. I'm sure I've

been as happy as a clam these last six

years, and I don't calculate to resk that

by gettin' married, never. Besides, I've

learned what you used to call the grass's

lesson, pretty well."

Here Parson Goodyear interrupted the

conversation, and it never was resumed;
for the week after, Miss 'Viny died, and

Content was left alone in her little house,
" to battle with the world," as people say.

But no conflict ensued, since it takes two

to make a quarrel, and 'Tenty was on

good terms with the Deerfield world. So

she lived on, peaceful and peace-making,
till forty found her as comely and as hap-

py as ever, a source of perpetual wonder
to the neighbors, who said of her,

" She

has got the dreadfullest faculty of gettin'

along I ever see," and thereby solved

the problem, for all except one, and that

other one 'Tenty's opposite in every trait,

Miss Mehitable Hall, Hannah-Ann's old-

er sister, an old maid of the straitest

sect, and one who was nowise sustained

under the inflictions of life by the con-

sciousness of enough money to support

her, and friends to care for her approach-

ing age.

It was Miss Hitty Hall's delight to be

miserable : rather an Irish expression,

but the only one that suits her case.

One bright October afternoon she came
over to see Content, bringing her blue

knitting, sure symptom of a visitation.

'Tenty welcomed her with her usual cor-

dial homeliness, gave her the easiest chair

she had, and commenced hospitalities.
" Do lay off your things, Miss Hall, and

set awhile
;
I haven't seen you for quite

a spell."
"
Well, I don't really know how to,"

replied Miss Hitty. "I don't know but

what everything will go to rack while

I'm away. My help is dreadful poor, I

can't calculate for her noway. I shouldn't

wonder if she was settin' in the keepin'-

room this minute, looking at my best

books."
"
Oh, I guess not, Miss Hitty. Now do

let me take off your bunnet, and make

yourself easy. Bridget can't do much

harm, and you're such a stranger."
"
Well, I don't know but what I will,

there ! Dpn't put yourself out for me,

'Tenty, I'll set right here. Dear me!
what a clever house this is! A'n't you
lonesome ? I do think it's dreadful to be

left all alone in this wicked world
;

it ap-
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pears as though I couldn't endure it no-

ways, sometimes."
"
Why, Miss Hitty ! I'm sure you're

extreme well off. Supposing, now, you
had married a poor man, and had to work

all your life, or a cross man, always

a-findin' fault, or"
"
Well, that's a consideration, re'lly.

Now there's Hanner-Ann's husband, he's

always nag-naggin' at her for something
she's done or ha'n't done, the whole en-

during time. She's real ailing, and he

ha'n't no patience, but then he's got

means, and she wants for nothing. She

had, to say, seven silk dresses, when I was

there last time, and things to match,

that's something. But I'm sure you have

to work as hard as though you was a min-

ister's wife, 'Tenty. I don't see how you
do keep up."

"
Oh, I like work, Miss Hitty. It kind

of keeps my spirits up ;
and all the folks

in Deerfield are as clever to me as though
I belonged to 'em. I have my health,

and I don't want for anything. I think

I'm as well off as the Queen."
" You haven't had no great of troubles,"

groaned Miss Hitty. "I've suffered so

many 'flictions I'm most tired out
;
them

is what wears on people, 'flictions by
death."

" I don't know," meekly answered

'Tenty ;

" I've had some, but I haven't

laid 'em up much. I felt bad while they

lasted
;
but I knew other folks's was so

much worse, I was kind of shy about feel-

in' too bad over my troubles."

"
Well, you've got a real faculty at

takin' things easy; now I'm one of the

feelin' kind. I set down often and often

to knit, and get a-thinkin' over times

back, and things people said and did

years ago, and how bad I felt, till I feel

jest so ag'in, and I get a-cryin' till it

Seems as though I should screech right out,

and I can't sleep, nor I can't do nothing."
" A'n't you borrowin' trouble a little

bit, Miss Hitty ? I've kind of figured it

out that it's best to let the things that's

dead and done for stay so. I don't know
as we've got any call to remember 'em.
* The Lord requireth that which is past,' it

says in the Bible
;
and I've always looked

upon that as a kind of a hint to men that

it wa'n't their business, but the Lord's."

"
Oh, it's all very well to talk, 'Tenty

Scranton ! talk, do ! but 'tisn't so mighty

easy to practise on't."

"
Why, now, I think it's the easiest

way, by a sight, Miss Hitty. I didn't

mean to cast it up against you, for I

know it's partly natur', but I do think

folks can help natur' more'n they're gen-

erally willing to allow. I know it does

seem as if you couldn't help thinkin*

about troubles sometimes, and it's quite

a chore to keep bright ;
but then it seems

so much more cheery not to be fretted

over things you can't help, and it is such

a sight pleasanter for everybody else ! I

declare, it does seem jest as though the

Lord had made this world for folks to

have a good time in, only they don't all

know how, and I always feel a call to

help 'em."
" You're a master-piece to talk, 'Tenty,

but it don't make the difference with

me it does with some folks
;

it seems as if

I should ha' had a better time almost any

way beside my way. I get more and

more failin' every day, I'm pretty near

gone now. I don't know but what I shall

die any time. I suffer so with rheumatiz,

and I'm troubled considerable with a ris-

in' of the lungs ;
and sometimes I do think

I've got a spine in my back, it aches and

oreaks so nights."

"Why, I was thinking, since you set

here, Miss Hitty, how spry you be, and

you've got a real 'hullsome look to your
face

;
I should say you'd grown fat."

" Fat !

"
exclaimed the indignant spin-

ster
;

" about as fat as a hen's forehead !

Why, Content Scranton ! I'm dreadful

poor, poor as Job's turkey; why, my
arms is all bones and sinners."

" You don't say so 1 I guess that's

knitting, Miss Hitty; you do knit beau-

tiful. Is that worsted or cotton you're at

now V
"

Praise allayed Miss Hitty's wounded

self-pity. She grew amiable under its

slow -dropping dews always, as 'Tenty

knew.
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"
Oh, this a'n't anything to boast of. I

call this common knitting ;
it's a pair of

socks I promised Miss Warner for her

boy. Speakin' of her boy Ned makes

me think
;

have you heared the news,

Tenty V"
"
No, I haven't heared any."

"
Well, it's jest like a story-book. Ned

Parker, he 't was Doctor Parker's son,

an' promised to our Hanner-Ann, he's

turned up, it appears. He wa'n't drown-

ded, but he was washed ashore, and the

Indians they took him, and he wasn't

able to get away for ten year ;
then a

whaler's crew catched sight of him, hav-

in' stopped there for water, and took him

aboard, and he's been the world over

since. He calculated everybody to Deer-

field was dead and married, so he didn't

come back
;
but now he is a-comin' back,

for he's lost a leg, and he's got some mon-

ey, and they say he is a-goin' to settle

down here."
" Has he come yet, Miss Hitty ?

"

"
No, they're expectin' of him to Miss

Warner's every day ; you know she was

Miss Parker's half-brother's wife."

"
Yes, I have heared she was. But,

Miss Hitty, don't roll up your work."
"
Oh, I must be a-goiu', it's time

;

my help will be standin' on her head by
this time, like enough. I don't see but

what one Irish girl is about as confinin'

as seven children, I'm sure."

With which despairing remark, Miss

Hitty put on her shawl and calash and

departed ;
while Content filled her tea-

kettle and prepared for supper.

But while the kettle boiled, she sat

down by the window, and thought about

Miss Kitty's news. Her first feeling was

one of surprise at herself, a sort of sad

surprise, to feel how entirely the love

that once threatened to wreck her life

had died out of it. Hard, indeed, it is to

believe that love can ever die ! The young
girl clings passionately even to her grief,

and rejects as an insult the idea that such

deep regret can become less in all a life-

time, that love, immortal, vital, all-per-

vading, can perish from its prime, and

flutter away into dust like the dead leaves

of a rose. Yet is it not the less true.

Time, cold reason, bitter experience, all

poison its life -
springs ; respect, esteem,

admiration, all turn away from a point

that offers no foothold for their cling-

ing ;
and she who weeps to - day tears

hot as life-blood ten years hereafter may
look with cool distaste at the past pas-

sion she has calmly weighed and meas-

ured, and thank God that her wish failed

and her hope was cut down. Yet there

is a certain price to pay for all such ex-

perience, to such a heart as sat in the

quieted bosom of Content. Had it been

possible for her to love again, she would

have felt the change in her nature far

less
;
but with the stream, the fountain

also had dried, and she was conscious

that an aridness, unpleasant and unnat-

ural, threatened to desolate her soul,

and her conflict with this had been the

hardest battle of all. It is so hard to love

voluntarily, to satisfy one's self with mi-

nor affections, to know that life offers

no more its grandest culmination, its di-

vinest triumph, to accept a succession of

wax-lights because the sun and the day
can return no more, above all, to feel

that the capacity of receiving that sun-

light is fled, that, so far, one's own pow-
er is eternally narrowed, like the loss of

a right hand or the blinding of a right

eye ! Patience endures it, but even pa-

tience weeps to think how the fair intent

of the Maker is marred, to see the mu-

tilated image, the brokenness of perfec-

tion !

Not that 'Tenty was conscious of all

these ideas. They simplified themselves

to her simple nature in a brief soliloquy,

as she sat looking at the splendid haze

of October, glorifying the scarlet maples
and yellow elms of Deerfield Street, now

steeped in a sunset of purpled crimson

that struck its level rays across the sap-

phire hill -tops and transfigured briefly

that melancholy earth dying into winter's

desolations.

"
Well, it is curious to think I ever

cared so much for anybody as I did for

Ned Parker ! poor, selfish cre'tur', just

playing with me for fun, as our kitty does
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with a mouse ! and I re'lly thought he

was a fine man ! Live and learn, I de-

clare for't ! He let me know what kind

of cre'turs men are, though. I haven't

had to be pestered with one all my life,

I'm thankful : that's one good thing to

come out of evil. I don't know but what

I should like to feel as wide awake again
as I did then

;
but 'tisn't worth the

price."

Saying which, Miss 'Tenty brewed her

tea, spread her bread and butter, and
with a bit of cheese made her savory

meal, cleared it away, washed the dishes,

and resumed her work as peacefully as

if her life had been all as serene as to-

day.

Ned Parker did come back to Deer-

field, and settled there, a coarse, red-

faced, stout, sailor-like man, with a wood-

en leg. Ten years in Patagonia and ten

years of whaling had not improved his

aspect or his morals. He swore like a

pirate, chewed, smoked a pipe, and now
and then drank to excess

;
and by way

of elegant diversion to these amusements,
fell in love with Content Scranton ! Her
trim figure, her bright, cheerful face, her

pretty, neat little house and garden, the

rumored "interest-money," that was the

fruit of years of hard work and saving, all

attracted this lazy, selfish man, who, re-

membering his youth, fancied he had on-

ly to ask, to receive
;
and was struck with

astonishment to hear,
"
No, thank you," in a very calm, clear

tone, answered to his proposition.
" Good Lord ! you women are queer

craft ! I swear, I thought you'd lay to

when I h'isted signals ;
I ha'n't forgot

past times and the meetin'-house steps, if

you have, 'Tenty Scranton."
" You've forgotten Hannah-Ann Hall,

I guess," retorted the indignant little

woman.

Ned Parker swore a great oath
;
he

had forgotten that passage, though only
for a moment.

" Look here !

"
said 'Tenty, coloring

with quiet wrath. " I cannot be friendly,

even, with a man that talks that way.
You had your sport, makin' believe you

liked me, and I didn't know better than

to believe you was an honest man. I

did think a sight of you then, Ed'ard Par-

ker. I a'n't ashamed to own it. I had

reason to, for your actions was louder

than words. But when I come to know

you hadn't meant nothing by all your

praises and kisses and fine words, except

just to have your own fun while you stay-

ed, no matter what become of me, I see,

after I'd got the tears out of my eyes,

what kind of a self-seekin', mean, paltry

man it was that could carry on so with

an innocent young girl, and I hadn't no

more respect for you than I have for a

potato-peeling. I've lived to bless the

Lord that kept me from you, and I a'n't

going to take my blessings back. It's

because I do remember them times that

I say No, now. Your locket is at the bot-

tom of our well
;
but any love I had with

it is drowned deeper, down to the bottom

of nothing. I wish you well, and to mend

your ways ;
but I don't want to see you

here, never !

"

After this pungent dismission, nothing
was left for Ned Parker but to hobble

from the house, cursing to himself for

shame, while 'Tenty buried her face in

her apron and cried as bitterly as if fif-

teen, instead of fifty, assailed her with its

sorrows.

Why did she cry ? Who knows ? Per-

haps, if you, my dear friend, longing for

the face that bloomed, the lips that kiss-

ed, the eyes that smiled for you, years

ago, should suddenly be confronted by
those features, after years of death and

decay had done their ghastly work on

them, bones grinning from their clinging

morsels of clay, you, too, might hide your
head and cry with terror and disgust and

regret. And again you might not. As

I said before, who knows ?

But after this, Content subsided into

her peaceful routine. Ned Parker drank

himself into delirium-tremens, spent all his

money, and came upon the town. But

at that juncture, the Reverend Everett

Goodyear, Parson Goodyear's son and

successor, interfered in his behalf, hired

a room and a nurse for him, and had
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him taken care of in the most generous
and faithful way for the remaining year-

and-a-half of his life. Mr. Goodyear said

he was acting for Parker's friends
;
some

said he had a rich uncle, who was moved
to compassion at last

;
some thought it

was Hannah-Ann Hall; but only one

person knew, and she said nothing.

The day Ned Parker died, the young
minister stepped in to see 'Tenty Scran',

and told her he was gone. Content did

not cry nor smile.

" I'm glad he's rested," said she
;

"
though I haven't no certainty about his

state hereafter."
" You must leave that with the Lord,

Miss Content," said Mr. Goodyear.
" You

have done what was right ; you can't think

He will do less."

" That's a fact
;
and now I expect my

last trouble is over."

" But it has taken almost all your

money," hesitatingly replied the minis-

ter.

"
Well, that's the least of my concerns,

Mr. Goodyear," smiled 'Tenty.
" I'm

spared my hands yet, and I sha'n't want

for nothing while they last. When I get

helpless, I expect the Lord will take care

of me. I sha'n't worry about it till it

comes."
" That is philosophy, certainly," said

Mr. Goodyear.
" I don't know as it's that

;
but I guess

it's six of common-sense and half-a-doz-

en of religion ;
I always thought they was

near about the same thing. Fact is, peo-

ple don't die of troubles in this world
;

they die of frettin' at 'em, only they don't

seem to know it."

"
According to that rule, you won't

die this long time, Miss 'Tenty," said the

minister, unable to resist a smile.

"
Well, I don't know, Sir. I guess I

shall live as long as I want to
;
and I ex-

pect I shall die content. I a'n't troub-

led."

" Blessed are the meek, for they shall

inherit the earth," murmured Mr. Good-

year, as he walked away.

RECOLLECTIONS OF IRVING.

BY HIS PUBLISHER.

You are aware that one of the most

interesting reunions of men connected

with literary pursuits in England is at the

annual dinner of the "
Literary Fund,"

the management of which has been so of-

ten dissected of late by Dickens and oth-

ers. It is a fund for disabled authors
;

and, like most other British charities, re-

quires to be fed annually by a public din-

ner. A notable occasion of this kind hap-

pened on the llth of May, 1842. It was

at this that I first met Mr. Irving in Eu-

rope. The president of the festival was

no less than the Queen's young husband,

Prince Albert, his first appearance in

that (presidential) capacity. His three

speeches were more than respectable, for

a prince; they were a positive success.

In the course of the evening we had

speeches by Hallam and Lord Mahon
for the historians

; Campbell and Moore
for the poets ;

Talfourd for the dramatists

and the bar
;
Sir Roderick Murchison for

the savans ; Chevalier Bunsen and Bar-

on Brunnow for the diplomatists ;
G. P.

R. James for the novelists
;
the Bishop of

Gloucester; Gaily Knight, the antiqua-

ry ;
and a goodly sprinkling of peers, not

famed as authors. Edward Everett was

present as American Minister; and Wash-

ington Irving (then on his way to Madrid

in diplomatic capacity) represented Amer-

ican authors. Such an array of speakers
in a single evening is rare indeed, and it
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was an occasion long to be remember- said to his neighbor, "Brief?" "Yes,
ed. but you can tell the gentleman in the very
The toasts and speeches were, of course, tone of his voice."

very precisely arranged beforehand, as In the hat-room I was amused to see

etiquette requires, I suppose, being in the "
little Tom Moore "

in the crowd, ap-

presence of " His Royal Highness," yet pealing, with mock-pathos, to Irving, as

most of them were animated and char- the biggest man, to pass his ticket, lest he

acteristic. When "
Washington Irving should be demolished in the crush. They

and American Literature
" was propound- left the hall together to encounter a heavy

ed by the fugleman at the elbow of H. R. shower
;
and Moore, in his "

Diary," tells

H., the cheering was vociferously hearty the following further incident,

and cordial, and the interest and curios- ," The best thing of the evening (as far

ity to see and hear Geoffrey Crayon seem- as I was concerned) occurred after the

ed to be intense. His name appeared to whole grand show was over. Irving and
touch the finest chords of genial sympa- I came away together, and we had hard-

ily and good-will. The other famous men ly got into the street, when a most pelt-

of the evening had been listened to with ing shower came on, and cabs and um-

respect and deference, but Mr. Irving's brellas were in requisition in all direc-

name inspired genuine enthusiasm. We tions. As we were provided with neither,

had been listening to the learned Hal- our plight was becoming serious, when a

lam, and the sparkling Moore, to the common cad ran up to me, and said,

classic and fluent author of "
Ion," and " Shall I get you a cab, Mr. Moore ?

to the " Bard of Hope," to the historic Sure, a'n't I the man that patronizes
and theologic diplomate from Prussia, and your Melodies ?

" He then ran off in

to the stately representative of the Czar, search of a vehicle, while Irving and I

A dozen well -
prepared sentiments had stood close up, like a pair of male caryat-

been responded to in as many different ides, under the very narrow protection

speeches.
" The Mariners of England," of a hall-door ledge, and thought, at last,

" And doth not a meeting like this make that we were quite forgotten by my pa-

amends," had been sung, to the evident tron. But he came faithfully back, and

satisfaction of the authors of those lyrics while putting me into the cab, (without

(Campbell, by-the-way, who was near my minding at all the trifle I gave him for

seat, had to be "
regulated

"
in his speech his trouble,) he said confidentially in my

by his friend and publisher, Moxon, lest ear, 'Now mind, whenever you want

H. R. H. should be scandalized). And a cab, Misthur Moore, just call for Tim
now everybody was on tiptoe for the au- Flaherty, and I'm your man.' Now, this

thor of "
Bracebridge Hall." If his speech I call fame, and of somewhat more agree-

had been proportioned to the cheers which able kind than that of Dante, when the

greeted him, it would have been the Ion- women in the street found him out by

gest of the evening. When, therefore, the marks of hell-fire on his beard."

he simply said, in his modest, beseeching When I said that Mr. Irving could not

manner,
" I beg to return you my very speak in public, I had forgotten that he

sincere thanks," his brevity seemed al- did once get through with a very nice

most ungracious to those who didn't know little speech on such an occasion as that

that it was physically impossible for him just alluded to. It was at an entertain-

to make a speech. It was vexatious that ment given in 1837, at the old City Hotel

routine had omitted from the list of speak- in New York, by the New York book-

ers Mr. Everett, who was at Irving's side
;

sellers to American authors. Many of

but, as diplomate, the Prussian and Rus- " the Trade "
will remember the good

sian had precedence, and as American things said on that evening, and among
author, Irving, of course, was the repre- them Mr. Irving's speech about Halleck,

tentative man. An Englishman near me and about Rogers the poet, as the " friend
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of American genius." At my request, he me afterwards for the opportunity of

afterwards wrote out his remarks, which meeting
" the man of all others whom

were printed in the papers of the day. they desired to know."

Probably this was his last, if not his best

effort in this line
;
for the Dickens-dinner The term of Mr. Irving's contract with

remarks were not complete. his Philadelphia publishers expired in

In 1845, Mr. Irving came to London 1843, and, for five years, his works re-

from his post at Madrid, on a short visit mained in statu quo, no American pub-
to his friend, Mr. McLane, then Ameri- lisher appearing to think them of suffi-

can Minister to England. It was my cient importance to propose definitely for

privilege at that time to know him more a new edition. Surprising as this fact

domestically than before. It was pleas- appears now, it is actually true that Mr.

ant to have him at my table at " Knick- Irving began to think his works had

erbocker Cottage." With his permis- "rusted out" and were "defunct," for

sion, a quiet party of four was made up; nobody offered to reproduce them. Being,
the others being Dr. Beattie, the friend in 1848, again settled in New York, and ap-

and biographer of Campbell ;
Samuel parently able to render suitable business-

Carter Hall, the litterateur, and editor attention to the enterprise, I ambitiously

of the "Art Journal"; and William How- proposed an arrangement to publish Ir-

itt. Irving was much interested in what ving's Works. My suggestion was made
Dr. Beattie had to tell about Campbell, in a brief note, written on the impulse of

and especially so in Carter Hall's sto- the moment
;
but (what was more remark-

ries of Moore and his patron, Lord Lans- able) it was promptly accepted without

downe. Moore, at this time, was in ill- the change of a single figure or a single

health and shut up from the world. I stipulation. It is sufficient to remark,
need not attempt to quote the conversa- that the number of volumes since printed
tion. Irving had been somewhat intimate of these works (including the later ones)
with Moore in former days, and found amounts to about eight hundred thousand,

him doubtless an entertaining and live- The relations of friendship I cannot

ly companion, but his replies to Hall say intimacy to which this arrangement
about the "

patronage
"
of my Lord Lans- admitted me were such as any man might

downe, etc., indicated pretty clearly that have enjoyed with proud satisfaction. I

he had no sympathy with the small traits had always too much earnest respect for

and parasitical tendencies ofMoore's char- Mr. Irving ever to claim familiar intimacy
acter. If there was anything specially with him. He was a man who would un-

detestable to Irving and at variance with consciously and quietly command defer-

his very nature, it was that self-seeking ential regard and consideration
;
for in all

deference to wealth and station which was his ways and words there was the atmos-

so characteristic of the Irish poet. phere of true refinement. He was em-

I had hinted to one of my guests that phatically a gentleman, in the best sense

Mr. Irving was sometimes "
caught nap- of that word. Never forbidding or mo-

ping" even at the dinner-table, so that rose, he was at times (indeed always, when
such an event should not occasion sur- quite well) full of genial humor, some-

prise. The conversation proved so inter- times overflowing with fun. But I need

esting that I had almost claimed a victory, not, here at least, attempt to sum up his

when, lo ! a slight lull in the talk disclosed characteristics.

the fact that our respected guest was nod- That "
Sunnyside

" home was too in-

ding. I believe it was a habit with him, viting to those who were privileged there

for many years, thus to take "forty winks" to allow any proper opportunity for a

at the dinner-table. Still, the conversa- visit to pass unimproved. Indeed, it be-

tion of that evening was a rich treat, and came so attractive to strangers and lion-

my English friends frequently thanked hunters, that some of those whose entree
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was quite legitimate and acceptable re-

frained, especially during the last two

years, from adding to the heavy tax

which casual visitors began to levy upon
the quiet hours of the host. Ten years

ago, when Mr. Irving was in his best es-

tate of health and spirits, when his mood

was of the sunniest, and Wolfert's Roost

was in the spring-time of its charms, it

was my fortune to pass a few days there

with my wife. Mr. Irving himself drove

a snug pair of ponies down to the steam-

boat to meet us (for, even then, Thack-

eray's
" one old horse

" was not the only

resource in the Sunnyside stables). The

drive of two miles from Tarrytown to

that delicious lane which leads to the

lloost, who does not know all that, and

how charming it is ? Five hundred de-

scriptions of the Tappan Sea and the

region round about have not exhausted

it. The modest cottage, almost buried

under the luxuriant Melrose ivy, was then

just made what it is, a picturesque and

comfortable retreat for a man of tastes

and habits like those of Geoffrey Crayon,

snug and modest, but yet, with all its

surroundings, a fit residence for a gen-
tleman who had means to make every-

thing suitable as well as handsome aboutO
him. Of this a word anon.

I do not presume to write of the home-

details of Sunnyside, further than to say

that this delightful visit of three or four

days gave us the impression that Mr.

Irving's element seemed to be at home,

as head of the family. He took us for

a stroll over the grounds, some twen-

ty acres of wood and dell, with babbling

brooks, pointing out innumerable trees

which he had planted with his own hands,

and telling us anecdotes and reminiscen-

ces of his early life : of his being tak-

en in the Mediterranean by pirates ;

of his standing on the pier at Messina,

in Sicily, and looking at Nelson's fleet

sweeping by on its way to the Battle

of Trafalgar ;
of his failure to see the

interior of Milan Cathedral, because it

was being decorated for the coronation

of the first Napoleon ;
of his adventures

in Rome with Allston, and how near

Geoffrey Crayon came to being an artist
;

of Talleyrand, and many other celeb-

rities
;

and of incidents which seemed

to take us back to a former generation.

Often at this and subsequent visits I ven-

tured to suggest, (not professionally,) after

some of these reminiscences,
" I hope you

have taken time to make a note of these
"

;

but the oracle nodded a sort of humor-

ous No. A drive to Sleepy Hollow

Mr. Irving again managing the ponies

himself crowned our visit
;
and with

such a coachman and guide, in such re-

gions, we were not altogether unable to

appreciate the excursion.

You are aware that in " Knickerbock-

er," especially, Mr. Irving made copious

revisions and additions, when the new
edition was published in 1848. The orig-

inal edition (1809) was dedicated with

mock gravity to the New York Historical

Society ;
and the preface to the revision

explains the origin and intent of the work.

Probably some of the more literal-minded

grandsons of Holland were somewhat un-

appreciative of the precise scope of the

author's genius and the bent of his hu-

mor
;
but if this " veritable history

"
real-

ly elicited any
" doubts

"
or any hostility,

at the time, such misapprehension has

doubtless been long since removed. It

has often been remarked that Diedrich

Knickerbocker had really enlisted more

practical interest in the early annals of

his native State than all other historians

together, down to his time. But for him

we might never have had an O'Callaghan
or a Brodhead.

The " Sketch-Book" also received con-

siderable new matter in the revised edi-

tion
;
and the story, in the preface, of the

author's connection with Scott and with

Murray .added new interest to the volume,

which has always been the favorite with

the public. You will remember Mr. Bry-
ant's remark about the change in the

tone of Mr. Irving's temperament shown

in this work as contrasted with Knicker-

bocker, and the probable cause of this

change. Mr. Bryant's very delicate and

judicious reference to the fact of Mr. Ir-
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ring's early engagement was undoubted-

ly correct. A miniature of a young lady,

intellectual, refined, and beautiful, was

handed me one day by Mr. Irving, with

the request that I would have a slight in-

jury repaired by an artist and anew case

made for it, the old one being actually worn

out by much use. The painting (on ivo-

ry) was exquisitely fine. When I return-

ed it to him in a suitable velvet case, he

took it to a quiet corner and looked in-

tently on the face for some minutes, ap-

parently unobserved, his tears falling free-

ly on the glass as he gazed. That this

was a miniature of the lady, Miss Hoff-

man, a sister of Ogden Hoffman, it is

not now, perhaps, indelicate to surmise.

It is for a poet to characterize the nature

of an attachment so loyal, so fresh, and

so fragrant, forty years after death had

snatched away the mortal part of the ob-

ject of affection.

During one of his visits to the city, Mr.

Irving suddenly asked if I could give him

a bed at my house at Staten Island. I

could. So we had a nice chatty evening,
and the next morning we took him on a

charming drive over the hills of Staten

Island. He seemed to enjoy it highly, for

he had not been there, I believe, since he

was stationed there in a military capacity,

during the War of 1812, as aid of Gov-

ernor Tompkins. He gave us a humor-

ous account of some of his equestrian per-

formances, and those of the Governor,
while on duty at the island

;
but neither

his valor nor the Governor's was tested

by any actual contact with the enemy.
In facility of composition, Mr. Irving,

I believe, was peculiarly influenced by
" moods." When in his usual good health,

and the spirit was on him, he wrote very

rapidly; but at other times composition
was an irksome task, or even an impos-
sible one. Dr. Peters says, he frequent-

ly rose from his bed in the night and
wrote for hours together. Then again
he would not touch his pen for weeks. I

believe his most rapidly written work was

the one often pronounced his most spirit-

ed one, and a model as a biography, the
" Life of Goldsmith." Sitting at my desk

one day, he was looking at Forster's clev-

er work, which I proposed to reprint. He
remarked that it was a favorite theme of

his, and he had half a mind to pursue it,

and extend into a volume a sketch he

had once made for an edition of Gold-

smith's Works. I expressed a hope that

he would do so, and within sixty days
the first sheets of Irving's

" Goldsmith
"

were in the printer's hands. The press

(as he says) was "
dogging at his heels,"

for in two or three weeks the volume was

published.

Visiting London shortly after the " Life

of Mahomet " was prepared for the press,

I arranged with Mr. Murray, on the au-

thor's behalf, for an English edition of
"
Mahomet,"

"
Goldsmith," etc., and took

a request from Mr. Irving to his old friend

Leslie, that he would make a true sketch

of the venerable Diedrich Knickerbocker.

Mr. Irving insisted that the great historian

of the Manhattoes was not the vulgar old

fellow they would keep putting on the

omnibuses and ice-carts
;
but that, though

quaint and old-fashioned, he was still of

gentle blood. Leslie's sketches, however,

(he made two,) did not hit the mark ex-

actly ;
Mr. Irving liked Darley's better.

Among the briefer visits to Sunnyside
which I had the good-fortune to enjoy was

one with the estimable compiler of the
"
Dictionary of Authors." Mr. Irving's

amiable and hospitable nature prompted
him always to welcome visitors so kindly,

that no one, however dull, and however

uncertain his claims, would fail to be pleas-

ed with his visit. But when the genial

host was in good health and in his best

moods, and the visitor had any magnet-
ism in his composition, when he found,

in short, a kindred spirit, his talk was of

the choicest. Of Sir Walter Scott, espe-

cially, he would tell us much that was in-

teresting. Probably no two writers ever

appreciated each other more heartily than

Scott and Irving. The sterling good sense,

and quiet, yet rich humor of Scott, as well

as his literary tastes and wonderful fund

of legendary lore, would find no more in-

telligent and discriminating admirer than
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Irving ;
while the rollicking fun of the

veritable Diedrich and the delicate fan-

cy and pathos of Crayon were doubtless

unaffectedly enjoyed by the great Scots-

man. I wish I could tell you accurate-

ly one-half of the anecdotes which were

so pleasantly related during those vari-

ous brief visits at " the Cottage
"

;
but I

did not go there to take notes, and it is

wicked to spoil good stories by misquota-
tion. One story, however, I may venture

to repeat.

You remember how the author of the
" Pleasures of Hope

" was once hospita-

bly entertained by worthy people, under

the supposition that he was the excellent

missionary Campbell, just returned from

Africa, and how the massive man of

state, Daniel Webster, had repeated oc-

casion, in England, to disclaim honors

meant for Noah, the man of words. Mr.

Irving told, with great glee, a little story

against himself, illustrating these uncer-

tainties of distant fame. Making a small

purchase at a shop in England, not long
after his second or third work had giv-

en currency to his name, he gave his ad-

dress (" Mr. Irving, Number," etc.) for

the parcel to be sent to his lodgings. The
salesman's face brightened :

" Is it pos-

sible," said he,
" that I have the pleasure

of serving Mr. Irving ?
" The question,

and the manner of it, indicated profound

respect and admiration. A modest and

smiling acknowledgment was inevitable.

A few more remarks indicated still more

deferential interest on the part of the man
of tape ;

and then another question, about

Mr. Irving's
" latest work," revealed the

pleasant fact that he was addressed as

the famous Edward Irving, of the Scotch

Church, the man of divers tongues. The

very existence of the " Sketch-Book " was

probably unknown to his intelligent ad-

mirer. " All I could do," added Mr.

Crayon, with that rich twinkle in his

eye, "all I could do was to take my
tail between my legs and slink away in

the smallest possible compass."

A word more about Mr. Irving's man-
ner of life. The impression given by

Thackeray, in his notice (genial enough,
and well-meant, doubtless) of Irving's

death, is absurdly inaccurate. His picture
of the "one old horse," the plain little

house, etc., would lead one to imagine
Mr. Irving a weak, good-natured old man,

amiably, but parsimoniously, saving up his

pennies for his "eleven nieces," (!) and

to this end stinting himself, among other

ways, to " a single glass of wine," etc.,

etc. Mr. Thackeray's notions of style and

state and liveried retinues are probably
not entirely un-English, notwithstanding
he wields so sharp a pen against Eng-
land's snobs

;
and he may naturally have

looked for more display of greatness at

the residence of an ex-ambassador. But
he could scarcely appreciate that simple

dignity and solid comfort, that unobtru-

sive fitness, which belonged to Mr. Ir-

ving's home"-arrangements. There were

no flunkies in gold and scarlet
;
but there

were four or five good horses in the stable,

and as many suitable carriages. Every-

thing in the cottage was peculiarly and

comfortably elegant, without the least

pretension. As to the "
single glass of

wine," Mr. Irving, never a professed tee-

totaller, was always temperate on in-

stinct both in eating and drinking ;
and

in his last two years I believe he did not

taste wine at all. In all financial mat-

ters, Mr. Irving's providence and precise-

ness were worthy of imitation by all pro-

fessional literary men
;
but with exact-

ness and punctuality he united a liber-

al disposition to make a suitable use of

money, and to have all around him com-

fortable and appropriate. Knowing that

he could leave a handsome independence
for those nearest to him, he had no occa-

sion for any such anxious care as Mr.

Thackeray intimates.

Thackeray had been invited to Yonkers,
to give his lecture on "

Charity and Hu-
mor." At this " Ancient Dorp

"
he was

the guest of Cozzens, and I had the hon-

or of accompanying the greater and less-

er humorist in a drive to Sunnyside, nine

miles. (This call of an hour, by-the-way,

was Thackeray's only glimpse of the place

he described.) The interview was in every
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way interesting. Mr. Irving produced a

pair of antiquated spectacles, which had

belonged to Washington, and Major Pen-

dennis tried them on with evident rev-

erence. The hour was well filled with

rapid, pleasant chat
;

but no profound

analysis of the characteristics of wit and

humor was elicited either from the Stout

Gentleman or from Vanity Fair. Mr.

Irving went down to Yonkers, to hear

Thackeray's lecture in the evening, after

we had all had a slice of bear at Mr.

Sparrowgrass's, to say nothing of sundry
other courses, with a slight thread of con-

versation between. At the lecture, he

was so startled by the eulogistic presen-
tation of the lecturer to the audience,

by the excellent chief of the committee,

that I believe he did not once nod dur-

ing the evening. We were, of course,

proud to have as our own guest for the

night such an embodiment of "
Charity

and Humor" as Mr. Thackeray saw in

the front bench before him, but whom
he considerately spared from holding up
as an illustration of his subject.

Charity, indeed, practical "good-will
toward men," was an essential part of

Mr. Irving's Christianity, and in this

Christian virtue he was sometimes se-

verely tested. Nothing was more irksome

to him than to be compelled to endure

calls of mere curiosity, or to answer let-

ters either of fulsome eulogy of himself

or asking for his eulogy of the MSS. or

new work of the correspondent. Some
letters of that kind he probably never

did answer. Few had any idea of the

fagging task they imposed on the dis-

tinguished victim. He would worry and

fret over it trebly in anticipation, and

the actual task itself was to him prob-

ably ten times as irksome as it would

be to most others. Yet it would be cu-

rious to know how many letters of sug-

gestion and encouragement he actually
did write in reply to solicitations from

young authors for his criticism and ad-

vice, and his recommendation, or, per-

haps, his pecuniary aid. Always dispos-

ed to find merit, even where any stray

grains of the article lay buried in rubbish,

he would amiably say the utmost that

could justly be said in favor of "
strug-

gling genius." Sometimes his readiness

to aid meritorious young authors into

profitable publicity was shamefully abus-

ed, as in the case of Maitland, an Eng-

lishman, who deliberately forged an ab-

surdly distorted paraphrase of a note of

Mr. Irving's, besides other disreputable

use of the signature which he had enticed

from him in answer to urgent appeals.

But these were among the penalties of

honorable fame and influence which he

might naturally expect to pay. The sun-

ny aspect on the " even tenor of his way
"

still prevailed ;
and until the hand of dis-

ease reached him in the last year of his

life, very few probably enjoyed a more

tranquil and unruffled existence.

It became almost a proverb, that Mr.

Irving was a nearly solitary instance of

a long literary career (half a century)
untouched by even a breath of ill-will or

jealousy on the part of a brother-author.

The annals of the genus irritabile scarce-

ly show a parallel to such a career. The
most prominent American contemporary
of Mr. Irving in imaginative literature, I

suppose, was Fenimore Cooper, whose

genius raised the American name in Eu-

rope more effectively even than Irving's,

at least on the Continent. Cooper had

a right to claim respect and admira-

tion, if not affection, from his country-

men, for his brilliant creations and his

solid services to American literature
;
and

he knew it. But, as we all know, for

it was patent, when he returned from

Europe, after sending his " Letter to his

Countrymen," and gave us " Home as

Found," his reception was much less

marked with warmth and enthusiasm

than Mr. Irving's was
;
and while he

professed indifference to all such whims

ofpopular regard, yet he evidently brood-

ed a little over the relative amount of

public attention extended to his brother-

author. At any rate, he persistently kept
aloof from Mr. Irving for many years ;

and not unfrequently discoursed, in his

rather authoritative manner, about the

humbuggery of success in this country, as
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exhibited in some shining instances of Sunnyside might have disappointed those

popular and official favor. With great who would expect to see there rich shelves

admiration for Cooper, whose national of choice editions, and a full array of all

services were never recognized as they the favorite authors among whom such

deserved to be, I trust no injustice is in- a writer would delight to revel. Some
volved in the above suggestion, which I rather antiquated tomes in Spanish, in-

make somewhat presumptuously, espe- different sets of Calderon and Cervantes,

cially as Mr. Irving more than once spoke and of some modern French and Ger-

to me in terms of strong admiration of man authors, a presentation-set of Ca-

the works and genius of Cooper, and re- dell's "
Waverley," as well as that more

gretted that the great novelist seemed to recent and elegant emanation from the

cherish some unpleasant feeling towards classic press of Houghton, a moderate

him. One day, some time after I had amount of home -tools for the "Life of

commenced a library edition of Cooper's Washington," (rarer materials were con-

best works, and while Irving's were in suited in the town-libraries and at Wash-
course of publication in companionship, ington,) and the remainder of his books

Mr. Irving was sitting at my desk, with were evidently a hap-hazard collection,

his back to the door, when Mr. Cooper many coming from the authors, with

came in, (a little bustlingly, as usual,) their respects, and thus sometimes cost-

and stood at the office-entrance, talking, ing the recipient their full (intrinsic)
Mr. Irving did not turn, (for obvious rea- value in writing a letter of acknowledg-

sons,) and Cooper did not see him. Re- ment.

membering his " Mr. Sharp, Mr. Blunt, The little apartment had, nevertheless,

Mr. Blunt, Mr. Sharp," I had acquir- become somewhat overcrowded, and a

ed caution as to introductions without suggestion for a general renovation and
mutual consent

;
but with a brief thought pruning seemed to be gladly accepted,

of how matters stood, (they had not met so I went up and passed the night there

for several years,) and a sort of instinct for that purpose. Mr. Irving, in his easy-
that reduced the real difference between chair in the sitting-room, after dinner,

the parties to a baseless fabric of misap- was quite content to have me range at

prehension, I stoutly obeyed the impulse large in the library and to let me dis-

of the moment, and simply said,
" Mr. card all the " lumber "

as I pleased ;
so I

Cooper, here is Mr. Irving." The latter turned out some hundred volumes of un-

turned, Cooper held out his hand cor- classic superfluity, and then called him

dially, dashed at once into an animated in from his nap to approve or veto my
conversation, took a chair, and, to my proceedings. As he sat by, while I rap-

surprise and delight, the two authors sat idly reported the candidates for exclu-

for an hour, chatting in their best man- sion, and he nodded assent, or as, here

ner about almost every topic of the day and there, he would interpose with "
No,

and some of former days. They parted no, not that" and an anecdote or rem-

with cordial good wishes, and Mr. Irving iniscence would come in as a reason

afterwards frequently alluded to the inci- against the dismissal of the book in my
dent as being a very great gratification hand, I could not help suggesting the

to him. He may have recalled it with scene in Don Quixote's library, when the

new satisfaction, when, not many months priest and the barber entered upon their

afterwards, he sat on the platform at the scrutiny of its contents. Mr. Irving seem-
"
Cooper Commemoration," and joined ed to be highly amused with this pruning

in Bryant's tribute to the genius of the process, and his running commentary on

departed novelist. my " estimates of value
"
in weighing his

literary collections was richly entertain-

Mr. Irving was never a systematic col- ing.

lector of books, and his little library at Observing that his library-table was
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somewhat antiquated and inadequate, I

persuaded him to let me make him a

present of a new one, with the modern

conveniences of drawers and snug cor-

ners for keeping his stray papers. When
I sent him such a one, my stipulation for

the return of the old one as a present to

me was pleasantly granted. This relic

was of no great intrinsic value
; but, as

he had written on this table many of

his later works, including
"
Mahomet,"

"Goldsmith," "Wolfert's Roost," and

"Washington," I prize it, of course, as

one of the most interesting mementos of

Sunnyside.
As an illustration of habit, it may be

added, that, some time after the new ta-

ble had been installed, I was sitting with

him in the library, when he searched

long and fruitlessly for some paper which

had been " so very carefully stowed away
in some very safe drawer "

that it was not

to be found, and the search ended in a

sort of half-humorous, half-earnest denun-

ciation of all
" modern conveniences

"
;

the simple old table, with its primitive fa-

cilities, was, after all, worth a dozen of

these elegant contrivances for memory-

saving and neatness.

One rather curious characteristic of

Mr. Irving was excessive, unaffected mod-

esty and distrust of himself and of his own.

writings. Considering how many a de-

butant in letters, not yet out of his teens,

is so demonstratively self-confident as

to the prospective effect of his genius on

an expecting and admiring world, it was

always remarkable to hear a veteran,

whose fame for half a century had been

cosmopolitan, expressing the most timid

doubts as to his latest compositions, and

fearing they were unequal to their po-

sition, so unwilling, too, to occupy an

inch of ground to which any other writer

might properly lay claim. Mr. Irving
had planned and made some progress in

a work on the Conquest of Mexico, when
he learned of Mr. Prescott's intentions,

and promptly laid his project aside. His
" Life of Washington," originating more

than thirty years ago, was repeatedly
VOL. vi, 39

abandoned, as the successive works of

Mr. Sparks, Mr. Paulding, and others,

appeared ;
and though he was subse-

quently induced to proceed with his long-

considered plan of a more dramatic and

picturesque narrative from a new point
of view, yet he was more than once in-

clined to put his MSS. into the fire, in the

apprehension that the subject had been

worn threadbare by the various com-

pilations which were constantly coming
out. When he ventured his first vol-

ume, the cordial and appreciative recep-
tion promptly accorded to it surprised as

much as it cheered and pleased him
;

for though he despised hollow flattery,

no young writer was more warmly sensi-

tive than he to all discriminating, com-

petent, and honest applause or criticism.

When " Wolfert's Roost
" was published,

(I had to entice the papers of that vol-

ume from his drawers, for I doubt wheth-

er he would have collected them him-

self,) I saw him affected actually to tears,

on reading some of the hearty and well-

written personal tributes which that vol-

ume called forth. But though every vol-

ume was received in this spirit by the

press and the public, he was to the last

apprehensive of failure, until a reliable

verdict should again reassure him. The

very last volume of his works (the fifth of
"
Washington ") was thus timidly permit-

ted to be launched
;
and I remember well

his expression of relief and satisfaction,

when he said that Mr. Bancroft, Profes-

sor Felton, and Mr. Duyckinck had been

the first to assure him the volume was all

that it should be. His task on this volume

had perhaps extended beyond the period
of his robust health, it had fagged him,

but he had been spared to write ev-

ery line of it with his own hand, and my
own copy is enriched by the autograph
of his valedictory.

To refer, however briefly, to Mr. Ir-

ving's politics or religion, even if I had

intimate knowledge of both, (which assur-

edly I had not,) would be, perhaps, to

overstep decorous limits. It may, however,

properly be mentioned, that, in the face
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of all inherent probabilities as to bis com- Passing a print-window in Broadway
fortable conservatism, and his earnest in- one day, his eye rested on the beautiful

stincts in favor of fraternal conciliation engraving of " Christus Consolator." He
and justice, (which was as marked a stopped and looked at it intently for some

quality in him as in the great man whom minutes, evidently much affected by the

he so faithfully portrayed,) in spite of all genuine inspiration of the artist in this

the considerations urged by timid gentle- remarkable representation of the Saviour

men of the old school in favor of Fill- as the consoler of sorrow-stricken human-
more and the status quo, he voted in ity. His tears fell freely.

"
Pray, get

1856, as he told me, for Fremont. In me that print," said he; "I must have it

speaking of the candidates then in the framed for my sitting-room." When he

field, he said of Fremont, that his com- examined it more closely and found the

parative youth and inexperience in party- artist's name,
"

It's by my old friend Ary
politics were points in his favor

;
for he Scheffer !

"
said he, remarking fur-

thought the condition of the country call- ther, that he had known Scheffer inti-

ed for a man of nerve and energy, one rnately, and knew him to be a true ar-

ia his prime, and unfettered by party- tist, but had not expected from him any-
traditions and bargains for " the spoils." thing so excellent as this. I afterwards

His characterization of a more experi- sent him the companion,
" Christus lic-

enced functionary, who had once served munerator "
;
and the pair remained his

in the State Department, was more se- daily companions till the day of his death,

vere than I ever heard from him of any To me, the picture of Irving, amid the

other person ;
and severity from a man noise and bustle of noon in Broadway,

of his judicious and kindly impulses had shedding tears as he studied that little

a meaning in it. print, so feelingly picturing human sor-

Favored once with a quiet Sunday at row and the source of its alleviation, has
" the Cottage," of course there was a seat always remained associated with the ar-

for us all in the family-pew at Christ tist and his works. If Irving could en-

Church in the village (Tarrytown). Mr. joy wit and humor and give that en-

Irving's official station as Church-War- joyment to others, no other writer of

den was indicated by the ex-ambassador's books had a heart more tenderly sensi-

meek and decorous presentation of the tive than his to the sufferings and ills

plate for the silver and copper offerings which flesh is heir to.

of the parishioners. At subsequent suc-

cessive meetings of the General (State) Of his later days, of the calmly re-

Convention of the Protestant Episcopal ceived premonitions of that peaceful end

Church, (to which I had been delegated of which only the precise moment was un-

from a little parish on Staten Island,) the certain, of his final departure, so gentle

names of Washington Irving and Feni- and so fitting, of that "
Washington-

more Cooper were both recorded, the Irving -day" so dreamily, blandly still,

latter representing Christ Church, Coo- and almost fragrant, December though

perstown. Mr. Irving for several years it was, when with those simple and ap-
served in this capacity, and as one of the propriate obsequies his mortal remains

Missionary Committee of the Convention, were placed by the side of his brothers

His name was naturally sought as honor- and sisters in the burial-ground of Sleepy

ing any organization. He was the last per- Hollow, while thousands from far and

son to be demonstrative or conspicuous ei- near silently looked for the last time on

ther as to his faith or his works
;
but no dis- his genial face and mourned his loss as

ciple of Christ, perhaps, felt more devout- that of a personal friend and a nation-

ly than he did the reverential aspiration al benefactor, yet could hardly for his

of "
Glory to God in the highest, and on sake desire any more enviable transla-

earth peace, good-wih
1

toward men." tion from mortality, of the many beau-
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tiful and eloquent tributes of living gen-
ius to the life and character and writings

of the departed author, of all these

you have already an ample record. I

need not repeat or extend it. If you
could have "assisted" at the crowning
"
Commemoration," on his birthday, (April

3d,) at the Academy of Music, you would

have found it in many respects memora-

bly in accordance with the intrinsic fit-

ness of things. An audience of five thou-

sand, so evidently and discriminatingly

intelligent, addressed for two hours by

Bryant, with all his cool, judicious, delib-

erate criticism, warmed into glowing ap-

preciation of the most delicate and pecu-

liar beauties of the character and literary

services he was to delineate, and this

rich banquet fittingly desserted by the

periods of Everett, such an evening
was worthy of the subject, and worthy
to be remembered. The heartiness and

the genial insight into Irving's best traits

which the poet displayed were peculiarly

gratifying to the nearer friends and rela-

tives. His sketch and analysis, too, had

a remarkable completeness for an address

of that kind, while its style and manner

were models of chaste elegance. Speak-

ing of Irving's contemporaries and pre-

decessors, he warms into poetry, thus :

" We had but one novelist before the

era of the * Sketch-Book
'

: their number

is now beyond enumeration by any but a

professed catalogue-maker, and many of

them are read in every cultivated form

of human speech. Those whom we ac-

knowledge as our poets one of whom
is the special favorite of our brothers in

language who dwell beyond the sea

appeared in the world of letters and won
its attention after Irving had become fa-

mous. We have wits and humorists and

amusing essayists, authors of some of the

airiest and most graceful contributions of

the present century, and we owe them to

the new impulse given to our literature

in 1819. I look abroad on these stars of

our literary firmament, some crowded

together with their minute points of light

in a galaxy, some standing apart in glo-

rious constellations
;
I recognize Arcturus

and Orion and Perseus and the glittering

jewels of the Southern Crown, and the

Pleiades shedding sweet influences; but

the Evening Star, the soft and serene

light that glowed in their van, the pre-

cursor of them all, has sunk below the

horizon. The spheres, meanwhile, per-
form their appointed courses

;
the same

motion which lifted them up to the mid-

sky bears them onward to their setting ;

and they, too, like their bright leader,

must soon be carried by it below the

earth."

Let me quote also Mr. Bryant's closing

remarks :

" Other hands will yet give the world

a bolder, more vivid, and more exact

portraiture. In the mean time, when I

consider for how many years he stood

before the world as an author, with still

increasing fame, half a century in this

most changeful of centuries, I cannot

hesitate to predict for him a deathless re-

nown. Since he began to write, empires
have arisen and passed away; mighty

captains have appeared on the stage of

the world, performed their part, and been

called to their account; wars have been

fought and ended which have changed
the destinies of the human race. New
arts have been invented and adopted,
and have pushed the old out of use

;

the household economy of half mankind

has undergone a revolution. Science

has learned a new dialect and forgotten

the old
;
the chemist of 1807 would be a

vain babbler among his brethren of the

present day, and would in turn become

bewildered in the attempt to understand

them. Nation utters speech to nation in

words that pass from realm to realm with

the speed of light. Distant countries

have been made neighbors ;
the Atlantic

Ocean has become a narrow frith, and

the Old World and the New shake hands

across it
;
the East and the West look in

at each other's windows. The new in-

ventions bring new calamities, and men

perish in crowds by the recoil of their

own devices. War has learned more

frightful modes of havoc, and armed him-

self with deadlier weapons ;
armies are
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borne to the battle-field on the wings of

the wind, and dashed against each other

and destroyed with infinite bloodshed.

We grow giddy with this perpetual whirl

of strange events, these rapid and cease-

less mutations
;

the earth seems to be

reeling under our feet, and we turn to

those who write like Irving for some as-

surance that we are still in the same

world into which we were born
;
we read,

and are quieted and consoled. In his

pages we see that the language of the

heart never becomes obsolete
;
that Truth

and Good and Beauty, the offspring of

God, are not subject to the changes
which beset the inventions of men. We
become satisfied that he whose works

were the delight of our fathers, and are

still ours, will be read with the same

pleasure by those who come after us."

IRENE ANADYOMENE.

O'ER far Pacific waves the wanderer holding

His steady course before the strong monsoon,

Entranced, beholds the coral isle unfolding

Its ring of emerald and its bright lagoon.

At first their shadowy helms in the faint distance

The tree-tops rear
; then, as he nearer glides,

The white surf gleams where the firm reef's resistance

Meets and hurls back the fiercely charging tides.

He sees outspread the wide sea-beach, all sparkling

With coral sand and many-tinted shells,

While high above, in tropic rankness darkling,

A cloud of verdure ever-brooding dwells.

With growing wonder and delight the stranger,

While his swift shallop nears the enchanted strand,

Sees the white surf cleared with one flash of danger,

And a broad portal opening through the land.

And deftly through the verdurous gateway steering,

The strong-anned oarsmen urge their flying boat,

Till now, the broad horizon disappearing,

On the still island-lake they pause and float.

The gun booms loud. With wishful eyes receding,

They watch from their swift boat the lessening isle.

The yards are squared. Again the good ship speeding

Sees the chafed waves beneath her counter file.

Long musing o'er his scientific pages,

The curious voyager pursues the theme,

And learns whate'er the geologic sages

Have found or fancied, building each his scheme.
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This pleased him best : In earth's red primal morning,
When Nature's forces wrought with youthful heat,

A mighty continent outspread, adorning
Our planet's face, where now the surges beat :

A land of wondrous growths, of strange creations,

Of ferns like oaks, of saurians huge and dire,

Of marshes vast, their dreary habitations,

Of mountains flaming with primeval fire.

At length, by some supernal fiat banished,

The land sank down in one great cataclysm ;

The vales, the plains, the mountains slowly vanished,

Buried and quenched in the wide sea's abysm.

'Twas then (so ran the scheme) on each lost crater

The coral-builders laid their marvellous pile ;

Millions on millions wrought, till ages later

Saw reared to light and air the circling isle.

Thus Science dreams : but from the dream upflashes

On his swift thought the subtly shadowed truth,

That all serener joys bloom on the ashes,

The lava, and spent craters of lost youth.

The heart, long worn by fierce volcanic surges,

Feels its old world slow sinking from the sight,

Till o'er the wreck a home of peace emerges,

Bright with unnumbered shapes of new delight.

613

THE PROFESSOR'S STORY.

CHAPTER XXI.

THE WIDOW ROWEN8 GIVES A TEA-

PARTY.

THERE was a good deal of interest felt,

as has been said, in the lonely condition

of Dudley Venner in that fine mansion-

house of his, and with that strange daugh-

ter, who would never be married, as many
people thought, in spite of all the stories.

The feelings expressed by the good folks

who dated from the time when they
" bur-

ied aour little Anny Man'," and others of

that homespun stripe, were founded in

reason, after all. And so it was natural

enough that they should be shared by va-

rious ladies, who, having conjugated the

verb to live as far as the preterpluperfect

tense, were ready to change one of its

vowels and begin with it in the present

indicative. Unfortunately, there was very
little chance of showing sympathy in its

active form for a gentleman who kept
himself so much out of the way as the

master of the Dudley Mansion.

Various attempts had been made, from

time to time, of late years, to get him out

of his study, which had, for the most part,

proved failures. It was a surprise, there-
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fore, when lie was seen at the Great Par- less beast, with a strong slant to his shoul-
7 ' O

ty at the Colonel's. But it was an en- der and a notable depth to his quarter

couragement to try him again, and the and an emphatic angle at the hock, who

consequence had been that he had re- commonly walked or lounged along in a

ceived a number of notes inviting him to lazy trot of five or six miles an hour
; but,

various smaller entertainments, which, as if a lively colt happened to come rattling
neither he nor Elsie had any fancy for up alongside, or a brandy-faced old horse-

them, he had politely declined. jockey took the road to show off' a fast

Such was the state of things when he nag, and threw his dust into the Major's
received an invitation to take tea socia- face, would pick his legs up all at once,

My, with a few friends, at Hyacinth Cot- and straighten his body out, and swing

tage, the residence of the Widow Row- off into a three-minute gait, in a way that

ens, relict of the late Beeri Rowens, Es- " Old Blue "
himself need not have been

quire, better known as Major Rowens. ashamed of.

Major Rowens was at the time of his de- For some reason which must be left to

cease a promising officer in the militia, in the next generation of professors to find

the direct line of promotion, as his waist- out, the men who are knowing in horse-

band was getting tighter every year ; and, flesh have an eye also for, let a long
as all the world knows, the militia-officer dash separate the brute creation from the

who splits off most buttons and fills the angelic being now to be named, for

largest sword-belt stands the best chance lovely woman. Of this fact there can be

of rising, or, perhaps we might say, spread- no possible doubt
;
and therefore you shall

ing, to be General. notice, that, if a fast horse trots before

Major Rowens united in his person cer- two, one of the twain is apt to be a pretty
tain other traits that help a man to emi- bit of muliebrity, with shapes to her, and

nence in the arm of the service referred eyes flying about in all directions.

to. He ran to high colors, to wide whis- Major Rowens, at that time Lieutenant

ker, to open pores; he had the saddle- of the Rockland Fusileers, had driven

leather skin common in Englishmen, rar- and " traded
"

horses .not a few before he

er in Americans, never found in the turned his acquired skill as a judge of

Brahmin caste, oftener in the military physical advantages in another direction,

and the commodores : observing people He knew a neat, snug hoof, a delicate

know what is meant
;
blow the seed-ar- pastern, a well-covered stifle, a broad

rows from the white-kid-looking button haunch, a deep chest, a close ribbed-up
which holds them on a dandelion-stalk, barrel, as well as any other man in the

and the pricked-pincushion surface shows town. He was not to be taken in by

you what to look for. He had the loud, your thick-jointed, heavy-headed cattle,

gruff voice which implies the right to com- without any go to them, that suit a coun-

mand. He had the thick hand, stubbed try-parson, nor yet by the "
gaanted-up,"

fingers, with bristled pads between their long-legged animals, with all their consti-

joints, square, broad thumb-nails, and stur- tutions bred out of them, such as rich

dy limbs, which mark a constitution made greenhorns buy and cover up with their

to use in rough out-door work. He had plated trappings.

the never-failing predilection for showy Whether his equine experience was of

switch-tailed horses that step high, and any use to him in the selection of the mate

sidle about, and act as if they were going with whom he was to go in double har-

to do something fearful the next minute, in ness so long as they both should live, we

the face of awed and admiring multitudes need not stop to question. At any rate,

gathered at mighty musters or imposing nobody could find fault with the points

cattle-shows. He had no objection, either, of Miss Marilla Van Deusen, to whom he

to holding the reins in a wagon behind offered the privilege of becoming Mrs.

another kind of horse, a slouching, list- Rowens. The Fan must have been cross-
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ed out of her blood, for she was an out-

and-out brunette, with hair and eyes black

enough for a Mohawk's daughter. A fine

style of woman, with very striking tints

and outlines, an excellent match for

the Lieutenant, except for one thing.

She was marked by Nature for a widow.

She was evidently got up for mourning,
and never looked so well as in deep black,

with jet ornaments.

The man who should dare to marry her

would doom himself; for how could she

become the widow she was bound to be,

unless he would retire and give her a

chance ? The Lieutenant lived, how-

ever, as we have seen, to become Cap-
tain and then Major, with prospects of

further advancement. But Mrs. Rowens
often said she should never look well in

colors. At last her destiny fulfilled it-

self, and the justice of Nature was vindi-

cated. Major Rowens got overheated

galloping about the field on the day of

the Great Muster, and had a rush of blood

to the head, according to the common re-

port, at any rate, something which stop-

ped him short in his career of expansion
and promotion, and established Mrs. Row-

ens in her normal condition of widow-

hood.

The Widow Rowens was now in the

full bloom of ornamental sorrow. A very
shallow crape bonnet, frilled and froth-

like, allowed the parted raven hair to

show its glossy smoothness. A jet pin
heaved upon her bosom with every sigh

of memory, or emotion of unknown ori-

gin. Jet bracelets shone with every
movement of her slender hands, cased

in close-fitting black gloves. Her sable

dress was ridged with manifold flounces,

from beneath which a small foot show-

ed itself from time to time, clad in the

same hue of mourning. Everything about

her was dark, except the whites of her

eyes and the enamel of her teeth. The

effect was complete. Gray's Elegy was

not a more perfect composition.

Much as the Widow was pleased with

the costume belonging to her condition,

she did not disguise from herself that

under certain circumstances she might be

willing to change her name again. Thus,

for instance, if a gentleman not too far

gone in maturity, of dignified exterior,

with an ample fortune, and of unexcep-
tionable character, should happen to set

his heart upon her, and the only way to

make him happy was to give up her

weeds and go into those unbecoming col-

ors again for his sake, why, she felt that

it was in her nature to make the sacri-

fice. By a singular coincidence it hap-

pened that a gentleman was now living

in Rockland who united in himself all

these advantages. Who he was, the sa-

gacious reader may very probably have

divined. Just to see how it looked, one

day, having bolted her door, and drawn

the curtains close, and glanced under the

sofa, and listened at the keyhole to be

sure there was nobody in the entry,

just to see how it looked, she had tak-

en out an envelope and written on the

back of it Mrs. Manila Venner. It made
her head swim and her knees tremble.

What if she should faint, or die, or have

a stroke of palsy, and they should break

into the room and find that name writ-

ten ? How she caught it up and tore it

into little shreds, and then could not be

easy until she had burned the small heap
of pieces ! But .these are things which

every honorable reader will consider im-

parted in strict confidence.

The Widow Rowens, though not of

the mansion-house set, was among the

most genteel of the two-story circle, and

was in the habit of visiting some of the

great people. In one of these visits she

met a dashing young fellow with an olive

complexion at the house of a professional

gentleman who had married one of the

white necks and pairs of fat arms from

a distinguished family before referred to.

The professional gentleman himself was

out, but the lady introduced the olive-

complexioned young man as Mr. Richard

Venner.

The Widow was particularly pleased
with this accidental meeting. Had heard

Mr. Vernier's name frequently mention-

ed. Hoped his uncle was well, and his

charming cousin, was she as original as
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ever? Had often admired that charm- breed, but will come, soft on Dick;

ing creature he rode: we had had some Dudley Venner, take care of him her-

fine horses. Had never got over her self; Elsie, Dick will see to her, won't

taste for riding, but could find nobody it fidget the Creamer woman to see him

that liked a good long gallop since round her? the old Doctor, he's always

well she couldn't help wishing she was handy ;
and there's that young master

alongside of him, the other day, when she there, up at the school, know him well

saw him dashing by, just at twilight. enough to ask him, oh, yes, he'll come.

The Widow paused ;
lifted a flimsy One, two, three, four, five, six, seven

;

handkerchiefwith a very deep black bor- not room enough, without the leaf in the

der so as to play the jet bracelet
; pushed table

;
one place empty, if the leafs in.

the tip of her slender foot beyond the Let's see, Helen Darley, she'll do well

lowest of her black flounces; looked up; enough to fill it up, why, yes, just the

looked down; looked at Mr. Richard, thing, light brown hair, blue eyes,

the very picture of artless simplicity, as won't my pattern show off well against

represented in well-played genteel com- her ? Put her down, she's worth her tea

edy. and toast ten times over, nobody knows
" A' good bit of stuff," Dick said to what a "

thunder-and-lightning woman,"

himself,
" and something of it left yet; as poor Major used to have it, is, till

caramba !
" The Major had not studied

* she gets alongside of one of those old-

points for nothing, and the Widow was maidish girls, with hair the color of brown

one of the right sort. The young man sugar, and eyes like the blue of a teacup,

had been a little restless of late, and was The Widow smiled with a feeling of

willing to vary his routine by picking up triumph at having overcome her difficul-

an acquaintance here and there. So he ties and arranged her party, arose and

took the Widow's hint. He should like stood before her glass, three-quarters front,

to have a scamper of half a dozen miles one -quarter profile, so as to show the

with her some fine morning. whites of the eyes and the down of the

The Widow was infinitely obliged ;
was upper lip.

"
Splendid !" said the Widow,

not sure that she could find any horse in and to tell the truth, she was not far

the village to suit her
;
but it was so kind out of the way, and with Helen Darley as

in him ! Would he not call at Hyacinth a foil anybody would know she must be

Cottage, and let her thank him again foudroyant and pyramidal, if these

there ? French adjectives may be naturalized

Thus began an acquaintance which for this one particular exigency,

the Widow made the most of, and on So the Widow sent out her notes. The

the strength of which she determined black grief which had filled her heart and

to give a tea-party and invite a number overflowed in surges of crape around her

of persons of whom we know something person had left a deposit half an inch

already. She took a half-sheet of note- wide at the margin of her note-paper,

paper and made out her list as carefully Her seal was a small youth with an in-

as a country
" merchant's

" " clerk
"
adds verted torch, the same on which Mrs.

up two and threepence (New-England Blanche Creamer made her spiteful re-

nomenclature) and twelve and a half mark, that she expected to see that boy

cents, figure by figure, and fraction by of the Widow's standing on his head yet ;

fraction, before he can be sure they will meaning, as Dick supposed, that she would

make half a dollar, without cheating get the torch right-side up as soon as she

somebody. After much consideration had a chance. That was after Dick had

the list reduced itself to the following made the Widow's acquaintance, and

names : Mr. Richard Venner and Mrs. Mrs. Creamer had got it into her foolish

Blanche Creamer, the lady at whose head that she would marry that young
house she had met him, mansion-house fellow, if she could catch him. How
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could he ever come to fancy such a quad-

roon-looking thing as that, she should

like to know ?

It is easy enough to ask seven people
to a party ;

but whether they will come or

not is an open question, as it was in the

case of the "
vasty spirits." If the note

issues from a three-story mansion-house,

and goes to two-story acquaintances, they

will all be in an excellent state of health,

and have much pleasure in accepting this

very polite invitation. If the note is

from the lady of a two-story family to a

three-story one, the former highly respect-

able person will find that an endemic

complaint is prevalent, not represented

in the weekly bills of mortality, which oc-

casions numerous regrets in the bosoms

of eminently desirable parties that they

cannot have the pleasure of and-so-forth-

ing.

In this case there was room for doubt,

mainly as to whether Elsie would take

a fancy to come or not. If she should

come, her father would certainly be with

her. Dick had promised, and thought he

could bring Elsie. Of course the young
schoolmaster will come, and that poor
tired-out looking Helen, if only to get

out of sight of those horrid Peckham
wretches. They don't get such invita-

tions every day. The others she felt

sure of, all but the old Doctor, he

might have some horrid patient or other

to visit
;

tell him Elsie Venner's going to

be there, he always likes to have an

eye on her, they say, oh, he'd come
fast enough, without any more coaxing.

She wanted the Doctor, particularly.

It was odd, but she was afraid of Elsie.

She felt as if she should be safe enough,~

if the old Doctor were there to see to the

girl ;
and then she should have leisure to

devote herself more freely to the young

lady's father, for whom all her sympa-
thies were in a state of lively excite-

ment.

It was a long time since the Widow had

seen so many persons round her table as

she had now invited. Better have the

plates set and see how they will fill it up
with the leaf in. A little too scatteringo

with only eight plates set
;

if she could

find two more people now that would

bring the chairs a little closer, snug,

you know, which makes the company
sociable. The Widow thought over her

acquaintances. Why ! how stupid ! there

was her good minister, the same that had

married her, and might might bury
her for aught she knew, and his grand-

daughter staying with him, nice little

girl, pretty, and not old enough to be

dangerous ;
for the Widow had no no-

tion of making a tea-party and asking

people to it that would be like to stand

between her and any little project she

might happen to have on anybody's heart,

not she ! It was all right now
;

Blanche was married and so forth
; Letty

was a child
;
Elsie was his daughter; Hel-

en Darley was a nice, worthy drudge,

poor thing! faded, faded, colors would-

n't wash, jnst what she wanted to show

off against. Now, if the Dudley man-

sion-house people would only come,
that was the great point.

" Here's a note for us, Elsie," said her

father, as they sat round the breakfast-

table. Mrs. liowens wants us all to come

to tea."

It was one of " Elsie's days," as Old

Sophy called them. The light in her

eyes was still, but very bright. She

looked up so full of perverse and wilful

impulses, that Dick knew he could make
her go with him and her father. He had

his own motives for bringing her to this

determination, and his own way of set-

ting about it.

" I don't want to go," he said. " What
do you say, Uncle '?

"

" To tell the truth, Richard, I don't

much fancy the Major's widow. I don't

like to see her weeds flowering out quite

so strong. I suppose you don't care about

going, Elsie ?
"

Elsie looked up in her father's face with

an expression which he knew but too well.

She was just in the state which the plain
sort of people call "

contrary," when they
have to deal with it in animals. She would

insist on going to that tea-party ;
he knew

it just as well before she spoke as after
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she had spoken. If Dick had said he Suffolk,"
"
extending

"
herself till she

wanted to go and her father had second- measured a rod, more or less, skimmin^
ed his wishes, she would have insisted on along within a yard of the ground, her

staying at home. It was no great mat- legs opening and shutting under her with

ter, her father said to himself, after all
; a snap, like the four blades of a compound

very likely it would amuse her
;
the Wid- jack-knife.

ow was a lively woman enough, per- These pictures were much more re-

haps a little comme il ne faut pas social- freshing than those dreary fancy death-

ly, compared with the Thorntons and bed scenes, common in two-story country-
some other families

;
but what did he houses, in which Washington and other

care for these petty village distinctions? distinguished personages are represented
Elsie spoke. as obligingly devoting their last moments
" I mean to go. You must go with me, to taking a prominent part in a tableau,

Dudley. You may do as you like, Dick." in which weeping relatives, attached ser-

That settled the Dudley-mansion busi- vants, professional assistants, and cele-

ness, of course. They all three -accepted, brated personages who might by a stretch

as fortunately did all the others who had of imagination be supposed present, are

been invited. grouped in the most approved style of

Hyacinth Cottage was a pretty place arrangement about the chief actor's pil-

enough, a little too much choked round low.

with bushes, and too much overrun with A single glazed bookcase held the fam-

climbing-roses, which, in the season of ily library, which was hidden from vulgar

slugs and rose-bugs, were apt to show so eyes by green silk curtains behind the

brown about the leaves and so coleop- glass. It would have been instructive

terous about the flowers, that it might be to get a look at it, as it always is to peep

questioned whether their buds and bios- into one's neighbor's bookshelves. From
soms made up for these unpleasant animal other sources and opportunities a partial

combinations, especially as the smell of idea of it has been obtained. The Wid-
whale-oil soap was very commonly in the ow had inherited some books from her

ascendant over that of the roses. It had mother, who was something of a reader :

its patch of grass called "the lawn," and Young's "Night-Thoughts"; "The Pre-

its glazed closet known as " the conserva- ceptor
"

;

" The Task, a Poem," by Wil-

tory," according to that system of harm- liam Cowper ; Hervey's
" Meditations

"
;

less fictions characteristic of the rural "Alonzo and Melissa"; "Buccaneers of

imagination and shown in the names ap- America"; "The Triumphs of Temper";

plied to many familiar objects. The inte- "La Belle Assemblee"; Thomson's " Sea-

rior of the cottage was more tasteful and sons
"

;
and a few others. The Major had

ambitious than that of the ordinary two- brought in "Tom Jones" and "Peregrine

story dwellings. In place of the pre- Pickle
"

;
various works by Mr. Pierce

vailing hair-cloth covered furniture, the Egan ;

" Boxiana "
;

" The Racing Cal-

visitor had the satisfaction of seating him- endar "
;
and a " Book of Lively Songs

self upon a chair covered with some of and Jests." The Widow had added the

the Widow's embroidery, or a sofa lux- Poems of Lord Byron and T. Moore
;

urious with soft caressing plush. The "
Eugene Aram "

;

" The Tower of Lon-

sporting tastes of the late Major showed don," by Harrison Ainsworth
;
some of

in various prints on the wall : Herring's Scott's Novels
;

" The Pickwick Papers
"

;

"
Plenipotentiary," the " red bullock

"
of a volume of Plays, by W. Shakspeare ;

the '34 Derby ;

" Cadland " and " The " Proverbial Philosophy
"

; Pilgrim's

Colonel
"

;

" Crucifix
"

;

" West-Austra- Progress
"

;

" The Whole Duty of Man "

lian," fastest of modern racers
;
and ug- (a present when she was married) ;

with

ly, game old "
Boston," with his straight two celebrated religious works, one by

neck and ragged hips ;
and gray "Lady William Law and the other by Philip
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Doddridge, which were sent her after cottage look pretty, how to set out a tea-

her husband's death, and which she had table, and, what a good many women

tried to read, but found that they did not never can find out, knew her own style

agree with her. Of course the bookcase and "
got herself up tip-top," as our young

held a few school manuals and compen- friend Master Geordie, Colonel Sprowle's

diums, and one of Mr. Webster's Diction- heir -apparent, remarked to his friend

aries. But the gilt-edged Bible always from one of the fresh-water colleges,

lay on the centre-table, next to the maga- Flowers were abundant now, and she had

zine with Ihe fashion-plates and the scrap- dressed her rooms tastefully with them,

book with pictures from old annuals and The centre-table had two or three gilt-

illustrated papers. edged books lying carelessly about on it,

The reader need not apprehend the and some prints, and a stereoscope with

recital, at full length, of such formidable stereographs to match, chiefly groups of

preparations for the Widow's tea-party picnics, weddings, etc., in which the same

as were required in the case of Colonel somewhat fatigued-looking ladies of fash-

Sprowle's Social Entertainment. A tea- ion and brides received the attentions of

party, even in the country, is a compar- the same unpleasant-looking young men,

atively simple and economical piece of easily identified under their different dis-

business. As soon as the Widow found guises, consisting of fashionable raiment

that all her company were coming, she such as gentlemen are supposed to wear

set to work, with the aid of her "smart" habitually. With these, however, were

maid-servant and a daughter of her own, some pretty English scenes, pretty ex-

who was beginning to stretch and spread cept for the old fellow with the hang-
at a fearful rate, but whom she treated ing under-lip who infests every one of

as a small child, to make the necessary that interesting series; and a statue or

preparations. The silver had to be rub- two, especially that famous one common-

bed
;

also the grand plated urn, her ly called the Lahcdon, so as to rhyme
mother's before hers, style of the Em- with moon and spoon, and representing

pire, looking as if it might have been an old man with his two sons in the em-

made to hold the Major's ashes. Then braces of two monstrous serpents,

came the making and baking of cake and There is no denying that it was a very

gingerbread, the smell whereof reached dashing achievement of the Widow's to

even as far as the sidewalk in front of the bring together so considerable a number

cottage, so that small boys returning from of desirable guests. She felt proud pf

school snuffed it in the breeze, and dis- her feat
;
but as to the triumph of getting

coursed with each other on its sugges- Dudley Venner to come out for a visit

tions
;

so that the Widow Leech, who to Hyacinth Cottage, she was surprised

happened to pass, remembered she hadn't and almost frightened at her own suc-

called on Marilly Raowens for a consid'ble cess. So much might depend on the irn-

spell, and turned in at the gate and rang pressions of that evening !

three times with long intervals, but all The next thing was to be sure that

in vain, the inside Widow having
"
spot- everybody should be in the right place

ted" the outside one through the blinds, at the tea-table, and this the Widow
and whispered to her aides-de-camp to thought she could manage by a few words

let the old thing ring away till she pulled to the older guests and a little shuffling

the bell out by the roots, but not to stir about and shifting when they got to the

to open the door. table. To settle everything the Widow
WT

idow Rowens was what they called made out a diagram, which the reader

a real smart, capable woman, not very should have a chance of inspecting in

great on books, perhaps, but knew what an authentic copy, if these pages were

was what and who was who as well as allowed under any circumstances to be

another, knew how to make the little the vehicle of illustrations. If, however,
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he or she really wishes to see the way schoolmaster could talk to Miss Letty :

the pieces stood as they were placed at it was his business to know how to talk to

the beginning of the game, (the Widow's school-girls. Dick would amuse himself

gambit,) he or she had better at once with his cousin Elsie. The old Doctors

take a sheet of paper, draw an oval, and only wanted to be well fed and they would

arrange the characters according to the do well enough,

following schedule. It would be very pleasant to describe

At the head of the table, the Hostess, the tea-table
;
but the truth is, it did not

Widow Marilla Rowens. Opposite her, pretend to offer a plethoric banquet to

at the other end, Rev. Dr. Honeywood. the guests. The Widow had not visited

At the right of the Hostess, Dudley Ven- at the mansion-houses for nothing, and

ner, next him Helen Darley, next her she had learned there that an overload-

Dr. Kittredge, next him Mrs. Blanche ed tea -table' may do well enough for

Creamer, then the Reverend Doctor. At farm-hands when they come in at even-

the left of the Hostess, Bernard Langdon, ing from their work and sit down un-

next him Letty Forester, next Letty washed in their shirt -sleeves, but that

Mr. Richard Venner, next him Elsie, for decently bred people such an insult

and so to the Reverend Doctor again. to the memory of a dinner not yet half-

The company came together a little assimilated is wholly inadmissible. There

before the early hour at which it was was no lump of meat on the table, no

customary to take tea in Rockland. The wedge of cheese, no dish of pickles. Ev-

Widow knew everybody, of course : who erything was delicate, and almost every-
was there in Rockland she did not know? thing of fair complexion: white bread

But some of them had to be introduced : and biscuits, frosted and sponge cake,

Mr. Richard Venner to Mr. Bernard, cream, honey, straw-colored butter
; only

Mr. Bernard to Miss Letty, Dudley Ven- a shadow here and there, where the fire

ner to Miss Helen Darley, and so on. had crisped and browned the surfaces of

The two young men looked each other a stack of dry toast, or where a preserve

straight in the eyes, both full of youth- had brought away some of the red sun-

ful life, but one of frank and fearless as- shine of the last year's summer. The

pect, the other with a dangerous feline Widow shall have the credit of her well-

beauty alien to the New England half of ordered tea-table, also of her bountiful

his blood. cream-pitchers ;
for it is well known that

The guests talked, turned over the city-people find cream a very scarce lux-

prints, looked at the flowers, opened the ury in a good many country-houses of
" Proverbial Philosophy

"
with gilt edges, more pretensions than Hyacinth Cottage,

and the volume of Plays by W. Shak- There are no better maxims for ladies

speare, examined the horse-pictures on who give tea-parties than these :

the walls, and so passed away the time Cream is thicker than water.

until tea was announced, when they pair- Large heart never loved little cream-

ed off for the room where it was in readi- pot.

ness. The Widow had managed it well; . There is a common feeling in genteel

everything was just as she wanted it. Dud- families that the third meal of the day is

ley Venner was between herself and the not so essential a part of the daily bread

poor tired -look ing schoolmistress with as to require any especial acknowledg-
her faded colors. Blanche Creamer, a ment to the Providence that bestows it.

lax, tumble-to-pieces, Greuze-ish looking Very devout people, who would never sit

blonde, whom the Widow hated because down to a breakfast or a dinner without

the men took to her, was purgatoried the grace before meat which honors the

between the two old Doctors, and could Giver of it, feel as if they thanked Heav-

see all the looks that passed between en enough for their tea and toast by par-

Dick Venner and his cousin. The young taking of them cheerfully without audible
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petition or ascription. But the Widow
was not exactly mansion-house-bred, and

so thought it necessary to give the Rev-

erend Doctor a peculiar look which he

understood at once as inviting his pro-
fessional services. He, therefore, utter-

ed a few simple words of gratitude, very

quietly, much to the satisfaction ofsome

of the guests, who had expected one of

those elaborate effusions, with rolling up
of the eyes and rhetorical accents, so fre-

quent with eloquent divines when they
address their Maker in genteel compa-

ny.

Everybody began talking with the per-
son sitting next at hand. Mr. Bernard

naturally enough turned his attention

first to the Widow
;
but somehow or other

the right side of the Widow seemed to be

more wide awake than the left side, next

him, and he resigned her to the courte-

sies of Mr. Dudley Venner, directing him-

self, not very unwillingly, to the young girl

next him on the other side. Miss Letty

Forester, the granddaughter of the Rev-

erend Doctor, was city-bred, as anybody

might see, and city-dressed, as any wom-
an would know at sight; a man might

only feel the general effect of clear, well-

matched colors, of harmonious propor-

tions, of the cut which makes everything

cling like a bather's sleeve where a natural

outline is to be kept, and ruffle itself up
like the hackle of a pitted fighting-cock
where art has a right to luxuriate in silk-

en exuberance. How this city-bred and

city-dressed girl came to be in Rockland

Mr. Bernard did not know, but he knew
at any rate that she was his next neigh-
bor and entitled to his courtesies. She

was handsome, too, when he came to

look, very handsome when he came to

look again, endowed with that city beau-

ty which is like the beauty of wall-fruit,

something finer in certain respects than

can be reared off* the pavement.
The truth is, the miserable routinists

who keep repeating invidiously Cow-

per's
" God made the country and man made the

town,"

as if the town were a place to kill out the

race in, do not know what they are talk-

ing about. Where could they raise such

Saint -Michael pears, such Saint-Ger-

mains, such Brown Beurres, as we had

until within a few years growing within

the walls of our old city
-
gardens ? Is

the dark and damp cavern where a rag-

ged beggar hides himself better than a

town -mansion that fronts the sunshine

and backs on its own cool shadow, with

gas and water and all appliances to suit

all needs ?

God made the cavern and man made
the home ! What then ? The truth is,

the pavement keeps a deal of mischief

from coming up out of the earth, and, with

a dash off of it in summer, just to cool the

soles of the feet when it gets too hot, is

the best place for many constitutions, as

some few practical people have already
discovered. And just so these beauties

that grow and ripen against the city-

walls, these young fellows with cheeks

like peaches and young girls with cheeks

like nectarines, show that the most per-
fect forms of artificial life can do as much
for the human product as garden-culture

for strawberries and blackberries.

If Mr. Bernard had philosophized or

prosed in this way, with so pretty, nay, so

lovely a neighbor as Miss Letty Forester

waiting for him to speak to her, he would

have to be dropped from this narrative

as a person unworthy of his good-fortune,

anfl not deserving the kind reader's fur-

ther notice. On the contrary, he no

sooner set his eyes fairly on her than he

said to himself that she was charming,
and that he wished she were one of his

scholars at the Institute. So he began

talking with her in an easy way ;
for he

knew something of young girls by this

time, and, of course, could adapt himself

to a young lady who looked as if she

might be not more than fifteen or sixteen

years old, and therefore could hardly be

a match in intellectual resources for the

seventeen and eighteen year-old first-class

scholars of the Apollinean Institute. But

city-wallfruit ripens early, and he soon

found that this girl's training had so sharp-

ened her wits and stored her memory, that
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he need not be at the trouble to stoop pain-

fully in order to come down to her level.

The beauty of good-breeding is that it

adjusts itself to all relations without effort,

true to itself always, however the manners

of those around it may change. Self-re-

spect and respect for others, the sensi-

tive consciousness poises itself in these

as the compass in the ship's binnacle bal-

ances itself and maintains its true level

within the two concentric rings that sus-

spend it on their pivots. This thorough-
bred school-girl quite enchanted Mr. Ber-

nard. He could not understand where

she got her style, her way of dress, her

enunciation, her easy manners. The
minister was a most worthy gentleman,
but this was not the Rockland native-born

manner; some new element had come

in between the good, plain, worthy man
and this young girl, fit to be a Crown

Prince's partner where there were a

thousand to choose from.

He looked across to Helen Darley, for

he knew she would understand the glance
of admiration with which he called her at-

tention to the young beauty at his side
;

and Helen knew what a young girl could

be, as compared with what too many a

one is, as well as anybody.
This poor, dear Helen of ours ! How

admirable the contrast between her and

the Widow on the other side of Dudley
Venner ! But, what was very odd, that

gentleman apparently thought the con-

trast was to the advantage of this poor,
dear Helen. At any rate, instead of de-

voting himself solely to the Widow, he

happened to be just at that moment talk-

ing in a very interested and, apparently,
not uninteresting way to his right-hand

neighbor, who, on her part, never looked

more charmingly, as Mr. Bernard could

not help saying to himself, but, to be

sure, he had just been looking at the

young girl next him, so that his eyes were

brimful of beauty, and may have spilled

some of it on the first comer : for you know
M. Becquerel has been showing us lately

how everything is phosphorescent; that

it soaks itself with light in an instant's

exposure, so that it is wet with liquid sun-

beams, or, if you will, tremulous with lu-

minous vibrations, when first plunged in-

to the negative bath of darkness, and be-

trays itself by the light which escapes
from its surface.

Whatever was the reason, this poor,
dear Helen never looked so sweetly.
Her plainly parted brown hair, her meek,
blue eyes, her cheek just a little tinged
with color, the almost sad simplicity of

her dress, and that look he knew so well,

-7-30 full of cheerful patience, so sincere,

that he had trusted her from the first mo-

ment as the believers of the larger half

of Christendom trust the Blessed Vir-

gin, Mr. Bernard took this all in at a

glance, and felt as pleased as if it had
been his own sister Dorothea Elizabeth

that he was looking at. As for Dudley
Venner, Mr. Bernard could not help be-

ing struck by the animated expression of

his countenance. It certainly showed

great kindness, on his part, to pay so

much attention to this quiet girl, when
he had the thunder-and-lightning Widow
on the other side of him.

Mrs. Marilla Rowens did not know
what to make of it. She had made her

tea-party expressly for Mr. Dudley Ven-
ner. She had placed him just as she

wanted, between herself and a meek, del-

icate woman who dressed in gray, wore

a plain breastpin with hair in it, who

taught a pack of girls up there at the

school, and looked as if she were born

for a teacher, the very best foil that she

could have chosen
;
and here was this

man, polite enough to herself, to be sure,

but turning round to that very undistin-

guished young person, as if he rather

preferred her conversation of the two !

The truth was that Dudley Venner
and Helen Darley met as two travellers

might meet in the desert, wearied, both

of them, with their long journey, one

having food, but no water, the other wa-

ter, but no food. Each saw that the oth-

er had been in long conflict with some

trial
;
for their voices were low and ten-

der, as patiently borne sorrow and hum-

bly uttered prayers make every human

voice. Through these tones, more than
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by what they said, they came into natu-

ral sympathetic relations with each other.

Nothing could be more unstudied. As
for Dudley Yenner, no beauty in all the

world could have so soothed and magnet-
ized him as the very repose and subdued

gentleness which the Widow had thought
would make the best possible background
for her own more salient and effective at-

tractions. No doubt, Helen, on her side,

was almost too readily pleased with the

confidence this new acquaintance she was

making seemed to show her from the very
first. She knew so few men of any con-

dition ! Mr. Silas Peckham : he was her

employer, and she ought to think of him

as well as she could
;
but every time she

thought of him it was with a shiver of

disgust. Mr. Bernard Langdon : a noble

young man, a true friend, like a brother

to her, God bless him, and send him

some young heart as fresh as his own !

But this gentleman produced a new im-

pression upon her, quite different from

any to which she was accustomed. His

rich, low tones had the strangest signifi-

cance to her
;
she felt sure he must have

lived through long experiences, sorrow-

ful like her own. Elsie's father! She

looked into his dark eyes, as she listened

to him, to see if they had any glimmer of

that peculiar light, diamond-bright, but

cold and still, which she knew so well in

Elsie's. Anything but that ! Never was
there more tenderness, it seemed to her,

than in the whole look and expression of

Elsie's father. She must have been a

great trial to him
; yet his face was that

of one who had been saddened, not soured,

by his discipline. Knowing what Elsie

must be to him, how hard she must make

any parent's life, Helen could not but be

struck with the interest Mr. Dudley Ven-
ner showed in her as his daughter's in-

structress. He was too kind to her : ao-ain
7 &

and again she meekly turned from him,
so as to leave him free to talk to the

showy lady at his other side, who was

looking all the while

" like the night
Of cloudless realms and starry skies "

;

but still Mr. Dudley Venner, after a few

courteous words, came back to the blue

eyes and brown hair; still he kept his

look fixed upon her, and his tones grew
sweeter and lower as he became more

interested in talk, until this poor, dear

Helen, what with surprise, and the bash-

fulness natural to one who had seen little

of the gay world, and the stirring of deep,
confused sympathies with this suffering

father, whose heart seemed so full of

kindness, felt her cheeks glowing with

unwonted flame, and betrayed the pleas-

ing trouble of her situation by looking so

sweetly as to arrest Mr. Bernard's eye for

a moment, when he looked away from

the young' beauty sitting next him.

Elsie meantime had been silent, with

that singular, still, watchful look which

those who knew her well had learned to

fear. Her head just a little inclined on

one side, perfectly motionless for whole

minutes, her eyes seeming to grow small

and bright, as always when she was un-

der her evil influence, she was looking* D

obliquely at the young girl on the other

side of her cousin Dick and next to Ber-

nard Langdon. As for Dick himself, she

seemed to be paying very little attention

to him. Sometimes her eyes would wan-

der off to Mr. Bernard, and their expres-

sion, as old Dr. Kittredge, who watched

her for a while pretty keenly, noticed,

would change perceptibly. One would

have said that she looked with a kind of

dull hatred at the girl, but with a half-

relenting reproachful anger at Mr. Ber-

nard.

Miss Letty Forester, at whom Elsie

had been looking from time to time in this

fixed way, was conscious meanwhile of

some unusual influence. First it was a

feeling of constraint, then, as it were, a

diminished power over the muscles, as if

an invisible elastic cobweb were spinning
round her, then a tendency to turn away
from Mr. Bernard, who was making him-

self very agreeable, and look straight in-

to those eyes which would not leave her,

and which seemed to be drawing her to-

wards them, while at the same time they
chilled the blood in all her veins.

Mr. Bernard saw this influence coming
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over her. All at once he noticed that

she sighed, and that some little points of

moisture began to glisten on her forehead.

But she did not grow pale perceptibly;
she had no involuntary or hysteric move-

ments
;
she still listened to him and smiled

naturally enough. Perhaps she was on-

ly nervous at being stared at. At any
rate, she was coming under some unpleas-
ant and unnatural influence or other, and
Mr. Bernard had seen enough of theO

strange impression Elsie sometimes pro-
duced to wish this young girl to be reliev-

ed from it, whatever it was. He turned

toward Elsie and looked at her in such

a way as to draw her eyes upon him.

Then he looked steadily and calmly into

them. It was a great effort, for some

perfectly inexplicable reason. At one

instant he thought he could not sit where

he was
;
he must go and speak to Elsie.

Then he wanted to take his eyes away
from hers; there was something intoler-

able in the light that came from them.

But he was determined to look her down,
and he believed he could do it, for he had

seen her countenance change more than

once when he had caught her gaze stead-

ily fixed on him. All this took not min-

utes, but seconds. Presently she chang-
ed color slightly, lifted her head, which

was inclined a little to one side, shut

and opened her eyes two or three times,

as if they had been pained or wearied,

and turned away baffled, and shamed, as

it would seem, and shorn for the time of

her singular and formidable or at least

evil-natured power of swaying the im-

pulses of those around her.

It takes too long to describe these

scenes where a good deal of life is con-

centrated into a few silent seconds. Mr.

Richard Venner had sat quietly through
it all, although this short pantomime had

taken place literally before his face. He
saw what was going on well enough,
and understood it all perfectly well. Of
course the schoolmaster had been trying
to make Elsie jealous, and had succeed-

ed. The little school-girl was a decoy-

duck, that was all. Estates like the

Dudley property were not to be had ev-

ery day, and no doubt the Yankee usher

was willing to take some pains to make
sure of Elsie. Doesn't Elsie look savage?
Dick involuntarily moved his chair a lit-

tle away from her, and thought he felt a

pricking in the small white scars on his

wrist. A dare-devil fellow, but somehow

or other this girl had taken strange hold

of his imagination, and he often swore to

himself, that, when he married her, he

would carry a loaded revolver with him

to his bridal chamber.

Mrs. Blanche Creamer raged inwardly
at first to find herself between the two

old gentlemen of the party. It very soon

gave her great comfort, however, to see

that Marilla Rowens had just missed it in

her calculations, and she chuckled im-

mensely to find Dudley Venner devoting
himself chiefly to Helen Darley. If the

Rowens woman should hook Dudley, she

felt as if she should gnaw all her nails off

for spite. To think of seeing her barouch-

ing about Rockland behind a pair of long-

tailed bays and a coachman with a band

on his hat, while she, Blanche Creamer,
was driving herself about in a one-horse

"carriage"! Recovering her spirits by

degrees, she began playing her surfaces

off at the two old Doctors, just by way
of practice. First she heaved up a glar-

ing white shoulder, the right one, so that

the Reverend Doctor should be stunned

by it, if such a thing might be. The Rev-

erend Doctor was human, as the Apostle

was not ashamed to confess himself. Half-

devoutly and half-mischievously he re-

peated inwardly,
" Resist the Devil and

he will flee from you." As the Reverend

Doctor did not show any lively suscep-

tibility, she thought she would try the

left shoulder on old Dr. Kittredge. That

worthy and experienced student of sci-

ence was not at all displeased with the

manoeuvre, and lifted his head so as

to command the exhibition through his

glasses.
" Blanche is good for half a

dozen years or so, if she is careful," the

Doctor said to himself,
" and then she

must take to her prayer-book." After this

spasmodic failure of Mrs. Blanche Cream-

er's to stir up the old Doctors, she return-
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ed again to the pleasing task of watching
the Widow in her evident discomfiture.

But dark as the Widow looked in her

half-concealed pet, she was but as a pale

shadow, compared to Elsie in her silent

concentration of shame and anger.
"
Well, there is one good thing," said

Mrs. Blanche Creamer
;

" Dick doesn't

get much out of that cousin of his this

evening ! Doesn't he look handsome,

though ?
"

So Mrs. Blanche, being now a good
deal taken up with her observations of

those friends of hers and ours, began to

be rather careless of her two old Doctors,

who naturally enough fell into conver-

sation with each other across the white

surfaces of that lady, perhaps not very

politely, but, under the circumstances,

almost as a matter of necessity.

When a minister and a doctor get

talking together, they always have a great
deal to say ;

and so it happened that the

company left the table just as the two

Doctors were beginning to get at each

other's ideas about various interestingO
matters. If we follow them into the oth-

er parlor, we can, perhaps, pick up some-

thing of their conversation.

CHAPTER XXII.

WHY DOCTORS DIFFER.

THE company rearranged itself with

some changes after leaving the tea-table

Dudley Venner was very polite to the

Widow
;
but that lady having been called

off for a few moments for some domestic

arrangement, he slid back to the side

of Helen Darley, his daughter's faithful

teacher. Elsie had got away by herself,

and was taken up in studying the stereo-

scopic Laocob'n. Dick, being thus set free,

had been seized upon by Mrs. Blanche

Creamer, who had diffused herself over

three-quarters of a sofa and beckoned

him to the remaining fourth. Mr. Ber-

nard and Miss Letty were having a snug
tete-a-tete in the recess of a bay-window.
The two Doctors had taken two arm-

chairs and sat squared off against each
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other. Their conversation is perhaps as

well worth reporting as that of the rest

of the company, and, as it was carried on

in a louder tone, was of course more easy
to gather and put on record.

It was a curious sight enough to see

those two representatives of two great

professions brought face to face to talk

over the subjects they had been looking
at all their lives from such different points

of view. Both were old
;
old enough to

have been moulded by their habits of

thought and life
;
old enough to have all

their beliefs " fretted in," as vintners say,

thoroughly worked up with their char-

acters. Each of them looked his calling.

The Reverend Doctor had lived a good
deal among books in his study ;

the Doc-

tor, as we will call the medical gentle-

man, had been riding about the country
for between thirty and forty years. His

face looked tough and weather-worn;
while the Reverend Doctor's, hearty as it

appeared, was of finer texture. The Doc-

tor's was the graver of the two : there was
^j '

something of grimness about it, part-

ly owing to the northeasters he had faced

for so many years, partly to long com-

panionship with that stern personage who

never deals in sentiment or pleasantry.

His speech was apt to be brief and per-

emptory ;
it was a way he had got by

ordering patients ;
but he could discourse

somewhat, on occasion, as the reader may
find out. The Reverend Doctor had an

open, smiling expression, a cheery voice,

a hearty laugh, and a cordial way with

him which some thought too lively for his

cloth, but which children, who are good

judges of such matters, delighted in, so

that he was the favorite of all the little

rogues about town. But he had the cler-

ical art of sobering down in a moment,
when asked to say grace while somebody
was in the middle of some particularly

funny story ;
and though his voice was so

cheery in common talk, in the pulpit, like

almost all preachers, he had a wholly dif-

ferent and peculiar way of speaking, sup-

posed to be more acceptable to the Crea-

tor than the natural manner. In point of

fact, most of our anti-papal and anti-pre-
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latical clergymen do really intone their

prayers, without suspecting in the least

that they have fallen into such a Romish

practice.

This is the way the conversation be-

tween the Doctor of Divinity and the

Doctor of Medicine was going on at the

point where these notes take it up.

" Ubi tres medici, duo athei, you know,
Doctor. Your profession has always had

the credit of being lax in doctrine,

though pretty stringent in practice, ha !

ha!"
" Some priest said that," the Doctor an-

swered, dryly.
"
They always talked Lat-

in when they had a bigger lie than com-

mon to get rid of."

" Good !

"
said the Reverend Doctor

;

" I'm afraid they would lie a little some-

times. But isn't there some truth in it,

Doctor ? Don't you think your profes-

sion is apt to see * Nature '
in the place

of the God of Nature, to lose sight of

the great First Cause in their daily study

of secondary causes ?
"

" I've thought about that," the Doctor

answered,
" and I've talked about it and

read about it, and I've come to the con-

clusion that nobody believes in God and

trusts in God quite so much as the doctors
;

only it isn't just the sort of Deity that

some of your profession have wanted them

to take up with. There was a student of

mine wrote a dissertation on the Natural

Theology of Health and Disease, and took

that old lying proverb for his motto. He
knew a good deal more about books than

ever I did, and had studied in other coun-

tries. I'll tell you what he said about it.

He said the old Heathen Doctor, Galen,

praised God for his handiwork in the hu-

man body, just as if he had been a Chris-

tian, or the Psalmist himself. He said

they had this sentence set up in large

letters in the great lecture-room in Paris

where he attended : / dressed his wound

and God healed him. That was an old

surgeon's saying. And he gave a long
list of doctors who were not only Chris-

tians, but famous ones. I grant you,

though, ministers and doctors are very

apt to see differently in spiritual mat-

ters."

" That's it," said the Reverend Doctor
;

"
you are apt to see ' Nature ' where we

see God, and appeal to ' Science
'

where

we are contented with Revelation."
" We don't separate God and Nature,

perhaps, as you do," the Doctor answer-

ed. " When we say that God is omni-

present and omnipotent and omniscient,

we are a little more apt to mean it than

your folks are. We think, when a wound

heals, that God's presence and power and

knowledge are there, healing it, just as

that old surgeon did. We think a good

many theologians, working among their

%books, don't see the facts of the world

they live in. When we tell 'em of these

facts, they are apt to call us materialists

and atheists and infidels, and all that.

We can't help seeing the facts, and we
don't think it's wicked to mention 'em."

" Do tell me," the Reverend Doctor

said,
" some of these facts we are in

the habit of overlooking, and which your

profession thinks it can see and under-

stand."

" That's very easy," the Doctor replied.
" For instance : you don't understand or

don't allow for idiosyncrasies as we learn

to. We know that food and physic act

differently with different people ;
but you

think the same kind of truth is going to

suit, or ought to suit, all minds. We don't

fight with a patient because he can't take

magnesia or opium ;
but you are all the

time quarrelling over your beliefs, as if

belief did not depend very much on race

and constitution, to say nothing of early

training."
" Do you mean to say that every man

is not absolutely free to choose his be-

liefs ?
"

" The men you write about in your
/ *

studies are, but not the men we see in

the real world. There is some apparently

congenital defect in the Indians, for in-

stance, that keeps them from choosing

civilization and Christianity. So with the

Gypsies, very likely. Everybody knows

that Catholicism or Protestantism is a good

deal a matter of race. Constitution has
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more to do with belief than people think

for. I went to a Universalist church,

when I was in the city one day, to hear

a famous man whom all the world knows,

and I never saw such pews-full of broad

shoulders and florid faces, and substan-

tial, wholesome-looking persons, male and

female, in all my life. Why, it was aston-

ishing. Either their creed made them

healthy, or they chose it because they
were healthy. Your folks have never got

the hang of human nature."
" I am afraid this would be considered

a degrading and dangerous view of human

beliefs and responsibility for them," the

Reverend Doctor replied.
" Prove to a

man that his will is governed by some-

thing outside of himself, and you have

lost all hold on his moral and religious

nature. There is nothing bad men wantO
to believe so much as that they are gov-
erned by necessity. Now that which is

at once degrading and dangerous cannot

be true."

" No doubt," the Doctor replied,
"

all

large views of mankind limit our estimate

of the absolute freedom of the will. But

I don't think it degrades or endangers

us, for this reason, that, while it makes

us charitable to the rest of mankind, our

own sense of freedom, whatever it is, is

never affected by argument. Conscience

won't be reasoned ivith. We feel that

we can practically do this or that, and if

we choose the wrong, we know we are

responsible; but observation teaches us

that this or that other race or individual

has not the same practical freedom of

choice. I don't see how we can avoid

this conclusion in the instance of the

American Indians. The science of Eth-

nology has upset a good many theoretical

notions about human nature."
" Science !

"
said the Reverend Doctor,

" science ! that was a word the Apostle
Paul did not seem to think much of, if

we may judge by the Epistle to Timothy :

'

Oppositions of science falsely so called.'

I own that I am jealous of that word and

the pretensions that go with it. Science

has seemed to me to be very often only
the handmaid of skepticism."

" Doctor !

"
the physician said, emphat-

ically,
" science is knowledge. Nothing

that is not known properly belongs to sci-

ence. Whenever knowledge obliges us

to doubt, we are always safe in doubting.

Astronomers foretell eclipses, say how

long comets are to stay with us, point out

where a new planet is to be found. We
see they know what they assert, and the

poor old Roman Catholic Church has

at last to knock under. So Geology

proves a certain succession of events, and

the best Christian in the world must make
the earth's history square with it. Besides,

I don't think you remember what great

revelations of himself the Creator has

made in the minds of the men who have

built up science. You seem to me to

hold his human masterpieces very cheap.

Don't you think the '

inspiration of the

Almighty
'

gave Newton and Cuvier ' un-

derstanding
'

?
"

The Reverend Doctor was not arguing
for victory. In fact, what he wanted was

to call out the opinions of the old physi-

cian by a show of opposition, being al-

ready predisposed to agree with many of

them. He was rather trying the com-

mon arguments, as one tries tricks of

fence merely to learn the way of parry-

ing. But just here he saw a tempting

opening, and could not resist giving a

home-thrust.
" Yes

;
but you surely would not consid-

er it inspiration of the same kind as that

of the writers of the Old Testament ?
"

That cornered the Doctor, and he paus-
ed a moment before he replied. Then he

raised his head, so as to command the

Reverend Doctor's face through his spec-

tacles, and said,
" I did not say that. You are clear,

I suppose, that the Omniscient spoke

through Solomon, but that Shakspeare
wrote without his help?"
The Reverend Doctor looked very

grave. It was a bold, blunt way of put-

ting the question. He turned it aside

with the remark, that Shakspeare seem-

ed to him at times to come as near in-

spiration as any human being not includ-

ed among the sacred writers.
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"
Doctor," the physician began, as from then to make the scar as small as pos-

a sudden suggestion,
"
you won't quarrel sible. If a man's pain exceeds a certain

with me, if I tell you some of my real amount, he faints, and so gets relief. If

thoughts, will you ?
"

it lasts too long, habit comes in to make
"
Say on, my dear Sir, say on," the it tolerable. If it is altogether too bad,

minister answered, with his most genial he dies. That is the best thing to be

smile; "your real thoughts are just what I done under the circumstances. So you
want to get at. A man's real thoughts are see, the doctor is constantly in presence
a great rarity. If I don't agree with you, of a benevolent agency working against
I shall like to hear you." a settled order of things, of which pain
The Doctor began ;

and in order to and disease are the accidents, so to speak,

give his thoughts more connectedly, we Well, no doubt they find it harder than

will omit the conversational breaks, the clergymen to believe that there can be

questions and comments of the clergy- any world or state from which this be-

man, and all accidental interruptions. nevolent agency is wholly excluded. This

may be very wrong; but it is not unnat-

"When the old ecclesiastics said that ural. They can hardly conceive of a

where there were three doctors there permanent state of being in which cuts

were two atheists, they lied, of course, would never try to heal, nor habit render

They called everybody that differed from suffering endurable. This is one effect of

them atheists, until they found out that their training.

not believing in God wasn't nearly so "
Then, again, their attention is very

ugly a crime as not believing in some much called to human limitations. Min-

particular dogma ;
then they called them isters work out the machinery of respon-

heretics, until so many good people had sibility in an abstract kind of way; they
been burned under that name that it be- have a kind of algebra of human nature,

gan to smell too strong of roasting flesh, in which friction and strength (or weak-

and after that infidels, which properly ness) of material are left out. You see, a

means people without faith, ofwhom there doctor is in the way of studying children

are not a great many in any place or from the moment of birth upwards. For
time. But then, of course, there was some the first year or so he sees that they are

reason why doctors shouldn't think about just as much pupils of their Maker as the

religion exactly as ministers did, or they young of any other animals. Well, their

never would have made that proverb. Maker trains them to pure selfishness.

It's very likely that something of the Why ? In order that they may be sure

same kind is true now
;
whether it is so to take care of themselves. So you see,

or not, I am going to tell you the reasons when a child comes to be, we will say a

why it would not be strange, if doctors year and a day old, and makes his first

should take rather different views from choice between right and wrong, he is at

clergymen about some matters of belief, a disadvantage ;
for he has that vis a tergo^

I don't, of course, mean all doctors nor as we doctors call it, that force from be-

all clergymen. Some doctors go as far hind, of a whole year's life of selfishness,

as any old New-England divine, and some for which he is no more to blame than a

clergymen agree very well with the doc- calf is to blame for having lived in the

tors that think least according to rule. same way, purely to gratify his natural
" To begin with their ideas of the Crea- appetites. Then we see that baby grow

tor himself. They always see him trying up to a child, and, if he is fat and stout

to help his creatures out of their troubles, and red and lively, we expect to find him

A man no sooner gets a cut, than the troublesome and noisy, and, perhaps. some-

Great Physician, whose agency we often times disobedient more or less; that's the

call Nature, goes to work, first to stop the way each new generation breaks its egg-

blood, and then to heal the wound, and shell
;
but if he is very weak and thin,
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and is one of the kind that may be ex-

pected to die early, he will very likely

sit in the house all day and read good
books about other little sharp-faced chil-

dren just like himself, who died early,

having always been perfectly indifferent

to all the out-door amusements of the

wicked little red-cheeked children. Some
of the little folks we watch grow up to be

young women, and occasionally one of

them gets nervous, what we call hyster-

ical, and then that girl will begin to play
all sorts of pranks, to lie and cheat,

perhaps, in the most unaccountable way,
so that she might seem to a minister a

good example of total depravity. We
don't see her in that light. We give her

iron and valerian, and get her on horse-

back, if we can, and so expect to make
her will come all right again. By-and-by
we are called in to see an old baby, three-

score years and ten or more old. We find

this old baby has never got rid of that

first year's teaching which led him to fill

his stomach with all he could pump into

it, and his hands with everything he could

grab. People call him a miser. We are

sorry for him
;
but we can't help remem-

bering liis first year's training, and the

natural effect of money on the great ma-

jority of those that have it. So while the

ministers say he 4 shall hardly enter into

the kingdom of heaven,' we like to re-

mind them that ' with God all things are

possible.'
" Once more, we see all kinds of mono-

mania and insanity. We learn from them

to recognize all sorts of queer tenden-

cies in minds supposed to be sane, so that

we have nothing but compassion for a

large class of persons condemned as sin-

ners by theologians, but considered by
us as invalids. We have constant rea-

sons for noticing the transmission of qual-
ities from parents to offspring, and we
find it hard to hold a child accountable

in any moral point of view for inherited

bad temper or tendency to drunkenness,
as hard as we should to blame him for

inheriting gout or asthma. I suppose we
are more lenient with human nature than

theologians generally are. We know

that the spirits of men and their views

of the present and the future go up and

down with the barometer, and that a

permanent depression of one inch in the

mercurial column would afiect the whole

theology of Christendom.
" Ministers talk about the human will as

if it stood on a high look-out, with plenty
of light, and elbow-room reaching to the

horizon. Doctors are constantly noticing
how it is tied up and darkened by infe-

rior organization, by disease, and all sorts

of crowding interferences, until they get

to look upon Hottentots and Indians

and a good many of their own race as

a kind of self-conscious blood-clocks with

very limited power of self-determination.

That's the tendency, I say, of a doctor's

experience. But the people to whom

they address their statements of the re-

sults of their observation belong to the

thinking class of the highest races, and

they are conscious of a great deal of lib-

erty of will. So in the face of the fact that

civilization with all it offers has proved a

dead failure with the aboriginal races of

this country, on the whole, I say, a

dead failure, they talk as if they knew
from their own will all about that of a

Digger Indian ! We are more apt to go

by observation of the facts in the case.

We are constantly seeing weakness where

you see depravity. I don't say we're

right; I only tell what you must often

find to be the fact, right or wrong, in

talking with doctors. You see, too, our

notions of bodily and moral disease, or sin,

are apt to go together. We used to be

as hard on sickness as you were on sin.

We know better now. We don't look at

sickness as we used to, and try to poison

it with everything that is offensive,

burnt toads and earth-worms and viper-

broth, and worse things than these. We
know that disease has something back of

it which the body isn't to blame for, at

least in most cases, and which very often

it is trying to get rid of. Just so with

sin. I will agree to take a hundred new-

born babes of a certain stock and return

seventy-five of them in a dozen years

true and honest, if not '

pious
'

children.
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And I -will take another hundred, of a notions from a set of priests that had no
different stock, and put them in the hands wives and no children, or none to speak
of certain Ann-Street teachers, and sev- of, and so let their humanity die out of

enty-five of them will be thieves and liars them. It didn't seem much to them to

at the end of the same dozen years. I condemn a few thousand millions of peo-
have heard of an old character, Colonel pie to purgatory or worse for a mistake

Jaques, I believe it was, a famous cattle- of judgment. They didn't know what it

breeder, who used to say he could breed was to have a child look up in their faces

to pretty much any pattern he wanted and say 'Father!' It will take you a

to. Well, we doctors see so much of hundred or two more years to get de-

families, how the tricks of the bl(5od keep cently humanized, after so many centu-

breaking out, just as much in character nes of dehumanizing celibacy.
as they do in looks, that we can't help

"
Besides, though our libraries are, per-

feeling as if a great many people hadn't haps, not commonly quite so big as yours,
a fair chance to be what is called '

good/ God opens one book to physicians that a

and that there isn't a text in the Bible good many ofyou don't know much about,
better worth keeping always in mind the Book of Life. That is none of your
than that one,

'

Judge not, that ye be not dusty folios with black letters between

judged.' pasteboard and leather, but it is printed
"As for our getting any quarter at the in bright red type, and the binding of it

hands of theologians, we don't expect it, is warm and tender to every touch. They
and have no right to. You don't give reverence that book as one of the Almigh-
each other any quarter. I have had two ty's infallible revelations. They will insist

religious books sent me by friends within on reading you lessons out of it, whether

a week or two. One is Mr. Brownson's
; you call them names or not. These will

he is as fair and square as Euclid
;
a real always be lessons of charity. No doubt,

honest, strong thinker, and one that knows nothing can be more provoking to listen

what he is talking about, for he has to. But do beg your folks to remember
tried all sorts of religions, pretty much, that the Smithfield fires are all out, and
He tells us that the Roman Catholic that the cinders are very dirty and not

Church is the one '

through which alone in the least dangerous. They'd a great
we can hope for heaven.' The other is deal better be civil, and not be throw-

by a worthy Episcopal rector, who ap- ing old proverbs in the doctors' faces,

pears to write as if he were in earnest, when they say that the man of the old

and he calls the Papacy the ' Devil's monkish notions is one thing and the man

Masterpiece,' and talks about the ' Satan- they watch from his cradle to his coffin is

ic scheme '

of that very Church '

through something very different."

which alone,' as Mr. Brownson tells us,
' we can hope for heaven '

! What's the It has cost a good deal of trouble to

use in our caring about hard words after work the Doctor's talk up into this for-

this,
'

atheists,' heretics, infidels, and mal shape. Some of his sentences have

the like ? They're, after all, only the been rounded off for him, and the whole

cinders picked up out of those heaps of brought into a more rhetorical form than

ashes round the stumps of the old stakes it could have pretended to, if taken as it

where they used tp burn men, women, fell from his lips. But the exact course

and children for not thinking just like of his remarks has been followed, and as

other folks. They'll
' crock

'

your fin- far as possible his expressions have been

gers, but they can't burn us. retained. Though given in the form of
" Doctors are the best-natured people in a discourse, it must be remembered that

the world, except when they get fighting this was a conversation, much more frag-

with each other. And they have some mentary and colloquial than it seems as

advantages over you. You inherit your just read.
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The Reverend Doctor was very far

from taking offence at the old physician's

freedom of speech. He knew him to

be honest, kind, charitable, self-denying,

wherever any sorrow was to be alleviat-

ed, always reverential, with a cheerful

trust in the great Father of all mankind.

To be sure, his senior deacon, old Deacon

Shearer, who seemed to have got his

Scripture-teachings out of the "
Vinegar

Bible," (the one where Vineyard is mis-

printed Vinegar, which a good many peo-

ple seem to have adopted as the true

reading,) his senior deacon had call-

ed Dr. Kittredge an " infidel." But the

Reverend Doctor could not help feeling,

that, unless the text,
" By their fruits ye

shall know them," were an interpolation,

the Doctor was the better Christian of

the two. Whatever his senior deacon

might think about it, he said to himself

that he shouldn't be surprised if he met

the Doctor in heaven yet, inquiring anx-

iously after old Deacon Shearer.

He was on the point of expressing
himself very frankly to the Doctor, with

that benevolent smile on his face which

had sometimes come near giving offence

to the readers of the "
Vinegar

"
edition,

but he saw that the physician's attention

had been arrested by Elsie. He looked

in the same direction himself, and could

not help being struck by her attitude and

expression. There was something singu-

larly graceful in the curves of her neck

and the rest of her figure, but she was so

perfectly still that it seemed as if she

were hardly breathing. Her eyes were

fixed on the young girl with whom Mr.

Bernard was talking. He had often no-

ticed their brilliancy, but now it seemed

to him that they appeared dull, and the

look on her features was as of some pas-

sion which had missed its stroke. Mr.

Bernard's companion seemed unconscious

that she was the object of this attention,

and was listening to the young master as

if he had succeeded in making himself

very agreeable.

Of course Dick Venner had not mis-

taken the game that was going on. The
schoolmaster meant to make Elsie jeal-

ous, and he had done it. That's it : get

her savage first, and then come wheed-

ling round her, a sure trick, if he isn't

headed off somehow. But Dick saw well

enough that he had better let Elsie alone

just now, and thought the best way of

killing the evening would be to amuse

himself in a little lively talk with Mrs.

Blanche Creamer, and incidentally to

show Elsie that he could make himself

acceptable to other women, if not to her-

self.

The Doctor presently went up to El-

sie, determined to engage her in conver-

sation and get her out of her thoughts,

which he saw, by her look, were danger-
ous. Her father had been on the point
of leaving Helen Darley to go to her,

but felt easy enough when he saw the

old Doctor at her side, and so went on

talking. The Reverend Doctor, being
now left alone, engaged the Widow Row-

ens, who put the best face on her vexa-

tion she could, but was devoting herself

to all the underground deities for having
been such a fool as to ask that pale-faced

thing from the Institute to fill up her

party.

There is no space left to report the

rest of the conversation. If there was

anything of any significance in it, it will

turn up by-and-by, no doubt. At ten

o'clock the Reverend Doctor called Miss

Letty, who had no idea it was so late;

Mr. Bernard gave his arm to Helen
;
Mr.

Richard saw to Mrs. Blanche Creamer;
the Doctor gave Elsie a cautioning look,

and went off alone, thoughtful ; Dudley
Venner and his daughter got into their

carriage and were whirled away. The

Widow's gambit was played, and she had

not won the game.
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REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Reminiscences of the late Thomas Assheton

Smith, Esq. ; or, The Pursuits of an Eng-
lish Country-Gentleman. By SIR J. E.

ExRDLEY-WiLMOT. London : Murray.
1860.

WE are somewhat doubtful whether

Charles Lamb would have included this

handsome volume in a list of books. It is

evidently the work of an eager sportsman,
one learned in all the minutiae of the chase.

Much of it is taken up with enthusiastic

description of Mr. Smith's favorite horses

and hounds, of the astonishing qualities of

Rory O'More, of the splendid runs made

by Fireship and Lightboat, of the notable

improvement made in the Suffolk pack by
Mr. Smith's judicious system of crossing.

All this part of the book will doubtless in-

terest any English gentleman who delights

in pink and buckskins, and will especially

please those who recollect the famous Tom
Smith, as he was called, when,

" on a morning

Buddy as health, he rode into the field

And then pursued the chase,"

over and through swamp, hedge, and ditch,

with that dare-devil speed and recklessness

that won for him the reputation of being
the best rider, the hardest seat, and the

first sportsman in all England.
And even to us, who never chased the

fox nor ever crossed a thoroughbred, this

portion of the work is not without a certain

interest
;
for we take a species of pleasure

in hearing or learning the technical terms

of any art, trade, or pursuit whatsoever,

and not often to American eyes comes the

chance of becoming acquainted with the

huntsman, the whipper-in, the ride to cover,

and the eager, toilsome, dangerous chase.

Still we cannot help regarding the over-

abundance of these things as not only a

blemish in the book as a work of art, which

indeed it scarcely pretends to be, but also

as a hindrance to the attainment of its ob-

ject, which is the vindication of Mr. Smith's

character from certain charges made against
it by the " Times " and other London news-

papers, which spoke but slightingly of him,

pronouncing him to have been a mere fox-

hunting squire, and nothing more.

To contradict these and similar asper-

sions, his widow put all of Mr. Smith's cor-

respondence into the hands of his warm
friend, Sir J. E. Eardley-Wilmot, and left

to him the task of defending the name and
fame of her husband. These memoirs are

the result, and we are of opinion, that, with

the exception of the superabundant cricket-

ing and hunting technicalities before men-

tioned, the work has been exceedingly well

performed. The book is written in an

unambitious, straightforward, gentlemanly

style, that carries conviction with it
;
and

as we rise from a perusal of it, with occa-

sional skippings, we feel that the " Times "

correspondent has now at least no excuse
for harsh judgment of Mr. Smith, and that,

if he was a reckless rider and a mighty
hunter, he was also very much more and
better.

Thomas Assheton Smith was born of

sturdy and right English stock, as the

following anecdote makes patent. His fa-

ther opposed the building of the Menai

Bridge, did not believe, in fact, that it

could be built, considered the ferry good

enough, and declared, that, if it should be

finished, he for one would never set foot

upon it. The possibility of building a

bridge having been demonstrated to Mr.

Smith by the completed structure, he, for

the remainder of his life, when his occa-

sions took him across the strait, made use

of a boat. Other such anecdotes are told

of him, setting forth his obstinacy and

courage in a strong light, so that we are

not surprised when we are informed that

his son had a stern temper and was some-

what dictatorial in the field. We could

have accounted for Tom Smith's severe

countenance, though we had never heard

of that two hours' battle at Eton, of which

the school-traditions yet speak, when he

fought a drawn fight with Jack Musters,

who, the Squire always declared, spoiled

his beauty for him. Neither do we won-

der when we hear that he fought a six-foot

carter in the street and beat him, or that,

when nearly eighty years of age, he jump-
ed off his horse and put up his hands to a

farm-laborer who had insulted him, or that,

when he ran as candidate for Parliament,
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for Nottingham, and was hissed and groan- gations of Dissenters, or that he would have

ed in that radical city, he stepped down given away to his quarrymen several thou-

from the hustings and proposed a set-to sand acres of good land together with

with any voter in the crowd. This was building -materials. Nor have we such

good crowing, but the old cock had taught faith in the ability of the Georgian Squire

him. as to believe that he, from his own observa-

From Eton young Smith was removed tion and acute reasoning on facts which he

to Oxford, where we are told he often rode had noticed when a boy in school, would

out with the hounds and began his prac- ever have given to the world the famous

tice of keeping close up to them at the wave-line bow to be a pattern on which all

risk of his own and his horse's neck, nations should model their vessels. Yet

Clearly the subject of these memoirs was this our Victorian Squire has done, and he

not intended to shine in the schools and loses no credit by the fact that Mr. Scott

wisely did not make the attempt. Leav- Russell, the great naval architect, had at

ing college, Mr. Smith for a few years de- nearly the same time, working from entire-

voted himself to the improvement of his ly different premises, arrived at the same

horses and hounds, and, as the author says, result.

to
"
creating a new country near Salisbu- Mr. Smith seems to us well worth know-

ry Plain." The thread of his life is then ing as the type of a great class of English-

followed down to the death of his father men, that class to which the author of

and his entrance upon the manifold duties "
School-Days at Rugby

"
gives the com-

of a large landed proprietor, owner of im- prehensive patronymic of Brown, a class

mense quarries, and landlord of some hun- bold, honest, energetic, not too affectionate,

dreds of tenants, the pursuits, in short, not too intellectual, perhaps, but, by virtue

of an English coimtry-gentleman. Here of their strength of hand, head, and will,

is the real interest of the book. It is in- and their inborn honesty of soul, the mas-

teresting to note the difference between ters in some important respects of all the

this country-squire and that typical coun- men that live,

try-squire with which the plays and novels

of the last hundred and fifty years have

made us familiar. We all know him. Pur-

ple with Port, beef-witted, tyrannical, intol-
EssaVs and Z< s - Th^ Second Edition,

erant, ignorant, never happy unless when London : 1860 ' 8vo ' PP 434 '

on horseback or drunk, nor looking happy
then. THE second English and the first Amer-

But the "
glorious gains

"
of the nine- ican edition of the volume bearing the

teenth century have come to fox-hunters modest title given above have followed

as well as to other men, and Squire Smith quickly its original publication. The ti-

is a very much ameliorated Squire West- tie-page, indicating only the form of the

ern, though we see plain enough evidence matter in the volume, compels a reference

that the original stock is the same in both, to the table of contents in order to learn

Both are good Tories, hate the French, and its substance. From this it appears that

would fight for the Church
;
but we are the Essays and Reviews are seven in num-

sure that Squire Western considers a cu- ber, each by a different author, and that

rate as but a poor creature, and we fear they treat chiefly of topics connected with

Squire Smith has not any Puritanical rev- the study of Scripture, the only one not

erence for the clergy, for curates, at least ; directly indicating its relation to this study

for we are told, that, when the Reverend by its title being the first, on " The Edu-

Mr. T. Dyson preached his first sermon, cation of the World," by the Reverend

the Squire walked up to him in the church- Frederick Temple, Head Master of Rugby
porch, and, clapping him on the back, said School. The names of several of the au-

to the young parson,
" Well done, my boy ! thors, those, for instance, of the late Ba-

you shall have a mount on Rory next den Powell, of Dr. Rowland Williams, and

Tuesday for this !

" But we do not think of Mr. Jowett, Regius Professor of Greek

that Squire Western would have been lib- in the University of Oxford, are well

eral or politic enough to have given land known as among those of the most ad-

and money to several neighboring congre- vanced and ablest leaders of thought in
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the most liberal section of the English
Church. It is not strange that a volume
to which such men have contributed should

have excited a general and deep interest

among all who are interested in the pres-

ent position of scholarship in England and
of thought in regard to the most important

subjects which can occupy the intellects

of men.

Whatever expectations the announce-

ment of the volume excited are well sup-

ported by its contents. It is the most im-

portant contribution made during the pres-
ent generation in England to the establish-

ment of a sound religious philosophy, and
to the advance of religious truth. What-
ever opposition some of the speculations

contained in it may excite, whether the

main views of its authors be accepted or

not, (and in this notice we do not propose
to consider whether they be true or not,)

the principles upon which their opinions
and speculations are based are so incon-

trovertible, and the learning and ability

with which they are supported are so

great, that the work must inevitably pro-
duce a lasting effect upon the tendency of

thought in respect to the subjects it em-
braces and must lead to the reconsidera-

tion of many prevalent opinions. It is a

book at once to start doubts in the minds
of those attached to established forms and
bound by ancient creeds, and to quiet
doubts in those who have been perplexed
in the bewilderments of modern meta-

physical philosophy or have found it diffi-

cult to reconcile the truths established by
science with their faith in the Christian

religion. It is a book which serves as a

landmark of the most advanced point to

which religious thought has yet reached,
and from which to take a new observation

and departure.

The most striking external character-

istic of these Essays is, that, having been
" written in entire independence of each

other, and without concert or comparison,"

they, without exception, present a close

similarity in spirit and in tone. All of

them are distinguished by a union of free-

dom with reverence, as rare as it is remark-

able, in treating of subjects peculiarly like-

ly to suffer from being handled in a con-

ventional manner, and usually discussed

with exaggerated freedom or with super-
stitious reverence. In tone and temper
they leave nothing to be desired ; they are

neither hot with zeal nor rash with con-

troversial eagerness; but they are calm
without coldness, earnest without extrava-

gance. The fairness and candor displayed
in them, the freedom from party-prejudice
or bias, the clearness in the statement of

difficulties, the honesty in the recognition
of the limits of present knowledge, all in-

dicate most clearly the growth of a worthy
spirit in the treatment of subjects which
have too often heretofore been fields for the

exhibition of narrowness, intolerance, and

bigotry. Such a book is not only an honor

to the men engaged in its production, but

of happy augury for the future progress of

truth.

The topics which these Essays discuss

are of as much interest in America as

in England, to those outside the English
Church as to those within it. But, at the

same time, most of the Essays (and this

consideration is not a satisfactory one) are

of a kind which it would seem could have

been produced only in England, and there

only within the limits of the Church. In

America we have no body of men capable
of work so different in its parts, and, at the

same time, exhibiting such soundness and

extent of scholarship, such liberality of

opinion, such disciplined habits of thought.

Any single Essay in the volume might, per-

haps, without any extravagance of suppo-

sition, have been the work of some Amer-
ican scholar; but the difficulty would be

to find here seven writers each capable of

producing one of the Essays. The intel-

lectual discipline of English methods of

study and of English institutions still pro-

duces a greater number of men capable of

the highest sort of work, than the methods
in vogue and the institutions establish-

ed here. We have thinkers who venture

as pioneers into the uncleared wilderness.

Their vigorous blows bring down many
an old tree moss-grown with errors, and

their ploughs for the first time turn the soil

covered with the fallen leaves of decayed
beliefs

;
but we fail in our supply of those

men who are to follow the pioneers and do

the higher and more lasting constructive

work of civilization. Now, as in past times,

we must be content, so far as we may, to

have this work done for us by the thinkers

and scholars of other lands. But how long

is this to last ? Is the same sort of make-

shift to be allowed in the processes of

American thought, which in the expanse
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of our territory we have allowed in the

processes of material labor ?

The publication of these "
Essays and

Reviews "
marks, as we believe, an epoch

in the history of thought in England. They
will stand as the monument of the reaction

of the best minds against the " Tractarian"

movement on the one hand, and against

the skeptical tendencies of much of the

science and philosophy of recent times on

the other. For while, at Oxford and else-

where, a strong current has set back against

the unimpeded progress of truth, while the

attempt has been made, and not without a

transient success, to rivet old fetters upon
the hearts and intellects of men, another

school; borrowing their metaphysics from

Germany, and their notions of Christianity

from the common creeds, have set up sci-

ence in opposition to faith, and have treated

religion, with more or less openness, as if it

were a worn-out superstition. The essen-

tial value of this book is, that its various

Essays are virtually an attempt how far

successful each reader must judge for him-

self to show that the Christian religion

is no fixed and formalized set of doctrines,

but an expansive and fluent faith, adapting

itself to the new needs of every generation

and of each individual
;
not opposed to the

teachings of science, but, when properly un-

derstood, entirely harmonious with them,
and drawing continually fresh support from

them
; having nothing to fear from the

progress of knowledge and the increase

of light, but everything to gain ;
welcom-

ing truth, whencesoever it may come, what-

soever it may be, whithersoever it may
lead.

Beside the topics of thought treated of

in this volume, it suggests incidentally

many others of peculiar interest. As an

indication of the present condition of Eng-
lish scholarship, it is full of encouragement
for the future. For more than a century
there has been very little deep, original,

and productive study of the Scriptures in

England. A new impulse has now been

given to it. What will be its effect, and

the effect of the liberalized and more toler-

ant spirit of which it is a proof, upon the

constitution of the English Church can be

foreseen but in part. It is certain that it

must lead to great changes, and to a vir-

tual breaking-down of many of the most

confining sectarian barriers. No Articles

and no Creeds can stand for many genera-

tions as the authoritative expressions of

belief, after the character of the compulsion
which they exercise is understood, after

the history of sectarian differences is fairly

stated, after the interpretation of Scripture

is placed upon a sound basis, and the na-

ture of Christianity and the object of the

teachings of Christ are thus brought home
to the intellects and the hearts of men.

A Journey in the Back- Country. By FREDER-
ICK LAW OLMSTED. Author of " A Jour-

ney in the Seaboard Slave-States," "A
Journey in Texas,"

" Walks and Talks

of an American Farmer in England," etc.

New York : Mason Brothers. 1860. pp.

xvi., 492.

MR. OLMSTED is no ordinary traveller

for amusement or adventure. He leaves

home to instruct himself through his own

eyes and ears concerning matters of gen-

eral interest about which no trustworthy
information was to be found in books.

Looking at Slavery merely as an econo-

mist, with no political or moral preposses-

sions to mislead his judgment, he went to

study for himself its workings and results

as a form of labor, we might almost say,

so cool-headed is he, as an application of

forces, rather than as a social or political

phenomenon. Self-possessed and wary, al-

most provokingly unsympathetic in his re-

port of what he saw, pronouncing no judg-
ment on isolated facts, and drawing no un-

due inferences from them, he has now gen-

eralized his results in a most interesting and

valuable book. No more important contri-

butions to contemporary American history

have been made than in this volume and

the two that preceded it. We know of no

book that offers a parallel to them, except
Arthur Young's

" Travels in France." To
discuss the question of Slavery without

passion or even sentiment seemed an im-

possibility ; yet Mr. Olmsted has shown
that it can be done, and, having no theory
to bolster, has contrived to tell us what he

saw, and not what he went to see, the rar-

est achievement among travellers. With-

out the charm of style, he has the truthful-

ness of Herodotus,.

We do not forget that there was wisdom
as well as wit in Dr. Johnson's sarcastic

classification of facts with donkeys. The
great majority of so-called facts, and espe-
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cially those detailed by travellers, are of the reading of his book will do great good
no consequence whatever to man or beast, in opening the minds of many to a percep-

What is it to us that Mr. A. has been con- tion that the agitation of the Slavery ques-

descending enough to look at the Venus tion is not a mere clash of unthinking
of Milo, or that Mr. B., with more time prejudices between North and South, that

than he knows what to do with already on Slavery itself is not a matter of purely local

his hands, must steal a couple ofgood work- concern, but that it interests all parts of

ing hours from Carlyle, worth probably five the Eepublic equally. It is certainly of

guineas apiece ? That Hannibal crossed the paramount importance that we should un-

Alps was something ; that Goethe did was derstand the practical workings of a sys-

and is also of some consequence ;
but the tern which is converting what by natural

transitof Mr. Anarithmon Smith need cause increase will soon constitute a majority of

no excitement in the observatories. That a the-population in the fairest portion of our

man has found out, by laborious counting, territory into a vast planting, hoeing, and
which is the middle word in the New Tes- cotton-picking machine,

tament, is pretty sure to get into the news- Mr. Olmsted's qualifications as a travel-

papers as a remarkable fact
;
that he had ler are so remarkable that we cannot help

discovered its central thought, and made it wishing that he would make a journey
the keystone to knit together his else in- through New England and make us as

complete outward and inward lives, would thoroughly acquainted with its internal

hardly be esteemed of so much conse- condition as we ought to be. We believe

quence. Facts are such different things, there is no book of the kind since that of

especially to different persons ! The truth President Dwight, and that gives us little

is, that we should distinguish between real of the sort of information we desire. It is

facts and the mere images of facts, though an insight into the manners, modes of life,

the newspapers teach us to confound them, and ways of thinking that is of value
;
and

putting side by side, as they do, Garibaldi's Mr. Olmsted, who goes about, like Chau-

entry into Naples and Dennis McQuigley's cer's Somner,
into the lock-up.

" Ever inquiring upon everything,"

The man who gives us a really new fact is just the person to supply a great want

deserves to be classed with him who makes in our literature. We know less of the

two blades of grass grow where one grew domestic habits of a large part of our pop-

before, for it contains the germinal prin- ulation than of those of the Saxons in the

ciple of knowledge. We owe a large debt time of Alfred. But for a few glimpses

in this kind to Mr. Olmsted. He tells us which we get from Dunton, Madam
much of what he saw, little of what he Knight, the Rev. Jacob Bailey, and the

thought. He has good eyes, and that some- Proceedings of Synods, we should be little

thing behind them that makes a good ob- better acquainted with the New England-
server. As respects the South, he has the ers of the century following the Restora-

advantage of being at once native and for- tion than with the primitive Aryans. Bai-

eigner, so that what is merely American ley's account of his voyage to England is

does not divide his attention with what is the best contemporary testimony to the

local and peculiar. Making entries in his truth of Smollett's pictures of sea-life that

diary before impressions have had time to we ever met with, and we cannot suffi-

cool, he has preserved even the dialect of ciently regret that the whole of his journal

those with whom he talked.mnd thus given during his college-life was not published.

a lively reality to his narrative. Mr. Olmsted would be sure of a grateful

Nearly one-half ofMr. Olmsted's present recognition from posterity, if he would do

volume is devoted to a discussion of the for New England what he has done for

conclusions to be drawn from the mass of the South. We might not be flattered by
observations he has thus far collected. His his report, but we could not fail to be ben-

views are entitled to the more considera- efited by it. It would, perhaps, lead to

tion that the tone of his mind is so dispas- the establishment of home missions among
sionate. He finds himself compelled to the Bad-Bread and Foul-Air tribes, who

give his verdict against Slavery, whether make more wretched captives for life and

it be considered morally, politically, or kill more children than the French and

economically. We cannot but think that Indians together ever dreamed of.
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Sketches of Parisian Life. The Greatness

and Decline of Cesar Birotteau. From
the French of HONORE DE BALZAC.

Translated by O. W. WIGHT and F. B.

GOODRICH. New York : Rudd & Carle-

ton, 130 Grand Street. 1860. pp. 387.

WE are very glad to see this beginning

of a translation of Balzac, or de Balzac,

as he chose to christen himself. Without

intending an exact parallel, he might be

called the Fielding of French Literature,

intensely masculine, an artist who works

outward from an informing idea, a satirist

whose humor will not let him despise hu-

man nature even while he exposes its

weaknesses. The story of CaBsar Birot-

teau is well-chosen as an usher to the rest,

for it is eminently characteristic, though it

does not show the higher imaginative qual-

ities of the author. It is one of the sever-

est tests of genius to draw an ordinary

character so humanly that we learn to love

and respect it in spite of a thorough famil-

iarity with its faults and absurdities. In this

respect Balzac's " Birotteau
"

is a master-

piece. The translation, as far as we have

had time to look into it, seems a very easy,

spirited, and knowing one. The transla-

tors have overcome the difficulties of slang

with great skill, rendering by equivalent

vulgarisms which give the spirit where

the letter would be unintelligible. We
object, however, to a phrase like "vest-

pocket," where we find it in the narrative,

and not in the mouth of one of the person-

ages. It is tailor's English, which is as bad

as peddler's French. But this is a trifle

where there is so much to commend in es-

sentials, and we hope the translators will

be encouraged to go on in a work so ex-

cellently begun.

Home Ballads and Poems. By JOHN GREEN-

LEAP WHITTIER. Boston : Ticknor &
Fields. 1860. pp. 206.

THE natural product of a creed which

ignores the sthetical part of man and

reduces Nature to a uniform drab would

seem to have been Bernard Barton. His

verse certainly infringed none of the su-

perstitions of the sect ;
for from title-page

to colophon there was no sin either in the

way of music or color. There was, in-

deed, a frugal and housewifely Muse, that

brewed a cup, neither cheering unduly nor

inebriating, out of the emptyings of Words-

worth's teapot. How that little busy B.

improved each shining hour, how neatly

he laid his wax, it gives us a cold shiv-

er to think of, ancora ci raccappriccia !

Against a copy of verses signed
" B. B.,"

as we remember them in the hardy An-
nuals that went to seed so many years ago,

we should warn our incautious offspring

as an experienced duck might her brood

against a charge of B. B. shot. It be-

hooves men to be careful
;

for one may
chance to suffer lifelong from these intru-

sions of cold lead in early life, as duellists

sometimes carry about all their days a

bullet from which no surgery can relieve

them. Memory avenges our abuses of

her, and, as an awful example, we men-

tion the fact that we have never been able

to forget certain stanzas of another B. B.,

who, under the title of Boston Bard, whil-

om obtained from newspaper-columns that

concession which gods and men would

unanimously have denied him.

George Fox, utterly ignoring the im-

mense stress which Nature lays on estab-

lished order and precedent, got hold of a

half-truth which made him crazy, as half-

truths are wont. But the inward light,

whatever else it might be, was surely not

of that kind " that never was on land or

sea." There has been much that was poet-

ical in the lives of Quakers, little in the

men themselves. Poetry demands a rich-

er and more various culture, and, however

good we may find such men as John Wool-

man and Elias Boudinot, they make us

feel painfully that the salt of the earth is

something very different, to say the least,

from the Attic variety of the same mineral.

Let Armstrong and Whitworth and James

experiment as they will, they shall never

hit on a size of bore so precisely adequate

for the waste of human life as the journal

of an average Quaker. Compared with it,

the sandy intervals of Swedenborg gush
with singing springs, and Cotton Mather

is a very Lucian for liveliness.

Yet this dry Quaker stem has fairly

blossomed at last, and Nature, who can

never be long kept under, has made a

poet of Mr. Whittier as she made a Gen-

eral of Greene. To make a New England

poet, she had her choice between Puritan

and Quaker, and she took the Quaker. He

is, on the whole, the most representative
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poet that New England has produced. He
sings her thoughts, her prejudices, her

scenery. He has not forgiven the Puri-

tans for hanging two or three of his co-

sectaries, but he admires them for all that,

calls on his countrymen as

" Sons of men who sat in council with their

Bibles round the board,

Answering Charles's royal mandate with a

stern ' Thus saith the Lord,'
"

and at heart, we suspect, has more sym-

pathy with Miles Standish than with Ma-

ry Dyer. Indeed,
" Sons of men who sat in meeting with their

broadbrims o'er their brow,

Answering Charles's royal mandate with a

tfiee instead of thou,"

would hardly do. Whatever Mr. Whittier

may lack, he has the prime merit that he

smacks of the soil. It is a New England
heart he buttons his strait-breasted coat

over, and it gives the buttons a sharp
strain now and then. Even the native

idiom crops out here and there in his

verses. He makes abroad rhyme with God,
law with war, us with curse, scorner with

honor, been with men, beard with shared.

For the last two we have a certain sympa-

thy as archaisms, but with the rest we can

make no terms whatever, they must
march out with no honors of war. The
Yankee lingo is insoluble in poetry, and

the accent would give a flavor of essence-

pennyr'y'l to the very Beatitudes. It diflers

from Lowland Scotch as a patois from a dia-

lect.

But criticism is not a game of jerk-

straws, and Mr. Whittier has other and

better claims on us than as a stylist. There

is true fire in the heart of the man, and his

eye is the eye of a poet. A more juicy

soil might have made him a Burns or a

Be'ranger for us. New England is dry and

hard, though she have a warm nook in her,

here and there, where the magnolia grows
after a fashion. It is all very nice to say
to our poets,

" You have sky and wood and

waterfall and men and women, in short,

the entire outfit of Shakspeare ; Nature is

the same here as elsewhere
"

;
and when the

popular lecturer says it, the popular audi-

ence gives a stir of approval. But it is all

bosh, nevertheless. Nature is not the same

here, and perhaps never will be, as in lands

where man has mingled his being with hers

for countless centuries, where every field

is steeped in history, every crag is ivied

with legend, and the whole atmosphere of

thought is hazy with the Indian summer
of tradition. Nature without an ideal back-

ground is nothing. We may claim whatever
merits we like, (and our orators are not too

bashful,) we may be as free and enlighten-

ed as we choose, but we are certainly not

interesting or picturesque. We may be

as beautiful to the statistician as a column

of figures, and dear to the political econo-

mist as a social phenomenon ;
but our hive

has little of that marvellous bee-bread that

can transmute the brain to finer issues than

a gregarious activity in hoarding. The
Puritans left us a fine estate in conscience,

energy, and respect for learning ;
but they

disinherited us of the past. Not a single

stage-property of poetry did they bring
with them but the good old Devil, with

his graminivorous attributes, and even he

could not stand the climate. Neither horn

nor hoof nor tail of him has been seen for a

century. He is as dead as the goat-footed

Pan, whom he succeeded, and we tenderly

regret him.

Mr. Whittier himself complains some-

where of
" The rigor of our frozen sky,"

and he seems to have been thinking of our

clear, thin, intellectual atmosphere, the

counterpart of our physical one, of which

artists complain that it rounds no edges.

We have sometimes thought that his vers-

es suffered from a New England taint in

a too great tendency to metaphysics and

morals, which may be the bases on which

poetry rests, but should not be carried too

high above-ground. Without this, how-

ever, he would not have been the typical

New England poet that he is. In the pres-

ent volume there is little of it. It is more

purely objective than any of its forerun-

ners, and is full of the most charming rural

pictures and glimpses, in which every sight

and sound, every flower, bird, and tree, is

neighborly and homely. He makes us see

" the old swallow-haunted bams,

Brown-gabled, long, and full of seams

Through which the moted sunlight streams,

And winds blow freshly in to shake

The red plumes of the roosted cocks

And the loose hay-mow's scented locks,"

" the cattle-yard

With the white horns tossing above the wall,"-

the spring-blossoms that drooped over the

river,
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"
Lighting up the swarming shad,"

and
" the bulged nets sweeping shoreward

With their silver-sided haul."

Every picture is full of color, and shows

that true eye for Nature which sees only
what it ought, and that artistic memory
which brings home compositions and not

catalogues. There is hardly a hill, rock,

stream, or sea-fronting headland in the

neighborhood of his home that he has not

fondly remembered. Sometimes, we think,

there is too much description, the besetting

sin of modern verse, which has substituted

what should be called wordy-painting for

the old art of painting in a single word.

The essential character of Mr. Whittier's

poetry is lyrical, and the rush of the lyric,

like that of a brook, allows few pictures.

Now and then there may be an eddy where

the feeling lingers and reflects a bit of

scenery, but for the most part it can only

catch gleams of color that mingle with

the prevailing tone and enrich without

usurping on it. This volume contains

some of the best of Mr. Whittier's pro-

ductions in this kind. "Skipper Ireson's

Ride" we hold to be by long odds the

best of modern ballads. There are oth-

ers nearly as good in their "way, and all,

with a single exception, embodying native

legends. In "
Telling the Bees," Mr. Whit-

tier has enshrined a country superstition

in a poem of exquisite grace and feeling.
" The Garrison of Cape Ann" would have

been a fine poem, but it has too much of

the author in it, and to put a moral at the

end of a ballad is like sticking a cork on

the point of a sword. It is pleasant to see

how much our Quaker is indebted for his

themes to Cotton Mather, who belabored

his un-Friends of former days with so much
bad English and worse Latin. With all

his faults, that conceited old pedant con-

trived to make one of the most entertain-

ing books ever written on this side the

water, and we wonder that no one should

take the trouble to give us a tolerably cor-

rect edition of it. Absurdity is common

enough, but such a genius for it as Mather
had is a rare and delightful gift.

This last volume has given us a higher

conception of Mr. Whittier's powers. We
already valued as they deserved his force

of faith, his earnestness, the glow and hur-

ry of his thought, and the (if every third

stump-speaker among us were not a De-

mosthenes, we should have said Demos-

thenean) eloquence of his verse; but here

we meet him in a softer and more medita-

tive mood. He seems a Berserker turned

Carthusian. The half-mystic tone of " The
Shadow and the Light

"
contrasts strange-

ly, and, we think, pleasantly, with the war-

like clang of "From Perugia." The years
deal kindly with good men, and we find a

clearer and richer quality in these verses

where the ferment is over and the rile

has quietly settled. We have had no more

purely American poet than Mr. Whittier,

none in whom the popular thought found

such ready and vigorous expression. The
future will not fail to do justice to a man
who has been so true to the present.
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THE UNITED STATES AND THE BARBARY STATES.

SPEAK of the relations between the

United States and the Barbary Regen-
cies at the beginning of the century, and

most of our countrymen will understand

the War with Tripoli. Ask them about

that Yankee crusade against the Infidel,

and you will find their knowledge of it

limited to Treble's attack. On this bright

spot in the story the American mind is

fixed, regardless of the dish we were

made to eat for five - and -
twenty years.

There is also current a vague notion,

which sometimes takes the shape of an

assertion, that we were the first nation

who refused to pay tribute to the Moorish

pirates, and thus established a new prin-

ciple in the maritime law of the Mediter-

ranean. This, also, is a patriotic delusion.

The money question between the Pres-

ident and the Pacha was simply one of

amount. Our chief was willing to pay

anything in reason
;
but Tripolitan prices

were too high, and could not be submit-

ted to.

The burning of the Philadelphia and

the bombardment of Tripoli are much too

fine a subject for rhetorical pyrotechnics

to have escaped lecturers and orators of

the Fourth-of-July school. We have all

heard, time and again, how Preble, De-

catur, Trippe, and Somers cannonaded,

sabred, and blew up these pirates. We
VOL. VI. 41

have seen, in perorations glowing with

pink fire, the Genius of America, in full

naval uniform, sword in hand, standing

upon a quarter-deck, his foot upon the

neck of a turbaned Turk, while over all

waves the flag of Freedom.

The Moorish sketch is probably differ-

ent. In it, Brother Jonathan must ap-

pear with his liberty -cap in one hand

and a bag of dollars in the other, bowing

humbly before a well-whiskered Mussul-

man, whose shawl is stuck full ofponiards
and pistols. The smooth-faced unbeliever

begs that his little ships may be permitted
to sail up and down this coast unmolest-

ed, and promises to give these and other

dollars, if his Highness, the Pacha, will

only command his men to keep the peace
on the high-seas. This picture is not so

generally exhibited here
;
but it is quite

as correct as the other, and as true to the

period.

The year after Preble's recall, another

New-England man, William Eaton, led

an army of nine Americans from Egypt
to Derne, the easternmost province of

Tripoli, a march of five hundred miles

over the Desert. He took the capital

town by storm, and would have conquer-
ed the whole Regency, if he had been

supplied with men and money from our

fleet.
"
Certainly," says Pascal Paoli
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Peck, a non-commissioned officer of ma- fleets and naval stations in the Mediter-

rines, one of the nine,
"
certainly it was ranean, had nothing to fear from them,

one of the most extraordinary expeditions and were, probably, not much displeased

ever set on foot." Whoever reads the with the contributions levied upon the

story will be of the same opinion as this commerce of other nations. Barbary pi-

marine with the wonderful name. Never racy was a protective tax in favor of

was the war carried into Africa with 'a British bottoms. French merchantmen

force so small and with completer sue- kept at home. Spain, Sweden, Den-

cess. Yet Eaton has not had the luck mark, and Holland tried to outbid one

of fame. He was nearly forgotten, in another for the favor of the Dey, Bey,

spite of a well-written Life by President and Pacha, and were robbed and enslav-

Felton, in Sparks's Collection, until a ed .whenever it suited the interests of

short time since
;
when he was placed their Highnesses. The Portuguese kept

before the public in a somewhat melo- out of the Mediterranean, and protected

dramatic attitude, by an article in a New their coast by guarding the Straits of Gib-

York pictorial monthly. It is not easy raltar.

to explain this neglect. We know that Not long before the French Revolu-

our Temple of Fame is a small building tion, a new flag in their waters had at-

as yet, and that it has a great many in- tracted the greedy eyes of the Barba-

habitants, so many, indeed, that wor- rians. When they learned that it be-

thy heroes may easily be overlooked by longed to a nation thousands of miles

visitors who do not consult the catalogue, away, once a colony of England, but now

But a man who has added a brilliant page no longer under her protection, they bless-

to the Gesta Dei per Novanglos deserves ed Allah and the Prophet for sending

a conspicuous niche. A brief sketch, of these fish to their nets
;
and many Amer-

his doings in Africa will give a good view icans were made to taste the delights of

of the position of the United States in the Patriarchal Institution in the dock-

Barbary, in the first years of the Re- yards of Algiers. As soon as the Fed-

public, eral Government was fairly established,

Sixty years ago, civilized Europe not Washington recommended to Congress

only tolerated the robbery, the murder, to build a fleet for the protection of citi-

and the carrying into captivity of her zens in the Mediterranean. But the young

own people, but actually recognized this nation needed at first all its strength to

triple atrocity as a privilege inherent to keep itself upright at home
;
and the op-

certain persons of Turkish descent and position party professed a theory, that it

Mahometan religion inhabiting the north- would be safer and cheaper for the Unit-

ern coast of Africa. England or France ed States to give up ships altogether, and

might have put them down by a word to get other people to carry for them,

long before
; but, as the corsairs chiefly Consequently the plan of negotiating was

ravaged the defenceless coasts of Sardinia, resorted to. Agents were sent to Algiers

Sicily, and Naples, the two great powers to ransom the captives and to obtain a

had no particular interest in crushing treaty by presents and the payment of a

them. And there was always some jeal- fixed tribute. Such a treaty was made

ous calculation of advantage, some pitiful in the summer of 1796. In March of the

project of turning them to future account, succeeding year, the Dey showed so much

which prevented decisive action on the ill-temper at the backwardness of our

part of either nation. Then the wars payments, that Joel Barlow, the Amer-

which followed the French Revolution ican Commissioner, thought it necessary

kept Europe busy at home and gave the to soothe his Highness by the promise of

Barbary sailors the opportunity of follow- a frigate to be built and equipped in

ing their calling for a few years longer the United States. Thus, with Christian

with impunity. The English, with large meekness, we furnished the Mussulman
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with a rod for our own backs. These ar- en off at the door of the presence-cham-

rangements cost the United States about ber, they were allowed to advance and

a million of dollars, all expenses includ- kiss his hand. This ceremony over, the

ed. Sophia sailed for Tunis.

Having pacified Algiers, Mr. Barlow Here the envoys found a more difficult

turned his attention to Tunis. Instead task before them. The Bey had heard

of visiting the Bey in person, he appoint- of the ships and cargoes left at Algiers,

ed a European merchant, named Fainin, and asked at once, Where were all the

residing in Tunis, agent to negotiate a good things promised to him by Famin ?

treaty for the United States. Of Famin The Consuls presented President Ad-

Mr. Barlow knew nothing, but consider- ams's letter of polite excuses, addressed

ed his French birth and the recommen- to the Prince of Tunis,
" the well-guard-

dation of the French Consul for Algiers ed city, the abode of felicity." The Bey
sufficient proofs of his qualifications. Be- read it, and repeated his question,

sides attending to his own trade, Monsieur
" Why has the Prince of America not

Famin was in the habit of doing a little sent the hundred and seven thousand

business for the Bey, and took care to dollars ?
" The Consuls endeavored to

make the treaty conform to the wishes of explain the dependence of their Bey on

his powerful partner. The United States his Grand Council, the Senate, which

were to pay for the friendship and for- august body objected to certain stipula-

bearance of Tunis one hundred and sev- tions in Famin's treaty. If his Highness
en thousand dollars in money, jewels, and of Tunis would consent to strike out or

naval stores. Tunisian cargoes were to modify these articles, the Senate would

be admitted into American ports on pay- ratify the treaty, and the President would

ment of three per cent.
;
the same duty send the money as soon as possible. But

to be levied at Tunis on American ship- the Bey was not to be talked over
;
he

ments. If the Bey saluted an American refused to be led away from the main

man-of-war, he was to receive a barrel question,
" Where are the money, the

of powder for every gun fired. And he regalia, the naval stores ?
" He could take

reserved the right of taking any Amer- but one view of the case : he had been

ican ship that might be in his harbor into trifled with
;
the Prince of America was

his service to carry despatches or a cargo not in earnest.

to any port in the Mediterranean. Monsieur Famin, who found himself

When the treaty reached the United turned out of office by the Commissioners,

States, the Senate refused to ratify it. lost no opportunity of insinuating that

President Adams appointed Eaton, for- American promises were insincere, and

merly a captain in the army, Consul for any expectations built upon them likely

Tunis, with directions to present objec- to prove delusive.

tions to the articles on the tariff, salutes, After some weeks spent in stormy ne-

and impressment of vessels. Mr. Cath- gotiations, this modification of the articles

cart. Consul for Tripoli, was joined with was agreed upon. The duty might be

him in the commission. They sailed in three or three hundred per cent, if the

the United States brig Sophia, in Decem- Consuls wished it, but it should be re-

ber, 1798, and convoyed the ship Hero ciprocal. The Bey refused to give up
laden with naval stores, an armed brig, the powder : fifteen barrels of powder,
and two armed schooners. These ves- he said, might get him a prize worth a

sels they delivered to the Dey of Algiers hundred thousand dollars
;
but salutes

w for arrearages of stipulation and pres- were not to be fired, unless demanded
ent dues." The offerings of his Trans- by the Consul on the part of the United

atlantic tributaries were pleasing to the States. The Bey also persisted in his

Dey. He admitted the Consuls to an au- intention of pressing American vessels in-

dience. After their shoes had been tak- to his service
;
but he waived this claim
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in the case of national ships, and prom-
ised not to take merchantmen, if he could

possibly do without them.

Convinced that no better terms could

be obtained, Cathcart sailed for Tripoli,

to encounter fresh troubles, leaving Ea-

ton alone to bear the greediness and in-

solence of Tunis. The Bey and his staff

were legitimate descendants of the two

daughters of the horse-leech
;
their daily

cry was,
" Give ! give !

" The Bey told

Eaton to get him a frigate like the one

built for the Algerines.
" You will find I am as much to be

feared as they. Your good faith I do

not doubt," he added, with a sneer,
" but

your presents have been insignificant."
" But your Highness, only a short time

since, received fifty thousand dollars from

the United States."

"Yes, but fifty thousand dollars are

nothing, and you have since altered the

treaty ;
a new present is necessary ;

this

is the custom."
"
Certainly," chorused the staff;

" and

it is also customary to make presents to

the Prime Minister and to the Secreta-

ry every time the articles are changed,

and also upon the arrival of a new Con-

sul."

To carry out this doctrine, the Admi-

ral sent for a gold-headed cane, a gold

watch, and twelve pieces of cloth. The

Prime Minister wanted a double-barrel-

led gun and a gold chain. The Aga of the

Port said he would be satisfied with some-

thing in the jewelry-line, simple, but rich.

Officials of low rank came in person to

ask for coffee and sugar. Even his High-
ness condescended to levy small contribu-

tions. Hearing that Eaton had a Gre-

cian mirror in his house, he requested

that it might be sent to decorate the cab-

in of his yacht.

As month after month passed, and no

tribute -ship arrived, the Bey's threats

grew louder and more frequent. At last

he gave orders to fit out his cruisers. Ea-

ton sent letters of warning to the Consuls

at Leghorn and Gibraltar, and prepared
to strike his flag. At the last moment
the Hero sailed into port, laden with na-

val stores such as never before had been

seen in Tunis. The Bey was softened.

" It is well," he said
;

" this looks a lit-

tle more like truth; but the guns, the

powder, and the jewels are not on board."

A letter from Secretary Pickering in-

structed Eaton to try to divert the Bey's
mind from the jewels ;

but if that were

impossible, to order them in England,
where they could be bought more cheap-

ly ;
and to excuse the delay by saying

" that the President felt a confidence, that,

on further reflection upon all circumstan-

ces in relation to the -United States, the

Bey would relinquish this claim, and

therefore did not give orders to provide
the present." As the jewels had been

repeatedly promised by the United States,

this weak attempt to avoid giving them

was quite consistent with the shabby na-

tional position we had taken in the Med-

iterranean. It met with the success it

deserved. The Bey was much too shrewd

a fellow, especially in the matter of pres-

ents, to be imposed upon by any such

Yankee pretences. The jewels were or-

dered in London, and, as compensation
for this new delay, the demand for a frig-

ate was renewed. After nearly two years

of anxiety, Eaton could write home that

the prospects of peace were good.

His despatches had not passed the

Straits when the Pacha of Tripoli sent

for Consul Cathcart, and swore by
" Al-

lah and the head of his son," that, unless

the President would give him two hun-

dred and fifty thousand dollars for a new

treaty, and an annual subsidy of twenty

thousand, he would declare war against

the United States.

These two years of petty humiliations

had exasperated Eaton's bold and fiery

temper. He found some relief in horse-

whipping Monsieur Famin, who had been

unceasing in his quiet annoyances, and

in writing to the Government at homeo

despatches of a most undiplomatic warmth

and earnestness. From the first, he had

advised the use of force. " If you would

have a free commerce in those seas, you

must defend it. It is useless to buy a

peace. The more you give, the more
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the Turks will ask for. Tribute is con-

sidered an evidence of your weakness
;

and contempt stimulates cupidity. Qui

se fait brebiSj le loup le mange. What
are you afraid of? The naval strength
of the Regencies amounts to nothing. If,

instead of sending a sloop with presents

to Tunis, you will consign to me a trans-

port with a thousand trusty marines, well

officered, under convoy of a forty-four-

gun frigate, I pledge myself to surprise

Porto Farina and destroy the Bey's ar-

senal. As to Tripoli, two frigates and

four gun-boats would bring the Pacha to

terms. But if you yield to his new de-

mands, you must make provision to pay
Tunis double the amount, and Algiers in

proportion. Then, consider how shame-

ful is your position, if you submit. ' Trib-

utary to the pitiful sand -bank of Trip-

oli ?
'

says the world
;
and the answer is

affirmative, without a blush. Habit rec-

onciles mankind to everything, even hu-

miliation, and custom veils disgrace. But

what would the world say, if Rhode Isl-

and should arm two old merchantmen,

put an Irish renegade into one and a

Methodist preacher in another, and send

them to demand a tribute of the Grand

Seignior ? The idea is ridiculous
;
but it

is exactly as consistent as that Tripoli

should say to the American nation,
' Give me tribute, or tremble under the

chastisement of my navy !

'

This was sharp language for a Consul to

hold to a Secretary of State
;
but it was

as meekly borne as the other indignities

which came from Barbary.
An occurrence in Algiers completes

the picture of " Americans in the Med-

iterranean" in the year 1800. In Octo-

ber, the United States ship Washington,

Captain Bainbridge, lay in that port,

about to sail for home. The Dey sent

for Consul O'Brien, and laid this alter-

native before him : either the W'ashing-
ton should take the Algerine Ambassador

to Constantinople, or he, the Dey, would

no longer hold to his friendship with

the United States. O'Brien expostulated

warmly, but in vain. He thought it his

duty to .submit. The Ambassador, his

suite, amounting to two hundred persons,

their luggage and stores, horses, sheep,

and horned cattle, and their presents to

the Sultan, of lions, tigers, and antelopes,

were sent on board. The Algerine flag

was hoisted at the main, saluted with sev-

en guns, and the United States ship

Washington weighed anchor for Con-

stantinople.

Eaton's rage boiled over when he heard

of this freak of the Dey. He wrote to

O'Brien, "I frankly own, I would have

lost the peace, and been myself impal-

ed, rather than have yielded this con-

cession. Will nothing rouse my coun-

try?"*
When the news reached America, Mr.

Jefferson was President. He was not

roused. He regretted the affair; but

hoped that time, and a more correct es-

timate of interest, would produce justice

in the Dey's mind
;
and he seemed to be-

lieve that the majesty of pure reason,

more potent than the music of Orpheus,

"Dictus ob hoc lenire tigres, rabidosque

leones,"

would soften piratical Turks. Mr. Mad-

ison's despatch to O'Brien on the subject

is written in this spirit.
" The sending

to Constantinople the national ship-of-

war, the George Washington, by force,

under the Algerine flag, and for such a

purpose, has deeply affected the sensibil-

ity, not only of the President, but of the

people of the United States. Whatever

temporary effects it may have had favor-

able to our interest, the indignity is of so

serious a nature, that it is not impossible that

it may be deemed necessary, on a Jit occa-

sion^ to revive the question. Viewing it

in this light, the President wishes that

nothing may be said or done by you that

may unnecessarily preclude the compe-
tent authority from animadverting on that

* Some time after, the Bey of Tunis order-

ed Eaton to send his ship, the Gloria, with

despatches to the United States. Eaton sent

her to Leghorn, and sold her at a loss.
" The

flag of the United States," he wrote,
" has

never been seen floating in the service of a

Barbary pirate under my agency."
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transaction in any way that a vindication

of the national honor may be thought to

prescribe."

Times have changed since then, and

our national spirit with them. The Sec-

retary's Quaker-like protest offers a ludi-

crous contrast to the wolf-to-lamb swag-

ger of our modern diplomacy. What
faithful Democrat of 1801 would have be-

lieved that the day would come of the

Kostza affair, of the African right-of-

search quarrel, the Greytown bombard-

ment, and the seizure ofMiramon's steam-

ers?

It is clear that our President and peo-

ple were in no danger of being led into

acts of undue violence by
"
deeply affect-

ed sensibility
"

or the " vindication of

the national honor," when a violent blow

aimed by the Pacha of Tripoli at their

Mediterranean trade roused them to a

show of self-defence. Early in May he

declared war against the United States,

although Consul Cathcart offered him ten

thousand dollars to leave the American

flag-staff up for a short time longer. Even

then, if Mr. Jefferson could have consult-

ed no one but himself, not a ship would

have sailed from these shores. But the

merchants were too powerful for him;

they insisted upon protection in the Med-

iterranean. A squadron of three frig-

ates and a sloop under Commodore Dale

was fitted out and despatched to Gibral-

tar; and the nations of the earth were

duly notified by our diplomatic agents of

our intentions, that they might not be

alarmed by this armada.

In June of this year a fire broke out

in the palace at Tunis, and fifty thousand

stand of arms were destroyed. The Bey
sent for Eaton

;
he had apportioned his

loss among his friends, and it fell to the

United States to furnish ten thousand

stand without delay.
" It is only the other day," said Eaton,

"that you asked for eighty twenty-four

pounders. At this rate, when are our

payments to have an end?"
"
Never," was the answer. " The claims

we make are such as we receive from

all friendly nations, every two or three

years ;
and you, like other Christians, will

be obliged to conform to it."

Eaton refused to state the claim to

his Government. The Bey said, Very
well, he would write himself; and threat-

ened to turn Eaton out of the Regency.
At this juncture Commodore Dale ar-

rived at Gibraltar. The Bey paid us

the compliment of believing that he had

not been sent so far for nothing, and

allowed Eaton a few months' respite.

Now was the time to give the Turks

their lesson; but Dale's hands were tied

by his orders. Mr. Jefferson's heart was

not in violent methods of dealing with

his fellow-men in Barbary. He thought
our objects might be accomplished by a

display of force better and more cheaply
than by active measures. A dislike of

naval war and of public expenditure*
made his constitutional conscience, al-

ways tender, very sensitive on this ques-

tion of a cruise against Tripoli. Fearful

lest our young sailors should go too far,

he instructed the Commodore not to over-

step the strict line of defence. Hence,
when Sterret, in the Enterprise, captur-

ed a Tripolitan schooner, after a brisk

engagement, he disarmed and dismantled

her, and left her, with the survivors of

her crew on board, to make the best of

their way home again. Laymen must

have found it difficult, even in 1801, to

discover the principle of this delicate dis-

tinction between killing and taking pris-

oners
;
but it was "

according to orders."

Commodore Dale returned home at the

end of the year, having gathered few Afri-

* The Administration was saturated with

thi*
PfJ P^simony, as may be seen in an

extract from a letter written by Madison to

E^ announcing the approach of Dale and

his ships:
" The present moment is peculiar-

iv favorable for the experiment, not only as it

is a provision against an immediate danger,

but as we are now at peace and amity with

all the rest of the world, and as theforce em-^ .^ ^'^ ^^ ^ game

expense ^
with ies$ advantage to our mariners."

Linkum Fidelius has given the Jeflfersonian

plan of making war in two lines :-

We'll blow the villains all sky-high,

But do it with e-co-no-my."
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can laurels
;
Commodore Morris came out The letter was composed by the drag-

the next season with a larger fleet, and oman and forwarded to the United States,

gathered none at all. but Eaton was allowed to remain.

There is no better established rule, in Disgusted with the shameful position

commencing hostilities, public or private, of our affairs in the Mediterranean, Ea-

than this : If you strike at all, strike with ton requested Mr. Madison to recall him,
all your might. Half-measures not only unless more active operations against the

irritate, they encourage. When the Bey enemy should be resolved upon. "I can

of Tunis perceived that Dale did little no longer talk of resistance and coer-

and Morris less, he thought he had meas- cion," he wrote, "without exciting a gri-

ured exactly the strength of the United mace of contempt and ridicule. . . The

States navy, and had no reason to feel operations of our squadron this season

afraid of it. His wants again became have done less than the last to aid my
clamorous, and his tone menacing. The efforts. Government may as well send

jewels arrived from England in the Con- out Quaker meeting-houses to float about

stellation, but did not mollify him. this sea as frigates with in com-
"
Now," said he,

" I must have a thirty- mand. . . If further concessions are to

six-gun frigate, lilfle the one you sent to be made here, I desire I may not be the

the Dey of Algiers." medium through whom they shall be pre-

Eaton protested that there was no frig-
sented. Our presents show the Bey our

ate in the treaty, and that we would fight wealth and our weakness and stimulate

rather than yield to such extortion. his avarice to new demands."

The Prime Minister blew a cloud from The display of latent force by the

his pipe.
" We find it all puff; we see United States fleet, from which our Gov-

how you carry on the war with Tripo- ernment had expected so much, increas-

li." ed the insolence of the Bey of Tunis to

" But are you not ashamed to make such a point that Eaton was obliged to

this demand, when you have just re- withdraw from his post, and a new war

ceived these valuable jewels ?
" seemed inevitable. The Americans had

" Not at all. We expected the full pay- declared Tripoli blockaded
; but, as their

ment of peace stipulations in a year, ships were seldom on the coast, little at-

You came out with nothing, and three tention was paid to them. It happened,

years have elapsed since you settled the however, that a Tunisian vessel, bound

treaty. We have waited all this time, for Tripoli, was captured when attempt-
but you have made us no consideration ing to enter the harbor, and declared a

for this forbearance. Nor have we as prize. Shortly after, Commodore Mor-

yet received any evidence of the verita- ris anchored off Tunis and landed to vis-

ble friendship of the Prince of America, it the Consul. The Bey, who held the

notwithstanding the repeated intimations ^correct doctrine on the subject of paper
we have given him that such an expres- blockades", pronounced the seizure illegal

sion of his sincerity would be agreeable and demanded restitution. During his

to us. His Excellency, my master, is a stay on shore, the Commodore had sev-

man of great forbearance
;
but he knows eral interviews with the Bey's commercial

what steps to take with nations who ex- agent in relation to this prize question,

haust his patience with illusive expres- The behavior of that official was so offen-

sions of friendship." sive that the Commodore determined to

Eaton answered, angrily, that the Bey go on board his ship without making the

might write himself to the President, if he usual farewell visit at Court. As he was

wanted a frigate. For his part, he would stepping into his boat from the mole, he

never transmit so outrageous a demand, was arrested by the commercial agent for
"
Then," retorted the Bey,

" I will send a debt of twenty-two thousand dollars,

you home, and the letter with you." borrowed by Eaton to assist Hamet Ca-
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rarnanli in his expedition against Tripoli.

Eaton remonstrated indignantly. He
alone was responsible for the" debt

;
he

had given abundant security, and was

willing to pay handsomely for further

forbearance. In vain
;
the agent would

take nothing but the money. Eaton hur-

ried to the palace to ask the Bey if this

arrest was by his order. The Bey de-

clined to answer or to interfere. There

was no help for it
;
the Commodore was

caught. To obtain permission to embark,
he was obliged to get the money from the

French Consul-General, and to promise
restitution of the captured vessel and car-

go. As soon as he was at liberty, the

Commodore, accompanied by Eaton, went

to the palace to protest against this breach

of national hospitality and insult to the

flag. Eaton's remarks were so distasteful

to the Bey that he ordered him again to

quit his court, this time peremptorily,

adding, that the United States must send

him a Consul " with a disposition more

congenial to Barbary interests."

Eaton arrived in Boston on the 5th

of May, 1803. The same season Preble

sailed into the Mediterranean, with the

Constitution,
" a bunch of pine boards,"

as she was then called in derision, poorly
fitted out, and half- manned

;
and with

three other vessels in no better condi-

tion. But here, at last, was a captain
whom no cautious or hesitating instruc-

tions could prevent from doing the work

set before him to the best of his ability.

Sword in hand, he maintained the prin-

ciple of " Death before tribute," so often

and so unmeaningly toasted at home ?

and it was not his fault, if he did not es-

tablish it. At all events, he restored the

credit of our flag in the Mediterranean.

When the news reached home of the

burning of the Philadelphia, of the at-

tack of the fireships, and of the bom-

bardment of Tripoli, the blood of the na-

tion was up. Arch-democratic scruples

as to the expediency, economy, or consti-

tutionality of public armed ships were

thenceforth utterly disregarded. Since

then, it has never been a question wheth-

er the United States should have a navy

or not. To Preble fairly belongs the

credit of establishing it upon a perma-
nent footing, and of heading the roll of

daring and skilful officers the memory
of whose gallantry pervades the service

and renders it more effective than its

ships and its guns.

The Administration yielded to the pop-
ular feeling, and attempted to claim for

themselves the credit of these feats of

arms, which they had neither expected
nor desired. A new fleet was fitted out,

comprising our whole navy except five

ships. Here again the cloven foot be-

came visible. Preble, who had proved
himself a captain of whom any nation

might be proud, was superseded by Com-
modore Barron, on a question of senior-

ity etiquette, which might have been easi-

ly settled, had the Government so wished

it.

Eaton had spent a year at home, urg-

ing upon the authorities, whenever the set-

tlement of his accounts took him to Wash-

ington, more effective measures against

Tripoli, and particularly an alliance

with Harriet Caramanli, the Ex-Pacha,
who had been driven from his throne by
his brother Jusuf, a much more able man.

In spite of his bitter flings at their do-

nothing policy, the Administration sent

him out in the fleet, commissioned as

General Agent for the Barbary Regen-
cies, with the understanding that he was

to join Hamet and assist him in an at-

tack upon Derne. His instructions were

vague and verbal
;
he had not even a

letter to our proposed ally. Eaton was

aware of his precarious position ;
but the

hazardous adventure suited his enter-

prising spirit, and he determined to pro-

ceed in it.
" If successful, for the public,

if unsuccessful, for myself," he wrote to

a friend, quoting from his classical remi-

niscences
;

" but any personal risk," he

added, with a rhetorical flourish,
"

is bet-

ter than the humiliation of treating with

a wretched pirate for the ransom of men
who are the rightful heirs of freedom."

He sailed in the John Adams, in June,

1804. The President, Congress, Essex,

and Constellation were in company. On
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the 5th of September the fleet anchored that they were on good terms with the

at Malta. In a few weeks the plan of English, thought it the duty of a French

the expedition was settled, and the ne- official to throw obstacles in their way.

cessary arrangements made, with the Luckily the Turkish commandant proved
consent and under the supervision of to be a reasonable man. He listened to

Barron. Eaton then went on board the their story and sent off a courier to bring

United States brig Argus, Captain Isaac Hamet to them. The Pacha soon arriv-

Hull, detached specially on this service ed. He expressed an entire willingness

by the Commodore, and sailed for Alex- to be reinstated upon his throne by the

andria, to hunt up Harnet and to replace Americans, and to do what he could for

him upon a throne. himself with his followers and friendly

On the 8th of December, Eaton and Arab tribes in the province of Derne.

his little party, Lieutenant Blake, Mid- In case of success, he offered brilliant ad-

shipmen Mann and Danielson, of the na- vantages to the United States. A con-

vy, and Lieutenant O'Bannon of the ma- vention was drawn up in this sense, sign-

rines, arrived in Cairo. Here they learn- ed by him as legitimate Pacha of Tripo-

ed that Hamet had taken service with the
li, and by Eaton, as agent for the United

rebel Mamlouk Beys and was in com- States.

mand of an Arab force in Upper Egypt. The original plan was to proceed to

A letter from Preble to Sir Alexander Derne in the Argus: but the TurkishO '

Ball insured the Americans the hearty Governor of Alexandria refused to per-

good wishes of the English. They were mit so large a force to embark at that

lodged in the English house, and passed port ;
and Hamet himself showed a strong

for United States naval officers on a disinclination to venture within the walls

pleasure
-
trip. In this character they of the enemy. The only course left was

were presented to the Viceroy by Dr. to march over the Desert. Eaton adopt-

Mendrici, his physician, who had known ed it with his usual vigor. The Pacha

Eaton intimately in Tunis, and was much and his men were directed to encamp at

interested in this enterprise. The rec- the English cut, between Aboukir Bay
ommendation of the Doctor obtained a and Lake Mareotis. Provisions were

private audience for Eaton. He laid his bought, men enlisted, camels hired, and

plans frankly before his Highness, who a few Arabs collected together by large

listened favorably, assured him of his ap- promises and small gifts. The party,

proval, and ordered couriers to be sent complete, consisted of the Americans al-

to Hamet, bearing a letter of amnesty ready mentioned, Farquhar, an English-

and permission to depart from Egypt. man, Pascal Paoli Peck, whose name we
The messengers returned with an an- take pleasure in writing again, with six

swer. The Ex-Pacha was unwilling to men of his corps, twenty-five artillery-

trust himself within the grasp of the Vice- men of all nations, principally Levanters,

roy ;
he preferred a meeting at a place and thirty-eight Greeks. The followers

near Lake Fayoum, (Moeris,) on the bor- of the Pacha, hired Arabs, camel-drivers,

ders of the Desert, about one hundred servants, and vagabonds, made up their

and ninety miles from the coast. Re- number to about four hundred,

gardless of the danger of travelling in On the 8th of March, 1805, Eaton ad-

this region of robbery and civil war, Ea- vanced into the Desert westward, towards

ton set off at once, accompanied by Blake, the famous land of Gyrene, like Aryandes

Mann, and a small escort. After a ride the Persian, and Amrou, general of the

of seventy miles, they fell in with a de- Caliph Omar. The little army marched

tachment of Turkish cavalry, who arrest- along slowly,
" on sands and shores and

ed them for English spies. This acci- desert wildernesses," past ruins of huge
dent they owed to the zeal of the French buildings, relics of three civilizations

Consul, M. Drouette, who, having heard that had died out, mostly mere stones
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to Eaton, whose mind was too preoccu-

pied by his wild enterprise to speculate
much on what others had done there be-

fore him. Want of water, scarcity of pro-

visions, the lazy dilatoriness of the Arabs,
who had never heard of the American ax-

iom,
" Time is money," gave him enough

to think of. But worse than these were

the daily outbreaks of the ill-feeling which

always exists between Mussulman and

Christian. The Arabs would not believe

that Christians could be true friends to*

Mussulmans. They were not satisfied

with Eaton's explanations of the similar-

ity between the doctrines of Islam and

of America, but tried again and again

to make him repeat the soul-saving for-

mula, ''Allah Allah Mohammed ben Al-

lah" and thus at once prove his sinceri-

ty and escape hell. The Pacha himself,

an irresolute, weak man, could not quite

understand why these infidels should have

come from beyond the seas to place him

upon a throne. A suspicion lurked in

his heart that their real object was to

deliver him to his brother as the price

of a peace, and any occurrence out of

the daily routine of the march brought
this unpleasant fancy uppermost in his

thoughts. On one point the Mahome-
tan mind of every class dwelt always,
" How could Allah permit these dogs,

who followed the religion of the Devil,

to possess such admirable riches ?
" The

Arabs tried hard to obtain a share of

them. They yelped about the Ameri-

cans for money, food, arms, and powder.
Even the brass buttons of the infidels ex-

cited their cupidity.

Eaton's patience, remarkable in a man
of his irascible temper, many promises,

and a few threats, kept the Crescent and

the Cross moving on together in compar-
ative peace until the 8th of April. On
that day an outbreak of ill-temper occur-

red so violent that the two parties near-

ly came to blows. Turks were drawn up
on one side, headed by Hamet, Amer-
icans on the other, with the Greeks and

Levanters. Swords were brandished a-nd

muskets pointed, and much abuse dis-

charged. Nothing but the good sense of

one of the Pacha's officers and Eaton's

cool determination prevented the expe-
dition from destroying itself on the spot.

Peace was at last restored, and kept
until the 15th, when the army reached

the Gulf of Bomba. In this bay, known
to the ancients as the Gulf of Plataea, it

is said that the Greeks landed who found-

ed the colony of Cyrene. Eaton had

written to Captain Hull to meet him here

with the Argus, and, relying upon her

storqs, had made this the place of fulfil-

ment of many promises. Unfortunately,
no Argus was to be seen. Sea and shore

were as silent and deserted as when Bat-

tus the Dorian first saw the port from his

penteconters, six hundred years or more

before Christ. A violent tumult arose.

The Arabs reproached the Americans

bitterly for the imposture, and declared

their intention of deserting the cause im-

mediately. Luckily, before these wild

allies had departed, a sail appeared up-
on the horizon

; they were persuaded to

wait a short time longer. It was the

Argus. Hull had seen the smoke of their

fires, and stood in. He anchored before

dark
; provisions were sent on shore

;
and

plenty in the camp restored quiet and dis-

cipline.

On the 23d they resumed their march,
and on the 25th, at two in the afternoon,

encamped upon a hill overlooking the

town of Derne. Deserters came in with

the information that two-thirds of the in-

habitants were in favor of Hamet; but

that Hassan Bey, the Governor, with

eight hundred fighting-men, was deter-

mined to defend the place; Jusuf had

sent fifteen hundred men to his assist-

ance, who were within three days' march.

Hamet's Arabs seized upon this oppor-

tunity to be alarmed. It became neces-

sary to promise the chiefs two thousand

dollars before they would consent to take

courage again.

Eaton reconnoitred the town. He as-

certained that a ten-inch howitzer on

the terrace of the Governor's house was

all he had to fear in the way of artillery.

There were eight nine-pounders mount-

ed on a bastion looking seaward, but use-
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less against a land-attack. Breastworks

had been thrown up, and the walls of

houses loopholed for musketry.
The next day, Eaton summoned Has-

san to surrender the place to his legiti-

mate sovereign, and offered to secure him

his present position in case of immediate

submission. The flag was sent back with

the answer,
" My head or yours !

" and

the Bey followed up this Oriental mes-

sage by offering six thousand dollars for

Eaton's head, and double the sum, if he

were brought in alive.

At six o'clock on the morning of the

27th, the Argus, Nautilus, and Hornet

stood in, and, anchoring within a hun-

dred yards of the battery, silenced it in

three-quarters of an hour. At the same

time the town was attacked on one side by
Hamet, and on the other by the Americans.

A hot fire of musketry was kept up by the

garrison. The Greek artillery-men shot

away the rammer of their only field-piece,

after a few discharges, rendering the gun
useless. Finding that a number of his

small party were falling, Eaton ordered

a charge, and led it. Dashing through a

volley of bullets, the Christians took the

battery in flank, carried it, planted the

American flag, and turned the guns up-
on the town. Hamet soon cut his way
to the Bey's palace, and drove him to

sanctuary to escape being taken prisoner.
After a lively engagement of two hours

and a half, the allies had complete pos-

session of the town. Fourteen of the

Christians had been killed or wounded,
three of them American marines. Eaton
himself received a musket -ball in his

wrist.

The Ex-Pacha had scarcely established

himself in his new conquest before Jusuf's

army appeared upon the hills near the

. town. Hassan Bey succeeded in escap-

ing from sanctuary, and took the com-

mand. After several fruitless attempts
to buy over the rebel Arabs, the Bey, on

the 13th' of May, made a sudden attack

upon the quarter of the town held by
Hamet's forces, and drove all before him
as far as the Governor's house

;
but a few

Tolleys from the nine-pounders sent him

and his troops back at full speed. Ha-

met's cavalry pursued, and cut down a

great many of them. This severe lesson

made the Bey cautious. Henceforward

he kept his men in the hills, and content-

ed himself with occasional skirmishing-

parties.

After this affair numerous Arabs of

rank came over, and things looked well

for the cause of the legitimate Pacha.

Eaton already fancied himself marching
into Tripoli under the American flag,

and releasing with his own hands the

crew of the Philadelphia. He wrote to

Barron of his success, and asked for sup-

plies of provisions, money, and men. A
few more dollars, a detachment of ma-

rines, and the fight was won. His answer

was a letter from the Commodore, in-

forming him,
" that the reigning Pacha

of Tripoli has lately made overtures of

peace, which the Consul-General, Colonel

Lear, has determined to meet, viewing the

present moment propitious to such a step.**

With the letter came another from Lear,

ordering Eaton to evacuate Derne. Eaton

sent back an indignant remonstrance, and

continued to hold the town. But on the

llth of June the Constellation came in,

bringing the news of the conclusion of

peace, and of the release of the captives,

upon payment of sixty thousand dollars.

Colonel Lear wrote, that, by an article

of the treaty, Hamet's wife and children

would be restored to him, on condition

of his leaving the Regency. No other

provision was made for him.

When the Ex-Pacha (Ex for the third

time) heard that thenceforth he must

depend upon his own resources, he re-

quested that he might be taken off in

the Constellation, as his life would not

be safe when his adherents discovered

that his American friends had betrayed
him. Eaton took every precaution to

keep the embarkation a secret, and suc-

ceeded in getting all his men safely on

board the frigate. He then, the last of

the party, stepped into a small boat, and

had just time to save his distance, when
the shore was crowded with the shrieking

Arabs. Finding the Christians out of
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their reach, they fell upon their tents

and horses, and swept away everything
of value.

It was a rapid change of scene. Six

hours before, the little American party
held Derne triumphantly against all com-

ers from Jusuf's dominions, and Hamet
had prospects of a kingdom. Now he was

a beggar, on his way to Malta, to subsist

there for a time on a small allowance

from the United States. Even his wife

and children were not to be restored to

him
; for, in a secret stipulation with the

Pacha, Lear had waived for four years

the execution of that article of the treaty.

The poor fellow had been taken up as a

convenience, and was dropped when no

longer wanted. But he was only an Af-

rican Turk, and, although not black, was

probably dark enough in complexion to

weaken his claims upon the good feeling

and the good faith of the United States.

Eaton arrived at home in November

of the same year,* disgusted with the

officers, civil and naval, who had cut

short his successful campaign, and had

disregarded, as of no importance, the en-

gagements he had contracted with his

Turkish ally. His report to the Secre-

tary of the Navy expressed in the most

direct language his opinion of the treaty

and his contempt for the reasons assign-

ed by Lear and Barren for their sudden

action. The enthusiastic welcome he re-

ceived from his countrymen encouraged
his dissatisfaction. The American people
decreed him a triumph after their fash-

ion, public dinners, addresses of con-

gratulation, the title of Hero of Derne.

He had shown just the qualities mankind

admire, boldness, tenacity, and dash-

ing courage. Few could be found who
did not regret that Preble had not been

there to help him onward to Tripoli and

to a peace without payments. And as

Eaton was not the man to carry on a

war, even of words, without throwing
his whole soul into the conflict, he pro-

claimed to all hearers that the Govern-

* About this time came Meli-Meli, Ambas-
sador from Tunis, in search of an indemnity
and the frigate.

ment was guilty of duplicity and mean-

ness, and that Lear was a compound of

envy, treachery, and ignorance.
But this violence of language recoiled

upon himself,
" And so much injured more his side,

The stronger arguments he applied."

The Administration steadily upheld Lear ;

and good Democrats, who saw every
measure refracted through the dense me-

dium of party-spirit, of course defended

their leaders, and took fire at Eaton's

overbearing manner and insulting intol-

erance of their opinions. Thus, although
the general sentiment of the country was

strongly in his favor, at Washington he

made many enemies. A resolution was

introduced into the House of Represen-
tatives to present him with a medal, or

with a sword
;

it was violently opposed

by John Randolph and others, postpon-
ed from time to time, and never passed.

Eaton received neither promotion, nor

pecuniary compensation, nor an empty
vote of thanks. He had even great de-

lay and difficulty in obtaining the settle-

ment of his accounts * and the repayment
of the money advanced by him.

Disappointment, debt, and hard drink-

ing soon brought Eaton's life to a close.

He died in obscurity in 1811. Among
his papers was found a list of officers who

composed a Court Martial held in Ohio

by General St. Clair in 1793. As time

passed, he had noted in the margin of the

paper the fate of each man. All were

either " Dead "
or " Damned by bran-

dy." His friends might have completed
the melancholy roll by writing under his

name the same epitaph.

However wrong Eaton may have been

in manners and in morals, he seems to

have been right in complaining of the

treatment he received from the Admin-

istration. The organs of the Government

asserted that Eaton had exceeded his

instructions, and had undertaken projects

* Massachusetts gave him ten thousand

acres, to be selected by him or by his heirs,

in any of the unappropriated land of the Com-

monwealth in the District of Maine. Act

passed March 3d, 1806.
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the end of which could not be foreseen,

that the Administration had never au-

thorized any specific engagement with

Harriet, an. inefficient person, and not at

all the man he was supposed to be,

and that the alliance with him was much
too expensive and dangerous to justify

its further prosecution. Unfortunately
for this view of the case, the dealings of

the United States with Hamet dated back

to the beginning of the war with Tripoli.

A diversion in his favor was no new proj-

ect, but had been considered for more

than three years. Eaton and Cathcart

had recommended it in 1801, and Gov-

ernment approved of the plan. In 1802,

when Jusuf Pacha offered Hamet tho

Beyship of Benghazi and Derne, to break

up these negotiations, the United States

Consuls promised him Jusuf's throne, if

he would refuse the offer, and threaten-

ed, if he accepted it, to treat him as an

enemy, and to send a frigate to prevent
him from landing at Derne. Later, when
the Bey of Tunis showed some inclina-

tion to surrender Hamet to his brother,

the Consuls furnished him with the means
of escape to Malta. In 1803, he crossed

over to Derne in an English brig, hoping
to receive assistance from the American

fleet
;
but Commodore Morris left him to

his own resources
;
he was unable to hold

his ground, and fled to Egypt. All this

was so well known at home, that mem-
bers of the Opposition in Congress jok-

ingly accused the Administration of un-

dertaking to decide constitutional ques-
tions for the people of Tripoli.

Before the news of this flight into

Egypt reached the United States, Eaton

had been instructed by the President to

take command of an expedition on the

coast of Barbary in connection with Ha-
met. It had been determined to furnish

a few pieces of field-artillery, a thousand

stand of arms, and forty thousand dollars

as a loan to the Pretender. But when
the President heard of Hamet's reverses,

he withheld the supplies, and sent Eaton

out as " General Agent for the several

Barbary States," without special instruc-

tions. The Secretary of the Navy wrote

at the same time to Commodore Barron :

" With respect to the Ex-Bashaw of

Tripoli, we have no objection to your

availing yourself of his cooperation with

you against Tripoli, if you shall, upon a

full view of the subject, after your arrival

upon the station, consider his cooperation

expedient. The subject is committed

entirely to your discretion. In such an

event, you will, it is believed, find Mr.

Eaton extremely useful to you."
After Commodore Barron had reached

his station, he did consider the "
cooper-

ation
"

expedient ;
and ordered Hull in

the Argus to Alexandria with Eaton in

search of Hamet,
" the legitimate sover-

eign of the reigning Bashaw of Tripoli."

If Eaton succeeded in finding the Pacha,
Hull was to carry him and his suite to

Derne,
" or such other place as may be

determined the most proper for cooper-

ating with the naval force under my com-

mand against the common enemy. . . You

may assure the Bashaw of the support
of my squadron at Benghazi or Derne,
and that I will take the most effectual

measures with the forces under my com-

mand for cooperating with him against

the usurper his brother, and for reestab-

lishing him in the Regency of Tripoli.

Arrangements to this effect with him are

confided to the discretion with which Mr.

Eaton is vested by the Government."

It would seem from these extracts that

Eaton derived full authority from Barron

to act in this matter, independently of

his commission as " General Agent." We
do not perceive that he exceeded a rea-

sonable discretion in the "arrangements"
made with Hamet. After so many dis-

appointments, the refugee could not be

expected to leave a comfortable situation

and to risk his head without some defi-

nite agreement as to the future
;
and the

convention made with him by Eaton did

not go bevond what Hamet had a rightC3 * O
to demand, or the instructions of the Com-

modore, even in Article II., which was
afterward particularly objected to by the

Government. It ran thus :

" The Government ofthe United States

shall use their utmost exertions, so far as
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comports with their own honor and inter-

est, their subsisting treaties, and the ac-

knowledged law of nations, to reestab-

lish the said Hamet Bashaw in the pos-

session ofhis sovereignty of Tripoli against
the pretensions of Joseph Bashaw," etc.

We should add, that Hamet, to sat-

isfy himself of the truth of Eaton's rep-

resentations, sent one of his followers to

Barren, who confirmed the treaty ;
and

that the Commodore, when he received

Eaton's despatch, announcing his depar-
ture from Aboukir, wrote back a warm

approval of his energy, and notified him

that the Argus *nd the Nautilus would

be sent immediately to Bomba with the

necessary stores and seven thousand dol-

lars in money. Barron added, "You

may depend upon the most active and

vigorous support from the squadron, as

soon as the season and our arrangements
will permit us to appear in force before

the enemy's walls."

So much for Eaton's authority to pledge
the faith of the United States. As to the

question of expense: the whole cost of

the expedition, up to the evacuation of

Derne, was thirty-nine thousand dollars,

Eaton asserted, and we see no ^ason to

doubt his accuracy, that thirty thousand

more would have carried the American

flag triumphantly into Tripoli. Lear paid

sixty thousand for peace.
Hamet was set on shore at Syracuse

with thirty followers. Two hundred dol-

lars a month were allowed him for the sup-

port of himself and of them, until partic-

ular directions should be received from

the United States concerning him. He
wrote more than once to the President

for relief, resting his claims upon Eaton's

convention and the letter of the Secre-

tary of State read to him by Consul Cath-
T , , . , . ^ o

cart in 1802. In this letter, the Secreta-

ry declared, that, mease of the failure of

the combined attack upon Derne, it would

be proper for our Government " to re-

store him to the situation from, which he

was drawn, or to make some other con-
.

vement arrangement that may be more

eligible to him." Hamet asked that at

least the President would restore to him

his wife and family, according to the

treaty, arid send them all back to Egypt.
" I cannot suppose," he wrote,

" that the

engagements of an American agent would

be disputed by his Government, . . .

or that a gentleman has pledged to-

wards me the honor of his country on

purpose to deceive me."

Eaton presented these petitions to the

President and to the public, and insisted

so warmly upon the harsh treatment his

ally had received from the United States,

that two thousand four hundred dollars

were sent to him in 1806, and again, in

1807, Davis, Consul for Tripoli, was di-

rected to insist upon the release of the

wife and children. They were delivered

up by Jusuf in 1807, and taken to Syra-
cuse in an American sloop-of-war. Here
ended the relations of the United States

with Hamet Caramanli.*

Throughout this whole African chap-

ter, the darling economy of the Adminis-

tration was a penny-wise policy which

resulted in the usual failure. Already
in 1802, Mr. Gallatin reported that two

millions and a half, in round numbers,
had been paid in tribute and presents.

The expense of fitting out the four squad-
rons is estimated by Mr. Sabine at three

millions and a half. The tribute extort-

ed after 1802 and the cost of keeping the

ships in the Mediterranean amount at

the lowest estimate to two millions more.

Most of this large sum might have been

saved by giving an adequate force and

full powers to Commodore Dale, who

had served under Paul Jones, and knew

how to manage such matters.

Unluckily for their fame, the Adminis-

tration was equally parsimonious in na-

tional spirit and pluck, and did their ut-

* He remained in Sicily until 1809, when
, ~
he was offered the Beyship of Derne by Ins

brother. He accepted it; two years later,

fresh troubles drove him again into exile. He
died in great poverty at Cairo. Jusnf reign-

ed until 1832
>
and abdicated in favor of a

son
:

A grandson of Jusuf took up arms

against the new Pacha. The intervention ot

Jg gultan wag asked; a corps of Turkisb

troops entered Tripoli, drove out both Pachas,

and reannexed the Regency to the Porte.
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most to protect themselves against the tion of his motives on the part of the Bey.

extravagance of such reckless fellows *' Such being our regard for you, it is

as Preble, Decatur, and Eaton. In the with peculiar concern I learn from your

spring of 1803, while Preble was fitting letter that Mr. Cathcart, whom I had

out his squadron, Mr. Simpson, Consul chosen from a confidence in his integrity,

at Tangier, was instructed to buy the experience, and good dispositions, has so

good -will of the Emperor of Morocco, conducted himself as to incur your dis-

He disobeyed his instructions, and the pleasure. In doing this, be assured he

Emperor withdrew his demands when has gone against the letter and spirit

he saw the American ships. About the of his instructions, which were, that his

same time, the Secretary of State wrote deportment should be such as to make
to Consul Cathcart in relation to Tripo- known my esteem and respect for your
li : character both personal and public, and

" It is thought best that you should to cultivate your friendship by all the at-

not be tied down to a refusal of presents, tentions and services he could render. . .

whether to be included in the peace, or In selecting another character to take the

to be made from time to time during its place of Mr. Cathcart, I shall take care

continuance, especially as in the lat- to fix on one who, I hope, will better ful-

ter case the title to the presents will be a fil the duties of respect and esteem for

motive to its continuance, to admit that you, and who, in so doing only, will be

the Bashaw shall receive in the first in- the faithful representative and organ of

stance, including the consular present, our earnest desire that the peace and

the sum of $20,000, and at the rate af- friendship so happily subsisting between

terwards of $8,000 or $10,000 a year. . . the two countries may be firm and per-
The presents, whatever the amount or manent."

purpose of them, (except the consular Most people will agree with Eaton,

present, which, as usual, may consist of that "the spirit which dictated this an-

jewelry, cloth, etc.,) must be made in swer betrays more the inspiration of Car-

money and not in stores, to be biennial ter's Mountain * than of Bunker Hill."

rather than annual
;
and the arrangement Lear, who was appointed Consul-Gen-

of the presents is to form no part of the eral in 1803, was authorized by his in-

public treaty, if a private promise and structions to pay twenty thousand dollars

understanding can be substituted." down and ten thousand a year for peace,
After notifying Cathcart of his ap- and a sum not to exceed five hundred

pointment to Tunis, the Secretary directs dollars a man for ransom,

him to evade the thirty-six-gun frigate,
When Barren's squadron anchored at

and to offer the Bey ten thousand dol- Malta, Consul O'Brien came on board to

lars a year for peace, to be arranged in say that he had offered, by authority,

the same underhand way. eight thousand dollars a year to Tunis,

Tripoli refused the money ;
it was not instead of the frigate, and one hundred

enough. The Bey of Tunis rejected both and ten thousand to Tripoli for peace
the offer and the Consul. He wrote to and the ransom of the crew of the Phila-

Mr. Jefferson that he considered some of delphia, and that both propositions had
Cathcart's expressions insulting, and that been rejected.

he insisted upon the thirty-six-gun frigate. Finally, after fitting out this fourth

Mr. Jefferson answered on the 27th of squadron, at an expense of one million

January, 1804, after he knew of the in- five hundred and seventy thousand dol-

sult to Morris and of the expulsion of lars, and with Eaton in possession of

Eaton. Beginning with watery general- Derne, the Administration paid sixty thou-

ities about " mutual friendships and the * r* The scene of Mr. Jefferson's celebrated
interests arising out of them," he regret- retreat from the British . A plrtce of frequent
ted that there should be any misconcep- resort for Federal editors in those days.
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sand dollars for peace and ransom, when

Preble, ten months previously, could have

obtained both for one hundred and fifty

thousand dollars. Thus they spent two

millions to save ninety thousand, and left

the principle of tribute precisely where it

was before.

What makes this business still more re-

markable is, that the Administration knew
from the reports ofour consuls and from the

experience of our captains that the force

of the pirates was insignificant, and that

they were wretched sailors and poor shots.

Sterret took a Tripolitan cruiser of four-

teen guns after an engagement of thirty

minutes
;
he killed or wounded fifty of

her crew, and did not lose a man, nor suf-

fer any material damage in his hull or

rigging. There was no one killed on the

American side when Decatur burned the

Philadelphia. The Constitution was un-

der the fire of the Tripolitan batteries

for two hours without losing a man, and

was equally fortunate when she ran in a

second time and lay within musket-shot

of the mole, exposed to the fire of the en-

emy for three-quarters of an hour. These

Tripolitan batteries mounted one hun-

dred and fifteen guns. Three years la-

ter, Captain Ichabod Sheffield, of the

schooner Mary Ann, furnished in person

an example of the superiority of the Yan-

kee over the Turk. Consul Lear had

just given forty-eight thousand dollars to

the Dey of Algiers, in full payment of

tribute "
up to date." Nevertheless, the

Mary Ann, of and from New York to

Leghorn, was seized in the Straits of Gib-

raltar by an Algerine corsair. A prize-

crew of nine Turks was sent on board
;

the captain, two men, and a boy left in

her to do the work; she was ordered

to Algiers; and the pirate sailed away.

Having no instructions from Washing-

ton, Sheffield and his men determined

to strike a blow for liberty, and fixed up-

on their plan. Algiers was in sight, when

Sheffield hurled the "
grains

"
overboard,

and cried that he had struck a fish. Four

Turks, who were on deck, ran to the side

to look over. Instantly the Americans

threw three ofthem into the sea. The oth-

ers, hearing the noise, hurried upon deck.

In a hand-to-hand fight which followed

two more were killed with handspikes,
and the remaining four were overpower-
ed and sent adrift in a small boat. Shef-

field made his way, rejoicing, to Naples.
When the Dey heard how his subjects

had been handled, he threatened to put
Lear in irons and to declare war. It

cost the United States sixteen thousand

dollars to appease his wrath.

The cruise of the Americans against

Tripoli differed little, except in the infe-

riority of their force, from numerous at-

tacks made by European nations upon
the Regencies. Venice, England, France,
had repeatedly chastised the pirates in

times past. In 1799, the Portuguese,
with one seventy-four-gun ship, took two

Tripolitan cruisers, and forced the Pa-

cha to pay them eleven thousand dollars.

In 1801, not long before our expedition,
the French Admiral Gaunthomme over-

hauled two Tunisian corsairs in chase of

some Neapolitan vessels. He threw all

their guns overboard, and bade them be-

ware how they provoked the wrath of

the First Consul by plundering his allies.

But all of them left, as we did, the prin-

ciple of piracy or payments as they found

it At last this evil was treated in a man-

ner more creditable to civilization. In

1812, the Algerines captured an Ameri-

can vessel, and made slaves of the crew.

After the peace with England, in 1815,

Decatur, in the Guerriere, sailed into the

Mediterranean, and captured off Cape
de Gat, in twenty-five minutes, an Alger-
ine frigate of forty-six guns and four hun-

dred men. On board the Guerriere, four

were wounded, and no one killed. Two

days later, off Cape Palos, he took a brig

of twenty-two guns and one hundred and

eighty men. He then sailed into the har-

bor of Algiers with his prizes, and offer-

ed peace, which was accepted. The Dey
released the American prisoners, relin-

quished all claims to tribute in future,

and promised never again to enslave an

American. Decatur, on our part, sur-

rendered his prizes, and agreed to con-

sular presents, a mitigated form of trib-
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ute, similar in principle, but, at least,

with another name. From Algiers he

went to Tunis, and demanded satisfaction

of that Regency for having permitted a

British man-of-war to retake in their port
two prizes to Americans in the late war
with England. The Bey submitted, and

paid forty-six thousand dollars. He next

appeared before Tripoli, where he com-

pelled the Pacha to pay twenty-six thou-

sand dollars, and to surrender ten cap-

tives, as an indemnity for some breaches

of international law. In fifty-four days
he brought all Barbary to submission. It

is true, that, the next spring, the Dey of

Algiers declared this treaty null, and fell

back upon the time-honored system of

annual tribute. But it was too late. Be-

fore it became necessary for Decatur to

pay him another visit, Lord Exmouth

avenged the massacre of the Neapolitan
fishermen at Bona by completely destroy-

ing the fleet and forts of Algiers, in a bom-

bardment of seven hours. Christian pris-

oners of every nation were liberated in

all the Regencies, and the slave-system,

as applied to white men, finally abolish-

ed.

Preble, Eaton, and Decatur are our

three distinguished African officers. As
Barren's squadron did not fire a shot in-

to Tripoli, indeed never showed itself

before that port, to Eaton alone belongs
the credit of bringing the Pacha to terms

which the American Commissioner was

willing to accept. The attack upon Derne
was the feat of arms of the fourth year,
and finished the war.

Ours is not a new reading of the ear-

lier relations of the United States with

the Barbary powers. The story can be

found in the Collection of State Papers,
and more easily in the excellent little

books of Messrs. Sabine and Felton. But

a "
popular version

"
despises documents.

Under the pressure of melodrama, history

will drift into Napoleon's "fable agreed

upon
"

;
and if it be true, as Emerson says,

that " no anchor, no cable, no fence, avail

to keep a fact a fact," it is not at all like-

ly that a paper in a monthly magazine
will do it.

SUNSHINE.

I HAVE always worked in the carpet-
factories. My father and mother worked
there before me and my sisters, as long
as they lived. My sisters died first

;
the

one, I think, out of deep sorrow
;
the oth-

er from too much joy.

My older sister worked hard, knew

nothing else but work, never thought of

anything else, nor found any joy in work,

scarcely in the earnings that came from

it. Perhaps she pined for want of more

air, shut up in the rooms all day, not

caring to find it in walking or in the

fields, or even in books. Household-

work awaited her daily after the factory-

work, and a dark, strange religion op-

pressed and did not sustain her, Sun-

days. So we scarcely wondered when
VOL. VI. 42

she died. It seemed, indeed, as if she had

died long ago, as if the life had silently

passed away from her, leaving behind a

working body that was glad at last to find

a rest it had never known before.

My other sister was far different. Very
much younger, not even a shadow of the

death that had gone before weighed heav-

ily upon her. Everybody loved her, and

her warm, flashing spirit that came out

in her sunny smile. She died in a season

ofjoy, in the first flush of summer. She

died, as the June flowers died, after their

happy summer-day of life.

At last I was left .alone, to plod the

same way, every night and morning,
out with the sunrise from the skirts of the

town, over the bridge across the stream
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that fell into our great river which has One day, in the end of May, I was
worked for us so long, to the tall, grim walking early in the morning towards

factory-building where my work awaited the factories, as usual, when suddenly
me, and home again at night. I lived on there fell across my path a glowing beam
in the house we all of us had lived in. of sunshine that lighted up the grass be-

At first it was alone in the wood. But fore me. I stopped to see how the green
the town crept out to meet it, and soon blades danced in its light, how the sun-

but little woodland was left around it. shine fell down the sloping bank across
"
Gloomy Robert "

they called me, as I the stream below. Whirring insects seem-

walked back and forth upon the same ed to be suddenly born in its beam. The
track, seldom lifting my head to greet stream flowed more gayly, the flowers on

friend or stranger. Though I walked its brim were richer in color. A voice

over well-known ground, my thoughts startled me. It was only that of one of

were wandering in strange romances, my fellow-workmen, as he shouted, "Look

My evening-readings furnished the land I at Gloomy Robert ! there's a sunbeam
lived in, seldom this Western home, but in his way, and he stumbles over it !

"
It

the East, from Homer's time to the days was really so. I had stumbled over a

of Haroun Alraschid. I was so faithful beam of sunlight. I had never observed

at my work that my responsibilities were the sunshine before. Now, what life it

each year increased
;
and though my brain gave, as it gleamed under the trees! I

lived in dreams, I had sufficient use of it kept on my way, but the thought of it

for my little needs each day. I never followed me all up the weary stairs into

forgot to answer the wants of the greedy the high room where the great machines

machines while I was within sound of were standing silently. Suddenly, after

them
;
but away from them I forgot all my work began, through a high narrow

external sight and sound. I can remem- window poured a strip of sunshine. It

ber in my boyhood once I was waked fell across the colored threads which were

from my reveries. I was walking be- weaving diligently their work. This day
neath a high stone-wall, with my eyes the work was of an unusually artistic na-

and head bent down as usual, when I was ture. We have our own artists in the

roused by a shower of rose-buds that fell mills, artists who must work under severe

over my shoulders and folded arms. I limitations. Within a certain space their

heard laughter, and looked up to see a fancy revels, and then its lines are sud-

childish face with sunny, golden curls denly cut short. Nature scatters her

tumbling over it
;
and a surprised voice flowers as she pleases over the field, does

cried out,
"
Gloomy Robert is looking not measure her groups to see that they

up !

" The picture of the face hung in stand symmetrically, nor count her sev-

my memory long after, with the sound of eral daisies that they may be sure to re-

the happy voice, as though it came out peat themselves in regular order. But

of another world. But it remained on- our artist must fit his stems to certain an-

ly a picture, and I never asked myself gles so that their lines may be continuous,

whether that sunny face ever made any constantly repeating themselves, the same

home happy, nor did I ever listen for group recurring, yet in a hidden monot-

that voice again from behind the high ony.

stone-wall. My pattern of to-day had always pleas-

Many years of my life passed away, ed me, for we had woven many yards of

There were changes in the factories, it before, the machines and I. There

The machines grew more like human were rich green leaves and flowers, gay

beings, and we men could act more like flowers that shone in light and hid them-

machines. There were fewer of us need- selves in shade, and I had always admired

ed; but I still held my place, and my their grace and coloring. To-day they

steadiness gave me a position. had seemed to me cold and dusky. All
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my ideas that I had gained from conven- could drink in so much of the sun's glow,

tional carpet-flowers, which, woven almost Then I fell to studying all the science of

beneath my hand, had seemed to rival color and all the theories which are wov-

Nature's, all these ideas had been sud- en about it. I plunged into books of

denly swept away. My eyes had opened chemistry, to try to find out how it was

upon real flowers waving in real sun- that certain flowers should choose cer-

shine
;
and my head grew heavy at the tain colors out from the full beam of

sound of the clanking machine weaving light. After the long days, I sat late into

out yards of unsunned flowers. If only the night, studying all that books could

that sunshine, I thought, would light up tell me. I collected prisms, and tried, in

these green leaves, put a glow on these scattering the rays, to learn the proper-
brilliant flowers, instead of this poor col- ties of each several pencil of light. I

oring which tries to look like sunshine, grew very wise and learned, but never

we might rival Nature. But the moment came nearer the secret I was searching
I was so thinking, the rays of sunlight I for, why it was that the Violet, lying

have spoken of fell on the gay threads, so near the Dandelion, should choose and

They seemed, before my eyes, to seize find such a different dress to wear. It was

upon the poor yellow fibres which were not the rarer flowers that I brought home,

trying to imitate their own glow, and, at first. My hands were filled with Dande-

winding themselves round them, I saw lions and Buttercups. The Saint-John's-

the shuttle gather these rays of sunlight Wort delighted me, and even the gaudy
into the meshes of its work. I was to Sunflower. I trained the vines which

stand there till noon. So, long before I had been drooping round our old house,

left, the gleam of sunshine had left the the gray time-worn house; the " nat-

narrow window and was hidden from the ural-colored house," the neighbors called

rest of the long room by the gray stone- it I thought of the blind boy who fan-

walls of another building which rose up cied the sound of the trumpet must be

outside. But as long as they lingered over scarlet, as I trained up the brilliant scar-

the machine that I was watching, I saw, let trumpet-flower which my sister had

as though human fingers were placing planted long ago.

them there, rays of sunlight woven in So the summer passed away. My com-

among the green leaves and brilliant flow- panions and neighbors did not wonder

ers. much, that, after studying so many books,

After that gleam had gone, my work I should begin to study flowers and bot-

grew dark and dreary, and, for the first any. And November came. My oc-

time, my walls seemed to me like prison- cupation was not yet taken away, for

walls. I longed for the end of my day's Golden - Rod and the Asters gleamed

work, and rejoiced that the sun had not along the dusty roadside, and still un-

yet set when I was free again. I was derneath the Maples there lay a sunny
free to go out across the meadows, up the glow from the yellow leaves not yet with-

hills, to catch the last rays of sunset, ered beneath them.

Then coming home, I stooped to pick One day I received a summons from

the flowers which grew by the wayside in our overseer, Mr. Clarkson, to visit him

the waning light. in the evening. I went, a little disturb-

All that June which followed, I passed ed, lest he might have some complaint

my leisure hours and leisure days in the to make of the engrossing nature of my
open air, in the woods. I chased the present occupations. This I was almost

sunshine from the fields in under the led to believe, from the way in which he

deep trees, where it only flickered through began to speak to me. His perorations,
the leaves. I hunted for flowers, too, be- to be sure, were apt to be far wide of

ginning with the gay ones which shone his subject ;
and this time, as usual, I

with color. I wondered how it was they could allow him two or three minutes'
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talk before it became necessary for me
to give him my attention.

At last it came out. I was wanted

to go up to Boston about a marvellous

piece of carpet which had appeared from

our mills. It had lain in the warehouse

some time, had at last been taken to Bos-

ton, and a large portion of it had been

sold, the pattern being a favorite one.

But suddenly there had been a change,
In opening one of the rolls and spreading
it broadly in the show-room of Messrs,

Gobelin's warehouse, it had appeared
the most wonderful carpet that ever was

known. A real sunlight gleamed over

the leaves and flowers, seeming to flicker

and dance among them as on a broad

meadow. It shed a radiance which paled
the light that struggled down between the

brick walls through the high windows,

It had been subject of such wonder that

Messrs. Gobelin had been obliged to ask

a high price of admission for the many
that flocked to see it. They had eagerly
examined the other rolls of carpeting, in

the hope of finding a repetition of the

wonder, and were inclined at one time

to believe that this magical effect was

owing to a new method of lighting their

apartments. i3ut it was only in this beau-

tiful pattern and through a certain por-

tion of it that this wonderful appearance
was shown. Some weeks ago they had

sent to our agent to ask if he knew the

origin of this wonderful tapestry. He
had consulted with the designer of the

pattern, who had first claimfed the discov-

ery of the combination of colors by which

such an effect was produced, but he could

not account for its not appearing through-

out the whole work. My master had then

examined some ofthe workmen, and learn-

ed, in the midst of his inquiries, what had

been my late occupations and studies.

"If," he continued, "I had been in-

clined to apply any of my discoveries to

the work which I superintended, he was

willing, and his partners were willing, to

forgive any interference of that sort, of

mine, in affairs which were strictly their

own, as long as the discoveries seemed of

so astonishing a nature."

I am not able to give all our conversa-

tion. I could only say to my employer,
that this was no act of mine, though I

felt very sure that the sunshine which

astonished them in Messrs. Gobelin's car-

pet -store was the very sunbeam that

shone through the window of the facto-

ry on the 27th of May, that summer.

When he asked me what chemical prep-

aration could insure a repetition of the

same wonderful effect, I could only say,

that, if sunlight were let in upon all the

machines, through all the windows of the

establishment, a similar effect might be

produced. He stared at me. Our large

and substantial mill was overshadowed

by the high stone-walls of the rival corn-

pany. It had taken a large amount of

capital to raise our own walls
;

it would

take a still larger to induce our neighbors

to remove theirs. So we parted, my
employer evidently thinking that I was

keeping something behind, waiting to

make my profit on a discovery so inter-

esting to him. He called me back to tell

me, that, after working so long under his

employ, he hoped I should never be in-

duced by higher wages or other proffers

to leave for any rival establishment.

I was not left long in quiet. I receiv-

ed a summons to Boston. Mr. Stuart,

the millionnaire, had bought the wonder-

ful carpet at an immense price. He had

visited our agent himself, had invited the

designer to dinner, and now would npt

be satisfied until I had made him a visit

in Boston.

I went to his house. I passed up

through broad stairways, and over car-

pets such as I had never trod nor woven.

I should have liked to linger and satisfy

my eyes with looking at the walls\leco-

rated with paintings, and at the statuary,

which seemed to beckon to me like mov-

ing figures. But I passed on to the room

where Mr. Stuart and his friends awaited

me. Here the first thing that struck me

was the glowing carpet across which I

must tread. It was lying in an oval sa-

loon, which had been built, they told me,

for the carpet itself. The light was ad-

mitted only from the ceiling, which was
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so decorated that no clear sunlight could

penetrate it; but down below the sun-

beams lay flickering in the meadow of

leaves, and shed a warm glow over the

whole room.

But my eyes directly took in many
things besides the flowery ground be-

neath me. At one end of the room stood

a colossal bust of Juno, smiling grandly
and iniperturbably, as if she were look-

ing out from the great far-away past.

I think this would have held my looks

and my attention completely, but that

Mr. Stuart must introduce me to his

friends. So I turned my glance away;
but it was drawn directly towards a pic-

ture which hung before me, a face that

drove away all recollection of the colos-

sal goddess. The golden hair was part-

ed over a broad brow
;
from the gentle,

dreamy eyes there came a soft, penetrat-

ing glance, and a vagueness as of fancy

rested over the whole face. I scarcely

heard a word that was spoken to me as I

looked upon this new charm, and I could

hardly find answers for the questions that

surrounded me.

But I was again roused from my
dreamy wonderment by a real form that

floated in and sent away all visions of

imagination. "My daughter," said Mr.

Stuart, and I looked up into the same

dreamy eyes which had been winning
me in the picture. But these looked far

beyond me, over me, perhaps, or through

me, I could scarcely say which, and

the mouth below them bent into a wel-

coming smile. While she greeted the

other guests, I had an opportunity to

watch the stately grace of Mr. Stuart's 1

daughter, who played the part of hostess

as one long accustomed to it.

" A queen !

"
I had exclaimed to my-

self, as she entered the room,
" and my

Juno !

"

The gentlemen to whom I had been

introduced had been summoned earlier,

as in a learned committee, discussing the

properties of the new discovery. After

the entrance of the ladies, I was request-

ed to lead Miss Stuart to dinner, and sat

by her side through the clanging of dishes

and a similar clangor of the table-talk of

tongues.
"
Speaking of light," said the Professor,

turning to me,
"
why cannot you bring,

by your unknown chemical ways, some

real sunlight into our rooms, in prefer-

ence to this metallic gas-light V
"

I turned to the windows, before which

the servant had just drawn the heavj
curtains still closer, to shut out the gleams
of a glowing sunset which had ventured

to penetrate between its folds.

" I see your answer," said Miss Stuart.

" You wonder, as I do, why a little piece

of artificial sunlight should astonish us so

much more than the cheap sunlight of

every day which the children play in on

the Common."
" I think your method, Mr. Desmond,"

said the Chemist,
" must be some power

you have found of concentrating all the

rays of a pencil of light, disposing in some

way of their heating power. I should

like to know if this is a fluid agent or

some solid substance."
" I should like to see," interrupted an-

other -gentleman,
" the anvil where Mr.

Desmond forges his beams. Could not we

get up a party, Miss Stuart, an evening-

party, to see a little bit of sunlight struck

out, on a moonshiny night, too?"
" In my lectures on chemistry," began

Mr. Jasper. He was interrupted by Mr.

Stuart.

" You will have to write your lectures

over again. Mr. Desmond has introduced

such new ideas upon chemistry that he

will give you a chance for a new course."
" You forget," said the Chemist,

" that

the laws of science are the same and im-

mutable. My lectures, having once been

written, are written. I only see that Mr.

Desmond has developed theories which I

have myself laid down. As our friend

the Artist will tell us, sunlight is sunlight,

wherever you find it, whether you catch

it on a carpet or on a lady's face."

" But I am quite ashamed," said Miss

Stuart,
" that we ladies so seldoTn have

the sunlight on our faces. I think we

might agree to Mr. Green's proposal to

go out somewhere and see where the sun-
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beams really are made. We shut them

out with our curtains, and turn night into

a make-believe day."
" But the sun is so trying !" put in Miss

Lester. " Just think how much more be-

coming candle-light is ! There is not one

of my dresses which would stand a broad

sunbeam."
" I see," said Mr. Stuart,

"
that, when

Mr. Desmond has perfected his studies,

we shall be able to roof over the whole

of Boston with our woven sunlight by day
and gas-light by night, quite independent
of fogs and uncertain east-winds."

So much of the dinner -conversation

dwelt upon what was supposed to be in-

teresting to me, and a part of my profes-

sion. It was laggingly done
;
for present-

ly the talk fell into an easier flow, a

wonder about Mrs. This, and speculation

concerning Mr. That. Mr. Blank had

gone to Europe with half his family, and

some of them knew why he had taken the

four elder children, and others wondered

why he had left the rest behind. I was

talked into a sort of spasmodic interest

about a certain Maria, who was at the

ball the night before, but could not be at

the dinner to-day. In an effort to show

me why she would be especially charm-

ing to me, her personal appearance, the

style of her conversation and dress, her

manner of life, all were pulled to pieces,

and discussed, dissected, and classified, in

the same way as I would handle one of

the Composite.
Miss Stuart spoke but little. She flut-

tered gayly over the livelier conversa-

tion, but seemed glad to fall back into a

sort of wearied repose, where she appear-
ed to be living in a higher atmosphere
than the rest of us. This air of repose
the others seemed to be trying to reach,

when they got no farther than dulness
;

and some of the gentlemen, I thought,
made too great efforts in their attempts
to appear bored. Especially one of them
exerted himself greatly to gape so often

in the face of a lady with whom he was

striving to keep up an appearance of

conversation, that the exertion itself must
have wearied him.

After the ladies had left, the Chemist

seated himself by me, that he might, as he

openly said, get out of me the secret of

my sunshine. The more I disowned the

sunshine, the more he felt sure that I

possessed some secret clue to it. I need

not say, that, in all my talk with these

gentlemen, I had constantly tried to show

that I could claim no influence in setting

the sun's rays among the green carpeted
leaves.

I was urged to stay many days in Bos-

ton, was treated kindly, and invited here

and there. I grew to feel almost at home
at Mr. Stuart's. He was pleased to won-

der at the education which I had given

myself, as he called it. I sat many long

mornings in Miss Stuart's drawing-room,
and she had the power of making me talk

of many things which had always been

hidden even from myself. It was hardly
a sympathy with me which seemed to un-

lock my inner thoughts ;
it was as though

she had already looked through them, and

that I must needs bring them out for her

use. That same glance which I have al-

ready spoken of, which seemed to pass

over and through me, invited me to say

in words what I felt she was beginning to

read with her eyes. We went together,

the day before I was to leave town, to

the Gallery of Paintings.

As we watched a fine landscape by

Kensett, a stream of sunshine rested a

moment on the canvas, giving motion

and color, as it were, to the pictured sun-

light.

Miss Stuart turned to me.
" Why will you not imprison sunlight

in that way, Mr. Desmond ? That would

be artistic."

" You forget," I said,
" if I could put

the real sunlight into such a picture, it

would no longer be mine
;
I should be a

borrower, not a creator of light ;
I should

be no more of an artist than I am now."
" You will always refuse to acknowl-

edge it," she said
;

" but you can never

persuade me that you have not the pow-
er to create a sunbeam. An imprisoned

sunbeam ! The idea is absurd."

" It is because the idea is so absurd,"
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I said,
"
that, if I felt the power were when he carried his heart into the most

mine to imprison sunbeams, I should monotonous part of his work that he

hardly care to repeat the effort. The found any inspiration in it, that he could

sunshine rests upon the grass, freely we feel he had accomplished anything."

say, but in truth under some law that We turned suddenly away into a room

prevents its penetrating farther. A sun- where we had not been before. I could

beam existing in the absence of the sun not notice the pictures that covered the

is, of course, an absurdity. Yet they are walls for the sake of one to which Miss

there, the sunbeams of last spring, in Stuart led the way. After looking upon
your oval room, as I saw them one day that, there could be no thought of finding
in May." out any other. It possessed the whole

" Which convinces me," said Miss Stu- room. The inspiration which uplifted

art,
" that you are an artist. That is not the eyes fell over the whole painting,

real sunshine. You have created it. You We looked at it silently, and it was not

are born for an artist-life. Do not go till we had left the building that Miss

back to your drudgery." Stuart said,
"
Daily work," I answered,

" must be- " We have seen there something which

come mechanical work, if we perform it takes away all thought of artist or style

in a servile way. A lawyer is perhaps of painting or work. I have never been

inspired, when he is engaged in a cause able to ask myself what is the color of the

on which he thinks his reputation hangs; eyes of that Madonna, or of her flowing

but, day by day, when he goes down to hair, or the tone of the drapery. I see

the work that brings him his daily bread, only an expression that inspires the whole

he is quite as likely to call it his drudg- figure, gives motion to the hands, life to

ery as I my daily toil." the eyes, thought to the lips, and soul

She left her seat and walked with me to the whole being."

towards a painting which hung not far
" The whole inspiration, the whole

from us. It represented sunset upon the work," I said,
"

is far above us. It is

water. "The tender-curving lines of quite above me. No, I am not an artist
;

creamy spray" were gathering up the my fingers do not tingle for the brush,

beach
;
the light was glistening across the This is an inspiration I cannot reach

;

waves
;
and shadows and light almost it floats above me. It moves and touch-

seemed to move over the canvas. es me, but shows me my own powerless-
"
There," said Miss Stuart, "is what I ness."

call work that is worthy. I know there I left Boston. I went back to winter,
was inspiration in every touch of the to my old home, to my every-day's work,

brush. I know there was happy life in My work was not monotonous
;
or if one

the life that inspired that painting. It is tone did often recur in it, I built upon it,

worth while to live and to show that one out of my heart and life, full chords of

has been living in that way." music. The vision of Margaret Stuart
" But I think," said I,

" that the artist came before my eyes in the midst of all

even of that picture laid aside his brush mechanical labor, in all the hours of lei-

heavily, when he sighed to himself that sure, in all the dreams of night. My life,

he must call it finished. I believe that indeed, grew more varied than ever
;
for

in all the days that it lay upon his easel I found myself more at ease with those

he went to it many times with weariness, around me, finding more happiness than

because there was monotony in the work, I had ever found before in my intercourse

because the work that he had laid out with others. I found more of myself in

for himself in his fancy was far above them, more sympathy in their joy or sor-

what he could execute with his fingers, row, myself more of an equal with those

The days of drudgery hung heavily on around me.

the days of inspiration ;
and it was only The winter months passed quickly away.
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Mr. Clarkson frequently showed his dis-

appointment because the mills no longer

produced the wonder of last year. For

me, it had almost passed out of my
thoughts. It seemed but a part of the

baser fabric of that vision where Mar-

garet Stuart reigned supreme. I saw no

way to help him
;
but more and more,

daily, rejoiced in the outer sunshine of

the world, in the fresh, glowing spring,

in the flowers of May. So I was surpris-

ed again, when, near the close of IVJay,

after a week of stormy weather, the sun-

light broke through the window where it

had shone the year before. It hung a

moment on the threads of work, then,

seeming to spurn them, fell upon the

ground.
We were weaving, alas ! a strange

"
arabesque pattern," as it was called,

with no special form, so it seemed to my
eyes, bringing in gorgeous colors, but

set in no shape which Nature ever pro-

duced, either above the earth or in metals

or crystals hid far beneath. How I re-

proached myself, on Mr. Clarkson's ac-

count, that I had not interceded, just for

this one day of sunshine, for some pattern

that Nature might be willing to acknowl-

edge 1 But the hour was past, I knew it

certainly, when the next day the sun was

clouded, and for many days we did not

see its face again.

So the time passed away. Another

summer came along, and another glow-

ing autumn, and that winter I did not go

to Boston. Mr. Clarkson let me fall back

again into my commonplace existence.

I was no longer more than one of the

common workmen. Perhaps, indeed, he

looked upon me with a feeling of disap-

pointment, as though a suddenly discov-

ered diamond had turned to charcoal in

his hands. Sometimes he consulted me

upon chemical matters, finding I knew

what the books held, but evidently feel-

ing a little disturbed that I never brought
out any hidden knowledge.

This second winter seemed more lone-

ly to me. The star that had shone upon
me seemed farther away than ever. I

could see it still. It was hopelessly dis-

tant. My Juno ! For a little while

I could imagine she was thinking of

me, that my little name might be asso-

ciated in her memory with what we had

talked of, what we had seen together,

with some of the high things which I

knew must never leave her thoughts.

But this glimmering memory of me I

knew must have faded away as her life

went on, varied as it was with change
of faces, sounds of music, and whirl of

excitement. Then, too, I never heard

her name mentioned. She was out of

my circle, as far away from my sphere

as the heroines of those old romances

that I had read so long ago; but more

life-like, more warm, more sunny was

her influence still. It uplifted my work,

and crowned my leisure with joy. I

blessed the happy sunshine of that 27th

of May, which in a strange way had been

the clue that led to my knowledge of

her.

The longest winter-months melt away
at last into spring, and so did these.

May came with her promises and blights

of promise. Recalling, this time, how sun-

shine would come with the latter end of

May through the dark walls, I begged of

Mr. Clarkson that a favorite pattern of

mine might be put upon the looms. Its

design was imagined by one of my com-

panions in my later walks. He was an

artist of the mills, and had been trying to

bring within the rigid lines that were re-

quired some of the grace and freedom of

Nature. He had scattered here some wa-

ter-lilies among broad green leaves. My
admiration for Nature, alas! had grown

only after severe cultivation among the

strange forms which we carpet-makers in-

dulge in with a sort of mimicry of Nature.

So I cannot be a fair judge of this, even

as a work of art. I see sometimes tapes-

tries in a meadow studded with butter-

cups, and I fancy patterns for carpets

when I see a leaf casting its shadow

upon a stone. So I may be forgiven

for saying that these water-lilies were

dear to me as seeming like Nature, as

they were lying upon their green leaves.

Mr. Clarkson granted my request, and,
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for a few days, this pattern was woven

by the machine. These trial-days I was

excited from my usual calmness. The
first day the sunshine did not reach the

narrow window. The second dav we
w

had heavy storm and rain. But the third

day, not far from the expected hour, the

sunshine burst through the little space.

It fell upon my golden threads
;

it seem-

ed directly to embrace them joyously, to

encircle them closely. The sunlight seem-

ed to incorporate itself with the woolly

fibre, to conceal itself among the work

where the shuttle chose to hide it. I fan-

cied a sort of laughing joy, a clatter and

dash in the machinery itself, as though
there were a happy time, where was usu-

ally only a monotonous whirl. I could

scarcely contain myself till noon.

When I left my room, I found, on in-

quiry, that Mr. Clarkson was not in the

building, and was to be away all day. I

went out into the air for a free breath,

and looked up into the glowing sky, yet
was glad to go back again to my ma-

chines, which I fancied would greet me
with an unwonted joy. But, as I passed
towards the stairway, I glanced into one

of the lower rooms, where some of the

clerks were writing. I fancied Mr. Clark-

son might be there. There were women

employed in this room, and suddenly one

who was writing at a desk attracted my
attention. I did not see her face; but

the impression that her figure gave me
haunted me as I passed on. Some one

passing me saw my disturbed look.

" What have you seen ? a ghost ?
" he

asked.

" Who is writing in that room ? Can

you tell me ?
"
I said.

" You know them all," was his answer,

"except the new-comer, Miss Stuart.

Have not you heard the talk of her his-

tory, how the father has failed and

died and all that, and how the daughter
is glad enough to get work under Mr.

Clarkson's patronage ?
"

The bell was ringing that called me,
and I could not. listen to more. My brain

was whirling uncertainly, and I doubted

if I ought to believe my ears. I went

back to my work more dazed and bewil-

dered than ever in my youthful days. I

forgot the wonder of the morning. It

was quite outshone by the wonder of the

afternoon. I longed for my hour of re-

lease. I longed for a time for thought,

to learn whether what had been told me
could be true. When the time came, I

hastened down -stairs; but I found the

door of the office closed. Its occupants
had all gone. I hastened through the

village, turned back again, and on the

bridge over the little stream met Marga-
ret Stuart. She was the same. It made

no difference what were her surround-

ings, she was the same
;

there was the

same wonderful glance, the same smile

of repose. It made no difference where

or how I met her, she ruled me still. She

greeted me with the same air and man-

ner as in her old home when I saw her

first.

She told me afterwards of the changes
and misfortunes of the past year, of her

desire for independence, and how she

faund she was little able to uphold it her-

self.

" Some of my friends," she said,
" were

very anxious I should teach singing, I

had such a delicious voice, which had been

so well cultivated. I could sing Italian

opera-songs and the like. But I found I

could only sing the sfitngs that pleased

me, and it was doubtful whether they

would happen to suit the taste or the voice

of those I should try to teach. For, I must

confess it, I have never cultivated my
voice except for my own pleasure, and

never for the sake of the art. I did try

to teach music a little while, and, oh,

it was hopeless ! I remembered some of

our old talks about drudgery, and thought

it had been a happy thing for me, if I had

ever learned how to drudge over any-

thing. What I mean is, I have never

learned how to go through a monotonous

duty, how to give it an inspiration which

would make it possible or endurable. It

would have been easier to summon up all

my struggling for the sake of one great

act of duty. I did not know how to scat-

ter it over work day after day the same.
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Worse than all, in spite of all my educa-

tion, I did not know enough of music to

teach it."

She went on, not merely this evening,
but afterwards, to tell me of the different

efforts she had made to earn a living for

herself with the help of kind friends.

"At last," she said, "I bethought me
of my handwriting, of the '

elegant
'
notes

which used to receive such praise; and

when I met Mr. Clarkson one day in Bos-

ton, I asked him what price he would pay
me for it. I will tell you that he was

very kind, very thoughtful for me. He
fancied the work he had to offer would

be distasteful to me
;
but be has made it

as agreeable, as easy to be performed, as

can be done. My aunt was willing to

come here with me. She has just enough
to live upon herself, and we are likely to

live comfortably together here. So I am

trying that sort of work you praised so

much when you were with me; and I

shall be glad, if you can go on and show

me what inspiration can bring into it."

So day after day I saw her, and even-

ing after evening we renewed the old

talks. The summer passed on, and the

early morning found her daily at her

work, every day pursuing an unaccustom-

ed labor. Her spirit seemed more happy
and joyous than ever. She seemed far

more at home tha* in the midst ofcrowd-

ed streets and gay, brilliant rooms. Her

expression was more earnest and spiritu-

al than ever, her life, I thought, gayer
and happier.

So I thought till one evening, when

we had walked far away down the little

stream that led out of the town. We
stopped to look into its waters, while she

leaned against the trunk of a tree that

overshadowed it. We watched the light

and shade that flickered below, the shad-

ow of the clover-leaves, of the long reeds

that hung almost across the stream. The

quiet was enhanced by the busy motion

below, the bustle of little animal life, the

skimming of the water-insects, the tender

rustling of the leaves, and the gentle mur-

muring of the stream itself. Then I look-

ed at her, from the golden hair upon her

head down to its shadow in the brook be-

low. I saw her hands folded over each

other, and, suddenly, they looked to me

very thin and white and very weary. I

looked at her again, and her whole pos-
ture was one of languor and weariness,

the languor of the body, not a weariness

of the soul. There was a happy smile on

the lips, and a gleam of happiness from

under the half-closed eyes. But, oh, so

tired and faint did the slender body look

that I almost feared to see the happier

spirit leave it, as though it were incum-

bered by something which could not fol-

low it.

"
Margaret !

"
I exclaimed. " You are

wearing yourself away. You were never

made for such labor. You cannot learn

this sort of toil. You are of the sunshine,

to play above the dusty earth, to gladden
the dreary places. Look at my hands,

that are large for work, at my heavy

shoulders, fitted to bear the yoke. Let

me work for us both, and you shall still

be the inspiration of my work, and the

sunshine that makes it gold. The work

we talked of is drudgery for you ; you
cannot bear it."

I think shp would not agree to what I

said about her work. She " had begun
to learn how to find life in every-day

work, just as she saw a new sun rise ev-

ery day." But she did agree that we

would work together, without asking
where our sunshine came from, or our

inspiration.

So it was settled. And her work was

around and within the old " natural-col-

ored" house, whose walls by this time

were half-embowered in vines. There

was gay sunshine without and within.

And the lichen was yellow that grew on

the deeply sloping roof, and we liked to

plant hollyhocks and sunflowers by the

side of the quaint old building, while scar-

let honeysuckles and trumpet-flowers and

gay convolvuli gladdened the front porch.

There was but one question that was

left to be disputed between us. Marga-
ret still believed I was an artist, all-un-

developed.
" Those sunbeams

"
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" I had nothing to do with them. They
married golden threads that seemed kin-

dred to them."
" It is not true. Sunbeams cannot ex-

ist without the sun. Your magnetic pow-

er, perhaps, attracted the true sunbeam,
and you recreated others."

She fancies, if I would only devote

myself to Art, I might become an Amer-

ican Murillo, and put a Madonna upon
canvas.

But before we carried the new sun-

shine into the old house, I had been sum-

moned again by Mr. Clarkson. Another

wonderful piece of carpeting had gone
out from the works, discovered by our

agent before it had left our warehouse.

It was the Water-Lily pattern, lilies

sitting among green leaves with sunshine

playing in and out and among them. So

dazzling it seemed, that it shed a light all

round the darkened walls of the ware-

house. It was priceless, he thought, a

perfect unique. Better, almost, that nev-

er such a pattern should appear again.

It ought to remain the only one in the

world.

And it did so remain. The rival es-

tablishment built a new chimney to their

mill, which shut out completely all sun-

shine or hope of sunshine from our nar-

row windows. This was accomplished
before the next May, and I showed Mr.

Clarkson how utterly impossible it was

for the most determined sunbeam ever

to mingle itself with our most inviting

fabrics. Mr. Clarkson pondered a long

time. We might build our establishment

a story higher ;
we might attempt to move

it. But here were solid changes, and the

hopes were uncertain. Affairs were go-

ing on well, and the reputation of the

mills was at its height. And the carpets
of sunshine were never repeated.

THE TWO TONGUES.

WHOEVER would read a profound po- nations
;
and the old debate of Wamba

litical pamphlet under the guise of a bril-

liant novel may find it in "
Sibyl, or The

Two Nations." The gay overture of

and Gurth in the forest-glade by Rother-

wood is illustrated by the unconscious

satires of last week's " Punch." In Chart-

"The Eve of the Derby," at a London ism, Reform -Bills, and Strikes, in the

club, with which the curtain rises, con- etiquette which guards the Hesperides
trasts with the evening amusements of of West-End society, in the rigid train-

the proletaire in the gin-palaces of Man- ing which stops many an adventurer

Chester in a more than operatic effective- midway in his career, are written the old

ness, and yet falls rather below than ris- characters of the forest -laws of Rufus

es above the sober truth of present his- and the Charter of John. Races and

tory. And we are often tempted to bind families change, but the distinction en-

up the novel of the dashing Parliamen- dures, is stamped upon all things pertain-

teer with our copy of "
Ivanhoe," that ing to both.

we may thus have, side by side, from We in America, who boast our descent

the pens of the Right Honorable Benja- from this matrimony of Norman and Sax-

min Disraeli and Sir Walter Scott, the on, claim also that we have blent the fea-

beginning and the end of these eight tures of the two into one homogeneous
hundred years of struggle between Nor- people. In this country, where the old

man rule and Saxon endurance. For has become new, and the new is contin-

let races and families change as they will, ually losing its raw lustre before the glit-

there have ever been in England two ter of some fresher splendor, the traces
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of the contest are all but obliterated. On- run of luck. Either it is my Lord Eldon

ly our language has come to us with the who sits on the wool-sack, or the youn-
brand of the fatherland upon it. In our curate bids his Oxford laurels against a

mother-tongue prevails the same princi- head-mastership of a public school and

pie of dualism, the same conflict of ele- covers his baldness with a mitre, or Jones

ments, which not all the lethean baptism Lloyd steps from his back parlor into the

of the Atlantic could wash out. The two carriage which is to take Lord Overstone

nations of England survive in the two to the House of Peers. From the day
tongues of America. when young Osborne, the bold London
We beg the reluctant reader not to 'prentice, leaped into the Thames to fish

prematurely pooh-pooh as a " miserable up thence his master's daughter, and
mouse "

this conclusion, thinking that we brought back, not only the little lady, but

are only serving up again that old story the ducal coronet of Leeds in prospec-
of Wamba and Gurth with an added tive, to that when Thomas Newcome the

sauce-piquante from Dean Trench. We elder walked up to the same London that

admit that we allude to that original com- he might earn the "
bloody hand "

for

position of English past and present from Sir Brian and Sir Barnes, English life

a Latin and a Teutonic stock. But that has been full of such gallant achieve-

is to us not an ultimate, but a primal fa.ct. ments.

It is the premise from which we propose So it has been with the words these

to trace out the principle now living and speak. The phrases of the noble Canon

working in our present speech. We com- Chaucer have fallen to the lips of peas-
mence our history with that strife of the ants and grooms, while many a pert Cock-

tongues which had at the outset also their ney saying has elbowed its sturdy way
battle of Hastings, their field of Sanilac. into her Majesty's High Court of Parlia-

There began the feud which to-day con- ment Yet still there are two tongues
tinues to divide our language, though the flowing through our daily talk and writ-

descendants of the primitive stocks are ing, like the Missouri and Mississippi, with

inextricably mingled. distinct and contrasted currents.

For it is as in "
Sibyl." That novel And this appears the more strikingly in

showed us the peer's descendants at the this country, where other distinctions are

workman's forge, while the manufacturer's lost. We have an aristocracy of language,

grandchildren were wearing the ermine whose phrases, like the West-End men
and the strawberry-leaves. There is the of "

Sibyl," are effeminate, extravagant,

constant passing to and fro across the one conventional, and prematurely worn-out,

border-line which never changes. Dan- These words represent ideas which are

dy Mick and Devilsdust save a little mon- theirs only by courtesy and conservatism,

ey and become "
respectable." We can like the law-terms of the courts, or the

follow out their history after Mr. Disraeli " cant" of certain religious books. We
leaves them. They marry Harriet and have also a plebeian tongue, whose words

Caroline, and contrive to educate a sharp are racy, vigorous, and healthy, but which

boy or two, who will rise to become super- men look askance at, when met in polite

intendents in the mills and to speculate usage, in solemn literature, and in ser-

in cotton-spinning. They in turn send mons. Norman and Saxon are their rel-

into trade, with far greater advantages, ative positions, as in the old time when
their sons. The new generation, still ed- " Ox " was for the serf who drove a-field

ucating, and, faithful to the original im- the living animal, and "Beef" for the

pulse, putting forth its fresh and aspiring baron who ate him
;
but their lineage is

tendrils, gets one boy into the church, counter-crossed by a hundred, nay, a

another at the bar, and keeps a third thousand vicissitudes,

at the great Rouge-et-Noir table of com- With this aristocracy of speech we are

merce. Some one of their stakes has a all familiar. We do not mean with the
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speech of our aristocracy, which is quite

another thing, but that which is held ap-

propriate for "
great occasions," for pub-

lic parade, and for pen, ink, and types. It

is cherished where all aristocracies flour-

ish best,; in the " rural districts." There

is a style and a class of words and phras-

es belonging to country newspapers, and

to the city weeklies which have the lar-

gest bucolic circulation, which you detect

in the Congressional eloquence of the

honorable member for the Fifteenth Dis-

trict, Mass., and in the Common-School

Reports of Boston Corner, a style and

words that remind us of the country gen-

try whose titles date back to the Plan-

tagenets. They look so strangely be-

side the brisk, dapper curtnesses in which

metropolitan journals transact their daily

squabbles ! We never write one of them

out without an involuntary addition of

quotation-marks, as a New-Yorker puts

to his introduction of his verdant cousin

the supplementary,
" From the Jerseys."

Their etymological Herald's Office is kept

by schoolmasters, and especially school-

ma'ams, or, in the true heraldic tongue,
"
Preceptresses of Educational Semina-

ries." You may find them in Mr. Hobbs,

Jr.'s, celebrated tale of " The Bun-Baker

of Cos-Cob," or in Bowline's thrilling nov-

elette of "
Beauty and Booty, or The

Black Buccaneer ofthe Bermudas." They

glitter in the train of "
Napoleon and his

Marshals," and look down upon us from

the heights of " The Sacred Mountains."

Occasionally you will find them de-

graded from their high estate and fallen

among the riff-raff of slang. They be-

come "seedy" words, stripped of their

old meaning, mere chevaliers d'industrie,

yet with something of the air noble about

them which distinguishes them from the

born " cad." The word "
convey

"
once

suffered such eclipse, (we are glad to say

it has come up again,) and consorted,

unless Falstaff be mistaken, with such

low blackguards as "nim" and "cog"
and "

prig
" and similar " flash

"
terms.

But we do not propose to linger among
the "

upper-ten
"
of the dictionaries. The

wont of such is to follow the law of he-

reditary aristocracies : the old blood gets

thin, there is no sparkle to the sangre

azul, the language dies out in poverty.

The strong, new, popular word forces its

way up, is heard at the bar, gets quot-

ed in the pulpit, slips into the outer ring
of good society. King Irving or King
Emerson lays his pen across its shoulder

and it rises up ennobled, till finally it is

accepted of the " Atlantic Monthly," and
its court-presentation is complete.
We have thus indicated the nature of

the great contest in language between

the conventional and the idiomatic. Idi-

oms are just what their name implies.

They are the commonalty of language,

private, proletarian words, who do the

work,
" dum alteri tulerunt honores."

They come to us from all handiworks

and callings, where you will always find

them at their posts. Sharp, energetic,

incisive, they do the hard labor of speech,
that of carrying heavy loads of thought

and shaping new ideas.

We think them vulgar at first, and sa-

voring of the shop; but they are useful

and handy, and we cannot do without

them. They rivet, they forge, they coin,

they
" fire up,"

" brake up,"
" switch off,"

"
prospect,"

" shin
"

for us when we are
"
short,"

"
post up

"
our books, and final-

ly ourselves, "strike a lead," "follow a

trail,"
" stand up to the rack,"

"
dicker,"

"
swap," and "

peddle." They are " whole

teams
"
beside the " one-horse

"
vapidities

which fail to bear our burdens. The
Norman cannot keep down the Saxon.

The Saxon finds his Wat Tyler or Jack

Cade. Now " Mose "
brings his Bowery

Boys into our parlor, or Cromwell Judd
recruits his Ironsides from the hamlets

of the Kennebec.

We declare for the proletaires. We
vote the working-words ticket. We have

to plead the cause of American idioms.

Some of them have, as we said, good
blood in them and can trace their line-

age and standing to the English Bible

and Book of Common Prayer ;
others

are " new men," born under hedge-rows
and left as foundlings at furnace-doors.

And before we go farther, we have a
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brief story to tell in illustration of the

two tongues.
A case of assault and battery was tried

in a Western court. The plaintiff's coun-

sel informed the jury in his opening, that

he was "
prepared to prove that the de-

fendant, a steamboat -captain, menaced

his client, an English traveller, and put
him in bodily fear, commanding him to

vacate the avenue of the steamboat with

his baggage, or he would precipitate him

into the river." The evidence showed

that the captain called out,
"
Stranger,

ef you don't tote your plunder off that

gang-plank, I'll spill you in the drink."

We submit that for terseness and vigor

the practitioner at the bar of the Ohio

had the better of the learned counsel who

appeared at the bar of justice, albeit his

client was in a Cockney mystification at

the address.

The illustration will serve our turn.

It points to a class of phrases which are

indigenous to various localities of the

land, in which the native thought finds

appropriate, bold, and picturesque utter-

ance. And these in time become incor-

porate into the universal tongue. Of
them is the large family of political phras-

es. These are coined in moments of in-

tense excitement, struck out at white

heat, or, to follow our leading metaphor,
like the speakers who use them, come up-
on the stump in their shirt-sleeves. Every

campaign gives us a new horde. Some
die out at once

;
others felicitously tickle

the public ear and ring far and wide.

They
"
speak for Buncombe," are Barn-

Burners, Old Hunkers, Hard Shells, Soft

Shells, Log-Rollers, Pipe-Layers, Woolly

Heads, Silver Grays, Locofocos, Fire-

Eaters, Adamantines, Free Soilers, Free-

dom Shriekers, Border Ruffians. They

spring from a bon-mot or a retort. The

log -cabin and hard -cider watchwords

were born of a taunt, like the " Gueux "

of the Netherlands. The once famous

phrase, Gerrymandering, some of our

readers may remember. Governor El-

bridge Gerry contrived, by a curious ar-

rangement of districts in Massachusetts,
to transfer the balance of power to his

own party. One of his opponents, por-

ing over the map of the Commonwealth,
was struck by the odd look of the geo-

graphical lines which thus were drawn,

curving in and out among the towns and

counties. " It looks," said he,
" like a

Salamander." " Looks like a Gerry-man-
der !

"
ejaculated another

;
and the term

stuck long and closely.

Now and then you have the aristocratic

and democratic sides of an idea in use at

the, same time. Those who style them-

selves " Gentlemen of the Press
"

are

known to the rest of mankind as " Dead

Heads," being, for paying purposes, lit-

erally, capita mortua.

So, too, our colleges are provided, over

and above the various dead languages
of their classic curriculum, with the two

tongues. The one serves the young gen-

tlemen, especially in their Sophomoric

maturity, with appropriate expressions for

their literary exercises and public flights.

The other is for their common talk, tells

who " flunked
" and was "

deaded," who
" fished

"
with the tutor, who

" cut
"
pray-

ers, and who was "
digging

"
at home.

Each college, from imperial Harvard and

lordly Yale to the freshest Western " In-

stitution," whose three professors fondly

cultivate the same number of aspiring

Alumni, has its particular dialect with its

quadrennial changes. The just budded

Freshmen of the class of '64 could hardly

without help decipher
" The Rebelliad,"

which in the Consulship of Plancus Kirk-

land was the epic of the day. The good
old gentlemen who come up to eat Com-

mencement dinners and to sing with

quavery voices the annual psalm there-

after, are bewildered in the mazes of

the college -speech of their grandsons.

Whence come these phrases few can tell.

Like witty Dr. S 's
"
quotation," which

never was anything else, they started in

life as sayings, springing full-grown, like

Pallas Athene, from the laboring brain of

some Olympic Sophister. Here in the

quiet of our study in the country, we won-

der if the boys continue as in our day to

" create a shout," instead of "
making a

call," upon their lady acquaintances, if
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they still use "
ponies," if they "group,"

and get, as we did,
"
parietals

" and "
pub-

lics
"
for the same.

The police courts contribute their quo-

ta. Baggage -smashing, dog- smudging,

ring-dropping, watch-stuffing, the patent-

safe men, the confidence men, garroters,

shysters, policy -dealers, mock -auction

Peter Funks, bogus-ticket swindlers, are

all terms which have more or less out-

grown the bounds of their Alsatia of

Thieves' Latin and are known of men.

Even the pulpit, with its staid decorums,

has its idioms, which it cannot quite keep
to itself. We hear in the religious world

of "
professors," and "

monthly concerts,"

(which mean praying, and not psalmody,)

of "sensation-preaching," (which takes

the place of the "
painful

"
preaching of

old times,) of "
platform -speakers," of

"
revival-preachers," of " broad pulpits,"

and "Churches of the Future," of the

"
Eclipse of Faith

" and the "
Suspense

of Faith," of "liberal" Christians, (with

no reference to the contribution-plates,)

of "
subjective

" and "
objective

"
ser-

mons,
"
Spurgeonisms," and " business-

men's meetings." And we can never

think without a smile of that gifted gen-

ius, whoever he was, who described a cer-

tain public exercise as " the most elo-

quent prayer ever addressed to a Boston

audience" He surely created a new and

striking idiom.

The boys do, as Young America should,

their share. And the sayings of street

urchins endure with singular tenacity.

Like their sports, which follow laws of

their own, uninfluenced by meteorolog-
ical considerations, tending to the seden-

tary games of marbles in the cold, chilly

spring, and bursting into base- and foot-

ball in the midsummer solstice, strict tra-

dition hands down from boy to boy the

well-worn talk. There are still
" bust-

ers," as in our young days, and the ar-

dent youth upon floating cakes of ice

"run bendolas" or "
kittly-benders," or

simply
" benders." In different latitudes

the phrase varies, one-half of it going to

Plymouth Colony, and the other abiding

in Massachusetts Bay. And this ten-

dency to dismember a word is curiously

shown in that savory fish which the In-

dian christened "
scup-paug." Eastward

he swims as "scup," while at the Man-

hattan end of the Sound he is fried as

"
porgie." And apropos of him, let us

note a curious instance of the tenacity of

associated ideas. The street boys of our

day and early home were wont to term

the Jietairai of the public walks "
scup."

The young Athenians applied to the

classic courtesans the epithet of cairepdiov,

the name of a small fish very abundant

in the Black Sea. Here now is a bit

of slang which may fairly be warrant-

ed to keep fresh in any climate.

But boy-talk is always lively and point-

ed
;
not at all precise, but very prone to

prosopopeia ;
ever breaking out of the

bounds of legitimate speech to invent

new terms of its own. Dr. Busby ad-

dresses Brown, Jr., as Brown Secundus,

and speaks to him of his "
young compan-

ions." Brown himself talks of " the

chaps," or "the fellows," who in turn

know Brown only as Tom Thumb. The

power of nicknaming is a school-boy gift,

which no discouragement of parents and

guardians can crush out, and which dis-

plays thoroughly the idiomatic faculty.

For a man's name was once his, the dis-

tinctive mark by which the world got at

his identity. Long, Short, White, Black,

Greathead, Longshanks, etc., told what a

person in the eyes of men the owner pre-

sented. The hereditary or aristocratic

process has killed this entirely. Men
no longer make their names; even the

poor foundlings, like Oliver Twist, are

christened alphabetically by some Bum-
ble the Beadle. But the nickname re-

stores his lost rights, and takes the man at

once out of the ignobile vulgus to give him

identity. We recognize this gift and

are proud of our nicknames, when we
can get them to suit us. Only the sharp

judgment of our peers reverses our own

heraldry and sticks a surname like a burr

upon us. The nickname is the idiom of

nomenclature. The sponsorial appella-

tion is generally meaningless, fished pi-

ously out of Scripture or profanely out
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of plays and novels, or given with an eye
to future legacies, or for some equally

insufficient reason apart from the name
itself. So that the gentleman who nam-

ed his children One, Two, and Three,

was only reducing to its lowest term the

prevailing practice. But the nickname

abides. It has its hold in affection. When
the " old boys

"
conie together in Gore

Hall at their semi-centennial Commence-

ment, or the " Puds "
or " Pores

"
get to-

gether after long absence, it is not to in-

quire what has become of the Rev. Dr.

Heavysterne or his Honor Littleton Coke,

but it is,
" Who knows where Hockey

Jones is ?
" and " Did Dandy Glover real-

ly die in India ?
" and " Let us go and

call upon Old Sykes" or "Old Roots"

or "Old Conic -Sections," thus mean-

ing to designate Professor
, LL.D.,

A. A. S., F. R. S., etc. A college pres-

ident who had no nickname would prove

himself, ipso facto, unfit for his post. It

is only dreadfully affected people who

talk of "
Tully

"
;
the sensible all cling to

the familiar " Chick-Pea
"

or Cicero, by
which the wart-faced orator was distin-

guished. For it is not the boys only, but

all American men, who love nicknames,

the idioms of nomenclature. The first

thing which is done, after a nominating
convention has made its platform and

balloted for its candidates, is to discover

or invent a nickname : Old Hickory,

Tippecanoe, The Little Giant, The Little

Magician, The Mill-Boy of the Slashes,

Honest John, Harry of the West, Black

Dan, Old Buck, Old Rough and Ready.
A "

good name "
is a tower of strength

and many votes.

And not only with candidates for of-

fice, the spots on whose "white gar-

ments
"
are eagerly sought for and label-

led, but in the names of places and class-

es the principle prevails, the democratic

or Saxon tongue gets the advantage.

Thus, we have for our states, cities, and

ships-of-war the title of fondness which

drives out the legal title of ceremony.

Are we not "Yankees" to the world,

though to the diplomatists
" citizens of

the United States of America"? We

have a Union made up upon the map of

Maine, New Hampshire, etc., to Califor-

nia; we have another in the newspa-

pers, composed of the Lumber State, the

Granite State, the Green-Mountain State,

the Nutmeg State, the Empire State, the

Keystone State, the Blue Hen, the Old

Dominion, of Hoosiers, Crackers, Suckers,

Badgers, Wolverines, the Palmetto State,

and Eldorado. We have the Crescent

City, the Quaker City, the Empire City,

the Forest City, the Monumental City,

the City of Magnificent Distances. We
hear of Old Ironsides sent to the Med-

iterranean to relieve the Old Tea-Wagon,
ordered home. Everywhere there ob-

tains the Papal principle of taking a new
title upon succeeding to any primacy.
The Norman imposed his laws upon Eng-
land

;
the courts, the parish-registers, the

Acts of Parliament were all his; but to

this day there are districts of the Sax-

on Island where the postman and census-

taker inquire in vain for Adam Smith

and Benjamin Brown, but must perforce

seek out Bullhead and Bandyshins. So

indomitable is the Saxon.

We have not done yet with our nation-

al idioms. In the seaboard towns nautical

phrases make tarry the talk of the peo-

ple. "Where be you a-cruising to?"

asks one Nantucket matron of her gossip.
"
Sniver-dinner, I'm going to Egypt ;

Seth

B. has brought a letter from Turkey-
wowner to Old Nancy." "Dressed-to-

death-and-drawers-empty, don't you see

we're goin' to have a squall ? You had

better take in your stu'n'-sails." The good
woman was dressed up, intending, "as

soon as ever dinner was over," to go, not

to the land of the Pharaohs, but to the

negro-quarter of the town, with a letter

which " Seth B." (her son, thus identified

by his middle letter) had brought home

from Talcahuana.

For the rural idioms we refer the read-

er to the late Sylvester Judd's "
Marga-

ret" and "Richard Edney," and to the

Jack Downing Letters.

The town is not behind the country.

For, whatever is the current fancy, pugil-

ism, fire-companies, racing, railway-build-
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ing, or the opera, its idioms invade the speech as a fact that makes part of our

talk. The Almighty Dollar of our wor- literature. It cannot be ignored, nor do

ship has more synonymes than the Ho- we see how it is to be avoided. It is well,

man Pantheon had divinities. We are of course, to retain the sterling classic ba-

not "well-informed," but "posted" or sis of our speech as we received it from
"
posted up." We are not "

hospitably abroad, and to this all that is best and

entreated
"
any more, but "

put through." purest in our literature past and present
We do not " meet with misadventure," will tend. But we hold to no Know-Noth-

but " see the elephant," which we often ing platform which denies a right of nafr-

do through the Hibernian process of uralization to the worthy. As Ruskin
"
fighting the tiger." says of the river, that it does not make
Purists deplore this, but it is inevitable

;
its bed, but finds it, seeking out, with in-

and if one searches beneath the surface, finite pains, its appointed channel, so

there is often a curious deposit of mean- thought will seek its expression, guided

ing, sometimes auriferous enough to repay by its inner laws of association and sym-
our use of cradle and rocker. We "

pan- pathy. If the mind and heart of a nation

ned out," the other day, a phrase which become barbarized, no classic culture can

gave us great delight, and which illustrat- keep its language from corruption. If

ed a fact in New England history worth its ideas are ignoble, it will turn to the

noting. We were puzzling over the ignoble and vulgar side of every word in

word "
socdollager," which Bartlett, we its tongue, it will affix the mean sense it

think, defines as "
Anything very large desires to utter where it had of old no

and striking," Anglice, a "
whopper," place. It converts the prince's palace

" also a peculiar fish-hook." The word into a stable or an inn
;

it pulls down the

first occurs in print, we believe, in Mr. cathedral and the abbey to use the mate-

Cooper's
" Home as Found," applied to rials for the roads on which it tramples,

a patriarch among the white bass of Ot- It is good to sanctify language by setting

sego Lake, which could never be captured, some of its portions apart for holy uses,

We assumed at once that there was a la- at least, by preserving intact the high

tent reason for the term, and all at once religious association which rests upon it.

it flashed upon us that it was a rough fish- The same silver may be moulded to the

erman's random-shot at the word " doxol- altar-chalice or the Bacchic goblet ;
but

ogy." This, in New England congrega- we touch the one with reverent and clean

tions, as all know, was wont to be sung, or hands, while the other is tossed aside in
"
j'ined in," by the whole assembly, and the madness of the revel. Men clamor

given with particular emphasis, both be- for a new version of the Sacred Scrip-

cause its words.were familiar to all with- tures, and profess to be shocked at its

out book, and because it served instead plain outspokenness, forgetting that to

of the chanted creed of their Anglican the pure all things are pure, and that

forefathers. The last thing, after which to the prurient all things are foul. It

nothing could properly follow, the most was a reverent and a worshipping age

important and most conspicuous of all, it that gave us that treasure, and so long as

represented *to our Yankee Walton the we have the temper of reverence and

crowning hope of his life, the big bass, worship we shall not ask to change it.

after taking which he might put hook-and- And to return once more to our origi-

line on the shelf. By a slight transposi- nal illustration. We have the two nations

tion, natural enough to untrained organs, also in us, the Norman and the Saxon,
"
doxology

" became "
socdollager." the dominant and the aspiring, the patri-

We are not making a dictionary of cian and the proletaire. The one rules

Americanisms, but merely wandering a only by right of rule, the other rises only
little way into our native forests. We by right of rising. The power of conser-

refer to the prevalent habit of idiomatic vatism perishes, when there is no longer
VOL. VI. 43
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anything to keep ;
the might of radical- of its language upon poetry. Agriculture

ism overflows into excess, when the prop- was the Saxon's calling, and he made lit-

er check is taken away or degraded. So erature a mirror of the life he led. We
long as the noble is noble and " noblesse in this new land are born to new herita-

oblige" so long as Church and State are ges, and the terms of our new life must

true to their guiding and governing du- be used to tell our story. The Herald's

ties, the elevation of the base is the eleva- College gives precedence to the Patent-

tion of the whole. If the standards of Office, and the shepherd's pipe to the

what is truly aristocratic in our language steam-whistle. And since all literature

are standards of nobility of thought, they which can live stands only upon the na-

will endure and draw up to them, on to tional speech, we must look for our hopes
the episcopal thrones and into the Upper of coming epics and immortal dramas to

House of letters, all that is most worthy, the language of the land, to its idioms, in

Whatever makes the nation's life will which its present soul abides and breathes,

make its speech. War was once the ca- and not to its classicalities, which are the

reer of the Norman, and he set the seal empty shells upon its barren sea-shore.

MIDSUMMER AND MAY.

[ Continued.]

II

WHEN Miss Kent, the maternal great-

aunt of Mr. Raleigh, devised her proper-

ty, the will might possibly have been set

aside as that of a monomaniac, but for

the fact that he cared too little about any-

thing to go to law for it, and for the still

more important fact that the heirs-at-law

were sufficiently numerous to ingulf the

whole property and leave no ripple to

attest its submerged existence, had he

done so
;
and on deserting it, he was bet-

ter pleased to enrich the playfellow of

his childhood than a host of unknown
and unloved individuals. I cannot say
that he did not more than once regret
what he had lost : he was not of a self-

denying nature, as we know
; on the con-

trary, luxurious and accustomed to all

those delights of life generally to be pro-
cured only through wealth. But, for all

that, there had been intervals, ere his

thirteen years' exile ended, in which, so

far from regret, he experienced a certain

joy at remembrance of this rough and

rugged point of time where he had es-

caped from the chrysalid state to one

of action and freedom and real life. He
had been happy in reaching India be-

fore his uncle's death, in applying his

own clear understanding to the intricate

entanglements of the affairs before him,

in rescuing his uncle's commercial good

name, and in securing thus for himself a

foothold on the ladder of life, although

that step had not occurred to him till

thrust there by the pressure of circum-

stances. For the rest, I am not sure

that Mr. Raleigh did not find his path

suiting him well enough. There was no

longer any charm in home
;
he was forbid-

den to think of it. That strange summer,
that had flashed into his life like the gleam
of a carnival-torch into quiet rooms, must,

be forgotten ;
the forms that had peopled

it, in his determination, should become

shadows. Valiant vows ! Yet there must

have come moments, in that long lapse

of days and years, when the whole sea-

son gathered up its garments and swept

imperiously through his memory : nights,
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when, under the shadow of the Himrna-

leh, the old passion rose at spring-tide

and flooded his heart and drowned out

forgetfulness, and a longing asserted it-

self, that, if checked as instantly by honor

as despair, was none the less insufferable

and full of pain, warm, wide, Southern

nights, when all the stars, great and gold-

en, leaned out of heaven to meet him,

and all ripe perfumes, wafted by their

own principle of motion, floated in the

rich dusk and laden air about him, and

the phantom of snow on topmost heights

sought vainly to lend him its calm. Days
also must have showered their fervid sun-

shine on him, as he journeyed through

plains of rice, where all the broad reach-

es whitening to harvest filled him with

intense and bitterest loneliness. What

region of spice did not recall the noons

when they two had trampled the sweet-

fern on wide, high New England pastures,

and breathed its intoxicating fragrance ?

and what forest of the tropics, what palms,

what blooms, what gorgeous affluence of

color and of growth, equalled the wood

on the lake-shores, with its stately hem-

locks, its joyous birches, its pale-blue,

shadow-blanched violets ? Nor was this

regret, that had at last become a part of

the man's identity, entirely a selfish one.

He had no authority whatever for his

belief, yet believe he did, that, firmly and

tenderly as he loved, he was loved, and

of the two fates his was not the harder.

But a man, a man, too, in the stir of the

world, has not the time for brooding over

the untoward events of his destiny that a

woman has
;
his tender memories are for-

ever jostled by cent, per cent.
;
he meets

too many faces to keep the one in con-

stant and unchanging perpetuity sacred-

ly before his thought. And so it happen-
ed that Mr. Raleigh became at last a si-

lent, keen-eyed man, with the shadow of

old and enduring melancholy on his life,

but with no certain sorrow there.

In the course of time his business-con-

nections extended themselves
;
he was

associated with other m$h jmore intent

than he upon their aim
; although not

wealthy, years might make him so
;
his

name commanded respect. Something
of his old indifference lingered about him

;

it was seldom that he was in earnest
;
he

drifted with the tide, and, except to main-

tain a clear integrity before God and

men and his own soul, exerted scarcely

an effort. It was not an easy thing for

him to break up any manner of life
;
and

when it became necessary for one of the

firm to visit America, and he as the most

suitable was selected, he assented to the

proposition with not a heart-beat. Amer-

ica was as flat a wilderness to him as the

Desert of Sahara. On landing in India,

he had felt like a semi-conscious sleeper

in his dream, the country seemed one of

phantasms : the Lascars swarming in the

port, the merchants wrapped in snowy

muslins, who moved like white -robed

bronzes faintly animate, the strange fa-

ces, modes, and manners, the stranger

beasts, immense, and alien to his remem-

brance
;

all objects that crossed his vis-

ion had seemed like a series of fantastic

shows; he could have imagined them to

be the creations of a heated fancy or the

weird deceits of some subtle draught of

magic. But now they had become more

his life than the scenes which he had left
;

this land with its heats and its languors

had slowly and passively endeared itself

to him
;

these perpetual summers, the

balms and blisses of the South, had un-

consciously become a need of his nature.

One day all was ready for his departure ;

and in the clipper ship Osprey, with a

cargo for Day, Knight, and Company,
Mr. Raleigh bade farewell to India.

The Osprey was a swift sailer and

handled with consummate skill, so that

I shall not venture to say in how few

days she had weathered the Cape, and,

ploughing up the Atlantic, had passed the

Windward Islands, and off the latter had

encountered one of the severest gales in

Captain Tarbell's remembrance, although
he was not new to shipwreck. If Mr.

Raleigh had found no time for reflection

in the busy current of affairs, when, ceas-

ing to stand aside, he had mingled in the

turmoil and become a part of the genera-
tions of men, he could not fail to find it
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in this voyage, not brief at best, and of

which every day's progress must assure

him anew toward what land and what

people he was hastening. Moreover, Fate

had woven his lot, it seemed, inextrica-

bly among those whom he would shun
;

for Mr. Laudersdale himself was deeply
interested in the Osprey's freight, and it

would be incumbent upon him to extend

his civilities to Mr. Raleigh. But Mr.

Raleigh was not one to be cozened by
circumstances more than by men.

The severity of the gale, which they
had met some three days since, had en-

tirely abated
;
the ship was laid to while

the slight damage sustained was under-

going repair, and rocked heavily under

the gray sky on the long, sullen" swell

and roll of the grayer waters. Mr. Ra-

leigh had just come upon deck at dawn,
where he found every one in unaccount-

able commotion. "
Ship to leeward in

distress," was all the answer his inquiries

could obtain, while the man on the top-

mast was making his observations. Mr.

Raleigh could see nothing, but every now
and then the boom of a gun came faint-

ly over the distance. The report hav-

ing been made, it was judged expedient
to lower a boat and render her such as-

sistance as was possible. Mr. Raleigh
never could tell how it came to pass that

he found himself one of the volunteers in

this dangerous service.

The disabled vessel proved to be a

schooner from the West Indies in a sink-

ing condition. A few moments sufficed

to relieve a portion of her passengers,
sad wretches who for two days had star-

ed death in the face, and they pulled
back toward the Osprey. A second and

third journey across the waste, and the

remaining men prepared to lower the

last woman into the boat, when a stout,

but extremely pale individual, who could

no longer contain his frenzy of fear, clam-

bered down the chains and dropped in

her place. There was no time to be lost,

and nothing to do but submit
;
the woman

was withdrawn to wait her turn with the

captain and crew, and. the laden boat

again labored back to the ship. Each

trip in the heavy sea and the blinding
rain occupied no less than a couple of

hours, and it was past noon when, uncer-

tain just before if she might yet be there,

they again came within sight of the little

schooner, slowly and less slowly settling

to her doom. As they approached her

at last, Mr. Raleigh could plainly detect

the young woman standing at a little dis-

tance from the anxious group, leaning

against the broken mast with crossed

arm's, and looking out over the weary
stretch with pale, grave face and quiet

eyes. At the motion of the captain, she

stepped forward, bound the ropes about

herself, and was swung over the side to

await the motion of the boat, as it slid

within reach on the top of the long

wave, or receded down its shining, slip-

ery hollow. At length one swell brought
it nearer, Mr. Raleigh's arms snatched

the slight form and drew her half-fainting

into the boat, a cloak was tossed after,

and one by one the remainder followed
;

they were all safe, and some beggared.
The bows of the schooner already plung-
ed deep down in the gaping gulfs, they

pulled bravely away, and were tossed

along from billow to billow.

" You are very uncomfortable, Made-

moiselle Le Blanc ?
" asked the rescued

captain at once of the young woman, as

she sat beside him in the stern-sheets.

" Moi ?
"
she replied.

" Mais non, Mon-

sieur."

Mr. Raleigh wrapped the oloak about

her, as she spoke. They were equidistant

from the two vessels, neither of which

was to be seen, the rain fell fast into the

hissing brine, their fate still uncertain.

There was something strangely captivat-

ing and reassuring in this young girl's

equanimity, and he did not cease specu-

lating thereon till they had again reach-

ed the Osprey, and she had disappeared
below.

By degrees the weather lightened ;
the

Osprey was on. the wing again, and a

week's continuance of this fair wind would

bring them into port. The next day, to-

ward sunset, as Mr. Raleigh turned about

in his regular pacing of the deck, he
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saw at the opposite extremity of the ship

the same slight figure dangerously perch-
ed upon the taffrail, leaning over, now

watching the closing water, and now ea-

gerly shading her eyes with her hand to

observe the ship which they spoke, as

they lay head to the wind, and for a bet-

ter view of which she had climbed to this

position. It was not Mr. Raleigh's cus-

tom to interfere ;
if people chose to drown

themselves, he was not the man to gain-

say them
;
but now, as his walk drew him

toward her, it was the most natural thing

in the world to pause and say,

"// seraitfacheux, Mademoiselle, lorsqu'

on a fa'dli faire naufrage, de se noyer"

and, in want of a word, Mr. Raleigh

ignominiously descended to his vernacu-

lar " with a lee-lurch."

The girl, resting on the palm of one

hand, and unsupported otherwise, bestow-

ed upon him no reply, and did not turn

her head. Mr. Raleigh looked at her

a moment, and then continued his walk.

Returning, the thing happened as he had

predicted, and, with a little quick cry,

Mademoiselle Le Blanc was hanging by
her hands among the ropes. Reaching
her with a spring,

"
Viens, petite !

" he said,

and with an effort placed her on her feet

again before an alarm could have been

given.
"Ah ! mais je cms e'en e'tait fait de

moi!" she exclaimed, drawing in her

breath like a sob. In an instant, how-

ever, surveying Mr. Raleigh, the slight

emotion seemed to yield to one of irrita-

tion, that she had been rescued by him
;

for she murmured quickly, in English,
head haughtily thrown back and eyes

downcast, "Monsieur thinks that I owe

him much for having saved my life !

"

" Mademoiselle best knows its worth,"

said he, rather amused, and turning away.
The girl was still looking down

; now,

however, she threw after him a quick

glance.
" Tenez I

"
said she, imperiously, and

stepping toward him. " You fancy me

very ungrateful," she continued, lifting

her slender hand, and with the back of

it brushing away the floating hair at her

temples.
"
Well, I am not, and at some

time it may be that I prove it. I do not

like to owe debts; but, since I must, I

will not try to cancel them with thanks."

Mr. Raleigh bowed, but said nothing.

She seemed to think it necessary to ef-

face any unpleasant impression, and, with

a little more animation and a smile, add-

ed,
" The Captain Tarbell told me your

name, Mr. Raleigh, and that you had not

been at home for thirteen years. Ni moi

non plus, at least, I suppose it is home

where I am going; yet I remember no

other than the island and my
"

And here the girl opened her eyes

wide, as if determined that they should

not fill with tears, and looked out over

the blue and sparkling fields around

them. There was a piquancy in her ac-

cent that made the hearer wish to hear

further, and a certain artlessness in her

manner not met with recently by him.

He moved forward, keeping her beside

him.
" Then you are not French," he said.

" I ? Oh, no, nor Creole. I was born

in America
;
but I have always lived with

mamma on the plantation ;
et maintenant,

il y a six mois qu'elle est morte I
"

Here she looked away again. Mr. Ra-

leigh's glance followed hers, and, return-

ing, she met it bent kindly and with a

certain grave interest upon her. She ap-

peared to feel reassured, somewhat pro-

tected by one so much her elder.

"I am going now to my father," she

said, "and to my other mother."
" A second marriage," thought Mr. Ra-

leigh,
" and before the orphan's crapes

are
"

Then, fearful lest she should

read his thought, he added,
" And how

do you speak such perfect English ?
"

"
Oh, my father came to see us ev-

ery other year, and I have written home

twice a week since I was a little child.

Mamma, too, spoke as much English as

French."
" I have not been in America for a longO

time," said Mr. Raleigh, after a few steps.
" But I do not doubt that you will find

enjoyment there. It will be new ; worn-
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anhood will have little like youth for you ;

but, in every event, it is well to add to

our experience, you know."
" What is it like, Sir ? But I know !

Rows of houses, very counterparts of rows

of houses, and they of rows of houses yet

beyond. Just the toy- villages in boxes,

uniform as graves and ugly as bricks
"

" Brick houses are not such ugly things.

I remember one, low and wide, possessed
of countless gables, covered with vines

and shaded with sycamores ;
it could not

have been so picturesque, if built of the

marble of Paros, and gleaming temple-
white through masks of verdure."

" It seems to me that I, too, remember

such a one," said she, dreamily.
" Mais

now, je m'y perds. Yet, for all that, I

shall not find the New York avenues lin-

ed with them."
" No

;
the houses there are palaces."

" I suppose, then, I am to live in a pal-

ace," she answered, with a light tinkling

laugh.
" That is fine

;
but one may miss

the verandas, all the whiteness and cool-

ness. How one must feel the roof!
"

" Roofs should be screens, and not pris-

ons, not shells, you think ?
"
said Mr. Ra-

leigh.
" At home," she replied,

" our houses

are, so to say, parasols; in those cities

they must be iron shrouds. Ainsi soil

il I
"
she added, and shrugged her shoul-

ders like a little fatalist.

" You must not take it with such des-

peration ; perhaps you will not be obliged

to wear the shroud."

" Not long, to be sure, at first. We go
to freeze in the country, a place with dis-

tant hills of blue ice, my old nurse told

me, old Ursule. Oh, Sir, she was drown-

ed ! I saw the very wave that swept her

off!"
" That was your servant ?

"

Yes."
"
Then, perhaps, I have some good

news for you. She was tall and large ?
"

Oui."

" Her name was Ursule ?
"

" Oui! je dis que oui!"

Mr. Raleigh laughed at her eagerness.
" She is below, then," he said, "not

drowned. There is Reynolds. Mr. Rey-

nolds, will you take this young lady to

her servant, Ursule, the woman you res-

cued ?
"

And Mademoiselle Le Blanc disap-

peared under that gentleman's escort.

The ordinary restraints of social life

not obtaining so much on board ship as

elsewhere, Mr. Raleigh saw his acquaint-
ance with the pale young stranger fast

ripening into friendliness. It was an

agreeable variation from the monotonous

routine of his voyage, and he felt that it

was not unpleasant to her. Indeed, with

that childlike simplicity that was her first

characteristic, she never saw him without

seeking him, and every morning and ev-

ery evening it became their habit to pace
the deck together. Sunrise and twilight

began to be the hours with which he as-

sociated her
;
and it was strange, that,

coming, as she did, out of the full blaze

of tropical suns, she yet seemed a crea-

ture that had taken life from the fresh,

cool, dewy hours, and that must fairly dis-

solve beneath the sky of noon. She puz-
zled him, too, and he found singular con-

tradictions in her: to-night, sweetness it-

self, to-morrow, petulant as a spoiled

child. She had all a child's curiosity,

too
;
and he amused himself by seeing, at

one time, with what novelty his adven-

tures struck her, when, at another, he

would have fancied she had always held

Taj and Himmaleh in her garden. Now
and then, excited, perhaps, by emulation

and wonder, her natural joyousness broke

through the usually sad and quiet de-

meanor; and she related to him, with

dramatic abandon, scenes of her gay and

innocent island-life, so that he fancied

there was not an emotion in her experi-

ence hidden from his knowledge, till, all-

unaware, he tripped over one reserve and

another, that made her, for the moment,
as mysterious a being as any of those

court-ladies of ancient regimes, in whose

lives there were strange lacunae, and spa-

ces of shadow. And a peculiarity of their

intercourse was, that, let her depart in

what freak or perversity she pleased, she

seemed always to have a certainty of
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finding him in the same niood in which

she had left him, as some bright way-
ward vine of Southern forests puts out a

tendril to this or that enticing point, yet,

winding back, will find its first support

unchanged. Shut out, as Mr. Raleigh
had been, from any but the most casual

female society, he found a great charm

in this familiarity, and, without thinking
how lately it had begun or how soon it

must cease, he yielded himself to its pres-

ence. At one hour she seemed to him

an impetuous and capricious thing, for

whose better protection the accident of

his companionship was extremely fortu-

nate, at another hour, a woman too

strangely sweet to part with; and then

Mr. Raleigh remembered that in all his

years he had really known but two wom-

en, and one of these had not spent a week
in his memory.

Mademoiselle Le Blanc came on deck,

one evening, and, wrapping a soft, thick

mantle round her, looked about for a

minute, shaded her eyes from the sunset,

meantime, with a slender, transparent

hand, bowed to one, spoke to another,

slipped forward and joined Mr. Raleigh,
where he leaned over the ship's side.

" Void ma capote !
"

said she, before

he was aware of her approach.
" del I

qu'il fait frais !
"

" We have changed our skies," said

Mr. Raleigh, looking up.
" It is not necessary that you should

tell me that !

"
she replied.

" I shiver all

the time. I shall become a little iceberg,
for the sake of floating down to melt ofT

Martinique !

"

" Warm yourself now in the sunset
;

such a blaze was kindled for the pur-

pose."
" Whenever I see a sunset, I find it to

be a splendid fact, une jouissance vraie.

Monsieur, to think that men can paint,

that these shades, which are spontaneous
in the heavens, and fleeting, can be ri-

valled by us and made permanent, that

man is more potent than light."
" But you are all wrong in your jouis-

sance."

She pouted her lip, and hung over the

side in an attitude that it seemed he had

seen a hundred times before.

" That sunset, with all its breadth and

splendor, is contained in every pencil of

light."

She glanced up and laughed.
"
Oh, yes ! a part of its possibilities.

Which proves ?
"

" That color is an attribute of light and
an achievement of man."

" Ca et la,

Toute la journe'e,

Le vent vain va

En sa tourne'e,"

hummed the girl, with a careless dismis-

sal of the subject.

Mr. Raleigh shut up the note-book in

which he had been writing, and restored

it to his pocket. She turned about and

broke off her song.
" There is the moon on the other side,"

she said,
"
floating up like a great bubble

of light. She and the sun are the scales

of a balance, I think
;
as one ascends, the

other sinks."

" There is a richness in the atmosphere,
when sunset melts into moonrise, that

makes one fancy it enveloping the earth

like the bloom on a plum."
" And see how it has powdered the

sea ! The waters look like the wings of

the papillon bleu."

" It seems that you love the sea."

"
Oh, certainly. I have thought that

we islanders were like those Chinese who
live in great tanka-boats on the rivers

;

only our boat rides at anchor. To climb

up on the highest land, and see yourself

girt with fields of azure enamelled in

sheets of sunshine and fleets of sails, and

lifted against the horizon, deep, crystalline,

and translucent as a gem, that makes

one feel strong in isolation, and produces
keen races. Don't you think so ?

"

" I think that isolation causes either

vivid characteristics or idiocy, seldom

strong or healthy ones
;
and I do not

value race."

" Because you came from America !

"

with an air of disgust,
" where there

is yet no race, and the population is still

too fluctuating for the mould of one."
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"I come from India, where, if any-

where, there is race."

"
But, pshaw ! that was not what we

were talking about."
"
No, Mademoiselle, we were speaking

of an element even more fluctuating than

American population."
" Of course I love the sea; but if the

sea loves me, it is the way a cat loves the

mouse."

"It is always putting up a hand to

snatch you ?
"

" I suppose I am sent to Nineveh and

persist in shipping for Tarshish. I never

enter a boat without an accident. The

Belle Voyageuse met shipwreck, and I

on board. That was anticipated, though,

by all the world
;
for the night before we

set sail, it was a very murk, hot night,

we were all called out to see the like-

ness of a large merchantman transfigur-

ed in flames upon the sky, spars and

ropes and hull one net and glare of fire."

" A mirage, probably, from some burn-

ing ship at sea."

"
No, I would rather think it supernat-

ural. Oh, it was frightful ! Rather su-

perb, though, to think of such a spectral

craft rising to warn us with ghostly flames

that the old Belle Voyageuse was riddled

with rats !

"

" Did it burn blue ?
"

asked Mr. Ra-

leigh.
"
Oh, if you're going to make fun of

me, I'll tell you nothing more !

"

As she spoke, Capua, who had consid-

ered himself, during the many years of

wandering, both guiding and folding star

to his master, came up, with his eyes roll-

ing fearfully in a lively expansion of

countenance, and muttered a few words

in Mr. Raleigh's ear, lifting both hands

in comical consternation the while.

" Excuse me a moment," said Mr. Ra-

leigh, following him, and, meeting Cap-
tain Tarbell at the companion-way, the

three descended together.

Mr. Raleigh was absent some fifteen

minutes, at the end of that time rejoin-

ing Mademoiselle Le Blanc.
" I did not mean to make fun of you,"

said he, resuming the conversation as if

there had been no interruption.
" I was

watching the foam the Osprey makes in

her speed, which certainly burns blue.

See the flashing sparks ! now that all the

red fades from the west, they glow in the

moon like broken amethysts."
" What did you mean, then ?

"
she

asked, pettishly.
"
Oh, I wished to see if the idea of a

burning ship was so terrifying."
"
Terrifying ? No

;
I have no fear

;
I

never was afraid. But it must, in reality,

be dreadful. I cannot think of anything
else so appalling."

" Not at all timid ?
"

" Mamma used to say, those that know

nothing fear nothing."
"
Eminently your case. Then you

cannot imagine a situation in which you
would lose self-possession ?

"

"
Scarcely. Isn't it people of the finest

organization, comprehensive, large-soul-

ed, that are capable of the extremes ei-

ther of courage or fear ? Now I am

limited, so that, without rash daring or

pale panic, I can generally preserve equi-

librium."

" How do you know all this of your-

self?" he asked, with an amused air.

" 11 se presentait des occasions" she

replied, briefly.
" So I presumed," said he. " Ah ?

They have thrown out the log. See, we

make progress. If this breeze holds !

"

" You are impatient, Mr. Raleigh. You
have dear friends at home, whom you
wish to see, who wish to see you ?

"

"
No," he replied, with a certain bit-

terness in his tone. " There is no one

to whom I hasten, no one who waits to

receive me."
" No one ? But that is terrible ! Then

why should you wish to hasten ? For

me, I would always be willing to loiter

along, to postpone home indefinitely."
" That is very generous, Mademoiselle."

"Mr. Raleigh"
Well ?

"

" I wish please you must not say

Mademoiselle. Nobody will address me 1

so, shortly. Give me my name, call

me Marguerite. Je vous en prie"
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And she looked up with a blush deep-

ening the apple-bloom of her cheek.
"
Marguerite ? Does it answer for

pearl or for daisy with you ?
"

"
Oh, they called me so because I was

such a little round white baby. I could-

n't have been very precious, though, or

she never would have parted with me.

Yes, I wish we might drift on some lazy

current for years. I hate to shorten the

distance. I stand in awe of my father,

and I do not remember my mother."
" Do not remember ?

"

" She is so perfect, so superb, so differ-

ent from me ! But she ought to love her

own child !

"

" Her own child ?
"

" And then I do not know the customs

of this strange land. Shall I be obliged
to keep an establishment ?

"

"
Keep an establishment ?

"

" It is very rude to repeat my words

so ! You oughtn't ! Yes, keep an es-

tablishment 1

"

" I beg your pardon, Mademoiselle."
"
No, it is I who am rude."

" Not at all, but mysterious. I am

quite in the dark concerning you."
"
Concerning me ?

"

"
Ah, Miss Marguerite, it is my turn

now."
" Oh ! It must be This is your

mystery, n'est ce pas ? Mamma was my
grandmamma. My own mother was far

too young when mamma gave her in

marriage ; and, to make amends, mamma
adopted me and left me^ her name and

her fortune. So that I am very wealthy.
And now shall I keep an establishment ?

"

" I should think not," said Mr. Raleigh,
with a smile.

" Do you know, you constantly reas-

sure me ? Home grows less and less a

bugbear when you speak of it. How
strange ! It seems as if I had known

you a year, instead of a week."
" It would probably take that period

of time to make us as well acquainted
under other circumstances."

" I wish you were going to be with us

always. Shall you stay in America, Mr.

Raleigh?"

"
Only till the fall. But I will leave

you at your father's door
"

And then Mr. Raleigh ceased sudden-

ly, as if he had promised an impossibili-

ty.
" How long before we reach New

York ?
"

she asked.
" In about nine hours," he replied,

adding, in unconscious undertone,
" if ev-

er."

" What was that you said to yourself?
"

she asked, in a light and gayly inquisitive

voice, as she looked around and over the

ship.
"
Why, how many there are on

deck ! It is such a beautiful night, I

suppose. Eh, Mr. Raleigh ?
"

" Are you not tired of your position ?"

he asked. " Sit down beside me here."

And he took a seat.

"
No, I would rather stand. Tell me

what you said."

"
Sit, then, to please me, Marguerite,

and I will tell you what I said."

She hesitated a moment, standing be-

fore him, the hood of her capote, with its

rich purple, dropping from the fluttering

yellow hair that the moonlight deepened
into gold, and the fire-opal clasp rising

and falling with her breath, like an im-

prisoned flame. He touched her hand,
still warm and soft, with his own, which

was icy. She withdrew it, turned her

eyes, whose fair, faint lustre, the pale

forget-me-not blue, was darkened by the

antagonistic light to an amethystine shad-

ow, inquiringly upon him.
" There is some danger," she murmur-

ed.

" Yes. When you are not a mark for

general observation, you shall hear it."

" I would rather hear it standing."
" I told you the condition."

" Then I shall go and ask Captain Tar-

bell."

" And come sobbing back to me for

* reassurance.'
'

"
No," she said, quickly,

" I should go
down to Ursule."

" Ursule has a mattress on deck
;
I as-

sisted her up."
" There is the captain ! Now "

.

He seized her hand and drew her down
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beside him. For an instant she would would be only reenacting the part he had

have resisted, as the sparkling eyes and so much condemned in one man years

flushed cheeks attested, and then, with before. So he merely bent low over the

the instinctive feminine baseness that hand that lay in his, raised it, and touch-

compels every woman, when once she ed his lips to that. In an instant the col-

has met her master, she submitted. or suffused her face, she snatched the

" I am sorry, if you are offended," said hand away, half rose trembling from her

he. " But the captain cannot attend to seat, then sank into it again,

you now, and it is necessary to be guard-
"

Soit, Monsieur I
"
she exclaimed, ab-

ed in movement
;
for a slight thing on ruptly.

" But you have not told me the

such occasions may produce a panic." danger."
" You should not have forced me to " It will not alarm you now ?

"
he re-

sit," said she, in a smothered voice, with- plied, laughing,

out heeding him
;

"
you had no right."

" I have said that I am not a cow-
" This right, that I assume the care of ard."

you." "I wonder what you would think of

"
Monsieur, you see that I am quite me when I say that without doubt I am."

competent to the care of myself."
u You, Mr. Raleigh ?

"
she cried, aston-

"
Marguerite, I see that you are deter- ishment banishing anger,

mined to quarrel."
" Not that I betray myself. But I have

She paused a moment, ere replying; felt the true heart-sinking. Once, sur-

then drew a little nearer and turned her prised in the centre of an insurrection, I

face toward him, though without looking expected to find my hair white as snow,

up. if I escaped."
"
Forgive me, then !

"
said she. " But I " Your hair is very black. And you

would rather be naughty and froward, it escaped ?
"

lets me stay a child, and so you can take
^

" So it would appear."

me in keeping, and I need not think for "
They suffered you to go on account

myself at all. But if I act like a woman of your terror ? You feigned death ?

grown, then comes all the responsibility, You took flight ?
"

and I must rely on myself, which is such "
Hardly, neither."

trouble now, though I never felt it so be- " Tell me about it," she said, imperi-

fore, I don't know why. Don't you ously.

see ?
" And she glanced at him with her Though Mr. Raleigh had exchanged

head on one side, and laughing archly. the singular reserve of his youth for a

" You were right," he replied, after well-bred reticence, he scarcely cared to

surveying her a moment
;

" my proffered be his own hero. .

protection is entirely superfluous."
" Tell me," said she. " It will shorten

She thought he was about to go, and the time
;
and that is what you are try-

placed her hand on his, as it lay along ing to do, you know."

the side. " Don't leave me," she rnur- He laughed,

mured. "It was once when I was obliged to

" I have no intention of leaving you," make an unpleasant journey into the in-

he said. terior, and a detachment was placed at

" You are very good. I have never my service. We were in a suspected dis-

seen one like you. I love you well." And, trict quite favorable to their designs, and

bathed in moonlight, she raised her face the commanding officer was attacked with

and her glowing lips toward him. illness in the night. Being called to his

Mr. Raleigh gazed in the innocent eyes assistance, I looked abroad and fancied

a moment, to seek the extent of her mean- things wore an unusual aspect among the

ing, and felt, that, should he take ad- men, and sent Capua to steal down a cov-

vantage of her childlike forgetfulness, he ered path and see if anything were wrong.
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Never at fault, he discovered a revolt,
" How did you know Mr. Laudersdale

with intent to murder my companion and was my father ?
"

myself, and retreat to the mountains. Of "
By an arithmetical process. That is

course there was but one thing to do. I his age ?
"

put a pistol in my belt and walked down " Yes
;
and yours ?

"

and in among them, singled out the ring-
" Not exactly. I was thirty-seven last

leader, fixed him with my eye, and bade August."
him approach. My appearance was so " And will be thirty-eight next?"

sudden and unsuspected that they forgot
" That is the logical deduction."

defiance." " I shall give you a birthday-gift when
"
Bien, but I thought you were afraid." you are just twice my age."

" So I was. I could not have spoken
" By what courier will you make it

a second word. I experienced intense reach me ?
"

terror, and that, probably, gave my glance
"
Oh, I forgot. But Mr. Raleigh ?

"

a concentration of which I was unaware " What is it ?
"
he replied, turning to

and by myself incapable ;
but I did not look at her, for his eyes had been wan-

sufter it to waver
;
I could not have mov- dering over the deck,

ed it, indeed
;

I kept it on the man while " I thought you would ask me to write

he crept slowly toward me. I shall nev- to you."
er forget the horrible sensation. I did not

"
No, that would not be worth while."

dare permit myself to doubt his conquest ;
His face was too grave for her to feel

but if I had failed, as I then thought, his indignation,

approach was like the slow coil of a ser-
" Why ?

"
she demanded,

pent about me, and it was his glittering
" It would give me great pleasure, with-

eyes that had fixed mine, and not mine out doubt. But in a week you will have

his. At my feet, I commanded him, with too many other cares and duties to care

a gesture, to disarm. He obeyed, and I for such a burden."

breathed
;
and one by one they followed " That shows that you do not know me

his example. Capua, who was behind at all. Vous en avez use mat avec moi !
"

me, I sent back with the weapons, and Though Mr. Raleigh still looked at her,

in the morning gave them their choice he did not reply. She rose and walked
of returning to town with their hands away a few steps, coming back,

tied behind their backs, or of going on " You are always in the right, and I

with me and remaining faithful. They consequently in the wrong," she said,

chose the latter, did me good service, and
" How often to-night have I asked par-

it said nothing about the affair." don ? I will not put up with it !

"

" That was well. But were you really
" We shall part in a few hours," he re-

frightened ?
"

plied ;

" when you lose your temper, I lose

" So I said. I cannot think of it yet my time."

without a slight shudder." " In a few hours ? Then is the dan-
"
Yes, and a rehearsal. Your eyes ger which you mentioned past ?

"

charge bayonets now. I am not a Se- " I scarcely think so."

poy." "Now I am not going to be diverted

"Well, you are still angry with me?" again. What is this dreadful danger?"
" How can I be angry with you ?

" " Let me tell you, in the first place, that
"
How, indeed ? So much your senior we shall probably make the port before

that you owe me respect, Miss Marguerite, our situation becomes apparently worse,
I am quite old enough to be your father." that we do not take to the boats, be-

" You are, Sir ?
"
she replied, with sur- cause we are twice too many to fill them,

prise.
"
Why, are you fifty-five years owing to the Belle Voyageuse, and be-

old ?
"

cause it might excite mutiny, and for sev-
" Is that Mr. Laudersdale's age ?

"
eral other becauses, that every one is
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on deck, Capua consoling Ursule, the cap-
tain having told to each, personally, the

possibility of escape
"

" Allez au but I
"

" That the lights are closed, the hatch-

es battened down, and by dint of exclud-

ing the air we can keep the flames in a

smouldering state and sail into harbor a

shell of safety over this core of burning
coal."

"
Reducing the equation, the ship is on

fire ?
"

"

" Yes."

She did not speak for a moment or

two, and he saw that she was quite faint.

Soon recovering herself,

"And what do you think of the mi-

rage now ?
"
she asked. " Where is Ur-

sule ? I must go to her," she added sud-

denly, after a brief silence, starting to her

feet.

" Shall I accompany you ?
"

"
Oh, no."

" She lies on a mattress there, behind

that group," nodding in the implied di-

rection
;

" and it would be well, if you
could lie beside her and get an hour's

rest."

" Me ? I couldn't sleep. I shall come
back to you, may I?" And she was

gone.
Mr. Raleigh still sat in the position in

which she had left him, when, a half-hour

afterward, she returned.
" Where is your cloak ?

"
he asked,

rising to receive her.

" I spread it over Ursule, she was so

chilly."

You will not take cold ?
"

" I ? I am on fire myself."
"
Ah, I see

; you have the Saturnalian

spirit in you."
" It is like the Revolution, the French,

is it not? drifting on before the wind

of Fate, this ship full of fire and all red-

hot raging turbulence. Just look up the

long sparkling length of these white, full

shrouds, swelling and curving like proud

swans, in the gale, and then imagine the

devouring monster below in his den !

"

" Don't imagine it. Be quiet and sit

beside me. Half the night is gone."

" I remember reading of some pirates

once, who, driving forward to destruction

on fearful breakers, drank and sang and

died madly. I wish the whole ship's com-

pany would burst out in one mighty cho-

rus now, or that, we might rush together
with tumultuous impulse and dance,

dance wildly into death and daylight."
" We have nothing to do with death,"

said Mr. Raleigh.
" Our foe is simply

time. You dance, then ?
"

"
Oh, yes. I dance well, like those

white fluttering butterflies, as if I were

au gre du vent."

" That would not be dancing well."

" It would not be dancing well to be at

the will of the wind, but it is perfection

to appear so."

" The dance needs the expression of the

dancer's will. It is breathing sculpture.

It is mimic life beyond all other arts."

" Then well I love to dance. And I

do dance well. Wait, you shall see."

He detained her.

" Be still, little maid !

" he said, and

again drew her beside him, though she

still continued standing.

At this moment the captain approach-
ed.

" What cheer ?
"
asked Mr. Raleigh.

" No cheer," he answered, gloomily,

dinting his finger-nails into his palm.
". The planks forward are already hot to

the hand. I tremble at every creak of

cordage, lest the deck crash in and bury
us all."

" You have made the Sandy Hook

light?"
" Yes

;
too late to run her ashore."

" You cannot try that at the High-
lands ?

"

" Certain death."
" The wind scarcely

"

" Veered a point. I am carrying all

sail. But if this tooth of fire gnaws be-

low, you will soon see the masts go by
the board. And then we are lost, in-

deed!"
"
Courage ! she will certainly hold to-

gether till you can hail the pilots."
" I think no one need tremble when

he has such an instance of fearlessness
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before him," replied the captain, bowing
to Marguerite ;

and turning away, he hid

his suspense and pain again under a calm

countenance.

Standing all this while beside Mr. Ra-

leigh, she had heard the whole of the con-

versation, and he felt the hand in his

growing colder as it continued. He won-

dered if it were still the same excitement

that sent the alternate flush and pallor up
her cheek. She sat down, leaning her

head back against the bulwark, as if to

look at the stars, and suffering the light,

fine hair to blow about her temples be-

fore the steady breeze. He bent over to

look into her eyes, and found them fixed

and lustreless.

"
Marguerite !

" he exclaimed.

She trie/l to speak, but the teeth seem-

ed to hinder the escape of her words, and

to break them into bits of sound
;
a shiver

shook her from head to foot.

" I wonder if this is fear," she succeed-

ed in saying.
"
Oh, if there were some-

where to go, something to hide me ! A
great horror is upon me ! I am afraid !

Seigneur Dieu ! Mourir par lefeu ! Pe-

rissons alors au plus vite !
" And she

shuddered, audibly.

Mr. Raleigh passed his arm about her

and gathered her closer to himself. He
saw at once, that, sensitive as she was

to every impression, this fear was a con-

tagious one, a mere gregarian affinity,

and that she needed the preponderating
warmth and strength of a protecting pres-

ence, the influence of a fuller vitality. He
did not speak, but his touch must in some

measure have counteracted the dread

that oppressed her. She ceased trem-

bling, but did not move.

The westering moon went to bury
herself in banks of cloud

;
the wind in-

creasing piped and whistled in strident

threatening through the rigging ;
the ship

vibrated to the concussive voice of the.

minute-gun. No murmurs but those of

wind and water were heard among the

throng ; they drove forward in awful,

pallid silence. Suddenly the shriek of

one voice, but from fourscore throats,

rent the agonized quiet. A red light

was running along the deck, a tongue
of flame lapping round the forecastle,

a spire shooting aloft. Marguerite hid

her face in Mr. Raleigh's arm
;
a great

sob seemed to go up from all the people.

The captain's voice thundered through
the tumult, and instantly the mates sprang
forward and the jib went crashing over-

board. Mr. Raleigh tore his eyes away
from the fascination of this terror, and

fixed them by chance on two black

specks that danced on the watery hori-

zon. He gazed with intense vision a

moment. " The tugs !

" he cried. The
words thrilled with hope in every dying
heart

; they no longer saw themselves

the waiting prey of pain and death, of

flames and sea. Some few leaped into

the boat at the stern, lowered and cut it

away ;
others dropped spontaneously into

file, and passed the dripping buckets of

sea-water, to keep, if possible, the flames

in check. Mr. Raleigh and Marguerite
crossed over to Ursule.

The sight of her nurse, passive in de-

spair, restored to the girl a portion of her

previous spirit. She knelt beside her,

talking low and rapidly, now and then

laughing, and all the time communicating
nerve with her light, firm finger-touches.

Except their quick and unintelligible

murmurs, and the plash and hiss of wa-

ter, nothing else broke the torturing hush

of expectation. There was a half-hour

of breathless watch ere the steam-tugs
were alongside. Already the place was

full of fervid torment, and they had climb-

ed upon every point to leave below the

stings of the blistering deck. None wait-

ed on the order of their going, but

thronged and sprang precipitately. Ur-

sule was at once deposited in safety.

The captain moved to conduct Margue-
rite across, but she drew back and clung
to Mr. Raleigh.

" JTai honte" she said
; "je ne bougerai

pas plus tot que vous."

The breath of the fierce flames scorched

her cheek as she spoke, the wind of their

roaring progress swept her hair. He lift-

ed her over without further consultation,

and still kept her in his care.
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There was a strange atmosphere on

board the little vessels, as they labored

about and parted from the doomed Os-

prey. Many were subdued with awe

and joy at their deliverance
;
others broke

the tense strain of the last hours in suf-

focating sobs. Every throb of the pant-

ing engines they answered with waiting

heart-beats, as it sent them farther from

the fearful wonder, now blazing in mul-

tiplex lines of fire against the gray hori-

zon. Mr. Raleigh gazed after it as one

watches the conflagration of a home.

Marguerite left her quiet weeping to

gaze with him. An hour silently passed,
and as the fiery phantom faded into dawn
and distance she sang sweetly the first

few lines of an old French hymn. An-
other voice took up the measure, stron-

ger and clearer; those who knew nothing
of the words caught the spirit of the tune

;

and no choral service ever pealed up

temple-vaults with more earnest accord

than that in which this chant of grateful,

exultant devotion now rose from rough-O
throated men and weary women in the

crisp air and yellowing spring -morn-

ing.

As the moment of parting approach-

ed, Marguerite stood with folded hands

before Mr. Raleigh, looking sadly down
the harbor.

"I regret all that," she said, "these

days that seem years."
" An equivocal phrase," he replied,

with a smile.

" But you know what I mean. I am

going to strangers ;
I have been with

you. I shall find no one so kind to me
as you have been, Monsieur."

" Your strangers can be much kinder

to you than I have been."
" Never ! I wish they did not exist !

What do I care for them ? What do

they care for me ? They do not know
me

;
I shall shock them. I miss you,

I hate them, already. Non I Personne

ne m'aime, et je n'aime personne !
"
she

exclaimed, with low-toned vehemence.
"
Rite," began Mr. Raleigh.

" Rite ! No one but my mother ever

called me that. How did you know it ?
"

" I have met your mother, and I knew

you a great many years ago."
" Mr. Raleigh !

" And there was the

least possible shade of unconscious re-

gret in the voice before it added," And
what was I ?

"

" You were some little wood-spirit, the

imp of a fallen cone, mayhap, or the

embodiment of birch-tree shadows. You
were a soiled and naughty little beauty,
not so different from your present self,

and who kissed me on the lips."
" And did you refuse to take the

kiss ?
"

He laughed.
" You were a child then," he said.

" And I was not
"

*

" Was not ?
"

Here the boat swung round at her

moorings, and the shock prevented Mr.

Raleigh's finishing his sentence.
" Ursule is with us, or on the other

one ?
"

she asked.
" With us."

" That is fortunate. She is all I have

remaining, by which to prove my iden-

tity."
" As if there could be two such maid-

ens in the world !

"

Marguerite left him, a moment, to give

Captain Tarbell her address, and return-

ing, they were shortly afterward seated

side by side in a coach, Capua and Ur-

sule following in another. As they stop-

ped at the destined door, Mr. Raleigh

alighted and extended his hand. She

lingered a moment ere taking it, not to

say adieu, nor to offer him cheek or lip

again.
" Que je te remercie !

"
she murmured,

lifting her eyes to his. i' Que je te trouve

bon !
" and sprang before him up the

steps.

He heard her father meet her in the

hall
;
Ursule had already joined them

;

he reentered the coach and rolled rapid-

ly beyond recall.

The burning of the Osprey did not

concern Mr. Raleigh's business-relations.

Carrying his papers about him, he had

personally lost thereby nothing of conse-

quence. He refreshed himself, and pro-
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ceeded at once to the transactions await-

ing him. In a brief time he found that

affairs wore a different aspect from that

for which he had been instructed, and

letters from the house had already arriv-

ed, by the overland route, which requir-

ed mutual reply and delay before he

could take further steps ;
so that Mr. Ra-

leigh found himself with some months of

idleness upon his hands, in a land with

not a friend. There lay a little scented

billet, among the documents on his table,

that had at first escaped his attention;

he took it up wonderingly, and broke the

seal. It was from his Cousin Kate, and

had been a few days before him. Mrs.

McLean had heard of his expected arriv-

al, it said, and begged him, if he had any
time to spare, to spend it with her in his

old home by the lake, whither every sum-

mer they had resorted to meditate on the

virtues of the departed. There was add-

ed, in a different hand, whose delicate

and pointed characters seemed singularly

familiar,

" Come o'er the stream, Charlie, dear Charlie,
brave Charlie!

Come o'er the stream, Charlie, and dine

wi' McLean! "

Mr. Raleigh looked at the matter a few

moments
;
he did not think it best to re-

main long in the city ;
he would be glad

to know if sight of the old scenes could

renew a throb. He answered his letters,

replenished his wardrobe, and took, that

same day, the last train for the North.

At noon of the second day thereafter he

found Mr. McLean's coach, with that wor-

thy gentleman in person, awaiting him,
.and he stepped out, when it paused at

the foot of his former garden, with a

strange sense of the world as an old sto-

ry, a twice-told tale, a maze of error.

Mrs. McLean came running down to

meet him, a face less round and rosy
than once, as the need of pink cap-rib-

bons testified, but smiling and bright as

youth.
" The same little Kate," said Mr. Ra-

leigh, after the first greeting, putting his

hands on her shoulders and smiling downD
at her benevolently.

" Not quite the same Roger, though,"
said she, shaking her head. " I expected
this stain on your skin

; but, dear me !

your eyes look as if you had not a friend

in the world."
" How can they look so, when you give

me such a welcome ?
"

" Dear old Roger, you are just the

same," said she, bestowing a little caress

upon his sleeve. " And if you remember
the summer before you went away, you
will not find that pleasant company so

very much changed either."

" I do not expect to find them at all."

"
Oh, then they will find you ;

because

they are all here, at least the princi-

pals ;
some with different names, and

some, like myself, with duplicates," as

a shier Kate came down toward them,

dragging a brother and sister by the

hand, and shaking chestnut curls over

rosy blushes.

After making acquaintance with the

new cousins, Mr. Raleigh turned again
to Mrs. McLean.

" And who are there here ?
" he asked.

" There is Mrs. Purcell, you remem-

ber Helen Heath ? Poor Mrs. Purcell,

whom you knew, died, and her slippers

fitted Helen. She chaperons Mary, who
is single and speechless yet ;

and Captain,
now Colonel, Purcell makes a very good
silent partner. He is hunting in the West,
on furlough; she is here alone. There

is Mrs. Heath, you never have forgot-

ten her ?
"

" Not I."

"There is"

" And how came you all in the coun-

try so early in the season, anybody
with your devotion to company ?

"

" To be made April fools, John says."
"
Why, the willows are not yet so yel-

low as thev will be."

" I know it. But we had the most fa-

tiguing winter; and Mrs. Laudersdale and

I agreed, that, the moment the snow was

off the ground up here, we would fly

away and be at rest."

" Mrs. Laudersdale ? Can she come
here?"

"Goodness! Why not? The last few
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summers we have always spent togeth-

er."

" She is with you now, then ?
"

"
Oh, yes. She is the least changed

of all. I didn't mean to tell, but keep
her as a surprise. Of course, you will

be a surprise to everybody. There, run

along, children
;
we'll follow. Yes, won't

it be delightful, Roger? We can all

play at youth again."
" Like skeletons in some Dance of

Death!" he exclaimed. "We shall be

hideous in each other's sight."
" McLean, I am a bride," said his wife,

not heeding the late misanthropy ;

" Hel-

en is a girl; the ghost of the prior Mrs.

Purcell shall be rediviva ; and Katy
there

"

"Wait a bit, Kate," said her cousin.

" Before you have shuffled off mortality

for the whole party, sit down under this

hedge, here is an opportune bench,

and give me accounts from the day of

my departure."
" Dear me, Roger, as if that were pos-

sible! The ocean in a tea-cup? Let

me see, you had a flirtation with Hel-

en that summer, didn't you ? Well, she

spent the next winter at the Fort with

the Purcells. It was odd to miss both

her and Mrs. Laudersdale from society

at once. Mrs. Laudersdale was ill; I

don't know exactly what the trouble was.

You know she had been in such an un-

usual state of exhilaration all that sum-

mer
;
and as soon as she left New Hamp-

shire and began the old city-life, she be-

came oppressed with a speechless mel-

ancholy, I believe, so that the doctors

foreboded insanity. She expressed great

disinclination to follow their advice, and

her husband finally banished them all. It

was a great care to him
;
he altered much.

McLean surmised that she didn't like to

see him, while she was in this state
; for,

though he used to surround her with ev-

ery luxury, and was always hunting out

new appliances, and raising the heavens

for a trifle, he kept himself carefully out

of her sight during the greater part of

the winter. I don't know whether she

became insufferably lonely, or whether

the melancholy wore off, or she conquer-
ed it, and decided that it was not right

to go crazy for nothing, or what happen-
ed. But one cold March evening he set

out for his home, dreary, as usual, he

thought; and he found the fire blazing

and reddening the ceiling and curtains,

the room all aglow with rich shadows,

and his wife awaiting him, in full toilet,

just as superb as you will see her to-

night, just as sweet and cold and impas-
sible- and impenetrable. At least," con-

tinued Mrs. McLean, taking breath,
" I

have manufactured this little romance

out of odds and ends that McLean has

now and then reported from his conver-

sation. I dare say there isn't a bit of it

true, for Mr. Laudersdale isn't a man to

publish his affairs
;
but / believe it. One

thing is certain : Mrs. Laudersdale with-

drew from society one autumn and re-

turned one spring, and has queened it

ever since."

" Is Mr. Laudersdale with you ?
"

" No. But he will come with their

daughter shortly."
" And with what do you all occupy

yourselves, pray?"
"
Oh, with trifles and tea, as you would

suppose us to do. Mrs. Purcell gossips

and lounges, as if she were playing with

the world for spectator. Mrs. Lauders-

dale lounges, and attacks things with

her finger-ends, as if she were longing to

remould them. Mrs. McLean gossips and

scolds, as if it depended on her to keep
the world in order."

" Are you going to keep me under the

hedge all night ?
"

" This is pretty well ! Hush ! Who is

that?"

As Mrs. McLean spoke, a figure issu-

ed from the tall larches on the left, and

crossed the grass in front ofthem, a wom-

an, something less tall than a gypsy queen

miffht be, the round outlines of her formD '

rich and regular, with a certain firm lux-

uriance, still wrapped in a morning-robe

of palm-spread cashmere. In her hand

she carried various vines and lichens that

had maintained their orange-tawny stains

under the winter's snow, and the black
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hair that was folded closely over forehead

and temple was crowned with bent sprays

of the scarlet maple-blossom. As vivid

a hue dyed her cheek through warm

walking, and with a smile of unconscious

content she passed quickly up the slope

and disappeared within the doorway. She

impressed the senses of the beholder like

some ripe and luscious fruit, a growth of

sunshine and summer.
"
Well," said Mrs. McLean, drawing

breath again,
" who is it ?

"

"
Really, I cannot tell," replied Mr. Ra-

leigh.
" Nor guess ?

"

" And that I dare not."

" Must I tell you ?
"

" Was it Mrs. Laudersdale ?
"

" And shouldn't you have known her? "

"
Scarcely."

"
Mercy ! Then how did you know

me ? She is unaltered."

" If that is Mrs. Purcell, at the window,

she does not recognize me, you see
;
nei-

ther did Both she and yourself are

nearly the same
;
one could not fail to

know either of you ;
but of the Mrs. Lau-

dersdale of thirteen years ago there re-

mains hardly a vestige."

If Mrs. McLean, at this testimony, in-

dulged in that little inward satisfaction

which the most generous woman may feel,

when told that her color wears better than

the color of her dearest friend,* it must

have been quickly quenched by the suc-

ceeding sentence.
"
Yes, she is certainly more beautiful

than I ever dreamed of a woman's being.

If she continues, I do not know what per-

fect thing she will become. She is too

exquisite for common use. I wonder her

husband is not jealous of every mote in

the air, of rain and wind, of every clay

that passes over her head, since each

must now bear some charm from her in

its flight."

Mr. Raleigh was talking to Mrs. Mc-

Lean as one frequently reposes confidence

in a person when quite sure that he will

not understand a word you say.

An hour afterward, Mrs. Purcell join-

ed Mrs. McLean.

" So that is Mr. Raleigh, is it ?
"

she

said. " He looks as if he had made

the acquaintance of Siva the Destroyer.

There's nothing left of him. Is he taller,

or thinner, or graver, or darker, or what ?

My dear Kate, your cousin, that promis-
ed to be such a hero, has become a mere

man-of-business. Did you ever burn fire-

crackers ? You have probably found some

that just fizzed out, then." And Mrs.

Purcell took an attitude.

"
Roger is a much finer man than he

was, I think, so far as I could judge in

the short time we.have seen each other,"

replied Mrs. McLean, with spirit.
" Do you know," continued Mrs. Pur-

cell,
" what makes the Laudersdale so

gay ? No ? She has a letter from her

lord, and he brings you that little Rite

next week. I must send for the Colonel

to see such patterns of conjugal felicity as

you and she. Ah, there is the tea-bell !"

Mr. Raleigh was standing with one

hand on the back of his chair, when Mrs.

Laudersdale entered. The cheek had

resumed its usual pallor, and she was in

her customary colors of black and gold.

She carried a curiously cut crystal glass,

which she placed on the sideboard, and

then moved toward her chair. Her eye
rested casually for a moment on Mr. Ra-

leigh, as she crossed the threshold, and

then returned with a species of calm cu-

riosity.
" Mrs. Laudersdale has forgotten me ?

"

he asked, with a bow. His voice, not

susceptible of change in its tone of South-

ern sweetness, identified him.

"Not at all," she replied, moving to-

ward him, and offering him her hand

quietly. "I am happy at meeting Mr.

Raleigh again." And she took her seat.

There was something in her grasp that

relieved him. It was neither studiedly

cold, nor absurdly brief, nor traitorously

tremulous. It was simply and forgetfully

indifferent. Mr. Raleigh surveyed her

with interest during the light table-talk.

He had been possessed with a restless

wish to see her once more, to ascertain

if she had yet any fraction of her old pow-
er over him

;
he had all the more deter-
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minedly banished himself from the city, It seemed as if the tea-hour were a

to find her in the country. Now he sought fated one. Mr. Raleigh had been out on

for some trace of what had formerly arous- the water and was late. As he enter-

ed his heart. He rose from table con- ed, Rite sprang up, half-overturning her

vinced that the woman whom he once chair, and ran to clasp his hand,

loved with the whole fervor of youth and " I did not know that you and Mr. Ra-

strength and buoyant life was no more, leigh were acquainted," said Mrs. Mc-
that she did not exist, and that Mr. Ra- Lean.

leigh might experience a new passion,
"
Oh, Madam, Mr. Raleigh and I had

but his old one was as dead as the ashes the pleasure of being shipwrecked to-

that cover the Five Cities of the Plain, gether," was the reply ;
and except that

He wondered how it might be with her. Mrs. Laudersdale required another nap-
For a moment he cursed his inconstancy ;

kin where her cup had spilled, all went

then he feared lest she were of larger on smoothly.

heart and firmer resolve than he, lest her Mrs. Laudersdale took Marguerite en-

love had been less light than his
;
he could tirely to herself for a while. She seemed,

scarcely feel himself secure of freedom, at first, to be like some one suddenly pos-

he must watch. And then stole in a deep- sessed of a new sense, and who did not

er sense of loneliness than exile and for- know in the least what to do with it
;
but

eign tongues had taught him, the knowl- custom and familiarity destroyed this sen-

edge of being single and solitary in the timent. She did not appear to entertain

world, not only for life, but for eternity. a doubt of her child's natural affection,

The evening was passed in the recita- but she had care to fortify it by the exer-

tion of affairs by himself and his cousins tion of every charm she possessed. From

alone together, and until a week complet- the presence of dangerous rivals in the

ed its tale of dawns and sunsets there was house, an element of determination blend-

the same diurnal recurrence of question ed with her manner, and she moved with

and answer. One day, as the afternoon a certain conscious power, as if wonder-

was paling, Rite came. ful energies were but half- latent with

Mr. Raleigh had fallen asleep on the her, as if there were kingdoms to con-

vine-hidden seat outside the bay-window, quer and crowns to win, and she the

and was awakened, certainly not by Mrs. destined instrument. You would have

Laudersdale's velvets trailing over the selected her, at this time of her lavish

drawing-room carpet. She was just en- devotion to Marguerite, as the one wom-

tering, slow-paced, though in haste. She an of complete capability, of practical

held out both of her beautiful arms. A effective force, and have declared that

little form of airy lightness, a very snow- there was nothing beyond her strength,

wreath, blew into them. The relation between herself and her
" ma maman ! Est ce que c'est toi," child was certainly as peculiar as any-

it cried. " comme tu es douce. ! Si thing else about them
;
the disparity of

belle, si molle, si chere !
" And the fair age seemed so slight that they appear-

head was lying beneath the dark one, the ed like sisters, full of mutual trust, the

face hidden in the bent and stately neck, younger leaning on the elder for support

Mr. Raleigh left his seat, unseen, and in the most trivial affairs. They walked

betook himself to another abode. As he through the woods together, learned again

passed the drawing-room door, on his re- its glades and covert's, searched its early

turn, he saw the mother lying on a lounge, treasure of blossoms; they went out on

with the slight form nestled beside her, the lake and spent long April afternoons

playing with it as some tame leopardess together, floating about cove and inlet

might play with her silky whelp. It was of island-shores
; they returned with in-

almost the only portion of the maternal nocent gayety to that house which once

nature developed within her. the mother, in her moment of passion,
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had fancied to be a possible heaven of willow-catkins in her hair, drooping things,

delight, and which, since, she had found in character with her wavy grace, and

to be a very indifferent limbo. For, after that sprinkled her with their fragrant

all, we derive as much happiness from yellow powder, the very breath of spring ;

human beings as from Nature, and it was and in one hand she had imprisoned a

a tie of placid affection that bound her to premature lace-winged fly, a fairy little

the McLeans, not of sympathetic union, savage, in its sheaths of cobweb and em-

and her husband was careful never to erald, and with its jewel eyes,

oppress her with too much of his soci- " Dear !

"
said Mrs. Purcell, gathering

ety. Whether this woman, who had lived her array more closely about her. " How
a life of such wordless emotion, who had do you dare touch such a venomous
never bestowed a confidence, suddenly sprite ?

"

blossomed like a rose and took the little
" As if you had an insect at the North

new-comer into the gold-dust and fra- with a sting !

"
replied Marguerite, suf-

grance of her heart, or whether there fering it, a little maliciously, to escape
was always between them the thin im- in the lady's face, and following the flight

palpable division that estranged the past with a laugh of childlike glee,

from the present, there was nothing to " Here are your snowflakes on stems,

tell
;

it seemed, nevertheless, as if they mamma," she continued, dropping anem-

could have no closer bond, had they read ones over her mother's hands, one by
each other's thoughts from birth. one; "that is what Mr. Raleigh calls

That this assumption of Marguerite them. When may I see the snow ? You
could not continue exclusive Mr. Raleigh shall wrap me in eider, that I may be

found, when now and then joined in his like all the boughs and branches. How
walks by an airy figure flitting forward at buoyant the earth must be, when every
his side : now and then

;
since Mrs. Lau- twig becomes a feather !

" And she mov-

dersdale, without knowing how to prevent, ed toward Mr. Raleigh, singing,
"
Oh,

had manifested an uneasiness at every would I had wings like a dove !

"

such rencontre
;

and that it could not "And here are those which, if not daf-

endure forever, another gentleman, with- fodils, yet
out so much reason, congratulated himself, - Come before the swallow dares, and take

Mr. Frederic Heath, the confidential The winds of March with beauty,'"

clerk of Day, Knight, and Company, a he said, giving her a basket of hepaticas
rather supercilious specimen, quite fault- and winter-green.

lessly got up, who had accompanied her Marguerite danced away with the pur-
from New York at her father's request, pie trophy, and, emptying a carafe into a

and who already betrayed every symp- dish of moss that stood near, took them
torn of the suitor. Meanwhile, Mrs. Me- to Mrs. Laudersdale, and, sitting on the

Lean's little women clamorously demand- footstool, began to rearrange them. It

ed and obtained a share of her attention, was curious to see, that, while Mrs. Lau-
-
although Capua and Ursule, with their dersdale lifted each blossom and let the

dark skins, brilliant dyes, and equivocal stem lie across her hand, she suffered it

dialects, were creatures of a more ab- to fall into the place designated for it by
sorbing interest. Marguerite's fingers, that sparkled in the

One afternoon, Marguerite came into mosaic till double wreaths of gold-thread-
the drawing-room by one door, as Mr. ed purple rose from the bed of vivid moss

Raleigh entered by another
;
her mother and melted into a fringe of the starry

was sitting near the window, and other spires of winter-green,
members of the family were in the vicin- " Is it not sweet ?

"
said she then, bend-

ity, having clustered preparatory to the ing over it.

tea-bell. "
They have no scent," said her mother.

Marguerite had twisted tassels of the "
Oh, yes, indeed ! the very finest, the
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most delicate, a kind of aerial perfume ;

they must of course alchemize the air

into which they waste their fibres with

some sweetness."
" A smell of earth fresh from * whole-

some drench of April rains,'" said Mr.

Raleigh, taking the dish of white porce-
lain between his brown, slender hands.

''An immature scent, just such an inno-

cent breath as should precede the epigea,

that spicy, exhaustive wealth of savor,

that complete maturity of odor, marriage
of daphne and linnaea. The charm of

these first bidders for the year's favor is

neither in the ethereal texture, the depth
or delicacy of tint, nor the large-lobed,

blood-stained, ancient leaves. This im-

ponderable soul gives them such a help-

less air of babyhood."
" Is fragrance the flower's soul ?

"
asked

Marguerite.
" Then anemones are not

divinely gifted. And yet you said, the

other day, that to paint my portrait would

be to paint an anemone."

"A satisfactory specimen in the family-

gallery," said Mrs. Purcell.

" A flaw in the indictment !

"
replied

Mr. Raleigh.
" I am not one of those

who paint the lily."
"
Though you've certainly added a

perfume to the violet," remarked Mr.

Frederic Heath, with that sweetly lin-

gering accent familiarly called the drawl,

as he looked at the hepaticas.
" I don't think it very compliment-

ary, at any rate," continued Margue-
rite.

"
They are not lovely after bloom,

only the little pink-streaked, budded

bells, that hang so demurely. Out, da!

I have exchanged great queen magnolias
for rues

;
what will you give me for pome-

granates and oleanders ?
"

" Are the old oleanders in the garden

yet ?
" asked Mrs. Laudersdale.

,

" Not the very same. The hurricane

destroyed those, years ago ;
these are oth-

ers, grand and rosy as sunrise sometimes."
" It was my Aunt Susanne who plant-

ed those, I have heard."

" And it was your daughter Rite who

planted these."

" She buried a little box of old keep-
sakes at its foot, after her brother had

examined them, a ring or two, a coin

from which she broke and kept one

half"
"
Oh, yes 1 we found the little box,

found it when Mr. Heath was in Mar-

tinique, all rusted and moulded and fall-

ing apart, and he wears that half of the

coin on his watch-chain. See 1

"

Mrs. Laudersdale glanced up indiffer-

ently, but Mrs. Purcell sprang from her

elegant lounging and bent to look at her

brother's chain.
" How odd that I never noticed it,

Fred !

"
she exclaimed. " And how odd

that I should wear the same !

"
And,

shaking her chatelaine, she detached a

similar affair.

They were placed side by side in Mr.

Raleigh's hand
; they matched entirely,

and, so united, they formed a singular
French coin of value and antiquity, the

missing figures on one segment supplied

by the other, the embossed profile con-

tinued and lost on each, the scroll be-

gun by this and ended by that
; they

were plainly severed portions of the

same piece.
" And this was buried by your Aunt

Susanne Le Blanc ?
" asked Mrs. Pur-

cell, turning to Mrs. Laudersdale again,

with a flush on her cheek.
" So I presume."
"
Strange ! And this was given to

mamma by her mother, whose maiden

name was Susan White. There's some

diablerie about it."

"
Oh, that is a part of the ceremony of

money-hiding," said Mr. Raleigh.
" Kidd

always buried a little imp with his pots

of gold, you know, to work deceitful

charms on the finder."

"Did he?" said Marguerite, earnest-

iy-

They all laughed thereat, and went in

to tea.

[To be continued.]
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EPITHALAMIA.

I.

THE WEDDING.

O LOVE ! the flowers are blowing in park and field,

With love their bursting hearts are all revealed.

So come to me, and all thy fragrance yield !

O Love ! the sun is sinking in the west,

And sequent stars all sentinel his rest.

So sleep, while angels watch, upon my breast !

O Love ! the flooded moon is at its height,

And trances sea and land with tranquil light

So shine, and gild with beauty all my night !

O Love ! the ocean floods the crooked shore,

Till sighing beaches give their moaning o'er.

So, Love, o'erflow me, till I sigh no more !

II.

THE GOLDEN WEDDING.

O WIFE ! the fragrant Mayflower now appears,

Fresh as the Pilgrims saw it through their tears.

So blows our love through all these changing years.

O wife ! the sun is rising in the east,

Nor tires to shine, while ages have increased.

So shines our love, and fills my happy breast.

O wife ! on yonder beach the ocean sings,

As when it bore the Mayflower's drooping wings.
So in my heart our early love-song rings.

O wife ! the moon and stars slide down the west

To make in fresher skies their happy quest.

So, Love, once more we'll wed among the blest !
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ARTHUR HALLAM.

WE were standing in the old English
church at Clevedon on a summer after-

noon. And here, said my companion,

pausing in the chancel, sleeps Arthur

Hallam, the friend of Alfred Tenny-
son, and the subject of " In Memoriam."

" 'Tis well, 'tis something, we may stand

Where he in English earth is laid."

His burial-place is on a hill overhang-

ing the Bristol Channel, a spot selected

by his father as a fit resting-place for his

beloved boy. And so

"
They laid him by the pleasant shore,

And in the hearing of the wave."

Dying at twenty-two, the hope and

pride of all who knew him,
" remarkable

for the early splendor of his genius," the

career of this young man concentres the

interest of more than his native coun-

try. Tennyson has laid upon his early

grave a poem which will never let his

ashes be forgotten, or his memory fade like

that of common clay. What Southey so

felicitously says of Kirke White applies

most eloquently to young Hallam :
" Just

at that age when the painter would have

wished to fix his likeness and the lover

of poetry would delight to contemplate

him, in the fair morning of his virtues,

the full spring-blossom of his hopes,

just at that age hath death set the seal

of eternity upon him, and the beautiful

hath been made permanent."
Arthur Henry Hallam was born in

Bedford Place, London, on the 1st of

February, 1811. The eldest son of

Henry Hallam, the eminent historian

and critic, his earliest years had every

advantage which culture and moral ex-

cellence could bring to his education.

His father has feelingly commemorated
his boyish virtues and talents by record-

ing his "
peculiar clearness of perception,

his facility of acquiring knowledge, and,
above all, an undeviating sweetness of

disposition, and adherence to his sense

of what was right and becoming." Fromo O
that tearful record, not publicly circulat-

ed, our recital is partly gathered. Com-

panions of his childhood have often told

us well-remembered incidents of his life,

and this is the too brief story of his earth-

ly career.

When about eight years of age, Ar-

thur resided some time in Germany and

Switzerland, with his father and mother.

He had already become familiar with the

French language, and a year later he

read Latin with some facility. Although
the father judiciously studied to repress
his son's marked precocity of talent, Ar-

thur wrote about this time several plays
in prose and in rhyme, compositions
which were never exhibited, however,

beyond the family-circle.

At ten years of age he became a pu-

pil at a school in Putney, under the tui-

tion of an excellent clergyman 'where he

continued two years. He then took a

short tour on the Continent, and, return-

ing, went to Eton, where he studied

nearly five years. While at Eton, he

was reckoned, according to the usual test

at that place, not a first-rate Latin stu-

dent, for his mind had a predominant bi-

as toward English literature, and there

he lingered among the exhaustless foun-

tains of the earlier poetry of his native

tongue. One who knew him well in those

years has described him to us as a sweet-

voiced lad, moving about the pleasant

playing-fields of Eton with a thoughtful

eye and a most kindly expression. Af-

terwards, as Tennyson, singing to the

witch -elms and the towering sycamore,

paints him, he mixed in all the simple

sports, and loved to gather a happy group
about him, as he lay on the grass and

discussed grave questions of state. And

again,

"
Thy converse drew us with delight,

The men of rathe and riper years :

The feeble soul, a haunt of fears,

Forgot his weakness in thy sight."

His taste for philosophical poetry in-

creased with his years, and Wordsworth
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and Shelley became his prime favorites.

His contributions to the " Eton Miscel-

lany
" were various, sometimes in prose

and now and then in verse. A poet by

nature, he could not resist the Muse's

influence, and he expressed a genuine

emotion, oftentimes elegantly, and never

without a meaning.
In the summer of 1827 he left Eton,

and travelled with his parents eight

months in Italy. And now began that

life of thought and feeling so conspicu-

ous to the end of his too brief career.

Among the Alps his whole soul took

the impress of those early introductions

to what is most glorious and beautiful

in Nature. After passing the mountains,

Italian literature claimed his attention,

and he entered upon its study with all

the ardor of a young and earnest stu-

dent. An Abbate who recognized his

genius encouraged him with his assist-

ance in the difficult art of Italian versi-

fication, and, after a very brief stay in

Italy, at the age of seventeen, he wrote

several sonnets which attracted consid-

erable attention among scholars. Very
soon after acquiring the Italian language,

the great Florentine poet opened to him

his mystic visions. Dante became his

worship, and his own spirit responded
to that of the author of the " Divina

Commedia."

His growing taste led him to admire

deeply all that is noble in Art, and he

soon prized with enthusiasm the great

pictures of the Venetian, the Tuscan,

and the Roman schools. " His eyes,"

says his father,
" were fixed on the best

pictures with silent, intense delight."

One can imagine him at this period

wandering with all the ardor of youth-

ful passion through the great galleries,

not with the stolid stony gaze of a cold-

blooded critic, but with that unmixed

enthusiasm which so well becomes the

unwearied traveller in his buoyant days
of experience among the unveiled glories

of genius now first revealed to his aston-

ished vision.

He returned home in 1828, and went

to reside at Cambridge, having been en-

tered, before his departure for the Con-

tinent, at Trinity College. It is said that

he cared little for academical reputa-

tion, and in the severe scrutiny of exam-

ination he did not appear as a competitor
for accurate mathematical demonstrations.

He knew better than those about him

where his treasures lay, and to some

he may have seemed a dreamer, to others

an indifferent student, perhaps. His aims

were higher than the tutor's black-board,

and his life-thoughts ran counter to the

usual college-routine. Disordered health

soon began to appear, and a too rapid de-

termination of blood to the brain often de-

prived him of the power of much mental

labor. At Florence he had been seized

with a slight attack of the same nature,

and there was always a tendency to de-

rangement of the vital functions. Irregu-

larity of circulation occasioned sometimes

a morbid depression of spirits, and his

friends anxiously watched for symptoms
of returning health. In his third Cam-

bridge year he grew better, and all who

knew and loved him rejoiced in his ap-

parent recovery.

About this time, some of his poetical

pieces were printed, but withheld from

publication. It was the original intention

lor the two friends, Alfred Tennyson and

Arthur Hallarn, to publish together ;
but

the idea was abandoned. Such lines as

these the young poet addressed to the

man who was afterwards to lend interest

and immortality to the story of his early

loss :

"Alfred, I would that you beheld me now,

Sitting beneath a mossy, ivied wall

On a quaint bench, which to that structure

old

Winds an accordant curve. Above my
head

Dilates immeasurable a wild of leaves,

Seeming received into the blue expanse
That vaults this summer noon. Before me

lies

A lawn of English verdure, smooth and

bright,

Mottled with fainter hues of early hay,
Whose fragrance, blended with the rose-

perfume
From that white flowering bush, invites my

sense
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To a delicious madness, and faint thoughts
Of childish years are borne into my brain

By unforgotten ardors waking now.

Beyond, a gentle slope leads into shade

Of mighty trees, to bend whose eminent

crown
Is the prime labor of the pettish winds,
That now in lighter mood are twirling leaves

Over my feet, or hurrying butterflies,

And the gay humming things that summer

loves,

Through the warm air, or altering the bound
Where yon elm-shadows in majestic line

Divide dominion with the abundant light."

And this fine descriptive passage was

also written at this period of his life :

" The garden trees are busy with the shower

That fell ere sunset : now methinks they

talk,

Lowly and sweetly, as befits the hour,

One to another down the grassy walk.

Hark ! the laburnum from his opening flower

This cheery creeper greets in whisper

light,

While the grim fir, rejoicing in the night,

Hoarse mutters to the murmuring sycamore.
What shall I deem their converse ? Would

they hail

The wild gray light that fronts yon massive

cloud,

Or the half-bow rising like pillared

fire?

Or are they sighing faintly for desire

That with May dawn their leaves may be

o'erflowed,

And dews about their feet may never

fail?"

The first college prize for English dec-

lamation was awarded to him this year;
and his exercise,

" The Conduct of the In-

dependent Party during the Civil War,"

greatly improved his standing at the Uni-

versity. Other honors quickly followed

his successful essay, and he was chosen to

deliver an oration in the College Chapel

just before the Christmas vacation. This

was in the year 1831. He selected as

his subject the one eminently congenial to

his thought ;
and his theme,

" The Influ-

ence of Italian upon English Literature,"

was admirably treated. The oration is

before us as we write, and we turn the

pages with a fond and loving eye. We
remember, as we read, his brief sojourn,

that he died " in the sweet hour of

prime," and we are astonished at the

eloquent wisdom displayed by a lad of

twenty summers. "I cannot help con-

sidering," he says,
" the sonnets of Shak-

speare as a sort of homage to the Genius

of Christian Europe, necessarily exacted,

although voluntarily paid, before he was

allowed to take in hand the sceptre of

his endless dominion." And he ends his

charming disquisition in these words :

" An English mind that has drunk deep
at the sources of Southern inspiration,

and -especially that is imbued with the

spirit of the mighty Florentine, will be

conscious of a perpetual freshness and

quiet beauty resting on his imagination
and spreading gently over his affections,

until, by the blessing of Heaven, it may
be absorbed without loss in the pure in-

ner light of which that voice has spoken,
as no other can,

'

Light intellectual, yet full of love,

Love of true beauty, therefore full of joy,

Joy, every other sweetness far above.' "

It was young Hallam's privilege to be

among Coleridge's favorites, and in one

of his poems Arthur alludes to him as a

man in whose face "
every line wore the

pale cast of thought." His conversations

with " the old man eloquent
"
gave him

intense delight, and he often alluded to

the wonderful talks he had enjoyed with

the great dreamer, whose magical rich-

ness of illustration took him captive for

the time being.

At Abbotsford he became known to

Sir Walter Scott, and Lockhart thus

chronicles his visit :

"Among a few other friends from a

distance, Sir Walter received this sum-

mer [1829] a short visit from Mr. Hal-

lam, and made in his company several of

the little excursions which had in former

days been of constant recurrence. Mr.

Hallam had with him his son, Arthur, a

young gentleman of extraordinary abili-

ties, and as modest as able, who not long

afterwards was cut off in the very bloom

of opening life and genius. His beauti-

ful verses,
* On Melrose seen in Company

with Scott,' have since been often print-

ed."
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"
I lived an hour in fair Melrose :

It was not when ' the pale moonlight
'

Its magnifying charm bestows;
Yet deem I that 1 'viewed it right.'

The wind-swept shadows fast careered,
Like living things that joyed or feared,

Adown the sunny Eildon Hill,

And the sweet winding Tweed the distance

crowned well.

"
I inly laughed to see that scene

Wear such a countenance of youth,

Though many an age those hills were green,

Arid yonder river glided smooth,
Ere in these now disjointed walls

The Mother Church held festivals,

And full-voiced anthemings the while

Swelled from the choir, and lingered down
the echoing aisle.

"I coveted that Abbev's doom:
*/

For if, I thought, the early flowers

Of our affection may not bloom,
Like those green hills, through countless

hours,

Grant me at least a tardy waning,
Some pleasure stiil in age's paining;

Though lines and forms must fade away,
Still may old Beauty share the empire of

Decay !

" But looking toward the grassy mound
Where calm the Douglas chieftains lie,

Who, living, quiet never found,
I straightway learnt a lesson high:

For there an old man sat serene,

And well I knew that thoughtful mien
Of him whose early lyre had thrown

Over these mouldering walls the magic of

its tone.

" Then ceased I from my envying state,

And knew that awe4ess intellect

Hath power upon the ways of Fate,
And works through time and space un-

check'd.

That minstrel of old Chivalry
In the cold grave must come to be

;

But his transmitted thoughts have part
In the collective mind, and never shall

depart.

" It was a comfort, too, to see

Those dogs that from him ne'er would

rove,

And always eyed him reverently,

With glances of depending love.

They know not of that eminence

Which marks him to my reasoning sense;

They know but that he is a man,
And still to them is kind, and glads them

all he can.

u And hence their quiet looks confiding,

Hence grateful instincts seated deep,

By whose strong bond, were ill betiding,

They'd risk their own his life to keep.
What joy to watch in lower creature

Such dawning of a moral nature,

And how (the rule all things obey)

They look to a higher mind to be their law

and stay!"

At the University he lived a sweet and

gracious life. No man had truer or fond-

er friends, or was more admired for his

excellent accomplishments. Earnest in

whatever he attempted, his enthusiasm

for all that was high and holy in literature

stamped his career at Trinity as one of

remarkable superiority.
" I have known

many young men, both at Oxford and

elsewhere, of whose abilities I think high-

ly, but I never met with one whom I con-

sidered worthy of being put into compe-
tition with Arthur for a moment," writes

his early and intimate friend. " I can

scarcely hope to describe the feelings

with which I regarded him, much less the

daily beauty of his existence, out of which

they grew," writes another of his compan-
ions. Politics, literature, philosophy he

discussed with a metaphysical subtilty

marvellous in one so young. The highest

comprehension seemed native to his mind,

so that all who came within the sphere of

his influence were alike impressed with

his vast and various powers. The life and

grace of a charmed circle, the display of

his gifts was not for show, and he nev-

er forgot to keep the solemn injunction,

"My son, give me thine heart" clearly en-

graven before him.

Among his favorite authors, while at the

University, we have been told he greatly

delighted in the old dramatists, Webster,

Heywood, and Fletcher. The grace and

harmony of style and versification which

he found particularly in the latter master

became one of his favorite themes, and he

often dwelt upon this excellence. He
loved to repeat the sad old strains of Bion

;

and 2Eschylus and Sophocles interested

him deeply.
On leaving Cambridge, he took his de-

gree and went immediately to London to

reside with his father. It was a beautiful
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relation which always existed between the

elder and the younger scholar
;
and now,

as soon as Arthur had been entered on

the boards of the Inner Temple, the father

and son sat down to read law together.

Legal studies occupied the young student

till the month of October, 1832, when he

became an inmate of the office of an emi-

nent conveyancer in Lincoln's Inn Fields.

Although he applied himself diligently to

obtain a sound practical knowledge of the

profession he had chosen, his former hab-

its of literary pursuit did not entirely de-

sert him. During the winter he translat-

ed most of the sonnets in the " Vita Nuo-

va," and composed a dramatic sketch with

Raffaello for the hero. About this period

he wrote brief, but excellent, memoirs

of Petrarch, Voltaire, and Burke, for the

"
Gallery of Portraits," then publishing

by the Society for the Diffusion of Use-

ful Knowledge. But his time, when un-

occupied at the office, was principally

devoted to metaphysical research and

the history of philosophical opinion. His

spirits, sometimes apt to be graver than is

the wont of youth, now became more an-

imated and even gay, so that his family

were cheered on to hope that his health

was firmly gaining ground. The unpleas-

ant symptoms which manifested them-

selves in his earlier years had almost en-

tirely disappeared, when an attack of in-

termittent fever in the spring of 1833 gave
the fatal blow to his constitution. In Au-

gust, the careful, tender father took his

beloved son into Germany, trusting to a

change of climate for restoration. Trav-

elling slowly, they lingered among the

scenes connected with a literature and a

history both were so familiar with, and

. many pleasant and profitable hours of de-

lightful converse gladdened Arthur'sjour-

ney. It is difficult to picture a more inter-

esting group oftravellers through the pictu-

resque regions they were again exploring.

J$To child was ever more ardently loved

nay, worshipped by his father than

Arthur Hallam. The parallel, perhaps,

exists in Edmund Burke's fond attach-

ment for and subsequent calamity in the

loss of his son Richard. That passage in

the life of the great statesman is one of

the most affecting in all biographical liter-

ature. " The son thus deeply lamented,"

says Prior,
" had always conducted him-

self with much filial duty and affection.

Their confidence on all subjects was even

more unreserved than commonly prevails

between father and son, and their esteem

for each other higher. . . . The son

looked to the father as one of the first, if

not the very first, character in history;

the father had formed the very highest

opinion of the talents of the son, and

among his friends rated them superior to

his own." The same confiding compan-

ionship grew up between Henry Hallam

and his eldest boy, and continued till

" death set the seal of eternity
"

upon
the young and gifted Arthur.

The travellers were returning to Vien-

na from Pesth
;
a damp day set in while

they were on the journey ; again inter-

mittent fever attacked the sensitive in-

valid, and suddenly, mysteriously, his life

was ended. It was the 15th of Septem-

ber, 1833, and Arthur Hallam lay dead in

his father's arms. Twenty-two brief years,

and all high hopes for him, the manly,
the noble -spirited, this side the tomb,

are broken down forever. Well might
his heart-crushed father sob aloud,

" He
seemed to tread the earth as a spirit from

some better world." The author of " Ho-

rse Subsecivas
"
aptly quotes Shakspeare's

memorable words, in connection with the

tragic bereavement^of that autumnal day
in Vienna :

" The idea of thy life shall sweetly creep
Into my study of imagination ;

And every lovely organ of thy life

Shall come apparelled in more precious

habit,

More moving delicate, and full of life,

Into the eye and prospect of my soul,

Than when thou liv'dst indeed."

Standing by the grave of this young

person, now made so renowned by the ge-

nius of a great poet, whose song has em-

balmed his name and called the world's

attention to his death, the inevitable re-

flection is not of sorrow. He sleeps well

who is thus lamented, and "
nothing can

touch him further."
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THE CONFESSIONS OF A MEDIUM.

IT is not yet a year since I ceased to

act as a Spiritual Medium. (I am forced

to make use of this title as the most intel-

ligible, but I do it with a strong mental

protest.) At first, I desired only to with-

draw myself quietly from the peculiar as-

sociations into which I had been thrown

by the exercise of my faculty, and be

content with the simple fact of my escape.

A man who joins the Dashaways does not

care to have the circumstance announced

in the newspapers.
"
So, he was an habit-

ual drunkard," the public would say. I

was overcome by a similar reluctance,

nay, I might honestly call it shame,

since, although I had at intervals officiat-

ed as a Medium for a period of seven

years, my name had been mentioned, in-

cidentally, only once or twice in the pa-

pers devoted especially to Spiritualism.

I had no such reputation as that of Hume
or Andrew Jackson Davis, which would

call for a public statement of my recanta-

tion. The result would be, therefore, to

give prominence to a weakness, which,

however manfully overcome, might be re-

membered to my future prejudice.

I find, however, that the resolution to

be silent leaves me restless and unsatis-

fied. And in reflecting calmly object-

ively, for the first time upon the expe-
rience of those seven years, I recognize
so many points wherein my case is un-

doubtedly analogous to that of hundreds

of others who may be still entangled in the

same labyrinth whence I have but recent-

ly escaped, so clear a solution of much
that is enigmatical, even to those who re-

iect Spiritualism, that the impulse to write

weighs upon me with the pressure of a

neglected duty. I cannot longer be si-

lent, and, in the conviction that the truth

of my statement will be evident enough
to those most concerned in hearing it,

without the authority of any name, (least

of all, of one so little known as mine,) I

now give my confession to the world.

The names of the individuals whom I

shall have occasion to introduce are, of

course, disguised; but, with this excep-

tion, the narrative is the plainest possible

record of my own experience. Many of

the incidents which I shall be obliged to

describe are known only to the actors

therein, who, I feel assured, will never

foolishly betray themselves. I have there-

fore no fear that any harm can result

from my disclosures.

In order to make my views intelligible

to those readers who have paid no atten-

tion to psychological subjects, I must com-

mence a little in advance of my story.

My own individual nature is one of

those apparently inconsistent combina-

tions which are frequently found in the

children of parents whose temperaments
and mental personalities widely differ.

This class of natures is much larger than

would be supposed. Inheriting opposite,

even conflicting, traits from father and

mother, they assume, as either element

predominates, diverse characters; and

that which is the result of temperament

(in fact, congenital inconsistency) is set

down by the unthinking world as moral

weakness or duplicity. Those who have

sufficient skill to perceive and reconcile

or, at least, govern the opposing
elements are few, indeed. Had the pow-
er come to me sooner, I should have been

spared the necessity of making these con-

fessions.

From one parent I inherited an extra-

ordinarily active and sensitive imagina-

tion, from the other, a sturdy practical

sense, a disposition to weigh and balance

with calm fairness the puzzling questions

which life offers to every man. These

conflicting qualities as* is usual in all

similar natures were not developed in

equal order of growth. The former gov-
erned my childhood, my youth, and en-

veloped me with spells, which all the

force of the latter and more slowly ripen-
ed faculty was barely sufficient to break.

Luxuriant weeds and brambles covered
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the soil which should have been ploughed hand, as I drummed them slowly across my
and made to produce honest grain. Un- knee. Suddenly, the wonder came into

fortunately, I had no teacher who was my mind, How is it my fingers move ?

competent to understand and direct me. What set them going ? What is it that

The task was left for myself, and I can stops them ? The mystery of that corn-

only wonder, after all that has occurred, munication between will and muscle,

how it has been possible for me to sue- which no physiologist has ever fathomed,

ceed. Certainly, this success has not burst upon my young intellect. I had

been due to any vigorous exercise of vir- been conscious of no intention of thus

tue on my part, but solely to the exist- drumming my fingers ; they were in mo-

ence of that cool, reflective reason which tion when I first noticed them : they were

lay perdue beneath all the extravagances certainly a part of myself, yet they acted

of my mind. without my knowledge or design ! "My
I possessed, even as a child, an unusu- left hand was quiet ; why did its fingers

al share of what phrenologists call Con- not move also ? Following these reflec-

centrativeness. The power of absorption, tions came a dreadful fear, as I remem-

of self-forgetfulness, was at the same time bered Jane, the blacksmith's daughter,

a source of delight and a torment. Lost whose elbows and shoulders sometimes

in some wild dream or absurd childish jerked in such a way as to make all the

speculation, my insensibility to outward other scholars laugh, although we were

things was chastised as carelessness or a sorry for the poor girl, who cried bitterly

hardened indifference to counsel. With over her unfortunate, ungovernable limbs.

a memory almost marvellous to retain I was comforted, however, on finding that

those things which appealed to my imag- I could control the motion of my fin-

ination, I blundered painfully over the gers at pleasure ;
but my imagination was

commonest tasks. While I frequently too active to stop there. What if I

repeated the Sunday hymn, at dinner, I should forget how to direct my hands ?

was too often unable to give the least re- What if they should refuse to obey me ?

port of the sermon. Withdrawn into my What if my knees, which were just as

corner of the pew, I gave myself up, af- still as the hymn-books in the rack be-

ter the enunciation of the text, to a com- fore me, should cease to bend, and I

plete abstraction, which took no note of should sit there forever ? These very
time or place. Fixing my eyes upon a questions seemed to produce a temporary
knot in one of the panels under the pul- paralysis of the will. As my right hand

pit, I sat moveless during the hour and a lay quietly on my knee, and I asked my-
half which our worthy old clergyman re- self, with a stupid wonder,

"
Now, can I

quired for the expounding of the seven move it ?
"

it lay as still as before. I had

parts of his discourse. They could never only questioned, not willed. " No I can-

accuse me of sleeping, however
;

for I not move it," I said, in real doubt. I was

rarely even winked. The closing hymn conscious of a blind sense of exertion,

recalled me to myself, always with a shock, wherein there was yet no proper exer-

or sense of pain, and sometimes even with tion, but which seemed to exhaust me.

a temporary nausea. Fascinated by this new mystery, I con-

This habit of abstraction properly a templated my hand as something apart

complete passivity of the mind after a from myself, something subordinate to,

while developed another habit, in which but not identical with, me. The rising

I now see the root of that peculiar con- of the congregation for the hymn broke

dition which made me a Medium. I shall the spell, like the snapping of a thread,

therefore endeavor to describe it. I was The reader will readily understand that

sitting, one Sunday, just as the minister I carried these experiences much farther,

was commencing his sermon, with my eyes I gradually learned to suspend (perhaps

carelessly following the fingers ofmy right in imagination only, but therefore none
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the less really) the action of my will up-
on the muscles of my arms and legs ;

and

I did it with the greater impunity, from

knowing that the stir consequent upon
the conclusion of the services would bring
me to myself. In proportion as the will

became passive, the activity of my imag-
ination was increased, and Inexperienced
a new and strange delight in watching
the play of fantasies which appeared to

come and go independently of myself.

There was still a dim consciousness of

outward things mingled with my condi-

tion
;
I was not beyond the recall of my

senses. But one day, I remember, as I

sat motionless as a statue, having ceas-

ed any longer to attempt to control my
dead limbs, more than usually passive, a

white, shining mist gradually stole around

me
; my eyes finally ceased to take cog-

nizance of objects ;
a low, musical hum-

ming sounded in my ears, and those crea-

tures of the imagination which had hith-

erto crossed my brain as thoughts now

spoke to me as audible voices. If there

is any happy delirium in the first stages

of intoxication, (of which, thank Heaven,
I have no experience,) it must be a sen-

sation very much like that which I felt.

The death of external and the birth of

internal consciousness overwhelmed my
childish soul with a dumb, ignorant ec-

stasy, like that which savages feel on first

hearing the magic of music.

How long I remained thus I know not.

I was aroused by feeling myself violently

shaken. " John !

"
exclaimed my mother,

who had grasped my arm with a deter-

mined hand,
" bless the boy ! what ails

him? Why, his face is as white as a

sheet!" Slowly I recovered my con-

sciousness, saw the church and the de-

parting congregation, and mechanically
followed my parents. I could give no

explanation of what had happened, ex-

cept to say that I had fallen asleep. As
I ate my dinner with a good appetite, my
mother's fears were quieted. I was left

at home the following Sunday, and after-

wards only ventured to indulge sparing-

ly in the exercise of my newly discovered

faculty. My mother, I was conscious,

took more note of my presence than for-

merly, and I feared a repetition of the

same catastrophe. As I grew older and

my mind became interested in a wider

range of themes, I finally lost the habit,

which I classed among the many follies

of childhood.

I retained, nevertheless, and still re-

tain, something of that subtile instinct

which mocks and yet surpasses reason.

My feelings with regard to the persons
whom I met were quite independent of

their behavior towards me, or the estima-

tion in which they were held by the world.

Things which puzzled my brain in wak-

ing hours were made clear to me in sleep,

anal I frequently felt myself blindly im-

pelled to do or to avoid doing certain

things. The members of my family, who
found it impossible to understand my mo-

tives of action, because, in fact, there

were no motives, complacently solved

the difficulty by calling me
"
queer." I

presume there are few persons who are

not occasionally visited by the instinct,

or impulse, or faculty, or whatever it may
be called, to which I refer. I possessed
it in a more than ordinary degree, and

was generally able to distinguish between

its suggestions and the mere humors of

my imagination. It is scarcely necessary
to say that I assume the existence of such

a power, at the outset. I recognize it as

a normal faculty of the human mind,

not therefore universal, any more than

the genius which makes a poet, a painter,

or a composer.

My education was neither general nor

thorough ;
hence I groped darkly with

the psychological questions which were

presented to me. Tormented by those

doubts which at some period of life assail

the soul of every thinking man, I was

ready to grasp at any solution which of-

fered, without very carefully testing its

character. I eagerly accepted the theo-

ry of Animal Magnetism, which, so far as

it went, was satisfactory ;
but it only il-

lustrated the powers and relations of the

soul in its present state of existence
;

it

threw no light upon that future which I

was not willing to take upon faith alone.
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Though sensible to mesmeric influences, not long been seated, before the noises

I was not willing that my spiritual na- became loud and frequent,
ture should be the instrument of another's " The spirits like to communicate with

will, that a human being, like myself, you," said Mrs. Fish :
"
you seem to be

should become possessed of all my secrets nearer to them than most people."
and sanctities, touching the keys of every I summoned, in succession, the spirits

passion with his unhallowed fingers. In of my mother, a younger brother, and a

the phenomena of clairvoyance I saw only cousin to whom I had been much attached

other and more subtile manifestations of in boyhood, and obtained correct answers

the power which I knew to exist in my to all my questions. I did not then re-

own mind. Hence, I soon grew weary of mark, what has since occurred to me, that

prosecuting inquiries which, at best, would these questions concerned things which I

fall short of solving my own great and knew, and that the answers to them were

painful doubt, Does the human soul con- distinctly impressed on my mind at the

tinue to exist after death ? That it could time. The result of one of my tests made
take cognizance of things beyond the a very deep impression upon me. Hav-

reach of the five senses, I was already ing mentally selected a friend whom I

assured. This, however, might be a sixth had met in the train that morning, I ask-

sense, no less material and perishable ed,
" Will the spirit whose name is now

in its character than the others. My in my mind comruunicate with me ?
" To

brain, as yet, was too young and imma- this came the answer, slowly rapped out,

ture to follow the thread of that lofty on calling over the alphabet, "He is

spiritual logic in the light of which such living I
"

doubts melt away like mists of the night. I returned home, very much puzzled.

Thus, uneasy because undeveloped, er- Precisely those features of the exhibition

ring because I had never known the ne- (let me call it such) which repulse oth-

cessary guidance, seeking, but almost de- ers attracted me. The searching day-

spairing of enlightenment, I was a fit sub- light, the plain, matter-of-fact character

ject for any spiritual epidemic which of the manifestations, the absence of all

seemed to offer me a cure for worse solemnity and mystery, impressed me fa-

maladies, vorably towards the spiritual theory. If

At this juncture occurred the phenom- disembodied souls, I said, really exist

ena known as the " Rochester Knock- and can communicate with those in the

ings." (My home, let me say, is in a flesh, why should they choose moonlight

small town not far from New York.) I or darkness, graveyards or lonely bed-

shared in the general interest aroused by chambers, for their visitations ? What is

the marvellous stories, which, being fol- to hinder them from speaking at times

lowed by the no less extraordinary dis- and in places where the senses of men

play of some unknown agency at Nor- are fully awake and alert, rather than

walk, Connecticut, excited me to such a when they are liable to be the dupes of

degree that I was half-converted to the the imagination ? In such reflections as

new faith before I had witnessed any these I was the unconscious dupe of my
spiritual manifestation. Soon after the own imagination, while supposing myself

arrival of the Misses Fox in New York thoroughly impartial and critical.

I visited them in their rooms at the How- Soon after this, circles began to be form-

ard House. Impressed by their quiet, ed in my native town, for the purpose of

natural demeanor, the absence of any- table-moving.
' A number of persons met,

thing savoring of jugglery, and the pecu- secretly at first, for as yet there were

liar character of the raps and movements no avowed converts, and quite as much

of the table, I asked my questions and 'for sport as for serious investigation. The

applied my tests, in a passive, if not a first evening there was no satisfactory

believing frame of mind. In fact, I had manifestation. The table moved a little,
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it is true, but each one laughingly accus-

ed his neighbors of employing some mus-

cular force : all isolated attempts were

vain. I was conscious, nevertheless, of

a curious sensation of numbness in the

arms, which recalled to mind my forgot-

ten experiments in church. No rappings

were heard, and some of the participants

did not scruple to pronounce the whole

thing a delusion.

A few evenings after this we met again.

Those who were most incredulous hap-

pened to be absent, while, accidentally,

their places were filled by persons whose

temperaments disposed them to a passive

seriousness. Among these was a girl of

sixteen, Miss Abby Fetters, a pale, deli-

cate creature, with blond hair and light-

blue eyes. Chance placed her next to

me, in forming the ring, and her right

hand lay lightly upon my left. We stood

around a heavy circular dining-table. A
complete silence was preserved, and all

minds gradually sank into a quiet, passive

expectancy. In about ten minutes I be-

gan to feel, or to imagine that I felt, a

stream of light, if light were a palpa-

ble substance, a something far finer and

more subtile than an electric current,

passing from the hand of Miss Fetters

through my own into the table. Presently
the great wooden mass began to move,

stopped, moved again, turned in a

circle, we following, without changing
the position of our hands, and finally

began to rock from side to side, with in-

creasing violence. Some of the circle

were thrown off by the movements
;
oth-

ers withdrew their hands in affright ;
and

but four, among whom were Miss Fetters

and myself, retained their hold. My out-

ward consciousness appeared to be some-

what benumbed, as if by some present
fascination or approaching trance, but I

retained curiosity enough to look at my
companion. Her eyes, sparkling with a

strange, steady light, were fixed upon the

table
;
her breath came quick and short,

and her cheek had lost every trace of

color. Suddenly, as if by a spasmodic

effort, she removed her hands
;
I did the

same, and the table stopped. She threw

herself into a seat, as if exhausted, yet,

during the whole time, not a muscle of

the hand which lay upon mine had stir-

red. I solemnly declare that my own

hands had been equally passive, yet I

experienced the same feeling of fatigue,

not muscular fatigue, but a sense of

deadness, as if every drop of nervous

energy had been suddenly taken from

me.

Further experiments, the same even-

ing, showed that we two, either together
or alone, were able to produce the same

phenomena without the assistance of the

others present. We did not succeed,

however, in obtaining any answers to our

questions, nor were any of us impress-

ed by the idea that the spirits of the dead

were among us. In fact, these table-

movings would not, of themselves, sug-

gest the idea of a spiritual manifestation.
" The table is bewitched," said Thomp-
son, a hard-headed young fellow, without

a particle of imagination ;
and this was

really the first impression of all: some

unknown force, latent in the dead mat-

ter, had been called into action. Still,

this conclusion was so strange, so incred-

ible, that the agency of supernatural in-

telligences finally presented itself to my
mind as the readiest solution.

It was not long before we obtained rap-

pings, and were enabled to repeat all the

experiments which I had tried during

my visit to the Fox family. The spirits

of our deceased relatives and friends an-

nounced themselves, and generally gave
a correct account of their earthly lives.

I must confess, however, that, whenever

we attempted to pry into the future, we

usually received answers as ambiguous
as those of the Grecian oracles, or pre-

dictions which failed to be realized. Vi-

olent knocks or other unruly demonstra-

tions would sometimes interrupt an intel-

ligent communication which promised us

some light on the other life : these, we
were told, were occasioned by evil or

mischievous spirits, whose delight it was

to create disturbances. They never oc-

curred, I now remember, except when
Miss Fetters was present. At the time,
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we were too much absorbed in our re-

searches to notice the fact.

The reader will perceive, from what

he knows of my previous mental state,

that it was not difficult for me to accept
the theories of the Spiritualists. Here

was an evidence of the immortality of

the soul, nay, more, of its continued in-

dividuality through endless future exist-

ences. The idea of my individuality be-

ing lost had been to me the same thing
as complete annihilation. The spirits

themselves informed us that they had

come to teach these truths. The sim-

ple, ignorant faith of the Past, they said,

was worn out
;
with the development of

science, the mind of man had become

skeptical ;
the ancient fountains no lon-

ger sufficed for his thirst
;
each new era

required a new revelation
;
in all former

ages there had been single minds pure

enough and advanced enough to commu-

nicate with the dead and be the mediums

of their messages to men, but now the

time had come when the knowledge of
'

this intercourse must be declared unto

all
;
in its light the mysteries of the Past

became clear
;
in the wisdom thus im-

parted, that happy Future which seems

possible to every ardent and generous
heart would be secured. I was not

troubled by the fact that the messages
which proclaimed these things were often

incorrectly spelt, that the grammar was

bad and the language far from elegant.

I did not reflect that these new and sub-

lime truths had formerly passed through

my own brain as the dreams of a wan-

dering imagination. Like that American

philosopher who looks upon one of his

own neophytes as a man of great and

profound mind because the latter care-

fully remembers and repeats to him his

own carelessly uttered wisdom, I saw in

these misty and disjointed reflections of

my own thoughts the precious revelation

of departed and purified spirits.

How a passion for the unknown and

unattainable takes hold of men is illus-

trated by the search for the universal

solvent, by the mysteries of the Rosicru-

cians, by the patronage of fortune-tellers,

even. Wholly absorbed in spiritual re-

searches, having, in fact, no vital inter-

est in anything else, I soon developed
into what is called a Medium. I discov-

ered, at the outset, that the peculiar con-

dition to be attained before the tables

would begin to move could be produced
at will.* I also found that the passive

state into which I naturally fell had a

tendency to produce that trance or sus-

pension of the will which I had discover-

ed when a boy. External consciousness,

however,- did not wholly depart. I saw

the circle of inquirers around me, but

dimly, and as phantoms, while the im-

pressions which passed over my brain

seemed to wear visible forms and to speak
with audible voices.

I did not doubt, at the time, that spirits

visited me, and that they made use of

my body to communicate with those who
could hear them in no other way. Be-

side the pleasant intoxication of the semi-

trance, I felt a rare joy in the knowledge
that I was elected above other men to

be their interpreter. Let me endeavor

to describe the nature of this possession.

Sometimes, even before a spirit would be

called for, the figure of the person, as it

existed in the mind of the inquirer, would

suddenly present itself to me, not to my
outward senses, but to my interior, in-

stinctive knowledge. If the recollection

of the other embraced also the voice, I

heard the voice in the same manner, and

unconsciously imitated it. The answers

to the questions I knew by the same in-

stinct, as soon as the questions were spok-

* In attempting to describe my own sensa-

tions, I labor under the disadvantage of speak-

ing mostly to those who have never experi-

enced anything of the kind. Hence, what

would be perfectly clear to myself, and to

those who have passed through a similar ex-

perience, may be unintelligible to the former

class. The Spiritualists excuse the crudities

which their Plato, St. Paul, and Shakspeare

utter, by ascribing them to the imperfection

of human language; and I may claim the

same allowance in setting forth mental con-

ditions of which the mind itself can grasp no

complete idea, seeing that its most important

faculties are paralyzed during the existence

of those conditions.
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en. If the question was vague, asked

for information rather than confirmation,

either no answer came, or there was an

impression of a wish of what the answer

might be, or, at times, some strange in-

voluntary sentence sprang to my lips.

When I wrote, my hand appeared to

move of itself; yet the words it wrote in-

variably passed through my mind. Even

when blindfolded, there was no difference

in its performance. The same powers

developed themselves in a still greater

degree in Miss Fetters. The spirits which

spoke most readily through her were those

of men, even coarse and rude characters,

which came unsummoned. Two or three

of the other members of our circle were

able to produce motions in the table
; they

could even feel, as they asserted, the touch

of spiritual hands
; but, however much

they desired it, they were never person-

ally possessed as we, and therefore could

not properly be called Mediums.

These investigations were not regular-

ly carried on. Occasionally the interest

of the circle flagged, until it was renewed

by the visit of some apostle of the new

faith, usually accompanied by a " Preach-

ing Medium." Among those whose pres-

wnce especially conduced to keep alive

the flame of spiritual inquiry was a gen-
tleman named Stilton, the editor of a

small monthly periodical entitled " Rev-

elations from the Interior." Without be-

ing himself a Medium, he was neverthe-

less thoroughly conversant with the va-

rious phenomena of Spiritualism, and

both spoke and wrote in the dialect which

its followers adopted. He was a man
of varied, but not profound learning, an

active intellect, giving and receiving im-

pressions with equal facility, and with an

unusual combination of concentrativeness

and versatility in his nature. A certain

inspiration was connected with his pres-

ence. His personality overflowed upon
and influenced others. " My mind is not

sufficiently submissive," he would say,
" to

receive impressions from the spirits, but

my atmosphere attracts them and encour-

ages them to speak." He was a stout,

strongly built man,, with coarse black hair,

VOL. VI. 43

gray eyes, large animal mouth, square

jaws, and short, thick neck. Had his hair

been cropped close, he would have look-

ed very much like a prize-fighter ;
but

he wore it long, parted in the middle,

and as meek in expression as its stiff

waves would allow.

Stilton soon became the controlling

spirit of our circle. His presence really

seemed, as he said, to encourage the spir-

its. Never before had the manifestations

been so abundant or so surprising. Miss

Fetters, especially, astonished us by the

vigor of her possessions. Not only Sam-

son and Peter the Great, but Gibbs the

Pirate, Black Hawk, and Joe Manton,

who had died the previous year in a fit

of delirium -tremens, prophesied, strode,

swore, and smashed things in turn, by
means of her frail little body. As Cribb,

a noted pugilist of the last century, she

floored an incautious spectator, giving

him a black eye which he wore for a fort-

night afterwards. Singularly enough, my
visitors were of the opposite cast. Hy-

patia, Petrarch, Mary Magdalen, Abe-

lard, and, oftenest of all, Shelley, pro-

claimed mystic truths from my lips. They

usually spoke in inspired monologues,
without announcing themselves before-

hand, and often without giving any clue

to their personality. A practised ste-

nographer, engaged by Mr. Stilton, took

down many of these communications as

they were spoken, and they were after-

wards published in the "Revelations."

It was also remarked, that, while Miss

Fetters employed violent gestures and

seemed to possess a superhuman strength,

I, on the contrary, sat motionless, pale,

and with little sign of life except in my
voice, which, though low, was clear and

dramatic in its modulations. Stilton ex-

plained this difference without hesitation.

" Miss Abby," he said,
"
possesses soul-

matter of a texture to which the souls of

these strong men naturally adhere. In

the spirit-land the superfluities repel each

other
;
the individual souls seek to rem-

edy their imperfections : in the union of

opposites only is to be found the great

harmonia of life. You, John, move up-
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on another plane ; through what in you
is undeveloped, these developed spirits

are attracted."

For two or three years, I must admit,

my life was a very happy one. Not only
were those occasional trances an intox-

ication, nay, a coveted indulgence, but

they cast a consecration over my life. My
restored faith rested on the sure evidence

of my own experience ; my new creed

contained no harsh or repulsive feature ;

I heard the same noble sentiments which

I uttered in such moments repeated by

my associates in the faith, and I devoutly
believed that a complete regeneration of

the human race was at hand. Neverthe-

less, it struck me sometimes as singular

that many of the Mediums whom I met

men and women chosen by spiritual

hands to the same high office excited

in my mind that instinct of repulsion on

which I had learned to rely as a suf-

ficient reason for avoiding certain per-
sons. Far as it would have been from

my mind, at that time, to question the

manifestations which accompanied them,
I could not smother my mistrust of their

characters. Miss Fetters, whom I so

frequently met, was one of the most

disagreeable. Her cold, thin lips, pale

eyes, and lean figure gave me a singular

impression of voracious hunger. Her

presence was often announced to me by
a chill shudder, before I saw her. Cen-

turies ago one of her ancestors must have

been a ghoul or vampire. The trance

of possession seemed, with her, to be a

form of dissipation, in which she indul-

ged as she might have catered for a baser

appetite. The new religion was nothing
to her

;
I believe she valued it only on

account of the importance she obtained

among its followers. Her father, a vain,

weak-minded man, who kept a grocery
in the town, was himself a convert.

Stilton had an answer for every doubt.

No matter how tangled a labyrinth might
be exhibited to him, he walked straight

through it.

"How is it," I asked him, "that so

many of my fellow-mediums inspire me
with an instinctive dislike and mistrust ?

"

"By mistrust you mean dislike," he

answered
;

" since you know of no reason

to doubt their characters. The elements

of soul-matter are differently combinetl

in different individuals, and there are

affinities and repulsions, just as there are

in the chemical elements. Your feeling is

chemical, not moral. A want of affinity

does not necessarily imply an existing

evil in the other party. In the present

ignorance of the world, our true affinities

can only be imperfectly felt and indulged ;

and the entire freedom which we shall ob-

tain in this respect is the greatest happi-
ness of the spirit-life."

Another time I asked,
" How is it that the spirits of great au-

thors speak so tamely to us ? Shakspeare,
last night, wrote a passage which he would

have been heartily ashamed of, as a liv-

ing man. We know that a spirit spoke,

calling himself Shakspeare ; but, judging
from his communication, it could not have

been he."

" It probably was not," said Mr. Stil-

ton. " I am convinced that all malicious

spirits are at work to interrupt the com-

munications from the higher spheres.

We were thus deceived by one profess-

ing to be Benjamin Franklin, who drew

for us the plan of a machine for splitting

shingles, which we had fabricated and

patented at considerable expense. On

trial, however, it proved to be a misera-

ble failure, a complete mockery. When
the spirit was again summoned, he re-

fused to speak, but shook the table to ex-

press his malicious laughter, went off, and

has never since returned. My friend,

we know but the alphabet of Spiritual-

ism, the mere ABC; we can no more

expect to master the immortal language
in a day than a child to read Plato after

learning his letters."

Many of those who had been interest-

ed in the usual phenomena gradually

dropped off, tired, and perhaps a little

ashamed, in the reaction following their

excitement
5
but there were continual

accessions to our ranks, and we formed,

at last, a distinct clan or community.

Indeed, the number of secret believers
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in Spiritualism would never be suspected lower, and Death is the triumphal arch

by the uninitiated. In the sect, however, through which we pass from glory to glo-
as in Masonry and the Catholic Church* ry ]

"

there are circles within circles, concen- 1 have here paused, deliberating
trie rings, whence you can look outwards, whether I should proceed farther in my
but not inwards, and where he alone who narrative. But no

;
if any good is to

stands at the centre is able to perceive be accomplished by these confessions, the

everything. Such an inner circle was at reader must walk with me through the

last formed in our town. Its object, ac- dark labyrinth which follows. He must

cording to Stilton, with whom the plan walk over what may be considered deli-

originated, was to obtain a purer spiritu- cate ground, but he shall not be harmed,

al atmosphere, by the exclusion of all One feature of the trance condition is too

but Mediums and those non-mediumistic remarkable, too important in its conse-

believers in whose presence the spirits quences, to be overlooked. It is a feature

felt at ease, and thus invite communica- of which many Mediums are undoubtedly
tions from the farther and purer spheres, ignorant, the existence of which is not

In fact, the result seemed to justify the even suspected by thousands of honest

plan. The character of the trance, as I Spiritualists.

had frequently observed, is vitiated by Let me again anticipate the regular
the consciousness that disbelievers are course of my narrative, and explain. A
present. The more perfect the atmos- suspension of the Will, when indulged in

phere of credulity, the more satisfactory for any length of time, produces a sus-

the manifestations. The expectant com- pension of that inward consciousness of

pany, the dim light, the conviction that a good and evil which we call Conscience,
wonderful revelation was about to dawn and which can be actively exercised only

upon us, excited my imagination, and my through the medium of the Will. The
trance was really a sort of delirium, in mental faculties and the moral percep-
which I spoke with a passion and an elo- tions lie down together in the same pas-

quence I had never before exhibited, sive sleep. The subject is, therefore,

The fear, which had previously haunted equally liable to receive impressions from

me, at times, of giving my brain and the minds of others, and from their pas-

tongue into the control of an unknown sions and lusts. Besides this, the germs

power, was forgotten ; yet, more than of all good and of all evil are implanted

ever, I was conscious of some strong con- in the nature of every human being; and

trolling influence, and experienced a even when some appetite is buried in a
reckless pleasure in permitting myself to crypt so deep that its existence is for-

be governed by it. "Prepare," I con- gotten, let the warder be removed, and

eluded, (I quote from the report in the it will gradually work its way to the

"Revelations,") "prepare, sons of men, light. Persons in the receptive condition

for the dawning day ! Prepare for the which belongs to the trance may be sur-

second and perfect regeneration of man ! rounded by honest and pure-minded indi-

For the prison-chambers have been brok- viduals, and receive no harmful impres-
en into, and the light from the interior sions

; they may even, if of a healthy
shall illuminate the external ! Ye shall spiritual temperament, resist for a time

enjoy spiritual and passional freedom
;

the aggressions of evil influences
;
but

your guides shall no longer be the des- the final danger is always the same. The

potism of ignorant laws, nor the whip of state of the Medium, therefore, may be

an imaginary conscience, but the natu- described as one in which the Will is

ral impulses of your nature, which are the passive, the Conscience passive, the out-

melody of Life, and the natural affinities, ward senses partially (sometimes wholly)
which are its harmony I The reflections suspended, the mind helplessly subject to

from the upper spheres shall irradiate the the operations of other minds, and the
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passions and desires released from all re-

straining influences.* I make the state-

ment boldly, after long and careful re-

flection, and severe self-examination.

As I said before, I did not entirely lose

my external consciousness, although it

was very dim and dream-like. On re-

turning to the natural state, my recollec-

tion of what had occurred during the

trance became equally dim ;
but I retain-

ed a general impression of the character

of the possession. I knew that some for-

eign influence the spirit of a dead po-

et, or hero, or saint, I then believed

governed me for the time
;
that I gave

utterance to thoughts unfamiliar to my
mind in its conscious state

;
and that my

own individuality was lost, or so disguis-

ed that I could no longer recognize it.

This very circumstance made the trance

an indulgence, a spiritual intoxication, no

less fascinating than that of the body, al-

though accompanied by a similar reac-

tion. Yet, behind all, dimly evident to

me, there was an element of terror. There

were times when, back of the influences

which spoke with my voice, rose another,

a vast, overwhelming, threatening pow-
er, the nature of which I could not grasp,
but which I knew was evil. Even when
in my natural state, listening to the harsh

utterances of Miss Fetters or the lofty

spiritual philosophy of Mr. Stilton, I have

felt, for a single second, the touch of an

icy wind, accompanied by a sensation of

unutterable dread.

Our secret circle had not held many
sessions before a remarkable change took

place in the character of the revelations.

Mr. Stilton ceased to report them for his

paper.
" We are on the threshold, at last,"

said he
;

" the secrets of the ages lie be-

yond. The hands of spirits are now lift-

ing the veil, fold by fold. Let us not be

*The recent experiments in Hypnotism, in

France, show that a very similar psychologi-
cal condition accompanies the trance pro-

duced by gazing fixedly upon a bright object
held near the eyes. I have no doubt, in fact,

that it belongs to every abnormal state of the

mind.

startled by what we hear: let us show

that our eyes can bear the light, that we
are competent to receive the wisdom of

the higher spheres, and live according to

it."

Miss Fetters was more than ever pos-

sessed by the spirit of Joe Manton, whose

allowance of grog having been cut off too

suddenly by his death, he was continual-

ly clamoring for a dram.
" I tell you," yelled he, or rather she,

"I won't stand sich meanness. I ha'n't

come all the way here for nothin'. I'll

knock Erasmus all to thunder, if you go
for to turn me out dry, and let him come

in."

Mr. Stilton thereupon handed him, or

her, a tumbler half-full of brandy, which

she gulped down at a single swallow. Joe

Manton presently retired to make room

for Erasmus, who spoke for some time

in Latin, or what appeared to be Latin.

None of us could make much of it
;
but

Mr. Stilton declared that the Latin pro-

nunciation of Erasmus was probably dif-

ferent from ours, or that he might have

learned the true Roman accent from Ci-

cero and Seneca, with whom, doubtless,

he was now on intimate terms. As Eras-

mus generally concluded by throwing his

arms, or rather the arms of Miss Fetters,

around the neck ofMr. Stilton, his spir-

it fraternizing, apparently, with the spirit

of the latter, we greatly regretted that

his communications were unintelligible,

on account of the superior wisdom which

they might be supposed to contain.

I confess, I cannot recall the part I

played in what would have been a piti-

able farce, if it had not been so terribly

tragical, without a feeling of utter shame.

Nothing but my profound sympathy for

the thousands and tens of thousands who

are still subject to the same delusion

could compel me to such a sacrifice of

pride. Curiously enough, (as I thought

then, but not now,) the enunciation of

sentiments opposed to my moral sense -

the abolition, in fact, of all moral re-

straint came from my lips, while the

actions of Miss Fetters hinted at their

practical application. Upon the ground
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that the interests of the soul were par-
" Are you sure," she once timidly whis-

amount to all human laws and customs, I pered to me,
" are you very sure, Mr.

declared or rather, my voice declared
,
that there is no danger of being

that self-denial was a fatal error, to led astray ? It seems strange to me
;
but

which half the misery of mankind could perhaps I don't understand it."

be traced
;

that the passions, held as Her question was so indefinite, that I

slaves, exhibited only the brutish nature found it difficult to answer. Stilton, how-

of slaves, and would be exalted and glori- ever, seeing me engaged in endeavoring
fied by entire freedom

;
and that our sole to make clear to her the glories of the

guidance ought to come from the voices new truth, exclaimed,

of the spirits who communicated with us,
" That's right, John ! Your spiritual

instead of the imperfect laws construct- plane slants through many spheres, and

ed by our benighted fellow-men. How has points of contact with a great variety

clear and logical, how lofty, these doc- of souls. I hope my wife will be able to

trines seemed ! If, at times, something see the light through you, since I appear
in their nature repelled me, I simply at- to be too opaque for her to receive it

tributed it to the fact that I was still but from me."

a neophyte in the Spiritual Philosophy,
"
Oh, Abijah !

"
said the poor woman,

and incapable of perceiving the truth with "you know it is my fault. I try to fol-

entire clearness. low, and I hope I have faith, though I

Mr. Stilton had a wife, one of those don't see everything as clearly as you do."

meek, amiable, simple-hearted women I began also to have my own doubts, as

whose individuality seems to be complete- I perceived that an "
affinity

" was gradu-

ly absorbed into that of their husbands, ally being developed between Stilton and

When such women are wedded to frank, Miss Fetters. She was more and more

tender, protecting men, their lives are frequently possessed by the spirit of Eras-

truly blessed
;
but they are willing slaves mus, whose salutations, on meeting and

to the domestic tyrant. They bear un- parting with his brother-philosopher, were

complainingly, many of them even with- too enthusiastic for merely masculine love,

out a thought of complaint, and die at But, whenever I hinted at the possibility

last with their hearts full of love for the of mistaking the impulses of the soul, or

brutes who have trampled upon them, at evil resulting from a too sudden and

Mrs. Stilton was perhaps forty years of universal liberation of the passions, Stil-

age, of middle height, moderately plump ton always silenced me with his inevitable

in person, with light-brown hair, soft, in- logic. Having once accepted the pren>

expressive gray eyes, and a meek, help- ises, I could not avoid the conclusions,

less, imploring mouth. Her voice was "When our natures are in harmony with

mild and plaintive, and its accents of an- spirit-matter throughout the spheres," he

ger (if she ever gave utterance to such) would say,
" our impulses will always be

could not have been distinguished from in accordance. Or, if there should be

those of grief. She did not often attend any temporary disturbance, arising from

our sessions, and it was evident, that, while our necessary intercourse with the gross,

she endeavored to comprehend the reve- blinded multitude, we can always fly to

lations, in order to please her husband, our spiritual monitors for counsel. Will

their import was very far beyond her not they, the immortal souls of the ages

comprehension. She was now and then past, who have guided us to a knowledge
a little frightened at utterances which no of the truth, assist us also in preserving
doubt sounded lewd or profane to her it pure ?

"

ears
;
but after a glance at Mr. Stilton's In spite of this, in spite of my admira-

face, and finding that it betrayed neither tion of Stilton's intellect, and my yet un-

horror nor surprise, would persuade her- shaken faith in Spiritualism, I was con<-

self that everything must be right. scious that the harmony of the circle was
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becoming impaired to me. Was I falling of whose face was sweetness rather than

behind in spiritual progress ? Was I too beauty, while the first feeling she inspir-

weak to be the medium for the promised ed was respect rather than admiration,

revelations? I threw myself again and She had just that amount of self-possession

again into the trance, with a recklessness which conceals without conquering the

of soul which fitted me to receive any, sweet timidity of woman. Her voice

even the darkest impressions, to catch was low, yet clear
;
and her mild eyes, I

and proclaim every guilty whisper of the found, were capable, on occasion, of both

senses, and, while under the influence of flashing and melting. Why describe her ?

the excitement, to exult in the age of I loved her before I knew it
; but, with

license which I believed to be at hand, the consciousness of my love, that clair-

But darker, stronger grew the terror voyant sense on which I had learned to

which lurked behind this spiritual carni- depend failed for the first time. Did she

val. A more tremendous power than love me ? When I sought to answer the

that which I now recognized as coming question in her presence, all was confu-

from Stilton's brain was present, and I sion within.

aw myself whirling nearer and nearer This was not the only new influence

to its grasp. I felt, by a sort of blind in- which entered into and increased the tu-

stinct, too vague to be expressed, that mult of my mind. The other half of my
Some demoniac agency had thrust itself two-sided nature the cool, reflective,

into the manifestations, perhaps had investigating faculty had been gradu-
been mingled with them from the out- ally ripening, and the questions which it

set. now began to present seriously disturbed

For two or three months, my life was the complacency of my theories. I saw

the strangest mixture of happiness and that I had accepted many things on very

misery. J walked about with the sense unsatisfactory evidence ; but, on the other

of some crisis hanging over me. My hand, there was much for which I could
"
possessions

" became fiercer and wilder, find no other explanation. Let me be

and the reaction so much more exhaust- frank, and say, that I do not now pretend

ing that I fell into the habit of restoring to explain all the phenomena of Spiritu-

myself by means of the bottle of brandy alisrn. This, however, I determined to

which Mr. Stilton took care should be on do, to ascertain, if possible, whether

hand, in case of a visit from Joe Manton. the influences which governed me in

Miss Fetters, strange to say, was not in the trance state came from the persons

the least affected by the powerful draughts around, from the exercise of some inde-

she imbibed. But, at the same time, my pendent faculty of my own mind, or re-

waking life was growing brighter and ally and truly from the spirits of the

brighter under the power of a new and dead. Mr. Stilton appeared to notice

delicious experience. My nature is emi- that some internal conflict was going on
;

nently social, and I had not been able but he said nothing in regard to it, and,

indeed, I did not desire wholly to with- as events proved, he entirely miscalculat-

draw myself from intercourse with non- ed its character.

believers. There was too much in socie- I said to myself,
" If this chaos con-

ty that was congenial to me to be given tinues, it will drive me mad. Let me

up. My instinctive dislike to Miss Abby have one bit of solid earth beneath my
Fetters and my compassionate regard for feet, and I can stand until it subsides.

Mrs. Stilton's weakness only served to Let me throw over the best bower of the

render the company of intelligent, cul- heart, since all the anchors of the mind

tivated women more attractive to me. are dragging !

"
I summoned resolution.

Among those whom I met most frequent- I made that desperate venture which no

ly was Miss Agnes Honeywood, a calm, true man makes without a pang of forced

quiet, unobtrusive girl, the characteristic courage ; but, thank God ! I did not make
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it in vain. Agnes loved me, and in the

deep, quiet bliss which this knowledge

gave I felt the promise of deliverance.

She knew and lamented my connection

with the Spiritualists ; but, perceiving my
mental condition from the few intimations

which I dared to give her, discreetly held

her peace. But I could read the anxious

expression of that gentle face none the

less.

My first endeavor to solve the new

questions was to check the abandon of

the trance condition, and interfuse it with

more of sober consciousness. It was a

difficult task; and nothing but the cir-

cumstance that my consciousness had

never been entirely lost enabled me to

make any progress. I finally succeeded,

as I imagined, (certainty is impossible,) in

separating the different influences which

impressed me, perceiving where one

terminated and the other commenced, or

where two met and my mind vibrated

from one to the other until the stronger

prevailed, or where a thought which

seemed to originate in my own brain

took the lead and swept away with me
like the mad rush of a prairie colt. When
out of the trance, I noticed attentively

the expressions made use of by Mr. Stil-

ton and the other members of the circle,

and was surprised to find how many of

them I had reproduced. But might they

not, in the first place, have been derived

from me ? And what was the vague,
dark Presence which still overshadowed

me at such times ? What was that Pow-

er which I had tempted, which we
were all tempting, every time we met,

and which continually drew nearer and

became more threatening ? I knew not
;

and I know not. I would rather not

speak or think of it any more.

My suspicions with regard to Stilton

and Miss Fetters were confirmed by a

number of circumstances which I need

not describe. That he should treat his

wife in a harsh, ironical manner, which

the poor woman felt, but could not under-

stand, did not surprise me
;
but at other

times there was a treacherous tenderness

about him. He would dilate eloquently

upon the bliss of living in accordance

with the spiritual harmonies. Among ws,

he said, there could be no more hatred

or mistrust or jealousy, nothing but

love, pure, unselfish, perfect love. "
You,

my dear," (turning to Mrs. Stilton,)
" be-

long to a sphere which is included within

my own, and share in my harmonies and

affinities; yet the soul-matter which ad-

heres to you is of a different texture from

mine. Yours has also its independent
affinities

;
I see and respect them

;
and

even though they might lead our bodies

our outward, material lives away
from one another, we should still be true

to that glorious light of love which per-

meates all soul-matter."

"
Oh, Abijah !

"
cried Mrs. Stilton, re-

ally distressed,
k ' how can you say such a

thing of me ? You know I can never

adhere to anybody else but you !

"

Stilton would then call in my aid to

explain his meaning, asserting that I had

a faculty of reaching his wife's intellect,

which he did not himself possess. Feel-

ing a certain sympathy for her painful

confusion of mind, I did my best to give

his words an interpretation which soothed

her fears. Then she begged his pardon,

taking all the blame to her own stupidity,

and received his grudged, unwilling kiss

with a restored happiness which pained
me to the heart.

I had a growing presentiment of some

approaching catastrophe. I felt, distinct-

ly, the presence of unhallowed passions

in our circle
;
and my steadfast love for

Agnes, borne thither in my bosom, seem-

ed like a pure white dove in a cage of

unclean birds. Stilton held me from

him by the superior strength of his in-

tellect. I began to mistrust, even to hate

him, while I was still subject to his pow-

er, and unable to acquaint him with the

change in my feelings. Miss Fetters

was so repulsive that I never spoke to

her when it could be avoided. I had

tolerated her, heretofore, for the sake of

her spiritual gift ;
but now, when I be-

gan to doubt the authenticity of that

gift, her hungry eyes, her thin lips, her

flat ^

breast, and cold, dry hands excit-
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ed in me a Sensation of absolute abhor-

rence.

The doctrine of Affinities had some

time before been adopted by the circle,

as a part of the Spiritual Truth. Other

circles, with which we were in communi-

cation, had also received the same rev-

elation ;
and the ground upon which it

was based, in fact, rendered its accep-
tance easy. Even I, shielded as I was

by the protecting arms of a pure love,

sought in vain for arguments to refute a

doctrine, the practical operation of which,

I saw, might be so dangerous. The soul

had a right to seek its kindred soul : that

I could not deny. Having found, they

belonged to each other. Love is the only
law which those who love are bound to

obey. I shall not repeat all the sophis-

try whereby these positions were strength-

ened. The doctrine soon blossomed and

bore fruit, the nature of which left no

doubt as to the character of the tree.

The catastrophe came sooner than I

had anticipated, and partly through my
own instrumentality ; though, in any case,

it must finally have come. We were met

together at the house of one of the most

zealous and fanatical believers. There

were but eight persons present, the

host and his wife, (an equally zealous

proselyte,) a middle-aged bachelor neigh-

bor, Mr. and Mrs. Stilton, Miss Fetters

and her father, and myself. It was a still,

cloudy, sultry evening, after one of those

dull, oppressive days when all the bad

blood in a man seems to be uppermost in

his veins. The manifestations upon the

table, with which we commenced, were

unusually rapid and lively.
" I am con-

vinced," said Mr. Stilton,
" that we shall

receive important revelations to-night.

My own mind possesses a clearness and

quickness, which, I have noticed, al-

ways precede the visit of a superior spir-

it. Let us be passive and receptive, my
friends. We are but instruments in the .

hands of loftier intelligences, and only

through our obedience can this second

advent of Truth be fulfilled."

He looked at me with that expression
which I so well knew, as the signal for a

surrender of my will. I had come rath-

er unwillingly, for I was getting heartily
tired of the business, and longed to shake

off my habit of (spiritual) intoxication,

which no longer possessed any attraction,

since I had been allowed to visit A<meso
as an accepted lover. In fact, I contin-

ued to hold my place in the circle prin-

cipally for the sake of satisfying myself
with regard to the real nature and caus-

es of the phenomena. On this night,

something in Mr. Stilton's face arrest-

ed my attention, and a rapid inspiration

flashed through my mind. "
Suppose," I

thought,
" I allow the usual effect to be

produced, yet reverse the character of its

operation ? I am convinced that he has

been directing the current of my thought

according to his will
;
let me now render

myself so thoroughly passive, that my
mind, like a mirror, shall reflect what

passes through his, retaining nothing of

my own except the simple consciousness

of what I am doing." Perhaps this was

exactly what he desired. He sat, bend-

ing forward a little over the table, his

square jaws firmly set, his eyes hidden

beneath their heavy brows, and every

long, wiry hair on his head in its proper

place. I fixed my eyes upon him, threw

my mind into a state of perfect receptiv-

ity, and waited.

It was not long before I felt his ap-

proach. Shadow after shadow flitted

across the still mirror of my inward sense.

Whether the thoughts took words in his

brain or in mine, whether I first caught
his disjointed musings, and, by their ut-

terance reacting upon him, gave system
and development to his thoughts, I can-

not tell. But this I know: what I said

came wholly from him, not from the

slandered spirits ,of the dead, not from

the vagaries of my own imagination, but

from him. " Listen to me !

"
I said. " In

the flesh I was a martyr to the Truth,

and I am permitted to communicate on-

ly with those whom the Truth has made

free. You are the heralds of the great

day ; you have climbed from sphere to

sphere, until now you stand near the

fountains of light. But it is not enough
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that you see : your lives must reflect the

light. The inward vision is for you, but

the outward manifestation thereof is for

the souls of others. Fulfil the harmonies

in the flesh. Be the living music, not tho

silent instruments."

There was more, much more of this, a

plenitude of eloquent sound, which seems

to embody sublime ideas, but which, care-

fully examined, contains no more pal-

pable substance than sea -froth. If the

reader will take the trouble to read an
"
Epic of the Starry Heavens," the pro-

duction of a Spiritual Medium, he will

find several hundred pages of the same

character. But, by degrees, the revela-

tion descended to details, and assumed a

personal application.
" In you, in all of

you, the spiritual harmonies are still vio-

lated," was the conclusion. " You, Abi-

jah Stilton, who are chosen to hold up
the light of truth to the world, require

that a transparent soul, capable of trans-

mitting that light to you, should be allied

to yours. She who is called your wife is

a clouded lens
;
she can receive the light

only through John
,
who is her

true spiritual husband, as Abby Fetters

is your true spiritual wife !

"

I was here conscious of a sudden ces-

sation of the influence which forced me
to speak, and stopped. The members of

the circle opposite to me the host, his

wife, neighbor, and old Mr. Fetters

were silent, but their faces exhibited

more satisfaction than astonishment. My
eye fell upon Mrs. Stilton. Her face

was pale, her eyes widely opened, and

her lips dropped apart, with a stunned,

bewildered expression. It was the blank

face of a woman walking in her sleep.

These observations were accomplished in

an instant
;

for Miss Fetters, suddenly

possessed with the spirit of Black Hawk,

sprang upon her feet. "
Ugh ! ugh !

"

she exclaimed, in a deep, harsh voice,
" where's the pale-face ? Black Hawk,
he like him, he love him much !" and

therewith threw her arms around Stilton,

fairly lifting him off his feet. "
Ugh !

fire-water for Black Hawk ! big Injun
drink !

" and she tossed off a tumbler of

brandy. By this time I had wholly re-

covered my consciousness, but remain-

ed silent, stupefied by the extraordinary
scene.

Presently Miss Fetters became more

quiet, and the possession left her. " My
friends," said Stilton, in his cold, unmov-

ed voice,
" I feel that the spirit has spok-

en truly. We must obey our spiritual

affinities, or our great and glorious mis-

sion will be unfulfilled. Let us rather

rejoice that we have been selected as

the instruments to do this work. Come
to me, Abby ;

and you, Rachel, remem-

ber that our harmony is not disturbed,

but only made more complete."
"
Abijah !

"
exclaimed Mrs. Stilton,

with a pitiful cry, while the tears burst

hot and fast from her eyes; "dear hus-

band, what does this mean ? Oh, don't

tell me that I'm to be cast off! You

promised to love me and care for me,

Abijah ! I'm not bright, I know, but I'll

try to understand you ;
indeed I will !

Oh, don't be so cruel ! don't
"

And the poor creature's voice complete-

ly gave way.
She dropped on the floor at his feet,

and lay there, sobbing piteously.

"Rachel, Rachel," said he, and his

face was not quite so calm as his voice,
" don't be rebellious. We are governed

by a higher Power. This is all for our

own good, and for the good of the world.

Besides, ours was not a perfect affinity.

You will be much happier with John, as

he harmonizes "

I could endure it no longer. Indig-

nation, pity, the full energy of my will,

possessed me. He lost his power over

me then, and forever.

" What !

"
I exclaimed,

"
you, blas-

phemer, beast that you are, you dare to

dispose of your honest wife in this in-

famous way, that you may be free to in-

dulge your own vile appetites ? you,

who have outraged the dead and the liv-

ing alike, by making me utter your for-

geries ? Take her back, and let this dis-

graceful scene end ! take her back, or

I will give you a brand that shall last to

the end of your days 1

"
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He turned deadly pale, and trembled.

I knew that he made a desperate effort

to bring me under the control of his will,

and laughed mockingly as I saw his knit

brow and the swollen veins in his tem-

ples. As for the others, they seemed

paralyzed by the suddenness and fierce-

ness of my attack. He wavered but for

an instant, however, and his self-posses-

sion returned.
" Ha !

" he exclaimed,
"

it is the Spirit

of Evil that speaks in him ! The Devil

himself has risen to destroy our glorious

fabric ! Help me, friends ! help me to

bind him, and to silence his infernal

voice, before he drives the pure spirits

from our midst !

"

With that, he advanced a step towards

me, and raised a hand to seize my arm,

while the others followed behind. But I

was too quick for him. Weak as I was, in

comparison, rage gave me strength, and

a blow, delivered with the rapidity of

lightning, just under the chin, laid him

senseless on the floor. Mrs. Stilton scream-

ed, and threw herself over him. The rest

of the company remained as if stupefied.

The storm which had been gathering all

the evening at the same instant broke

over the house in simultaneous thunder

and rain.

I stepped suddenly to the door, open-
ed it, and drew a long, deep breath of

relief, as I found myself alone in the

darkness. "
Now," said I,

" I have done

tampering with God's best gift ;
I will be

satisfied with the natural sunshine which

beams from His Word and from His

Works
;
I have learned wisdom at the ex-

pense of shame !

"
I exulted in my new

freedom, in my restored purity of soul
;

and the wind, that swept down the dark,

lonely street, seemed to exult with me.

The rains beat upon me, but I heeded

them not; nay, I turned aside from the

homeward path, in order to pass by the

house where Agnes lived. Her window

was dark, and I knew she was sleeping,

lulled by the storm; but I stood a mo-

ment below, in the rain, and said aloud,

softly,
"
Now, Agnes, I belong wholly to you !

Pray to God for me, darling, that I may
never lose the true light I have found at

last I*

My healing, though complete in the

end, was not instantaneous. The habit

of the trance, I found, had really impair-
ed the action of my will. I experienced
a periodic tendency to return to it, which

I have been able to overcome only by
the most vigorous efforts. I found it

prudent, indeed, to banish from my mind,

as far as was possible, all subjects, all

memories, connected with Spiritualism.

In this work I was aided by Agnes,
who now possessed my entire confidence,

and who willingly took upon herself the

guidance of my mind at those seasons

when my own governing faculties flagged.

Gradually my mental health returned,

and I am now beyond all danger of ever

again being led into such fatal dissipa-

tions. The writing of this narrative, in

fact, has been a test of my ability to over-

look and describe my experience without

being touched by its past delusions. If

some portions of it should not be wholly

intelligible to the reader, the defect lies

in the very nature of the subject.

It will be noticed that I have given
but a partial explanation of the spiritual

phenomena. Of the genuineness of the

physical manifestations I am fully con-

vinced, and I can account for them only

by the supposition of some subtile agency

whereby the human will operates upon
inert matter. Clairvoyance is a suffi-

cient explanation of the utterances of the

Mediums, at least of those which I have

heard
;
but there is, as I have said be-

fore, something in the background, which

I feel too indistinctly to describe, yet

which I know to be Evil. I do not won-

der at, though I lament, the prevalence

of the belief in Spiritualism. In a few

individual cases it may have been produc-
tive of good, but its general tendency is

evil. There are probably but few Stil-

tons among its apostles, few Miss Fetterses

among its Mediums : but the condition
c5 '

which accompanies the trance, as I have

shown, inevitably removes the wholesome

check which holds our baser passions in
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subjection. The Medium is at the mercy
of any evil will, and the impressions re-

ceived from a corrupt mind are always
liable to be accepted by innocent believ-

ers as revelations from the spirits of the

holy dead. I shall shock many honest

souls by this confession, but I hope and

believe that it may awaken and enlighten
others. Its publication is necessary, as

an expiation for some of the evil which

has been done through my own instru-

mentality.

I learned, two days afterwards, that

Stilton (who was not seriously damaged
by my blow) had gone to New York,

taking Miss Fetters with him. Her ig-

norant, weak-minded father was entirely

satisfied with the proceeding. Mrs. Stil-

ton, helpless and heart-broken, remained

at the house where our circle had met,

with her only child, a boy of three years
of age, who, fortunately, inherited her

weakness rather than his father's power.

Agnes, on learning this, insisted on hav-

ing her removed from associations which

were at once unhappy and dangerous.
We went together to see her, and, after

much persuasion, and many painful scenes

which I shall not recapitulate, succeeded

in sending her to her father, a farmer in

Connecticut. She still remains there,

hoping for the day when her guilty hus-

band shall return and be instantly forgiv-

en.

My task is ended; may it not have

been performed in vain !

JOHN ANDRE AND HONORA SNEYD.

MANY of our readers will remember
the exquisite lines in which Beranger

paints the connection between our mor-

tal lives and the stars of the sky. With

every human soul that finds its way to

earth, a new gem is added to the azure

belt of heaven. Thenceforth the two ex-

ist in mutual dependence, each influenc-

ing the other's fate
;
so that, when death

comes to seal the lips of the man, a flame

is paled and a lamp extinguished in the

gulf above. In every loosened orb that

shoots across the face of night the ex-

perienced eye may trace the story and

the fall of a fellow-being. Youth, beau-

ty, wealth, the humility of indigence and

the pride of power, alike find their term

revealed in the bright, silent course of the

celestial spark ;
and still new signs suc-

ceed to provoke the sympathy or dazzle

the philosophy of the observer.

"
Quelle est cette e*toile qui file,

Qui file, file, et disparait?
"

It is unfortunate that such a pretty

manner of accounting for the nature and

origin of falling stars should be unsus-

tained by sound astronomical data, and

utterly discountenanced by Herschel and

Bond. There is something in the theo-

ry very pleasant and very flattering to

human nature
;
and there are passages

in the history of our race that might
make its promulgation not unacceptable.

When, among the innumerable "
patines

of bright gold
"

that strew the floor of

heaven, we see one part from the sphere
of its undistinguished fellows, and, fill-

ing its pathway with radiant light, van-

ish noiselessly into annihilation, we can-

not but be reminded of those characters

that, with no apparent reason for being

segregated from the common herd, are,

through some strange conjuncture, hur-

ried from a commonplace life by modes

of death that illuminate their memory
with immortal fame. It is thus that the

fulfilment of the vow made in the heat

of battle has given Jephthah's name a

melancholy permanence above all oth-

ers of the captains of Israel. Mutius

would long ago have been forgotten,

among the thousands of Roman soldiers
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as brave as he, and not less wise, who gave probably at London, possibly at South-

their blood for the good city, but for the ampton, in the year 1751. His father

fortunate brazier that stood in the tent was an honest, industrious Switzer, who,
of his enemy. And Leander might have following the example of his countrymen
safely passed and repassed the Hellespont and his kindred, had abandoned the rug-
for twenty years without leaving any- ged land of his birth, and come over to

thing behind to interest posterity ;
it was England to see what could be made out

failure and death that made him famous, of John Bull. The family-name appears

Eighty years ago a tragedy was con- to have originally been St. Andre
;
and

summated by the river Hudson, which, in this was the style of the famous dancing-
the character of its victim and the cir- master who gave to the courtiers of

cumstances of his story, goes far to yield Charles II. their graceful motions,

another example to the list of names im- "St. Andre's feet ne'er kept more equal
mortalized by calamity. On the 2d of time,"

October, 1 780, a young British officer of wrote Dryden, in his " MacFlecknoe "
j

undistinguished birth and inconsiderable and the same writer again brings him for-

rank was hanged at Tappan. Amiable ward in the tjrird act of " Limberham."
as his private life was, and respectable as It must be remembered that in those

were his professional abilities, it is im- days the teacher of fencing and dancing

probable that the memory of John An- occupied a very respectable position ;
and

dre, had he died upon the battle-field or St. Andrews career was sufficiently pros-
in his bed, would have survived the gen- perous to tempt a young kinsman, who
eration of those who knew and who lov- felt the elements of success strong with-

ed him. The future, indeed, was open- in him, to cross the seas in his own turn,

ing brilliantly before him
;
but it was still and find wealth and reputation in those

nothing more than the future. So far in pleasant pastures which England above

his career he had hardly accomplished all other countries then laid open to the

anything better than the attainment of skilful adventurer.

the mountain-top that commanded a view Nicholas St. Andre, who came to Lon-

of the Promised Land. It is solely and don about the close of the seventeenth

entirely to the occasion and the circum- century, and who was undoubtedly near-

stances of his death that we are to ascribe ly related to the future Major Andre",

the peculiar and universal interest in his seems to have passed through a career

character that has ever since continued hardly paralleled by that of Gil Bias him-

to hold its seat in the bosom of friend self. From the humblest beginnings, his

and of foe. To this day, the most dis- ready wit, his multifarious accomplish-

tinguished American and English histo- ments, and his indomitable assurance

rians are at issue respecting the justice of speedily carried him to the topmost wave
his doom

;
and to this day, the grave in- of social prosperity. A brief instruction

quirer into the rise and fall of empires in surgery gave him such a plausible ap-

pauses by the way to glean some scanty pearance of proficiency in the art as to

memorial of his personal adventures. As permit his public lectures to be favorably
often happens, the labors of the lesser received, and to lead to his employment
author who pursues but a single object in the royal household. George I. made

may encounter more success on that score him Anatomist to the Court, and, as a

than the writer whose view
'

embraces a token of especial grace, on one occasion,

prodigious range ;
and many trifling de- went so far as to bestow upon the young

tails, too inconsiderable to find place in Swiss his own sword. His attainments

the pages of the annals of a state, reward in all the amusements of a gentleman
the inquiry that confines itself to the elu- probably had more to do with these ad-

cidation of the conduct of an individual. vancements, however, than any profes-

John Andre was born in England, sional skill. He was a capital linguist;
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at fencing, leaping, running, and other pared to punish with peremptory death

manly exercises, he found few rivals
;

some peccadillo of the Frenchman's,

and his dabblings in architecture and Voltaire fled from the scene, while his

botany were at least as notable as his adversary struggled to be released. His

mastership of chess and his skill as a mu- services to Pope, when the poet was over-

sician. But when it came to a scientific turned in Lord Bolingbroke's coach, did

test of his surgical and anatomical preten- not protect him from a damaging allu-

sions, his failure was lamentable indeed, sion in the Epilogue to the Satires, where

The unquenchable thirst for notoriety the source of the wealth that he got by
which he may have mistaken for fame his marriage with Lady Betty Molyneux
was perpetually leading him into ques- is more plainly than politely pointed out.

tionable positions, and finally covered his Leaving forever, therefore, the sphere in

name with ridicule and confusion. which he had encountered so much favor

An impudent woman, known as Mary and so much severity, he retired to South-

Tofts, declared to the world, that, instead ampton to end his days in the society of

of a human child, she had given birth to his kindred
;
and it is more than proba-

a litter of rabbits. How such a ridicu- ble that an indisposition to proclaim too

lous tale ever found believers, it is impos- loudly their identity of race with the uii-

sible to conceive
;
but such was the case, lucky surgeon was the cause of their mod-

All England, with the very small excep- ification of name by the immediate fami-

tion of those who united the possession of ly from which John Andre sprung,

learning with common sense, was imbued The father of our hero was a thrifty Lon-

with the frenzy. The price of warrens don trader, whose business as a Turkey
was abated to a mere song, and for a sea- merchant had been prosperous enough to

son a Londoner would as readily have persuade him that no other career could

eaten a baked child as a roasted rabbit, possibly be so well adapted for his son.

The children of men were believed to The lad was of another opinion ;
but those

populate the burrows, and authorities of were not the days when a parent's will

the highest reputation lent an unhesitat- might be safely contravened. Sent to

ing support to the delusion. The learn- Geneva to complete the education that

ed Whiston published in the circumstance had been commenced at London, he re-

a fulfilment of a prophecy of Esdras, and turned to a seat in the counting-room
St. Andre loudly urged the authenticity with intellectual qualifications that seem-

of the entire fable and of the theories ed to justify his aspirations for a very dif-

that were founded upon it. But the sa- ferent scene of action. He was a fluent

tiric pen of Swift, the burin of Hogarth, linguist, a ready and graceful master of

and the graver investigations of Chesel- the pencil and brush, and very well vers-

den at last turned the popular tide, and ed in the schools of military design. Add
covered St. Andre in particular with to these a proficiency in poetry and mu-

such a load of contemptuous obloquy as sic, a person of unusual symmetry and

to drive him forever from the high circles grace, a face of almost feminine softness,

he had moved in. So great was his yet not descending from the dignity of

spleen, that, from that time forth, he manhood, and we have an idea of the

would never suffer a dish upon his ta- youth who was already meditating the

ble or a syllable in his conversation that means of throwing off* the chains that

could in any way bring to mind the ab- bound him to the inkhorn and ledger,

surd occasion of his disgrace. and embracing a more brilliant and glo-

If all reports are to be believed, St. rious career. With him, the love of fame

Andre's career had led him into many was an instinctive passion. The annals

singular adventures. He had saved Vol- of his own fireside taught him how easily

taire's life, by violently detaining Lord the path to distinction might be trod by

Peterborough, when the latter stood pre- men of parts and address
;
and he knew
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in his heart that opportunity "was the one

and the only thing needful to insure the

accomplishment of his desires. Of very
moderate fortunes and utterly destitute

of influential connections, he knew that

his education better qualified him for the

useful fulfilment of military duties than

perhaps any man of his years in the ser-

vice of the king. Once embarked in the

profession of arms, he had nothing to re-

ly upon but his own address to secure

patronage and promotion, nothing but

his own merits to justify the countenance

that his ingenuity should win. Without

undue vanity, it is tolerably safe to say
now that he was authorized by the exist-

ing state of things to confidently predi-

cate his own success on these estimates.

It is not easy to underrate the profes-

sional standard of the English officer a

hundred years ago. That some were

good cannot be denied; that most were

bad is very certain. As there was no

school of military instruction in the realm,

so no proof of mental or even of physical

capacity was required to enable a person
to receive and to hold a commission. A
friend at the Horse Guards, or the bap-
tismal gift of a godfather, might nominate

a baby three days old to a pair of colors.

Court influence or the ready cash having
thus enrolled a puny suckling among the

armed defenders of the state, he might in

regular process of seniority come out a

full-fledged captain or major against the

season for his being soundly birched at

Eton
;
and an ignorant school-boy would

thus be qualified to govern the lives and

fortunes of five hundred stalwart men,
and to represent the honor and the inter-

ests of the empire in that last emergency
when all might be depending on his cour-

age and capacity. Even women were

thus saddled upon the pay-lists ;
and the

time is within the memory of living men,
when a gentle lady, whose knowledge of

arms may be presumed to have never ex-

tended beyond the internecine disputes

of the nursery, habitually received the

salary of a captaincy of dragoons. In

ranks thus officered, it was easy to fore-

see the speedy and sure triumph of com-

petent ability, when once backed by pat-

ronage.
So long, however, as his dependence

upon his father endured, it was useless

for Andre* to anticipate the day when he

might don the king's livery. The repug-
nance with which his first motion in the

matter was greeted, and the affectionate

opposition of his mother and sisters, seem

to have at least silenced, if they did not

extinguish his desires. And when the

death of his father, in 1769, left him free

to select his own pathway through the

world, a new conjuncture of affairs again

caused him to smother his cherished as-

pirations.

The domestic relations of the Andre

family were ever peculiarly tender and

affectionate
;
and in the loss of its head

the survivors confessed a great and a cor-

roding sorrow. To repair the shattered

health and recruit the exhausted spirits

of his mother and sisters, the son resolv-

ed to lead them at once away from the

daily contemplation of the grave to more

cheerful scenes. The medicinal waters

of Derbyshire were then in vogue, and a

tour towards the wells of Buxton and

of Matlock was undertaken. Among the

acquaintances that ensued from this ex-

pedition was that of the family of the

Rev. Mr. Seward of Lichfield
;
and while

a warm and lasting friendship rapidly

grew up between Andre and Miss Anna

Seward, his heart was surrendered to the

charms of her adopted sister, Miss Hono-

ra Sneyd.

By every account, Honora Sneyd must

have been a paragon of feminine loveli-

ness. Her father was a country-gentle-
man of Staffordshire, who had been left,

by the untimely death of their mother, to

the charge of a bevy of infants. The so-

licitude of friends and relatives had sought

the care of these, and thus Honora be-

came virtually a daughter of Mrs. Sew-

ard's house. The character of this estab-

lishment may be conjectured from the

history of Anna Seward. Remote from

the crushing weight of London authority,

she grew up in a provincial atmosphere of

literary and social refinement, and fondly
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believed that the polite praises (for cen-

sure was a thing unknown among them)
that were bandied about in her own co-

terie would be cordially echoed by the

voices of posterity. In this she has been

utterly deceived
;
but at the same time

it must be confessed that there was much
in the tone of the reigning circles at

Lichfield, in those days, to contrast most

favorably with the manners of the litera-

ry sovereigns of the metropolis, or the

intellectual elevation of the rulers of fash-

ion. At Lichfield, it was polite to be

learned, and good-breeding and mutual

admiration went hand in hand.

In such an atmosphere had Miss Sneyd
been educated

;
and the enthusiastic, not

to say romantic, disposition of Miss Sew-

ard must have given additional effect to

every impulse that taught her to acknowl-

edge and rejoice in the undisguised ad-

miration of the young London merchant.

His sentiments were as pure and lofty as

her own
;
his person was as attractive as

that of any hero of romance
;
and his

passion was deep and true. With the

knowledge and involuntary approbation
of all their friends, the love-affair be-

tween the two young people went on

without interruption or opposition. It

seemed perfectly natural and proper that

they should be brought together. It was

not, therefore, until a formal betrothal

began to loom up, that the seniors on

either side bethought themselves of the

consequences. Neither party was a beg-

gar; but neither was in possession of

sufficient estate to render a speedy mar-

riage advisable. It was concluded, then,

to prohibit any engagement, which must

inevitably extend over several years, be-

tween two young persons whose acquaint-
ance was of so modern a date, and whose

positions, involved a prolonged and wide

separation. To this arrangement it would

appear that Honora yielded a more Im-

plicit assent than her lover. His feelings

were irretrievably interested
;
and he still

proposed to himself to press his suit with-

out intermission during the term of his

endurance. His mistress, whose affec-

tions had not yet passed entirely beyond

her own control, was willing to receive

as a friend the man whom she was for-

bidden to regard as an elected husband.

It was by the representations of Miss

Seward, who strongly urged on him the

absolute necessity of his adherence to

trade, if he wished to secure the means

of accomplishing matrimony, that Andre

was now persuaded to renounce, for some

years longer, his desire for the army. He
went back to London, and applied him-

self diligently to his business. An oc-

casional visit to Lichfield, and a corre-

spondence that he maintained with Miss

Seward, served to keep his flame suffi-

ciently alive. His letters are vivacious

and characteristic, and the pen-and-ink

drawings with which his text was em-

bellished gave them additional interest.

Here is a specimen of them. It will be

noted, that, according to the sentimental

fashion of the day, his correspondent
must be called Julia because her name
is Anna.

"
London, October 19, 1769.

" FROM the midst of books, papers, bills,

and other implements of gain, let me lift

up my drowsy head awhile to converse

with dear Julia. And first, as I know
she has a fervent wish to see me a quill-

driver, I must tell her that I begin, as

people are wont to do, to look upon my
future profession with great partiality. I

no longer see it in so disadvantageous a

light. Instead of figuring a merchant as

a middle-aged man, with a bob wig, a

rough beard, in snuff-coloured clothes,

grasping a guinea in his red hand, I con-

ceive a comely young man, with a toler-

able pig-tail, wielding a pen with all the

noble fierceness of the Duke of Marl-

borough brandishing a truncheon upon
a sign-post, surrounded with types and

emblems, and canopied with cornucopias
that disembogue their stores upon his

head
;
Mercuries reclin'd upon bales of

goods ;
Genii playing with pens, ink, and

paper ; while, in perspective, his gorgeous
vessels ' launched on the bosom of the

silver Thames' are wafting to distant

lands the produce of this commercial na-
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tion. Thus all the mercantile glories

crowd on iny fancy, emblazoned in the

most effulgent colouring of an ardent im-

agination. Borne on her soaring pinions,

I wing my flight to the time when Heaven

shall have crowned my labours with suc-

cess and opulence. I see sumptuous pal-

aces rising to receive me
;
I see orphans,

and widows, and painters, and fidlers,

and poets, and builders, protected and

encouraged ;
and when the fabrick is

pretty nearly finished by my shattered

pericranium, I cast my eyes around, and

find John Andre by a small coal-fire in

a gloomy compting- house in Warnford

Court, nothing so little as what he has

been making himself, and in all proba-

bility never to be much more than he is

at present. But, oh ! my dear Honora !

it is for thy sake only I wish for wealth.

You say she was somewhat better at

the time you wrote last. I must flatter

myself that she will soon be without any
remains of this threatening disease.

" It is seven o'clock. You and Ho-

nora, with two or three more select friends,

are now probably encircling your dress-

ing-room fireplace. What would I not

give to enlarge that circle ! The idea

of a clean hearth, and a snug circle round

it, formed by a few select friends, trans-

ports me. You seem combined together

against the inclemency of the weather,

the hurry, bustle, ceremony, censorious-

ness, and envy of the world. The purity,

the warmth, the kindly influence of fire,

to all for whom it is kindled, is a good
emblem of the friendship of such amiable

minds as Julia's and her Honora's. Since

I cannot be there in reality, pray, imagine
me with you ;

admit me to your conversa-

tion's : Think how I wish for the bless-

ing of joining them ! and be persuaded
that I take part in all your pleasures, in

the dear hope, that, ere it be very long,

your blazing hearth will burn again for

me. Pray, keep me a place ;
let the poker,

tongs,
or shovel represent me : But you

have Dutch tiles, which are infinitely bet-

ter
;
so let Moses, or Aaron, or Balaam's

ass be my representative.
" But time calls me to Clapton. I quit

you abruptly till to-morrow : when, if I

do not tear the nonsense I have been

writing, I may perhaps increase its quan-

tity. Signora Cynthia is in clouded maj-

esty. Silvered with her beams, I am
about to jog to Clapton upon my own

stumps ; musing, as I homeward plod my
way. Ah ! need I name the subject of

my contemplations ?

"
Thursday.

" I had a sweet walk home last night,

arid found the Claptonians, with their fair

guest, a Miss Mourgue, very well. My
sisters send their amities, and will write

in a few days.
" This morning I returned to town. It

has been the- finest day imaginable ;
a sol-

emn mildness was diffused throughout the

blue horizon
;

its light was clear and dis-

tinct rather than dazzling ;
the serene

beams of an autumnal sun ! Gilded hills,

variegated woods, glittering spires, rumi-

nating herds, bounding flocks, all com-

bined to enchant the eyes, expand the

heart, and ' chase a*ll sorrows but de-

spair.' In the midst of such a scene, no

lesser sorrow can prevent our sympathy
with Nature. A calmness, a benevolent

disposition seizes us with sweet, insinuat-

ing power. The very brute creation seem

sensible of these beauties. There is a spe-

cies of mild chearfulness in the face of a

lamb, which I have but indifferently ex-

pressed in a corner of my paper, and a

demure, contented look in an ox, which,

in the fear of expressing still -worse, I

leave unattempted.
" Business calls me away I must dis-

patch my letter. Yet what does it con-

tain ? No matter You like anything
better than news. Indeed, you have nev-

er told me so
;
but I have an intuitive

knowledge upon the subject, from the

sympathy which I have constantly per-

ceived in the tastes of Julia and Cher

Jean. What is it to you or me,

"If here in the city we have nothing but

riot;

If the Spitalfield weavers can't be kept

quiet ;

If the weather is fine, or the streets should

be dirty;

Or if Mr. Dick Wilson died aged of thirty?
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" But if I was to hearken to the versify-

ing grumbling I feel within me, I should

fill my paper, and not have room left to

intreat that you would plead my cause

with Honora more eloquently than the

enclosed letter has the power of do-

ing. Apropos of verses, you desire me
to recollect my random description of

the engaging appearance of the charm-

ing Mrs.- . Here it is at your ser-

vice.

" Then rustling and bustling the lady comes

down,
With a flaming red face and a broad yellow

gown,
And a hobbling out-of-breath gait, and a

frown.

" This little French cousin of our's,

Delarise, was my sister Mary's playfel-

low at Paris. His sprightliness engages

my sisters extremely. Doubtless they

tell much of him to you in their let-

ters.

" How sorry I am- to bid you adieu !

Oh, let me not be forgot by the friends

most dear to you at Lichfield. Lichfield !

Ah, of what magic letters is that little

word composed ! How graceful it looks,

when it is written ! Let nobody talk to

me of its original meaning,
' The Field of

Blood '
! Oh, no such thing ! It is the

field of joy !
' The beautiful city, that

lifts her fair head in the valley, and says,

1 am, and there is none beside me.' Who
says she is vain ? Julia will not say so,

nor yet Honora, and least of all, their

devoted

"JOHN

It is not difficult to perceive in the tone

of this letter that its writer was not an

accepted lover. His interests with the

lady, despite Miss Seward's watchful care,

were already declining ;
and the lapse of

a few months more reduced him to the

level of a valued and entertaining friend,

whose civilities were not to pass the con-

ventional limits of polite intercourse. To
Andre this fate was very hard. He was

hopelessly enamored; and so long as for-

tune offered him the least hope of even-

TOL. VI. 46

tual success, he persevered in the faith

that Honora might yet be his own. But

every returning day must have shaken

this faith. His visits were discontinued

and his correspondence dropped. Other

suitors pressed their claims, and often

urged an argument which it was beyond
his means to supply. They came pro-

vided with what Parson Hugh calls good

gifts :
" Seven hundred pounds and possi-

bilities is good gifts." Foremost among
these dangerous rivals were two men
of note in their way : Richard Lovell

Edgeworth, and the eccentric, but amia-

ble Thomas Day.
Mr. Day was a man whose personal

charms were not great. Overgrown, awk-

ward, pitted with the small-pox, he offered

no pleasing contrast to the discarded An-

dre : but he had twelve hundred pounds
a year. His notions in regard to women

were as peculiar as his estimate of his

own merit. He seems to have really be-

lieved that it would be impossible for any
beautiful girl to refuse her asgent to the

terms of the contract by which she might

acquire his hand. These were absurd to

a degree ;
and it is not cause for surprise

that Miss Sneyd should have unhesJfct-

ingly refused them. Poor Mr. Day was

not prepared for such continued ill-luck

in his matrimonial projects. He had al-

ready been very unfortunate in his plans

for obtaining a perfect wife, having

vainly provided for the education of two

foundlings between whom he promised
himself to select a paragon of a helpmate.

To drop burning sealing-wax upon their

necks, and to discharge a pistol close to

their ears, were among his philosophical

rules for training them to habits of sub-

mission and self-control; and the upshot

was, that they were fain to attach them-

selves to men of less wisdom, but better

taste. Miss Sneyd's conduct was more

than he could well endure, after all his

previous disappointments; and he went

to bed with a fever that did not leave

him till his passion was cured. He could

not at this time have anticipated, how-

ever, that the friendly hand which had

aided the prosecution of his addresses
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was eventually destined to receive and

hold the fair prize which so many were

contending for.

Richard Lovell Edgeworth, the ambas-

sador and counsellor of Mr. Day in this

affair, was at the very moment of the

rejection himself enamored ofMiss Sneyd.
But Edgeworth had a wife already, a

pining, complaining woman, he tells us,

who did not make his home cheerful,

and honor and decency forbade him to

open his mouth on the subject that occu-

pied his heart. He wisely sought refuge
in flight, and in other scenes the natural

exuberance of his disposition afforded a

relief from the pangs of an unlawful and

secret passion. Lord Byron, who met

him forty years afterwards, in five lines

shows us the man : if he was thus seen

in the dry wood, we can imagine what

he was in the green : "I thought Edge-
worth a fine old fellow, of a clarety, el-

derly, red complexion, but active, brisk,

and endless. He was seventy, but did

not look fifty, no, nor forty-eight even."

He was in France when the death of his

father left him to the possession of a good

estate, and that of his wife occurring in

ha||>y concurrence, he lost little time in

opening in his own behalf the communi-

cations that had failed when he spoke
for Mr. Day. His wooing was prosper-

ous; in July, 1773, he married Miss

Sneyd.
It is a mistake, sanctioned by the con-

stant acceptance of historians, to suppose
that it was this occasion that prompted
Andre to abandon a commercial life.

The improbability of winning Honora's

hand, and the freedom with which she

received the addresses of other men, un-

doubtedly went far to convince him of

the folly of sticking to trade with but one

motive; and so soon as he attained his

majority, he left the desk and stool for-

ever, and entered the army. This was

a long time before the Edgeworth mar-

riage was undertaken, or even contem-

plated.

Lieutenant Andre* of the Royal Fusi-

leers had a very different line of duty to

perform from Mr. Andre*, merchant, of

Warnford Court, Throgmorton Street;

and the bustle of military life, doubtless,

in some degree diverted his mind from the

disagreeable contemplation of what was

presently to occur at Lichfield. Some
months were spent on the Continent

and among the smaller German courts

about the Rhine. After all was over,

however, and the nuptial knot fairly ti-

ed that destroyed all his youthful hopes,

he is related to have made a farewell

expedition to the place of his former

happiness. There, at least, he was sure

to find one sympathizing heart. Miss

Seward, who had to the very last minute

contended with her friend against Mr.

Edgeworth and in support of his less for-

tunate predecessor, now met him with

open arms. No pains were spared by
her to alleviate, since she could not re-

move, the disappointment that evidently

possessed him. A legend is preserved
in connection with this visit that is curi-

ous, though manifestly of very uncertain

credibility. It is said that an engage-
ment had been made by Miss Seward to

introduce her friend to two gentlemen of

some note in the neighborhood, Mr. Cun-

ningham and Mr. Newton. On the ap-

pointed morning, while awaiting their ex-

pected guests, Cunningham related to his

companion a vision or rather, a series

of visions that had greatly disturbed

his previous night's repose. He was

alone in a wide forest, he said, when he

perceived a rider approaching him. The
horseman's countenance was plainly visi-

ble, and its lines were of a character too

interesting to be readily forgotten. Sud-

denly three men sprang forth from an

ambush among the thickets, and, seizing

the stranger, hauled him from his horse

and bore him away. To this succeeded

another scene. He stood with a great

multitude near by some foreign town.

A bustle was heard, and he beheld the

horseman of his earlier dream again led

along a captive. A gibbet was erected,

and the prisoner was at once hanged.

In narrating this tale, Cunningham aver-

red that the features of its hero were still

fresh in his recollection
;
the door open-
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ed, and in the face of Andre, who at that long and weary months. Once more

moment presented himself, he professed free, however, his address and capaci-

to recognize that which had so troubled ty soon came to his aid. His reports

his slumbers. and sketches speedily commended him

Such is the tale that is recorded of the to the especial favor of the commander-

supernatural revelation of Andrews fate, in-chief, Sir William Howe
;
and ere

If it rested on somewhat better evidence long he was promoted to a captaincy and

than any we are able to find in its favor, made aide-de-camp to Sir Charles Grey,

it would be at least more interesting. This was a dashing, hard-fighting gen-

But whether or no the young officer con- eral of division, whose element was close

tinued to linger in the spirit about the quarters and whose favorite argument

spires of Lichfield and the romantic was the cold steel. If, therefore, Andre*

shades of Derbyshire, it is certain that played but an inactive part at the Bran-

his fleshly part was moving in a very dif- dywine, he had ample opportunity on

ferent direction. In 1 7 74, he embarked other occasions of tasting the excitement

to join his regiment, then posted in Can- and the horrors of war. The night-sur-

ada, and arrived at Philadelphia early prises of Wayne at Paoli, and of Bay-
in the autumn of the year. lor on the Hudson, the scenes of Ger-

It is not within the design of this pa- mantown and Monmouth, the reduc-

per to pursue to any length the details tion of the forts at Verplanck's Ferry,

"of Andre's American career. Regimen- and the forays led against New Bedford

tal duties in a country district rarely af- and the Vineyard, all these familiarized

ford matter worthy of particular record
;

him with the bloody fruits of civil strife,

and it is not until the troubles of our But they never blunted for one moment

Revolutionary War break out, that we the keenness of his humanity, or warped
find anything of mark in his story. He those sentiments of refinement and lib-

was with the troops that Carleton sent erality that always distinguished him.

down, after the fall of Ticonderoga, to Within the limited range of his narrow

garrison Chambly and St. John's, and sphere, he was constantly found the friend

to hold the passage of the Sorel against and reliever of the wounded or captive

Montgomery and his little army. With Americans, and the protector and ben-

the fall of these forts, he went into captiv- efactor of the followers of his own ban-

ity. There is too much reason to believe ner. Accomplished to a degree in all

that the imprisonment of the English on the graces that adorn the higher cir-

this occasion was not alleviated by many cles of society, he was free from most

exhibitions of generosity on the part of of their vices
;
and those who knew him

their captors. Montgomery, indeed, was well in this country have remarked on

as humane and honorable as he was the universal approbation of both sex-

brave
;
but he was no just type of his es that followed his steps, and the un-

followers. The articles of capitulation touched heart that escaped so many
were little regarded, and the prisoners shafts. Nor, while foremost in the bril-

were, it would seem, rapidly despoiled liant pleasures that distinguished the

of their private effects. " I have been British camp and made Philadelphia a

taken by the Americans," wrote Andre, Capua to Howe, was he ever known to

" and robbed of everything save the pic- descend to the vulgar sports of his fel-

ture of Honora, which I concealed in my lows. In the balls, the theatricals, the

mouth. Preserving that, I think myself picturesque Mischianza, he bore a leading

happy." Sent into the remote parts of hand
;
but his affections, meanwhile, ap-

Pennsylvania, his companions and him- pear to have remained where they were

self met with but scant measure of cour- earliest and last bestowed. In our al-

tesy from the mountaineers of that re- tered days, when marriage and divorce

gion ;
nor was he exchanged for many seem so often interchangeable words, and
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loyal fidelity but an Old-World phrase, on the part of young Andre, was the

ill-fashioned and out of date, there is cause of that series of little volumes be-

something very attractive in this hopeless ing produced by Miss Edgeworth, which

constancy of an exiled lover. so long held the first place among the

Beyond the seas, meanwhile, the ob- literary treasures of the nurseries of Eng-

ject of this unfortunate attachment was land and America. Lazy Lawrence,

leading a happy and a useful life in the Simple Susan, and a score more of excel-

fulfilment of the various duties of a wife, lently conceived characters, might never

a mother, and a friend. Her husband have been called from chaos to influence

was a large landed proprietor, and in thousands of tender minds, but for An-

public spirit was inferior to no country- dre's narrow purse,

gentleman of the kingdom. Many of his The ravages of the insidious disease

notions were fanciful enough, it must be with which she was afflicted soon came

allowed ;
but they were all directed to to an end

;
and after a term of wedlock

the improvement and amelioration of his as brief as it was prosperous, Mrs. Edge-
native land and its people. In these pur- worth's dying couch was spread. "I

suits, as well as in those of learning, Mrs. have every blessing," she wrote,
" and I

Edgeworth was the active and useful co- am happy. The conversation of my be-

adjutor of her husband; and it was prob- loved husband, when my breath will let

ably to the desire of this couple to do me have it, is my greatest delight: he

something that would make the instruc- procures me every comfort, and, as he

tion of their children a less painful task always said he thought he should, con-

than had been their own, that we are in- trives for me everything that can ease

debted for the adaptation of the simpler and assist my weakness,

rudiments of science to a childish dress.
T ir,r,n j.i 1. ^ T>'

l Lik" a Kind angel, whispers peace,In 1778 they wrote together the First . ; ,f ', , /, ,,
TT And smooths the bed of death.' '

Part of "
Harry and Lucy, and printed

a handful of copies in that large black Rightly viewed, the closing scenes in

type which every one associates with the the life of this estimable woman are not

first school-days of his childhood. From less solemn, not less impressive, than those

these pages she taught her own chil- of that memorable day, when, with all the

dren to read. The plan was communi- awful ceremonials of offended justice and

cated to Mr. Day, who entered into it ea- the stern pageantries of war, her lover

gerly ;
and an educational library seemed died in the full glare of noonday before

about to be prepared for the benefit of a the eyes of assembled thousands. He had

far-away household in the heart of Ire- played for a mighty stake, and he had

land. But a hectic disorder, that had lost. He had perilled his life for the de-

threatened Mrs. Edgeworth's life while struction of our American empire, and

yet a child, now returned upon her with he was there to pay the penalty : and

increased virulence
;
and the kind and surely never, in all the annals of our

beautiful mistress of Edgeworthstown was race, has a man more gallantly yielded

compelled to forego this and every other up his forfeited breath, or under circum-

earthly avocation. Mr. Day expanded stances more impressive. He perished

his little tale into the delightful story of regretted alike by friend and foe; and
" Sandford and Merton," a book that long perhaps not one of the throng that wit-

stood second only to " Robinson Crusoe
" nessed his execution but would have re-

in the youthful judgment of the great joicingly hailed a means of reconciling

boy-world; and in later years, Maria his pardon with the higher and inevita-

Edgeworth included "
Harry and Lu- ble duties which they owed to the safe-

cy
"

in her "
Early Lessons." It is thus ty of the army and the existence of the

a point to be noticed, that nothing but state. And in the aspect which the af-

the res angusta domi, the lack of wealth, fair has since taken, who can say that
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Andre's fate has been entirely unfortu-

nate ? He drank out the wine of life

while it was still sparkling and foaming

and bright in his cup : he tasted none

of the bitterness of its lees till almost

his last sun had risen. When he was

forever parted from the woman whom he

loved, a new, but not an earthly mis-

tress succeeded to the vacant throne
;

and thenceforth the love of glory possess-

ed his heart exclusively. And how rare-

ly has a greater lustre attached to any
name than to his ! His bones are laid

with those of the wisest and mightiest of

the land
;
the gratitude of monarchs cum-

bers the earth with his sepulchral honors
;

and his memory is consecrated in the

most eloquent pages of the history not

only of his own country, but of that which

sent him out of existence. Looked upon

thus, death might have been welcomed

by him as a benefit rather than dreaded

as a calamity, and the words applied by
Cicero to the fate of Crassus be repeat-
ed with fresh significancy, "Mors do-

nata quam vita erepta"
The same year that carries on its rec-

ords the date of Andre's fall witnessed

the death of a second Honora Edge-
worth, the only surviving daughter of

Honora Sneyd. She is represented as

having inherited all the beauty, all the

talents of her mother. The productions
of her pen and pencil seem to justify this

assertion, so far as the precocity of such

a mere child may warrant the ungarner-
ed fruits of future years. But with her

parent's person she received the frailties

of its constitution
; and, ere girlhood had

fairly opened upon her way of life, she

succumbed to the same malady that had

wrecked her mother.

WE SHALL RISE AGAIN.

WE know the spirit shall not taste of death :

. Earth bids her elements,
"
Turn, turn again to me !

"

But to the soul, unto the soul, she saith,

"Flee, alien, flee!
"

And circumstance of matter what doth weigh ?

Oh ! not the height and depth of this to know
But Teachings of that grosser element,

Which, entered in and clinging to it so,

With earthlier earthiness than dwells in clay,

Can drag the spirit down, that, looking up,

Sees, through surrounding shades of death and time,

With solemn wonder, and with new-born hope,
The dawning glories of its native clime

;

And inly swell such mighty floods of love,

Unutterable longing and desire,

For that celestial, blessed home above,
The soul springs upward like the mounting fire,

Up, through the lessening shadows on its way,

While, in its raptured vision, grows more clear

The calm, the high, illimitable day
To which it draws more near and yet more near.
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Draws near ? Alas ! its brief, its waning strength

Upward no more the fetters' weight can bear :

It falters, pauses, sinks
; and, sunk at length,

Plucks at its chain in frenzy and despair.

Not forever fallen ! Not in eternal prison 1

No ! hell with fire of pain
Melteth apart its chain

;

Heaven doth once more constrain :

It hath arisen !

And never, never again, thus to fall low ?

Ah, no !

Terror, Remorse, and Woe,

Vainly they pierced it through with many sorrows
;

Hell shall regain it, thousand times regain it
;

But can detain it

Only awhile from ruthful Heaven's to-morrows.

That sin is suffering,

It knows, it knows this thing ;

And yet it courts the sting

That deeply pains it
;

It knows that in the cup
The sweet is but a sup,

That Sorrow fills it up,

And who drinks drains it.

It knows
;
who runs may read.

But, when the fetters dazzle, heaven's far joy seems dim
;

And 'tis not life but so to be inwound.

A little while, and then behold it bleed

With madness of its throes to be unbound 1

It knows. But when the sudden stress

Of passion is resistlessness,

It drags the flood that sweeps away,
For anchorage, or hold, or stay,

Or saving rock of stableness,

And there is none,

No underlying fixedness to fasten on :

Unsounded depths ;
unsteadfast seas

;

Wavering, yielding, bottomless depths :

But these !

Yea, sometimes seemeth gone
The Everlasting Arm we lean upon I

So blind, as well as maimed and halt and lame,

What sometimes makes it see ?

Oppressed with guilt and gnawed upon of shame,

What comes upon it so,
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Faster and faster stealing,

Flooding it like an air or sea

Of warm and golden feeling ?

What makes it melt,

Dissolving from the earthiness that made it hard and heavy ?

What makes it melt and flow,

And melt and melt and flow,

Till light, clear-shining through its heart of dew,
Makes all things new ?

Loosed from the spirit of infirmity, listen its cry.
" Was it I that longed for oblivion,

wonderful Love ! was it I,

That deep in its easeful water

My wounded soul might lie ?

That over the wounds and anguish
The easeful flood might roll ?

A river of loving-kindness
Has healed arid hidden the whole.

Lo ! in its pitiful bosom

Vanish the sins of my youth,

Error and shame and backsliding
Lost in celestial ruth.

" O grace too great !

O excellency of my new estate !

" No more, for the friends that love me,
I shall veil my face or grieve

Because love outrunneth deserving ;

1 shall be as they believe.

And I shall be strong to help them,
Filled of Thy fulness with stores

Of comfort and hope and compassion.

Oh, upon all my shores,

With the waters with which Thou dost flood me,
Bid me, my Father, o'erflow !

Who can taste Thy divineness,

Nor hunger and thirst to bestow ?

Send me, oh, send me !

The wanderers let me bring IO
The thirsty let me show

Where the rivers of gladness spring,
And fountains- of mercy flow !

How in the hills shall they sit and sing,

With valleys of peace below !

"

Oh that the keys of our hearts the angels would bear in their bosoms !

For revelation fades and fades away,
Dream-like becomes, and dim, and far-withdrawn

;

And evening comes to find the soul a prey,
That was caught up to visions at the dawn

;
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Sword of the spirit, still it sheathes in rust,

And lips of prophecy are sealed with dust.

High lies the better country,

The land of morning and perpetual spring ;

But graciously the warder

Over its mountain-border

Leans to us, beckoning, bids us,
" Come up hither !

"

And though we climb with step unfixed and slow,

From visioning heights of hope we look off thither,

And we must go.

And we shall go ! And we shall go !

We shall not always weep and wander so,

Not always in vain,

By merciful pain,

Be upcast from the hell we seek again 1

How shall we,

Whom the stars draw so, and the uplifting sea ?

Answer, thou Secret Heart ! how shall it be,

With all His infinite promising in thee ?

Beloved ! beloved 1 not cloud and fire alone

From bondage and the wilderness restore.

And guide the wandering spirit to its own
;

But all His elements, they go before :

Upon its way the seasons bring,

And hearten with foreshadowing
The resurrection-wonder,

What lands of death awake to sing

And germs of hope swell under
;

And full and fine, and full and fine,

The day distils life's golden wine
;

And night is Palace Beautiful, peace-chambered.
All things are ours

;
and life fills up of them

Such measure as we hold.

For ours beyond the gate,

The deep things, the untold,

We only wait.
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THE PROFESSOR'S STORY.

CHAPTER XXIII.

THE WILD HUNTSMAN.

THE young master had not forgotten

the old Doctor's cautions. Without at-

.tributing any great importance to the

warning he had given him, Mr. Bernard

had so far complied with his advice that

he was becoming a pretty good shot with

the pistol. It was an amusement as good
as many others to practise, and he had tak-

en a fancy to it after the first few days.

The popping of a pistol at odd hours

in the back-yard of the Institute was a

phenomenon more than sufficiently re-

markable to be talked about in Rock-

land. The viscous intelligence of a coun-

try-village is not easily stirred by the

winds which ripple the fluent thought of

great cities, but it holds every straw and

entangles every insect that lights upon it.

It soon became rumored in the town that

the young master was a wonderful shot

with the pistol. Some said he could hit

a fo'pence-ha'penny at three rod
; some,

that he had shot a swallow, flying, with a

single ball
; some, that he snuffed a can-

dle five times out of six at ten paces, and

that he could hit any button in a man's

coat he wanted to. In other words, as

in all such cases, all the common feats

were ascribed to him, as the current jokes
of the day are laid at the door of any
noted wit, however innocent he may be

of them.

In the natural course of things, Mr.

Richard Venner, who had by this time

made some acquaintances, as we have

seen, among that class of the population
least likely to allow a live cinder of gos-

sip to go out for want of air, had heard

incidentally that the master up there at

the Institute was all the time practising
with a pistol, that they say he can snuff a

candle at ten rods, (that was Mrs. Blanche

Creamer's version,) and that he could hit

anybody he wanted to right in the eye,

as far as he could see the white of it.

Dick did not like the sound of all this

any too well. Without believing more

than half of it, there was enough to make
the Yankee schoolmaster too unsafe to

be trifled with. However, shooting at a

mark was pleasant work enough ;
he had

no particular objection to it himself. On-

ly he did not care so much for those little

popgun affairs that a man carries in his

pocket, and with which you couldn't shoot

a fellow, a robber, say, without get-

ting the muzzle under his nose. Pis-

tols for boys; long-range rifles for men.

There was such a gun lying in a closet

with the fowling-pieces. He would go
out into the fields and see what he could

do as a nfarksman.

The nature of the mark that Dick

chose for experimenting upon was singu-

lar. He had found some panes of glass

which had been removed from an old

sash, and he placed these successively be-

fore his target, arranging them at differ-

ent angles. He found that a bullet would

go through the glass without glancing or

having its force materially abated. It was

an interesting fact in physics, and might

prove of some practical significance here-

after. Nobody knows what may turn up
to render these out-of-the-way facts use-

ful. All this was done in a quiet way in

one of the bare spots high up the side of

The Mountain. He was very thoughtful

in taking the precaution to get so far

away ;
rifle-bullets are apt to glance and

come whizzing about people's ears, if

they are fired in the neighborhood of

houses. Dick satisfied himself that he

could be tolerably sure of hitting a pane
of glass at a distance of thirty rods, more

or less, and that, if there happened to be

anything behind it, the glass would not

materially alter the force or direction of

the bullet.

About this time it occurred to him also

that there was an old accomplishment of

his which he would be in danger of los-

ing for want of practice, if he did not
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take some opportunity to try his hand he is at the mercy of his opponent. Our

and regain its cunning, if it had begun soldiers who served against the Mexicans

to be diminished by disuse. For his first found this out too well. Many a poor fel-

trial, he chose an evening when the moon low has been lassoed by the fierce riders

was shining, and after the hour when the from the plains, and fallen an easy victim

Rockland people were like to be stirring to the captor who had snared him in the

abroad. He was so far established now fatal noose.

that he could do much as he pleased with- But, imposing as the sight of the wild

out exciting remark. huntsmen of the Pampas might have been,

The prairie horse he rode, the mustang Dick could not help laughing at the mock

of the Pampas, wild as he was, had been sublimity of his situation, as he tried his

trained to take part in at least one ex- first experiment on an unhappy milky

ercise. This was the accomplishment mother who had strayed from her herd

in which Mr. Richard now proposed to and was wandering disconsolately along

try himself. For this purpose he sought the road, laying the dust, as she went, with

the implement of which, as it may be re- thready streams from her swollen, swing-

membered, he had once made an inci- ing udders. " Here goes the Don at the

dental use, the lasso, or long strip of windmill !" said Dick, and tilted full speed

hide with a slip-noose at the end of it. at her, whirling the lasso round his head

He had been accustomed to playing with as he rode. The creature swerved to one

such a thong from his boyhood, and had side of the way, as the wild horse and his

become expert in its use in capturing rider came rushing down upon her, and

wild cattle in the course of his adven- presently turned and ran, as only cows

tures. Unfortunately, there were no wild and it wouldn't be safe to say it

bulls likely to be met with in the neigh- can run. Just before he passed, at

borhood, to become the subjects of his twenty or thirty feet from her, the las-

skill. A stray cow in the road, an ox or so shot from his hand, uncoiling as it flew,

a horse in a pasture, must serve his turn, and in an instant its loop was round her

dull beasts, but moving marks to aim horns. "Well cast!" said Dick, as he gal-

at, at any rate. loped up to her side and dexterously dis-

Never, since he had galloped in the engaged the lasso.
" Now for a horse on

chase over the Pampas, had Dick Ven- the run !

"

ner felt such a sense of life and power He had the good luck to find one, pres-

as when he struck the long spurs into ently, grazing in a pasture at the road-

his wild horse's flanks, and dashed along side. Taking down the rails of the fence

the road with the lasso lying like a coil- at one point, he drove the horse into the

ed snake at the saddle-bow. In skilful road and gave chase. It was a lively

hands, the silent, bloodless noose, flying young animal enough, and was easily

like an arrow, but not like that leaving a roused to a pretty fast pace. As his gal-

wound behind it, sudden as a pistol- lop grew more and more rapid, Dick

shot, but without the tell-tale explosion, gave the reins to the mustang, until the

is one of the most fearful and mysterious two horses stretched themselves out in

weapons that arm the hand of man. The their longest strides. If the first feat

old Romans knew how formidable, even looked like play, the one he was now to

in contest with a gladiator equipped with attempt had a good deal the appearance

sword, helmet, and shield, was the almost of real work. He touched the mustang
naked retiarius with his net in one hand with the spur, and in a few fierce leaps

and his three-pronged javelin in the other, found himself nearly abreast of the fright-

Once get a net over a man's head, or a ened animal he was chasing. Once more

cord round his neck, or, what is more he whirled the lasso round and round

frequently done nowadays, bonnet him by over his head, and then shot it forth, as

knocking his hat down over his eyes, and the rattlesnake shoots his head from the
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loops against which it rests. The noose she not rather becoming more and more

was round the horse's neck, and in an- involved in the toils of this plotting Yan-

other instant was tightened so as almost kee ?

to stop his breath. The prairie horse If Mr. Bernard had shown himself at

knew the trick of the cord, and leaned that moment a few rods in advance, the

away from the captive, so as to keep the chances are that in less than one minute

thong tensely stretched between his neck he would have found himself with a noose

and the peak of the saddle to which it round his neck, at the heels of a mounted

was fastened. Struggling was of no use horseman. Providence spared him for

with a halter round his windpipe, and he the present. Mr. Richard rode his horse

very soon began to tremble and stagger, quietly round to the stable, put him up,

blind, no doubt, and with a roaring in and proceeded towards the house. He got

his ears as of a thousand battle-trumpets,
to his bed without disturbing the family,

at any rate, subdued and helpless,
but could not sleep. The idea had fully

That was enough. Dick loosened his taken possession of his mind that a deep

lasso, wound it up again, laid it like a pet intrigue was going on which would end

snake in a coil at his saddle-bow, turned by bringing Elsie and the schoolmaster

his horse, and rode slowly along towards into relations fatal to all his own hopes,

the mansion-house. With that ingenuity which always accom-

The place had never looked more state- panics jealousy, he tortured every circum-

ly and beautiful to him than as he now stance of the last few weeks so as to make

saw it in the moonlight. The undulations it square with this belief. From this vein

of the land, the grand mountain-screen of thought he naturally passed to a con-

which sheltered the mansion from the sideration of every possible method by
northern blasts, rising with all its hanging which the issue he feared might be avoid-

forests and parapets of naked rock high ed.

towards the heavens, the ancient man- Mr. Richard talked very plain lan-

sion, with its square chimneys, and body- guage with himself in all these inward

guard of old trees, and cincture of low colloquies. Supposing it came to the

walls with marble-pillared gateways, worst, what could be done then ? First,

the fields, with their various coverings, an accident might happen to the school-

the beds of flowers, the plots of turf, master which should put a complete and

one with a gray column in its centre final check upon his projects and con-

bearing a sun-dial on which the rays of trivances. The particular accident which

the moon were idly shining, another with might interrupt his career must, evident-

a white stone and a narrow ridge of turf, ly, be determined by circumstances
;
but

over all these objects, harmonized with it must be of a nature to explain itself

all their infinite details into one fair whole without the necessity of any particular

by the moonlight, the prospective heir, as person's becoming involved in the matter,

he deemed himself, looked with admiring It would be unpleasant to go into partic-

eyes. ulars
;
but everybody knows well enough

But while he looked, the thought rose that men sometimes get in the way of a

up in his mind like waters from a poi- stray bullet, and that young persons oc-

soned fountain, that there was a deep casionally do violence to themselves in

plot laid to cheat him of the inheritance various modes, by fire-arms, suspension,

which by a double claim he meant to call and other means, in consequence of

his own. Every day this ice-cold beauty, disappointment in love, perhaps, oftener

this dangerous, handsome cousin of his, than from other motives. There was still

went up to that place, that usher's girl- another kind of accident which might

trap. Every day, regularly now, it serve his purpose. If anything should

used to be different. Did she go only to happen to Elsie, it would be the most

get out of his, her cousin's, reach ? Was natural thing in the world that his uncle
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should adopt him, his nephew and only

near relation, as his heir. Unless, in-

deed, Uncle Dudley should take it into

his head to marry again. In that case,

where would he, Dick, be ? This was

the most detestable complication which

he could conceive of. And yet he had

noticed he could not help noticing

that his uncle had been very attentive

to, and, as it seemed, very much pleased

with, that young woman from the school.

What did that mean ? Was it possible

that he was going to take a fancy to

her?

It made him wild to think of all the

several contingencies which might de-

fraud him of that good -fortune which

seemed but just now within his grasp.

He glared in the darkness at imaginary
faces : sometimes at that of the handsome,

treacherous schoolmaster
;
sometimes at

that of the meek-looking, but, no doubt,

scheming, lady
- teacher

;
sometimes at

that of the dark girl whom he was ready
to make his wife

;
sometimes at that of

his much respected uncle, who, of course,

could not be allowed to peril the fortunes

of his relatives by forming a new con-

nection. It was a frightful perplexity in

which he found himself, because there

was no one single life an accident to

which would be sufficient to insure the

fitting and natural course of descent to

the great Dudley property. If it had

been a simple question of helping forward

a casualty to any one person, there was

nothing in Dick's habits of thought and

living to make that a serious difficulty.

He had been so much with lawless peo-

ple, that a life between his wish and his

object seemed only as an obstacle to be

removed, provided the object were worth

the risk and trouble. But if there were

two or three lives in the way, manifestly

that altered the case.

His Southern blood was getting impa-
tient. There was enough of the New-

Englander about him to make him calcu-

late his chances before he struck
;
but his

plans were liable to be defeated at any
moment by a passionate impulse such as

the dark-hued races of Southern Europe

and their descendants are liable to. -He

lay in his bed, sometimes arranging plans

to meet the various difficulties already

mentioned, sometimes getting into a par-

oxysm of blind rage in the perplexity

of considering what object he should se-

lect as the one most clearly in his way.
On the whole, there could be no doubt

where the most threatening of all his em-

barrassments lay. It was in the proba-

ble growing relation between Elsie and

the schoolmaster. If it should prove, as

it seemed likely, that there was springing

up a serious attachment tending to a

union between them, he knew what he

should do, if he was not quite so sure

how he should do it.

There was one thing at least which

might favor his projects, and which, at

any rate, would serve to amuse him. He

could, by a little quiet observation, find

out what were the schoolmaster's habits

of life : whether he had any routine

which could be calculated upon ;
and un-

der what circumstances a strictly private

interview of a few minutes with him might
be reckoned on, in case it should be de-

sirable. He could also very probably
learn some facts about Elsie : whether

the young man was in the habit of at-

tending her on her way home from school
;

whether she stayed about the school-room

after the other girls had gone ;
and any

incidental matters of interest which might

present themselves.

He was getting more and more rest-

less for want of some excitement. A mad

gallop, a visit to Mrs. Blanche Cream-

er, who had taken such a fancy to him,

or a chat with the Widow Rowens, who

was very lively in her talk, for all her

sombre colors, and reminded him a good
deal of some of his earlier friends, the

senoritas, all these were distractions,

to be sure, but not enough to keep his

fiery spirit from fretting itself in longings

for more dangerous excitements. The

thought of getting a knowledge of all

Mr. Bernard's ways, so that he would

be in his power at any moment, was a

happy one.

For some days after this he followed
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Elsie at a long distance behind, to watch some thirty or forty rods from this build-

her until she got to the school-house, ing, Dick Venner could see the interior

One day he saw Mr. Bernard join her : a of the chamber, and watch the master as

mere accident, very probably, for it was he sat at his desk, the light falling strong-

only once this happened. She came on ly upon his face, intent upon the book or

her homeward way alone, quite apart manuscript before him. Dick contem-

from the groups of girls who strolled out plated him very long in this attitude,

of the school-house yard in company. The sense of watching his every motion,

Sometimes she was behind them all, himself meanwhile utterly unseen, was

which was suggestive. Could she have delicious. How little the master was

stayed to meet the schoolmaster ? thinking what eyes were on him !

If he could have smuggled himself into Well, there were two things quite

the school, he would have liked to watch certain. One was, that, if he chose, he

her there, and see if there was not some could meet the schoolmaster alone, either

understanding between her and the mas- in the road or in a more solitary place,

ter which betrayed itself by look or word, if he preferred to watch his chance for an

But this was beyond the limits of his au- evening or two. The other was, that he

dacity, and he had to content himself commanded his position, as he sat at his

with such cautious observations as could desk in the evening, in such a way that

be made at a distance. With the aid there would be very little difficulty,

of a pocket-glass he could make out per- so far as that went
;
of course, however,

sons without the risk of being observed silence is always preferable to noise, and

himself. there is a great difference in the marks

Mr. Silas Peckham's corps of instruc- left by different casualties. Very likely

tors was not expected to be off duty or to nothing would come of all this espionage ;

stand at ease for any considerable length but, at any rate, the first thing to be done

of time. Sometimes Mr. Bernard, who with a man you want to have in your
had more freedom than the rest, would power is to learn his habits,

go out for a ramble in the day-time ;
but Since the tea-party at the Widow .

more frequently it would be in the even- Rowens's, Elsie had been more fitful and

ing, after the hour of "
retiring," as bed- moody than ever. Dick understood all

time was elegantly termed by the young this well enough, you know. It was

ladies of the Apollinean Institute. He the working of her jealousy against that

would then not unfrequently walk out young school-girl to whom the master

alone in the common roads, or climb up had devoted himself for the sake of piqu-

the sides of The Mountain, which seem- ing the heiress of the Dudley mansion,

ed to be one of his favorite resorts. Here, Was it possible, in any way, to exasper-

of course, it was impossible to follow him ate her irritable nature against him, and

with the eye at a distance. Dick had in this way to render her more accessible

a hideous, gnawing suspicion that some- to his own advances ? It was difficult to

where in these deep shades the school- influence her at all. She endured his

master might meet Elsie, whose evening company without seeming to enjoy it.

wanderings he knew so well. But of this She watched him with that strange look

he was not able to assure himself. Se- of hers, sometimes as if she were on her

crecy was necessary to his present plans, guard against him, sometimes as if she

and he could not compromise himself by would like to strike at him as in that

over-eager curiosity. One thing he learn- fit of childish passion. She ordered

ed with certainty. The master returned, him about with a haughty indifference

after his walk one evening, and entered which reminded him of his own way
the building where his room was situated, with the dark-eyed women whom he had

Presently a light betrayed the window of known so well of old. All this added a

his apartment From a wooded bank, secret pleasure to the other motives he
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had for worrying her with jealous sus-

picions. He knew she brooded silently

on any grief that poisoned her comfort,

that she fed on it, as it were, until it ran

with every drop of blood in her veins,

and that, except in some paroxysm of

rage, of which he hitnself was not likely

the second time to be the object, or in

some deadly vengeance wrought secret-

ly, against which he would keep a sharp

look-out, so far as he was concerned, she

had no outlet for her dangerous, smoul-

dering passions.

Beware of the woman who cannot find

free utterance for all her stormy inner

life either in words or song ! So long as

a woman can talk, there is nothing she

cannot bear. If she cannot have a com-

panion to listen to her woes, and has no

musical utterance, vocal or instrumental,

then, if she is of the real woman sort,

and has a few heartfuls of wild blood in

her, and you have done her a wrong,
double-bolt the door which she may enter

on noiseless slipper at midnight, look

twice before you taste of any cup whose

draught the shadow of her hand may have

darkened !

But let her talk, and, above all, cry, or,

if she is one of the coarser-grained tribe,

give her the run of all the red-hot exple-

tives in the language, and let her blister

her lips with them until she is tired, she

will sleep like a lamb after it, and you

may take a cup of coffee from her without

stirring it up to look for its sediment.

So, if she can sing, or play on any mu-

sical instrument, all her wickedness will

run off through her throat or the tips of

her fingers. How many tragedies find

their peaceful catastrophe in fierce rou-

lades and strenuous bravuras ! How

many murders are executed in double-

quick time upon the keys which stab the

air with their dagger-strokes of sound !

What would our civilization be without

the piano ? Are not Erard and Broad-

wood and Chickering the true humaniz-

ers of our time ? Therefore do I love to

hear the all-pervading turn turn jarring
the walls of little parlors in houses with

double door-plates on their portals, look-

ing out on streets and courts which to

know is to be unknown, and where to

exist is not to live, according to any true

definition of living. Therefore complain
I not of modern degeneracy, when, even

from the open window of the small un-

lovely farm-house, tenanted by the hard-

handed man of bovine flavors and the

flat -patterned woman of broken-down

countenance, issue the same familiar

sounds. For who knows that Almira,

but for these keys, which throb away her

wild impulses in harmless discords, would

not have been floating, dead, in the brown

stream which runs through the meadows

by her father's door, or living, with

that other current which runs beneath

the gas-lights over the slimy pavement,

choking with wretched weeds that were

once in spotless flower?

Poor Elsie ! She never sang nor play-
ed. She never shaped her inner life in

words : such utterance was as much de-

nied to her nature as common articulate

speech to the deaf mute. Her only lan-

guage must be in action. Watch her

well by day and by night, Old Sophy!
watch her well ! or the long line of her

honored name may close in shame, and

the stately mansion of the Dudleys re-

main a hissing and a reproach till its roof

is buried in its cellar !

CHAPTER XXIV.

ON HIS TRACKS.

"Abel!" said the old Doctor, one

morning,
" after you 've harnessed Caus-

tic, come into the study a, few minutes,

will you ?
"

Abel nodded. He was a man of few

words, and he knew that the " will you
"

did not require an answer, being the true

New-England way of rounding the cor-

ners of an employer's order, a tribute

to the personal independence of an Amer-

ican citizen.

The hired man came into the study in

the course of a few minutes. His face
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was perfectly still, and he waited to be the Dudley mansion. He had been sus-

spoken to
;
but the Doctor's eye detected picious of Dick from the first. He did

a certain meaning in his expression, which not like his mixed blood, nor his looks,

looked as if he had something to commu- nor his ways. He had formed a conjec-
nicate. ture about his projects early. He had

" Well ?
"
said the Doctor. made a shrewd guess as to the probable

" He 's up to mischief o' some kind, I jealousy Dick would feel of the school-

guess," said Abel. "I jest happened daown master, had found out something of his

by the mansion-haouse last night, 'n' he movements, and had cautioned Mr. Ber-

come aout o' the gate on that queer-look- nard, as we have seen. He felt an
in* creatur' o' his. I watched him, 'n' he interest in the young man, a student

rid, very slow, all raoun' by the Institoot, of his own profession, an intelligent and
'n' acted as ef he was spyin' abaout. He ingenuously unsuspecting young fellow,

looks to me like a man that 's calc'latin' to who had been thrown by accident into

do some kind of ill-turn to somebody. I the companionship or the neighborhood
shouldn't like to have him raoun' me, 'f of two persons, one of whom he knew
there wa'n't a pitchfork or an eel-spear to be dangerous, and the other he be-

or some sech weep'n within reach. He lieved instinctively might be capable of

may be all right; but I don't like his crime.

looks, 'n' I don't see what he 's lurkin' The Doctor rode down to the Dudley
raou/i' the Institoot for, after folks is mansion solely for the sake of seeing Old
abed." Sophy. He was lucky enough to find

" Have you watched him pretty close her alone in her kitchen. He began
for the last few days ?

"
said the Doctor. talking with her as a physician ;

he want-
"
Wll, yes, I 've had my eye on him ed to know how her rheumatism had been,

consid'ble o' the time. I haf to be pooty The shrewd old woman saw through all

shy abaout it, or he '11 find aout th't I 'm that with her little beady black eyes. It

on his tracks. I don' want him to get a was something quite different he had come

spite ag'inst me, 'f I c'n help it
;
he looks for, and Old Sophy answered very briefly

to me like one o' them kind that kerries for her aches and ails,

what they call slung-shot, 'n' hits ye on " Old folks' bones a'n't like young
the side o' th' head with 'em so suddin y' folks'," she said. " It 's the Lord's doin's,

never know what hurts ye." 'n' 't a'n't much matter. I sha'n' be long

"Why," said the Doctor, sharply, roun' this kitchen. It 's the young Missis,

"have you ever seen him with any such Doctor, it 's our Elsie, it 's the baby,

weapon about him ?
"

as we use* t' call her, don' you remem-

"W'll, no, I caan't say that I hev," ber, Doctor? Seventeen year ago, V
Abel answered. "

On'y he looks kin' o' her poor mother cryin' for her,
' Where

dangerous. May-be he 's all jest 'z he is she ? where is she ? Let me see her !

'

ought to be, I caan't say that he a'n't, 'n' how I run up-stairs, I could run
but he 's aout late nights, 'n' lurkin' then, 'n' got the coral necklace 'n' put

raoun' jest 'z ef he wuz spyin' somebody ;
it round her little neck, 'n' then showed

V somehaow I caan't help mistrustin' her to her mother, 'n' how her mother
them Portagee-laokin' fellahs. I caan't looked at her, 'n' looked, 'n' then put

keep the run o' this chap all the time
;

out her poor thin fingers 'n' lifted the

but I 've a notion that old black woman necklace, 'n' fell right back on her, pil-

daown 't the mansion-haouse knows 'z ler, as white as though she was laid out

much abaout him 'z anybody." to bury ?
"

The Doctor paused a moment, after The Doctor answered her by silence

hearing this report from his private de- and a look of grave assent. He had nev-

tective, and then got into his chaise, and er chosen to let Old Sophy dwell upon
turned Caustic's head in the direction of these matters, for obvious reasons. The
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girl must not grow up haunted by perpet-
ual fears and prophecies, if it were pos-

sible to prevent it.

"
Well, how has Elsie seemed of late ?

"

he said, after this brief pause.

The old woman shook her head. Then
she looked up at the Doctor so steadily

and searchingly that the diamond eyes of

Elsie herself could hardly have pierced
more deeply.
The Doctor raised his head, by his ha-

bitual movement, and met the old wom-
an's look with his own calm and scru-

tinizing gaze, sharpened by the glasses

through which he now saw her.

Sophy spoke presently in an awed

tone, as if telling a vision.

"We shall be havin' trouble before

long. The' 's somethin' comin' from the

Lord. I 've had dreams, Doctor. It 's

many a year I 've been a-dreamin', but

now they 're comin' overV over the same

thing. Three times I 've dreamed one

thing, Doctor, one thing !

"

" And what was that ?
"

the Doctor

said, with that shade of curiosity in his

tone which a metaphysician would proba-

bly say is an index of a certain tendency
to belief in the superstition to which the

question refers.

" I ca'n' jestly tell y' what it was, Doc-

tor," the old woman answered, as if be-

wildered and trying to clear up her rec-

ollections
;

" but it was somethin' fearful,

with a great noise V a great cryin' o' peo-

ple, like the Las' Day, Doctor! The
Lord have mercy on my poor chil', *n*

take care of her, if anything happens !

But I 's feared she '11 never live to see

the Las' Day, 'f 't don' come pooty

quick."
Poor Sophy, only the third generation

from cannibalism, was, not unnaturally,

somewhat confused in her theological

notions. Some of the Second-Advent

preachers had been about, and circulat-

ed their predictions among the kitchen-

population of Eockland. This was the

way in which it happened that she min-

gled her fears in such a strange manner
with their doctrines.

The Doctor answered solemnly, that of

the day and hour we knew not, but it

became us to be always ready. "Is

there anything going on in the household

different from common ?
"

Old Sophy's wrinkled face looked as

full of life and intelligence, when she

turned it full upon the Doctor, as if

she had slipped off her infirmities and

years like an outer garment. All those

fine instincts of observation which came

straight to her from her savage grandfa-
ther looked out of her little eyes. She

had a-kind of faith that the Doctor was

a mighty conjuror, who, ifhe would, could

bewitch any of them. She had relieved

her feelings by her long talk with the

minister, but the Doctor was the imme-

diate adviser of the family, and had

watched them through all their troubles.

Perhaps he could tell them what to do.

She had but one real object of affec-

tion in the world, this child that she

had tended from infancy to womanhood.

Troubles were gathering thick round

her; how soon they would break upon
her, and blight or destroy her, no one

could tell
;
but there was nothing in all

the catalogue of terrors that might not

come upon the household at any moment.

Her own wits had sharpened themselves

in keeping watch by day and night, and

her face had forgotten its age in the ex-

citement which gave life to its features.

"
Doctor," Old Sophy said,

" there 's

strange things goin' on here by night
and by day. I don' like that man,
that Dick, I never liked him. He giv'

me some o' these things I' got on
;

I

take 'em 'cos I know it make him mad, if

I no take 'em
;
I wear 'em, so that he

needn' feel as if I didn' like him
; but,

Doctor, I hate him, jes' as much as a

member o' the church has the Lord's

leave to hate anybody."
Her eyes sparkled with the old savage

light, as if her ill-will to Mr. Richard

Venner might perhaps go a little farther

than the Christian limit she had assign-

ed. But remember that her grandfather
was in the habit of inviting his friends to

dine with him upon the last enemy he

had bagged, and that her grandmother's
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teeth were filed down to points, so that

they were as sharp as a shark's.

" What is it that you have seen about

Mr. Richard Venner that gives you such

a spite against him, Sophy ?
"
asked the

Doctor.
" What I' seen 'bout Dick Venner ?

"

she replied, fiercely.
" I '11 tell y' what

1' seen. Dick wan's to marry our El-

sie, that 's what he wan's
;
V he don'

love her, Doctor, he hates her, Doc-

tor, as bad as I hate him ! He wan's

to marry our Elsie, 'n' live here in the

big house, V have nothin' to do but jes'

lay still 'n' watch Massa Yenner 'n' see

how long 't '11 take him to die, 'n' 'f he

don' die fas' 'nuS', help him some way t'

die fasser ! Come close up t' me, Doc-

tor ! I wan' t' tell you somethin' I toF th'

minister t'other day. Th' minister, he

come down 'n' prayed 'n' talked good,
he 's a good man, that Doctor Honey-

wood, V I toF him all 'bout our Elsie,

but he didn* tell nobody what to do

to stop all what I been dreamin' about

happenin'. Come close up to me, Doc-

tor!"

The Doctor drew his chair close up to

that of the old woman.

"Doctor, nobody mus'n' never marry
our Elsie 's long 's she lives! Nobody
mus'n' never live with Elsie but OF So-

phy ;
'n' OF Sophy won't never die 's long

's Elsie 's alive to be took care of. But
I

'

feared, Doctor, I 's greatly feared

Elsie wan' to marry somebody. The' 's

a young gen'Frn'n up at that school where
she go, so some of 'em tells me, 'n'

she loves t' see him 'n' talk wi' him, 'n' she

talks about him when she 's 'asleep some-

times. She mus'n' never marry nobody,
Doctor ! If she do, he die, certain !

"

" If she has a fancy for the young man

up at the school there," the Doctor said,
" I shouldn't think there would be much

danger from Dick."
"
Doctor, nobody know nothin' 'bout

Elsie but OF Sophy. She no like any oth-

er creatur' th't ever drawed the bref o'

life. If she ca'n' marry one man cos she

love him, she marry another man cos she

hate him."

VOL. VI. 47

"
Marry a man because she hates him,

Sophy ? No woman ever did such a

thing as that, or ever will do it."

" Who toF you Elsie was a woman,
Doctor ?

"
said Old Sophy, with a flash of

strange intelligence in her eyes.

The Doctor's face showed that he was

startled. The old woman could not know
much about Elsie that he did not know

;

but what strange superstition had got in-

to her head, he was puzzled to guess. He
had better follow Sophy's lead and find

out what she meant.
" I should call Elsie a woman, and a

very handsome one," he said. " You don't

mean that she has any ugly thing about

her, except you know under the

necklace ?
"

The old woman resented the thought
of any deformity about her darling.

"I didn' say she had nothin' but jes'

that you know. My beauty have any-

thing ugly ? She 's the beautifullest-shap-

ed lady that ever had a shinin' silk gown
drawed over her shoulders. On'y she

a'n't like no other woman in none of

her ways. Bhe don't cry 'n' laugh like

other women. An' she ha'n' got the same

kind o' feelin's as other women. Do you
know that young gen'Fm'n up at the

school, Doctor ?
"

"
Yes, Sophy, I 've met him sometimes.

He 's a very nice sort ofyoung man, hand-

some, too, and I don't much wonder El-

sie takes to him. Tell me, Sophy, what

do you think would happen, if he should

chance to fall in love with Elsie, and she

with him, and he should marry her ?
"

" Put your ear close to my lips, Doc-

tor, dear !

" She whispered a little to

the Doctor, then added aloud,
" He die,

that 'sail."

" But surely, Sophy, you a'n't afraid

to have Dick marry her, if she would have

him for any reason, are you ? He can

take care of himself, if anybody can."
" Doctor !

"
Sophy answered,

"
nobody

can take care of hisself that live wi' El-

sie ! Nobody never in all this worF mus'

live wi' Elsie but OF Sophy, I tell you.

You don' think I care for Dick ? What
do I care, if Dick Venner die ? He wan's
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to marry our Elsie so 's to live in the big

house V get all the money V all the sil-

ver things V all the chists full o' linen

V beautiful clothes ! That 's what Dick

wan's. An' he hates Elsie 'cos she don'

like him. But if he marries Elsie, she '11

make him die some wrong way or other,

'n' they '11 take her 'n' hang her, or he '11

get mad with her V choke her. Oh, I

know his chokin' tricks! he don' leave

his keys roun' for nothin* !

"

" What 's that you say, Sophy ? Tell

me what you mean by all that."

So poor Sophy had to explain certain

facts not in all respects to her credit.

She had taken the opportunity of his

absence to look about his chamber, and,

having found a key in one of his draw-

ers, had applied it to a trunk, and, find-

ing that it opened the trunk, had made

a kind of inspection for contraband arti-

cles, and, seeing the end of a leather

thong, had followed it up until she saw

that it finished with a noose, which, from

certain appearances, she inferred to have

seen service of at least doubtful nature.

An unauthorized search
;
but Old Sophy

considered that a game of life and death

was going on in the household, and that

she was bound to look out for her dar-

ling.

The Doctor paused a moment to think

over this odd piece of information. With-

out sharing Sophy's belief as to the kind

of use this mischievous-looking piece of

property had been put to, it was certain-

ly very odd that Dick should have such

a thing at the bottom of his trunk. The

Doctor remembered reading or hearing

something about the lasso and the lariat

and the bolas, and had an indistinct idea

that they had been sometimes used as

weapons of warfare or private revenge ;

but they were essentially a huntsman's

implements, after all, and it was not very

strange that this young man had brought
one of them with him. Not strange, per-

haps, but worth noting.
" Do you really think Dick means mis-

chief to anybody, that he has such dan-

gerous-looking things ?
"
the Doctor said,

presently.

" I tell you, Doctor. Dick means to

have Elsie. If he ca'n' get her, he never

let nobody else have her. Oh, Dick 's

a dark man, Doctor ! I know him ! 1

'member him when he was little boy,

he always cunnin'. I think he mean

mischief to somebody. He come home

late nights, come in softly, oh, I hear

him ! I lay awake, 'n' got sharp ears,

I hear the cats walkin' over the roofs,

V I hear Dick Venner, when he

comes up in his stockin'-feet as still as a

cat. I think he mean mischief to some-

body. I no like his looks these las' days.

Is that a very pooty gen'l'm'n up at

the school-house, Doctor ?
"

" I told you he was good-looking.
What if he is?"

" I should like to see him, Doctor, I

should like to see the pooty gen'l'm'n

that my poor Elsie loves. She mus'n'

never marry nobody, but, oh, Doctor,

I should like to see him, V jes' think a

little how it would ha' been, if the Lord

hadn' been so hard on Elsie."

She wept and wrung her hands. The

kind Doctor was touched, and left her a

moment to her thoughts.

"And how does Mr. Dudley Venner

take all this ?
" he said, by way of chang-

ing the subject a little.

"
Oh, Massa Venner, he good man, but

he don' know nothin' 'bout Elsie, as Ol'

Sophy do. I keep close by her
;
I help

her when she go to bed, 'n' set by her

sometime when she 'sleep ;
I come to her

in th' mornin' 'n' help her put on her

things." Then, in a whisper," Doctor,

Elsie lets Ol' Sophy take off that necklace

for her. What you think she do, 'f any-

body else tech it ?
"

" I don't know, I 'm sure, Sophy, strike

the person, perhaps."
"
Oh, yes, strike 'em ! but not with her

hands, Doctor !" The old woman's sig-

nificant pantomime must be guessed at.

" But you haven't told me, Sophy, what

Mr. Dudley Venner thinks of his nephew,

nor whether he has any notion that Dick

wants to marry Elsie."

" I tell you. Massa Venner, he good

man, but he no see nothin' 'bout what
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goes on here in the house. He sort o'

broken-hearted, you know, sort o' giv'

up, don* know what to do wi' Elsie,

'xcep' say
'

Yes, yes.' Dick always look

smilin' 'n' behave well before him. One
time I thought Massa Venner b'lieve

Dick was goin' to take to Elsie
;
but now

he don' seem to take much notice; he

kin' o' stupid-like 'bout sech things. It 's

trouble, Doctor ;
'cos Massa Venner bright

man naterally, 'n' he 's got a great heap
o' books. I don' think Massa Venner

never been jes' heself sence Elsie 's born.

He done all he know how, but, Doctor,

that wa'n' a great deal. You men-folks

don' know nothin' 'bout these young gals ;

'n' 'f you knowed all the young gals that

ever lived, y' wouldn' know nothin' 'bout

our Elsie."

"
No, but, Sophy, what I want to

know is, whether you think Mr. Venner
has any kind of suspicion about his neph-

ew, whether he has any notion that he 's

a dangerous sort of fellow, or whether

he feels safe to have him about, or has

even taken a sort of fancy to him."
" Lor' bless you, Doctor, Massa Venner

no more idee 'f any mischief 'bout Dick

than he has 'bout you or me. Y' see, he

very fond o' the Cap'n, that Dick's fa-

ther, 'n' he live so long alone here, 'long

wi' us, that he kin' o' like to see mos' any-

body 't 's got any o' th' ol' family-blood in

'em. He ha'n't got no more suspicions 'n

a baby, y' never see sech a man 'n y'r

life. I kin' o' think he don' care for

nothin' in this world 'xcep' jes' t' do what

Elsie wan's him to. The fus' year after

young Madam die he do nothin' but jes'

set at the window 'n' look out at her

grave, 'n' then come up 'n' look at the

baby's neck 'n' say,
' It 's fadin\ Sophy,

a'n't it?' 'n' then go down in the study
'n' walk 'n' walk, 'n' then kneel down 'n'

pray. Doctor, there was two places in

the old carpet that was all threadbare,

where his knees had worn 'em. An

sometimes, you remember 'bout all that,

he 'd go off up into The Mountain 'n'

be gone all day, 'n' kill all the Ugly Things
he could find up there. Oh, Doctor, I

don' like to think o' them days ! An'

by-'n'-by he grew kin' o' still, 'n' begun
to read a little, 'n' 't las' he got 'a quiet 's

a lamb, 'n' that 's the way he is now. I

think he's got religion, Doctor; but he

a'n't so bright about what 's goin' on, 'n' I

don' believe he never suspec' nothin' till

somethin' happens ;
for the' 's somethin'

goin' to happen, Doctor, if the Las' Day
doesn' come to stop it

;
'n' you mus' tell

us what to do, 'n' save my poor Elsie, my
baby that the Lord hasn' took care of

like all his other childer."

The Doctor assured the old woman
that he was thinking a great deal about

them all, and that there were other eyes

on Dick besides her own. Let her watch

him closely about the house, and he would

keep a look-out elsewhere. If there was

anything new, she must let him know at

once. Send up one of the men-servants,

and he would come down at a moment's

warning.
There was really nothing definite

against this young man
;
but the Doctor

was sure that he was meditating some

evil design or other. He rode straight

up to the Institute. There he saw Mr.

Bernard, and had a brief conversation

with him, principally on matters relat-

ing to his personal interests.

That evening, for some unknown rea-

son, Mr. Bernard changed the place of

his desk and drew down the shades of his

windows. Late that night Mr. Richard

Venner drew the charge of a rifle, and

put the gun back among the fowling-

pieces, swearing that a leather halter was

worth a dozen of it.
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A PLEA FOR FREEDOM FROM SPEECH AND FIGURES
OF SPEECH-MAKERS.

I OBSERVE, Messieurs of the " Atlan- of the list of lecturers. A certain number

tic," that your articles are commonly of the original projectors, however, took

written in the imperial style; but I must the matter wholly into their own hands,

beg allowance to use the first person sin- V raised a subscription to pay expenses, and

gular. I cannot, like old Weller, spell resolved to call their lectures " The Uni-

myself with a We. Ours is, I believe, the versal Brotherhood Course," for no oth-

only language that has shown so much er reason, that I can divine, but that they
sense of the worth of the individual (to had set the whole village by the ears,

himself) as to erect the first personal pro- They invited that distinguished young
noun into a kind of votive column to the apostle of Reform, Mr. Philip Vandal, to

dignity of human nature. Other tongues deliver the opening lecture. He has just

have, or pretend, a greater modesty. done so, and, from what I have heard

about his discourse, it would have been

fitter as the introductory to a nunnery of

What a noble letter it is ! In It every Kilkenny cats than to anything like uni-

reader sees himself as in a glass. As for versal brotherhood. He opened our ly-

me, without my I-s, I should be as poorly ceum as if it had been an oyster, without

off as the great mole of Hadrian, which, any regard for the feelings of those inside,

being the biggest, must be also, by pari- He pitched into the world in general,

ty of reason, the blindest in the world, and all his neighbors past and present in

When I was in college, I confess I always particular. Even the babe unborn did

liked those passages best in the choruses not escape some unsavory epithets in the

of the Greek drama which were well way of vaticination. I sat down, mean-

sprinkled with ai a/, they were so grand- ing to write you an essay on
" The Right

ly simple. The force of great men is of Private Judgment as distinguished from

generally to be found in their intense in- the Right of Public Vituperation
"

;
but I

dividuality, in other words, it is all in forbear. It may be that I do not under-

their I. The merit of this essay will be stand the nature of philanthropy,

similar. Why, here is Philip Vandal, for ex-

What I was going to say is this. ample. He loves his kind so much that

My mind has been much exercised of he has not a word softer than a brickbat

late on the subject of two epidemics, for a single mother's son of them. He

which, showing themselves formerly in goes about to save them by proving that

a few sporadic cases, have begun to set not one of them is worth damning. And
in with the violence of the cattle-disease : he does it all from the point of view of

I mean Eloquence and Statuary. They an early (a knurly) Christian. Let me
threaten to render the country unfit for illustrate. I was sauntering along Broad-

human habitation, except by the Deaf way once, and was attracted by a bird-

and Blind. We had hitherto got on very fancier's shop. I like dealers in out-of-

well in Chesumpscot, having caught a the-way things, traders in bigotry and

trick of silence, perhaps from the fish virtue are too common, and so I went

which we cured, more medicorum, by lay- in. The gem of the collection was a ter-

ing them out. But this summer some rier, a perfect beauty, uglier than phi-

misguided young men among us got up a lanthropy itself, and hairier, as a Cock-

lecture-association. Of course it led to ney would say, than the 'ole British hairy-

a general quarrel ;
for every pastor in stocracy.

" A'n't he a stunner ?
"

said

the town wished to have the censorship my disrespectable friend, the master of
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the shop.
"
Ah, you should see him wor-

ry a rat ! He does it like a puffic Chris-

tian !

"
Since then, the world has been

divided for me into Christians and per-

fect Christians
;
and I find so many of

the latter species in proportion to the for-

mer, that I begin to pity the rats. They

(the rats) have at least one virtue,

they are not eloquent.

It is, I think, a universally recognized

truth of natural history, that a young lady

is sure to fall in love with a young man
for whom she feels at first an unconquer-
able aversion

;
and it must be on the same

principle that the first symptoms of love

for our neighbor almost always manifest

themselves in a violent disgust at the

world in general, on the part of the apos-

tles of that gospel. They give every to-

ken of hating their neighbors consumed-

ly ; argal, they are going to be madly en-

amored of them. Or, perhaps, this is the

manner in which Universal Brotherhood

shows itself in people who wilfully sub-

ject themselves to infection as a prophy-
lactic. In the natural way we might find

the disease inconvenient and even ex-

pensive ;
but thus vaccinated with virus

from the udders (whatever they may be)
that yield the (butter-)milk of human

kindness, the inconvenience is slight, and

we are able still to go about our ordinary
business of detesting our brethren as us-

ual. It only shows that the milder type
of the disease has penetrated the system,
which will thus be enabled to out-Jenner-

al its more dangerous congener. Before

long we shall have physicians of our ail-

ing social system writing to the "
Weekly

Brandreth's Pill
" somewhat on this wise :

"I have a very marked and hopeful
case in Pequawgus Four Corners. Miss

Hepzibah Tarbell, daughter of that arch-

enemy of his kind, Deacon Joash T., at-

tended only one of my lectures. In a day
or twathe symptoms of eruption were most

encouraging. She has already quarrel-

led with all her family, accusing her fa-

ther of bigamy, her uncle Benoni of poly-

theism, her brother Zeno C. of aneurism,

and her sister Eudoxy Trithemia of the

variation of the magnetic needle. If ev-

er hopes of seeing a perfect case of Primi-

tive Christian were well-founded, I think

we may entertain them now."

What I chiefly object to in the general-

denunciation sort of reformers is that

they make no allowance for character

and temperament. They wish to repeal

universal laws, and to patch our natural

skins for us, as if they always wanted

mending. That while they talk so much
ofthe godlike nature of man, they should

so forget the .human natures of men !

The Flathead Indian squeezes the child's

skull between two boards till it shapes it-

self into a kind of gambrel-roof against

the rain, the readiest way, perhaps, of

uniforming a tribe that wear no clothes.

But does he alter the inside of the head?

Not a hair.'s-breadth. You remember the

striking old gnomic poem that tells how

Aaron, in a moment of fanatical zeal

against that member by which mankind

are so readily led into mischief, proposes

a rhinotomic sacrifice to Moses ? What
is the answer of the experienced law-

giver ?

"
Says Moses to Aaron,
' 'Tis the fashion to wear 'em! ' "

Shall we advise the Tadpole to get his

tail cut off, as a badge of the reptile na-

ture in him, and to achieve the higher

sphere of the Croakers at a single hop ?

Why, it is all he steers by ;
without it, he

would be as helpless as a compass under

the flare of Northern Lights ;
and he no

doubt regards it as a mark of blood, the

proof of his kinship with the preadamite

family of the Saurians. Shall we send

missionaries to the Bear to warn him

against raw chestnuts, because they are

sometimes so discomforting to our human

intestines, which are so like his own?
One sermon from the colic were worth .

the whole American Board.

Moreover, as an author, I protest in

the name of universal Grub Street against

a unanimity in goodness. Not to mention

that a Quaker world, all faded out to an

autumnal drab, would be a little tedious,

what should we do for the villain of our

tragedy or novel ? No rascals, no litera-

ture. You have your choice. Were we
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weak enough to consent to a sudden homo- we really have so many ? Can't they

geneousness in virtue, many industrious help growing twelve feet high in this new

persons would be thrown out of employ- soil, any more than our maize ? I sus-

ment. The wife and mother, for exam- pect that Posterity will not thank us for

pie, with as indeterminate a number of the hereditary disease of Carrara we are

children as the Martyr Rogers, who visits entailing on him, and will try some heroic

me monthly, what claim would she have remedy, perhaps lithotripsy.

upon me, were not her husband forever Nor was I troubled by what Mr. Van-

taking to drink, or the penitentiary, or dal said about the late Benjamin Web-

Spiritualism ? The pusillanimous lapse ster. I am not a Boston man, and have,
of her lord into morality would not oniy therefore, the privilege of thinking for

take the very ground of her invention myself. ,
Nor do I object to his claiming

from under her feet, but would rob her for women the right to make books and

and him of an income that sustains them pictures and (shall I say it?) statues,

both in blissful independence of the curse only this last becomes a grave matter,

of Adam. But do not let us be disheart- if we are to have statues of all the great
ened. Nature is strong; she is persistent; women, too ! To be sure, there will riot

she completes her syllogism after we have be the trousers-difficulty, at least, not at

long been feeding the roots of her grasses, present ;
what we may come to is none

and has her own way in spite of us. Some of my affair. I even go beyond him in

ancestral Cromwellian trooper leaps to my opinions on what is called the Woman
life again in Nathaniel Greene, and makes Question. In the gift of speech, they have"

a general of him, to confute five genera- always had the advantage of us
;
and

tions of Broadbrims. The Puritans were though the jealousy of the other sex have

good in their way, and we enjoy them deprived us of the orations of Xantippe,

highly
as a preterite phenomenon : but yet even Demosthenes does not seem to

they were not good at cakes and ale, and have produced greater effects, if we may
that is one reason why they are a pret- take the word of Socrates for it, as I,

erite phenomenon. for one, very gladly do.

I suppose we are all willing to let a No, what I complain of is not the lee-

public censor like P. V. run amuck turer's opinions, but the eloquence with

whenever he likes, so it be not down which he expressed them. He does not

our street. I confess to a good deal of like statues better than I do
;
but is it pos-

tolerance in this respect, and, when I live sible that he fails to see that the one nui-

in Number 21, have plenty of stoicism to sance leads directly to the other, and that

spare for the griefs of the dwellers in No. we set up three images of Talkers for one

23. Indeed, I agreed with our young Cato to any kind of man who was useful in his

heartily in what he said about Statues, generation ? Let him beware, or he will

We must have an Act for the Suppression, himself be petrified after death. Boston

either of Great Men, or else of Sculp- seems to be specially unfortunate. She

tors. 1 have not quite made up my mind has more statues and more speakers than

which are the greater nuisances
;
but I any other city on this continent. I have

am sure of this, that there are too many with my own eyes seen a book called

of both. They used to be rare, (to use a " The Hundred Boston Orators." This

Yankeeism omitted by Bartlett,) but now- would seem to give her a fairer title to

adays they are overdone. I am half-in- be called the tire than the hub of crea-

clined to think that the sculptors club to- tion. What with the speeches of her

gether to write folks up during their lives great men while they are alive, and those

in the newspapers, quieting their con- of her surviving great men about those

sciences with the hope of some day mak- aforesaid after they are dead, and those

ing them look so mean in bronze or mar- we look forward to from her ditto ditto

ble as to make all square again. Or do yet to be upon her ditto ditto now in be-
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ing, and those of her paulopost ditto ditto variety one is so apt to encounter
;

I

upon her ditto ditto yet to be, and those met one once at an evening party. But

But I am getting into the house that I would be thrown into a den of them

Jack built. And yet I remember once rather than sleep in the same room with

visiting the Massachusetts State -House that statue. Posterity will think we cut

and being struck with the Pythagorean pretty figures indeed in the monumental

fish hung on high in the Representatives' line ! Perhaps there is a gleam of hope

Chamber, the emblem of a silence too and a symptom of convalescence in the

sacred, as would seem, to be observed fact that the Prince of Wales, during his

except on Sundays. Eloquent Philip late visit, got off without a single speech.

Vandal, I appeal to you as a man and a The cheerful hospitalities of Mount Au-

brother, let us two form (not an Ante- burn were offered to him, as to all dis-

diluvian, f6r there are plenty, but) an tinguished strangers, but nothing more
Antidiluvian Society against the flood melancholy. In his case I doubt the ex-

of milk-and-water that threatens the pediency of the omission. Had we set a

land. Let us adopt as our creed these score or two of orators on him and his

two propositions : suite, it would have given them a more
I. Tongues were given us to be held. intimidating notion of the offensive pow-

II. Dumbness sets the brute below the ers of the country than West Point and
man : Silence elevates the man above the all the Navy-Yards put together.
brute. In the name of our common humanity,

Every one of those hundred orators is consider, too, what shifts our friends in

to me a more fearful thought than that the sculpin line (as we should call them
of a hundred men gathering samphire, in Chesumpscot) are put to for originali-

And when we take into account how ty of design, and what the country has to

large a portion of them ( if the present pay for it. The Clark Mills (that turns

mania hold) are likely to be commemo- out equestrian statues as the Stark Mills

rated in stone or some even more dura- do calico -patterns) has pocketed fifty

ble material, the conception is positively thousand dollars for making a very dead

stunning. Let us settle all scores by sub- bronze horse stand on his hind-legs. For

scribing to a colossal statue of the late twenty-five cents I have seen a man at

Town -Crier in bell -metal, with the in- the circus do something more wonderful,

scription,
" vox ET PR^ETEREA NIHIL," make a very living bay horse dance a

as a comprehensive tribute to oratorical redowa round the amphitheatre on his

powers in general. He, at least, never
(
it occurs to me that hind-legs is indeli-

betrayed his clients. As it is, there is no cate) posterior extremities to the way-
end to it. We are to set up Horatius ward music of an out-of-town (Scotice,
Vir in effigy for inventing the Normal out-o'-toon) band. Now, I will make a

Schoolmaster, and by-and-by we shall be handsome offer to the public. I propose
called on to do the same ill-turn for Elihu for twenty-five thousand dollars to sup-
Mulciber for getting uselessly learned press my design for an equestrian statue of

(as if any man had ideas enough for a distinguished general officer as he would

twenty languages!) without any school- have appeared at the Battle of Buena
master at all. We are the victims of a Vista. This monument is intended as a
droll antithesis. Daniel would not give weathercock to crown the new dome of

in to Nebuchadnezzar's taste in statuary, the Capitol at Washington. By this hap-
and we are called on to fall down and py contrivance, the horse will be freed

worship an image of Daniel which the from the degrading necessity of touching

Assyrian monarch would have gone to the earth at all, thus distancing Mr.

grass again sooner than have it in his Mills by two feet in the race for original-

back-parlor. I do not think lions are ity. The pivot is to be placed so far be-

agreeable, especially the shaved -poodle hind the middle of the horse, that the
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statue, like its original, will always indi-

cate which way the wind blows by going

along with it. The inferior animal I

have resolved to model from a spirited

saw-horse in my own collection. In

this way I shall combine two striking

advantages. The advocates of the Ideal

in Art cannot fail to be pleased with a

charger which embodies, as it were, mere-

ly the abstract notion or quality, Horse,

and the attention of the spectator will'

not be distracted from the principal fig-

ure. The material to be pure brass. I

have also in progress an allegorical group
commemorative of Governor Wise. This,

like-Wise, represents only a potentiality.

I have chosen, as worthy of commemora-

tion, the moment when and the method

by which the Governor meant to seize

the Treasury at Washington. His Ex-

cellency is modelled in the act of making
one of his speeches. Before him a de-

spairing reporter kills himself by fall-

ing on his own steel pen ;
a broken tel-

egraph-wire hints at the weight of the

thoughts to which it has found itself in-

adequate ;
while the Army and Navy of

the United States are conjointly typified

in a horse-marine who flies headlong with

his hands pressed convulsively over his

ears. I think I shall be able to have this

ready for exhibition by the time Mr. Wise

is nominated for the Presidency, cer-

tainly before he is elected. The material

to be plaster, made of the shells of those

oysters with which Virginia shall have

paid her public debt. It may be object-

ed, that plaster is not durable enough for

verisimilitude, since bronze itself could

hardly be expected to outlast one of the

Governor's speeches. But it must be re-

membered that his mere effigy cannot, like

its prototype, have the pleasure of hearing
itself talk

;
so that to the mind of the spec-

tator the oratorical despotism is temper-
ed with some reasonable hope of silence.

This design, also, is intended only in ter-

rorem, and will be suppressed for an ad-

equate consideration.

I find one comfort, however, in the

very hideousness of our statues. The
fear of what the sculptors will do for

them after they are gone may deter those

who are careful of their memories from

talking themselves into greatness. It is

plain that Mr. Caleb Gushing has begun
to feel a wholesome dread of this posthu-
mous retribution. I cannot in any other

way account for that nightmare of the

solitary horseman on the edge of the

horizon, in his Hartford Speech. His

imagination is infected with the terrible

consciousness, that Mr. Mills, as the youn-

ger man, will, in the course of Nature,
survive him, and will be left loose to

seek new victims of his nefarious designs.

Formerly the punishment of the wooden
horse was a degradation inflicted on pri-

vate soldiers only ;
but Mr. Mills (whose

genius could make even Pegasus look

wooden, in whatever material) flies at

higher game, and will be content with

nothing short of a general. Mr. Gushing
advises extreme measures. He counsels

us to sell our real estate and stocks, and

to leave a country where no man's repu-
tation with posterity is safe, being merely
as clay in the hands of the sculptor. To
a mind undisturbed by the terror natural

in one whose military reputation insures

his cutting and running, (I mean, of

course, in marble and bronze,) the ques-

tion becomes an interesting one, To

whom, in case of a general exodus, shall

we sell ? The statues will have the land

all to themselves, until the Aztecs, per-

haps, repeopling their ancient heritage,

shall pay divine honors to these images,

whose ugliness will revive the traditions

of the classic period of Mexican Art.

For my own part, I never look at one

of them now without thinking of at least

one human sacrifice.

I doubt the feasibility of Mr. Cushing's

proposal, and yet something ought to be

done. We must put up with what we

have already, I suppose, and let Mr. Web-
ster stand threatening to blow us all up
with his pistol pointed at the elongated

keg of gunpowder on which his left hand

rests, no bad type of the great man's

state of mind after the nomination of

General Taylor, or of what a country

member would call a penal statue. But
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do we reflect that Vermont is half mar-

ble, and that Lake Superior can send us

bronze enough for regiments of statues ?

I go back to my first plan of a prohibitory
enactment. I had even gone .so far as to

make a rough draught of an Act for the

Better Observance of the Second Com-

mandment; but it occurred to me that

convictions under it would be doubtful,

from the difficulty of satisfying a jury
that our graven images did really present
a likeness to any of the objects enumer-

ated in the divine ordinance. Perhaps
a double-barrelled statute might be con-

trived that would meet both the oratori-

cal and the monumental difficulty. Let

a law be passed that all speeches deliver-

ed more for the benefit of the orator than

that of the audience, and all eulogistic

ones of whatever description, be pro-
nounced in the chapel of

x
the Deaf and

Dumb Asylum, and all statues be set up
within the grounds of the Institution for

the Blind. Let the penalty for infringe-
ment in the one case be to read the last

President's Message, and in the other to

look at the Webster statue one hour a

day, for a term not so long as to violate

the spirit of the law forbidding cruel and

unusual punishments.

Perhaps it is too much to expect of our

legislators that they should pass so self-

denying an ordinance. They might, per-

haps, make all oratory but their own pe-

nal, and then (who knows ?) the reports
of their debates might be read by the few

unhappy persons who were demoniacally

possessed by a passion for that kind of

thing, as girls are sometimes said to be by
an appetite for slate-pencils. Vita brevis,

lingua longa. I protest that among law-

givers I respect Numa, who declared, that,

of all the Carnenae, Tacita was most worthy
of reverence. The ancient Greeks also

(though they left too much oratory be-

hind them) had some good notions, es-

pecially if we consider that they had not,

like modern Europe, the advantage of

communication with America. Now the

Greeks had a Muse of Beginning, and
the wonder is, considering how easy it is

to talk and how hard to say anything,

that they did not hit upon that other

and more excellent Muse of Leaving-ofF.D
The Spartans, I suspect, found her out

and kept her selfishly to themselves. She

were indeed a goddess to be worshipped,
a true Sister of Charity among that loqua-
cious sisterhood !

Endlessness is the order of the day. I

ask you to compare Plutarch's lives of

demigods and heroes with our modern

biographies of deminoughts and zeroes.

Those will appear but tailors and ninth-

parts of men in comparison with these,

every one of whom would seem to have

had nine lives, like a cat, to justify such

prolixity. Yet the evils of print are as

dust in the balance to those of speech.
We were doing very well in Chesump-

scot, but the Lyceum has ruined all.

There are now two debating-clubs, sem-

inaries of multiloquence. A few of us'

old-fashioned fellows have got up an op-

position club and called it
" The Jolly

Oysters." No member is allowed to open
his mouth except at high-tide by the cal-

endar. We have biennial festivals on

the evening of election-day, when the

constituency avenges itself in some small

measure on its Representative elect by
sending a baker's dozen of orators to con-

gratulate him.

But I am falling into the very vice I

condemn, like Carlyle, who has talked

a quarter of a century in praise of holding

your tongue. And yet something should

be done about it. Even when we get one

orator safely under-ground, there are ten

to pronounce his eulogy, and twenty to

do it over again when the meeting is held

about the inevitable statue. I go to lis-

ten : we all go : we are under a spell. 'Tis

true, I find a casual refuge in sleep ;
for

Drummond of Hawthornden was wrong
when he called Sleep the child of Silence.

Speech begets her as often. But there

is no sure refuge save in Death; and
when my life is closed untimely, let there

be written on my headstone, with impar-
tial application to these Black Brunswiek-

ers mounted on the high horse of oratory
and to our equestrian statues,

Os sublime did it !
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REVIEWS AND LITERARY NOTICES.

Fr. Rogeri Bacon Opera qucedam hactenus the beginning of the thirteenth century,
inedita. Vol. I. Containing, I. Opus he- was placed in early youth at Oxford,
Tertium, II. Opus Minus, III. Com- whence, after completing his studies in

pendium Philosophice. Edited by J. S. grammar and logic,
" he proceeded to Par-

BREWER, M. A., Professor of English is," says Anthony Wood,
"
according to

Literature, King's College, London, and the fashion prevalent among English schol-

Reader at the Rolls. Published by the ars of those times, especially among the

Authority of the Lords Commissioners members of the University of Oxford."

of Her Majesty's Treasury, under the Here, -under the famous masters of the

Direction of the Master of the Rolls, day, he devoted himself to study for some
London : Longman, Green, Longman, years, and made such progress that lie re-

and Roberts. 1859. 8vo. pp. c., 573. ceived the degree of Doctor in Divinity.

Returning to Oxford, he seems soon to

SIR JOHN ROMILLT has shown good have entered into the Franciscan Order,

judgment in including the unpublished for the sake of securing a freedom from
works of Roger Bacon in the series of worldly cares, that he might the more ex-
" Chronicles and Memorials of Great Brit- clusively give himself to his favorite pur-
ain and Ireland during the Middle Ages," suits. At various times he lectured at the

now in course of publication under his di- University. He spent some later years out

rection. They are in a true sense impor- of England, probably again in Paris. His

tant memorials of the period at which they life was embittered by the suspicions felt

were written, and, though but incidentally in regard to his studies by the brethren of

illustrating the events of the time, they are his order, and by their opposition, which

of great value in indicating the condition proceeded to such lengths that it is said

of thought and learning as well as the he was cast into prison, where, according
modes of mental discipline and acquisition to one report, he died wretchedly. How-

during the thirteenth century. ever this may have been, his death took

The memory of Roger Bacon has re- place before the beginning of the four-

ceived but scant justice. Although long teenth century. The scientific and exper-

since recognized as one of the chief lights imental studies which had brought him
of England during the Middle Ages, the into ill-favor with his own order, and had

clinging mist of popular tradition has ob- excited the suspicion against him of deal-

scured his real brightness and distorted its ing in magic and forbidden arts, seem to

proportions, while even among scholars he ha^e sown the seed of the popular tradi-

has been more known by reputation than tions which at once took root around his

by actual acquaintance with his writings, name. Friar Bacon soon became, and in-

His principal work, his "OpusMajus," was deed has remained almost to the present

published for the first time in London in day, a half-mythical character. To the

1733, in folio, and afterwards at Venice in imagination of the common people, he was

1750, in the same form. Down to the pub- a great necromancer; he had had dealings

lication of the volume before us, it was the with the Evil One, who had revealed many
only one of his writings ofmuch importance of the secrets of Nature to him; he had

which had been printed complete, if indeed made a head of brass that could speak and

it is to be called complete, the Seventh foretell future events; and to him were

Part having been omitted by the editor, attributed other not less wonderful inven-

Dr. Jebb, and never having since been tions, which seem to have formed a corn-

published, mon stock for popular legends of this sort

The facts known concerning Roger Ba- during the Middle Ages, and to have been

con's life are few, and are so intermingled ascribed indiscriminately to one philoso-

with tradition that it is difficult wholly to pher or another in various countries and

separate them from it. Born of a good in various times.* The references in our

family at Ilchester, in Somersetshire, near * See The Famous Historic of Fryer Bacon,
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early literature to Friar Bacon, as one who led him to the study of branches of knowl-

had had familiarity with spirits and been edge that were held in little repute. He
a master in magic arts, are so numerous recognized the place of mathematics as the

as to show that the belief in these stories basis of exact science, and proceeded to

was wide-spread, and that the real charac- the investigation of the facts and laws of

ter of the learned Friar was quite given optics, mechanics, chemistry, and astrono-

over to oblivion. But time slowly brings my. But he did not limit himself to posi-

about its revenges ;
and the man whom his tive science

; he was at the same time a

ignorant and stupid fellows thought fit to student of languages and of language, of

hamper and imprison, and whom popular grammar and of music. He was versed

credulity looked upon with that half-hor- not less in the arts of the Trivium than in

ror and half-admiration with which those the sciences of the Quadrivium.*

were regarded who were supposed to have But in rejecting the method of study

put their souls in pawn for the sake of tast- then in vogue, and in opposing the study

ing the forbidden fruit, is now recognized of facts to that of questions which by their

not only as one of the most profound and abstruseness fatigued the intellect, which

clearest thinkers of his time, but as the were of more worth in sharpening the wit

very first among its experimental philos- than in extending the limits of knowledge,

ophers, and as a prophet of truths which, and which led rather to vain contentions

then neglected and despised, have since than to settled conclusions, in thus turn-

been adopted as axioms in the progress of ing from the investigation of abstract met-

science. " The precursor of Galileo," says aphysics to the study of Nature, Roger
M. Haureau, in his work on Scholastic Phi- Bacon went so far before his age as to con-

losophy,
" he learned before him how rash demn himself to solitude, to misapprecia-

it is to offend the prejudices of the multi- tion, and to posthumous neglect. Unlike

tude, and to desire to give lessons to the men of far narrower minds, but more con-

ignorant." formed to the spirit of the times, he found-

The range of Roger Bacon's studies ed no school, and left no disciples to carry
was encyclopedic, comprehending all the out the system which he had advanced,
branches of learning then open to schol- and which was one day to have its tri-

ars. Brucker, in speaking of him in his umph. At the end of the thirteenth cen-

History of Philosophy, has no words strong tury the scholastic method was far from

enough to express his admiration for his having run its career. The minds of men
abilities and learning.

" Seculi sui indo- were occupied with problems which it

lem multum superavit,"
" vir summus, alone seemed to be able to resolve, and

tantaque occultioris philosophise cognitione they would not abandon it at the will of

et experientia nobilis, ut merito Doctoris the first innovator. The questions in dis-

Mirabilis titulum reportaverit."
* The pute were embittered by personal feeling

logical and metaphysical studies, in the and party animosities. Franciscans and
intricate subtilties of which most of the Dominicans were divided by points of

schoolmen of his time involved themselves, logic not less than by the rules of their or-

presented less attraction to Bacon than the ders.t Ignorance and passion alike gave

pursuits of physical science and the inves- ardor to discussion, and it was vain to at-

tigation of Nature. His genius, display- tempt to convince the heated partisans on

ing the practical bent of his English mind, One side or the other, that the truths they

turning with weariness from the endless sought were beyond the reach of human
verbal discussions of the Nominalists and

faculties, and that their dialectics and

Realists, and recognizing the impossibility

of solving the questions which divided the *A barbarous distich gives the relations

schools of Europe into two hostile camps, of these two famous divisions of knowledge
in the Middle Ages :

containing die Wbnd.erful Things that lie did in

his Life, also the Manner of his Death ; with the
" Gramm loquitur, DM verba docet, RJiet ver-

Lires and Deatiis of the Conjurors Bungye and ba colorat
>

Vandermast. Reprinted in Thorn's Early Eng-
Mus canit

'
Ar merat, Gm ponderat, Ast

lish Romances.
colit astra'"

* Historia Crit. Phil. Period. II. Pars II. f See Haure"au, De la Philosophic Scolas-

Liber II. Cap. iii. 23. tique, II. 284-5.
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metaphysics served to bewilder more than

to enlighten the intellect. The disciples

of subtile speculatists like Aquinas, or of

fervent mystics like Bonaventura, were

not likely to recognize the worth and im-

portance of the slow processes of experi-

mental philosophy.
The qualities of natural things, the lim-

its of intellectual powers, the relations of

man to the universe, the conditions of

matter and spirit, the laws of thought,
were too imperfectly understood for any
man to attain to a comprehensive and cor-

rect view of the sources and methods of

study and discovery of the truth. Bacon
shared in what may be called, without a

sneer, the childishnesses of his time, child-

ishnesses often combined with mature pow-
ers and profound thought. No age is fully

conscious of its own intellectual dispro-

portions ;
and what now seem mere puer-

ilities in the works of the thinkers of the

Middle Ages were perhaps frequently the

result of as laborious effort and as patient

study as what we still prize in them for

its manly vigor and permanent worth.

In a later age, the Centuries of the "
Sylva

Sylvarum
"

afford a curious comment on

the Aphorisms of the "Novum Organum."
The "Opus Majus" of Bacon was un-

dertaken in answer to a demand of Pope
Clement IV. in 1266, and was intended

to contain a review of the whole range of

science, as then understood, with the ex-

ception of logic. Clement had apparently
become personally acquainted with Bacon,
at the time when, as legate of the preceding

Pope, he had been sent to England on an

ineffectual mission to compose the differ-

ences between Henry III. and his barons,

and he appears to have formed a just

opinion of the genius and learning of the

philosopher.

The task to which Bacon had been set

by the Papal mandate was rapidly ac-

complished, in spite of difficulties which

might have overcome a less resolute spir-

it; but the work extended to such great

length in his hands, that he seems to have

felt a not unnatural fear that Clement,
burdened with the innumerable cares of

the Pontificate, would not find leisure for

its perusal, much less for the study which
some part of it demanded. With this fear,

fearful also that portions of his work might
be deficient in clearness, and dreading lest

it might be lost on its way to Rome, he

proceeded to compose a second treatise,

called the "
Opus Minus," to serve as an

abstract and specimen of his greater work,
and to embrace some additions to its mat-

ter. Unfortunately, but a fragment of this

second work has been preserved, and this

fragment is for the first time published
in the volume just issued under the direc-

tion of the Master of the Rolls. But the
"
Opus Minus " was scarcely completed

before he undertook a third work, to serve

as an introduction and preamble to both

the preceding. This has been handed

down to us complete, and this, too, is for

the first time printed in the volume be-

fore us. "We take the account of it given

by Professor Brewer, the editor, in his

introduction.

"Inferior to its predecessors in the impor-
tance of its scientific details and the illustra-

tion it supplies of Bacon's philosophy, it is

more interesting than either, for the insight

it affords of his labors, and of the numerous

obstacles he had to contend with in the ex-

ecution of his work. The first twenty chap-
ters detail various anecdotes of Bacon's per-

sonal history, his opinions on the state of

education, the impediments thrown in his

way by the ignorance, the prejudices, the

contempt, the carelessness, the indifference

of his contemporaries. From the twentieth

chapter to the close of the volume he pursues
the thread of the Opus Majus, supplying what

he had there omitted, correcting and explain-

ing what had been less clearly or correctly

expressed in that or in the Opus Minus. In

Chapter LII. he apologizes for diverging from

the strict line he had originally marked out,

by inserting in the ten preceding chapters his

opinions on three abstruse subjects, Vacuum,
Motion, and Space, mainly in regard to their

spiritual significance. 'As these questions,'

he says,
' are very perplexing and difficult, I

thought I would record what I had to say
about them in some one of my works. In the

Opus Majus and Opus Minus I had not stud-

ied them sufficiently to prevail on myself to

commit my thoughts about them to writing;

and I was glsid to omit them, owing to the

length of those works, and because I was

much hurried in their composition.' From the

fiftv-second chapter to the close of the volume

he adheres to his subject without further di-

gression, but with so much vigor of thought

and freshness of observations, that, like the

Opus Minus, the Opus Tertium may be fair-

ly considered an independent work." pp.

xliv-xlv.*

*Mr. Brewer has in most respects per-
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The details which Bacon gives of his

personal history are of special interest as

throwing light upon the habits of life of

a scholar in the thirteenth century. Their

autobiographic charm is increased by their

novelty, for they give a view of ways of

life of which but few particulars have been

handed down.

Excusing himself for the delay which had

occurred, after the reception of the Pope's

letter, before the transmission of the writ-

ings he had desired, Bacon says that he

was strictly prohibited by a rule of his Or-

der from communicating to others any writ-

ing made by one of its members, under pen-

alty of loss of the book, and a diet for many
days of bread and water. Moreover, a fair

copy could not be made, supposing that

he succeeded in writing, except by scribes

outside of the Order
;
and they might tran-

scribe either for themselves or others, and

through their dishonesty it very often hap-

pened that books were divulged at Paris.
" Then other far greater causes of delay

occurred, on account of which I was often

ready to despair ;
and a hundred times I

thought to give up the work I had under-

taken
; and, had it not been for reverence

for the Vicar of the only Saviour, and [re-

gard to] the profit to the world to be secured

through him alone, I would not have pro-

ceeded, against these hindrances, with this

affair, for all those who are in the Church
of Christ, however much they might have

prayed and urged me. The first hindrance

was from those who were set over me, to

whom you had written nothing in my fa-

vor, and who, since I could not reveal your
secret [commission] to them, being bound

formed his work as editor in a satisfactory

manner. The many difficulties attending the

deciphering of the text of ill-written manu-

scripts and the correction of the mistakes of

ignorant scribes have been in great part over-

come by his patience and skill. Some pas-

sages of the text, however, require further

revision. The Introduction is valuable for

its account of existing manuscripts, but its

analysis of Bacon's opinions is unsatisfacto-

ry. Nor are the translations given in it al-

waj's so accurate as they should be. The

analyses of the chapters in side-notes to the

text are sometimes imperfect, and do not

sufficiently represent the current of Bacon's

thought ;
and the volume stands in great

need of a thorough Index. This omission

is hardly to be excused, and ought at once

to be supplied in a separate publication.

not to do so by your command of secrecy,

urged me with unutterable violence, and

with other means, to obey their will. But
I resisted, on account of the bond of your

precept, which obliged me to your work, in

spite of every mandate ofmy superiors. . . .

"But I met also with another hindrance,
which was enough to put a stop to the

whole matter, and this was the want of

[means to meet] the expense. For I was

obliged to pay out in this business more
than sixty livres of Paris,* the account and

reckoning of which I will set forth in their

place hereafter. I do not wonder, indeed,

that you did not think of these expenses,

because, sitting at the top of the world,

you have to think of so great and so many
things that no one can estimate the cares

of your mind. But the messengers who
carried your letters were careless in not

making mention to you of these expenses ;

and they were unwilling to expend a sin-

gle penny, even though I told them that

I would write to you an account of the

expenses, and that to every one of them
should be returned what was his. I truly

have no money, as you know, nor can I

have it, nor consequently can I borrow,
since I have nothing wherewith to repay.
I sent then to my rich brother, in my
country, who, belonging to the party of

the king, was exiled with my mother and

my brothers and the whole family, and

oftentimes being taken by the enemy re-

deemed himself with money, so that thus

being ruined and impoverished, he could

not assist me, nor even to this day have

I had an answer from him.
"
Considering, then, the reverence due

* This sum was a large one. It appears
that the necessaries of life were cheap and

luxuries dear at Paris during the thirteenth

century. Thus, we are told, in the year 1226,

a house sold for forty-six livres
;
another with

a garden, near St. Eustache, sold for two hun-

dred livres. This sum was thought large, be-

ing estimated as equal to 16,400 francs at pres-

ent. Sixty livres were then about five thou-

sand francs, or a thousand dollars. Lodgings
at this period varied from 5 to 17 livres the

year. An ox was worth 1 livre 10 sols; a

sheep, 6 sols 3 deniers. Bacon must at some

period of his life have possessed money, for we
find him speaking of having expended two
thousand livres in the pursuit of learning. If

the comparative value assumed be correct, this

sum represented between $30,000 and $40,000
of our currency.
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to you, and the nature of your command, I ties, is also surprising from the rapidity

solicited many and great people, the faces with which it was performed, in spite of

of some of whom you know well, but not the distractions and obstacles that attend-

their minds ;
and I told them that a cer- ed it. It would seem that in less than two

tain affair of yours must be attended to years from the date of Clement's letter, the

by me in France, (but I did not disclose three works composed in compliance with

to them what it was,) the performance its demand were despatched to the Pope,
of which required a large sum of money. Bacon's diligence must have been as great

But how often I was deemed a cheat, how as his learning. In speaking, in another

often repulsed, how often put off with part of the "
Opus Tertium," of the insuf-

empty hope, how often confused in my- ficiency of the common modes of instruc-

self, I cannot express. Even my friends tion, he gives incidentally an account of his

did not believe me, because I could not ex- own devotion to study.
" I have labored

plain to them the affair; and hence I could much/' he says,
" on the sciences and lan-

not advance by this way. In distress, there- guages; it is now forty years since I first

fore, beyond what can be imagined, I com- learned the alphabet, and I have always

pelled serving-men and poor to expend all been studious
; except two years of these

that they had, to sell many things, and to forty, I have been always engaged in study ;

pawn others, often at usury ;
and I prom- and I have expended much, [in learning,]

ised them that I would write to you every as others generally do
;
but yet I am sure

part of the expenses, and would in good that within a quarter of a year, or half a

faith obtain from you payment in full, year, I could teach orally, to a man eager
And yet, on account of the poverty of these and confident to learn, all that I know of

persons,,! many times gave up the work, the powers of the sciences and languages,
and many times despaired and neglected provided only that I had previously corn-

to proceed ;
and indeed, if I had known posed a written compend. And yet it is

that you would not attend to the settling known that no one else has worked so

of these accounts, I would not for the whole hard or on so many sciences and tongues ;

world have gone on, nay, rather, I would for men used to wonder formerly that I

have gone to prison. Nor could I send kept my life on account of my excessive

special messengers to you for the need- labor, and ever since I have been as stu-

* ed sum, because I had no means. And I dious as I was then, but I have not worked

preferred to spend whatever I could pro- so hard, because, through my practice in

cure in advancing the business rather than knowledge, it was not needful." * Again
in despatching a messenger to you. And he says, that in the twenty years in which

also, on account of the reverence due to he had specially labored in the study of

you, I determined to make no report of wisdom, neglecting the notions of the

expenses before sending to you something crowd, he had spent more than two thou-

which might please you, and by ocular sand pounds [livres] in the acquisition of

proof should give witness to its cost. On secret books, and for various experiments,

account, then, of all these things, so great instruments, tables, and other things, as

a delay has occurred in this matter." * well as in seeking the friendship of learn-

There is a touching simplicity in this ac- ed men, and in instructing assistants in

count of the trials by which he was beset, languages, figures, the use of instruments

and it rises to dignity in connection with and tables, and many other things. But

a sentence which immediately follows, in yet, though he had examined everything
which he says, the thought of "the ad- that was necessary for the construction

vantage of the world excited me, and the of a preliminary work to serve as a guide

revival of knowledge, which now for many to the wisdom of philosophy, though he

ages has lain dead, vehemently urged me knew how it was to be done, with what

forward." Motives such as these were aids, and what were the hindrances to it,

truly needed to enable him to make head still he could not proceed with it, owing to

against such difficulties. the want of means. The cost of emploj'-

The work which he accomplished, re- ing proper persons in the work, the rarity

markable as it is from its intrinsic quali- and costliness of books, the expense of in-

* Opus Tertium. Cap. iii. pp. 15-17. * Opus Tertium. Cap. xx. p. 66.
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struments and of experiments, the need of The enumeration by Bacon of the trials

infinite parchment and many scribes for and difficulties of a scholar's life at a time

rough copies, all put it beyond his power when the means of communicating knowl-

to accomplish. This was his excuse for edge were difficult, when books were rare

the imperfection of the treatise which he and to be obtained only at great cost, when

had sent to the Pope, and this was a work the knowledge of the ancient languages

worthy to be sustained by Papal aid.* was most imperfect, and many of the most

* Opus Tertium. Capp. xvi., xvii. precious works of ancient philosophy were

Roger Bacon's urgency to the Pope to pro- not to be obtained or were to be found on-

mote the works for the advancement of ly in imperfect and erroneous translations,

knowledge which were too great for private depicts a condition of things in vivid con-

efforts bears a striking resemblance to the trast to the present facilities for the corn-

words addressed for the same end by his great mun ication and acquisition of learning,

successor, Lord Bacon, to James I.
' Et ideo

ftnd enables us in some degree to estimate

patet," says the Bacon of the thirteenth cen- ^ drawbackg under which scholars pros
.

tiny, quod scripta principal* de sapientia ^^^ ^.^ before ^ invention
philosophise non possunt fieri ab uno nomine, ,.

nee a pluribus, nisi mauus praalatorum et
of pnntmg. That with such impediments

principum juvcnt sapientes cum magna vir- they were able to effect so much is won-

tute." "Horum quos enumeravimus om- derful; and their claim on the gratitude and

nium defectuum remedia," says the Bacon respect of their successors is heightened by

of the seventeenth century,
"

. . . . opera the arduous nature of the difficulties with

sunt vere basilica; erga qua? privati alicujus which they were forced to contend. The
conatus et industria fere sic se habent ut value of their work receives a high esti-

Mercurius in bivio, qui digito potest in viam mate
,
when we consider the scanty means

intendere, pedem inferre non potest." De
with which it wag performed.

Aug. Sclent. Lib. II. Ad Regem Suum.

A still more remarkable parallelism is to be from the classification of the four chief bin-

found in the following passages.
" Nam fa- drances to knowledge by his predecessor,

cile est dicere, fiaut scripturse complete de gut the supposition wants foundation, and

scientiis, sed nunquam fuerunt apud Latinos there is no reason to suppose that Lord Ba-

aliquse condignae, nee fient, nisi aliud consi- con was acquainted with the works of the

lium habeatur. Et nullus sufficeret ad hoc, Friar. The Rev. Charles Forster, in his Ma-
nisi dominus papa, vel imperator, aut aliquis Jiometanism Unveiled, a work of some learning,

rex magnificus, sicut est dominus rex Francis. Dut more extravagance, after speaking of Rog-
Aristoteles quidem, auctoritate et auxiliis re- er Bacon as "

strictly and properly an ex-

gum, et maxime Alexandri, fecit in Graeco
perimentalist of the Saracenic school," goes

quae voluit, et multis millibus hominum usus indeed so far as to assert that he " was the

est in experientia scientiarum, et expensis undoubted, though unowned, original whence

copiosis, sicut historise narrant." ( Opus Ter- n is great namesake drew the materials of his

tium, Cap. viii.) Compare with this the fol- famous experimental system." (Vol. II. pp.

lowing passage from the part of the De Aug- 312-317.) But the resemblances in their sys-
mentis already cited: " Et exploratoribus terns, although striking in some particulars,

ac speculatoribus Naturae satisfaciendum de are on the whole not too great to be regarded

expensis suis; alias de quamplurimis scitu simply as the results of corresponding genius,

dignissimis nunquam fiemus certiores. Si and of a common sense of the insufficiency

enirn Alexander magnam vim pecuniae sup- of the prevalent methods of scholastic phi-

peditavit Aristoteli, qua conduceret venatores, losophy for the discovery of truth and the

aucupes, piscatores et alios, quo instructior advancement of knowledge. "The same san-

accederet ad conscribendam historian! ani- guine and sometimes rash confidence in the

malium
;
certe majus quiddam debetur iis, effect of physical discoveries, the same fond-

qui non in saltibus naturae pererrant, sed in ness for experiment, the same preference of

labyrinthis artium viam sibi aperiunt." inductive to abstract reasoning pervade both

Other similar parallelisms of expression on works," the Opus Majus and the Novum
this topic are to be found in these two au- Organum. Hallam, Europe during the Mid-

thors, but need not be here quoted. Many die Ages, III. 431. See also Hallam, Litera-

resemblances in the words and in the spirit of ture of Europe, I. 113; and Mr. Ellis's Pref-

the philosophy of the two Bacons have been ace to the Novum Organum, p. 90, in the

pointed out, and it has even been supposed first volume of the admirable edition of the

that the later of these two great philosophers Works of Lord Bacon now in course of pub-
borrowed his famous doctrine of "Idols" lication.
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Complaining of the want of books, Bacon

says,
" The books on philosophy by Aris-

totle and Avicenna, by Seneca and Tully
and others, cannot be had except at great

cost, both because the chief of them are

not translated into Latin, and because of

others not a copy is to be found in public

schools of learning or elsewhere. For in-

stance, the most excellent books of Tully
De Republica are nowhere to be found, so

far as I can hear, and I have been eager
in the search for them in various parts of

the world and with various agents. It is

the same with many other of his books.

The books of Seneca also, the flowers of

which I have copied out for your Beati-

tude, I was never able to find till about

the time of your mandate, although I

had been diligent in seeking for them for

twenty years and more." * Again, speak-

ing of the corruption of translations, so

that they are often unintelligible, as is es-

pecially the case with the books of Aris-

totle, he says that " there are not four

Latins [that is, Western scholars] who
know the grammar of the Hebrews, the

Greeks, and the Arabians
;
for I am well

acquainted with them, and have made dil-

igent inquiry both here and beyond the

sea, and have labored much in these things.

There are many, indeed, who can speak
Greek and Arabic and Hebrew, but scarce-

ly any who know the principles of the

grammar so as to teach it, for I have tried

very many." f

In his treatise entitled
"
Compendium

Studii Philosophise," which is printed in

this volume for the first time, he adds in

relation to this subject, "Teachers are

not wanting, because there are Jews ev-

erywhere, and their tongue is the same in

substance with the Arabic and the Chal-

dean, though they differ in mode
Nor would it be much, for the sake of the

great advantage of learning Greek, to go
to Italy, where the clergy and the people

in many places are purely Greek; more-

over, bishops and archbishops and rich

men and elders might send thither for

books, and for one or for more persons
who know Greek, as Lord Robert, the

sainted Bishop of Lincoln, J did indeed

* OpusTertium. Cap. xv. pp. 55, 56.

t Id. Cap. x. p. 33.

JThe famous Grostgte, who died in 1253.
" Vir in Latino et Graeco peritissimus," says
Matthew Paris.

do, and some of those [Avhom he brought

over] still survive in England."* The

ignorance of the most noted clerks and

lecturers of his day is over and over again
the subject of Bacon's indignant remon-

strance. They were utterly unable to cor-

rect the mistakes with which the transla-

tions of ancient works were full.
" The

text is in great part horribly corrupt in the

copy of the Vulgate at Paris, .... and

as many readers as there are, so many cor-

rectors, or rather corruptors, .... for ev-

ery reader changes the text according to

his fancy."f Even those who professed

to translate new works of ancient learning

were generally wholly unfit for the task.

Hermann the German knew nothing of

science, and little of Arabic, from which

he professed to translate
;
but when he was

in Spain, he kept Saracens with him who
did the main part of the translations that

he claimed. In like manner, Michael Scot

asserted that he had made many transla-

tions
;
but the truth was, that a certain Jew

named Andrew worked more than he upon

them.J William Fleming was, however,
the most ignorant and most presuming of

all.
" Certain I am that it were better for

the Latins that the wisdom of Aristotle had

not been translated, than to have it thus

perverted and obscured, .... so that the

more men study it the less they know, as I

have experienced with all who have stuck

to these books. Wherefore my Lord Rob-

ert of blessed memory altogether neglect-

ed them, and proceeded by his own experi-

* Comp. Studii Phil. Cap. vi.

f Opus Minus, p. 330.

J This was Michael Scot the Wizard, who
would seem to have deserved the place that

Dante assigned to him in the Inferno, if not

from his practice of forbidden arts, at least

from his corruption of ancient learning in his

so-called translations. Strange that he, of all

the Schoolmen, should have been honored by

being commemorated by the greatest poet

of Italy and the greatest of his own land!

In the Notes to the Lay of the Last Minstrel,

his kinsman quotes the following lines con-

cerning him from Satchell's poem on The

Right Honorable Name of Scott :

" His writing pen did seem to me to be

Of hardened metal like steel or acumie ;

The volume of [his book] did seem so large

to me
As the Book of Martyrs and Turks Histo-

ric."

Comp. Studii Phil. Cap. viii. p. 472.
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ments, and with other means, until he knew
the things concerning which Aristotle treats

a hundred thousand times better than he

could ever have learned them from those

perverse translations. And if I had power
over these translations of Aristotle, I would

have every copy of them burned
;
for to

study them is only a loss of time and a

cause of error and a multiplication of igno-

rance beyond telling. And since the labors

of Aristotle are the foundation of all knowl-

edge, no one can estimate the injury done

by means of these bad translations." *

Bacon had occasion for lamenting not

only the character of the translations in

use, but also the fact that many of the

most important works of the ancients were

not translated at all, and hence lay out of

the reach of all but the rare scholars, like

himself and his friend Grostete, who were

able, through their acquaintance with the

languages in which they were written, to

make use of them, provided manuscripts
could be found for reading.

" We have
few useful works on philosophy in Latin.

Aristotle composed a thousand volumes, as

we read in his Life, and of these we have
but three of any notable size, namely, on

Logic, Natural History, and Metaphysics ;

so that all the other scientific works that

he composed are wanting to the Latins, ex-

cept some tractates and small little books,
and of these but very few. Of his Logic
two of the best books are deficient, which
Hermann had in Arabic, but did not ven-

ture to translate. One of them, indeed, he
did translate, or caused to be translated,

but so ill that the translation is of no sort

of value and has never come into use.

Aristotle wrote fifty excellent books about

Animals, as Pliny says in the eighth book
of his Natural History, and I have seen

them in Greek, and of these the Latins

have only nineteen wretchedly imperfect
little books. Of his Metaphysics the Lat-

ins read only the ten books which they
have, while there are many more

;
and of

these ten which they read, many chapters
are wanting in the translation, and almost

infinite lines. Indeed, the Latins have

nothing worthy ; and therefore it is neces-

sary that they should know the languages,
for the sake of translating those things
that are deficient and needful. For, more-

over, of the works on secret sciences, in

which the secrets and marvels of Nature

are explored, they have little except frag-

ments here and there, which scarcely suf-

fice to excite the very wisest to study and

experiment and to inquire by themselves

after those things which are lacking to

the dignity of wisdom
;
while the crowd of

students are not moved to any worthy un-

dertaking, and grow so languid and asinine

over these ill translations, that they lose

utterly their time and study and expense.

They are held, indeed, by appearances

alone; for they do not care what they

know, but what they seem to know to the

silly multitude." *

These passages may serve to show some-

thing of the nature of those external hin-

drances to knowledge with which Bacon
himself had had to strive, which he over-

came, and which he set himself with all his

force to break down, that they might no

longer obstruct the path of study. What
scholar, what lover of learning, can now

picture to himself such efforts without

emotion, without an almost oppressive
sense of the contrast between the wealth

of his own opportunities and the penury of

the earlier scholar 1 On the shelves with-

in reach of his hand lie the accumulat-

ed riches of time. Compare our libraries,

with their crowded volumes of ancient and

modern learning, with the bare cell of the

solitary Friar, in which, in a single small

cupboard, are laid away a few imperfect

manuscripts, precious as a king's ransom,
which it had been the labor of years to col-

lect. This very volume of his works, a

noble monument of patient labor, of careful

investigation, of deep thought, costs us but

a trivial sum ; while its author, in his por-

erty, was scarcely able, without begging,
to pay for the parchment upon which he

wrote it, as, uncheered by the anticipation

that centuries after his death men would

prize the works he painfully accomplish-

ed, he leaned against his empty desk, half-

discouraged by the difficulties that be-

set him. All honor to him ! honor to the

schoolmen of the Middle Ages ! to the

men who kept the traditions of wisdom

alive, who trimmed the wick of the lamp
of learning when its flame was flickering,

and who, when its light grew dim and

seemed to be dying out, supplied it with

oil hardly squeezed by their own hands,

* Comp. Studii Phil. Cap. viii. p. 469.

VOL. VI. 48
Comp. Studii Phil. Cap. viii. p. 473.
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drop by drop, from the scanty olives which

they had gathered from the eternal tree

of Truth ! In these later days learning

has become cheap. What sort of scholar

must he now be, who should be worthy to

be put into comparison with the philoso-

pher of the thirteenth century ?

The general scheme of Bacon's system
of philosophy was at once simple and com-

prehensive. The scope of his thought had

a breadth uncommon in his or in any time.

In his view, the object of all philosophy
and human learning was to enable men to

attain to the wisdom of God
;
and to this

end it was to be subservient absolutely,

and relatively so far as regarded the

Church, the government of the state, the

conversion of infidels, and the repression

of those who could not be converted. All

wisdom was included in the Sacred Scrip-

tures, if properly understood and explained.
" I believe," said he,

" that the perfection

of philosophy is to raise it to the state of

a Christian law." Wisdom was the gift

i of God, and as such it included the knowl-

edge of all things in heaven and earth,

the knowledge of God himself, of the

teachings of Christ, the beauty of virtue,

the honesty of laws, the eternal life of

glory and of punishment, the resurrection

of the dead, and all things else.*

To this end all special sciences were

ordained. All these, properly speaking,

were to be called speculative ;
and though

they each might be divided into two parts,

the practical and the speculative, yet one

alone, the most noble and best of all, in

respect to which there was no comparison
with the others, was in its own nature prac-

tical: this was the science of morals, or

moral philosophy. All the works ofArt and

Nature are subservient to morals, and are

of value only as they promote it. They
are AS nothing without it; as the whole

wisdom of philosophy is as nothing with-

out the wisdom of the Christian faith.

This science of morals has six principal

divisions. The first of these is theological,

treating of the relations of man to God
and to spiritual things ;

the second is po-

litical, treating of public laws and the

government of states ;
the third is ethi-

cal, treating of virtue and vice ; the fourth

treats of the revolutions of religious sects,

and of the proofs of the Christian faith.

* Opus Tertium. Cap. xxiv. pp. 80-82.

" This is the best part of all philosophy."

Experimental science and the knowledge
of languages come into use here. The
fifth division is hortatory, or of morals as

applied to duty, and embraces the art of

rhetoric and other subsidiary arts. The
sixth and final division treats of the rela-

tions of morals to the execution of justice.*

Under one or other of these heads all spe-

cial sciences and every branch of learning

are included.

Such, then, being the object and end of

all learning, it is to be considered in what

manner and by what methods study is to

be pursued, to secure the attainment of

truth. And here occurs one of the most

remarkable features of Bacon's system. It

is in his distinct statement of the prime

importance of experiment as the only test

of certainty in the sciences.
" However

strong arguments may be, they do not give

certainty, apart from positive experience of

a conclusion."
" It is the prerogative of

experiment to test the noble conclusions

of all sciences which are drawn from ar-

guments." All science is ancillary to it.f

And of all branches of learning, two are

of chief importance : languages are the

first gate of wisdom
;
mathematics the sec-

ond. J By means of foreign tongues we

gain the wisdom which men have collect-

ed' in past times and other countries ;
and

without them the sciences are not to be

pursued, for the requisite books are want-

ing in the Latin tongue. Even theology

must fail without a knowledge of the orig-

inal texts of the Sacred Writings and of

their earliest expositors. Mathematics are

of scarcely less importance ;

" for he who

knows not mathematics cannot know any
other physical science, what is more, can-

not discover his own ignorance or find its

proper remedies."
" The sciences cannot

be known by logical and sophistical argu-

ments, such as are commonly used, but

only by mathematical demonstrations."

But this view of the essential importance

of these two studies did not prevent Bacon

from rising to the height from which he

beheld the mutual importance and relations

of all knowledge. We do not know where

to find a clearer statement of the connec-

*
Opus Tertium. Capp. xiv., xv., pp. 48-53.

t Id. Cap. xiii. pp. 43-44.

J Id. Cap. xxviii. p. 102.

Opus Majus. pp. 57, 64.
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tion of the sciences than in the following

words : "All sciences are connected, and

support each other with mutual aid, as

parts of the same whole, of which each

performs its work, not for itself alone, but

for the others as well : as the eye directs

the whole body, and the foot supports the

whole ;
so that any part of knowledge

taken from the rest is like an eye torn out

or a foot cut off." *

Such, then, in brief, appears to have

been Bacon's general system of philos-

ophy. He has nowhere presented it in a

compact form
;
and his style of writing is

often so corrupt, and his use of terms so

inexact, that any exposition of .his views,

exhibiting them in a methodical arrange-

ment, is liable to the charge of possessing

a definiteness of statement beyond that

which his opinions had assumed in his

own mind. Still, the view that has now-

been given of his philosophy corresponds
as nearly as may be with the indications

afforded by his works. The details of his

system present many points of peculiar in-

terest. He was not merely a theorist, with

speculative views of a character far in ad-

vance of those of the mass of contemporary

schoolmen, but a practical investigator as

well, who by his experiments and discov-

eries pushed forward the limits of knowl-

edge, and a sound scholar who saw and dis-

played to others the true means by which

progress in learning was to be secured. In

this latter respect, no parts of his writings

are more remarkable than those in which

he urges the importance of philological

and linguistic studies. His remarks on

comparative grammar, on the relations of

languages, on the necessity of the study of

original texts, are distinguished by good

sense, by extensive and (for the time) ex-

act scholarship, and by a breadth of view

unparalleled, so far as we are aware, by
any other writer of his age. The treatise

on the Greek Grammar which occupies a

large portion of the incomplete
"
Compen-

dium Studii Philosophise/' and which is

broken off in the middle by the mutilation

of the manuscript contains, in addition

to many curious remarks illustrative of

the learning of the period, much matter

of permanent interest to the student of

language. The passages which we have

quoted in regard to the defects of the trans-

*
Ojnts 'Tertium. Cap. iv. p. 18.

lations of Greek authors show to how great

a degree the study of Greek and other an-

cient tongues had been neglected. Most

of the scholars of the day contented them-

selves with collecting the Greek words

which they found interpreted in the works

of St. Augustine, St. Jerome, Origen, Mar-

tianus Capella, Boethius, and a few other

later Latin authors
;
and were satisfied to

use these interpretations without investi-

gation of their exactness, or without un-

derstanding their meaning. Hugo of Saint

Victor, (Dante's
"
Ugo di Sanvittore e qui

con elli,") one of the most illustrious of

Bacon's predecessors, translates, for in-

stance, mechanica by aduUerina, as if it

came from the Latin mcecha, and derives

economica from cequus, showing that he, like

most other Western scholars, was igno-

rant even of the Greek letters."* Michael

Scot, in respect to whose translations Ba-

con speaks with merited contempt, ex-

hibits the grossest ignorance, in his version

from the Arabic of Aristotle's History
of Animals. For example, a passage in

which Aristotle speaks of taming the wild-

est animals, and says,
" Beneficio enim

mitescunt, veluti crocodilorum genus affi-

citur erga sacerdotem a quo curatur ut

alantur," ("They become mild with kind

treatment, as crocodiles toward the priest

who provides them with food,") is thus

unintelligibly rendered by him :
" Genus

autem karoluoz et hirdon habet pacem
lehhium et domesticatur cum illo, quoniam

cogitat de suo cibo." t Such a medley
makes it certain that he knew neither

Greek nor Arabic, and was willing to

compound a third language, as obscure to

his readers as the original was to him.

Bacon points out many instances of this

kind; and it is against such errors er-

rors so destructive to all learning that

he inveighs with the full force of invec-

tive, and protests with irresistible argu-
ments. His acquirements in Greek and

in Hebrew prove that he had devoted long
labor to the study of these languages, and

that he understood them far better than

many scholars who made more pretence of

learning. Nowhere are the defects of the

scholarship of the Middle Ages more point-

* See Haure*au: Nouvel Examen de VEdition

des (Euvres de Hugues de Saint - Victor. Paris,

1859. p. 52.

f Jourdain: Recherches sur les Traduevu
Latines d'Aristote. Paris, 1819. p. 373.
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edly and ablj exhibited than in what he animse rationalis prcecipuum est verbum, et

has said of them. in quo maxime delectatur." In the "
Opus

But, although his knowledge in this field Tertium," at the point where he begins
was of uncommon quality and amount, it to give an abstract of his "

Opus Majus,"
does not seem to have surpassed his ac- he ifses words which remind one of the fa-

quisitions in science. " I have attempted," mous " Franciscus de Verulamio sic cogi-

he says in a striking passage,
" with great tavit." He says,

"
Cogitavi quod iutellec-

diligence, to attain certainty as to what is tus humanus habet magnam debilitationem

needful to be known concerning the pro- ex se. . . . Et ideo volui excludere errorum.

cesses of alchemy and natural philosophy humanorum causas, quia dum hse durant in

and medicine. . . . And what I have writ- corde hominis impossibile est ipsum videre

ten of the roots [of these sciences] is, in veritatem." This is strikingly similar to

my judgment, worth far more than all Lord Bacon's "
errores qui invaluerunt,

that the other natural philosophers now quique in asternum invalituri sunt, alii post
alive suppose themselves to know

;
for in alios, si mens sibi permittatur." Such ci-

vain, without these roots, do they seek for tations of passages remarkable for thought
branches, flowers, and fruit. And here I or for expression might be indefinitely ex-

am boastful in words, but not in my soul
; tended, but we have space for only one

for I say this because I grieve for the infi- more, in which the Friar attacks the vices

nite error that now exists, and that I may of the Roman court with an energy that

urge you [the Pope] to a consideration of brings to mind the invectives of the great-

the truth."* Again he says, in regard to est of his contemporaries.
" Curia Roma-

his treatise
" De Perspectiva," or On Op- na, qua9 solebat et debet regi sapientia Dei,

tics,
" Why should I conceal the truth? I nunc depravatur. . . . Laceratur enim il-

assert that there is no one among the Lat- la sedes sacra fraudibus et dolis injusto-

in scholars who could accomplish, in the rum. Perit justitia ; pax omnis violatur
;

space of a year, this work
; no, nor even infinita scandala suscitantur. Mores enim

in ten years." t In mathematics, in chem- sequuntur ibidem perversissimi ; regnat

istry, in optics, in mechanics, he was, if superbia, ardet avaritia, invidia corrodit

not superior, at least equal, to the best of singulos, luxuria diffamat totam illam cu-

his contemporaries. His confidence in his riam, gula in omnibus dominatur." It

own powers was the just result of self- was not the charge of magic alone that

knowledge and self-respect. Natural ge- brought Roger Bacon's works into dis-

nius, and the accumulations of forty years credit with the Church, and caused a nail

of laborious study pursued with a method to be driven through their covers to keep

superior to that which guided the studies the dangerous pages closed tightly within,

of others, had set him at the head of the There is no reason to doubt that Bacon's

learned men of his time
;
and he was great investigations led him to discoveries of

enough to know and to claim his place, essential value, but which for the most

He had the self-devotion of enthusiasm, part died with him. His active and pier-

and its ready, but dignified boldness, based cing intellect, which employed itself on

upon the secure foundation of truth. the most difficult subjects, which led him
In spite of the very imperfect style in to the formation of a theory of tides, and

which he wrote, and the usually clumsy brought him to see the need and with pro-

and often careless construction of his sen- phetic anticipation to point out the means

tences, his works contain now and then of a reformation of the calendar, enabled

noble thoughts expressed with simplici- him to discover many of what were then

ty and force. "Natura est instrumentum called the Secrets of Nature. The popu-
Divinse operationis," might be taken as lar belief that he was the inventor of gun-

the motto for his whole system of natural powder had its origin in two passages in

science. In speaking of the value of his treatise
" On the Secret Works of Art

words, he says,
" Sed considerare debe- and Nature, and on the Nullity of Mag-

mus quod verba habent maximam potesta- ic,"* in one of which he describes some

tern et omnia miracula facta a principio . Reprinted in the Appendix to the volume
fere facta sunt per verba. Et opus edited by Profess0r Brewer. A translation of

* Opus Tertium. Cap. xii. p. 42. this treatise was printed at London as early

f Id. Cap. ii. p. 14. as 1597
;
and a second version,

"
faithfully
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of its qualities, while in the other he ap- after Bacon's death. Its positiveness of

parently conceals its composition under an statement is puzzling, when tested by what

enigma.* He had made experiments with is known from other sources of the na-

Greek fire and the magnet ;
he had con- ture of the discoveries and inventions of

structed burning-glasses, and lenses of va- that early time
;
and were there reason to

rious power ;
and had practised with multi- question Bacon's truth, it would seem as

plying-mirrors, and with mirrors that mag- if he had mistaken his dreams for facts,

nified and diminished. It was no wonder As it stands, it is one of the most curi-

that a man who knew and employed such ous existing illustrations of the state of

wonderful things, who was known, too, to physical science in the Middle Ages. It

have sought for artificial gold, should gain runs as follows : "I will now, in the first

the reputation of a wizard, and that his place, speak of some of the wonderful works

books should be looked upon with suspi- of Art and Nature, that I may afterwards

cion. As he himself says, "Many books assign the causes and methods of them, in

are esteemed magic, which are not so, but which there is nothing magical, so that it

contain the dignity of knowledge." And may be seen how inferior and worthless all

he adds,
"
For, as it is unworthy and magic power is, in comparison with these

unlawful for a wise man to deal with mag- works. And first, according to the fashion

ic, so it is superfluous and unnecessary." t and rule of Art alone. Thus, machines can

There is a passage in this treatise
" On be made for navigation without men to

the Nullity of Magic
"
of remarkable char- row them ; so that ships of the largest size,

acter, as exhibiting the achievements, or, whether on rivers or the sea, can be car-

if not the actual achievements, the things ried forward, under the guidance of a
esteemed possible by the inventors of the single man, at greater speed than if they
thirteenth century. There is in it a seem- were full of men [rowers]. In like man-

ing mixture of fancy and of fact, of child- ner, a car can be made which will move,
ish credulity with more than mere hap- without the aid of any animal, with incal-

hazard prophecy of mechanical and phys- culable impetus ; such as we suppose the

ical results which have been so lately scythed chariots to have been which were
reached in the progress of science as to anciently used in battle. Also, machines

be among new things even six centuries for flying can be made, so that a man may
sit in the middle of the machine, turning

translated out of Dr. Dee's own copy by T.
ftn { b which wi artiiiciaUy dis.

M.," appeared in 16o9. ,
J

, . .

J

posed are made to beat the air after the* " Sed taraen sal petrse LURU VOPO VIK *
, ,

CAN UTRIET sulphuris; et sic facies toni-
manner of a bird m fllSht Also> an m'

truura et coruscationem, si scias artificium. strument, small m size, for raising and

Videas tatnen utrum loquar cenigmate aut depressing almost infinite weights, than

secundum veritatem." (p. 551.) One is tempt- which nothing on occasion is more useful :

ed. to read the last two words of the dark for, with an instrument of three fingers

phrase as phonographic English, or, translat- in height, and of the same width, and of

ing the wr, to find the meaning to be,
"

smaller bulk, a man might deliver himself
man. you can try it." and his companions from all danger of pris-

t This expression is similar in substance to
on> and could rise or descend. Also, an

the closing sentences of Sir Kenelm Digby's instrument might be easily made by which
Discourse at Montpellier on the Powder of , A > , , ,

. . , one man could draw to himself a thousand
Sympathy, m 1657. " Now it is a poor kind .

of pusillanimity and faint-heartedness, or rath-
men b^ force and a^amst their Wlll> and

er, a gross weakness of the Understanding, to
m llke manner draw other things. In-

pretend any effects of charm or magick here- struments can be made for walking in the

in, or to confine all the actions of Nature to sea or in rivers, even at the bottom, with-

the grossness of our Senses, when we have out bodily risk : for Alexander the Great

not sufficiently consider'd nor examined the made use of this to see the secrets of the

true causes and principles whereon 'tis fitting sea, as the Ethical Astronomer relates,

we should ground our judgment: we need These things were made in ancient times,
not have recourse to a Demon or Angel in and are made in our times, as is certain

;

such difficulties.
except, perhaps, the machine for flying,

" ' Nee Deus intersit, nisi dignus vindice nodus .
which I have not seen, nor have I known

Incident.' " any one who had seen it, but I know a
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wise man who thought to accomplish this energy that yielded to no obstacles, with

device. And almost an infinite number of a combination so remarkable of the specu-

such things can be made
;
as bridges across lative and the practical intellect as to place

rivers without piers or any supports, and him in the ranks of the chief philosophers

machines and unheard-of engines." Ba- to whom the progress of the world in learn-

con goes on to speak of other wonders of ing and in thought is due. They show
Nature and Art, to prove, that, to produce him exposed to the trials which the men
marvellous effects, it is not necessary to who are in advance of their contempora-

aspire to the knowledge of magic, and ries are in every age called to meet, and

ends this division of his subject with words bearing these trials with a noble confi-

bccoming a philosopher :

" Yet wise men dence in the final prevalence of the truth,

are now ignorant of many things which using all his powers for the advantage
the common crowd of students [vulgus sttt- of the world, . and regarding all science

dentium] will know in future times." * and learning of value only as they led

It is much to be regretted that Roger to acquaintance with the wisdom of God
Bacon does not appear to have executed and the establishment of Christian vir-

the second and more important part of his tue. He himself gives us a picture of a

design, namely,
"
to assign the causes and scholar of his times, which we may re-

methods "
of these wonderful works of ceive as a not unworthy portrait of him-

Art and Nature. Possibly he was unable self.
" He does not care for discourses

to do so to his own satisfaction ; possibly and disputes of words, but he pursues the

he may upon further reflection have re- works of wisdom, and in them he finds rest,

framed from doing so, deeming them mys- And what others dim-sighted strive to see,

teries not to be communicated to the like bats in twilight, he beholds in its full

vulgar ;

"
for he who divulges mysteries splendor, because he is the master of ex-

diminishes the majesty of things ;
where- periments ; and thus he knows natural

fore Aristotle says that he should be the things, and the truths of medicine and al-

breaker of the heavenly seal, were he to chemy, and the things of heaven as well

divulge the secret things of wisdom." t as those below. Nay, he is ashamed, if

However this may have been, we may safe- any common man, or old wife, or soldier,

ly doubt whether the inventions which he or rustic in the country knows anything

reports were in fact the result of sound of which he is ignorant. Wherefore he

scientific knowledge, whether they had in- has searched out all the effects of the fusing

deed any real existence, or whether they of metals, and whatever is effected with

were only the half-realized and imperfect gold and silver and other metals and all

creations of the prophetic soul of the wide minerals ;
and whatever pertains to war-

world dreaming of things to come. fare and arms and the chase he knows
;

The matters of interest in the volume and he has examined all that pertains to

before us are by no means exhausted, but agriculture, and the measuring of lands,

we can proceed no farther in the exami- and the labors of husbandmen
;
and he

nation of them, and must refer those read- has even considered the practices and the

ers who desire to know more of its con- fortune-telling of old women, and their

tents to the volume itself. We can as- songs, and all sorts of magic arts, and

sure them that they will find it full of viv- also the tricks and devices of jugglers ; so

id illustrations of the character of Bacon's that nothing which ought to be known

time, of the thoughts of men at an epoch may lie hid from him, and that he may as

of which less is commonly known than of far as possible know how to reject all thai

periods more distant, but less connected is false and magical. And he, as he is

by intellectual sympathy and moral rela- above price, so does, he not value himself

tions with our own. But the chief inter- at his worth. For, if he wished to dwell

cst of Bacon's works lies in their exhibi- with kings and princes, easily could he

tion to us of himself, a man foremost in find those who would honor and enrich

his own time in all knowledge, endowed him
; or, if he would display at Paris

by Nature with a genius of peculiar force what he knows through the works of

and clearness of intuition, with a resolute wisdom, the whole world would follow

*
Nullity of Magic, pp. 632-642. .

him. * But, because in either of these ways

t Comp. Stud. Phil. p. 416. he would be impeded in the great pursuits
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of experimental philosophy, in which he

chiefly delights, he neglects all honor and

wealth, though he might, when he wished,

enrich himself hy his knowledge/'

Popular Music of the Olden Time. A Col-

lection of Ancient Songs, Ballads, and

Dance-Tunes, Illustrative of the Nation-

al Music of England. With Short In-

troductions to the Different Eeigns, and

Notices of the Airs from Writers of the

Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.

Also, a Short Account of the Minstrels.

By W. CHAPPELL, F. S. A. The whole

of the Airs harmonized by G. A. Mc-
FARREN. 2 vols. pp. 384, 439. Lon-

don : Cramer, Beale, & Chappell. New
York : Webb & Allen.

IN tracing the history of the English

nation, no line of investigation is more in-

teresting, or shows more clearly the prog-

ress of civilization, than the study of its

early poetry and music. Sung alike in

the royal palaces and in the cottages and

highways of the nation, the ballads and

songs reflect most accurately the manners

and customs, and not a little of the histo-

ry of the people ; while, as indicating the

progress of intellectual culture, the succes-

sive changes in language, and the steady
advance of the science of music, and of

its handmaid, poetry, they possess a value

peculiarly their own.

The industry and learning of Percy,

Warton, and Ritson have rendered a thor-

ough acquaintance with early English po-

etry comparatively easy ;
while in the

vork whose comprehensive title heads

tnis article the research of Chappell pre-

sents to us all that is valuable of the "
Pop-

ular Music of the Olden Time," enriched

by interesting moments and historical facts

which render the volumes equally inter-

esting to the general reader and to the stu-

dent in music. Chappell published his

collection of " National English Airs "

about twenty years ago. Since that time,

he tells us in his preface, the increase of

material has been so great, that it has been

advisable to rewrite the entire work, and

to change the title, so that the present

edition has all the freshness of a new

publication, and contains more than one

hundred and fifty additional airs.

The opening chapters are devoted to a

concise historical account of English min-

strelsy, from the earliest Saxon times to

its gradual extinction in the reigns of Ed-

ward IV. and Queen Elizabeth
;
and while

presenting in a condensed form all that is

valuable in Percy and others, the author

has interwoven in the narrative much cu-

rious and interesting matter derived from

his own careful studies. Much of roman-

tic interest clusters around the history of

the minstrels of England. They are gen-

erally supposed to have been the succes-

sors of the ancient bards, who from the

earliest times were held in the highest

veneration by nearly all the people of Eu-

rope, whether of Celtic or Gothic origin.

According to Percy,
" Their skill was con-

sidered as something divine
;
their persons

were deemed sacred ; their attendance

was solicited by kings ;
and they were

everywhere loaded with honors and re-

wards." Our Anglo-Saxon ancestors, on

their migration into Britain, retained their

veneration for poetry and song, and min-

strels continued in high repute, until their

hold upon the people gradually yielded to

the steady advance of civilization, the in-

fluence of the printing-press, and the con-

sequent diffusion of knowledge. It is to

be borne in mind that the name, minstrel,

was applied equally to those who sang,

and accompanied their voices with the

harp, or some other instrument, and to

those who were skilled in instrumental

music only. The harp was the favorite

and indeed the national instrument of the

Britons, and its use has been traced as

far back as the first invasion of the coun-

try by the Saxons. By the laws of Wales,
no one pould pretend to the character of

a freeman or gentleman, who did not pos-

sess or could not play upon a harp. Its

use was forbidden to slaves ;
and a harp

could not be seized for debt, as the sim-

ple fact of a person's being without one

would reduce him to an equality with a

slave. Other instruments, however, were

in use by the early Anglo-Saxons, such

as the Psaltery, the Fiddle, and the Pipe.

The minstrels, clad in a costume of their

own, and singing to their quaint tunes the

exploits of past heroes or the simple love-

songs of the times, were the favorites of

royalty, and often, and perhaps usually,

some of the better class held stations at

court; and under the reigns of Henry I.

and II., Richard I., and John, minstrelsy
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flourished greatly, and the services of the

minstrels were often rated higher than

those of the clergy. These musicians

seem to have had easy access to all pla-

ces and persons, and often received valu-

able grants from the king, until, in the

reign of Edward II., (1315,) such priv-

ileges were claimed by them, that a roy-

al edict became necessary to prevent im-

positions and abuses.

In the fourteenth century music was an

almost universal accomplishment, and we
learn from Chaucer, in whose poetry much
can be learned of the music of his time,

that country-squires could sing and play

the lute, and even "
songes make and well

indite." From the same source it ap-

pears that then, as now, one of the favor-

ite accomplishments of a young lady was

to sing well, and that her prospects for

marriage were in proportion to her pro-

ficiency in this art. In those days the

bass-viol (viol-de-gamba) was a popular in-

strument, and was played upon by ladies,

a practice which in these modern times

would be considered a violation of female

propriety, and even then some thought it

" an unmannerly instrument for a wom-
an." In Elizabeth's time vocal music was

held in the highest estimation, and to sing

well was a necessary accomplishment for

ladies and gentlemen. A writer of 1602

says to the ladies,
"

It shall be your first

and finest praise to sing the note of every
new fashion at first sight." That some of

the fair sex may have carried their musical

practice too far, like many who have lived

since then, is perhaps indicated in some

verses of that date which run in the fol-

lowing strain :

" This is all that women do :

Sit and answer them that woo;
Deck themselves in new attire,

To entangle fresh desire
;

After dinner sing and play,

Or, dancing, pass the time away/*

To many readers one of the most in-

teresting features of Chappell's work will

be the presentation of the original airs

to which were sung the ballads familiar

to us from childhood, learned from our

English and Scotch ancestors, or later in

life from Percy's
"
Reliques

" and other

sources ;
and the musician will detect, in

even the earliest compositions, a charac-

ter and substance, a beauty of cadence

and rhythmic ideality, which render in

comparison much of our modern song-mu>
sic tamer, if possible, than it now seems.

Here are found the original airs of "
Agin*

court," "All in the Downs," "Barbara

Allen," "The Barley -Mow," "Cease,
rude Boreas,"

" Deny Down,"
"
Frog

he would a-wooing go,"
" One Friday

morn when we set sail,"
" Chanson Ro-

land,"
"
Chevy Chace," and scores of oth-

ers which have rung in our ears from

nursery-days.
The ballad-mongers took a wide range

in their writings, and almost every sub-

ject seems to have called for their rhymes.
There is a curious little song, dating back

to 1601, entitled
" O mother, a Hoop," in

which the value of hoop-skirts is set forth

by a fair damsel in terms that would delight

a modern belle. It commences thus :

" What a fine thing have I seen to-day !

mother, a Hoop !

I must have one
; you cannot say Nay ;

mother, a Hoop !
"

Another stanza shows the practical use-

fulness of the hoop :

"
Pray, hear me, dear mother, what I have

been taught:

Nine men and nine women o'erset in a boat;

The men were all drowned, but the women
did float,

And by help of their hoops they all safely

got out."

The fashion for hoops was revived in

1711, in which year was published in Eng-
land "A Panegyrick upon the Late, but

most Admirable Invention of the Hoop-

Pettycoat." A few years later, (1726,) in

New England, a three-penny pamphlet was

issued with the title,
"
Hoop Petticoats Ar-

raigned and Condemned by the Light of

Nature and Law of God," by which it

would seem that our worthy ancestors did

not approve of the fasJfcon. In 1728 we

find hoop-skirts and negro. girls and other

" chattels
"
advertised for sale in the same

shop!
The celebrated song, "Tobacco is an

Indian weed," is traced to George With-

ers, of the time of James I. Perhaps no

song has been more frequently "reset";

but the original version, as is generally

the case, is the best.

One of the most satisfactory features of

Chappell's work is the thoroughness with

which he traces the origin of tunes, and

his acute discrimination and candid judg-
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ment. As an instance of this may be

mentioned his article on " God save the

Queen
"

;
and wherever we turn, we find

the same evidence of honest investigation.

So far as is possible, he has arranged his

airs and his topics chronologically, and

presented a complete picture of the condi-

tion of poetry and music during the reigns

of the successive monarchs of England.
The musician will find these volumes in-

valuable in the pursuit of his studies, the

general reader will be interested in the

well-drawn descriptions of men, manners,
and customs, and the antiquary will pore
over the pages with a keen delight.

The work is illustrated with several

specimens of the early style of writing

music, the first being an illuminated en-

graving and fac-simile of the song, "Sumer
is icumen in," the earliest secular com-

position, in parts, known to exist in any
country, its origin being traced back to

1250. It should have been mentioned be-

fore this that the very difficult task of re-

ducing the old songs to modern characters

and requirements, and harmonizing them,
has been most admirably done by Me-

Farren, who has thus made intelligible and

available what would otherwise be valua-

ble only as curiosities.

1. Folk-Songs. Selected and edited by JOHN
WILLIAMSON PALMER, M. D. Illustrat-

ed with Original Designs. New York :

Charles Scribner. 1861. Small folio,

pp. xxiii., 466.

2. Loves and Heroines of the Poets. Edited

by RICHARD HENRY STODDARD. New
York : Derby & Jackson. 1861. Quar-
to, pp. xviii., 480.

3. A Forest Hymn. By WILLIAM CULLEN
BRYANT. With Illustrations of John A.

Hows. New York : W. A. Townsend
& Co. 1861. Small quarto, pp. 32.

WE have no great liking for illustrat-

ed books. Poems, to be sure, often lend

themselves readily to the pencil ; but, in

proportion as they stand in need of pic-

tures, they fall short of being poetry. We
have never yet seen any attempts to help

Shakspeare in this way that were not as

crutches to an Indian runner. To illus-

trate poetry truly great in itself is like

illuminating to show off a torchlight-pro-
cession. We doubt if even Michel An-

gelo's copy of Dante was so great a loss

as has sometimes been thought. We have

seen missals and other manuscripts that

were truly illuminated,

"
laughing leaves

That Franco of Bologna's pencil limned "
;

but the line of those artists ended with

Frd Angelico, whose works are only larger
illuminations in fresco and on panel. In

those days some precious volume became
the Laura of a poor monk, who lavished

on it all the poetry of his nature, all the

unsatisfied longing of a lifetime. Shut
out from the world, his single poem or

book of saintly legends was the window

through which he looked back on real

life, and he stained its panes with every

brightest hue of fancy and tender half-tint

of reverie. There was, indeed, a chance

of success, when the artist worked for the

love of it, gave his whole manhood to a

single volume, and mixed his life with his

pigments. But to please yourself is a dif-

ferent thing from pleasing Tom, Dick, and

Harry, which is the problem to be worked

out by whoever makes illustrations to be

multiplied and sold by thousands. In Dr.

Palmer's "Folk-Songs," if we understand

his preface rightly, the artists have done

their work for love, and it is accordingly
much better done than usual. The en-

gravings make a part of the page, and the

designs, with few exceptions, are happy.
Numerous fac-similes of handwriting are

added for the lovers of autographs ;
and in

point of printing, it is beyond a question
the handsomest and most tasteful volume
ever produced in America. The Riverside

Press may fairly take rank now with the

classic names in the history of the art.

But it is for the judgment shown in the

choice of the poems that the book deserves

its chief commendation. Our readers do

not need to be told who Dr. Palmer is, or

that one who knows how to write so well

himself is likely to know what good writ-

ing is in others. We have never seen so

good and choice a florilegium. The width

of its range and its catholicity may be

estimated by its including William Blake

and Dibdin, Bishop King and Dr. Maginn.
It would be hard to find the person who
would not meet here a favorite poem. We
can speak from our own knowledge of the

length of labor and the loving care that

have been devoted to it, and the result is
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a gift-book unique in its way and suited to

all seasons and all tastes. Nor has the

binding (an art in which America is far

behind-hand) been forgotten. The same

taste makes itself felt here, and Matthews

of New York has seconded it with his ad-

mirable workmanship.
In Mr. Stoddard's volume we have a poet

selecting such poems as illustrate the loves

of the poets. It is a happy thought happi-

ly realized. With the exception of Dante,

Petrarch, and Tasso, the choice is made
from English poets, and comes down to

our own time. It is a book for lovers, and

he must be exacting who cannot find his

mistress somewhere between the covers.

The selection from the poets of the Eliza-
* bethan and Jacobian periods is particular-

ly full
;
and this is as it should be

;
for at

no time was our language more equally

removed from conventionalism and com-

monplace, or so fitted to refine strength of

passion with recondite thought and airy

courtliness of phrase. The book is one

likely to teach as well as to please; for,

though everybody knows how to fall in

love, few know how to love. It is a mir-

ror of womanly loveliness and manly de-

votion. Mr. Stoddard has done his work

with the instinct of a poet, and we cor-

dially commend his truly precious volume

both to those

" who love a coral lip

And a rosy cheek admire,"

and to those who
" Interassured of the mind,
Are careless, eyes, lips, hands, to miss ";

for both likings will find satisfaction here.

The season of gifts comes round oftener

for lovers than for less favored mortals,

and by means of this book they may press

some two hundred poets into their service

to thread for the "inexpressive she" all

the beads of Love's rosary. The volume is

a quarto sumptuous in printing and bind-

ing. Of the plates we cannot speak so

warmly.
The third book on our list deserves

very great praise. Bryant's noble " Forest

Hymn " winds like a river through edging
and overhanging greenery. Frequently
the designs are rather ornaments to the

page than illustrations of the poem, and in

this we think the artist is to be commend-
ed. There is no Birket Foster-ism in

the groups of trees, but honest drawing
froni Nature, and American Nature. The

volume, we think, marks the highest point

that native Art has reached in this direc-

tion, and may challenge comparison with

that of any other country. Many of the

drawings are of greJrt and decided merit,

graceful and truthful at the same time.

The Works of Lord Bacon, etc., etc. Vols.

XI. and XII. Boston: Brown & Tag-

gard. 1860.

WE have already spoken of the peculiar

merits which make the edition of Messrs.

Heath and Spedding by far the best that

exists of Lord Bacon's Works. It only re-

mains to say, that the American reprint

has not only the advantage of some addi-

tional notes contributed by Mr. Spedding,
but that it is more convenient in form, and

a much more beautiful specimen of print-

ing than the English. A better edition

could not be desired. The two volumes

thus far published are chiefly filled with

the " Life of Henry VII." and the " Es-

says
"

;
and readers who are more familiar

with these (as most are) than with the

philosophical works will see at once how
much the editors have done in the way of

illustration and correction.
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Miss Gilbert's Career. An American Story.

By J. G. Holland. New York. Charles Scrib-

ner. 12mo. pp. 476. $1.25.

Curiosities of Natural History. Second Se-

ries. By Francis T. Buckland, M. A. New
York. Eudd & Carleton. 12mo. pp. 441.

$1.25.

A Course of Six Lectures on the Various

Forces of Matter, and their Eelations to each

other. By Michael Faraday, D. C. L., F. E. S.

Edited by William Crookes, F. C. S. New
York. Harper & Brothers. 18mo. pp. 198.

60 cts.

A History and Analysis of the Constitution

of the United States ;
with a Full Account of

the Confederations which preceded it, etc., etc.
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ton. E. P. Dutton & Co. 8vo. paper, pp.
20. 20 cts.

Object Teachings and Oral Lessons on So-

cial Science and Common Things; with Va-

rious Illustrations of the Principles and Prac-
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XX. New York. D. Appleton & Co. 8vo.
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G. P. Putnam & Co. 12mo. pp. 261. $1.50.

A Year with Maggie and Emma. A True

Story. Edited by Maria J. Mclntosh. New
York. D. Appleton & Co. 18mo. pp. 137.

60 cts.

Notes on the Parables of our Lord. By
Richard C. Trench. Condensed. New York.
D. Appleton & Co. 12mo. pp. 288. $1.00.

Wa-Wa-Wanda. A Legend of Old Orange.
New York. Kudd & Carleton. 12mo. pp. 180.

$1.00.

The Prince's Ball. A Brochure from "Van-

ity Fair." By Edmund C. Stedman. New
York. Rudd & Carleton. pp. 63. 50 cts.

The Red-Skins; or, Indian and Ingin; be-

ing the Conclusion of the "
Littlepage Man-

uscripts." By J. Fenimore Cooper. Illus-

trated from Drawings by Darley. New York.

W. A. Townsend & Co. 12mo. pp. 536. $1.50.

Life and Religion of the Hindoos. With a

Sketch of the Life and Experience of the Au-

thor, J. C. Gangooly. Boston. Crosby, Nich-

ols, Lee, & Co. -l,6mo. pp. 306. $1.00.

Rosemary; or, Life and Death. By J. Vin-

cent Huntington. New York. D. & J. Sad-

lier & Co. 12mo. pp. 522. $1.25.

The King of the Mountains. From the

French of Edmond About. By Mary L.

Booth. With an Introduction by Epes Sargent.
Boston. J. E. Tilton & Co. IGmo. pp. 3QO.

$1.00.

A Forest Hymn. By William Cullen Bry*-
ant. Illustrated. New York. W. A. Towns-
end & Co. 8vo. pp. 32. $3.00.

The Great Preparation; or, Redemption
draweth nigh. By Rev. John Summing,
D. D. First Series. New York. Rudd &
Carleton. 12mo. pp. 258. $1.00.

The Moral History of Women. From the

French of Ernest Legouvd. Translated by J.

W: Palmer, M. D. New York. Rudd & Carle-

ton. 12mo. pp. 343. $1.00.

May Coverley, the Young Dressmaker. Bos>
ton. J. E. Tilton & Co. 18mo. pp. 258.

75 cts.

Paul Blake; or, The Story of a Boy's Perils

in the Islands of Corsica and Monte Christo,

By Alfred Elwes. New York. Thomson
Brothers. 18mo. pp. 383. 75 cts.

Little by Little; or, The Cruise of the Fly-

away. A Story for Young Folks. By Oliver

Optic. Boston. Crosby, Nichols, Lee, &
Co. 18mo. pp. 280. 63 cts.

Logic in Theology, and other Essays. By
Isaac Taylor. With a Sketch of the Life of

the Author, and a Catalogue of his Writings,
New York. William Gowans. 12mo. pp. 297.

$1.25.

The Illustrated Annual Register of Rural

Affairs, for 1861. Albany. Luther Tucker

& Son. 12mo. paper, pp. 124. 25 cts.

Harrington. A Story of True Love. By
the Author of " What Cheer," etc. Boston.

Thayer & Eldridge. 12mo. pp. 556. $1.25.

Analysis of the Cartoons of Raphael. New
York. Charles B. Norton. 16mo. pp. 141.

75 cts.

Home Ballads and Poems. By John Greets

leaf Whittier. Boston. Ticknor & Fields.

16mo. pp. 207. 75 cts.

Legends of the Madonna, as represented in

the Fine Arts. By Mrs. Jameson. Boston.

Ticknor &. Fields. 32mo. Blue and Gold,

pp. 483. 75 cts.
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